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e'1978 edition of the Guide is different in many
. J

Ways-. The b4lky,

siPgl#.N*ftutrie Guidiis: now a three-voline set. And the-b9oks aretaller %-;

- and ',,i,c14- thin' editions: The type is larger, tFiP, and the'ixt
cc11114*.ag`all'a little wiFier An theie chaiiges were degigfied to mike
the Gilic404i; ierw r..ad and easier to handle .

Theri ire man subs aritiveochangps aa., well Check the contents

Page, The introductory material, has been corntilet6ly revised.,The'eiten.
sivesome said difficult--treatmCnt on how to ate

Questione-'7andlt
replaced by e:asy.:to_togov.r; step-by-Sten instructions --z

Answers section will
the Guide and awarding credit.

use the exhibit,' and recommendations,
answer most if not alAin,clyouthiequnesewtions about usino.."

.strucLions on
the Guide

1:sut3eelibtle

how to find and'

\.,°-'

e

.. 4

indexes /have been irriprove# in m'And that's not all.\ The
ways, all desjgned to !help

: \

you find the correct exhibit, an find it
quickly. .. ,

But don't leap to the indexes yet. Whether
old hand at using the',Guide, start with the step-by-step

nether you're a

You may,be.plktsantli surprised.
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For more than thirty years the Guide tcp'the Evaluation of Educational
Experiencev in the Armed Services been the standard reference work for
recognizing learning acquired in tary life. ACE has worked cooperatively
with the Department of Defense and armed services igsting-hundredi ofas
thousands of servicemen and women achieve recognition for their learning. The
long-term success of the Guide evaluatOn system for military training has result-

.,

ea in it, serving as a model for the evaluation of programs 'Affect :by other
noncollegiate organizations, including business, industry, government agencies,
voluntary and professictnal associations, and labot unions. Collectively, these
efforts ate resulting in students combining extra-institutional learning opportuni-
ties with stdl at postsecondary institutions to achieve degree-related educational
objectives. NSt only is this sound educational practice, it is'also an efficient.,use
of educational resources 'and an incentive for the persons affected to undertake
further study.

Special recbgnition must be paid to hundreds of individuals who have
served as evaluators antthe many educational institutions, professional and;
disciplinary associations, and the apprenticeship 'training community for their
wholehearted cooperation in this,endeavor. Without their support and assistance,
the Guide would not' haves been possible. We are greatly indebted to them.

Once again, we are pleased to commend this work to you in your continu-
ing work with servicemen and women and veterans.

4.
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President
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HOW to Find" and Use Course Exhilai
This volunle oontains reCorninendations for formal

courses-offered by the Air Force and the Departthent
'of Defense. - . v

The instructions that follosy--provide a 'step-by-step
procedure for finding and using the exhibits and rec-
ornmendations., Readers unfaniiliar with the AtE :9
evaltion procedures should read the Appendix. Ad-
ditiortal information on using theGuide and awarding zi
credit is provided in the Questions and Answers see-
tion.

Step 1
Have the applicant complete a "Request for
Course Recommendation" form.

A "Request fo Course Recommendation" form ap-
pears at the back Of this volume. It may be repro-
duced and should be filled but by the applicant, using
the information. provided on official and personal re-
cords, as well. as the applicant's own knowledge of
the service course. Applicants should not refer to. the
Guide while completing the form. (See questions 4
through 8 in Questions and AnSwers.)

Step 2
Verify course completion from military

.records.
The following military records are normally used

Io verify successful completion of course require-
ents: -,

1. DD Form- 295, "Application for the Evaluation
of. Educational Experience During Military Ser-
vice"available to active-duty service personnel
from military education officers. (Form must be
certified by an authorized officer in order to 1:e
official)

2. DD Font! 214, 'Armed Forces- of the Milled.
States Report of Transfer or Discharge"availz
able to veterans, together with other in-servfce
training records from the General Services /Ad-
ministration, National Personnel Record Center
(Military Personnel Records), 9700 page Boule-
vard, St. Louis, Missouri 63132.

3.' Course Completion CeAific I sLmay be used to
complement other record or when service
courses are not recorded on official records. .

(See questionsfl,.3, and 10 in Questions and 'Answers.)

The following steps refer to it "course exhibit. ' See
sompie-course exhibit, page pc.

Step a
Find the,cou,rse exhibit by identifying the
Of ID Number in the Course Number
In ex or thei Keyword
_ A. Course Number Index. All-avable military
course numbers are listed in the Course Number
Iliclex in alphanumeric, sequence. If the applicant's
inilitary course number cannot be located in.. the
Course Number Index, search for the course title in
the Keyword Index.

B. KeywOrd Index. Identify all possible keywords
within a formal course title. For example, the
keywords in the title, "Ground Radio Communica-
tions Equipment 'technician," are Radio, Communica-
tions, and Equipment. Find one or all of those
keywords in the Keyword Index and search the liSt-
ing under the, keyword for the course title. If the title
cannot be found under one s keyword, search all other.
possible &ywords.

C. Identify OEC ,i1Y-Number. When the title or
military course number has been located,* note the
corresponding OEC ID Number. This number refers
to the course exhibit's location in the Guide. The two-
letter prefix refers to the section of the Cou?se Exhib-
its chapter, i.e., AR =Army section and
rip Department of Defense section. Within each
section; OEC ID Numbers are presented in numeric
sequence. (See queition 2 in Questions And Answers.)

Step 4'
Match. the course identifying information

ith the corresponding data in the course
hibit. ,

.
Course identifying information includes lte official

military title, military course number, length of
course, d tes of attendance, location, etc., and is pro-
videdvided. by the applicant' on the VRequest for Course
Recornme tion" form. When the course exhibit
consists of multiple versions, determine which version *
applies to the applicant's course by considering exhib-
it dates andlcourse length. (See questions 6, 7, 8, and
1.2 in Questions and Answers.)
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HOW TO FIND AND USE COURSE EXHIBITS

P5
ead the course objectives and description.
Consideration, should be given not only to the

amount of credit and-to the subject area, but 'also io.
course objectives and description which, are part

of the course exhibit. These portions of the exhibit
outline the course con-tent and scope and also proviCle
essential information about- the nature of the' course.

.(See'que4ion 5 in Questioni and Ansikers.)

Step 6
AWard credit, as .appropritite.

Users are free to /modify the credit reconimenda-
tions in accordance with institutio licy and the
educational goals of each individual plicant.

See questions 11 and 13-17 in Questions and Answers.

Step 7
7When assistance is required, contact the
Office on Educational Credit.

Wheniver problems arise in Steps 1 through 6, and
. assistance is desired,- contact the OEC Information

Service at:
.

Offite Ion Edueational.Credit
American Council on EduCation
On Dupout,Circle; N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
ATTN: Military Evaluations.
(202) 433-4685

r .
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.,
ID Nuss#er. A number assignetqy

' OEC to identify each c4wrse.

7T.. 7
C rsi NuMber. The number

assigned o the 'course-by the min-
tary. by version. -

A

longnS he lengtfi of tie 'course in
week , with contact hours in pa-

Jetitheses; by version.
I

Exhibit Orites: The start and end
dates, by.lmontll and year; -by ver-
sipn., Whencourse was first evoki-
ated and when, if anplicbtile, it was
eliminated' -,'Present' denotes pub-
1i-critic:A, cut-off. for, this edition of
the Guide (1/78).:

Sample Cmirs
f.

$1.17,171541529

1. ,:ancrnornc- WARA OFFICER ,
2. 'ELECTRONIC WARAAtrOFFICEt
3: ELEcntorne WARgAnz OFFICE

(NAVIGATOR, goOM).-1

Coarse Naliber: .Version- I: BLV7 -
Version 2: 51-y7C-tA2: Version 3: 51 -B.-
V7C-A; ZZ30210Z; 157105; 157104. -

, Location: All versions: Air Training Com-
mand, Mather AFB; 'CA. Version 2; Air

- Training .0iinmand, 'It eesler AFB, MS. Ver..
. . sir n 3: 'Air O'raining2 Command.- Keesler

,,AFB, MS. ,

c- Letigtie Version 1.*21 -25 weep (539-593
hours). rev n 2: 28 ks (687:i699 hourti).
Version 8-40 (300c-1088 hours).

ExhI4t ersion 1174-Presener
Versa 4071 .1 3..:Version..3: 7/57 -6/70:

eesi-Toit/raiti rs to supervise
the operktion, m4intennjOe, and, repair of
electroniOystems.

Msiruction. ",Descilioh of instruc-
. flan; ihcluding thing
i ; equipment, major subject
areas covered. Norntelly applies to
all course versions; occasionally a
note may be added regording a
Specific version,

Infraction: , laboratories, and
discussioq sess basic electricity and
electronics, ion and reception,
radar systems, lectroruc counte ensuress
systems, audio analysis, electronic warfare
systems, and simulation* training.

Credit Recommendation: Version J. In
the lower=division baccalaureate/astiOciate
degree, category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity, 2,!,in electronics, 2 in electrical labo-
ratpry (6/74/Persist 2: In the lower-divi-
sio&baccaletheiteWociate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics, 3 in electrical laboratory (6/74); in
the.upper-ckvision paecalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratoryry, on, the

t 3: In the I wer-division ba,ccaTaurea
basis of nal evaluatidn (6/74).
si i
as date dcgr categOr* 3 semei1X hours

electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
per - division - baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours in electricity or electroni
and credit in electricial laboratory on th
basis of institutionkrevaluatkin (6/74).

(
-

;.

\

Important: The appropriate -0-
course version c91 be found by
using the course titre and
numhewits length, exhibit dates,
andlotation.

vet.
0,4 Version Numbers and titles:
Versioh 1 is the most recent. If.
course has only one version, ver-
sion number is omitted throughout
exhibit.

Altemats Tities. In parentheses
under the more recent title...

Location. By version. The service
school, militory installation, state.'
In this example, applies to oIl ver- -
sions (version nunfter° is omitted).

Objectives.' The purpose for which
the coufse was designed; applies to
all versions.

Credit Recommendation. By version.
Given in four cdtegories: vocational
certificate; lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree; upper-divi-
sion baccoloureate; and graduate
degree. Expressed in semester
hours.

.40P P

4.1oluoiion Dote, Date when the
credit recommendation was estab-
lished, month and year:, in Oren-

- theses following each recommenda-
tion.

..



r r -Questions and Answtrp
r

( I71
, This. section is designed to answer questions that maytarise abo 7 using the Guide and awarding credit.,

An applicant at my institution has 'sUbndtted a DD,
Form 214 thaiit lists abbreviated course titles which I
cannot .decipher. The( form does not contain enough
information it me to find the courses in the Guide.
What should I do? Military records often provide in-
stifficient information for eduCation officials to( prop-
erly identify 'courses. For that reason, OEC has de,
signed' the "Request for Course Recommendatio
form,, which can be sed to supplement records,
applicant for credit ould be responsible for in r-
preting the information on his or her records, add
presenting the data in readableVform. You' rrnty also

...fuse course completion certificates and other training
records- to verify entries on the 1DD Forms 214 and
295.

26
Wherran applicant brings informatiOn a number of

-courses completed,, I can usually find exhibits for only
II a small percentage ,of the courses in the Guide.. Am I

doing something wrong? The course evaluation's done
by. the Office on Educational Credit 'probably repre-
sent about 30 percent of the total number .of courses
offered by the armed services. The remaining 70 per-
cent cannot be evaluated for one reason or another.
In general, courses evaluated and published in the
Guide are offered on a full-time basis (a minimum of
thirty contact hours of instruction- a week) for not less
than two weeks' duration; or,if less than two weeks
in length, the courses must include a minim,um total of
sixty contact hours of academic instruction. (Prior to-
1973 the minimum length .requirement was three

90 contact hours.) Vwee s or con t ac ours. Very few cosies ence
courses are listed in the Guide because sueh programs
were not evaluated until the mid-1970s. One criterion
for reviewing correspondence courses is the establish-
ment of an ongoing proctore

( nd-of-course examina-
tion ,program. Another re.,%irement for evaluation is
that a course be formal defined by the services, i.e.,
offered to meet service ide tfaining requirements aibd
published in the for l' schools catalog for the sev
vice. is requireme t generally excludes .locally or-
ganiz d and corn rid-level ,,training programs, as
well as courses'Offered on a one-time basis. When in

. 4

doubt abOut the,availabilitf any evaluation. for any,.
service course, tact the OTC Information Service.

I

I understand many military records were destroyed in a
fire at, the General Services Admirdstration several
years ago. , What do I do if the applicant's military
records were among those destroyed? Many records .

were reclaimed or reconstructed and are now avail-
able. In addition, the applicant's copies of certificates .

may/be used in lieu of records destroyed in, the GSA
fire.

J
4
May I submit a Request for Course Recommendation
form that the student has filled out with information
from the Guide? A form filled out 1)," a student who
copies information from the Guide cannot be used by
the OEC Information 'Service staff for identification,
purposes because that information only, duplicates
,data already published One iof the purposes of the
Request for Course Recommendation form is to

, secure information about a course from he student,
ideally through official reeurds, but also om his or
her personal knowledge or memory o he course.
With this first-hand .1.04tion, you ay' find the
correct course exhibit in the e. yo cannot find -

it,, you may send 'die request form to,the OEC Infor-
mation SerVice.

The OEC 'staff can then use this additional informa-
tion to search its extensive fills fot matching informa-
tion. W n a student attempts to identify a course
a e s ago by extracting curttnt titles and/or

course numbers from .the Guide; he or she may fact.
be identifying a similar course but not the on e or
she may have taken.

5
Who should send in the Request for Course Recomnien-

z- &lion form? The form should be completed by the
applicant and autho d by you, the institution offi-

tIciat. Credit recom dations W. 1 be forwarded - to
your institution on when you authorize us to do so.
While we do provide credit reCommendationS to ap-

. , plicars upon receipt of their requests, we encourage
them to apply through their schools.

iri

14_



xi' QUESTIONS.'AND ANSWERS .

6-
A

Why is so Muth information needed 'on the 'Request for
Course Recommendationform? You cannot be sure
that'that' you have identified the correct e0ibit in the
Guide unless all the information on the' .form matdhes
the corresponding items in theCourse exhibit. The.
course title, course number, name and location of the
service scho61, and length of the course shown on the
form should be identical to the InformatiOn in the
exhibit. In addition, the dates of attendance should fall
within the exhibit dates.

A complete and C.curate form will also help the,
OEC Information Service research the course.'

7
J

What do I do when the information on the Request for
Course RecOmMendation form doesn't exactly match
the information in the course exhibit? Send an audio-
rized form to, the OEC InfonnatiOn .Service.' Send -
copies of militaty records if you think they'll provide
additional information. If OEC 'cannot identify the
course and supply a credit recommendation, you may

istill grant credit, to the applic-ant by conducting your'
own assessment of the applicant's learning. (See quest

-tion 17 for information about assessment techniques.il,

8
How long does it take to'receiie a response if I subMit
a properly completed request form? About three weeks.
for most requests, longer for'those requiring,- extensive
research. Every effort will be rnadeikko .reSpond as
quickly as possible. If you wish, you may calf in
requests, but if research is involved, OEC will have to

...isend you a written resbonse.

.

How can I get additionarinformation about the courses
in the Guide? Sometimes the descriptive material in the
exhibit is not detailed enough for me to make a deci-
sion about granting credit. What do I do then? With
the exception of a few computer-taught or classified
courses, OEC has on file the progranA of instruction
for all courses listed in the Guide. When necessary,
OEC can provide the topic outline from the military
syllabus, and in those instances where an ,entire pro-
gram of instruction is needed; arrangements cari be

fade to photpcopY.the entire syllabus.

What arADSAFI and DANTES? Can.I grant credit for
the courses and tests listed on an applicant's USAFI or

DANTES military" test reports? USAFI was 'the
United States Armed Forces InstitUte, which offered- .

anoextensive edUcatiOnal prograM to active:d1fity
sonnel: USAFP correspondence, seminar, and self-
study courses, end-of-course tests, and Subject' Stan-.
dardized Tests (SSTs) wpre made available4o service
personnel worldwide until 1974, when USAFI was'
disestablished. SubAqUently, the Defense:Activity for
Non-Traditional EacatiOn.Support (DANTES) was
established in 1914, and that agency 'continued the
development pnd administration of Subject Standard-
ized Tests and other educational services. OEC con-
tinues to recommend credit for USAFI offerings anti
DANTES SSTs.

In verifying completion of USAFI Or DANTES
.courses or tests; do not accept the.Military test report
as official. That report is given to alliservice person-
nel who have taken n course or test: To obtain official
USAFI or DANTES records, refer. to 'the addresses
provided in the Appendix, under "Other Recommen-
dations. ".dations." -

11
. 4

What is the significance of thedatp which appears after
each credit' recommendation? That date called the
"evaluation date" and represents the month and year
the credit recommendation Was. established: Each time
a course is ev1aluated, a'dateis provided so that you
know when the course was last considered in terms of
a credit equivalency. The date tells you how recently .

a recommendation was established so that 3/, can
judge the currency of the credit reco mended. This
inforrpation. is particularly useful in subject; areas.
whefe "state .of the art" is important determining
the applicability of credit. You can also use the evalu- 4

ation date when. your ,institution has established a
"statute of limitations" for acceptance .\of transfer
credit. '

/

12
An applicant completed a course in 1973, but the Guide, 1

exhibit dates are 5/74 tcil'resent. Should I grant credit
based on the Guide? The exhibit dates shown in the
Guide indicate the time period for which .OEC has
informatikm on the course. The course may have been
offered for several years prior to .the exhibit "start"
date, but since the 'servide branch did' not submit
information on the course during that time period, .

OEC 'is notable toackdate the exhibit to cover it. If
you can be reasonably sure, from _other information
provided by the applicant (length,. course content de-
Scription), that his Ws her course was the same or
similar to the course listed in theGuide, then you can
grant credit based on the Guide reCommendation.. If



4

(he applicant's course was a nUmber of weeks longer
- or sfiorterthan the one, covered in the Guide exhibit,

you may be able to gran( credit based On a compari-
-son of the applicant's information v4th-the descriptive
inforrfiation'-in the guide. The Offibe7on Educational
credit encourages you to conduct your ow- n assess-
ment of courses' for which no crecki,t recommendation
Cs available. (See question 17, for niformation about
assessment techniques.)

13
I have looked up' several courses for one applicant. It
appears that a lot of the recommended `c edit is in the
same subject area, How can I avoid granting too much
credit to this person? You may grant credit for any
combination of learning 44xperiences. In doing so,
however, you must be alert to the possibility of over-
lapping credit recommendations. If the person is ap-
plying for credit for more than one learning experi-
ence, the recommendations might cover some of the
same learning, In such cases, awarding a simple total
of the recommended credits could result in the award
of*more credit than the learning merits.

Course recommendations will overlap when the in-
dividual has participated in several military courses in
the same subject area and at the same level. To identi-
fy overlapping /course recomMendations, carefully
review the instructional description for each, course
the applicant completed.

14
When credit is recommended in more than one catego-
ry, what should I do? Credit has frequently been rec-
ommended in more than one category. One reason for
multiple-category recommendations is that the scope
of a given course reflects learning in several subject
fields at different levels of complexity. The learning
acquired in a course in one subject field. may apply to
courses normally included in lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree programs, while those in an-
other subject field may apRly to courses normally
included in upper -division Ikaccalaureate programs.
Another reason for multiple-category recommenda-
tions is that faculty. members who serve as evaluators
decide that learning in a given subject field can be
applied to courses and programs of study encom-
paSsed by more than one of the categories; that is,
learning in electronics, for example, may apply to the
vocational certificate category and to the upper -divi-

QUESTIONS ANSWERS xlii,

sion baccalaureate Category. A thorough reading of
theeexhibit will help you to determine which category
is the best fOr you to apply. You wilk need tosread the
exhibit and compare course objectives and content
with those of your own institution.

In the first instancelearning in several subject
fieldsthe recommended credits, may be added as
long as all the subjects are applicabie to the student's
program of study at your institution.

Example A:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate-degree, cate-
gory, 1 semester hour in communication skills and 1 in
principles of management. In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in personnel management

In Example A, up to 5 seMester.hours'may be award-
ed if they apply to' the, student's program: 1 in com-
munication skills, 1 in prinCiples of management, and
3 in personnel management.

In the second instancelearning in a given subject
field that is applied to two or 'more categories--the
recommended credits probably should not be added.
You will have to determine 'how, they apply to the
student's program of,,study at your institution.

Example B:
\1.

In the vocational certificate category, 15 semester hours
in electricity or electronics. In the lower-division bacca-

- laureate/associate degree, category, 10 semester hours in
electricity or electribnics. In the upper-division' baccalau-
reate category, 5, ester hours in electricity or electron-
ics.

In Example B, to d ermine how many credits to
award, :compare t nformation in the exhibit de-
scritTii 4*,the esired outcomes of electricity or.
electromes.or relate courses and programs of study__
at your institution: Award credit based on comparison
of these outcomes. ,

As a general rule, you should read the course de-
scription and then award credit as it best applies to
the student's program of study, as determined through

..academic counseling.'
Credit may be applied to a student's program in

various ways: (1) pplied to the major to replaCe
required course; J2) applied as an optional course
within the major;f(3) applied as a general elective; (4)
applied to meet basic degree requirements; or (5) ap-
plied, to waive a prerequisite. Credit granted 'by a
postsecondary institution will depend on institutional
policies and degree requirements.

atia-

15
I have a course recommendation in which credit in
more than one categorybut in the same subject,
areais recommended, Itlooks like a combination of
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the previous examples. What do I do in that case?
Credit categories could\ be combined, if, for example,
the ecommendation is:

In the lower-division 'baccalaureate/associate degree cate-
gory, 3 semester hours in typing and 3 in.office manage-
ment. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-
mester hours in office management and 2 for field experi-
ence in management (11/75).

The 3 semester hours in office management recom-
mended in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category and the 3 in office management rec-
ommended in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry should not be combined for a total of 6. Eight
semester hours might be granted if they apply to the
student "program: 3 in typing, 3 in office manage-
ment, and 2 for field experience in management. The
evaluators have described the Course content, and
using that descriptiOn from the course exhibit, you
must determine the appropriate application of the
credit recommendation.

16
Do I have to grant credit exactly as it appears in the
recommendation? No. The use of ACE recommenda-
tions is the prerogative of education officials and em-
ployers. The recommendations are provided to assist
you in assessing the applicability of a person's military
learning experiences to his or her educational pro-
gram or occupation. You may modify the recommenda-
tions in accordance with your institution's policies and
practices.

You should, keep in mind that the recommendations
are advisory and are designed as a tool for use in
giving due recognition to an individual for his or her
learning experiences in the armed services. You
should also keep in mind that the learning of some
service personnel may exceed the skills, competencies,
and knowledge evaluated for a specific course. In
these cases, you may wish to conduct further assess-
ment. (See question 17 for information about assess-
ment technique.)

17
May I conduct my own assessment of an applicant's
learning? YesCiIn a', sense, you are always conducting
your own assessment, even when you use the recom-
mendations in this book. The Guide is one of many
tools you can use to assess what an applicant has
learned and how that learning can be applied to a
Specific program of study at your institution. When
you cannot find a recommendation in the Guide or
obtain one from OEC Information Service, we en-

courage you to use other means to assess what the
person has learned.

There are a wide variety of assessment techniques
that you can use, e.g., written examinations, oral .ex-
aminations, faculty .committee assessment, evaluation
of materials supplied by the applicant, personal inter-
views, performance tests, and standardized examina-.
tions such as CLEP. A combination of several tech-
niques will usually result in a reliable assessment of
the person's learning.

You may learn more about assessment techniques
through the publications of the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Experiential Learning (CAEL), former-
ly the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learn-
ing. Two CAEL reports give particularly helpful
overviews of the topic: A Compendium of Assessment
Techniques, by Joan Knapp and dimiel T. Sharon

-CAEL-11; $3.50), and-Principles of Good Practices in
Assessing Experiential Learning, by Warren W. Wil-
lingham (CAEL-27; $3.50 for a single copy, $2.00
each for ten or more). The publications may be pur-
chased from CAEL, American City Building, Suite
208, Columbia,_Maryland 21044.

You should also watch for new additions to the
ACE Guide Series,- which now comprises the Guide
and a companion 'Volume, The NationalGuide- to
Credit Recommendations for Non collegiate Courses,
which lists recommendations for courses offered by
business and industry, government agencies, profess
sional and voluntary associations, and labor unions.
The 1978 edition of The National Guide may be pur-
chased from OEC ($8.00 a copy, prepaid). The office
plans to add a guide to credit-by-examination pro-
grani\s to the series. Availability of the new guide will
be announced in the OEC Newsletter.

18
I am an employer. How will the Guide be useful to me?
Employers may find the exhibits helpful in hiring and
placing veterans in jobs. The recommendations and
descriptions enable you to compare a veteran's train-
ing with the qualifications and requirements for jobs.
The recommendations relate learning to postsecon-
dary courses and curricula.

Additional questions and answers about using the Guide
and the recommendations appear in the OEC Newslet-
ter. If you are not already receiving the newsletter, write
to the Editor Newsletter, Office on Educational ,

Credit, Amdkan Council on Education, One Dupont
Circle, Washington, DC 20036
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NOTE: The Community College of
the Air Force (CCAF), an accredited
occupational education institution
activated in 1972, awards credit to
many Air Force personnel for military
training. The Commission on
Educational Credit of the American
Council on Education recommends to
colleges and universities that the
CCAF transcript and catalogue be
utilized in granting vocational
certificate credit for formal Air Force
training and that the credit
recommendations published in the
Guide be accepted for credit in the
other postsecondary categories.
Accordingly, recommendations for
vocational certificate credit for Air
Force courses are not published in, this
edition of the Guide. If an Air Force
course is not listed in the CCAF
transcript or catalogue, a
recommendation in the vocational
certificate category may be obtained
by submitting a written request to the
Office on Educational Credit.
American Council on Education.

*After this edition of the Guide was prepare('
for publication, CCAF was granted candi-
dacy status as a degree-granting institution
by the Southern Association's ,Commission
on Colleges. With this change in accredita-
tion status, it is recommended that institu-
tions treat the CCAF transcript in the same
manner as transcripts from institutions with
similar recognition.

Course Exhibits

AF-0101-0001
DISEASE VECTOR AND PEST CONTROL,.

TECHNOLOGY

Course Number: 3AZR56650.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Center, Sheppard APB, TX.
- Length: 5 weeks (132 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/7 I-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel inthe basic principles of pest control.Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-perience in the basic principles of pest con-

trol, including the classificaticin and charac-:,teristics of insects; mosquito abatement
procedures; field ecology; control of flies,
fleas, lice, ticks, and mites; formulation,evaluation, and proper use of pesticides;
operation and maintenance of insecticide
dispersal equipment; and epidemiology of
vector-borne diseases.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in entomology(1/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

, 3 semester hours in entomology

AF 101-0002
EN NEERING ENTOMOLOGY SPECIALIST

ourse Number: ABR56630.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
!Exhibit Dates: 8/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the basic principles of animal and vegetable1:st control.
1Instructiont Lectures and practical ex-

perience in the basic principles of animal
and vegetable pest control, including ecolo-
gy and epidemiology, of vector-borne dis-
eases; pesticide classification, safety,

fumigationdispersal, and disposal;
techniques; sanitation; mosquito control;
and control of venomous animals, rodents,
and other vertebrates.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
dategory, 3 semester hours in community
Sanitation or agricultural pest control (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in community
sanitation or agricultural pest control-(2/

1744.

AF-0101-0003

ENGINEERING ENTOMOLOGY SPECIALIST/
TECHNICIAN

(ENTOMOLOGY SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 3ABR56630.
Location: Sheppard Technical

/ Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-12/73.

Training

1-1

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic principles of animal and vegetable
Pest control.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

gY and epidemiology

Perienee
and

in the basic principles of animal

of vector-borne dis_
vegetable pest control, including ecolo-

gy

sanitation;

eases; pesticide classification, safety,

mosquito control;
dispersal, arid disposal;

category,

fumigation

and control of venomous animals, rodents,
and other vertebrates. ti.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

category,

division
baccalaureate/associate degree

orY. 3 semester hours in community
sanitation or agricultural pest control ( 1 (
74); in the upper - division baccalaureate

3 semester hours in community
,sanitation or agricultural pest control (1/
74).

AF-0101_0004

PEST Corn-Rot (SEA).

Cepter, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Course Number: 2ASR56650-2.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Exhibit Dates: 4/73-12/73.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

con-
trol,

identify and control pest problems.
thlectives: To train enlisted personnel to

division

control

ex-
perience in the basic principles of pest con-

InstrUction: Lectures and practical ex-

cides. -.

ous pest control methods:operation of pest

including epidemiology of vector-
borne diseases; use and evaluation of vari-

mixing handling, and stpring insecti-
cides.

equipnient; and safety procedures

In the lower-
iate degree

caCte

redit
Rbec°accniallneaurlidileattic'elasnss°c

(1/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 .semester hours in entomology

(1/74).
orY. 2 semester hours in entomology

AF-0102.0001

ANIMAL SpEcuttisr

_Cern,* Number: 5ALY90831.

Brooks"cation: School of Aerosp
orooks AFR. TX.

ace Medicine,
,

clinics.

Length. 8 weeks (259-276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

procedures,

°blee,lves: To provide enlisted personnel

working dog programs, and veteri-

nalallrYfascne

with the skills required in zoonosis control

division

and

pharmacology. sanitation, zoonosis c ntrol

^nstruction: Lectures and laboratory inPtsPoorft;fimbaiolmcaerdeicailn;:edainrgcha.natomy

ne airnailmal ladi raasetcirsY,

animal

Credit Recommendation: In the lower.
management, and military dog care.

eLropsyclin

clinic

upper -
division baccalaureate category.

rY 3 semester hours in laboratory'
management (2/74); in the upper-

baccalaureate/associate degree

3 semester

category

74).
in laboratory animal management (2/,ry aflours
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AF-0102-0002
ANIMAL TECHNICIAN

(LABORATORY ANIMAL TECHNICIAN)

course Number: Version 1: 5AZY90850.
Version 2: AAY9087 I .

School of Aerospace Medicine.

1: 6 weeks (232 hours)
Brooks AtFB. TX.

Version hours)
Version 2:. 8 weeks (308 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/77-Present,

es":6T7-o8pPro7v.ide the skills neces,sa-
Veobrsiojeetin 2.

Ty to manage: handle, and care for labora-
tory

Lectures and laboratories in
animals.

hist
handling, including ariato-animal care, and

my and physiology, pharmacology, clinical
laboratory procedures, necropsy, animal
nutrition, surgery and aseptic techniques.
and laboratdry animal diseases.

Recommendation: Version 1:Credit .

Pending evaluation Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
Category. 4 semester hours in laboratory
animal management (1/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 4 semester
hours in laboratory animal 'management (1/
74).

.

AF-0102-0003
I. VETERINARY SPECIALIST

(VETERINARY SPECIALIST PHASE II)
2, VETERINARY SPECIALIST

3, VETERINARY SPECIALIST

4. VETERINARY SPECIALIST
(APPRENTICE VETERINARY SPECIALIST)

5. APPRENTICE VETERINARY SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version /: 5ABY90830.
Version 2: 3ABR90830: Version 3:
3ABR90830. Version 4: ABR90830'.
A1390830. Verkion 5: AB90830.

Location: Version I: School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX. Version 2:
Sheppard Technical Training center, shep_
pard AFB. TX. Version 3: Sheppard
Technical Training Center, Sheppard AFB.
TX. Version 4: Medical Service School.
Gunter AFB, AL. Version 5: Medical Ser-
vice School, Gunter AFB, AL.

3-4 weeks (132
16 weeks (518 hours).

Lettgthv:e,r3uVemrsin
hours).
Version 3 rs13 weeks (390 hours). Version
4: I weeks (402-429 hours). Version
5. 13 weeks (507 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 3/77-Present.
Version 2: 10/70-2/77. Version 3: 1/69-9/
70. Version 4: 10/57-.12/68. Version 5. 5/
54-9/57.

Objectives: To train airmen in food in-
spection procedures, sanitary surveillance

food processing and storage facilities.
and veterinary support of combat opera-
tions.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the fundamentals of

technical
service,medical veterinary administration.

Yv'eterinary field training, animalprocedures,
inspection

service, and zoonosis control activities. Ver-
sionsion 1: Phase I training (8 Weeks) is at Ft.
Sam Houston. TX at the Academy of
Health Sciences. See exhibit AR -0104-
0002.

Credit Recommendation: ...Version I:
Pendihg evaluation. Version' 2: In the
lower- division baccalaureate /associate
degre- e hourscategory. 3 semester hou in food
science and meat and dairy hygiene (2/74);

opperdivision baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in focal science and

meat and dairy hygiene (2/74). Version 3..
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in meat and dairy hy-
giene (1/69). Version 4: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in meat and dairy hygiene (12/68).
Version 5: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate

hygiene (5/63).
category, 3 semester hours in meat.,

and dairy

AF-0102-0004
VETERINARIAN

(VETERINARY OFFICER BASIC)
Course Number: 50BY9921; 30BR992 I-

I; OBR9921.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX; Medical Service School,
Sheppard APB Tx-. medical
School. Gunter AFB. AL.

Service

Length: 5 weeks ( 185 -195 hours)

Version 2 :,.3/65 -1/77.
ask": Version I: 217'7-185-195'Exhibit

Objectives:
"

rsTo provide officers with a
basic knowledge

ex-
perience in the

zoonotie disease' control and
of veterinary s'ciencewith

;
n

emphasis on
food sanitation.

Instruction:
veterina-

ry science,

Lehasetteurpesnnaenipd priesnafetvieetaelnnen_
x

epidemiology and control
edninng footrninidzoninn

soPetirid°ins:

J

disastermedicine.administrative procedures: and
eases, veterinary aspects of

sanitary surveillanc4 of food processing.
storing, and seminkfacilities.

Credit Recommendation:

because of
credit

nature e 20:VfetNrhsoionc

411x.

(2/74). ,:_ 1

the course

,.,

AF-0104-0001

VETERINARY TECHNICIAN

Course Num

Location: o

her: Verlion I: 3AAR90870-

AA90870. Version 3: A:A90870.
I ; AAR90870-1. Version 2: AAR90870;

Medicine, Gunter :A AFB, ,hrLlAL.

'Medical, Service

of Aviation.

School, She
Version

1:

School of Aviation Medicine, Gunter AFB,
AL. Version

Ppard AFB, TX, Version 2:
Medical Service School, Gunter AFB. AL;

hoLeursn7V:ersitioecirs3io;
hours). 'Version 2: 12-14 weeks (434-499

'Exhibit n
585 hours).

weeks (300Version l:
wi:eek1s0(

65. .

Version 2: 7/65-10/68. Version 3: 10/56-6/

Objectives:

Dates: Version 1: I1168-12173.

To present a comprehensive
program in food microbiology. aniMahiser-
vice, and zoonotic disease contro to
qualified enlisted personnel.

iInstruction: Practical experience in the
inspection of meat and meat products; su-
pervision of sanitary handling; inspection of
fruits; sanitary surveillance of food
processing establishments; basic principles
of food microbiology; statistical inspection
procedures; and food pre. servation and
storage.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category

,calaureate catego3rys,ern3 essetemrehstoeurrshoinurfs:
meat and dairy hygiene (12/68). irin2:

science (2/74); in the upper - division bac.-

In the upper-division baccalaureatVeerscatego-
ry, 3 semester hours in meat and dairy hy-
giene (12/68). Version 3: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in meat and dairy hygiene (12/68).

AP-0202-0001
GRAPHICS PREPARATION AND ILLUSTRATION

TECHNIQUES .

Sheppard

Course

NA uF1 niB. XeTr:

3AZR22351.
Location: 3750th Technical

Length: 6 weeks (180 hOtrrS).

0ExbhjecibtilivDesa: Ttes:o p10T/6r8o-vd1i2/e73trainees with
skills in illustratiOni fundamentals, layout
and media techniques, and reproduction
methods and processes.

instruction: Illustration fundamentals, in-
cluding care and- use of- equipment and
materials, lettering, figure drawing, ar_

tootling, layout, still life drawing; illustra-
tion layout and media techniques, including
sketched layouts. line and tone Media,
coldr media, visual communication
techniques; reproduction methods' and
processes, including printing and reproduc-
tion processes, projection transparencies '

and slides, silkscreen, shop operation, and , .

productiorveontrols.
Credit ;Recommendation: In the iower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
-category, 3 semester hours in graphic
material preparation (12/73), in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in graphic material preparation (12/
73),

School,

M.-0306-0001
MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 3AAR39170.
Version 2: 3AAR-39170; 3AAR43470. Ver-.
sion 3: AAR4347O

Location: Version 1: School of Applied'
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: School of Applied Aerospace -
Sciences. Chanute. AFB, IL; 334th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL. Ver.
sion 3: 3345th Technical. School, Chanute'
AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Version 2: 6-7 weeks (1807210 hofirs),
Version 3: 7-8 weeks (198-228 hours).

ion 1: 8/7Exhibit Dates: Vele
Version 2: 4/68 -7/73. Version 3: 1/64-3/68.

./L12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be maintenance analysis technician's.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratory in advanced analytical methods.
used in data collection assembly and analy -
sis techniques; including communications
security, maintenance management, super.
vision, data presentation, use of TV
cameras and video tape recorders, ,and
maintenance and man-hour data analysis.
Vernon 2: Instruction, includes business:

statistics and probability.

degree category, 7 semester hours in busi-
ness report writing (6/74); in die upper_

the lower-divisicin baccalaureate/ass'ociate
Credit Recommendation: Version

(6174)

division baccalaureate category, 2
Nrtdivwtsrtnitning

hi,e..oursrsionin2:biunsintheess
lower- division

semester

semester

baccalau-
reate /associate degree category, 3
hours in 'business statistics (6/74); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category. 3

semester hours in business statistics (6/74).
Version 3: In the lower;division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category. 3 semester
hours in statistical report writing (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in statistical report writ-
ing (6/74).



AF-0326-0001
'INDLIsTaixt. psoks-ry Aomous-r ATioN

(JT) .
aurae Isiumt;ert t.60.
Location:. School of Syst 9ms and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AM, 0,H.
Length:.3 weeks (75-14.4 hoots). 4

Exhibit pates: I2/69-Present.
Clkinetives: To provide industrial. proper-

ty administrators with advanced trairling,,,M .

industrial property administration.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises.in industrial property administration, -
Course includes property law and procure-
ment regulations, property administrator's
responsiblities and duties, contract adminis-
tration and inventory management. controls

. audit, statistical. sampling, and selected, prd-
perty administration problems.

Credit Recommendation; in the low
diVision baccalaureate/associate
catekory, r 2 Seinester hours, in ind2Atrial
man.sgenfent (6/74); in the LII5Pe!'-aivision
baccalaureate categorY. 2" semester hours in
industrial management (6/74). ,/

. AF-0326-0003

CONTRACT -Anktousra oN
Course Ntimber:
Location: Sch

gistics, Wright -p,
Length: 3-4
Exhibit
Objectiv

5.
of Systems and 1,404

tterson AFB.
eeks (90-120 hours).
12/69-12/73.

To provide selected person-
nel with knowledge. and skills essential to
PerforMance as contracting officers or con-
tracting administrators.

Iltruction: I v-tures and practical exer-
cises to include organization for contract
administration; types of contracts; cost
analysis, pacing, andi profit; contract
modification; production and progress
evaluation; funding and financing; quality
assurance; inspection and acceptance; war-
ranties; negotiatiOn of Changes, disputes,
and claims; and termination.

. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in contract ad-
ministration (8/74); in the u pper -division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
contract administration (8/74).

AF-0331-000j
1. REAL ESTATECOST-MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS SPECIALIST
L. MEAL ESTATECOST-MANAGEMENT

(NALYSIS SPECIALIST
(REAL ESTATE AND COST MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS SPECIALIST)

Course Number; 3ALR55430.
Locadtim: Version. 1: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences.. Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB. TX.

Lettgth: Version I : 3 'weeks ( I IS hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/73-12/73.
Version 2: 8168-2171.
ObJecthes: To train enlisted-personnel to

iSe real - estate and cost- management analy-
sis specialists.

Instruction: Lectures in cost accounting
and management analysis procedures as ap-
plied to real-property management. includ-

.ing publications, automatic data Processing,
establishment and maintenance of auto-
mated cost and real-property files, labor

. ?
accounting, work control, real-pro rty ac-
counting, and cost procedures.

a, Credit Recommendation: V sion

real -
property managerperit (6 4). Version 2:

mester hour i

1: In
the lower-division baccalau ate/a...__

1 serest hour i

degree category, 1

associatethe lower-division ba alaureate/

n't (6/74); in the

1n real-
In

degree' category. .1

property manager:
-n real-

baccalau ate category, a

(12/68). /
cromester

hourshou irf real estate and cost ; tinting
°

! ; '--
Ar

AF-0332-0001
SUPPLY SERVICES SUPERVISOR

. ,

Course NuMber: Version 1: 3 AAR61 1701
1. Version 2: AAR6I 170.

Location: Version 1: 3415th Technical

Amarillo AFB, Tx
School, Lowry AFB, 2: 3320th
Technical School,

Length: Version 1: (I50-180
-hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Version 2: 1/66-1/68.
Exhibit Dates: Version 1:

pOpItilyecstvvesic:eTs osutperarviin

supervisors.
Instruction: 411 Versions: Lectures' and

pe.rsonnel relations and
super-

vision,
practical exercises in supply
vision,

clothing sales store management, stuck
management

control and pricing. eceiv-
ing,9,nd shipping, merchandising, inventory.
accounting.. 'and reporting. commissa,,,,
management, laundry and dry_cleardn';
management, and organization and equip-
ment required for various supply services.
Version 2: Includes redistribution and mar-
keting management.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See
explanatory note. at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: in the upper-
division 2baccalaureate category, semester2 ester
dhoivuisrsimlin supply management (12/
68).

- AF-0406-0001
COMMISSARY t)PERATIONS

(COMMISSARY NCO)
(COMMISSARY OFFICER)
(COMMISSARY NCOIC)

Course Number: AZR6I 170; AZRF...
1; AZR64270; ars6444-1.

-.270-

Lociiioni." 3320th Technical School.
Amarillo AFB, TX. ,

Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60-12/68.

operations, including

Objectives: To train officers and non-
commissioned officers in ,'corrirni
operations.

cisesinstinietncommissary

supply procedures, pricing, in-
ventory

su

ipracti:cal exermLeisscatryures and

Property accounting and. supply se;

ventory procedures, sales, accounting and

ndation: In the upper-

reporting, sales forecasting. and subsistence
and-sales report analysis.

Credit Recomnie
dkvision baccalaureate category, 2 .,

--stence

hours in store management (12/68).

n--8Pline,

"nester

4`..- 0419x0001001

AlgitAre LCowomwstER -,

Course Number: 3ABR60730;

ATechnIALR60133; AL60133; SS60153.1;
gR60730; ALR60730.
',Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
,

1

J''
Air Fore? 1-3

L.:oath: 4-9 weeki (120-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.,
Objectives: To teach selected airmen the

duties and responsibilities of aircraft load-
master.

instruction: General, training in the or-
ganization and use of air transportation ac-
tivities; Weight and balance com-
ptiiivititates. iion, and loading, packing, and
tiedown of cargo on aircraft; handling of
dangerous cargo; airdrop
transportation of guided missiles.

Credit Recommendadon: See explanatory

Procedures; aerial

note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-0419.°0024

3ASSENGER S EiA I RSPECIALISTC ALSTAIR

Se PECI ALlST

Course Number: Version I: SABR60530;'
,:zii060R60135030y;

Version
60. AlB3600 1301:ersion 2:

Location: Version 1: Technical\Training

Technical
Center,

Version Technical .TrainingTX.
and, geesler AFB. MS.

TX. e

sion 3: 8 weeks (240 hours).

weeks ( 1207150

rand,
Version 1: S...7

hours) Version 2: 6 weeks (90 hours). ver-

Exhibit. Dates: Version 1: 2/58-1

57. ' 4,

Version 2

rsObjectives:
with the skills and knowledge nece
perform as apprentice air passeng
cialists. i

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perienceportsn.ininthcelubdansIgic

)

homan relations, customer

tteiorrnn'inal organization, air traffisecrv:ecceOradisr
and reports. airlift and airspace require- I
ments aircraft weight and balance, and /
customs regulations.

/73.
4-5/

nnel
ry to

r spe-

the.
Credit Reamninendation: Version 1: Iupper-division baccalaureate category.

2 semester hours in transportation (12/68
Version 2: In the upper - division baccala
meats category, 2 semester hours in ktraris-
Portation (12/68j. Version 3: In the up r-

.

divisi
I

on baccalaureate category, 2 semes er
hours in transportation (.12/68).

AF.0419.4003
ADVANCED AIR TRANSPORTATION

Course Number: 60AAT.p.
Location: 443d Military Airlift

PASSENGER

technical training rtlur.air
Pas_isenger nice.

procedures; P-...

and cal exer-
cises

,

s: To prO ide

and

ipnrocair passenger

procedures; ;
procedures; docum

note

h ij

gibemmmennin

tion.

Wing,

terminal
nger

control;
ntarion;

tion: See
of the Ai

Perations
servation

baggage
nd anti-

xplanatory5
Force sec-



1L-4 COURSE EXHIBITS

AF41419-0005
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION OFFICER

1: OZR6041,2.
r;,dOBT6e0ch3nli.

Technical

Course Number: Version
Version 2: .

'
BSRhe6p0p3al Training

Center, Shepparti AFB, TX.
Length: Version 1 3 weelt; (90 hours).

Version 2: 10 Weeks ( 300 hours).
-12/68.Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/63.:

Version 2: 6155-1.3162.
Objectives: TO train. officers for

managerial 'positions in the surface trans-
portation

iamruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisea-in tirinciples of surfacc transportation
Management, including passenger and
freight terminal operations, airlift opera-
tions and management, aircraft, load
planning, weigh and balance problems,

cridit Recommendation:. Version j: See
and aerial al procedures., .

explanatory note at tF7fe beginning pf the
Air Force section. Veision%2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester.
hours in transportation (11/62).

AF-0419-0006
FREIGHT TRAFFIC SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR6023 I .
Location: School of Applied 'Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6-7 week's (180-204 hours). ,(
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-12/73.

To teach airmen theObjeCtives:
procedures for a sifying, documenting,

ent-sponsOred cargoand shipping 130`,ern
by military and com crcial motor vehicles
and by rail, express, parcel post, andwatek
carriers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exer-
cises in introduction to transportation; ship-

, [Tient planning; shipping and receiving
prwedures; and freight terminal opera-
tions.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
the beginning of the Air Force sec-

tion..

AF-0419-0007
AIR FREIGHT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3 ABR60531;
ABR60531; ABR60132; AB60 I 32.

I ovation: Sheppafd Technical Training
School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7-9 weeks (180 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/5542/68
Objectives: To.provide enlisted personnel

with basic knowledge and technical skill in
air cargo transportation and handling.

Instruction: Lectures and practical
demonstrations in basic air cargo transpor-
tation and handling, including air transpor-
tatiori fundamentals: military air command

-operation;
systems; materials -handling, vehicle

-"operation; aircraft loading techniques;
weight and balance computation; dan-
gerouS cargo processing and handling; and

B documentation, and warehous-
ing of gencralicargo and mail,

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in transportation ( 12/68),

AF-0419-0008
PASSFNGE"R 'AND HOUSEHOLD GooDs

SPECJALIST

0/U14C ,Number; 3ABRd0230.

-

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX,

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/69-12/73.
Objective's: To provide enlisted personnel

with training in passengep and household
goods transportation

Instruction: Lectu s and practical exer-
cises in passenger a household goods
transportation procedures, including
ptanning and procuring commercial trans-
portation for personnel and their depen
dents, shipment and storage 41f personal"ersonal
property, basic administrative procedures,
and driver training. t.

Credit RecomMendation:iSee explanatory
note at. the beginning of the Ail Force sec
tion."

AF-0419-0009
't \ ,

FREIGHT TRAFFIC SPECIALISTz,

',,Course Number: AB6023 T.
Location: Technics Training Niging ,
Leftth: 9 weeks 0.8 ....7.40 hours).

ShcppAd AfB, TX. - . ,

Exhibit Dates: 9/56- 14.68.
Objectives: To proVide enlisted perr.:onnel° ''

with basic training in freight operations
management and commercial. transporta-
tion,

Instruction: Le.cturcs and practical
demonstrations in- the basic principles of
transportation-and freight traffic manage-
ment, including classification of freight;
tariffs; bill-of-lading procedures.; various
modes of transportation; duties of traffic
managers; and special transportation
pcoblems, such"as carrier liability; transit
privileges; reconsignment, diversion,
demurrage, and routing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
.division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in transporta-
'tion management (2/-74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in traffic operation or transportation
management (1.2/68):

AF-0419-0010

TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
(AIR TRANSPORTATION OFFICER)

Course Number: 30BR6041; 0I3R6041;
OBR6021; OB6021.

Location: Sheppard Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB, TX:'

Length: 10-16 weeks (270-480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers in the duties,

and responsibilities of a transportation of-
ficer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
- perience in the management of all facets of

air and surface transportation, including
operation of a commercial transportation
office; airlift terminal organization and

(Itoperation; movement and storage of
household goods; personnel transportation:
transportation budget; movement of materi-
als by -air, water, rail, and pipeline.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in transportation management (12/
68).

. ,

AF -0419 -001 1

AIR TRANSPORTATION OFFICER

Course Number: OZR604 I -1

1 v.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Training Command, Shep-
pardPa

Location:
T

Air
.,

4Exhibit Dates: 2/63-12/68.

f ie transportation

Objectives: To train air transportation of-
ficers required of sur-
face st4)

execute

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the principles. of traffic
management, passenger documentation,
movement and storage of household goods,
freight' classification and documentation, .....,

dying delivery, packing
arid crating, udget Preparation, and vehi-
cle

Recommendation: In the lower-
degree

category, semester in transpoha_

AF;0419-0012,,

1. TRANSPORTATION STAFF OFFICER
2. TRANSPORTATION STAFF OFFICER

(TRANSPORTATION OFFICER)
. :.

. Course Number: Version 1: 30AR6011.
Version 2: 0 AR60 El.

Loeation: Air Training Command, Shep- -
pard AFB, T,X.
. Length: Version 1; 10-12 Weeks

(330-390 hodrs). Version 2: 11,24 weeks
(360-720 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1' 6/68-12/73.
Version 2: 11.56- 5/88.' r

Objectives: To, train transportation Tf-
fic rs in all aspecis'of advanced transporta-
tio nage me nt.

Inst coon: Lectures and siipervised stu-
dent projects in procedures and techniques
of advanced traffic-Management; military
traffic management; air transportation
management; veht.ele maration. and main-
tenance; transportatiorfund management;
development of transportation systems,
plans, and programs; data automation and
systems analysis; commercial,transportation
services; packing, packaging, and marking
materials; military and commercial , air,
motor, rail, water, and pipeline movement,.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
8 semester hours in transpOrtation manage-
ment (1/74 ). Version 2: -In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in trampportationent . (12"/
68). _

AF-0419-0013

TRANSPORTATION or D NGEROUS
'MATERIAL'S (RES JIVE)

R60000.
Applied Aerospace
, TX.
ours).

Course Number: 3A
Location: School of

Sciences, Sheppard AF
Length: 2 weeks (60
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-12/73-

cargo
: cTaotrai airmen to pc 0 m

tie i ali sts with osupple-
mental
gcrous cargo.

dan-
gerous

Objectives:

training in th ban

Instruction: Lectures and
eaisas inmveimliteanryt standard

provedand movement

ractical cxer-
transportation

res airdrop;
tiedown; and processing and docurnenta-
tion of special and dangerous cargo.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.



AF-0419-0014 : nt

ADVANCED Ain TRANSPORTATION CARGO

Course Number: None.
Location: n443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB,,OK.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To provide officers with ad-

vanced tt4triing in air cargo transportation.
Instruaion: Lecture's in air cargo trans-

portation procedures, including aerial port
squadron, air freight and traffic control
sections, and military air command or-
ganization .and dministration; cargo con-
trol docurrIbrita 'On proCedures; aircraft
loading procedu s; weight and balance;
and dangerous 'ei rgo, special cargo, and
road-handling procedures. .,

Credit Recommendation: See' explanatory
note at -the'lleginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

.,

AF-0419-0015

ADVANCED AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER (C-5)
Course Number: A60770A-4.
14,Cation: . 443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB, OK.
Length: 4 week'S (150 hourk).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

having some experience in air transporta-
tion to perform as aircraft loadmasters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exirt,
cises -in air transportation; including,, air
plane systems operation, preflight and load-
ing ptocedures, airlift systems, emergency
equipment operation, weight and balance
calculakions, nuelear training,' and . pas-
senger handling and comfort.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-0419-0016

ADVANCED AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER (C-141 )
Course Number: A60770-2.
Location: 443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB, OK.
Length: 8 weeks (225 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-.12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

having some experience in air transporta-
tion to perform 'as aircraft loagimasters.

Instroction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air transportation, including aircraft
systems operation; weight and balance load
planning; ' dangerous cargo, special cargo,
and mail transportation; emergency signals,
procedures, equipment, and cargo jettison;
egress training; and passenger and troop
handling.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

A F-0419-0017

AIR TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS
CARGO AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS

"(TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS
CARGO, NUCLEAR' WEAPONS AND
MISSILES)

(MISII.E AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS TRANS-
, pORTATION SAFETY)

Course.Number: 30ZR6000; OZR6000.
Location? 375(tth Technical School,

. Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/64-12/73.
Objectives: To provide officers and en-

listed personnel with suppiemental training
in the air transportation of dangerous
cargo, nuclear weapons, and missiles.

Instruction: Lectures in the transporta-
tion of dangerous materials, including
preservation, packaging, and aircraft-load-
ing techniques; quantity-distance limita-
tions; emergency procedures; and inspec-
tion, use, and maintenance of hoisting \
equipment.

Credit Recommendation:'4e-No ;credit
because of the military nature.of the course
(12/68).

F.'-0419-0018

TRANSPORTATION OE DANGEROUS CARGO

Course Number: 30ZR6000-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel in the transportation of dan-
gerous cargo.

skInstruction: Lectures on proced9res for,
handling, inspecting, and transporting dan-
gerous cargo by air, land, and sea.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

A F-0419-0019

MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 3AZR47000.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute.AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise and manage motor vehicle main-
tenance activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-
cises in motor vehicle maintenance
management. Course includes administra-
tion and superVision techniques, main-
tenance scheduling, quality and material
-control, vehicle safety, and parts supply
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 6 semester hours in transporta-
tion management (7/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category, '4 semester
hours in transportation management (7/
74).

AF-0419-0020
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR

Course NuMber: AA60370.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: Oro train vehicle operat s

and dispatchers to manage motor transpor-
tation activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-x.
cises in the management of motor transpor-
tatign activities, including motor pool 'or-
ganization, management, site location, and
operation; and lisu. pervision of vehicle
operations, vehicl e. dispatching, main.
tenancc and utilization; and accident
prevention.

Air Force 1-5
Credit Recommendation: See explanatory

note at the beginning of the Air Force sec -.
tion.

AP-0419-0022
AIR PASSENGER SPECIALISV(RESERVE )

Course Number: 3ARR60550.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as air pas-

senger specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of air passenger specialists,
including scheduling and processing passen
gcrs for flight, organization of air terminals,
flight schedules, industrial funding and
reimbursable- traffic procedures, passenger
eligibility, acceptance, processing, manifest-
ing, and passenger baggage-handling equip-
ment opyration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in transporta-
tion and air passenger traffic management
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate.
category, I semester hour in transportation
and air passenger traffic management (7/
74).

AP-0419-0023
AIR CARGO SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3 ABR60531. s .
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sttepptird AFB, TX.
Length: 7-8 weeks (2t0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as air cargo

specialists.
Instruction: L'ectures and practical exer-

cises in the duticl of air cargo specialists,
including air transportation activity or-
ganization; processing, documentation and
warehousing of gelleral cargo and mail;
handling and processing dangerous and
classified -cargo; computing weight and
balance using mathematics and balance
computers; preparing cargo for airdrop;
loading and acdown procedures; and
materials handling equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

- tion.

AF-0419-0024
AIR CARGO SPECIALIST (RESERVE)

Course N umber: 3 ARR6055 I .
Location: School of Applied A-diospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX(
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as air cargo

specialists.
I struction: Lectures and practical exer-

cise in, the duties of air cargo specialists,
incl ding transportation and movement
pro dures; processing and documentation
of g eral, special, and dangerous cargo
and mail; materials handling equipment
operation; aircraft load planning; and air-
craft loading and unloading.

Credit Recommendation: See explapatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.



1-6 , COURSE EXHIBITS

AF-0419-0025

PASSENGER AND HOUSEHOLD OD'ODS
SPECIALIST

(PASSENGER TRAFFIC SPECIALIST)

Course. Number: AB60230. r
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4-9'weeks,(d2t480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen in passenger

traffic management an the movement of
household goods and baggage.

Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-
cises in passenger traffic, manageMent and
the movement of household goods and
baggage, including transportation agencies
regulations of carriers, travel orders, modes
and classes available for passenger trans-
portation, passenger routing, preparation of
transportation requests, trans rta
costs. and movement, storage, and oc -
mentation of household goods.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper.-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
Airs in transportation (12/68). /

AF-0504-0001

TECHNICAI. WRITER

Course Number: 3AZR75200-2.1 .
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hour's).
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-12/73. \

.

Objectives: To train enlisted rsonnel as '

technical writers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ciseS in technical writing, including gram-,
mar; effective sentence, paragraph, .and

4S...chapter development; procethire relateli to
Career.Development Courfak roduction;
and practiCal exercises in Caree Develop-
ment Course research.x.planning, and writ-
ing (including the-wng, revieWing. and
editing a simulatee-or actual Career
Develo ent Course publication).

C it Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours .technical
writing (7/74); -in the. upper-division
calaureate category, .credit in technical
writing on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion

AF- 505-0001

TEt.E IStCN PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

Course Number: ATS 72161-I.
Location: 3415th Technical Schoo

Lowry AFB, TX.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train perSonnel for as.

ment an television services.
Instruction: Topics include the television

system, video and audio switching, staging
and principles of lighting, directing con-
cepts, recording processes, practical televi-
sion production, and the television script.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in television production (11/77).

n-

AF-0602-000 14

FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS

( FRENCH) .

(GERMAN)
( IGBO)

LINGAIA) 71\\
ITNAN )

( PORTUGUESE)
( RUNDI)
(SPANISH)
(TWI)

VIETNAMESE)
( YORUBA)

o 0'4

,, 4,

semester hours (7/73): TE; Credit
recommendation is based on an on -site
evaluation. Before awarding cre4it.'officials
at receiving institutions should obtain a
certified Language Training R rt. (Form'

,.., Service Intitute (Department of State;
DS-651) from the Registrar Of he.Foreign

400 Key. Boulevard; Arlington, Virginia
2209).

Course Number: No.IC
Lbcation: School of Language Studies,

Arlington, VA.
Length: 16 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: /59-Present.
Objectives: The primary objective orthe

Foreign Service Institute langkage pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in Ian-.
guages for, foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is d signed
to help students acquire language ills to
meet general scidial demands and to urther
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effective
communicator and reading of ,current
newspapers, periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fieldS of the language being studied
are integral parts of each program:

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, a maximum of 12
semester hours for each course (7/73).
NOTE: Credit recoTmendation is based on
an on-site evaluatibn. Before awarding
credit; officials at receiving- institutions

cshould obtain a certified Language Training
Report (Form DS -65I) from the Registrar
of the Foreign Service Institute.
(Departinent.of State; 1400 Key BoUlevard;
Arlington, Virginia 22209).

AF-0602-0002
FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE

PROGRAMS
(HAUSA)

Course Nu ber: None. .. .-
1- of Language udies,
tArling

Le

n Sc

th: 19 we
hibit Dates: I

Objectives: The
oreign Service I

grams of the De
develop oral-aur
guages for fore'
signed overseas.

Instruction:
to help stud
meet gene
develop
sional

-Present.
rimarY objective f the
stitute language pro-
rtment of State is to
proficiencies° in Ian-
affairs personnel as-

he curriculum is &Signed
is acquire langnage Skills to

social demands and to further
c competence to handle profes-

ork-related requirements' within
ml fields; learning to be an effective

communicator and reading of current ,
newspapers, -:periOdicals, docUmentary
material and literature in various proles-.
sional fields of the language being ,studied
are integral parts of each program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, extending into the upe, r-division
baccalaureate category, a maiftum of 1'5,

20

'AF-0602-0003
FOREIGN - SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE

PROGRAMS
( AFRIKAANS)

Course Number: None.
I ation: School of Language Studies,

Arlin on, VA.
. Len h: 20 Weeks.

Exhi Dates: .I/59-Present.
Objectives: The pritnary objective of the

Foreign Service institute language ro-
,

grams of the 'Department of State i 'to
develop oral-aural proficiencies' in lan- .....,,,,4
guages for foreign affairs personnel as- I

signed overseas.
Insirtktion: the curriculuin is 'designed

to help students acquire language skills to
meet general social demands and to further
develop: the competence to handle profes-
sional work - related requirements' within
special fields; learning to bC an effective
communicator and reading of current

_ newspapers, periodicals., documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
are integral parts of each program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. extending into the Upper-division
baccalaureate category, a maxi um of 12
semester hours (7/731. NOTE: Credit
recommendation' is based on ao on-site
evaluation. Before awarding cre it, officials
at receiving institutions sh id obtain a
certified. Language Traini Report (Form
DS-651) from the Regist ar of the Foreign
Service institute (Department '''.of -State:
1400 Key Boulevard; Arlington, Virginia
22209).

AF-0602-0004
FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE

PROIA
(DAN
(DUTCH)

GF RE ERNMCANN)

(ITALIAN)
(NORWEGIAN)
( PORTUGUESE)
(SPANISH)
(SWEDISH ),

Course Number: None.
Location: School of La

Arlington, VA,
Length: 20 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/59 -Prose
Objectives: The primary

Foreign' Service Institute
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in lan-
guages for foreign afrs personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The currculuny is designed
to help students acquire nguage skills to
meet general social demancis and to further
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work- related requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effective

nguaie Studies.

nt.
objective of the

language Pro-



communicator end.: 'rea mg of c rrent
newspapers, perioirica docu ntary
material and literature n variou profes-
sional fields- of the". ngUage ng studied
arc integral parts of ea pro ram.

Credit Recommendat I lower -
division baccalaur ate/associate 'ddelitee
category, extending info the upper-divis
baccalaureate /..ateg ry. a maximum 'of

" semester 'honks for each course (7/73
NOTE: Credir'reciimme.ndation is based
an on-site cvaltiatem ',Before award g
credit, officials at tectiving institutions
should obtain a certified Language Training
Report (Form .DS-4.511. -rom the ykgistrar
of the Foreign vice' Institute
(Department of State; 14 Key Boulevard;
Arlington, Virginia 222'09).'

AF-0602-0005

FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS

(VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: Nori.
LocatiorktSchool of Language Studle,

Arlington, VA.
Length: .29 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I /59-Present.
Objectives: The primary objective of the

Foreign Service Institute language pro-
grams of the Departme,nt of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in lan-
guages for foreign affairs personnel
signed overseas.

Instruction: .The curriculum is designed
to help students acquire language skills' to
-meet general social demands and to further
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related' require7nents within
special fields; learning to he an effective
communicator and reading, .of current
newspapers, periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
are integral parts of each program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/44sociate degree_
category, extending into the upper- division
baccalaureate category, a maxijnum of. 15
semester . hours( (7/73). NOTP;,4-Credit
recommendation is hatted on 'a'n on-site
evaluation. Before awarding credit, officials
at receiving. institutions ,should obtain a
certified Language Taning Report (Form
DS-651) from the Re trar of the Foreign
Service Institute (Departawt of State;
1400 Key Boulevard; Arlington, Virginia.
22209)..

AF:0602-0006

PO; EleiN SERVIlq. INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS

( AFRIKAANS )
( C )
( FRENCH )
(GERMAN)'
(liALIAN )
( PORTUGUESE )
( RUMANIAN )
( SPANISH )
(SWAIHLI)
( SWEDISH )

Course-Number: None,
Location: School of Language Studies,

Arlington, VA..
Length: 24 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I /59- Present.-
Objectives: The primary objective of the

Foreign Service Institute language pro-

grams of the Department of State js to
deVelop oral-aurel proficiencies in lan-
guages for fore5gn affairs. personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is designed
to 'help students acquire language skills to
meet general siticial derriands and to .further
develop 'the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effpctive
communicator and reaing current
newspapers, perioricaks, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
Ire integral parts of each program.

Credit. Recommendation: In the loiver-
division baccalaureate/associate (degree
category, extending into the uppei-division
baccalaureate category, a maximum of 15
semester hours for each course (7/73).
NOTE Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Before awarding
credit, officials at receiving institutions
should obtain a certified Language Training
.Repoin (Form DS-65)cl- from the Registrar
of . 4the Foreign Service Institute
(Department of State; 1400 Key Boulevard;
Arlington, Virginia 22209).

AF. 7

FO SIGN SF! VICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS

(AMHARIC)
( ARABIC )
( ARABICWESTERN)
( BENGALI )
( BULGARIAN)
( BURMESE )
(CAMBODIAN)
( CHINESECANTONESE )
( CHINESEMANDARIN )
( CZECH)
( DARI MC:HAN PERSIAN )
( FINNISH )
( GREEK )

(( HHIENBEIRIE/WUR) DU )
( HUNGARIAN )
( INDONESIAN )
( JAPANESE )
(

(LAO)
AN )

( MALAY )
( NEPALI )
( PERSIAN )
( FILIP 0/TAGALOG )
(POLLS ) IA,

s ( Russ' NI) .

( SERBO-CROATIAN )
( SINHALA ) .
( TAMIL )
( THAI ) -
( TURKISH )
( VIETNAMESE)

Course Number:, None.
Location: School of Language Studies,

Arlington, VA. `
Length: 24 weeks.

8 Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present..
Objeetivel: The primary objective of the

Foreign Service institute language pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in *.in-
guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.

I
-----''

Instruction: The curriculum' is designed
to help students acquire langtrage .skills to
meet general social demands and to further
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effective

Air Force 1 -7

communicator and . reading of' current
newspaper< periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
are integral parts of each program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division -baccalaureate/associate degree ..

category, extending into the upper-division
' baccalaureate category, a maximum of 18
semester hours for each course (7/73).
COTE: Credit recommendation filmed on

aciln on-site' evaluimion. Beigre awarding 1'
credit, officials As receiving institutions
should obtain a certified Language Training
Report '(Form DS -65 I )from the Registrar
of the Foreign SerVice . Institute
(Department if State; 1400 Key Boulevard;
Arlingtone,V rginia 22209).

AF-0602,0008

FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
t ,PRO(: RAW;
( SWAHILI )

Cousse Number: None:
Lociaioni,Sqhool of Language

Arlington, VA.
Length: 32 weeks. `
Exhibit Dates: I /59=Pre. tit.
Objectives: The primary "lijective of the

Foreign Service Institute _language pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies ih Ian -

,.- guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.
' Instruction: The curriculum is designed
to help students acquire language skills to
meet general social demands and to further
develop the competence to handle profcs -.
sional work-relatel requirements within
special fields; learning to he an effective
communica/ r and reading a current
newspape periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields o language being studied
arc integral pa :Mill'..A'f each program. `

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associt degree

rycatego, extending into the u er-divisioh
baccalaureate category, a maximu'ln of 18
semester hatirk (7/73). NOTE:, Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation. Before awarding credit, officials '
at receiving institutions should obtain a
certified Language Training Report (Form
DS-631) from the Registrar of the Foreign
Service Institute (Department of State;
1400 Key Arlin, tom Virginia--":
22209). .

udics,

AF-0602:0009

FOREIGN SERVICE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS

( DANISH)
(GERMAN)
( NORWEGIAN )

Course Number: None.
Location: School of Language Studies,

Arlington. VA.
Length: 32 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present.
Objectives: The-primary objective of 'the

Foreign Service Institute language 'pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in lan-
guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is designed
to help students acquire language skills to
meet general social demands and to further
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develop the competence to handle profes-
sional workirclated requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effective
commun4ator and reading of current
newspapers, periodicals, documenta
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the langUage being studie
are integral parts of each program.

credit Kecominendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, extending into tne upper-division
baccalaureate category, a maximum A- 20
semester hours, fd'r,.."-efich course (7/73) -
NOTE:- Credit recommendation is based' on
an on-site- evaluation. Before awarding
credit, officials at receiving institutions
should obtaind/ertified Language Training
Report (Form DS-651) from the Registrar
of the Fo ign Servic Institute
( Departme nt of .State; I 400 .K Boulevard;
Arlington, Virginia 22209).

AF-0602-00 10 .

,FOREIGN SERYICE INSTITUTE L.ANIWAGE
'

PR( )(;RAMS
(RUMANIAN )

Course Number: None.
Location: Schuxil of Language Studies,

Arlington, VA.
Length: 44 weeks._

Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present.
objective OObjectives: The primary f the

.iireign Service Institute language pro-
gtatiis of the Department of State is to
deVelop oral-aural proficiencies in lan-
guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is designed
to Help students "acquire language skills to
meet general socialdemands and to further
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related requirements within
special fields; learning to he an effective
communicator and reading of current
newspapers, periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
are integral parts of each program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, a maximum of
semester hours (7/73). NOTE: Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation. Before awarding credit, officials
at receiving institutions should obtain a
certified Language Training Report (Form
DS-65I) from the Registrar of the Foreign
Service Institute (Department of State:

1400 Key Boulevard; Arlington, Virginia
22209).

4,

AF-0602=0011

FOREIGN RS(EiRKVAREIl INSTITUTE LANGUAGE

(BULGARIAN )
(BURMESE)
(CAMBODIAN)
(CZECH)
(FINNISH)
(GREEK)
(HEBREW)
(HINDI/URDU)
(HUNGARIAN)
(INDONESIAN)
(PERSIAN)
(POLISH)
((sRiU,RIZA.cN)

-

(THAI)
(TURKISH)
( VIETNAMESE)

Course Nadler: None.
LoCation: School of ,Lariguage Studies,

Arlington, VA.
Length: 44 weeks
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-Present;
Objectives: The primary objective of the

Foreign Service institute language pro-
grams of the- Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in lan-
guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
sagne overseas

In truction: The curriculum is &signed
to h 1p students acquire language skills .to
meet general social demands and to further
develop the competence to' handle Profes-
sional work - related requitements within
special fields; learning to be an effective
communicator and reading of current
newspapers,- periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied
are integral parts of each proguitii

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper- division
baccalaureate category, a maximum of 24
semester hours, for each cm"' (7/73)-
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based On
an on-site evaluation. Before awarding
credit, officials at receiving institutions
should obtain a certified Language Training
Report (Form DS-65 I) from rhe Registrar

Institute
°Arlington,( Dfe patrthem tiFrogofirnSeiState;

c e
Key Boulevard;

AF-0602-001 2

FOREIGNR0(RSERVICEICE LANGUAGENGUAGE

( AMHA)tIC)
( ARABIC)
( ARABICWESTERN)
(BENGALI)
(CIAINSECANTONESE)
(CHINESEMANDARIN)
(DART AFGHAN PERSIAN)
(JAPANESE-)
(KOREA V)
(LA( -J1

'Al.1)
(Foll'itrio/TAi:At.o( )
Course Number: None.
Location: School of Language Studies,

Arlington, VA.
Length: 44 weeks:
Exhibit Dates: 1 /59-Present.
Objectives: The primary objective of the

Foreign, Service Institute language pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural. proficiencies in lan-

l

guages for foreign affairs personne as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is de igned
to help students acqUire lalguage s ills to
meet general social demands and to further
develop the compet,eatee to hand19 profes-
sional work-related mrequireentA 'within,
special fields; learning to be 7/ effective

incomunica tor and reading f current
newspapers, periodicals, documentary
material and literature in vafious profes-
sional fields of the language/being studied
are integral parts of each pr

Credit Recommendation t e lower -
division baccalaureate/. soaiat degree
category, extending into tic yppt. -division
baccalaureate category a tnaximu of 27
semester hours for 'ach course (7/73).
NOTE: Credit recomjriendation is based 'on
an on-site evaluation. Before awardinz

reccOng institutionscredit, officials
should obtain a certified Language Training,
Report (Form QS-651) from the Registrar
of the Foreign Service 'Institute'
(Department Of State; 1400 Key Boulevard;
Arlington, Virginia 22209

AF-0602,,0013.

FottEicIN/SeavicE INSTITUTE LANGUAGE
OC,FAMS

CA lc EASTEA )
( INEsESTANDARD)

APANE4'. )

Number: None.
tion: School of Language Studies,

Arlington. VA.
Length: 92 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/59-Present.
Objectives: The primary:objective of the

Foreign Service Institute language pro-
grams of the Department of State is to
develop oral-aural proficiencies in Ian--
guages for foreign affairs personnel as-
signed overseas.

Instruction: The curriculum is, designed
to help students acquire language skills to
meet general social demands and to further
develop the competence to handle profes-
sional work-related requirements within
special fields; learning to be an effective
communicator and reading of current
newspapers, periodicals, documentary
material and literature in various profes-
sional fields of the language being studied

`4._ttre integral parts of each program.
", Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate .degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, a maximum of 56
semester hours for each course (7/73).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an . on-site evaluation. Before awarding
credit, officials at receiving institutions
should obtain a certified 'Language Training
Report (Form DS-651) from the Registrar
of the Foreign Service Institute
(Department of State; 1400 Key Boulevard;
Arlington, Virginia 22209).

AF- 0701 -0001

INDEPENDENT DUTY DENTAL. TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AZ.R98170.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Center, Sheppard ,AFB, TX.,
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train dental assistants to

become dental techni-
cians.

k



Instruction: Lectures and practital ex-
perience in the basic dental. sciences, with
emphasis on temporary restorative treat-
ment, field exodontia, and preventive
dentistry.

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74);

.AF-0701-0005

DENTAL ASSISTANT (PHASE -1)

Course.Number: 3ALR98330.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training/ Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 1.8 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with Auxiliary training in the field of dental
assisting. b

Instruction: LectUres and practical ex-
perience ih advanced dental assisting, in-
cluding postoperative treatment; making

impressions; placing and removing Sutures;
irrigating and medicating root,eanals; con-.
structing and placing tempOrary crowns
and teMpotary fixed partial dentures; and
placing,.- carving, and finishing temporary
and permanent restorations.

Credit RecoMmendation: In the upper-.
division baccalaureate .category, 3 semester
hours in dental assisting,. 3 in dental hy-
giene, all on the hasis of institutional
evaluation (2/74).

AF-070441006

DENTAL'ASsisTA NT ( PHASE )

Course Number: 3AAR98370.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Center, Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 8 weeks (320'hours).

it Exhibit Dates: 11/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with auxiliary' training in the field of dental
assisting.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex
iperienee in advanced dental assisting, in-
cluding postoperative treatment; .making

impressions; placing and removing sutures;
.irrigating and medicating root canals...con-
structing and placing temporary crowns
and temporary feed. partial .dentures; and
placing, earrings arid finishing temporary
and permanent restorations. ; . :

Credit Recommendation: In the .upper
division haccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in dental' assisting. 2 in dental hy-
giene, all on the basis, of institutional
evaluation (2/74).

AF-0701-0008

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3Al. R98131 .

lAwation: Sheppard Technical Training
Center. Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (228 hours).
Version 2. 8 weeks (240 tiours).
. Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/72 - 12/73.
,Version 2: 4/6917/72:

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
preventive dentistry specialists.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in preventive dentistry,
including pathology, elementary chairside
assisting, clinical procedures. oral hygiene,
prosthetic procedures, periodontal anato-
my. microscopy, and communicative skills.
Version /.Instruction includes 'radiology.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1.: In
the lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I ,seMester hour ill oral
and written communication (1/74); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 1

semester hour in oral and ,written)commu-
nication (1/74). Version 2: IA the lower-
division haecalaureate/a.ssociate degree
category. 2 semester hours in oral and writ-
ten icornmunication (1/74); in the upper -
division haccalau'reate category, 2 semester
hours in oral and written communication
(1/74).

AF-0701-0009

DENTAL SUPERvISOR

Course Number: 3AZR98 I -70-1.
r7 Location: School of Health Care
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 5-6 weeks (1/68-230 hours).
Exhibit,Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise and administer dental
Instruction: Lectures and pra lea) exer-

cises in the supervision and administration
of dental services. Course includes dentai
-service programs, supplies, andThricillary
technoWigy; operational' procedures; and
dental adrbinistrative procedures.

-Credit' RecoMinendation: No credit
hecause of the/military nature of the course
( I /74).-

'AF-0701-0010

COMPLETE DENTURE PROSTHETICS

Course' Number: Version I: 3AZR98270-
4. Version 2: 3AZR98270-4; AZR98270-4.
Version 3: AAR98270-1; AAU98270-1;
AA98270-1.

Location: Version I: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.. Version
2: School- of Health Care Sciences, Shep-
pard AFB, TX. Version 3: Medical Service
School, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Version 2: 6:-7 weeks (198-210 hours).
Version.3: 6 weeks (226,434..hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version .1: 8/73 -12/73.
Version 2: 7/67 - 7/73. Version 3: .7/57-6/67:

Objectives; To-train dental, technicians in
complete dentureprosthetics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fabrication of dentures. Course
includes baSeplates and occlusion rims, cast
mounting, tooth arrangement. wax up and
festoon, "flasking and boilout, packing and
curing, deflasking and remounting, selec-
tive grinding, and finishing and polishing.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in
complete denture prosthetics (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5
semester 'hours in complete denture
prosthetics (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in complete
denture prosthetics (71.74); in the upper -
division baccalaureate, category, credit .in
dental laboratory technology on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68). Version
3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/a_s-
soeiate degree category, 5 semester hours ,

AF-0701-0013
-

in complete denture prostheticsg7/74); in
.

I. DENTAL W.ECIALIST
the uppertdiVision haccalaureate category, 2 APPRENTICE DINTAL SPECIALIST
credit in dental laboratory technology on Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR98 I 30;
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/ ABR98130-1; ABR98 130. Version 2
n8).. AI198.130.

Air Fprce 1-9
AF-0701-0011
I. CROWN AND FIXED PARTIAL DENTURE

PROSTHETICS
2. CROWN AND BRIDGE: DENTAL

PROSTHETICS

Course Number: V
2.

,
sionN: 3AZR98270-

sion5; AAR98270 -2 sion 2: AA98270-2.
Location: Version 1: Sheppard Technisal

Training Center. Sheppard AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: [Medical Service School, Writes
AFB, AL. 1

Length: Version 1: 7-8 Weeks (240-268
hours). Version 2: 3 weeks (179 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12161-1203'
Version 2: 12/57-11/61.

Objectives: To train dental' laboratory
Specialists in the fundamentdls of own
and bridge techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and labo.ories in
the fundamentals of crown and bridge con-
struction techniques, including inlays.
ceramics, and porcelain and acrylic
veneers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
Category, 4 semester hours in dental
laboratory technology on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
dental laboratory technology on the baSis
of institlional evaluation (12/68).

AF-6701-9012,

-.REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE PROSTHETICS

Course Number:- Version I r 3AZR98270-
Version 2: 3AZR98270-6; AZR98270-6;

AAR 98270-3.
'Location:. All Versions: School of Health

Care Science*, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version
2: Medical Service School, Gunter AFB-,
AL.

Length: Version I: 3 weeks (138 hours).
Version 2: 6-7 weeks (210-230 hours).

exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 12/61-6/73.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the skills necessary to cast removable
dentures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the basiC''principles. of cagfigg
Chronic-Cobalt removable dentures, includ-
ing design and duplication; setting Up,
polishing; finishing, anti- repairing
completed dentures; and preventive rnain-,

ce.tenan .

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degie category, 3 semester hours in dental
labonkory technology on the basis of in-
stitutional examination (2/74); in the
Upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in dental laboratory
technology on the basis of institutional ex-
amination (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate de.,grae

our in dental
the basis of in-
); in the upper-

egbry, credit in
gy on the basis
12/68).

category, 3 semester
laboratory technology on
stitutional evaluation (2/7
division baccalaureate" ca
dental laboratory teehnol
of-institutional evaluation
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Location: Version 1: Sheppard Tech al.

Training Center, 'Sheppard AFB, TX. er-
sion 2: School of Aviation Medici
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version I: weeks (270-300
hours).- Version 2: 9-14 weeks (351-546
'hourg). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/62-12/73.
Version 2:6/55-11/62.

Objectives: To train Misted personnel to
perform as apprentice dental specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in dental anatomy, oral pathology.
clinical. radiology, prophylaxis procedures.
dental equipmenj maintenance, and dental

-office administration.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
categot'y, 3 semester hotirs in dental assist-
ing on the bask of .institutional evaluation
(1/74); in the upper-division bac-calaureate
category, credit in dental technology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68);

.

AF-0701-0
DENTAL L

Course
do

4 .

Tt).RY TECHNICIAN \

: AA98270.
ool of ,Aviation Medicine'

Gunter A.
Lent 1 -I vitas (624-626 hours).
E bi tes: 5/52-12/68.
Obj yes: To train enliSted personnel to

perforinflthe .dutieS ofCa dental laboratory
teenician.

-In.struction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in dentalNlahoratory techniques,
including field dental`e-quipment, prosthetic
laboratory technique's', dental materials,
oral pathofogy, applied anatomy and
physiology, and preventive medicine.-

Credit ..Recommendation: In the lower -
division bfecalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in dental
laboratory techriology on the ,hasis of ilk
stitutional -evaluation (2/74); in the tipper-
division_baccalaureate category, credit in
dental laboratOry technology on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-0701-0015

DENTAL TECHNICIAN ,
(DENTAL TECHNICIAN ADVANCED)

Course Number: Vermin 1: 3AAR98170-
1 . Version 2: 'AA R98170. Version 3:
AA98 170; AAU9R170; AA90970.

Location: Version 1: Sheppard Technical
Training Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: Medical Service School, -Gunter
AFB, AL. Version 3: School of Avlation
Medicine, Gunter AFB: AL.

Length: Version 7: 8.weeks (240 hours).
Version 2: II. weeks (412 hours ). Version
3: 12 weeks (468 hours).
. Exhibit Dates: Version ly: 7/67-12/73.
Version 2: 8/61-6/67. Versitfh 3: 10/54-7/
61.

Objectives: To train enlisted -personnel to
assist a dentist.
e, Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in dental assisting and
preventive dentistry. Course., includes in-
troduction to dental assisting. elementary
chairside assisting, pathology and phar-
macology, dental management, and oral
and written communication. VersiOn '2:
Canso' includes denial -anatomy, dental
materials, dental radiology, advanced chair-
side sitting, and scaling of teeth.

Credit Recommendation: In . the lower-
divisioh haccalaure to /associate degree'
category', 3 semester tors in 'dental assist-
ing' ( 1/74)." in ,the .up r-dnasion baccalau-
reate category, credit in dentaltn:ehnology
on the basis of institutional evalhation (12/
68).

At:;0701-0016
I. DENTAI: LABORATORY SPFCIALNT

2. DENTAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST
(APPRENTICE DENTAL LABORATORY

SFECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR98230.
Version 2 ABR9H230- I ABR98230;
AR98230; ABU98230.
b Location: All Versiotet: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version
2: Medical Service Schoch, Gunter AFB.
AL.

Length: Version 1: 27-29 weeks (878
hours). Version 2: 2126 weeks (780 -936
hours).. '

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/69-12/73.
Version 2: 3/54 -8/69.

. Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a Katie, knowledge of dental technolo-
gy.,

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in
the fundamentals of dental technology, in-.
eluding dental anatomy'. complete denture
co ction; cast removable partial-
denture construction; construction of gold
crowns and inlays, fixed partial dentures,

- and acrylic resin jacket crowns; and main-
tenance of dental laboratory equipment.'

Qredit RIkommendation: Version 1: In
the lowerisiori baccalaureate/associate'
degree category, 2 semester hours in dental
laboratory technology on the basis of in-,
stitutional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 1semester
hour in dental laboratory technology cm tl e.
basis of institutional evaluafioh:(2/74). Ver-
sion 2:, In The lower- division haccalaureate/'
associate ggree category. 2 semester hours
in de laboratory technology on the
has of institutional evaluation (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in dental laboratory technology on
the basis of. institutional evaluation (12/

'68).

AF-0701-0017

CHROME-COBALT DENTAL PROSTHETICS 4.

Course Number: AAU98270-11;
DU90951-1.

Location: School of Aviation Medicine.
Gunter AFB, AL.

length: 2-26 weeks (74-234 hours).
Exhibieljeites: 8/54-,12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the fundamentals of cast partial denture
prosthetics, with -emphasis on the use of
chrome-cobalt metals.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the fundamentals' cif east partial denture
ptokthetics, including designing, duplicat-
ing, waxing, investing, casting, and finishing
partial dentures in chrome-cohalt metal.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate ,, degree
category, credit in dental laboratory
technology on the hasis of-institutional
evaluation (2/74);.. in the upper. - division
baccalaureate category, credit in dental
laboratory technology on ace hasis of in-
stitutional evaluation' ( 12/68).

C)

AF-0702-0001

CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY
SPECIALIST

Course. Number: 3ALR91630.
Location: School ,,cif Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as assistants

in cardiopulmonary medicine.
Instruction: Lectures on cardiovascular

and respiratory anatomy and physiology;
diagnostic techniques; and therapy for car-
diac hnd pidmonary disorders.

Credit. Recommendation: In- the lower-
division baccalaureate/associatct, degree
category, 30 semester hours in respiratory
therapy (2/74); in the tipper-diyisiori bac-
calaureate category, credit in respi?v,ozy
therapy on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74).

AF-0702-0002
CARDIOPUCMONARY LAItOnTORY

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: SAL091630:
Location: Malcolm Grow USAF Hospital,

Andrews AFB, MD:
"Length: 39 weeks (1560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To train medical corpsmen to

function as cardiopulmonary laboratory
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and clinical appli;
cation in anatomy and physiology; eke'.
ti :cardiography; phonocardiography; stress
tests;e blood pressure, recording; cardiac
catheterization:. angiography and arteriog-
raphy; drug reaction studies artrd
procedures; anatomy and physiology of the '
lungs; inhalation therapy; blood gas analy-
sis;, and pulmonary function studies. '

Credit Recommendation: :71 the upper-
Clivlion baccalaureate categ ry, credit in .
cardloPulmohary technology ,o the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/c-S ).

AF-07412-0003
.

CLINICAL LABORATORY OFFICER

Course Number: 01313.9151.
Locatiori: Medical,. Service School,

Gunter AFB, AL.
Length: 16 weeks (624-640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide the student with

the skills necessary to supervise and ad-
minister a medical laboratory.

Instruction: Lectures and practical clini-
cal exercises in electrocardiography, bac-
teriology, chemistry, hematology, histology,
parasitology, immunohematology, urinaly-
sis, preventive medicine, veterinary service.
andlatx3r ryto administration:

,.Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 30 semester hours in'- .clinical
laboratory (2/74); in the upper-division
baCcalaureate category; 6 semester hours in
aaanced clinical laboratory techniques
(12/68).

AF-070243004
MEDICAL. LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

,,Course Number: 5AZY90470.
Version 2: AA90470.



Location: Vt%rsion 1: School of Aerospace
Medicine, 'Brooks AFB, TX. Version 2:
School of AViatiOn.Medicine, Gunter ACH,
AL.

Length: Version I: 6 weeks (240 hoursr.
Version 2: 25 weeks ( 972. hours ).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12(7(-1 2/7 3.
Version 2: 2/54-11/71.

Objectives: ,,Tor provide the medical
laboratory technic an with current informa-
tion. in Medical laboratory methods and
equipment, -!\

Instruction: Lectdres and 'practical ex-
perience quality control methods, bac;
(etiology, medical mycology methods and
techniques, ,parasitology, serology, he-
matology, clinical chemistry, virology,
forensic toxicology, drug abuse detection,
laboratory'management, and military public
health programs. .

Credit Recommendation: Versiiin 1: In
the lower division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 30 semester hours toward
MI.T. (2/74):. in the upper-division/ bac-
calaureate category,' semester .hours' in
medical. technology or 10 in biology or
chemistry (2/74,). Version, 2: In 'the lower-
division baccalaureate/asSociate- degree
category, 30 semester hours toward,- MLT
(2/74 in the upper-division hacealaureate
category., 10 strrngster hours in science for
non- science majors or 5 ire biology or
chemistry for science majors (12/68).

AF-0702-0005
I. MEDIcAl. LABORATORY SPECIALIST,

PHASE i
. 2. MEDICAl. LABORATORY SPECIALIsT,

PHASE I
MEDICAL LABORATORY SpEciAlisT,

PHASE I
APPRENTICE MEDICAL LABORATORY

SPECIALIST

Course:Number: Versioff I :.73ABR90430:
3ABR9(Y430-2. Version 2': ABli.90430-2.
Versi;nr 3: Al-1190430. Version 4:
A1390430.

Location: Version I:, School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard APB, TX; Medi-
cal Service School: Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 'Medical Service School, Shp -
pard AFB, TX; Medical Service, ,School..
Gunter AFB, AL. Version .?; Medial Ser-
vice School, Gunter AFB.TAL. Vers\ion 4:
School of Aviation Medicine, Gunt-r\ AFB.
AL.

Length: Version I: 17-22 weeks
(5I(1 -668 hours). Version 2: 14-111 weeks
(510-596 hours). Version 3: 16 weeks (596
_hours). Version 4: 19-21, weeks (741 -819
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Ve sion 1: 9/68-12/73.
-Version 2: 9165-814SH. Version 3: 6/62-8/65.
Version 4: 6/54-5/6

. Objectives: To train personnel as medical
laboratorl,specialists.

InStruction: All Versions:- Lectures and
'practical exercises in medical laboratory
technology, including clinical chemistry,
bacteriology, hematology, and disaster

. medicine. Version I: Topics' include medi-
cal service fundamentals, anatomy, thermal
injune,s and 'heat disorders, chest and 'ab:
dominal injuries, head and hack injiiries,
toxic agents, anatomy and physiology;
urinalysis, -clinical microbiology, serology,
and.hlood banking. Version 2: Topics in-
clude microbiology. Version 3: Topics 'in-
elude biochemistry, urinalysis, microbiolo-

, pre ntivc medicine, serology, and
histological techniqUes. Version; #: ;Topics

3.

I

. include aviation medicine, medical materi-
al, serology,- transfusions, histological
techniques, parasitology, urinalysis; virolo-
gy, nuclear Medicine, veterinary training,
and medicine and surgery.

Credit Recommendation: Version 7 ." In
the flower-divisirm, baccalaureate /associate
degree categbry, 2 ) emester hours in emer-
gency medical theory and techniques, 2 in
introduction tg tnedieal laboratory, in

/michisCopY,' 4 in chemistry, 8 in
micdabiology and bacteriology, and 6 in he
matology, scrology,and blood' banking (7/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division 'ha0
calaureate/associate' 'degree' catesony. 2
semester hours in emergency
theory and tecliniques,2 in introd in to
medical laboratory, 2 in microscopy, 6 in
Chemi- , 4 in microbiology and bac-'
teriolo , and:3 in hematology, serology,
and b1 id banking (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 30
Semester ours applied to a major in medi-
cal techn logy OR 10 applied to a minor in
eherdiat or biology . ( 12/68). NOTE:
Granting o his credit is contingent upon
completion o his course and either AF-
0702-0006 or A "-0702-0007. No Creditiis
recomniended-fbr completion of this-course
alone. Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in emergency . medical
theory and techniqueS,. 2 in introduction to
medical laboratory, 2 in 1-crcisclopy, 7 in

-,, chemistry, 6 in mierobilrogy, and bac-
teriology, and 6' in hematology, serology,
and blood banking (7/74); in the clitiper-
division fiaccalaurhatc category''. 30
semester hours applied to a major in medi-
cal technology OR 10 applied to a minor in
chemistry 'or' biology ( 12/68). NOTE:

'Granting ,of this credit is contingent upon
completion of thi, course and either AF-
'0702-0006 or' AF-0702-0007.. No credit is
recommended forcoMpletion of-this cciurse
alope. Version 4: In the lower-division-bae-
calaureate/associate :degree catego7. 2
semester hdprs in emergency .medical
theory and teChniques; 2 in introduction to
medical laboratory:. -2 in "microscopy, 2 in
chemistry, 2 in microbiology and bac-
tericilogy, and 2 in hematology, serology
and blood banking (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category; 5 'semester
hours in basic science for notiscience
majors, 2 iti biology' or chemistry for
science majors (12/68).

:. :'

- AF-0702-0006

AirForce.:. , .

cervical, and uterine cytology, prepuberty
smears, poslpartum smears, menopausal
smears, and . postmenopausal smears:
preparing biologicalstains and staining.

. prepared slides; normal, atypical, and ab-
normal vaginal, cervical and '.uterine cells;
therapeutic changes; maturation indet and

. fluid cytology; and screening of female
genital triit slide-specimen materialS to dif.:
ferentia\e the normal from "atypical and ad-.
normal dell patterns.

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer-
division baccalaureate/asSo..iate degree
category, '8 semester hours in chemistry or

y biology (7/28); in the upper- division bac-
calaureate category, 20 semester hours in
histOpathdrogy/eytotechnology, for medical.
technology majors, 8 in Cherfiistry or biolo-
gy (12/68). NOTE: Granting of this credit
is contingent nix-in, completion' of Medical
Laboratory Specialist, Phase 1, (AF -0702-
0005) and this course.

AF-0702-0007

. MEDICAL LABORATORY SPECIALIST, PHASE, II

Course Number: 5AZ090450;
AZR90450.

Location: -Selected Air Force Hospitals,
U.S.A..

Length: 36 weeks (144(1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9 /60- Present.
Objectives: To train airmen as

laboratory specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practistil exec

ekes in medical labciratory teehncilogy,in-
eluding introduCtion to the clinical labora-
tory, ,hematology,"urinalysis, blood banking
and immunohematology, serology, cliniCal
chemistry, microbiology (bacteriology,
mycology, and virology), parasitology,
histopathology, special chemistry, laborato- .

ry adifiinistration, and night duty training.
. Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 wmester hours in clinical
laboratory techniques, Kin hematology,. 3
in clinical microscopy, 5 in blood hank and
immunohematorogy (7/74); in the upper
divisibn Baccalaureate category,: 30
semester hours in Medical; technology for
medical technology majors or 10 in biology
or chemistry for medical technology midors
(12/68). NOTE: Credit is contingent uon
completion of this course and Phase I (AF-
0702-0005). No credit is recommended for
either phase considered separately (12/68).

1-11STOPATLI01.06y/CYT0TECHNOLOOY
SPECIALIST

(/ LABORATORY SPECIALIST COURSE)
ALTERNATE PHASE ...)11 OF MEDICAL

Course Number: 5AL09043
LOcation: Selected. Air Force Hospitals,

Length: 36 weeks (1440 hours).
Exhibit-Pates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train airmeni as

bistopathology and ,cytotechnology' spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in histopathology and cytotechnology
including.; histopathology procedures; decal-
cifying procedures; dehydratihn
procedures: normal staining prtcedures;
using the mierotomc and cryostat 'and shar-
pening blades for the two instruments;
cdvetslipping microscop../slides;
in' morgue duties, cytotechnoldg,y
procedures; facts about normal vaginal,

AF-0703-0001

MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN
(,VOCATIONAL NURSE)

Coarse Number: 3AZR90270-2.
Location: Sheppard Technical

Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 52 weeks (1830 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-12(73.
Objectives: To train medical service

technicians to administer nursing care
under the supervision of a registered nurse
or physician.

Instruction: Lectures and 'clinical eXer-
eises in nursing care: family, personal and
community health; psychiatric, maternal,'
and infant care; outpatients: practical
nursing management technique: communi-
ty health services and intensive care.

Credit ,RecomMendation: In the lower-
baccalaureate/associate degree

category, credit in nursing on the basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74).

Training
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AF-0703-0002
Noidie-Ivhowitt.av REiitto:Ncv..

Course Nunriber: 50Z09776.;
Location: Malcolm' Grow *USAF. Medical.

Center; Andrews AFB, MD: .'
Length: 30 weeks 4.1350 'hours); ,
Exhibit bates: t/73-Preseht.
Objectives: To train qualified registered

nurses it, the management of a patient's
normal otistetrical.and gynecological needs
during the maternity cycle.

Instruction: Lectures and clinical re-
sidency experience in the practice of nurse -
midwifery including antepartum care;
physica examinations; stk. Ogical, cul-
tural, and marital ,attitudes and influences:-
human growth and devcloppe t; lahor,
'delivery and puerperium; community
aspceis of nurse-midwifery; supervised
clinical practice in labor., and delivery
methOds; postpartum ca c; and 'manage-
ment of minor gynecologii:al prohlems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category, 15
semester hours in clinical practicum on the
hair: of institutional evaluation( 6/75).

AF-c1703-0003

NURSING SERVICE ADMINISYRA1 IoN

. Course Number: OZR9711..
Location:. MeiliCal Service School,

Gunter AFB, "AL:
Length: 24 'weeks (920-946 hou'rs).

'Exhibit Dates: I 2/62-12/68.
-Objectives: To prepare staff nurses to as-

sume administrative dutieS.
Instruction: Lectures and discussions in

personnel management, human relations,
communication skills. principles and
methods of in-service education, legal
responsihilities, and financial management.

Credit Recommendation: In the. upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours 'in- nursing ndministration, 2 in per-
sonnet managcrrient (2474).

A F-0703-0004- ,

_/'_
. AERosl'ACE NU-R.SINci RESIDENCY.

1

. Course Number: 50AY9766A.
, -; LOcation: School of Aefospacc Medicine,
' Brooks AFB, TX.

. Length: -50-52 weeks (1973-2080
hours), .

Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present. .

Objectives: To prepare nurse corps of-
ficers to function as memhers of an

.aerospace medical team by educating- them
in the principles and procedures of Tlighi,
and occupational medicine and military
eluhlie health.

In_struction: Lectures and residency ac- '
tivities to encompass principles of manage-
ment; nursing policies and pn dui-es;
health 'echication programs; meth xis of
research; 'maternal and child healt care;
school health programs: aerospace nursing;' -,
interviewing and counseling techniques in ..
mental health clinics; flight ..medicine;
aeromedical evacuation; survival
techniqiies; occupatiOnal medicine; physical
examinations; surgical research; military
iiiihtie . health; glohal medicine '`ilisease

. prevention; and aerospace physiology. -I

Credit Recommendation: No credit.' due
-to the professional nature'of the course (6/-

. 751.
. .

AF-0703-0005 s

OPERATING ROOM SUPER:,ISOR'.

Course Tgtimber: 30ZR9736; .
,Lcieationl.... School' of '' Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, T.
Length: 22 weeks (837 hours).-
Exhibit DateS:. 7/721-1;413.
Objectives: To repliW.gistered nurses

Instructi : Lectures and practical exer-
to supervise, s cs. services.

exer-
cises in interpersonal relationships;
guidance and counseling; joh descriptions

' and performance standards; in-service edu-
cation; safety; infection control; nursing
processes and care evaluation; Management
principlCs and organization; budget ; -.,dis-
aster planning; collective.:hargaining;'..and
nursing-service evaluation:: . .: : .. 7° !

Credit Recommendation:, In the upper,
..division baccalaureate Category, 4 semester

hours in nursing inanagernent (2/74).

AF-P703-0006-

NURSING SERVICE MANXOEMENT

Course Number: 30ZR9711-3.
Location: School of Hcalth Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB,. TX.
\ Length: 17 weeks (632- hours).

Dates:; 7/.72- 12/73. -

. Objectives: To train- registered nursei,for
managerial And supervisory duties in milita-..
ry facilities.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
'cises.,..., in research; prohlem-solving
techniques; work simplification; data
procesSing;..human. relations; in-service edu-
cation; evaluation of nursing care; hudget
control; 'disaster planning; and collective
hargaining and standards of accreditation.

Credit Recommendation: In the cupper-
division haccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in nursing management (2/74).

AF-0703-0007
I. r MEDICAL SERvice FUNDAMENTALS
2. MEDICAL HELPER ,
3; BASIC Mermen",

Course NUmber: Version 1: 3AQR90010.
Version 1:-A0R90010; ABR90010. Veision
3: BM90010. .

-Location: Version 1: 3750th TechniCal
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3505th Technical School, Gunter AFB,
AL: 3505th Technical School; Greenville
AFB, MS: Version 3: 3505th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX; 3275th
Technical Training Group, Lackland AFB,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (128 hours).
Version 1: 5-6 weeks (120 hours). Version
3:. 8 weeks (194 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/70- I 2/73.
version 2: 8/61-4/70. :Version 3: .10/57-7/

Objectives: To train -auxiliary medical
support ,personnel in baSic. medical funda-
mentals as arerequisite for advanced spe-
cialties. .

Instruction: AU. Versions:. Lectures and
practical exercises in, hasic medical funda-
mentals, including basic hospital
procedures, field casualty care, and anato-
my and physiology. Version .1.. .Topics in-,
elude medical terminology: medical ethics,
safety practices, facilit4:i, emergency treat-
ment for shock and hemorrhage, vital signs,
resuscitation, emergency treatment 'for
wounds, field dressings, fracturesand dislo-

4.,0

cations, toxic agerrt....% head and back
rie%; chest, :end aballirrninal injuries, thermal
injuries and heat disorders; disaster
medicine, supplies, and equipment, and
resuscitation. Version' 2: Topics include
emergency -rnedical treatment. and mass
casualty care, diagnOstic procedures, and
transportation of patients. `Version 3:. Top-
ics include medical administration, pharma,
cy and ancillary services, preventive
medicine and medieal passive defense
(CBR), . medical and surgical ...Aran-114,
hospital .,.nursing proceddres, and fiel
medical training.

Recommendation.: Version / : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,'3 semester hours in anato-
my and physiology, 3 isa basic nurse skills,
3 in-medical-surgical procedures (7/74); in.
the upper-division hdccalaurente category,
3 semester hours in anatomy and physiolo-'
gy, 3 in basic nurse skills, 3 in medical -sur-
gical procedures (7/74). Version 1: In .the
lower-division . baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in medi,,
cal terminology, 2 in first did (7/74). Ver-
sion.3:-In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester-hours

..in anatomy and physiolcigy, 3 in, basic nurse
skills, 3 in medicallairgical procedures (7'/
74).

AF-0703-0008
FLIGHT NURSE

,'Course Number: 50LY9761; OLY9761:
ozymo. . .

Location: hool of Aerospace Medicine,
Brooks AFB TX; School' of Aviation
Medicine, G ter AFB, AL. -,

Length: 5-6 weeks (170-234 houX).:
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-Present.
Objectives: To Amin ocrsonnet 'n the du,

:tics, and .responsihillies neceSsa to per-
form patient care buring aeromedical
evacuation. -

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec'
cises in physiological education, aerospace
nursing, survival, preventive medicine,,and
flying safety.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division haccalaureate category, credit in
general and advanced''nursing on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/75).

AF-0703-0009

PEDIATRICS NURSE PRACTITIONER

Course Number: OAY9755.
Location: Wilford Hall Medical'Genter,

Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 21 weeks' (840 hours).
Exhibit pates: 7/71-12/73.
Objectives: To prepare nurse corps dr:

fieers to assume an expanded role in.
providing CornPfehensive health services to
children.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in pediatric physical examinations,
newborn care, growth and development,:
nutrition, immitni.zatirin prematurity, in-
fectious disease, behavior )I. men,
tat' retardation, 'neurolOgY, allergy, he-
matology, pOisoning, dermatology, and
pediatric gynecology.

Credit Recommenctation:,',4r1 the upki-
divisiOn haccalaureate.eategory, 8 semester
hours in clinicaj practicum (6/751.-



'

Ai' - 0703:0010

ENVIRONMENT/a.' HEALTH NURSING
RESIDENCY

Coarse Number: 50AY978 I.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB. TX.
Length: 36 weeps (1349 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: /77-Present.
Objectives: Tc train nurses to perform-as

....

members of environmental health teams.
lOstructiOn: Topics include. Occupational

health, preventive medicine, community
health, aerospace physiology and 'medicine,
and flight and missile medicine.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion. `

0
AF-0104-0001

PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIAN

Course NUmber: 3AZR9 1 376.
Locations' School of Health- Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length; 6 weeks (180 hOurs
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-I2/73.
Obfectivres: To provide physical therapy

assistants with advanced- training in physi-
cal Therapy techniqUes and clinic manage-
, ment.

Instruction: Lectures include administra-
tive procedures, 'personnel supervision, ad-.
vanced anatomy, patient treatment and
prognosis. and clinical procedures and
therapeutic exercises.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree,
category, 4 semester hours in anatomy.and
physiology, '6 in physical,: therapy. 3 in

- management (2/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
anatomy and physiology, 6 in physical
therapy, 3 in management (2/74).

AF-0704-0002

PHYSICAL THERAPySPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR91,330.
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Center. Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: Versi4n : 15 weeks (428

hours). Version 2:10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/69- I 2/73.

Version 2: 6/67-8/69.
Objectives: To trainenlisted personnel to

assist physical therapists in clinics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in neurological system and musculo-
Akeletal system anatomy, rehabilitation
procedures, exercises and other therapeutic
proCedures, and medical and surgical con-
ditioni necessary in treating musculo-
skeletal and neurological disorders.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the lower-division haccalaureate/aSsociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in firSt
aid or disaster training, 30 in physical
therapy assisting, and credit in nursing on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3,semester hours in first aid or disaster
training, 30 in physical therapy assisting,
and credit in ,nursing on the basis of instint-
tional evaluation (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaure ate /associate
degree category, 30 semester hours in
physical '.'therapy assisting, and credit in

, nursing on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74); in the ppper-division baccalau-
reate category. 2 semester hOursrin anato-
my or physiology, and credit in, physical

. Air Force . 1-13 11
. .. .therapy on the has& of institutional eyalua-'''' Objectives: To train airmen as radiology

tion ( 12/68 ).. specialists.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in radiology, including
radiographic fundamentals and procedures..
Version I: Topics include` medical service
fundamentals, osteology and radiographic
considerations of the upper 'extremity, con-
trol of. film quality-, osteolOgy and radio-
graphic consideration of the lower extremi-
ty and pelvic girdle, osteology and radio-
graphic considerations of the .thorax,

:osteology and radiographic considerations
of the skull and facial bones, and anatomy
and physiology. Version 2: Topics include
disaster medicine.oliciel4 41 ,,--Topics in-
elude anatomy an . ogy, clinical
dentistry, medical administration, medical
laboratory, medicine, nursing, radiobiology.
correlative radiography, dark -room
technique, practical radiography, position-
ing, roentgenographic physics, special
proCedures, therapy, roentgenology field
equipment, electrical and radiation, protec-
tion, and medical passive defense.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, '2 semester hours in
phy,sies, 2 in anatomy and , physiology (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in physicsi 2 in
anatomy and physiology (7/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester- hours
in physics, 2 in anatomy and physiology (7/
74); 'is the upper-division baccalaureate:
caul I, semester hours in anatomy and
phys Orogy ( 12/68 )_ Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
physics, 2 in anatomy and physiology (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in elementary anatomy and
physiology on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF -0704 -0003

PHYSICAL THERAPY (ADVANCED)

,.Course Number: 50ZY9236.
Location: Wilford Hall, Medical Center,

Lackland. AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-12/73.
Objectives: To update knowledge of

physical therapists in all areas of responsi-
bility and increase effectiveness in treat-
ment of the severely disabled.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in disease and disability, with special
emphasis on extended care, treatment
procedures, orthotics and prosthetics, and
the organization and administration of
physical 'therapy units and their relationship
to other health services.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
training (6/75 ).

AF-0705-0001

RADIOLOGY TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version I AAR90370-
t., Version 2: AAR90370. Version 3:
AA90370.

Location: Version I: Medical Service
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
Medical Service School. Gunter AFB, AL.
Version 3: School of Aviation Medicine,
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version /: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Version 2: 9 weeks (323-328 hours). Ver-
sion 3: 16 weeks (624 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: Version. /: :8/67-12/73.
'Version 2: 9/62-7/67. Version 3: 1.0/56-8/
62.'

Objectives: To provide radiology person-
nel with advanced training in radiologie
technology.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radiographic fundamentals, anato-
my and physiology, radiographic
techniques. special radiographic positions,
special, equipment and procedures, radia-
tion protections, and administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in elementary
anatomy and physiology (2/74); in the
upper-division .baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in elementary anatomy and
physiology ( 12/68 ).

AF-0705-000Z
I. RADIOLOGY SPECIALIST

-2. RADIOLOGY SPECIALIST
3. APPRENTICE RADIOLOGY SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version /: 3ABR90330.
Version 2: ABR90330-1; ABR90330. Ver-
sion 3: AB90330.

Location: Version I: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AfiB. TX. Version 2:
Medical Service School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Vei.sion 3: School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version I.; 18 weeks (545
hours). Version 2: 12-114 weeks (420-439
'hourS). Version 3: 16-18 weeks (624-702
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Verson /: 9/7 1-12/73..
Version 2: 1/63-8/71. ersign 3: 4/54-12/
62.

AF-0706-0001

OPHTHALMOLOGY SURGICAL TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AZY91270.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 5. weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To prepare ophthalmology

assistants to assume greater responsibility
in the care and treatment of ophthalmology

. patients:
Instruction: Practical application of rou-

tine visual testing; fitting and adjusting
glasses; administration of eye drops.. and
'Ointments: emergency, care and dressings;
preoperative preparation: assisting the
ophthalmologist insurgical procedures; and
care and maintenance of equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
d iviSion baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in health, op-
tics, and physician assisting (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in health optics and .physician assist-
ing on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/74);

AF-0706-0002
OPTOMETRY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3 ABR9 I 235
Location: Sheppard Technical Training

Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 14 weeks (425 hours)
Exhibit Dates: pn 1-12/73
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Objectives: To train airmen to assist in

an ophthalmological clinic or 'physician's
.offige.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic ocular anatomy and physiolo-
gy; basic npties; use and maintenance of
optometric testing equipment; visual)"
therapy; medical ethics; asepsis; ocular first
aid and emergency. treatment.

Credit 'Reeonimendation: In the lower -
divisinn baccalaureate/associate degree
eategnry, 15 semester hours in health op-
tics (2/74 );.in the upper-division hacealau-
mate category, 2 semester houts in
physiology and hygiene (5/73).

AE-0707-0061

MII.ITARY ASPECTS OE SANITARY AND
kNi)usTRtAt. HYGIENE ENGINEERING

Course Number: BR9121.
Location: Me al Service School,

Gunter AFB: AL.
Length: 8 week (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8 2-12/68.
Objectives: To provide the essential

knoWledge and skills necessary to perform
sanitary and industrial hygiene duties.

Instruction: Aerospace medicine, includ-
ing aviation medicine training; entomology;
principles of medicine and surgery; veteri-
nary training; and radiological health, in-
cluding disaster medicine.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureaie/assOciate degree
category, credit in sanitatinn, radiologic
safety, and disaster. preparedness on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in community sanitation
(12/68).

AF-0707-0002

GENERAL. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE,
RESIDENCY, PHASES II AND ill

Course Number: OAY9336.
Location: School of Aerospace' Medicine,

Brooks AFB. TX.
Length: 96 weeks (1909 hours).

.

Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present. ,...

Objectives: To ..prepare medical -officers
to practice in the specialized field of
general preventive medicine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aerospace medicine; educational
methodology; entomology; environmental
medicine; general preventive medicine;
global medicine to include epidemiology
and infectious diseaseS; occupational and
disaster medicine; and research methodolo-
gy.

Credit Recommendation: No credit due
to the professional nature of the course (6/
75).

AF-0707-0003
B10- ENVIRONME N TAT ENGINEERING

Course Number: OBY9121.
Location: School of Aerospace Sciences,

IiroOks AFB, TX.
Length: Version : 16 weeks ( 608

hours). Version 2 16 weeks (605-608
hours).

Exhibitjiates: Version 1 3/75-Present.
Version 2 9/68-2/75.

Objectives: To train hiological engineer-
ing technicians in aerospace medicine
through the application of biological and

engineering principles to aviation environ-
ments.

Instruction: Lectures on acoustics,
physiology, biometrics, sanitary engineering
and hygiene, general and environmental
ch&nistry, and human engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Category, 4 semester hours in physical
science. 4 in chemistry, 4 in biological
science. 4 in aviation science, 2 in industri-
al psychology, and additional credit in avia-
tion science on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
physical science, 4 in chemistry, 4 in
biological science, 4 in aviation science, 2
in industrial psychology, and additional
credit in aviation science on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74).

AF-0707-0004

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE TECHNICIAN.

Course Number:' All Versions:
AAY90770. Version 2 :. AAR90770;
AA90770.

Location: All Versions: School of
Aerospace Medicine, BrOoks AFB, TX.

, Version 2: Medical Service School, Gunter
AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: I I weeks (407-423
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (451-495
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/68 Present.,
Version 2: 2/55-1/68.

Objectives:.:To train enlisted personnel as
preventive medicine technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in preventive medicine, including
management of the aerospace medicine
program; military public health, water and
wa .cte d'sposal, medical entomology, occu-
patio ealth, atmospheric sampling, and ,
radio! al health.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours insanitary bac-
teriology, 2 in elementary preventive
mCdicine (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
sanitary bacteriology, 2 in elementary
preventive medicine (12/68). ,

AF-0707-0005
I. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE SPECIALIST
2. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE SPECIALIST
3. APPRENTICE PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

SPECIALIST
4. APPRENTICE PREVENTIVE- MEDICINE

SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version I: ABY90730.
Version 2: ABY90730; ABR90730. Version
3: A090730. Version 4: AB90730. .

Location: Version 1: School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX. Version .2:
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
AFB, 'TX. Version 3: Medical Service
School,' Gunter AFB, AL. Version 4:
School of Aviation Medicine, Gunter AFB,
AL.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (358
hours ). Version' 2: 10 weeks 371-376
hours). Version' 3: 14 weeks (546 hours).
Version 4: 16 weeks (624 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/68-Present.
Version 2: 5/62-10/68. Version 3:, 11/57 -4/
62. Version 4.: 2/55-10/57.

Objectives; To train personnel as preven-
tive medicine specialists.

c )

- Instruction: All Versions.- Lectures and
practical exercises in the di ties of preven-
tive medicine specialists, including bio-en-
vironmental engineering, disaster. medicine,
medical entomology, occupational health
programs, radiological health programs,
and sanitary engineering. Version 1: Topics
include acoustics, basic orientation, disease
epidemiology, educational methods, en-
vironmental surveys, fundamentals of
science, illumination, medical aspects of
missile operations, and ventilation. Version
2: Topics include preventive medicine, air-
craft accident investigation, medical ad-
ministration, field training, and military
public health. Version 3: Topics include
acromedical evacuation, aeronautical
sciences, aviation medicine, dental adminis-
tration, educational advisory staff, medical
materiel, typing, unit and personnel ad-
ministration, medical laboratory, medical
passive defense, nursing, preventive
medicine: biostatistics, basic mathematics
and chemistry, industrial hygiene, water
supply and swimming pool sanitation, food
service, military epidemiology, and veteri-
nary service. . Version 4: Topics include
acromedical evacuation, anatomy and
physiology, aviation medicine, clinical
dentistry, medicine and surgery, nursing
preventive medicine, medical administra-
tion, unit and personnel administration,
typing, medical materiel, medical laborato-
ry, ,preventive medicine, military
epidemiology, basic mathematics and
chemistry, industrial hygiene, water-supply
and swimming pool sanitation, biostatistics,
food service facilities, radiobiology, leader-
ship and training management, leadership
through group control, and veterinary ser-
vice.

Credit RecOmmendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in public
health, 3 in OSHA/radiological control, and
3 in sanitary engineering (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in public health, 3 in
OSHA/radiologic control, and 3 in sanita-
ry engineering (7/ 4). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in
preventive medicine and 2 in sanitary bac-
teriology (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
elementary preventive medicine and 2 in
sanitary bacteriology (12/68). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalbureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ele-
mentary preventive medicine and 2 in sani-
tary bacteriology (7/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in elementary preventive medicine
and 2 in sanitary hacteriology (12/68)2 Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

'in elementary preventive medicine and 2 in
sanitary bacteriolOgy (7/74); in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in eleinentary preventive medicine
and 2 in sanitary bacteriology (12/68).

AF-0707-0006
INDUSTRIAL. HYGIENE MEASUREMENTS

Course Number: 5AZY907X0-2.
Location: Scholl of Aerospace Medicine;

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (61-72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Ob dyes: To provide advanced training

in 1 evaluation and control of indhstrial
heal h and safety hazards.



Instruction: Course includes occupa
health, atmospheric sampling, yen
and illumination.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AF-0707-0007
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Course Number: 5 AZY907 XO-1.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/76-Present.
ObjectIVes: To provide technical training

in the survey, analysis, and control of en-
vironmental pollution.

Instruction: Topics include air and water
pollution, solid-waste disposal, and noise
pollution.

Credit Recommendation:. Pending evalua-
tion.

AF-0707-0008

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST

Course Number: 5ABY90730.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 11 weeks (339 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.
Objeitives: To provide basic instruction

in environmental health.
Instruction: Course includes acoustics,

disease epidemiology, biocnvironmental en-
gineering, illumination, ventilation, medical
zoology, medical aspects of missile, opera-
tions, radiological and occupational health,
and sanitary engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

AF-0708-0001
PSYCHIATRIC WARD SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version I: 3 ALR9143 I
Version 2: ABR91431-1. Version 3:
ABR90238.

Location: Version I: Sheppard Technical
Training Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: Sheppard Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 3:
Medical Service School, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 6 weeks (180 hours).
Version 2: 14 weeks (420 hours). Version
3: 16 weeks. (615 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/68-12/73.
Version 2: 5/67-6/68. Version 3: 5/62-4/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist psychiatrists and psychiatric nurses.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in basic concepts of mental health
and mental illness, psychiatric team roles,
recognition of abnormal behavior, observ-
ing and recording techniques, protective
measures, and various therapies for
psychiatric patients.

.-, Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in
psychiatric nursing, additional credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74); in
the upperdivision baccalaureate category,
credit in psychiatric nursing on the basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as.-
sociate degree category. 4 semester hours
in psychiatric nursing, additional credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

ry, credit i6 psychiatric nursing on the basis
of :institutional evaluation ( 12/68). Version
3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hotirs
in psychiatric nursing, additional credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in psychiatric nursing on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-0709-0001
DIET THERAPY, SPECIALIST

, Course Number: 3A BR62231-1;
3ABR62231.

Location; Technical Training Center,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 11-13 weeks (338-428 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69112/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

food service administration.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in , medical food service. administra-
tion; basic and applied clinical nutrition;
diet modifications and revisions, introduc-
tion to cooking standard recipes, food
production, and services; and food ordering
and purchasing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 9 semester hours in food service,
hotel-motel management; or diet therapy. 3

. in nutrition nursing (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 9 semester
hours in food service, hotel-motel manage-
ment, or diet,therapy, 3 in nutrition nursing
(2/74).

AF-0709-0002

'RESCUE AND SURVIVAL TECHNICIAN-M
EDICAL

Course Numbers ALR92170.
Location: Medical Service School, Shep-

pard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67- I 2/68.
Objectives: To provide airmen with the

skills necessary to administer medical
assistance to disaster victims.

Instruction: Medical terminology; anato-
my and physics; preventive therapy; drug
usage; emergency procedurei for shock,
hemorrhage, wounds, and infection;
poisonous agents; food and 'water depriva-
tion; disaster medicine.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asiociate degree
category, credit in paramedical medicine
(disaster/emergency services, ambulance,
or fire) on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in first aid on the
basis of demonstrated skills or institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

A1'-0709-0003
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN -

Course Number: Version l: 3AAR90570-
1. Version 2: AAR90570.

Location: Version 1: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version
2: Medical Service School, Gunter AFB,
AL.

Length: Version I: 10 weeks (300
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (584-594
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/72-12/73.
Version 2: 7/63-1/72. !

Air Force 1-15
Objectives: To train airmen in the com-

pounding, dispensing, and manufacturing of
pharmaceutical preparations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in pharmacy management and ad-
ministration, pharmaceutical calculations
and chemistry, pharmacological principles,
and pharmaceutical dispensing.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in phar-
macology- nursing. 15 in pharmacy, addi-
tional credit on the basis of. institutional
evaluation (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
pharmacology nursing, 10 in pharmacy, ad-
ditional credit on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 15 semester hours in pharmacy
assisting, additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in pharmaceutical chemis-
try, 2 in pharmacy laboratory', 1 in phar-
maceutical mathematics (12/68).

AF-0709-0004

APPRENTICE AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION
SPECIALIST

( APPRENTICE AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION)

Course Number: AB90131.
Location: 'School of Aviation Medicine,

Gunter AFB. AL.
Length: 6-8 weeks (234-312 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train medical helpers in

the basic techniques used in aeromedical
evacuations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aeronautical sciences, aviation
medicine, clinical dentistry, pharmacy,
preventive medicine, psychiatry, nursing,
surgery, and anatomy and physiology.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in physician assisting on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74); /
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in first aid and hygiene on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

AF-0709-0005

MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN-I
NDEPENDENT DUTY

Course Number: 3AZR90270,
Location: School of Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

medical technicians in remote or isolated
areas.

Instruction: Lectures and clinical appli-
/-:eation in management of common disor-

ders; emergency procedures; medical ex-
aminations and diagnosis; military public
health; pharmacology; medical laboratory
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 15 semester hours in allied health,
nursing, and additional credit in physician
assisting on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74); in the upper- division baccalau-
reate category, credit in physician assisting
on the basis of institutional evaluation' (2/
74).

-
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AF-0709-0006
AILERON, AND IMMUCiOLOGY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 5AZY9 I 234
Location:- Wilford Halt USAF HOspital,

Lackland AFB. TX,
Length: 2 weeks MO hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-12/73. '
Objectives: To develop the skills and

knowledge necessary for medical service
specialists to be qualified in the allergy and
immunology specialty.

Instruction: Preparation of patient for ex-
amination and treatment by physician; rou-
tine and special testing, including patch
testing. interdermal testing, scratch testing.
conjunctival . testing; collection, interpreta-
tion. recordation. and performance of pol-
len-counting technique; preparation of al-
lergenic extracts; recognition, of symptoms
of shock, asthma, and...Systemic reactions;
emergency treatment, immunization, and -
vaccination administration, including 'nee-
dle and gun techniques; supervision of-the
preparation and distrihution of the allergy
hyposensitization kits prepared by section:

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate ,degree
category. 2 semester hours in physician
assisting or immunology (2/74).

AF-0709-0007

PARARESCUE/RECOVERY SPECIALIST -ME
OICAL

Course Number: 3AZR92330.
Location: School of Health Care

Sciences, Sheppai'd AFB, TX.
Ledlgtir: 4 weeks (126 hours).
Exhibit Dates,: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide airmen with the

knowledge and skills necessary to peFform
emergency medical procedures under ad-
verse conditions.

Instruction: Medical., management of
emergency conditions; anatomy and
physiology; .fracture management and field

' medicine; injuries/disorders of the body
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degred
category, 15 semester hours in parainedical
or emergency service technology. addi-
tional credit in paramedical areas on the
hasis of institutional, evaluation (2/74),

AF-0709-0008
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT

Course Number: 3ALR9.1730 ,
Location: School of Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 46 weeks (1433-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73'.
Objectives: To train 'noncommissioned

officers to he physician assistants.
Instruction:. Lectures on examination,

diagnosis, and treatment of diseases. and in-
juries; diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures; laboratory, procedures: 'in-
terpretation of ,medical findings; and refer-
ral.

Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. extending into the upper-diviSion
baccalaureate category, 60 semester hours
in physician assisting, I I in medical
technology, 8 in anatomy and physiology, 8
in chemistry: and credit in psyChology or
sociology on the hasis of institutional
evaluation (2/74).

AF-0709-0009
MEDICAL MATERIEL SPECIALIST

2, MEDICAL MATERIEL SPECIALIST
3. APPRENTICE MEDICAL MATERIEL

SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3 ABR9 I 530.
Version 2: ABR91530-1; ABR90631, Ver-
sion 3: AB90631,

Location: Version 1: Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
Medical Service School. Sheppard AFB,
TX; Medical Service School. Gunter AFB,
AL.' Version 3: School A of ,Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Versim I: 10 weeks (305-308
hours). Version 2: 6-7. weeks ( 180-2.58
hours), Version 3: 8-10 weeks (312-390
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/7 II-12173,
Version 2: 5/62-1/71. Version 3: 5/54-4/62.

Objectivegi To train airmen in the
procedures and methodology of account-
ing. requisitiOning, document control, stock
control, equipment management. and re-
lated procedures of a medical 'supply ac-
count..

Instruction: All Versions: Organization of
medical materiel; procurement procedures;
inventory control; equipment management
and maintenance. Version 1: Data
processing. Version 2: Data processing. Ver-
sion 3: Maintenance of office machines.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in busi-
ness management. 2- in first aid`(2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
10 semester hours in hospital administra-
tion. 2 in first aid (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in busi-
ness management, 2 in first aid (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.
3 semester hours in supply management
(12/68). Version 3: In the lower-division
haccalaureate/associate degree category. 10
semester hours in business management. 2
in first aid (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

AF-0709.-0010

OPERATING ROOM SPECIALIST

Coursetiumber: Version 1 : 3ABR90232.
Version .2:. ABR90232-1; ABR90232, Ver-
sion 3: ABR90232,

Location: Version 1: Sheppard Technical
Training Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: Medical Service School, Sheppard
AFB, TX; Medical Service School. Gunter
AFB. AL. Version 3! 3275th- Technical
School, Lackland AFB, TX;

Length: Version 1:4 11 -12 weeks
(365-398 hours). Version 2: 10-11' weeks
(300-415 hours). Version 3: 12 weeks (436
hours).

1EXhiblit Dates: Version 1 : 4/70-12/73.
Versilin 2: 6/62-3/70. Version 3: 1/59-5/62.

Objectives: To train airmen to function
in surgery as operating rocsnI technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
cises in aseptic techniques; cleaning and
preparation of packs and supplies; steriliza-
tion, care, and use of instnimenm.care and
use of equipment; operative procedures;
and care of the patient.

Credit Recommendation: . Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15' scfnester hours in
operating roomtechniones (2/74); in the

33

upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in nursing on the hasis of institu-
tional evaluation.(2/74). Version 2: In the

baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 15 semester hours in
operating room techniques (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category', 3
semester hours in anatomy. physiology. and
hygiene (12/68), Version 3: In the lower-
division. baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 15 semester hours in operating
room techniques (2/74); in the upper-divi-
Mott baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in physiology and hygiene (12/68).

AF-0709-0011,
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number:. Version 1: SAZY902X0.
Version 2: AZY902X0; XX902X0.

Location: Version 1: SChool Of Aerospace
Medicine. Brooks AFB.. TX. Version 2:
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
AFfl, TX; School of Aviation Medicine.
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 5-6 weeks ( 171-196
hours). Version 2; 4-5 weeks (162-195
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-Present.
Version 2: 3/59 -6/'70.

Objectives: To provide airmen with skills
and knowledge necessary to function as
members of an aerospace evacuation team.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises covering physiological
education. aerospace nursing, preventive
medicine, flying safety, and adminsitration.
Version 1: .Separate training in survival.
Version 2: Separate training in aerospace

if medicine.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. credit in health sciences on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/75).

AF-0709-0012
AEROMEDIC AL TECHNI IAN

Course Number: Version 1: AAY90170;
5AAY90170. Version 2: AA90170.

Location: All Versions: School of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX.
Version 2: SchoOl of Aviation Medicine.
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (289 -300
hours): Version 2: I I weeks (429 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-fireseni.
Version 2: 5/55-4/68.

Objectives: To train acromedical spe-
cialists or acromedical evacuation spe-
cialists to assume supervisory duties in a
flight surgeon's office or to perform air
evacuation duties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aeronautical sciences, aviation
medicine, clinical dentistry, medicine and
surgery, preventive medicine, nursing, and
medical administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in physician assisting or
anatomy on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
first aid and hygiene (12/68).

AF-0709-0013
AIR RESCUE SPECIALIST MEDICAL.

Course Number: AB92130B.



Lo Cation: School of Aviation Medicine,
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: 4 weeks ( 156 ,hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives:.To train airmen in the funds-

. mental techniques of emergency medical
treatments

Instruction: Lectures and practical train-
ing in air evacuation, aviation medicine,
clinical dentistry, medical laboratory,
medicine, nursing; preyentive medicine,
surgery, ophthalmology, and otorhinolaryn-
gology.

Credit Recommendation:, In the lower-
diviSion ,baccalaureate /associate degree
category', credit in first aid on the basis of
institutional' evaluation (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in first aid on the basis of +tau-
tional evaluation (2/74).

AF- 0709 -0014

I. PtiAttsiAcv'SpEciAlisT
2. PHARMACY SPECIALIST
3. PHARMACY SPECIALIST
4. PHARMACY SPECIALIST

(APPRENTICE PHARMACY SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version I: 3 ABR90530 .
Version '2: 3ABR90530. Version 3:
ABR90530-1, Version 4: ABR90530;
AB90530.

Location: Version 1: School of Health
Care-Sciences, Sheppard AFB. TX. Version
2: Medical Service School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 3: Medical Service School,
Sheppard AFB-TX. Version 4: School of
Aviation Medicine, Gunter AFB. AL.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (360
hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (488 hours).
Version 3: 12 weeks (360 hours). Version
4: 14-11,1 weeks (571-702 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 1/71-6/73. Version 3: 7/67-12/
70. Version 4: 8/55-6/67.

Objectives: To provide students with spe-
cialized training in the dispensing, com-
pounding, and proper use of drugs,

Instruction: Lectures on anatomy and
physiology; basic pharmacology mathe-
matics; inorganic and organic chemistry; ef-
fects of drugs on human systems; practiCal
exercises in the compounding and
dispensing of drugs; and pharmacy main-
tenance and operation.

Credit Recommendation: Version I7 In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 30 semester hours in
pharmacy, 3 in physiology and anatomy, 3
in nursing pharmacology, and additional,
credit in pharmacy on the basis of institu-,
tional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in pharmacy, 3 in physiology and
anatomy, 3 in nursing pharmacOlogy, and
additional credit in pharmacy on'the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/74). Version
2.- in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 30 semester hours
in pharmacy, 3 in physiology and anatomy,
3 in nursing pharmacology, and additional
credit in pharmacy on the basin of institu-
tional evaluation (2/74 ); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in physiology and hygiene, 2 in phar:
maceutical mathematics, 2 in pharmaceuti-
cal chemistry, 3 in pharmacology (12/68).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 30
semester hours in pharmacy, 3 in physiolo-
gy and anatomy, 3 in nursing ,pharmacolo-
gy, and additional credit in pharmacy on

the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in pharmaceutical
mathematics, 2 in pharmaceutical chemis-
try,'') in pharmacology (12/68). Version 4:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 30 semester hours
in pharmacy, 3 in physiology and anatomy,
3 in nursing pharmacology, and additional
credit in pharmacy 'on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate ategory, 2 semester
hours in pharmaceutical mathematics, 2 in
pharmaceutical chemistry, 1 'in phar-,
macology, ( 12/68 ).

AF-0709-0015
I. MEDICAL SERVICE SPECIALIST
2. MEDICAL SERVICE SPECIALIST.
3. APPRENTICE MEDICAL SERVICE

SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR90230.
Version 2: ABR90230. Version 3:
A890230.

Location: Version I: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version
2: Medical Service School, Gunter AFB,
AL; Medical Service School, Sheppard
AFB, TX. Version 3: School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version I: 0-13 weeks
(308-398 hours). Version 2: 9-10 weeks
(351-360 hours). Version 3: 11-13 weeks
(429 -507 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/69,12/73.
Version 2: 5/62-5/69. Version 3: 3/54-4/62.

Objectives: To train airmen as profes-
sional aisistants in medical and clinical pa-
tient care and treatment.

Instruction: First aid and d ter treat-
ment; nursing fundamentals; iiiWdical and
surgical nursing; obstetrical and pediatric
nursing; outpatient and emergency services.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 30 semester hours in
nursing, additional credit on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. credit in
nursing on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 30
semester hours in nursing, additional credit
on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/

'74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 2 semester hours in physiology
and hygiene (12/68). Version. 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 30 semester hours in
nursing, additional credit on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in physiology and hygiene (12/68).

(

AF- 0709 -0016

I. PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING SPEC ST
2. PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING SPECIALIST

(APPRENTICE PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING
SPECIALIST)

Course Number: All Versions:
ABY91 130. rVersion I : 5ABY9I 130. Ver-
sion.2: ABR90 I 32.; AB90130.

Location: All Versions: School of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB;. TX.
Version 2: School of Aviation Medicine,
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version I: 5-6 weekS (196-236
hours). Version ,2: 6-7 weeks. (214-236
hours).

.

1,

Air. Force 1-17
Exhibit Dates: Version I:

(1
l/68=Present.

Version 2: 7/54-10/68.
Objectives: To train qualified airmen to

assist supervisors in the operation of a
nhysiological training unit.

Instruction: Lectures and practical appli-
cation in operation of physiolOgical training
devices; inside observation during low Ares
sure chamber flights', conduct of lectures,
discUssions, and demonstrations for flying
perSorme1; and preparation and main-
tenance of records.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. credit in aviation physiology on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in aviation physiology
(12/68).

AF-0709-0017

PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: OBY9 I 61 .
Version 1:'50BY9 I 6 I .

Locatkin: Version I: School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks. AFB,' TX. Version 2:
School of Aviation Medicine, Gunter AF11,
AL.

Length: Version' I: 6-7 weeks ( 235-315
hours). Version 2 :. 7 weeks ( 258-312
hours).

Exhibit. Dates: Version I: 7/68-Present.
Version 2: 9/54=6/68.

Objectives: To train physiologists as in-
structors in aerospace physiology.

Instruction: Lectures in physics of the at-
mosphere and gases; general anatomy and
medical terminology; the. nervous system
and' special senses; respiration and circula-
tion; biodynarnics; hyperbaric physiology;
additional lectures and practical exercise&
in clinical medicine; aircraft escape, aa-
cident prevention and investigation; and
oxygen equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in aviation physiology (2/74).

AF-0709-0018

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF FOOD HANDLING

Course Number: 3AZR90870-2.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX; School of Health Care
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.

'Length: 2 weeks (60-64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9 /72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

food handling and food service sanitation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in food' microbiology. preservation,
and facility sanitation; environmental hy-
giene; and pathology of food-borne ,dis-
eases.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -'
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in food services
and nutrition (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
food services and nutrition (2/74).

AF-0709-0019

ELECTROENC EPHALOGRAPHIC SPECIALIST

Course Number: AZR90237.
Location: Air Training Command,

Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68.
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Objectives: To provide airmen with the
skills and knowledge required to perform
as clectroencephalographic specialists.

Instruction: Lectures on the principles of
'neurological anatomy, physiology, patholo-
gy. neuropsychiatric diseases and disorders,
management of electroencephalographic
equipment, and laboratory procedures; and
clinical practice in all electroencephalo-
graphic duties.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in neurological
anatomy, physiology, and pathology, addi-
tional credit in clinical practice for EEG
specialist on the basis of institutional
evaluation (Z174); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
neurological anatomy, physiology; and
pathology. additional credit in clinical 'prac-
tice. for EEG specialist on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74).

AF-0709-0020

MEDICAL OROS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 3AZR90670-2.
Location: School of Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

manage medical records for hOspital regis-
trar offices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of hospital
records. Course includes use of medical
termitiology; anatomy and physiolOgy;
clarification of diseases and operations; col-
lection of statistical data and development
of presentations from colleted data for use
by professional staff; rel ase and 'use of
medical records in legal proceedings; and
completion and consistency of medical
records.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the 'Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-0709-0021

ORTHOPAEDIC APPLIANCE SPECIALIST

'Course Number: ABY9I 332.
Location: .Wilford Hall Hospital,

Lacklcind AFB, TX.
Length: 50 weeks (1960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as orthopedic

appliance specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises Rt the duties of orthopedic appliance
specialists, including anatomy and physiolo-
gy, arch supports, back braces. introduc-
tion to materials, application of plaster of
Paris, lower and upper extremity ap-
pliances, leather technique, miscellaneous
appliances, shop equipment, shoe modifica-
tion, and patient relationships.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division _ baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in anatomy and
physiology, and credit in industrial arts on
the t)asis of institutional evaluation (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 2 semester hours in anatomy and
physiology, and credit in industrial arts on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74).

AF-0709-0022
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version 1: 5AAY9 1170.
All Versions: A AY91170. Version 2:
AA90172.

Location: All Versinns: School of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX.
Version 2: School of Aviation Medicine.
Gunter AFB, AC.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (141-156
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks. (224-234
boars).

L.- Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/64-Present.
Version 2: 9/56-8/69>

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise physiological (raining.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eicer-
cises in the supervision of physiological
training.Course includes a review of basic
physiological principles; extensive indoc:
trination in the more advanced practices
and procedures of aviation physiology; and
new .equipment used inrcoordinating the
physiological training program.

Credit' Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in physiology on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74);
in the upper - division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in aviation physiology
(1,2168);

AF-0709-0023
MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR90270
I. Version 2 AAR90270. Version 3.
AA90270.

Location: Vernon School of Health
CarcSeiences, Sheppard AFB, TX. Verso,,:
2: Medical Service School, Gunter AFB,
AL. Version 3: School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFtliAL.

Length: Version I: 13 weeks.(390 hours).
Version 2: 17 weeks (600 -680 hours). Ver-
sion 3: 19 weeks (741 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/69-12/73.
Version 2: 1/63-3/69. Version 3: 8/55-12/
62.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise medical treatment facilities.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in preventive medicine,
medical administration, nursing principles,
and psychiatric nursing. Version 1: Instruc-
tion includes personal, family, and commu-
nity health; and care of others and new
born babies. Version 2: I&truction includes
anatomy and physiology'. medicine and sur-
gery, disaster medicine, and surgical

'nursing.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the,,3lower- division bacCalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in medi-

, cal nursing, 6 in surgical nursing, 3 in
maternal child care, 3 in community public
health (7774); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
medical nursing, 6 in surgical nursing. 3 in
maternal child care, 3 in community public
health (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in anatomy and
physiology, I in preventive medidine, 10 in
introduction to medical-surgical nursing. I
in administrative 'practices, and additional
credit in administrative practices on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semeswebours in elementary anatomy. 2
in 'elementary physiologx, I in preventive

0

medicine (12/68). Version 3: In the lower-
1!.

division baccalaureate/associate degree
categorY..2 semester hours in anatomy, 2 in
physiology, I in preventive medicine, 8 in
introduction to medical-surgical nursing (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in elementary
anatomy, 2 in elementary physiology, I in
preventive medicine (12/68).

.AF-0709-0024
I. AEROMEDICAL SPECIALIST
2. AEROMEDICAL SPECIALIST
3. AEROMEDICAL SPECIALIST.

(APPRENTICE AEROMEDICA
SPECIALIST)

. APPRENTICE AEROMEDICAL SPECIALIST

rse Number: Version 1: 5ABY90130.
ersibn 2: 5ABY90130; ABY90 I 3'0. Ver-

sion 3: ABy90130; AB90130. Version 4:
AB90130.

-Location: Version', : Schocil of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX. Version 2:
School of e,erospace Medicine, Brooks
AFB, TX. Version 3: School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX. Version 4:
School of Aviation Medicine, Gunter AFB,
AL.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (272 hours).
Version 2: 7-9 weeks (227-342 hours).
Version 3: 7-9 weeks (265-351' hours).
Version 4: 7-9 weeks (265-351 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I0/77-Present.
Version 2: 5/68-9/77. Version 3: 8/54-4/68.
Version 4: 8/54-4/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
the semi-skilled level in the aerospace
medicine career specialty.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aerospace medicine, including
anatomy and physiology, aerospace person-
nel care and treatment, aerospace physiolo-
gy, military public health and occupational
medicine. and' disaster casualty control.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:
Pending evaluation: Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate

(degree category, 2 semester hours in anato-
my and physiology, 2 in first aid and hy-
giene, both on the basis., of institutional
evaluation (7/74); in thd upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
anatomy and physiology, 2 in first aid and
hygiene, both on the basis of institutional
evaluation (7/74). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in anatomy and
physiology, 2 in first aid and hygiene, both
on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
categOry, 2 semester hours in first aid and
hygiene (12/68). Version 4: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester how's in anatomy and
physiology, 2 in first aid and hygiene, both
on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in first aid and
hygiene (12/68).

c

AF -0709.0025

AEROSPACE MEDICINE PRIMARY

i Course Number: 50BY9351; OBY9356.
. Itocatiorn School of Aerospace Medicine.

Brooks AFB, T.X.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (320 hours).

Version 2: 8-9 weeks (307-370 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/75-Present.

Version 2: 8/68-7/75.



Objectives: To prepare officers to priJ-
tice aerospace medicine.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the proper conduct of the physical
examination for flying personnel; health.
maintenance of flying personnel; medical

-ity, aspects of flight safety; and medical educa-
tion unique to aerospace medical require-
ments.

Credit RecOrnmendsition: Version\ l:
. Pending 'evaluation. Veriion 2: No credit

because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75 ).

AF-0709-0026
BASIC PARARESCUEMAN

Course Number: 92330.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.
Length: 8 weeks (408 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide training in basic

pararescue procedures.
Instruction: Training in recognition and

treatment of a full range of medical emer-
gency situations, including shock, chest in-
.juries, occular injuries, spinal and head in-
juries, comas, gastric ulcers and poisons,
burns, fractures, childbirth,. wounds, and in-
fections; jump training to, include care and
preparation of equipment, day jumps, night
jump, scuba jump, and .tree jump; and
mountain rescue and ground operations to
include mountaineering knots, rope
management, ,rappeling, and . mountain
navigation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in emergency
,medical technician (6/75),

AF-0799-0001
GLOBAL MEDICINE

Course Number: 50ZY 9336.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To inform medical officers of

significant disease problems of importance
to military operations throughou& the
world.

Instruction: Lectures on certain diseases
(particularly those not normally familiar to
American physicians) and their epidemiolo-
gy; disease management, vestment, and
control measures; area studies; drug abuse;
combat psychiatry; arthropod and rodent
control; burn treatment; surgical care for
missile wounds; nutrition and population;
and preventive medicine.

Credit ReCommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75). 4

AF-0799:0002
SENIOR. HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: Not available.
: School of Aviation Medicine,

taunt FB, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-11/55.
Objectives: To provide medical corps of-

ficers with knowledge of trends, ideas, and
materials instrumental in functional more
effectively as hospital administrators. .

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aeromedical evacuation; organiza,
tion and functions ott dental services;
problems and solutions of medical admin
nitration; problems of medical surgery;
preventive and indUstrial medicine;
managerial efficiency methods.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).

AF- 0799 -0003

REFRESHER COURSE IN HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATION 9

Course Number: Not available.
Location: School Of Aviation Medicine,

Gunter AFB, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours). t:
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68,
Objectives: To further the knowledge of

participants in areas of hospital staff rela-
tionships, functions of hospital. staff agen-
cies, and_ current trends Of Medical ser-
vices.

Instruction: Conferences,- lectures, . and
practical exercises to include preventive
medicine, aviation medicine, and forensic
medicine, and to acquaint participants with
solutions to recurrent problems in the
operation of treatment facilities.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because Of the professional nature of the
course( 1/74).

AF-0799-0004
I. MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST
2. MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST
3. APPRENTICE` MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE

SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1 : 3ABR90630.
Version 2: ABR90630 -1; ABR90630. Ver-
sion 3: iii,B90630; AB90631.

Location:' ersion i: Sheppard Techreal
Training Center, Sheppard. AFB, TX. er-
sion 2: Medical Service School, Sheppard
AFB, TX. Version 3: School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (308 hours)..
Version 2: 6 weeks (180-240 hours). Ver.:.
sion 3:.7 -9 weeks (273-351 hours).

Exhibit Dates!' Version I: 4/70-12/73.
Version 2: 10/65-3/70. Version 3: 4/54-9/
65.

Objectives: To train airmen in the funda-
mental duties of medical administrative
specialists.

instruction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cises in general administration; typing and
formats; administ tive control of patients
and beds; and 'dical service fundamen-
tals, including fi d casualty care and medi-
cal field.exercise .

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower'-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in office procedures
on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/
74); in the upper-division biecalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in office
procedures (2/74). Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours -in office procedures (2/74). Version
3: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in office
procedures (2/74).

Air Force 1-19
AF-0799-0005
BASIC COURSE IN MEDICAL SERVICE

AD41STRATION
(BASIC COURSE IN MEDICAL ADMINISTRA-

TION)

Course Number: OBR I.
Location: ,Medic Service School,.

Gunter AFB, AL; School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: 154Neeks (585-600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-12/68.
Objettives: To train newly commissioned

officers in medical services administration,
including the operation of medical care
facilities and the supervision of direct sup-
port activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management, material and food
service, housekeeping. administrative
assistance to specialized medical services,
and patient care administration.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in medical ad-.
ministration (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in.
medical administration (12/68).

AF-0799-0006
SURVIVAL TRAINING AND P SONAL

EQUIPMENT OFFICER

Course Number: OZY910 .

Location: School of Aeros ace Medicine,
Brooks AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train personal equipment

officers in the basic principles of aerospace
physiology and survivals

Instruction: Lectures in the basic princi-
ples of aerospace physiology and survival,
including the human nervous, respiratory,
and circulatory systems; hypoxia, hyperven-
tilation, and hypoglycemia symptoms, ef-
fects, and treatment; 'nose, throat, and
paranasal sinuses, flight induced p lems-
and treatment; in-flight sensory ill ns,
decompression sickness, and noise ds;
aircraft emergenctvape procedur nd
protective helmets, pressure suits, a ox-
ygen equipment operation and main-
tenance,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of 'the limited technical nature of
the course ( 2/74).

AF-0799-0007

COMPRESSION CHAMBER TEAM TRAINING

Course Numbest 50ZY9300-7.
Location: School of Aerospace Medicine,

Brooks AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (7648 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I 12/77-Present ;

12 /77- Present.
Objectives:To train personnel to operate

and maintain compression chambaga, to act
as observers during chamber operation, and
to participate in the treatment- of, patients
by compression therapy. .,

Instruction: Lectures in hyperbari c
physiology and clinical medicine; practical
exercises in high-pressure Chambers and
unit administration.

Credit Recommendation: Version I,:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the:
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in physi-
cal science' 42/74); in the upper-division
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haccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
physical science (2/74).

AF-0802-000I
I. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS. SPECIALIST

(REMOTE DUTY)
(DISASTER PREPAREDNESS SPECIALIST

( ADDITIONAL. DurrY) )
(DISASTER CONTROL SPECIALIST)

2. DISASTER CONTROL SPECIALIST
(DISASTER PREPAREDNESS SPECIALIST)

3. DISASTER CONTROL INSTRUCTOR
4. DISASTER CONTROL INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: VerSion I: 3AZR24230.
Version 2: AZR24230. Version 3:
AZR46150. , Version AZR46150;
5546150-11.

-Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AF13..CO.

Length: Version I: 4-5 weeks ( 120 -150
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Version,3: 15 weeks (450 hours). Version
4: 6 weeks (180' hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/68-12/73.
Version2: 12/66 -6/68. Version 3: 7/60-11/
66. Version 4: 3/58-6/60.

ObjectiVes: To train enlisted personnel to
be disaster preparedness specialists and dis-
aster control instructors.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in disaster preparedness
and control operations, individual and col-
lective protection, decontamination and)
monitoring procedures, and weapons ef-
fects. Version 2: Instruction includes
radiological safety practices illOpci

procedures: Version 3: Instruction includes
casualty and damage prevention, with
emphasis on instructor training fundamen-
tals and application. Version 4.-- Instruction
includes a brief introduction 'to biological,
chemical, and radiological defense, and in-
structor training in these areas.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in occupational health and safety on
the hasis of institutional evaluation (5/74).
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in protective service
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68). Version 3: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods, speech, and protective service on
the basis of institutional evaluation (

68). Version 4: In the upper-division bad-
ealaureate category, 'credit in instructional
methods and protective service on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-0802-0002

I. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS SPECIALIST
21 DISASTER CONTROI. SPECIALIST

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS SPECIALIST)
3. DISASTER CONTROL SPECIALIST

Course Number. Version I: 3ALR24230.
Version 2. 3ALR24230; ALR24230. Ver-
sion 3: ALR24230.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry. AFB, CO.

Length: Version I: 6 weeks ( 192-198
hours). Version 2 10 weeks ( 300 hours).
Version 3: 17 weeks (510 hours).

' Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/70-) 2/73. ,
Version 2': 12166-7170, Version 1163-111
66..

Objectives: To/train enlisted personnel in
aspects0 'disaster preparedness and con-
trol

Instructiob: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in disaster preparedness..
effects of.nuclear and nonnuclear weapons
and dangerous materials, decontamination
and monitoring, and individual and cbllec-
tive protection. Version 2: includes instruc-
tion in the conducting of formal classes in
disaster preparedness or control, and in the
development of training aids for these
classes. Version 3: Includes instruction in
the conducting of formal classes in disaster
preparedness, or control. and in the
development of training aids 'for ,these
classes.

Credit Reerieunendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in occupational health and safety on
the basis of institutional evaluation (5/741.
Version 2: In the, upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in instructional
methods and projective service on the basis
of institutional rvaluation ( 12/68). Version
3: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in institutional methods,'
speech, and protective se ce on the basis
of institutional evaluatio ( 12/68)..

AF-0802-0003

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

Course Number: 30LR05 I 1-1;'
3ALR24230-I.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Lowry AFB. CO.

Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73°- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and civilians in all aspects -of disaster
preparedness.

- Instruction: Lectures and practical exec
cises in disaster preparedness, including ef-
fects of nuclear and nonnuclear weapons.
USAF technical order and supply systems,
first aid for chemical agent casualties, NBC
detection equipment and associated main-
tenance, monitoring techniques and
procedures, decontamination techniques,
and operational management of overall dis-
aster preparedness activities and shelter
management program.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(5/74).

AF-0802-0004

PASSIVE DEFENSE INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: XX46132; AL46172.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen in defense

measures againgt possible chemical, biologi-
cal, and radiological warfare.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in defense measures against possible
chemical, biological, and radiological war-
fare, including detection and classification
of -chemical agents, first aid, outline of
basic nuclear physics, radioactive emis-
sions, radiation effects, dosage, monitoring,
and biological defense.

Credit Recommendation: in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods and protectivelser-
vice occupations on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).
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AF-0802-0005
MUNITIONS MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

RETR AINEV

Course Number: IAZR46150.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as munitions' maintenance. specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,

cises' in munitions maintenance, including
aerospace munitions administrative func-
tions; handling and transportation of muni-
tions; munitions stipply: storage, main-
tenance, assembly, and inspection of muni-
tions; munitions maintenance specialist per-
formance; and performance of all muni-
tions maintenance duties in an operational
environment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military riajure of the course
(-6/74),

AF-0802-0006 '

CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS QUALITY .
ASSURANCE

Course Number: 3AZR46170. /
LocatiOn: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School. Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 2 weeks (60-72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/7 1-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise conventional munitions quality
assurance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in conventional-munitions quality as-
surance. Course includes reporting
techniques, characteristics and uses of non-
nuclear munitions, organizational responsi-
bilities, pertinent publications, record anal-
ysis. transportation 'of nonnuclear muni-
tions, inspection and test procedures, ex-
plosives area survey procedures, planning
procedures for conventional munitions,
maintenance and tools, and a quality as=
surance exercise.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-0802-0007

MISSILE SAFETY TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ATS24170-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted- personnel to

perform missile safety surveillance duties at
ballistic' missile sites.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile safety surveillance at bal-
listic missile sites, including basic mathe-
matics, physics, fluid mechanics, electricity,

. chemistry, construction practices applicable
to construction and operation of missile
facilities, propulsion systems principles, in-
chistrial safety, industrial hygiene and
human factors, and safety management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hoqrs in industrial
safety management (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial safety management (12/
68):



AF-0802-0008
BALLISTIC MISSILE SAFETY

Course Number: AZR2413013.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, 1L.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

ballistic missile safety surveillance techni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ballistic missile safety surveillanci.
Topics include missile terminology, missile
structures, constructional features, safety
associated with missile, maintenance and
aerospace ground equipment, monitoring of
hazardous missile operations, and nuclear
,safety familiarization.

Credit fiecommendsition: In the upper-
'division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in safety management (6/74).

AF411802-0009

AM LAUNCHED MISSILE SAFETY OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR1945 ZR 1945.
Location: 34 i 5th Techt School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (78-90 h
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-9/68.
Objectivei: To train officers as air launch

missile safety officers.
InstruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in missile safety, including funclamen-
tals; environmental, exposives, and nuclear
safety; aircraft and missile loading hazards;
aircraft and missile accident investigation,
surveys and s survey guides and board
proceedings; and safety applications.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division 'baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in safety education (12/68):

AF-0802-001e
AIR LAUNCHED MISSILE SAFETY OFFICER/

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 302121945-4.
Location: 3415th Technical School.

LoWry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (.102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-12/73.
Objectives To train personnel as missile

safety offic s or technicians in air-
launched miss) e units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile safety, including operational
base safety survey; air-launched missiles ac-
cident prevention program and manage-
ment; human factors; missile mishap re
ports; air-launched missile systems and en-
vironmental hazards; missile compOnents,
performance, and capabilities, and hazards
associated with ground support equipment,
transportation, assembly, check-out, load-
ing, storage, and simulators; and electrical
and radiation safety.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-0802-0011 '
AIR LAUNCHED MISSILE SAFETY TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AAR24170-1
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 1-3 weeks (90 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be air launch missile safety technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile safety, inclUding human en-*gineering, first aid, missile ,plosive
hazards, aircraft loading ibeards, safety
management and supervision, physiology,
missile fundamentals, environmental safety,
and aircraft and missile accident preven-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in safety management (12/68).

AF-0802-0012

AIR LAUNCHED DEFENSE MISSILE SAFETY
OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR1945-1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry APB, CO.
Length: 3.weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to be missile

safety officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in missile safety, including human fac-
tors, introduction to missile systems, en-
vironment and nuclear hazards, missile ac-
cident prevention, human engineering, and
equipment and training aids.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-0802-0013

AIR LAUNCHED STRATEGIC MISSILE SAFETY
OFFICER

Course Number: 3OZR1945 -2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2-3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-1 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers as missile

safety officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in air-launched missile safety, includ-
ing missile explosive hazards, human en-
gineering, fire protection, egniprrynt. and
training aids, accident prevention, missile
accident reporting and investigation, and
environmental hazards.

Credit, Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-0802-0014

AIR LAUNCHED TACTICAL MISSILE SAFETY
OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR1945-3.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers as tactical

missile safety officers.
Instruction: Lectures and, practical exer-

cises in air-launched tactical missile safety,
including environmental hazards, human
engineering, missile explosive hazards, and
laser safety.

Credit Recommendation: No- credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course-( 7/74 ).
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AF-0802-0015
PETROLEUM TANK CLEANING SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AXS54670W-1.
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: S/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise petroleum tank cleaning opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of 'petroleum tank
cleaning operations. Course includes secur-
ing clearance prior to cleaning tanks, tank
construction and design features; cleaning
techniques, and safety procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaure,ate/associate degree
category, 1 semester"? hour in industrial
safety (7/74).

AF-0802-0016
I. GENERAL SAFETY SPECIALIST
2. GENERAL SAFETY SPECIALIST

(GROUND SAFETY SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1: 3 ALR24130-
1. Version 2: ALR24130; ALR24130A.

Location: Version 1: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (228 hours*.
Version12: 8-10 weeks (258-300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-1'2/73.
Version 2: 1 2/62-4/68.

Objectives: To train Air Force personnel
to conduct installation safety programs.

Instruction: Course covers safety educa-
tion, communication, and human factors;
high pressure and explosive safety; industri-
al hygienean,c1 safety; traffic and off -duty
safety; and accident investigation and re-
porting.

Credit Recommendation: Version' 1: See'
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial safety (12/68).

AF-0802-0017
PASSIVE DEFENSE OFFICER

(DISASTER PREPAREDNESS OFFIC
(DISASTER CONTROL OFFICER)

Course Number: 30LR0511; 0 R0105-
2; OZRI435-2; OL3294; SS1435-2.

Location: 3415th" Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 4-6 weeks (120-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/73.
Objectives: To tra commissioned of-

ficers and civilians to rform duties as dis-
aster control o

Instruction: Lect es a tl,practical exer-
cises in disaster con 1 ndamentals; ef-
fects of chemical, biol al, and nuclear
weapons; protection, exposure control, and
protection equipment; decontamination;
and disaster control operations to include
weapons accidents, domestic emergencies,
and war operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-0802-0018
SURVIVAL INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Course N umber: Vergion 1: S-V8 1-A.
Version 2: 140001.
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Location: Version 1: Air Training Com-

mand, Fairchild AFB, WA. Version 2: Air
Training. Command, Stead AFB, NV.

Length: Version 1: 24 weeks (613-628
hours). Version 2: 21 weeks (624 hours).

Exhibit Dikes: Version 1: 6/67-Present.
Version 2: 6/65 -5/67.

Objectives: To qualify selected airmen as
instructors in the ',techniques and
procedures of global survival and as rescue
and survival specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and techniques of
survival; anatomy, plokology, first aid:.
global geography; evat, resistance, and
escape; and survival teaching methods.

Credit Recommendation:. Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in instructional methods,
3 in survival techniques including wood-
craft and camp training, :wintcr survival,
and recreation (7/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate categOry, 2
semester hours in instructional methods, 3
in survival techniques including woodcraft
and camp training, winter survival and
recreation (7/74).

AF-0802-0019
SAFETY SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version 1.: 3ABR24170-.
2. Version 2: AAR21470.

Location: Veision 1: 3415th TeChnical
School, Lowry AFL CO. Version 2: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute Anil, IL.

Length:"3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5168-12/73.

Version 2: 4166-4168.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

kntiledge and skills sufficient to become
safety supervisors.

In.4truction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the philosophy of accident preven-
tion, safety reference materials, human fac-
tors in accidents, safety surveys, and creat-
ing and maintaining interest in safety.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74). r-

AF-0802-0020
I. SURVIVAL TRAINING AND PROTECTIVE

EQUIPMENT OFFICER
2. SURVIVAL TRAINING AND PROTECTIVE

EQUIPMENT OFFICER
(PERSONAL. EQUIPMENT AND SURVIVAL

. TRAINING)
';'ISURVIVAI. TRAINING AND EQUIPMENT

OFFICER )

Colii'Se Number: Version 1: 30ZR1435J;
30ZR I 545F; 30ZR 5151 Version 2:
OZRI5ISA; OZRI514A; 013510420-1;
SS I 0420. .

Location: 3345th Technical School.
Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (96 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks ( 108-1;0 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/68-12/73.
Version2: 7/58-1/68:

Objectives: To provide training and
preparation for officers in survival training
and equipment protection.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in life preservers. life rafts, survival'
kits, anti-exposure clothing and special pur-
pose clothing, physiology of flight and ox-
ygen equipment, protective and survival
equipment, and survival procedures such as
campsite location. food preparation, water
sources and purification. and first aid.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (7/74).

AF-0802-002
AIR FORCE WEAPONS ACCIDENT.

PREVENTION AND MAN4GEMENT

Course NuMber: 30ZR4625 X.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 4 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-1/73.
Objectives: To train personnel as safety

officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in accident prevention programs,and
management, human. factors in accident
prevention, livelopment and coordination
of standard operating procedures; missiles, .

,explosives and nuclear safety:. mishalkOn-
vestigation and safety inspettion.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

"
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AF-0802-0022
ARCTIC SURVIVAL TRAINING

\ Course Number: S-V87-A.
/ Location: Air Training Command, Eiel-
son AFB, AK.

Length: 1 weeks (63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To train aircrews in survival

and rescue techniques under arctic condi-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in arctic survival procedures including
arctic clothin cold environment hazards,
shelter, /. and water procurement,
recovery and vector techniques, and arctic
fieldcraft techniques.

Credit Recommendation:- No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-0802-0023
NUCLEAR EMERGENCY TEAM/NUCLEAR

EMERGENCY TEAM OPERATIONS
(NET/NETOPS)
Course Number: 3 AZR24250-2.
Location: Interservice Nuclear Weapons

School, Kirtland AFB, NM.
Length: 3 weeks (93 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train persohnel to serve as

members of nuclear emergency teams.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in radiation 'hazards and effects, basic
nuclear physics and mathematics, nuclear
devices% explosive hazards, nuclear reac-
tors, biological effects, nuclear weapon
firefighting, radiatiorr.detection. dosimetry,
survey instruments, monitoring equipmEnt,,
and decontamik,allieon.

Credit Recom ndation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-0802-0024
EXPLOSIVES SAFETY OFFICER/SPECIALIST

(EXPLOSIVES SAFETY OFFICER)
(EXPLOSIVES SAFETY TRAINING)

COUrSt Number: 3OZR 1 965-1 ;
30ZR1965; OZR1935.

Location: 34I Sth Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to

perform explosive safety duties.
Instrucdon:.LectuMs and practical exer-

cises in identification and use of aerospace
munitions; explosive. safety standards and '

requirements; disposal 'of aerospace muni-
tions; investigating and reporting accidents

'and incidents; safety,' education programs;
safety in installation planning; and safety
surveys and programs.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF- 0803 -0001 A
COMBATIVE MEASURES INSTRUCTOR

TRAINING

Course Number: 140004.
Location: Air Training

Fairchild AFB, WA.
Length: 5 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and airmen

as instructors of judo and hand-to-hand
combat. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of instructors of judo
and hand-to-hand combat, including learn-
ing principles, evaluation, audio-visual aids,
lecture and demonstration procedures,
basic judo techniques, and air police and
air crew self-defense techniques.

reclit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
'category, 6 semester hours in instructional
methods in physical education (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in instructional ods on the basis
of institutional.evaluatton (12/68).

Command,

AF-0803-0002
BASIC PARARESCUE TRAINING

Course Number: 923X0 -2; 923X0-3.
Location: Aerospace Rescue

Recovery Service, Hill AFB. UT. °
Length: 8 weeks (315 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Preient.
Objectives: To qualify personnel in basic

parachuting.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in equipment familiarization, physical
training, swimming, elerdentary medical
training, mountain training, familiarization
jumps, and day and night jumps with equip-
ment.

,Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at 'the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

n\

AF-0803-0003
.

SURVIVAL TRAINING '

(SURVIVAL TRAINING (SEA))
(ADVANCED SURVIVAL TRAINING)
(USAF COMBAT SURVIVAL TRAINING)

Course Number: S-V80-A; S-V85-A;
140000.

Location: Air Training Command,
Fairchild AFB, WA; Air Training Com-
mand, Stead AFB, NV.

Length: 2-4 weeks (94-216 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-Present.
Objectives: To prepare selected flying

personnel in the principles, procedures, and
equipment necessary to survive in any cli-
mate.



InstiUction: Lectures and pr'actiCal exer=
ciscs in survival principles and:Procedures:
recovery and evasion; code of conduct; sur-
Vival factors; psychological aspects of sur-
vival; special problems; medicine and hy-
giene; parachuting principles and practice;
maps; and food procureinefit.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in camp training and survival
techniques ( 10/77).

AF-0902-0001

EXECUTIVE HOSPITAL HOUSEKEEPER

Course Number: 3AZR90670,
Location: Medical Service School, Sheripard

AFB. TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.

__Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the Supervision of housekeeping perm:M.1'1cl
in medical treatment facilities.

Instruction: Lectures in organization and
management of housekeeping services,
maintenance, sanitation, and safety:.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category`; 2 semester hours in industrial-hy-
giene (2/74); in the upper- division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hour's in in-
dustrial hygiene (12/68).

AF-1104-0001

STAFF AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE ENGINEER

Course Number: 432406.
Location: . Air Training Command.

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 22 weeks (680 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/5h- 12/68-
Objectives:. To train. officers as staff air-

craft performance-engineers for tactical jet
organizations.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aircraft performanCe engineering,
including applied mathematics (algebra,
trigonometric functions, quadratic _and
linear equations; logarithmf, limits,
geometry, and basic calculus). aerodynam4-
ics and related physical properties,' turbojet
engines and principles of jet propulsion, en-
gine controls and instruments, flight limits,
aircraft peiformance characteristics (take-
off, climb, range, endurance, descent, and
approach and landirig), refueling, and mis-
sion planning.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
diviS'ion baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in algebra, 3 in
trigonometry, 3 in calculus, 3 in
aerodynamics, 3 in power plants (7/74); in
'the upper-division 'baccalaureate category,
credit in aerodynamics theory, calculus,
and fluid dynamics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68). 4

AF-1107-0001

STAFF AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 158400.
.Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 19-28 weeks (552 hodrs).
Exhibit Dates: I /59- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to ad-

minister operational performance programs
for 0-47,8-52, and KC-135 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the functions of staff aircraft per-

formance. off-mgrs.-including algebraic fun-
damentals; logarithms and trigonometry;
differential and integral calculus;
aerodynamic fundamentals; mission
planning; airplane performance; turbojet
engines' and flight limits; take-off, ap.:
proach, and landing; climb and descent.:,,
and range and.endurance.

.Credit. Recommendation: In the 'lower\
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in aerodynam-
ics, t2 in mathematics (6/74); in the
upper division baccalaureate category,
credit in aerodynamics theory, calculus,
and fluid dynamics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68):

AF-1113-0001

GROUND C-E -M MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ALR30950.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. S.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-12/73..
Objectives: To train maintenance, person-

nel as ground C-E-M,maintenance analysis
techniciags.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ground C-E-M maintenance analy-
sis, including analysis, interpretation,-and
summary of dad' from data collection
systems, monitoring and,direction of analy-
sis activities, identification of areas .for
development; charts, tables, graphs, and
lated visual media for presentation of anal-
ysis results, summary preparation, presenta-
tion of results, determination,of.,effectiVe-
dess and efficiency, and analysis of status
and .configuration management System re:
ports.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baeaaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in statistical
analysis (7/74); in the upper-division bac-'
calaureate category, 2 semester, hours in
statistical analysis (I2/68).,,,

AF -1115 -0001,

I. MAINTENANCE ANAIASIS SPECIALIST
2. MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS SPECIALIST

(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE MAINTENANCE
ANALYSIS SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1: 3A8R39130.
Version 2: 3ABR43430; ABR43430;
ALR43'430.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version .1: 11 weeks ( 330
hours). Version 2: 7-13 weeks (228-360
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version .41: 7170-12/73.
Version 2: 2/61-6/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
basic statistical analysis and its application
to aerospace weapons systems and motor
transportation.

Initruction: Lectures and practical
demonstrations in basic statistical analysis
and maintenance ,analysis, including
frequency distribution, dispersion, points
and curves, control charts, maintenance
documentation, data .systems, management
concepts, graphic presentations, and data
procesSing fdr maintenance reporting.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in in-

, troductory statistics (2/74); in the upper-

)

Air FOce -23
division baccalaureate category; 2 semester
hauk in introductory statistics (2/74) Ver.
sion 2: In tne lower-division, baccalaureate/
'associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in introductdry Statistics (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4

.semester hours in statistical analysis (12/
68).

AF-1115-0061
RELIABILITY

Course Number: 435.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3. weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To .provide officers and

civilian personnel with an understanding of
the theory of reliability, and the skills to-
employ' the techniques of reliability in solv-
ing problems and carrying out reliability
programs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the study of.statistical distributions;
reliability allocation and distribution
techniques; test plans, O.C. curves, and the
use of Mil Standards; data analysis; con-
struction and interpretation of. confidence
intervals; applications of mathematical
models; and reliability program manage-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in quality control or applied statistics
(2/74).

.

AF-1115-0003

RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY

Course NuMber: 30ZR2895G.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
.Length: 34reeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-4 2/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

:developing, monitoring, and contracting re-
liability and 'Maintainability of systems and
subsystems from drawing board to opera-

, tiOn.
Instruction: Lectures in basic statistics,

probability functions, nonparametric esti-
mation, mathematical estimation of
pararrieters, stress/strength analysis, and re-
liability maintainability management.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
° division baccalaureate category, 2 semester

hours in applied statistics (2/74).

AF-1115-0004
I. ADVANCED CliJAN1ITA11VMETHODS IN

COST ANALYSIS
2. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN

COST ANALYSIS
3. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN COST

ANALYSIS.

Course...Number: 189.
Location:' School of Systems and Ler.

gisties,- Wright-Patterson AF13, OH.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (Ill hours).

Version 2: 4 weeks (105 hours). Version 3:
9 weeks (200 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 41.73-Prescht.
Version.' 2: 1/72-3/73. Version 3: 1/69-121
7 I .

Objective's: Advanced training in 'non-
linear and 'multivariate regression analysis
for officers and civilian personnel having
six semester hours in college-level algebra
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and statistics and some eXperience in cost
analysis.

Instrucillini:, Lectures in advanced non-
linear and,r,riultivariate regression analysis,;,
including quadratic equations, logarithms,
matrix inversions, linear and curvilinear
regression, and net scatter diagrams.

Credit RecommendatiOn: .Version I: in
the lower-diviiion baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ad-
vanced quantitative methods (2/74): in the
upper-division baccalaureate category; 2
semester hours in- adyanced quantitative
methods (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 lieiter hours in advanced
quadtitative merhodk (2/74); in the Lipper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business statistics or economic
statistics, and credit in mathematics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 3! In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in advanced quantitative methods (2/
.74); in ,the upper-division baccSlaureate
category, 3 semester hours in business
statistics or economic statistics (12/68):

AF-1115-0005
.

BASIC QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN COST
ANALYSIS

Course Number: 188.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics. Wright-Pattergon AFB, OH.
Length: .3 weeks (105 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide. officers with a

basic understanding of the. quantitative
' tools and techniques employed in cost esti-
mating and analysis.

'Instruction: Lectures and applications in
algebraic .operations, elementary statistical
methods, . probability. curve and sample
theory; interval estimates, linear equations
and regres'sion, and variance analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacealaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in "basic
statisties .( 2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. credit in basic
statistics. on the basis of institutional
evaluatibn (12/68).

AF-1115-0006

I. DXTA SERVICES SPECIALIST
2. STATISTICAL SPECIALIST
3. STATISTICAL SPECIALIST

I

Course Number:.,, Version 1: ABR68130.
Version., 2... ABR681130; ^ AB68 I 30.'' Version

AI3R68130; AB68130.
Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical

School, Sheppard 'AFB. TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB.
TX. Version 3. 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Versipn 1: 9 weeks (240 hours).
Version 2: 10-i13 weeks (240 -360 hours).

;) Version 3: 10-13 weeks (240-360 hours).
Exhibit *Dates: Version 1: 10/63-12/68..

Versio 12: 1/48-9/63. Version 3: 1/48-9/63.'
OW Ives: To train personnel in the

functi s and techiiiques of data services.
Inst tion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises . procedures. Air
Force re rts management systems, func-
tional aria concepts and reports. punched
card accounting machines and data
processing familiarization, and data services
case prohleMs.

Credit Recommendation: .In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in statistical methods (12/68).

AF-1115-0007
MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING OFFICER

Course Number: Version I : 30BR7461.
Versiort 2: OBR743i..

Location: 341$tli Technical School,
Lowry 'AFB, CO.

Length: IP weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-12/73.

Version 2: 4/64-4/68.i,
Objectives: To train officers. as manage-

ment engineering officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the development and application I:if
manning standards. . Course includes
methods, techniques, and .procedure
in attaining objectives of the, management
engineenng program; ,Operatiornix.,analysis,
linear prograMming, engineering t ory,
performance-rating, time study, wo M7
piing; operational audit; and "411 nee
computation; linear, multiple linear, and
curvilinear Correlation' and regression anal-
ysis; and manpower allocation systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:. In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in statistics, 3 inquantita-
five methods (8/74). Version 2: In . the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in. statistics, 3 M business
organization and management (12/68).

E.

AF-1205-0001

BANDSMAN SUPERVISOR

Cpurse Number: AA X76170.
Lbmtion: Bandsman School, B

AFB, Washington, DC.
Length: 47-52 weeks (936 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 67 8-12/64.

-Objectives: To provide airmen with ad-
vanced training in band conducting.

Instruction: Practical exercises in ad-
yanced conducting; major and secondary
instrumentation; music theory; solfeggio:
arranging and analysis: glee club, concert,
marching, and dance band performance
and conducting; public speaking; adminis-
tration and management: and leadership.

Credit 'Recommendation: in the ,upper
division baccalaureate category, credit in
band superviSion on the basis. of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1303-0001
SPACE SYSTEMS ANALYST

COUDW Number: 30BR2021.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Koester AFB, MS.
Length: 7-8 weeks (216-246 hours).

...Exhibit Dates: 5/68-.12/73.
Objectives:. TO provide commissioned of-

(leers with training in satellite motion. or-
bital analysis. data acquisition, and basic
tracking concepts.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the analysis of satellite motion and
orbits, and in data acquisition and basic
tracking concepts. Course includes radar
thec0 and analysis of satellite motion
orbital determination and upper-level col-
lege mathematics through numerical analy-
sis and differential equations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 3 semester in physics, 3 in
mathematics (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

' applied physic's, 2 in mathematical analysis
(6/74).

AF-1304-0001

WEATHER OBSERVER

Courrl Number: 3ABR25231; AB2523 I :
AB25230.

Location: School of Applied. Aerospace
Sciences,. Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 15-22,weeks (426-570 hours). ..',
Extlibit Dates: 4/55-12/73.
Objectives:. To train airmen to perform as

weather observers.
InAructiop: Lectures and 'practical exer-

cises in .weather .observatiOn, including in-
troduction to meteorology; observing,
recording, and encoding weather elements;
plotting weather maps, charts, and dia-
grams; care And operation of weather in-
struments; electronic weather equipment;
weather radar; data evaluation; noninstru-
mental observation; and operation of ,stan-
dard loather communications equipment.

Recommendation: In the lovier-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in meteorology
or general science (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in meteorology (12/68).

AF-1304-0002

WEATHER FORECASTER
(WEATHER TECHNICIAN)
(WEATHER FORECASTER TECHNICIAN) V

Course Number: 3ALR25330;
ALR25330; AL25330.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, 1L. .

Length: 32-44 weeks (960 -1320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/73. .

Objectives: To train weather, observers
and airborne weather operators in
meteorological theory and forecasting
procedures.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in reoqierdlogical theory and forecast-
ing procedpteS, ' including climatology,
mathematies -.AO physic's, weather data

- analysis, syn tiemeteorology, operational
weather, adVanc weather analysis, and
weather .eqUiPtge t and facilities.

Credit 11440m ndation: in the lower-
division baccIla'u eate/assOCiate degree
category, 6 semeSt r hours- in algebra and
trigonometry, 3 in physics, 3 in speech, 9
in meteorology or general science (5/74);
in tte uptie?-division baccalaureate oatego-
ry, 17 semester hours in meteorology (12/
68).

AF-040003
s

GROUND WEATHER OBSERVING PROCEDURES

Course Number: XX2525 1 A.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB,IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68
Objectives:: To train in observ-

ing. recordirig, and encoding weather
phenOmena and in plotting wierat maps
and charts. ,

Instruction: Lectur, arid pr .,iical exer-
cises in ground weatlici observation
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procedures; including surface weather ob-
servations; observing, recording, rd en-
coding cloud forms,Atates of the sky, and
obscuring 'phenomena; observing, record-
ing, and encoding visibility, present

.weather, and obstructions to vision;'deter.:
mination of temperature, humidity, and
pressure data; surface, observatiOn equip-
ment; and plotting weather maps and
charts. constant pressure, winds aloft, and
thermOilynamic diagrams.

Clft RecOmmendation: In the lower-
division baccalatireate/associate degree
caregOr,y; 6 semester hours in meteorology
or general 'science (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in meteorology (12/68).

AF-1304-0004

,:RAIP/10Npe PROCEDURES
CORM! N umber: ).0(24251-111.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
;Objectives: To train qualified weather

observers, operators, or operator techni-
cians in rawinsonde procedures.

Insttuction: Lectures and practical exer-,
cises in rawinsonde procedures, including
design. theory, and functions of rawinsonde
equipment; operation and preventive main-
tenance of rawinsonde ground equipment;
rawinsonde preflight procedures; hydrogen
generation; recorder record evaluation;
selection. of significant levels on . the
recorder record; radiosonde charts; coding
rawinsonde data; winds-aloft computation
and encoding; and eValUation of complete

',Irawinsonde observations.
Credit; Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, credit in
meteorology on the baSis of institutional
.evall tion (12/68).

-1304-0005

RAWINSONDE OPERATION

Course Number: 3AZR25251-1;
A.ZR2525 - I .

Location: 3345th TechniCal School,
Chanute AFB, IL.'

Length: 12 weeks 1360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/60-12/13:
Objectives: To train weather observers, in

:.:rawinsonde operation arid obseryations.
*). tnitruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
rise-s: in rawinsonde operation apclobserva-
tion,s, including rawinsonde-,!-Cquipment,
'recorder. and 'record evaluation. radiosonde
charts and codes, winds-aloft observations
and calculations, and upper-air observation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

'category. 3 semester hours in meteorology
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester hours in meteorology
(12/68 ).

. Ale11304-60015

STAFF METEOROL(X3IST

Course Number: 3OZR2516-1.
LOcation: Schoch of Applied Aerospace

Scienees. Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).

'Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers who haye:',

technical skills and more than one year of

fielil experience to perform' as cOmmanderS
und.staff meteorologists4 air weather ser-.
vice detachments....

Instruction:. ILCctures :and practical. exer-
cises in the duties Of commanders and staff
meteorologistS, including management and
budget,.. 'Personnel training. administration,
collection of environmental information,
use of weather central forecasting products,
armed forees communications, use of data
from weather reconnaissance and satellite
programs, and environmental research and
development.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category,.3 semester hours in. management,
3 in meteorology (5/74); in the upper-divi-
Sion baccalaureate Category, cisdit . in
management or meteorology on the basis
of institutional evaluation (5/74).

AF-1304-0007

WEATHER SUPERINTENDENT
2' 'WEATHER FORECASTER SUPERINTENDEN

T

(WEATHER FORECASTING
SUPERINTENDENT)

Course Number: A!! Versions:
AAR25390. Version 2: AA25300;
AA25200.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.:

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (300
hours)., Version 2: 32-37 weeks (960 -I 110
hodrs).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/61-12/68.
Version 2: 1/54-2/6 I .

Objectives: To train weather forecasters
. and meteorological technicians to supervise
tne.operation and technical activities of a
weather station and to prepare and. issue
weather forecasts.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in ,meteorology and
management, or in meteortilogy, manage-
ment, mathematics, and physics ecessary
for weather statibn operation and °recast-

,. ingi including radar familiarizati , general
meteorology, leadership, and weather varia-
bles analysis. Version 2: Includes mathe-
matics, algebra review, trigonometry,
analytical geometry and advanced calculus,
measurement, ,weather chart analysis,
oceanography. statistics, physical
meteorology, and physics.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate,
.degree category, 6, semester hours in
mathematics, 3 in meteorology, 3 in
management (5/74); in the upper-division
haccalaureate category, credit in advanced
weather forecasting techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68). Version
2: In the lower-division haccalatireate/as-
sociate degree category. 6 semester hours
in mathematics, 3 in meteorology, 3 in
management, 3 in physics (5/74); in the
up r-division baccalaureate category,
cre it in advanced weather forecasting
to niques on the. basis, of institutional
evil uation (1.2/68).t

AF-1304-0008

WATHER OBSERVER TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AAR25271: AA2527 I;
AAR25271,-,.7

Locationt.... 3345th Technical School,
.Chanute APR,11-.
°. Length: 16-25 weeks (480-750-hours rs),

. UMW, Datei: 4/58-1.2173.

Air, Force 1-25
Objectives: =to provide weather Observtr

.

techrfieianS '.;with advanced training :in
weather otiiervation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' zit
perience in elementary mathemadcS,
general meteorology and map analysis',
operation and supervision of surface ob-
serVibg activities, electronic 'observations
and equipment, office procedures. upper-
air observations. management tor the Ob-
server. technician.: communicaTions.
data dissem ination: and chart preparation,
supply and maintenance forms and ad-
ministrative. procedures.

. Credit. Recommendation: In the (Ower,
,

division .bacedlaUreate/associate degree
category, 3' semester hours in basic rnathe-

.maticS, `3 in meteorology, 1 in measure-
merits laboratory, 6 in business organiza-
don and management (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in meteorology, 3 in business or-
ganization and Management (12/68).

AF-1304-0009
ADVANCED METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

Course Number: 30ZR2524-4.
/Location: School of Applied 'Aerospacq'

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks ('120 hours).
Exhibit pates: 11/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as detachment forecasters...,..
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced meteorological applica-
tions, including development of forecast
methods, use of computer weather
products, findings from environmental
research, projects, special firecasts for al-
lied. agencies. the latest developments in
highly specialized meteorological programs,
meteorological physics, air-sea interaction,
environmental meteorology, and severe -
weather applications.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester' hours in meteorology
or general science (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category,.6.se.mester
hours in meteorology or general science (5/
74).

AF-1304-0010
TROPICAL WEATHER ANALYSIS AND

FORECASTING .

"(MODERN. WEATHER TECHNIQUES)

Course Number: 30ZR2524-2;
-6ZR2524-2; OZR2524; XY2524.

LocatioM , .3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL. ; . '

Length: 6-7 weeks:(150-210 hOurs).
, Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/73.
,Objectives: To train Air Force weather

forecasters in tropical weather analysis/and
forecasting.

,Instruction: Lectures and, practical exer-
ekes in tropical weather analy. and
forecasting, including identificatio and
analysis of tropical weather direct y from
the wind field; development . of tropical :

forecasting techniques; applicable stream-
line-isotach techniques of direct kinematic
analysis; application o theoretical, cli-
matological and empirical ,.-. analytic
methods; basic principles of tropical
weather analysis; climatology of the tropics;

,

eharacteristics okfluid motion; ,ands satellite -
:". data interpretation. Course prior"to If.,M7

wies not In-liked 't.6 tropical meteorolOgy. '.. '

f .
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/apociate degree
Category, 6 semester hours in ad4anced
Weather forecasting' techniques (5774); in
the upper-division baccalaureate_ category,
credit M advanced weather , forecasting
techniques on the bakis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1304-0011

SPACE OBJECT IDENTIFICATION ANALYST

. Course NuMber: 30ZR2025B.
.-

LocatiOit: Version 1: School of Applied.'
.AcroSpace Sciences, Kcesler AFB, MS.

Version 2: 3380th TechniCal School,'
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Verson 1: 5 weeks (150-160
hours). Version.2: 7 weeks (210 hours).

Eithibit Dates: Version I: 6/72-12/73.
Version 4/69-5/72.
,objectives: To train officers to perform

lass space object identification analysts.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the duties :of .space
object identification analysts,, including
radar target analysis, radar sensor systems,
mathematics, review, radar cross-section
patterns,' target processing, 'orbital
mechanics, various targets, orientation
determination, stable body techniques, and
real body analysis and special techniques.
perSiisii 2: Includes vector anajysis, basic
electromagnetid_ field and wave theory,
methods 'of graphical solutions, and com-
plex body/motion 'analysis.

Credit Recommendation: ..Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree .category, ,3 semester hours in
physics' (5/74); in -thc upper-division bac-
dalaureate Category,,'Credit in physics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (5174).
Version 2: In the lower-diVision baccalau2;
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hoUrs in physics, 2,in mathematics (5/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

.ry.'credit in physics and mathematics on
the basis of institutional evaluatiOn (5/74).

r

AE-1304-0012

AN/MMQ-2 METEOROLOGICAL STATION
MANUAL.

Course. umber: 3AZR30250.
Location: 3 345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, iL.
Length: 5 ,weeks (132 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: It /7 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, adjust, troubleshoot, repair,
and perform preventive maintenance on
the AN/MMO-2 maraud' meteorological stn -.
tion.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ,in the operation, repair,' and main-
tenance of the . AN/MMO-2 manual
meteorological station; including the AN/
TMO-15 wind-rneasuring set: the, . AN/
TMO-14 cloud height set, and . the . AN/
TMO-20temperature-dew point measuring
set:

Credit Recommendatiors:! In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category, 1 semester hour as an elective in
meteorology (8/74),

AF-1401.0001
I. ACCOUNTING 'AND FINANCE SPECIALIST

2. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE SPECIAL!,
3. FINANCE SPECIALIST
4., FINANCE SPECIALIST , 'I, t

Course Ntimber: Version I: ABR,671-3().
Version 2: ABR67 I 30. Version 3:
AB67130. Version 4: AB67 Ob.' I, .

Location: 3750th ,. Technical SchObi,
Sheppard AFB, TX. .. '.

. Length: Version I: 16 weeks (450
hours).: Version 2: 27 weeks (7.20 hours).
Version 3: 11 weeks (300 hours). Version
4: 4 weeks (120 hours).

EXIdislt Dalai; Version d. :. 6/601 2/68.
. .

Versibn 2: 3/58-5/60: Version 3: 7/57-2/58.
4::ion :Vers61-56-,-6/57.,

Objectivesr, TO ,train airmen as account-.
ing and finance specialists.

Instruction: Version 1: Discussions and
practieal exercises in accounting principles,
general ledger controls and subsidiaries,
commercial services, military pay, travel
and accounts control. Version 2: Discus-
sions and practical exercises in accounting
principles, inventory accounting
(monetary), appropriation expense and
general ledger, stock funds, military and
civilian pay, travel allowauce; Commercial s, .

' accounts, and accounting for 'public funds.
.ersion 3: Discussions 'and practical exer- i

., eises in the computation of military paY
-wand allowances, travel allowances, pnythent

of commercial accounts, and accounting
for public' funds. Version 4: Discussions and
practical exercises in the computation of .

military pay and allowances, processing .,

vouchers for payment, and maintenance of
payments for military personnel.

Credit Recommendation: Vertion I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester heurs in ele-
mentary accounting (2/74); in the: upper-
divi ion baccalaureate category,.3 se' mester
ho rs in elementary accounting, 2 in
general business practice (12/68). Version
2 ;, In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in elementary accounting 12/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in elementary accounting, 3
in general business practice (12/68). Ver-siol In the upper.division baccalaureate
cate ry, 3 semester' hOurs in disbursing ,

and finance (12/68): ,Version 4.: No credit ."
because of the limited technical nature of

`the course (12/64 :

,

AF-1401-0004

ACCOUNTANT
. .

Course Number: SS6884.
Location: 3750th Technleal''

.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)'
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To provide officers with a

basic knowledge of government accounting
procedures:

instruction: Lectures in basic goveiin-
ment accounting' procedures, including
general, military and civilian accounting
procedures, expense accounting, inventory
accounting, appropriation accounting,

'stock fund and nonappropriated funds ac-
counting, and a review of commercial ac-
counting. `.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in government,
accounting (2/74); in the upper-04ision
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
government accounting (12/68).

AF-1401-0005
GENERAL ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR67131;
A61;167;1.31.

7 Location: ," 3750th Technical SchortOl,
':Sheppard, AFB, TX.

Length: 11,12 Weeks (330 hOurs)., !
Exhibit Datisi: ft /62- 12/73.
Objectives TO ,prOvide enlisted persOnnel

with a working knowledge of 'elementary
accounting.

Instruction: Lectures in the basic princi-
ples of accounting, including payment
vouchers and financial reports, appropria-
tions and fundi systems; materiel and com-
mercial services systemS, and the stock
fund and general ledger system's. , °

Credit Recommendation: In the., lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, .2 semester hours in elementary
accounting (2/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
elementary accounting (12/68).

AF-1401-0003

ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST

Course Number: AB67230.......
.:Location;, 3750th Technical Training

Center, Shetsciard AFB, TX ,
Length: I 5' weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

elementary -accounting procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and on-the-job

training in elementary accounting
procedures, inventory accounting, military
accounting procedures, and stock funds
and nonappropriated ftinds procedures.

Credit RecommendatiOn: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, ,6 semester hours ip elementary
accounting (2(14); in the upper- division
baccalauredte:category: 3 semester hours in
elementary accounting (12768). .

AF-1401 -0006 r :-
.

DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST .

CQUIT4'7 : Number: 3 ABR67I33 ;
ABR67T33.

Location: 3750th Technical, School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: I I weeks (300-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/62- 12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

'with a basic knowledge of business finance.
Instruciion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in business finance and accounting ,

fundamentals, with emphasisiOn financial
disbursement procedures invicilvitig person.
' nel, materiel, arfd commereialVservices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccaliuteatehissociate,, degree
category, 3 semester hours in business .

finance (2/74); in the upper-division bile-,
calaureate category, 3 semester hours ih

-, general, business practice and credit in
finance and accounting on. the basis of in,
stitutional eValuatfon.(12/68):,..

AF-1401-0007

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AA67270.



Location: 3750th Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB. TX.

Length: 16-18 weeks (430-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected airmen in

commercial and Air Force accounting
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in managerial functions, graphic
presentation, principles of accounting and
the accounting cycle, merchandising, valua-
tion of assets, stock . funds, and cost-ac-
counting processes.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles of
accounting, 3 in cost accounting (2/74); in
the upper- division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in cost accounting (2/74).

AF-1401-0008
ACCOUNTANT

Course Numbern0B688 I.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to organize.

direct, and coordinate accounting activities.
Instruction: Lectures in appropriation ac-

counting, cost accounting, consolidation
accounting, operating and capital account-
ing, budgeting, and preparation and analy-
sis of financial statements._ '

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in cost account-
ing, 3 in intermediate accounting (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3' semester hours in cost accounting, 3 in
government accounting (12/68).

AF-1401-0009

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 30BR6721.
Version 2: 30BR6721; OBR6721. Version
3: OBR6721.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. jj

Length: Version -1: 12.i. weeks (360
hours). Version 2: 15 WoeKs ('450 hours).
Version 3: 18-19 weeks (540-570 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/71 - 12/73.
Version 2: 9/65-12/70. Version 3: 5/58-8/
65,

Objectives: To train officers as account-
ing and finance officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practicaC exercises in the duties of an ac-
counting and finance officer. Course in-
cludes accounting and finance systems,
paying and collecting, commercial services
and materiel, travel, civilian pay and milita-
ry pay. Version 1: Course includes ground
support system. Version 2: Course includes
materiel/stock fund, accounts control, and
management. Version 3: Course includes
introduction to accounting, accounting
procedures and document flow, and finan-
cial accountability.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division bacciilaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in book-
keeping (8/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in bookkeeping
(8/74). Version 3: In the lower-division -
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours in bookkeeping (2/74); in

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in general accounting, 2
in cost accounting (12/68).

AF-1401-0010

ACOUNTING AND FINANCE SUPERVISOR

,Course Number: AAR67170. a.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

-Length: 19 week's (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /59-12/68.
Objectives: To provide finance and ac-

counting supervisors with advanced training
in accounting and finance..

Instruction: 1..,ctures on accounting and
finance activities, appropriation accounting,
financial inventory accounting, expense and
general ledger systems, stock funds, and
civilian and military pay procedures.

,Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 6 semester hours in accounting
principles (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
cost accounting, 4 in finance and
disbursing ( 12/68 ).

AF-1401-0011

MEDICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 3AZR90670- I .

Location: School of Health Care
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72,-- I 2/73.
Objectives: TO train noncommissioned

officers and civilian personnel working in
the medical resource management office in
the operation of medical service account-
ing, expense accounting, and manpower
programs and budgets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in medical service accounting, cost
accounting, budgeting, and report writing.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1401-0012

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE SUPERVISOR
(GENERAL ACCOUNTING)

Course AR 67170-1.
Location: 375 Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:-1 I weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlist d personnel in

the principles of accounti g and finance
administration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical appli-
5ation of basic accounting principles and
procedures; finance, material, and commer-
cial services; accounting' control; and
operation of card puneh machine.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in principles of
accounting ( 2/74).

AF-1401-0013
AUDITOR

Course Number: OB6781; OB6'871.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: I5 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: t2/55- 12/68.

Air Force 1-27
Objectives: To train officers to be audi-

tors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organization and management, job
order and standard cost accounting, con-
tracts, internal audit, appropriation ac-
counting, military accounting system, func-
tional and stock fund accounting and audit-
ing techniques, and data processing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
.division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in general ac-
counting or auditing (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in general accounting, 4 in auditing
(12/68),

AF-1401-0014
DISBURSING OFFICER

Course Number: OB6771.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to manage

financial accounts and services.
Instruction: Lectures in the management

and operation of financial accounts, and
services, including maintenance of pay
records; preparation, computation, and
processing of vouchers for pay allowances
(per diem and mileage); accounting for
public funds; finance office administration
and control of financial operations; and or-

. ganization of finance functions and activi-
ties.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in disbursing
and finance (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 4 semester hours in
disbursing and finance (12/68).

AF-1401-0015
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE SUPERVISOR

(DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNTING)
Course Number: AAR67170-3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to super-

vise the disbursement functions of account-
ing and finance activities.

Instruction: Lectures on accounting and
finance disbursement functions in areas of
travel, nirffiVgy pay, civilian pay, and paying
and collect

Credit Iticommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in disbursement accountin 12/68).

rAF-1401-011c
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE AUTOMATED

MATERIEL SYSTEM
( ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE APPLICA-

TIONS OF BASE SUPPLY COMPUTER
(UNIVAC 1050 II))

Course Number: 3AZR67170;
AZR67170.

Location :. 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (72-90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: '10/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as accounting and finance spe-
cialists at base supply installations using
UNIVAC 1050 11 computers.'
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties and skills necessary to
perform as accountants and finance spe-
cialists or supervisors at base supply instal-
lations using UNIVAC 1050.11 computers.
Course includes materieri-arrply; materiel

_system and the UNIVAC 1050 Ii; catego-
ries and sources of inventory; local
procurement; issues, turn-ons, and receipt
of materiel; accounting and finance;
UNIVAC 1050 II output; adjustments,
system failure, and recovery; and practical
applications to the materiel system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in prdcurement
aciounting (8/74); in the upper-division

' baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
procurement accounting (8/74).

AF-1401-0017
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 30BR9021- 1.
Location: School of Health Care

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 11 weeks 1440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned

Medical Service Corps officers in the skills
and knowledge necessary to perform as Air
Force Health Service administrators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in planning, directing, coordinating
and controlling administrative and materiel
activities of medical facility units, including
financial management and general adminis-
tration.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 7 semester
hours in financial management, hospital or-
ganization and administration (6/75).

AF-1402-0001
I. DATA SYSTEMS AND STATISTICS OFFICER

2. DATA SYSTEMS AND STATISTICS OFFICER
3. STATISTICAL SERVICES OFFICER .

Course Number: Version 1: OBR683 1.
Version 2: OBR6831. Version 3: OBR683 I;
OB6831.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Lenrb: Version 1: I 1 weeks (330
hours). Version 2: II weeks (330 hours).
Version 3: 10-13 weeks (300-390 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/64 - 12/68.
Version 2: 9/63-12/63. Version 3: 1/55-8/
63.

Objectives: To train personnel in the use
of electrical accounting mac4es; the
management of data systems, a the prin-
ciples of data processing.

Instruction: Lectures on basic data
processing machines; data systems analysis
and design; accounting machine operation;
and calculating, punch, type 602, and re-
porting systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division bacc-filaureate/a.ssociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in data
processing (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
data processing: unit record and computer
management (12/68). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
statistical analysis and office management
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in data
processing: unit record and computer

management (12/68). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree-category, 3 semester hours in
statistical analysis and office management
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in methods of
statistical analysis, 2 in office management
( 12/68).

AF-1402-00112

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
TECHNICIAN (MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
SYsTems)

Course Number: 3 AZR06789-1.
Location: 3750th Technical, School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to write com-

puter programs (Assembler and COBOL)
utilizing a UNIVAC 1050 II computer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the theory and operating principles
of computers, symbolic programming,
input/output directives, utility programs,
subroutines, COBOL progiamming, and
flow charting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF-1402-0003
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST

Course Number: 30ZR5135B;
30ZR5135.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers in the

techniques of computer system analysis and
design.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in preparation, analysis, and design
steps of a system study; flowcharting
techniques; forms of design; development
of programming specifications; develop-
ment of system performance specifications;
system implementation considerations; and
management of system development activi-
ties.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in business
systems analysis (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business systems analysis (2/74).

AF-1402-0004
PHASE II GENERAL ACCOUNTING

APPLICATIONS

Course Number: 3AZR67170-10.
Location: Technical Training Center,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

the skills and knowledge necessary to per-
form as accounting and finance technicians
at installations using Phase II computers
(Burroughs 3500).

Instruction: Discussions and practical ex-
ercises in Phase II accounting applications,
data elements and codes, established

4

records, processing of daily transactions,
processing of reject and management
notices, remote operation, batch and inter-
face processing, accounting and finance
output from the system, and system
recovery procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2--semester hours in computer
operations (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer operations (2/74).

AF-1402-0005
I. SUPPLY SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
2. SUPPLY SYSTEMS SPECIALIST

(SUPPLY COMPUTER SYSTEM
SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ALR64830-
1. Version 2: 3ALR64830A-1;
ALR64830A.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-
sion 2: 3320th Technical School, Amarillo
AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (180-191 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/73-12/73.

Version 2.. 11/66-12/72:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the use of the Burroughs 1050-11 computer
and support equipment as applied to the
operation of base-level supply systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Burroughs 1050-11 computer
system, including assembly language,
hands-on computer training, central proces-
sor functions, various numbering systems,
and utility and report program generator
processing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in data
processing (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
computer principles ( 12/68).

AF-1402-0006
DATA PROCESSING (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR27370B-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6-8 weeks (1802i40 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

duties as mapping superyism-4, height su-
pervisors, and manual duta,supervisors in
SAGE direction centers.

Instruction: Demonstrations and discus-
sions on SAGE organizational and func-
tional concepts, communications, .symbolo-
gy interpretation, equipment, and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1402-0007
FORTRAN PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 3AZR68750-2;
AZR68750-2.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppai'd AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64- 1 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers, airmen, and

civilians in the techniques of programming
in FORTRAN.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in eliding conventions; constants, vari-ables, and subscripts; control statements
and end statements; input/output state-
ments; specification statements; and
subroutines as related to FORTRAN pro-gramming language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in computer
programming..( 2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming ( 2/68.1.

AF-1402-0008

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 3 AZR61050;
AZR68750.

Location: 3750th Technical School.
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen in the princi-

ples and techniques of computer pro-
gramming (COBOL).

Instruction: Discussions and practical ex-
ercises; including an introduction to data
processing; programming logic; COBOL in-
struction set; and processing using card,,
tape, and disc files.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF-1402-0009

NCMC COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

Course Number: 40ZFO123-4.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the knowledge and skills necessary to
write programs in several computer lan-
guages.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer programming, including
input/output programming. JOVIAL pro-
gramming, COSMOS (Colorado Springs
Maintenance Operations program System)
programming and utility programming
using COSMOS, and NOCOPS (NORAD
Combat Operations Program System).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74).

AF-1402-0010
I. AUTOMATED SYSTEMS PROGRAM

DESIGNER (MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
SYSTEMS)

2. AUTOMATED SYSTEMS PROGRAM
DESIGNER

Course Number: 30ZR0678-1;
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: Version' 1: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Version 2: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/69-12/73.

Version 2: 9/67 -7/69.

Objectives: To train personnel in the
principles and capabilities of punched card
equipment, electronic data processing, and
machine language programming.

Instruction: Orientation to automatic
data processing, principles and capabilitiesof unit record equipment, basic com-
ponents of electronic data processing
systems, system concepts of third-genera-
tion computers (Burroughs 3500), and
COBOL programming.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-
puter ,programming, 2 in unit record dataprocessing (2/74); in the upper-division

1 baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming, 2 in unit record
data processing (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-
puter prograinming, 2 in unit record. data
processing (2/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester,hours in
computer operations (12/68).

AF-1402-0011
COBOL PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 3AZR51151-1;
. AZR68750- I .

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.,

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/73.
Objectives: To' train personnel in the

techniques of COBOL programming.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in characteristics of Burroughs 3500
computer, and COBOL language structure.coding form, divisions, flowcharting,
processing, control cards, declaratives, andprogramming.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester -hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF-1402-0013
JOVIAL PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 3 AZR68750-3;
AZR68750-3,

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers, airmen, and

civilians in 'the techniques of programming
in a high-level language (JOVIAL).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in coding constants, assignment and
exchange statements, decision-making
statements, compound statements,
modifiers, indexing and subscripts, subrou-
tines, and strings and arrays.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF-1402-0014 sr
COMPUTER PRINCIPLES

Course Number: KBR305 X X.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.

L.)

C

Air Force 1-29
Length: 20-21 weekS (600 -63(1 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/68.
Objectives: TO train airmen in electricity

and electronics fundamentals and in com-
puter principles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electricity and electronics funda-
mentals and computer principles, including
DC and AC, resonance, magnetism, 'mo-,
tors, synchros, diodes, transistors, and elec-
tron tubes; operation, function. and basic
mathematical relationships, of power sup-

' plies, regulatdrs, multivibrators, pulsed and
blocking oscillators, AM, FM, and PM
modulation and demodulation systems; bi-
nary and octal numbers; logic functions;
truth tables; Boolean algebra; logic dia-
grams and circuits; counters and storage
devices; digital techniques; transmissionlines and antennas; transmitters; wave-
guides; cavity resonators; UHF and
microwave oscillators and amplifiers; elec-
trical test equipment; computer circuits;
coding and memory circuits; electro-
mechanical input-output devices; and pro-
gramming principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68). 3 in computer princi-
ples (2/74); in the upper-diVision baccalau-
reate.category, 2 semester hours in electri-
cal laboratory, 3 in digital computer main-
tenance (2/74).

AF-1402-0015
B 263 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND

OPERATION
(COMPUTER OPERATION)
Course Number: 3AZR51150;

3AZR68550; AZR68550.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the basic principles of data processing and
computer operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic data processing and computer
operations, including computer com-
ponents, number systems, flowcharting,stored program instructions, data
processing procedures, and Burroughs 263
computer operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in computer
operation or data processing (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in computer operation (12/68).

AF-1402-0016

DATA PROCESSING (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR27330B-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/61-12/68.

Version 2: 8/60-3/61.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform the duties of mapping technicians,
height technicians, and manual data techni-
cians, at SAGE direction centers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in SAGE defense
system organization. communications,
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equipment, and procedures. Version I. In-
strUction includes training on IBM unit
record data processing equipinent.

Credit Recommendation: VerSion I. In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. I semester hour in data
processing (2/74). Version 2: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course. ( 2/74).

AF-1402-0018
STORE AND FORWARD COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM COMPUTER PR(X;RAMMER

Course Number: Version 1: 30ZR302413,
Version 2r 30ZR0124-3; 30ZR0123-3.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (474
hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (510 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: .2/71-12/73.
Version 2: 9/66 -1 /7 1.

Objectives: T8 train officers, airmen, and
civilians as communications system com-
puter programmers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises in computer principles, computer
mathematics, basic programming concepts
and techniques, compiler language
(COBOL) programming techniques, and
theory of real-time programming systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in com-
puter programming, 2 in data communica-
tions (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate. category, 5 semester hours in
computer programming. 2 in data commu-
nications (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in computer
programming, 2 in data communications
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 5 semester hours in programMing
( I 2/68).

a

AF-1402-0019
COMPUTER ,OPERATOR

(DATA PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR)

Course Number: 3ABR51130;
3ARR68530; ABR68530..

Location :. 3750th Technical ° School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: -I I .weeks (270-300 hours).
Exhibit.Dates: 5/65-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation of digital computers,
puhched card adiounting machines, and
collators. b

Instruction: Lectures and exercises in
card :punch operation; alphabetic in-
terpretation; sorting; collating; wiring of
control. panels; computer components; cod-
ing systems; flow charting; stored progtam
instructions; programming language; and
computer operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in data
;processing, wilt record, or computer opera-
tions (2/74); in the upper-division hac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing, unit record; or computer
operations ( 12/68 ).

.AF-1402-0020
AirromAnc plot rm SWITCHING

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 4ALT295301

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: I I weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train 'airmen in the princi-

ples of operation and the operating charac-
terilitics of data processing and digital
switching equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the AUTODIN system, messages,
and codes; paper tape reader /punch; card
reader/punch; magnetic tape, equipment;
memory units; system operation; service
routines; and UNIVAC Set-8 operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computers or
data processing (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in computers or data
processing (3/74). .;

AF-1402-0021
COMMON DtotrizEn AN/FYQ-40, F & 0

COurse Number: 2ASR30571-60.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 18 weeks (534 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train skilled electronics

technicians ui repair and maintain compu-
terized target acquisition read-out equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in system functions and configura-
tions; block-diagram and circuit analysis;
isolation of equipment malfunctions; repair,
testing, and alignment of components; and
the use of specialized and standard test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in digital logic
and switching/microwaves (3/74):, in the
upper-divisions. baccalaureate category,
credit in digital logic and switching/
microwaves on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1402-0022
DICHTAL TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 2ASR30151-4,
Location: 3380th Technical SchOol,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: Jo train enlisted personnel in

the principles of digital data processing cir-
cuitry.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in digital techniques; review of
transistor principles; numbering systems,
logic, and Boolean expression; analysis of
digital computer circuits; and functional
analysis of computers.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computers
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in computers
(3/74).

AF-1402-0023
LI.ECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER

REPAIRMAN (DisPt.AY Et:It/iv/46SL)

Course Number: ABR30533-4.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.

4

Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain electronic
data display equipment.

Instruction: Lectures' and Practical exer-
cises in electronic digital computer data
display central equipment operation, in-
spection, and maintenance procedures, in-
cluding electronic and data processing prin-
ciples, digital techniques, circuit logic,
maintenance concepts, test routines, mal-
function analysis, comtpnents isolation and
repair, and use of ftociated aerospace
ground equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in The upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

0AF-1402-0024
F-111AComPUTER/NAVIGATION TEST

STATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR30174-3.
'Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

maintenance and shop repair on computer/
navigation test stations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in digital fundamentals, binary and
octal numbers, algebra, logic symbols,
functions and circuits, signal flow analysis.
equipment operation principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in computer
operations (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours;in
computer operations (3/74).

AF-1402-0025
DATA PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

( PUNCHED CARD)

Course Number: ATS68530A- I .
Location: 3750th Technical Training

Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

operation of electrical accounting
machines.'

Instruction: Operating principles, capa-
bilities, and limitations of sorters, card-
punch machines, collators, and accounting
and calculating

Credit Recom
division bacca
category. 4 se
data processin

chines.
endation: In the lower-
urcate/associatc degree

-ster hours in unit record
2/74).

AF -14022 =0026

DATA PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR
(PUNCHED CARD)

( MACHINE ACCOUNTANT)

Course Number: ABR68530A;
AB68230A; AB68230.

Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: I 1-12 weeks (300-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.



Objectives: To train personnel in the
operation of electronic data processing
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-
cises in the pripciples and operation of
card ',Mich, reproducing punch, accounting
and calculating machines. alphabetic colla-
tors, and data processing equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division bacealaUreate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in unit record
data processing (2/74).

AF-1402-0027

F/FB-111 AVIONICS AGE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR32630.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 36 weeks (1080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/73..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, test, maintain, and repair the
aerospace ground equipment for F/FB-1 I 1aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aerospace ground equipment in-
spection, testing, maintenance, and repair,
including digital computer fundamentals
and principles of operation, nuclear safety.
computer navigational and flight controls
test stations operation and maintenance,
receiver-transmitter-modulator test stations
operation and maintenance, and infrared
and Doppler test stations operation and
maintenance. with emphasis on
troubleshooting and servicing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in fundamentals
of digital computers (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
digital computer fundamentals on the /psis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1402-0028
GROUND SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN ( 0/06943/G RC- I 37)

Course Number: 5ANK30474-4;
5AZK30474-4.

Location: Security Service School. Good-
fellow AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
ObjeCtives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the 0A-6943/GRC-137 remote
consoler nessage system.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the,OA -6943/
GRC-137 remote console message system,
including message format and construction,
and the operation, troubleshooting, and
block and logic analysis of remote console
units.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1402-0029

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF UNI C
1218 COMPUTER

Course Number: 3AZR3 I 672H-1
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: I() weeks (3(30 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-12/73

Objectives: To train rfersonnel in the
operation, programming, fault isolation and
maintenance of the UNIVAC 1218

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and maintenance of
the UNIVAC 1218 digital computer; in-
cluding use of standard test equipment for
testing, fault isolation. and correction of
computer malfunction; procedures for.
replacing. computer components and
printed circuit cards; , wire wrapping
techniques; safety; and use of technical or-
ders and applicable commercial publica-tions.

Credit Recommendation: in,, the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in digital 'compu-
ters, and 1 in computer laboratory (4/74).

AF-1402-0030

SAGE COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

Course Number: 30ZR0123-1
Location: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 18 weeks (522 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73 -

Objectives: To train officers to perform
as SAGE computer programmers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the functions of SAGE computer
programmers, including computer princi-
ples, computer mathematics, programming
concepts and compiler - language pro-
gramming techniques, machine language
coding, peripheral ,equipment pro-
gramming, interpretation of programs, and
modification and adoption of existing pro-
grams.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 5 semester hours in computer.
programming, 3 in data processing princi-
ples (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate catsgory. 5 semester hours in com-
puter programming, 3 in data processing
( 12/68 ),

School,

AF-1402-0031

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30LR3061; 30ZR306 I.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS:
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

the maintenance of computers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of computers, in-
cluding computer principles, numbering
systems, storage principles, basic pro-
gramming, read/write operations, internal
logic of computer, hardware routines,
input /output terminal equipment (emphasis
on display consoles), and maintenance pro-
gram development and analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
dcv:sion baccalaureate/associate degree

egory, 3 semester hours in computer
maintenance, 3 in data processing princi-
ples (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in com-
puter maintenance. 3 in data processing
principles (4/74).
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AF-1402.0032
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

OFFICER, SAGE

Cour.se Number: 30ZR5144 - 1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8 weeks (228-254 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers to program

the SAGE system computer.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises 'in SAGE system computer pro-
gramming. including basic assembly pro-
gramming, fundamentals of radar, air sur-
veillance. weapons. real-time control,
operational program analysis. I/O methods
and equipment, program documentation
and debugging, and functions of utility,
simulation, and data reduction programs.
, Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computer
programming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, ,4 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74).

AF-1402-0033
1-1M4118 COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

TACTICAL AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Course Number: 3AZR51151-4,
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have had training in basic computer
programming to operate computers % the
tactical air control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operdion of computers in the
tactical air contr system. including com-
puter system specifications, signal flow
analysis, program module function, com-
puter programming, symbolic language.
word format and subsystem unit identifica-
tion, real-time programming. operation of
the tactical air control data recordin data
reduction, and system software ap cation
and assembly.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in computer
programming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74).

AF-1402,0034
AIR FORCE INTEGRATED COMMAND AND

CONTROL SYSTEM COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

Course Number; 30ZR5144-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 13 weeks (402 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train officers and airmen

to perform as computer prograMmers on
113M 1410 equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer programming on IBM
1410 equipment. including computer prin-
ciples. basic programming concepts and
techniques, assembler language pro-
gramming. machine language coding.
peripheral equipment programming
(magnetic disks, line printers, magnetic
tapes, display consoles, and miscellaneous
input/output devices), data storage files,
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and program assembly, operation, and
debugging.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate d4ree
category, 6 semester hours in computer
programming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category; 6 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74 ).

AF-1402-0035
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING OFFICER

Courtie Number: 30BR5141.
Location: 3750th Technical SchoOl,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-12/73.
Objectives: "1-) train officers to program

computer systems and design automated
systems programs. .

Instructign: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in .limputer systems programming

. and automated systems program design, in-
cluding programming techniques, computer
mathematics, operating principles, flow
charting methods apd applications, poi -'
gram testing and debugging,-maihine Ian-,
guage programming, assembler language
programming, compiler theory and lan-
guages (FORTRAN, COBOL and JOVI-
AL.), on-line and real-time systems, princi-
ples of system analysis and design, and
management and direction of programming
activities.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
-division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. S semester hours in computer
programming, 2 in business systems analy-
Sis (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 5 semester hours...4n com-
puter prograniming, 2 in hassocks systems
analysis (4/74).

AF-1402-0036
I. DATA PROCESSING MACHINE,

SUPERVISOR
-2. DA VA PROCESSING MACHINE

SUPERVISOR
3. DATA PROCESSING MACHINE

SUPERVISOR (PUNCHED CARD)
(NIACIIINE Act-oUNTING SUPERVISOR)

4. DATA PROCESSING MACHINE
SUPERVISOR (PUNCHED CARD)

(MACHINE ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR )

Course Number: Version I: 3AAR68570.
(:\Vrsion 2: AAR68570. Vqrsion 3:

AR68570A; AA68270A; AA68270;
AA83270. Version 4: AAR68570A;
AA68270A; AA68270; AA83270.

Location: Version I 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard
TX. Version 3: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 4: 3415th
Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version I: 12 weeks (360
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Ve;siOn 3: 12-14 weeks (360 -421) hours):
12-14 weeks (360-420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 7/69-12/73.
Version 2; 5/65-6/69. Version* 2/54-4/65.
Version 4: 2/54-4/65.

Objectives: To train noncommissioned
officers and enlisted personnel to supervise
data processing and computer operations.

Instructibn: All Versions.. Lectures and
practical exercises in unit record equip-

L....ment programming and operation, com-
puter operations and management, data
systcrus.analysis and design, collator wiring,

and logical analysis. Version I: Instruction
includes` some introductory - business
s stems analysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1., semester hour in unit
record data processing, 2 in computer
operations, 2 in data processing,. manage-
ment, 2 in business systems analysis (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, I semester hour in unit record data
processing; 2 in data processing manage-
ment, 2 in business systems analysis (4/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in unit record data processing, 2 in
computer, operations, I in data processing
management (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
computer operation (12/68). Version 3: In
the lciwer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in unit
'record data .,- processing, 2 in data
processing management, I in data
processing principles (4/74); in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in office management (12/68). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in unit record data processing, 2 in data
processing management, I in data
processing principles (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in office management (12/68).

AF-1402-0037

PROGRAMMING SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR68330,
ABR68730.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7-9 weeks (210-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

data processing principles and computer
programming in a compiler language.

Instruction: Lecture's in data processing
introduction, including data organization,
computer and components, programming
logic applications, and COBOL language
programming techniques and requirements.
Seven-week course includes detailed train-
ing in COBOL, including magnetic, tape
and disk applications. Nine-week course in-
cludes basic computer programming and a
complete assembly language instruction set.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division haccalaurcate /associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in computer
programming (2/74); in the upper-division

/baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF -1402 -0038

MANAGEMENT /SUPERVISION OF A DATA
PROCESSING INSTALLATION (DPI)

Course NuMber: 3AZR51170.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:-4 weeks (132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

he computer operations supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations,

and practical exercises in data processing
activities organization; data professing in-
stallation evaluation; production control;
security procedures; personnel supervision;
and data processing management, including

equipment operation and I maintenance,
storage, supplies, reporting procedures, and
facilities management.

Credit Recommendations In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in data
processing management (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in data processing manage-
ment (4/74).

AF-1402-0039
DATA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

(OFFICER)
Course Number: 3OZR6854; OZR6834;

OTS6854-I.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers in data

systems analysis and design.
Instruction: Lectures in data systems

study preparation, initial survey, interview-
ing, systems flow charting, analysis of
present system resources; decisiOn logic ta-
bles, electronic data processing equipment,
computer programming introduction, op-
timum systems .design characteristics and
design requirements, data system speeifica
tions, and proposed system follow-up.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asspciate,, degree
category, 2 semester hours in computer
systems (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
computer systems (12/68).

AF-1402-0040
I. COMPUTER SYSRMS ANALYSIS AND

DESIGN ( EN LISTED)
2. DATA SYSTEMS ANALysis AND DESIGN

(ENLISTED)
Course Number: Version l: 3AZR51172.

Version 2: 3AZIAS8670; ' AZR6 670;
ATS68570B-1.

Location: 3750th Ti;.:5ArKical S ool,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version I: 5 weeks (150 h urs).
Version 2: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hoe

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 12/7 -12/73.
Version' 2 2/61 -I 1/7 I .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
systems analysis and design techniques.

Instruction: Lectures in data systems
concepts, systems study techniques, system
flow charting, document analysis, item
analysis, decision logic tables, system
design characteristics, and designing,
presenting, and flow charting the proposed
system.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness systems analysis. (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business systems analysis (2/74)
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in computer systems-1(2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in computer systems (12/
68).

AF-1402-0041
ADVANCED DATA PROIASSING AUDIT .

AN AI. YSIS

Course Number: 30ZR6784-1.

4 v I -4



Location: 3750th Technical . School,
Sheppard AFB. TX. .

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: .3/70- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train auditors to evaluate

automated data systems.
Instruction: Lectures in computer

processes review; advanced computer pro-
gramming techniques; in-depth analysis and
evaluation of data systems; computer flow
charts; remote input/inquiry language and
techniques; COBOL programming; and
audit theory, tools, and techniques.

Credit Recommendation: the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degreecategory, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles, 2 in computer pro-
granrming (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing principles, 2 in computer
programming (4/74). 4

AF-1402-0042

AUDITING DATA PROCESsING SYSTEMS

Course Number: Version 1: 30ZR6784.
Version 2: OZR6784.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB. TX. O. i4

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (90-108
hours). Version 2.. 3 weeks (90 Hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 :' 8/68-12/73.
Version 2: 9165-7168.

Objectives: To train auditors to audit and
evaluate operational automated data
processing systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in
Automated data processing systems con-
cepts. flow charting, computer pro-
gramming techniques. computer processes,
computer assisted audit techniques. and au-
tomated data processing equipment.

Credit ReCominendation: Version 1: In
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester Hours -in data
processing principles .(4/74): in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in data procesSing principles (4/74).
Version In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in data processing principles (4/74),

AF-1402-0043
IDI-1S 1411) FFS OPERATIONS AND

SPECIFICATIONS 11

Course Numbee: 3AZR20450-3.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Low AFB. CO.
. Le h: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhi Dates: 1/70-12/73.
Object : To train enlisted personnel to

structure d maintain a data' file and to
retrieve records using a data management
system.

Instruction: Lectures in file structuring,
file maintenance, data retrieval, output
card specifications, conditional and compu-
tation statements, extracting an output
mode, correction and analysis of output
computer run, and operational concepts of
IBM 1410 systcht

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
livision baccalaureate/associate degree
:ittegory. I semester hour in computer pro-
graiming (4/74); in the upper-division
mecalaureate category, I semester hour in
;omputer programming (4/74).

AF-1402-0044
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS PROGRAM DESIGNER

Course Number: I .30ZR5 141 - I .

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers as computer

systems programming officers and, auto-
mated systems program designers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-cises in the design and programming of
business dara systems, including fundamen-tals of computer programming, 'machineand assembler language programming,

aupmpiler theory and higher-level languages
using FORTRAN IV and COBOL, com-
puter mathematics, use of magnetic tapefiles and disk files, and basic JOVIAL
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in principles ofdata processing, 3 in computer pro-
grammingassembler language, 3 in com-
puter programmingFORTRAN. 3 in com-
puter programmingCOBOL. 3 in business
systems analysis (7/74): in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 in computer
programmingassembler language, 3 in
computer programming-,compiler lan-
guages (FORTRAN and COBOL), 3 in
systems analysis (7/7411

AF-1402-0045

STATISTICAL SERVICES OFFICER

Course Number: SS6834.
Location: 3750th Technical School.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks ( ISO hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to operate

electrical accounting machines and to
manage data processing systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of electrical account-
ing machines and the management of data
processing systems, including principles of
punched-card accounting. operation and
capabilities of basic data processing

k machines. IBM 407 accounting machines,
\ and IBM 602A calculating punch

machines, and familiarization with elec-
tronic data processing machines.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-divdon baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in punched-card
data processing equipment (7/74).

AF-1402-0046

COMPUTER SYSTEMS OPERATIONS OFFICER
(DATA AUTOMATION OFFICER)
(ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING OFFICER)

Course Number: 3OBR515 I; 3OBR6851;
OBR6851.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB. TX.

Length: 8-11 weeks (240-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/58- 12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to manage

electronic data processing activities.
Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-

cises in the management of electronic data
processing activities and punched-card
equipment, including data representation,
computer components., assembler language
programmidg, compiler langUages, data
communications, system characteristics of

''x.
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advanced computer systems, production
control, advanced computer hardware and
software, card punch and associated equip-
ment, electrical accounting machines, data
systems analysis, design and imp1ementa-
tibn, and personnel management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles of
data processing. 3 in Computer pro-
gramming, 3 in data processing manage-
ment (7/74 ); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming and management
( 12/68).

AF -1402 -0047

CBPO SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT. PHASE II

Course Number: 3AZR73270-4.)
Location: 3380th Techinical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate a computerized personnel manage-
ment system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of a computerized
personnel management system, including
data origination, communication, and
retrieval techniques; file structures;
subsystems logic; statistical analysis; data
capture procedures; and computer systems
and flow charting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in 'principles of
data processing (7/74).

AF-1402-0048'

COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING OFFICER

Course Number: 30BRO 121.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 16 weeks (656 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers to program

electronic digital computer systems..
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in programming electronic digital
computer systems, including flow dia-
irarnMing; preparation, assembly, opera-
tion, and correction of compiler language
(FORTRAN. JOVIAL, and COBOL) and
assembler language programs; input/output
equipment; interrogating typewriters; line
printers; magnetic tapes, disks., and drums;
display devices; advanced concepts of
multi-programming, time- sharing, and real-time; principles of computer system
management' and development of a
complete medium-scale programmingsystem.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles...of
data proce-ssing, 6 in computer pro-
grammingassembler. 4 in computer pro-
grammingFORTRAN. 6 in computer pro-
grammingCOBOL (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in principles of data processing, 3 in
computer programmingassembler. 3 in
computer programmingFORTRAN, 3 in
computer programmingCOBOL (7/74).
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AF-1402-0049
ADVANCED COBOL PiroonAmmim:

TECHNIQUES

Course !Slumber: 3AZR68770-1.
Location: 3750th Technical . School.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers and airmen

to program at an advanced level using
COBOI. language.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ?' programming using COBOL lan-
guage, includinW multiprogramming and
multiprocessing. B 3500 computer system,
segmentation, sequential file organization,
table handling, immediate-access storage
devices, disk file organization. B 3500
library, sorting, debugging aids, pro-
gramming applications, data communica-
tions, and B 3500 software.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower:
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category.. 4 semester hours in computer
programming (7/74); in the upper-division
haccalaureate category..2 semester hours in
computer programming ( 12/68).

AF-1402-0050

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
SUPERVISOR/TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AAR30500.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 47-52 weeks ( 1410 - 1500

hours).*
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-12/73.
Objectives: To Irairwnlisted personnel as

electronic computer and data processing
maintenance superintendents.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in duties of electronic computer and
data processing maintenance superinten-
dents, including basic mathematics, al-
gehra, logarithms, .imaginary numbers,
trigonometric functions; DC and AC circuit
analysis, vacuum ' tube and solid-state
devices. semiconductors, .power supplies
and oscillators; principles of electronic
computers, nutnbering systems, logic cir-
cuits and Boolean algebra; Counters and
storage devices,' timing, and computer lan-
.guage; indicators, generators, motors, and
synchros and servo systems; personnel and
maintenance management; and flow chart-_
ing and programming, memory -systems,
central computer analysis, input/output
control, magnetic drumS, discs, tape units,
printe and readers, keyboard assembly,
data diTlay, message processor, printout
interpretation, data processor. electromag-
netic compatibility, and systems analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree

. category, 3 semester hOurs in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
computer principles. and 2 in maintenance
management (7/74).

AF-I402-0051
BUIC.SvsrEms COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

Course Number: 30ZR5144.
location: .3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: II) weeks ( 300 -302

hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (24(1 hours).
Exhihit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.

l'ersion 2' 1/71-6/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
computer programmers on the BUIC
systems computer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer programming. Course' in-
cludes computer mathematic's, alsembly
language programming, program trminal
devices, and program maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of data processing, 6 in assembly lan-
guage (7/74); in the upper- division bac-
calaureate category. 3 semester hours in
principles of data processing, 3 in assembly
language programming (7/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing, 4 in as-
sembly language programming (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in principles of data
processing. 2 in assembly language pro-
gramming (7/74).

AF-1402-0052

BUIC III COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ,

Course Number: 205120123-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 12/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as computer programmers in the
BUIC III system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer programming, including
computer principles, basic programming
concepts and techniques, central processor
programming, I/O programming, program
maintenance testing, and compiler language
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in data
processing, 4 in computer science, 4 in
compiler language (7/74); in the upper-
ilivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming in the
field of computer sciences (12/68).

ADVANCEDDyANCED DATA AUTOMKIION ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN

Course Nuinber: 30ZR6854-1;
30ZR6855-1.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours). ,

. Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/73.
Objectives:. To train personnel in ad-

vanced data automation analysis and
design. ";''

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced automation analysis and
design, including capabilities and limita-
tions of EDPE, data systems concepts.
preparation for a systenis study, survey of
present systems study, analysis of the
present system, design of a proposed
system, and follow-up of proposed system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asSociate degree
category, 3 semester hours in systems anal-
ysis (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 Semester hours in com-
puter programming and systems analysis
(12/68).

AF-I402-0054
PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS '

Course Number: AZR68730.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen in the funda-

mentals of computer programming.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- :

cises in the fundamentals of computer pro-
gramming, including data systems concepts,
familiarization with computer systenis and
punched-card accounting machines, com-
ponents .of a computer, data flow, binary
coding 'system, numbering systems, com-
puter storage and input /output a, and
basic computer programming.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles of
data processing (7/7 : in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate cat gory, credit in coin-,
put,er management rogramming con-
cepts)'on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (12/68).

AF-1402-0055
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF UNIVAC

1218 COMPUTER

Course Number: AZR31672H-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 10 weeks (30(1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

program, troubleshoot, and maintain
UNIVAC 1218 digital. computers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation, programwing,
troubleshooting, and maintenance of
UNIVAC 1218 digital computers, including
block diagramming, computer logic, analy-
sis of computer components and circuitry,
computer arithmetic section, input/output
section, wire-wrapping techniques, and
computer memory section analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles of
data processing. 3 in computer architec-
ture, and 3 in computer circuit design (7/-
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 4 semester hours in computer
operation in the field of data processing
(12/68). -1,

AF-1402-0056
WEAPONS CONTROLLER/TECHNICIAN, BUIC

III
Course Number:'30LR1741E.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB. MS. .

Length: 3-4 weeks (90-127 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

weapons controllers employing real-time
computer support ( BUIC III). .

Instruction: Lectures and practital exer-
cises in duties of weapons controllers and
use of real-time computer support, includ-
ing data processing principles, corn-
lnunications.. data display co usfe,

manned interceptor mission an tactics,
and intercept control procedures and
operations.



Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the militarydnature of the course
(7/74).

AF-1402-0057
STORE AND FORWARD COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM COMPUTER 'gROGRAMMER

Course Number: 30ZR0123-3;
OZRO I 23-3.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 17 weeks (510 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to program

real-time command and control systems
using a compiler language (JOVIAL).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in programming real-time command
and control systems using a compiler lan-
guage (JOVIAL). Topics include introduc-

',tion to computers and computer terminolo-
gy, hinary and octal mathematics, coding
schemes, computer elements and system
organization, flow charting, information or-
ganization and storage, data re rieval and
manipulation, digital technique (computer
logic, digital devices, Boolean a gebra), and
extensive programming in VIAL lan-
guage, including input/output operations,
symbology, ; various conventions and
techniques, and analysis and debugging of
programs.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in principles of
data processing and ,6 in computer pro-
gramming-compiler language (JOVIAL)
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 5 semester hours in computer
programming in the field of computer
science (12/68).

AF-1402-0058
I. COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
2. COMMAND AND CONTFE01. SYSTEMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
(WEAPON SUPPORT SYSTEMS COMPUTER

PROGRAMMER) 0^
-CourSe Number: Version 1': 30ZR0124 -2.

Version 2: OZR0123; OZR0005; OZROO76.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. '-
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (474

hours). Version 2: 15 weeks (450-480
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/69-12/73.
Version 2: 6/61-9/69.

Objectives: Ti) train officers to program
command and control systems computers.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer principles, computer
mathematics, Boolean logic, flow chart
design and analysis, machine language and
computer language programming, program
maintenance and testing, and data reduc-
tion techniques.

eredit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
.degree categOry, 3 semester hours in prin-
'cipleg of data processing, 6 in computer
programming-assembler, and 6 in com-
puter_ programming-compiler (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in principles of data
processing, 3 in computer pro-
gramming-assembler, and computer
programming-compiler (7/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate /as-

sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in principles of dataLgrocessing, 6 in com-
puter programming-assembler, and 6 in
computer programming-compiler (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in computer science
or computer prbgramming (12/68).

AF-1402-0059
I. SUPPLY SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR
2. SUPPLY OPERATION ANALYSIS/DESIGN

Course Number: Version 1:
3AAR64870A. Version 2: 3AZR64870A-1;
AZR64870A.

Location: Ali Versions: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Version 2: 7 weeks (216 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/72-12/73.
Version 2: I 1/66-2/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
and civilians in the duties of supply systems
'specialists.

Instruction: r111 Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of supply
systems specialists. Version 1: Course in-
cludes training in characteristics and func-
tions of UNIVAC 1050-11 computer
systems, internal records, number systems,
addressing and linkage techniques, reject
analysis and correction, utility programs
and collective readouts, mass file recovery,
central processor functions, introduction to
programming, reports analysis, computer
room management, and scheduling com-
puter utilization. Version 2: Course includes
hardware familiarization, theory of opera-
tion, system application, console operation,
and basic principles of programming.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puter systems management (8/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in systems management, and 3 in computer
programming (8/74).

AF-1402-0060

BASE LEVEL MILITARY PERSONNEL SYSTEM
(BLMPS), PHASE II

(BASE LEVEL MILITARY PERSONNEL
SYSTEM ( BLMPS)/PERSONNEL DATA
SYSTEM (PDS) WORK CENTER
OPERATIONS, PHASE II)

(BLMPS/PDS WORK CENTER OPERA-
TIONS, PHASE II)

Course Number: 3AZR73270-6,
Location: A11 Versions: 3380th Technical

School, Keesler AFB, MS.' 1:
School of Applied Aerospace Sciences,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (102
hours). Version 2: 5 weeks (138 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.
Version 2: 4/71-6/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as operators of the Phase II Base
Level Military Personnel System (BLMPS).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of the Phase II
BLMPS. including PDS; card formats;
edits; the weighted-data reporting system;
operation of data communications system
equipment; data maintenance techniques;
and direct English statement information'
system.
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Credit .Recommendation: Version 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
troduction to computer, science (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in introduction to com-
puter science (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
troduction to computer science (7/74).

AF-1402-0061
BUIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR68770-
2. Version 2: 3AZR27370-D.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB. MS.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks (450
hours). Version 2: 18 weeks (534 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/71-12/73.
Version 2: 3/70-12/70.

Objectives: To train noncommissioned
officers to perform as BUIC III computer
programmers.

Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cises in the skills'necessary to perform as
BUIC III computer programmers. Course
includes computer principles, computer
mathematics, basic programming concepts
and techniques, BUIC assembler language
programming, BUIC compiler language
programming, analysis of the BUIC system
equipment training, and preparation, as-
sembly, and debugging of assembler and
compiler language programs. ..

Credit Recommendation: ICersion 1: In
the lower-division baccalaurave/aksociate
degree category, 4 semester hours in prin-
ciples of data processing, 8 in assembly lan-
guage (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
principles of data processing, 4 in assembly
language (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in principles of
data processing, 6 in assembly language (7/
74); in Abe upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in programming
in the field of computer science (12/68).

AF-1402-0062
DIGITAL COMPUTER PRINCIPLES

Course Number; Version 1: 3AZR34250.
Version 2: 3 AZR34250A.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace- Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,

'Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (280 hours).

Version 2: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73- 12/73.

Version 2: 3/70-6/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

apply digital computers to flight simulation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the application of digital computers
' to flight simulation. Course includes com-
puter mathematics, flow charting, computer
programming fundamentals, input/output
devices, memory and arithmetic units, and
utility'programs.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples' of data processing, 3 in computer
architecture (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in .

principles of data processing, 3 in com-
puter architecture (7/74). Version 2.: In the
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lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 seme's'ter hours in prin-
ciples of data processing (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in .digital computer principles on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)..

AF-1402-0063
L....5.6.0E MAINTENANCE CONTROL TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ATS30571-33.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to organize and operate SAGE
systems and the AN/FSQ-7 and AN/FSQ-8.

- Instruction: Lectures and practical' exer-
cises in the organization and operation of
SAGE systems. and the AN/ESQ.-7 and AN/
ESQ-8. Courst: includes general instruction
in SAGE systems, basic computer theory,
computer instruction and programming,
drums and display systems, and main-
tenance devices and consoles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaUreatOassoeiate degree
category; 2 semester hours as an elective in
computer sciences (8/710).

AF- 1402 -0064

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS ANALYST
(MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS)

Course Number:. 30ZR0678-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks C120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected officers to

analyze and use data systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the techniqutik of analysis and use
of automate data systems. Course includes
techniques or conducting a data systems
study, flow charting, data analysis, applica-
tion of automatic data processing equip-
ment, and systems implementation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diviSion baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in data systemS
analysis (8/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 .seniester hours in
computer programming (12/68).

AF- 1402 -0066 ( :

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS ANALYST
(MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS)

Course ;Number: 3AZR06789-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

automated systems analysts.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in data 'systems analysis. Course in-
cludes data systems concepts, systems anal-
ysis, equipment and communications con-
cepts, computer programming techniques,
and systems design and implementation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 , cmester hours in computer
prograntmin and systems analysis (8/74 );
in the upper- ivision baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in computer pro-
gramming and systems analysis (12/68).

N
AF-140270067
CHECKOUT SEQUENCE PROGRAMMING SET,

AN/GSM-133'(AGM-69A)
Course Number: 2.ASR31672.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB; IL.
Length: 6, weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-12/73.
Objectives To train maintenance-person-

nel to' maintain the AN /GSM -133 aircraft
missile.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN /GSM-
133 aircraft missile. °bursa, incIudes;
operating procedures, function anzilys.
logic diagram analysis, fault isolation,
replacement of fault components, and the
repair of the missile.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours astan elective in
computer science (8/74). ,

AF-1403-0001

I. ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST
2. ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST
3. ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR70230-
1; A8R70230. Version 2: 3ABR70320 -I;
ABR70230; ABR70230-1; AB70230. Ver-
sion 3: AB70230.

Location: VersiOn 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3450th Technical School,
Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 11-12 weeks (330
hours). Version 2: 8-13 weeks (210-360
hours). Version 3: 10-12 weeks (288-330
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Ver'sion 1: 6/64-12/73.
-Version 2: 3/55-12/73. Version 3: 3/55-5/
64.

Objectives: To train airmen in'the duties
of administrative specialists (clerks).

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in terminology and abbreviations,
code words and frft'icname control pro-
grams, written communications, administra-
tive aides, mail processing, writing, flight
records, and typing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in typing and
office procedures (3/./20-; inthe upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in typ-
ing and office procedures on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1404-0001
POSTAL OPERATIONS

Course Number: 3AZR70250 -I.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: d weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as postal

clerks.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in Mail service; international,
doinestic, and courier mail processing,
finance, and claims adjustment.

Credit Recommendation: Ni) credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

AF -1404 -0002

I. MORSE INTERCEPT OPERATOR
2. MORSE INTERCEPT OPERATOR

(RADIO INTERCEPT OPERATOR)

Course Number: A!!. Versions:
ABR29231. Ver,sion 2: AB29331.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB,

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (300
hours). Version 2: 23-26 weeks (690
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/63 - 12/68.
Version 2: 5/56-9/63.

Objectives: To 'train airmen to operate
radio communications equipment for com-
munications intercept.

Instruction: All- Versions: Lectures and
practical exercistsaLthe operation of radio
communications equipment for communi-
cations intercept., inclu'ding Morse code,
communications traffic analysis, operation
of recording and frequency-measuring
equipment, and communications intercept
operating procedures. Version 2: Includes
typewriting, basic electronic principles, and
weather reports in communications
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the limited specialized
nature of.the course (6/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree, category. 2,semestet hours in typing
(6/74); in the upper - division baccalaureate
category, credit in typing the basis of in-
stitutional e valuation (12/68 ).

AF-1404-0003
CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATOR

Course Number: AL29230.
Location: Air Training Command, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56-1/59.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to

operate cryptographic devices and to en-
cipher and decipher classified messages.

Instruction: Course covers security and
communications, cryptosystems and crypto-
graphic center operation. Student enciphers
and deciphers messages, using mechanical
or electromechanical devices.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( 11/77).

AF- 1405:0001
BASE SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 550.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gisticsWright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 1/70,Present. -
Objectives: To provide warrant officers

and civilian personnel with training in the
principles and procedures of .resource
management.

Instruction: Lectures and workshops in
the principles of resource management, in-
cluding logistic policies and processes, data
processing, weapons system acquisition.
equipment ^ management, personnel
management, maintenance and procure-
ment procedures within supply, organiza-
tions, and a logistic management exercise.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in supply
management (2/74); in the upper-division



baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
supply management ;2/74).

AF-1405-0002"
DEFENSE DATAICLAGEMENT

0

Course Number: 380.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB. OH.
Length: -4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit bates:.4

. .

TO train commissioned of-
ficers and civilian personnel in the imple-
mentation of data management procedures
used in supply acquikition.

Instruction; Lectures, .discussions, and
workshops in data management procedures,
including storage/retrieval systems, data
-management organization policies, and
technical manuals and specifications for .;

data users.
Credit RecomMendationi No credit

because of the limited speCialiied nature of
thC course (2/14).

AF41405,0003

LOGISTICS SPECIALIST
8

Course Number: 3ALR66130.
Loeation: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB,, CO.
length: 6 weeks (,180; hours ).
Exhibit Dates:, I /70- l 2/73.
Objectives: To train airmen in the

management and control of:Material sup-,
port functions and activities. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Management and control of
supply, maintenance, transportation,
procurement, and production functions at
command and base levels; financial

,management; and employment and phase-
out of weapon systems.

Credit Recommendation: An the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (12/68):

AF -1405 -0004=
c

AFK SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
Course Number: 3AZR64570-1;

AZR64570-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 341 5th Techni-
cal School, LoWry AFB, CO.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 10/68 -1 2/73.
Objectives: To train supply personnel to

operate and manage accounts and, to con-
trol nuclear ordnance supplies and equip-
ment.

Instruction: Specialized training in ac-
counting and inventory procedures; securi-
ty and safety; and requisitioning, shipping,
handling and storage of nuclear and con-
ventional ordnarice equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1405-0005
S:rocx CONTROL TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AA64 175.
Location: 3450 Technical Training

Group, Francis E. Warren AFB, WY.
Length: 5-6 weeks (120-180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives:. To- prepare students to corn..

putc stock control levels, analyze logistical
data, and review requests for property
issue.

Instfuction: Through discussion and ap-
plication student Id-ns .to.'comiNte stock
control levels, to compile and apply wor-
kload data, `to Monitor priority and special
project requisitions and follow-up, and to
monitor allowance tables. Topics '=also in-
clude elements of 'stock control, supply
disci line and security, control charts and
levels formulae, stock balance and con-
sumpti n reporting, and the purpose and
use of item. comparison: statistics.

Credit .'ReCommendittion: See the ex,
planatory note at thc beginning of the Air
Force section.

AF -1405 -0006

MEDICAL $UpPLY OFFICER

Number:
,

Course Number: None.
Location: School of Aviation Medicine,

Gunter AFB, AL. .

Length; 7 weeks (273 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers of the Medi-

cal Service Corps as base and unit medical
supply officers, with emphasis on efficient
management, and economical use of per-
sonnel materiel, and facilities.

In:tuction: Lectures on medical -supply
scrvi c organization; inventory manage-
ment, 'including requisition, stock control,
requiremCnts determination, and related
accounting for medical equipment and sup-
plies; and medical administration.

Credit ecommendation: In the lower-
divis
cat
manage
baccalaureate ea

ureate/associate degree
r hours in supply
In the upper-division
. 3 semester hours in

supply management (12/68).

AF -1405 -0007

LCicilT1CS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 580.
Location: SchoOl of Systems and Lo-.

,gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4-5 weeks (117-1-35 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Pl'esent.
Objectives: To train officer and civilian

personnel in logistics management princi-
ples.

Instruction: Lectures in logistics in-
troduction; 'economics and national
defense; logistics planning theory; in7'
tegrated logistics'support; stock control and
diStribution systems; basic . statistics; 10-
gistics management techniques; problem
solving and decision analysis; group dynam-
ics; 'gaming and simulation; maintenance,
transportation.. procurement, and financial
management; and current and future
developments in logistics.

Credit Recommelidation: In the lower-
. division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in survey of lo-
gistics 1(6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category,' 2 semester hours in
survey of logistics (6/74).

AF-1405-0008
SUPPLY OPERATIONS OFFICER

(SUPPLY OFFICER)

Course Number: Version I: 30BR6421- I.
Version- 2: OBR642 I . Version 3.' OB6421.

r

Air Force 1-37
Location: Version 3415th' Technical

School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version ?....3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, X. Ver-
sion 3: 3450th Technical School, Warren
AFB, WY.

Length: 8-12 weeks (234-36,0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/54-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers in Supply

management practices and procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-

cises iii materials management and control
principles; technical aspects of reference
data and inventory record keeping; supply
organization: warehousing methods:
cataloging; and supplies and equipment
receiving, storage, and distribution
procddures.

Credit RecOmmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in supply
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours,in
supply management (12/68).

A F-1405r0009
I. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

2. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT. SPECIALIST
3. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

(SUPPLY RECORDS SPECIALIST)
4. SUPPLY RECORDS SPECIALIST :

Course Number: Version .1i 3ABR64530-,
1. Version '3ABR64530- I . Version 3:
ABR64530: AB64 I 32. Version 4:
AB64132.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied .
Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-
sion 2: 3750th Technical School, Lowry
AFB, CO. Version 3: 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX. 'Version 4:
3450th Technical School, Warren AFB,
WY.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks ( 210Thours).
Version 2: 9-10 weeks (240. hours). VerSion
3: 9-11 weeks (240-300 hours). Version 4:
9-10 weeks (240-270 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I": 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 7/68-6/73.14rsion 3: 5/58-6/68.
Version 4: 7/54-4/58.

Objectives: To ;rain enlisted personnel in
the technical aspects of inventory manage-
ment.

Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the technical aspects of inventory
management, including reference publica-
tions, item accounting and stock control,
automatic data processing,- physical inven-
tory management and control, receipts;
quality control and processing, and requisi-
tions and related transactions.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate .

degree category, 3 semester hours in inven-
tory, control (6/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in inven-
tory control (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in inventory 1.
control' on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (12/681. Version 3: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in property accounting:
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in property accounting on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68)IWersion 4: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category; 3
semester hours inproperty accounting and
typing (6/74); in the upper-division hac-
calaureate category, credit in property ac-
counting and typing on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

r.
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AF-1405-0010
'V !

ORGANIZATIONAL. SUPPI.Y SPECIALIST

Course .. Numbed" All . Versions:
ABR64630. Version ' 2: ABR64131;;
AB64131. Version 3... ABR64131;
AB64131., ,.

121

Location: Version I: 3320th Technical
School, ...- Amarillo AFT), TX. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3450th Technical School,
Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version l: 8 'weeks (210 hours).
Version 2: 9-11 weeks (240-300 hours).
Ver;sion 3: 9-11 weeks (240-300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/60`12/68.
Version 2: j5/58-5/60. Version 3: 7/54-5/60.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
organizational supply specialists.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in organizational supply
'methods, including publications; equipment
management and control; equipment sup=
port; issues, release, receipts, storage, and
transfers of equipment; and record keeping.
Version 2: Includes basic typing. Version 3:
Includes basic typing. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I: 'In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in inven-
tory management (6/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division haccalauretite/assrxtiate
degree category. 2 semester hours in ping
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in typing
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
.category, credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68)

'-

lirF-1405-0011

NVENTORY MANAGEMENT SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version I: 3AAR64570-
I . Version 2: AAR64570.

Location: Version I: 3415th Technical
School. Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 6-7 weeks (180-210
hours ). Version 2: 5 .-7 weeks ( 150-:.210
hours). .-

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/68-12/73.
Version 2: I2/59 -7/68. 1 .

. Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
inventory management Supervisors. .

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in inventory manage-
ment supervision, including personnel rela-
tions, supply systems, equipment and main-
tenance management, demand prOcessing,
equipment transfer, requisitioning and in-
ventory, stock m,,,entince. processing of
receipM, use of automatic data processing
for item accounting, and inventory transac-
tions. Version 2. Includes property account-
ing, communnIations, budget preparation,
and data elements. Codes. and formats.

Credit Recommendation: .Version I: In
the Iliwer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category..-2 semester hours in supply
.management ( 6/74 ) Veriion 2: In the
hover-division haitcalatire ate/associate
*degree category, 2. semester hours in supply
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
supply management ,12/68).

AF-1405-0012
MATERIEL FACILITIES SPECIALIST

(WAREHOUSING SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 3 ABR64730-1;
3ABR64730;AB64130.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO; 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, 'TX; 3450th. Technical
School, Warren AFB, W.Y.

Length: 6-9'weeks (162-240 hours):
Exhibit Dates: Version 4/54-12/73:
Objectives: To train enlisted - personnel as

materiel facilities specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in supply system familiarization; auto-
matic

e

data processing; storage facilities;
storage and materials handling; technical
publications; materiel facilities operations;
and stock location, issue, shipping, turn-in,,-
and receiving.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in materials
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in property
accounting on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68 ).

AFP1405 -0014

BASE PROCUREMENT OFFrCER

Course Number: 2OZR6531.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).

, Exhibit Dates:-7/70-- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as base procurement of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
'' icises in procurement procedures and prac-
tices. Course includes organization; nonap-
piopriated funds; purchase requests; im-
prest funds; contracting for supplies, ser=
vices, construction, and engineering; and
contract administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree,
category, I semester-hour In purchasing
and contracting (6/74): in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in purchasing and contracting (6/74).

A-F-1405-0015

CENTRAL PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 3011R6531-3.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AF13, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School.- Lowry. AF13, CO.

Length: 6-9 weeks (168-270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel as systems,

procurement officers. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in systems procurement. including
procurement and production fundamentals;
procurement methods and management;
specialized training in base, central, con-
tract, systems, and research and develop-.
ment procurement; prtieurement by adver-
tising and negotiating; interdepartmental
and coordinated procurement; organization
and policy formulation; precontract analy-
sis; and postcontract . functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. .3 semester hours in purchasing
management (6/74); in dip Upper-division
.haccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
purchasing management (6/74).

AF-1405-0016
SYSTEMS PROCUREMENT OFFICER o

Course. Number: 30ZR6531-3.
Location: 3415th Technical School, '

Lowry AFB,, CO; School of Applied
Aerospace Science, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 3 weeks (90-10.4 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel as systems

procurement officers.
Instruction: Lecture and practical exer-

C\ses on systems pr urement, including
procurement and production fundamentals,
procurement methods and management;
specialized training in base, central, con-
tract, systems, and research and develop-
ment procurement; procurement by adver-
tising and negotiating; interdepartmental
and coordinated procurement; organization,
and policy formulation; precontractranaly-
sis; and postcontract functions.

Ciedit Recommendation: In the lower-
. division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in purchasing
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
purchasing management (6/74)."

AF-1405-0017

SYSTEMS PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR6531-5.
Lncation: 3415th Technical School,,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers in procurement systems and func-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in procurement systems and 'opera-
tions. Course includes principles of system
proctirement, system program management,
system` life cycle, system program docu-
mentation, and programming and financial
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate /associate' degree
category, 3 semester hours in purchasing
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
purchasing,management (6/74).

AF- 1405 -0019

11 MOTOR VEHICLE MANAGEMENT'
OFFIC ER

2. rvlorott VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
OFFICER

3. MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
OFFICER

Course NuMber: Version I: 30BR6021.
Version 2: OBR4721. Version 3: OBR472 I .

Location: All Versions: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute APB, IL. Version l:
School of Applied Aerospace Sciences,

- Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version I: 6-7 weeks (210-268

hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Version 3: 8-4 weeks (240-270 Hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/68-12/73.
Version 2 :.3/67 -6/68. Version 3: 2/61-2/67.

Objectives:. To train officers to perform
as motor vehicle management or main-

qfenance officers. .
Instruction: Alf Versions: Lectures and

Practical exercises in motor vehicle
management or maintenance, including .

personnel administration, superviSion, and
training; miscellaneous vehicular equip-

"'



ment; . and shop procedures, including
budgeting. Version 1: Includes` sstur vehi-
cle operation.

Credit Recommendation:. yevion / : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semesterhourS in
supply...managenient (7/74.I..'Kersion
the, Iolecr -division ' bac:cal:nu to /associate'

-degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management, (7/74); in ;the upper-division
baccalaureatAcategory...2 semester hours in
suppl5i inanftement (12/68)., Version 3: in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree 'category, 3 semester hours in supply
managbment (7/74); in the upper division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hoursin
supply management ( 12/68). '

AF-1405-0021)
.

PROCUREMENT SPECIALIST .

Course"Number: ATS65150= I .

Location: 3320th Technical School.
Amarillo AFB, TX,

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhihit Dates:' 3/59- i 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel in.procurement procedures.
Instsuction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises 'tit procurement. procedures, including
procurement organization and publications,
contracts, negotiation; advertising, bonds
and securities, construction contracts, re-
gisters and reports. 'and termination
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
divisiOn baccalaureate /associate . degree
category, i semester hour in procurement
policies (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 3 sernestqr hours in
procurement policies (12/68).

AF- 1405 -0021

SUPPLY RECORDS SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AA64174..,
Location: 3450th TechnicaliSch(x)1..':War..-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 5/56-12/68.-
Objectives: To 'trail( enlisted personWel to

maintain and control supply records.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and control of
supply records. Course includes methods of
research ifs supplj, procedures, organiza-
tion, data measurement, personnel.manage-
Ment, inventory accounting. procurement,
and special supply procedures:

Credit Recommendation: in the :lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. :3 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

a

A F.I405-0022

11&t.itSru: MISSILE INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT AND COMLOGNET
PROCEDURES

(13A1.1.1sTtc Messii.E INVENTORY MANAGE-
MENT PRoCEDOREti AND LOCBAL-
NET OPERATIoNS)

Course Number: ADS64550. -.
lineation: 3320th Technical chool,

Amarillo MAI, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120-.160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59-I2/6g.

Objectives: ,To train enlisted personnel to
maintain supply records, inventory, stock
levels,: and inputs tit the ballistic missile
supply support system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exir-
cises in the maintenance of supply records.
and inventory. COurse includes processing
of supply documents, reporting transae-
tions,_inventory control.. -.and. training in
ktYpUnOhing, data transceiving, and tele-
typewriting

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester 'hour in inventory
management (7/74).

AF-1405-0023
FUEL SPECIALIST (MISSILE LIQUID FUEL

PROPELLANT)
(FUEL SPECIALIST (UNCONVENTIONAL.

'FUELS)) '
Course Number: ALR63 I 3013:

ALR64330B.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5-7 weeks ( 162-210' hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

apprethice fuel specialists for unconven-
tional fuels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an apprentice fuel
specialist. Course includes safety
procedures and use of safety equipment,
unstable liquid fuels, and high - pressure
gases, quality' &introl teehniqiieS' in" storing
and .transporting fuels, and disposal
techniques for contaminated or toxic fuels.

Credit Recommendation: in 'the lOwer-
division bacealaureate/asSociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in mechanical
systems or materials handling (7/74).

AF-1405-0024

FUEt. SUPPLY SPECIALIST. IM-99

Course Number: ATS64350B- .

Location: 3345th Teehnicll School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

.Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store, transfer, and dispose of
liquid rocket fuels and oxidizers.

Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage, transfer, and
disposal of liquid rocket fuel and oxidizers-
Course includes basic missile design, mis-
sile power plants, fuel 'delivery and transfer
systems, availability of missile fnel, safety
procedures, and basic characteristics of
cryogenic liquids and higt4ressure gases.,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate- degree
category. 1 semester hour in mechanical
systems (7/74).

AF-1405-0025
FUEL SPECIALISPT..

Course Number.: 3ABR63130.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: g weeks (216 -273 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted persAnel to,

receive, store, and issue petroleum
products and Maintain quality control of
these products,

.

. ,
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the' receipt, storage, and main- .

tenance of petroleum products. CoUrse in-
cludes 'internal management control docu-
ments, ale of fuel, technical publications,
and the design and functioli of fuel transfer
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer- :

division baccalaureate/hssoCiate degree .

category, 3 semester hours in inventory
management or .mechanical technolOgy(7/
74). :

AF-1405-0026
LOGISTICS OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR6621.
Location: 3415th Technical School.

.Lowry. AFB', CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-12/73-
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to manage and control the supply,
maintenance, transportation, procurement,
and produ tion functions of logistics at a
milit ea arter,s.

ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management and control of the
supply, maintenance, transportation,
procurement, and production functions of
logistics at a military headquarters. Course
includes planning, programming, budgeting.
financial management, and the logistics'
cycle; implementation, support, empldy-
ment and phase-out of weapons systems;
logistics the wholesale and 'retail level;
and quantitative logistics methods.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asociate 'degree
category, 3 semester hours in logistieg
management, 2 in quantitative methods in
logistics (8/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in lo-
gistics management, 2 in quantitative
methods in logistics (8/74)-

AF-1405-0027
AMA /DIRECTORATE OF MATERIEL

MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 130.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4 weeks (110-1 17 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to manage materiel support func-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of materiel sup-
port functions. Course includes planning-
anti programming cycles, logistic programs
management system, materiel utilization
and disposition, and materiel management:

Credit Recommendation: 'in the upper-
diviioit baccalaureate category. 3 semeste0
hours as an elective in logistics (8/74 ).

s

AF-1405-0028
MA1 ERIEL CONTROL

Course Number: AZR43 I 7,1- I .

Location: 33451h Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: -3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/6I- 12/68.
Ohjectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel in the functions and procedures of
L'ontrol..
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in: the functions old procedures of
materiel control. - Course. includes supply
Procedures, stock'.leVels, maintenance,
materiel requiretnents,-;Wrick order ',funda-
mentals, parts: 'mining, engineering data,
supply publications, and research.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 12/68).

AF-1405-0029
ADVANCED BASE PROCUREMENT

MANAGEMF.NT

Course Number 30ZR6514-1;
"OZR6534- I .

Locationw 3415th Technical School;,-
Lowry AFW:CO. °

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67 - 12/73.
Objectives: To-train enlisted personnel

and civilians to manage procurement func-
tions on a military base.

Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-
cises in the management of procureMent
functions on a military base. Course in- ,

eludes office managerrient, policy decisions,
human relations, and cotwact laiv related
to the procurement field",,;,..2., ".

Credit Recommendation: In the upper:
division haccalaUreate category, 2' semester
hours in procurement management (12/
68).

AF -1405 -0030

1. REDISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
( REDISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING.

OFFICER)
2. REDISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING

OFFICER.

Course Number: Version 1: 3 AZR64570t
2; 3AZR61170-2; AZR6I170-1; OZR6224.
Version 2: OTS6424-1. ,

Location: All VersIthzs: 3319th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Version I:
3415th-Technical School, Lowry AFB., CO.

Length: Version l: 4 weeks (120 hours).
VersiOn 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).'

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/64-12/73.
Version 2.. 5/6079/64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel,
officers, and civilians to operate and
manage II base' redistribution and marketing
activity.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and management of a
hase redistribution and marketing- activity.
-Course includes use of disposal publica-
tions; identification and documentation of
services excess; identification and segrega-
tion of India!: Doi, facilities and cquipmen
program; '.?eelamation and demilitarizatio. ;
disposition, of .foreign excesses; and ac-
counting and reporting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/74),

AF-1405-0031
REDISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING

SPECIALIST
(DISPOSAL SPECIALIST)

Course Number: AZR61'150;- ATS;64750-
3; ATS64750- I .

!mention: ?329th 'Technical Schmitt
-Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 3-4 weeks (907120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: K/58-12/68

1:4(

Objectives: To train enlisted. personnel,
noncommissioned officers, and civilians' to
perform duties in a .base: redistribution and'
marketing .activity.

:instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the dutieS of a redistribution and
marketing specialiSi.. CourSe includes
receiving, ciaSsifying, and segregating pro-
perty for disposal; preparing and maintain-
ing required forms do&urrients, and
records; preparing 'property for disposition;
metal 'identification4:and.segreginion;- and
work in all phases of the marketing, Rine-
tion except preparation and administration
of. contracts.

Credit ReCOMmendation: No credit
because ofthe limited specialized nature of
the course (8/74).

AF-1405-0032

CENTRAL PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Nurnber.:,?0ZR6531-1.
LocatiOn: 34151h Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.'.
Ungth: 3-4 weeks (90-170 hours).
EXhibit Dates: 6/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted pert

sonnel as central' procurement Officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the ditties of a,central procurement'
officer. Course includes $civernment con-
tracting policies and procedures, purchase
requests, procurement planning, documen-
tation procurement sources, evaluation of
offers, cost and price analysis, contract
award, and modification and termination.

Credit -Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in procurenient
(8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in procureme
(8/74).

AF-1405-0034

,FUEL SUPP1.Y OFFICER

Course Number: OTS6451- I .
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Arcarillo AFB, TX.
Pength: 5 weeks (150 hours).
E hib Dates: 8/58 - 12/68.
0 tives: To train personnel as fuel

supply fficers.
Instruction: Lectuvs and practical exer-.

C'ises in the superviSion of fuel supply ac-
tivities, including duties and responsibilities
of fuel supply officeri;; characteristics' of

.,,petroleum products. and fuel-handling
safety; fuel accounting procedures; estima-
tion of fuel requirements; inspection,
operation, and operator maintenance of
receiving, storing, and dispensing systems
and packaged products facilities; commer-
cial and military pipelines; inspection and -`

operator maintenance of vehicular equip-
ment; fueling and defueling . of aircraft;
coordination of fuel sufmly functions; tank
cleaning; and control of quantity and quali-
ty.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division accalaureate/asSociute degree
catego 2 semester hours in supply
ma ment (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
handling and storage of petroleum products
(12/00.

AF- 1405 -00351

lIsIITIAL PROVISIONING.

Course Number: 150. ""

Location: School of Systems and. Lo-
gistics. Wright- Pattcrsbn AFB, -OH.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.

- Objectives: To train supply and main-
tenance personnel in initial provisioning.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in initial provisioning, including basic
principles of logistics, the provisioning
process, responsibilities of other commands
and agencies, functions of initial provision-
ing, advancements in lila' provisioning,'
and initial provisioning un e Air Force
advanced logistics system master ^Ian,

Cft-dit Recommendation: In t e lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

". category, 1 semester . hour in supply',
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
supply management (8/74).

AF7,1404.0036

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR6531-4.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, LOwry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (78-104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69712/73..
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ricers to serve as research and development
procurement officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
vises in the duties of a research and
development officer. Course includes
acquisition methods, patents, source selec-
tion procedures, solicitation requirements,

,proposal evaluations., and negotiations and
'contract administration.

ecommeridation: In the lower-
division bay iliFtlreatchissociate degree

g category, I semester hour in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division.
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
supply management (8/74).

AF-1405-0037 .

SYSTEMS PROCUREMENT OFFICER .

Course Number: 30BR6531-5.
Location: All Versions: School of Applied

ion : 34 th Technical School, Lowry
Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-

CO.
Length: Version\ 1: 6 eks (168 hours).

Version 2: 8-9 weeks ( 270 hours).
Exhibit dates:. Vers l: 9/72 - 12/73.

Version 2.4/70-8/72.
Objectives: To train officers as systems

prhcurement officers.
Instruction: ,All Versions: Lecuires and

practical exercises in procurement funda-
mentals and system program management.
Version I : Course includes life-cycle
phases, system program office functions,
advanced plapning, negotiated procure-
ment, source selection, contracting for a
majopsystem, contract adrriiniStration func-
tion d production surveillance. Version

rse includes statutes and publica-
tion overbing procurement, procurement
and duction Authorities and delegation,
Torn advertising and :negotiation,
proc mentmanagement, fundamentals of
proc 1 ierht: and production, system life-,eyeit nil. system programming, pro-..

I1 ti ;4-,
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gram documentation, system contracting,
and evaluation of contractor performancd.

Credit Recomnvendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division haccalaureate category,
3 semester hours as an elective in procure-
ment or management. (8/74). Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
5 semester hours as an elective in procure-
ment or management (8/74).

AF-1405-0038
BASE PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR6531-2.
Location: Version 1: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-
sion 2: 3415th Technical School. Lowry
AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (165 hours).
Version 2: 7-9 weeks (222-252 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/72- 12/73.
Version 2: 4/70-10/72.

Objectives: To train officers to perform
as base procurement officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the fundamentals,
policies, and procedures of procurement.
Version 1: Course includes procurement
fundamentals, formal advertising and
negotiation, specialized procurement
procedures and administration. Version 2:
Course includes statutes and publications
governing procurement, procurement and
production authorities and delegations, pro-
gramming, budgeting and funding, value
engineering, quality assurance, disputes and
appeals, formal advertising, and negotia-
tion; procurement management; base
procurement organization; vendor-procure-
ment personnel relationship; types of base
procurement contracts; and contract ad-
ministration.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in procurement or
purchasing (8/74). Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in procurement or purchasing (8/74).

AF-1405-0039

LOGISTICS PLANNER

Course Number: 3 AZR66000
Location: 3415th Technical

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6 weeks (-156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as logistics planners for supply, main-
tenance, transportation, procurement, and
service functions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in logistics planning for supply, main
tenance, transportation, procurement, and
service functions. Course includes introduc-
tion to logistics planning, programming and
budgeting management of war reserve

School,

I

procedures. -
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in logistics (8/74).

AF-1405-0040
CHIEF OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Course Niimber4 30ZR641 1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71 I 2/73.

Objectives: To train selected commis-
sioned officers to perform as supply
managers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of supply func-
tions. Course includes supply management
responsibilities, repair cycles, bench stock,
materiel facilities, equipment management,
stock control, stock funds, data analysis,
fuels and munitioni.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
supply management (8/74).

AF-1405-0041
SUPPLY INSPECTOR

Course Number: 3AZR64770.
Location: 3415th Technical School.

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train materiel facilities

personnel to perform supply inspection du-
ties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supply inspection duties. Course in-
cludes identification of property, deter-
mination of property condition or status,
preparation and processing of inspection
reports, resolution of inspection problems,
techniques of corrosion control, preserva-
tion and packaging methods, storage
methods and procedures, and use of in-
spection tools and publications.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/74).

AF-1405-0042

BASE SUPPLY TRAINER

Course Number: 3AZR64000.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

serve as instructors in base supply opera-
tions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instruction techniques needed to
instruct personnel in base supply opera-
tions. Course includes a study of the use of
various instructional equipment, prepara-
tion of lesson plans, and an introduction to
technical aspects of base supply operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/74).

AF-1405-0043

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR65,314.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 6-9 weeks (180-258 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected commis-

sioned officers to perform duties in the
procurement of research and development
services.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the proctirement of research and

Mr Force 1-41
development services. Course includes fun-
damentals of procurement and production;
planning, programming and budgeting;
processing of purchase requests; evaluation
of proposals and work statements; technical
coordination; funding; and selection of con-

- tracts.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in research and
development procurement (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in research and develop-
ment procurement (8/74).

AF-1405-0044.

SUPPLY SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Course N umber:, ''30ZR6424- I.
Location: Schodl of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 3 weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected officers, en-

listed personnel, and civilians to supervise
base-level supply management functions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of base-level supply
management functions. Course includes an
introduction to the base supply electronic
data processing system, management
records, processing of supplies and equip-
ment transactions, acquisition and control
of stocks, and analysis of supply manage-
ment supports.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 1 semester hour in supply
management ( 8/74 ).

AF-1405-0045
/I. MEDICAL MATERIEL SUPERVISOR (B-7 3500)

2. MEDICAL MATERIEL SUPERVISOR
3. MEDICAL MATERIEL SUPERVISOR

( Course Number: Version 1: 3 AZR7 I 570.
I Version 2: AAR91570 -1; AAR91570;
AAR90671. Version 3: AA90671.

Location: Version 1: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version
2: Medical Service School. Sheppard AFB.
TX; Medical Service School, Gunter AFB.
AL. Version 3: School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Version 2: 6-7 weeks ( 210-258 hours).
Version 3: 10 weeks, (390 hours).

Exhibit\ Dates: Version 1: 5/71-12/73.
Version. 2:c 5/62-4/71. Version 3: 7/55-4/62.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform supervisory and managerial duties
in medical materiel services.

Instruction:. All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision and
management of medical materiel services.
Version 1: Course includes electronic data
processing systems; processing and quality
control of computer input and output; in-
ventory control; inventory management;
equipment control; and budgetary control.
Version 2: Course includes accounting and
document control; acquisition and manage-
ment of mediCal Materiel stocks; adminis-
trative practices and procedures, principles
of management and personnel; and princi-
ples of effective communication.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in in-
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troduction to computer science, 3 in busi-
ness administration (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in introduction to computer science,
3 in business administration (7/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in business administration (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in supply administration
(12/68). Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in business administration
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in supply
management ( I2/68).

AF-1405-0046
SUPPLY SERVICES OFFICER

Course Number: 0B6431..
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Datei: 10/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform the duties of a supply ser-
vices officer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a supply services of-
ficer. Course includes supply policies,
clothing sales, commissary stores, food ser-
vice, exchange service, mortuary affairs,
and clothing cleaning and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate, degree
category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (8/74).

AF-1405-0047
AMMUNITION OFFICER (MUNITIONS)

(AMMUNITION OFFICER)

Course Number: OBR325 I A; OB325 I.
Location: 3425th Technical SChool;

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8-12 weeks (240-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectivesi To train officers as ammuni-

tion officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of ammunition officers,
including air armament .adininistration and
management; ammunition general
familiarization; CW-BW agents, munitions,
and protective measures; decontamination;
supply, storage, and disposal of ammunition
and explosives; and nuclear weapons.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

AF-1405-004. 8 :

PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING OFFICER
(PROCUREMENT OFFICER)

Course Number: OB6441.
Location: 3450th technical School, War-

ren AFB; WY.
Length: Version 1: 8' weeks (240 hours).

Version 2: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 11/55-12/68.

Version 2: 12/54-10/55.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel in purchasing and contracting.
Instruction: MI Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in purchasing and con-
tracting, including introduction to procure-
ment, and procurement policies and
prOcedures. Version 2: Topics include con-
tract administration and termination.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate / associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
procurement management (8/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in principles of contract
negotiation (12/68). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/assoriate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
procurement management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in principles of contract
negotiation ( 12/68 ).

AF-1405-0049 '

AUTOMOTIVE SHOP MANAGEMENT

Course Number: AZR47170; ATS47000-
1.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in au-

tomotive shop management.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in automotive shop. management, in-
cluding publications and related main-
tenance subjects; shop organization, supply
functions, and shop layout; inspection and
production control operations; and ad-
ministration, supervision and training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categOry, 2 semester hours in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
supply management (12/68).

AF-1405-0050
WAREHOUSING SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AA64171.
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-2/68.
Objectives: To train warehouse specialists

to supervise warehouse activities.
gruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ensstin the supervision of warehouse activi-
ties. Course includes classification of equip-
ment, use of supply catalogs, technical
publications, planning and arrangement of
storage f.cilities, WNK measurement, in-
ventory preparation, and disposal
proCedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in supply managenent (12/68).

AF-1405-0052
I. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT STAFF OFFICER

SUPPLY MANAGEMENT STAFF OFFICER
3. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT STAFF OFFICER
4. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT STAFF OFFICER

(SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER)
5. SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER

(SUPPLY OFFICER)
(ADVANCED SUPPLY OFFICER)

6. SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER
(SUPPLY OFFICER)
(ADVANCED SUPPLY OFFICER)

Course Number: Version 1 30AR6411-
I . Version 2: 30AR64 II-I. Version 3:
30AR641 1 -1. Version 4: OAR6411-1;
OAR6411. Version 5: OAR6411; 0A6411.
Versiwt 6: 0A641 I; OAR641 1.

C.

1

Location: Version 1: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3415th
Technical SchOol, Lowry AFB, CO. Version
3: 3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB,
CO. Version 4: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO. Version 5: 3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 6: 3450th Technical School, Warren
AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Version 2: 6-8 weeks'(.244 hours). Version
3: 6 weeks (180 hours). Version 4: 8-9
weeks (234-267 hours). Version 5: 10
weeks (294-300 hours). Version 6: 10
weeks (294-300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/70-12/73.
Version 2: 12/69-8/70. Version 3: 6/68-11/
69. Version 4: 11/63-5/68. Version 5: 8/
55-10/63. Version 6: 8/55-10/63.

Objectives: To train personnel as supply
staff officers or to give supply officers ad-
vanced training.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practicai exercises in supply, including al-
lied supply support, supply services,
management, and base supply accounting..
Version 1: Topics include control of the
supply system, analysis of major command
management objectives, applied manage-
ment principles and techniques, analysis of
supply management reports and listings, in-
terrelationships between various base sup-
port functions and base supply, relationship
of base supply to AFLC depots, general
techniques of internal operation for base
supply branches and sections, and specific
techniques for management of functional
areas. Version 2: Topics include control of
the supply system, analysis of major com-
mand management objectives, applied
management principles and techniques,
analysis of supply management reports and
listings, interrelationships between various
base support functions and base supply,
relationship of base supply to AFLC
depots, general techniques of internal
operation for base supply branches and
sections, and specific techniques for
management of functional areas. Version 3:
Topics include staff study reports and staff
visits, supply financial management
systems, supply improvement and work
measurement programs, management con-
trols, placement and management of Air
Force assets, supply sources, prescribed
storage procedures, monetary and.item ac-
counting, ground communications and elec-
tronics, management techniques, disposi-
tion of excesses and electronic data
processing, operational plans and programs,
budget and funding, and weapon and bal-
listic missile support systems. Version 4:
Topics include staff study reports and staff
visits, supply financial management
systems, supply improvement and work
measurement programs, management con-
trols, placement and management of Air
Force assets, supply sources. prescribed'
storage procedures, monetary and item ac-
counting, ground communications and elec-
tronics, selective management techniques.
disposition of excesses, mechanized and
electronic data processing. operational
plans and programs, budget and funding,
weapon and ballistic missile support
systems. and facilities planning. Version 5:
Topics include publications in supply
management, inventory control, and the
management process. Version 6: Topics in-
clude publications, inventory control, and
the management process.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate



degree category, I semester hour in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
supply management (8/74). Version 2: In
the lower-divisicfn 'baccalaureate/assnriate
degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (8/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (8/74). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
supply management (8/74). Version 4: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (8/74). Version 5: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (8/74). Version 6: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (8/74); in the. upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management (8/74).

AF -1405 -0053

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPLY SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AAR64670;
AAR64I73.

Location: Version 1: 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 2:
3450th Technical School, Warp AFB,

Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise organizational supply activities.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in principles of management, person-
nel management, organization develop-
ment, accounting, management 'and supply
publications, inventory, relief documents,
and mechanized procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
The course (8/74).

AF-1405-0054

SUPPLY INSPECTION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AA64 172.
Location: 3450th Technical School,.War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 7-8 weeks (210-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted-per-

sonnel to perform as supply inspectors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the principles and techniques. of
supply inspection. Course includes classifi-
cation and identification of property
through the use of technical publications,
stock lists and indexes; purpose and use of
inspection equipment; procedures for
determining and recording identification,
classification, and condition of property;
and inspection of property on receipt, in
storage or intended for outgoing shipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in supply in-
spection (8/74).

AF-1405-0055

PROCUREMENT OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 30BR653 I-I.
Version 2: OBR653 I ; OBR662 I ; 0136621.
Version 3: 0BR653 I; OBR6621; OB6621.

Location: Version 1: 34 I 5th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 3: 3450th Technical School, Warren
AFB, WY.

Length: Version I: 7 weeks (204 hours).
Version 2: '6-7 weeks (180-240 hours).
Version 3: 6-7 weeks (180-240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/68-12/73.
Version 2: 6/56-8/68. Version 3: 6/56-8/68.

Objectives: To train Commissioned of-
ricers to perform as procurement-officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a procurement officer.
Topics include. procurement procedures,
methods of procurement, types of con-
tracts, contract preparation, and adminis-
trative procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree ' category, 3 semester hours in
procurement management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in procurement manage-
ment (8/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in procurement
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
principles of contract negotiation (12/68).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in procurement management (8/74);
in the 'upper-diviSion baccalaureate catego-
ry, 4 semester hours in principles of con-..tract negotiation ( 12/68).

AF-1405-0056

Disrosst. MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 0TS663 I- I .

Location: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFR, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected commis-

sioned officers to manage and dispose of
excess and surplus personal property.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the disposal and management of
excess and surplus personal property.
Course includes storage procedures; facili-
ties; materials handling; establishment of
records; reporting of excess property;
planning and conducting spot bid sales,
sealed bid sales, auctions, and retail, and
negotiated sales.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in supply management (12/68).

AF-1405-0051

SPECIAL QRGANIZATIONAL SUPPLY

Course Number: ATS64I5 I -1.
Location: 3320th Technical 'School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to establish and maintain an or-
ganizational supply facility. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the establishment and maintenance
9f an organizational supply facility.

r.

Air Force 1-43
Credit Recommendation: No, 'credit

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1405-0058

CEM MATERIEL CONTROL PROCEDURES
(AFCS)

Course Number: 3AZR64550-I.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, TX.
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/67-1 I /73:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform duties in a communications-elec-
tronics-metrological (CEM) materiel con-
trol complex.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications-electronics-
metrological materiel control complex
functions. Course includes standardized
supply procedures, resource management,
document control, supplies support, main-
tenance control, and cannibalization con-
trols and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becaust9f-the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 8/74).

AF-1406-0001
I. PERSONAL AFFAIRS SPECIALIST
2. PERSONAL AFFAIRS SPECIALIST

(PERSONAL AFFAIRS)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ALR7323I
1. Version 2: ALR73231; A'TS73270.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
Technical Traihing Center, Lackland AFB,
TX; Technical Training Center, Amarillo
AFB, TX; Technical Training Center,
Greenville AFB, MS.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/69-12/73.

Version 2: 3/60-11/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the basic principles of personal affairs
management.

Instruction: Lectures on personal affairs
organization procedures, communication
security, the base-level personnel system,
commercial and government life insurance,
social security, family services, retiremerg
and survivors benefits, and personal finan-
cial planning.

Ci-edit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester, hours in per-
minal finance (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in ap-
plied sociology (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in ap-
plied sociology on the basis of institutional.
evaluation.( 2/74 ).

AF- 1406 -0002

MANPOWER POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Course Number: 3AZR733-70- I .
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide manpower spe-

cialists with training in manpower pro-
gramming.

Instruction: Lectures on Air Force or-
ganization, policies, and structures; or-
ganization of manpower, manpower re-
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ports, manpower resource utilization, and
manpower allocation and accounting
systems; and management engineering.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AF10003
RECRurWR

Course Number: 3AZR99 I 20.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences ( ATC), Lackland AFB, TX;
3275th Technical School, Lackland AFB,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (391 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (228 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/73 -12/73.
Version 2: 10/69-7/73.

Objectives: To train noncommissioned
officers in the procedures and techniques
of recruiting.

Instruction: Lectures in principles of
recruiting, including sales techniques,
record keeping, advertising principles and
merchandising techniques, public relations,
speech fundamentals and practice speaking,
blassifying and processing applicants, eligi-
bility requirements, and techniques in
qualifying a prospect.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in public
relations or marketing (2/74); in the upper-
diviSion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in public relations or marketing (2/
74). Version 2: In the lower- division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in public relations or mar-
keting (2/74); in the upper...division bac-
calaureate category, credit in speech or
public relations on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68 ).

AF-1406-0004

I. MANPOWER MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN
2. MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: AL73330.
Version 2: AL80 I 70.

Location: All Versions: 3310th Technical
School, Scott AFB, IL. Version I: 3700th
Technical School, Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: Version. I: 6-8 weeki (180-240
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240zhours).

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 9155-12168.
Version 2: 5/54 -8/55.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform
studies of management methods, organiza-
tional structures, and manpower utilization
and allocation.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in analysis of organiza-
tional structures, and in utilization of
manning' tables, personnel methods, and
management techniques. 'Version 1: Lec-

-tunes

AP- 1406 -0005

PERSONNEL. SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR73230.
Version 2: 3ABR73230-1. Version 3:
ABR73230-1. Version 4: ABR73230-1;
ABR73230. Version 5: AB73230. Version
6: AB73230. Version 7: AB73231.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 4: 3505th
Technical School, Greenville AFB, MS.
Version 5: 3700th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, TX. Version 6: 3310th
Technical School, Scott AFB, IL. Version
7: 3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 10-12 weeks
(306-330 hours). Version 2: 10-'12 weeks
( 306-330 hours). Version 3: 12-15 weeks
(342-402 hours). Version 4: 12-13 weeks
(330-360 hours). Version 5: 17-18 weeks
(480 hours). Version 6: 7-18 weeks (480
hours). Version 7: II weeks (330 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/68-12/73.
Version 2: 2/68 - 12/73. Version 3: 9165-11
67. Version 4: 2/61 -8/65. Version 5: I/
57-1/61. Version 6: 1/57-1/61. Version 7:
5/54-12/60.

Objectives: To provide airmen with the
knowledge and skills of apprentice person-
nel specialists.

Instruction: Lectures in career assistance
and counseling; personnel records; data
control; typing; and pay, allowances, and
personal affairs procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 3: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 4: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 5: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 6: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion, and credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 7: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68 ).
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and on management engineering
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in man-
power management (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in management analysis, and 2 in
principles of personnel management (12/
68). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hours in personnel administration
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in personnel ad-
ministratioh ( 12/68).

RECRUITER
(USAF RECRUITER)

Course Number: AZR99120; XX99020;
SS99020.

Location: 3275th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, TX; 3700th Technical
School, Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 8-9 weeks (228-308 hose\A).
Exhibit Dates: I /55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be recruiters.
Instruction: Lectures in recruiting, in-

cluding information dissemination, speech
fundamentals, telephone techniques;

R
aJ

processing applicants, counseling, service
benefits, eligibility requirements, selective
recruiting concepts, reporting for the press,
community relations, radio and TV, high
school program, printed publicity, practice
speaking, and prrictice selling.

Credit ReconWiendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in salesmanship,
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in salesmanship
(6/74).
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AF-1406-0007
AIR FORCE RESERVE RECRUITER

Course Number: 3AZR99 1 20-3;
2 ASR99 I 20-1.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120-158 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as Air Force Reserve recruiters.
Instruction: Lectures in Air Force

Reserve recruiting. Course includes
procurement programs, sales, advertising
and publicity, community relations, news
media, and speech fundamentals.

Ciedit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in salesmanship
principles (6/74).

AF-1406-0008
I. PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (T-33)

(PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (BASIC))
2. PILOT INSTRUCTOR. TRAINING ( BASIC)

(PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING-BASIC
SINGLE-ENGINE (JET))

Course Number: Version I: F1115080.
Version 2: Fl I 15080; F1135010;
F1121080.

Location: Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Craig AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 9-10 weeks (208-237
hours). Version 2: 10111 weeks (289-308.'
hoiirs).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 10/60-12/68.
Version 2: 1/56-9/60.

Objectives: To train rated pilots t& per-
form as pilot instructors for undergraduate
or basic pilot training in single-engine jets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in pilot instruction procedures, includ-
ing principles of learning, specific equip-
ment engineering, radio aids to instrument
navigation, flight planning, techniques of
instructing instrument flying, contract or
transition, and formation flying and naviga-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in instructional methods on the basis

institutional-evaltiation-(-1-21684-V-ersion--
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/aS-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in instructional methods (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in instructional methods on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68),

AF-1406-0009

INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
(T-38)

Course Number: 11115010.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.



Length: 8 weeks (207 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated pilots as instru-

ment instructors in supersonic fighter-type
jet aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instrument instruction procedures
in supersonic fighter-type jet aircraft, in-
cluding fundamentals of instruction, flight
instruments, navigation aids, computer,
weather, and flying and.ground training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division Baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours, in teaching
methods (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68 ).

AF-1406-0010

PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (T-38)

Course Number: AU Versions: F-V5A-13.
Version 2: Fl I I 5380.

Location: Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Tyndall AFB, FL.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (210
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (206-234
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/73-Present.
Version 2: 1/64-1/73.

Objectives: To train pilots as instructor
pilots.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in pilot instructor training, including
policies and procedures, contact flying, for-
mation flying, synthetic instrument training,
instrument flying, principles of instruction,
aircraft systems, applied aerodynamics,
flight planning, air traffic control, pilot
procedures, flight rules, and methods and
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
structional methods (6/75). Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category",
credit in instructional methods on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-I406-0011

PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (T-41 )
Course Number: F::V5C-13; F-V5C-13-0.
Location: Air Training Command, Peter-

sen Field, CO.
Length: 5 weeks (93-97 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-5/74.
Objectives: To train pilots as aircraft in-

structor pilots.
Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-

cises in instructional methods as applied to
flight training. Course includes flight train-
ing, aircraft systeins, flying safety, and prin-
ciples of instruction.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate
category, 2 semester hours in teacher edu-
cation (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category: credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

Exhibit Dates: l /63-12/68.
Objectives: To train helicopter instructor

pilots to instruct personnel in the operation
of H-43B,helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instructional techniques as applied
to helicopter flight training. Course in-
cludes flight and ground training, tactical
operations, and instructional techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in instructional
methods (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68 ).

AF-1406-0013
INTERCEPTOR WEAPONS INSTRUCTOR

SCHOOL (F-94C)
Course NuAtber: 112401.
Location:. Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 10 weeks (312 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train instructors to

operate and employ interceptor weapons.
Instruction: Lectures and ',tactical exer-

cises in instruction methods for interceptor
weapon training. Topics include instrument
flight, interceptor techniques, tactics,
rocketry, and instructional methods.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in instructional
methods (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68)

AF- 1406-0014

INTERCEPTOR WEAPONS INSTRUCTOR'
SCHOOL (F-89D)

Course Number: I 12402.
Location: Air Traininc r'or-

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 10 weeks (306-3: A).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train instructors to teach

pilots to erhploy interceptor weapons.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in instruction techniques *related to
interceptor weapons training. Topics in-
clude flight tactics, formations, weatfier.,..
navigation, and weapons on specific air-
craft.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1406-0015

AF-1406.0012
HELICOPTER INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (11 -438)

Course Number: F102500C.
Location: Air Training C6mmand, Stead

AFB, NV.
Length: 7 weeks (148 hours).

Air Force 1-45
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in pilot instruction, and in T-28 air-
craft, including flight indoctrination; cots
tact, night local, formation, instrument ana
navigation flying; aircraft engineering; ai
plied aerodynamics; flight planning;
flying safety.

Credit Recommendation: Version
the lower-division baccalaureate/
degree category, 2 semester hours in in-
structional methods (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in in-
structional methods (6/74).

AF-1406-0016
HELICOPTER PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

(H- 19/H -21)
Course Number: FI02401.
Location: Air Training Command, Stead

AFB, NV.
Length: 5 weeki (138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61--12/68.
Objectives: To train' helicopter pilots as

flight instructors in single- and/or tandem-
rotor aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in helicopter pilot instruction. Topics
include fundamentals of instruction,
psychology of instruction, evaluation, les-
son planning, and practice teaching_

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in teacher edu-
cation (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1406-0017
FIGHTER WEAPONS INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: G-112400A...
Location: Air Training Command, Luke

AFB, AZ.
Length: 12 weeks (517 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify fighter pilots as

fighter weapons instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in fighter weapons. instruction.
Academic training includes harmonization,
aerial attack, film assessment, sights,
ground attack, training equipment, fighter
weapons, techniques of instruction, prac-
tice teaching, and special weapons.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper,-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional e valuation (12/68 ).

RAINING ( 1-28)
Course Number: Version 1: F-V5C-A;

I35528Z.. Version 2: F111521.
Location: Version 1: Air Training Com-

mand, Keesler AFB, MS; Air Training
Command, Randolph AFB, tX. Version 2:
Air Training Command, Moody AFB, GA.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (212-217
hours). 2: 4 weeks (75 hours).

Exhibit ates: Version 1: 4/65-Present.
Version 2. 6/62-3/65.

Objectives: To train rated pilots as pilot
instructors in undergraduate training, and
in T-28 aircraft.

INSTRUMENT PILO INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
1T-38 )

Course Number: F-V5G-A.
Location: Air training Command. Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (195 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train pilots as instrument

flight instructors, instrument flight ex-
aminers, and instrument standardization of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instrument pilot instructor training.
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Topics include principlesof instruction and
evaluation;'practice teaching, navigational:
aids, research and development, spatial dis-
orientation, special problem solving, flight
instruments; regulations and' publications,
and weather%

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate 't degree
category, 2 semester hours in teacher edu-
cation (6/74).

AF-1406-0019

INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
(T-29)

(USAF INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING (RECIPROCATING))

(USAF INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING (RECIPROCATING ENGINE))

(USAF INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRFJCTOR,
CONVENTIONAL (B-25))

Course Number: I-104500F; I-104100F;
I-122100P; I-112100P. ' .

Location: Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AFB, TX;. Air Training Command,
James Connally AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Moody AFB, GA.

Length: 8-10 weeks (263-329 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify. pilots^ a.s instru-

ment instructors in specific aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on instrument pilot instructor training,
including flight instruments; navigational
aids, methods, and procedures; flight
weather; instruments; fundamentals of in-
struments; practice teaching and speaking;
computers; regulations and publications;
and pilot shorthand.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in teacher edu-
cation (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

AF-1406-0020

INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
(T-33)

) (USAF INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING (JET))

Course Number: I-11 I 5000; I-1121000.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX; ,Air Training Command,
James Connally AFB, TX; Air Training .
Command, Moody AFB, GA.

Length: 8-10 weeks (208-272 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68. .

Objectives: To qualify pilots as instru-
ment instructors in jet aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises pn instrument pilot instructor training,
including flight instruments; navigational
methods, aids, and procedures; flight
weather; flying training subjects; fundamen-
tals of instruction; practice teaching; com-
puters; and regulations and publications.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowe
division baccalaureate /associate degrS
category, 2 semester hours in teaching fun-
damentals (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in instruc-
tional methods on the basis of Ine.itutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF71406-0021

PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (T-37)

Course Number: All Versions: F-V5A-A.
Version 2: Fl 115070.

Location: Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Perrin AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
James Connally AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Williams AFB, AZ.

Length: Version I: 13 weeks (202-220
hours). Version 2: 9-11 weeks (192-224
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 2/73-Present.
Version 2: 4/63-1/73.

Objectives: To train pilots as flight in-
structors in T-37 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mettaids of instruction, grading and
testing techniques, aircraft systems, applied
aerodynamics, flight planning, flying safety,
base management system, and contact, in-
strument, and formation flying.

Credit Recommendation: Version I : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
structional methods (6/75). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
structional methods (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaui'eate categOry, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation ( 12/68).

AF-1406-.0023

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: 5AIK75100.
Location: Security Service School, Good-

fellow AFB, TX.
Length: Version l: 16 weeks (480

hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (172 hotirs).
Exhibit Dates: Version l: 4/71-12/73.

Virsion 2: 4/68-3/71.
Objectives: To train newly assigned in-

structor personnel to perform classroom in-
struction. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instructional methods. Course in-
cludes principles of learning, communica-
tion skills, instructional aids, evaluation
tech iques, instructional management, and
-a wi e range of material in the psychology
and hilosophy of education.

It Recommendation: Version I: In
die. lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categwy, 2 semester hours in test
measurement; 6 in instructional methods
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 -.semester hours in tests and
measurement, 6 in instructional methods
(7/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
'baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in instructional methods (7/
74); in the upper-divisioii baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in instructional
methods (12/68).

AF-1406-0024

I. INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT

(INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMER)
2. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMER

Course Number: Version l: 3 AZR75100.
Version 2: AZR75100.

Location: Version l: 3275th Technical
School, Lackland AFB, TX; 3375th
Technical School, Lackland AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: 3375th Technical School, Lackland
AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/71- 12/73:
Version 2: 11/65-12/70.

Objectives: To train airmen and officers
in instructional systems technology.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in instructional pro-
gramming/systems technology, including

+ theory of programmed/systems instruction,
program planning and writing, test develop-
ment, editing instructional materials. and
task/subject analysis.' Version I: Includes
development of learning objectives, theory
of self-instruction and self-instructional
programs, instructor-presented programs,
audiovisual programs, and validation and
implementation. Version 2: Includes stimu-
lus-response inventory and teaching points,
chaining procedures, and terminal and sub-
terminal frames.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in in-
structional technology with emphasis on
programmed instruction (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 10
semester hours in instructional technology
with emphasis pn programmed instruction
(7/74'). Version 2.:' In th lower-division
baccalaureate/associate d ree category, 8
semester hours in. ihstru tonal technology
with emphasis on programmed instruction.,
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in instructional
programming in the field of teacher educa-
tion ( 12/68).

AF-1406-0026

INSTRUCTOR MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Course Number: ATS7337 I.
Location: 3505th Technical

Greenville AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as manage-

ment instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the instruction of management
courses, including speech and communica-
tions, motivation, types of training aids,
question techniques, interviewing and
counseling, conference methods and
techniques, principles of course organiza-
tion, 'lesson planning, measurement and \
evaluation procedures, and management `
for supervisors.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in instructional methods on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in instructional methods on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

School,

AF-1406-0027

OTS INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Course Number: 30IR0904-1 ;
30IR7531-1 .

Location: Officer Training ^School,
Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (80-98 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers as instruc-

tors for officer training school.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of instructors for officdr
training school, including psychology of
learning, communications, practice
teaching using lectualk, discussion and
demonstration/performance methods, meti-.
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surement and evaluation procedures, sports
refereeing, and school. administrative
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division, baccalaureate/associate degree.
category. ; semester hours in instructional
technology (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
instructional technology (7/74).

AF-1406-0028

MULTI-MEDIA TEACHING SYSTEM
(DEVELOPMENT)

Course Number: 3 AZR75173-1.
Location: Training Center. Lackland

AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel as

traffic safety assistants capable of using
mtiltimedia teaching systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in preparation of multimedia training
materials for traffic safety courses, includ-
ing curriculum analysis, learning objectives,
teaching points and sequencing of teaching
points, preparation of visual aids, selection
of visual aids, script and audio track
preparation, and visual assembly.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in instructional
media methodology on the basis of instuti-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in instructional media 'methodology
on the basis Of institutional evaluation (7/
74).

AF-1406-0029

INSTRUMENT P11.01 INSTRUCTOR
(HELICOPTER)

Course Number: F-V5G-G.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (188-195 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train rated helicopter

pilots to perform as instrument flight in-
structors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instrument flight instruction
techniques and procedures. Course in-
cludes principles of instruction/evaluation.
navigational aids. weather, and FAA regu-
lations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in teacher edu-
cation (7/74).

AF-1406-0030

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: Version 1: 3AIR75100-
X; 3A1R75' 100 -2; 3A IR75100-4;
3AIR75100-5; 3'AIR75100-6. Version 2:
3A1R7510(1-6; AIR75100-1; AIR75100-2;
AIR75100-3; A1R75100-4; AIR75100-6;
IT75100-1; IT75100-4; IT75100-6;
IT75100.

Location: -Technical School, Lowry AFB.
CO; Technical School, Lackland AFB, TX;
Technical School, Amarillo AFB. TX;
Technical School, Warren AFB, WY;
Technical School, Parks AFB. CA; Techni-
cal School, Sheppard AFB, TX; Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS; Technical

School, Scott AFB; IL;' Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL; Technical School, Ran-
dolph AFB. TX..

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (240-246 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/68-Present.
Version 2: 1.1/54 -2/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
technical instructors.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures ,and
practical exercises in instructional methods
and techniques. including communication,
learning principles, developmental teaching
concepts, preparing objectives and lessons,
various methods of teaching, instructional
aids,' counseling, measurement procedures.

study techniques. and administration and
practice teaching. Version Includes pro-
grammed instruction.

Credit Recommendation: Versiim 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in obser-
vation and methods, 2 in instructional
technology, and 3 in practice teaching (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in observation
and methods, 2 in instructional technology,
and 3 in practice teaching (7/74). Version
2: In the lower- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in observation and methods, 2 in instruc-
tional technology. and 4 in practice
teaching (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 2 semester hours in in-
structional methods ( 1.2/68).

AF-1406-0031

PERSONNEL STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 30AR731 I; OAR73 II.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS; 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel staff of-

ficers to manage personnel and to perform
numerous personnel functions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in personnel management. Topics in-
clude human relations and Management;
personnel data systems; planning and pro-
gramming; performance evaluation systems;
and military-related personnel subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel' management (12/68).

AF-1406-0032
1. MANPOWER ALLOCATION AND

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (MARS)
(MAJCOM MANPOWER PROCEDURES)

2. MAJOR COMMAND (MAJCOM)
MANPOWER PROCEDURES

MAJOR COMMAND (MAJCOM)
MANPOWER PROCEDURES

Course Number: Version l: 3AZR73370.
Version 2: 3AZR73370. Version 3:
2ASR73370-I.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Sciences. Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.
Version 3: 341 5th Technical School, Lowry
AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Version 2: 5 weeks (150 hours). Version 3:
5 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I : 2/73-12/73.
Version 2: 3/71-1/73. Version 3: 5/68-2/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
manpower specialists.

3.

6'
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Instruction: Al! Versions: Lectures and

practical. exercises in data code and alloca-
tion routines, basic authorization and unit
control routines, balance, routine. man-
power reports, and inquiry routines. Ver-
sion 2: Instruction includes utilization and
management engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Version. 1.-V In
the lower-division baccalaureate/aSsociate
degree category. 2 semester hours in man-
power management (8/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in man-
power management (8/74): Version 3: In
the lower-diVision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in man-
power management (8/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours, in manpower management (12/68).

AF-1406-0033

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Air University. Maxwell AFB.

AL.
Length: 6 weeks (248 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-1,2/68.
Objectives: To train senior personnel in

advanced management techniques.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the skills necessary to manage and
handle- facets of personnel management.
Course includes Department of Defense
management environment, management
processes, human relations. management
systems and quantitative methocS, and per-
sonnel processet.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in-personnel management (12/68).

AF-1406-0034
ACADEMIC INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: None.
Location: Air University. Maxwell AFB,

AL.
Length: Version 1: S-6 weeks (200-240

hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (260 hours).
Version 3: 6 weeks (260-264 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/68-Present.
Version 2: 1/64-5/68. Version 3: 1/54-12/
63.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to improve their effectiveness as
academic instructors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the improvement of academic in-
struction techniques. Course includes edu-
cational foundations and philosophy, com-
munication techniques. test and measure-
ment, educational methodology. instruc-
tional technology, and instructional televi-
sion.

Credit Recommendatio : Version 1: In
the lower-division bacc laureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in edu-
cational foundations and philosophy, I in
communication techniques, 4 in educa-
tional methodology, 2 in instructional
technology, 2 in tests and measurements, 3
in instructional television (7174); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in instructional methods
(12/68). Version 2.: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in educational foundations
and philosophy, 1 in communication
techniques. 1 in tests and measurement, 5
in educational methodology,. 2 in instruc-
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tional technology, 3 in instructional televi-
sion (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in instruc-
tional methods (12/68). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours edu-
cational foundations and philoso 1 in
communication techniques, I in and
measurement, 5 in educational olo-

. gy, 2 in instructional technology 4); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in instructional methods
( 12/68 ).

AF-1406-0035

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT OFFICER

Course Numbers OL733 I .
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: .7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected officers and

civilians to perform as manpower
managers.

Instruction: Lectures and. practical exer-
cises in the duties of a manpower manager.
Course includes manpower management
and program planning; conference leader-
ship; executive development and human
relations; work simplification and measure-
ment, production planning and industrial
organization; mission organization analysis,
and management review; and, manning
procedures and classification, and assign-
ment of military personnel.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in manpower
management methods (8/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in manpower management methods
(12/68).

AF-1406-0036

PERSONNEL OFFICER

Course Number: Version l: 30BR7321.
Version 2: 0 BR7321-1 . Version 3:
OBR7321. Version 4: OBR7321. Version 5:
OB7321. Version 6: OB7321.

Location: Version : 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 35P5th Technical School,
Greenville AFB, MS. Version 4? 3505th
Technical School, Greenville AFB, MS.
Version 5: 3275th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, TX. 'Version 6: 3310th
Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version l: 8 weeks (228 hours).
Version 2: 8-9 weeks (240-264 hours);
Version 3: 12 weeks (360 hours). Version
4: 8-9 weeks (240-270 hours). Version 5:
I 2,15 weeks ( 360-450 hours) Vernon' 6
12 -15 weeks ( 360-450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 3/7 I -12/73.
Version 2: 7/65-2/71. Version 3: 9/63-6/65.

0 Version 4: 7/61-8/63. Version 5: 6/54-6/6 I .
Version 6: 6/54-6/61.

Objectives: To train officers as personnel
officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in supervising and coor-
dinating the classification and assignment
of military and civilian personnel, including
personnel fundamentals and procedures.
Version l: Topics include personnel data
systems; career control; quality control;
and processing section, personal affairs
tion and administration. Version 2Q Topics

include career control, and administration,
quality control, and data control and per-
sonal affairs. Version 3: Topics include per-
sonal affairs fundamentals and procedures,
and personnel administration and data
systems. Version 5: Topics include person-
nel administration and control methods.
Version 6: Topics include' personnel ad-
ministration and control methods.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in personnel administra-
tion (8/74). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in personnel classifidation (12/68).
Version 3: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in person-
nel classification (12/68). Version 4: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in personnel classification
('12/68). Version 5: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
personnel classification (12/68). Version 6:
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in personnel classifica-
tion ( 12/68).

'AF-1406-0037

USAF RECRUITING OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR0902.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace'

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX. ..
Length: 3 weeks (90-118 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected commis-

sioned officers to manage recruiting activi-
ties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of recruiting ac,-
tivities. Course includes salesmanship, sales
management, sales training, and sales
promotion.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in salesmanship
(8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in salesmanship
(8/74).

AF-1406-0038

AIR NATIONAL GUARD RECRUITER

Course Number: 3AZR99I 20-2.
Location: 'School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /73-12/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

noncommissioned officers to recruit per-
sonnel for the armed services.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the recruitment of personnel into
the armed services. Course includes speech
fundamentals; sales' fundamentals; practice
selling; community relations; advertising
and publicity; eligibility requirements; and
processing and classification.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester, hour in salesmanship
(8/74); in the upper-division'. baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in salesmanship
(8/74).

C'

AF-1406-0039
I. ATC INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

(NAVIGATOR)
2. ATC INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

(NAVIGATOR)
(NAVIGATOR INSTRUCTOR TRAINING)
(INSTRUCTOR TRAINING 1RCRAFT

OBSERVER)

Course Number: Version 1: B-V7D-A.
Version 2: 753101 -N; 753100; 51-33.

. Location: Version l: Air Training Com-
mand, Mather AFB, CA. Version 2: Air
Traini Command, Mather AFB, CA; Air
Training Command, Scott AFB, IL.

Length:. Version 1: 8 weeks (91 hours).
Version 2: 5-6 weeks (104-200 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 8/70-Present.
Version 2: 1/51-7/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform the duties of flight trainer and
academic instructor in a navigator training
program.

Instruction: Lectures and piactical cies-
cises in the duties of an instructor in a
navigator flight training program. Course
includes psychology of learning, oral and
written communications techniques, evalua-
tion and measurement of studenkrachieve-
ment, instructional technology, and prac-
tice teaching.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
structional methods and/or technology, I in
observation and methods (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in instructional methods
and /or instructional technology, I in obser-
vation and methods (7/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in in-
structional methods and/or technology, I in
observation and methods (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate. category, 2
semester hours in instructor. .training (12/
68).

AF-1406-0040
PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AAR73270-I;
AAR73270; AA73270.

Location: Version l: 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 2:
3505th Technical School, Greenville AFB,
MS. Version 3: 3275th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, TX, Version 4: 3310th
Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: 8-11 weeks (240-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

personnel administration technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in personnel administration, including
interviewing and counseling techniques, job
analys'
and assignment of officer and enlisted per-
sonnel, military records, personnel actions,
personnel evaluation, pay and benefits, ac-
counting, and personnel data system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in personnel ad-
ministratidn '(8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
pecsonnel classification (12/68).'

AF-1406-0041
ATC INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Course Number: S-V8D-A.



LOcation: Air Training Command. Ran-
. dolph AFB, TX,

Length: 3-4 weeks (9618 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/75Present.
Objectives: To train technically qualified

personnel to teach and supervise the in-
struction- of academic and technical sub-
jects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in course curriculum development;
psychology of learning; communications;
methods and techniques of instruction;
practice teaching; and grading techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in teacher, edu- '
cation (6/75); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category. 2 semester hours in
teacher education (6/75).

AF-1407=0001

CHAPEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR70130.
Location: 3380th Technical Sctiool,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length; 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72,12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist chaplains in religious and administra-
tive duties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in religious and educational programs
and facilities, ecclesiastical equipment.
audio-visual 'aids, chapel receptionist, re-
ports and files, publicity, resources
management, and typing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in Typing I on
the basis of proficiency evaluation, 3 in of-
fice practice and procedures (3/74).

AF -1407 -0002

STENOGRAPHIC SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ALR70430.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72- 12/73-
Objectives: To train airmen as steno-

graphic specialists -
Insteuction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in typing. shorthand, English gram-
mar: preparing briefs of correspondence
and reports, arranging travel reservations,
and mail distribution.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in stenography on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1408-000I
DEFENSE_CDST_PRLCE_ANALYSIS

Course Number: 141.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 2 weeks (69 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73Present.
Objectives: p To train procurement

management personnel in the basic princi-
ples of cost and price analysis.

.Instruction: Lectures in the basic 'princi-
ples of cost and price analysis, including
cost estimating, projection techniques. fac-
tors affecting profit, negotiation strategy,
management, policies and procedures, and
the weighted-guidelines technique of profit
analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

c
AF-1408-0002

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 30AR6711.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 11 weeks (342 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train career officers and

key civilian personnel for positions in
financial administration.

Instruction: Lectures on management
theory, planning, programming, and
budgeting systems; :quantitative analysis
techniques; resource management account-
ing systems; and'automated systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
.division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in financial administration (2/74).

AF-1408-0003

DEFENSE CONTRACT PRICING TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 142.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4 weeks (120 !fours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71Present.
Objectives: To provide selected military

and civilian personnel with the analytical
tools and techniques required to apply
economics and statistics to cost-price
problems in procurement.

Instruction: Lectures on quantitative
review; cost/volume/profit analysiS; cost
element analysis; make or buy determina-
tions; profit analysis; contract pricing ar-
rangements.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in business economics (12/68).

AF-I408-0004

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY COMPTROLLER

Course Number: None.
Location: institute for Professional

Development, Maxwell AFB, AL.
Length: Version 8 weeks (233 hours).

Version 2: 9 weeks (360 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 'ersion I: 9/72Present.

Version 2: 1/6N ,2.
Objectives: "I o train officers to serve as

comptrollers or- resource managers.
Instruction: Lectures. seminars and case

studies in economics. finance, managerial
accounting. human relations. computer
management including theories and con-
cepts relating to research techniques. ex-
ecutive expression, quantitative methods
and resource management. Programs in-
clude individual research and applicatidn of
computer techniques in the subject areas.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
19 semester hours in business administra-
tion (2/74); in the graduate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in organizational
management, 3 in financial and economic
analysis (4/76). Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in business administration (2/74).

Air Fe
AF-1408-0005
NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS

Course Number: 30ZR6724.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (132 hours).

Ibit Dates: 4/71-12/73.
Objec ves: To train selected personnel to

serve as comptroller's assistants.
Instruction: Practical exercises in con-

cepts and organization of funds. fund and
bookkeeping operations, financial state-
ments, briefing practice, budgeting. fiscal
control. office administration. and in-
surance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in institutional
management (2/74); in the upper - division
baccalaureate category, credit in institu-
tional management, on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (2/74).

AF-I408-0006
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING PRODUCTION

ANALYSIS
(MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS)

Course Number: 30ZR4344; OZR4344;
XX4344.

Location: 3345th Technical 'School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6-8 weeks (180-228 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and civilians

in the techniques of maintenance dataanal-
ysis.

Instruction: Lectures on the function and
responsibilities of maintenance staff activi-
ties, statistical methods. data systems. data
processing, and analytical methods.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in statistical analysis (12/68).

AF-1408-0007

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING PRODUCTION
ANALYSIS

Course Number: AZR45170.
Location: Technical Training Center,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Fxhibit Dates: 3/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to work with

statistical methods in the analysis of main-
tenance production data.

Instruction: Lectures on practical mathe-
matics and statistics. control charts and
standards, and analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in statistical analysis (12/68

AF-1408-0008

--11DEFENSE ADVANCE OCUREMENT PRICING

Course Number: 1 5.
Location: School of Systems and iLos-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68Present.
Objectives: To train officers and civilian

personnel to serve. as cost estimators and
price analysts.

Instruction: Practical exercises in quan-
titative methods. including risk and finan-
cial analysis; index numbers; parametric,
direct, and indirect cost models; and
forecasting techniques.
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Credit' itectmtmendstion: In the upper-

-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in quantitative methods (2/74).

AF-1408-0009
I. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS SPECIALIST
2. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS SPECIALIST
3. MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR69130.
Version 2: 3 ALR69130. Version 3:
ALR68330; AZR68370.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences. Sheppard AFB, TX; 3750tI(
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 10-11 weeks,'
(300-342 hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (300
hours). Version 3: 9-10 weeks, (270-300
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/70-12/73.
Version 2: 3/68-1/70. Version 3:9/63-2/68.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with basic training in management analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in management concepts and
techniques, including program, progress,
mission, statistical, and financial analysis,
and application of analytical methods to
decisive areas.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in office
machines, 3 in communication skills (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in basic
statistics, 2 in applied statistical analysis (2/
74). Version 2: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
basic statistics, 2 in financial analysis, 2 in
applied management analysis (12/68). Ver-
;ion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hour
in oral/written communication (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

1 semester hour in oral/written communi-
cation, 5 in financial analysis, 3 in applied
management analysis ( 12/68).

AF-1408-0010
QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR ADVANCED

PROCUREMENT PRICING

. Course Number: 144.
Location:. School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide experienced

procurement officers with advanced train-
ing in applied statistical analysis.

Instruction; Lectures in statistical analy-
sis as applied to advanced procurement-
pricing techniques, including fundamentals
of computer programming,systems analy-
sis, sampling techniques, curvilinear regres-
sion and multiple regression analysis, and
statistics and mathematics review.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in applied
statistics (2/74); in the upper-division bae-
calaureate category, 1 semester hour in ap-
plied statistics (2/74).

AF -1408 -0011

DEFENSE WEAPONS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Force Institute of

Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 10 weeks (250 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I /64-12/73.
Objectives: To provide senior military

and civilian personnel with knowledge of
the concepts and activities involved in the
design, engineering, acquisition, and sup-
port of major weapon systems.

Instruction: Lectures on the functions of
national defense weapon, systerns; planning
for system design, selection, and acquisi-
tion; contract definition and procurement
policies; and management of acquisition
and support, including design control, en-
gineering, testing, produbtion, logistics and
support services, contract administration,
and cost measurement and control.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate 'category, 9-semester
hours in business administration (12/68).

AF-1408-0012
MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3ALR7333 I
Version 2: ALR7333

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3415th
Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 8-10 weeks (240-288
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: VersiOn 1: 5/68-12/73.
Version 2: 12/63-4/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
management engineering specialists.

Instruction: 'Lectures in mathematics,
statistics, automatic data processing, queu-
ing theory, motion study and time study,
work sampling and simplification
procedures, human relations, and correla-
tion and regression analysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower'- division baccalaureate/ associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in ilsdus-
trial management (2/74),; in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in industrial management (2/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in statistics (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in statistics( 12/68).

AF- 1408 -0013

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Course Number: 210.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics_Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.'
Length: 3 weeks (104-120 hours). °
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide maintenance

managers with supplementary training in
maintenance management and information
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management and in-
formation systems, including maintenance
policies and requirements, management
concepts and' research procedures, main-
tenance management information systems,
financial management systems, data
processing and computer logic, and quanti-
ty theory.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in Maintenance
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance management (12/68).

AF-1408-0014
_ .

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT II
(ADVANCED PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT)

Course Number: 279.
Location:. School :''of Systems and' Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3 weeks (157 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- Present.
Objectives: To provide production per-

sonnel with advanced training in.. defense
production management.

Instruction: Lectures and seminars in
principles of production management,
production technology, procurement,
problem and decision analysis techniques,
and analysis of current management policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate'/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in production
management (2/74); in the upper-dikision
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
produCtion management (2/74).

AF-1408-0015
STATISTICAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version 1: AA68170.
Version 2:83170.

Location: Version 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. -Version 2:
3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (300
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/54-12/68.
Version 2: 12/53-10/54.

Objectives: To train airmen in the or-
ganization, management, and supervision of
statistical services activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in an introduction to statistical ser-
vices, methods of statistical analysis and
presentation, personnel reporting, and
material and operational statistics.

It Recommendation: In the upper-
di:Firn baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization/statistical
analysis (12/54).

AF-1408-0016
ADVANCED COST AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Course Number: 191.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4-7 weeks (117-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide experienced cost

analysts with specialized training in ad-
vanced economic analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mathematics and statistics, use of
regression and regression models, aircraft
systems cost estimation, sensitivity a4ysis,
problems of airlift and Sealift, and ef-
fectiveness techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the ...lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in cost analysis
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in cost analysis
(12/68).

AF-1408-0r,
BUDGET SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3ALR67230.
Version 2: ALR67230; AZR67I52.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, -tX.



All Versions: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (228-240
hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version '1: 5/71-12/73.
Version 2: 2/64-4/7 I .

Objeilives: To train airmen in budgeting,
financial planning, and finarfcial manage-
ment for Air Force personnel.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of Air Force
budgeting, principles - and procedures of
budget administration, developing estimates
of requirements, and preparation of operat-
ing budgets and financial plans.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
budgeting and financial administration (2/
74); in the ''Upper- division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in budgeting
and financial adminiA6tion (2/74). Version
2: In the , lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree cateiory, 4 semester hours
in finance and budget planning (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in finance, and budget
planning (12/68 ).

AF-1408-0018

DISBURSING SUPERVISOR

Course Number. AA8 I 170.
Location: 3415th Technical Training

Center, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise disbursing activities.
Instruction: Lectures in the duties of a

disbursing supervisor. Course includes in-
troduction to disbursing, military pay,
travel allowances, commercial accounts,
accounting for public funds, and financial
office management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in funds disbur-
sement (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
general business practice (12/68).

AF- 1408 -0019

DISBURSING CLERK

Course Number: AB8 I 130.
Location: 34 I 5th Technic al Training

Group, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

disbursing and accounting procedures.
Instruction: Lectures in the duties of a

disbursing clerk. Course includes introduc-
tion to disbursing, military pay, travel al-
lowances, commercial accounts, accounting
for public funds, and financial office
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in disbursing
finance (2/74); in the upper-division bac-,
calaurente category,' 3 semester hours in
general business practice (12/68).

AF-1408-0020

HEATING PLANT MANAGEMEN'' AND
SUPERVISION

Course N7iber: AAN54770-1.

fr

Location: 3750th Technical I School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Ireallan 4 weeks (108 hours). ,_._

Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/68.
Objectives; To provide skills for the su-

pervision and management of a heating
plant.

Instruction: Principles and procedures
employed in heating plant supervision and
management are taught, including opera-
tion and maintenance of common 'com-
bustion control instruments, heating plant
management and combustion principles,
boiler water sampling, testing, treatment,
scale and corrosion control in steam and
high-temperature, hot water- heating plants
and systems, and organizational control, in-
cluding workload evaluation.._.__ :.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in heating plant
supervision and management ( 11/77).

AF-1408-0022

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Professional

Development, Maxwell AFB, AL.
Length: 6 weeks (204 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide ..senior, personnel

managers with a better understanding of
modern management theory, human
behavior, contemporary social issues, and
technological skills.

Instruction: Lectures in management en-
vironment, management processes,
managerial behavioral science, labor rela-
tions, information systems, and personnel
adininistration.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in management, 3 in labor relations
(2/74).

AF-1408-0023
PERSONNEL SERVICES OFFICER

Course Number: OB7341.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55- 12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to manage

personnel services activities for Air Force
personnel and their dependents.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
personnel management; including human
relations, vocational 'and educational
guidance, personal affairs activities,
character guidance, community services,
and dependents education; and the person-
nel services organization, including funds,
supplies, communications, and entertain-
ment and recreational activities ana facili- -

ties.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in personnel ad-
ministration (.2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate categ ry, 3 semester hours in
applied sociology ( /68).

AF-1408-084
EXECUTIVE ENGINEERING

' Course Number: None.
Location: Civil Engineering School,

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3 weeks (115 hours).

Air Force , 1-51
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present. #
Objectives: To provide officers and

civilian personnel with advanced training in
civil engineering management.

Instruction: Lectures -on motivational
theory;communication; economics; leader-
ship dynamics and creativity; and organiz-
ing, planning, and decision-making
techniques. Y

.Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in management
(2/74); the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in management
(2/74).

AF-1408-0025
ADVANCED SYSTEMS BUYING

Course Number: 172.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-8/73.
Obj teach officers and civilian

personnel the ..ic principles of procure-
ment managem

Instruction: Le res in the principles of
procurement manag ent, including Army
project procurement; e . ics; cost esti-
mating, programming, schedu i and con-
trolling defense systems procure and
leadership, decision-making, and commimni
cation techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in industrial
procurement (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
industrial procurement (2/74).

AF-1408-0026
SURVEILLANCE OF PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Course Number: 195.
Location: School of Systems an

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train officers a d civilian

personnel to perform the maintenance and
surveillance of contractor.. perf rmance-
measurement systems.

Instruction: Lectures and discuss' on,-
the design and maintenance of a contrac-
tor's system, with emphasis on logic, data
analysis, data system troubleshooting, and
problem analysis; and budgeting and ac-
counting of surveillance systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1408-0027

PHASE II SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Course N umber: 30ZR5 I 55.
Location: School of. Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To prepare qualified data

processing installation managers and
machine room supervisors as B 3500 com-
puter operations systems managers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in B 3500 data processing installation
concepts,- B 3500 system, B 3500 loaders
and utilities, on-line systems management,
and management problems.
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Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AF-1408-0028

ADVANCED PERSONNEL OFFICER -

Course Number: 0A731 I.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: *8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/,68.
Objectives: To provide officers with ad-

vanced' training in personnel administra-
tion.

Instruction: Lectures on human relations,
oral and written communications, and per-
sonnel management, including evaluation,
training,,separations, promotions, classifica-
tions, interviewing, and counseling.

C Recommendation: In the lower-
divisio baccalaureate/associate degree
catego , 3 semester hours in personnel ad-
minist ion (2/74); in the upper-division
Itscral reate category, 4 semester hours*in
person el classification (12/54).

t

AF-1408-0029

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Course Number: 194; 197.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 3 weeks (108 houfs).
ExHibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train procurement and

management personnel to determine
whether cost and schedule control systems
meet specified government criteria.

Instruction: Lectti es and practical exer-
cises in contractor easurement systems;
organizational plan ing, budgeting, ac-
counting, and analysi criteria; and contrac-
tor systems evaluatio methods and related
report preparation.

Credit Reco don: No credit
because of the ,limi d specialized nature of
the course (2/74)

AF-1408-0030

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND DATA
SYSTEMS

Course Number: 3AZR73270-3;
AZR73270-3.

Location: 3320th Technical
Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers and airmen

to perform as personnel office managers
and supervisors.

Instruction: Lectures on personnel data

personnel office organization.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited specializeciunature of
the course (12/68).

AF -1408 -0031

CHAPLAIN SERVICES (SPECIALIST)
SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AA70370.
Location: 3450th Technical

Francis E. Warren AFB, WY.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 11/54-12/68.

Or

School,

Objectives: To train airmen to manage
chaplain services activities.

Instruction: Lectures on management
and correspondence, supervision of sup-'
plies and 'funds, preparation of reports,
planning and scheduling chaplain activities,
and public relations.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1408-0032
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING SPECIALIST

Course Number: Al! Versions:
3 ALR43330. Veriion-2: A LR43330.

Locadon: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version weeks (240 hours).
ivVersion 2: 8-10 (240-288 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/70-12/73.
Version 2: I 1/63-4/70.

Objectives: To train airmen in the main-
tenance management functions of planning,
scheduling, and controlling.

.Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance control mathematics;
data systems and .reports; forecasting
operational support requirements and pro-
jecting capabilities; shop scheduling; con- '
trolling workload requirements; aerospace
vehicle and equipment status reporting; and
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
die lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree, category, 2 semester hours in main-
tenance management (2/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in main-
tenance management (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in maintenance management (12/
68).

AF-1408-003

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION.

Course Number: Version l: 3AZR65170-
2. Version 2: 3 AZR65170-2; 3 AZR65 I 70-
6. Version 3: AZR65170-3.

Location: Version l: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3415th
Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version
3: 3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX.

Length: Version l: 5-6 weeks (150-184
hours). Version 2: 4-5 weeks (120-150
hours). Version 3: 5 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/7 1-12/73.
Version 2: 7/68-2/71. Version 3: 3/66-6/68.

Objectives: To provide proctftment per-
sonnel with advanced training iar the panel-
pies and practices of government contract-
ing and contract administration.

Instruction: Lectures on principles of
g, basic for_adminis-

tration, contract administration procedures,
contract cost principles and procedures,
and tools of administration.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of contracting (2/74); in the upper:
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in principles of contracting (2/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in principles of contracting (2/74); in
the upper-division bacidiallte category,
2 semester hours in empres of contract-
ing (12/68). Version 3: In the lower-divi-

111 Ill

Vitt

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in principles of con-
tracting4(2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
principles of contracting (12/68):

AF-1408-0034
PROCUREMENT SUPE VISOR

Course Number: ersion I: 3 A AR65170 -
1. Version 2: AAR65170.

Location: Version .1: School of Applied
Aerospace Science, Lowry AFB, CO;
3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

*Version 2s; 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: Version l: 6-7 weeks (180-206
hours).* Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 4/69-12/73.
Version 2: 2/62-3/69.

Objectives To train first-line supervisors
and technicians to conduct and supervise
procurement operations.

Instruction: Practical experience in con-
tract administration, advertising, personnel
planning and scheduling, and technical
procurement performance.

Credit Recommendation: In . 1be, lower-
division baccalaureate/associatF egree
category, 3 semester hours in procure
policies (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
procurement policies (12/68).

AF-1408-0035

WORK CONTROL SPECIALIST

Course Number: ALR55630.
Location: 3750th Technical ScWool,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as work control specialists:
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in supervision and management of
work control centers; planning and
scheduling procedures; publications and
forms; preventive maintenance; service
calls; and planning of annual maintenance
and repair programs.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours .1k maintenance management (12/
68).

AF-1408-0036
WORKLOAD CONTROL

Course Number: AZR43 I 71.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen and civilians

in the functions and procedures of wor-
kload control and maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management; work
order processing and control; utilization of
maintenance reports; dispatching of equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1408-0037

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 30ZR6531-2.



Location: Teehitical Traini* Center,
Lowry APB, CO.

Lenigth: 32'weeks (90 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide defense personnel

with knowledge and understanding of the
principles of defense contract management.

Instruction: Lectures on contract id-
ministration, development engineering,
quality assurance; property administration,
and production and pricing.

Credit Recommendatiod: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in contract-
maikigement (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
contract management (2/74).

AF- 1408-0039

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: 178.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 2-3 weeks (60-128 hours).

- - Exhibit Mites: I/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide procurement

management personnel with advanced
training in defense contract administration.

Instruction: Lectures and seminan ad-
vanced defense contract administrafihn, in-
cluding contractor technical and financial
capability review and analysis, contractor
performance evaluation. data management,
accounting systems, performance, and
progress, management tools, and basic
managerial principles and techniques.

Credit,. Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in contract
management (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
contract management (12/68).

AF -1408 -0040

BASIC ORIENTATION COURSE FOR OFFICERS
OF THE MEDICAL SERVICE

Course Number: OBM0104.
Location: Medical Service School,

Gunter AFB, AL; School of Aviation
Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: 3-4 weeks (110-175 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned

officers to serve as personnel administra-
tors in Air Force medical facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in medical and personnel administra-
tion; nursing services; organization of
USAF medical services; disaster, nuclear,
preventive, and occupational medicine; and
dental services.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
,/ division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 2 semester hours in medical ad-
ministration (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
medical administration (12/68).

AF-1408-0041

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

Anut

Number: OBR7021.
3320th Technical School,

AFB, TX.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

and manage administrative activities. poli-
cies, and procedures.

/

Instruction: Lectures on effeCtive com-
munication; records, forms, and.. publica-
- tionst management; and utilization and su-..
pervision of personnel.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the Course
(3/74).

AF -1408 -0042

CONTRACT LAW

Cease Number: 3 AZR65170-5.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-12/73.
Objectives: To provide procurement per-

sonnet with advanced training in legal prin-
ciples related to government contracts.

Instruction: Lectures on contract law;
labor law; law of agencies; governmental
procurement, methods and procedures;
disputes and remedies; and terminations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in business law/
contracts (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
business law/contracts (2/74).

AF -1408 -0043

MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version 1: 3AAR90670-
1. Version 2* AAR90670-1. Version 3:
AAR90670. Version 4: AA90670.

Location: Version 1:4Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
Medical Service School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 3: Medical Service School,
Gunter AFB, AL. Version 4: School of
Aviation Medicine, Gunter AFB, AL.

'length: Version 1: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours). Version 3:
8 weeks (287-289 hours). Version 4: 12
weeks (468 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: rion 1: 2/71-12/73.
Version 2: 7/67-1 Version 3: 1/62-6/67.
Version 4: 6/55 - 12/61,

Objectives: To provide airmen with su-
pervisory-level training in medical adminis-
tration.

Instruction: Lectures on the planning and
scheduling of administrative work in medi-
cal services activities, supervision of medi-
cal administrative personnel, conducting
on-the-job training for medical administra-
tive personnel, and the performance of
technical, medical administrative functions.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division ,baccalaureate / associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
hospital and/or business administration (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in hospital and/
or business adminisiration (2/74). Version
2: In' the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in medical ad-
ministration (12/68). Version 3: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in medical administration
(12/68). Version 4: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in
medical administration (12/68).

AF -1408 -0044

WEATHER CHIEF OBSERVER

Course Number: 3AZR25271.

Air Force 1-53
Location: Ver.tion. I: School bf Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6-7 weeks (210-280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72 - 12/73..
ObjeCtives: To qualify airmen with prior

training to perform as weather chief obser-
vers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weather observation-and station ad-
ministration, including management of ob-
servation functions, weather radar scope
camera, radar observation, supervision of
weather equipment and communications
functions, and driver training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in management
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in managegient
(5/74).

AF- 1408 -0045

PROGRAMS AND WORK CONTROL
TECHNICIAN ( BEAMS )

Course N umber: 2ASR55570.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (81 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as programs and work control technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in prograins and work control, includ-
ing. base civil engineer automated manage:
ment system, remote-device operating
procedures, BEAMS labor subsystem file
maintenance, BEAMS work control
subsystem file maintenance, BEAMS cost-
accounting subsystem files, and BEAMS
total programming subsystem. file main-
tenance.

Credit Recormendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF- 1408 -0046

CHAPEL MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN
(CHAPEL SERVICES SUPERVISOR)

Course Number:, 3AZR70170;
AZR70170.

Location: Version- 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Science. Keesler AFB, MS. Ver-
sion 2: 3380th Technical School, Keesler
AFB, MS. Version 3: 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120-148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

manage and administrate chapel facilities
and resources.

Instruction: Lectures in chapel facilities
management and administration, including
written communications, records manage-
ment, facilities scheduling and control, per-
sonnel supervision, problem-solving
techniques, facilities and grounds main-
tenance, and financial planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in office
management ( 6/74 ).



1-54 C E EXHIBITS
AF-1408-0047
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS

PROGRAMMING (STAFF OFtit)
(C-E PROGRAMMING (STAFF OFT- R))
Course Alumber: 30ZR30 I 6;3.'1!
London: 3380th Technical 'School,

,Keesler AFB, MS.'
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-12/73.
Objectives: Tei train enlisted personnel in

communications-electronics programming.
Instruction: Lectures in the underitand-

ing and use of cornmunications-electronics
programming. Course includes national and
military planning, command process of
planning, budgetary' and military constr(k-
tion programs, manpower and defense
communication agency, and communica-
tions-electronics' implementation plans and
exercises.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course ,
(4/74).

AF-1408-0048

COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS STAFF
OFFICER

(COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRON ICS OF-
FICER)

Course Number: OAR30 I 1; 0A301 1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 25-34 weeks (8701292 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /56-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to operate

and monitor communications-electronics
programs and to formulate policies and
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and seminars in
radioelectronics, staff management, wire
and multiplexing systems, automatic data
systems, supply and maintenance
techniques, tactical and electronic warfare.
equipment, air defense systems, manage-
ment "principles, leadership, logistics
management, communications techniques,
and human relations.

Credit RecOmmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in management
principles, 3 in radio engineering (4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in management principles,
3 in radio engineering (12/68).

AF- 1408-0049

I. AIRCRAFT/AVIONICS MAINTENANCE
STAFF,PFFICER

(AVIONICS STAFF OFFICER)
2. AVIONICS STAFF OFFICER
3., AVIONICS MUNITIONS STAFF OFFICER

(ARMAMENT OFFICER)
(ADVANCED ARMAMENT OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 30AR4000;
30AR3211. Version 2: 30AR3211;
OAR321 I. VersiOn 3: OAR3211.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 5-7 weeks (168-210
hours). Version 2: 9-10 weeks (270-300
hours). Version 3: 12-18 weeks (360-540
hours).
- Exhibit Dates: Version 1:' 2/70-12/73.
Version 2: 2/65-1/70. Version 3: 1/54- I /65.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to supervise aircraft and avionics
maintenance units and armament contr91
and support units.

Instruction: All Versions': Lectures and
practical exercises in management pr ci-
ples, effective communication, logisti s,
resource manaKinent, systems" develop-
ment, and management infOrmational
systems. Version 3: Instruption includes
weapons .and armament systems develop-
ment, employMent, control, and support.

Credit:Recommendation: Version 1: . In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in prin-
ciples of manageme (6774); in the upper-
division baccalaur e category, 2 semester
hours in principl of management (6/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in principles of management (6/74).'
Version 3: No credit because of the military
nature of the course (12/68).

'e

AF-1408-0050
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS PROGR74

MANAGVAENT

Course Number: 3AZR29670.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 7 weeks (192-210 hours).
EXhibit Dates: 2/7 1-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers, civilians,

and noncommissioned officers in communi-
cations-electronics planning, programming,
and budgeting. i

iinstruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications-electronics pro-
grams management, including planning and
programming, manpower, and budgeting;
chtnstruction planning; wire communica-
tions program; standard requirements;
minor and administrative, changes to com-
munications- electronics support programs;

inor t change documentation systems '
managernent and implementatioN; and C-E
metborological program implementation
monitoring system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course,
(12/68).

AF- 1408 -0051

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR6531-4. ,..
Location: Schnol. of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB,,CO.

Length: 6-9 weeks (180-270 hours).;$xhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
bjectives: To train officers to perform

contract marlagers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in contract Management. Course in-
cludes fundamentals of procurement and
production, contract administrative respon-
sibilities, developMent engineering, quality
assurance procedures; production planning,
evaluation of wol* statements, contractor's
proposals in support of system procure-
ment, and industriV preparedness planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacealaireate/associate degree
category, 2 self4ter hours in contract
management or pfirchasing (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in contract management or
purchasing (6/74). '

AF-I408-0052 .

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT pFFICER

Course Number: 13OZRrt,53 1 -2)

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

.Lengttl 3 weeks (90 hours).
_ Exhibit Dates: 7/70- 12/73.

Objectives: To train personnel to serve as
contract managers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in contract management. Course in-
cludes introduction to contract manage -
ment, Rio)* office' contract management
Mission and ,organization, contract adminis-
tration, development engineering, quality
assurance ' administration, production and
property administration, systems procure- .

ment support and negotiation; contract
control system, and measurement and test
critique.

Credit' Recommendation: In the lower
division baCcalaureate/associate degree
category, I- 'Semester hour in contract
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate' category, I semester hour, in
contract management (6/74).

AF-I408-0055
PUBLICATIONS FUNCTIONS (SUPERVISOR) .

Course Number: 3AZR70270;
AZR70270.

Location: 3180th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS; 3320th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /62-12/73. ,
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers and civil service personnel to su-
pervise publications operations,- including
filing, reproduction, distribution, and train-
ing of subordinates.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises In the supervision of publications
operations. Course includes Air Force
publications, publications preparation,
reproduction, distribution, filing, control,
management of reproduction and forms,
publications functions supervision, and sub-
ordinate training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited/specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF- 1408 -0056

DISBURSING OFFICER

Course Number: SS6774.
Location: 3750th . Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90- hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers qualified as

accountants as disbursing officers, and to
familiarize them with the operation and
functions of finance offices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in duties of disbursing officers and in
the operations and functions of finance of-
fices, including-finance-activities-reloting-to------
military pay and allowances, travel al-
lowances, commercial accounts, disburse-
ments and collections, and local procure-
ment procedures and payments!

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited speiralized nature of
the course ( 12/68).

AF-1408-0057

PROCUREMENT AND-PRODUCTION OFFICER
FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: 300R6500.



Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

inprocurement and production policies and
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in procurement and production poli-
cies and procedures. Topics include
statutes and regulations governing; procure-
ment; funding cycle; processing purchase
requests; evaluation; procurement and

4production authorities and delegation; or-.
ganization of a procurement, function; for-
mal advertising and negotiation; procure-.
ment ethics; types and kinds of contracts;
contract award; products and services in-
spection; acceptance and payment:- and
production management.

Credit Recommendation: In- the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in procurement
management and methods (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 4
semester hours in procurement manage-

.

ment and methods (8/74).

AF-1408-0058

LABORATORY V1ANAGEMENT,OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

Course Number: 475.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OF-I.
Length: -3-7 weeks (90-210 hours).
Exhibit Daft-s: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

manage research and development activi-
ties.

`instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the management of research and
development activities. Course includes in-.
struction in the planning, programming,
budgeting, controlling, evaluating, and
procurement aspects of research and
development.'

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in general management (8/74).

AF-1408-0059

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 269.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 7 weeks (232 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

manage production-procurement functions.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the management of production-
procurement functions. Course includes an

. introduction to management principles,
contracting, break-even analysis, value en-
gineering, automatic (tat( processing.
economic order quantity and inventory
control, program evaluation review
techniques, and labor relations.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper -
- .division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
Kours in productiOn managemenent (8/74).

AF-1408:0066
SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 570.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright - Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 7-11 weeks (198-308 hours).

Air Force 1-55
Exhibit Dates: I/69-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

systems program management.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in systems progratn management.
Course includes an overview of the climate
and environment for systems acquisition;
policies, procedures and functional inter-
relationship governing their procedures;
and role and responsibilities of using and
participating commands and agencies sup-
porting the program office.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in systems management (8/74).

AF-1408-0061

BUDGET OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions:
30BR6731. Version 2: OAR673 I ; 0A6731.

Location: 3750th Technicaf School,
Sheppard AFB. TX. '

Length: Version I: 10 weeks (300
hours). Version 2: 10-11 weeks (300-330,
hours).

Exhibit -Dates:-..Version-1-:, 10/68-1 2/73:
Version 2: 12/55-9/68.

Objectives: To train personnel as budget
officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of budget
officers, including introduction to Air
Force budgeting, and budget formulation.
Version 1: Topics include Air Force finan-
cial planning systems; developing estimates
of requirements; preparation of the budget
for operations; Air Force financial manage-
ment; development of financial plans; and
administration. Version 2; Topics include
preparation of wing/base budgets.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
budgeting and financial management (8/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in budgeting
and finJncial 'management (8/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 3 semester hours
in budgeting and financial management (8/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in finance and
budget planning (12/68).

AF-1408-0062'
FINANCE SUPERVISOR

Course Number: SS67 170 -2.
Location: 3i.50th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB.X.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen and civilian

personnel in the operation of Air Force"
finance activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on Air Force finance activities, in-
cluding introduction, finance 'procedures,
military pay and allowances, travel al-,
lowances, commercial accounts, and
disbursements and collections.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in finance and disbursing ( 12/68).

AF-1408-0063
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS OFFICER

. Course Number: Version 1: 30BR692I.
Version 2: 30BR692 I ; 01312689 I . Version
3: 0A6891. Version 4: OAR689 I ;

0A689 I ; ,0A674 I . Version 5: OAR689 I ;

0A6891; 0A6741.
Location: Version _3750th Technical

School, Sheppard AFB, . TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical School. Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 4: 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Vqr-
sion 5: 3415th Technical School, LowVy
AFB, CO.

Length: Version ;I: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Version 2: 10 weeks (300 hours). Version
3: 6 weeks (180 hours). Version 4: 10-1I
weeks (300-330 hours). Version 5: 10-11
weeks (300-330 hours).
;Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-12/73.
Version 2: 1/67-6/70. Version. 3: 7/64 -=.12/
66. Ve'rsion 4: 4/54-6/64. Version 5: 4/
54-6/64.

Objectives: To train officers as manage-
ment analysis officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
_practical-exercises in.. applied-management-

analysis. Version 1: Topics include in-
troduction to analysis. descriptive statistics,
inferential statistics, performance evalua-
tion, forecasting techniques, trend analysis,
progAvn analysis, and financial analysis.
Version 2: Topics include'preparation for
analysis, introduction to data automation,
and analytical techniques of manageMent
science. Version 3: Topics include prepara-
tion for analysis, introduction to data auto-
mation, and analytical techniques and
management science. Version 4: Topics in-
clude preparation for analysis, source data
and analytical processes, and managerial
accounting. Version 5: Topics include
preparation for analysis, source data and
analytical Processes. and 'managerial ac-
counting,

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (8/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in principles of management - (8/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalatt-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours M principles of management (8/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 5 semester hours in applied. manage-
ment analysi, 4 in management control
systems (12/68). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in principles of
management (8/74): in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1. semester hour in
oral and writteh communication, 2 in
managerial statistics, 3 in management con-
trol systems (12/68). Version In the-
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (8/74); in the upper-
division'bacdalaureate category, I semester
hour M oral and written communication, 5
in financial analysis, 3 in applied manage
ment analysis (12/68). Version 5: In thi;
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in prin-
ciples of management (8/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in oral and written communication, 5
in financial analysis, 3 in applied manage-
ment analysis (12/68).

1



1 -56 COURSE EXHIBITS
AFs1408-0064
SPXiAt. StRVICES OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR7341.
Location: School of Applied

Sciences, Kees ler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

functions of special services officers.
. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the functions and duties of special
service officers. Course includes manage-

, ment of special services activities, budget-
ing; control of funds, and training methods-.

Credit .-Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree.
category, I semester hour in principles of
management (8/74): in the upper-division
baccalaureate catcgory, I semester hour in
principles of management (8/74).

Aerospace

AF%1408-0065

FINANCE. SUPERVISOR

CourseNumber: AA67-170.
LocatiOn: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB., TX.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as.finance

supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of finance supervisins,
including finance office management, mili-
tary pay, travel? allowances, commercial ac-
counts, accounting for public funds, and
finance office administration. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours as in elective in disbursing' and
financo ( 12/68 ).

AF-1408-0066
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERVISOR

Course Number: AA70270.
Location: 3450th Technical School, WarL.

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 6-8 weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

for administrative positions.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in publications, correspondence,
directives, postal activities, and, administra-
tive responsibilities. V 7--

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/74).

AF-1408-0067
ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT/ EXECUTIVE--1--

SUPPORT
(ADMTNISTA ERTION MANAGEMNT AND F*

1CUTIvE SUPPORT OFFICER) f.

Course Number: 3ORR7000.
Location: 3380th Technical Schonl,

Keesler Al-11, MS; School of Applied:1
Aerospace Sciences, Kcesler AFB, MS. -1

£2.10.254 hours)._
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-12/73.
Objectives: train commissioned of-

ticers to manage executive support fune-
tions.

Instruction: Lectprek and .practical exer-y .
-istis in the management of executive sup-

t functions. Course includes administra-
tive policies and procedures, cornmunica-

tions, resources management, personnel
management, human relations, and per-
formance rating systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the I wer-
division baccalaureate/associate d gree
category, 3 semester hours in principl s of
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hotirs in
principle!: of management (8/74).

AF-1408-0068
HEALTH-SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

-ADVANCED
Course Number: 30AR9025.
Location: School of Health Carc

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected 'career

Medical Service Corps officers for adminis-
trative/management positions in all areas of
health services administration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eicer-
cises in management skills and techniques,
economics and statistics, behavioral
sciences, and principles of health services
and hospital administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in communica-
tion skills (6/75); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 1 semester hour in
health economics, I in government, 4 in
management principles, 3 in behavioral
sciences,' 2 in statistics, 10 in hospital ad-
ministration (6/75).

AF-1408-0069
PROCUREMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR65130-1;
ABR65130; ALR65130.

Location: 3415ih Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO; 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX:

Length: 7-8 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/61-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen in the duties

of procurement specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in procurement terminology, publica-
tions, and prganization. Specific topic% in-
clude: purchase requests; contract negiatia-
don and administration; and bid
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the *upper-,
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in procurement or purchasing (12/
68).

A F-1409-0001

MORSE OPERATOR, PREPARATORY
(INTERCEPT 011.VATOR JpREPARATORY))
(NON-MORSE .-INIFIRCEFT OPERATOR

PREPARATORY).,\.

. Course Numbe tkOR29222;
AOR29222.

tocatiOli: 3380thi;- Techni.ler School,

Length: 13-14 weeks'-'06-39 hours
Exhibilbates: 6/62-12/73. -.
ObjectiVes: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation-of Morse coders. °

Instruction: Practical exercises in typing,
transcrihing I,stine code, electronic princi-
ples, radio opera ion, and recorders.

Credit ReioVmendation: In the _lower-
division batplaureate/associate. degree

KeeSler Al;B, M.
'

category, 3 .semester hours in typing (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in typing on the basis of in
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1409-0002
CHAPLAIN SERVICES SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version I; 3ABR701301
I. Version 2: ABR70130-1; ABR70130.
Version 3: ABR70130; ABR70130-1.' Ver-
sion 4: AB70330.

Location: Version I: 332pth Technical
School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3275th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, "TX. Version 4: 3450th
Technical. School, Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (158 hours).
Version 2: 8-10 weeks ( 210-240 hours).
Version 3: 8-10 weeks (210-240 hours).
Version 4: 10-11 weeks (270-300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/68-12/73.
Version 2: 5/59-4/68. Version 3: 5/59-4/68.
Version 4: 5155-4159.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
chaplainIser specialists.

Instru : Lec res and practical exer--
ciscs in ministration, records managment,
chaplain fun4, accounting, written commu-
nications, typing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in typing (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
catcgory, crcdit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1409-0003

CLASSIFICATION SPECIALIST

Course Number: A873230.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: II weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen in the proper

classification and maintenance of as-
sociated Air Force personnel records.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in classification fundamentals, typ-
ing, airmen rccords and procedures, and
personnel accounting . and interviewing
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asso -iate degree
categoryc, 3 semester hours in typing (3/
74); in the Upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in personnel ,
classification, and credit in typing on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1409-0004
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPECIWCIST

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR29130.
Version 2: A B29130.

Location: Version I: 3750th Technical'
School: Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3450th Technical School, Warren AFB,
WY.

Length: Version I: 10-113 weeks
300-400 hours ). Version 2: 11-12 week s

-(300-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1/59-12/73.

Version 2; 8./54-12/S.
Ohjectiv: To train airmen to he ap-

prentice communications center specialists.
InstructionectU and ic.1 exer-

cises in- teletypewritin commun. ations



security practices; torn-tape relay and cryp-
tographic .equipment operation; and narra-

. tive and data message processing, trans-
mitting, and receiving procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in typing (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in typing on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-I511-0001
1. Am COMMAND AND STAFF cOLLEGE
2. Ain COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGE
3. COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGE

(COMMAND'AND STAFF SCHOOL)
4. COMMAND AND STAFF COURSE

Course Number: None.
Location: Airilniversity, Maxwell AFB,

AL.
Length: Version I: 40 weeks (1600

hours). Version 2: 39-40 weeks
(1579-1860 hours). Version 3: 38-39
weeks. Version 4: 43 weeks (1280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/70-Present.
Version 2: 8/62-7/70. Version 3: 8/55-7/62.
Version 4: 7/54-7/55.

Objectives: To train officers in the fac-
tors affecting national behavior and policy
formation, in military management
processes, and in military subjects, includ-
ing employment of aerospace power.

Instruction: Lectures, seminars, readings,
and student research in the factors affect-
ing national behavior and policy formation,
in military management processes, and in
military subjects, including the employment
of aerospace power.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper- division baccalaureate category,
30 semester hours (to be apportioned by
the receiving institution) in the areas of in-
ternational relations, political science,
economics, management, and research (8/
74); in the graduate degree category, 3
semester hours in international relations, 3
in management, 0-6 in research, 3 in inter-
national relationS electives, 3 in manage-
ment electives. NOTE: Credit recommen-
dation is based on an on-site evaluation.
Credit granted for thesis should be contin-
gent on the graduate school's evaltnitiian of
the research paper. Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, 2 in political science,'3 in interna-
tional relations, and credit in written and
oral communication on the basis of institu-
tional examination (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 0-6 semester hours in
public administration or in the field of thes-
is (8/74). NOTE: Credit recommendation
is based on an onsite evaluation. Credit
granted for thesis should he contingent on
the graduate school's evaluation of the
research paper. Version 3: An the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment, 2 in political science, 3 in interna-
tional relations, and credit in written and
oral communication on. the basis of institu-
tional evaluation ( 12/68). Version 4: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in business organization and
management, 3 in political science and in-
ternational relations ( 12/68).

AF-1511-0002
AIR COMMAND AND STAFF NONRESIDENT

SEMINAR PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Command and Staff Col-

lege, Maxwell AFB, AL.
° Length: 104 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: 070-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in national

and international factors influencing U.S.
security policy and free world stability, and
in the factors influencing the development
and use of military forces. in the support of
national security policy.

Instruction: Seminars, readings, and stu-
dent research in national and international
factors influencing U.S. security policy and
free world stability, and in the factors in-
fluencing the development and use of mili-
tary forces in the support of national
security policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 24
semester hours in the areas of social
science and personnel management (8/74);
in the graduate degree category, for stu-
dents who have completed the program
with a rating of Outstanding or Excellent, 4
semester hours in international relations, 2
in personnel management (8/74). NOTE:
Credit recommendation is based on an on-
site evaluation: It is suggested that an in-
stitution delay awarding credit until the stu-
dent has successfully completed one
semester of graduate work. This course is
offered at various locations under the ad-
ministration of the Air University, Maxwell
AFB. Distribution of course materials and
the transcript service are handled by the
Extension Course Institute (ECI).

AF-1511-0003
AIR COMMAND AND STAFF

CORRESPONDENCE PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Command and Staff Col-

lege, Maxwell AFB, AL.
Length: 104 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 8 /70- Present.
Objectives: To train officers in factors af-

fecting the national behavior and policy
formation, in military management
processes, and in military subjects, includ-
ing employment of aerospace power.

Instruction: Individualized readings and
student research in factors affecting na-
tional behavior and. policy formation, in
military management processes, and in
military subjects including employment of
aerospace power. The correspondence pro-
gram is based on the resident course ( AF-
1511-000 t ) and is divided into four course
blocks: Military Environment, Command
and Management, and Military Employ-
ment, Part 1 and Part 11.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 15

psemester hours in social sciences and per-
sonnel management (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, for students who have
completed the program with a rating of
Siltisfactory, 3 semester hours in interna-
tional. relations (8/74), NOTE: Credit
recommendation is ba_sed on an on-site
evaluation. It is suggested that an institu-
tion delay awarding credit until the student
has successfully completed one semester of
graduate work. This course is offered at
various locations under the administration
of the Air University, Maxwell Air Force

I rJl

Air Force 1-.57
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Base. Distribution of course materials and
the transcript service is handled by the Ex- .

tension Course Institute (ECI).

AF- 1511-0004
AIR WAR COLLEGE NONRESIDENT SEMINAR

PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: Air War College, Maxwell

AFB, AL.
Length: 104 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in the princi-

ples of military strategy and national
security policy for development and em-
ployment of aerospace power.

Instruction: Seminars, readings, and stu-
dent research in principles of military
strategy and national security policy for
development and employment of aerospace
power, including nature of national power
and its application in the nation,state
system; changing nature of U.S. society and

interrelationship with national security;
current and potential threats to U.S. securi-
ty; determinants of U.S. national security
policy; formulation_and-implementation of
the policies; allocation and management of
defense resources; military management
and decision-making; impact of science and
technology on weapon systems, military
concepts, doctrine, and strategy; causes,
nature, and purposes of armed conflict;
U.S. military concepts and strategy, and
processes by which they are formulated
and implemented; role of deterrence, arms
control, and other strategies for achieving
and maintaining international order and
stability; development and evaluation of
aerospace concepts for national security;
and evaluation of present and potential
strategies, capabilities, and vulnerabilities
of the U.S.. its allies, and potentially hostile
countries.
. Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 24
semester hours in the' areas of- political
science, international relations and govern-
ment, and personnel management (8/74);
in the graduate degree category, for stu-
dents who have completed the program
with a rating Of Outstanding or Excellent, 4'
semester hours in international relations, 2
in personnel management (8/74). NOTE:
Credit recommendation is based on an on-
site evaluation. It is suggested that an in-
stitution delay awarding credit until the stu-
dent has successfully completed one
semester of graduate work. This course is
offered at various locations under the ad-
ministration of Air War College, Maxwell
Air Force Base. Distribution of course
.materials and the transcript service are
handled by the Extension Couerse Institute
(ECI).

AF-1511-0005
AIR WAR COLLEGE.CORRESPONDENCE

PROGRAM

Course Number: None.
Location: Air War College, Maxwell

AFB, AL.
Length: 104 weeks.
Exhibit Dates; 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train senior officers in

principles of military strategy and national
security policy for development and em-
ployment of aerospace power.
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Instruction: Seminars and individualized

readings and student research in principles
of military strategy for national security
policy for development and employment of
aerospace power, including nature of na-
tional power and its application in the na-
tion-state systems; changing nature of U.S.
society and its interrelationships with na-
tional security; current and potential
threats to U.S. security; determinants of
U.S. national security policy, formulation
and implementation of the policies; alloca-
tion and management of defense resources;
military management and decision-making;
impact of science and technology on
weapon systems, military concepts, doc-
trine, and strategy; causes, nature, and pur-
poses, of armed conflict; U.S. military con-
cepts and strategies, and processes by
which they are formulated and- imple-

.' mented; role of deterrence, arms control,
and other strategies for achieving and
maintaining international order and stabili-
ty; development and evaluation of
aerospace concepts for national security;
and evaluation of present and potential
strategies, capabilities, and vulnerabilities
of the U.S., its allies, and potentially hostile

_countries._
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 24
semester hours in the areas of political
science, international relations and govern-
ment, and personnel management (8/74);
in the graduate degree category, for stu-
dents who have completed the program
with a rating of Outstanding or Excellent, 4
semester hours in international relations; 2
M personnel management (8/74). NOTE:
Credit recommendation is based on an on-
site evaluation. It is suggested that an in-
stitution delay awarding credit until the stu-
dent has successfully completed one
semester of graduate work. This course is
offered at various locations under the ad-
ministration of Air War College, Maxwell
Air Force Base. Distribution of course_
materials and the transcript service is han-
dled by the Extension Course Institute
(ECI).

AF-1511-0006
I. AIR WAR COLLEGE
2. AIR WAR Cota.titit
3. AIR WAR COLLEGE
4. AIR WAR COLLEGE

(WAR COLLEGE)

Course Number: None.
Location: Air University, Maxwell AFB,

AL.
Length: Version 1: 40 weeks ( 1600

hours). Version 2: 43 weeks (1076-1600
hours). Version 3: 43. weeks ( 1586 -1608
hours). Version 4: 43 weeks (1575-1618
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/70-Present.
Version 2: 8/66 -7/70. Version 3.. 8/63-7/66.
Version 4...7/54-7/63.

Objectives:4To train senior officers in
military strategy in support of national
security policy for the development and
employment of aerospace power.

Instruction: Lectures, readings, and stu-
dent research and discussion in military
strategy in support of national security pol-
icy for the development and employment
of aerospace power..

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
30 Semester hours ( to he distributed by the
receiving institution) -in the areas of inter-

-s-'
.

national relations, political science,
economics, management, and research (8/
74); in the graduate degree category, 6
semester hours in international relations, 6
in management, 0-16 in research training;
additionally, 3 semester hours of graduate
credit may he granted for completion of
any two of the following elective courses
History of Military Thought, The Soviet
Union, Communist China, Politics and
Government of Hmerging Nations,
Economics of National Defense, Human
Relations in Administration: and Quantita-
tive Analysis (8/74). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendation is based on an on-site evalua-
tion. Credit granted for research papers
should he contingent upon the graduate
school's evaluation of the. thesis. Recom-
mendations are maximum figures. The
amount actually accepted for transfer de-
pends upon the applicant's future academic
goals and the regulations of the admitting
institution on transfer credit. Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in political science
(including international relations), 9 in
bUsiness organization and management
(planning and leadership) 3 in social
science survey.; and credit -in -oral -and -writ-
ten communications on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 6 semester hours in a one-
year M. . program in the field of interna-
tional r lations or in the field of thesis

elrescar (8/74). NOTE: Credit recommen-
dation is based on an on-site evaluation.
Credit granted fOr theses should be contin-
gent upon the graduate school's evaluation
of the research paper for an indication of
the extent and depth of the student's read-
ing, seminar; and research work during the
course of instruction. Version 3: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in social science survey, 6
in political science (including international
relations), 3 in recent history, 3 in.
economics, 3 in business organization and
management (planning and leadership),
and credit in oral and written communica-
tion on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68). Version 4: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
social science survey, 6 in political science
(including international relations), 3 in
recent history, 3 in economics. 3 in busi-
ness organization and management
(planning and leadership) ( 12168).

AF-1512-0001
PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING, PRIMARY (T-

34fT-28)
Course Number: F132103P-1.
Location: Air Training Command, .Craig

AFB, AL.
Length: 8 weeks (275 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-.7/59.
Objectives: To qualify Air Force and

civilian pilots as flight training instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in flight training, including techniques
of instructing (dual contact and dual instru-
ment); practice teaching (team contact and
team instrument); aircraft familiarization
and visual flying; analysis of contact
maneuvers; aerodynamics and theory of
flight; engineering; radio aids; flight
planning; navigation and instruments; in-
strument flying and tactical maneuvers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower:
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in psychology

(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in instructional methods on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).

AF-1512-0002
MILITARY TRAINING INSTIOR

Course Number: Version 1: 3A1R99128.
Version 2: 3A1R99 I 28. Version 3:
A1R99128.

Location: Version 1: School of Military
Sciences, Airman, Lackland AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: 3720th Base Military School,
Lackland AFB, TX. Version 3: 3275th
Technical School, Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (320 hours).
Version 2: 4-9 weeks (200-320 hours).
Version 3: 5 weeks (138 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73- 12/73.
Version 2: 12/67-6/73. Version 3: 2/62 -11/
67.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-
sonnel to perform as military training in-
structors with minimum on-the-job training.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the principles, meh-
tods, anti- tech niq ues-of:in st
cation of trainee emotional, mental and
drug problems; evaluation procedures; and
drill and ceremonies. Version 1°: Topicsin-
elude counseling techniques.

Credit Recommendation: 'Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in edu-
cational psychology and 3 in instructional
methods (7/74) in the upper - division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
educational psychology and 3 in instruc-
tional methods (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in in-
structional methods (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours in instructional methods (12%68).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in instructional. methods (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in instructional methods
(12/68).

AF-1512-0003
DRUG EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Course Number: 30ZR0008.
Location: Lackland Technical training

Center, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected officers and

enlisted personnel to perform drug educa-
tion and counseling duties at military instal-
lations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical'exer-
cises in drug education and counseling du-
ties. Tispies include history and scope of
the drug problem; pharmacological,
psychological, cultural, and legal aspects of
drug useage; approaches to counseling and
treatment; military policies and directives;
prOgDinl and community resources and
constructive alternatives; educational and
rehabilitative program models; local pro-
gram de velopment; communication
techniques; program and resource evalua-
tion; and follow-up training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in psychology
or group dynamics, 2 in introduction to



drug and alcohol abuse, and 3 in drug
ahuse program .development and evaluation
(8/74), the upper-division haccalaureate
catego 3 semester hours in psychology
or,gx iu dynamics, 2 in introduction to
drfg an alcohol abuse, and 3 in drug
abuse pn ram development and evaluation
(8/74).

AF-1513-0001
HUMAN RELATIONS ADVISOR

Course Number: 20SR0009.
Location: Lackland Technical Training

Center, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers and airmen

as human relations advisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of installation human
relations advisors, including design,
ti6vclopment, conduct: and evaluation of
human relations program; cultural imprint
awareness; cross-cultural differences and
difficulties; psychology of prejudice;
sociology of ethnic groups; educational
models; counseling andartiltration;_nand.the.
dynamics offroUp processes.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in cultural
sociology (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 'semester hours in
cultural sociology (7/74).

AF-1513-0002
SENIOR CHAPLAIN

Course Number: None.
Location: Chaplain School, Maxwell

AFB, AL. (
Length: 3 weeks (99 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /74-Present.
Objectives: To assist senior chaplains in

developing awareness and obtaining skills
to perform the duties-of Senior Pastor.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communication, human relations,
professional growth, social action, and the
pastoral role.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75):

AF-1513-0003
CHAPLAIN ORIENTATION

Course Number: None.
Location: Chaplain School, Maxwell

AFB, AL.
Length: 5 weeks (171 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To introduce chaplains to the

Air Force for the purpose of assisting their
transition from civilian to military status.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the administration of the Air Force
chapel program and pastoral care.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nifturc of the course
(6/75).

AF-1513-0004
ADVANCED CHAPLAIN

Course Number: None.
Location: Chaplain School, Maxwell

AF13, AL.
Length: 3 weeks (109 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To prepare middle-grade

chaplains for increased leadership and
responsibility.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in chapel program' management,-team
building, and leadership.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the professional nature of the
course (6/75).

AF-1601-0001
PRODUCTION CONTROL

'Course Number: ALR45130; AL45130;
AL80270.

Location: 3345th Technical School.
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (360
hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/58-12/68.
Version 2: 10/54 -1 /58.

Objectives: To train personnel in the
production control functions of aircraft
maintenance, motor vehicle maintenance,
ground equipment maintenance, installa-
tions engineering maintenance, and depot

,
Instruction: Discussions and practical ex-

ercises in production control theory,,func-
tions, and mathematics; estimating theory
and techniques; maintenance production
analysis; and scheduling theory and
techniques. 'f

Credit Recommendation: Ia Lgie
division baccalaUreate/asso4te,,,
category, 3 semester hours iti" production
management (2/74); in the
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business organization and management (12/
68).

1

AF-1601-0002

LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN (SM-65F)

Course Number:, ATS5467013-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Ethibit Dates: 9/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,

troubleshoot, and maintain the cryogenic,
pneumatic, and fuel-transfer systems used
in support of the SM-65F missile..

Instruction: Lectures'and practicalexer-
cises on the 'cryogenic, pneumatic, and
fuel-transfer systems used in support of the
SM-65F missile, including weapon system
familiarization; propellant loading and
pneumatic systems familiarization and
operation; operation of liquid oxygen
system; operation, inspection, and main-
tenance ,of system components and instru-
ments; procedures for cleaning, inspecting,
calihrating, and packaging components;
and operation and maintenance of
cryogenic storage tanks and vacuum
pumps.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
industrial and mechanical technology (6/
74).

AF-1601-0003
LIQUID FUEL SYSTEM SPECIALIST/

TECHNICIAN, SM-68A
Course Number: ATS54650E-3;

ATS56850B- If).

Air Force 1-59
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: i2 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to inspect,

troubleshoot, and maintain the cryogenic,
pneumatic, and fuel transfer systems used
in support of the SM-68A missile.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in inspection and maintenance of the
cryogenic, pneumatic, and fuel transfer
systems used in support of the SM-68A
missile, including operation of clean rooms;
cryogenic, pneumatic. and fuels test stands;
nitrogen recharger; and, helium compressor;
and safety methods and procedures pertain-
ing to liquid fuel system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester holrs as an elective in
mechanical and industit.il technology (6/
74).

AF-1601-0004
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

(25-TON PLANT)
. .

Cont:Se'Number: ABR54430Y.
Location: 3345th Technical Schoo

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 12 -15 weeks

(420-437 hours). Version 2: 19 weeks.(540
hours).

, Exhibit Dates: Version 1: (0/64- 12/66.
Version 4: 12/61-9/64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate. maintain, and troubleshoot the
cryogenic fluid unit.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air processing equipment operation
and maintenance, air separator and storage
corifainer operation and maintenance, con-
tinuous liquid/gaseous oxygen-nitrogen
plant operation studies and on-the-job
training, 5-ton/day oxygen-nitrogen
generating plant operation and main-
tenance, air compressors operation and
maintenance, purity analyzers, and oxygen-
nitrogen defrost procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in indus-
trial or mechanical technology (6/74). Ver-
ion 2: Insufficient data for evaluation (6/

74).

AF-1601-0005
FUEL. SPECIALIST (SM-68B)

Course Number: ATS6435013-5.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to receive,

issue, and deliver propellants and g. S.

Instruction: Lectures and practica exer-
cises on the handling, transportin , and
transferring of propellants and ga_es, in-
cluding operation and maintenance of fuel
and oxidizer transports; waste pre pellant
disposal) trailer and gas tube trailer, safety
precautions in handling, transporting, and
transferring propellants; utilizing protective
clothing and equipment; handling and
transport of aerozine and nitrogen tetrox-
ide; disposal of waste propellants; use of
high-pressure gases; and safety practices.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours as an elective in
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industrial and mechanical technology (6/
74).

AF-1601-0006
I. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (CONVENTIONAL FUEL)
2. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (CONVENTIONAL FUEL)
3. PETROLEUM, SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR54630-
1; 3 ABR54630 . Version 2: ABR54630;
ABR54630W; ABR56830A. Version 3:
AB56830.

Location: Version 1: School for Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL;
3345t Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL. V rsion 2: 3320th Technical School,
A 'llo AFB, TX. Version 3: 3320th

..,,,Technical School. Amarillo AF TX.
Length: Version 1: 7-9 eks (216-240

hours). Version 2: 7-8 wee (180 hours).
Version 3: 10 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/69- 12/73.
Version. 2: 10/60-9/69. Version 3: 6/58-9/
60.

Objectives: To teach fundamentals of

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fundamentals of basic hydraulics
and electricity. fabrication of piping and
tubing assemblies, repair and maintenance
of hydraulic component parts, and industri-
al safety in handling high-pressure liquids..

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division .baccalaureate category.
3 semester hours in applied hydraulic;,
mechanical systems, and/or fluid power, 1

in industrial safety (7/74). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in applied hydraulics,
mechanical systems, and/or fluid power, 1

in industrial safety (7/74). Version 3; In the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3
semester hours in applied hydraulics.
mechanical systems, and/or fluid power, I
in industrial safety (7/74).

AFL1601-0007

LIQUID FUEL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN SM-68B

Course NuMber: ATC54650E- I;
ATS54650E-2.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 11/6 I- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train personr0 ex-

perienced in the use and handling of un-
conventional fuels to perform as liquid
fuel system maintenance specialtechni-
cian.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and maintenance of
guided missile propellant storage, transport
and transfer equipment. including squadron
organization and maintenance concepts.
weapon system fainiliarization, weapon
system safety_ and _propellant_hazards, fuel
acid oxidizer transport trailers and holding
tanks, conditioning trailer, propellant waste
disposal trailer. hardstand waste and
drainage system. and operation and main-
tenance of electrical and pneumatic valves.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in industrial and
mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0008
FUEL SPECIALIST (UNCONVENTIONAL FUELS)

Course Number: ATS64350B-4.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate

and maintain liquid nitrogen, liquid oxygen
and compressed gas transfer trailers.

Instruction: Lectures and praciical exer-
cises in the handling, transfer, and storage
of propellants, including the operation,
maintenance, and minor repair of liquid
nitrogen, liquid oxygen and compressed-gas
transfer trailers, unconventional fuel han-
dling equipment and other related items;
cryogenics. of liquid oxygen; hazards and
safety precautions; organization and func-
tion of the unconventional fuel section; and
purpose and operation of gas trailers, com-
pressors, and recovery equipment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1601-0009
L CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION

SPECIALIST TECHNICIAN (25 TON)
2. GAS GENERATOR PLANT OPERATOR/

TECHNICIAN (25 TON)

Course Number: ATS56250-5.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Version 2: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/60-12/68.

Version 2: 2/60-11/60.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and maintain an oxygen-
nitrogen generating plant.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in oxygen-nitrogen plant
troubleshooting and maintenance, including
introduction to 25 Ton oxygen-nitrogen
generator, air-compressing and -cooling
equipment operation and maintenance, and
air processing equipment operation and
maintenance. Version 2: Instruction in-
cludes continuous 'Iant operation.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in indus-
trial-mechanical technology (6/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in industrial-mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601 -0010

FUEL SPECIALIST

Course NCnber: ATS64350 A-1.
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as fuel specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the management of fuels, 'including
administration and accounting, quality con-
trol and fuel testing, operation and opera-
tor maintenance of fixed storage and
dispensing systems, bulk storage tank
farms, mobile servicing equipment, safety,
and the F-6, -F-7, MI-I. and MK-1 (oil) ser-
vicing units.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

'-I
'1.

category, '2 semester hours in quality con-
trol and industrial safety (6/74).

AF-1601-0011
LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN (CONVENTIONAL FUEL)

Course Number: Version 1: 3AAR54670-
1. Version 2: AAR54670W.

Location: Version 1: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB. IL. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (134 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: I /62-6/73.

Objectives: To train liquid fuel systems
maintenance specialists to troubleshoot, ad-
just. maintain, and repair bulk storage and
dispensing systems for conventional fuels.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercise in safe and proper han-
dling of fuel stor e anci'dispensing equip-
ment, and fuel sys s test equipment
troubleshooting and maintenance. Version
2: Instruction includes hydraulic principles,
measurement of hydraulic systems values,
and pneumatics.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in indus-
trial safety and materials handling (6/74).
Version 2: In'the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in industrial safety, materials han-
dling, hydraulics, and pneumatics (6/74).

AF-1601-0012

CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
( I 1/2 TON /DAY AND 5 TON /DAY
PLANTS)

(CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION SPE-
CIALIST ( I 1/2 TON /DAY PLANT))

Course Number: 3AZR34430.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5-6 weeks (150-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as cryogenic fluids production specialists in
I 1/2 ton/day and 5 ton/day plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in systems operation of the I 1/2 ton/
day and 5 ton/day cryogenic fluids generat-
ing plant, including the continuous opera-
tion of the 1 1/2 ton/day plant; main-
tenance of electrical equipment, air com-
pressor, water cooling system, and product
pump; and fundamental operation and fluid
flow through the 5 ton/day oxygen/nitrogen
generating plant.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divition baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in industrial and
mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0013
FUNDAMENTALS OF LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AQR54620.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain guided missile liquid propellant
systems at the apprentice level.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of liquid fuel
systems maintenance. including liquid
propellant system component maintenance,
system familiarization; operation. main-.
ienance, and pressure testing of needle and
globe valves; operation and maintenance of
gate, plug, check, and pop safety valves;
operation and maintenance of automatic
flow control valves;.and processing of mis-
sile components through cleaning facilities.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree ,
category. 3 semester hours as an elective in'
mechanical and industrial technology (6/.74).
AF-1601-0014

LIQUID FUEL. SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST (LGM-25C)

Course Number: ALR54630F.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as liquid fuel systems maintenance spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on liquid fuel systems maintenance,
including' operation and maintenance of
manual, safety, and automatic valves;
operation and maintenance of flanges,
disconnects. and hoses; component decon-
tamination, cleaning and inspection;
propellants, hazards, protective clothing
and equipment; processing components
through decontamination' and cleaning
facilities; operation and maintenance of
waste propellant disposal trailer and
aerospace ground equipment; propellant
transfer cyst ms; and integrated operation
and mainten tnce of propellant transfer
systems.

Credit R mrnendation: In the lower-
division ha alaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours as an elective in

74).
mechanical and industrial technology (6/

AF-1601-0015

LIQUID OXIIGEN GENERATION PLANT
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (25
ToN/D)

Course Number: ADS56250- I .

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

Operation and maintenance of the 25 ton/
day liquid oxygen plant.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and maintenance of
the 25 ton/day liquid oXygen plant; includ-
ing properties of lr, separation of gases
and general farrlsi rization with oxygen
plants. general description of components
and flow cycle, theory and principle of
operation of the diesel engine. refrigeration
equipment, expansion engine, air separa-
tion. liquid oxygen and nitrogen pumps,
and operational procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours as an elective in
induStrial and mechanical technology (6/
74).

AF-1601-0016
I. CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION I.

SPECIALIST
2. GAS GENERATING PLANT OPERATOR

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR54430-
1; ABR54430; ABR56230; ABR54430Z.
Version 2: AB56230.

Location: Version 1: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB, IL. Version 2:
3450th Technical School, Warren AFB,
WY.

Length: Version 1: 11-12 weeks
(330-437 hours). Version 2: 10-11 weeks
(288-300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/60-12/73,
Version 2: 3/54-11/60.

Objectives: To-train enlisted personnel to
perform as cryogenic fluids production spe-
cialists for work in oxygen or nitrogen
generating plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the layout, installation, operation,
and operator maintenance of oxygen/
nitrogen generating plants and related
equipment, including introduction to
cryogenic fluids production; operation of
portable oxyacetylene welding equipment;
operation and maintenance of ait
processing equipment; components- and
flow; operation and maintenance of air
separator and cryotainers; and continuous
plant operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 5 semester hours in industrial-
mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0017

CRYOGENIC r14101DS PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

Course Number: ALR54430.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-12/68. "
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as cryogenic fluids production spe-
cialists for work in oxygen or nitrogen
generating plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the layout, installation, operation.
and operator maintenance of oxygen/
nitrogen generating plants and related
equipment. including introduction to
cryogenic fluids production; operation of
portable oxyacetylene welding equipment;
operation and maintenance of air
processing equipment; components and
flow; operation and maintenance of air
separator and cryotainers; and continuous
plant operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in industrial-
mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0018
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

TECHNICIAN (25 TON)
Course Number: ADS56250-302.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

#as cryogenic fluids production specialist
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
1 cises on cryogenic fluids production, in-
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eluding ,prclirriinary start-tip and check =out,
complete plant defrost, continuous plant
operation and troubleshooting, performing
cool-down; obtaining liquid levels and
required puritY, producing liquid oxygen -'
and/or nitrogen, filling trailers with
products, and preparing the unit for
storage.

Credit Recommendation; In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hOurs in industrial and
mechanical technology (6/74).

AF-1601:0019
LIQUID FUEL SYSTEM SPECIALIST/

TECHNICIAN (SM,65)
Course Number-. ATS56850B-1;

ATS56860-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12-13 weeks (360-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain a guided missile
propellant transfer system.

Instruction! Lectures and practical exer-
cises-in-guided missile propellant trtiri-ifei"
syktem operation and. maintenance, includ-
ing storage and safety precautions for
liquid oxygen and liquified and high-pres-
sure gases; operation, troubleshooting, and
component replacement of liquid oxygen
and fuel transfer systems; and use of spe-
cialized instruments in troubleshooting and
repair; and storage and transfer of liquid
nitrogen and high-pressure helium.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours as an elective in
Mechanical, or industrial technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0020

FIELD ANALYSIS OF CRYOGENIC LIQUIDS
AND GASES

Course Number: ATS64350B-8.
Location: 3345th Technical School

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

analyze cryogenic liquids and gases for pu-
rity.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the analysis of cryogenic liquids
and gases, including operation,
troubleshooting, and calibration of testing
devices such as Gow-Mac helium analyzer,
Perkin-Elmer analyzer, vacuum pumps,
drying ovens, filters, and pumps; and,analy-
sis of oxygen, helium, and nitrogen fot
moisture, particulates, and hydrocarbons.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

-category, 2 semester hours as an elective in
chemical technology (6/74).

AF-1601-0021
CIVIL ENGINEER INSPECTOR

Course Number: 3AZR55000;
AZR55000.

Location: 3750th Technical School.
Sheppard AFB. TX:

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/62-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen and enlisted

pe9onnel to perform as building construc-
tion inspectors.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cisA in building construction inspection
and principles, including management,
methods of construction, inspection of utili-
ty .systems, drawing interpretation, specifi-
cations, and roads and grounds inspections.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in building in-
spection (6/74).

AF-1601-0022
APPLIED ENGINEERING

Course Number: None.
Location: 'Air Force Institute of

Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 9 weeks (296 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present,
Objectives: To train architects and en-

gineers to apply current mechanical and
electrical engineering technology to Real
Property facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the application of current mechani-
cal and electrical engineering technology,
including psychrometrics, air conditioning
load calculations, piping and duct design,
mechanical equipment selection and appli-
cation, system controls, wiring and lighting
design, power factor correction, corrosion
technology, and integrated esign planning
and execution.

Credit Recommendation: I the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in applied mechanical, electrical, and
corrosion engineering (6/74). ,

AF-1601-0023

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Force Institute of

Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in indus-

trial engineering technology.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in industrial engineering technology,
including mathematics, fundamentals of
statistics, work design, work "measurement,
plant layout, engineering economy, net-
work planning, and other topics of current
interest.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in algebra, 2 in
statistics, and I in industrial engineering
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in statistics, I in
industrial engineering (6/74).

AF-1601-0024

CARTOGRAPHIC OFFICER

Course Number: 50B05724.
Location: Aeronautical Chart and Infor-

mation Center, St. Louis, MO.
Length: 26 weeks (1040 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train officers as carto-

graphic officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of cartographic officers, in-
cluding geodesy, surveying, referencing

, systems, geodetic evaluation, compilation
research, compilation techniques optics,
pliotometrics, photographic-cartographic
interpretation, radial triangulation, photo -

graphic. rectification, mosaics, photogram-
metric instrumentation, celestial mechanics,
computer applications, analytic photogram-
metry, and. methods of map and chart
design and construction.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate. category, 22
semester hours in cartography (7/74).

AF- 1601 -0Q25

BUILDING SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Course Number: None.
Location: Civil Engineering School,

Wright- Patterson AFB,
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train engineers to, apply

current technology and techniques to the
design, construction, and maintenance of
building components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the application of current technolo-
gy to the design, construction, and main-
tenance of building components, including
life -cycle , evaluation, economic alysis,

_mate rial-corvonenj_sclection, aocl_re
ment, and the roof, protective coa n ,
thermal and vapor barrier, sealant, aco
cat, and fire protection subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in civil en-
gineering and building construction (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in civil engineering
and building construction (7/74).

AF -1601 -0026

PHOTOMAPPING

Course. Number: Not available.
Location: Aeronautical Chart and Infor-

mation Center, St. Louis, MO.
Length: 10 weeks (332 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare maps and charts using photogram-
metry.

,Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisesin the preparation of maps and charts,
including introductory cartography, vertical
and trimetrogon photograminetry, and
reproduction procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in
photomapping (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
mapping and drafting (12/68).

AF-1601-0027
NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AAR53670;
3AZR53670.

Location: Version '1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks ( 120 -146
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (180 holm).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.
Version 2: 2/70-6/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the duties of non-destructive inspection
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of non-destructive in-
spection technicians. Course includes non-

destructive inspection testing: discontinuity,
formation, principles and techniques of
liquid penetrant inspection; principles and
techniques of magnetic partical inspection;
blacklight/optical inspection techniques;
principles and techniques or eddy current
and ultrasopic inspections; principles,
techniques and safety requirements of
radiography and X-ray type inspections;
and X-ray radiation film interpretation.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
mechanical or metallurgical opgineering
technology (7/74). Version 2: tri the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or metallurgical engineering technology (7/
74).

AF-1601-0028

I. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST ( FIGM-16F)

2. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST (SM-65F)

C-ourse-N umber:- A 8R54630D. _

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 15 weleks (420
hours). Version 2: 6-7 weeks (180-210
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/63 -I2 /158.
Version 2: 6/62-11Y63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
liquid fuel systems maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practidal exer-
cises in maintenance of liquid fuel systems.
Course includes fundamentals of missile
operation, fuel system components, propel-
lant transfer syStem, component cleaning
and inspection, operation and maintenance
of aerospace ground equipment, and opera-
tion and maintenance of propellant transfer
system.

Credit 'Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in
mechanical or aeronautical engineering,
technology (7/74). VeartyrA 2: In the lower-
division baccalaure e/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or aeronautical engineering technology (71
74).

AF-1601-0029

JOY HELIUM COMPRESSOR FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)

Course Number: AT542I53-52.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and troubleshoot Joy helium com-
pressors,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance of Joy helium com-
pressors. Course includes construction and
operating principles of compressors, electri-
cal system and safety devices; inspection
and operating 'procedures; troubleshooting
and operator maintenance; overhaul of
slave and main compressors; and servicing
of refrigerator systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in industrial or
mechanical technology (7/74).



AF-1601-0030
LIQUID FUEI. SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN (CONVENTIONAL FUEL)
Course Number: 3AAR54670-1.
Location: 3 3 4 5 t h Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

receive, store, and issue petroleum
products, and to maintain quality control of
these products.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the receipt, storage, and general
maintenance of petroleum products.
Course includes receiving, dispensing, and
storage of military fuels; quality control
techniques; basic physics and chemistry;
electricity; fuel transfer system and com-
ponents; and tank design.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
.division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in hydraulics or
materials .handling ( 7/74 ).

__AF:16Q1419.31._
-LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST:(SM-65D)

Course Number: ABR54630A-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-11/62.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate cryogenic liquid and high-pressure
gas storage and transfer equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of cryogenic liquid
and high-pressure gas storage transfer
equipment. Course includes design and
function of missile fuel and storage facili-
ties, proper handling, calibration, repair,
and testing of special control components,
and safety procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In thc lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mechanical
systems or fluid power (7/74).

AF- I 601-0032

I. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST (DGM125)

2. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST (SM-68A)

Course Number: ABR54630E.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (450

hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: Version 1: 12/63-:12/68.

Version 2: 6/62-11/63.
Objectives: To train personnel as liquid

fuel systems maintenance specialists for
specific systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises on duties of liquid fuel
system maintenance specialists on specific
weapon systems, including operation and
maintenance of propellant transfer systems.
Version 1: Topics include fundamentals,
components, component cleaning and test-
ing, component test stands, and operation
and maintenance of aerospace ground
equipment. .Version 2: Topics include
systems operation, and propellant system
component maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division haccalaureatc/associate

degree category, 6 semester hours in ap-
plied hydraulics or physical science (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-.
ry, 3 semester hours in applied hydraulics
or physical science (7/74). Version 2: In
jhe lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in ap-
-plied hydraulics or mechanical systems (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours . in applied
hydraulics or mechanical systems (7/74).

AF-1601-0033
1. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (LGM-25)
2. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST. ( LGM-25C)
(LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (SM-68B) (TITAN II))
3. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (SM-68B)

Course Number: Version
3ABR54630F. Version 2: 3ABR54630F;
ABR54630F. Version 3: ABR54630F.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace ,.Sciences. . Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL, Version 3: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version /: 1 1 weeks (394
hours). Version 2: 12-13 weeks (330-360
hours). Version 3: 6 weeks (180 hours)...

Exhibit Dates: Version /: 5/73-Present.
Version 2: 11/63-4/73. VersiOn 3: II/
62-10/63.

Objectives: To train personnel as liquid
fuel systems maintenance specialists on
specific weapon systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of liquid
fuel systems maintenance specialist, includ-
ing weapon system familiarization; charac-
teristics of propellants peculiar to the
system and safety hazards involved; opera-
tion of the mobile and facilities Propellant
transfer systems; maintenance-of system
components, such as valves, sight gages,
liquid-level indicator, controller, pumps, fil-
ters, hoses, facilities and missile connec-
tions; decontamination of equipment and
components; and use of protective clothing
and equipment. Version 1: Topics include
fundamentals, decontamination and clean-
ing of components, operation and main-
tenance of mobile equipment, and opera-
tion and maintenance of propellant transfer
system. Version 2: Topics include.. funda-
mentals; components; component decon-
tamination, cleaning, and inspection; opera-
tion and maintenance of waste propellant
disposal trainer and aerospace ground
equipment; propellant transfer systems; and
integrated operation and maintenance of
propellant transfer system. Version 3: Top-
ics include propellant transfer subsystems:
operation of propellant system and com-
ponent maintenance; and component
decontamination and system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version I : In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
-degree- category, 7 .semester hours in
mechanical and aeronautical engineering
technology (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 6 semester hours in mechanical
and aeronautical engineeringng technology
(7/74). Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in mechanical and
acronatuical engineering technology (7/
74).
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AF-1601-0034
I. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (PGM-I6D/E)
2. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (SM-65D/E)
3. LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (SM-65E)
Course Number: Version 1: ABR54630A.

Version 2: ABR54630A. Version 3:
ABR54630A-2.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (450
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (270 hours).

\ Version 3: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/63-12/68.

Version 2: 12/62-11/63. Version 3: 6/
62-11/62.

Objectives: To train personnel 'as specific
liquid fuel systems maintenance specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance of liquid, fuel systems
associated with 'specific ballistic missiles,
including operating and construction prin-
ciples, inspection, maintenance,
troubleshooting and operational testing of .

propellant transfer systems; and handling,
storage, and transfer of liquid propellants.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in
mechanical or aeronautical engineering
technology (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or aeronautical engineering technology (7/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in mechanical or aeronauti-
cal engineering technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0035

1. FUEI. SPECIALIST (PETROLEUM FUELS)
2. FUEL SPECIALIST (CONVENTIONAL

FUELS)
3. FUEL SPECIALIST (CONVENTIONAL

FUELS)
(FUEI. S UPPI.Y SPECIAI.I ST

CONVENTIONAL FUEL)
(PETROLEUM SUPPLY SPECIALIST)

4. PETROLEUM SUPPLY SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1:
3ABR63130A-1; ABR63130A. Version 2:
ABR64330A. Version 3: ABR64330A;
AB64330A. Version 4: AB64330.

Location: Version 1: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB. IL. Version 2:
3320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX. Version-. 4: 3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (240 hours).
Version 2: 10-11 weeks (270-300 hours).
Version 3: 12-13 weeks (360 hours). Ver-
sion 4: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/65- 12/73.
Version 2: 9160-12164. Version 3: 3/58-8/
60. Version 4: 4/56-2/58.

Objectives: To train airmen as fuel spe-
cialists.

Instruction: All Versions: Lecturd and
practical exercises in the duties of fuel spe-
cialists, including the receipt, handling,
storage, and dispensing of fuel. Version 1:
Topics include mechanical and hydraulic
systems and vehicle operations associated
with transport and transfer of petroleum
products on the flight line. Version 2: Top-
ics include safety and handling of petrole-
um products, storage and dispensing
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systems, tra_psport vehicle operations, and
mobile servTeing equipment operation and
maintenance. Version 3: Topics include in-
troduction to fuel supply systems, storage
and dispensing, packaged products, flight
line practices, and refueling vehicle opera-
tion, inspection, and operator maintenance.
Version 4: Topics include petroleum
characteristics, safety, associated technical
publicAtions, bulk storage and dispensing,
packaged products, flight line practices,
and refueling vehicle operation, inspection,
and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in
mechanical or petroleum systems technolo-
gy (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in mechanical or petroleum
systems technology (7/74). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
mechanical or petroleum systems technolo-
gy (7/74). Version 4: In the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
,tinester hours in mechanical or petroleum
,ystems technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0036

CRYOGENIC FLUID/PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
(25 TON PLANT)

Course Number: ALR54430Y.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/68.
Objecthles: To qualify enlisted personnel

as cryogenic fluids production specialists,
and in operation, maintenance, and mal-
fUnction trouhleshooting of 25-ton/day
plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of cryogenic fluids
production specialists. Course includes in-
troductiori to and handling of cryogenic
fluids, operation and maintenance of air
compressors, air driers, and air-processing
equipment, oxygen-nitrogen defrost
procedures and purity analyzers, and con-
tinuous plant operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hours in mechanical
or industrial engineering technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0037

A-I A OXYGEN, NITROGEN GENERATING
PLANT

Course Number: ATS56250-1.
Location: 3345th Technical . School,

Chanute AFB. IL.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, troubleshoot, overhaul, test, and
install oxygen-nitrogen generating plants,
type A-1-A. A-1E, MB-1, and MA-2.

Instruction: Lectuks and practical exer-
cises in oxygen-nitrogen generating plants
operation and maintenance. Course in-
cludes properties of cryogenic liquids,
general flow system of generating plants,
operation and maintenance of diesel power
units and air compressors, trouhleshootirig
procedures, operation and maintenance of
refrigeration systems, and preparation and
storage of liquid oxygen and nitrogen.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in industrial or
mechanical technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0038

PETROLEUM SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: SS56870-I.
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect and maintain petroleum storage and
dispensing systems and equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in inspection and maintenance of
petroleum storage and dispensing systems
and equipment. Course includes petroleum
products familiarization and associated
hazards; inspection, maintenance, replace-
ment and troubleshooting of petroleum
storage and dispensing systems com-
ponents; and maintenance of inspection
records for petroleum storage and
dispensing facilities.

Credit Recommendation; In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in mechanical
or petroleum technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0039

PETROLEUM PLANTS AND SYSTEMS,
',ADVANCED MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS56870-12;
ATS5467pW-2.

Location:, 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

and civilians to supervise maintenance of
conventional liquid fuel systems and plants.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the supervision of maintenance ac-
tivities of conventional liquid fuel systems
and plants. Course includes safety and fuel
characteristics, transportation facilities,
basic hydraulics and pipelines, water
demineralization, plant facility, storage
tank units, dispensing systems design,
mechanical flow system, hydrant systems,
troubleshooting and inspection.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mechanical
or petroleum technology (7/74).

AF-1601-0040
AVIATION FUEL MONITORING SPECIALIST

Course Number: All .Versions:
3AZR63150-1. Version 2: AZR63150.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB. TX.

Length: Version l: 3 weeks ( f 10 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/73-12/73.
Version 2.' 12/66-8/73.

Objectives: To train airmen as fuel spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the testing' of aviation petroleum
products for purity and content, including
sampling and testing for solids, free water,

fuel systems icing inhibitor content, total
solids of demineralized water, pH, and
cholorides; use and cat of fuel monitoring
equipment; quality cont I; chemical mix-
ing procedures; and the tric system and
use of the analytical balance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in petroleum
product testing and physical science labora-
tory (7/74).

AF-16014041
SITE DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR553
Version 2: 3.ABR55330. Version
ABR55330.

Location: Version /: School of Appl d
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, 3 X.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX. Version 3: 3750th Techni-
cal School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 17 weeks (680
hours). Version 2: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Version 3: 19 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73 - 12/73.
Version 2: 9/70-6/73. Version 3: 10/65-8/
70.

Objectives; To train personnel as site
development specialists.

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises on the performance of
site development specialists, including fun-
damentals of surveying, and construction
surveys. Version /: Topics include con-
struction layout and earthwork, soils en-
gineering, pavements and concrete con-
struction, basic drafting, construction draft-
ing, and drafting and construction manage-
ment. Version 2:' Topics include construe-

, tion layout and earthwork, soils engineer-
ing, pavements and concrete construction,
basic drafting, construction drafting, and
drafting and construction management.
Version 3: Topics include site plans, materi-
al estimates, and facility drawings; transit
adjustments and readings; traverse compu-
tations and direct level circuit; road layout
and utilities drainage; inspections; and civil
engineering inspection responsibilities and
management methods.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in draft-
ing, 4 in surveying, and 4 in construction
materials (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
drafting, 3 in surveying, and 3 in construc-
tion materials (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in draft-
ing, 4 in surveying, and 4 in construction
materials (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 6 semester hours in
construction engineering (12/68). Version
3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in drafting, 6 in surveying, and 1 in con-
struction materials (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in construction engineering (12/68).

AF-1601-0042
IHVELLIGENCE AREA STUDIES (SEA)

Course Number: Version 1: 30ZR8045-5.
Version 2: OZR8044-5.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (102-120
hours). Version 2: 4 weeks (120 hours).



.Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-12/73.
Version 2: 1/66-4/68.

Objectives: To train personnel in intel-
ligence area studies (Southeast Asia).

Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-
cises in intelligence area studies (Southeast
Asia), including physical and cultural pat-
terns of the area and in the specirph-
cation of multisensor reconnaisance to that
environment, geographical and sociological
orientation to Southeast Asia, and funda-
mentals of multiserLsors, such as panoramic
photography, infrared imagery, and side-
looking-radar (SLR) imagery.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in en-
gineering (7174); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
engineering (7/74). Version 2: In the loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in engineering
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in photographic interpreta-
tion on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

AF-1601-0043
I. FUELS MANAGEMENT OFFICER

(PETROLEUM FUELS)
(FUELS OFFICER (PETROLEUM FUELS))

2. FUELS OFFICER (PETROLEUM FUELS)
(FUELS OFFICER (CONVENTIONAL

FUELS))
(FUEL SUPPLY OFFICER)

Course. Number: Version 1: 30BR633 I A-
I. Version 2: OBR63 3 IA., OBR647 1A;
OBR645 I .

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL;
3345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL. Version -2: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (150-188
hours). Version 2: 5-6 weeks (150-180
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/69-12/73.
Version 2: 7/59-3/69.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted pert,
sonnet in fuels management.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in fuets 'management.
Course includes operation and management
of fuel supply activities; quantity and quali-
ty control of aviation fuels; receipt, storage,
and disposing of fuels and lubricants;
utilization of permanently-installed dispos-
ing systems; and use of mobile equipment.
Version 1: Course includes the receipt,
storage, dispensing, and quality control of
liquid oxygen.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower'- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
management, quality control or industrial
safety (6/74). Version 2: In the upper-divi-
sion baCca reate category, 2 semester
hours inhak ling and storage of petroleum
(I2/6g).

AF-1601-0044
BASE CIVIL ENGINEER

(BASIC INSTALLekTIONS ENGINEERING OF-
FICER)

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute of Technology,

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 8-9 weeks (233-243 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/54-12/68.

Objectives: To train officers in civil en-
gineering management.

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in civil engineering management, in-
cluding functions of the Air Force civil en-
gineer, supervisory management, real estate
administration, fiscal_ budgeting, main-
tenance management and control, en-
gineering contracts, installations planning
and military construction programs, opera-
tions and maintenance programming and
project methodologies, comprehensive
problems, security indoctrination, arctic
orientation and construction techniques,
and nuclear effects and recovery planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 'semester hours in civil en-
gineering management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management (12/68).

AF -1601 -0045

LIQUID FUEL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST,SM-65.ANIYSM-68- -

Course Number: ABR56830B.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 16 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To teach competence in the

operation and maintenance of various
cryogenic liquid and high pressure gas
transfer systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
. cises in cryogenic liquid and high pressure
gas transfer systems; proper procedures to
insure safety and efficiency in removing
fuels from missiles; and cleaning, degreas-
ing, and servicing propellant transfer
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in mechanical
systems fluid power (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in mechanical systems fluid power
(7/74).

AF-1601-0047
I. FUEL SPECIALIST (MISSILE LIQUI FUEL

PROPELLANT) (LGM-25)
2. FUEL SPECIALIST (NONCONVENTIONAL)

(SM-68B)
(FUEL SPECIALIST (UNCONVENTIONAL

FUELS) (SM-68B))
Course Number: Version 1: ALR63I0B-

I. Version 2: ALR64330B-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/65-12/68.

Version 2: 7/62-8/65.
Objectives: To train the student 'in the

handling of unconventional fluids and un-
stable missile fuels.

Instruction: All Versions: Major areas of
instruction deal with safety and efficiency
in storing, transferring, and disposing of un-
conventional' fuels. Maintenance and
vicing of specialized fuel handling
storage equipment is emphasized. Stud,..nt
becomes competent in operating principles
of transfer equipment and storage facilities.
Version 2: Course provides greater depth iii
these major areas.

Air Force 1-65
Credit 'Recommendation: Version 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in
mechanical systems or fluid power (7/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in mechanical systems, fluid power,

-or dangerous chemicaV/74).

AF-1606-0001
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR8051-3.
Location: Lowry Technical Training

Center, Low rX'AFB, CO.
Length: 21 Veeks (650 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected Navy per-

sonnel in all aspects of intelligence opera-
tions, including analysis, collectf;in;;and re-
porting of information on foreign govern-
ments.

Instruction: Study. and practical applica-
tions of naval warfare operations and intel-
ligence support; international relations and
law; terrain analysis; U.S. treaties adti na-
tional_._cornrnitmenLs;.,. national- -strategic_
planning; historical development and politi-
cal-military role of communism.

Credit Recommendation: In 'the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in political science, 3 in international
relations (2/74).

AF-1606-0002

INSTRUCTOR HELICOPTER FLIGHT MECHANIC
(H -I, H-3, H-53)

Course Number: 43 I XD; 43 I XE I ;
431XE2/3; 431XF1; 43XF2/3.

Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, Kirtland AFB, NM.

Length: 3-4 weeks (42-138 hours).
Exhibit Daces: 3/76-Present.
Objectives: To train and qualify airmen

as instructors.
Instruction: Students receive academic

instruction to include teaching techniques
and systems, principles of instruction,
systems transition, and general aircrew
training. C

Credit Recommendation: No coedit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (11/77). Pb

AF-1606-0003

UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING (T-41,
INTERIM)

Course Number: P-V4B-T.
Location: Air Training Command,

Columbus AFB, TX; Air Training Com-
mand, Craig AFB, TX; Air Training Com-
mand, Laredo AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Laughlin AFB, TX; Air Train-
ing. Command, Moody AFB, TX; Air Train-
ing Command, Reese AFB, TX; Air Train-
ing Command, Vance AFB, OK; Air Train-
ing Command. Webb AFB, TX; Air Train-
ing Command, Williams AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (92 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with basic

flight- training.
Instruction: Flight training and lectures

on airmanship, aerospace physiology, and
flight safety.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight funda-
mentals (2/74).
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AF-1606-0004
UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING (T-28A/

T-28B)
Course Number: P-V4B-D.
Location: Air Training Command,

Kees ler AFB, MS.
Length: 34 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train nonrated personnel

from allied nations to qualify as rated pilots
in single-engine reciprocating aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and in-flight train-
ing in piloting single-engine reciprocating
aircraft, including principles of flight, flight
systems, aerodynamics, instrument flight
theory, navigation, meteorology, safety
procedures, communication skills, defense
and counterinsurgency tactics, marksman-
ship, and physical training; provides qualifi-
cations comparable to commercial/instru-
ment rated pilot.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in flight train-
ing, 2 in aircraft systems, I in aerodynam-
icS, 3 in instrument flight theory, 3 in
navigation 2 in meteorology (.2/74).

AF-1606-0005
UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING

HELICOPTER (T-28)

Course Number: 51- 1021028.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 28 weeks (513 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68.
Objectives: To provide officers with basic

flight instruction, preparatory to sub-
sequent training in helicopter aircraft.

Instruction: Training is equivalent to
FAA private pilot with partial commercial
pilot qualifications. Lectures and in-flight
training in the basic principles of piloting
aircraft, including aviation physiology,
aerodynamics, instrument flight theory,
navigation, meteorology, instrument
procedures, flying safety and survival train-
ing, and physical development and condi-
tioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in flight train-
ing,. 2 in aircraft systems, 1 in aerodynam-
ics, 3 in instrument flight theory, 3 in
navigation, 2 in meteorology (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in helicopter pilot training on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1606-0006
I. UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING

HELICOPTER (H- 19/H -43B OR H -19/
CH-3C)

(HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING, H -19 /H-
21 /H -438)

( HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING, H-19/H-
2 I )

2. HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING (H-13, H-
19 AND H-2I )

Course Number: Version 1: 102 I 02H. All
Versions: 102101.

Location: Air Training Command, Stead
AFB, NV; Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AF13. TX.

Length: Version 1. 18 weeks ( 312
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks ( 213-355
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/58 - 12/68.
Version 2. 1/56-6/58.

Objectiies: To train officers as helicopter
pilots.

Instruction: Flight training, including
basic helicopter training, instrument flying,
night flying, and operational training; and
lectures and practical exercises in first aid,
instrument procedures and radio aids, and
helicopter engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in flight
training, 2 in power plants/systems (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in helicopter pilot training on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester

- hours in flight training, 2 in 'power plants/
systems (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, bcredit in helicopter
pilot training on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

AF-1606-0007
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING (H-19/H-
,
Course Number: 5 1- 1 02 10 1.
Location: Air Training Command, Shep-

pard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (268-318 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train fixed-wing aircraft

pilots as helicopter pilots.
Instruction: Flight training in the

techniques of flying rotary-winged aircraft
and lectures on familiarization, engineering,
and operational training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assckiate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight ex-
perience, 2 in rotor power theory and en-
gineering (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in helicopter
piloting on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion ( 12/68).

AF-1606-0008

HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING (H-19/H-
43B)(H-19/C11-3C)

Course Number: 5 I -102101.
1..o'cation: Air Training Command, Shep-

pard AFB, TX. '

Length: 12 weeks ( 119-137 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train fixed-wing aircraft

pilots to operate helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and operational

training in helicopter history and flight
theory, navigation, and rotor-powered
helicopter and synchropter engineering.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight train-
ing, 2 in rOtor power engineering (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in helicopter pilot training on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1606-0009
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING ( H-I F/H-

I F)(H-IF/CH-3)(H-IF/H-43)
Course Number: Version 1... F-V5E-B/C/

D/E; F-V5F-B/C/D/E/F; 51-102500; 51-
102101. Version 2: F-V5F-D/E/F..:

Location: Air Training Command, Shep-
pard AFB, TX.

r.LIL

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks ,(76-115
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (88-132
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/68-12/73.
Version 2: 7/67-2/68.

Objectives: To train fixed-wing -aircraft
pilots to operate helicopters.

Instnietion;__Ail_ vprrinns Lectures_arld
operational training in helicopter theory
and history, navigation, and synchropter
and rotor powered engineering. Version 1:
Includes operational training on a specific
model helicopter.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in flight
training, 2 in rotor power engineering (2/
74). Version 2: In the lower clivisip bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in flight training, 2 in rotor
power engineering (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
helicopter pilot training on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation ( 12/68).

AF-1606-0010
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING (CH-36).

Course Number: 51-1025002.
Location: Air Training Command, Stead

AFB, NV.
Length: 5 weeks (141 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated helicopter

pilots in the operation of twin-engine, tur-
bine powered, single-rotor aircraft.

Instruction: Flight training, including
familiarization with dual instruments, en-

. gines, and flight operations; and lectures on
familiarization and engineering.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
helicopter pilot training on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68). _

AF-1606-0011
INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

(T-38)
(INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAIN-

ING (T-39))
(INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAIN-

ING (T-38/T-39)) tit;
Course Number: F- V5G -A; 1104500H;

11115010.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran=

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6-8 weeks (76-104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /62-Present.
Objectives: To qualify pilots as instru-

ment instructor pilots.
Instruction: Flight training and lectures

on instruction principles and methods.
Credit Recomtnendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in principles
and methods of instruction, 3 in flight in-
structor experience (2/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
instructional methods on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (2/74).

AF-1606-0012
ADVANCED PILOT TRAINING MULTI-ENGIN.

T-29
Course Number: 51-104103-h '

Location: Flying Training Air Force, '
Waco, TX.

Length: 10 weeks (213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/68.



Objectives: To provide personnel with
basic flight training on T-29 aircraft.

Instruction: Flight training experience,
and lectures on operational and combat in-
structions, aircraft engineering, radio com-
munications, emergency procedures, instru-
ment techniques and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in flight ex-
perience (2/74).

AF-1606-0013
ADVANCED PILOT MULTI-ENGINE TB-50

TRAINING

Course Number: None.
Location: Flying Training Air Force,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (274 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots in the opera-

tion of four-engine aircraft.
Instruction: Flight training experience

and lectures on aircraft engines, propeller
systems and instruments, and hydraulic and
electrical systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in (light qualifi-
cation for four-engine aircraft 2/74).

AF-1606-0014

ADVANCED PILOT TRAINING MULTI-ENGINE
B-25

Course Number: 51-104104-1.
Location: Flying Training Air Force,

James Connally AFB. TX; Flying Training
Air Force, Mather AFB. CA.

Length: 10 weeks (216 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/6S
Objectives: To provide personnel with

basic flight training on B-25 aircraft.
Instruction: Flight training experience

and lectures on flight regulations, flight
planning, instruments, link trainer, survival
training, and combat operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, ser,.ster hours in flight ex-
perience.(2/74

AE-1606-0015

TANKER AIRCREW, KC-97,

Course Number: 123100KC.
Location: Air Training Command. Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (321-380 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/57-12/68.
Objectives:, To train aircrews in the'

procedures and techniques of aerial refuel-
ing.

Instruction: Lectures on aviation
physiology, hasic survival, aircraft per-
formance, aerial refueling, ,,and instrunient.
flying; flight training, including mission
preparation, navigation, and aerial refuel,
ing. QS

Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 6, semester hours in flight qualifi-
cation on four-engine aircraft (2174).

AF- 606-0016
AVIC; A TOR

urse Number: None.

Location: 44%d Military Airlift Wing,
Altus AFB, O.

Length: 5 weeks (85 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To qualify navigators for air-

crew positions on C-5 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in emergency equipment and
procedures, navigatort instruments and
systems; procedural training in cockpit
operations, flight missions, egress and air-
plane orientation, and integrated crew
training.
, Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0017
C-141 NAVIGATOR TRAINING

(ADVANCED UPGRADE TRANSPORT
NAVIGATION)

Course Number: None.
Location: 443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB, OK.
Length: 4 weeks (86 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To qualify navigators for air-

crew positions on C-141 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and Rractical ex-

perience in emergerity equipinent and
procedures, communication, navigation
radio add compass systems, egress training,
fuel planning, aeromedical evacuation, and
combat airlift opdrational procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0018
BASIC OBSERVER NAVIGATOR

'Course Number: 51-153100-1.
Location: Flying Training Air Force,

Harlingen AFB, TX; Flying Training Air
Force, James Connally AFB, TX; Flying
Training Air Force, Ellington AFB. TX.

Length: 14 weeks (257 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviation cadets and

nonrated officers as aircraft navigators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced navigation techniques
and equipment, including celestial naviga-
tion, polar navigation, and pressure pat-
terns; radar; and officer training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in navigation
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in navigation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1606-00164

ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL TRANSPORT
PILOT (C-141)

(C-141 PILOT)
Course Number: ,1945L.
Location: 443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB. OK.
Length: 8 weeks (129.hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide pilots with a prac-

tical .knowle ge of the normal and emer-
gency functi s of the C-141 aircraft.

hutment) Lectures on aircrew indoc-
trination. c Ines, instruments, communica-
tion-navigat n systems, integrated flight
control syst s, and aircraft performance;

Air Force 1-67
practical exercises in flight simulation train-
ing and flight training,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0020
SPECIAL OPERATIONS TRAINING. AC-130E

PILOTS

Course Number: 1041402.
Location: 415th Special Operations

Training Squaceron, Hurlburt Field, FL.
Length: 4 weeks (94 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train pilots in the opera-

tion of multi-engine aircraft.
Instruction: Ground egress training and

multi-engine flight experience; lectures on
electrical systems, hydraulics, landing gear
and brakes, flight controls, fuel systems, in-
strumentation, communication and naviga-
tion, performance and mission planning,
and flight characteristics and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight ex-
perience (2/74).

AF-1606-0021
INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AA20470.
Location: 3750th Technical Training

Wing, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/57 - 5/59..
Objectives: To provide advanced instruc-

tion in intelligence and photointcrpretation
techniques and procedures.

Instruction: Course covers maps charts,
and mosaics; target development; Vapons
employment planning; foreign air efense
capabilities; combat survival; combat mis-
sion planning; briefing, debriefing, and re-
porting. Course also includes fundamentals
of air intelligence, photo radar, and target
development.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in intelligence methods (11/77).

AF-1606-0022
. .

1. UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING (T-
41/T-37/T-38)

2. UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING (T-
411T-371T-38)

(UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAININGqT-
41/T-37/ T-331)

(UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING (T-
37/T-33))

Course Number: AU Versions: P-V4A-A.
Version 2: 111103; 1111038.

Location: Air Training Command,
Columbus AFB, MS; Air Training Com-
mand, Craig AFB, AL; Air Trainipg Com-
mand, Laughlin AFB; TX; Air Training
Command,Moody AFB, GA; Air Training
Command. Reese AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Vance AFB, OK., Air Training
Command, Webb AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Williams AFB. AZ; Air Train-
?ing Command. Laredo AFB, TX; AU
Training Command, Randolph AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 49 weeks (962-998
hours). Version 2: 48-55 weeks (752-1059
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-Present.
Version 2: 1161-5/73.



1-68 COURSE EXHIBITS
Objectives: To qualify non-rated officers

as rated jet pilots.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises-in basic flight maneuvers, instrument
flight; navigation, weather, aerodynamics,
aerospace physiology, aircraft systems
operation, principles of fright, aural and
visual code, flying safety, instrument
prOcedures and radio aids, radar and flight
planning.

Credit Recomme ion: Version I: In
the , lower-division ccalaureate/a-ssociate
degree category, semester hours in com-
mercial pilot, "3" in instrument pilot, 3 in
navigation, and 3 in meteorology (6/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associtne 'degree category, 6 semester
hoUrs in commercial pilot, 3 in instrument
pilot, 3 in naviiation, and 3 in meteorology
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in primary
meteorology and navigation, and credit in
advanced military at institutions which
regularly 'offer such credit (12/68).

AF-16060023
C-5 PILOT ,

Course Number:. None.
Location: 4436- Military Airlift Wing.- .

Altus AFB, OK.
Length: 4 weeks (127 hours). e.
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train pilots in the ockra-

non of the C-5 aircraft.
.Instruction: Flight and acadt tra ng,

including an introduction to the,
craft and its systems, component parts, and
normal and emergency functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, ..3 semester hours in flight ex-
perience (2/74).

AF-1606-0024
HC-130 RADIO OPERATOR ADVANCED

FLYING
(HC-130 RADIO OPERATOR ( AIRCREW

STRAINING )
(RADIO OPERATOR (HC-330) ARRS)

Course Number: 1-A293Y 3 I ; 29352E-1;
A293X3-1.

Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, Kirtland AFB, NM;
Aerdspace Rescue and Recovery Service,
Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 8 weeks,( 103-150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /71- Present.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

duties as radio operators.. -in HC-I30, air-
craft.

Instruction: Flight training in navigation,
search and orbit, intercept; lecture{ on
general aircrew training, aircraft systems
and emergency procedures, rescue opera-
tions, and communications procedures.`

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74). .

AF-1606-0025

HC-130 NAVIGATOR (AIRCREW TRAINING)
( NAVIGATOR ADVANCED FLYING ( HC-

130) ARRS)
Course Number: 1-15351(1; 15157 -1.
Location: Aerospace .Re,-; and

Recovery Service. .'Kirtland MR, NM;
Aerospace Rescue -and Recovery Service,
Hill AFB, UT.

l.-

0

.

1. ;Length: 8 week!(126-156 hours).
ExhibirDates: A /,71- Present.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

duties as navigatorsjn HC130 aircraft.
Instruction: Flight, experience in navigr-

tion, search an6orbit; intercept, air refuel-
ing; lectures on geneal /aircrew training,
aircraft systems and emergency procedures,
and rescue opqraflons.

CreditsN___Relkoinmendation:.____No credit
because of t limited specialized nature of
the course (2774).

AF-1606-0026
HC- I 30 AIRCRAFT COMMANDER ( AIRCREW

TRAINING )
( PILOT ADVANCED. FLYING ( HC-130 )

ARRS)
Course Number: 1-1035B I ; 103513-1.
Location: 'Aerospace 'iRescue and

Recovery Service, Kirtland AFB, NM;
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service,
Hill AFB,

'Length: 8 s;( 100-150 hours).
Exhibit Dal 7 I -Present.
Objectives: in pilots to serve as' air-

craft commande n I-IC-130 aircraft.
`Instruction: FI t training in navigation,
transition, a critl, vbry, search and 'orbit,
intercept. and air/ refueling; lectures on
general _aircrew training, aircraft systems
and emergency procedures, and rescue
operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course.(2/74).

AF-1606-0027
HC-13IY1"LIGHT ENGINEER (AIRCREW

TRAINING)
( FLIGHT ENGINEER ADVANCED FLYING

(HC -130) ARRS)
(HC- I 30 FLIGHT ENGINEER )

Course Number: 113X0A I; I- i 13X0;
43550A-1.

, Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, Kirtland' AFB, NM;°
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service,
Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 8 w eks (94-164 hours)
Exhibit : 7/71-PresCht.
Objectiv To train airmen to serve as

flight en "veers in HC -130 aircraft. '
Inst don: Flight ttaining in transition

and navigation, aerial delivery, search and
orbit, intercept and air refueling; lectures
on general aircrew training, aircraft systems
and emergency procedures, rescue opera-
tions, and cruise control.

Credit (,Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74y.

AF-1606-0028
HC -130 LOADMASTER (AIRCREW TRA NINO)

( ADVANCED AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER C-
130 ARRS)

(HC-130 ADVANCED LoADmAsrEtt)
Course Number: I 14706; I I 4X06;

60750-1; A60770-6.
Lo6ition Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery- rvice, Kirtland AFB, NM;
Aerospace ljtescue and 'Reenyery Service, .
Hill AFB, UT.

Length: g weeks (123-165 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /71- Present.
Objectives: To train .a,irmen to serve -as

loadmasters in HC-130 aircraft.

Instruction: Flight training in navigation,
aerial delivery, search and orbit., intercept
and air refueling; leCtures on general air-
crew training, aircraft systems and emer-
gency procedures; and tactical subsystem
static training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0039
TRANSITION PILOT TRAINING (C-47)

Course Number: 51-10450IP.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Moody AFB, GA.

Length: 6-8 weeks (106-223 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots in the opera-

tion of multiengine aircraft.
Instruction: Flight training experience;

lectures on aircraft engineering and flight
planning. .

Credit Recommendation: In. the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate.. degree
category, 3 semester hours in multiengine
flight experience (2/74),

AF-1606-0030
AIRCRAFT OBSERVER TRAINING-PILOT

Course NuMber: 5 I -124101-1.
Location:. Flying Training Air Force,

James Connally AFB, TX.
Le h 24-27 weeks 38'7-413 hngt : wee s ( ours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54- 12/68-
Objectives: To train qualified pilots as

navigator/bombardiers.
Instruction': Lectures in dead-reckoning,

celestial, grid, and radar navigation
techniques; nuclear weapons delivery,
bombing procedures, and radar target intel-
ligence, and in-flight training in celestial,
grid, and radar navigation and in integrated
navigation arid bombing. -

...Credit Reasomendatioh: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 9 semester hours in navigation
(2/74); in the Upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in navigation
(12/68).

AF-1606-0031
I. AIRCRAFT OBSERVER TECHNICAL

UPGRADING
2. AIRCRAFT OBSERVER UPGRADE

TRAINING
3. AIRCRAFT OBSERVE UPGRADE

TRAINING -
4. AIRCRAFT OBSERVER UPGRADE

TRAINING
5. AIRCRAFT OBSERVER UPGRADE

TRAINING

Course Number: Version 1: 5 I -15_21 I 0A-
1. VersiOn 2: 51-152100P-I.

Location: Version 1: Flying Training Air
Force, Mather AFB, CA; Flying Training
Air Force, James Connally AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: Flying Training Air Force, Ellington
AFB, TX. Version 3: Flying Training Air
Force, Harlingen AFB, TX. Version 4...Fly-
ing _Training Air Force, James Connally
AFB, TX. Version 5: Flying Training Air
Force, Mather AFB, CA.

Length:* , Version 1: .424-25 weeks
(538-567 hours). Version 2: 941 hours.
Version 3: 941 hours. Version 4: 941 hours.
Version 5: 941 hours. , .



Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/55-12/68.
Version 2: 5/54-1/55. Version 3: 5/54-71/55,
Version 4: 5/54-1/55, Version 5: 5/54-1/55.

.Objectives: To train aircraft observers as
aerial navigators. e

Instruction:. Lectures and flight ex-
perience in aircraft' navigation techniques,
including dead-reekoning, celestial, and
grid navigation:. equipment malfunction
analysis; bombing theory and computations;
radar target intelligence; operational.
procedures intliotving radar and computer

toisage; and atomic, biological, and chemical
warfare familiarizatiOn. -4. i'

Credit Recommendatihn: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureat/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in aeri-
al navigation (2/74); in the upper-division

- baccalaureate 'category, 5 semester hours in
navigation, and credit in electricity on the
basis cif institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 2: In the lower-divisidn baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester
hours in navigation, 9 in electrodits, 2 in
meteorology (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics or navigation on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation ( 12/68). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureateAnssociate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
navigation. 9 in electronics. 2 in meteorolo-
gy (2/74,); in the upper-division baccatau- '''
seate . category, credit in electronics or
navigation on the basis of institutional

°evaluaticin (12/68). Version 4. In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree,
category, 6 semester hours in navigation, 9
in electronics, 2 in meteorology (2/74); in.
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics or navigation on the

r(""' basis of institutional evaluation (112/68).
Version 5.- In the lower-division haealau-
reate/asi;ociaie degree eptegory, 6 semester .
hours in navigation, 9 in elec les. 2 in,
meteorology (2/74); in the u -divisinn
baccalaureate category, credit in elec-.

-- ironies or n4igation pri the basis of institu-
. - tional evahration"(12/68).

AF-1606-0932

FLIGHT ENGINEER SPECIALIST,
RE.CHATkApilN0 ENGINE AIRCRAFT

ACourse Number:. 3ALR43550C-1.
Location: 3750th' Technical School, ,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300phours).
Exhibit Dates; 8/7(1-12/73. ,

`Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to
Perform duties as flightiengineerS. ,

instruction: Lectures in theOry of Flights
aircraft systints, aerodynamics; and duties'
and responsibilitles of Alight engineers.; and
,practical ,exRerierwe'2.in flight. navigation.
procedures. i;°°' o

Credit Recommendationt In the lower:
division hactarailreate/aSsociate -. degree
category, 3 semester hours in 'theory of
Flight, 3 in aircraft systems. 3 in
aerodynaMics, 3 in flight engineering,(2/
74); in the upper-diviSion baccalaureate,,

:category. 3 semester hoursln aerodynamics
(12',68).

AF-1606-0033
, -

PRL4ARY-BASIC OBSER.ValkUPGRADIN

*CoOrse Number: Version 17 5 I -1 31 23.
. : Version 2: 51- 153402 -r.

Location: Version 1: kr Training Com-
mand; Mather AFfi, ca, Version 2: Elying
Training Air p'orccllipgtWn AFB,

Length: Version 1: 23 weeks (5 I I
hours). Version 2: 34 -weeks (803-823
hours).

Exhibit .Datesi° Virsion '1: 1/59 - 12/68.
Version 2: 12/54-12/58.

Objectives: To provide aircraft observers
with supplemental' training in aircraft'
navigirion.

InSfruction: Lectures and flight ex-
perience in aircraft navigation, including
meteorology; navigation'al theory; dead-
reckoning, celestial, ,and grid navigation-1,

'radar systems: electricity and magnetism;
and radio operations.

Credit . Recommendation: Version 1: Ili
the lower-division baccalaureate/Lsociate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
dityigation, 2 in meteorology (2/74); in the
tipper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in navigation (12/68). Ver-
sion 2; In the Idwer- division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in navigation, 3 in: electronics, 2 ire-
meteorology (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category; 6 semester hours in
navigation, 3 in electricity (12/68).

AF-1606,0034.

'PRIMARY -BASIC OBSERVER CADET

Course. Number: 51-153101-1.
Location: Flying Training Air Force,

Ellington AFB, TX; Flying' Training Air
Force, Harlingen APB, TX; Flying Training
Air Forcer James Connally AFB, TX.

Length: 40-42 weeks (857-872 hoUrs),
EXhibit Dates: 4/54-1§.8.
Objectives; To trairrvaircraft observer

preflight graduates and nonrated officers to
perform as navigators..

Ingtructiotr. Lectures and training'flights
in basic aircraft navigation, including elec-
tronic equipment utilization; meteorology;
celestial, grid, and dead-reckoning naviga-
tion; electricity and magnetism; radar
systems; and radio operation:

Credit' Recomatendatiori: In the lower-

p in navigation, .6
, division baccalanre/associate, degree
category, 9semes ours
in electronics; Metedrology (2/74); in
the upper-divgiop baccalaureate category,
6 setriesterbloirs in navigation, 2 in elec-
tricity, anVadclilional crgdit in electrical

'laboratory ba,sis of institutional
evaluatio (12/16K

Air Force 1-69
AF-1606,0036
PILOT ADVANCED FLYiNd (H-3) BASIC .

°(PlLoT ApvAticto FLYING (HH-3E)
ARRW)

(PILOT ADVANCED FLYING (H-53) BAsic)
(PILOT ADVANCED FLYING ( HH-53 )

ARRS)
Course Number: 1025 -1; 1025E.2;

1025F-1; 1025F-2.
Location: 1550th Aircrew Training and

Test Wing, Hill AFB,
Length: 4-10 weeks-(46 -124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives : To provide helicopter pilots,

with transition and technical training in H-
'3 and H-53 helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal ex-
perience in aerial delivery, air refueling,
ballistics, fire suppression, formation flying,
gunnery. instruments, navigation, rescue
operations, search and orbit, and medal
and transition training.

Credit ReCommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0037
HELICOPTER MECHANIC ADVANCED FLYING

(HH-53) ARRS
y-IELICOPTER MESHANIC FLYING (H-53)

OtAsic )
(HELICOPTER MECHANIC ADVANCED 'FLY-

iris (1114:3E)ARRS)
(HELICOPTER MECHANIC FLYING.. (H-3)

DASIC) 00/
.

AF-160 0035'
HELICOPTER AIRCREW TRAINING

(HELICOPTER MEci-lAry1C (FLIGHT)).(HELICOPTER GUNNER ),
( PARABESCUE( HEAVY LIFT,, HEW )

Course NOmber: 431XD,E,F: 462XD;
923X0. 7

Location: Aerospace Rescue and -

Recovery Service. Scott AF.13. ° /
Length: 4-8 weeks (120-240 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 7/71,12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

tactical helicopter 'prewmen.
Instruition: Flight training, lectures,. and'

practical. exercises in emergency
procedures rescue operatiOrA. weapon

4 systems and ballistics, refueli and
general aircrew procedures.

Credit Rec iinendatiorn :No crc
because of the li led specialized nature o
the cobrse

0

v °

Course Number: 431XF-2; 431XF-1;
431XE -2;

Location:. 1550th Aircrew Training and
Test Wing, Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 4-10 weekS,(37-7111 hours).
kxhibil Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train helicoptsr mechanics

to repair, and' serve as crew`linembers on,
H-3 and H-53 helicopters.

instruction: Flight I training, including
flight preparation,' ground operations, in-
flight maintenance, instruments, emerge
procedures, and postflight procedures; and
lectures and practiCial experience in the
repair of the Litnited Night Recovery
System (LNRS)

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 2/74).

AF-1606-0038
I MEDIUM BOMB-TRANSITION B-47ffis

(AIRCRAFT COMMANDER /PILOT)
2. AIRCREW TRANsITION- MEDIUM BOMB-

JET ( AIRCRAFT COMMANDER /PILOT)

Course Number: 12310013. -°'

Location: Air Training Command, Mc-
Connell AFB, KS.

Length: Version 1: 8-10 weeks (130-200.
'hours). Version 2: 13' weeks (233-305
hours).

--Bates: Version. 1: 8/56-12/68.;
Version 2.- 4/54-7/56:

Objectiys: To provide pilots and naviga-
tors with.. 0-47 aircrew transition training
and general knOwledge of B-47 systems and
perfbrmande.

Instruction: Lectures and simulated flight
training in B -47 aircraft; aircraft systems.
-fundamentals, performance characteristics,
bombing 'and navigation systems and
proCedures; high-altitude meteorology: jet
instrument flight planning; gunnery system;
and-celestial navigation. .

t



1-70 COURSE EXHIBITS
NN credit . AF-1606-0042

ed nature ofX
EDIUM BOMBARDMENT CONVENTIONAL, B-

29 FOUR-ENGINE TRANSITION
(SCANNER GUNNER)

Course Number: 1231000.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (424 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1.1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide scanner gunners

with'B-29 transitipn training.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in emergency procedures, aircraft
operation, instruments, preflight inspection,
electrical systems,engines, and propellers.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

Credit Recommendation:
because of the limited special
the course (2/74).

.

AF-1606-0039

I. MEDIUM BOMB TRANSITION B-47 7
(AIRCRAFT BSERVER)

2. - AIRCREW TBASITIONMEDIUM BOMB-
JET (AIRCRAFT OBSERVER)

Courie Number: 12310011.
Location: Air Training Command, Mc-

Connell AFB,
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (107 hours).

Version 2: 7 weeks (185-211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/56-12/68.

Version 2: 4/54-7/56.
Objectives: To provide pilots and naviga-

tors with B-47 bombing navigation system
in7flight maintenance procedures and
general knowledge of 13-47 systems and
performance.

Instruction; Lectures and simulated flight
training in B-47 aircraft; aircraft systems

'fundamentals, performance characteristics,
and bombing ,and navigation systems and
procedures; and high-altitude meteorology.

Credlt Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited 'specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AP-1606.-0040

MEDIUM BOMBARDMENT,,CoNVENTIONAL B-
29 FOUR-ENGINE TRANSITION
(FLIGHT ENGINEER)

Course Number: 1231000.
Location: Air Training Command, Ain-

.dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide flight engineers

with B-29 transition training.
Ins-truction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in emergency procedures, aircraft
engines, electrical systems, propellers, in-
struments, cruise; control, and communica-
tions.

' Credit Recommendation: credit
because of the limited specialiied nature Of.-
the course (2/74).

. ;

MEDIUM BOMBARDMENT CONVENTIONAL, B-
. 29 FOUR-ENGINE TRANSITION

(AIRCRAFT COMMANDER AND Co-
. cP11,0-P)

Course Number: "1231000.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX,
Length: 6 weeks (202 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/54-t2/68.
Objectives: To provide aircraft cornman-

ders'and copilots With B-29 transition train-
ing.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical ex-
perience in emergency procedures, instru-
ment flying, weather, aircraft operation,
crew ,managerrient, flying safety; engines,
electrical systeMs, propellers, instruments,
and communications.

Credit Recornmendation: No credit
because of the Iiinited specialized nature of. .the course (2/74).

AF-1606-0043
MEDIUM BOMBARDMENT CONVENTIONAL, B-

29 FOUR-ENGINE TRANSITION (RADIO
. OPERATOR)

"Course Number: I 23100C.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran--

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (161 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 I /54- I 2/68.
Objectives: To provide radio operators

with B -29 transition training.
instruction: Lectures and practidal ex-

perience in radio procedures and equip-
ment, aural and visual code, preflight and
chamber flight.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/7,4).

AF-1606-0044

MEDIUM TRANSPORT (C-.I 19) TRANSITION
(MEDIUM TRANSPORT (C-I 19) AIRCREW

TRANSITION)

Course Number: 1051008.
Location: Air Training, Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (218 hours)...
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots in transport-

type aircraft transition.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in mission preparation, emergency
procedures and instruments,,navigation, fly-
ing, and - public relations. Includes special-
ized training in engines, propellers, aircraft
systems, flight controls, operational
procedures, 'instrument flying techniques,
cruise control, navigational methods, com-
munications, flying safety, and technical
publications.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-106-0045
I. RADAR INTERCEPT OFFICER TRAINING

(MG- 12/13)
(RADAR INTERCEPT OFFICER TRAILING)

2. NAVIGATOR RADAR INTERCEPT ti

Course Number: 156103.
Location: Air, Training Command, Con-

nally AFB, TX.)
Length: Version 1: 2.5 weeks (51.1-533

hours). Version 2: 21 weeks (386 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/58-12/68.

VerSion 2: 6/57-7/58.
Objectives: To qualify Air Force navigar

tors as radar intercept offiders.

.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.?..'
cises in navigation and flight line orierita--"
tion; basic and advanced interceptor
techniques; applied tactics; interceptor
techniques in flight simulator; electricity
and magnetism; circuits and voltmeter, am-
meter, ohmmeter familiarization; vacuum
tubes, diodes, triddes, tetrodes, pentodes,
and thy_ratrons; power supplies; amplifiers;
oscillat&s; high-frequency circuits and
systems; transmission lines and wave- .

guides; applied intercept ,techniques; air-
craft and surface vessel .recognition; and
aircraft engineering.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,- 4 semester hoiirs in elec-
tricity (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity, and credit in electrical.laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74). Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in navigation
and electricity on the basis of institutional
ei/aluation ( 12/68 ).

, AF-1606-0046
ADVANCED OBSERVER INTERCEPT

(ADVANCED OBSERVER, INTERCEPT TRAIN-
ING)

Course Number: 156102.
Location: Flying Training School, Con-

nally AFB, TX.
Length: 16-21 weeks (283-388 hoUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/684
Objectivei: To train primary basic ob-

server course graduates to .be aircraft ob-
servers as a prereqUisite for interceptor
combat crew training or jet fighter crew
training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in interception techniques, simu-
lated flight missions and radar intercept
flight missions, airborne 'intercept radar
eqUipment, radar equipment malfunction
analysis, operational navigation technickes:
flight weather operations, aircraft recog
tion, international Morse Code, basic a
craft instruments, and aircraft armament

Credit Recommendation: In the up r-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
navigation or electricity on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74).

C

AF-1606-0047

ADVANCED AEROSPACE PHOTO
INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: OTS8044-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB,
Length: 5 weeks (l50 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68..

'Objectives; Tp provide intelligence per-
sonnel with advanced training in the
processing, storing, retrieving, interpreta-
tion, and dissemination. of intelligence in-
formation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises the interpretation, processihg,.
storageWetrieval and dissemination of .in- .

telligence information, including, introduc-
tory reconnaissance . systems, automatic
data processing, photogrammetry, applica-
tions of photp intelligence information,

,,microscale photo interpretation, and physi-
cal factors in photo interpretation.. . ql r,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
di,;ision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in photo



ligence (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
photo intelligence (12/68).

AF- 1606-0048

DEFENSE SENOR INTERPRETATION AND
APPLICATIONS TRAINING (DSIAT)
(OFFICER )

Course Number: OZR8011.
Location: Armed Forces Air Intelligence

Training Center, Offutt AFB, NE.
Length: .12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as photographic interpreters.
. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in photo interpretation, including
principles and equipment of reconnaissance
systems, impact and significance of im
proved lens/film combinations, use of im-
proved optical and mensuration devices,
microscale photo interpretation, automatic
and electronic ,intelligence, interpretation,

"photogrammetry,. and photo processing
techniques.

`Credit Recommendation: In the lower-\ divilsTon, baccalaureate/associate degree
categOty, 6 semester hours in photo intel-
ligence (5/:74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate cistegory, 2 semester hours in
photo intelligence (12/68).

AF-1606-0049
C-9A PILOT BASIC

(ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL (C-9) TAC-
TICAL AIRLIFT)

Course Number: None.
Location: 375th Aeromedical Airlift

Wing, Scott AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73Present.
Objectives: To train pilots in the opera-

tion of multi-engine aircraft.
Instruction: Multi-engine flight ex-.,

e ground egress training; lectures
on electrical system's; hydraulics, landing
gear and ',brakes, flight controls, fuel
systems, instrumentation, communication
and navigation,' performance and mission
planning, and flight characteristics and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: -In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight ex-
perience (2/T4).

AF-1606-0050

PHOTO INTERPRETATION SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR20630; AB20630;
AB20431: .

Location: Version I: 3750th Technical
School, NIspppard AFB; TX. Version 2:
3415th Teamical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 12 I 9,weeks (360-54(hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to interpret,

analyze, and evaluate aerial and dX:radar
scope .photographs for intelligence pur-

Lectures and practical exer-
cises in e interpretation, analysis, and
evaluation, of aerial and radar scope photo-
graphs for intelligence purposes, including
filing, indexing, and plotting radar scope
photographs; radar scope prediction, photo
intelligence section operation, security, and
map usage and intelligence information
sources. .

1

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in photo in-
terpretation (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in'
photo interpretation (12/68).

AF- 1606 -0051

DEFENSE SENSOR INTERPRETATION AND
APPLICATIONS TRAINING (DSIAT)
(AIRMAN)

Course Number: AZR20670.
Location: Armed Forces Air Intelligence

Training Center,,Offutt AFB, NE.
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as photographic interpreters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in photo interpretation, including
principles and equipment of reconnaissance
systems, impact and significance of im-
proved lens/film combinations, use of im-
proved optical and mensuration devices,
microscale photo interpretation, automatic
and electronic intelligence interpretation,
photogrammetry, and photograph
processing techniques.

Credit Recommendation:. In' the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 6 semester hours iviro intel-
ligence (5/74); in the uppet ion bac-
calaureate Category, 2 'semester-. hours in
photo intelligence (12/68).

AF -1606 -0052

1. AIR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
2. INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

. Course Number: Version 1: 3CfBR 8051- 1;
OBR805 I -1 . Version 2: OBR8051;
OB2051; OB2651-I .'
-Locatit Veision 1: 3415th Technical

School, Lo ry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 28-30 weeks
(840-960 hours). Version 2 :.12 weeks (1360
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: 10/63-12/73.
Version 2: 5/56-9/63.

Objectives: 'To train officers to perform
as intelligence , officers and intelligence
photo-radar officers.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in photo-radar intel-
ligence operations and principles, including
image interpretation, radar and intelligence
analysis, prediction and targeting, auto-
matic data processing and computer pro-.
gramrning as applied to intelligence

\systems, mission planning, ,for air
defense capabilities, nuclear weapMs ern-
ployment, and survival and escape
techniques. Version 1: Includes tactical in-
terpretation, photogrammetry, multisensor
interpretation, briefing and transportation -
procedures_andintelligence industries.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate' category,
6 semester hours in photo interpretation'
and intelligence methods (12/68). Version
2: In the 0,4,er-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in intelligence
methods ( 12/68 ).

AF -1606 -0053

INLAISTRIAL PLLOTO INTERPRETATION AND
BOMB DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Course Number: OTS8000-12.

Mr Force 1-71
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX..
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/681
Objectives: To train enlistedpersonnel to

interpret surface transportation and indus-
trial installations and to assess nonnuclear
bomb ddmage from aerial,photogriphy.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in surface transportation, basic indus-
tries, end-product industries, and non-
nuclear bomb damage assessment by aerial
photographic interpretation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureatc/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in photographic
interpretation (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in photo-
graphic interpretation on the basis of 'In-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF -16b6 -0054

AIR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Course Number: OTS8054.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to be air in-

telligence officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer-

cises in air intelligence processes; maps,
charts, and photographic radar interpreta-
tion; the communist threat; targeting and
weapons employment planning; and combat'
mission activiajp.

Credit Re "'Lttmendation: In, the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, -6 semester hours in intelligence
methods (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in in-
telligence methods (12/68).

AF-1606-0055
AIR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR8051-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

'lLowry AFB, CO.
Length: 20 weeks (620 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to be intel-

ligence officers on staff and operational
units.

Instruction: Lectures in intelligence fun-,
damentals, automatic data& processing as
applied to intelligence, 'imagery interpreta-
tion fundamentals, targeting, weapons em-,
ployment planning? survival techniques,
evasion procedures, resistance and escape,
integrated operational intelligence system,
and intelligence officr-Nsponsibilities.,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaurate/aSIO-Ciate degree
category, 6 semester hours in photo in-
terpretation and 'intelligence methods (5/
74) in the upper-division bweelaureate
category, 6 semester hours iphOto in-
terpretation and intelligence methods (12/
68).

AF-1606-0056
INTELLIGENCE PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC

OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR8061.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 13 weeks (396 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-12/73.

a
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

0 be intelligence precision photographic of,
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in photography. introduction; sen-
sitometric control techniques; chemical
control techniques, and precision control
techniqueS; color photography fundamen-
tals; photographic unit management and
administration; light theory; printing and
developing processessensitometry and sen-,
sitometric techniques; titling, plotting, and
forwarding aerial film; and airborne intel-
ligence imagery systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hdurs in photography
(5/74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in photography
(5/74).

.)

AF-1606-0057
RECONNAISSANCE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 3OZR 1400.
Location: 35 15th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train commanders, opera-

tors, and staff officers in reconnaissance
and reconnaissance/intelligence cycle ele-
me'ras and functions.

Instruction: Lectures in reconnaissance
systems, roles and missions, administration
and security, maps and charts, communica,
tions intelligence, multisensor reconnais-
sance interpretation, tactical reconnais-
sance/intelligence cycle, tactical air control
system and air role in battlefield reconnais-
sance, verticle photographic interpretation,
reconnaissance Vehicles, and research and
development.

Credit Recommendation: No .credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (5/74). J
AF-1606-0058
PHOTO INTERPRETATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ATS20650-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/6 I -12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

photographic interpretation fundamentals.
Instruction: Lectures in photornetrics,

photographic mission planning, use of maps
and charts:.filin titling and plotting, itecial
photographic interpretation, vertical and
oblique metrics, nuclear weapons orienta-
tion. Military equipment and installations,

Iand intelligence reporting.
Credit Recommendation: 'In thel lower-

division baccalaureate/a.sitociate degree
category, 3 semester hours in photographic
interpretation (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate. category, credit in photo-
graphic interpretation on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1601 -0059'
I. PHOTCX;RAPHIC INTELLIGENCEMAN

( AIR INTELLIGENCE AIRMAN )
2. INTELLIGENCE GPERAT(ONS SPECIALIST

Course Number:- Version( I: 3ABR20630 -.
1; ABR20430-1. Version 2: ABR20430;
AB20430.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO. All
Versiims: 3415th Technical School, Lowry
AFB, CO. Version 2: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 14-18 weeks
(402-506 hours). Version 2: 10-11 weeks
( 300. hours).

Eghibit Dates: Version 1: 7/64- I 2/73.
Version 2: 6/54-6/64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform intelligence operations and photo-
graphic and radar interpretation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in intelligence fundamentals; map,
photographic, and radar interpretation; in-
telligence collection and dissemination; in-
telligence estimating and area studies; and
mission planning and targeting.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree catego 6 semester hours in
photographic into rotation (5/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in photographic interpreta-
tion (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in intelligence
methods (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in in-,
telligence methods (12/68).

AF-1606-0060
INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR20430.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8-9 weeks (236-272 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-1473.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in intelligence production manage-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures in organization for
intelligence, handling and safeguarding in-
telligence information, target planning,'
training personnel. in intelligence, imagery
intelligence, administrative 'documents
preparation, oral presentations, electronic
data processing and data-handling systems,
and the organizatiOn and mission of intel-
ligence agencies.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in administra-
tion (5/74).

AF-1606-0061
1. IMAGERY INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
2.. I N TE LLIGE NC E PHOTO-RADAR OFFICER

Course Number: 30BR804.1.
Location: Version 1: Technical Training

Center, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 2: 3415th
Technical School,. Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 24 weeks (720
hours). Version,2: 23 weeks (678 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1": 7/72-12/73.
Version 2: 7/70-6/72.

Objectives: To train officers to be intel-
ligence specialists.

Instruction:' Lectures and practical exer-
,eises in intelligence operations fundarren-
tals. .basic coordinate systems, automatic
data processing, photogrammetry, tactical

. photographic mission planning, imagery in-
terpretation, radar operations, and mul-
tisensorAmagery ,reporting.

Credit Recommendation:, Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hc-Trs,in politi-,

cal science, 2 in geography, 1 in meterolo-
gy 1/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in political
science, 2 in geography, I in meteorology
(1/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in maps and photography, I
in automatic data processing, 1 in radar or
electronics (5/74).

AF-1606-00
INTELLIGENCE OPERA NS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: A 20450-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 ).
Exhibit Dates: 9/61=12./68.
Objectives: To train officer and en sted

personnel in intelligence fundamentals and
the tactical use of air intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures in oral briefing
preparation techniques; aircraft recogni-
tion; intelligence organizations and func-
tions; the intelligence cycle and process;
maps and charts; combat survival; tactical
air defense operations; introduction to
photographic interpretation; and Soviet
radar, flak, and electronic countermea-
sures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (5/74)t

AF-1606-0063
HELICOPTER INSTRUCTOR PILOT TRAINING

Coufse Number: IHIPN; IHIPNA; IHIPF;
IHIPFA; IH3P1; 1H3P2/3; 1H53P1; 1H53P2;
IH53P3.

Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery ServicecKirtland AFB, NM.

Length: 2-6 weeks (111-174 hours).
ExhA Dates: 8/77-Present.
Obj s;, To train helicopter pilots to

perform instructors..
Instruction: Subjects covered include

systems transition, procedures, instruments,
operations, and general aircrew training on
the specific helicopter system.

Ci-edit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( 11/77).

AF-1606-0064
FLIGHT MECHANIC ADVANCED FLYING

Course Number: H53MI; H53M2.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Kirtland AFii, NM.
Length: 4-10 weeks (6b --116 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10 /77- Present..
Objectives: To qualify pilots in the H-53

helicopter.
Instruction: Many variables are involved

in helicopter training; course provides
training sufficient to prepare aircrew
membec for simulator and then aircraft fly-
ing training.

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because pf the military-specific nature of
the course ( 11/77).

AF-1606-0065
PILOT ADVANCED FLYING

Course Number: H53PI; H53P2.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Kirtland AFB, NM.
Length: 4-10 weeks (70-127 hows)



Exhibit Dates: I0/77-Present.
Objectives: To qualify pilots in the H-53

helicopter.
Instruction: Course provides training suf-

ficient to prepare aircrew member for
simulator and then aircraft flying training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course ( I 1/77).

AF-1606-0066

HELICOPTER INSTRUCTOR PILOT (H-1, H- I N,
H- IF, CH-3, CH-53, HH-53)

Course Number: 1025D-, 1025pAN;
1025DAF; 1025E1', 1025E2/3; 1025F1;
I025F2.

Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 2-6 weeks (40-178 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0/75-Present.
Objectives: To train and I qualify .

helicopter pilots as instructor pilots.
Instruction: Emphasis is given to

developing judgment, initiative, and ability
to lead. ,Students ability to instruct is
developed.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military-specific nature of
the course (11/77).

AF-1606-0068

HELICOPTER PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
(H-43/TH-1F/CH-3)

Course Number: F-V5E-C/D/E.
Location: Air Training Command, Shep-

pard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (367 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-1 2/73.
Objectives: To train helicopter, pilots to

perform as helicopter pilot instructors.
InstrUction: Leatures and practical exer-

cises in flight instructor training. Course in
eludes aerodyikmics, fundamentals of in-
struction, and engineering and operation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of,
the course (6/74).

AF-1606-0069

COMBAT CREW TRAINING FIGHTER ( F-84F)
(COMBAT CREW TRAINING, FIGHTER (F-

84F))
(COMBAT CREW TRAINING, FIGHTER (F-

84 E/F))
Course Number: 112101A:
Location: Air Training Command, Luke

AFB, AZ.
Length: 18 Weeks (548 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/54-12/68.
Objectives:Jo train pilots to operate F-

84F aircraft and weapon systems.
Instruction: Lectures rand fligh4t training

in F-84F aircrafiN, including bombing,
rocketry, gunnery, navigation, special
weapons training, applied tactics, air Com-
bat maneuvering, and instruments opera-
tion."'"

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1606-0070
COMBAT CREW TRAINING FIGHTER (T-33/F-

84 )-
(COMBAT CREW TRAINING FIGHTER (F-

84E) PHASE 11-80 Holm PHASE)
Course Number: I I2103A.
Location: Air Training. Command, Luke

AFB, AZ.
Length: 6-12 weeks (202-387 hours).
Exhibit Dates: i/55- 12168.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate jet

fighter aircraft and weapon systems.
Instruction: Lectures and flight training

in jet fighter aircraft operation, including
gunnery, applied tactics, instrument opera-
tion, formation flying and acrobatics,
synthetic instrument training, intelligence,
physiological training, and flying safety.

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1606-0071

USAF COMBAT FLYING SCHOOL.
INTERCEPTOR (T-33/F-89D)PILOT

Course Number: I 121048.
Location: Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14 weeks (439 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated pilots to

operate T-33 and F-89D aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in pilot duties in specific interceptor
aircraft, including flight instrument funda-
mentals, navigation, meteorology,' forma-
tion flying, interception techniques. tactics,
rocketry, and specific equipment engineer-
ing instruction.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0072
USAF COMBAT FLYING SCHOOL,

INTERCEPTOR (T-33/F-89D)--RADAR
OBSERVER

Course Number: 1121048.
Location: Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA:
Length: 7 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated radar obser-

vers to perform as operationally ready crew
member in T-33 and F-89D aircraft.

InstructiMr: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in crew duties in specific interceptor
aircraft, including instrument familiariza-
tion, interception techniques, tactics,
rocketry, weather and weather flight, and
specific equipment engineering instruction.

Ciedit Recommendation: No , credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-007,.
USAF COMBATCLYING SCHOOL,

INTERCEPTOR (T-33/F-94C)PILOT
Course Number: I I2103B.
Location: Air Training Comrrland,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14 weeks A429 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide pilots with train-

ing in combat flying techniques.

Air Force 1-73
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in combat flying techniques. Topics
include flight instrument fundamentals,
navigation, meteorology, formation flying,
intercept techniques, tactics, and rocketry. ,

Credit Recommendation: No credit A"
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF'-1606-0074

USAF COMBAT FLYING litrOL,
INTERCEPTOR (T-3 -94C )RADAR
OBSERVER

Course Number: I I2103B.
Location: Air 'Training

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 7 weeks (259 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /56-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated observers in

combat flying techniques.
Instruction: Lectures and field exercises

In the duties of a radar observer' on a
specific aircraft. Topics include instrument
familiarization, intercept techniques, tac-
tics, and rocketry.'

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of-the course
(12/68).

Command,

AF-1606-0075

ADVANCED OBSERVER, TAOTICAL
RECONNAISSANCE AND
BOMBARDMENT TRAINING

Course NuMber: 'I521012C; 15210I2G-
% I.

Location: Air Training Command,
Mather AFB, CA.

Length: 25 weeks (736 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as tactical reconnaissance and
bombardment specialists.

Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-
cises in the duties 'of reconnaissance and
bombardment specialists. Course includes
specialized training in K- system bombing
and reconnaissance; SHORAN navigation;
and material related to atomic, chemical,
and biological warfare.

-Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of-the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1606-007
ADVANCED OBSERVER, STRAWIC

RECONNAISSANCE AND
BOMBARDMENT TRAINING

Course Number: I 52101F-1.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA,
Length: 20 weeks (586 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted persOiniel to

perform as strategic reconnaissance and
bombardment specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of strategic reconnais-
sance and bombardment specialists, includ-
ing K-system bombing and reconnaissance,
and classified material related to atomic,
biological, and chemical warfare.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).
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AF-1606-0071
INTERCEPTOR PILOT TRAINING (F-86L)

(USAF ADVANCED INTERCEPTOR PILOT
TRAINING F-86L)

Course Number: 1 12100A.
Location: Air Training Command, Perrin

AFB, TX; Air Training Command, Moody
AFB, GA. at

Length: 22 weeks (624 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/58-- I 2168.
Objectives: To train rated jet pilots to be

alert ready on'F-86L equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in flying specific aircraft, including in-
strument flying, transition and familiariza-
tion, basic and advanced radar intercept
training, applied tactics, specific equipment
engineering, jet flight planning, techniques
of weather flight, navigational aids, air-
borne interception, and countermeasures
and special weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0078
INSTRUMENT PILOT, JET

Course Number: I 12103.
lAxation:. Air Training Corinand, Perrin

AFB, TX; Air Training Command, Tyndall
AFB, FL.

Length: 6 weeks (142-153 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train rated pilots to

operate jet aircraft instrumentation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of jet aircraft instru-
mentation, including basic instrument fly-
ing, radio navigation, instrument landing
systems, meteorology and weather flying
techniques, and equipment construction.

Credit Recnmmendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF -1606 -0079

BASIC OBSERvER RECONNAISSANCE Roo-
36/47/52

Courie Number: 1521 goF.
Location: Air Training Command, James

Connally AFB, TX.
Length: 26 weeks (756 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /54,12/68.
Objectives: To train primary observer

course. graduates in aircraft observation
and reconnaissance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in . navigation, bombing, radar, and
special and photo reconnaissance missions,
including navigation; reconnaissance; radar
flight missions; bombing; air navigation

3 techniques; reconnaissance equipment; mis-
sion planning; air procedures; and weather
reporting.

.Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
. division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in navigation
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in navigation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

Location: Air Training Command,
Mather AFB, CA.

Length: 13-28 weeks (347-701 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-Present.
Objectives: To train navigators to per-

form as navigator-bombardiers on aircraft
equipped with the AN/ASQ-38 weapons
control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the functions of navigator-bombar-
diers, including AN/ASQ-38 computers,
radar, ancillary equipment, operations and
malfunction analysis; AGM-28 grid, solo
navigation and bombing; integrated naviga-
tion and bombing; bomb navigation
systems; and basic and advanced opera-
tions.

Credit RecommendOtion: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0082
USAF COMBAT FLYING SCW9OL,

INTERCEPTOR (F-94C)PILOT
(USAF ADVANCED FLYING. SCHOOL-,

(INTERCEPTOR -F -94C )-- PILOT)

Course Number: T12101B.
Location: Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14-18 weeks (420-461 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate F-

94C jet interceptor aircraft under all
weather conditirs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of F-94C jet inter-
ceptor aircraft under all weather condi-
tions, including instrumentation, target fly-,
ing, operation of specific aircraft syStems,
navigational aids, techniques in weather
flight, engineering systenis in specific
equipment, airborne interception, intel-
ligence, applied tactics, and rocketry.

Credit ReCommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12468).

AF-1606-0083

USAF COMBAT FLYING-SCHOOL,
INTERCEPTOR (F-94C)RADAR,
OBSERVER

(USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL
(INTERCEPTOR-F-94C)RADAR OB-
SERVER)

Course Number: 11210IB.
Location: Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14-18 leeks (301-359 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train radar° observers to

F-1606-04)80
NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER AN/ASQ-38(V)

(NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER TRAINING
(ASQz38))

Course Number: B- V7A -S -O; B-V7A-S;
51B-V7A-R; B-V7A-A: 152106B.

operate equipment in the F-94C aircraft in
all-weather flight conditions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in F -94C equipment operation in all-
weather flight conditions, including instru-
mentation, target flying, operation of
specific aircraft systems, navigational aids,
weather and techniques in all-weather
flight, engineering systems in, specific
equipment, airborne interception, intel-
ligence, applied tactics, and rocketry.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
,(I2/68).

AF-1606-0084
NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER UPGRADE

TRAINING (FB-I I I )
Course Number: B-V7A-D.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 9 weeks (218-226 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as navigator-bombardierA' on FIV1 I I air-
craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the functiont' of navigator-bombar-
diers, including FB-I I I avionics; navigation
display and computer control units; optical
display sight set; basic ECM principles; ar-
mament systems; astrocompass (ASQ-119);
advanced avionics; control and display set;
specific countermeasures receiver set,
dispenser set, and trackbreaker; weapons
release requirements; armament system
review; simulator training; and mission
planning.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0086
BASIC OBSERVER

TRAINING 7/66
Course Number: 152101C-I.
Location: Flying Training Air Force,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: Version 1: 36 weeks (649

hours). Version 2: 26 weeks (691 hours).
Exhibit Dates: VerTion 1: 3/55-12/68.

Version 2: l/54 -2/55.
Objectives: To train aviation cadets, non-

rated officer graduates of the primary ob-
server course, and other rated officers to
perform as4aircraft observers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in navigatia, reconnaissance, and
SHORAN flight missions; navigation;
bombing; reconnaissance; radar; SHORAN;
atomic, biological,. and chemical warfare;
and officer training.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
navigation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in navigation
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68). Version 2: In the lower-division
calaureate/assoeiate degree category, 2
semester hours in navigation (6/74); in the

° upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in navigation on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1606-0087
USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL,

INTERCEPTOR (F-89D) -PILOT

Course Number: 1 12102B.
Location: ) Air Training - Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14-18 weeks (458-482 'htfurs).-;-

. Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To Crain rated pilots_ to

operate the F-89D jet interceptor under all
weather conditions.

Instruction: -Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of the F-89D jet in-
terceptor under all weather conditions, in-
cluding flight instruments, specific equip-
ment operation, target flying, flight Mis-
sions, navigational aids, flight weather, in-
telligence, applied tactics', interception
techniques, and rocketry.

Pe;
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Credit Recommendation: No credit
becatise of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF1606-0088
USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL,

latERCEPTOR (F-89D)RADAR
OBSERVER

Course Number: 112102B.
Location: Air Training Command,

Moody AFB, GA.
Length: 14-18 weeks (341-394 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated radar obser-

vers to perform as crew members for F-
8913 jet interceptors under all weather con-
ditions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in crew duties in F-8913 jet intercep-
tors flown under all weather conditions, in-
cluding radar interpretation; tactics, flight
instruments, navigation aids, specific equip-
ment operation, target flying, flight mis-
sions, flight weather, intelligence. intercep-
tion techniques, and rocketry.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF- 1606-0089

'AFS FIGHTER: JET (T-33)----PHASE I
(USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL,,

FIGHTER (T-33)PHAsE 1)
Course Number: 112101A; II2103A;

II2104A.
Location: Air Training Command,

Laughlin AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-1,2/68! 7"

Objectives: To train pilots to fly jet
fighter aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in'jet fighter aircraft, including forma-
tion flying, acrobatics, instrument flying,
night transition, air-to-ground gunnery, air-
to-air gunnery, applied tactics, aircraft
operations, armament and fighter gunnery,
practical, maintenance, intelligence,
physiologicat indoctrination. and flying'
safety. .

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military mature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0090

NAVIGATOR RECONNAISSANCE UPGRADING
TRAINING (RF-4C)

Course Number: 51-B-V7B-A; 1 04R.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (110-117 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present.
Objectives:_ To pnwide_navigators-with

advanced training in aerial navigation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in reconnaissance procedures. Course
includes radar, mission planning, and ECM
techniques. .

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of. the milftary nature of the course

12/68),

AF-1606-0091

HELICOPTER PILOT TRANSITION TRAINING
(TH- I )

Course il'umber: F-V5F-G-0.

Location: Air Training Command, Shep-
pard AFB, TX.'

Length: 6 weeks (128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train helicOpter pilots to

fly specific helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and field exercises

in the operation of TH-1F helicopters.
Course includes . familiarizaition with
machinery, gauges, aerodynamics, en-
gineering, and flight training.

Credit Recommendation:: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1606-0092.

ADVANCED OBSERVER STRATEGIC
BOMBARDMENT

Course Nu : 1521Q1A.
Location: it Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length; 20 weeks (508 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 5 /55,12/68.
Objectives; To train rated observers to

perform as navigator'- bombardiers, in
strategic bombardment aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties, of a navigator-bombardi-:
er. Topics include radar target intelligence,
K-System operation, and atomic, chemical,
and biological warfare.

Credit Reconnendation: No credit
because of the military nature of, the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0093

EXPERIMENTAL TEST PILOT

Course Number: 1344.
,Location: Air Training Command? Ed-.

wards AFB, CA.
Length: 36 weeks (380 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots, to fly experi-

mental aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in piloting experimental aircraft. Top-
ics include' advanced aerodyritimics, ad-
vanced physics, and performance flight test

-- experience.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

ldivision baccalaureate category, credit in
'Aeronautics (including aerodynamics) . on
the basis of institutidnal evaluation (12/
68).

IF-1606-0095

FLEXIBLE GUNNERY TRAINING TURRET
SYSTEM MECHANIC GUNNER, 3 -36

Course Number: ZZ3235I A.
Location; -415th Technical School,

Lowry AF13, CO,
Length: 8 weeks.(210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel to

perform as aerial gunners.
Instruction.: Lectuties and field exercises,

in aerial gunnery. Course includes the
operation; inspection. and operational
maintenance. of gunner's, equipment, and
the principles, procedures, and techniques
of aerial gunnery.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becauip,of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

Air Force 1-75
AF-1606-0096

INTERCEPTOR PILOT INSTRUCTOR 'TRAINING
(F-102)

Course Number: F I 1250113.
Location: Air Training Command, Perrin

AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train interceptor pilots as

instructor pilots.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in instruction techniques and
knowledge necessary for interceptor, pilots
to train personnel in the operation of
specific interceptor aircraft. Course in-
cludes flight training, simulator training,
aircraft systems familiarization, survival and
personal equipment, engineering, airborne
intercept, NORAD doctrine and weapons
familiarization, and officer training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because. of the specialized nature of the
course ( I 2/68 ).

AF-1606-0Q97

TURRET SYSTEMS GUNNER (B-36)

Course Number: ZZ3233 I B,,
Location: 3415th Technical. School.,

Lowry AFB, CO,
Length: 7-12 weeks (21(1-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To'train personnel as senior

turret system gunners. ,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of turret system gunners
for B-36 aircraft and . in the principles,
procedures and techniques of aerial gun- .
nery, including fundamentals of electricity
and radar; use of electrical test instruments
and equipment; operation? assembly, disas-
sembly and malfunction anlalysis of 20-mm
autoinatic guns and associated equipment;
00 range training; specific radar gunlaying
system; standard operating and emergency
procedures; and crow coordination.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of...the military nature of the course
(12/68). -$000"4,t,e.

AF- 1606 -0098

GUNLAYING SYSTEM MECHANIC GUNNER, B-
36

(FLEXIBLE GUNNERY TRAINING GUNLAY-
ING SYSTEM MECHANIC GUNNER, B-
36)

Course Number: ZZ3235 I B.
Location: 3415th Technical

piw AFB, CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

School,

Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnelo

perform as aerial gunners.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in aerial gunnery. Topics include
operation, inspectiop, and maintenance .of
gunlaying equipment, and the principles,
procedures, and techniques of aerial gun-
nery.

Credit. Recommendation: No credit
because of the Wary nature of the course
(12/68):

AF-1606-0099

PRIMARY PILOT TRAINING (T-3'4/T-28)

Course Number: 112101-1.,



1-76 COURSE EXHIBITS
Location: Air Training Command,

Columbus AFB, MS; Air Training Com-
mand, Bainbridge AFB. GA; Air Training
Command, Bartow AFB, FL; Air Training
Command. Graham AFB, FL; Air Trainin*
Command, Hondo AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Malden AFB, MO; Air Training
Command, Marana AFB, AZ: Air Training
Command, Moore AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Spence AFB, GA; Air Training
Command, Stallings AFB, NC.

Length: 24 weeks (549 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train cadets in visual and

instrument flight.
In traction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in visual and instrument flight. Topics
include basic and instrument flight, aircraft
engineering, radio communications, princi-
ples of flight, flight instruments, navigation,

' and weathbr.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight train-
ing, 3 in meteorology, and 3 in navigation
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in primary
meteorology and navigation, and credit in
advanced military at institutions which
regularly offer such credit (12/68).

AF -1606 -0100

INTERCEPTOR PILOT TRAINING (F -102)-

Course Number: 4 12100D.
Location: Air Training Command, Perrin

AFB, TX.
Length: 22 weeks (619 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/6 I -12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as intercep-

tor pilots.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in interceptor aircraft operation. Top-
ics include jet flight planning, maintenance
concerns, radar intercept training, and ap-
plied tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF -1606 -0101

PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING (t-38)

Course Number: Fl II 5090.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran,

dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Undergraduate Pilot Training Bases.

Length: 5-6 weeks (140-148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/6 I -12/68.
Objectives: To train undergraduate pilot

training instructors as instructors in T-38
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instruttion techniques and
procedures for flying T-38 aircraftOnclud-
ing formation flying, instrument flying, and
navigation. Academic training includes
aviation physiology, instrument procedures
and radio aids, aircraft engineering, applied
aerodynamics, and flight planning.

Credit Recommendation: No credit:
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-I606-0102
JET QUALIFICATION TRAINING(T-33)

(JET QUALIFICATION)

-Course plumber: I I I 5000; 112110;
112110-1.

Location: Air Training Command, Ran-.
dolph AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Craig AFB, TX.
' Length: 4-7 weeks (114-167 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify rated pilots to

operate T-33 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the operation of the T-33 aircraft,
including flight indoctrination, 'cockpit
procedures trainer, day and night transi-
tions (solo and dual), cross-country naviga-___
tion, day formation, instruments, aviation
physiology, engineering, jet flight planning,
weather, and radio aids.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-160i103
OFFICER PRE-FLIGHT TRAINING (PILOT)

Course Number: 111100B; ZZ 112100B;
OPM I 100; 52-0B0010.

Location: Air Training Command,
Lackland AFB, TX. "

Length: 4 weeks ( I 18 -160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To prepare AFROTC gradu-

ates for officers' duties and to provide pri-
mary pilot training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on officers' duties and responsibilities
and. primary pilot training, including air
power and science, drill and ceremonies,
flight, training, pay aid allowances, physical
training, special projects, small arms, troop
duty, combat problems, voice command,.
military training time, and parachute jump-
ing techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-1606-0104
OFFICER PRE - FLIGHT TRAINING

(NAVIGATOR)

Course Number: 150000B; ZZ 112100C.
Location: Air Training Command,

Lackland AFB, TX. s,
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-7/59.
Objectives: To provide commissioned

graduates and Air National Guard Officers
with officer pre-flight training (pilot and
navigator).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on pilot and navigator pre-flight train-
ing, including officer responsibilitieS,
leadership problems, aviation physiology,
drills and ceremonies, physical training, air
power and science, navigator training
Orientation, officer responsibilities, pay and
allowances, parachute jumping techniques,
special projects, small arms, and troop
duty.

Credit Recommendation: NO credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course ( 12/68 ).

AF-1606-0105
USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL, FIGHTER

(USAF(USAF Afw....ANCED FLYING SCHOOL,
FIGHTER (F-86.))

Course Number: 1 12102A.
Location: Air Training Command, Wil-

hams AFB, AZ; Air Training Command,
Ne lis,AFB, NV.

Length: 12-20 weeks (447-526 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate the.

F-86F jet fighter aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises i the operation of the F-86F fighter
aircraf including flying training; ground
suppo d aerial combat training; instru-
ments; air-to- r and air-to-ground gunnery;
applied tactics; armament; aircraft opera-
tion and maintenance; tactical intelligence;
special weapons training; and physiological
indoctrination.

Credit' Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-1606-0106
I. NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER TRAINING
2. NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER TRAINING

(MA-6A/7A)
(ADVANCED NAVIGATOR ttADAtt

BOMBARDMENT TRAINING)
3. ADVANCED NAVIGATOR

' RECONNAISSANCE BOMBARDMENT
4. ADVANCED NAVIGATOR

RECONNAISSANCE BOMBARDMENT
(ADVANCED OBSERVER

RECONNAISSANCE BOMBARDMENT)

Course Number: Version 1: 152105. Ver-
sion 2: 152104A. Version 3: 152103A. Ver-
sion 4: 152103A; 152103.

Location: .Air TrainiSig Command,
Mather AFB, CA.

Length: Version 1: 23-24 weeks
(550-585 hours). Version 2:' 28 weeks
(832-855 hours). Version 3: 8-22 weeks
(516 hours). Version 4: 21-42 weeks
(1060 -1 104 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/63-12/68.
Version 2: 6/49-10/63. Version 3: 7/58-5/
59. Version 4: 5/56-6/58.

Objectives: To train rated navigators to
use computer radar, bombing and naviga-
tion systems.'

or
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in radar navigation and
bombing systems, grid navigation, tactical
reconnaissance, system computers and in-
terconnect equipment, and operating
procedures. Version 2: Instruction includes
electricity and magnetism, electrical labora-
tory, and 'radar fundamentals. yi.rsion 3: In-
struction includes electricity W and mag-
netism, electrical laboratory, radar funda-0
mentals, and navigation. Version 4.7 Instruc-
tion includes navigation.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of the military nature of the
course (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree_
category, 2 semester Hours in electricity or
navigational electronics "(6/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate. category, 4
semester hours in navigation, 2 in electrici-
ty, and credit in electrical' laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68). Version 4: In the lower-division °bac-
caiaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in navigation (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5
semester hours in navigation ( 12/68 )1



AF-1606-0107
USAF. ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL, FIGHTER

(F-86)
Course ,Number: 1 12.104A.
Location: Air Training Command, NellisAFB, NV.
Length: 6 weeks (217 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate F-

86 jet fighter aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises, in the operation of F-86 jet aircraft,
including systems familiarization, forma-
tion, instruments (T-33), air-to-air and air-
to-ground gunner* applied tactics, arma-
ment and fighter gunnery, tactical opera-
tions, physiological indoctrination, and fly-ing safety.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of, the specialized nature of the)
course (12/616?).

. AF-1606-0108

USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL,
INTERCEPTOR (T-33/F-86L)

(INTERCEPTOR, F-86D/L)
(ALL-WEATHER INTERCEPTOR, JET ( F-86D))
Course Number: I I2102C.
Location: Air Training Comnland,Moody AFB, GA; Air Training Command,Perrin AFB, TX; Air Training Command,

FL. ,
Length: 18 weeks (515-574 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train jet pilots to be alert

ready in specific interceptor aircraft. *
Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises

and aircraft proficiency training in specific
interceptor aircraft. Topics include en-
gineering, airborne intercept, rocket train-ing, applied tactics, radar interceptions,
conversion techniques, flight simulators;aircraft and familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(12/68).

AF -1606 -0109

AVIATION CADET PR GHT (PILOT AND
NAVIGATOR)

(AVIATION CAD PRE-FLIGHT (PILOT))
(PREFLIGHT TRAINING FOR AVIATION

CADETS)

Course Number: 111100A; 150000A;
'APMOI 100; ZZI 12100; ZZ112100-P-0.

Location: Air Training Command,
Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 12 weeks (446-528 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To prepare pre-flight aviation

cadets for training at flying training bases.
Instruction: Lectures and Kactical exer-

cises in pilot training, including AF career
training, aviation science, leadership,
marksmanship, small arms, parachute land-
ing techniques, program and squadronorientation, physical training, drill and
command, inspections and parades,
customs and courtesies, and intelligence.

Credit Recbmmendadon: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(12/68).

AF-1606-0110

PRIMARY PILOT TRAINING (PA-I 8/T-6)
Course Number: .I 1 2101- I.

Location: Air Training Command,
Columbus AFB, MS; Air Training Com-
mand, Bainbridge AFB, GA; Air Training

.Command, Bartow AFB, FL; Air Training
Command, Graham AFB, FL; Air Training
Command, Hondo AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Malden AFB, MO; Air Training
Command, Marana AFB, AZ; Air Training
Command, Moore AFB, TX; Air Training
Command, Spence AFB, GA; Air Training
Command, Stallings AFB, NC.

Length: 24 weeks (539 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train aviation cadets in

visual and instrument flight.
Instruction: Lecturettand practical exer-

cises in visual and instrument flight. Topics
include aircraft engineering, radio commu-
nications, principles of flight, flight instru-
ments, navigation and weather

Credit Recommendation: lit the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in flight train-
ing, 3 in meterology, and 3 in navigation(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureatecategory, 3 semester hours in primary
meteorology and navigation, and credit in
advanced' military at institutions which
regularly offer such credit (12/68).

Ai-1606-0111

HELICOPTER PILOT TRANSITION TRAINING
(CH-3, H-43, H-IF)

Nuniber: F- VSF- B /C /G.
: Air Training: Command, Shep-

pard
Le gekweeks (70-82 hours).
Exhi tales: 3 /69- 12/73.
Obj To train fixed-wing pilots to

fly arid operate rotary -wing aircraft
(helicopters).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of helicopters, flying
techniques, and familiarization withhelicopter instruments. Topics include
helicopter aerodynamics, engineering, pol-
icy and, proCedures, navigation, formation,
and other operational concerns.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(6/74).

AF-1606-0112
HELICOPTER PILOT CONVERSION TRAINING,

(H-1F/H-43)(1-1-1F/CH-3)
Course Number: F-V5F-D/E.
Location: Air Training Command, Shep-

pard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (159-171 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train ,fixed-wing pilots tofly and operate rotary-wing aircraft

(helicopters). -
Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-

cises in the operation of-helicopters, flying
techniques, and helicopter instruments
familiarization. Topics include helicopter
aerodynamics engine ering, policy and
procedures, navigation, formation, and
other operational concerns.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(6/74).

AF-1606r0113
' HELICOPTER PILOT CONVERSION TRAINING

(H-IF)
Course Number: F-V5F-F.

Air Force 1 -77
Location: Air Training Command, Shep-

pard AFB, TX.
Length: 10-12 weeks (122=142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train pilots in the opera-

tion of specific helicopters.
Instruction: Lecturei and practical exer-

cises in the operation of specific helicop-
ters. Course is geared to instructing fixed-
wing pilots and familiarizing them with the
instruments and operation of rotary-wing
aircraft. Topics include policy and
procedures, helicopter aerodynamics, en-
gineering, instrument controls, 'formation,
and futvigation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of, the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1606-0114

ELECTRONIC WARFARE TRAINING
(SPECIALIZED F-4 PILOT)

Course Number I I I 5R04.
Location: Air Training Command, Nellis

AFB, NV.
Length: 4 weeks (92 hours).
Exhibit Date's: 3/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate

radar and electronic warfare equipment on
F-4 aircraft.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic warfare equipment and
devices. Topics include radar analysis,
equipment, radar order-of-battle analysis,
audio analysis, and trainer missions.

Credit Recommendation:. No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-011S fit

NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER UPGRADE
TRAINING (ASO -38)

(UPGRADING, B-52 AIRCRAFT)
(UPGRADING, B-52 AIRCRAFT (AN/ASO-

38 WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM))

Course Number: I52152B; I52152A.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 6-9 weeks (157-185 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train navigator-bombar-

diers for duty on aircraft equipp4d with the
AN/ASO-38 weapons control system.

, Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the duties of navigator-bombar-
diers on aircraft equipped with the AN/
ASO-38 weapons control system, including
specific computers, radar and ancillary
equipment; operating procedures and mal-
function analysis; advanced operating
procedures and ADM/AGM; and specific
weapons con trolsystern_theory

Credit 'Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-16060116
ADVANCED FIGHTER TRAINING (T-33/F-86)

( MA NANG)
Course Number: I I 1104A.
Location: Air Training Command, Wil-

liams AFB, AZ.
Length: 12 weeks (331 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/58-12/68.
Objectives: To provide pilots with ad-

vanced fighter training.
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Instruction: Lectures and field exercises

in advanced fighter training. Course in-
cludes jet aircraft gunnery, flight tactics,
navigation, and aircraft familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course ( 12/68 ).

AF-16060117
PA HA WEAPONS SYSTEM TRAINING (MARK

I)
(F- IIIA WEAPONS SYSTEM TRAINING

(NAY/PILOT))
(F-IIIA WEAPONS SYSTEM TRAINING)

. Course Number: F-V5H -A ; F-V5H -A1-0;
II I1085.

Location: Air Training Command, Nellis
AFB, NV; Air Training Command, Cannon
AFB, NM.

Length: 9 weeks (243-256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67Present.
Objectives: To train rated pilots in the

principles of radar,. its employment, and in
the use of I A avionic systems.

Instruc on: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the principles of radar, its employ-
ment, and the operation of F-I I IA avionic
systems, including F-I I IA navigation
systems; bombing and weapon systems;
radar air combat techniques and ECM;
avionic systems operation; and simulator,
mission planning and simulator critique.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
( 12/68 ).

AF-1606-0118
B-58 BOMBER DEFENSE OFFICER

Course Number: 157158.
Location: Air Training Command,

Keesler AFB. MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/59-712/68.
Objectives:" To train electronic warfare

officers in die duties of bomber defense of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in bombing and warning operations in
specific aircrafts. Topics include defense

.systems, radar warning receivers, radar
confusion and trackbreaker subsystems,
and operational procedures and tactics.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
( 12/68 ).

AF-1606-0119
INSTRUMENT PILOT TRAINING (C-47)

Course Number: F-V5D-B; F- V5D -B -O;
104502P.

Location: Air Training Command,
Ktesler AFB, MS: Air Training Command,
Randolph AFB, TX; Air Training Com-
mand, Moody AFB, GA.

Length: 6 weeks (127-156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/62Present.
Objectives: To train vi ultiengine aircraft

pilots to become instrument pilots in
specific aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in instrument pilot duties. Topics in-
clude flight line policies, instruments and
instrument procedure, synthetic instrument
trainer, weather, air masses and fronts,
restriction of visibility, icing, turbulence,
thunderstorms, upper air charts and
phenomena, weather station services and

facilities, and the use of weather data for
flight planning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in instrument
flight training (6/74).

AF-1606-0120
USAF COMBAT FLYING SCHOOL, LIGHT

BOMB JET (8-57
Course Number: 1221008.
Location: Air Training Command, Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (365 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55,12/68.
Objectives: To train pilots to operate

specific weapons systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of specific weapons
systems. Topics, include radar bombing
systems operation, engine operations, gun-
nery equifment, navigation systems, avia-
tion phy iology, emergency procedures,
basic survivaland high-altitude weather.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-1606-0121

USAF COMBAT FLYING SCHOOL, LIGHT
BOMB 4/ET (B-57)--Oaseaveri

Course NuMber: 1221008.
Location: Air Training Command,Ran-

dolph AFB, TX.
Length: 8 Weeks (286 hours). -
Exhibit Elites: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives:: To train enlisted personnel to

operate specific weapons systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of specific weapons
systems. Topics include radar bombing
systems operation, engine operations, gun-
nery equipment, navigation systems, avia-
tion physiology, emergency procedures,
basic survival, and higikaltitude weather.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the special' nature of the
course (12/68 ).

AF-1606-0122
USAF ADVANCED FLYING SCHOOL, FIGHTER

F-100A (PHASE II)
Course Number: 112101A; 112102A.
Location: Air Training Command, Nellis

AM, NV.
Length: 6 weeks (145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/56- 12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in ad-

vanced fighter flying.
Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced .fighter flying, including
navigation, formation, instruments, air
combat maneuvering, air-to-air gunnery,
ground support, academic and flight line
ground training, and fighter operation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of the
course (12/68).

AF-1606-0123
INSTRUCTOR INTERCEPTOR, JET (F- 86D /L)

Course Number: 1-1 I 21 02C.
Location: Air Training Command, Perrin

AFB, TX.
Length: 20 weeks (624 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/57-12/68.

Objectives: To train jet pilots as instruc-
tors in F-86D/L jet interceptors.

Instruction: Lectures and prattical exer
cises in the duties of jet interceptor instruc-
tors, including flight instruments, naviga-
tion, weather night, survival, briefing,
preflight, instruments, interceptor target,
synthetic trainer -I I, and teaching funda-
mentals. ...

Credit R ndation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF- 1606 -0124

BASIC PILOT TRAINING
(BASIC PILOT TRAINING, ,SINGLE-ENGINE

(JET))
Course Number:V 11102; 112102.
Location: Air Training ComMand, Green-

ville AFB, MS:. Air Training Command,
Laredo AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Craig AFB, AL; Air Training Command,
Reese AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Vance AFB, OK; ,Air Training Command,
Webb AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Bryan'AFB, TX.'

Le h: 22 weeks (284-322 hours).
Exhi it Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Obj ves: To train officers to pilot sin-

gle-eng ne jet aircraft.
Instruction: LeCtures and practical exer-

cises in single-engine jet operation, inclUd-
ing flight training, navigation, instrument
flight, and meteorology.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic pilot
training (7/74).

AF-1606-0 125

BASIC P, OT TRAINING, MULTI- ENGINE

Cou Number: 122100; 122100-1.
ion: Air Training Command, Good-
AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
AFB, OK.

Length: 22 weeks (245-260 hours).
Dates: 7/54-12/68,

.
sPhiectives: To train offikt-s as pilCia for

.multiengine aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and `pMetical,ex r-

cises in ground and flight training fainul-
Aiengine aircraft, including flying forma-
tions, navigation, instrurnentati,"§,r) flight
opegationsf- weather, celestial navigation,
nuafear weapons delivery, survival training,
aircraft recognition, communications equip-
ment, emergency procedures, and TB-25
aircraft fuel, hydraulic, electrical, oil, en-
gine, and starter systems. 9b

Credit Recommendation: 1 the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in anmercial
flight certification'(7/74).

AF -1606 -0126

APS FIGHTER, JET (F -100)
(FIGHTER COURSE, UNIT CONVERSION, F-

100)
Course 112405A; .112105A.
Location: Air Training Command, Nellis

AFB,
Length: 6 weeks (147 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /56-12/68.

craOftbjwecepObjectives: syTosttermaisn pilots in F-100 air-
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in F-100 aircraft weapons systems, in-
cluding flight check-out, transition, .and
acrobatics procedures; various flight forma-
tions; aircraft instruments and navigation;
aerial gunnery use at various altitud n-
damental and applied tactics; ern cy
procedures; cockpit familiarization; ght
characteristics; fuel, flight, control, engine;
hydraulic, electrical, heating, and ventila-
tion systems of the F-I00 aircraft; commu-
nications equipment; and preflight, inspec-
tions and flight planning,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

' '
AF-1606-0127

MEDICAL OFFICER FLIGHT FAMILIARIZATION
TRAINING (T-37)

(MEDICAL OFFICER FLIGHT FAMILIARIZAT
ION TRAINING (T-33))

Course Number: S-V8E-A; 51-935000.
Location: Air Training Command, Perrin

AFB, TX; Air Training Command, Ran-
dolph AFB, TX.

Length: 5-8 weeks (106-115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present

.

Objectives: To train aerospace medicine
residents in flight familiarization and the
problems of flight' personnel.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in flight familiarization and the
problems of flight personnel, including
aviation physiology, flight planning, instru-
ment and radio aids, flight aerodynamics,
flight training and navigation, weather, and
aircraft engineering.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-1606-0128

ADVANCED HELICOPTER TRAINING
(PILOT ADVANCED FLYING (HH-43)

ARRS)
Course Number: 1025C-1.
1-Ocation: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.
Length: 10-12 weeks ( I 16-124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide H -43 helicopter

pilots with transition and tactical flight
training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on H-43 helicopter engineering and
operations,. including familiarization, utility
systems, flight controls, power plant, trans-
mission and rotors, malfunction analysis
and maintenance, search and rescue
procedures, remote area operations, and
engineering review.

Credit" --Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/75).

AF-1606-0129
H-43 FIREFIGHTING

Coigne Number: 5715(C-1.
LoCation: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.
Length: 5 weeks (63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide H-43 helicopter

pilots with transition flight training and
firefighting.

\tfnstruction: LeEtures and practical exer-
Cses' in transition flight training for H-43helicopter pilots, with emphaSit on
firefighting, including introduction to H-43
rescue and fire suppression; H-43 rescueconfiguration; emergency procedures,
equipment, and egress; cargo sling/dummyfire kit operation; rescue hoist procedures;
airborne fire suppression kit; care and
operation of fire-fighting equipment; fire
suppression procedures; rescue and evacua-
tion; and creW duties for ground support.Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AF-1606-0130

ADVANCED FLYING
WING LBR

Course Number: 923X0-5.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.
Length: 5 weeks (63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present..
Objectives: To provide H-43 helicopter

pilots with transition flight training.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-cises in transition flight training for H-43

helicopter pilots, with emphasis on rescue
duty, including rescue operations and train-
ing; scanning and pyrotechnics; aircrewsurvival training; NORAD safe-passage
procedures; rescue configuration; emergen-
cy procedures, equipment and egress; and
rescue hoist procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AF-1606-0131

ADVANCED HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING
(H-1/H-3/14-43/H-53)

Course. Number: 1025D7; 1025D7A;
1025D8; 1025D8A; 1025C-F.

Location: Aerospace Rescue' and
Recovery Service, Kirtland AFB, NM;
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service,
Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 4-12 weeks (45-156 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71 -Present.
Objectives: To train helicopter pilots in

advanced tactical manctvers in the H-I, H-
3, 14-43, or H-53 helicopter.

I ruction: Lectures and practical' exer-
cise. in advanced helicopter training, in-
cludi g advanced flight maneuvers, night
flight, remote operations, cargo operations,

'navigation, aircraft farniliarization, and
flight training.

Credit Recommendation: No . credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-1606-0132
F-I I IA WEAPONS SYSTEM TRAINING

(AIRCRAFT COMMANDBR )
Course Number: 5 I-F-V5H-B.
Location: Air Training Command, Nellis

AFB, NV.
Length: 3 weeks (91 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To train aircraft commanders

in the operation and use of the F-IIIA
avionics system.,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and use of the F-
IIIA avionics system, including weapons

( !
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system capability, inertial alignment
procedures, attack radar -anodes of opera-
tion, simulator procedures, radar types, ter-
rain-following operation, countermeasures
dispenser set, conventional munitions con-
trol system, avionics system operation, and
integrated mission procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-1606-0133
NAVIGATOR-BOMBARDIER UPGRADE

TRAINING (ASP -42) ,
(UPGRADING, B-58 AIRCRAFT).
(UPGRADING B-58 AIRCRAFT (AN/ASO-

42 WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM))

Course Number: 152158C; .152158.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (127-166 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train navigator-bombar-

diers to navigate and bomb With 'the AN/
ASO-42 weapons control system..

Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cises on navigation. and bombing with the
AN/ASP-42 Weapons control system, in-
cluding integrated weapon system orienta-
tion, Doppler radar set, heading and sta-
bilization computers, search radar set, and
sighting and bombing computers.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the glilitary nature of the course
(12/68).

AF- 1606-0134-

NAVIGATOR-BOMBARDIER UPGRADE
TRAINING (ASP -48)

Couise Number: 152152D.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (151-192 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train navigator-bombar-

diers to operate the AN/ASO-48 weapons
control system.

Instruction: Lectures. and practical exer-
cises in operation of the AN /ASO -48
weapons control system, including specific
navigation and bombing computers,
directional reference system and opera-
tional procedures, radar system, and opera-
tional procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Category, 3 semester hours in navigation
(7/74),

AF-1606-0135
BASIC 0 ERVER B-36, B-47 AND B-52

Ccm Number: 152100A-1.
Loca : Air Training - Command,

Mathe AFB, CA; Air Training Command,
James/Connally AFB,

Length: 24 weeks (716 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54 - 12/68.

'Objectives: To (rain graduates of primary
observer courses to ,perform as navigator-
bornbardiers (observers) on B-36, B-47,
and B-52 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a navigator-bombardi-
er on B-36, B-47, and B-52 aircraft. Course
includes navigation training (including
celestial), radar bombing and navigation,
officer training, and atomic, biological, and
chemical warfare.

Jo
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours. in navigation
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, Credit in navigation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-I606-0136
UPGRADING B-66 AIRCRAFT

Course Number: 152110C- I..
Location: Akir Training Command,

Mather AFB, Mk,
Length: 6 weeks (162 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train navigator- bombar-

diers to operate the /K V- and APS-27
Aradars.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the performance of navigation and
radar reconnaissance duties-using K-5 APS-
27 radars. /Course includes use of radar
equipment, radar operations, reconnais-
sance procedureS, and radar bombing.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF-1606-0137
FLIGHT SCREENING PKOGRAM, T-4 I

Course Number: S- VSA -A.
Location: School of Military Sciences,

Officer, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (51-52 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

ficers with basic flight instruction.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic flight maneuvers in prepara-
tion for undergraduate pilot- training.
Course includes basic flight training, air
policies and procedures, and flying safety.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in flight training
for solo flight ( )

'AF-1606-0138
PILOT ADVANCED FLYING (TH -l)4 BASIC

Course Nkmber: .1.025D-ff
Location: AeroSpacc Rescue and

Recovery` Se
Length:
Exhibit
Objectiv

helicopters.
Instructio :

ciscs in the c

e, Hill AFB. UT.
eks (48,hours).

4/72- Present..
p .train pilots to pilot H-I

nd practical excr-
H-1 helicopters.

Course inclu aspects of flight
procedure, inclu&ng flight checks, safety,
and general flight training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF1606-0139
PILOT ADVANCED FLYING (TH-IF) SAC

Course Number: 10251) -I.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.
Length: 8 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates 4/72Present,
Objectives: To train pilots to pilot H- I

helicopters:
Instruction:. Lectures and ,practical exer-

cises in the operation...of H-I helicopters.

Course includes all aspects of flight
procedure, including flight checks, safety,
and general flight training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course '
(7/74).

AF-1606-0140
PILOT ADVANCED FLYING ( UN- I N ) BASIC

Course Number: 1025D-3.
Location: Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service, Hill -AFB, UT.
Length: ,4 weeks (41 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72Present.
Objectives: To train pilots to pilot H-I

helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of H-I helicopters.
Course includes all aspects of flight
procedure, including flight checks, safety,
and general flight training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-1606-0141

BASIC PILOLINSTRUCTOR, MULTI-ENGINE
CONVENTIONAL

. Course Number: F112101P-I.
Location: Air Training Command, Good-

fellow AFB, TX; Air Training Command,
Reese A B, TX; Air Training Command,
Vance A B. OK.

Length: 6 weeks (163 hours).
Exhibit test 4/55-12/68:
()Weedy To train rated pilots to teach

ilot trainees to fly the TB-25 multiengine
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ses in flight' instruction, . including

to ing techniques concerned with con-
tact, rmation, instruments, and naviga-
tion; en incering for instructor pilots; prin-
ciples of learning; training aids and curricit-
la materials; lesson planning and practice
briefing; navigatiOnat- flight planning;
specifit instrument trainer; and techniques
of flight instrument.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in instructional
methods (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods oft the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1606-0142

FIGHTER GUNNERY INSTRUCTOR

c Course Number: G 112100A.
Location: Fighter Weapons School, Nellis

AFB, NV.
Length :' I() weeks (379 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/48.
Objectives: To train pilots to be gunnery

instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the functions of gunnery instruc-
tors, including flight training, hart-lioniza-
tion, aerial attack, film assessing, sights,
ground attack, training equipment, fighter
weapons, techniques. of instruction, flying
safety, and field trips.

Credit'. Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68).

AF- 1606 -0143

ARMY PRIMARY PILOT TRAINING

Course Number: 105400-1. _

Location: Air Training Command, Ed-
ward Gary AFB, TX..

Length: 17 weeks (515-556 hours).
xhibit Dates: 10/53-12/68.

ObjectiveS: To provide Army officers
with training in the basic principles of
Visual, instritment,-and night flying.

Inatruction: Lectufea and practical exer-
cises in advanced tactics training, including
flight training, aircraft engineering,
weather, principles of flight. navigation,
radio communications, flight, -instruments,
flight planning, and aural and, Visual code.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester, hours in private pilot
firing, 2 in navigation, 2 in meteorology
(7/74); in the upper-division 'baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hoiirs in primary
meteorology and nakigation, and credit in
advanced military at institutions which nor-
mally offer such credit (12/68).

AV-1606-0144
PILOT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING, BASIC MULTI-

.ENGINE (T-28)
Course Number: F I 12I08BME- I.
Location: Air Training Command, Craig

AFB, AL.
Length: 7 weekS (235 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated pilots to teach

basic, pilot trainees to fly the T-28 multien-
gine aircraft.

Instruction: Lecfures and practical exer-
cises in basic multiengine aircraft principles
and techniques, including flight training
and techniques of flight instruction, grading
and evaluation procedures, engineering,
analysis of instrument, maneuvers, naviga-
tion, analysis of contact maneuvers,
weather principles, psychology of instruc-
tion and developmental approach, flight in-
strumentation, flight planning, radio aids,
and aerodynamics and flight theory.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate 'degree
category, 2. semester ours inOitistructional
Methods (7/74): in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in instructional
methods' on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68),

AF-1606-0145

I. UNDERGRADUATE NAVICIFOR TRAINING..
2. UNDERGRADUATE NAVIG TOR TRAINING
3. UNDERGRADUATE NAVIG ATOR-TRAINING
4, UNDERGRADUATE NAVIGATOR TRAINING
5. UNDERGRADUATE NAVIGATOR TRAINING

(PRIMARY-BASIC-NAVIGATOR_TRAINING)
6: UNDERGRADUATE NAVIGATOR TRAINING

(PRIMARY-BASIC NAVIGATOR TRAINING)
7. PRIMARY-BASIC NAVIGATOR TRAINING
8, PRIMARY -BASIC NAVIGATOR TfAINING.

Course Number: Version 1: N-V-6A-B; 5-
N-V6A-A; N,V6A-D. Version 2: 5-N-V6A-
A; 153132. Version 3: 153138., Version 4:
153138. Version 5: 153138; 03132;
153130. Version 6: 153138; 153132;
153130. Version 7: 153101. Version 8:
153101.

Location: Version 1: Air Training Com-
mand, Mather AFB, CA. Version 2: Air
Training Command, Mather AFB, CA. Ver-
sion 3: Mr Training Command, Conn.ally



Ant". TX. Version 4: Air Training Com-
mand, Connally AFB, TX. Version 5: Air,
Training Command,- Connally AF,B, TX.
,Ve.rsion Air -Training Corraand, Harlin-
gen AFB, TX.' Version 7: AN.,L*raining
Cqmmand, Ellington AFB, TX. emersion
Air Training Command, Harlingen AFB,
TX.

Length: Version l: 33-36 weeks
(756-818 hours). Version 2: 38 weeks
(852-946 hours). Version 3: 37 weeks (935
hours). Version '4: 44 weeks (954-1030
hours). Version 5: 30-38 weeks. (805:-862
hours). Version 6: 30-38 weeks (805-862
hours). Version 7: 42. weeks ( 1158 hours).
Version 8: 42 weeks (I 158 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version -I: 8/71-Present.
Version 2: 8/65-7/71. Version 3: 2/65-7/65.
Version 4: 11/62-1/65. Version 5: 9/57L-10/
62. Version 6: 9/57-10/62. Version 7: 4/
57-8/57. Version 8: 4/57-8/57.

Objectives: To train personnel as naviga-
tors.

Instrucan: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in navigation, including
dead-reckoning, day celestial, night
cclestia(, grid, and radar navigation; -avia-
tion physiology, weather; equipment; and
flight training. Version 1: Topics include
flight training, map reading and radar, life
suppdrt systems, aircraft and navigational
equipment, aural code, aircraft systems,
flight publications, navigation procedures,
over -water navigation, advanced opera-
tions, and low-level navigation., Version 2:
Topics iticludeliasic navigation procedures,
aural and visual code, radar. navigation, air-
craft electrical system, special techniques,.
over-water navigation, ECCM familiariza-
tion, and . flight publications. Version 3:
Topics include survival, basic navigation
p vocepiures, aural and visual code, map
reading and radio, electricity and mag-
netism, alternating current, vacuum tubes,'
special techniques and aids, over-water
navigation, and electronic warfare orienta-
tion. Version 4: Topics include survival,
basic navigation procedures, electricity and
magnetism, aural and visual code, map
reading and radio, alternating current,
vacuum tubes, basic radio, Loran/Consol
navigation, pressiire differential flying, spe-
cial techniques and aids, Weapons aienta-:
tion, and- electronic. warfare '.orientation.
Version 5: Topics include code, nuclear
we .1p( 1S ,delivery; aircraft recognition;

-men, ehank, and DR equipment; dead-
reckoning aids; air plot and DR techniques;
Loran; pressure differential; operational
techniques; electricity and magnetism; al-
tet-nating current; vacuum tubes; radio and
Loran; and radar systems. Version 6: Top-
ics include code, nuclear yteapOns delivery;
aircraft recognition; maps, charts, and DR
equipment; dead-reckoning aids; air plot
and DR techniques; Lorar.,. pressure dif-
ferential; operational techniques; electricity

-and---magnet ism , alternatjng current;
vacuum tubes; radio and Loran; and radar
systems. Version 7: Topics include aural
and visual code; maps, charts, and dead-
reckoning equipment; dead-yeekoning aids,
DR techniques and air plot; ,Loran naviga-
tion; pressure differential flying;. opera-
tional techniques; nuclear weapons delivery
training; and survival. Version 8: Topics in-
clude at4cal and visual code; maps, charts,
and dt4d-reckoning equipment; dead-
reckoning aids; DR techniques and air plot;
Loran navigation; pressure differentral fly-
ing; . operational techniques; .'nuclear
weapons delivery training; and survival.

Credit Recommendation: Version' 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in
navigation (7/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in navigation
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in navigation
(12/68). Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 6
semester hours in navigation (12/68). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in eleatricity '(I2/68); in therupper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
navigation, and credit in advanced military
at institutions which normally offer such
credit (12/68). Version 5: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/assopiate degree catego-
ry; 6 semester hours in navigation (7174);
in the upper - division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in navigation, and
credit' in advanced military at institutions
which normally offer such credit (12/68).
Version '6: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 6 semester

_ho rs in navigation (7/74); in the upper-
di n baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hourstin_navigation, and credit in advanced
military at institutions which normally offer
such credit (12/68). Version 7: In the lower-
division -baccalaureate/associate" degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in naviga-
tion, and credit in advanced military at in-
stitutions which normally offer such credit
(12/68). Version 8: In the lower-diuision
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in electricity 02/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 6
semester hours in navigation, and credit in
advanced military 'at institutions which nor-
mally offer such credit (12/68).

AF-1606-0146

NAVIGATOR /BOMBARDIER SYSTEM TRAINING
(FB- I I I )

Course Nu,'nber: 51 -F-V5 H -E.
Location: Air Training 7 Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 3 weeks 032'hourk).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives; To traircpijots in'the opera-

. tion of- FB-111 avionics equipment, with
emphasis on bombing.

Instruction: Practical exercises In
avionics and mission planning.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AF-1606=0149

HC-130 AIRCREW INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Course Number: 1-1035BI; 1-15357-1: 1-
A293X31; 1-A435X0A1; I-A607706.

Location: 'Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery SchooLfHill AFB. UT.
-Length: 8 weeks (131-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/74-Present.
Objectives: To train and qualify person-

nel to perform a s instructor pilot ( I-
103 B I ); instructor navigator (1- I535Z1):
inst uctor radio operator (I-A293X31); in-
stru ter flight engineer (1-A435X0A1); or
instr ctor loadma_ster (I-A607706).

Air Force 1-81
Instruction: Instruction in the principles

of instructing and practical exercises in
piloting, navigation, radio operation, flight
engineering, and loadmaster techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assooiate degree
category, 3tt semester hours in aircrew in-
structional methods (6/75).

AF-1606-0150

ATCTRUCTOR TRAINING (NAVIGATOR)
C Number: B-V7D-A.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 10-14 weeks (261-409 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide instruction in the

'responsibilities of a flying, simulator,
academic, and military instructor in a
navigator training program.

Instruction: Formal ,classroom presenta-
tion and practical applidation to include
navigation; psychology-of learning; instruc-
tional systems development; communica-
tions; methods and techniques of instruc-
tion; evaluation and measurement
techniques and methods; practical teaching;
and flying training. Course length and con-
tent vary somewhat for navigator, bom-
bardier, undergraduate navigator and elec-
tronic warfare officer._

Credit Recommendation: In the 'lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester'hours in instructional
methodology (6/75).

AF-I606-0151

USAF ADVANCED FIGHTER TRAINING F-
86F),

Course Number: t 11 102A.
Location: Air Training Command, Wil-

hams AFB, AZ.
Length: 18 weel)s (483 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/58-12/58.
Objectives: To qualify pilots as crew

members in the combat fundamentals of
`Nrcraring F-86F aircraft.

Instruction: Lecturtes and flying training
to include instrument training; ground sup-
port and aerial combat training; formation;
and navigation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course 10/75). °

AF-1701-0001

AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERING

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Civil Engineering School,

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Lerigth::6 weeks (253 hours").
Exhibit Dates: 4/7 3- Present.
Objectives: To train, engineers" to apply

current technology to building enViromen-
tal control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air conditioning engineering at the
advanced level. Course includes manage-
ment concerns, psychrometrics, load esti-
mating, refrigeration principles, equipment
selection, load analysis, design, analysis,
systems, piping design, duct design, electri-
cal controls, and design problems.'

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in air conditioning en-
gineering (6/74).
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AF-1101-0002
MA-I AND MA-3 MR CONDITIONERS, FIELD

AND ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS42I53-9.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/6 I - I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and repair the mechanical
portions of vapor-compressing ,refrigeration
systems.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of vapor-compressing
refrigeration systems. Course includes fun-
damentals of the refrigeration cycle,
refrigeration system components, and
troubleshooting of the mechanical system.

Credit Recommendation: See- explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1701-0003

GROUND SUPPORT Ant CONDITIONER (B-58)

Course Numbei: ATS42 I 53-39.
Location: 3345tb Technical School;

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel tb

, troubleshoot and repair the mechanical
portions of a vapor-compressing refrigera-

- tion system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair of the mechanical por-
tions 4 of a vapor-compressing system.
Coursq includes the fundamentals of the
refrigeration cycle, refrigeration system
components, and troubleshooting of the
mechanical system.

Credit RecomMenclation: Set explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

,non.
au.

AF- 1701 -0004

HEATING SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
(4EKTING SPECIALIST/1

' utgourse Number: 3 ABR54730;
ABN54730; AB56530.

Location:. Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AEB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep.
pard AFB. TX. Version 3.: 3450th Techni-
cal School. Warren AFB, WY.

Length: JO-I I weeks (288-34/hpUrs).
Exhibit Dates: 056-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

-install, maintain, and repair heating=
AtayStems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operationinstili lawn, repair,
and Maintenance of heating systems, in-
clUding electrical fundamentals, heating
control -systems, fuel.,burning equipmtnt,
warm and hot water heating systems, unit
heaters.. central boiler plants,' automatic

hand4ired furnaces; and boiler water
testing and treatment.

Credit Recommendation: .In the lower-
division "baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in eledrical.and
pneumatic controls on the basis.bf institu-
tional evaluation (6/74). 4

AF-1701-0005
CENTRAL HEATING PLANT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3AZR54750A;
5AZN54750A-I; AZN54750A-1.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (150-198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain heating plants.
Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-

cises in combustion principles; charac-
teristics of fuels; fundamentals of electrici-
ty; operating principles and maintenance of
gas, oil, and Coat burners; establishing fuel
requirements; operating principles and
maintenance of steam, hot-water, and high-
temperature water heating systems; boiler
water testing and treatment; corrosion con-
trol; personnel certification requirements;
and maintenance of operating logs and
records.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
'division bacCalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours as a technical
elective in heating plant maintenance (7/
74).

AF-1701-0006

KC -135 MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES AND
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: ATS4225 I-1 3;
SS42251 -13.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, iL.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel, to

maintain KC -135 aircraft and accessories.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of KC -135 aircraft
and 'accessories. Course includes cabin
pressuriiation, fire extinguishers, air condi-
tioning and refrigeration, and defrost
systems.

Credit Recommendation: in the rower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in air condiVon-
ing and refrigeration laboratory (7/74).

AF-1701-0007

AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

(MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES AND EQUIP-
MENT REPAIRMAN)

Course Number: 3AEiR42231;
ABR42231; AB42231..

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 15-17 weeks (450-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to maintain and repair air-condition=L
ing and anti-icing systems. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical- exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of air-
conditioning and anti-icing systems. Course
includes fundamentals; electrical principles;
btisi' air systems; air conditioning and
pneumatics; miscellaneous equipment; and
oxygen and fire-extinguishing equipment.

Credit ommendation: In the lower-
divisio bac4aureate/associate degree
category, 4 seMster-hourS as awclective in
air conditionin (8/74).

fk,.. J. ,
AF/S32R-2 REFUID4st FIELD AND

ORGANIZATI4NAL (F & o.)
MAINTENANCE'S .

Cour* NumbemATS47153 -47.
Locatiiin: 3345th Technical

Chanute AFB, IL. 7,i,.; ;
Length: 3 weeks ( 9(111purs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/6 f -1 J/61:(.
Objectives: To tnifti4Vt nnel to main-

tain a specific refuele'r.° i.. '
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises' on ,the clean)n adjustment, and
maintenance of sim e hydraulic com-
ponents, including I ration and opera-
tor maintenance Of the AF/S32R-2 refueler
and applicable safety precautions; repair of
pumping system components; APair of
pressure control system components; valve
selector, eductor control valve, main line
control valve, hi and lo fib regulators; pip-
ing system, fuel filters and automatic water
drain valves; electrical system; automatic
transmission; and operational test and
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categoryl.. 1 semester hour in automatic
transmisSions or hydraulics6/74).

AF-17039002
VEHICLE iftikoy REPAIR

Course Nt tuber: 3ABR4733 I.
Location?' SChool of Applied Aerospace

Sciences,'-thanute AFB, IL.
Length: 10-11 weeks (300-330 hours). -

Exhibit Dates: 2/70-12/73. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair vehicle bodies. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in vehicle body repair, including
operation safety, set-up, storage, liandlingt
and use of oxyacetylene welding equipment
and materials; use of body and fender tools
and equipment; metal bumping, dinging,
and shrinking; use of lead and plastic fil-
lers; preparation of metal for painting; ap-
plication of primers and fillers; trim and
hardware replacement; glass cutting and
replacement; body parts alignment and ad-
justment; and corrosion control and spray
painting.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree .

category4 sernester'.hotirs in autqmotive
body repair, vehicle body repair, or metal
body repair (5/74). .

School,

AF-1703-0003

0-11 A, 0-11 B AND 0-6 CRAG FIRE'TRUCK
MAINTENANCE

Coerse .Number: 3AZR47251A;
AZR47I52-2.

Location: School .of Applied AerosPace
Sciences, Chanute' AFB, IL; 3345th

' Technical School,-Chanute AFB, IL. '
Length:,4,-5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /65-12/73.
Objectives:'To, train enlisted personnel to,

maintain 0-11A, 0-I I B, and 0-6 crash fire
trucks..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in crash fire trucks operation and
maintenance, including' enginei, power
trains; steering systems, dispensing systems,
heating systems, electrical systems, hydrau-
lic systems, components, andIsubassem-
blies.

( t
k-/ kJ



Credit RecomMendation: See explanatory
'note at the beginning of the Air Force see-,lion.

AP-1703-004.
SPECIAL VEIIICII,REPAIlkMEN (MATERIALS

HANDLING

Course NuMber: 3ABR4725 I C.
. Location: School of Applied .AecoSRace
Sciences, Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: 14-15 weeks (44) -512 hou/s ).
Exhibit Dates:,! /7,3-12/73. ,.

To train enliste.d personnel to
rimantainand repair aircraft-towing, -fire-
fighting, recovery, and-refueling 'vehicles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and 'rcpairof spe-
cial vehicles including 'aircraft-towing, fire-
fighting, recovery, and refueling vehicles.
Course includes repair of diesel and
gasoline:engines. engine electrical systems,
power train, brake and steering systems,
automatic transmissions, aircraft-refueling
vehicles, truck-mounted cranes, recovery
and towing tractors, and engine tune-ups.

Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
division -baccalatincate/associate . degree
category. 4 semester hours as an elective in
automotive repair. 2
mechanics (7/74).

as an elective in

AF-1703-0005

SPECIAL VI-;HICLE: REPAIRMAN (TOWINU AND
SERVICING VEHICLE)

. Course Number: 3ABR4723 I -I . .

Location: Schi)O1 of Applied Aerospace
- Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length:. Version 1: 14. -Weeks (512
hours). Version 2: I() weeks (3981:Murs).

Exhibit Dates: Version 7: 7173-12/73,
Version 2: 2/73-6/73:

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
special vehicle repairmen (towing and ser-
vicing vehicles).

4instruction: .411 Versions:. Lectures and
practical exercises in the functions of spe-
cial vehicle repairmen, including inspec
tion, service, testing, . adjustment's,
troubleshooting, and repairing towing and
servicing vehicles; gasoline and diesel en-
gine tunc-up and repair transmission ser-

r.vicing and adjustment; cooling and lubrica-
tion systems servicing and repair; power
train rep: ir: steering and brake ..systemS
repair nd adjustment; electrical and
hydrauli systems servicing and repair; anti-
pollutio and emission control systems in-
.spection nd servicing; preparation of vehi-
cles for climatic conditions. storage, ship-
ment, and corrosion control; safety; main-
tenance , management; communications
security; publications; and test and repair
equipment. Version 2: Topics include driver
cducation, supplemental military training,
troop information program, and briefings.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in au-
tomotive electrical systems, 4 in automp-
nye power plants. 2 in chassis and suspen-
sions (7/74); . in the upper- division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
automotive power plants (7/74). Version 2:
I the lower-division bacc alaureate/as-.

iate 'degree category, 3 semester hours
in automotive electrical 'systems, 6 in au-
to itive power plants, 2 in chassis and
suspensions (7/74); in the upper-div:is)on
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
automotive power plants (7/74 ).

AF-1703-0006
t

GENERAL. PURPOSE VEHICLE RtPAIRMAN

Coursk-NLItHber: 3 ABR47330 .
Locatal School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute: AFB, IL: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB,

Length: 12-13 weeks (36(l -390 hOuis).
Exhibit OateS: I /70-421,73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair passenger cars and light- and rnedi- -
urn-duty trucks. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical cxer-
icses in pc mechanics and repaX of pas
senger cars light-. and. mediuiroduty.
trucks' Course includes gasoline engines,
fuel syi;terns, electrical systems, chassis and
suspension, power trains, and brakes.

Credit Recommendation: In. the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in power plants
and tune -up, 3 in automobile electrical
systems, 3 ip power trains (7/74); in,the _

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in power plants and tune- ;
up. 3 in automobile electrical s'Ystems -.3 in
power trains,(7 /74).

Air Force 1-83
AF-1703-0009
SPECIAL VEHICLE 'REPAIRMAN (REFUELING

VEHICLE)

course Number: 3ABR4723 I B.
Location: Sdhool" of Applied Aerospace

Sciences. Chanute AFBAL.
Length: 12 weeks (360432 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-12/7-3.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

special vehicle repairmen (refueling vehi,

clesInst).Instruction: Lectures -and practical exer-
cises,on the functions of special vehicle
repairman, including introduCtion to special
vehicle repair and' vehicle engines; engine
fuel systems, maintenance *. management,
and electrical systems; automotive electri-
cal systemS; vehicle Chassis .'systems;
refueler components and systems; and pres-
sUre control,and bottcim-loading systems.

Credit Recommendation: In stile lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3, semester hours in automotive
'electrical system's,-.3 in chassis hnd suspen-

.-

AF-1703-0007

GENERAL PURPOSE VEILICLE°REPAIWAN
(ACCELERATED)

Course Number: 3ABR47 330.
Location: School of Applied AerospaCe

Sciences, Chanutc AFB, 14...; 334501
Technical. School, Chanute AFB,

Length: 9-10 weeks (270-300 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 1/70 -1073.

,Objectives: To train enlisted- personnet
repair passenger cars anthlight- and medi-
um-duty trucks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 4er-
eises in the mechanics apd repair of -,;^,pas-
senger cars and light-,abd medium:;duly
trucks. Course includes .gasoline engines.
fuel 'systems. electrical systems, chassi and
suspensibn, power trains, and brakes.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the liawer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in power plants
and 'tune-up. 3° in automobile elePtrical
systems. 3 in power trains (7/74); )n the
upper-division baccalaureate categOry, 3
semester hours in power plants and tune-
up. 3 in automobile electrical systems; 3 in
power trains (7/74).

AF-1703-0008
AUTOMOTIVE AC ELECTRICAL.SYSTEMS

Course Number: 3AZR47350-2.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL. .

Length: 3 weeks (78-94 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73:
Objectives: To train maintenance persir-

nel to repair automotive electrical systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of automotive electrical ,,,

systems technicians. Course includes theory
of operation, transistor application, voltage
regulators, troubleshooting, and repair and
testing ofoAC system components.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/a.ssociate degree
category. 3 semester hours in automotive
electronics (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
automotive electronics (7/74).

AF-1703-0010
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AA47170.
Location: 3450th Technical,School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 19 weeks (570 flours).

, .. .Exhibit Dates:, 6/55-12/68: .- 4
Objectives: TO train selected senior-level

specialists to maintain . and inspect
representative types of general-purpose,
special-purpose, and Consmuction equip-
ment. -

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-`
cises in maintenance add inspection .of
general-purpose, special-purpose and con-
struction equipment. Course includes publi-
cations, rrlaintenanee of power-train units'
and use of special equipment, maintenance
of engines and electrical equipment, inFikid-
ing use of diagnostic and reconditionkbg
equipment, troubleshooting procedures. on-
the-job-training, and shop supervision.

C re it Recommendation: In the lower-
divisio baccalaureate/associate degree
catego . 3 semester hours in advanced
garage practice (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in advanced garage practice (7/74).

AF-1703-001
VEIIICI.E BODY REPAIR 0
,,,Course Number: . 3AZR47351.
3A' - R47153.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB,

Length: 8 weeks (240- hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-12/73.
Objectives: Towain selected enlisted per-

sonnel to repair ,vehicle bodies. including
body and fender repair, primer and paint,
glass cutting an replacement,replacement, and align-
ment and 'adjustment of body parts.

Instruction: Lecture and practical exer-
cises in vehicle bod))`-...repair. Course in-
cludes gas welding. body and fender repair
(using hand/ and power tools), metal
preparation/and finishing techniques. body
alignment, cab components, glass cutting,
and painting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in body repair
(7/74).
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AF-1703-0012
GENERAL PURIOSEAk1ToMATic

TRANSMISSION MAINTEStANCE"

Course Number: 3AZR47350-3. o
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences. C_ hapute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 'hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-42/73.
Objectives:. To train maintenance person-

repairmen on general-purpose vehi-
cle aqtomatic transmissionS,

, instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
eises in the repair of general-purpose vetii-
eh: automatic transmissions, including basic
hydraulic principles; planetary gear
systems transmission :test instruments;
troubleshOcning. repair, and testing of
specific transmissions; and general main-

. tenanee 'procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower.

division' baccalaureate/associate degree
category.' 3 semester hours in automotive
technology (7/74); in the upper-division.
baccalaureate category. 3 semestei hours in
automotive technology (7/74). .

A1.1703-001:3

FRONT END ALIC,I4MENT, OPERATION AND
°.' MAINTENANCE
(WHEEI: ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT, OPERA-

TION AND MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: ATs47151' -18;
ATS47151-4,

Location:. 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: 3 week; (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59-12/68.
Ohjectiyes: 'tq train enlisted personnel in

front end alignment, operation, and main-
tenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisc<in front end alignment; bperation; and
Maintenance, inclUding suspension design,
tire and wheel balancing, alignment
methods. equipment operationJand repair,
steering gearboxes and adjustments.
Visualiner usc and preparations, prealign-
ment inspection, and troubleshooting of
steeling malfunctions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
cafe ry, 2 semester Aurs. in automotive
tech, 'logy (7/74).

. A -1703-0014

1. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN
2. AUTCrMOTIVE REPAIRMAN
3. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMAN
4. AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC

Course Number: Version 1: 3A BR47 I 31.
VersiOn 2: A BR47131; AB47131. ..Virsipti
3..: ABR47 I 31; AB47 I 31. Version 4'..

/-- A134,7131. .

., .

LOcation: Version : 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AI-B. IL. Version 2:
3345th Technical °SchtSol, Chanute 'AFB,
IL. Version 3: 3450th Technical School.,
Warren AFB. WY. Version 4: 3450th
.Technical School, Warren' AFB. W.Y.

. Length: rersion 1: 13 weeks (360
hours) Version 2 14-16 w i. cks (340-42U

ours i-yei-sion 3: 14-16 weeks (340-420
u ). 'Version 4' 17 weeks ( 10 hours):

x I bi t :Dates: Version !,. 67-12/68.
Ver 'on 2: 12/54=5/67. Versi : 12/54-5/

.67: I sin ri. 1/54-11/54.
Objectives: To train enliste rsonnel as

general automotive technician

J',
'Instruetion:.Lectures and laboratories in

gasoline 'engine theory and repair, suspen-
skin and chassis- fundamentals and servic:-
ing. transmission -and final-drive main-
tenance, automotive' electrical systems, and
repair procedures.
e Credit RecomMendation: Version-1: In
the lowes-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, credit in automotive
technology on the baSis of institutional
evaluation (7/74). Version. 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in automotive technology
on the basis of institutional evaluation' ( 7/
74)." Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/assoCiate degree category, credit
in automotive technolcigy,on the basis of
institute nal evaluation (7/74). Version 4:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate grcc category, 3 sem4ter hburs
in power plants, 3 in chassis arid 'suspen-
sion, 3 in automotive electrical systems (7/
74).

AF- 1703-001'5

SENIOR MAINTENANCE MECa'ANic

Course Number: 53-43151:0100S. .

Location: 3499th Mobile training Wing,
Chanute, AFB, IL.

Length: 3 weeks (97 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train fighter' aircraft'

`mechanics' to inspect and maintain F100
aircraft.

Instruction: ,Lectures and practical exer-%,
cises in inspection and Maintenance of
F100 aircraft; including general airplane
familiarization, airframe components and
systems, engine description, electrical
systems, hydrauliC systems, armament
weapons familiarization, fire control
system, and communications'

Credit Recommendation:- In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours 'in automotive-
systems (7/74); in tfic upper-division bac-
calaureate category, credit in automotive
systems on the basis of, institutional evalua-
tion (7/74).

AF-1703 43016

SPECIAL VEHICLE REPAIRMAN (CRASH /FIRE
-

\ VEIACLEs)

Course Number: 3ABR4723
Location: School of Applied, Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB. IL.
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (590

hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (460 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73 - 12/73.

Version 2: 1/73-6/73:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

service and repaircrash and fire vehicles.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the servicing and repair of crash
and fire vehicles. Course includes gasoline
and diesel engine tune-up and repair, elec-
trical systems repair, emission control
system inspection and adjustment, transmis-
sion service and adjustment, and steering
and brakes servicing.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: 'in
the lower - division) haccalaureate/assouiate
degree category, 3 -semester hours in au-
tomotive electrical' systems. 2 in chassis
and suspension. 2 in basic tune -up (7/74).
Version 2: In the lower- division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category. 2 semester
hours in automotive electrical systems. 2 in
chassis and suspensions, 2 in basic tune-up
(7/74).

AF-1703-0017
_

VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Course NuMber: 3AZR47350-1;
AZR4715,1- 1.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School..Charaiie AFB, IL.

Length: 6 weeks (180 -24() hours).
Exhibit Dates:.11/65-12%73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

use modeM automotive test equipment to
diagnose and repair defects in aufoinotive
vehicle

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use of diagnostic automotive
eq&ipment. Course includes chassis and
-front-end alignnient, automotive electrical
systems, fuel arakignition systems, and use
of diagnostic ecidipment.

.
-Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in engine diag-
nosis, 2 in suspensions, 3 in automotive
electronics (7/74 i; in the upper-divisiori 7

baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
engine diagnosis 17/74).

AF-17044001
407L AIR TRAFFIC'REGULATION CENTER

CONTROLLER/TECHNICIAN.

Coinse Number: 2ASR27250- I . -

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length-4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-12/73.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted_ personnel

having air traffic control experience as of-
ficers and technicins in console operation.'

Instruction: Practical experience in sun-
veillance, identification, and air traffic
regulation.

Credit RecOmmendation: No credit
beause of the limited-specialized 9atore of
the course (2/74).

AF- 1704 -0002

AR TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER

Course Number: Version -1: 3OBRI63i.
Version 2: OBRI631; OB1631.

Location: 3380th' Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version' 1: 16-17 weeks
(480-510 hours). Version 2: 12-14 weeks
(420-476 hours). -

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/69-12/73.
Version 21. 3/58-1/69.

Objectives: To provide officers and en-
listed, personnel with-'training in all phases
of air traffic control, qualifying them for
FAA control tower certification.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air traffic control operations; in-
cluding VFR and IFR radar/nonradar [raf-
fle control, meteorology, navigation, and
FAA certification instruction and examina
tam. -

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the; lower-division baccalaureatelassociate
degree category, I . semester hour in
meteorology, 1 in air, navigation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
8 semer hours sin air traffic control (3/
74). Version 2:.In the lower-division bac:
calaureate/associate degree category. 1

semester hour in meteorology, 1 in air
navigation (3/74); in the upper-diAion
baccalaureate category, credit in

_ meteorology or air navigation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).



AE-1764-0063
AIR TRAFFIC,CaNTROL OFFICER

PROCEDURES

Course NiuMber: 30LR1611-2.
Location: 3380th 'Teehical

KeeMer AFB, MS.'
Length: 6 weeks (192 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

persOnnel in air traffic control procedures.
instruction: Lectures and ractical exer-

cises in air traffic control p cethires, in-
cluding flight operations, te' inal instru-
ment procedures, and radar nonradar
air traffic control.

Credit Recommendation: In the loivtit-
ivision baccalaureate/ssociate (14'0,ttegory, 9 semester hours in air traffic,
ntrol (3/74).

School,

F- 1704 -0004

R TRAFFIC CONTROL TECHNICIAN

ourse Number: AA27270. . .

don: Technical School, Keesler
B, MS.
.ength: I I weeks (330 hours),
xhibit Dates: 3/54 - 12/68:
jectives: To train enlisted personnel to

orm the duties' of air traffic control
nicians, 74

ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
in air traffic control procedures, in-

ing navigational computer operrition,*
orology, movement of air traffic,
ing and reporting, radar scope infor-
n' interpretation, and air traffic con-,
n control procedures,

mencliation: In the lower- .
laureate/associate degree

A

Pc
tee

1

control lei cry' (2/74). :.Versiim 3.1-In the
lower-di on batfcalatireateia iate

''degree eau. semester hour
1i weather, 1,8 in air traffic control

(tower) (2/74); in the upper-diVisiot bac;
calaure e category: credit in rneteo orogy
and, nav ation on .the basis of institutional 0
etialUation (12/68); Version 4 the Inwer-
divisibri haecalaureate/asSoCiate d'Fgree
category 3 semester hours in navigation; 3- -

in weather,'18 in air traffic control (ttlwer)
(2(74); in the upper- division haccalauleate
category credit in meteorology and naviga-
tion 'on Use basis'of institutional -evaluation
(12/68).

AF-1704-0006
,

1 'AIR9i.A1.1 LANDING CONTROL ,
OPERATOR 'k

( APORENTICE AIRCRAFT LANDING .:I 4"

AIR(
TROD OPERATOR)

LANDING CONTROL 1
TE HNICIAN

Course I Number: Version: I: AB2723
Version 2.1 00

clu,
Met
plot
mat
gest

C
divis on
cate ory; ter hour in meteorology,
4-in it tra i ,control (3/74); in the upper-
divis n bitccalaureate ciitegOry, credit in .,
air n vigation or meteorology On the basis
of in. titutional evaluation (12/68).

A F-1 0470005

AIR TRAFFIC CONTRO PERATOR

Course Number: Versa : 3ABR27230.
VersiOn 2: 3ABR272.30. Version
3ABR27230. Version 4:ABR27230.

,Location: 3380th Technical School,'
Keesler AFB, MS_

Length: Version 1: 24 weeks (720.'
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks ,(480 hours).
Version 3:. 16 weeks (450 hours). Version
4: 18 weeks (510 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/72-12/73.
Version 2: 3/70-4/72. Version 3, 1/68-2/70.
Version 4: 12/63 - 12/67.

Objectives: To train airmen as air traffic
control operators.

Instruction: All Velsions: Lectures and
practical 'exercises-in air navigational aids,
weather, air traffic relgulations, air-route
and airport traffic control, flight assistance
service, communication procedures, con-
ventional and radar approach control, and
landing control . radar. Version 1: Per-
formance training in 1FR radar/nonradir
terminal tragic control. .

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division' baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester kolirs in
navigation, 2 in weather, 21 in air trafffel
control (tower) (2/7.4). Versiork2; In the
lower-division baccalaureatAAsociate
degree category, 2 semester hours. in
navigation, 2 in weather, 18 in air traffic

S

27272.
3380th Technical School..

KeePer A'EB, MS:
Length:115-18 weeks (450-510 hours).

1

Exhibit D . Version . I: ,1/56-12/68!,
Version 2 4- 12/55.

ObjectiVes:Vo train an-men as aircr4t
landing control operators.

InstructiOn: LectureS and practical exer-
cises in. aircraft characteristics, wea
theor,i navigational aids and equipment,
regulations; airport traffic control `.
procechnes, and specialization in and
operation of radio set AN/MPN-1.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Itt I
the) lower-division baccalatireate/associate
deeree category, 3/ semester hOurs in
weather, 2 in navigation. 115 in air traffic
control (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate Lategory, credit in,pairport con-,
trot tower operatiOn on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In the
lower-divisioat baccalaureate/associate

. degree category, 2 semester hours elec-
tronics, 2 in weather, 15 in air tr ffic con-
trol (2/74); in the upper-division' baecalau-
reate .catcgory, credit in airport control
tower operation on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1704-00

'CONTROL TOWER TECHNICIAN
(CONTROL TOWER OPERATOR)

'Ourse Number: AA27271; AB27231.
rocation: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 11-12 weeks (330 hourk).
Exhibit' Dates: 3/14-12468,
Objectives: To tram airmen to be control

touter operators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in navigational aids; weather,'regula-
lions, air traffic control procedures, and air
route traffi control and approach control.

Credit R ommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in weather, 2 in
nhvigation,t15 in air traffic control (tokver) AF-1704-0011
2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, i:redit in airport control tower AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATOR ( NON-
operation on the basis of institutional ..12.ADAR)
evaluation (12/681, , Course Number: ABR27230A.+2'

AF-17040000 '

Air Force

. AIR ROUTEJRAFPIC CONTROL ANDt.
APPROACH C4,:)NTROI. OPERATOR -

APPRENTICE `AIR THA7F10 cpN-Iltot.
. Iii,,,i-pk.. ' - ,- 9:

Course Numbr: AB27230: ;

Location: 3380th' Technical School,
Keesler 'AFB, MS.

Length: Version I.:: 18 weeks' (510
hoUrN),' VeiNion 2: 13 weelss. (3'00 hotirS):.
' Exhibit Dates: VerSion 1: 315-8-'1 2/68.
Version 2: 9754-2458.

. 1 ',\
Objectives: To train airmen:as:air traffic

controllers.
Instruction: Lectures and pruiztical'exer.

cises in weather, naVigatiiin aids and equip-
' ntent; air traffic regulations, Gild airport
and air traffic control 'operations.

Credit' Recortimenestion: ., Veisio'n' I: In
e lowitr-division bhtcalaufete/lissociate, ..

de'gree category, 3 semester '', hours i7
weather, 3 in navigation, 21 in 'air 'traffic,'
control (2(74); in the Upper-division . bac-,
calaureate category, crodit'in navigation. or
meteorology 6n the basis of institutional
evaluation' (12/68 Versioli 2: In the Jower-

, tdivision baccalatiNate/ sociale degree,

in air traffic control, (2/7 ); in the upper-
, division baccalaureate 'category. credit .in

navigation or meteorology on the basis of
institutional evaluation 1'12 /89

"AF-1.704-000?

AIRCRAFT CoNkuot.r.vris

course Number: 1631 10 `*
Location: Air Training Commando.Tyn- b

dall AFB. FL.
Length: week ;'(12/73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/54-12/68.
Objectives: To° train officers to perform Ni

duties as aircraft controllers in air defense '

and tactical air operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in organization and functions of the
Air Defense and Tactical Air Commands,
electronics and communications, *tactics
and operations, weapons, navigation.
weather, and basic radar control training,

Credit ReCommendation: No' credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (2/74).

AF-1704-0010

ADVANCED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER

Course Numbet OARI 611.
Location: Technical Training Center,

KeeslerttAFIB0,.wMeSe.ks,(300 hours).
F.

Exhibit Dates:. 2/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to plan and

t direct air traffic control activities.
nstruction: Lectures stioin 'duties and

responsibilities of air traffic coral-ell staff of-
ficers; .Travigational aids; plans, programs,
and budgets; and air traffic control
planning exercises.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
Zlivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
h1)2761)in, air traffic control management

:

fr



. I-86' .''COURSE EXHIBITS

Lcatatiom' 3380th'. Technical School,
Keesler AFB, h/1S.

, Length: 2022' Wee ks ( 210 ,hours).
ExhIbillIateit'6/60-12/68. ,

,Otlfeellvest To train enlisted'persorincl in

n Hill
'air traffic control.

rtion: and 'practical exer-
', ciseS ip aircraft recognition and per-

formance, air navigatibnal' aids; weather:
air route and airport traffic Control, flight

, assistance service, communications
procedures, conventional and radar ap-
proach control, and air traffic rules.

pridit R.c6immenthition, In the lower-
:division baccalaureate/associate degree,...'
category:5, semester hours in weather, 3 in
.navigat)on.,21, in air traffic control (2/74).

,

AF -1704 -0012

JET ENGINE MECIHANIC. .

Course Number: AV44133.
Location: Technical School,

Amarillo AFB: TX.
Length; 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates:.7/54-.12/68,
Objectives: To train personnel tnim.ain-

.

Lain, and :repair aircraft jet engines and
guided Missiles' ,

Instruction: PraCtical experience in air
craft tri.speclion. engine removal. and instal-
lation, and Vaintenance of ground equip-
ment-

CVedit ReCOmmendation; In the lower -
division ,'baccalaureate /associate' degree,
cinegory. 2 semester hours in jet engine
repair (1/74).

'

AF-1704-6013
rc

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN'

Course Number: Version 3 A AR43 I.
Version 2 3AAR4317I. Version 3:
AAR.43 7I . 'Version AA431, I

Version- School of Applied
Aerospace Science's, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep
pa51, AFB, TX. Version 3: 3750th Techni-.
ear School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 4:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (348
hours). Version 2: 16 Weeks. (480 hours).

' Version 3.. 16 .weeks (480 hours). Version
4; 18 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit DateS:. Version 1: 5772-12/73-
, Version 2 5/68 -4/72. Version 3 8/66-4J6.8.

Version d0/54-7/66.
.Objectives: To train airmen as aircraft

. maintenance technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-

ciscs in maintenance of jet and reciprocat-
ing-engine fixed-wing aircraft; standard
publication systems;' administration and
management. duties;- aircraft records; weight
and balance functions; and theory of opera-
tion, functional checksand troubleshooting
of aircraft systems.

Credit Recommendation.t Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in aircraft
maintenance Management, and additional
credit in aircraft maintenance on they basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). ion'
2.1 In the lower-division tiaccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2, semester hours
in aircraft maintenance management, an
5.-redit in aircraft maintenance on the basis .

of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalatireate category.
credit 1n aircraft maintenance on the basis

'
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
3: In the lower-division blecalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in aircraft atiaintertance management, and
credit' in aircraft. maintenance on the basis
of institutional evaluation 13/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate 'category. 2
semester hours in shop management, and
credit in electricity /electrical laboratory on
the- basis of institutional evaluation /(12
68). Version, 4: In the lower-division hac:

'calaureate /associate degree category, 2
hours in aircraft maintenance

management: and credit in aircraft main-
tenance on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (3/74); in, the_upper.di,ii-sion baCcalay-
reate category, credit in, electricity/Oectri-
cal laboratory on the basis -of instil tional
evaluation (12/68).

AF -1'Q04 -0014

I. AIRCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC
TECHNICIAN

2. AIRCRAFT PNEUDFOULIC REI AIR
tECHNICIAN

AIRCRAFT AF:TD MISSILE PNEIAZRAULIC
REPAIR TECHNICIAN

(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE HYDRAULIC
TECHNICIAN)

4. AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE HYDRAULIC
TECHNICIAN

(AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: Version 1: 3AAR42172.
.111 Versions AAR42)72. Versipi 4:
AA42172. 1.

Location: Version I : School of , piled
Aerospace Science, Chanute AFB IL. All
Versions: 3345th 4...Technical School,
Chadite'AF13, IL.

Length: Version 1 :'8 weeks ( 40 honrs).
Version 2 : '10 weeks (300 he ). Version
3: 8 weeks (240 hours). V sion 4: 10
weeks (300 hours).

rpdtIblt Dates: Version 1: 8/65-Present.
Version 2: 8/62-7/65, Versiol 3: 5/60-7/62.
Veision 4: 4/56-4/60..

Objectivef: To train airmen as aircraft
pneudraulic repair technicians.

litstruetimi: Practical experience in in-
stallation, repair, overhaul, troubleshooting,
modification, operation, inspection. trouble
analysis, and adjustment if pneudraulic
control systems and related test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version- 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree . category, 2 semester hours in
hydraulic and pneumatic systems (3/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division-baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in hydraulic and pneumatic systems,
1 in maintenance management (3/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower;division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 2 semester hours
in hydraulic and pneumatic systems,(3/74).
Version .4: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours.in hydraulic and pneumatic systems
(3/74).

A.10

3,

AF-1704-0015
JET' ENGINE BLOCK TEST AND VIBRATION

ANALYZER

Course Number: AZR43250-4,
LOcation: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
° Length: 6 weeks ( I 80'hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/65-12168.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

block-test and vibration-test jet engines.

. Inktruction: Leciures and, practical eX,CT-

.cises in jet engine vibration analyzer
operating principles, comPonents, and indi-
cations interpretation, and jet engine block
testfrig, inspection, operation, and test
'facilities procedures.

Cnedit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the 'beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion:

AF-1704-0016,
JEFMJ70-15 ENGINE

Course Number: 3AZR43250 -7;
faR43250-7

Location: 3345th Technical School.1/-
Chanute AFD, IL.

Length: 3 weeks (20 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/6b-12/68.
Objectives: To provide maintenance per-

sonnel with training in J79- I5 engine main-
tenance. c

Instiluction: Lectures and practical excl.__
cises in J79-15 engine fantiliarization, field:
and organizational maintenance, disas-
sembly and Assembly, cleaning, inspection,
repair, ground safety procedures, and
records and publications familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I ,seniester hour in JEFM J7S-15
engine maintenance (3/74).

AF-1704-0017
B-52, I 35.1bin' KC-135 FUEL Sitsragt

REPAIRMAN ,AND WET WINGSEALING

Course,Number:AZR42450.
Location: 3345th. Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-12/68.

. Objectives: To -train enlisted personnel in'
transport aircraft fuel systerdir maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in transport aircraft fuel Systems
maintenance, including fuel system operat-
ing principles; quantity indiCating systems,
fuel-feed systems, single-point refueling
systems,Juel cells, water injection system,
and task, vent, and drain system operation,
installation, maintenance and repair.

Credit itecomMendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours lin -aircraft fuer .
system maintenance and repair (3/74).

-7\

AF -1704 -0018

J-57 JE-OENoitie (W/0 AFftRBURNER)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: SS43250-46.
Locaticai: 3345th Technical

Chanute AFB. IL..
, Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-1/59.
Objectiies: To train maintenance. and in-

structor personnel in the operation and
maintenance of the J -57' engine (without
afterburner).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in engine familiarization:, operational
checks; and inspection, removal installa-
tion, and: troubleshooting of the J-57 en-
gine, ''engine systems, accesscities,. and
equipment.

Credit :Recommendation: In the loWer;
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category,Ecredifin J -57 jet engine (w/o af
terburner) organizational maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

School.



AF-1704-0019 ..

FUEL CELL REPAIRS (B-52 AND KC-135) )
Course Number: ATS58250-3.
La:mm.0On: 3345th Technical School,.

Chanute AFB, IL. ',
Length: -3 weeks (90 hours). ' a
Exhibit. Dates: 8/58-12/68.

.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the repaif and maintenance of aircraft fuel
`cells, with emphasis on the B-52 and KC-

135 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises 'in construction, identification, inspec-
tion, and scaling of fuel cells, and repair
procedures. fir fuel cells.

a explanatoryCredit Revocative ration: See explanato
note at the beginnin of the Air Foi-ce sec-.
Lion.- .

I-

AF-1704-0020

JET EtailNE VIBRATION ANiLyZER
"-OPERATOR (SPERRY)

)Coupse Number: ATS43250.72.
Location: Technical Training Centtr,

chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9).61- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted persdnnel in

the operation of the Sperry jet engine
analyzer.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exvie/-
cises in the description, location, and 'n
S"tallation of engine analyzer components;

. review of jet engine systems for teeter indi-
cations' and component frequencies; and
minor troubleshooting.

Credit .RecOmmendation: In the lower-.

division baccalaureate/associate degree
1 category, I .semester- hour in jet engine

vibration analyzer operation s( 3/74 ).

AF-170021
AIRCRAN`MECHANIC, RECIPROCATING,

Location: All Versions: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3345th Technical- Sch I, Chanute AFB,
IL. .

Length: : Version 12-15 eeks
(384-420 hours). Version 2: 16-17 weeks
(450L480 hours).

Exhibit Dates:- Version 1: 8/60-.12/73.
-Version 2: I 1/54-7/60.

Objectives: To train airmen to maintain)nd repair maintenance aircraft reciprocat-
i g engines.
. Ptstruction; Lecturesand practical exer -
cises in aircraft fundamentals, elementary
theory of flight, introduction to main-
tenance, basic -engines, engine systems,
power Package maintenance, and 'engine
maintenance and conditioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in reciprocat-
ing-engine maintenance (3/74).

OVER Two .ENGINES
Course Number: ABR43131B;

A1343131132; A1343131B-1; AB43.13113-1.
Location: Version /: 3750th Technical

Sc ool, Sheppard AFB, TX.. Version 2:
33' 5th Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL.

Le : I f,, weeks (510 hours).
Exh it Dates: 11/55-12/68.
Objectives: Tc-krain enlisted personnel to

repair reciprocating-engine aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in aircraft mechanics fundamentals;
reciprocating-engine systemSand operation:
forms and records familiarization; inspcc-
lion proce!dures, and aircraft . structures, .

flight controls. electrical and hydraulic{
systems,' instruments. and landing -gear
Operation and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in reciprocat-
ing-engine maintenance. and servicing (.3/
74).

AF%,1704-0022.
, , .

1. 'RECIPROCATiNG 1-.NGINE MECHANIC
'2. RscalrocariNr.. EsaaNE MECHANIC ak

( AIRCRAFT RECIPROcATINS; FNGINt,
MEclIANIC ). ,

course Numberi' VerWon /.. 3AIIR43231.
Version 2 A1343 2.1.4- I , AB41231-2. All
Versions: ABR43231.1 AF343231.. rOP';.

AF-1704-0023
JET AIRCRAFT MECHANIC

Course Numbei: ABR43I3 I.
Location: 3320th.` Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (342 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen.as apprentice

jet aircraft mechanics.
Instructions Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the fundamentals of mechanics, in-
cluding maintenance and inspection of air-.
framelanding gear, flight control, power
plant, air conditioning and pressurization,
electrical, hydraulic, fuel, utilities and in-
strument systems; ,ground safety; engine
change; corrosion control; and math-
tenance forms and documentation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate fiegree
category, 3 semester hours in jet aircraft
maintenance (2/74).

AF-1704-0 24ti

AIRFRAME TITA 'Dm REPAIR

Course Nu r: SS53450-2.
Location: .,, 320th Technical Sch

Amarillo AKB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58=12/68.

1

Objeciives: To train airmen as ai rams
titanium repairmen. , sInstruction: Lectures and practic exer-
cises in the identification and inspe bon of
titanium; preparation of titanium f
and fabrication; forming titan' m; as-
sembly; and final inspection of repaired
parts. , . i

Credit Recommendation; In t ie lower-
division baccalaureate/a.ssociat degree
category, 1 semester hour i titanium
repair (2/74).
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AF -1704 -(1025

2:

BONDED HONEYCOMB, AND TRVCTURAL
SEALING (B-52/KC-135 i

BONDED HONEYCOMB AND iSTRuCTUR At.
SEALING ( B-52/KC-135

(REPAIR OF BONDED AND RAZED
HONEYCOMB STRUCTU , -S (13-5S))

(REPAIR OF BONDED HO: 'EYCOMB
STRUCTURES) .

Course Number: Version .- 3AZR53450-
AZR53450-I. Version 2 ATS53450-10,

ATS53450-7; ATS53450,5
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ateg: 9/70-12/73.
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rform field maintenance on gas

53-L-1 IA jet engines.
on: Lectures and practical ,es

nce in gas turbine engine construction,
midi, servicing, and repair fundarnen- -
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1 baccalaureate/associate degree
I semester hour in gas turbine
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engine ntenance (2/74).

FLIGHT

l7
0E2N7GINEER SPECIALIST, JET

2. FLAIGIHTRCREANFIGINEER SPECIALIST
3. FLIGHT ENGINEER TECHNICIAN

Number: Version I.
3ACLoRu4rse355.0C. Version 2: ALR43550C.
Version 3: ALR43570; ALR43174;

School,
Location:

Sheppard
All Versions: 3750th Technical

tppard AFB, TX. Version 3:
3345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL.

Length: Version 1.i 10 weeks ( 300
hours). Version 2: 42 weeks (360 hours).
Version 3: 13-14 weeks-(390-420 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version I: I /70- 12/73.
Version 2: 3/67-12/69. Version 3: 3/58-2/
67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perfgrrn as flight engineers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in jet aircraft flight en-
gineering, including ground instruction in
time, speed, .distance, and fuel conversion

factors and formulae, and graphic and
linear interpolation; aerodynamics; weight
and balance; takeoff and landing planning:
aircraft climb, cruise, and descent per-
formancesanalysis; log maintenance; max-

. ifnum load mission requirements; and mis-
sion preplanning and in-flight replanning.
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ersiOn I: Instruction applicable- to jet air -
craft. Version instruction, applicable to
reeiprckating and jet aircraft.. Version 3: in-
struction applicable to reciprocating air-
craft.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In
the lower-division. baccalaureate /associate'
degree category. 6 semester hours in flight
engineering (2/74 ); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
flight 'engineering (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 7 semester hours in flight
engineering e( 2/74); in ..the upper - division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
aerodynamics (12/68). Vert:ter 3: In the
lower-division - 'baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester. hours in (light
engineering (2/74): in the upper-divi*ion
baccalaureate:category, 3 semester hours in
aerodynamics (12/68).

AF4704-41028 ,c

11E1.1cOPTERMECHANic (fill-53 )

Course Nurnber:.3 AZR13170 -6
-Loesition:r 37-50th Technical School,

Sheppard A.F13.TX.
tengtb: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Vhibit Dates:- 8/71-12/73; . .
)bjectives: - train enlisted personnel in

th maintenance of multiengine single-rotor
i .

he icopteni.
-

.

nstruction Lectures an( radical exer-
,

s in the fundamentals"tf multiengine
gle-rotcir helicopter systems and com-
nents, including servicing, replacement,
pectio7i, and adjuSiment of systems and

ompopents; inspection of engine;
roeiblesliooting; engine change; and
forage IPtettaraticin. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower_
division1 111(0Calaureate/assoiate degree

categoely, I; semester hour in multiengine
single-totor helicopter maintenance (2/74).

/ .-

AF-1/704-0029 k

1-4E1.14oPTER MECHANIC:, UH-IH(VNAP I
AND M) . .. .

Course Number: 3AZR43 170 -4.
11.omtion: 3730th. Technical School,

. Sheppard AFB. TX.

\ iliElnkthibhit:;gawtesee:

k8s/6(91-2(1)2hno3urs). /

(eOldbjecantdiveso:rg Ftenain:1- on
eliCopter instructor personnel to petorm

train

1H-IH 'helicopters, including limited' field
mainten2hce on the T-53 engine. .'

:InestrUctlon: Lectures and 'practical, exer-
I cises in identification, location, and func-

il non of helicopter srnerns and compcinents;
i servicing, replaeement inspection, and ad-

justment of systems and components: ekn-
speetion of engine, troubleshooting, ;engine,
change, and preparation for storage.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
thvision baccalaureate/associate . -degree
category', I. semester *tour in helicopter
repair (2/74). ..

. -i;

. AF-1704-0030

JET ENGINE: 00(
ANALYZER

Course Number: 3AZR432.50-4.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Science; Chanute AFB, IL: 3345th Techori-
cal School, Chanute AR). IL.

Length: 5 weeks (138-176 hoULs)

mein VIBRATION

Exhibit Dates: ,5/72-. 1.2/73.
Objectives: To train jet engine mechanics

to perform jet engine vibration analysis and
to evaluate engine 'performance using
portable and .semiportable equipnient. _

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fyndamentals of jet engine
vibration analyzer construction, operating
principles, procedures, and interpretation
of analyzer indications; and inspection,

noperation, and use of portable and
semiportable test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category.. 2 semester hours in jet engine
testing and 'vibratipn analysis (2/74).

AF-17040031
C-141 FLIGHT ENGINEER TECHNICIAN

Course Number:. A435X0C-1. -
Location: 443d Military Airlift Wing,

Altus AFB, OK. ,
Length: 9, weeks t I 31 hours ).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-,Present.
Objectives: To provide flight engineers

with knowledge of the normal and emer-
gency functions of the C-I41 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eXer-
, cises on the C-141 aircraft, its systems and
1 components,. and troubleshooting

procedures; flight simulator training, and
flight training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/gssociate degree
category,: 4 semester hours in flight en-
gineer technician (2/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in flight engineer technician (2/74)-

0
AF-1704:0032
JET ENGINE CONDITIONING AND VIBRATION ,

ANALYZER (SPERRY)

Course Number: AZR43250-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks ( if() hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7V3-12/68.
Objectives: To train jet engine mechanics

to use the Sperry. vibratiorg analyzer and to
perform jet engine conditioning analysis.

Instriiction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of engine Opera-

, non and maintenance; vibration analyzer
operation and use; jet engine vibration and
conditioning analysis; Jetcal operation, ap-
plication, and analysis.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
. division baccalaureate/asSOciate degree

category, 2 semester 'hours in jet engine
conditioning and vibration analysis (2/74).

AF11704-0033
C-5 FLIGHT ENGINEER. TECHNICIAN

(FLIGHT ENGINEER SCHOOL, C-5

Course Number: A43570c-4.
Location:' 443d Military Airlift

AltuseAFB, OK.
Length: 9 viccksA 30 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a practical knowledge of the C-5 air-
craft, its subsystems, and- troubleshooting
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in troubleshooOng and solution of
performance problems; simulator training

-designed to enable students to perform

Wing,

preflight chctks without assistance, to un-
derstand both normal and emergency

procedures,-and to 'manage subsystems with
and withojt reldted component failures;

'flight training in which students demon-
strate the ability to accomplish normal ,and
emerghncy operation procedures, preflight
checks, and scanner preflight checks, and
to CIFrnonstrate abili.ty to manage and/or
operate pertinent aircraft subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
flivision baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 4 semester hours in flight en-
gineering (2/74); in the upper-division bacT
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
flight engineering (2/74).,

AF-1VO4-0034

RECIPROCATING ENGINE MECHANIC (ENGINE

ANALYZER)

Course Number: SS43251-1.
Location: 3345th Technical

Chanute 'AFB,
Length; 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 4/58-12/68.
ObjectiVes: To train enlisted personnel to

operate Sperry engine analyzer equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in theory and operation of high- and
low-tension magnetp,ignition systems; ens
gine analyzer cOmporicnts description, lotm-

tion, and installation; various ignition and
vibration pattern waveforms; reciprocating-
engine theory: and analyzer troubleshoot-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory

note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

School,

AF-.1704-0035

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN (F-

1(11B)

. 'Course Number: 5542350-52.
Location: 3320 Technical Training Wing,

AmaZillci AFB. TX. :

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours):i
Exhibit bates: 2/57-12/68. s.

Objectives: To train aircraft electrical

repairmen and technicians to repair the
101B aircraft.

;

art ruction: InstrUiTnn includes aircraft
familiarization, location and function of
electridal and related systems and com-
ponents, inspection, and maintenance, in- .

eluding operlitional checks, servicing,

troubleshooting, adjusting,. and removal and
installation.

. .

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the 'Air iroc...c.,e see-

, non.



A0.-1704-0036
I.

4 I
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SPECIAI.IST,

JET AIRCRAFT ONE AND TWO' .

ENGINES ..

2. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE`SPECIALIST.
JET AIRCRAFT ONE AND Two
ENGINES

( JET AIRCRAFT MECHANIC. ONE AND
Two ENGINES)

'JET AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, ONE ANDN.,
Two ENGINES

' 4.; JET AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, ONE AND
' ? t Two ENTaNE %.

(AIRCRAFT MECHAIC,,JET FIGHTER)
5. AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JET FIGHTER
tci AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET BOMBER

Two ENGINES) ...

i (AIRCRAFT MECHANICsJET FIGHTER)
(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET BOMBER,

Two ENGINES)) .

(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JET QNE
ENGINE)

(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET, Two
ENGINES))

(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET, ONE
E )) Fv

, Course umber:' Version '' I :
3ABR43131C-1 Version 2: 3ABRV, 131C-'
1; ABR43131C-1. Version! 3: ABRX313IC.
Version 4: ABR43131C. "Version 5:
ABR43131C-1. Version 6: AB43131C -2;
AB43131D; 1)43131D,2; A1343131C;
AR43131D-1. . .

Location: Vers m I: School of Applied
Aerospace Scien es, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750 Technical School, Sher)-
pard AFB, TX. Version 3: 3320th Techni-
cal School, Amarillo AFE3, TX. Version 4: °
3320th TecWiicat School, Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 5: 332dth Technical School, '.
Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 0: 375Dth
Technical , School, Sheppard AFB, TX;
3345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,'
IL; 3320th Technical School, Amarillo
AFB, TX.

Length: 'Version 1: 9.-12 weeks (314-4 0 i
hours): Version 2: 11-13 weeks (.342-3 2
hours). Version 3: 16 we9ks (450 hou ).
Version 4 :' 12-13 weeks 0342-360 hours).
Version 5:.14 weeks (390 hours). Version
6: 14-16 weeks (390-450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Vernon I: 6/7312/73.
Version 2.412/66-5/73: ('ersion 3: 8/65,-11/

66. Version 4: 10/60-7/65. Versibn 5: N
58-9/60., Version 6: 144-17/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as jet aircraft maintenance spe,'
ciaiists. -

Instruction: Lectures and prldral ex-
perience,' in jet aircraft maintena ce, in-
cluding airframe, landing gear, flight con-
trol, polder plant, electrical, hydraUlic and
pneumatic, fuel, oxygen, utilities, and in-
strurvent.systems maintevnce; aircraft telt':
rosioh control; inspection and maintenance
s9s terns; Maintenance forms and ublica- ,

tions; and operational checks, troub ethoot-
ing, and sera cing pf aircraft syste

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the Idwer-diVision baccalaureate/associate
degree category: 4 semester hours in one
or two engine jet 'Aircraft maintenance 42/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-

,

calaureate./associate degree category, 3
semester hours inone or, two engine jet air-
craft maintenance (2/74). Version 3: 'In the
lower-div isitin . baccalaureate/associate
degree eatelory, .4 semester hdurs in one
or two engine jet aircraft maintenance (2/
74). Version 4: In tht lower-division- bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hours in one or two engine jet air-

craft maintenance (2/74). Version 5: In the
lower-division _fbaccalaureate/associate
degree category ;-4 semester hours in one
or tvoengine jet aircraft intenance (2/
74). Version 6: In the 1 iv,ision bac-
calaureate/associate dcgr category, 4
semester hours-in pne or tw engine jet air-
craft maintenance (2/74).

AF-1704-0037
JET ENGINE ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Course Number: 3AZR4270-6.
I. Location: . 3345th Technical School,
Chanute-AFB, IL.

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the procedures fore inspecting engines in-
volved in aircraft accidents.

instruction:. Lectures on the gonstruction
and design differences of jet engines;.fuel
and oil system contamination; identificatibn
and analysis of compression and turbine
failures, and combustion and turbine over-
temperature' damage; identification and
analysis of bearing fade s; in-flight and
poit4npact fires; And analysis of jet engine
accident cause factors.

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categpry, 'credit in jet engine accident in-
vestigation of the basis of institutional.
'evaluation (3/74).

, AF-1704-0038

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL SEALING, B-52

Course Niimber: ATS53450-6.
Location: 5320th -Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length:-3 week (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

B-52 aircraft strwural sealing procedures.
Instruction: Lectures d practical ex-

perience in B-52 aircraft' structuraj.sealing
procedure's, <including ircraft structural
analysis, seal plane etermination and
design seal appliorio , sealing tools and
equipment' Use. and aled structures in-,
spectiOri.and testing.

Credit Recomtn'endatioa:. In the lower-
division baCcalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in aircraft struc-
tural repair (2/74).

.
AF-1704-0039
AIItFRAMt REPAIR, Q-i

Gorse Number: Version j: 3AZR53450-
5. Vwgsion 2: AZR53450-2.

Lo?:ation: Version I: hool of Applied
Aerospace Science, C ute AFB, IL;
3345th Technical Sch 1, Chanute AFB,
IL. Version 2: .3320T technical School,
Amarillo AFB?' TX.

Length: Version I: 3- weeks (90-110
hours). -Version- 2: 3 weeks (90 hours J.

Exhibit Dates: Version . I: 4/68-12/73.
Versifin 2 :.4/67 -3/68.

Objectives: To provide airframe repair
personnel with training 'in general Main-

itenance and vepair of heavy trans type
turbojet aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures cb practical exer
cises in honeycomb repair techniques and
materials, flush and nonflush repair,
fiberglass repair:. scratch, crack and dent
repair, honeycomb, skin, and core. minor

Air Force 1-89
" repair; corrosion control; and control sur-

face balancing'and structuresealing.
Credit, Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 2 hours in heavy transport air-
craft maintenance and repair (2/74).

AF-1704-0040
AIRCRAFT PROPELLER TECUNICIAN

Course Number: AAR42171; AA4217I.
NAN

Location: Version I: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version . 2:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version I: II weeks (330
hours).. Version 2: 9 weeks ,(270 hours).
.Version 3; 13 weeks (390 hours).

Exhibit bates: Version I 8/62-12/68.
Versidin 2: 6/60-7/62. Version 3: 5/58-5/60.

ObjectivO: To provide aircraft propeller
repairmen with advanced training in air-
craft propeller technology.

tnstruction: Lectures, and .practical
perience in operating principles, disas-
sembly. inspection, repair, assembly, teit-

'ing, adjustment, and trouble analysis *of
conventional and turboelectric propellers;
problem analysislind corrective action; and
supervisory,' administrative, and manage-
ment responsibilities and procedures. .

Credit Recommendation: Version I : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in air-
craft propeller technology ,(2/74). Version
2: In the lower - division baccalaurelte/as-
sociate degree category, 3 sergyster hours
in aircraft propeller technoiNgi (2/74).
Version 3.; In the lower-division ..baccalau-
reatc/associate degree category. 3 'semester.
hours in\aircraft 'propeller techndlogy /
74).

AF-1714-0041
1. OrtCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN
2.-fit'IRCRIFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN
3. AIRCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC
REPAIRMAN)

(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE HYDRAULIC
REPAIRMAN) ,

(AIRCR AND HYDRAULIC
N)

4. AIRCRAFT EUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC

REPAIRMAN)
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE HYDRAULIC

REPAIRMAN).
(AIRCRAFT AND HYDRAULIC .
4 REPAIRMAN)

5. AIRCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC

REPAIRMAN)
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE HYDRAULIC

REPAIRMAN)
(AIRCRAFT AND HYDRAULIC

REPAIRMAN) '
, 6. AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3 A131242132',
ABR42132. Version 2: ABR42132-I. Ver-

.-slat! 3: ABR42132 -3; AB42132-3;
AB42132-2. Version 4: AB42132.3;
AB42132-3; AB42132-3. ' Version
ABR42132-1; ABR42132-3; AB42132-3;
A1342132-2. Version 6: AB42132-2. .

Location:- Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Science, Chanute AFB, IL;
3'345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL. Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
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Chanute AFB, IL. Versivt 3: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB,fIL. Ver-
sion 4.` 3320th Technic I School, Amarillo -
AFB, TX. Version 5: 3750th Technical

ShepardSchool,. Sheard A , TX. Version 6:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,

... TX.
s

Length:, Version 1: 12-13 weeks, ( 360
hours). Version 2: 15 weeir4 (420 hours).
Version 3: 16iw.eeks (450 hout4), Version
4: 16 weeks (450 hours). Version 5: '16
weeks (450 hours). Version 6. 17 ,weeks
(510 hours).

Exhibit 'Dates: Versbn 1:' 5/67- I 2/73.
Version 2: 3/64-4/67. Version 3 :-1117-2164.
Version 4: I /57-2/64. Version 5: I /57-2/64.
Version 6: 4/56-12/56. ' ,

Objectives: To train enliited personnel to
maintain and repair pneudraulic and
hydraulic aircraft systems.

Instruction: Lectures And practical ex-
perience in operation, disassembly, inspec-
tion, repair, assembly, testing, and adjust-
Ment of hydraulic and/or pneumatic
systems ...

Credit Recomrenlation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree categoryy credit in pneumatic and
hydraulic maintenance and repair on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver:
sion 2: In the lo er-division baccalaureate/.
associate degree ategory, cfedit in pneu-
Mane and hyd' lic maintenance and
repair on the basis of institutional evalua-
'don (3/74). Version 3: An the fower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in hydraulic maintenance and repair
'on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/,
74). Version 4: In the lower-division bac7! .-
calaureate/associate, degree category, credit

JO hydraulic maintenance and repair/ on t e
"basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). V r-
sion 5: In the lows =vision baccalaure te/
associate degree category, credit in hy rau-
lic maintenanceuand repair on the b is of
institutional evaluation (3/74). Version 6:

."."- In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate -degree category, credit in hydraulic

. aintenance and repair on the bads of in-
titutional evaniation (3/74). '

/

AF-1704-0042

AIRCRAFT MECHANIC,/RECIPROCATING (ONE
AND/OR Two ENGINES)

Courr Number: ABR4313 I Ai
A134313IA

Location: 3750th ,Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length:- 16-18 weeks (480-510 hours).
Exkdbit Dates: 11/54-12/68.
Objectivelii To train airmen as apprentice

aircraft mechanics.
Instruction: Practical experience in air-

craft procedUres, took, stems:- inspection
procedures, and forms.
- Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in basic aircraft
mechanics, on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74), Version 2: In th
division baccalaureate/associate
category, credit in basic aircraft

lower -
degree
haniscs

on the basis of institutional evaluation "(3/
74).

AF-1704-0043
I, AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST,

RECIPROCATIRSENGINE AIRCReT
(AIRCRAFT MECHAHICJFECIPROCATIWG

ENGINE AIRCRAFT)
2. AIRCRAFT MEC,HANIC,itECIPROCATING

ENGINE AIRCRAFT
(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, RECIRROCATIAG

ENGINE TYPES)

Course , , Number: Version 1:
a A BR4313 I A. 'All 'Versions: ABR43131 A.
Version 2: ABR43 I 14-A- I ; ABR,43131A;
ABR4311IB.

Locations 37,50th Technical' SchOol,-
Sheppard AFB, TX. .`

Length: Version 1: '15 weeks (420
hours). Version 16 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dad1f11 Ver:Oop 1: 3/64-12/73.
Version 2; 6/60:2/64.

Objectives: To train e listed personnel to.
.become apprentice airc ft mechanics. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,..,
cises in aircraft maintenance fundamentals;
including location, itisilection, servicing,
and/minor maintena4e' of aircraft and en-
gin components and "tystems.

redit Recommendation; Version I: In
t lower-division baccalaureate/associate
d gree categpry, 4 semester - hours in
feciprocating engine Maintenance and' in-
,Spection (2/74). Version 2: In the lower-
/division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in reciprocating
engine maintenance and repair (2/74).

""("

AF-17047-0044

INFLIGHT REFUELING SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN
(INFLICtHT REFUELING SPECIA,

Course Number: 42431;
ABR42431; ABR43133; AB43330.

Location: 3750th ,., Technical School, .
Sheppard AFB, TX. t

Length: 8-12 weeks (270-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/73.

.. ObjectWes: To train airmen in the opera-
tion and maintenance of boom-type refuel-
ing systems and controls.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in operation, inspection, removal, dis-
assembly, repair, assembly and installation
of boom-type refueling systems; ground
safety practices; electrical and hydraulic
fundamentals; and use o. f ground support

,.., .
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in inflight refueling systems
repair on t e basis of institutional evaluar
tion- (3I-14). 2

'

AF-1764-0045
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

Course Ntiniber: Version 1: AR42410.0
Version 2: 3AAR42470; AA 2470. Ver-

Sion 3: AAR42470; AAR43I75. ..

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Science, Chanute AFB, IL. Ver-
siort 2: 3345th Technical School, Chanute
AFB, AL Version 3: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB, IL.

5,

1

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (268 hours).,
Version 2: 7-8 weeks (210-240 hours).
Version 3: 9 weeks (270 hours).
, Exhibit Dates: Version , 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version-- 2: I I/65-6/73. Version 3: 10/
60-10/65,

. Obje0Ges: To train skilled airCraft-main-
tenance personnel to perform as aircraft
fuel system tecknicians.

Instruction: 1..ctures and practical exer-
cises in. Operation, inspection, and trouble
analysis of fuel systems and fuel system
compone ts; advanced sealing! and seal
plane an sis techniques; fuel systems and
test' equi ent theory (advance );' fuel cell

rage; and
d safety 4*

installakipn, removal, and St

maintenance supervision, a
Procedures.

Credit Recommendation: V rsion 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate

, degree category, 2 semester hours in air-
craft fuel system ,technolOgy (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours L
in aircraft fuel system technology (3/74).
Version the lower-division baccalau-
ieate/aSSodate degree category, 2 semester
hours in aircraft fuel system technology (3/
74). 0111*°

AF-.1704-0046
AIRCRAFT PROPELLER REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR42131-
I . Version 2: 3ABR42 I 31; ABR42131. Ver-
sion. 3: 3A13R4213 I ; ABR42 I 3 I. Version 4:
AB42l31.

Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical '

School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical Schodl, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Versiqn 3: J345th Iechnical School,
Chanute AFB, IL. Version 4: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (390
hours). Version 2: 17-18 weeks '(480-510

°hours ). Version 3: 17-18 °weeks ( I0
hours). Version 4: 19 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/71-12/73.
Version 2: 2/61-5/6 I . Version 3: 2.161-5/61.
Version e: 9/54-1/61.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform aircraft propeller maintenance and
repair.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in aircraft propeller maintenance
and repair, including operation, removal,
disassembly, inspection, repair, assembly,
testing, and installation of hydraulically
operated propellers, controls, and accesso-
ries.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,' 3 semester hours in
propeller maintenance and repair (3/74).
Versiori 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category 4 semester
hours in propeller maintenance and repair
'(3/74). Version 3: In the loWer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in propeller maintenance
and repair (3/74). Version-4: In the lower-
diVision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 .semester hours in propeller
Maintenance and repair (3/74).

AF1704-0047
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM MECHANIC

Course Number: 3ABR42430;
ABR42430; ABR43135; AB431'35.



Lucition: 3345th Technical School.
Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: 0-13 weeks (300-360 hours).
Eithl Dates: 4/58-42/73.
Ob ves: To train enlisted personnel in

aircraft uel systems maintertance.
instrbction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in aircifft inspectioh and main-
tenance system operation and use; and air-
craft fuel. system and system Components
operating principles, maintenance. and
repair.

Credit Recommendation: In ..the
division baccalaureate/assoclate degree .
category. I semester' hour in aircraft. fuel
system maintenance (2(74 ). . : _

)

Course Number: AZR43250; S S43250-
33:

Location: 3345ih Technical School,
ChanzitAFB. f

Le : 4 weeks (120
Exhibit Dates: 7/58r1 2/68:

'Objectives: To train jet en e mecha"aics
to conduct general block'tets on jet en-
gines. k.

' Instruction: Pracpca experience in in-
strumentation, utilization, and inspection of
Universal and Shaw Estes ev facilities.

Crehlt Recomnsendati 4In the lower./
baccajaureate/ late sdegree

_category. I semester hotly ih jcf enginetest
facility familiariaition (2/74 ). .

! % .. .

-1.. At%4704:0048 - AF-.1704-0051
. ..

.
. .. .

Air Force ,f-91
ing; servicing; replacement of components;
and minor repairs and adjustments.

Credit Recommendation: In ale lower-
'division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in aircraft
systems inspection (2/74).

AF-1704-0055

AIRCIWT,MECHANIC C-130A
( AttatoT. MECHANIC C-130)

IL. Course Nuwber: SS4315 I E-32.
Eocadon: 3/50tte, Technical School,

pied ;

5. weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 2/56- I 2/68.

.'Objectives? To familiarize 'airmen with'
the maintenance, design, construction and

'FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL NliINTENANCE.
s OF 34G60 PROPELLER /
'Course Number: .SS42 I 51-28. .
LOCatiort: 3345th Technical /School,,Chanute AFB, IL. -

Length: 3 weeks (90 }lours):
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68. ) -,-Objectives: To train atrcraftspropetler

repel en in field and organizational main-
1,. Celan or Hamilton ,Staridard propeller.
,-4Q. . . .,- -InstniCtion:` Practical experience in
operation of propellertassediiblies.odouble;1
acting., propeller .confrol systerris, and
proneller'synehninizers: -.'

credit Recommendation: See explanatory
. note at the beginning of the Air Force'sec
Hon. . .

.....

AF- 1704 -0049 tt ,

RECIPROCATING ENGINE TECHNICIAN 114
Course, Number: All Versions:

AAR43271: V4rsion 2: AA43271. /-
- Location: 3750th Technical School,'
Sheppardi-AFB; TX.

Version 1: 12 weeks (360
rsion 2: 14 weeks (420 ,hours)'

Exhibit tes: Version 1: 7/65-12/68.
Version Z.,-.5/56-7,6/65.

Objectives:, To train reciprocating-engine
technicians asornArtenance suPervisors.

Instruction :../I111 Pe'rsions: Lectures and
practical exercises in personnel and equip- )
ment mlnagement. including 'operating
princifiles and construction ,f cures of

.reciprocating tengines; and. application Jlir
principles in inspection, repair, adjustment
and conditioning of engine systems. Version
2:- Practical experience'in troubleshooting.
analysis, minor repair, and build-up- of
reciprocating engines.

Credit Recommendation: Version .1: In
the lower-division baccalairreate/ass8ciate
degree category, 2 SEITILItCr hours in
reciprocating-engine maintenance and
repair (2/74). Version 2t In the lower -divi -.
sion baccalaureate/aSsociate;degnee catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in shop management
or aviation maintenance Management (21
-74); in the. upper-division 'baccalaureate
rigotegory. 2 semester hours in shop manager
ment or aviation maintenance! management
(12/68).

757-P-23 Jgr ENGINE FIELD MAtNTENANCE systems operation Of specific aircraft.... .

,/ Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer;.
cises in the identification and location 0f
system components; 'functional operating..
principles; inspection; operational checks;
removal and replacement; servici 4nd
trouble analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the
division baccalaufeate/associate.
caitegay. 2 _semester hours in air
systems inspection (2/14).

tion, asse bly and disassembly, and repair.
cleanirig, esting, use, and storage of special, AF4704-0056.
tools an umment.

1 '(F-IO2)
rse Number: ATS43250-67. ,

don: 1320th 'Technical , School
ari AFB, TX.

:Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/60-12/68... r..
Objectives: To train jet engine meCtianics

and technicians to perform, maintenance on
the J57- P- 23'jet engine.

InFtructien: Lectures and practical '
cises in J57-P-23 jet engine mechanics and.
maintenance, including systems familiatiza- .

Credit Recommendation: iii 'the loweg.
h divisiol; baccalaureate associate , degree

category; .2 semester hours in jet*, engine
-.maintenance (2/4)! .

-S

Length
hours).

AF-1704-0050
1.4,ENGINE BLOCK TES'''. MECHANIC

ThIRCRAF17 JET ENGINE BLOCK
MECHANIC)

AF-1704-0052
. J79-15 ENGINE SYSTEMS AND ENGINE RUN-.

Ue

AIRCRAFt MECHANIC, T-33A

Course Number: SS43I5 I C-26.
Location: 3320th" Technical Scfil.

Amarillo AFB, TX. ', - / --
.Length: 4 weeks (120hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68'
Objectives: To provide enlisted perSonnel_
ith an orientation . in aircraft sys'terns

ration. .-' r. - ..'
Instruction: 'Lectures and practical e

.c.iAes,nft,airc raft orientation, comnent
systehis location, adjustnient. Inspectio
servicing, and maifltenance. ' -c,

Credit In the . lower- It''

ivjslon bacca reate/ sociate degree
categoi-y. I sem r hour in aircraft, .systems familiarization (2/74).

Course Number: 3AZR.43250-8;
AZR43250-8.

Location: 3345th Technical School.
Chanute IL.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)..
7 .Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68,

Objectives: To train airmen in t main-
, tenance find operation of 379-15 jet engine

systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in safety, power controls, fuel
systems, anti -icing systems, test stand.:

j familiarilation, operating procedures and
limits, and engine operat)on, troubleshoot-
ing, and evaluation.

Credit Recommendation) In the lower-
division- baccal,reatelassociate degre'e
category 1 semester hour in turbine
systems (2/74).

AF-1704:0053

t. F-106 AIRCRAFT MECHANIC

Course Number: ATS,43I C-1 6.
Location: `technical Training Center,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
the 5 weeks (150 hours).

xhibit.Dates: 4/59-12/68.
- Objectives: To train airmen t perform

field and organizational mainten ce on F-
M .:106A aircraft.

4A1 Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.4-.1

Lion of system components; troubleshoot-
cises in identification, location, and func- -

°

AF- 171104.0057

Alacarr,EN0ielE TEST STAND CALIBRATION
COISISK NUItlber: 2ASR32470-8.
,Location: '3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
weeks (90 hours).

Exlilbi Dates: 11/69-12/73.
Objecti es:.To,train enlisted personnel in
e- opereation of turbine engine test stanrks.
Instru on: Practical exercises in jet en-

gine pone pie% ,major parts of axial flow
engines. C libratOr test stand, analysis of
test stand ata, calibration principles. and ..measureme 2. -

Credit RtconImendation: In the lower-
division baccalakireate/associnte degree
category, 1 semester hour in aircraft engine
desk sum& (2/74)4

AF-I104-0058
° \...

ApICRAFT MECHANIC B-52CA
(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC B-51)



COURSE E ITS
. .

rse Number:. Lk 7541151E -9; .

SS43 1 E -9.

Locat Technical. Training;. Center.
ebanute FB. IL. .

t weeks,(24(W/70 -hours).
?;ExlVbi 'Dans: 7158-1.2/6B.
Obj4c ides: To train key friintenance

and. ins seictor personnel 6., sei-vicy and
t. repair $2(i aireraftisyrems."."..

. ; instrailon: Frracticat .experience in air-
' frair:. engine, -end aircraft. servicing and.

Maintenance. I"
Credit Reotninendsition: the lower -

S.Thvision degree
." Calego I semester hour in engine labora-
` t-i; in4 aircraft labotr Dry (2/

74).

I

A 704-0059-z 2.
0

.,E5 iENGINE, Oito.kNi/..rioN'At. 01;

Hon: PI-aCtica JrcItion of att-
t amtenance, fin ding location and

function Of ystem ,a components, i
spection a d maintena ce, operation
checks, .serving, troubles Ling, and
justing a.nd.removing pa .

Credit Recomtpenda on In the Idwer
division -baccilaureat associate idegree
_category, credit. In aircr ft maipten.'nce
the basis of institutional' valiiation

i.

*

AF-1704-0062

,AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, F-171A

Course l'Alatilier: $S4315.1D-8.
ILocation:-'13320th Technjal School;

A513,, ;TX,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hourk).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58- 12/68.
ObjectiV.es.: To train selected aircraft

mechanics" and maintenance tinicians in,-
.

'MINIENANCE...(C-1354.v,4
Course Numbee: SS43250-5,3''''s
lAxation: 3345th Technic:1C.

Chanute AF13, IL.,
Length:.3 weeks 00 hours):

Credit Recommendation: ire the lower -
: diviSion baccalaureate /associate, degree"

itategory, 2 semester hours -in liaison air -
craft and 'systems familiarization, 1 -in air-
plane repair, 2 irj power plant maintenance
artd repair, 2 in general inspection and
Maintenance (.2/74):' in the upperidivision
baccalaureate category,. credit liaison. .

aircraft '.and, systems familiarization or
power plant maintenance and'tepair on the

ysis of ins utional evaluation (2/74).

- r

the maintenance of,F-101A,airs ft.
Instructiab: Practical expdlence in loca-

tiontion n function/of systetbs. and `corn-.
pone -and ' vi'itspee'tion and main-

iles1 including operatioAl
, ervicin and troubleshooting;'Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.

t. Objectives: To` train kcy maintenance a d'repioVing apd replacing. .
it' Rekommendlitgon: -In the 1cnver-

'' and instructnr .2iersonnel In the *sciviciogif
J-57 iiii);ines orT1 K-135 aircraft* -- istop ,baccalaur ate /associate. degree

- Instruction: Practical. experience ill en-
gine operatiiinuf checks,, and inspection,

,. removal. installation, and troubleshooting
II or.1-57 engine.. engine systems. accessories,

and a.ssociat eqUipment. !

category, reed
the basis of, i

frcraft maintenance on
nal evaluation (2/74).

Credit...R ommendate lower- AF

Anrr.i.HAEjr Meciie.rac, F-10013

Course mberSS4315 IC-10.

- division 'haccalliureate7associa - degred'
1,, category, 1 vmester hour in turhinc

s5,);tems (2/74).

,

-17044)063

AF-1704-0060
or.

Anicii.vr.CoitriosioN CoNTitoi.
,4at-se Number: 3A.ZR53551)-2.

Loc trod:. 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard -Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).

Locift5PI, 3120th TCchnical

Length:'4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dat : 4/58-12/68.

.Obj4tiv6: To - provide' 4,4 aircraft, .
inechailles wit transition training on the F-
100D weapon system. ,

Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer
rises in F10013 wcapon'systern operLati o

.'and maintinance, including stem

Exhibit Datis 7/73-12/73. porients functions, servicing, laceinent,

School,

re

ObjectiveS: To train enlisted. personnel to repairs, -4tditistmenei. \and operational. I

`Identify and' control corrosion on aircraft
and aerospace ground equipment. _

Instruction: Practical experience andlcc-,
tun:A in cause. type, and identification of

. . cefErMsion;' application of 'corrosion preven-
tiiin techniques; and` reconditionnt of cor- --...

2hecks. .

Credit RecomMendation: In the lo
division hacealaureatqassoclate"
category, credit in aircraft jiiechan cs on

: the hasit.ot institutional evaluatibnYg/74).

rixled areas.
Credit Recommendation: 'In the lower -

ivlsion degre4;..
category. I semester hour in cortosion cou)
trot (2/74). -

. .

----7

1F-1704-0061
AIRCRAFICMFYTTANIC, F-10111 .\

CrMrse Numer: ATS4315 i9C,15:
'343151C-..

y location: , 3320th SeLmol,'
Anarillo A141. TX. .

Lenith: '4 -weeks (12(1 hours).
.. Exhibit Datek: 2/58-12/68. .

Objectives: To train selected aircraft
mechanics and ,technicians in the main-
tenance of F-1(11 El aircraft.

. 4

AF-1704-0064

AIRPLANE AND,ENS,j4E MECHANIC, LIAISON
TYPES

. Cou'r'se Number: DA30080.
Cocation: Flying Training Airs 'Force,

Gary AFB, TX.
Length: 1.1 weeks (390 hours): '

Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train ,enlisted personnel tn

the 'principles of operation, inspection, and
Maintenance elf Iiaisoh aircraft. ,

insfruelionit LeCtures and practical exer-
cises irr-ljaiZon 'aircraft inspeClion methods,
organizational maNenance techniques,
repair of aircraft engines and related
kystems and ' equipment, and emergency
field repair methods. ;,

F-1704-0065 r - .0`"
61.1.

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REP/IRML:' ,F
F

Course Number: SS42,152-15
Ldcadon: .3320th Technical ' School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/58-12/68.
Objectives: To provide aircraft hydraulic

repairmen with training/in the F-100D/F
qtility hydraulic power system.

,tnstruction: Lectures and practical exer,-
rises in operatirig, servicing, and repairing
the p/F utility 'hydraulic fibwer
system; 'identification, location,' and func-
tion of all syStern compOnents; and operat-
ing and repairing landing. gear, ,wing flap,
and flight control systems..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate degree
,category, I semester hour in aircraft
hyd ulics (2/74).

AF-1704-0066
FIELD AND'ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

. ,

T56- A-1 A ENGINFj

Course Nuniber: SS4325Q-28.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:- 4 weeks (120 hours)."
Exhibit Dates 4/58712/68.
Objectives: To train jet e7$ine mechanics

to perform .flight-line and ,,shop main-
tenance on small turbine engines.

Instruction: Lectures- and practical 'exer-
cises in small-turbine maintenance; locating
and identifying system components; and
operation, inspection, removal, repair,'
replicement, adjustment, and maintenance
of system components.'

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divisfo baccalaureate/assOciate degree
categq , 1 semester hour in turbine engine
mains 1ancc (2/74)

AF-1704-0067
f. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

(JET, OVER TWO ENGINES)
2. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

(JET, OVER TWO ENGINES)
, (AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET, OVER Two

ENGINES))
(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET AIRCRAFT,

OVER TWO ENGINES))
3. AIRCRAFT-MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST+

(JET, OVER Two ENGINES)
.(AVICRAFT MECHANIC (JET, OVER Two.

.ENGINES)).



(AIRCRAFT
OVER Tw

AIRCRAFT M
4JET.O

(Aigcit
ENG

S

ECHANIC (JET AIRCRAFT,
ENGINES))

NTENANCE SPECIALIST
TWo ENGINES)

ECHANIC (JET, OVER TWO

(AIRCBA MECHANi (JETAIRC,RAFIT,
OVER TWO ENGINES))

5 iIRCRArTMECHANIC (JET, OVER Two

(AIRCRAFT .MECHANIC (JET AIRCRAFT,
OVER Two ENGINES))

6. AIRCRAFT MECHANIC JET, OVER,TWO
ENGINES)

(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET AIRCRAFT,,
OVER Two ENGINES))

7. AIRCW'AFT MECHANIC(JET, OVER TWO-
: ENGINES) . r, -
+(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET7A1RCRAFT,

OVER TWO ENGINES))

8. -.AIRCRAFT MECHANIk (JET, OVER'TWO
&IMAM) .

9. AIRCRAFT MECHATSIC, JET AlitytAFT,
OVER Two ENGINES

(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JET, OVER Two
ENGINES)

(AIRCRAFTMECHANIC (JET BOMBER,
OVER TWO Ervoo9Es))

10.., AIRCRAFT MECHAN C. JET AIRCRAFT,
- OVERTw,9 Ervo

(AIRCRAFT MECHANI JET, OVER Two
ov,

ENGINES)
(AIRCRAFT MECHANIC (JET BOMBER,

OVER TWO ENGINES)) ,

11. AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JETrBOMBER.
OVER Two ENGINES G ,

12. AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JET BOMBER,
OVER TWO ENGINES

13. AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, JET, OVER TWO
ENGINES

'14. AIRCRAFT, MECHANIC, JET, OVER Two
ENGINES

ENGINES)

Number: VersionCourse 1:
3ABR4313IE. Version 2: 3ABR4313.1E;
ABR4313IE; ABR4313IE-1; ABR4313IE-
2: ABR43131E-3. Version 3: 3ABR4313IE;
ABR431y31E; ABR4313IE-1; ABR4313IEP
2;'ABR43131E-3. Vefsion 4: 3ABR4313IE;
ABR43,13IE; ABR43131E-1; ABR43131E-
2; ABR43131E-3. Version 5: ABR43131E-
2; ABR4313IE-3; ABR413131E-1. Version
6: % ABR4313IE-2; ABR4313IE-3;
A BR431,316-1. Version 7: A BR4313IE-2;
ABR4313IE-3; ABR43131E-1. Version 8:
ABR43131E-1., Version 9: ABR4313IE-3;
ABFt4313161.1 ; AB431314-3. Version 1:
ABR43131E-3; ABR43131t-1; AB43131E-
3. Version 11: AB4313IE-2; AB43131E-I.
Version 12: A843131 E-2; A B43 I 31E-1_
Version 13: AB43131E-I; AB43131E -3.
Version 14: AB4313IE1; AB43131E -3.

Location: Version 1: School 'of Applied
Aerospace Sciences; Chanute AFB, IL.
Version .2: 3345th Technical SchoOl,
Chanute AFB, IL. Version 3: 3750th

--4Technical School, Sheppard AF TX. Ver-
sion 4: 3320th Technical' School, arillo
AFB, TX. Versiori 5: 3345th Tc I

School, Chanute AFB, IL. ersion 6:
3750th Technical School. ,S pard B,
X. Version 7: 3320th Te nical Sc ool,
marillo AFB, TX. Ve ion 61: 3320th

Technical School, Amar o AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 9: 3750th Technic'' School, Sheppard
AFB, TX; Version 10 3320th Technical
School, Amarillo AF , TX. Version 11:
3345th .Technieal ool, Chanute AFB,

r

..

.

IL. Version 12: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AF13, TX. Version 13: 3320th
Technical-School, AMarillo AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 14: 3750th Technical. School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX. . .

Cength: Version .1: 12 weeits (436

hours). hrsiori 3: 12-13 Weeks. 360
hours). Version 2: 12-13 weeks k43110

iT
hours). Version 4: 12 -13 weeks (360
hours). Version 5: 15 weeks (420 hours).
VeAion 6: 15 weeks (420hours). Version
7: 15 weeks (420 hours). Version .8: 13
weeks (360 hours). Version 9-.415-16 weeps
(420-450 hou5s). Version 10 15-16 week
(420-450 hoUrs). Version I I: 16-17 we s
(450-480"hours). Version 1 t: 16-17 weeks
(450-480 hours). Version 13: 14-15 weeks
(420 hours). Version 14: 14-15 weeks (420
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6A73r..12/73..,
Version 2: 3/64-5/73. Version 3: 3164-5171
yersiOn 4: 3/64-5/73. Yersion 7/61-2/64.
Version 6: 7/61-2/64. Version 7: 7161-2/64.
Version 8: 3/61-6/61. Version 9: i5/8-2/61.
'VersiOn 10. 6/58 -2/61. Version 11: 6158-2/
61. Version 12: 6/58-2/61. Version 13: 8/
54-1/61. Version 14: 8/5411/61.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the systems, ,ground handling, operation,
corrosion control, and inspection of mul-
tiengine jet aircraft. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in ground safety, materials, tools
and equipment. power plants, electrical
systems... lighting, warning systems, pneu-
matic sys, flight control, corrosion, and
'fuel systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 serttcster hours in air-
"Craft syst ms familiarization/management
(2/74). sion 2: in the lower-divisiOn
baccal reate/associate degree category, 5
-semester hours in aircraft systems
familiarization /management (2/74). Version
3: in the lower-division baccalaureate/as -
sociate degree edregori, 5 semester hours
in aircraft systems familiaritation/manage-
ment .,(2/14). Version 4: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. 5 semester hours in aircraft systems
familiarization/management (2/74). Version
5: in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 5 semester hours
in aircraft systems' familiarization/manage-
ment (2/74). Version the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry. 5 semester hours in aircraft systems
familiarization/management (2/74). Version
7: in the lower-division baccal /as-
sociate degree cate 5 se ster hours
in aircraft systems fami I ion/manage-
ment (2/74). Version 8: In the lower -divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 setnester "'hours in aircraft systems
familiarization/management (2/74). Version.
9: In the lower-division baccalaureate/As-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hOurs

aircraft systems familiarization/manage-
ment (2/74). Version ID: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours , in aircraft systems
familiarization/management (2/74). Version
11: In the Tower- division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree categoryt. semester hours
in aircraft systeMs familiarization/manage-
ment (2/74). Version 12.qn thelower-divi,
sion baccalaureate /associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in aircraft systems
familiarization /management (2/74). Version
13: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

.'sociate degree category, 5 semester hours

1
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in aircraft systems 'familiarization/manage-
ment (2/74). Version 14: In t lower divi =.
sion ba,cealaureatc/associate gree catego-
ry, 5 Semester hours in air raft systems .

familiarization /management (2/74). -
-6

AF-1704-006. 8 %

JET ENGINE MECHANIC (GAM-77)

Course Number: ATS43250:65.
Location: Technical- Training Center,

Ch'anute.AFB,1L.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hottrs).
Exhibit Dates: 6/60-12/68. .

Objectives: To*train enlisted personnel in
the operation, maintenance, and repair of
the GAM-77 turbine engine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in GAM-77 turbine engine operation,
maintenance, and repair, including theory,
design, characteristid, and constructional
features of missile engines and subsystems;
special tools and equipment usage; field
maintenance disassembly, repair,. and reas-
serdbly procedures; and engine igpection,
servicing, and trouble analysis.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in turbine en-
gine maintenance and repair (2/74).

.
AF-1704-0069

ET ENGINE TECHNICIAN, T64-7

ourse Number: 3AZR43270-3.
don: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-1203.
Objectives: To provide maintenance, per-

sonnel with the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to perform Maintenance operations on
small centrifugal:flow to Me engines.

Instruction: Lectures gas-turbine en-
gine operation theory, an fuel, lubrication,

tion, and. electrical ystems operation;
an. tical exe s in installation,
remova eassembly, inspec-
tion,' operation, and trouble analysis of gas-
turbine engines.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in turbine en-
gine maintenance and repair (2/74).

AF-1704-0070
MASTER CREW CHIEF

Course Number: None.
Location: 443d Military 11 rlift Wing,

-Altus AFB, OK.
Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a basic understanding of maintenance
management.
,Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in sy tems management and the
fuodamentals f organization, maintenance
data collec on, supply, procedures, and
standards and inspection.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-...
division baccalaureate/associate degree
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category, arrester' rs in aviation

. . . .

maintenance management (2/74), in the '
upper-division baccalaureate . 'category._ 3
semester hours ; in aviation maintenance --.
management (2/14). .

AF-1704;0071
RECIOROCATING ENGINE CONDITIONING'

, WITH ANALY7ERS (R200.AND
SMALLER),

(RECIPROcATING.. ENGINE CONDITIONING
WITH ANALYZERS (R3350))

(RECIPROCATING ENGINE e0NDITIONING
WITH ANALYZERS (R4360))

N(AIRegAFT RECIPROCATING ENGINE CON-
DITIONING)

Course Number: \AZR43271-3;'
AVR43271-2.; AZR43271-11---AZR43271-
41.

Location: 3750th. Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 5 weeks (150Jhours ).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59-12/68. ,

Objectives: To train enlisted pelltonnel in
the concepts, functions, and procedures in-
volved in the conditioning of aircraft
reciprocating engines.

Instruction:. Lectures and 'practical e-X-
perience in operating principles of
reciprocating engi,nesand systems; igrfition.
and engine analysis; and engine operation,
testing, and adjustment.

Credit Recommendation: In the- lower-
division baecalaureate/associate degree
category, .2 semester hours in rreciproCat-
ing-engine laboratory (2/74).

I

AF-1704-0072

JET ENGINE MECHANIC (J-85 ENGINE-
RERAIR, BUILD-UP, AND
INSTALLATION), GAM-72

'CpurNe Number: A.ZR43230-3.1,
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB; TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)'.
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68. ;
Objectives4To train enlisted personnel in

jet engine maintenance. repair, operation,
and testing.

Instruction: Practical experience in en--
gine disassembly, inspection, reassembly,
and testing and installation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
disisicn- 'baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in jet engine
mechanics (2/74).

AF-1704-0073
TF-33 TURBOFAN ENGINE MAINTENANCE

(B-52H TURBOFAN ENGINE FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: AZR43250-2;
ATS43250-66.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6-7 weeks ( 180-198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68. .

Objectives: To train maintenance person-
nel to perform field and organizational
maintenance on the B-52H turbofan ere
gine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in B-52H turbofan engine main-
tenance, including engine installation,

, operation, and repair; engine construction
components. stems, and accessories;
safety procedures; special tools and" equip-

3

ment usage; :and B-52H turbofan 'engine*
run-up procedures and-analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the-.1ower-
diVision - 'bac-calaureate/assoreiate degree.
categoiy 2 semester hours in _turbine en-
gine maintenance and repair (2/74),,

AP-4704-0074

JET ENGINE TECHNICIAN, (REPAIR, Bow-.
UP, AND INSTALLATION) GAM-72

Course Number: ATS43270-4&
Location: 3320th technical School,

Amarillo AFB. TX. ".
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours). '
Exhibit-Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To tram enlisted. personnel to

perform as GAM-72 missile 'jet engine
technicians,.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in GAM-72 missile jet engine repair
and installation, 'including, basic engine
characteristics: Missile systems operation;
and engine 'installation, ,removal, disas-
sembly, inspection, reassembly, and testing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division- baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester herur in jet engine
laboratory (2/74). .

AF-1704-0075

JETENGINE MECH./0410,157 ENGINE MINOR

AF- 1704 -0077

RAMJET ENGINE MECHANIC, IM,99114.-

CourseN umber: ATS-43250-68. -
Location: Techni41 Training demer,

Chanute AFB, "
Lengih: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68. .

Objectives: Tolrain enlisted personnel in
ramjet,en'gtirie operation and maintenance. -

Instruction: Lectures y in ramjet. engine
operation and maintenance, including en-
gine installation, removal. disassembly and
assembly procedures; IM -99B weapon
syAem operation; and safety precautions,
performance of -tests, analysis and reCord-

,

mg test results.
Credit Recommendatitin: jn the. lower-

division baccalaureate/assotiaie .degree
- category, i 'semester hour in ramjet engine

laboratory (2174).

AF-1704T0078 ,

OVERHAUL kNOTESTINC,

Course Number: AT$43250-64;
ATS43250-57; S543250-57.

Location: 3320th Technical School.
Amarilro AFB, TX.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58 - 12/68,
Objectives: To train jet engine mechanics

(to perform minor. overhaul- and testing on
J57 jet engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec-
cises in .1,57 jet engine overhaul 'and testing,
including. test data ilnalysis. testing tools
/anglequipment usage, safety systems opera-
tion, and engine assembly, aisassembly, in-
SPeCtion, cleaning, repair, andstorage.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
ategory, '2 semester hours in turbine en-

gme maintenance'bria repair, (2/74).

AF-1704-0076

JET ENGINE MECHANIC (UH-I

Course Number: 3AZR432,70-4..
Location: 3750th Technical . School,

ShCppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to ,perforteld_ niaintenancthef
T400 gs tun ine engine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical, ex=
perience in'T400 field maintenance, includ-
ing gas turbine l engine operation theorp en-
gine accesssories removal and replacement,
and function, operation, location, identifi-
'cation, inspection, and adjustment of the
T400 engine.

Credit ReCommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in turbine engine
laboratory (2/74).

tr

JET ENGINE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version I: 3AAR43270-
1. Version 2:, 3AAR43270-4 Version 3:
A AR43270-1; AAR43270. Version 4:
AAR43270. Version 5: AAR43270;:
:AA43270:' 4 1

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Science. Chanute AFB, IL,,,Iler-
sipn -2-.' 3345th, Technical School, Chanute
AFB, IL, Version 3: 3-345th. Technical
School. CharnIte AFB, .1L. . Version 4:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
T. Version 5: '3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.... ' Y

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (317 hours).
Version 2; 10 weeks (300 hours). Version
3: 12-14 -.weeks (360-420 hours), Version
4: 16 weeks (4S0 hours). Version '5: 14
weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 'Version Y: 7/73- Present. i
Version 2: 5/66-6/73. Version 3: 10/63-4/ -
66. Version 4: 4/60-9/63. Version 5:. 5/ ',,
56-3/60. - ,;

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and.repair jet turb nes. .

Instruction: Lectures an practical ex-.
perience in- turbine jet engi e maintenance
and repair;- including maintenance princi-
ples, inspection, procedures- and troublev
analysis, minor repair, proeedures, support
equipment operation and maintenance, anfj
test facility operation and usagd\f . 4 .

Credit. Recommendation: Version I': In
the lower-division baccalaureatassociate
degree category, 4 semester hours inJur-'
bine engine maintenance and repair (2/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau- '
reateP ate degree category, 3 semester .

hours in arge turbine engine. maintenance`
and repair . (2/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 serpe;ter hours in
shop management (12/68). Version' 3: in
the upper-division bacealaureate category,.
2 semester hours in shop management (12/
68). Version 4.. In the lowe-division bac-
eblaureate/associate degree category. 3

semester hours is 'turbine ,.engine' main-
tenarice and- repair or turbind.engine main-
tenance management (2174); in. the Upper-
division baccalaureate category',,2iemester .
lic:k in strop managernept (;12/68). Ver-
sion 5: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate. degree Category,' 4 semester Murs

. .

in turbine engine maintenance and repair.
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaukate.
category, 2, semester hours in shop manage-
ment (1'2/68 ).'

,. s'..\
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AF-1704-6079

*-1
I. 11E1:1(4)1TER MECHANIC
2.. IIELICO,RTER MEL;IIANIe
7. 1-1H.a.111TER Ma:HANK', ROOT-ARV CnTtI
4. AIRCRAWMECHANIC,RDTARy WING

Course Number:: sersion -1: 3 A BR43 p0;'.
A13R43 30,9 Version 2: XBR43 I 36. Vers,hok.

4 3: AB4* 130. Version4.: AI343 50. I. . .

Location: Version 1: 3750th' Technical_

School.% Sheppard A,E13,- .TX. Version 2:
3750th. Technical School, Sheppard A,FB,
'IA. Version 3750th Technical SchNil,
Sheppard AFB, T.X. Version 4: 3585th Pilot
Fl-aining Wing, Gary AFB, TX.

Length: VersiOn 1: c1.3-16. wireks
(384,450 nours). Version 2: 16 'weeks (540
houls). Version 16 weeks (45() hoUrs).
Version 4; .19 weeks (570 hours

Exhibit Dates: Version -1: 7/60-12/73.
Version 2: 8159.-616.51. Version .3: 3157 -7/59.
Ver.. 4:-3/54-2/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
perform as helicopter mechanics.

Instruction: -Lecture and practical
penence in lielieo maintenance and
repair, including Inlet n, identification; In-
'cation, inspeetion,; 'operational checking,
sei.leing, and minor maintenance of air-
craft and engine components and systems;
ground support equipment usage; and
technical orders and foims procedures.

Credit Recommendation: 'Version' 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/a.;Sociate
degree category, 2 semester . hours in
helicopter maintenance (2/74 ). Version 2:
In the lower-division- baccalaureate/as-
six:iate degree category. 2 semester hours%
in helicopter maintenance (2/74). Version
3; In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in helicopter maintenance (2/74 ). Version
4. In .1he lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2, semester hours
in,helicopter maintenance

AF-1704-0080
AIRCRAVr MAIN'ITNANc E SiE'IA1.1sT TURBO-

PRIM. AIRCRAFT
(AiRCRAFT OECHANIC, TURBo-PROI AIR-

(RAFT)
(AIRcRA14 MECHANIC, TuRBo-PRo AIR-

CRAFT (CA 30 AND C-133 ) )

Course Number: - 3 MI12431311::
Al3R43131F. 67 .

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences-, Shepparda AFI.3, TX; 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB.

Lengthi. 11-13 weeks (1567360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/6,5-.12/73.
Objectives "To train enlisted Personnel to

inspect and maintain turboprop aircraft.
' Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises-in the Maintenance of airframe, elec-
trical: hydraulic, utility, landing gear, flight
control, fuel and engine systems; aircraft
corrosion control; technical orders; and
maintenance forms and documentation.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureatc/assoAte degree
category,. 2 . semester hours 'Irin aircraft
systems inspection and maintenance (2/
74). ,

AF-1- 704-0081

ENIINE NIECHANIC,
('ours Number; 3AZR43750-6
IAwation: 3345th Technical

Chanute AFB, II,.
Length: 7 weeks (211) hours).

School,

Exbibit:Dates: 7/7012/73. -
'ObjectiVek."' To provide jet engine

mechanics 'smith supplemental training in
the,mainteran4 of TF-39. engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical CXCF-
\cisinc in the theory of turbofan' engine
operation; location, identification, 'function,
operation, and adjustMent Of units in the
engine systems; and disassembly, inspec-
tiim, and assemblyof TF-39 engines.

Credit Recommendatioh: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
.Category, 2 se:metier hours in aircraft main-..
tenance ( 2/74).

AF%1704-0082

I JET ENGINE MECHANIC
2. JET ENGINE MECHANIC
3.. 'JET ENGINE MECHANIC'
4. JET ENGINE MECHANIC
5. Ji;1 ENGINE MECHANIC
6. JET ENGINE MECHANIC

( AiRcRAFT JET ENGINE. Ma-HANK:)
7. JET ENGINE MECHANIC

( AIRCRAFT JET ENGINE MECHANIC)

CourSe Number: Version 1: 3ABR43230.
kVersion . 3A13R43230;:* ABR43230;
ABR43230-1; ABR43230-2; Al3R43230-3.
Version 3: 3ABR4323(); ABR43230;
AB1243230-1; A13R43230-2; 'A13R43230-3.
Version 4: ABR43230- ABR43230-2i.-
ABR4st230-3. Version 5: ABR43230- I ;

ABR43230-2; ABR43230 -3.. Version 6:
ABR43230-2; AB43230-1; AB.43230-2;
A134323(1-3. Version 7: ABR43230-2;
A1343230-1; A1343230-2; A1343230-3:

Location: All. Versions: School of Applied
Aerospace Science, Chanute AFB, IL, Ver-.
sum /: 3345th Technical -School, Chanute
AFB, IL. Version 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, -TX. Version 3:
3320th Technical School,- "Amarillo AFB,
TX. Version 4: 3750th- Technical School,
Sheppai'd -AFB, TX. VerSion 5: 3320th
Tec4nical School, Amarillo AFB, TX. Ver-
sion: 3750th Technical School, Sheppard
AFI3, TX. Version 7: 3320th 'Technical
School, Amarillo AM. TX.

Length: Version .IQ ,,,vVecks. (366
hours). Version 2: 11-12 weeks (.3QQ,330
ihours). _Version 3: 11-12 weeks (300-330
hours). Version 4: 13 weeks (36a honrs).
Version .5: 13 weeks (360 hours). Version
6: 15 weeks (420-450 hours). Version 7:
IS weeks (420-450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 3/64-6/73. Version 3:3/64-6/73.
Version 4: 2/60-2/64. Version 5: 2/6(3-2/64.
Version 6.,.1'01541-1160. Version 7: 10/54-1/

Objectives: To train 'airmen to remove,
disassemble: adjust, repair, and replace
major jet engine units and systems.

Instruction: ,411 Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in jet engine fundamen-
tals; engine preservation and storage
procedures; engine systems operation and
inspection; general engine maintenance;
and engine inspection, installation, disas-
sembly, adjustment, and repair procedures.
Version /:,Instruction includes driver train-
ing, and inspection and maintenance
system introduction.- Version 2: Instruction
includes maintenance management. Version
3: Instruction includes maintenance
management. Version 4: Instruction empha-
sis is on inspection procedures. Version 5:
Instruction emphasis is on inspection
procedures.

. Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

Om
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degrile category, 3 semester hours in jet en-
gine maintenance (3/74). Version 2: In the
lower- division . baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in jet enj-

ginemaintenance (3/74). Version 3: In the
lower-division ' baccalauieate/associate
degree category, 3 semester flours in jet en-
gine maintenance .(3/74). Version 4: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/atsociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in jet en-
gine maintenance (3/74). Version 5: In the
lower-division , baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3-semester 'hours in jet en-
gine maintenance,(3/74). Version 6: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in jet en-
gine maintenance (3/74). Version.7: In the
lower-divition baccalaurta(e/associate
elci;rec category, I semester hour in jet en-
gine, maintenance ( 3/74),.

AF-1704-0083

AIRCVT MAINTENANCE INDOCTRINATION
' (SAC.) t :

Course Number: OZR434 I -2:
Lapition: Technical Ttaining Center,

Chanute AFB, IL. .

Length: 6 sici-k,lits (138 hours).
Exhibit 'Dates: 10/60-12/68,
ObjectiVes: To train enlisted personnel in--

aircraft electronics maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in line maintenance organization,
publications, .control: data 'collection
s5gterrvs, precision measuring equipment,
records analysis, quality Control, accident
investigation,safety, and problem solving.

Credit ;Recommendation: In the lower-
diviSion baccalaureate /il.sociate degree
category, .3 semester' hours in aviation
maintenance arid safety management (2/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in shopManage-
ment (12/68)..

A F-1704-6984

AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, I3-52H

Course Number: ATS4315 LE-33.
Location: Technical ' Training Center.,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train key maintenance

and instructor personrfel in the main_ -
tenance of B-52H aircraft. :4;

Instruction: Lecture's and practical ex-
perience in B-52H aircraft systems
familiarization, operation, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in aircraft maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego- ;
ry, credit in aircraft maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

4

AF- 1704 -0085

J-79 ENGINE, ORGANEiATIONAI
MAINTENANCE AND CONTROL
SYSTEM, F-104

Course Number: ATS43270-3.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
ExhibitDates: 8/58-12/68.
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Objectives: To train jet engine 'techni-

cians to maintain J -79 engines and engine
-con troksystems.
...Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in familiarization, components, safety
precautions, engine Operations and adjust-
ments. inspection, installation, fuel control,
control system . rigging, trimtning, and
troubleshooting the-J-79 jet engine system.

Credit .Recommencition: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degrecAo.
category, 3 ;semester hours in turbine ,en-
gine maintenance and operatiof 2/74).

AF-1704-0086
AIRCRAFT MECHANIC', F-104

Course Number:, SS4315 IC-12.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks ( 180 hours).
Exhibit DrideS:, 6/5.8-12/68.
Objectives: -141 train enlisted personnel to

.maintain and inspect - 04 aircraft.
In.struction:_Leet re% and practical. exer-

cises in inspection, maintenance,
troubleshooting, and repair of F-104 air-.
craft- structure, aircraft and poWer plant
systems, accessories, and associated equip-
ment..

Credit Recommendation: In The 'Idwer-
... division baccalaureate /:associate degree

category, credit in aircraft maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

AF-1704-0087
J-79 ENGINE, F At MAINTENANCE AND

CONTROL. SYSTEM (F-104 )

Course Number: ATS43270-2.
'Locallou: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To' train jet engine techni-

cians to maintain J-79 jet engines and en-
gine control systems..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in idehtitication and location of com-
ponents, engine operating principles. in-
siiktion, maintenance. engine removal. and
installation, engine teardown and buildup;
and troubleshooting of the J-79 engine,.ac-
cessories, control system, and related
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in J-79 engine
maintenance and control (2/74).

AF-1704-0088
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,

RECIPROCATING ENGINE. AIRCRAFT'

Course Number: . AAR43171A;
AAR4317IB; AA4317IB.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 14-16 weeks (420-480 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 11 /55-12/68.
Objeetives: To train aircraft mechanics to

plan andscgedule maintenance work.
Instruction: Lectures and lahoratories in

maintenance, aircraft electrical systems,
aircraft hydraulic systems, aircraft records,
Maintenance management. and personnel
utilization.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower, -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semestet hours in shop manage-

ment, 4 in electricity and electrical labora-'
tofy, I in aircraft hydraulics laboratory; I
ih-freciprocating-engines laboratory (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate 'catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in shop .management.
(12/68), and credit in electricity and ec
trieal laboratory on the basis of ins u
tional evaluation (3/ 14).

A F-1704-0089
J-79 ENGINE FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL

MAINTENANCE (F-104)
Course Number: SS43250-39.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 sveks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To ft-aid-let engine techni-

cians to maintairi J-79 jeinginek.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises-in identificationoand location of com-
ponents, engine operating principles, in-
spection, maintenance, engine removal and,
installation, engine leardown and build-up,
and trdubleshooting of the J-79 engine.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate / associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in turbine 'en-
gine maintenance and repair (2/74).

AF- 1704 -0091)

J-79 ENGINE, .ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE (P-104)

Course Number: 5543270- 1 .
Location: 3343th Technical.- School,

Chanute AFB. IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train ,jet engine techni-

cianl to maintain, troubleshoot, and inspect
J-79 jet engines, engine systems, (icesso-
ries,and associated equipment.

Instrucition: Lecture!: and .prIctical .6xer-
cises in engine familiarization; sound and
ejection system hazards and safety precau-
tions; removal, inspection, and inikallation
of main and emergency fuel,, nozzle con-
trol, and afterburner fuel systems and units;
inspection and maintenance of lube and
electrical systems; rigging; piping, and
draining appliCation: and engine operation,
troubleshooting, and adjustments.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in 'et engine
maintenance (2/74). .

A F-1704-0091
STRUCTURAL. REPAIR ()E HIGH`PERFoRMANCE

AIRCRAFT

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR53450-
3. Version 2: AZ/453450. Version 3..
AZR53450: SS53450-3.

Location: Version 1:- School of Applied
AcrOspace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL;
3345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,

-11L. Version 2: 33204h Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 3.- .'3320th
Technical School, Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length,: Version 1: 5 weeks ( 150-186
hours). Versiun 2: 5 weeks (150 hours).
ersioof-3: 6 weeks (1.80 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/68-12/73.
Version 2: 4/63-1/68.- Version 3: 1/58-3/63.

Ohjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair high-performanec aircraft airframes.

Instruction: Lectures and praetical exer-
cises, in aircraft repair, including .'safety
precautions; aircraft construction features,
balancing control Aurfaces, use of optical
equipment, corrosion control, installation
and removal of special fasteners, repair of
bonded metal honeycomh and radome as-
semblies, and sealihg requirements.

, Credit Recommendation: In the
division haccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, L semester hour in high-per-
formance aircraft structural repair (2/74).

A F-1704-0092
JET ENCANE TECHNICIAN J-57 0/i ( F-100)

Course Number: 2ASR43270-5.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB. IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-12/7.
Objectives: To provide supplemental

training for., Air Force maintenance person-
nel intermediate 4.20 organizational %
maintenance on J-57 en es.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in removal, inspection, main-
tenance, repair and installation of J-57 en-
gines and F-100 related systems.

Credit Reccimmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in turbine engine repair
and maintenance on the basis of institu.,.
tional evaluation (2/74).

AF-,1704-0093 ,

HEILCOPTER MECHANIC, UH- I F

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR43 I 70-
2. Version 1: AZR43170-2,

Lheation: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Vet-AM 2: 4 weeks (120,hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/69 -1 2/73.
Version 2: 10/65212/68.

Obliectives:`,To provide enlisted personnel
with supplemental training in the main-
tenance of U H-1 F helicopters and T-58 en-

.

ginItiruction: PraCtical exercises in
identification, locatioh, function, servicing,
replacement, inspection and adjustment of
helicopter systems and components, and
replacement, troubleshooting, engine
change and "prepration of engine for
storage.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in helicopter
mechanics ( 2/74).

AF-1704-0094
HELICOPTER MECHANIC HH-TH

. Course Number: 3AZR43170-4.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (138 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: Tri provide highly qualified

maintenance personnel with supplemental
training in the Maintenance of HH-1H
helicopters and T53-L-13 engines.

instruction:. Practical experience in
identification, location, and function of
helicopter systems and components, and in-
spection, replacement and troubleshooting
of engines and accessories,



Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/ sociate degree
'category, I . semester h ur in helicopter
maintpnance (2/74). \

AF-1704-0095

'HELICOPTER MECHANIC (OH -IN)
Colirse Number: 3 AZR43170-7.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-,

nel to maintain and repair UH- IN helicop-
ters and engines.

Instruct: Practical experience in
identification, location, function, servicing,
replacement, inspection, and adjustment of
heliccipter systems, and troubleshooting,
engine change, and preparation of engines
for storage.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacicalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in helicopter
maintenance (2/74). .

AF- 1704 -0096

HELICOPTER MECHANIC, HH-43B

Course Number: 3AZR,43170-1;
AZR43170- 1.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (180 Hours).
Exhibit Dates; I I /65-12/73.

,Objectives: To provide highly qualified
maintenance personnel with supplemental
training in the field and organizational
maintenance of HH-43B helicopters, in-
cluding limited field maintenance on T-53
engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in engine familiarization and
maintenance; helicopter and aircraft
systems; operational theory of gas turbine
engines; safety practices; engine. removal,
storage, and installation; and control
rigging. ,

Credit .Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalauieate/associate degree
category, credit in helicopter repair and
maintenance on the basis orinstitutionid
evaluation (2/74).

AF-170441097
' JET ENGINE FAMILLARI7-ATION

, Course Number: SS43250-34.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

jet engine system maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in principles of operation, construc-
tion features, maintenance, inspectioA,
operation and troubleshooting of jet engine
systems:

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 1 semester hour in jet engine
familiarization (2/74).

AF-1704-0098

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN B-52G r
(AIRCRAFT .HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN B-52)

Course Number: ATS42152-5.

Location: 3345th Technical
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train hydraulic repairmen

to carry out maintenance responsibilities on
the B-52G aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to identification and location

rs
Of,

system components, undetanding their
operating principles; and operation, service,
inspection, maintenance, and troubleshoot-
ing of B-52G hydraulic systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-:'
division baccalaureate/associate degr e
category, 2 semester hours in aircra
hydraulic systems (2/74).

School,
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A F-1704-0099

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN, C-1.30 A
Course Number: SS42350-47.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

field and organizational maintenance on
aircraft electrical systems andcomponents.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical systems and circuits, in-
clpding identification and location of elec-
t al systems and components, and inspec-
tion, testing,, removal, servicing, and
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In ,the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in aircraft.elec-
trical laboratory (2/74).

AF-1704-0100

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN, C-130A

Course Number: SS42152-21.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

organizational maintenance on aircraft
hydraulic systems and components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in C-130A aircraft hydraulic systems
and components, including inspection, test-
ing, removal, replacement, servicing, and
trouble analysis.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in hydraulic
,systems laboratory (2/74).

AF-1704-0101

MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN, C- 130A

Course Number: SS4225 I - I 5. '
. Location: 3750th Technical Sc hool,
Sheppard An!, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair air-

craft mechanical accessories.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in C-I30 aircraft air conditioning and
pressurization systems, including identifica-

.tion and location or system components
and inspection, testing, removal. servicing,
and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

- Air Force 1-97
category, 1 semester hour in air condition-
ing and pressurization syste s (2/74).

AF-1704-0103
FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

A634IFN-D I PROPELLER
Course Number: S542151-27.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Ekhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel in field inspection and maintenance
of the A634 IFN-DI propeller.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in theory of propeller systems opera-'
tion, trouble analysis and unit adjustment,
and propeller removal, installation, inspec-
tion, and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in aircraft
propeller laboratory (2/74).

AF-1704-0104

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN, F-101A

Course Number: SS42350-45.
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours). ;
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced aircraft

electrical repairmen and technicians in the
specific systems of the F-IOTA aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the F-101A air-
craft, including aircraft familiarization, lo-
cation and function of electrical and re-
lated systems and components, and inspec-
tion, maintenance, operational checks, ser-
vicing, troubleshooting, adjusting, removal,
and installation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

AF -1704 -0105

MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN

(MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN
(SM-65))

Course Number: ' ATS44371A-1;
ATS43351-1.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 12 -14 weeks (360-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /60- I 2/68. °

Objectives: To train airmen to operate,
maintain,, and repair the SM-65 propulsion '
system, subsystems, and components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of the SM-65 propulsion system,
subsystems, and components, including
weapons systems introduction, booster en-
gine and -sustainer and vernier-engine
system components, engine -electrical
system, pneumatic and hydraulic ...com-
ponents and testing, propellant systems,
ground handling equipment, rocket en-
gines. mating and demating procedures,
and installation procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).
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AY-1704-0106 -
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATOR, (RADAR)

Course Number: ABR27230U.
Location: 3380th -Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.'
Length: 22-23 weeks (570-6(X) hours),
Exhibit Dates: 9/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be air traffic control radar operators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in air traffic control operations, in-
cluding aircraft performance, navigational

weatbey, traffic control procedures
and rules, communications, GCA equip-
ment operation and check procedures, and

,--operating experience. ,,

Cred) Recommendation: In the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in navigation or meteorolo-
gy on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in navigation or meteorolo-
gy on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

AF-1704-0107
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATOR (RADAR)

(ARMY)
Couke Number: ABR27230B-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

air traffic control radar 'operators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical. exer-

cises in principles of air traffic control,
weather,. air navigation aids, communica-
tions, and tower operation.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-.
tion.

AF-1704-0108
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST 5FECIALIST (TM-

76A) .

Course Number: ALR31450F.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 12-weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-12/68. .i"-

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with ,missile launch crew orientation as a
prerequisite for launch crew supervision
and ground missile and nuclear safety.

Instruction: LeCtures and practical -exer-
cises in flight fundamentals; control
systems; radar, propulsion, fuel, and
hydraulic systems operation,. and electronic
fundamentals, including AC and DC
theory, reactive circuits, vacuum tubes,
transistors, amplifiers, generator scope, and
power distribution.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

'category; 2 semester hoUrs in aviation pro-
gram, 2 in airframe power program, and 1
in electronic program (3/74).

AF- 1704-0109

MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

Course Number: ABR44230A.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Lenifb: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.

QbJectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, test, troubleshoot, and repair spe-
cialized guided missile hydraulic and pneu-
matic equipment.

Instruction: Lecturp and practical exer-
cises in guided missile weapons system in-
troduction,- airborne and ground hydraulic
and pneumatic systems, test and aerospace
ground equipment operation, testing,
troublestkoting, and repair.

CreditaleCommendation: See explanatory
note at: the beginning of the Air Force sec,-
tion.

AF-1704-0110
'MISSILE PNUEDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

65F1
Course Number: ABR44230A-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. .1.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/61- 12/68, -

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
service, trouhleshoot, and repair specialized
missiles, ground and airborne equipment,
and hydraulic mid pneumatic devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weapon system introduction;
hydraulic pumping units an5i. airborne
hydraulic systems servicing and repair;
aerospace ground equipment and propel:,
lant transfer systems operation; and missile
facility hydraulic systems and airborne
pneumatic systems testing, troubleshooting,
replacement, and repair.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of theAir Farce sec-
tion.

AF-1704-0111
MISSII.E PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN, WS-

133A,U,A-M
(MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN, WS-

Course Number ALR44230-3.
rLocatiOnd,": 3345th Technical School,

Chanute -

Length: 4 weeks (108-120 how's).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/. le
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, troubleshoot, and maintain
specific guide missile hydraulic and pneu-
rriatic systems.

Instruction: res and practical exer-
cises in ballistic missile hydraulic.and.pneu-
matic systems operation and maintenance,
including missile orientation, weapon
system cnvironmental hazards, pneumatic
system components, description and opera-
tion, .t roubles hooting procedures, and
replacement and minor repair of hydraulic
and pneumatic devices used in guided mis-
sile systems.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at,the beginning of the Air Force sec-,
tion.

AF-1704-0112
MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN (PGM-

16D)
(MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN (SM-

65D)) ,

Course. Number: ABR44230B
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (3(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/621- 12/68

I'

Objectives: To train - airmen to repair mis-
sile pneumatic and hydraulic'devices.

Instruction:s Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of specialized missile ground an r-
borne equipment, including operation of
missile pneumatic and hydraulic AGE and
installed systeMs and components, security
procedures, hydraulic pump* unit flow
diagram and electical control circuit, and' ' >

testing and inspection of the airborne
hydraulic subsystem and nitrogen charge
panel.

Credit, Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. .
AF-1704-0113
MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN,(1-1GM:

2SA)
(MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN (SM-

68A) )
Course Number: ABR44230E.
Location: 3750th .Technical SchOol,

Sheppard APB; TX.
Length: 8 -weeks (240 hours>.
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair mis-

sile pneumatieand hydraulic devices:
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the troubleshooting and repair of
specialized guided missile hydraulic and
pneumatic devices, including , auxiliary
hydraulic pumping unit system operation
and description, test set operation, fluid
contamination specifications and equip-
ment, portal hydraulic, system, and power .

unit,. subsystems, electrical system, ankir
cihnroubleshooting Of the missile launcher and' ,.

tenna elevating and protecting set.
Credit Recommendation: See explanatory

note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-,
tion.

AF-1704-0114

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE ELECTRICAL

REPAIRMAN ('
N r: - 3ABR4Course

ABR42330-1; AB42330-1; A842330-21,
AB42330.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, , IL; 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 16-19 weeks (480-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to inspect,

install, repair, and modify aircraft and mis-
sile electrical systems, components and as-
sociated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, installation, repair,
and modification of aircraft and missile
electrical systems, components and as-
sociated test equipment, including basic
mechanics and 'electricity, electronics prin-
ciples (With brief treatment of solid-state
devices), DC power and motor systems,
AC power systems, control and warning
systems, missile familiarization, main-
tenance practices, and use and main-
tenance of test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68).



Ac-1704-0115
ADVANCED OBSERVER AIRCR/FT

PERFORMANCE ENGINE R

Course Number: 432104:
Location: Air Training Command,,

Mather AFB,
Length: 36 weeks (967Zours):
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.°
Objectives: To qualify gradi,iates of pri-

mary-basic observer courses as aircraft per-
formance engineers.

Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-
cises on the duties of advanced Observers
and aircraft performance engineers, includ-
ing administrative publications, technical
orders and aircraft inspections; aircraft
structures and ground handling equipment;
instruments and electrical 'power distribu-
tion; engines and fuel systems; propeller;
engine performance and engine analyzer;
engine conditioning and jet engines;
hydraulic. systems-,. slide rule; weight and
balance; basic physics and alrodynamics;
and flight analysis and mission prediction.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester 'hours in aviation
maintenance technology (6/74); in the "-
.upper- division baccalaureate category,
credit in aeronautical engineering On the
basis of institutional evaltiation (12/68).

. AF -1704 -0116 r.::;, .fr,.

. BASIC OBSERVER AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
ENGINEER TRAINING

Course Number.: 432101( 2,).
Location: . Air Training \ Cormlnand,

Mather AFB. TX.
Length: 28 weeks (844 hours
Exhibit Dates: 2/54-5/5\6.
Objectives: To train geeduales of the pri-

mary observer course to pc rf6i-m s aircraft
observers and aircraft perfiorm nce en-
gineers.

Instruction: Lectures and practi al exer-
cises in, the functions of basic o rvers
and aircraft performance engineers, includ-
ing administration and aircraft eneral
familiarization, performance fundamentals,
engines and associated. systems, ;:llicceaft

rysystems, performance curves, perfo ance
problems and operations, air indoct 'na-

, tion, and officer training.
. Credit Recommendation: In the lo er-

divjsiop baccalaureate/associate degree
..-,caiegory, 6 semester hours in aviation

maintenance technology (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,

i.,eredit in aeronautical engineering on t e
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).r
AF-1704-0117
HELICOPTER MECHANIC. CH/HH-3

(HELICOPTER MECHANIC. CH;3C)

Course Number. 3AZI;i43170-3;
AZR43170-3.

Location: 3750th' Technical- Sch
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (,18() hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10 /65-12/ 73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel in c1-1/171H-3 .helicopter maintenance,.
including organizatiTal maintenance on
the T-58 engine.

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the C1-1/HH-3
helicopter, including organizationali- main-
tenance on the T-58 engine...Course in-

8

eludes identification, location, function,
servicing, replaeement, inspections and ad-
justment of helicopter systems and com-
ponents, troubleshooting, engine change
and inspection, and preparation of engines
for storage.

Credit Recommendation: In Abe lower-
divisipn baccaiaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in helicopter or-
ganizational maintenance (6/74).°

AF-1704-0118
KC-135 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

( KC-135 AIRCRAFT REPAIRMAN, HYDRAU-
LIC)

Course plumber: ATS42I52- I 8;
SS42152-18.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hourg),
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected hydraulic

repairmen to maintain the KC-I33 aircraft
hydraulic system.

instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-
cises in the repair and Maintenance of the
KC-135 aircraft hydraulic system. Course
includes identification and localtion of
system components, function and operating
principles; system operation, servicing, in-
spection, maintenance, and troubleshoot-
ing; power generation and distribution;
landing gear retraction; shock struts; and
lizake, flight control, flap,' spoiler, cargo
door and aerial- refueling systems.

Crecht.--Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
hydraulics (6/74).

7'AF-1704-01.19

MB-5 AUTOPILOT REPAIRMAN, F-10IB

Course Number: ATS42353-2.
Location: 3320th Technical Sch

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train autopilot and

pass systems repairmen technicians to
maintain F-101B automatic flight control

'systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair and maintenance of -
101B automatic flight control systems.
Course includes aircraft familiarization;
function and arrangement of damper, 'au-
topilot, compass, and integrated limiter
systems and components; integrated cou-
pler; syst ooperattonal modes; inspection
and mainte ance. including check-out And
testing, tro bleshooting, adjusting, calibrat-
ing, rem val and installation; and use of as-
sociated test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in aircraft
navigational maintenance (6174).

AF-1704-0120
HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 0T54 344. It

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. ,

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/59,12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

.---Acers to maintain helicopters.

U

Air Foke 1-99
Instruction: Lectures and practjcal exer-

cises in the theory and practice of
helicopter Maintenance. Course includes
history and development of helicopters and
helicopter aerodynanticsi 'construction and
service requirements of and dual;
rotor helicoptr,,components such as twat:IS--
missions, controls; engines, and special
systems.

Credit Reclnmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in helicopter
maintenance laboratory ( 6/74 ).

AF -1704 -0121

-KC-I35 IN-FLIGHT REFUELING SPECIALIST

CODrSe Number: SS43350-3;
LOcation: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
.Objecdves'i To train maintenance "and in-

. stnicteir personnel to maintain the KC-135
\ aircraft in-flight?refueling system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
cises in the iiiAintenarice of the KC-135 air-
craft in-flight refueling system. Course in-
cludes operation, inspection, troubleshoot-
ing, and repair of the KC-135 in-flight
refueling system.

Credit Recommendation: S4e explanatory
note at the beginning of the ir Force sec-

. !ion, e

AF -1704 -0122

KC-135 AIRCRAFT MECHANIC

Course Number: SS43 I 5 I E-1.2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
. Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel in the mechanics and maintenance of
the KC-135 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the mechanics and maintenance of
the KC-135 aircraft. Topics includefystems
familiarization, inspection and repair, ac-
cessories, and associated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the, lower-,
division , baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in aircraft
mechanic shop (6/74).

r.

AF -1704 -0123

AIRCRAFT MECH'ANIC, F-102A

Course N umber: 5543151C-11 I.
Location: 3320th TechniCal School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the mechanics of F -102A aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and prletical exer-

cises in the mechanics and operation of F-
102A aircraft. Topics include F-102;6,
systems famdiarization; location, operation,
servicing, troubleshooting, adjustment, and
replacement of airframe and systems' Com-
ponents; and use and operator maintenance
of ground powered support and handling
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate 'degree
category, 2 semester hours in aircraft main-
tenance laboratory (6/74).
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AF-1704-0124
AIRCRAFT .HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN, F-10PA

Course Number: SS42'152-16.

Amarillo AFB, TX.
School,

ri
t;- Location: .3320th Technical

Length: 3,,weeks (90 hours)..
Exhibit Mites: 3/58- 12/68'
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to maintain the F-102A hydraulic
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the F -102A
hydraulic system. Topics include instruc-
tion in hydraulic power sysem component
location, function, troubles opting, servic-
ing, replacement, repair and adjustment;
and seat anh canopy, electrical power, ar-
mament, landing gear, wheel brake, nose
wheel steering, deceleration, and flight con-
trol systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in aircraft
hydraulics (6/74.).

AF-1704-0125
KC -135 .A.IRCRAIT ELEGTRICM,;_REPAIRMAN °

(AIRCRAFT. ELEpTRICAL REPAIRMAN, Kt- '
. 1 3 5 ) . .

Cougar Number: ATS423442;
SS4235(T-42. . ,

Location: `3345th Technictl School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours,)./
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12468.
Objecti4s: To train maintenance and in-

structor personnel to maintain KC-135
electrical systems, . a .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the Maintenance of KC-I35 aircraft .

electrical systents. Topics include instruc-
tion in aircraft general familiarilation,
identification and location of electrical
systems and components, and functional

joperating principles, troubleshooting ser-,.
I vicing, minor repair,- adjustment, inspec-
tion, and maintenance of AC/DC power
generating and distrihution systems.

Credit, Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours iniercraft clec
trical systems (6474). . .

AF-1704-0126

GUIDANCE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN (.5M68 )

Course Number: ATS3I 1700-2.
Location: 3750th Technical 'School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. .

Length: 32 weeks (960 hairs).
Exhibit Dates: 6/6I-12/68.
Objectives: To train advanced main-

tenance technicianOto maintain and repair
/ rocket guidance systems,

In.struction: Lectures and practical exer!.
cites in the maintenance and repair of
rocket guidance systems. Course includes
functional description, operating
procedures, operational ehegk-out, sim--
plified troubleshooting, r?eloval and
replacement, alignment procddures, data
flow !hop theory, inspections, chassis
repair, and. test pack operation and main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division hitccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electrical
systems maintenance management (6/74);
in the upper-division haccalaureate catego-

ry, 2 semester hours in eld-trical systems
maintenance management (6/74),

AF-1704-0127

HAMILTON STANDARD PROPELLER, C-I1,9
INSTALLATION

Co rse Number: SS42 151 -7.
ation: 3345th Technical School,

Chan tc, AFB, IL.
Le h: 3 weeks (90 hours).

"-Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.
Objectives: TO train aircraft propeller

repairmen to maintain the Hamilton star2
dard propeller model 24260. '-

Instruction: Lectures and practicaLexer-
eises in: the maintenance of the Hamilton
standard propeller model 24200. Course in-
cludes instruction in model 24260spropeller
'assPrinbly, ,control system construction and
operation ftindamentals;. and disassembly, .

inspection, assembly and test, procedures.
Credit, Recommendation: In the

divisionV haccalaureate/associte cgree
category, I semester hour in Ircraft.
propellers (6/74):

AF-1704-0128 0 ,
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN, F-102A

Course Number: SS42350 -39.'
Loc4ion: 3320th Technical^ School,'

Amarillo AFB, TX.
I th: 3 we k (90 ho rs),eng e 5 u .

'Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
°Weenies: To train enlisted personnel ti7.41(9

.' perform field' and organizational main- AF-1704-0131
. .tenance on the F-102A electrical power MISSILE ENGINE MEGHANI

and distribution system and the electrical

Credit Recommendation:: In the lower-
division; bac lauteate/asSoeiate degree
category, mester hours in airframe
structures re it (6/74).

AF-1704-0130 .

'JET ENGINE MECHANIC, T-58

,piurse Number: 3AZR43270-5;
AZR43270-5.

Location: 3750th Technical' School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 3-4 weeks (90-108 hoiirs).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-1,2/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to perform limited field maintenance on
the T-58 as turbine engine, and organiza-
tional maintenance on the T62T- I6B aux-
iliary power unit.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the jet T-58 gas
turbine engine: Course includes safety fac-
tOrs'; system components; theory of opera-
tion a the gas turbine ,..engine; location,
identification, function, operation, inspec-
liOn,,and adjustment of wails' in the engine

,systems; partial, disassenibly, inspection,
/and assembly of the ''T-5-g/T6 T-I6B en-

, gine;.'and removal and replace ent of.en-
. gine accessories.

Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in jet engine
maintenance (6/74).

subsystem.
A Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ciscs in the repair and maintenance of the
F-102A electrical power and distrihution
system and the electrical subsystem. Topics
include identifiCation, location, and func-
tion of system components; troubleshoot-
ing, servicing, and replacement of com-
ponents; and minor repairs and adjust-
ments.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/aisoci to degree
category, I semester hour in air aft tc-
trical laboratory (6/74).

AF-17040129

AIRFRAME REPAIR SPECIALIST
(AIRFRAME REPAIRMAN)

Course Number: 3 ABR53430- I ;
ABR53430; AB5-3430.

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace' Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
e.ttanute AFB, IL. Version 3320th
Technical Schiiol, AFB, TX.

Length: 15 -18 weeks (450-550 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train airframe technicians

to perform general, light structural, and
heavy structural repairs on airframes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in metal component repair principles,
procedures and. techniques; layout of
repars; metal cutting and forming equip-
ment operation; riveting and riveting equip-
ment; corrosion control; fiberglass struc-
tures repair; bonded honeycomb structures
repair; cahle fabrication; ,dimpling, special
tools operation; and safety practices.

1l

CoNltitimber: AL43233.
Locati ,,3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: g weeks (240. houss).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68. .

Objectives: To traitt-elted personnel as
missile engine mechanics.

Instfuctiory, Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the mechanics of missile engines.
Course includes properties of . solids and
fluids, physics of propellants, protective
clothing..fUels, oxidizers, propellant storage
and auxiliary power supplies.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-1704-0132

MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC, IM-99

Course Number: ATS4335I-5.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute-AFB, IL.,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.
06jectives: To train enlisted personnel as

missile engine mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical e er-

ases in the maintenance and basic o rat-
ing principles of the IM-99 missile engi
Course includes missile familiarizatio
basic ,physics, mechanic's, handling of un-

'common liquid propellants, protective
equipment and devices, rocket engine
operation, and safety procedures and first
aid. t

-Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate / associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in missile engine
technology (6/74), .

1



Al.-1704-013Y
MISSILE, ENGINE. MECHANIC (SM,65E/F)

Course Number: ANBR44331
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AF,B. IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit .IDates: I 1/61-12/68.
Objectives"! To train enlisted personnel to

perform apprentice level maintenance on
the MA.3" propulsion system and related
aerospace3gyound equipment.

Instruetl6B:. Lectures and practical exer
cises in the maintenance of the MA-3
prOpulsion system.Couesd includes MA-3
propulsion system. components, removal
and replacement of en-eines and Corn-.
tx-nients, engine -. quencing
dling equipment, heck-oUt of prop sion
system, 'operation and operator main-
tenance. ofothe sys em test stand, and all
necessary safety precautions.

Credit..ReComrnendation: In the lower -
division' baccalaureate /associate 'degree
category! 3 semester hours In. missile en-
.gine technology (6/74). .

. AF-1704-0134
MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC (SM-65D)

'Cour* Number: ABR44331A-I '
Location: 3345th Technical School,

ChanuteAEB,
Length: Version I: 6 weeks (180 hours):

Version 2:.8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. Version 1: 5/63-12/68. .

Version. 2: 11161-4/63.
Objectives: To train personnel with prinrr

technical &IN:Hence to perform as missile
3,engine mechanics;
. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in apprentice-level maintenance of the
MA-2 propulsion system and related
aerospace ground equipment, including
system and components, removal and
replacement of engines and components,.
elettrical sequencing, ground equipment
maintenance, check-out of propulsion
system, mating aq demating procedures,

.operatiorti and operator maintenance of
system test stand, and all necessary safety
precautions. .,

Credit Recommendation: Vernon 1: In
the .(owe;- division baccalaureate /associate ,
degree .category. 2 semester hours in Mis-
sile propulsion laboratory (6/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as- .

sociatc degree category. 3' semester hours
in missile propulsion laboratory (6/74).'

AF-1704-0135-',.
I. Missii.r. ENGINE MECHANIC

Course Number: ABR43331; AB43233.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL:
Length: 14. weeks (390 hours)..

ExhIbit Dates; 2/58-12/68:
Objectives: To train personnel as missile

engine mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile ,engine
mechanics, including missile fundamentals;
Missile systems famil,iarization; rocket en;
gine operation,. corKquetion, maintenance.
testing, and repair; missile engine com-
ponents construction 'and operation;
mechanics of missile propulsion; selected
mi.ssile engine systems; and rocket removal
and decontamination.

Credit Recom
division buccal
aategory, 3 sem
gine"technology (

AF-1704-0136
MISSILE ENGINE

---MLSSILE ENGI
Fp

Course Numbe
Location: 37

Sheppard AFB,
Length: 8-10
Exhibit Dates:
Objectives: To

engine mechanic
Instruction:

cises on the
mechanics, in

endation: In the lower-
ureate/assOciate , degree
ter hours in missile en-
/74).

....

If ECHANic (HGM-25A)
its. MECHANIC (SM -68A))

ri ABR4433 I E- I .

10th -Technical School.
X.
ecks (240-300 hours).

1

/62-12/68. .,....,

train personnel as missile

urcs and pliefical eXer
ties of missile' engine

uding WS107B and
WS107A-2 famil anzation, stages.' and It
rocket engine fa iharization, maintenan
ancdreticheitckR-ecooutm. a t:Insdialotiomna:isntece

nalory
note at the begin sing of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1704-0138
MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC/TECHNI

SM-6813

Course Number: ATS44351 E-3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. 43
Length: 12 weeks'(360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12/68.

rr

Objectives: To train personnel as missile
engine mechanics and technicians.

trbstrUctiod: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on he handling, operation, and main-
tenance of stages I and If liquid rocket en-
gines, propellant feed and pressurization
systems. clamponents and associated MGE,
including general familiarization, propel-
lants, and general_safcty. XLR87 -AJ -5 en-
gine familiarization and maintenance, and
KLR91-AJ;5 engine familiarization.

Credit . Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course(6/74).

Air Force 1-101
Location: 3750th TeChnical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

ballistic missile engine mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile engine
mechanics. Course' inclu s handling And
operation of liquid nitrogen and helibm.,
ground handling equipment operation. mis.

kjile pressurization, .engine and accessory..
power supply. pydraulics, flight controls.
and fuel transfer.

le Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 1 semester hour in missile
mechanics (6/74). -

AF-1704-0139
MISSILE MECHANIC (SM-65D)

Course Number: ABR44330A-I.
Location:, 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours)-

. Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
ObjectiveS: To train enlisted personnel as

apprentice missile nieChMiics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile mechanic's, in-
. eluding weapon system familiarization,

Safety and first aid, missile handling and
transportation, launch emplacement and
facilities familiarization, inspection and
Maintenance concepts. missile pressuriza-
tipM erection system. missile transf cro,p,rnios-i
sile check-out procedures, 'Minch control
functional analysis. and o
sequence.

Credit Recommendation: In. the I

division bacsOaureate/assoctate degre
category, 3 semester hours in missil
mechanics (6/74).

AF-1704-0140
MISSILE ENGINE: MECHANIC 4SM-65D)

Course Number. A R4433 I A- I

11

AF- 1704 -0141

MISSILE ENGINE NyCHANte/TECHNICIAN,

Course Number: ATS4335I-6.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.She
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/61 -12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform the duties. of a missile engine ,
mechani9:3, 4.

Instruction: LectureS and practidal exer-
cises in the duties of,, a missile engine

opechanic. Course inch ices instruction in
..heapon system fatniliarization, handling.
maintenance and check-out, missile propel-
lant system, and stage I & II rocket engine
familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate -.degree-
category. 3 semester "lours in missile en,
gine Techanlcs/technol?,gy (6/74).

AF-1704-0142- 41.7

IN-FLIGHT REFUELING SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR42432.
location: 17'501h Technical School,

Sh'eppard AFB. TX.
Length: 12- weeks (,330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/62-42/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

'apprentice in-night refueling specialists.
Instruction: Lectiires and practical exer-

cises in the duties of an in-flight refueling
specialist. Course' includes basic electrical

hydraulic systems; operation of the
Those reel and boom systems; operational.

procedures' and inspection of the 'KC-I35
system; principles of weight, balance, and
cargo loading; and principles of celestial
navigatibn and block measurement.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in basic electri-
cal- and hydraulic systems, 1 in aircraft
weight and balance (6/7),

AF-1704-0143
A/E24U-8 POWER PLANT ItITERMEDIATE

AND ORG&NIZATIONAL (I & 0) 44

MAINTENANCE

Co rse Number: 3A BR42153-1 ;
AZR 2153-1.

tion: School of Applied Aerospace
Selene Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
TechnicarSchool, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 5-6 weeks (168-208 hours)b
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.



,

1

I-102 COURSE EXHIBITS
.

Obiectives: 'To train enlisted persdn el 6.;
maintain electrical power plants.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of ele trical
power plants. Topics include gaS t ibine
engines; solid-state control devices, and
logic and circuit functions and diagrains..

Credit Recommendation:' In the iowv...',
division baccalaureate/associate iie'gree
category, 3 semester ,hou M gas ilarhine
engines, 4 in. electronics boratory :(17/74);
in the upper-division acca1aureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in gas turbine ej n gines,
3, in electronics laboratory (7/74),

AF- 1704-0144
MAINTENANCE OF A/S 48A- 1 WHEE

OVER r4

Number: ATS47152-5 I !,

Lion:. 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/62- 12/6R.
Objectives: To train enlisted perviapel0

operate the A/S 48A-I wheel mover.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
the A/S 48A-1 wheel mover. Cotirse in-
cludes hook-up and unhook proeedureS,
hydraulic systems, electrical systems, and
aircraft stacking:

Credit Recommendation: ! credit
because Of-the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

A1K-1704-0145

AIRCREW LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Course Number: 3AZR92250-4;
24S11.92250-4.

LOcation: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences; ghanute AFB, IL: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB.,IL.

Length: 4 weeks (120,-146 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-1'2/73.,
Objectives: To train enliste*ptrsonnel to

int,iuse, operate, inspect, andman.aiecrew;
escape, and survival equipment.

Instruetion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use .--nf--,aircrew life-support
equipment,' including pr ective and . sur-
vival equipment, special-purpose Clothing,
oxygen equipment, and ejection seats,

Credit Reeornmendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-1704-0146
MISSILE AND FACILITY PNEUDRAULIC

TECHNICIAN (5M-65F)
Course Number; AT S44270At

' ATS42152-34*.
Location: 3750th Technical. School,

Sheppard AFB,.TX.
Length: 12-15 weeks (360-450 hours).
Exhibit Datei: 4/61 - 12/68..

; Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as missile. and facility pneudraulic, techni-
cians (SM-65F). - .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the ..operation and maintenance of
the Atlai F series hydraulic and pneumatic
systems, components, and associated ser-
vicing and test equipment,' including in-'
troducticiii to weapot system 107A-1:
hydraulic pumping units; airborne hydraulic
systems; nitrogen system and MGE; ground
pneumatic , propellant transfer, and air-

,

borne pneumatia' systems and relatet AGE;
check-out of pneumntic 9systems; and PU
systems and facility hydrattlia system.

Credit Recommendailort: In the lower -
division

n hydraulics or
division degree
category. 4 semester hours
pneumatics laboratory (7/74 )

-AF-1!04401411

AVIONICS OFFICER (AGM-28A)
(ARMAMENT SYSTEMS pEF,ICER (6

77.))
Course Number: OZR3231B-2;

OTS3234B-4.
Location: - 3345th Technical School.

Chanute AFB. IL. '
Length: 4 weeks (1 8-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61 12/68.
Objectives:. To train` officers to operate

and maintain GAM-77A missile systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practicall exer-

cises in operation and maineen ce of
GAM-77A missile s)otems, including IPS
131B weapons system description, GAM-
77A subsystem functions, arming, fuzing.
logistics. test equipment, associated .ground
support, equipment; and trouble hoOting
procedures,

Credit Recommendation: No
because of the military nature of th
(6/74).

AF-1704-0148
MB-2 Auromor, F-84F

credit..
course

Course NtiMber: SS42353-4.
Location: 1.3320th Technical Sche?01.-

Amarillo AFB, TX. -

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electrical

repairmen and technicians to maintain F-
84F autopilot systems.

InstructionLLettures and practical exer-
cises in the 'maintenance of F-84A au-
topilot systems, including aircraft
familiarization; autopilot CoMponents, in-
spection. testing and troubleshooting; in-
stallation procedures; use of associated test
equipment; adjustments; and instruction on
the autopilot sensing component.

Credit Recommendation: In' the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
systems: laboratory ( 6/74).

AF-1704-0149
MISSILE MECHANIC / MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN, IM -99B

Course Number: ATS44350J-2,
Location: 3345th Technical
hanute AFB, IL.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68. ,
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per

tonne' to assemble. transport, and'perform
perational inspections on IM-99B

j* Instruction: Lectures and Practical exer-
cises in assembly, transportatiOn, and
operation of IM-99B missiles.. Course, in-
cludes propulsion systems, safety and first
aid, airframe, engine construction and
maintenance, troubleshooting, riiissile
hydraulic systems, and inspection
procedures.

In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
cat Ty, 2 semester hours in mechanical
mai penance (7/74).

ool,

AF-1704-0150

MISSILE MECHANIC (TACTIC(y) (TM-76A/
B)

(MISSILE MECHANIC (TM-76/C/13).)k

(MISSILE N1ECHANIC.(TM-76))
(MISSILE SPECIALIST (TM-7. )

(MISSILE. MECHANIC (TM-76 ))
Course Number: ABR44330L-.
BR44330G.
Location: 3415th Technical ScItiol

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 17-24 Weeks (480-630 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/58-9/62.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain,..-

and repair TM-76A/B Mace missiles.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises iiithe maintenance and repair of TM-
76A Mace missiles, including physics and .
mech ics, basic electricity and electrical.
troubl ooting, aerodynamics, hydraulics,
engines, missilec fuel systems.., r kets,
propellants and ,specific missile sys apes
comprinents. launching equipment, ere tion
procedures, check-out equipment and '

proceduies, .and suppo and han ling
equipment.

Credit Itecommendation In the loWeri
divisiOn hatcalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours as an elective in
vocational pr technical programs (7/74).

AF-1704-0151

MISSILE MECHANIC/MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN, SM-68B,

Course Numbgr: ATS44350E-3.

ShL4ceppadtridonAFB, 37T5)(0th

,Technieal School.

Vrigth: 6 weeks (1.80 hours) A
xhIbit Dates: 1/62-02/68.

Objectives: To train ',selected
ttoionm(asinm8Bmaintain and operate a mis-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
cises in the maintenance and operation of a
missile installation. Course.' includes .4
weapons systems, launchingnching prOcecires;
airframe configuration, propulsion;
missile hydraulic, and missile handling
systems.

Cre dit Reirme ndtion:Inthe
lover.

division balaure:t
semester hcoeu(r7ans

(7/74).
elective in

mechanics
le installa-

AF- 1704 -0152 .

MISSILE FACI'LITIEti)rECHNICIAN, SM -SO

Course Number: ATS54170G-1.
Location: 3145th Technical School,

Chanute AF 3, IL.
-Length: 9, weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7762-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to operate and maintain SM-80 mis-
sile s.ystems.

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
SM-80 missile systems. Course includes
safety and,security, roc engine theory,
transporter and erector s stems, launch site
maintenance, and trans rtation methods.

Credit Recommends n: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/ ociate degree
category, 1 semester hour as an elective in
mechanical maintenance (7/74).



,

AF- 1704 -0i53 .

MISSILE TECHNICIAN (CpAM-77,

Course Number: ATS4337( 3.
Location: 3345th Techn cill ool,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4-6 weeks ( I 20-7-1k rs).
Exhibit Dates': 2/61 -1 2/ g. '

,i0Objectives: To train e isted personnel to
operate;' maintain, rd,in ct the GAM-77
missile.

"i" instruction: LectUrds and practical exer-
cises in thekiperation,Maintenance, and in-
spection of the G*M-77 Mistleineluding
missile and ground upport equipment; mis-
sile assemly, transportatiorb and handg;
remit/al and replacement . issue and
pylon on the B-52; and ins

A
ion of en-

gine, fuelf electrical, hydraulic, Pressuriza-
tion, temrierature control, and pitot static
system. a.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacefilaureate/associatt degree
category, 1 semester hour as an elective in
technical or vocational programs (7/74).

AF-1704-0154 .
MISSILE MECHANIC, GAM-72

Course Number: ATS4:1350-5S
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks ( I 80 hour!. ).
Exhibit Dates: 9/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel-to maintain, and operate GAM-72
missile installations. . -

, ittstruction:',Leclurss.groci,practical exer-
cises in maintenanNt operatioh of

+,

GAM-72 missile installations, 'Course in-- eludes installation, remolial, and servicing
of engines; electrical circuits and eom-
yonents; tests of the flight control system;

,-reiff,oval,` installation, and adjustMent
of launch controls.

Credit Recommendation: In- the lower-
.,-division baccalaureate/associate degree
-;:category, 1 semester hour as an elective in
imechaniCal maintenance ( 7/74

AF -1704 -0155

MISSILE MECHANIC (HGM -25A),
(MISSILE MECHANIC (SIB -6%A )).

Course Number: ABR44 OE-1.
Location: 3750th '41-echnicaltr School.

Sheppard AFB, TX. ,

Length: 8-10wecks (240-300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To .train airmen as SIM-6g

missile mechanics died Titan 1 maintenance
supertrisort.

Instruction: Lectures ,and practical exer-
cises in the duties of SM-68 missile
mechanics and Titan I maintenance super-
visors, inclbding missile handling, transpor-
tation, installation, and removal; ins ction
of missile systems and associated quip
ment in the silo and Prep.:dant ter
pressurization systems; communica
system; launch complex systems;
system; propulsion, electrical, flight c
trot, -and hydraulic systems; and co,
ponenLs of the launcher system.

Credit Recommeridation: In the low
division baccalaureate/associate deg
category, 3 semester hours as an elective n
vocational or technical programs (7/74).

AF-1704-0156 f.
FUNDAMENTALS OF MISSILE ENGINE

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A61244321. ABR44321.
Location:- 3345th TeChnical School,

Chanute AFB, IL
Length: 10 weeks (270 hours)
Exhlljit. Dates: 8 /61-12/68'.
Object ves: To train airmen to inspect

and main in missile engines in preparation
for entry i to SM-65 and .5M-68 missile en-
gine mceh ics 'courses.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical exer-
cises in the inspection and maintenance of
missile engines, including elements of.
physics, pi, diples of hydraulics, rocket en-
ginc thee and subsystems, aerospabe
ground c Iiipment, electrical,' principles.
propellant;, hydraulic pumping unit, and
test equip ent.

Credi Recommendation: In the lower-
, division .bacealaureate/asserciate degree
category, 3'semester hours as an elective in
mechanical maintenance ('1/74).

, -
AF-1704-0157

MISSILE tHANICI(PGM,I6E ANDTGM-
I )

Miss! .E MECHANIC (SM-65E/F)

Course Number: ABR44330A -2.-
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFD, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (300-360 hours). xi
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as missile

mechanics for PGM-16E and KGM-I 6F
missiles:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises i9 the duties of missile mechanics for
PGM-I6E and 119M-16F missiles, includ-
ing airframe maintenance, missile handling,
propulsion systems, launching and erection
systems, emplacement, propellants, missile
transportation, flight control and guidance
systems, and aerospace ground equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bliCcalaureate/associate degree
Category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
mechanical maintenance (7/74),

AF-1704-0158

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIAN GUNNER, B-36

Course Number: ZZ42331.
Location: 3414th Technical Setzol,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: g weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates:4/56--12/68.
Objectives:' To train enlisted personnel as

aerial gunners for B-36,type aircraft.
instruction: Lectures and practisal exer-

cises in the principles, procedukS, and
tcshniques of aerial gunnery, including
2(fram automatic guns- and associated
equipment, 'gun chargers, 20mm feed
mechanisms and boosters, dynamic mounts
and GE assist-feed winders, 20mm ammu-\
nition, preflight and postflight procedures,I)l
interphone procedures,
procedures, and malfunction proccdur s.

Credit Recommendation: Ncf credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

it Forte -1-103

AF-1704-0 t59
MISSILE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

'' REPAIR TECHNICIAN/REPAIRMAN
(SM-65F)

Course Number: ATS42153-5I.
Location; 370th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. '

Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61- 12/68.
Objectives: T9 train enlisted personnel to

opera c, inspect, maintain, and repair SM-
65 missile grouhd support equipment,.

nstruction: IrecturesVnd pracWal exer-
cises in the operationinspection, main-
tenanet, and repair of Sfs,4-65F missile
ground support . equipmebt, including
launch installation heating, ventilation, air
cooling system, p wcr distribtiofi systems,
pneumatic adti hydraulic systems, fluid'
storage .fadilities, missile lift and suspension

`systems, and the propellant transfer systefht
Credit 'Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
vocational or technical programs (7/74).

A F-1704:0160 '
. ,

MISSILE MAINTENANCE TECHNIC IAN, SM-62

Course Number: ATS43370- I ..
Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59,12/68.

----Objectives: To train Airmen to operate.
and maintain SM-62 weapon systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
SM-62 weapon systems, 'including inspec-
tion, removal, and replaFement of airframe
assemblies; troubleshooting and inspection
of fuel, electrical, hydraulic, air-condition-
ing and pressurizing, and engine systems;
use and operation of engine-start and
launch and performance consoles; main-
tenance of launch support equipment; flight
control and power plant; and pre-opera-
tional procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the 'lower -

division baccalaureate /associate degree,,
category, 2 semester hours as an elective in
vocational or technical programs (7/74).

AF-1704-0161

PNEUDRUALIC REPAIRMAN (HH-53)

Course Number: 3AZR42172-0.
'Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives: To, train enlisted personnel to

maintain HH-53 helicopter pneudraulic
'systems at the intermediate level:

Instruc,tion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ...s-tte maintenance of HH.53
helicopter pncudraulic systems, including
aerodynamics, utility system, pressure
supply system, landing gear and, power
brakes, ramp and door system, engine start
SyStem, flight control system, rotor brake
power section, rotor head damping system,
and' troubleshooting and operating
procedures for the. pneudraulic system
components.

Credit RecomMendation: the lower-
division baccalaureatelasSociate degree,'
category, 1 semester hour in pneumatic
and hydraulic systems (7/74).



I-404 COURSE EXHIBITS
i .

AF-1704-0163

ROCKET. PROPULSION TECHNICIAN (INTERIM)

Course Number: A1:441701.
Location:. 3345th 'Technical- Sehhol,

Chanute AFB', IL:
Length: 5 4eLILS (I 50 hours).
Exhibii. Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain,

repair, and inspect liquid-propellant
rockets.

, Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance, repair, and 'in-
spection of liquid-propellant rockets, in-
cluding. components of pilotless aircraft
1,installation procinures); airffeiw (subsonic
and supersonic characteristics); guidanci
and control systems; shelter' and launching
equipment; and storage and handling of

.,propellants and gases.
Credit Recommendation: In the. lower-

division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 1 semester hour in vocational.°

' technical proglani,(7/741.
\- .

AF-1704-0164

\ . INAL INSTRUMENT PROCEDURE

Course NuMber: 3OZR 141 I -4.
Location: School of Aliplied Acron utt-

cal Sciences, KeLtler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73..
Objectives: To train airmen to develop

terminal instrument procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical cxer-

cises in the -developMent of terminal instru-
ment procedures, including .airspace area
design and utilization, precision aud non-
precision terminal instrument proeedures,
radar terminal instrument procedures,
navigation, and federal air regulations.

s' m baccalaureate/associate degree
Cr dot Recommendation: In the lower-

divicattigory,
1 semester hour in federal air

regulations and navigation (3/74).

AF-1704-0166
. ,

AIRCRAFT EI.ECTRICAl. REPAIRMAN, 1104

Course Number: SS42350-40.
Location: 3345th Technical SiAux31,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58-12/68.

) Objectives: To train maintenance person-
;le l to maintain the electriCal system of the
F-104 aircraft.

4, Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisv, in the maintenance of the electrical
system in the F-104 aircraft. Course in-
cludes troubleshooting procedures, electri-
cal components, lubrication of parts, and

. inspection techniques.
Credit Recommendation: See explanatory

note at the beginning oLthe ,Air Force sec-
et

.., [ion.

AF-1704-0165

AIRGRAFT Li ECTRicAl REPAIR TECHNICIAN
( AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE: ELECTRICAL

.REPAIR TECHNICIAN)

Course. Number: 3AAR42370;
AAR42370; .AA42370.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 14-16 weeks (420-4)30 fiths).
Exhibit Dates: 4/5g-12/73:
Objectives: TO train airmen to repair

electrical equipment on aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical,,,exer-

cises in the repair of aircraft electrical
equipment, including DC and AC .power
supplit:s, tranldormers and motors, diodes,
transistors, special-purpose tubes, switching
circuits, oscillators, inverters and control
panel circuits, electrical test 'equipment,
electrical . system components and
subsystems, trOuhleshooting and main-
tenance, and maintenance management
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asSociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate catcgory,.1 semester hour in
electrical hiboratory (38 the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74).

-1704-0167

AIRCRAFT ELECIRICAL REPAIRMAN, B-52H
(AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL ,REPAIRMAN, B-

52).
Course Number:. ATS42350-59;

Sr_3350-11.
.ocation: 33.45th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
. Length: 6 weeks (180 hours):
.Exhibit Dates: 4/5)3-12/68.
Objecti es: To train Maintenanee and in-

structor ersonnel. to maintain the B-52 air-
craft. , ,

In.str lion: .Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the B-52,:air-
craft, including AC and DC _Components,
landing gear, anti-icing 'control, tempera-
ture regulating control, lighting controls,
engine fuel control, hydraulics, flight con-
trol system, electrical systems, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit,. Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate. degree
category, 1 semester hour in heating, air
conditioning, and associated controls
laboratory (7/74).

AF-1704-0168

INSTRUMENT TRAINER INSTRUCTOR -.--OPERA
TOR

Course Number: ATS3415,1; SSA'415-1.
Location: 334, Chanute AFB, IL. .

Length: 8-1.0 weeks (240 -300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-I 2/a.
Objectives: To train Stiategic Air Com-

mand enlisted personnel to perform as in-
structor-operators of instrument trainers
(procedures ).

histruction: Lectures and practical' exer-
cises in the duties of an instrument trainer
instructor-operator. Course includes air
traffic contfol, weather, dad-reckoning
computer, radio telephone procedures,
navigational ,aids, and -ins kiment landing
system.

Credit Recommended° : In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in aviation ad-
ministration (air traffic control) (7/74); in
the upper-division . baccalaureate category,
credit. in instrument navigation on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-17044H 69
FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICES INSTRUCTOR

OPERATOR e

Course Number: AZR3415 I.

11

ri

Location: 3345th .Technical School,'
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60,12/68L
Objectives: To [mitt pe4onel as flight

training devices instructOr-opePators.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on -flight training devices, includes
instructor-operator fundamentals, radio
telephone proL;edures, air traffic control,
basic instrument flying procedures, dead-
reckoMng computers, weather principles
and practices, basic flight instruments, ad-
vanced instrument flying roccdures,
specific radio range application, to is
direction finding, instrument landing
procedures, instrument landinesyseem, and
ground control approach.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, Z semester hours in. aviation ad-
ministrationair traffic control (7/74).-

AF-1704-0170.

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING
OPERATOR (SEMI- AUTOMATIC /4I I 2L)

Course Numlier: ABR.27330B-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

KeeslerAbB, MS.
Length:15 weeks'(420
Exhibit 'Dates: 5/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen in. the princi-

ples, of operation of the 4I2L air weapons
control system.: '1 .

In.siFuction: Lectures and practidal exer-
cises Sin the operation of the 412L air
weapons control system, including the du-
ties and tasks of the surveillance operators,
identification operators, and height opera-
tors; the organization, operation, and
procedures of the situation projection
group, jammer tracker group, and weapons
'control group; radar familiarization and the
ACW system; data acquisition; data
processing 'and display; communications:
and ancillary subSystems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of -the 'course
(3/74).

AF-1704-0171

WEAPONS MECHANIC ADCLANG,-RES.

Course Number: 3ABR46230-8.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 10 weeks (305-416 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-12/73.
Objectives:. To train airmen to inspect,'

handle, and maintain weapon systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises ini the inspection, handling, and main:.
tenaneLL of weapon 'systems, including
maintenance management, weapons
-4:lunching system, aerospace munitions han-
dling and loading equipment; loading: and
positioning of nonnuclear and nuclear mu-

\\_pitions, preparation of aircraft for loading
operations, and fundamentals of. electricity.

Credit RecOmmendation: Sec 'exrnlanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force see-
tion.



AF4704-0173
I. MISSILE PNEttuttAtn.IC-REtt.tdamAN

(LGM-25)c.
2. MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

(LGM-25)
3. MISSILE PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

(L6M-25C)
MISSII.E.PNE:DDRAULIC REjMR MAN
esh.c6813),

Course Number: Versi n 1: 3ABR44230-
I; , 3ABR4423 VerSion , 2:
3ABR44230E-1; ABR44230E-1 r VeY-sion
ABR4423OF,

Location: -3750th Technical School,
Sheppard. AFB, TX. .

Length: Version '1: 13-1 weeks (408
hours ). 'Version 2: 18 weeks ( 510 hours).
Version 3: 7 -8 weeks (210-240 hours)...

Exhibit Dales: Version 1: '4/71-12/7
Version 2: 4/66,3/71. Version 3: 7/62-3/66.

Objectives: To train airmen as missile
pncudraulic repairmen for specific missiles..

Instruction:. All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises on the daties.of missile
pncudraulic repairmen. Version,!-17.:. Topics,
inclUde principles of mechanics arid-:-elec-
tricity. weapqn ;system familiarization and
facility systems, maintenance system, facili-
ty pnCudraulic systems, hydraulic pumping
tinit and fluid analysis, antenna Pneumatic
systems and test stands, and missile hydrau-
lic system. Vernon -2!.1.4)1319 include princi-
ples of mechanics; fundamentals of AC and
DC; motors, generators, and malfunction
analysis; and rocket' engines;

yt,tniulic pumping unit, and
fluid analysit.;....'flight controls, missile
hydraulic. systems and .hydraulic system
control unit` facility: .pncudraulic systems;
antehna pneumatic systems and hydraulic'
components test 'stand. Version 3: Topics
include familiarization and safety; fluid
decontaminatiOn,,fArnis and 'flight control;
opqating ground equipment; missile

-,hydrauliir system 'and test stand.; blast door
and work platform systems; blast valve and
silo: closure systems; and facility air -com-
pressor and pneumatic systems.

Credit Recommendation; Version In
the lower-divisicin baccalatireate/assoC:iate
degree category, 4 semester 'hours in elec-
tricity, 4 in hydraulics and pneumatics (7/
74): Version 2: In ,the lower-division bac-

' cnlaureate/associate degree category; 4
semester holirs:- in .hy,draulies and pneu-
matics (7/74); iti the upper-division bac7

. calaureate category, 1 semester hOur in
electricity for non-technical students (7/.
74), Version 3: In the lower-divisiOn bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semestc hours in hydraulics and pneu-
matics (7/74).

AF-1704-0174
13-520 Furl. SYSTEM REPAIRMAN AND WET

WING' SEALING,

Course Number: ATS431 55:1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute A IL'
Length: ilmfilion 1: 3 weeks (180 hours).

Version 2: 4 weeks( I20 hours ).
Exhibit Dales: Version 1: 7//,0-12/68.

VeF.sion 2' 1/59-6/60.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

B-520 fuel system repairmen.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the . maintenance of
the B-520 'aircraft fuel system, including

.air plant familiarization, sealant applica-
tion, leak detection procedures, corrosion

control, tank and cavity vent and drain
system, removal and installation procedures
for fuel ,tanks and components, and fuel
system operation. Version 1: Topics include
integral tank constructioA and methods and
procedures .for maintenance of integral
tanks. Version,2: Topics include insjeecqpn
and maintenance of integral tanks.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Sec
explanatory note at the beginning of the
(Air Force) section. Version 2: See explana-
tory note at the beginning of the Air Force
section.

AF-1704-0175

KC -l35 FUEL SYSTEM IrEPAINMAN AND WET
WING SEALING

Course Number: ATS43I55 -2 .
Loetilion't 3345th Technical School,"

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (180 hout%)

Version,,: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit-Dates: Version 1: ,7/60-12/68.

Vestsion 2: 1-i59-6f60: "'" rObjectives; To train enlisted person el 'to
inspect, repair, and maintain the 'K -135
aircraft fuel systcni. ', r , .

- Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, repair,- and main-
tenance of the KC-135 aircraft fuel system.
Course -includes tank construction and leak
detection techniqueli; ''.

Credit RecomMendatiom. Version 1.. Sec
explanatory Amite at...the beginning 9f the
Ail Force section. Version'. 2: qee aamilena-
iory" note at the 'beginning of th - Air Force
section. -

AF -1704 -0176

M37-T1 TEST STAND, MAINTENANCE AND
CALIBRATION

Course Number: ATS42153-54.
Location: 3345th Technical School,'

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks`(90 hours).
Exhibit Dates) 6/61-12/68. ,

.Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and calibrate the M3741 aircraft
engine.

Instruction: Lectures and praetical exer-
cises in the maintenance and calibratioh of.
the M37-T1 aircraft engine. Course in-
eludes adjustment, 'troubleshooting, and
periodic inspection (Odle M37-T1 aircraft
engine test stand.

Credit RecoMmendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1704-'0177

MISSILE HYDRAULIC REPAIRMAN/
TECHNICIAN (SM-61'1)

Course Number:AirS42152-30.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB,,TX.
Length: 8 .weeks (240 hours.).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68. .

Objectives: To train enliited personnel to
repair SM-68 missile hydraulic systems.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
rises in missile hydraulic systems, including
familiarization with a specific weapon
system; operation, inspection, and ' main-
tenance of missile, 'portal, and auxiliary
hydraulic system; missile launcher system
and antenna-protecting and -elevating set;
launcher electrical systems; launcher

11, \'

Air Force 1-105,
system troubleshooting an amtehance;
APESsystems; and hydraulic power pack.'

Credit Recommendation: -in' the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in hydraulics.
and I as an elective in vocational/technical
programs (7/74).

AF-1704-0178

MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES AND FQUIPMENTI't."
REPAIRMAN, B-52

Course Number: ATS42251-5; SS42251-
5.

'Location: 3345th Technical chooi,
Chanute AFB, IL:

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours). es

Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train key maintenance

and instruction persohncl in field twin-
tenance for 8-520 aircraft. r,

Instruction: Practical experience in B-
520 aircraft familiarization, air-condition-
ing and antOcing systems maintenance.

Credit . Recommendation: In the lower-
.

'division ; .baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in aircraft acres -.
sories (2/74 ).

AF-1704,01.9

WEAPONS MAINTENANCE' TECHNICIAN FR-
', 111

Course Number: 3AZR46270-2.
Location: 34`1 5th Technical . School,

LowryAFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as.weapons

mechanics for conventional and nuclear
weapons systems.

Instruction:, Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance on conventional and
nuclear weapons systems to include safety
and security, test equipment, system
checkout and schematics, weapons' Telco-se

hecause"ofihe military nature of the course
Credit Recommendation: No credit

systems, weapons bay dc;Or systems, hart-''''
dling eq4ment, and loading procedures.

. ,

..AF-.1704-0180

F-4 AIRCREW SUPPORT SPECIALIST

(F-4 PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 3AZR92250.
Location: 3345th Technical "SchoOl,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (72 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as aircraft

life support specialists. "

Instruction: Lectures and prayical exer-
cises in the operation and use of the Mar-
tin-Baker ejection seat; survival seat kit as-
sembly; oxygen components; paraChute
harness; hook=up of. Crew members to seat.
kit; lowering devices; and safety. 0 8/75

Credit Recommendption: No credit'
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).



1-106 COURST;EXVIBITS

AF-1704-0182,
AIRCREW LIFE.SUPPORT SPECIALIST

(PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST)"
(PERSONAL EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST)'
( PERSONAL EQUIPMENT SpECIAL T

(GENERAL))
(SURvivAL TRAININ(; AND PERSONAL

EQUIPMENT .SPECIAILST)
0

Course Number: - 3 ABR92230;
ABR92230; ABR92230A; A1192230.

Location: 'School of skp pl ic cl Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute AFB, 3345th.
Technical Schiml, Chanute AFB, II...

Length: 8-15 weeks (240-768 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/73.
Objectives: To provide airmen with the

training required to become aircrew life
support specialists.

instruction: Lectures and practical excr-
cis in,safety and communications, to in-
clude pyrotechnic .devices, anti-G
emergency eleclronic communication
signaling equipment, medical kits, perumal
parachutes and. tOrsA Ithrilesses, one -elan
life rafts, maintenance of stirs/iv:it kits, life
presOrvers oxygen'systerim protective hel-
mils, pressure snits, and. ;: anti-oitriosure
.e4Uitmeht.

Credit ec mmendation: No credit
tleCaUse_o- the Ii nal specialized naturc'of
the coursi. (7/74

-I 183

Putsory SURVivAL;EQUIPNIENT
AININt; (0:N1-.l'

..(44:RSoNAL EQ111PMENT AND SURviVAL.
'TRAINiN(; (ENLISTED) )

COUI-se NUrheii'AZR9225(); ATS92250-
.4; SS922504.

lAwation:;,, 3345th -1-echnieill: School,
tellantite AFB, IL.

Length: 4 weeks (.12() hours).
Exhibit Dates:,7/58- I 2/68. .

Objectives: To train Air Force enlisted
personnel in the,,operation, use. inspectiop,
and maintenance of personal survival and
emergency eqUipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance grid 'use of life -1
preAervors, life rafts. anti- exposure snits,
protective hcIrrieLs; oxygen equipment,
parachutes. and radio equipment and train-
ing in first aid and methods of instruction.

Credit Recommeadatitin: No credit
because of the specialifed nature of the
course (-12/68).

AF-1704-0184
F-4 PROTECTIVE EQuiPMENr TECIINICIAN

Coiirse $timber: 3AZR92250.-
lAwatiori: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AF13, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhihit DateS: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

proper use and operation of survival equip-
ment associated with aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practitt:1 excr-
Cises in the proper use', safety precautions.
and serviceability checks of aircraft eMilp,

'Men( to include ejection seats, cockpit
canopy trainer. emergency oxygen supply,
life raft. and torsoparaehlitei

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; I seniester, hour as an elective in
aeronautical technology (5/74). '

,AF-1704-0185

NAVIGATOR BOMBARDIER%( ASO-4,8 )
(NAVI(:ATOR BOMBARDIER (AN/AS0-48))

Course.NuMbert 0- 7A-12; ,1 52106D.

Mather'..AFB, CA. .`

B -'
Location: Air raining,- ,Conuikaand,

Length: 10-28 weeks -70ehours).
Exhibit Dates: 7)65-Presi:int. '
Objectives: To provide instruction for

navigators in the duties and responsibilities
of -a .navigator/bomhardier on aircraft
eqiiiipped with the AK(ASQ-48 weapons
control sysiemi

Instruction: Lectures and classnx)m
discussions on weapons delivery; AN/ASQ-
48 computers; offensive systems; oPeratVons
iind_,rildar, and simulator training involving
mig-sicin planning, operating procedures.
malfunction' analysis, and check mission
makeup.
b Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-170970001

RECISION PHOTOPROCESSING
TEMINIcIAN'

2. 'PRECISION P11011XMAPIM: PROC:ESSING
TEMINICIAN r

(PiwcistoN Pim-Ng:R/0,1w. PitocEstitwi .
b)NTR(n.)

(PRECISION PlioTOORAPHIC PROCESSING
CONTROL "FECHNIcIANL

Course Number: Version 3AAR23470.
Versinn 2: AAR23470; OZR2335;
OZR2334; AAR23271.

Location: Lowry. Technical Training
Center, Lowry AFB. -CO,

loertgth: 13 weeks (390--4V hours-1.
Exhibit Dates: Version 7: 6/68-12/73,

Versipn 2: 7/62-5/68.

precision
ntraienlisted personnel in

precision photographic processing.
Instruction: Lectures and practietir ex-

perience in statistics, photographic image
evaluation, laboratory maygeinent, -tmd.
the chemistry, kinetics, and . mechanics of.. '
the photographic process. '

Credit Recommendation: Version /: See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: In the upper -
division baccalaureate categtiry. 3 semester
hiiurs in precision photographic processing
laboratory (12/68)'

reatc category, 3° semester himrs in photog-
raphy (12/73).

AF,1709-0003
)6, PlIOTOGRAPIIIC INTERPRETATION'

Coarse Number: 3AZR20650-2.
Locatton: 3415th Technical, Sehoo14.

Lowry AFIL.CO.
Length: 8 weeks (228 hours).

6 Exhibit Dates: 12/68-12/73. '.

Objectives: To train airmeri in basic
photographic interpretation.

Instruction: Lectures inant prailtical ex-
perience in the fundamentals of photo-
graphic interpretation. the use Of maps and
charts, tactical photographic" interpretation,
And the identification of weapon syStems:
industries. and other items of iterest to
the military.

Credit. Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the Beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

°

AF-1709-0002
ComnAr S111.1. P11011)CRAPHER, OPERATOR

Cottrse Number: 2ASR23651,003.
location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 13 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectit.,:es: To'train military personnel in

the photographic skills necessary for han-
dling a variety of cameras and photo-
graphic situations.

instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the fundamentals of photog-
raphy. photographic.' exposures, laboratory
processing and printing, aerial film
procesiing, and production processing and
printing; journalistic applications to photog-
raphy; bind optics, light, color, filters.
chemistry. anti' light techniques..

Credit Recommendation: In!..the.lower-'
division baccillaureate/assOciate." degree
category. 3 semester hours iii photography
(12/73): in the :upper-division

AF -1'709 -0004

Poo-romuaNAtavvi
JOURNALI*1)

Course Number: 3AZR2365 I.
Location:: Lowry Technical Training

Center, Lowry AFB. 90.
Length: '6 weekS.(180 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel. to

work as still photojournalists with informa-
tion offices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'ex-
periences in the journalistic process, in- .

eluding information acquisition techniques,
elements of style, human relations. anti
.legal and ethical aspects; camera "and
processing systenis, including camera ram-
tion, processing, composition, and practical
exercises., a job-oriented workshop includ
ing picture story. personality featureAsipall
i4i-ciups, spot rieVs,,sport, and a final' pro-
ject.

Credit Recommendation: 'n the lower -
haccalatireate:/ass: -rate . degree

category. 2 semester hours r photojournal- ,

ism (12/73); in the upper-division hac-
calnureatc Category, 2 -..2.nester hours in
phototfirnalism ( 12/73 °

-4/AF-1709-0005
,,'AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHER

Course Number: M323130.
Location: 3415th Technical Training

Group, Lowry AFB, CON
Length: Version l: 1 weeks (570

hours). Versinn 2: 29 weeks ( 3 hours);
Exhibit Dates: Version l: 1 /54-12/6k.

Version 2 !3/54-11/54. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
'install. inspect, and operate aircraft
cameras and related equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
p.iiiiences in principles of 'electricity, AC
and vecuum tubes, and circuits; oscil-
loscope: mechanics; fundamentals of
photography; aerial photograPhy:; main-

-tut-lance: reconnaissance photography:
Oblique photography:" and color photog-
Hphy.

Credit Recommendation: 'Ve'rsinn l: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours In aerial photography
(12/68). 'Versinn 2: In the upper-division
haeCalailreate category. 3 ijemester hours in

.
- .



aerial photography.. 2 in electricity and
electronics ((2/68 4

, AF-1709-0006
PRECISION PH6TOGRAPHIC SERvIc-Es

OFFICER

Course Number: Version '3013122331.
Veision 2; 013R 233 I (

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry All3, CO.

Length: Version'', 1: 18 weeks (540
hdurs). Version 2.421 weeks (.030 hours).

Exhibit Daies:PC Version 1 5/68-12/7.3.
Version 2: 5/§7-4/68.

,

Objectives: To train officers to supervise
precision photographic services laborato-
ries. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
. perience in statistics, photographic chemis-

try, laboratory functions, image reproduc-
tion and evaluation, precision photographic
Processing, and manageme,nt of photo-
graphic instalbtlirms. .

Credit 'Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,. 2 semester hours in
graphic art; (12/73); in the upper-division

..,..baccalaureate category. 24;emester hours in
graphic `arts, (12/73). Ver,sion 2:- In the
lower- division ,. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 senicste r hocirs in
graphic- arts (42/73); in the upper-division'
baccalaureate category, 5 semester, hours in
precision photographic processing laborato-
ry. and credit in -elementary statistics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
.684

AF-1709-0007

SENStroMETRic AND DENSIT0MAITRIA
CoNTRol. TE('tiNIQUAls

Course Number: AZR23270-8.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry APB, CO,
1,ength: 3 weeks ('102 hours):. .

Exhibit Dates: 'I0/63--12/68.
Objectives: To provide airmen, dticers,

and civilians with knowledge of,sensitomiit-
ric and densitometrie control techniqpcs as
appliel1 to the photographic process.

Instruction: Fundamentals of sen-
sitometry and densitometry; logarithms as
applied to the photographic process; con-
struction and analysis of D log E curves;
processing of test strips to ASA standards;
chemical mixing and ASA processing stan-
)(lards; construction and use of time-gamma,.
time -log i, and time-temperature charts.

Credit Recommendation: See explarititory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1709-0008

,--SENSIToMETRIC AND.DENSIToMETRIC
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Course Number: SS23250 -8.
Location: Department of Photographic

Training, Lowry AF13, CO.
Length: 5 weeks (122 hours). - .46'

Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To provide the ,student with a

working.,knowledge of the operation and
use of densitOmetric and sensitometric
equipment in precision machine processing.

Instruction: Introduction to sensitometric
control; di. ethods and measures of expo-','
sure; logarithmic exposure progression;

design and use 'of sensitometric chortg!
chemicarmiXing and ASA proceving
dards; conerol. strip hand processing; con-
struction and use of time-gamma charts;
opciration of,continuons processor; compu-
tation of film speed. and machine speed.

Credit Recommehdation: See explanatory '-
note at the beginning of the Air- Force sec-
tion.

AF-,1709-0009

COLOR PHOTO PROCESSES .

Course, Number: AZR23374; AZR23270.,
Location: 3415th .Techhical ;School.

Lowry AFB. CO.
Length: 8-9 weeks (240,270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

the technical skills required to prod
color prints, lidts. and other Photovisuals.

Instruction Lectures and practical ex-
perience in the principles of color photog-
raphy. and in thy principles, and use of
color photographic materials, exposure and
proCessing of. reversal arid negative color
Mins, the use of*Fanalure for black and
white, and, color 'copy,, color printing,' and
quality control.

Credit -Recommendation: In the
diAsion baccalaureate / associate' degree
category, 2 semester..hours in Araphia -arts.

2/73).

AF-17119-0010

I. STLIA. PHOTOCRApHER
(PHOTOGRAPHER)

2. STILL PHOJOORAPHER

Course Number: VersiOn 1: A13R2320.
Version. 2: A1323230; ABR23230.

Location: 3415th Technical School.
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 18 weeks, (510
hours). Version 2:, 14 weeks (390 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/61-12/68.
Version 2: 3/58-3/61.

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as photographers,

Instruction,: L'Ectures and practical ex-
periences in the operation' and care of

and nd laboratory equipment, and in
exposing and processing black and white

,and color film.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
photograph. ( 12/73 );. in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in,
photbgraphic processing laboratory (12/
68). Version 2: In the lower-dbiision bac-
calaureate/associate degree categdry. 3

semester hours in photography (12/73); in
the upper-division, baccalaureate category,
3, semester hours in photographic
processing laboratory (12/68).

AF.1709-0011.
FILNAL,UTTING SPECIALIST

(SOUND AND PICTURE EDITING SPE-
CIALIST)

Cour-Se Number: AB23331.
- Location: 3415th Technical Training

Group, Lowry AFB. CO. ..

LengtIt: 8 weeks (240 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide trainees with the

knowledge and skills necessary for editing
silent and sound motion picture film.

Air Force '1-107
Instruction: . Fundamental editing

procedures, including operation of '16mm
prOjectors. splicing motion picture film,
operation of .the silent viewer (moviola),
assembly of a motion picture Work-print,
the principles and- techniques 9f matching
action, matching original negatiVes, and
establishing and re-establishing techniques;
elementary editing techniques, including
cut-ins and cut-aways, build -up and con-
tinuify, special effects, splicing 35mm
use of 35rrini viewer, editing 35mm film;
editing technicflues for sound film, including
introduction to .single and double system
sound and the use of sound viewers, editing
single and dole system sound, matching
sound and picture negative to work prints:
'advanced editire techniques, including
music and sound effects, introduction to lip

rsynchronization, and preparation of a
complete motil,fin picture film.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 Semester hours in flint (12/73);
in, the upper-divisicin baccalaureate catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in film ( 12/73

AF-1709-0012
Auoio-VistiAt. FUNDAMENTALS "

Course Number: 3A0R23020.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AF43, CO.
Length:. 6 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the .fundamentals of photygraphy. including
Mack and white film processing and 'print-
ing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' ex-
periunce in elementary photogralibic
theory, 4X5 camera operation.. film
processing, composition, printing, quality
control, and optics, light, and filters. .

Credit Recommendation: See.explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.'

AF-.1709-001

PHOTOORAMMETRIC.-CARTOGFIAPHIC
TECHNICIAN

(ADVANCED pHOTOGRAMMETRIC CARTO-
GRAPHIC)

Course N umber:. A AX22170.
Location: Aeionautical Chart and Infor-

mation Center, St. Louis. MO.
Length: 9 weeks (301 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/68;
Objectives: To train enlisted persortnel in

cartographic techniques applied to photo-
graphic and physiographic techniques.

Instruction: Lectures.and practical exer-'
cises in photogrammetric mathematic's, pro-
tection; photogrammetric '-equipment and
related filnetions, regional physiography-.,
grids, gizOdesy.' target material reliplity
determination. and' reconnaissance systents,
and caments.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degre e
category, 3 semester hours in photogram-
metry on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hods in photo-
grarnmetry ( 12/68).

AF71709-6014

IMAGERY INTERPRETATION

Couis'e N uMber:,3AZR20650-1
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-

Location: 3415th 'Fedmical School,
\ Lowry AFB, CO.

`', Length; 12. weeks (360 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: 1/69-12/73.
Objectives: °To train Marines. in base.

-1.% , phOtographic interpretation techniqapit, ....:-,
Instruction: Lectures and practieal.eer":-

eises in basic 116i, hotographic 'interPretation,'
including introduction' to intelligenw, fun-.
darnentals of,p.hoto and imagery interpreta-
tion, pfiotogrammetry, tactical photo in-
terpretaling, operational weapons systems,
industries, strategic interpretation, Mill-
tjsensor .theory and interpretatibn, and
practical exercises. -.

Credit RecomMenclation: In -the ,lowqr--
division: baccalaureate/associate degree..
category, 3 Semester IMurs in ph9t (graphic
interpretation (7/74); in the uppe division,
baccalaureate category, 3 semester ()Airs in
photographic interpretation ( 1/74): - "

AF-1709-0015.

IMMERY INTERPRETER SPIVIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR2()630.
Location: 3415th Technical 'School,

Lowry Aft), CO.
Length: 15 weeks 45() hours).
Exhibit 7/70-12173..
Objectives:' To train 'airmen as imagery

interpretationspticialiSts.,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in. imagery interpretation; including
automatic data processing and hasic coon
dinate systems as applied to intelligence,
fundamentals of intelligence and air target
materials program, photogrammetry, image
interpretation fundamentals, tactical and
strategic interpretation, basic radar,
tisenstir interpretation,. intelligence data
handling systems, mission planning and
blimhing, and multisensor reporting- and
radar prediction.

Credit RecomMendation:- in the lower-
divisiori baccalaureate /associate,baccalaureate/associat degree
category. 3 semester'hours,in photOgraphie
interpretation, 1' in -photOg'rammetry (7/

. 74); the upper-division ybaccalaurearP
category', 3 semester, hours in photographic
interpretation, photogramMetry.: (7/
74).

AE-17Q9-0016
NAv,9 SpEcimizeu IMAGERY

INTERPRETATION

Course Number: 30ZR8041-2:
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 341 5th Techni-
cal. School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 6-7 weeks (162-210 hours).
. Exhibit Dates: -1/71-12/73.

Objectives: To train personnel as imagery
interpretation officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exfr-
cises in hlioly specialized imagery
terpretation: including vertical and nonver-
tical photograrnmetry, radar operatiOnal in -,
telligencp multisensor intelligence, and
imagery interpretation ( military support
subjects).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division ;":haccalltureate/associFitc degree
'categOry-,',2 semester hours in photo
'terpretation (7/74); in the upper-division;
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
photo interpretation (7/74).

AF -1709 - 0017..
)ii TET-L 13IGENCE 067-0-RADAt'OEFiI ckit.

Course Number: OTS8041-1. : 1

LoCation: "37'50th. Tochnical School,
Sheppard AF13,1`X.
. Length; 10 weeks (300 liours).

Exhibit Dates: 1462-1240. ;
Objectives: To train per in the fun-

damentals of photographic inftlThretation..
Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-

cises in the fuddamentals of photographic.
interpretation, including introduction to
photo intelligence, photo metrics
aerospace weapons systems, surface trans-
portation, and reporting,. an advanced
aerospace photo intelligence.

.

Credit Recommendation: In the loWer;,'
division baccalaureatdhissOcialc. degree.-
category; -2 'seinesterhours in philnigraphie
interpretation on the basis of ;institutional
extfthiation (7/74); in the:tipper-division
haccalanreate category, 2 semester hourS in
photographic interpretatiim ( r2/68).

AF-1709-0018'

PHOTOGRAPHIC', LABO'RATORY
SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR23334.
Location: 3415th. Technical School,

Lowry AV13, CO. '
Length: 16-20 ,weeks (480-570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: T.o train enlisted personnel to

perform as photographic laboratory techni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in photographic laboratory
techniques. Course includes film processing
and printing; photocopying; chemistry and
quality °control; photo, laboratory equip-
ment; color slides and ,cOlor printing; and
the use of duplicating equipment.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-.
divisiOn baccalaureate/assoCiate ° degree
category, 2 semester hours in photography
laboratory. (' /74);, in the upper-division
hacealaureate category, 5 temester hours in
still photography (7/74).

AF-1709-0020
STILL PHOTOGRAPHIC CVERA'SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR23631.
Location: Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO:
Length: 1 7- 18 'weeks"(460-540 hdurs).'
'Exhibit Dates: 6/68-12/73.7
Objectives: To train enlisted Personnel-as

still photographers.
' Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ciscs in camera operation,' llm processing;
and panting ,including lighting, color negli7.
tilbe and slide photography, and the study
of photojournalism (including pictorial
composition, layouts, and photq stones).

Credit Recommendation: In. the lower- ,.'

division baccalaureate/associale ,,degree
category`, 2 semester hours in,photojounnal-
ism on the basis of institutional .evaluatirm
(7/74,); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2, semester hours in photojournall
ism on the basis of institutional evaluation
(7/74).

AF -1709-0031

IlTELLIGENci'PHOTO-RADAR OFFICER

Course NuMber: OBR8041; FiR.2041
0B2041; OB2041- l'.

Location: Version 3750th echnical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. V sion 2:
3415th'TechniCal School, Lowry- B, CO.

Length: 31 weeks (930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6454-12/68'
Objectives: To train officers in d

i

reciand
indirect aerospace photographil intel-
ligence. . .

Instruction: All Versions; Lectures and
practical exerciscs in interpretation, analy-
sis, and evaluation of data from ;direct and
indirect aerospace photographs, including
photometrics, terrain analysis and land v.hir-

`fare; .acrov,pace weapons systems, s rface
transporation, .basic industrieS, fabri tion

'and chemiCal .industries and bomb da age
interpr,Nations, weapons employ ent
planning's ;fundamentals of radar. radar
reconnaissance, target prediction and simu-
lation; and. mission planning. Version 4 I : In-
cludes phOtographic intelligence reporting.
i/ersiim 2: Includes fundamentals of naviga-
tion,and area radar prediction analysts.

Credit RecoMmendadon: in the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in photographic
interpretation (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 sem stcr hours in
photographic interpretation 2/68).

AIE-1709-0019.

PRECISION PHOT(X;RAPHIC SYSTEMS
TECHAFCIAN

Course Number: 3AAR40470,
Location: 3415th Technical 'School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
. Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit bales: 7/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and control a field precision
'photographic laboratory.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in theoverall maintenance and quality
'control of a field precision photographic
'laboratory. Course. ineludeSschematic and
data flow logic' of precision photographic
systems analog "electronic' printer systems;
digital electronic printeC systems; imagery
and 'display systems; precision processing
and quality control systems; professional
still and motion-pictilre' camera systems;
and management concepts of precision
photographic maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester .hours)el'ppotographic
equipment maintenance and 2 in .photo,
graphic quality control, both on the basis
of institutional evaluation (7/74).

1

AE-1709-0022a
1. PRECISION PHOTOi'I DCESSINI)

SPECIALIST
2. PRECISION PHOT9PROCESSING

SPECIALIST
(PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING

;SPECIALIST)
. .

Course Numbe3ABR23430.

Versidn.2: ABR 3430.
Numbet: Al ersions:

Location: Version 7: Schobl of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.. Ver-
sion 2: 3415t0' Technical School, Lowry
AFB, CO.. /

Length: Version 1 :.20 weeks (537-600

hours).
Version 2: .23 -25 'weeks (660

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/71-12/73.
Version 2: 9/65-,12./70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be photographic processing specialists.



Instruction: Versions: Lectures dod
practical exercises in haste chemistry and
photographic chemistry, optics and light
concepts, advanced contact printing, con-
tinuous-film processors, chemical . process
control, sensitometry and sensitometric
curve analysis, densitometers, basic statisti-
cal methock, chemical analysis and solution
certification and correction, exposure ef-
fects and photosensitive. material structure,
aerial film handling,' printer systems and
control, and color processes. Version I: in-
struction emphasizes photographic chemis-
try. Version. 2: Instruction emphasizes
statistical methods, 'color processes, and
.cleanreom technology.

Credit. Recommendation: Version I: in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in preci-

'sionulthotographic processing laboratory,
and credit in elementary statistics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in
the upper-division haccalaureate category,
4 semester hours>in precision photographic
processing, and credit in elementary
statistics on the hasis of institutional
evaluation (7/74). Version 2: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 semester hoUrs in precision
photographic processing, and credit in ele-
mentary statistics on the hasis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in precision photographic processing,
and credit in elementary statistics on the
hasis of institutional evaluation (12/60.

AF-1709-0023

PRECISION PHOTOPROCESSING SPECIALIST
(PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING

}SPECIALIST).
Nutnber: 3ALR23430-1;

ALR23430-1; ALR23231.
Location:" 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFR, CO.
Length: 9-11 weeks (270-330 hour 4.
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

precision photographic processing. -
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cisest in precision photographic processing,
including logarithms, slide rule, sen-
sitometry and densitometry, curve con-
stniction and evaluation, basic photo-
graphic Chemistry, k clean roc, pri nciplcs,
printers and Versional. operation, film
cleaning and titling, phdtographic imagery
evaluation, and multiduplication.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in precision
photographic procesSing, and credit in ele-
mentary statistics on the, basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in precision photographic processing,
and credit in elementary statistics on the
hasis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1709.-0024

PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: OZR233 1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/63-12/68.
ObjeCtives: To train officers in photo-

graphic processing techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ' in photographic processing
techniques, including sensitometric control
principle); and procedures, photographic
chemistry principles, statistical and mathe-
matical functions, precision equipment and
evaluation procedures, and precision con--
trol technique).

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in precision
photographic processing, and credit in ele-
mentary statistics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in precision photographic processing,
and credit in elementary statistics' on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68). "

1
AF -1709 -0025

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR23332.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 11-14 weeks

(330-420 hours). Version 2: 17 weeks (480
hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/70712/73.
Version 2: 2/69-5/70.

Objectives: To provide training in basic
motion picture laboratory fundamentals."

Instruction: Version r Lectures and
practical exercises in basic motion-picture
photography, sensitometry and den-
sitometry,, motion picture printing and
processing, quality control and production
techniques,,and motion picture fUridamen-
tals. Version 2: Covers the same subjects as
Version I in greater depth.

'Credit Recommendation: Ver.iion 1: in
the apper-diVision baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in motion pidture photog-
raphy (7/74). Version 2: in the upper-divi-.
sion haccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in motion picture photography (41
74). ,

AF-1709-0026

STILL PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFICER

Course Number! OB2331.
Location: Air Training Command, Lowry

AFB, CO.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/56.
Objectives: To teach the duties of a unit

photographic and: laboratory commander
and to qualify studerits to supervise activi-,
ties of aerial photographers and laboratory
technicians.

Instruction: Course includes training in
elementary principles of photography,
photographic copying, 4x5 camera opera-
tion, projection printing, laboratory
procedures for aerial photography and field
operations,- hasic aerial photogrhy, ad-
vanced aerial photography, chi:tiling and
mapping, and technical administration.

Credit Recommendation:. in the upper-
division baccalaureate eategbry, 3 semester
hours in photokaphic processing laborato-
ry (12/68).

Air Force 1-109
AF1710-0001.

;PLUMBING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE (LGM-
25)

(PLUMBER / PLUMBING SUPERVISOR (SM-
. 6813)) ,

Course Number: AZR55255Y;
ATC564502; ATS56450-2.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.
:Length: 4-6 weeks (108-155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-42/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as,

plumhing specialists and supervisors in SM-
68B missile facilities..

Instruction: Lectures and practital exer-
cises in pluinhing operations in SM -68B
missile facilities, including' weapon system
familiarization, maintenance management,
corrosion control;%configuration operation,
and maintenance of water supply equip- .

ment and water storage, domestic Water,
industrial water, and fire water systems;
configuration and maintenance of the con-
taminated waste, sanitary waste, and
drainage systems; water requirements and
testing; and water pumping operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate _degree
category, 2 semester 'hours in cnvironmen.
tal or nuclear plant technology (5/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in environmental or
nuclear plantlechnology (5/74).

AF-1710-0002

I. PLUMBING SPECIALIST
041MBER)

2. PLUMBER

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR55235;
ABR55-235; ABR56430Z; ABR56430. Ver-:
sion 2: AB56430.

LOcation: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX;
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 2: 3450th Technical School,
.Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 9-15 weeks (270-360
hours). Version 2: 10-15 weeks (300
hours).

Exhibit Dates: .Versi : 11/60- 12/73.
Version 2: 8/55-10/60.

Objectives: To train basic airmen to per-
form as apprentice plumbers

Instruction: Lectures and ractical exer-
cises in the maintenance, in allation,. and
repair of plumbing systems an equipment,
including operation principles and configu-

ration; construction maintenance and
repair of main. and huilding water supplies;
vent and waste systems; various fixtures,
faucets, and valves; use and maintenance of
tools and supplies; and piping connections
to hot water and steam heating equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/as-sociate degree
category, 4 semester hours in plumbing or
water sanitation technology (5/74); in the
upPer-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in plumbing or water sanita=
tion technology (5/74).

A10710-0003
PLUMBER/PLUMBING SUPERVISOR (SM-651\)

Course Number: ATS56450 -3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

.Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61- 12/68.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, service, repair, and replace plumb-
ing equipment of SM-65frmissile installa-

Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-
ises in the inspection, servicing, repair,

and-replacement of plumbing equipment of
SM-65F missile installations, including
components of the water storage and dis-
tribution system, water system well pumps
and storage tanks, valves and controls,'
hydropneumatic bboster system, hot and
chilled water system maintenance, water
treatment, sewage system components and
pumps. air systems and associated systems
operation.

Credit Recommendation: .In the lower-.
division haccalaureatetassociate degree
category. I semester hour in plumbing (5/
74).

AF-1710-0005

FUEI. SPECIALIST (UNCON \'ENTIONAI. FUELS)

Course Number: ABR643308.
Location: 3345th Technical . School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 13 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates-. 3/59- 12/6R.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel. to

perform as 'apprentice fuel supply spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the functions of fuel specialism
(unconventional fuels), including hand
tools and hardware, electrical principles,
physical and Chemical characteristics of un-
conventional fuels, physical and chemical
characteristics of oxidants, coupling and
uncoupling tractor and trailer, semitrailer
driving, operation of transfer and storage
equipment for unconventional fuels, quality
.control, and se 'Ong with portable and
static' servicing eq t t blow-down
stands.

Credit RecommendatiOn: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an clectivcin
mechanical or industrial techrwlogy (6/74).

AF-17104006
PAVEMENTS MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version. I:. 3 ABR55130.
Version 2: ABR551 30.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences. Sheppard AFB, TX.
All Versions: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (210-280
.hours). Version 2 :,6 weeks (150. hours).

Exhibit DateS; Version 1: I1/71-12/73.
Version 2: I 0/65-10/71.
'Objectives: To train airmen as pavement

maintenance specialists.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in duties, of pavement
maintenanCo specialists, including specifica-
tions, and blueprints, construction equip-
ment,.grade stake reading, soil mechanics.
base course and drainage, railraod trackage
maintenance, concrete mixtures, pavement
construction, rigid-pavement 'maintenance,
bittiminous mixtures, prefabricated surface
mats, and flexible-pavement maintenance.
Version 1: Includes management, agricul-,
tural soil testing, erosion control, aircraft
shelters. Vegetation control, herbicide
dispersal equipment, snow and ice removal,
use of .explosives and soil chemicals, and
bomb damage repair. Version 2: InClUdes
revetment construction.

Credit RecoMmendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in con-
struction technology (5/74). Version' 2: In
the. lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in con-
struction technology (5/74).

AF-1710-0007

PAVEMENTS MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: AZR55150.
Version 2: 3AZR55150; AZR55150.

Location: Version 1: School .of Applied:
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX.

Length: Version : 3 weeks (120 hours).
Version 2 : 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/73-1473.
Version 2: 7/67-7/73.

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as pavement maintenance specialists.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of pavement main-
tenance specialists, including publications,
soil mechanics, base course construction,
drainage, concrete 'mixtures, bituminous
mixtures, herbicides, rigid and flexible
pavement construction and maintenance,
and preparation of subgrade for rigid and
flexible pavements.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in construction
of pavements (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester 'ours in
construction of pavements (5/74).

AF-171070008

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Course Number: 3A BR5513I.
Loca ': Version /: School of Applied\

Aerosp Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version : 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX.,

..

Length: Version 1: 11 weeks (440
hours). Versirkp2 : 11 weeks (330 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-12/73.
Version 2: 5/7 f-5/73.
. Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
construction equipment operators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in construction equipment operation,
including operation of trucks, front end
loaders, fork lifts, dozers. scrapers, cranes,
graders and specialized maintenance equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: See explana-
tory note at the beginning of the Air Force
section.

AF-1710-0009
CARPENTRY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR55230.
Location: School of ,Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX; 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-12/73.
ObjeCtives: To train airmen to perform us '

carpentry specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- j

vises in carpentry, including use and main-
tenance of hand and power tools, struc-
tured framework, interior and exterior .

1

walls, formwork for concrete, glasi han-
dling, roofing and sheathing procedures, in-
terior finishing, maintenance ofiwood struc-
tures, .acid erection of Prefabricated
buildings..

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the. beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1710 -0010

GENERAL MAINTENANCE '
(BUILDING MAINTENANCE MECHANIC)

Course Number: ALR55530: ALK55232.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as

mechanics in building maintenance, repair,
and general upkeep.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the general maintenance and repair
of buildings, including repair of plumbing
systems and concrete and masonry; electri-
cal maintenance; fundamentals of electrici-
ty; appliance repair and electrical circuit
troubleshooting; and ,construction features
and maintenance of building appliances,
controls, and heating units.

Credit Recommendation; In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category,' 3 semester ,hours in building
maintenance (6/74). '

AF-1710-0011

'CORROSION CONTROL SPECIALIST

Course. Number: 3ABR53530;
ABR5353q,

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX; 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX. '

Length: 6-8 weeks (210-280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/73.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

perform as apprentice corrosion control
specialists.

Ibtruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in corrosion control, including causes
and characteristics of corrosion; identifica .
tion of metals and corrosion products;
preparation, application, and maintenance'
of coatings; corrosion removal by chemical
and mechanical methods; corrosi6n inspec-
tion techniques,' including application of -

nondestructive inspection .equipment, and
corrosion documentation.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec- .
tion.

AF-1710-0012
CORROSION CONTROt.

Course Number: ALR53530- .

Location: 11'3750th Technical School, °
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-12/68.
Objectives: to train, enlisted personnel in

corrosion control.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in causes and characteristics of corro-
sion; identification of metals ancltoi.rosiori
products; passivation of metal surfaces for
corrosion prevention; prepaaration, appli-
cation, aa, nd maintenance of. coatings;
corrosion removal by chemical and
mechanical methods; corrosion inspection



techniques, including application of non-._
destructive inspection equipment; corrosi

° documentation; protective exersises in
ing corrosion detection and rffri oval; Id
corrosion prevention by surface prepara-
tion and coating-application.

Credit Recommendation: See e planat
note at the beginniQof the Kr Force sec-
tion.

AF-1710-0013
PROTECTIVE COATING SPEC IMAST

Course Number: 3ABR55234;
ABR55234.

Locition: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX; 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7-8 weeks (210-224 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

protective-coating specialists at the ap-
prentice level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in protective-coating principles and
procedures, including corrosion control and
protection of metal surfaces; preparation
and application of coatings to wood,
masonry, concrete, and gypsum board sur-
faces; cleaning procedures; conditioning
and air spraying; and marking and
camouflaging of vehicles, roads, and
buildings.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in building con-
struction or building maintenance (5/74).

#

AF-1710-0014

MASONRY SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR55233.
Location: Version I: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX.

Length: Version /: 8 weeks (320 hours).
eft Version 2 : 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 12/70-6/73.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
apprentice masonry specialists.

. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in masonry, including use of various
masonry tools, preparation of steel rcin-
forcement for concrete columns, building
forms. for concrete, mixing and pouring
concrete, cutting masonry, preparation of
concrete blocks, construction of stone and
brick walls, application of plaster and stuc-

,co, installation of wall and floor tile, and
maintenance and repair of the variety of
masonry constructions.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in build-
ing construction or masonry (5/74). ,Ver-
sion 2.. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in building construction or masonry (5/74).

AF-1710-0015
WOOOWORKER

Conrse Number: AB55230.
Location': 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.

Objectives: To train airmen to identify,
use, and maintain hand and power wood-
working tools at the apprentice level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the identification, use, and main-
tenance of Sand and power woodworking
tools, including drawing _interpretation;

aterials preparation; joining and fasten-
(instruction, modification, and repair

ings; assembly of prefabricated
construction of aircraft parts

and model building; repair and

of
structure
mock-up
constru ion of woodwork and interior
furnishings; construction of packing and
shipping containers; and maintenance and
repair of building hardware.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in carpentry (5/
74).

AF-1710-0016

WELDING OF A-286 ALLOY MATERIAL (J-79
ENGINE)'

Course Number: ATS53250-4.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
_ Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

weld alloy material on a specific engine,
and to set up and use inert-gas shielded
and metallic.arc welding equipment.
) Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on welding alloy material; use of
chromoloy welding equipment and materi-
als; heat treatment; and inert-gas. shielded
and metallic arc welding certification tests.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
be0ause of the military nature of the course
(5/74). ` f.

Af-1710-0017
SPECIAL VEHICLE MECHANIC

Course Number: AL47132.
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objet' Ives: To train airmen to inspect,

maintain, and repair aircraft refueling, fire-
fighting. towing, and recovery equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, maintenance and
repair of aircraft refueling, fire-fighting,
towing, and recovery equipment, including
wrecking trucks, cranes, towing tractors.
and crash and structural fire trucks.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the 'Air Force sec-
tion. /

AF-1710-0018
MISSILE TECHNICIAN, SM-80

Course Number: ATS44370G-I.
'Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train- enlisted personnel to

operate and waintain nonelectronic com-
ponents of SM-80 missile facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
nonelectronic components of SM-80 missile
facilities, including missile handling and
maintenance vehicles; WS-133A' missile

-
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familiarization; launch facility systems
(electrical powef, environmental control,
fuel oil supply, sewage, air conditioning,
antenna); and installation and troubleshoot-
ing procedures..

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-,
divisions baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour as an elective in

' mechanical maintenance (7/74).

AF-1710-0019
SPECIAL VEHICLE REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 3ABR47231;
ABR47132; AB47132.

Location: Versiori I: 3345th Technical
,,,School, Chanute AFB, IL. Version 2:

3450th Technical School, Wa en AFB.
WY.

Length: 23-28 weeks (660-750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as special-

vehicle repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in special-vehicle repairs including
troubleshootinghnna repair of recovery
vehicles, refueling vehicles, fire-fighting
vehicles, and aircraft towing vehicles;
repair of special-vehicle components and
assemblies .( gasoline engines and associated
components; .vehicle lighting and warning
electrical systems; poiXer trains; steering
mechanisms; braking systems; suspension
systerrtS; fire control systems; dispensing
systems; heaters; hydraulic systems;
refrigeration and air-conditioning systems;
hoisting and swinging mechanisms; truck
crane carrier assemblies; drawbars and dol-
lies; generators and motors; and electrical
control circuits); and familiarization trai
ing in the repair of diesel engines and
sociated components.

Credit' Recommendation: in the lo er-
. division baccalaureate/associate- degree

category, 6 semester hours in heavy equip-
ment repair (8/74).

AF-1710-0020

A/S32R-2 REFUELER ( MODEL '2116)
INTERMEDIATE/ORGANIZATIONAL (I/
O) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3A.ZR4725 I B.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-12/73.
Objectives: .To provide personnel with

knowledge and skills necessary to repair
the A/S32R-2 refueler.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises fo include principles, operation, in-
spection, repair, operational tests,
troubleshooting, and readjustment of com-
ponents and systems of the. A/S32R-2
refueler.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
/'because of t e limited specialiied nature of

the course 4).

AF-17 2-0001
MB-2 OWING TRACTOR, FIELD AND

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS47I 52 -26.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/59 - 12/68.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, retricive, repair,replace, test, and
troubleshoot the components and systems
of MB-2, enwing tractors.

Instruction.: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, removal, rcpair,
replacement, testing, and troubleshooting
of the components and systems of Iy11372
towing tractors, including clutch and
torque converter, hydraulic steering system;
hubs, wheels, axles, and brakes; GMC in-
jection systern4diesel, engine principles;
power train, cnginc, and electrical systems;
trouhleshcxning and timing of diesel en-
gines; and valve refacing and reseating. .

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. .

AF-1712-0002
1. ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION:,

ALEUTIAN DEW LINE . .-

2. ELECTRICAL. POWER PRODUCTION,
ALEUTIAN DEW LINE

(POWER PRODUCTION SPECIALIST (DEW
LINE))'

Course Number: Version 'I: 2ASR54350-
6. Version 2: ATS54350-6; ATS5675I-8.

Location:. 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Version 2:6 weeks (180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/68-.12/73.
Version 2i 5/61-7/68.

Objectives: To train. personnel as clectli-
cal power productions F M support
of Aleutian DEW Line facilities.-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in-the duties of Power production spe-
CialiSts, including 'operating principles of
snetific engines; operation, alignment, and
servicing of electric governors; inspection
and servicing of fuel system and cen-
trifuge; operation, inspection, and servicing
of generators, regulators, and switchgcar
components; vapor phase cooling system'
maintenance; engine lubricating system ser-
vicing and maintenance; And-inspection and
maintcnancc 'of engine intake, exhaust, and
aestarting systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours-in diesel
engine repair (6/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel
engine repair (6/74).

category,. I semester hour in engine repair
(6/74).

,,

AF- 1712-0O4
ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION

REPAIRMAN

Course Number: ALR5673I A.
.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours). -

Exhibit Dates: 10/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train app ice Glee rical

power production operators ppre tice
...zelectrical power production repai en. ; I,Instruction: Lectures and practicalexer-

ciscs' in thc duties of apprentice electrical .

power production repairmen, including.
ground safety, radiation, technical public*
tions, security, maintenance forms,sproduct ,.

improvement, climatic conditioning, instal-
lation of power production equipment,
maintenance of prime mover and exciter
systems, maintenance of alternator and
switch gear °systems, and in the inspection,
maintcnancc, operation, and servicing of
specific power units.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree-
category, 2 semester hours in diesel engine
repair (6/74). ,

AF-1712-0003
ELECTRICAL POWEWPRoDUCTION

. REPAIIIMAN/TECIINICIAN (SM -68)

Course NUMber: ATS5675I -7.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. °
Length: g weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate

and maintain diesel - electric generators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of.
diesel-electric generatoi2s. Course includes
weapon system familiarization and engine
maintenance; engine operation and Main-
tenance of auxiliary equipment; electrical
system principles and maintenance; and
system operation and troubleshooting -
procedures..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division hacealatirente/associnte. degree

AF-1712-0005
1. ELECTRICAL- POWER PRODUCTION

SPECIALIST
2. ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION

SPECIALIST
3. ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION.

SPECIALIST -

(ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION
OPERATOR)

4. ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION
OPERATOR

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR54330.
Version 2: 3ABR54330; ABR54330.. Ver-
sion 3: ABR54330; ABR65730;
ABR56730B. Version 4: AB56730.

Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard. AFB,
TX. Version 3.',3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, 'TX. Version 4: 3450th
Technical School, Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 1 A- -17 weeks
(504-620 hours). Version 2: 18 weeks (510
hours). Version 3: 15-19 weeks (420-540 .

hours). Version 4 ::8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/72-12/73.

Version,2: 9/65-2/72. Version 3: 9/58-8/65.
Version 4: 5/57 -8/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation, maintenance; and repair of
engine-driven electrical generation systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation, main-
tenance, and repair of engine-driven
generation systems, including engines and
AysterriS, operation, troubleshooting; and
maintenance. Version 1: Topics include
publications and engine fundamentals; en-
gine systemsand associated equipment;
fundamental engine repair; power genera-
tion and circuit characteristits; generation
equipment, controls, and wiring diagram;
operation and maintenance of mobile
generator sets; generator set operation and
maintenance; and generator set operation
and, aircraft arresting bnrriers. Version 2:
Topics include publications and cnginc fun-
damentals; engine systems and associated

equipment; fundamental engine repair;
power generation and circuit charac-
tetisties; generation equipAent, controls,
and wiring diagrams; operation'and main-
tenance of mobile generator sets; generator
set operation and maintenance; and genera-
tor set operation and aircraft arresting bar-
riers. Version 3: Topics include power
production fundamentals; generation equip- ,

*ment and circuits; engine systems com-
ponents: fundamental engine repair; engine
overhaul and performance tests; preventive
maintenance and generator set operation;
specific generator sets operation and
troubleshooting; principles of diesel engines
and systems; electrical fundamentals;
generation and warning systems; single -pit
operation; synchronizing, paralleling, and
troubleshooting multiple power units; and
operating, inspecting, and trou_bleshooting
specific power units. Version 4: Topics in-
clude operation and maintenance of diesel
engines; electricalfundamentals and single-
unit operation including operator main-
tenance; parallel . operation and
troubleshooting; single and parallel opera-
tion'including troubleshooting of a specific
diesel generator power plant; and operation
and maintenance of a specific model.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lowerfdivision baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in diesel
engine mechanits, 6 in electrical power
systems maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category 3 semester
hours in electrical power systems main-
tenance on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate dcgrcc category, 4
semester hotirs in diesel engine mechanic§,
5 in electrical power system maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation °(6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaUreate
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
power system maintcnancc (6/74). Version
3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/is-

asociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electrical power system maintcnancc, 4
in electrical power system maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74);
in the jupper- division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electrical power
system maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74). Version 4: In the
lower-divisiom baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in diesel
engine mechanics, 4 in electrical power
system maintenance on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74); in the..upper-divi-
Sion baccalaureate category; '2 semester

. hours in electrical power system' main-
tenance on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74).

AF-1714-0001
ELECTRIC POWER LINE SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR54231.
Location: Version 1: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, -TX.
All Versions: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.
- Length: Version I: 13-15 weeks
(450-462 hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (450
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I 0/70- I 2/73.
Version 2: 10/67-9/70.

- Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the installation and maintenance of high-
voltage power distribution equipment.



Instruction: Lecibres and pradtical exer,
cises in safety procedures,,electi-icarfunda-
mentals, maintenance, overhead and un-
derground distribution systems, and airfield
lighting. . /

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1714-0002
CHANNEL AND TECHNICAL CONTROL

OPERATOR (CHANNEL TECHNICAL
CONTROL CENTER)

(CHANNEL AND TECHNICAL CONTROL
OPERATOR)

Course Number:' A LR29335 A;
ALR29335.

Location: 3380th Technical
Keesler AFB, MS: ,.

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train technicians to

.operate, adjust, align, and troubleshoot
channel and technical control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electronic' principles;
radiotelegraph, radiotelephone, teletype
and -communications center procedures and
operation; trouble analysis of multiplex
equipment, patch panels, and remote
systems; and simulated operations.

Credit Recomdiendadon: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in 'electricity/electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional'
evaluation (3/74);' in the upper-division
baccalaureate- category, credit in electrici-
ty/electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).. .

School,

AF-171470004

WEAPONS FUZING SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
(ELECTRICAL)

Course Number: AB33 130-B; AB33 I 30-
I .

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 19 weeks (510-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair nuclear weapons fusing
systems, components, and test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronics fundamentals, including
DC motors, generators, and meters; AC
generation; inductive and capacitive
reactance; series-parallel circuits; synchro

-Systems; diode and triode tubes; rectifiers
and filters; and transients in R-C networks.

Credit 'Recommendation: In the.:lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in basic electricity on the
basis of institutional evaluation, (3/74); in

. the upper-division baccalaureate catego
2 semester hours in basic electricity, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1714-0005

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS ANALYST (TM-76A)

Course Number: ABR3 I 430G-1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 25 weeks (660

hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Versior4 l: 12/59- 12/68.

Version 2: 5/59-11/59,.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair .TM-76A guidance
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electricity; electronics; flight
controls, , command guidance, and basic
missile checkers; check -out and alignment;
and guidance systems test set theory.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category: 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity and. electronics, and
credit ill electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation: (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-'
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis-of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1714-0006

MISSILE ELECTRICAL SPECIALIST SM-68 A )

Course Number: ABR4413dE.
Localion: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: IQ weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted perionnel as

missile electrical specialists on SM-68 mis-
sile electrical systems and associated
check-out and test equipment.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in Titan familiarization, and operation
and maintenance of, missil -- electrical
.syskoms and accessory s y. system
grollhd equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-i
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, ,credit in electrical
laboraitry on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1714-0007

I. MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (LGM-
25 ),

2. MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (LGM-
25 )

3. MISSILE FACILITIES, SPECIALIST (LGM-
25)

(MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (SM-
68B))

Course Number: Version I : 3ABR54130.
Version 2: ABR54130; 3ABR54130. Ver-
sion 3: ABR54 130F.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version I: 17-18 'weeks (510-
' 540 hours). Version '1: 23-25 weeks

h(606u)0-rs7.20 hours). Versiork3: 14 weeks (420

Exhibit Dates: version l: 2/71-12/73.
Version 2: 4/66-1/71. rerfion 3: 6/62-3/66.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform
malfunction analysis and operator main-
tenance on the Titan II missile facilities
electrical power system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in Titan II missile facilities electri-
cal power system malfunction analysis and
operator maintenance, including AC and
DC circuits, magnetism, hydraulic and
pneumatic systems, transformers, motors,
and generating systems.

Air Force 1-113
Credit Recommendation: Version l: In

the lowe'r-divikion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, ,4 semester hciurs inelec-
tricity or electrical laboratory (3/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree categriry, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluatibn (3/74). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category:3 semester hours in electricity or
electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity or electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AE-1714-0008
MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST, LGM-25

Couyse Number: ALR54I 30F.
tion: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65- I 2/68.
Objectives. To train enlisted personnel to

repair Titan missile electrical systems.
InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Titan missile maintenance and
manpower documentation forms and
re8ords, publications; and hazard-inonitor-
ing and damage control procedures; Titan
electrical power generation, including elec-
trical generating systems and diesel engine
and generator inspection, operation, n(ain-
tenance, and t shooting procedures;
and Ti r 'bution, elevators, and
propell systems operating
proceduret.

Credit Recommendition: In the upper-
division baccalapreate %category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AE171441009
ELECTRICIAN AND ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN,

WS-I 33A,B,A-M
t ELECTRICIAN, WS-I33A,BAx-M)
(ELECTRICIAN, WS- 133B),

Course' Number: 3 ALR54230G7 I ;
ALR54230G- I .

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-12/73.
Objectives: To familiarize' enlisted per-

sonnel with the maintenance and distribu-.
non of .weapons systems and ground equip-
inent.

Instruction: Practical experience in sup-
port base electrical maintenance, safety
and first aid, corrosion control, al% mul-
tiamp relay test sets familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: In the 'lower-
diVision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

AF-1714-0010

MISSILE ELECTRICAL SPECIALIST (SM-65 E
& F) ,

Course Number: ABR44 130A.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (911 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/62-12/68.



1-114 COURSE EXHIBITS
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Maintain and repair Atlas missile electrical
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical exer-
cises in operating principles of the missile
inverter, battery and electrical system com-
ponents, inspection and check-out of mis-
sile electrical systems, and completion of
maintenance forms.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74),

AF-1714-0011

GUIDED MISSILE I:VERA-DONS/MAINTENANCE
OFFICER (SM-68)

Course Number: OZR I 821; OZR3 I 21B-
2.

Location: 3750th Technic al School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks ( 180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/6I- 12/68...
Objectives: To train officers as missile

operations or maintenance officers.
Instruction:. Lectures and laboratories in

systems and facilities; missile sysitems main-
tenance dipd inspections;, and launch
procedu nd console operation.

Credit Recomme'ndation: _In the lower-
division' 'baccalaureate/associate degree'.
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1714-0012

ELECTRICIAN 3:

Course Number: 3ABR511230- I ;
ABR54230; AB56I 30. .

Location: Veision 1: School of Applied
Aerospace, Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX. Version 3: 3450th Techni-
cal School; Warren AFB, WY.

Length: 9-A4, weeks (270-390 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/73..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be electriciarts.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electrical, fundamentals. including
Ohm's law, resistors, series and parallel cir-
cuits, transformers, motors, and fire alarms;
and extensive training in use of tools and
electrical equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF -1714 -0013

I. ELtCTRICAI. STANDARDS CONSOLE AND
Low FREQUENCY VOLTAGE AND
PHASE STANDARDS

2. ELECTRICAL STANDARDS CONSOLE

Course Number: Version, I: 3AZR32470-
10. Version 2: AZR32470-3.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (180 hours).
VersiOn 2-: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Verson 1: 5/70-12/73.
Version 2: 5163-417

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
use and calibrate .preeision measuring
equipment.

Instruction: Lettures and laboratories in
theory of operation, maintenance,
troubleshooting, and calibration of electri-
cal standards consoles and low-frequency
-voltage and phase standards.,

Credit.. Recommendation: Version I : In
the lower-division baccalaurcate/assOciate
degree category, I semester hour in circuits
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in circuits
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version ,2; No credit
because of the Ittmited specialized nature of
the course (3/74), ,

AF- 1714 -0014

ELECTRICIAN /SUPERVISOR (FACILITY)

Course Number: ATS56150-5.
Location: 3750th Technical

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 13 week (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61 -I 2/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

electricians or electrician supervisors of
weapons systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and operation of
weapons systems, including DC and ACe a

circuits, magnetism, transformers, motors,
control circuits, power generation, distribu-
tion systems, transistor principles, Surveil-
lance, pressurization, and atmosphere And
remote control.
, Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associtue degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68).

Scholl,

AF-1714-0015

OUTSIDE WIRE AND ANTENNA
MAINTENANCE REPAIRMAN

2. OUTSIDE WIRE AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE- ,

SPECIALIST
3. OUTSIDE WIRE AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST

4. OUTSIDE WIRE AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

(CABLE AND ANTENNA INSTALLATION
SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR36130.
Version 2: ABR36130; AB36130. Version
3: ABR:16130; AB36130. Version 4:
AB36I 30.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX;
3750th Technical Schodf, Sheppard AFB,
TIC. Version 2: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 3: 3450th
Technical School, Warren AFB, WY. Ver-
sion 4: 3450th Technical School, Warren
AFB, WY.

'Length: Version / 16-18 weeks
(540-564 hours). Version 2: 14-15 weeks
(420-450 hours). Version 3: 14715 weeks
(420-450 hours). Version 4: 13-14 weeks
(360-420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/7 I -12/73.
Version 2: 3/58-3/71. VersiOn 3: 3/58-3/71.
Version'''4: 3/55-2/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair outside wire and anten-
na systems.

Instruction: LectAires and practical exer-
cises in outside-plant construction funda-
mentals; interpretation of technical orders;
aerial cable support construction; buried

"and underground cable charaeteiistres and

installation; antenna support a1id tower as-
sembly and erection; and construction and
installation of doubler-type, rhombic,' and
diseone.ante nrias.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-di;Jsion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in civil
technology (communications), wireman,
power system lineman, or antenna systems ,
specialist (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester' hours in
civil technology (communications),
wireman, power system lineman, or anten-
na systems specialist (5/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in civil'
technology (communications), wireman,
power system lineman, or antenna systems
specialist (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
civil technology (commUnications),
wireman, power system lineman, or anten-
na systems specialist (5/74). Version 3: In
the lower-division ,baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in civil
technology (Communications), wireman,
power system lineman, or antenna systems
specialist (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
civil technology (communications),
wireman, power system lineman, or anten-

-na systems specialist. Version 4: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate'
degree category, 4 semester hours in civil ,
technology (communications), wireman,
power system lineman, or antenna systems
specialist (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
civil technology - (communications),
wireman, power system lineman, or anten-
na systems specialist (5/74).

AF-1714-0016

I. CABLE SPLICING SPECIALIST
(CABLE SPLICING SPECIALIST

(GENERAL))
((CABLE SPLICER)

2. ,-,CABLE SPLICER

Course Number: .411 Versions:
ALR36131. Version 1,1 ABR36134;
ABR3613IB;ABR36131.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX;
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
TX. Version 2: 3450th Technical School,
Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 12 -15 weeks
(330-520 hours). Version 2: I 1 weeks (330
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1 I /58-12/73.
Version 2: 2/55-10/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as,
cable-splicing specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in construction fundamentals, pole
climbing, conductor splicing lead and Stal-
peth cable, lead sheath cable sealing, splic-
ing and sealing plastic cable, underground
splicing procedures, aerial cable testing and
splicing procedurei, cable pressure systems,
troubleshooting cable systems, splicing and
sealing various cables, and Cable systems
installation and repair.

Credh,Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
power technology (6/74).



'AF-17 }4-0017

CABLE SPLICING / SPECIALIST (GENERALT "n)
(CABLE SPLICING SPECIALIST/SUPERVISOR '

(GENERAL)) . a. .

Cotirse Number: 3AZR36154-I;
AZR36154-1; AZR3615IB-1.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
"Shogpard AFB. TX.

14%th: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Datest 10/63- 12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to rform as

cable splicing specialists/supervisd's.
Insttuction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cable splicing, including sealing of
large lead-sheathed cables, bending and
rackingrof large underground cable, splic-
ing and sealing of plastic-sheathed coaxial,
video and control sy,ems, cable pressure
flow analysis, operation and maintenance
of alarm systems, cable termination
procedures, leak location, and resistance
and unbalance .testing.

Credit Recommendiation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
power technology (5/74 ).

AF -1714 -0018

MISSILE SYSTEM CABLE SPLICING SPECIALIST
(CABLE SPLICING SPECIALIST ( HARDENED

MISSILE SYSTEMS))

Course Number: 3ABR36133;
ABR36131A-I; ABR3613IA-2;
ABR36133.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6-8 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

missile systems cable-splicing specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in missile systems cable splicing and
repair, including cable-splicing fundamen-
tals, installation and replacement of splice
cases, cable section replacement, cable-
testing procedures, cable pressure systems.
and maintenance Management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
technology (5174).

AF- 1714 -0019

INSIDE PLANT, INSTALLATION

Course Number: AZR36250-6.
Lo4tion: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours),
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/63-12/68.

Version 2: 6/62-2/63.
Objectives: TO train civilian and enlisted

personnel" to install inside-plant equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in inside-plant e ment installation,
including job spe6fic tions, bill of materi-
als, standard layout marking, placement
and securing of equip ent, superstructure
installation, cabling, coaxial cable Packs and

plugs, conduit and duct installation. stencil-
ing, and methods of securing, fanning,
forming, butting, stripping, sewing forms.
wiring, and connecting cable.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: See explana-
tory note at the beginning of the Air Force
section.

AF-1714-0020
ANTENNA INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AZR3615032-.--
Location: 3750th Techpfical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/66- 12/73. -
Objectives: To train personnel to install

and maintain antennas.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the installation and maintenance of
antennas including. antenna installation
fundamentals, practice pole climbing, care
and use of wire and fiber rope, operation
of high- or low-profile construction trucks,
elementiry surveying, antenna supports,
erection of antenna support poles, tower
assembly and hazard lighting, installation of
delta match antenna (including transmis-
sion line), installation of coaxial cable
transmission line, and . principles and
characteristics of antennas.

Credit RecomMendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1714-0021
I. (WIMP PLANT INSTALLATION AND

MAINTENANCE
2. OUTSIDE PLANT INSTALLATION

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR36150-
I. Version 2: AZR36150-I.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB,TX.

Length: Version 1: 13 weeks (390
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/71-12/73.
Version 2: 6/62-3/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
cable and antenna fundamentals, antenna
construction, and antenna systems inspec-
tion and maintenance. )

Instruction: All Ver* ons: Lectures and
practical exercises in antenna fundamentals
and construction, including first aid and
safety; rope, knots, and splices; aerial and
underground cable specifications; electrjci-
ty principles; ,,antenna 'installation; and4,
coaxial cable triansmission lines. Versibn 1
Instruction includes inspection and main-
tenance of antenna systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: See
eXtrfa'natory note at the beginning of the
Ai Force section: Version 2: See explana-
tory.note at the beginning of th'e Air Force
section.

AF-1714-0022
WEAPONS MECHANIC

,
-, Course Number; Version 1: ABR46230.
Version"... 2: ABR46230. Version 3:
AB46230.

Location: 341 5th Technical School,
LoWry AFB, CO. p

Length: Version! 1: 18-,29 weeks
(510-780 houk). Version 2: 33 weeks (900
hours). V&sion 3: 16-18 weeks (480-540
hours). ,

Exhibit; Mates: Version 1: 6/60-12/68.
Version 2 10/59-5/60. Version 3: 7/54-9/
59.

Objectives: To train persolnel as
weapons rnec anics,

Instructio . All Versions: Lectures and
practical exe cises in the duties of weapons
mechanics, including publications, specific
automatic. guns, field exercises, fighter
systems, and bomber systems. Version 1:

Air Force 1-115
Topics include principles of AC and DC,
air munitions, bomb-release system, nuclear
weapons, malfunction laboratory, hand
tools, machine guns, pneurnatici and
hydraulics; and associated armament equip....
ment. Version Xi Topics include hand tools,
machine guns, associated armament eqUip-

" t..ment. and nuclear weapons. Persian 3:
Topics include hand tools, fundamentals of
electricity, launching systems on fighter-

, type and bombardment-type aircraft, hand
and shoulder weapons, machine guns, and
malfunction laborfitory.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hourt in basic
electricity, 3 as .a technical elective (7/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-,
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester

°hours as a technigial elective (7/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
assoqiate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic, electricity, 3 as a technical elective
(7/74).

. AF-1715-0001
I. BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.

SPECIALIST
(MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)

2. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
3. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(APPRENTICE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN)

ti1,111ride Number: Version 1: BR40330-
2. ersion 2: 3ABR46330-2 Version 3:
ABR40330; AB40132.

Location: Version 1: School of Health
Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX; Shep-
pard Technical Training Center, Sheppard
AFB, TX. Version 2: Sheppard Technical
Training School, Sheppard AFB.'-TX. Ver-
sion 3: Medical, Service School, Gunter
AFB, AL; School of Aviation Medicine,
Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 36 weeks ( I 26 I -I 284
hours). Version 2: 46 weeks (1360 hours).
Version 3: 15 -20 weeks ( 570-78 I hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6171- I 2/73.
Version 2: 9/69-5/71. Version 3: 6/57 -8/69.

Objectives: To provide basic career t
ing for biomedical maintenance person

Instruction: Lectures on the principles
medical equipment systems; equipment
spection, installation, calibration, modifica-
tion. troubleshooting, and repair; and ad-
ministrative and managerial functions of
Medical maintenance and shop operation.

don: Version 1: In
the lower-division b ccalaure,ate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
biomedical equipment technology, 3 in
electronics, and additional: credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
30 semester hours in biomedical equipment
technology, 3 in electronics (2/74). Version:
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 30 semester hours
in biOmedical equipment technology, 3 in
electronics, Ind additional" credit on the
basis of institutional evaluation (21744); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in electricity (12/68).
Versioh 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 15
semester hours in biomedical equipment
technology, 3 in electronics, and additional
credit on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (2/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec...
tricity ( 12/68 ).

Credit Recomme
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AF- 1715 -0002

FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT BASIC 0/I
MAINTENANCE

Course Number:`16,SR3045 I -13.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AF13.'MS.,
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/71-12/73. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
basic organiiational and intermediate main-
tenance of flight facilities equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical-exer-
cites in electronic principles,. special cir-
cuits, ground C-E maintenance manage-
ment. technical publications, safety, and
use of regular and specialized test equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
. division bacctlaureate/associate degree

category, 4 semester hours in flight facili-
ties equipment basic 0/1 maintenance .(3/
74); in the upper-divisidn baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in flight facili-
ties equipment basic 0/I maintenance .(3/
74).

AF-1715-0003

LAUNCH ENABLE SYSTEM SPECIALIST, SM-

A A -1715-0005

68B
Course Number: ATS30551D-1.
Location: 3750th TcAnical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. .

° Length: 13 weeks (190 hours )
Exhibit -Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train Air Force personnel*

as launch-enable system specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in . semiconductor physics.
stransistor circuits, logic gates, binary
mathematics, algebra, special adders and
parity circuits, and.launch systems:

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
. division baccalaureate/associate degree

category. I semester hour in electrical
. laboratory. 2 in computers (3/74): in the

upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74 ).

AF-1715-0004

F-111 FLIGHT CONTROLS TEST STATION
TECHNIelAN ..

Course Number: 3ALR32576-2.
Locition: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO..
Length: 9 Weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform intermediate maintenance on the
F-I 11 flight controls test station.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises, in computer mathematics, data and
signal, BOW analysis. Computer equipment
and keyboard operation, compOnents cir-
cuit analysis, and test station operation:

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree c
`Category, 3 semester hours in computerized
testing equipment (3/74); in the upper-divi
sion baccalaureate I semester

r in computerize testing equipnient (3/
74).

T ENGINE ANALYZER-4 OPER/NOR
(JET ENGINE. ANALYZE .IRD MAIN-

TENANCE)
,f '

Course Number: ATS43216-47;
ATS42350-56.

Location: Technical Training Center.
Chanute AFB. IL. -4

1Length: 3 weeks (90,hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/60=12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
e Operation and maintenance of the IRD

I engine analyzer equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cites in description,: location, and installa-
tion of engine analyzer components; review
of electronic principles; electreatic circuits
related to engine analyzers; troubleshoot-
ing; and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diyision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, ill semester hour in electronics
laboratory (3/74)..

AF-1715-0006

BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(FEI-111)

Course Number: 3ALR32I 30R.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 24 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair bomb navigation systems:
Instruction: Lectures:and -practical exer-

,. cites in attack radar system theory, opera-
tion, and maintenance; optical display sight
system operation and, maintenance; digital

'..computer complex, control and display set:,
and integrated systemttie-ins operation; and:
borrib navigation system maintenance.
operational checks, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
. division baccalaureate /associate degree

category. 15 semester hours in elettronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the upper - division baccalaureate category.
6 semester hours in electronics,. 2 in elec-
tronics laboratory, and additional credit in
electronics on 'the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0007
F/FB-1.11 NAVIGATION AIDS TEST STATION

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR30171-1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AF13, CO.
Length; 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/08-12/73.
Objectives: To lrain' enlisted personnel to

perform as navigation test aids station
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in operation and confidence test-
ing of communications and navigation aids
test stations shop reparable units main-
tenance, ground safety and security, techni-
cal publications, corrosion control, and
maintenance management.

Credit RecoMmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in navigation
aids test station technology (2/74).

AF-1715-0008

AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR SPECIALIST
(SHORAN)

Course Number: AB30333B.
Location: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS. .

Length: 22 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain,

;inspect. and repair AN/CPN-2A automatic
'tracking radar equipment and related test
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in AC and DC current, electron
tubes and power supplies, amplifiers and
oscillators; special circuits, and AN/CPN-
2A radar equipment analysis and main-
tenance,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalauiCate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electrdnics ( 12/68).

Sc

AF- 1715 -0p09
,...;

A. AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
SPECIALIST ( AUTO TRACKING RADAR
EQUIPMENT)

2. AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
SPECIALIST ( RADAR SYSTEMS)

(AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
SPECIALIST)

3, AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
SPECIALIST

, Course Number: Version 1: ABR30333A.
Version 2: AB30333A; AB30333. Version .

3: AB30333.
Location: 3380th Technical School.

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version l: 43-44 weeks

(1200-1230 hours). Version 2: 36-37
weeks (1020 hours). Version 3: 16 weeks

80 hours)
Exhibit Dales: Version I: 9/60 - 12/68.
rsion 2: 11/54-8/60. Version 3: 7/54-10/

54.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and repair automatic
tracking radar equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures, and
laboratories in circuit-by-circuit analysis of
radar systems and preventive maintenance.

..installation, and operation of automatic
tracking radar systems. Version 1.- includes
.AC and DC circuits., vacuum tubes and
semiconductors. a.mplifiers, oscillators,)mo-
tors. servomechanisms, digital circuits,

microwaves. and radar transmissions and
reception including servo Positioning and
computing circuits. Version 2: Includes
electricity and magnetism. AC circuits.
vacuum tubes, power supplies, amplifiers.
oscillators, modulators, detectors, receivers,
transmitters, microwaves, synchros, and
radar. .

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalatireate/associbte
degree category, 4 semester hotirs in elec-
tricity or electronics (14/68). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 1 semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory, and 3 as an elective in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74).



AF-1715-0010
I. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC
(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC ( F5105D/F: ASG -19
Svsrest))

2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC ( ASG- 19 SYSTEM) '

3. OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
. MECHANIC ( ASG- I 91SYsTEm )
.(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
, MECHANIC ( ASG- 19 SYSTEM))

4: OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC ( ASG-19 SYSTEM)

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(ASGA9))

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
( ASG -19 SYSTEM))

Course Number: Version 1:
,3ABR3223IN. Version 2: ABR32231N.
Version 3: ABR32230N. Version 4:
ABR32230N; ALR3223QN.

Location: - 3415d; Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 27-32 weeks
(810-894 hours): Version 2! 35 weeks (960
hours). Version 3: 36 weeks (990 hours)
Version 4: 38-40 weeks ( 1050-1110
hours). ,

Exhibit .Dates: Version 1: 8/
Version 2:41/65-7/68. Version 3 :. 4/
Veision 4: 9/60-3/64.

Objectives: To train airmen toe install,)
maintain, and repair wcapon . control

asysterns.
Instruction: Lecture. and laboratories in

electmnic principles; G -19 weapon cone
trol system maintenance electronics; radar
transmission; video channel; range-tracking,
missile-launching, and bomb-tossing com-
puter operation and circuit analysis; search,
attack, and track display; navigation; and
installation, maintenance, and repair
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics--1 in electronics laboratory and 3 as
an elective in electronics (3/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree categot1,9 semester hours
as an electiv in electricity or electronics
(3/74). 3: In the lewer-division
baccalaureate/a. late degree category. 4
semester hours as an elective in electricity
or electronics (12/68). Version 4: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/as.sociate

'degree category, 6 semester hours 'as an
elective in electricity or electronics (12/
68).

AF-1715-0011

OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL. SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (ASG -19 SYSTEM)

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(ASG-I9))

Course Number: ALR32230N.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length,: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot, maintain, and repair ASG-19
fire control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures in ASG-19 fire con-
trol equipment maintenance and repair, in-
cluding electronics fundamentals,. R-14A.
radar transmission,air-to-air search display,
range tracking computer and track.display,
navigation and bombing modes, radar

calibration, antenna, attack reticle position-
ing, and missile launch and toss bomb com-
puter and sight display.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowei-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

.category, 3 semester, hours as an electiv
electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0012
I. OFFENSIVE FIRE 4)NTROL SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN ( A-3, ASG -17
SYSTEMS)

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
(MA-3, ASG -17 SYSTEMS))

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
(MA-I,-2,-3 GBR SIGHT Sys-isms))

2. FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(MX-1, 2,3 GBR SIGHT SYSTEMS)

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS TetHNICIAN
4MA-1, MA-2, MA-3 SYSTEMS))

(SIGHTING SYSTEM TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: Version 1: AAR32270B.
Version 2: AAR32270B; AAR32270B-1;
AA32270B-I; AA3227IB.

Location: 34 I 5th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 11 -12 weeks
(330-360 hours). Version 2: 13-16 weeks
(390-480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/60-12/68.
Versidn 2: 8/57-7/60.

Objectives: To train mechanics to main-
tain and repair specific fire control systems.

Instruction: All Versions: LeEtures and
laboratory in Fite control systems circuit-
by-circuit analysis, radar, bainbing compu-
ters, and maintenance and repair'
procedures. Version 2: Instructiontincludes
general laboratory test equipmtnt, and
microwave electronic devices faMiliariza-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force 6glion. Version 2: do the lower-
division barecalaifreate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronics or electritity, I in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0013
I. DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

'MECHANIC (MD-1, MD-1A. MD -4,
AND A-5)

2. TURRET SYSTEM MECHANIC (A-5, MD-
1 AND A, MD-4)

3. TURRET SYSTEM MECHANIC (A-5, MD-
. LAND' A, MD-4)

(TURRET SYSTEM MECHANIC (MD-1;
, MD-4, A-5))

Course Number: ABR32330C.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (960

hours). Version 2: 28-29 weeks (750-780
hours). Version 3: 19 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/62-12/68.
Version 2: 12/59-6/62. Version 3: 12/
55-1 I /59.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
defensive fire control systems mechanics.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
practical exercises in\ defensive fire control
systems repair, including data flow of the

system; system check-out; radar lot*
test and adjustments; computing, turret
drive, and firing loop; and system har-
monization and troubleshooting. Version 2:
Lectures and practical exercises in turret
system repair, including basic technical
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training; data flow of the A-5 system;
system, check-out; radar loop tests and ad-
justments; and syStem harmonization and
troubleshooting. Version 3: Lectures and
practical exercises in turret system repair;
including use and applicatipn of test equip-
ment; overall system data flow; APG-32A
radar cheat and adjustments; computing,
turret drive, and firing system checks and
adjustments; and MD-4, MD-I, and A-5
systems troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division linecalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester- hours in elec-

t" tronics and electrical laboratory, 3 in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory as an dee,
tive, and 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74).
Version 2; In the lower-divisio baccalau-
reate/associate degree category 3 semester
hours in electricity and elect'. ics (12/68).
Version 3: See explanato note at the
beginning of the Air Force ction.

AF-1715-0014
BUIC III I/O DISPLAY EQ IPMENT

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2AS 305530 -I.
Location: 3380th echnical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 19 gliEeks ( 70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: II/6 -12/73.
Objectives: TO tra airmen to maintain

and repair input, output, and display equip-
ment of AN/GSA-5 A systems.

Instruction: Lec res and practical ex-
perience in special circuit functions, system
data flow, facil. y program functions,
mechanical and I gical analysis of system&
components, o rational test procedures,
maintenance a d' troubleshooting, and
operational cyclt g programs.

Credit RecomOendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (/3/74).

AF-1715-00 5
'AN/ASN-7 uTosiAric NAVIGATIONAL

COMP TER
(FIELD ND ORGANIZATIONAL MAIN-

TENA CE OF AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
Cost urea (AN/ASN-7))

Course umber: ATS42373-1; S542373-
1.

Locatio
Chanute

Length
Exhibi

3345th Technical School,
FB, IL.
3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Dates: 7/58-12/68.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with basic training in the Maintenance of
automatic aircraft navigation computers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic navigation systems, prin-
ciples of air navigation, electromechanical
computation, operational theory of ASN-7
computers, input and output information,
malfunctions, and systems analysis, inspec-
tion, maintenance, arid repair techniques.

Credit ,Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec
tion.

AF-1715-0016

EI.ECTRONIC COMPUTER REPAI AN (AN
FSA- 21/412L)

(ELECTRONIC DIGITAL. COMPUTER REPAIR-
MAN (AN/FSA-21/412L)) -

Course Number: ABR30533 -3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
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.1 Length: W'ecks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates:, 3/64- 12/68.
Objectives:. To train enlisted personnel..

who have experience in. basic electronics to
maintain and, repair digital computers.

.Instruction: Practical experience in
digital computer principles, troubleshooting
techniques, test equipment, and hand skills.

Credit Recommendation: -ln the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4'semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the-.upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, and
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evalnariep (3/74).

AF-1715-0017
AN/UPX-14 it1TERR(X;ATOR SET, 0/1

MAINTENANCE
1
Course Number: 3AZI230372-59.
Location: 'School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Kcesler AFB, MS. .

Length: 3 weeks (83 hours).
Exhibit Dates. 1/73-12/73.
Objectives: T provide maintenance per-

sonnel with sup cmental training in the
servicing and maintenance of radar recog-
nition sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar recognition set familiariza-
tion, function and arrangement of subas-
semblies and components, isolation., of
equipment malfunctions, and inspection,
repair, testing, and alignment of the radar
recognition set AN/UPX-14.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in radar
technology (3/74).

AE-1715-0018

1: ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (AN/FST-2l3)

2. ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
REATALM AN fi4)N/FST-213)

( ELECTRONIC -110Ylc ATM. DATA
PR(X7ESMNG EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(DATA TRANSMISSION))

. 1F.I.E('TRONIC DIGITAL DATA
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)_

Course Number: . Version' I:
3ABR30534C-1. Version 2: ABR30531-4;
ABR3053 D; ABR30531.

Location: 3380th Technical School.
Kcesler A-FR-MS.

Length: Version . 39 weeks ( 1170
hours). Versi9,i 2: 42-45 weeks
( 1170-1260 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: I 1 /70- 1 2/73.
Version 2: 9/59-10/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
service and repair electronic computer
systems and coordinate-data-transmitting
equipment. .

Instruction:, AU, Versions: Practical e)c-
perience ih Maintenance' and operation of
data transmitting equipment, multiplexers,
random access -plan position indicators,
electronic and data processing principles,
digital computer techniques, and shop-
practices. l'ercion 2: Includes, basic circuit
analysis, testing and logic.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lowedivision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity, electronics, and electronics labora-
tory (3/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree Category, 3

semester hours iiielectricity or electronic's
( I 2/68),:, in the upper-division baccalau-
reatt category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics, and additional credit
in electronics laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0019

1. FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN

2. FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AAR3047 I.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version, 1: 38 weeks ( 1140

hours). Version j: 32 weekV960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version T: 12/63-12/68.

Version 2: IV58-11/63.
Objectives: To train selected airmen in

the operation, maintenance, and installa-
tion of flight facilities and associated equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex
perience in advanced electronic principles
of circuit analysis; troubleshooting
techniques; maintenance, installation, test-

-gg, and alignment of flight facilities; flight
and ground checking procedures; shop
management; systems and files; supply

) procedures and catalogs; and personnel
management.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-divisto'n baccalaureate /associate
degree category; 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity . and electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

semester hours in shop management (12/
68), 3 in communications engineering (3/
74), and credit in communications en-
gineering on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in-electricity

, and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaorcate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

A F- 1 715-0020

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING RADARol,
REPAIRMAN, AN/FPS-8, AN/FPS-4

(AIRCRAFT CONTROL 7,,ND WARNING
RADAR REPAIRMAN, AN/FPS-8, AN/
FPS-4, AND IFF).

Course Num r: AB30332E.
Location: 380th Technical School,

Keesler AI- , MS.
Length: 28-35 weeks (870 -96(1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, align, tune, inspect, and repair air-
craft control and warning radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectdrratd laboratories ii',
AC and DC circuits, resistors, incietors;
capacitors, transients, measuring instru-
ments, motors and generators, oscil-
loscopes, power supplies, diodes and
rectifiers, amplifiers, oscillators, special cir-
cuits, and radar microwave propagation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 3 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the, upper-division baccalau-
reate category. 3 semester hours as a

technical elective in electrical engineering
(3/74). .

AF-1715-0021
I. AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR

TECHNICIAN (RADAR EQUIPMENT)
AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR

TECHNICIAN (AUTOMATIC TRACKING
RADAR EQUIPMENT)

(AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
TECHNICIAN)

3. AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
TECHNICIAN

4. AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR
TECHNICIAN ,

Courge Number: Version I: AAR30373A.
Version 2: AAR30373A; AAR30373. Ver-
sion 3: AA30373. Version 4: AA30373.

Location: 3380th Technicgl School;;%;
Kcesler AFB, MS.

Length :' 'Version I 40 weeks (1200
hours). Version, 2: 35"-weeks ( 1056 hours).
Version 3: 19 weeks (570 hours). Version
4: 24 weeks (720 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/64-12/689
Version 2: 9/59-12/63. Version 3: 3/58-8/
59. Veision e7/55-2/58.

. Objectives: To provide enlisted.personnel
withlidvanced training in the maintenance.,
of automatic tracking radar and associated
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in transmitter and
receiver circuits, indicators and servo cir-
cuits, test equipment, transmitter. and
receiving systems, RF and antenna, systems,
systems Maintenance, and aircraft com-
puter systems.. Version 1; Includes applied
mathematics, DC and AC circuit analysis,
vacuum tubes, solid-state devices, and prin-
ciples of data processing. Version 2: In-
cludes applied mathematics, DC and AC
circuit analysis, vacuum tubes, and solid-
state deyices.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours In basic circuits and electronics (3/
74), Version 2: In the loWer-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68). Version 3: See explanatory note at
the beginning of the Air Force section. Ver-
sion ,14:. See explanatory note at the
beginiing of the Air Force section.

' .

AF-1415-0022
AIRCRAFT INERTIAL AND RADAR NAVIGATION

SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN (RF-4C
SUPPLEMENT)

Course Number: 3AZR30154-1
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kcesler AFB, MS.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, inspect, maintain, and repair aircraft
inertial and radar guidance systems.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-
cises in aircraft inertial and radar guidance
systems installation, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair, including aircraft
guidance equipment operating principles,
block-diagram and circuit analysis, elec-
tronic wave-shaping circuit analysis, and ,

system maintenance and repair procedures:
Emphasis is on . electronic test equipment
usage and equipment repair.

Credit Recommendation: ln the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronic



pulse and wavelshaping circuit analysis (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electronic

. .

pulse and wave-shaping circuit analysis (3/
74).

AF-1715-0023
AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING'RADAR

REPAIRMAN (AN/CPS-6B AND AN/
FPS-6)

(AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING
RADAR REPAIRMAN ( AN/CPS-6B
AND IFF))

Course Number: A1330332D..., ;

Location: 3380th Technical .School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 29-39 weeks (870-1080'hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/54-I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform elementary maintenance and
repair on aircraft control and early warning',
'radar equipment: .

Instruction: Lectures in AC and DC cir-
cuits fundamentals; transients; measuring
instruments; oscilloscopes; motors :and
generators; DC power supplies; diodes and
rectifiers; "resistOrs, inductors, and capaCi,
tors; amplifiers, oscillators, and detectors;
superheterodyne receivers; freouenCy
modulation and discriminators; microwave
devices and frequency sources; r-ftransmis-
sion lines; synchros and...servornechanisms;
and maintenance- and repairrof. tadar, PPI,
and 1FF hardware.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 3 semester hours, in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-diVision baccalau-
reate category; 3 semester 'hours in elec-
trc;nics (3/74).

AF-1715-0011.

AVIONIC INERTIAL. AND RADAR NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (AN/A
89A/99A DOPPLER)

Course Number: 3AZR32874-2.
Location: 3380th- Technical. SchOol,

Keesler APB, TX. , 6
Length: 10 weeks (300 hoUrs).

_ Exhibit Dates: 6/72-.12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain,and repair avionic inertial
and radar navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in soldering; wiring; use of multitester,
oscilloscope, and special- test sets in equip-
ment testing procedures; system main-
tenance procedures; and circuit analysis of
transmitter, antenna, receiver, frequency
tracker; wind computer, and amplifier. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in electronics
hand skills and troubleshooting (3/74).

'AF-1715-0025

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN (AN/APS-20E)

Course Number: AB30132A.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler APB, MS.
Length: 29 weeks (870 houri).

. Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with in-depth training in installation, repair,
and maintenance of airborne early warning
radar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' ex-
perience in airborne early radar .

system installation, maintehance,' and
repair, including AC and DC. citcpit Tunda-
mentalS,,, series resistive and- parallel re-':
sistive; circuit;, principles of magnetism;
capacitorS,. and capacitive' reactance., Dc
motors, generators, and measuring instru-
ments; 'diodes, ,itiodestetroiles, and pen- .

toles; principles of amplification; video.
tuned, and push-pull amplifiers; amplitude
modulation and detection; and various
troubleshooting techniques and equipment
usage: Much of the material. contained in
this course .has-, been outdated by recent ad-

-:-;vnrices in semiconduCtor devices; . its
! transfer value is in DC and AC circuits,
manual skills, and troubleshooting
techniques.

. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester .hours in electronics
(12/68):' iR the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3. semester hours in elec-
tronics (3/74).

-

AF -1715 -0026

AIRCRAFT INERTIAL AND RADAR NAVIGATION?
SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN ( AN/APN-811
89A/99A DOPPLER)

(AIRCRAFT INERTIAL AND RADAR NAVIGA-
TION SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN (AN/
APN-89/99/108 DOPPLER))

course Nuinber: 3 AZR30154-2;
A_ ZR30154-2,

Location: 3380th ,Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 10-12 weeks (300-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: .12/64-12/73!
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install. inspect, Maintain, and repair inertial ,
and radar navigation systems.

Instruction: Lecture's and laboratories in
inertial and radar*mayigation system, func-
tions and operational characteristics; circuit
analysis; operation; calibration, tuning, and
alignment; inspection rand troubleshooting
procedures; and use of multitester, tube
checker, oscilloscope, and sPe'eial test sets
for circuit tracing.'

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree '
category. 3 semester hours in electrical
hand skills and troubleshooting (3/74);-, in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis_
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

,

AF-1715-0027
I. ANIONIC INERTIAL AND. RADAR

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
2. AIRCRAFT INERTIAL AND RADAR

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN
3. AIRCRAFT INERTIAL AND RADAR

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version l: 3ABR32834.
Verssion 2: - 3A BR30 I 34. Version 3:
3ABR30134; ABR30134.

Location: 3380th ,Technical School. .

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (1050

hours). Version 2: 37-39 weeks
(I I 1()-1170 hours). Version 3: 40 weeks
(1110 hours).

Ethibit Dates: Version l': 3/72 -I 2/73.
Version 2: 4/70-2/72. Version 3; 2/65-3/70.

Objectives: To train airmen to operate.
maintain, and repair avionic inertial and
radar navigation equipment.

Air Forte 1-119
InstrUcticrn: All Versions; 'Lectures and

practical exercise's in the operation, ,,main-
tenance, and repair of avionic inertial and
radar navi8atictp equipment.. including'.

'1+digitai computer mathemnics; logic, and
Symbology analog computer circuit
analyses; air navigation and general put-
pose- computer 'principles and eharac-
teristics; and, Doppler equipment. Version
1: {ft ides geneigil. purpose computer ap-
plicAcins to airborne guidance equipMent

. and integrated daia.:syStems, forward-look-
ing/ferrain-following ;systems,. DC and AC,
resonance, magnetism, . motors', and
synchros; diodes, transistors, and electron
tubes: operation, function, and basic
mathematical relationshiPs of power sup-
plies, regulators. multivibrators, pulsed and
blocking oscillators; AM, FM, and PM
system's:_ binary and, octal numbers; lOgic
functions; ,diagrams and circuits; truth ta-
bles; HOolean :algebra; counters,and storage
devices; : transmission tines and antennas;
transmitters; wave-guides; cavity resona-
tors; UHF and microwave oscillators and
amplifiers; and electrical test equipment.

, Version 2: Includes forward-looking/terrain-
following systems, DC and AC, resonance,
magnetism, motors, and synchros; diodeS,
transistors, and electron tubes; operation,
function, and basic mathematical relation-
ships of poWer supplies, regulators, inul-
tivibrators, pulsed and bloCking oscillators,
AM, FM, and PM systems; binary. and octal
numbers; logic functions; diagrams and cir-
cuits; truth tables; Boolean algebra; coun-
ters and storage devices; transmission lines
and antennas; transmitters; wave-guides;
cavity resonators; UHF and microwave
oscillators and amplifiers; and electrical
test equipment. Version 3: Includes radar
altimeters, gyroscope and accelerometer.
transducers in inertial guidance systems, in-
ertial navigation systems with avionics tie- ,

in, alignment of inertial navigation. systems,
synchros and feedback for stable platforms.
and calibration . and specialized main-
tenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,' 6 semester .hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68)' and 6 in
digital electronics (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical laboratory and 3 in
digital electronics (3/74). Version 2: in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
deem category, 6 semester hours in elec.?,
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate, category, 2 semester .
hours in electrical laboratory (3/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours.
in analog-and digital computer fundamen-
tals (3/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

.. reate category, 3 semester hours in analog
and digital computer fundamentals (3/74).

AF-1715-0028

PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

_

Course Number: 3ABR40430.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

'Lowry AFEI, CO.
Length: 19-20 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68=12/73.
ObjectiveS: To train. airmen to repair

precision photographic systems.
Instruction: Course includes photo prin-

ciples, contact and projection printer
systems, motion picture and finishing



I

r
1-120 :COURSE ExtuBv.rs....
equipment, photo intellipnce uiPment;:
processing systems and quality control, and
still camera ,syStems. Students complete 8

of;; ;Maintenance Electronics
(3AOR4002(7)'as'part of this course.

Credit. Recommendation: .In the low
division bacealaureate/associate de ee
category, 6 semester hours' in elec city
and electronics, I in' elebtricity o elec-
tronics laboratory (1 I /77 ); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in precision pbotoprocessing labora-
tory ( I 1/77).

AF-1715-0029

AIRBORNE EARICYWAFNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN ( ANAPS-45 )

Course Number:*AB30132B:
LoeatiOn: 3380th Technical Schbol,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length:, 27 weeks (810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform elementary maintenance and
repair on early warning radar equiPment,...,

Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-
cises in AC and DC circuits, batteries, re-
sistors, inductorscapacitorsrmeasuring in-

_ struments,, Motors and generators, and
transformers; ,oscilloscopes; oscillatorS and
modulators; rectifier power. supplies;
microwave devices; high-frequency Co-urces
and transmission line's; and maintenance
and repair of' equiprnent,"inclujiing height:,
finder radars, ground-position indicators,
and repeater radars.

Credit Recommend:1On: In the lower-,
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in, electronics
(12/68); :in the upper- division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours as a
technical- elective in electrical engineering-
(3/74).,

AF- 1715-0030

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER. PRINCIPLES FYQ- 4

47. PREPARATORY (RADAR
PRINCIPLES)

Course Number: 3AQR30520 -3.
. Location: School of' Applied Aerospace
.SciencOs, Keesler AFB, MS; 380th
"Achnical 'School, Keesler AFB,

Length: 20-21 weeks (600-61 ours).
Exhibit Dates: 11111-12/73. '

Objectives:- To provide enlisted personnel
with'an introduction to radar principles as
a prerequisite for radar equipment sccvic-
ing.eourses. .

, Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises 'in -basic Ac.,,QC. anclRLC circuit
Prinitigiles; solid-state amplifiers; power sup-
plies, and applications in wave generation;
electron tube principles and applications;
computer logic and components; main-
tenance management; and computer and
radar, principles and their ,application. to
specific equipment maintenance.

Credit Recottnendation: In the lower-
bacc laureate/associate degree

category,. 6 semester hours in basic elec-
tronic circuits (3/74); in the upper-diviSion
baccalaureate category, 3.'scMester hours
as an' eleeiive in 'technical subjects (3/74),

AF -1715 -0031

AIR /GROUND 50-KHZ EQUIPMENT

Course Number: 3AZR30454-5.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace'.
Sciences, Kiftsler-APB, MS.

Length: 2 -weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-12/73.. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair and maintain communications equip-
ment. ..

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in receiver analysis, solid-state
devices, and transmitter alignment and
repair. .'

Credit. Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

1.

AF-1715-0032

I. PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

2. PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

,3. PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENTL,
SPECIALIST

4. PRECISION MEASURING ECTIPMENT
SPECIALIST' .

5. PRECISION ,MEASURING EQUIPME
TECHNICIAN

6. PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN '

course Number: Version 1: 3ABR32430-
2. Version 2: 3ABR32430. '(Version
ALR32430. Version 4: ALR32430. Version
5: ALR32410. Version 6: ALR32470.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version, 1: 32 weeks (900
hours). Version 2: 45-46 weeks (190
hours). Version 3: 35 weeks (1050 hours).
Version 4: 28 weeks (840 hours). Version'
5: 18 weeks (540 hours). Version 6:- 16,.
weeks (480 hours). -

Exhibit, Dates: Version -1: 5/73 12/7.3
Verfion 2: 6/68-4/73. Version 3: 1/63-5/68.
Version 4: 1/62-12/62. Version 5: 12/
59-12/61. Version 6? 3/59 -t 1159.-
.. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the installation, check-out, and main-
tenance of sophisticated electronic systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in trigonometry, com-.
plex algebra.,, electronic fundamentals, elec-
tkonic circuits, signal generation, low- and
high - frequency measurements, microwaves,
precision measurements. Version 5: Low-
level fundamentals, with extensive m asure
ment and . calibration practices onielec-
tronic and frequency:Measuring equipment,.

_ Version 6: Low-level fundajnentals, wiih ex-'
tensive measurement and calihration prac-
tice on electronic and frequency-measuring .
eqn,ipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baecalaureate/associate-
degree -category, 8 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics, 4 in electrical or
electronics laboratory, 4 in mathematics
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in electrical or
electronics laboratory, 3 in microwaves (3/
74). Version In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/assbeiate degree category, 4
semester hours in electronics, 4 in elec-
tronic circuits (12/68); in 'the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate 'category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or-electronics, 3 in elec-
tricity or. ,electronics laboratory, 3 in
microwaves, 2 in engineering measurement
(3/74). Version 3: In the- lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category,
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, ( 2/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureat$ category, 2 semester hours in

electricity or electron' n electricity or
. electronics laboratory, microwaves, 2

in engineering measure ent ( 3/74). Ver-,

stun 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category,-3 semester hours ..
in electricity or electronics (12/68);_in -the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
Semester hours in electricity or' electronics
laborMory, 3 in microwa\yS, 2 in engineer-
ing measurement (3/74). Version 5: In the
lower-division . baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
trical or electronics laboratory, 3 -in
microwaves (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate categery, 3 semester hours in':

,electricity or electronics laboratory,- I

Microwaves, I in engineering measurement,
(3/74). Version 6: In the lower-division
baccalaureateiassociate(clegree category. 3
seniester. ,hriUrs,in electrical or electronics
.labOratory,- 3' in microwaves (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

semester hours id electricny'Or electronids
laboratory, I in engineering measurement
(3/74).

AF-1715-0033

PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST ( ELECTRONICS)

Course Number: 3ABR32430-I;
ALR32430-1,

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 16-20 weekS ( 510-600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted 'personnel to

make precision measurements using electri-
cal and electronic instrumentation.

Instruction: Lectqres and practical exer-
cises in 'DC and AC Measurements,
waveform .-analysis, and ,frequendy and
microwave measurement.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bdicalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in electricity or
electronics laboratory, 4 in microwaves (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics- laboratory, 3 in microwaves (3/
14). .

AF-I;
ELECTRONIC ctiMPUTER SYSTEMS .

REPAIIIMAN (WEAPONS CONTROL
eOMPUTE''RiGROUP, AN/FSA-2 If
412L)

Course Number: 3 ALR30554-1.
Locatiopz, 3380th Techhical School,

Keesler .AFB, MS.
Length: 19 weeks (588 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the Afsl/FSA-21. target intercept
computer group.

Instruction: Lectures and piaciical exer-
cises in air weapons control system
familiarization, application and operation
of specialized lest equipment, programming
and maintenance panel operation, weapons

'control computers, comput.-r auxiliary
xr-------Zquipment,, and data stol _Age uniC

Credit Aecommendation: NI' credi t
because of the limited specialived .ture of
the course (-3/74).

1
rI

tv



AF-1715-0035

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN (RCC-EDLCC/465L)
Couree Number: 3ABR30534B-I. °

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Kees ler AFB, MS.
6 Length: 33 weeks (990 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73.
Objectiies: To train-enlisted personnel to

maintain electronic Mputer systems.
knstruction:. LeCtu and practical exer-

cises ir%DC, and ;se lectrical circuits, AC
inotons' and 'synchr systems, solid-state
power supplies and a plifiers, wave-shaP
ing and-generating ci uits, vacuum tubes
and circuits, computer, ogic, and operation
and preventive maintenance of computer
systernsAltut/output devices, and modems.

Credit Wromhiendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate' degree
category, 6 semester 'hours in coyputer
systemi. 3 in electrititY or electronics (3/
74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 3 'semester hours in computer
systems. i in electricity or electronics (3/
.74).

r

AF- 1715-0036

HN'-10 MLA On MAINTENANCE
4 .

Course Number: 3A7R30554-9.
Location: /3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).,
Exhibit Dates; 9/71-12/73.

'Objectives:, To train electronic equipment
repairmento maintain liN-10 multiplexing
ancillary equipment at the organizational
and int ediate level. '

I don: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in TSEC/HN-I0 data multiplex ancil-
lary equipment, transmitter masters,
receiver masters, and system maintenance.

Credit Recommend*tion; No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-17I5 -0037

.GUIDANCE CONTROL OFFICER
(COMPUTER)(SM-68)

Courk Number: OTC3044-5..
Loi;tion: 3750th TechniCal. School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 7. weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to operate

and maintain WS-I 07A-2 guidance compu-
ters.

Instruction: LeFtures and practical exer-
cises in number sj+stems..Boolean algebra,
programming techniques;' and equipMent
applicable to . the WS-107A-2 guidance
computer.

, Credit ,Reconimendatton: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester, hours in computer
technology ( 3/74 );."in the upper-division
baCcalaureate category I semester hour in e
digital computers (3/74

AF-1715-0038
I. (TELEPHONE SWITCHING EQUIPMENT :-

REPAIRMAN, ELECTROMECHANICAL
2. TELEPHONE; SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN, ELECTROMECHANICAL
(TELEPHONE SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

TECHNICIAN"(STEr 13Y STEP AND X-4
EQUIPMENT))

Course Number:' All Versions:
3 ABR3623 I VersiOn 2: A BR36231;
ABR3623 I A.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard 'AF13.,,TX.

'Length: Version 1: 26 weeks (762
hours); Version 2: 2$ -30 &eeks (810
hours).

.

Exhibit Dates:" Version 1: 7/70-4
Version 2: 4/64-6/70.

Objectives: TO-train enlisted personnel in
the, installation, repair, and maintenance of
telephone equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories 'in
DC and AC circuits,' - AC motors and
syochros, solid-state power Supplies and
amplifiers: and relays and stepping
switches.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the ,.lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

.

degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68).

AF-3715-0039.

SINGLE SIDEMANgrBG STEM, MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AZR30473.
Location: 3380th Technical Schbol,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Datet: 9/60,12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain single-sideband com-
munications systems. '

Instruction: Lectures and labOratoiies in
it electronic principles and circuit analysis,

troubleshooting and maintenance
techniques, and testing, alignment, and
repair of single-sideband transmitting' and
receiving equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours as an elective in
communications (3/74); in. the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category,. I semester
hour as an elective in communications
sintering, anti credit in 'electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0040
GUNLAYING SYSTEM MECHANIC, 13-4:7

Course Number: AB32330C.
Location: 3415th Technical School, \

Lowry FB, CO.
Length: 26 weeks (780 hours).
Exl Tbit Dates: 8/547.12/68.°
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

isolate .:unit malfunctions and to perfOmi
organizatiOna and field maintenance on
turret assemblies, 'including iuniaying
radars".

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
fundamentals of DC and AC.'. circuits,
vacuum a,nd..gas4illed tubes power. Sup-
plies, voltage:regulators, amplifiers, oscklla,
tors, oscilloiCZMes, and radar sySteM:do4n-
iOnents and circuits.

Air Force ' 1-121
Credit Recommendation: In the lower,

division. baccalaureate /associate degree
Categoti,:3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccaldureate category, 2 semester hoursin:
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis, of instini.;,:
tional evaluation (3174).

AF-1715-0041 a
GUNLAYING SYSTEM MECHANIC, B-36

Courk Number: ,AB3233013.
Lactated: 3415th Technicaj School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: IS weeks (.840 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.

-Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
isolate unit inalfunctions and to perform
organizational and field maintenance on
turret system assemblies, including gunlay-,,
ing radar.

'Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
fundamentals of DC and AC circuits,
vacuum- and gas-filled tubes, power sup-
plies, voltage regulators, amplifiers, oscilla-
tors, oscilloscopes, and radar system com-
ponents and circuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaiireate/associate degree
category, 3' semester 'hours in electricity or.
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis, of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0042

SOLID STATE DEVICES AND DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 3AZR30070.003.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
. Length: 5 weeks (152 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 7/7--42/73. .

Objectives: To tiain.enlisted personnel in
the principles of. solid-state devices and
digitig techniques.

Instruiction: Lectures and practical 'exer-
cises in solid-state devices parameters, in-

systems, 1pgic.
tern, registers

tegrated 'circuits: number
functions and circuits,'
and A-D converters.

Credit Recommendation In the Plower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, S semester hours in semiconduc-
tor devices and digital systems (3/74); in ,

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
.I.*mester hour in digital systems (3/74).

: .

AF-1715-0043

SOLID STATE DEVICES AND DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES

. Course Number: 3AZR30070-002.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace ,

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length:' 2-3 weeks (74 hours). \
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-12/73. c,

Objectives: To provide maintenance per-
sonnel who have had, prior DC, AC, and
vacuum tube circuitaexperience with ad-
vanced training in tfre" principles of solid-
state devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practital ex-
periences in theory of solid-state devices,
tyPes and parameters, and integrated cir-,

;cans)
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Credit Recommendation: In the -lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
'category,:2 semester hours in semiconduc-
tor devices (3/74).

AF-1715-0044
,

SOLID STATE DEVICES AND. DIGITAL
. TECHNIQUES -

Course Number: 3AZR30070-001.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keeiler AFB, MS.
Length: 2-3'tweelcs (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-12/73.
ObjecPves: To train enlisted personnel in

digital techniques. r
Instruction: Lectives and' practical Escr-

cises in numberingWitems, logic functions
and circuits, counters, registers, and A-0
converters. 4-

Credit Rekommendation: In the lower-
division bacalaureate/associate -degree
category, 3 semester hours in digital
systems (3/74); in the upper-division bac-
caliareate category, category, 1 Semester
hour in digital systems (3/74).

AF-17,15,0045

I. KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
2. TYPE is KEYING EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version 1: 3: AZR362-64.
Versir 2: AZR36152B; AZR36152.

Location: _3750th Technical School,
Sheppard APS, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I /67-12/73.

Version 2: 6/61-10/67.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain,

and repair telephone systems. -
Instruction:' Lectures and practical ex-

perience in the ase:of schematic diagrams
in the installation and maintenance of key
telephone equipment and systems; 'circuit
analysis of 1AI key telephone systems; use
of connection tables and strapping sheets;
cable installation practices; installation 'of
I A2 key telephone systems; 6A system cir-
cuit analysis; troubleshooting and' main-
tenance of key systems: and installation of
call director equipinent.

Credit` Recommendation: Version See
explanatory note at the beginning of .the
Air Force, section. Version 2: See explana-
tory note at the beginning of the Air Force
section.

AF- 1715 -0046

RADIO'OPERATOR (VOICE).

Comic Number: 3 A BR29333.
School 'of Applied Aerospace

Sciences,'Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 9-10 weeki (270-300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-12/73.-
'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation of radio receivers and trans-
mitters foil ground-to-air and point-to-point
voice communications.

Instruction: Lectures and -practical ex-
perience in tuning and operation of. radio
transmitters' and . receivers, radio wave
propagatichl, and antenna theory.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of,the Air Force sec=
tion.

AF-1715-0047

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, SYSTEMS CONTROL
SPECIALIST/ATTENDANT

Course NuMber: Version 1: 3ABR30.
Vetisiori 2: 3ABR30730.. Version 3P1:
ABR311730.

Location: 3380th Technical SchRol,'"
Keesler AFB, MS.'

s Length: Version 1: 27, -weeks (816!
hours). Version , 2: 32-33 week;) (900
hohrs). Version 3: 34 weeks (930 houta)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 801-12/73.
Version 2: 12/68-7/71. Versiori.,?; 1/63 -11/
68.

Objectives: To train airmen to-install and
repair telecomMunications control equip-

: meht. ; : - .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises ii fOndarhentals of. AC and DC cir-
cuits: shotot, hynchros, basic tube and
transistor 'theory, power supplies, am-
plifiers, and radio circuits.

Credit Recommendation: All Versions: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74). 'Vei-sion 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ele(-
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalattreate/assOciate
degree category, 4 semester hours ih
tricity or electronics (12/68).

AF;1715-0048

'I TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT INSTALLER-
`, REPAIRMAN

Course Number: All. Versions:
3ABjt36-234. Version 2: ABR36234.

:Location: Version 1: School of Applicl-
Aerospace Sciences, Sheppard" AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical SchOol, Shep-
pard -AFB, TX.

Length: Version` 1: 19 weeks: (682
hours). Version 2: 19-20 weelii ,(540-600
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 1/66,6/73.
." Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, repair, and maintain telephone
equipment.

Instructiort: Lectures 'and practical exer-
cises in fundamentals of AC and DC, AC
mot rs and synchicit, basic transistor
theo, poWer supplies. and regulators, and
relays and stepping switches. '

Credit. Recommendation: Version .1.: In'
the lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,. Csemester hour in elec-
tricity or elearbOiCs (3/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/astociate
degree category, 1 semester hour in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74).

receivers and transmitters, circuit analyiis,
oscillators, and power supplies. .

Credit RecOmmendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

r,

AF-1715-0050
AUTOMATIC. CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN

Course Number: AL3623 I .
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB WY
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install and maintain automatic dial central
office telephone exchSnge equipment.

InstructIon: Lectutes and practical exer-
cises in fundamentirs- of automatic
telephony, relay and switch adjustment, cir-
cuit analysis of the automatic ;Central of:-
fice, and trunking and routing ()it ;he auto-
matic central office.

Credit Recommendadoth In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree

k category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
telephony (3/74).

AF-1715-0049
GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT. REPAIRMAN (SLFCS)

Course Number: AZR30454.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB,
Technical

Length: 4 weeks (1211 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/6742/68.
Objectives: To train,ehlisted personnel in

the operation, maintenance; and repair of
'specific communications devices.

InstroalpritPractical experiAce in main-
tenance, re0air, and' operation of VHF

AF-1715-0051

STRAWHAT MESSAGE PROCESSING
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30650F -1.
Location:* , 3380th Technical .Scheol,

Keesler AFB,
Length: 1§,Weeks (570 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the maintenance and repair of 'specific
message processing systernh.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical ex-
perience in data control circuits, logic anal-

, .
,ysts, series-to-parallel converters, and
troubleshooting.

Credit ReCommendation: In the' lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 3 semester hours as an elective in
electromechanical devices (3/74).

'4;AF-1715 -0052

HM4118 COmPt,nia DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
(4071.)

Course NUMber: 3AZR30554- I 1.
Location:: School of Applied Aerospace

Scienees, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 15 weeks (438-hours). . ,
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the repair -and maintenance of specific
computer display systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in system's characteristics, analy-
sis and, maintenance of secondary Surveil-,-
lance radar systeins, display controllers, au-
tomatic data link and modems., -

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division ,.baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hoars as an' elective in .

computer systems (3/74).

. AF-171570053

STRAWHAT MAINTENANCE
Course Number: 3AZR305P -6.

,Location: 3380th Technical
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-12/73.

School,



ObJectli,es: TO train enlisted personnel in
the repair and maintenance of specific
electromechanical devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
Perience in STRAWHAT maintenance, in-
cluding - logic analysis, troubleshooting,
measurement, ; multiplex systems, signal
data storage, monitoring, and transmitter
circuitry.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
`division baccalaureate/associate degiIe
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electromechanical devices, I in elec-
tromechanicaldevices laboratory (3/74):

AF-1715-0054

F-I I 1 CADC TEST STATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR3257 I -
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry. AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-12/73.
06,K-byes: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain central air data computerS and as-
sociated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
maintenance of central air data computer
test stations, technical publications, ground
safety, security, corrosion control, and
maintenance management.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-tion.

AF-1715-0055

407L WEAPONS CONTROLLER

Course Number:,30LR 1744F.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, ,Keesles-AFB, MS.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/72- 12/73.
Objectives: To train, weapons controlle'rs

to operate weapons control systems at 407
CRC/CRP sites.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
operation of surveillance and weapons posi-
tions, and tactical air control systems
familiarization.

Credit Recommendation:, No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74),

AF-1715-0056

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN (AN/GPA-37)

Course Number: AB30332H.
Location: 3380th Technical Schoo',

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/0.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain aircraft control and
warning systems.
- Instruction: Lectures and laborthories in

DC and AC circuits, electron tubes, power
supplies, amplifiers and oscillators, basic
computer circuits and techniques, and
familiarization with radar course-directing
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0057
I . ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN (DPC/SACCS) .

2. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER REPAIRMAN
(DPC/SACCS)

3. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER REPAIRMAN
,(DPC/465L)

CoUrse Number: Version 1:
3ARR30534A. Version 2: 3 ABR30533A.
Version,3: AQR30533-8.

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS. All
Versions: 3380th Technical School, Keesler
AFB, MS.

Length: Version I: 31-32 weeks (948
hours). Version 2: 37 weeks ( 020 hours).
Version 3: 41 weeks (1140 hou ).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8 71-12/73.
Version 2: 9/68 -7/71. Version 3: 1/65-8/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be electronic.computer systems repairmen.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronic computer

-systems repair, including electronic and
data processing principles, malfunction
analysis, maintenance concepts, data
processing central computer equipment
maintenance, component malfunction Isola:
tion and repair. Version I: Instruction in-

, eludes SACCS computer system operation,'
maintenance, and maintenance manage-
ment. Version 2: Instruction includes digital
techniques, circuit logic, and aerospace
ground equipment usage. Version, 3: In-
struction includes 465L computer system
equipment, digital techniques, circuit logic,
and aerospace ground equipment com-
ponent malfunction isolation and repair:

Credit Recommendation: Version_ I : In
the lower-division baccalaitreate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in com-
puter maintenance (3/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in com-
puter maintenance, and additional credit in
computer maintenance on the basis of in-
stitutional. evaluation ( 3/74 ). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics S 42/68); in the
upper-division baccalaurealr'eategory, 4
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0058
I. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN (FS0-7/SAGE)
2. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER REPAIRMAN

(SAGE. AN/FSQ7)
(ELECTRIC DIGITAL COMPUTER

REPAIRMAN (SAGE'AN/FSQ-7))
Number:Course N Version I:

3ABR30534 A-1. Version 2: 3ABR30533A-
1 ; ABR30533-1.

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Veriion 2: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version I. 32 weeks (960
hours). Version 2: 46-47 weeks
(1290-1320 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 9/72-12/73.
Veuien 2: 3/64-8/72.

MectIves; To provide airmen with the
knowledge of computer logic, organization,
and internal programining necessary to per-
form maintenance and repair on the SAGE
FSQ-7 electronic compUter.

' I
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in SAGE FSQ-7 computer system fun=
damentals, including logic symbology and
index, alphanumeric codes, registers, inter-
nal instructions and programs, instruction/
command decoding, computer alarms and
manual control, memories, cores and
drums, digital display 'generators, output
control and storage, peripheral input/out-
put devices, and Computer systems main-
tenance procedures. Additional instruction
in electronic fundamentals for digital data
processing equipment repairmen, including
DC electrctatic principles through series-
parallel circuits; AC principles through se-
ries-parallel resonant circuits; motors;
saturable reactors; magnetic amplifiers; ser-
vos, synchros, and servo amplifiers; funda-
mentals of tubes and transistors; rectifiers;
filters; time constants; power supplies; volt-
age regulators; soldering techniques;
triodes; tetrodes; pentodes; transistors; spe-
cialpurpose tubes; amplifiers and oscilla-
tors, including blocking oscillators, passive'
and active limiters, clampers, and amplifier
circuits ; - synchroscope; transients; shock-
excited Hartley, Astabel, oneshot, and
bistabe multivibrators; thyratr9n, sawtooth,
trapezoidal and transistor sweep circuits;
computer circuits - and computing
techniques; binary, ocatal, and binary ex-
cess-three codes; komputer history; AN-OR
gates, matrices, Boolean algebra, logic
generators, and associated circuits; special-
purpose amplifiers and gating circuits;

-counters, count detection,. decoders, en-
coders, registers; ,conversion circuits,
memory circuits and storage device princi-
ples; input/output devices;.and coding prin-
ciples.

Credit Recommendation: Version+ I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in com-
puter science, 12 in electricity or elec-
tronics, 3 in electrical laboratory (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in computer science (3/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in computer science, 16 in
electricity or .electronics, 3 in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upperiplivirn
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hou M
computer science (3/74).

AF-1715-0059

ELECTRONIC -COMPUTER REPAIRMAN
( DISPt. EQUIPMENT/4 I 2L )

(ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER REPAIR-
MAN (DISPLAY EQUIPMENT /412L))_

Course Number: ABR30533-5.
Location:' 3380th Technical School,..

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 3/64 -I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-to

inspect and maintain display equipment as-
sociated with 412L air weapons control
system.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electronic digital data computer principles,
AWCS 4I2L familiarization, application
and operation of test ,equipment, main-
tenance management, circuit analysiii, and
troubleshooting procedures. .te

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or'
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaur6iIte category, -4 semester hours
as an elective in electricity and elei:tronics,
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and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3174).

AF-1715-0060
AIRCRAFT CONTROL. AND WARNING RADAR

REPAIRMAN (AN/FPS-18, AN/FST-11'
AN-FSA-I0, AN/FSW-1)

Course Number: AB30332-F.
Location: 3380th Technical School.

Keesler AF13. MS.
Length: 37 weeks (1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel t

operate, tune, align, inspect, and maintain
aircraft control and Warning radar equip -
m and associate() quantizing and video
Co bitting equipment. -

Instruction: L'ectures and laboratories in
DC and AC circuit analysis, magnetism,
vacuum- tube and solid-state devices, trans-
mitter and receiver principles, equipment
maintenance, and troubleshooting--

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronic*. (3/74 ).

AF-1715-0061

ELECTRONIC ANALOG DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: ABR30532.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/59-12/68.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain radar
systems and _related test equipment,

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AC and DC circuits, circuit analysis, elec-
tron tubes and power supplies-, and
troubleshooting procedures. Much of the
course material is obsolete, dealing primari-
ly with vacuum tubeS and their applica-
tions; however, some credit should be given
in the areas of basic circuits, laboratories,
hand skills, circuit analysis. and
troubfeshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division Baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3f semester
hours as a technical elective in electronics
(3/74).

AF-1715-0062
AN/FYQ-45.AtID AN /FYA -3R

MAINTENANCE.

Co rse Number: 2ASR30573-4.
lion: 3380th Technical School,

Kees] r AFB. MS.
Le the 10 weeks (312 hours).
Exhibit Dates:, 2/69-12/73.
Objectives: To twin enlisted personnel to

maintain operations control consoles and
computer interface huffcrs used with the
Air Force integrated command and control
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in introduction to computer pro-
gramming, central processors. static and
dynamic displays. input/output equipment,
system maintenance, and trouhleshooting.

r 7Th

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in computers
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours as a technical
elective in computpr subjects (3/74).

AF-1715-0063
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER REPAIRMAN

(EDTCC/465L)
Course Number: ABR30533-9.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain electronic
data transmission control center computer
equipment. ; 3/74

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
system orientation, electronic and data
processing principles, digital techniques,
circuit logic, maintenance concepts, test
routines, malfunction analysis, isolation and
repair of components, and use of aerospace
ground equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0064
1. AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING

RADAR' TECHNICIAN
2. AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING

RADAR MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
3. AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING

RADAR MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: AAR30372.
Version 2: AAR30372. Version 3:
,AA30372.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AF13, MS.

Length: Version 1: 40 weeks ( 1200
hours). Version 2: 34 weeks (1020 hours).
Version 3: 19 weeks (570 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/64-12/68.
Version 2: 7/59-1/64. Version 3: 10/55-6/
59.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with elementary theory and test procedures
to enable them to repair and maintain air-
craft control and warning radar equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in aircraft control and
warning radar manuals and facilities. power
supply regulation and 4istribution, trigger
generation, transmitters, atcillators and am-
plifiers at radar frequencies. microwave
plumbing, antenna design and control.
system alignment, anti-jamming devices,
MTI receivers, interference elimination,
PPI systems and alignment procedures,
range-height indicUtor systems, counter-
measure monitors and receivers. IFF
systems. Version 2: Includes additional cir-
cuit analysis. transformer ratings and per-
formance, power supplies, rectifiers, filters,
regulators, vacuum tube characteristics,
timing circuits, integrator and differentiator
circuits, pulse-forming networks, r-f trans-
mission lines. matching stubs, duplexers,
servos and resolvers, radar test sets,
synchroscopes, trouhleshooting, shop
manuals, supervision, planning, and align-
ment. Version 3: Includes additional labora-
tory-type testing, calibration and measure-
ment procedures on radar transmitter and
receiver apparatus, frequency, handwidth,

spectral distribution, noise levels, shop
management and supervision,

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 -semester hours in
business organization and management (12/
68). 3 as an elective in electronics (3/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (12/68), 3 as an elective in elec-
tronics (3/73). Version 3: In the lower-divi;
sion baccalaureate/assbciate degree catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in electronics (12/68);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. 3 semester hours in business organiza-
tion and management (12/68). 2 as an
elective in electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0065
1. AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN
2. AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN

(COMMUNICATIONS)
3 AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN

(GENERAL)
4. AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN

(GENERAL)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR30130;
ABR30130. Version 2:' ABR30130B. Ver-,
sion 3: AB30130B. Version 4: AB30130B-
2.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3380th Technical School. Keesler AF13,
M. Version 3: 3310th Technical School,
Scott AFB, IL. Version 4: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS..:

Length: Version 1: 29-30 weeks
(840-870 hours). Version 2: 33 weeks (900
hours). Version 3: 26 weeks (780 hours).
Version 4: 28 weeks (840 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/59-12/73.
Version 2: 8/58-7/59. Version 3: 2/56-7/58.
Version 4 8/55-1/56.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, tune, align, maintain, aril repair
airborne communications equipment and
related test equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in airborne communi-
cations equipment and related test equip-
ment operation, maintenance, dild repair,
including power supplies operation princi-
ples and troubleshooting procedures; the
frequency spectrum; resonance; magnetism
principles; transformers and4acuum tubes
operation; operation and maintenance of
video and push-pull amplifiers, oscillators,
AM modulators, superheterodyne receivers,
and transmission lines and antennas;
familiarization with volts, ohms, and mil-
liammeters; use of oscilloscopes; and sol-
dering techniques. Emphasis is on aircraft
navigational equipment alignment, calibra-
tion, troubleshooting. and repair. Version 1:
Instruction includes principles of solid-state
devices, FM modulation, discriminators,
and signal sideband. Version 3: -Instruction
includes minimal theoretical material and
emphasizes aircraft radio system- main-
tenance. troubleshooting. and repair. Ver-
sion 4: Instruction includes principles of
FM modulation, discriminators, pulse
modulation, and principles of motors.

Credit' Recommendation; Version 1: In
the lower-division hacculaureate/associate
degree category, 6- semester hours in elec-



tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3174). Version
2: In the loWer-division bfccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory on-
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 3: In the lower- division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (3/74); in
the upper-diVision baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory pn the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in electrical laboratory on
thebitsis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0066

AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN (COMMAND)

Course N#rnber: 41330130A-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School.

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 25 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, tune, align, maintain, and repair
airborne command communications equip-
ment and related test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical- ex-
perience in principles of electricity and
magnetism; alternating current; vacuum
tubes, power supplies, and voltage regula-
tors; amplifiers and oscillators; modulation,
detection, and receiver kit construction;
special circuits; transmission, generation.
and propagation of microwave and high-
frequency energy and synchros; and practi-
cal applications of electricity fundamentals
to communications equipment.

Credit Recommendation:, In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0067
I. AIRCRAFT RADIO MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN
2. AIRCRAFT RADIO MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN
3. AIRBORNE RADIO MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: AAR30170.
Version 2: AA30 I 70X. Version 3:
AA30170.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3380th Technical School, Keesler AFB,
MS. Version 3: 3310th Technical School,
Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version . 1: 33-39 weeks
4990-1170 hours). Version 2: 19-23 weeks
(570-690 hours). Version 3: 19-23 weeks
(570-690 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/59-12/68.
Version 2: 1/54-7/59. Version 3: 1/547/59.

Objectives: To provide-technicians with
advanced training in .aircraft communica-

-``adn's equipment circuit theory,- main-
tenance principles. and procedures.

Instruction:' All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in aircraft communica-

tions equipment circuit theory main-
s tenance principles, and procedures. Version

1: Includes review of algebra. Boolean al-
gebra, trigonometry, and logarithms; review
of AC and DC circuits, including magnetic
circuits, transformers, and servo
systems; vacuum tube d semiconductor
theory and applicaiidn to power supplier,
regulators, amplifiers, limiting and peaking ,

circuits, multivibrators and basic logic cir-
cuits; DC, audio. video, RF, and IF am-
plifiers analysis:. wave-guide properties;
transmission lines and antennas familiariza-
tion;tion; klystrpn nd nzagnetron operation
principles; at , FM, and SSI systems
operation princip es. Version '2: Instruction
emphasizes maintenance, troubleshooting.
and repair of specific transmitters and
receiving equipment, and includes func-.
tional system operation and test equipment
use. Version 3: Instruction emphasizes
maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair of
specific ,transmitters" and * eceiving equip-
ment, and includes functional system
operation and test equipment use.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division bacalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hoUrs in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, 3 in
maintenance management, and, on the
basis of institutional evaluation, credit in
electrical laboratory (3/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. I semester hour in elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of. institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the
lowef-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. I semester hour in elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0068

AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN (COMM,WD)

Course Number: AB30130A.
Location: 3310th Technical School; Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, maintain, and repair airborne com-
munication and related navigation equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
aircraft command radio and associated
equipment; UHF. and VHF command
equipment; aircraft emergency equipment;
aircraft command radio equipment systems
line maintenance; and familiarization with
voltmeters, ohmmeters, ammeters, mul-
timeters, wattmeters, oscilloscopes, and
tube testers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory, and additional credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

1" )

Air Force
AV:1715-0069
I. AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN

(NAVIGATIONAL)
2. AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN
-. (NAVIGATIONAL)
3. 'AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1 : A BR30130C.
Version 2: , AB30130C Version 3:
AB30130-1. /

Luciana: Version 1: 3380th 'Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.
Version 3: 3310th.Technical School, Scott
AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 33 weeks (900
hours). Version 2: 29 weeks (840 hours),
Version 3: 32 weeks (960 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/58- I 2/68.
Version 2: 7/55-5/58. Version 3: 12/54-6/
55.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, troubleshoot, and maintain airborne
navigational equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
'practical experience in naVigational equip-
ment maintenance, testing, and
troubleshooting, including schematic dia-
grams familiarization; AC nomenclature;
series and patallel DC circuits and motors;
principles of magnetism, resonance, and
time constants; transformers and vacuum
tubes; power supplies operation and
troubleshooting; audio and video am-
plifiers; oscillators; AM and FM modula-
tion; superheterodyne receivers and wave-
shaping circuits; familiarization with volts,
ohms, and millikmmeters; an soldering
techniques. Emphasis is on alig
calibration, and repair of aircraft naviga-
tional equipment. Version 1: Instruction in-
cludes familiarization with semiconductor
devices. Veriion 2: Instruction emphasizes
aircraft navigational equipment alignment,
calibration, with little time
devoted to basic the etical material.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the glower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in,elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional N2valUation (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory, and additional
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester hour in electronics laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (12/68);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, I sesjsster hour insselonicslaborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).
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AF-1715-0070

USAF SECURITY SERVICE SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

(INTERCEPT SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN)

(USAFSS SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: 5AZK30474.
Location: Security Service School, Good-

fellow AFB, TX.
I ,ength: 28 weeks ( 108O hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/4/3.
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Objectives: To. train maintenance person-

nel to perform maintenance on demul-.
tiplexers, demodulators, recorders, display
equipment, and r-f receivers.- .

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in AC circuit fundamentals; DC
series and parallel circuits; resonance; fil-
ters; wave-shaping circuits; solid -state
devices; vacuum-tubes; binary logic; oscilla-
tors; multivibrators; power supplies;
limiters; discrilators; 'detectors;
receivers; r-f plum ; system components
functions; circuit troubleshooting with the
oscilloscope. Emphasis is ondcmultiplexer,
demodulator, _recorder, receiver, and dis-
play equipment functional operation, main-
tenance, troubleshooting, and repair
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
'theory. 2 in electrical labOratory, and, on
the basis of institutional evaluation, addi-
tional credit in electronics theory (3/74).

ee=fri
AF- 1715 -0071

AN /GPA - 133.0/1. MAINTENANCE
(AN/GPA-133 F/O MAINTENANCE) ,

Course Number: 3 AZR30455;
2ASR30455.

Location: School. of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Kcesler AFB, MS;- 3380th
Technical School. Keesler AFB. MS.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120-132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-12/71
Objectives: To train experienced techni-

cians to maintain and repair closed-circuit
TV systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in closed-circuit TV maintenance and
repair. includiq review of semiconductor
devices and circuits; introduction to in-
tegrated circuits; circuit -hy- circuit analysis;
and video amplifier, sync generator, and
sweep generator circuit operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baecalaureate/associtde agree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
his of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
74onal evaluation (3/74). -

AF-1715-0072
AN7MRC-107A, I/O MAINTENANCE

2. AN/MRC-107, I/O MAINTENANCE
( AN/MRC- 1(0, F/O MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: 3AZI-230454-8
Location: Version 1: School of Applied

Aerospace,. Sciences. Keesler AFB. MS.
Versirin 2.. 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFI3, MS.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks ( 224 hours).
Version 2. 5-6 weeks ( I 5a--180 hours ).

Exhibit Dates: Version I 4/73 - 12/73.
Version 2: 9168-3171.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with basic electronics backgrounds to
operate, inamtain, and inspect the AN/
MRC-107 radio transceiver.

Instruction: All Versiints: Lectures and
practical demonstrations in AN/MRC-I07
radio transceiver operation, inspection, and
maintenance, including schematic- diagram
use in explaining circuit operation, prohleni
theorizing, and troubleshooting methods;
balanced modulator, frequency divider,
power amplifier ,control, and sidetone cir-

cults operation; measurement of frequency
stability, frequency response, distortion,
and hoist:level; and use of signal generator.
RF wattmeters, oscilloscopes, audio oscilla-
tor, output power meter, multimeter,
frequency counter, frequency meter, wide
hand amplifier,. VHF signal generator,
sweep frequency generator, dummy load,
RF simulator, and spectrum analyzer. Ver-
sion 1: Instruction includes semiconductor
theory and techniques, and use of latest
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, 2 in electronics laboratory, and, on
the basis of institutional evaluation, addi-
tional credit in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in .electronics for nonren-
ginceripg 'majors (3/74. Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, 2 in electronics. laboratory, and, on
the hasis.of institutional evaluation, addi-
tional credit in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

.

AF- 1715 -0073

TE1AUTOGRAPHTRANSCRIBER EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

Course Number: AZR36330B.
Location: 3750th Technical Schbal,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, install, and repair telautograph
transcriber equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
operation of telautograph telescribers;

rytheo of operation of receivers andLrans-
ceivers; circuit operation and analysis; nm-
ble analysis and corrective maintenance;
and comparison of transistor and vacuum
tube systems. Student uses circuil sche-
matics and wiring diagrams, hand tools,
special .tools, and standard test equipnient.

Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category., I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (3/74).

AE-1715-0074

INTERMEDIATE AND ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE, TSEC/11Y-2, SEBIT-
24 MODEM. CRYPT() CONTROL. UNIT.
AND DIGITAL SUBSET

Course Number: 3AZR30650-2.
Location: 3275th Tech nical

La ckland AFIL TX.
Length: I I weeks (327 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and troubleshoot specific equip-
ment, associated with cryptographic
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electrical fundamentals, with emphasis on
qualitative -description; troubleshooting,
with emphasis on stereotyped procedures
for .specific crypt° control units, digital
subsets, and transmits receive, and timing
circuits; and use of test equipment. includ-
ing oscilloscopes, multimeters, and signal
generators.

School,

1

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0075

AN/TGC-14 ( V ) TELETYPEWRITER I & 0
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3,AZR3650-1,
Location: 3750th Technical.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks t90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-12/73-
Objectives: TO train airmen to maintain

the mechanical and electrical components
of AN/TGC-,14 teletypewriter sets.,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operational and mechanical
analysis of equipment, mechanical adjust-
mit.s, troubleshooting procedures, and\:
repair and 'replacement of defective parts.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
difision baccalaureate /associate dcVee
category, 1 semester hour in mechanical,
laboratory (3/74).

School,

(
AF-1715-0076

COMMUNICATIONS

Course Number: 30BR 021,
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 31 weeks (930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-12/73. -

Objectives: ToVain officers as communi-
cations systems officers.

Instruction: Lectures on electronic prin-
ciples; use of technical publications; com-
munications-electronics planning, pro-
gramming, and management; communica
tions security; and supervision and manage-
ment ll\clpe rations.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0077-

I . SPECIAL. MAINTENANCE 6185 -I SYSTEM
2. COLLINS 188-4 RADIO SET

Course Number: Version 1: SS30170-12.
Version 2: SS30170- II.

Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott
- AFB, IL.

Length;, Version /: 4 weeks ( 120 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/55-12/68.
Version 2: 9/54-7/55.

Objectives: To train technicians to main-
tain, inspect, and repair the Collins HF
liaison transceiver and antenna coupler.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer'-
vises in familiarization with liaison radio
system' 618S-1, including operation and
function, circuit analysis, troubleshooting
procedures, maintenance, and performance
testing.

Credit Recommendation: Sec explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force see -
hon.



AF-1715-0078
I. , 5PECIAl. TRAINING, AN/ARC-2I HF

LIAISON EQUIPMENT
(SPECIAL RADIO MAINJTENANCE

TECHNICIAN HF LIAISON. EQUIPMENT
AN/ARC-21)

2. SPECIAL RADIO MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN HF LIAISON EQUIPMENT
AN/ARC-2I ."

Course Number: SS30170-6.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Version 2; 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/55 - 12/68.

Version 2: 10/54-5/55.
Objectives: To train airrnen'to perform

required inspectio , field and depot
repairs, and mai: enance on AN /ARC -21
liaison equipT nt.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in familiarization with AM tube -type
transmitter and receiver. including Inspec-
tion, repair, maintenance, alignment, arid
troubleshooting using standard test equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0079
RADIO RELAY -EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(FPTS)
(RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(FPTS)( AN/FRC-39 AND AN/FRC-
39A))

(GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN(HEAVI?)(FPTS))

Course Number: AZR30450; AZR30453-
1.

Location: 3 380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 4-7 weeks (120-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train radio equipment

repairmen to operate, maintain, and repair
forward propagation tropospheric scatter
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises- in forward propagation tropospheric
scatter equipment operation, alignment, ad-
justment, maintenance, performance
checks, and troubleshooting via meter
readings, wave shapes and hlock, wiring,
and schematic diagrams; telephone, tele-
graph.' and auxiliary terminal equipment
operation; Scatter communications con-
cepts and techniques; and radio system
transmitter exciter, power amplifier, power
supply, and receiver circuits operation.
maintenance, and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assaciate degree
category, 3 semester hours ih electronics
laboratory, and additional credit in elec-
tronics onethe basis of institutional evalua-
tion (3/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category,' 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0080
RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(WIDEBAND)
Course Number: AZR30430-4;

ALR30430.3.
Location: 3 380th

Keesler AFB, MS.
Technical School,

*-)

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/65-12/68.
Objectives: To provide officers and en-

listed personnel who have extensive
backgrounds in .electronics with training in
wideband communications concepts and
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in wideband communications
systems fundamentals; telephone and tele-
graph terminal operational analysis,
frequency plans, alignment, adjustment,
maintena ce, performance testing, and
trouble nalysis; -microwave transceiver,
power s plies, regulators, transmitting and
receiving circuits, and auxiliary equipment
operation, alignment, adjustment, main-
tenance, performance testing, and trouble
analysis; and forward protiagntion
spheric scatter equipment.operation, makn-
[chance. performance testing, and trout*

)analysis.
Credit. Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0081

SPECIAL RADIO MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,
AN/TRC-24 RADIO SET °

Course Number: 5530470A-16.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance techni-

cians to 'maintain and repair the AN/TRC-
24 radio transmitter.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex,
perience in. AN/TRC-24 radio transmitter
block-diagram-analysis and troubleshooting
procedures, and in radio installation, main-.
tenance, and repair procedures.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0082

SPECIAI. RADIO MAINTENANCE. TECHNICIAN,
RADIO RECEIVING.SET, AN/ARN-3 ,

Course Number: Sr 0170-14.

Location: 3310th S chnical School, Scott
AF13, IL.

Length: 2 weeks ( 0 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 6/5 -12/68.
Objectives: To tr in skilled radio repair-

men to maintain and repair AN/ARN-31
radio transceivers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/ARN-31 radio transceiver
maintenance and repair, with emphasis on
troubleshooting procedures, trouble analy-
sis, and tuning and alignment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0083
.

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/ARC-58 SINGLE
SIDEIIAND HF RADIO SET

Course Number: ATS30170-34.
Location: 3380th TISehnical School,

Kees er AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).

1 1

Air Force 1-127
Exhibit Dates: 12/58-12/68.
Objectives:, To train skilled radio repair-

men to maintain and repair AN/ARC-58
single-sideband transceiver radio sets.

InStruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/ARC-58 single-sideband trans-

' ceiver maintenance and repair, including
block-diagram analysis and troubleshooting
proelklures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

' AF-1715-0084

SPECIAL RADIO MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
AN/MRN-7 AND AN/MRN-8
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM

Course Nuritber: SS-30470 B- 12.
Location: -33 10th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train radio maintenance

personnel to install, maintain, and repair
AN /MRN -7 and AN/MRN-8 instrument
landing system equipment.

Instruction: LeetUres arepractical exer-
cises in AN/MRN-7 and AN/MRN-8 instru-
ment landing system installation, main-
tenance, and repati-;including circuit and
block-diagram analysis and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- .

`division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, .credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0085

RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(MICROWAVE AND ASSOCIATED
RELAY CENTER EQUIPMENT)

2. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(MICROWAVE)

3. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(MICROWAVE)

(RADIO RELAY REPAIRMAN
(MICROWAVE))

Course Number: Version 1: ABR30430A.
Version 2: AB R30430A . Version 3:
AB30430A.

Location: Version 1: j380th Technical
Scholl, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3380th Technical School, Keesler AFB, -
MS. Version 3: 3310th Technical School,
Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 36 weeks (990
hours). Version 2: 32 weeks (870 hours).
Version 3: 22 weeks (570 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/59- 12/68.
Version 2: 8/58-7/59.. Version 3: 7/55.-7/58

Objettives: To train enlisted personnel to
_install, test, maintain, and repair
microwave, multiplexing, and radio relay
equipment.

Instruction:-.441 "VersionS: Lectures and
practical exercises in trigonometry, DC and
AC circuit analysis, electronic fundamen-
tals, power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators,
microwave propagation, multipleking and
microwave radio relay equipmevt, motor
and servo mechanisms. Version 1: Motor
and servo mechanisms; semiconductor
devices and circuits.

Credit Recommendation: Version I : In
the lower-division haccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec.
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tricity and electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4

semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics, and credit in electrical lahoratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 4

semester hours in eleaftricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 4 semester. hours in
electricity and electronics, and credit in
'electrical laboratory-on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the
lower-division hiiecalaure ate/associate
ttegree.category, credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

't5
AV-1715-0086

DEFENSIVE SYSTEM TRAINER SPECIALIST
( AN/ALQ-T4( V ) )

Course Number: 3ALRC425113-1;
ALR3425 I I-I- I .

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Kegsler AFB, MS.

'Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

with basic electronics backgrounds to
operate and maintain the T-4 electronic
countermeasures trainer.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
TV simulator functions for AM, FM,.1-CW,
IFF, and radar; programmer control; tubes,
including biasing methods and 'types; am-
plifiers, including auditx, video, push-pull,
and paraphase anililifiers, their classes of
operation and methods of coupling; R-C
networks; CRTs; transistors; including con-
struction, symhols, hiasing, voltage nomen-
clature, and CR, CF, and CC amplifiers;
oscillators; multivibrators, . including
monostahle,f, bistahle, astable (plate,
cathode, collectot-coupled)' for both tuhe

I and transistor types; precision cathode fol-
lowers; power supplies, including half, and
full wave, and bridge rectifiers, polyphase
rectifiers: filtering, and ripple; operation of

545. oscilloscope; limiters and
amper ; receivers, including crystal, TRF,

and superhetrodyne; introduction to radar,
including power, distance measurement,
FM, frequency shift and pulse systems;
radar pulse characteristics, types of rathlr
scan patterns; operation of TV trainer,
emphasizing understanding of trainer
through application of theory; and opera-
tion of equipment, including trainer, Tek-
tronix 545 scope, flukaincter differential
voltmeter, VTUM, multitester, tube tester,
and electronic counter.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
-division hacealaureate/associate degree
category, I5 semester hours in electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/741, in
the upper - division baccalaureate category,
c !tilt in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation ( 1/74).

(AF-1715-0087
MA3UAL CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST
2. MANUAL CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST . ..I

(CENTRAL OFFICV. EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST (MANUAL))

. MANUAL. CENTRAL. OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SVECIALISIT

(CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST (MANUAL)).

Course Number: Version 1: ABR36230.
Version 2: ,ABR36230; AB36230. Version
3: ABR36230; AB36230. Version . 4:
AB36230. ..

Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical
Scho61,. Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard, AFB,
TX. Version 3: 3450th Technical ,School,
Warren AFB, WY. Version 4: 3450th
Technical School. Warren AFB, WY.

Length: Version 1: 15 weeks ( 420
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (450 hours).
Version 3: 16 weeks (450 hours). Version
4: 26 weeks (780 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/61-12/68.
Version 2:5757-5/57, Version 3: 5/57-5/57.
ersion 4: 9/54-4/57. x
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair central office
der:atone eqUipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in basic AC and DC circuits, ren-
tal office telephone servicing techniques,
and specific central office telephone equip-
ment maintenance techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division -baccalaureate/associate degree
categOry, 3 sernter hours in telephony, 1

in telephony labCif,itory (.3/74).
ii

AF-17 I 5-0088

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AAR30474.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 39 weeks (1170 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/63-12/68.
Objectives: Td train enlisted per;:onnel to

install, maintain, and repair communica-
tions equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
applied, mathematics ;' AC and DC circuits;
vacuum tubes and solid-state devices;
power supplies; oscillators; digital data
processing; and analysis, maintenance, and
repair of various functional electrical cir-
cuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester. hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
haccalaurcate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74), 2 in shop
management (12/68), and additional credit
in electrical and radio laboratory on the
hasis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0089
OPERA ION AND MAINTENANCE OF MD-1

ASTRO COMPASS TEST EQUIPMENT

CoUrse Number: ATS42353-22.
!mention: 3345th Technical School.

Chanute A1713, IL.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates:" 9/61- I2_/68.

' A..,

Objectives: To/rain maintenance person-
nel in MD-1 astrocompass test equipment
operation and maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in astrocompass test equipment opera-
tion and maintenance, inclUding descri.p-
lion, calibration, and certification of ampli-
fier subassembly tester; various amplifier
tests and equipment required; and gyro, as-
trotracker, and altitude-azimuth computer
tests and test equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 3/74 ).

AF-I 715-0090
CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE

SHAW-ESTES TEST. STAND

Course Number: SS42250-27.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weekk (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To provide maintenance and

instructor personnel with training on the
Shaw-Estes test stand.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in test facility familiarization; con-
structional details and analysis of pyrome-
ter potentiometer operation; preventive
maintenance, trouble analysis, and calibra-
tion; and operation, test, and adjustment of
strobotach, tailpipe pyrometAr, and vibra-
tion meter.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74),

AF-1715-0091

AIRBORNE WEATHER EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: SS25170-3.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL:
Length: 5 weeks ( 151 hour0.
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To prepare airmen for as. gn-

ment to duty as airborne weather to ni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practic exer-
cises in airborne .weather equipment, cir-
cuit analysis of radiosonde receptor AN/
AMR-1 and radiosonde dispenser AN/
AME-I , and alignment and calibration of
airhorne weather equipment.

Credit RecommendatiOn: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of -
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0092
FBA II CENTRAL. AIR DATA COMPUTER

(CADC) TEST STATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR3257 I .

Location: 3415th Technical School."
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 5 weeks (162 hours)."
Exhibit Dates: 2/69- I 2/73. -)..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair Central Air Data Computer (CADC)
test stations.

InstrOction: Lectures and practical exer-c-
cises in theory, operation. inspection; and.
verification of aerospace ground equipment
data for performing maiptenance; technical
publications; ground safety; security; and
corrosion control.



Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0093
JET ENGINE. VIBRATION ANALYZER

MAINTENANCE (SPERRY)

Course Number: ATS42350-63.
Location: 3 345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair Sperry jet engine analyzers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the description, installation, appli-
cation, maintenance, and calibration of en-
gine analyzer components; review of elec-
tronic principles; maintenance of analyzer
circuits; and calibration of analyzers..

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-1715-0094
CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN/MECHANIC

(SM-65F)
Course Ntimber: ATS31270P-5.
Location: 3750th Technical Schpol,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

control system mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in binary arithmetic, transistor theory,
Boolean algebra, computer logic, special
circuit theory,', servomechanism theory,
weapon system operational concepts, and
flight control system basic theory and fun-
damentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, -2 semester hours in elpetronics or
computer technology,13/74 ;--in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity or electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF -1715 -0095

OPERATOR ANWOPERATION MAI NANCE
OF AC Svs-rEm TESTER, MO EL T-35 \

Course Number: ATS42350-57.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB,
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the, operatioh . and maintenance of T-35
IC CrS.

ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
(Ise. in panel checking, calibration equip-
men roubleshooting, and aircraft electri-
cal er systems testing.

Credit Rimmendation: No credit
because of...thd limited specialized nature of.
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0096

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION
AND-REPAIR (TEKTRONIX)

Courie Number: AZR32470-.1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12/68

t.7

Objectives: To train technicians in
troubleshooting and malfunction-elimina-
tion techniques:

Instruction: Practical experience in elec-
tronic test equipment calibration and
repair, circuit analysis; maintenance, and
repair.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited technical nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0097

CONTROL ROOM INSTRUMENTATION, JET
ENGINE TEST FACILITY

Course Number: ATS42250-37.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train key maintenance

and instructor personnel in the instrumen-
tation of jet engine test facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in electrical principles; test facili-
ties; and pyrometer potentiometer con-
struction, circuit analysis, operational fest-
ing and adjustment, and preventive main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0098

F -I. II COMMUNICATIONS GUIDANCE TEST
STATIONS TECHNICIAN

Course Number:"'ALR30170.
Locatio : 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AF CO.
Length: 1 -16 weeks (390-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

communications and guidance test stations
'technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
pe'rience in electronics, shop management
and maintenance, circuit analysis,, and
transmitter operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/7.

AF-1715-0099

AN/TSC-38B I/O MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30454-14.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-12/71'
Objectives: To,train enlisted persinnel in

AN/TSC-38B telephone system main-
tenance aria troubleshooting techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eirer-
ccs in AN/TSC-38B telephone system
ma ntenance and troubleshooting, including
the, ry of operation, circuit analysis, main-
tenance procedures for functional circuitry,

'and performance checks, alignment and
trouhleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

r

Air Force 1-129
AF-1715-0100
DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR3623 I ; AB3623 I .

Location: Version 1: 3750th Technical
School,, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2:
3450th Technical School, Warren AFB,
WY.

Length: .16 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to test, main-

tain, and repair dial . central office
telephone equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in electrical circuits fundamentals,
automatic telephony and circuit analysis,
central office equipment maintenance, and
relay and switch adjustment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity, 1
in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper=division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity or electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0101

DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN (SM-68)-

Course Number: ATS36251-5.
Location: 3750th, Technical School,"

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120 hours).

- Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain

and repair ballistic missile communications
system equipment.

Instruction: ,,Lectures and practical exer-
cises in central office ballistic missile corn-
munications system equipment main-
tenance and repair, including weapon
system and missile safety; circuit symbols;
console, line, and pallet circuits and adap-

.,, ters; computer and radar maintenance;
public address systems; amplifiers; relay in-
troduction and adjustments; rotary switch
adjustments; and 'testing and troubleshoot
ing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
n. at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0102
AUTOMATIC TELETYPE AND ELECTRONIC

SWITCHING SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN
- (ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (AUTOMATIC TELETYPE))

Course Number:, ABR362322;
ABR30630A.

Location: 3750th o Technical. School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 35-.36 weeks (960-990 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel 'to

perform corrective and preventive main:
tenance and repair on automatic teletype
and electronic switching systems'and equip-
ment.

Instruction: 411- Versioni: Lectures and
practical exercises in principles of electrici-
ty. including AC and DC circuits, motors,
and rectifiers; vacuum tube circuits; am-
plifiers; ba'sic pulse techniques; teletype
system principles; and central office
switching techniques. Version 1: Instruction
includes basic semiconductor theory.



1-130 COURSE EXHIBITS
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.

division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, '3 semester hours in electricity or
electrORics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccaladielite category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0103

AIRCR, CONTROL AND WARNING RADA
REPAium*N7(AN/EPS-3, AN/FPS-6) 'Ns

(AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING
RADAR REPAIRMAN (AN/FPS-3, ea:N/
FPS-6 AND IFF))

Course Number: ABR30332-2;
.AB30332C- I ; AB30332C.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Kesler AFB, MS.

Length: 29-35 weeks (840-960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 0/54- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation, alignment, inspec-
tion, organizatio 1 maintenance, and
repair of aircraft control and warning radar
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aircraft control and warning. radar
equipment operation, .inspection,' main-
tenance, and repair, including AC and DC
circuit theory, electron tubes and power
supplies; amplifiers and oscillators;
transistors; special circuits, including clip-
pers, dampers, and multivibrators; radar
microwave propagation; and special, radar
circuit,: and units.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics ( 12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0I04

AIRCRAFT CONTROL. AND WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN (AN/CPS-1, AN/CPS-4,
AN/CPS-5 AND 1FF)

Course Number: A11330332A.
Location: 3380th4 Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 28 weeks (841) hours).,
Exhibit Dates: 10/54 - 1 2/68.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
aircraft control and warning radar system
operation, tuning, alignment, and organiza-
tional maintenance. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ciseS in aircraft control and warning radar
system operation, tuning, alignment, and
orgapizaticinal maintenance, including AC
and DC' circuit theory; electrA tubes and
power supplies; amplifiers and oscillators;
transistors; special circuits, including clip-
pers. dampers and multivibrators; radar
microwave priagation; and special radar
circuits and um s.

Credit Recommendati tus In the lower -
hdivision '_..;e:r.:alaureat.e/ aSs0,0 ate degree

categOry, .1 semester hours id leetricity or
electronics ( 12/68). in the t per-division
baccalaureate category, 2 serr-ster 1 ours in
electronics (3/74).

AV-1715-0105
AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING RADAR

REPAIRMAN (AN/FPS-8 AND AN/
FPS -4)

Course Number: ABR30332-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 30 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59 - 12/68.

.. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation, tuning, alignment, inspec-
tion, organizational maintenance, and
repair of aircraft control and vItarning.radar
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar equipment operation. inspec-
tion, maintenance, and repair, including
AC and- DC circuit theory; electron tubes
and power supplies; amplifiers and ostilp-,
tors; transistors; special circuits, includMis
clippers. damper* and multivibrators;
radar microwave popagation; and special
radar circuits and units.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0106

AN/FSQ-7 (SAGE) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30554A.
Location: 3380th; Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform intermediate and organizational
maintenance on the AN /FSQ -7 (SAGE)
complitCr system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/FSQ-7 (SAGE) co puter
system theory of operation, pro a in-
structions analysis, program print- in-
terpretation, logic analysis,
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
becauSe of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF- 1715-0107

RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(RELAY CENTER EQUIPMENT)

Course Number: ABR30430D.
Location: 3380th ..Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 28 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel at

the apprentice level to install, maintain.
and repair relay center equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic DC and AC circuit theory, including
Ohm's and Kirchoff's laws, RC and RL
transients, and resonant circuits; power
supplies; amplifiers; oscillators; special cir-
cuits; and special ground communications
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division. baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester bout's in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation ( 3/74 ).

School,

AF-1715-0108
BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST, WS-13313

Course Number: ABR3I235G- It
Location: 3345th Technidal School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 44 weeks (1230 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair ballistic Missile test:
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories "in
DC and AC circuits, vacuum tube's and
transistors, and computer theory and
technology.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associatumiliegrec
category, 3 semester hours in eldiffircity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on e basis of institu-
tional evduation (3/74 .

AF-1715- 109
ELECTRONIC 1 IGITAL DATA PROCESSING

REPAIRMAN (INPUT-OUTPUT/465L
CONCENTRATOR)

CoUrse Number: ABR3053 I-1. ,

Location: 3380th Technical . School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 37 weeks (1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted persbnnel to

maintain and repair electronic digital data
processing equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratoties in
DC and AC circuits; vacuum tubes and
solid-State devices; electronic circuits, mo-
tors, and servos; pulse and timing circuits;
Boolean algebra and logic gates; and dbm-
puter circuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the I ',wet-
ivision baccalaureate/associate d 'gree

-ategory, 4 semester hours in elect 'city
and electronics (12/6S); in the upper -vi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electronics, 2 in digital electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the, .

basis of Institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF -1715 -0110

ELECTRONIC DIC,IT/& DATA PROCESSING
REPAIRMAN (DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT/4 I 2)

Course Number: Version 1: 3AZR3055 I -
2. Version 2: ABR3053 I -5..

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (588
hours). Version 2: 42-43 week s
( 1170-1200. hours).

Exhibit -Dates: Verstoti 1: 8/68-12/73.
Version 2.,,7 /63-7/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect and maintain data processing equip-
ment associated with 4"12L air weapons
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and AC circuits; vacuum tubes and
solid-state devices; electronic circuits, mo-
tors. and servos; pulse and timing circuits;
Boolean algebra and logic gates; and com-
puter circuits.

Credit Recommendation: Versi 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, 2 in electrical laboratory, 2 in corn-



s. -t

puler technology (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division 'baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in. electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate, category, 3
semester hours in electronics, 2 in digital
systems, and, on the basis of institutional
evaluation, credit in electrical laboratory
(3/74).

AF-1715-0111

AIRCRAFT CONTROL. AND WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN, AN/FST-2

Course Number: ABR30332G;
_141330332G.

Location: .3380th Technical 'School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 37-39 weeks ( I020 -1080
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, check out, and maintain aircraft
control and warning radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AC and DC circuits, electronic circuit fun-
damentals, basic digital computer theory
and circuits, microwave techniques, and
measurements.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree'.
categOry, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68 ); in the upper-division

. baccalaureatu category, 2 semester hburs in
electronics (3/74).

AF-1715:8112
BUIC III

AF-

Course Number: 3.AZR27330.
Location: 3380th (Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks ('180 hours).
Ethibit Dates: 1/70-12/73'.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

perform as surveillance operators at BUIC
installations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in BUIC system fundamentals, posi-
filial operation .of surveillance operator

ibuiles, and the operation of. manual data
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

Schigol

AF-1715-0113

BUIC III-AIR SURVEILLANCE FOR RADAR
INPUTS COUNTERMEASURES OFFICER/
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 30LR1741D-1.
Location: 33101th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. '
...Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I /70-12/73,
. Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as air surveillance officers at BUIC III in-..
stallations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in BUIC system fundamentals and air
surveillance, weapons; and simulation
operations.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0114

BUIC Ill OPERATOR

Course Number: 3AZR27630.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB. MS.
Length: S weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as air surveillance operators at
BUIC installations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in BUIC system fundamentals, posi-
tional operation of surveillance 'operator
consoles, and 4peration of ,manual data
equipment.

Credit Recommendation? No credit
b-ecause of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

7
AF-1715-0115

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN (AN/FPS-20 AND AN/
FPS-6)

Course Number: AB30332C-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keestibr AFB, MS.
Length: 39 weeks (1080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68. .
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

tune, align, inspect, maintain, and repair
AN/FPS-20 aid AN/FPS-6 aircraft control
atid warning radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practictil ex-
perience in aircraft control and warning
radar equipment operation, tuning, align-
ment, inspection, maintenance, and repair,
including AC and DC circuit theory, elec-
tron tubes and power supplies, amplifiers
and oscillators, transistors, radar
microwave propagation, special circuits and
units, and clippers, dampers, and mul-
tivibrators.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baCcalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0117

I. FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (F-
100A/42/0/F: MA-3, ASG-17
SYSTEM)

2. FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MA-3, ASG-17 SYSTEMS)

(OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL gYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA-3. ASG -17
SYSTEMS))

(FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MA-1.2.3 GBR SIGHT Sys-rests ))-

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MA-I, MA-2, MA-3 SYSTEMS)

4, FIRE CONTROL'SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MA-I, MA-2, MA-3 SYSTEMS)

Course Number: Version 11:
3ABR32230B. Version 2: ABR3223013,
Version 3: ABR32230B. Version 4..
AB32230B.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (618
hours). Version 2: 29-34 weeks" (840-930
hours). Version 3.. 37 weeks (1020 hours).
Version 4.. 23-26 weeks (690 .qours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1:--; I /69-12/73.
Version 2: 9/60-12/68. Version 3.. 6159-8I
60. Version 4: 5/54-5/59.

Air Force 1-131
Objectives: To train airmen to .install,

check, and maintain offensive fire control
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in low-altitude bombing
systems",.motors, and servomechanism prin-
ciples, and 'radar principles, including trans-
mitters, system components, maintenance,
and' troubleshooting procedures. Version 1..
Instruction includes offensive fire control
problems, including components, special
tools, maintenance management, communi-
cation security, safety procedures, and sight
system power supplies, adjustrnents, align-
ments, and troubleshooting procedures.
Version 2.. Instruction includes electricity
fundamentals, including AC and DC cir-
cuits; 'vacuum tubes and transistors,. and
solid-state devices; amplifiers and oscilla-
to power supplies, motors, and servo'

hanisms; microwave principles; and
poise, reactive, multivibrator, sweep, and
logic circuits. Version 3: Instruction in-
cludes bombing computers, sight system
maintenance, repair, and trouble analysis.
Version 4: Instruction includes electricity
fundamentals, including AC current funda-
mentals; vacuum and gas-filed tubes,'
power supplies, and 'voltage regulators; am-
plifiers, oscillators, and sweep generators;
oscilloscope; and radar system components,
circuits, calibration, and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In-
sufficient data for evaluation (3/7.4). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in basic electronics (12/68) .. Version 3: In-
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hdturs in elec-
tronics, and credit in clectrical\laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74). Version 4: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hours in basic electronics ( i 2/68).

AF-1715-0118

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING.RADAR
REPAIRMAN (AN/TPS-ID, AN/TPS-
10D)

(AIRCRAFT CONTROL ANIID WARNING
RADAR REPAIRMAN ( AN/TPS- I D,
AN/TPS-10D A(, ID !FP))

Course NumbeP: ABR303321-1; e.
AB30332B.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 28-34 weeks (810-930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and repair aircraft con-
trol and warning'radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
development and application of electronic
principles, circuit theory, circuit testing,
shop practices, performance logs, main-
tenance records, and system maintenance.
Credit should be granted for circuit theory
and analysis courses only.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrOnics
(12/68); ,M the upper-division baccalau-
reate categOry. 3 semester hours in elec-

,-"--tronics'( 3/74 ).

AF-1715-0119
DIGITAL. SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3ALR30630F.
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Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain electronic communications and
cryptographic syktems equipment.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in logic circuits, operational analysiS,
'troubleshooting, repair, and adjustment of
digital subscriber terminal equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 4 semester hours in computers or
data processing equipment (3/74); in the
upper-division .baCcalaureate category, 2
semester .hours in computers or data
processing equipment (3/74).

AE -1715 -0120:
I. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(CARRIER AND ANTRAC EQUIPMENT)
2. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(CARRIER AND ANTRAC E taPmemr)
3. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMEt EpAIRMAN

(CARRIER)
4. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(CARRIER)
5. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(CARRIER) 011

6. CARRIER REPEATER MECHANIC

--Course Number: Version I: ABR30430B.
Version 2: ABR30430B. Version 3:
ABR30430B. Version 4: AB30430B. Ver-
sionA5: AB30430B; A1336231. Version 6:
AB30430B; AB3623I.

Location: Versio;i '1: 3380th 'Technical
S'chool, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3380th Technical School, Keesler AFB,
MS. Version 3: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler. AFB, MS. Version 4: 3310th
Technical School, Scott AFB, IL. Version
5: 3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.
Version 6: 34 50th Technical School, War-
ren AFB, WY.

Length: Version I : 34 weeks (930
hours). Version 2: 36 weeks (990 hours).
Version 3: 30 weeks (810 hours). Version
4: 25 weeks (720 hours). Version 5: 16-17
weeks (480 hours). Version 6: 16-17 weeks
(480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 :. 2/60-.12/68.
Version 2: 9/59-1/60. Version 3: 8/58-8/59.
Version 4: 3/56 -7/58. Version 3/54-2/56.
Version 6: 3'154-2/56. .

Objectives:To train enlisted. personnel to
installs...inspect, and maintain carrier and
antrac radio relay equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and AC'fundamentals, includiag Ohm's
law, 'Kirchofrs law and phaser analysis;
principles of vacuum tubes and transistors;
electron tubes and power supplies; am-
plifiers and oscillators; carrier telegraph
terminal principles; frequency modulation
transmitter and receiver principles and
rbdio relay systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, a semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 2: In
the lower - ,vision baccalaureate/associate
degree catellory, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12168). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hodrs in elec-
tricity hr electronics (12/68). Version 4: In
the lower -division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 4 in elcctrical or elec-
tronics labor.......,itory (3174). Version 5: In the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 4 in electrical or elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74). Version 6: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 4 in electrical or elec-
tronics laboratory (3/74).

A F-1715-012A

GROUND ECM SPECIALIST .

Course Number: ABR30330; AB30330.
Location: 3380th Technical. School),

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 29-33 Weelott 840-900 hoursi.
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain ground electronic
countermeasures receivers, panoramic
adaptors, pulse analyzers, direction finderS,
cameras, 'recorders, and associated test
equipment. -

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
development and application of electronic
principles, -circuit theory, circuit testing,
shop practices, performance logs and main-
tenance records, skid-dated ground ECM
operations, and electronic analysis'of inter-
cepted signals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0122

RADIO REI.AY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (AN/
TRC) ill

Course Number: Version I : ABR30430C.
Version 2: AB30430C.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 30 weekS (810
hours). Version 2:.-17-19 weeks (480-540
hOurs). Ni,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/58 -12/59.
Version 2: 10/55-7/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel at
the apprentice level to maintain and 'repair
UHF radio equipment.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
laboratories in maintenance, adjustment,
tuning operation, and repair of radio relay
communications systems, radio relay trans-
mitting equipment, and radio relay receiv-
ing equipm;:nt. Version I : Includes QC and
AC circuits, basic electronicslectron
tubes and power supplies, amplifiers and

S oscillators: and radio electronics:
Credit Recommendation: Version . ,1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-.
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 2: In
the lower-div. ion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, Credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluatiOn
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

1 A

AF-1715-0123
COMMUNICATIONS AND RELAY CENTER

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL (TSEC/KW-9)

cCOMMLINIGATIONS AND RELAY CENTER
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, TSEC/KW-
9)

Course Number: ABR36330A.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
'Length: 33-37 weeks (900-1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted perXonnel as

apprentice communications and relaY
center equipthent repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electrical fundamentals and circuit con-
struction for the purpose of maintaining'
and repairing electromechanical equip-
ment, including teletypewriters, typing re-
perforators, crypto equipment and relay
center equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower;
division baccalaureate/associate' degree
category, I semester hour in electricity or
electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity or electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0124
F-11.1. PENETRATION AIDS TEST STATIONS

'TECHNICIAN,..

Course Number: ALR30173.
Location: \ 3415th Technical School,

'Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 18 -21 weeks (540-630 hours).
Exhibit Dates! 8/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain penetration
aids test station aerospace groUnd equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in penetration aids test station equip-
ment operation, inspection, and, main-
tenance, including infrared receiver set
familiarization and circuit analysis; radar
homing and warning system familiarization;
AGERD 6812 and AGERD' 6811 opera-
tion, block diagram analysis, circuit analy-
sis, maintenance, and calibration; and
RHAW sytem circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AE-1715-0125
tNTERMEDIATE/ORGANiZATISINNI. (I/O)

MAINTENANCE M-37 ASR Low
LEVEI. KEYING

Course Number: 3AZR36350-5.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks ( 15(1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Maintain and repair M-37 ASR teletype
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in M-37 teletype equipment main-
tenance, including keyboard theory and ad-
justments-, printer and associated com-
ponents operation theory, disassembly,
reassembly, and adjustments; reader and
reperforator operation theory and adjust-
ment; logic introduction; M-37 operational
analysis; and troubleshooting the reperfora-
-tor, tape reader, and electronic operations.



Credit Recommendatidn: No credit
because ot the limited 5111ecialized nature of
the course (3/74):

AF-1715-0126,
SCOPE CONTROL. SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL. /

INTERMEDIATE (0/I) MAINTENANCE
(SCOPE CONTROL. SYSTEM FIELD/OR-

GANIZATIONAL (F/0) MAINTENANCE)
Course Number: 3AZR30454-1 I.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Scierkees, .Keesler.;,AFB. MS; 3380th
TeelAical School, Keesler AFB;

Length: 9weeks. (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates:.1/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain' scope control system
9 equipment.

Insiruction: Lectures in scope control
system equipment characteristics, block-
diagram and circuit analysis, troubleghoot-
ing procedures, malfunction isolation
procedures, alignment, .,adjustment and
descriptive system'analysis.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0127
FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)

MAINTENANCE, TSEC/KL-7
-Course Number: 3 AtR3.6-350;

AZR36350.
Location: 175T13th Technical School.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, adjust, and maintain- Kt.-7 equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in mechanical operation, adjustment
and preventive maintenance, circuit analy-
sis, and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ,(3/74).

AF-1715-0128
TEMPEST FOR SYSTEMS DESIGN

.

ENGINEER

Course Number: 3OZR2825 -7.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences,' Lackland AFB; TX.
Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Mites: 5/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train communication

systems engineers to design and engineer
communications systems in accordance
with TEMPEST directives.

instruction: Lectures on communication
security communications center layout, dis-
tribution frames and patching facilities,
power requirements, grounding systems,
and a simulated TEMPEST site survey.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
. because of the military'nature of the course
(3/74).

.

AF-1715-0129
WEAPONS FUSING SYSTEM SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR33130.
Location: 34 I 5th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: weeks ( 20n/h

'hours ). Version 2: 41.week. (1080 Maus).

Exhibit Dates: Version .1: 3160-12/68.
a Version 2: 3/59 -2/60.

Objectives:, To train enlisted personnel to
perform as nuclear weapons fusing spe-
cialists.

.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures. and
practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals, including DC ciruits, motors, and
generanirs; series edits, parallellicircuits,
and series-parallel combinations; maw-
netism; induction, inductive reactance, and
capacitive reactance; vacuum tubes; diode,
triode, tetroite, and pentode; variods,ampli-
fier systems': oscillators; synchros and ser-
vom hanisms; bridge circuits, RI-C. com-
Milan circuits, counting and heterodyn-
ing cir uits; and mathematics fundamentals.
Verna 1.; litstruction'iticludes transmission
lines, mierowate oseiiiatorS, transistor arn;,
plifiers and oscillators, FM principles, arid
semiconductor fundamentals.

. .

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lowerLdivision baccalaureate/associate
degree category; 4 semester how's M elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68) :- in the. uPper-
division-.ba-ccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
2.: In the tower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
.semester hours in electricity or electronics.
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis f.institutional evaluation (3/74).

-(r. ,..

AF-1715-0130
WEAPONS MECHANIC-TAC/ANG-RES

Course Number: 3ABR46230-7.
Loot I of Applied Aerospace

Scic CO.
Le 34 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Vico, electrically and mechanically test,
maintain, troubleshoot, and load and un-
load aircraft weapons and weapons
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weapons launching and, inspection.'
systents, 'maintenance management, safety,
nuclear and nonnuclear munitions, loading
and unloading techniques, security, use of
test equipment, and fundamentals of elec-
tricity?.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0131
AN/GPA-125 Coma-DECODER,

ORGANIZATIONAL. /INTERMEDIATE (0/
I) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30372-22.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/33-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with 'supplemental training in coder-
.decoder organizational and intermediate
maintenance.

In.struction:--rectures and practical exer-
cises in coder-decoder . maintenance, in-
cluding analysis and performance checks of
system timing, test panel, and mode 4 ena-
-le circuits, .and digital techniques and

logic symbology.

Air Force 1-133
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

AV.-1715-0132

COMMUNICATIONS AND RELAY, CENTER
EQUIPMENT,REPAIRMAN,
ELECTROMECHANICAL

Course Number: Version 1: 3' AB1236330.
Version 2: '3ABR36330;,ABR36330. Ver-. .

sion 3::ABR 36330.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB. TX.-
Length: Version 1: 31 -33 week,

(930-990 hours). Version 2: 33-34-week's
(930 hours). Version 3: 33 weeks (900
hourg).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: -517.1-12/73-.
Version 2: 6/66-4/71. Version 3. 2/64-5/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-
communication and information relay
center teletype unit troubleshooting, main-
tenance; and'repair.

Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in reletype unit
trOultileshooting, maintenance, and repair',
including AC and DC circuit fundamentals,
series-parallel and RLC circuits, and volt-
age regulators. Version 1: Instruction in-
cludes solid-state physics and devices,
rectifiers and filters, principles of amplifica-
tion, power amplifiers, oscillators .and mut-
tivibrators, ,number systems, truth tables,
Boolean equations, counters and resistors,
and AC and DC motors and generators. ,
Version 2: Instruction includes solid -state
physics and devices, rectifiers and filters,
principles of amplification, power am-
plifiers, oscillators and multivibrators,
number systems, truth . tables; Boolean
equations, counters and resistors, and AC
and DC motors and generators. Version 3:
Instruction includes solid-state power sup-
plies; transistors and transistor multivibra-..
tors; logic; mathematics and logic circuits;
and audio, video, and push-pull amplifiers.

Credit Recbmmendation: -Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalatireate/as,soeiate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-

. tricity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74).
VersiOn 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester

. hours in electricity or electronics. (I2/68);-
in the upper-division baccalaureate eatego-
ry, 2 semester hours in 'electricity or elec-
tronics, and additional credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the hiwet-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electricity or electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74); in the upper-division taccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (1/
74).

AV-4715-01.33

GUIDED MISSILE OPERATIONS OFFICER (TM.;
76A)

Course Number: OBRY,82 I -1. r"
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Low. AFB, CO.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in guided

missile operations. ;
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Instruction: Lectures on air armament

management; TM-76A weapons, propul-
sion, and night .control. systems; missile
preflight test pack; launch area operatiops;
nuclear weapons orientation; principles of,,
.electronics; AC and DCAndamentals; and
electronic power supplies.

-. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (3/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category,. 2 semester
hours in :electricity and electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)

, t I

AF-1715-0134
MISSILE ELECTRICAL SPECIALIST/

TECHNICIAN, SM-68B

Course Number: ATS44150E-3:
Location: 3750th Technical

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel. to

maintain ihissile electrical systems and as-
sociated test equipment. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile electrical' systems and elec-
frical,,equipment,,ground 'equipment opera-
tion, installation exercise test sets and bat-
tery simulators.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
.- division baccalaureatelassociate degree

\ category. I semester hour in electrical
-1 laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divisNn

baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0135'
CoNTailt, SYSTEM MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN,

SM-68
Course 'Number: .ATS31270P-2.

cation: 3750th Technical School,
and AFB, TX.

ngth: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair ballistic' missile contsol systems.
, Instruction:. Lectures, and practical exer-

cises in flight control system equipment
maintenance ;' missile hydraulic and flight
control cyst o -ration, maintenance, and
testing procedures, .' al tracing; and
power supply' fundamentats:

.Credit Recommendation: in the loi.srr-
division- baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics

. - laboratory (3/74).

School,

AF-1715-0136
1 MISSILE ELECTRICAL. SPECIALIST ( LGM-

- 25) .

2 :MISSILE ELECTRIt U SPECIALIST (SM:
68B)

Course Number: -Versiim I: ABR44130E-
1. Version 2: A BR44130F.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: -'- Versio'n I. 17-18 weeks
(48( -510 hours). Version 2 6 weeks (
lours ).'

Exhibit Dates: -Version 1: 5166.-12168.
Version 2 9/62 -4/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair 1GM-25 and SM-6813 missile electri-.
cal Svstenis

A

Instruction: All VerSions: Lectures and
practical exercises in missile 'electrical
system and equipment dperation, circuit
analysis, inspection, and maintenance;
aerospace ground equipment electrical
systems repair, functional analysis, opera-
tion and inspection; stage I and II engine
elearieal system circuit analysis, operation,
and maintenance; AC and DC circuit
theory and operatiork; safety procedures
and equipment; and tahnical publications.
Version 1: LGM-25 missile electrical
system operation add maintenance. Version
2: SM-68B missile electrical system opera,
tion and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the homier- division baccalaureate/associate

. degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
S,tricity or electrical laboratory (3/74); in

upper,division baccalaureate category.
credit in electricity or electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74). Version 2: In the lower-divisiorr.bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in electricity or electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, credit in electricity
or electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

e'

AF-1715-0137
1. MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

SPECIALIST (LGM -25)
(MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

SPECIALIST (LGM-25))
,2. MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

jp. /SPECIALIST (LGM-25)

......Course ' ' Number: . All Versions:
3ABR31631F. Version 2.: ABR3163IF.

Location: Version - 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences,. 'Sheppard AFB, TX.

Sheppard
Versions.. 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. ,
1

Length: ; 3750th Technical School weeks
(678 hours)Version 2: 29 weeks (840
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/71-12/73; 9/
71-12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as missile guidance and control
specialists. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer,
cises in AC and DC circuits fundamentals;
solid-state devices, including transistors,
amplifiers, and power supplies; vac um
tubes, including amplifier principles, olt-
age regulators, tools, and sold ring
4chniques; signal generation, timing, and
control; logic symbols, circuits, and appli-
cations; and digital techniques and com-
puter hardware.

Credit: RecOmmondation: Version 1: In
the lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hourS in elec:
tronics (3/74).. Version 2: In the lowey-diyi--
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-diVision bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity, and additional credit in elec-
tronics laboraniry on 'the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0138
DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS TRAINER SPECIALIST,

AN/GPQ-T6
Course Number: 3ABR34231A;

ABR34231A.
lAcation: 338(ltr Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
_

.1"

Length: 42-46 'weeks ( 1.110-1200
hours).

Exhibit, Dates: 1 I /66-12/73. ' .

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in basic electronics.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratOry in
AC and DC circuits, solid-state devices,
vacuum tubes, oscillators, transmitter and
receiver fundamentals, microwave princi-
ples, and electrical motors and ser-
vomechanisms'.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureat associate degree
category, 6 semester ho rs in electricity or
electronics (12/68); i the upper-division
bacc\alaureate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in electricity or electronics,
and additional credit in electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0139 i
DEFENSE MISSILE 16UIDANCE MECHANIC

(GAR)
Course NuMber: ATS3 I i 51W-3,
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

defense ,missile g 'dance mechanics.
Instruction: Le ures and practical exec-,

cises in security, safety procedures, and
missile disassembly and analysis, armament,
propulsion, and electrical power functions.

Credit, Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74)..

AF-1715-0140 .
It

MISSILE ELECTRICAL SPEC( LIST

' Course Number: 3ABR 4130.
Location: 3750th T chnical School,

Sheppard 'AFB. TX.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation and maintenance of missile
electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in trOubleiooting, preventive
maintenance, princip s of mechanics, DC
and AC circuits, power supplies, and con-
trol systems. us

Credit Recommendation: .. In the loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in mechanics, 4
in electronics and electronics laboratory
(3/74).

AF-17/5-0141.
FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL (F h 0)

MAINTENANCE AN/GMQ-10A
',.TRANsmissomETER, AN/GMO-13

ROTATING BEAM CEILOMETER

Course Number: ATS30270-17.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /59-12/68.
Objectives: To trsfin enlisted personnel.in

the maintenance of electronic weather ob-.
servation equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex,
perience in circuit ,analysis, troubleshoot-
ing, high-voltage power supplies, and video
circuits:



Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in eleqronics
labor:It-tory (3/74).

. AF-1715-0142 ti
AN/APX:72 TRANSPONDER,NICERMEDIATE/

ORGANIZATIONAL. (I /O)
; MAINTENANCE,

Course Number: 3AZR3285 1 -0.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keester AFB, MS.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours);
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation and maintenance of the
APX-72 transponder.

Instruction: Lectuees and prktical ex-
perience in logic symbols and circuitry,
troubleshooting. and encoding and decod-
ing principles.

Credit Recommendation; In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electronics

' and eleCtriinies laboratory (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0143

MISSILE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
TVILNICIAN,

COW'S! Number: AZR3 l 6726.
Location : / 3345th . Technical School,
anute APB,IL.

tength: 6 weeks (186 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-.12/68.

. Objectives:, To train enlisted personnel in.''
the maintenance of launch' and test equip
mcnt.

Instruction: Lectuies and practical ex-
penence in analysis of electronic principles,
circuit theory and testing, isolation and
correction of equipment malfunctions.
removal and installation; use of technical
publications, and safety.

Credit Recommendation: No credi
because of the limited specialized na rry of
the course ( 3/74).

AF-1715-0144
CONTROI SYSTEMS MECHANIC, IM-99A

Course Number: ABRt 1230N-2.
Location: 3345th 'fechnical School,

, Chanute Atli, IL.
Length: 26 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61 12/68.
ObjeciivesF To train enlisted personnel in

the opertjon, maintenance, inspectiOn,-and
repair of IM-99A guided missile, control
syStemS and related aerospace ground
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical e er-
cises in fundamentals. of electronics, flight
control components and systems, IM-99A
weapon system concepts, technical publica-
tions, maintenance concepts, and weapon
system check -out and inspection equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division. baccalaureate/associate degree-
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68). .

.AF- 1715 -0145

CONLROI. SYSTEMS MECHANIL', IM-
Course Number: ABR31230N-1.
Location: 1 34 5 th -1-echttie al pot.

C :mute AFII, IL.

Length: 31 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates:,6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To,irain enlisted personnel to

- inspect, maintain, and -repair 1M-99B mis-
sile systems.

Instruction: Practical training in the
maintenance and repairoof AC-DC vacuum
tubes, transistors, amplifiers, motors, and
servo-multivibrators.

Credit, ,Reemmendation: -In 'the lower-
division 'baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or,
electronics (12/68,).

AF-1715-0146
GAM CONTROL MECHANIC, GAM-77

Course Number: ABR31532Q-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 33 weeks (900 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: $/61-12/68..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

maintenance theory and the fundamentals '
of electricity and electronics.

Instruction: Lectures and nractical ex-
perience in' vacuum tubes, transistors, am-
plifiers, oscillators, motor servos, mul-
tivibrators; and sweep circuits.
_Credi) Reconunenda on: In the lower-

division baccalaurea e/a.ssociate degree
category, 4 semester ours in electricity,
eleCtronid, and electrical laboratory (12/
68).

AF-17I5-0147
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN

.4 GAM-77
Course Number: ATS31150B-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Le dirrIR #keeks (540 hours).

ibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform circuit analyses on GAM-77
guidance systems.

instruction: Lectures and praCtical exa
perience in computer logic and main,
tenance fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate. degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical'
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
'baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

Air Force
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaufdate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical and
electronic laboratory (3/74f,

/F-1715-0149
WEAPONS FUSING SYSTEMS SPECIALIST

(ELECTRONIC)

Course Number: AB33130-A; A1333130-

LocatiOn: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AUL CO.

Length.: 26-30 weeks (750-810 hours).
Exhibit DateSI-1-1/55-12/68.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, assemble, test, maintain, and repair
nuclear weapons fusing systems, com-
ponents, and related test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures in applied mathe-
matics, including monomials, .binomials,
linear equations, power-of-ten notation, ad-
dition, subtraction, and multiplication of
fractions, and use of-slide rule; electricity
fundamentals, including resistors. AC,
and bridge circuits; series, parallel, and se
ries-parallel combination circuits; series-
parallel RLC circuiti, resonance, and Q
factor; ACdircuits fundamentals, including
frequency, amplitude, and phase; DC mo-
tors and generators; inductive and capaci-
&lye reactance; magnetism; color code; volt-.
ohm-ampere meters; transformer funda-
mentals; maximum power transfer; vacuum
tube devices; diodes, triodes, tej.rodes,and
pentodes; rectifiers and filters; basic con-
cepts of tube amplifjcation; gas:tilled tubes
and voltaic regulators; oscillators' and
blocking c ts; amplitude modulation
and AM etection circuits; frequency
modula discriminators, and power am-
plifie magnetic amplifiers; RC and RL
trans ern- circuits; multivibrators, counters
and limiters; transmission line :concepts;
magnetron and klystron microwave oscilla-
tors, wave-guides, ,antennas, and pulse
modulation; receiver circuits and
heterodyne:- practical experience in fusing
system compopents and associated test
equipment preventive maintenance;
checking,' calibration, and installation of
electrical -components; use of radar test
equipment; and transfomier, ser-
vomechanisms, vacuum tubes,, and, tube
amplifiers operation, maintenance! and
repair..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacc1;laureate/assOciate degree
category. 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and additional
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (/74).

AF-1715-0148

CONTROL. MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN, GAM-77
(CONTROL SYSTEMS MECtIANILITECHNI-

clan% GAM-77)
Course Number: ATS3I552Q-1;

ATS3125011-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School;

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12-13 weeks (360=390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel in the maintenance and theory of the
GAM-77 control system to the level of cir-
cuit analysis, data flow loops, calibratiim,
alignment, and-check-out.

Instruction: -Lectures and practical exer-
cises in control systeM familiarization, con-
trol system analysis,. bench test and ground
support equipment, and radar fundamen-
tals.

1 ,/
%.°

AF-171S-0150

SPECIAL WEAPONS MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AB99(125A.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Ungth: 25 Weeks (66(1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/57- 12/68.

-Objective": To train enlisted. personnel to
operate, inspect, maintain, and correct mal-
functions,on special electronic instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises, in electrical fundamentals, including
AC and DC circuits, resonance, RLC time
constant circuits, vacuum and special -pur-

L
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pose. tubes, amplifiers and oscillators, and
oscilloscopes operation and use; nuclear
physics fundamentals; and. operation and
use of elementaryiele.ctrOnic counters.

Credit RecomniendatiOn: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate ,,degree
category, 3. iserneiter-hotirs. in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hoinis in electricity and electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0151
SREciAt. WEAPONS MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN
,

Course Number: Version 1:
ABR9?125F,4 Version 2: AB99025FL. +-;

'Location:3415th Technical 'School,
Lowry, AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 31 weeks (840
hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (390 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/59-12/68.
Version 2: 8/57-4/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted rsonnel to
operate and maintain special e etronic in-
struments.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronic fundamen-
tals, AC and DC circuits; RLC Circuits,
resonance; filter circuits; Universal Timd
Constant curve...,iise; time constants;
vacuum. tubes; ..dicides, triodes, tetrodes,
and pentodes; transistor fundamentals; am-
plifier principles; and oscilloscope opera-
tion and use. Version 1: Instruction in-
cludes audio, DC, pulse, tuned, push-pull,
and negative feedback amplifiers; oscina-
tors, multivibrators, and pulse-generating
circuits;' and basi- concepts 'communica-
tions systems and elctromagnetic wave's.
Version 2: Instruction includes basic con-
cepts of nuclear physics' and atomic energy,
and allied electronic detecting and measur-.
ing apparatus. .

Credit Recommendation: kersion is In
the' lower-division baccalaumate/as,sociate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec.,
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-.
division baccalaureate category; 4 semester
hours in electrical laboratory or elec-
tronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74k. Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureatc/assoc late degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics

-412/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester-hours in atomic
physics, 2 in electricity or electronics, and,
on the basis of institutional evaluation,
credit in electrical laboratory (3/74)!

AF-1715;0152
SPECIAI. WEAPONS MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN

Course Number:. ABR991250.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 39 weeks (1080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68,
Objectives: To train airmen to inspect,

test; and repair electronic circuits and
maintain special weapon:: systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in special .weapons- systems main-
tenance and electrical fundamentals, in-
eluding AC anil DC circuits; RI_ RC,''andi,
RIX! arcuits rhclUding resonance andi.ifitc,
tern; 'basic meter movements; oscilloscirt

use and operation; vacuum and' gas tube
theory; amplifiers, including ,DC, audio,
pulse, tuned, and push-pull; oscillator prin-
cip semiconductor ;theory; equivalent)

.

xircuits;and'sYstems analysis.
:Credit Recommendation: In the lower:-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categOry, 4 semester hours in'electricity or
electronics' ( 1,2/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate 'category, 4 semester hourS in
electricity or.electironibs, and, credit in elec-
trical laboratbery on be basis of institu-
tional,evaluation,;( 3474).

AF-1715-0153

GROUND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN, C1M - 1QB '

(GROUND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (LIGHT) CIM-1013)

(GROUND 'COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, '7
REPAIRMEN (LIGHT) IM -99B) ...

Course Number: 3AZR3Q434;
R3 32. ,, -.

Location: %334 1h .`Technical SClioo1,'
Chanute AFkl, IL' ,. -' . ,- .

[Length: 13-18 We-elcs'( 402-540 hours),
Exhibit Dates: .11/61-12/73.
Objectives: Totrain enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain* specialized 'digital
communications equipment. .

Instruction Lectures and practical exer -'
cises in specialized digital -communications
equipment operation and Maintenance, in-
cluding communications, equipment
familiarization; video prelaunch translator
group.; corninand distribution system, and
command equipment operation and main-
tenance; status- summarizer, simulator,
selector, and comparator operation;
squadron; supervisor's station procedures;
and interceptor missile squadron superviso-
ry and . control 'equipment operation and
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree,
category-, 3 semester hours in electronics
and electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
up r-division . baccalaureate category,
er i t in. electronics and elc4rical laborato-
ry n the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/7 ).

,

AF-1715-0155 ,

MR LAUNCH MISSILE GUIDANCE
TECHNICIAN (AGM-28A/B) ett

Course Number: AAR3I571 Q.
Location: 3345th Technical %School,'

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length; Version..'1.: 13 weeks '(390

hours). Version 2: 9 wceks (270 hours).
. Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/65-12/68.
Version 2: '8/64-4/65...

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
air launch missile guidance technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and Laboratories in
advanced electronic principles, computer
theory and operation, analysis and use of
check-out tapes, airc t installed-equip-
ment theory, analysis of I operation,
troubleshooting, and field mainte ce.

Credit Recommendation: Versi n 1: In
the loweritlivisiorh' baccalaureate/ late
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-'
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (8/74). Version 2: the
lower-division baccafaureate/associate
degree category, '2,'semester hours in elec-
trical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divi--,
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluatian (3/74).

AF- 11tit-0154

C MISSII.E INERTIAL GUIDANCE
MECHANIC/TECISNICIAN (SM-68B)

/.7--Course Number: ATS31272F-3.
Location: 3750th Technical, School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
.? Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operatekiasic. inertial guidance systems
associated SUpport equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises the operation of ballistic missile in-_
ertial .guidance systems, including system
coMponents, stabilization, guidance com-
puter fundamentals, power supplies, and
test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lewer-
divIsion baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 seniester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory , on the his of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

If

fs, ,

.
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AF-1715-0156
BMEWS SPACE SURVEILLANCE CONSOLE

Course Number: 3AZR27650.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

. ScienCes, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates: 5/73-12/73.
Objectives: To teach enlisted personnel

- the basic concepts of ballistic missile early
'warning systems operations, space track
system, detection radar -display, target
teaching console, and interference
analyzer.

Instruction: Le ures in operations of the;
ballistic missile rly warning system, in-
cluding basic c cepts of the spacetrack
system, relationship of fundamentals of the
radar and electronic warfare to the early
warning system,' tactical equipment, and
displays related to detection radar, target
tracking console, and the interference
analyzer.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74). -

AF-1715-0I57
ANALYST TECHNICIAN, G -77

(MISSILE: SYSTEMS AWALYST/TECHNICIAN,
GAM-77)

Course umber: ATS31:5730-1;
ATS31470B:2.

Location: 3345th Technical. School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: o train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and adjust the GAM-77
miss stem.

tion: Lectures and pradtical exec-
riser basic transistor principles; naviga-
tion; gital .computer operation; propul-
sion, r Iectrical, hydraulic and associated
cyst -fli control and servicing equip-

..men; puter systems analysis.



Credit Recommendation: Iri the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/-74).

AF-1715-0158 ;
AIR LAUNCH MISSILE ANALYST TECHNICIAN

(AG -28A/B)
*Course mber: AAR315730.
Location 3345th Technical School,

Chanute B, IL.
Le Version 1: 1I weeks (330

hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/65- 12/68.

Version 2: 9/64-4/65.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

advanced troubleshooting and field repair
of air-to-ground missile guidance and con-
trol systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air-to-ground missile guidance and
control systems, including electrical and
electronic principles; computer theory;
guidance system theory and loop analysis;
guidance equipment alignment and check-
out procedures; and fligidt control and com-
hined systems theory, systems analysis,
troubleshooting, and safety procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics or digital computers (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester urs
in electronics or digital computers (19174);
in rite upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0159..,r
1. COMMUNICATIONS AND RELAY CENTER

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL (OTHER)

(COMMUNICATIONS AND RELAY CENTER
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL CRYPTOGRAPHIC)

2. COMMUNICATIONS MACHINE REPAIRMAN

Course Number:, Version 1: ABR36330B;
AB36332. Version 2: AB36330.

Location: 411 Versions: 3450th Technical
School, Warren AFB, WY Version 1:
3750th Technical School, Sheppard AFB,
TX.

Length: Version 1: 31-40 weeks
(840-1110 hours). Version 2: 19-25 weeks`
( 513-750 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/57-12/68.
;Version 2: 3/54-8/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
pcstall and maintain facsimile and tele-
y writer equipment. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical fundamentals; magnetism;
signal generation; vacuum tube principles;
rectifiers, amplifiers, transformer and oscil-
loscope operation and maintenance; AC
and DC motors operation; construction and
trouhleshooting of basic electrical circuits;
teletypewriter switchboards . and systems
maintenance; and teletypewriter set, porta-
ble tape typing reperiorator, semiautomatic
telegraph composite set, and page printer
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in
the lower-division' baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4, semester hours in elec-
tricity, and 2 in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electrical
laboratory .D11 the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). 2 in the vocational cer-
tificate category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity, and 2 in electrical laboratory (3/
74); in the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity, and I in electrical laboratory
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-0160

BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST (SM-68B)

Course Number: ABR31235F.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

apprentice ballistic missile check-out equip-
ment specWists.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
digital logic, electronic circuit analysis,.
launch .control monitoring and check-out
systems, squadron maintenance area check-
out equipment, missile systems fault loca-
tors, monitor simulators, and hydraulic
control unit and rocket engine test sets.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electronics
and electronics laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0161

RALLislic ?MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST (SM-65 AND F)

Course Number: ABR31 35D.
Location: 3750th Te Ica! School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 17 weeks (510 hours
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with training in basic electronics and com-
puter logic.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories M
power supplies, digital computer logic, and
electronic fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electronics
and electricity (3/74).

AF-1715-0162

TACTICAL MISSILE CONTROL MECHANIC
(TM-76A/B)

(CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (TM-76A/
B))

Course Number: ABR31432;
ABR31230G.

Location: None, Lowry' AFB, CO.
Length: 26-30weeks (690-810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be ballistic'missile system mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronic principles, circuit theory,
and testing; gyro principles; tecimical publi-
cations; flight control systems theory, -
operation, check-out, and troubleshooting;
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and operation, use, and inspection of con-
trol system test consoles and ground- sup-
porrequipment.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

'electricity or electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0163
NUCLEAR MEASUREMENT TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AB3323 I .

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB: CO.

Length: 23-26 weeks (660-690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, analyze, maintain, and inspect spe-
cial laboratory instruments used in nuclear
technology.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in
basic electronics, including AC and DC cir-
cuits, magnetism, vacuum tubes, amplifiers,
oscillators, transient analysis and wave
shaping, multivibrators and pulse circuits,
semiconductors introduction, and oscil-
loscopes; mathematics, including simultane-
ous linear equations, logs, and radicals;
nuclear physics, including wave motion,

tstructure, periodic tables, mass-
energy, binding energy curve, nuclear
forces, electromagnetic radiation, alpha,
beta, and gamma radiation, decay, emis-
sion, and absorption, isotopes chart and
unknown isotopes determination; tteutrons
and neutron reactions, including fistion,
binding energy, critical energy, chain reac-
tions, A-bomb, nuclear reactor, critical
mass, decay curves of radioactive isotopes;
ionization of gases; electroscope type in-
struments, including ion chambers, pulse
amplifiers, proportional, geiger-mueller,
flow, wrap-around, and scintillation coun-
ters; photodosimetry; explosion phenomena
and burst characteristics; proteption, shield-
ing, decontamination, and- medical safety;
and technical procedures, including error
reduction and error counting, plateau
plotting and resolving tifne, and scaling cir-
cuits and devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacCalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics, 3
in electronics laboratory, 6 in physics, 3 in
physics laboratory (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electrical laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0164
ELECTRICAL. ENGINEERING

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Force institute of

Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4' weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: ' To provide electrical en-

gineers with advanced training in electrical
power systems design.

Instruction: Lectures in one-. and three-
phase circuits; power-factor corrections;
voltage regulations; load flow, fault calcula-
tions, and grounding methods; various
fuses, circuit breakers, and relays; trans-
former characteristics; lighting methods;
operation and applications of various AC
and DC motors; systems design; utility
management and planning; and national
electric code regulations and practices.
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. -Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronics
(3/74); in the Upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(3/74).

AF-1115-0165
ANATC-30 ELECTRONIC SWITCH

INTERMEDIATE/ORGANIZATIOJVAL (I/
0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR36252- I .
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train technicians to repair

the AN/TTC-30 electionic switch.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronic switch system functions
and ,configuration familiarization, block-
diagram and circuit analysis, malfunctions
isolation, specialized test equipment usage,
and switching circuits and switching logie
theory.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
laboratory, and additional credit . in elec-
tronics laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74); in'the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evalUation (3/74):

AF-1715-0166

MISSII.E ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
(LGM-25 )

Course Number: All . Versions:
3ABR31632F . Version 2: ABR3 I 632F.
. Location:. 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: Version 1: 3 I -33 weeks

(930-966 hours). Version 2: 36 weeks. (990
hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.
Version 2: 10,166-6172.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform duties as missile electronic equip-
ment specialists.

Insteuction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic electricity, including AC and DC cir-
cuits, motors, and synchro mechanics;
solid-state aMplifiers and power supplies;
soldering and test equipment; soli -state
application in wave generation; di -I
techniques; weapon system familiarizatio
launch complex systems and equiprne ;

missile electrical system; and systems main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics and electronics laboratory (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 seffiester hours in electronics and
electronics laboratory (3/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, /3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0167

NUCLEAR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AB33230.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB. CO.

: 22-27 weeks (690-840 hours).-
ibis Dates: I 1/55-12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personn 1 to
perform as nuclear. technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AC and DC fundamentals; vacuum tubes
and power supplies; amplifiers and oscilla-
tors; ionization detectors and scalers; ser-
vomechanisms, test equipment, and elec-
tronic construction techniques; bomb
physics; radiation detection and radiologi-
cal safety and salvage; nuclear components;
and nuclear laboratory and laboratory in-
strument usage. No instruction in
transistors.

Credit Recommeridation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0168
ADVANCED ELECTRICAL-ELECTRONICS .

MEASUREMiNTS

Course Number: 3AZR32470-5.
Location:. 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- 12/73.
Objectives: To train Air Force, Navy,

and Marine Corps personnel as advanced
precisibn measuring equipment specialists.

Instiuction: Lectures and laboratories kn
principles of meterology; operation, appli-
cation, and mathematical analysis of mea-
surement methods; and calibration of elec-
trical-electronic standards and measuring
'equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate7associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electricity, and credit in electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0169
I. ATOMIC ENERGY, PHASE I'

( ELECTRICAL)
2. ATOMIC. ENERGY, PHASE I

Course Number: Version 1: AB33130A.
Version 2: AB33130,

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS. o -

Length: Version 1: , 12 weeks° ($60
hours). Version 2...18 weeks (sap hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: IP/54-12/68.
Version 2: 9/54-10/54.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in electrical fundamentals.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
laboratories itt analysis of electrical and
electronic circuits, including DC and AC
circuits, magnetism, vacuum tubes, power
supplies, voltage regulators, amplifiers,
oscillators, and modulation and demodula-
tion. Emphasis is on testing and operating.
Version 2: Includes receivers, spe,dal cir-
cuits, transmission lines, microwave d'hergy,
synchros, and radar fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-

.,

tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category,- I Semester
hour in basic electronics (3/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semestei hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester, hour in electricity or electronics
(3/74).

AF-1715-0170
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS

SUPERINTENDENT

Course Number: 3AAR30090.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 23-29 weeks (690-&70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to supervise

the maintenance and operation of commu-
nications-electronics equipment' systems.

Instruction: Lectures in the management
of maintenance and opeiational problems
of representative equipment and systems in
communications and electronics, including
logistics management, environmental and
corrosion control, high-reliability soldering,
systems analysis, digital techniques, TEM-
PEST, and employment of communications
and electronics systems.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0171

BALLISTIC MISSILE INERTIAL GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (SM-65E AND F)

Course Number: ABR3 1232A.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

basic inertial guidance systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in ballistic missile inertial guidAce
mechanics, including security and main-
tenance concepts, operating,.pr-oceduses-far----
check-out equipment, analysis for count-
down and alignment groups, troubleshoot-
ing and repair procedures, calibration of
the alignment groups and theodolite using
Polar and azimuth reference prisms, and
fundamentals of the computer, and digital,
mechanical, and optical interface.

Credit Recomniendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3' semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
labOratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0172

MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SPECIALIST ( CGM-1 3A, FCC)

Course Number: 3 ALR3 I 65 I N-3;
ALR3165IN -3.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 10 weeks (300 hou
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted rsonnel to

apply electronic, ,missile gui ance, and
flight control principles and to use test and
ground support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles of electronics, missile



guidance, and flight control, including
training in test equipment, transistors, am-
plifier* relay logic, missile systems opera-
tion, and troubleshooting and repair.

-Credit Recommendation: In the lower-,
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
and electronics labciratory (3/74).

IAF- 1715-0173

BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST (HGM-25A)

(BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIP-
MENT SPECIALIST.(SM-68A))

Course Number; ABR3 I 235E.
Location: 3750th Technical School,a

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12-13 weeks (360-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as apprentice ballistic missile
check-out equipment specialists.

Instruction: .Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ballistic missile check =out, includ-
ing printed circuit board analysis, propel-
lant loading and pressurization systems,
propulsions systems, engine control system,
and test and maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the. lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
and electronics laboratory (3/74 ).,

AF-.1715-0174

I. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

2. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

3. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

) REPAIRMAN
4. /ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (CIPHONY) (ENCRYPTED
TEL-DATA FAX)

5. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (ENCRYPTE-CP:TELETYPE?

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR306 0.
Version 2: 3ABR30630. Version 3:
/M1R30630. Version 4... ABR30630B;
ABR30630C. Version 5: ABR30630C.

Location: 3275th Technical School,
Lacklarid AFB, TX.

Length: Version I: 38 weeks ( 1 1 1 3
hours). Version 2: 40 weeks (1197 hours).
Version 3: 20 weeks (600 hours). Version
4: 35-41 weeks (300-360 hours). Version
5: 28-41 weeks (780-960 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/72-12/73.
Version 2: 1/71-2/72. Version 3.111/65-12/
70. Version 4: 2/62-10/65. Version 5: 12/
60-1/62.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, maintain, and repair cryp-
tographic equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
`cises in basic electronics; series, parallel,
series-parallel resistive circuits; reactive, in-
ductive, and capacitive circuits; vacuum
tubes and solid-state devices principles;
coupling and logic circuits; power supplies;
oscillators; pulse and multiplex systems;
and specialized training.in various specific
cryptographic equipment maintenance and
repair.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/ascoriate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity, or electronics (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours as an elective in electricity or elec-
tronics for ndn-engineering majors (3/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (12/68);
in the. upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureite/a,ssociate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity. or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division -baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis Of institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 4: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category; 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics and cre¢it in elec-
trical laboratory oh the basis lof institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 5: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68).

AF-171510175

I. MISSILE ENGINE' MECHANIC (LOM,25)
2. MISSILE ENGINE MECHANIC (SM-68B)

Course Number: ABR44331E-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: Version 19-20 weeks

(540-570 hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (270
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version ,J: 4/67-12/68.
Vernon 2: 8/62-3/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, and maintain rocket en-
gines.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in stage I and stage II
rocket engine familiarization, construction
features, and maintenance, and in silo and
ground equipment maintenance. Version 1:
Includes mechanical and electronic princi-
'ples: AC and DC fundamentals, generators
and motors, transformers, rectifiers,
vacuum tribes, and semiconductors.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec.;
tricity, 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74). Version 2: No credit because of the
limited technical nature of the course (3/
74).

AF-1715-0176

AVIONICS INSTRUMENT JPECIALIST
(LATERAL)

Course Siumber: 3 ALR3253I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as avionics instrument specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in principles of electrical and elec-

Air Force 1-139
tronic circuits and solid-state devices, in-
cluding principles of operation and circuit
analysis of the vertical scale instruments,
slaved gyro .compass, attitude reference,
flight director, central air data computer,
and instruction in the automatic altitude re-
porting system, power supplies, and non-
linear wave shaping.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronics
(3/74).

AF-1715-0177
AN/UPX-I4, FIELI? AND ORGANIZATIONAL °

(F & 0) MAINTENANCE
Course Number: ATS30372-59.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS..
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain the. AN/
UPX-I4 interrogator-responder.

Ibstruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles of operation, tests,
adjustments, 'troubleshooting, and repair of
AN /UPX -14 equ
eluding functio
transmitters, and

Credit Recomme
division baccalaurea
category, I semester
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/714).

ent components, in-
analysis of circuits,.

eivers.
flan: In the lOwer-
/associate degree
ur in electronids,

AF-1715-0178

BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT .

REPAIRMAN (SM-68A)
Course Numbtr: ABR3 I 236E.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

with training in missile systems fundamen-
tals to perform as apprentice ballistic mis-
sile launch equipment repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of ballistic missile launch
equipment, including launch control, cir-
cuit analysis, logic circuits, control center
circuits, basic electronics, test equipment,
assemblies, and maintenance and
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I. semester hour in basic elec-
tronics (3/74).

AF-1715.43179

BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (SM-68B)

Course Number: ABR3 I 236F.
Location: 3750th Technical

Sheppard AFB, TX.
tmpitli Q umelc. (270 hours).

7

School,

Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice ballistic missile launch equip-
ment repairmen.
- Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisesgin the repair of ballistic launch equip-
ment, including special circuitry, launch
control monitoring, power distribution con;
trol, maintenance of the launch control set
and flight control systems, and hazard
sensing and damage control systems:
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Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the military nature of the course
(3,74).

AF-1715-0180
CONTROLS SYSTEM ANALYST (TM-76A)

C_ ourse Number: ABR31431G.
3415th Technical School,

AFB, CO.
h: 19 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 12/59- 12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice controls systems analysts.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in elementary control systems analy-
sis, including electronic fundamentals
(power supplies, amplifiers, linear systems,
microwaves, tubes, antennas),
guided missil-fundamentals, flight controls.
and command guidance theory and check-
out test sets, and basic missile checker
components and operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronic
systems (3/74); in the 'upper - division bac-
calaureate category, I semester hour in
electronic systems (3/74).

AF-1715-0181

ADVANCED MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT AND
CALIBRATION

Course Number: 3 AZR32470- I 2.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and - calibrate advanced
microwave measurement equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in thq maintenance. of advanced
microwave measuring equipment, including
principles of meteorology; application and
mathematical analysis of measurement
methods; calibration techniques of
microwave measuring, calibration stan-
dards, and measurement theory and instru-
mentation as applied to transmission lines
and wave-guides; microwave tubes; noise;
microwave power; impedance and VSWR.

Credit 'Recommendation: .In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in microwaves
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in microwave
measurement ( 3/74 ).

AF-1715-0182

1., MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR
TECHNICIAN

2. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR
TECHNICIAN

3. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: Version I. 3KZR40370-
2. Version 2: AAR40370. Version 3:
AZI244)3X0.

Location:' Verkion 1: Medical Service
School, Sheppard AFB, TX. Version 2 :

Medical Service School, Gunter AFB,AL.
Version 3 : Medical Service School, Gunter
AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks (900
hours). Version 2: 30 weeks (1080-1114
hours). Version 3: 16 weeks (588 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/68- 12/73.
Ver;ion 2: 5/64:4 1/68. Version 3: 5/62-4/
64.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
medical equipment repair technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and AC circuit fundamentals and
generation of AC and PC; basic elec-
tronics, power supplies, oscillators, am-
plifiers, and solid-state devices; RF am-
plifiers and modulation-demodulation
systems; pulse generators and processors;
measurements; maintenance management
and equipment analysis of electronic medi-
cal and dental equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, 3 in electricity or
electronics laboratory (3/74); in 'the upper -
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electronic laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity ( 12/68).

AF-1715-0183
F-I I I INDICATOR AND CONTROLS TEST

STATIONS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ALR32570.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 15-18 weeks (450-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain aerospace
ground equipment, test stations, line
replaceable units, and support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aerospace ground equipment, test
stations, line replaceable units, and support
equipment maintenance, including central
air dat.1 computer test station and indicator
and controls test stations operation, circuit,
analysis, calibration, and fault isolation;
programmer comparator operation and cir-
cuit' analysis; safety an'd security
procedures; binary numbers and logic sym-
bols basic theory; and schematic
equivalents circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0184
F-I I I NAVIGATION AIDS TEST.STATIONS

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ALR30 I 7 I .
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as navigation aids test stations
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AGERD
6818 and IFF test equipment group, includ-
ing theory, operation and inspection of
equipment, maintenance on line replace-
ment units, test station and peculiar sup-
port AGE, ground safety and security,
block-diagram and circuit Littalyses of
equipment, calibration, and maintenance
management.

Credit Recommendation:' No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0185

'AIRCRAFT RADIO REPAIRMAN (DATA LINK
SUPPLEMENT)

Course Number: AZR30150- I .
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length I Graa weeks (300-360 hours).
Exhibit Data? I 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain- and repair data link radio equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in data link radio equipment
maintenance and repair, including -basic
digital techniques, specific receiver/con-
verter circuits analysis, data link radio
equipment functional analysis, and circuit,.
boards failure analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division badtalaureate/associate -degree -
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0186

INTEGRATED AVIONIC SYSTEMS SPECIALIST

Course Number. 3AQR32622C.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73. #
Objectives: To train airmen to Verate,

test, and maintain avionics systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical., exer-

cises in avionics Systems operation and
maintenance, including AC and DC cir-
cuits, meters and test instruments, synchros
and servos, amplifiers, power supplies,
digital circuits, basic receivers and trans-
mitters, airborne communication prinici-
ples, navigation, and electronic warfare
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics, I
in electronics laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0187
N,

TECHNIQUES OF CIRCUIT CONDITIONING

Course Number: 3AZR30750.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmeq, in transmis-

sion circuit conditioning.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in circuit balance and noise; condi-
tioning concepts, techniques, and applica-
tions; and V F conditioning equipment and
associated equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: NO credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 3/74).

AF-1715-0188

AN/TSC-60 COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL 0/1
(407L)

Course Number: 3AZR30454-15.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hoins).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain a

specific communications terminal system at
an intermediate level.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/TSC-60
communications central system, including a
block-diagram and module-by-module anal-
ysis of individual system components; align-
ments and adjustments; performance
checks; and troubleshooting procedures on
radio receiver, amplifier-power supply,'and
teletype associated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate- degree.
category, I semester hour in electronici
laboratory (3/34).

AF -1715 -0189

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/MRN-7A, AN/
MRN-8A, AND WILCOX 492A
MAINTENANC FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIO AL (F At 0)

Course-Number ATS3045 I -3.
Location: 33 Oth Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and repair specific instru-
ment landing systems,

Instruction: .Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of
specific instrument landing systems, includ-
ing system functions, components; block-
diagram and, circuit analysis; malfunction
analysis for components, assemblies, and
subassemblies; and alignment, inspection,
and calibration of the systems using spe-
cialized and standard test equipment.

, Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

School,

AF -1715 -0190

SPECIAL TRAINING, WILCOX 482 OMNI-
RANGE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL IF & 0)

Course Number:. ATS30451-4.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to repair and maintain electronic equip-
ment of the Wilcox 482 omnirange system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of the
Wilcox 482 omnirange system, including
system function and components; block-
diagram and circuit analysis; isolation of
equipment malfunctions; assemblies and su-
bassemblies; and inspection, alignment,
calibration, and repair of the system using
special and standard test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715 -0191

SOLID,STATE DEVICES, FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL (F at 0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS30070- I .

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler 'AFB, MS.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /60-12/68.
Objectives: To train mains riance techni-

cians to maintain trans' zed electronic
equipment.

Itiistruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of transistorized
electronic equipment, including the
development and operation of transistors,
repair and test equipment for transistorized
circuits, PN-junction theory, diode circuits,
transistor amplifiers, bias stabilization,
oscillators, multivibrators, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics,`I
in-electronics laboratory (3/74).

AF - &715 -0192

UNIVERSAL RADIO GROUP EQUIPMENT

Course Number: 3AZR30454-17.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 3 weeks (108-136 hours).
Exhibit Dates114 1172-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, test, troubleshoot, and maintain
the universal radio group electronic equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in receiver site equipment analysis
and operational checks, fault isolation,
maintenance applications, and block-dia-
gram analysis of radio group electronic
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degfee
categOry, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronic communications (304).

AF -1715 -0193
1=ip

Nevrtmc-212, FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL
(F/O) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR3045 I.
Location: 3380th , Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlistee "el-sonnet

who have a knowledge of the f.
of solid-state devices to maintal "...ffronic
equipment in the MMTMC-212 moni-
tor control group.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of electronic
equipment in the MMTMC-212110t moni-
tor control group, including syWrn com-
ponents and function, block- and circuit-
diagram analysis; application of solid-state
devices and digital circuitry, alignment, ad-
justment, performance testing and
troubleshooting, and the use of standard
and special test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronic systems (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0194

_TRANSISTORIZELLTEI-KUTOGRAPH
INTERMEDIATE AND ORGANIZATIONAL
(I & 0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR36350-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB,. TX.
Length: 3 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Data: 2/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair and

maintain autowriter transmitters and
receivers.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of autowriter
transmitters and receivers, including trans-
mitter circuit analysis, receiver circuit anal-
ysis, systems operation, solid-state devices,..-
assembly and adjustment, and preventiv
and corrective maintenance procedures.,

Credit Recommendation: In the low
division baccalaureate/associate de
category, 3 semester hours as an elective
basic electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0195
TELEPHONE SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN, ELECTROMECHANICAL
(OTHER)

Course Number: ABR3623 I - I .

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/65,12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair telephone switching equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronic fundamentals, technical
publications, telephone switching equip-
ment and installation Principles, AC and
DC circuits, solid-state devices, switching
center principles, cable installation, and
troubleshooting and maintenance of
manual central office equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate, degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0196

TELEPHONE INSTALLER-REPAIRMAN

Course Number: AB36132.
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to install,

maintain, and repair telephone and interof-
fice voice communications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in pole climbing and field wire
systems, telephone repair, substation instal-
lation, and interoffice and key telephone
equipment maintenance and repair.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0197
TELEPHONE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

--\_.Course Number: ATS36172-1.
lion: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length : '3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers, airmen, and

civilian personnel in telephone circuitry
analysis.
Instruction. Lectures -arid practical ex-
perience in telephope operation, circuitry,
and wiring; key sy4Mm operation and wir-
ing; speaker phones operation, circuitry,swiring, connections, and cabling; and anal-

. ysis and maintenance procedures for firm-
tional circuitry of specific telephone
devices.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.
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AF -171 & - 0198

SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATIS AND
ELECTRONICS (C & E) TRAINING

Course Number: ATS30472-3.
Location: 3340th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Oates: 4/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel to

opera* maintain, and repair specific elec-
tronic equipment. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronics-principles; AC and DC
circuits; transmitters and receivers;
transistors and their applications; and
television, telephone systems, and
direction-finding equipment operation,
maintenance, and repair.

Credit Recommendation: the lowerr
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68,); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in electricity or elec-
tronics (3/74).

AF-1715-0199

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (E-9
SERIES)

Course Number: AL32230E.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 20 weeks (00 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate

and maintain the E-9 fire control system.
Initruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in field and organization maintenance
of the E-9 fire control system, including
circuit analysis, systems operation (with in-
struction in intelligence gathering), antenna
positioning and Computing loops, power
distribution, and malfunction analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0200
TRACKING/IDENTIFICATION ( SAG E )

Course Natnber: OZR1744B-5.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Ke)esler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit bates: 4/b1-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as tracking or identification officers
(SAGE).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organization, function, and
operation of SAGE direction centers, in-
cluding communications, equipment and
weapons, and track monitoring and identifi-
cation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0201

FIRE CONTROI. SYSTEMS MECHANIC ( E-9
SERIES)

Course Number: AB32230E
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 42 weeks ( 1170 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68

,.:,Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain_ and repair the E-9 tire control

,system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the E-9 fire
control system, including malfunction anal-
ysis, component familiarizatidh, alignment
and adjustments, electricity and electronics
fundamentals, and analysis of special cir-
cuits. Electronics not presented in depth.

Creit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate de ee
category, 2 semester hours in electriciti or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electricity, and credit in electrical 'laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74). .

AF-1715-0202

ELECTRONIC WARFARE COUNTERMEASURES
SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3AL.R27332.1,
Location: . 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 11-12 weeks (330-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /67-12/73.
Objectives: To provide, aircraft control

and warning technicians with training in-
electronic warfare countermeasures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic principles, including AC,
DC, and RLC circuits; multivibrators, oscil-
lators, amplifiers, and modulation; radar
principles and systems; data processing;
and electronic countermeasures and
counter-countermeasures equipment,
techniques, and devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-115-0203
F-Ill OMPUTER/PROGRAMMER TEST

STATIONS TECHNICIAN

1kCourse NUmbelq ALR30174.
Location: 3415th Technical School;

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 25-28 weeks (750 -840 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
ObjectiVes: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, test, and maintain computer test
station equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in computer test station equipment
operation, testing and maintenance, includ-
ing circuit analysis of systems; computer
mathematics, logic, and circuits; navigation,
flight control, and optical system gyro and
accelerometer systems; and automatic test
equipment operation and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in computer
electronics (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
computer electronics, and additional credit
in computer electronics on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0204
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMSvMECHANIC (AN/

ASG -14 SYSTEM)

Course Number; AB32230M.
Location: 3415th Technical SchoOl,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 26 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-5/59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, repair, and isolate malfunctiont
in tbe AN/ASG-14 fire control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN /ASG -14 maintenance and
repair, including electricity symbols, units,
and meters; AC and DC circuit fundamen-
tals; oscilloscopes; series-parallel and RLC
circuits; vacuum. and gas-filled tubes; mul-
tigrid devices; rectifiers, filters, and regula-
tors; amplifiers, oscillators, 'sweep genera-
tors, and multivibrators; transistors and
specialized circuits; radar and RF transmis-
sion principles; MA-I0 radar unit trans-
mitter, receiver, and electronic _counter-
measures, optical and infrared operation;
and field exercises in aircraft.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categofy, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate categOry, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF;1715-0205.

TURRET SYSTEMS GUNNER (A- 3A /MD -9
TURRETS)

(TURRET SYSTEMS GUNNER, B- 52(A -3 -A))

Course Number: AL32331G; ZZ32331Q-

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted persb9Snel to

be, aerial gunners for bombardment air-
craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical
demonstrations in\ .50 caliber gun, M-3,
and associated equipment. operations; A-

.. 3A/MD-9 fire control system operation and
controls; and A-3A/MD-9 and- associated
equipment preflight and postflight inspec-, .

tion.
Credit Recommendation: 1$o credit

because of the military nature of the course
. (3/74).

AF-1715-0206
TURRET SYSTEMS - GUNNER, B-66 (MD-1)

Course Number: ZZ3233 I D.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

aerial gunners on B-66 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in gunnery introduction; turret
systems developnrient; radar basic theory;
basic electricity and electrical -motors, ser-
vos, umplidynes, selsyns, and vacuum tube
theory; aircraft power supplies; gunner's
test equipment and 20mm automatic gun,
associated equipment, and feed mechanism;
preflight and postflight inspection and
check-out procedures; malfunction range
training; fire control system nomenclature



and components location; system block-dia-
gram analysis; gunnery range and ammuni-
tion; and crew coordination and
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec.-
tion.

AF-1715-0207
F/FB I 1 I PENETRATION AIDS TEST STATIONS

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR30173-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry' AF13,iCO.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain penetration aids and infrared test
stations.

Instruction: Lectufes and practical exer-
cises in infrared theory and techniques; in-
frared receiver set familiarization and
signal flow analysis;.1tek-diagram analysis
and opeiation of tester replaceable units;
Infrared test station maintenance
procedures ; radar homing and warning
system familiarization, signal flow tracing.
and maintenance; and tester replaceable
units of the penetration aids test station
block- diagram analysis and operating
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF- 715-0299 -

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING
OPERATOR (SAGE)

Course Number: ABR27330B.
Location: '3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 17 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/58-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as aircraft control and warning
operators (SAGE).

Instruction: Lecturers and ptactical exer-
cises on aircraft control and warning, in-
cluding the concepts of air defense, princi-
ples and application of radiotelephone
communications, operation of appropriate
EA/v1 machines, radar and manual data in-
puts, tracking, track monitoring, track
telling, height finding, and intercept con-
trol.

Credit Recommendation: No - credit
because of the military nature of the course
(3/74).

AF-1715-0210
INTEGRATED AVIONICS SYSTEM SPECIALIST

(INERTIAL/BOMB NAVIGATION, FIRE/.
WEAPON CONTROL. DIGITAL
COMPUTERS. AIRBORNE
PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS, AND
MULTIENSOR DISPLAYS)

(INTEGRATED AVIONICS SYSTEM SPE-
CIALIST (INERTIAL/BOMB NAVIGATION,
FIRE /WEAPON CONTROL, DIGITAL .
COMPUTERS. AIRBORNE DISPI.AYS))

Course Number: 3ABR32632A.
Location: School of Applied Aeiospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/72-12/73.
Objectives; To train enlisted personnel as

integrated avionic systems specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

electronic .principles, incruding schematiC
symbols, resistance, ohmmeter, Ohm's law,
power law, series-parallel circuits, genera-
tion of AC, oscilloscope operation, elec-
tromagnetism and relays, reactance and
reactive circuits, DC and AC motors,
semiconductor theory, diodes, transistors,
rectifier circuits, filters, power supplies,
Zener diodes, basic amplifiers, video am-
plifiers, servo control systems, oscillators,
limiters, dampers, multivibratorS, Schmitt
triggers,.digital mathematics, logic circuits,
and Boolean algebra; and operations and
maintenance of navigation sets, optical dis-
play sight sets, control display sets, digital
computer complex, attack radar systems,
terrain-following radar, and navigational
radar Sets.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester' hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0211
FIRE CONTROL. SYSTEMS MECHANIC (AN/

ASG -14 SYSTEM)

Course Number: AL32230M.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length:' 12 weeks-(360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, repair, and isolate malfunctions
within AN /ASG -14 fire control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
location, identification, and adjustment of
'transmitter circuits, receiver and computer
circuits, electronic countermeasures opera-
tion indicators, optical gunsight systems,
and infrared sights.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electricity and. electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electricity
and electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74).

AF- 1715 -0212

I. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (MA-6A, 7A RADAR
AND ICE)

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (MA-6A, MA-7A
RADAR AND INTERCONNECT))

2. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (K, MA-6A, MA-7A
RADAR AND INTERCONNECT)

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN-(K. MA-6A, MA-7A
SERIES RADAR INTERCONNECTS))

3. K-SERIES RADAR AND INTERCONNECTIO
N EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

4. K-SERIES RADAR AND INTERCONNECTIO
N EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version I: AAR32170C.
Version 2. AAR32170C; AA32170C. Ver-
sion 3: AA32171EC. Version 4:
AA3217IEC,

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

S
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Length: Version I: 32 weeks (960

hours). Version 2: 27 weeks (810 hours).
Version 3: 26 weeks (780 hours). Version.
4: 15 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/60-12/68.
Version 2: 4/57-7/60. Version 3: 1/55-3/57.
Version 4: 1/54-12/54.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain radar and interconnection equip-
ment.

Instruction: Version I: Lectures and
laboratories in DC and AC circuits, with
introduction to transformers and machines;
vacuum tubes, including rectifiers, HF am-
plifiers, regulators, doublers, cathode fol-
lowers, clamping circuits, sweep generators,
oscillators, and multivibrators: receiver
principles; microwave (radar) principles;
oscilloscope construction and use; radar
andqnterconnect (ICE) data flow, circuit
tracing, and power supplies and distribu-
tion; APS-64 transmitter, receiver, video,
sweep, range, and azimuth channels; and
maintenance procedures. Version 2: Lec-
tures and laboratories in system data flow;
radar' and interconnection equipment cir-
cuit analysis; basic AC and DC circuit anal-
ysis; vacuum tubes, including rectifiers,
regulators, doublers, amplifiers, clamping
circuits, oscillators, sweep generators, and
multivibrators; principles of radar; radar
and interconnect (ICE) data flow, circuit
tracing, and power supplies and distribu-
tion; APS -64 transmitter, receiver, video,
sweep, and azimuth channels; and -main-
tenance procedures. Version 3: Lectures
and laboratories in DC and AC circuit*,
with introduction to transforthers and
machines; vacuum tubes, including
rectifiers, HF amplifiers, regulators,'
doublers, cathode followers, clamping cir-
cuits, sweep generators, oscillators, and
multivibrators; receiver principles;
microwave (radar) principles; oscilloscope
construction and use; radar and intercon-
nect (ICE) data flow, circuit tracing, and
power supplies and distribution; APS-64
transmitter, receiver, video, sweep, range,
and azimuth channels; and maintenance
proCedtires. Version 4: Lectures and labora-
tories in fundamentals of K-series bomb
navigation systems and operation, data
flow, circuit analysis, and maintenance of
APS-23A radar sets and K-series intercon-
nection equipment. ,.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper=
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or eleqtronics and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutipnal evaluation (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronic (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaure to category, 2
semester hours in electric' oil electronics
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
fion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
Associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Ver-
sion 4: No credit because of theNrriilitary
nature of the course (3/74).
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AF-1715-0213
AN/FPS-26A RADAR FIELD AND

ORGANIZATIONAL (F 11,
MAINTENANCE

(SPECIAL TRAINING AN/FPS-26A (FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL MAIN-
TEDIANCE ))

Course Number: 3AZ 72-4;
2ASR30372-3.

Location: 3380th Technical hoot,-
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain a specific radar System.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the AN/FPS-
26A radar set, including principles of
operation, components, blockgram
analykis, transmitter and receiver analysis,

`performance monitors and radar display,
countermeasures and antenna equipment.
ancillary equipment, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0214

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FPS-7, FIELD AND
ORGANIZATION (F &
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR30372-6.
Location: 3380th Technical' School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: I I weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to orilaintain and repair AN/FPS-7
radars.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/FPS-7
radar equipment, including function and ar-
rangement of subassemblies and com-
ponents, block-diagram and circuit analysis,
and power distribution in the transmitter
and timing systems, antijam equipment and
console, and the MTI system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0215

SPF.CIAL COURSE AN/APX-25-
(TRANSPONDER SET AN/APX-25 )

Course Number: SS30170-13:
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler, AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train radio 'repairmen and

electronic navigation equipment repairmen
to maintain AN/APX-25 transponder sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenanseKof the AN/APX-
25 transpiinder set, including power supply,
receiver channel, decoder channel, coding
channel, transmitter channel, and auxiliary
circuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate atego-
ry,- credit in electrical laboratory o he
basis ofinstitutional evaluation (4/74)

AF- 1 715-0216

I. GUNNERY TRAINER SPECIALI
2. GUNNERY TRAINER SPECIALIST
3. GUNNERY TRAINER SPECIALIST
4. GUNNERY TRAINER SPECIALIST (APG-

TI, TIA)
(GUNNERY TRAINER SPECIALIST ( AN/

APG,TI,TIA))
Course Number: Version 1: ABR34430-1.

VersiOn 2: ABR34430. Version, 3:
ABR34430. Version 4: ABR34430B;
AB34430B.

Location: Version 1: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB, IL.' Verfion 2:
3415th Technical School, Lova), AFB, CO.
Version 3: 3415th Technical School, Lowry,
AFB, CO.- Version 4: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry. AFB, CO. '.

Length: Version 1: 26 -weeks (750
hours). Version 2: 34 eks (930 ours).
Version 3: 29 week's ( 80 hou Version

"4: 25-32 weeks (75 0 hou ).
Exhibit. Dates: Verse . 6/67- 12/68.

Version 2: 7/64 -5/67. Version 3: 10/60-6/
64. Version 4 :.12/55- 9/60..

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain specific radar equip-
ment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AN/APG-T IA radar
equipment operation and maintenance, in-
cluding electronic principles, radar princi-
ples, and operation and maintenance of
specific radar sets. Version 1: Instruction
includes development of ;target position
voltages; development of target and inter-
ference; relay section and scoring devices
operation and maintenance; and OA-474
simulator group maintenance; alignment,
and troubleshooting. Version 2: Instruction
includes development of target position
voltages; development of target and inter-
ference; relay section and scoring devices
operation and maintenance; and OA -474
simulator group maintenance, alignment,
and troubleshooting. Version 3: Instruction
includes development of target position
voltages; development of target and inter-
ference; relay section and scoring devices
operation and maintenance; and OA -474'
simulator group maintenance; alignment,
and troubleshooting; Ad and DC funda-
mentals; vacuum tube principles; am-
plifiers; and transistors. Version 4: Instruc-
tion includes AC and DC fundamentals;
vacuum tube principles; amplifiers; and
AN/APG-32 radar system operation, main-,tenance, and alignment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation 74/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the
lower-diviion baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 4: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hmirs in elec-
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tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0217
'FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

(TACAN)
Course Number: Version 1: ABR3043 IC.

Version 2: AB30431C.
Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical

School, . Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL..

Length: Version I: 30 weeks ( 810
hours). Version 2: 15 weeks. (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: 8/58-12/68.
Version 2: 2/57-7/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted,personnel to
repair TACAN radio equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in amplification principles, super-
heterodyne receiver principles; TACAN
equipment introductiori; and analysis,
troubleshooting, maintenance; and report of
AN/URN-3 TACAN equipment power
supply, monitor receiver, and pulse circuits.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester -hourtin elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division, baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis, of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).' Version 2: In the
lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electrical labora-
tory on the' basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical or electrrinic
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0218

SPACE OBJECT IDENTIFICATION ANALYST/
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AZR20550;
3AZR29450; 3AZR27550-1.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 4-6 weeks (168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as space object identification
analyst technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in principles of satellite motion, fac-
tors affecting radar cross section, and
techniques of Quick Look analysis of SOI
records. 4

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 4/74).

AF-1715-0219

SPACETRACK SURVEILLANCE TECHNICIAN
(SPACETR ACK SURVEILLANCE OPERATOR/

TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: 3AZR27650-I ;
3AZR27550-1.

Location:. School of Applied-Aerospace_
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 4/68 - .12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as spacetrack technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in system description and familiariza-
tion, basic principles of orbital motion,



basic tracking and detection, radar princi-
pies, radar systems and capabilities, space
sensors, computer principles tasking and
Mission planning, worldwid ik. space pro-
grams, and space object identification prin-
ciples.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
'because of the lifnited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1745-0220
ADVANCED MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS

Course Number: 3 AZR32470-6. .

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lciwry Ag13, CO.

Length: 4 weeks (1,20 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-12/73.
Objgctives: To train enlisted personnel to

make advanced microwave measurements.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the measurement of advanced
microwave 'equipment. including instruction
in transmission lines and wave-guides,
.microwave g eration and detection,
microwave im dance, measurement

andmicrowave pow , VSWR, attenuation. and
frequency spe m analysis and measure-
ment.

Credit .Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in microwave
measurement (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in
microwave measurement on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-0221
ELECTRONII COMMUNICATIONS

CRYPTOGRAPHIC REPAIRMAN/
ENCRYPTED DIGITAL DATA
TERMINALS (PREPARATORY)

Course Number: 3ABR3Q620F.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Shepard TX. ' I
Length: 20 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted pttsonnel

with basivraining in maintenance of elec-
tronic communications cryptographic
-equipment and encrypted digital data ter-
minals.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
DC and AC circuits; solid-state devices,e
test equipment, and logic circuits; and
maintenance, repair. and adjustment of
cryptographic devices associated with Au-
todin terminals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper;divi-
sion baccalaureate category. credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0222
GROUND RADIO MAINTENANCE -TECHNICIAN

FIXED STATIONS. COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

Course Number: AA10470C.
Location: 3310th Technical School. Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (-570 hours). 1

Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide ground radio

repairmen with advanced training in the
maintenance. installation, and repair of
ground radio equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
administrative maintenance, electronic test
equipment. advanced radio equipment
maintenance, multiplex. and associated
equipment. single-sideband equipment and
associated power amplifiers, and radio
relay systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the tipper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis ofinstitutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0223i
AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

REPAIRMAN (SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT) ..

(AIRCRAFT ECM REPAIRMAN
(SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT))

(AIRCRAFT ECM REPAIRMAN
(RECONNAISSANCE EQUIPMENT))

Course Number: ABR30133A.
Location: 3380th ,Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 28-34 weeks (840-930 hours).
Exhibit Date: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain specific ECM radio
and radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ECM radio a radar equipment
operation and mainten nee, inclading
descriptive treatment of A and DC cir-
cuits, vacuum tubes and transistors. radio
electronics. and microwave principles; and
radio and radar equipment maintenance
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 6 semester hoias in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74.).

AF-1715-0224

1. AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC
COUNTERMEASURES
REPAIRMEN(JAMMING EQUIPMENT)

(AIRCRAFT ECM REPAIRMAN (JAMMING
EQUIPMENT))

2. AIRCRAFT ECM REPAIRMAN (JAMMING
EQUIPMENT)

(AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC
COUNTERML,. ''RES REPAIRMAN
(JAMMING F1? 'MENT))

Course Number: ABR30133B.
Location: 3380th Technical School.

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 31-35 weeks

(840-960 hours). Version 2: 27-30 weeks
(810 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 1/60-12/68.
"Version 2: 6/55-12/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain specific ECM equip-
ment.

Instruction:. All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in ECM radio and radar
'equipment operation and maintenance. in-
cluding a descriptive treatment of AC and
DC circuits, vacuum tubes. radio' elec-
tronics. microwave principles, and radio
and radar equipment maintenance princi-
ples and practices. Version l: Instruction
includes transistor principles.

, Air Force 1-145
Credit RecoMmendation: sion I: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec.)
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
'electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional examination (4/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division . baccalaureate/associate

. degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68 );''in The upper-,
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0225

1. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (MA-6A, MA-7A
COMPUTER)

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (MA-6A AND MA-7A'
COMPUTER AND STAB AND OPTICS))

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (K, MA-6A, MA-7A
COMPUTER))

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN ( K-SERIES COMPUTER))

(K-SERIES COMPUTER TECHNICIAN)
2. K- SERIES COMPUTER TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: A A32170ED.
All Versions: AA32171ED.

jpocation: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version l: 21-32 weeks
-(720-960 hours). Version 2: 19 weeks (570
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 4/55-12/68.
Version 2: 3/54-3/55.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair specific bomb
navigation computers and stabilization and
optics units.

instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises. in AC and DC circuits,
tube and amplifier principles, 'technical
publications, bomb navigation data flow,
stabilization system servo loops, synchros
and gyros, tracking computer maintenance.'
polar converter maintenance, bomb release
computer, navigation control, ballistic con-
trol, optical systems. alignment. main-
tenance. bench checks. and troubleshoot-
ing. Version 2: Instruction includes K-serier"
bomb navigation system fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation:- Version 1: In
thMpwer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper- -
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category. credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (374).

AF-1715-0226 -

GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (LIGHT)

Course Number: ABR30432.
Location: .3380th Technical School.__

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version I: 32 weeks (870

hours). Version 2: 38 weeks (1050:hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 1/60- 12/68.

Version 2: 9/58-12/59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, adjust, maintain and repair low-
power ground communications equipment.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronic principles, circuit analy-
Sis, UHF and HF transmitters and
receivers, radio teletype, direction finding,
TV systems and associated test equipment,
vacuum tube and transistor principles, mul-
tichannel transceivers, and communications
systems. Instruction is descriptive rather
than arialytical.-

Credit RecOmmendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronics
(12/68).

AF-1715-0228

AN/TRC-87 FIELD AND ORGANIZATION (F &
0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AZB30474-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain AN/TRC-87 UHF commu-
nications equipment.

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in theory of operation, circuit and
block analysis, tests, adjustment,
troubleshooting, and repair of various radio
components, and the use of associated test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No`` credit
because' of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0229

ELECTRONIC INTERCEPT OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR29230.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. .7,

Length: 13 weeks. (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with basic training in the principles of elec-
tronic intercept operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in history and principles of electronic
communication; principles, components,
and terminology of electronic systqms;
functions, characteristics, and operatiofi of
intercept equipment; identification of elec-
tronic radiations.; logs and logging
procedures; and intercept station opera-
tional procedureS and techniques. The
course provides' highly descriptive,
nonanalytical training. `k

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1713=0230

I. GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
TECHNICIAN (LIGHT)

(GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN ( LIGHT ) )

2. GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAI. (LIGHT)

Course Number: AAR30472.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 31 weeks (940

hours). Version 2. 34 weeks (1020 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/60-12/68.
Version 2: 8159-3160.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and install low-powered
ground communication equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, operation, and
maintenance of low-powered ground com-
munication equipment, including ba.4ic AC
and DC circuits, electrohic principles, ad-
vanced maintenance principles, I-1F and
radioteletype systems. UHF communica-
tions systems, TV systems, data'procersing
principles,- and descriptive 'analysis of om-
munication principles. Coverageof commu-
nication component and signal-processing
blocks is more descriptive than analytical.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In.
the .lower-division _baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in'elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (4/74). Version
2: tit the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hou
in electricity or electrohics (1W); in the
upper- division baccalaureate c tegory, 2
semester hours in shop map gement (4/
74).

AF-1715-6231

F-104 FLIGHT CONTROL SPECIALIST

Course Number: SS42353- I .
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train autopilot/compass

systems repairmen to maintain and repair
the F-104 flight control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair \tof
flight control systems, including hydraulic
systems, rigging procedures, aerodynamics,
gyroscopic principles, systems components,
system interlock, 3-axis datilper system,
various circuits, and malfunction analysis,
adjustment, and inspection of flight control
systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0232

DEFENSIVE SYSTEM TRAINER TECHNICIAN
(AN/ALCI-T4(V))

Course Number: 3AAR3427I -B.
Location: 3380th Technical SchOol,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hou s).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/7 .

Objectives: To train enlist d personnel to
operate and maintain a specific radar
trainer system.

Instruction: Lectures aYld practical exer-
cises in the operation. maintenance, and
repair of the AN/ALCI.:T4 radar equipment,
including principles of electronics, circuits,
receivers, and transmitters, and instrubtion
in signal generatign and system analysis.

Credit RecomAendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate ego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
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AF-1715-0233 .

AN/FSS-7 RAR MAINTENANCE (w/O AN/
= FSS Eo wisiENT) FOR FPS-26A

EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL

Course Number:"3AZR30372-3.
Location: 33130th !" Technical. Schaol,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 5 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-12/73.
Objectives:. To train enlisted personnel

with previous radar experience to maintain
the AN/FSS-7 sea launched ballistic missile
radar.

Instruction: Lectures in the maintenance
of the AN/FSS-7 sea launched ballistic mis-
sile radar system, including block-diagram
analysis, transmitter, search receiyers,
digital techniques, trigger timing and dis-
tribution, video processor, acquisition and
track receiver, antenna and drive con 1,

performance monitoring, and mode Ion-
trol.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74):

AF-1715-0234

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING (AC &
W) RADAR REPAIRMAN (AN/GLR-1/
FLR-I2)

Course Number: 3AZR30352-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. ,

Length: 22 weeks (660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair a

specific digital computer radar system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the troubleshooting and repair of
AN/GLR-1/FLR-12 uradar equipment, in-
cluding theory and application of system
running lists and functional logic diagrafris
as applied to data handling devices, recor-
ders, switching networks, receivers, anten-
rias,.,displays, special devices, and limited
system troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory'on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF- 1715 -0235

AN/FSS-7 RADAR MAINTENANCE (w/o AN/
FSS EQUIPMENT) FOR PERSONNEL w/
o FPS-26A EXPERIENCE

Course NuMber: 3AZR30372-2.
Location: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain a specific sea launched ballistic
missile radar system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/FSS-7
sea launched ballistic missile -radar system--
including instruction in transmitters, digital
techniques, block-diagram analysis,
receivers, antAa drive, performance,
monitoring andVoNntrol, generators, ancilla-
ry equipment, countermeasures.

Credit Recom ndation: No credit
because of the lirnite specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

School,
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AF-1715-0236
AN/APS-107, AN /APR -31 (ER-142)

RHAW SystliM
Course Number: 3ASR30153-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS..
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours). .%

Exhibit Dates: 3/68 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain

the AN /APS -107 radasystem.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the AN/APS-
.- 107 radar system, including components,

block-diagram analysis of circuits, systems
operation, and adjustment and alignment
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the coarse (4/74).

AF:1715-0237

AN/FPS-77 METEOROL AL RADAR SET,
FIELD/ORGANI ONAL (F/O)

Course Number: 3AZ 0270.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7. weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-1 2/7 3.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and operate the AN/FPS-77
meteorological radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/FPS-77
meteorological radar set, including block
analysis, circuit analysis, and troubleshoot-
ing of the indicators, transmitter,receiver,
and antenna servo systems, and alignment
and inspection techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of

''the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0238

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (AN/GRC-
137)

Course Number: 5A5030474-6.
Location: Security Service School, Good-

fellow AFB,.TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71- 12/73.
Objectives: To train radio equipment

repairmen to maintain specific di ital com- .
munications system equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practi al exer-
cises in the maintenance of control site
equipment, including components, opera-
tion and analysis of specific equipment,
electronic fundamentals review, and use of
associated test equipment. Treatment
limited to the AN/URC-53 system and re-
lated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0239
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN- ( HEAVY )

Coors. eNumber: AAR30473.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 31:42 weeks (930-4 260 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68. .
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with advanced training in heavy radio com-

munications equipment operation and
maintenance..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radio communications equipment

. operation and maintenance, including bask--
electronic principles and concepts, elec-
tronic communications problem solving,
publications, advanced equipment main-
tenance, diversity systems, scatter commilm-
nications, shop practices, advanced elec-
tronic circuits, test 'equipment operation
and maintenance, radio teletype equiP-
ment, systems repair, shop management,
and SSB, receiving, and heavy transmitting

. equipment testing and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 Semester 'hours in shop
management (3/74).

AF-1715-0240
GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (LONG HAUL
COMMUNICATIONS G/A AND P/P)-

(GROUND COMMUNICATIONS REPAIRMAN
(HE/r111)(SSB))

Course Number: AZR30454-2;
AZR30453-2. -

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/61 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

test, repair, and maintain ground radio
communications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer4p.
cises in SSB ground commupications equip-
ment testing and maintenance, including
aerospace communications complex. in-
troduction; equipment functional analysis
and block analysis; transmitter site equip-
ment operation and troubleshooting; and
SSB system transmitter, receiver, amplifier,
recorder, and antenna operation, main-
tenance, and troubleshooting procedures. -

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

/7>
AF-1715-0241

AN/FPS-35 FD RADAR MAINTENANCE
(PAPER AND PENCIL)

Course Number: 2ASR30372-16.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 20 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /69- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to perform as radar technicians on the
AN/FPS-35 FD radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance of AN/FPS-35, inclUd-
ing theory of operation, procedure for per-
formance checks on video equipment,
transmitter and rec fiver systems, the
MAJAC console, ant na and RF system,
capabilities and lim ations, and checks,
alignments, and tr bleshooting of the
radar equipme;f. Mainte9ance material is
oriented to specific equipment.

Credit -Recommendation: No credit
,because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).
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AF-1715-0242

AN/FPS-6 AS MODIFIED BY OA-2325, FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR30372-85.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectivgaa To train maintenance ptrson-

." net' to maintain and operate AN/FPS-6
radar sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
cises in the maintenance and repair of the
AN/FPS-6 radar set, as modified by OA-
2325, including principles of operation,
performance checks, adjustment, align-
ment, and use of associated test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
beciitise of the limited specialized nature of
the Course (4/74).

AF-1715-0243

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANECHNICIAN (KWT-6 SSB)

Course Number: AZR30474-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to repair a specific SSB radiosystem.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, inspection, repair,
and maintenance of a specific transistorized
SSB radio system, including theory and
concept of single-sideband communication,
transistor theory,and application, and anal-

, ysis, alignment, and adjustment of specific
systems using special and standard test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
tlivision degree
category, credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit lit electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4!
74).

AF-1715-0244
AN/FPS-24 FD RADAR MAINTENANCE

(PAPER AND PENCIL)

Course Number: 2ASR30372-18.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair the AN/FPS-24 radar
system.

Inkruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in field and organizational main-
tenance of the AN/FPS-24 radar system,
,including instruction in theory of operation,
capabilities and limitations, special fea-
tures, and theoretical performance check
alignments, and troubleshooting. Course is
equipment oriented.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limitedItalized nature of
the course (4/74).
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AF-1715-0245
GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, WS-133A/
A-M

(GROUND RADIO ,COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, WS -T 33A ),

Course . , Number: 3AZR30434-3;
AZR30434-3.

Location: . 3345th Technical School.
Chanute AFB,'IL.

Length: 6-8 weeks (192-240 hours):
. Exhibit Dates: 11/64-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain WS-133A/A-M radio
communications equipment.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ground radio communications
equipment repair, including weapon system
familiarization; voice reporting signal as-
sembly; launch facility security -systems;
and the UHF command radio system equip-
ment operation, alignment, and main-
tenance:

Credit -Recommendation: jolo credit
because; the limited specialized nature of
the cou (4/74).

AF-171-0246
AN/GPN-12 ORGANIZATIONAL/

INTERMEDIATE (0/1) MAINTENANCE
Course Number: 2ASR30371-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace 5151

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain AN/GPN-12 radar sets.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in system applications, analysis of
equipment, performance tests, alignment,
troubleshooting, repair and check-out to
the subassembly level. Course is highly
equipment oriented.

Credit Reconune tion: No credit
because of the limited s cialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0247
'PILOTLESS tkIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC

Course Number: AB31230.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlistechspersonnel to

test and repair aircraft control systems.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

DC and AC circuits, simple transients,
vacuum tubes, electronic 'amplifiers, signal
generators, wave shaping, and assembly, in-
stallation, maintenance, and testing of
pilotless-aircraft control systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit ig elec-
trical laboratory on the bagis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

Locadon: 3345th Technical SchOol,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 8 weeks .(240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/73,
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

repair, and maintain security and radio
systems. - .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in, the operation, repair, and main-
tenance of specific radio and security
systems, test sets, and subsystems, and
some treatment of components and cir-
cuitry.

.

Credit RecOmmetidation:' In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
radio repair on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in:system function and description, in-
eluding transmitters, AC power' distribu-
tion, solid-state devices, receivers, indica-
tors, and IFF/SIF; and test and main-

', .tenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0249

AN/FPS-8 (MPS-11 hit -6 AND GPA-122
ORGANIZATIONA NTERMEDIATE (0/
I )'MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30372-15;
3ASR30372-10.

London: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS. *

Eength: 5 weeks (162 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-12/73.
Objectives: To provided maintenance

personnel with supplemental training in the
maintenance of AN/FPS-8 and AN/FPS-6 "
radar sets and AN/GPS-122 coder-decoder
groups.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in alignment, adjustment, and trouble
analysis of radar sets, and theory of opera-
tion, fault isolation, repair, check-out, and
maintenance of coder-decoders. The course
is equipment oriented, with some instruc-
tion in binary mathematics, logic functions,
and basic circuit modules.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0250
F-11 IA RADAR. AND CONTROLS TEST

STATIONS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR32271-2.
Location: 3415th . Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-13/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain,radar and cohtrols test stations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in theory; operation, and confidence
testing of F-111A receiver-transmitter-
modulator, video and servo, and indicator
test stations; and maintenance pliRcedures,
technical publications, ground say, and
corrosion control.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature,of
the course (4/74).

vat
AF-1715-0251
AN/T S-44 RADAR ORGANIZATIONAL/

INTERMEDIATE (OM MAINTENANCE

AF-1715-0248
GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN WS-133B

Course , Number: 3AZR30t3,-4;
AZR30434-4

as

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

test and maintain the AN radar.

AF-1715-0252
-AN/TSQ-96 ORGANIZATIONAL/

INTERMEDIATE (0/I) MAINTENANCE
Course Number: 4AST30373-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

-Keesler AFB, MS. - °
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to-

perform intermediate-level testing and
maintenance on AN/TSQ-96 radar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in system function and description,
subsystem functions and description, and
test and maintenance procedures for radar
systems equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0253

FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(RANGES AND BEACONS)

Course Number: AB30431A.
Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical

School, Keesler AFB, MS: Version 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 28 weeks (750
hours). Version 2: 16-17 weeks (480
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 3/58-12/68.
Version 2: 7/55-2/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain specific radio equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electronics, including AC and
DC circuits, vacuum tubes, electronic cir-
cuits, radio systems principles, and specific
radio .equipment components, operation,
and maintenance techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the lower-division traccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalatireate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). Version In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, semester hour in elec-
tricity or electronics, 1 in radio technology,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
1 semester hour in electricity and elec-
tronics for non-electronics majors (6/74).

AF-1715-0254
AN/APN-175( V )-3 DOPPLER NAVIGATION

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR32874-011.
:

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (170 hours).

_Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to main-

tain the AN/APN-175( V )-3 Doppler
navigation system.

II



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the treatment of the components -
and. the- maintenance techniques 9g." this
radar 4sterri; includingprinciples, Marac-
tcristics, utilization, and operation. of the
Doppler system; block-diagram and circuit

'analysis; operation, inspection, ; and
troubleshooting procedures; basic air
navigation with present-position computers;
and characteristics and operation of naviga--
tional computers.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of,
the course (4/74).--

AF-1715-0255

TSEC/KW-22"CRYKrocRAPHic EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: SS3637 I -7.
Location: 3700th Military Training Wing,

Lackland AFB. TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, maintain, and repair cryptographic
equipment.

Instruction:. LCctures and practical exer-
cises in receiver and transmitter circuitry
used in cryptographic equipment, block-
diagram analysis, signal flew, receiver ad-
justments and preventive maintenance, Air-
rective maintenance, installatibn
procedures, and testing and adjusting.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the Iiieginning 2;(11c....Air Force sec-
tion.

:AF-1715-0256

BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC
(MA-6A, MA-7A SYSTEMS)
TELEVISED

Course Number: ABR32130E (TV).
Location: 3415th Technical School,

11.0wry AFB; CO.
Length: 27 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 12/59- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be bomb navigation system mechanics.
Instruction: Televised lectures and prac-

tical exercises in MA-6A and MA-7A
bomb navigation systems mechanics., in-
cluding AC and DC circuit principles,
vacuum tubes and amplification, radar and
servo,systems, system radar and ICE theory
and operational adjustments, after-installa-
tion checks and adjustments, and malfunc-
tion analySis. -

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureatr/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
industrial technology (3/74).

1

AF-1715-0257

r TEST EQUIPMENT (AN /ASQ -38)
Course Number: Version I:

3AZR32 150K. All Versions: AZ R32150K.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (300.

--hours-rsrurreets (210 hours).
Exhillyirs: Version I : 3/64-12/73.

Version 162-2/64.
Objectives: To train bomb navigation

systems mechanics and technicians to
repair and calibrate unit test equipment.

. _

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in repair and calibration of .radar test .
equipment, including amplifier, servo test
set, electrical test set, power supply, radar
data presentation, computer test set, radar
performance tester, and boresight test set.

Credit IReconintendation: Version I. See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: See explana-
tory note at the beginning of the Air Force
section.

AF-17I5-0258
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC, MG-10

RADAR

Course Number: AB32230G.
Location: 3415th Technical 'School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 55 weeks (1650 hours)-
Exhibit Dates: 7/56- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

analyze and maintain MG-I0 tire control
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
^ cises in MG.,-10 fire control systems main-

tenance and repair, including electrical
theory, basic electronics, block-diagram
analysis, signal flow automatic flight con-
trol and data link, power generation and
distribution, maintenance procedures, and
field exercises.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureatejassociate 'degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in indus-
trial technology for non-engineering majors
(4/74).

AF-1715-0259
I. DEFENSIVE FIRE. CONTROL SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN (A-3A. MD-9, ASG-I5
TURRETS)

2. DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (A-3A, MD-9,. ASG -15
TURRETS) n

( DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (A-3 , MD-9, ASG -15
FIRE CONTROL MS))

3. TURRET SYSTEMS T CHNICIAN (A-3A,
MD-9, ASG -15 TURRETS)

Course Number: Version 1:
3AAR32370G. Version 2: 3AAR32370G;
AAR32370G. Version 3: AAR32370G.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO. .

Lsngth: Version 1: 13 weeks (390
holds). Version 2: 23 -24 weeks (690-720
hours). Version 3.' 26 weeks (780 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/69-12/73.
Version 2: 12/60-7/69. Version 3: 10/
59-11/60.

ObjectiveTh_ train enlisted personnel to
maintain defensive fire control systems and
special test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fire control systems and speCial test
equipment maintenance, including
mechanical drive components, magnetic
amplifiers, amplifiers, computer circuits,
power supplies,. frequency converters,
modulators, pneumatic system, sweep
generators, indicators, television, and radar
maintenance. ,. '

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division bacealaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics (3/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree'catego-
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ry,.3 semester hours in electronics (3/74).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in electronics (3/74)-

AF-1715-0260
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

Course Number: 30BR3051-1 .
Location: . 3380th Technical. School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 26 weeks (768 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as communications-electronics engineers.
. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in communications-electronics
'systems, including the' development"and
management of test and evaluation pro-
grams; C-E systems survivability and ser-
viceability; the inspection, survey, and en-
gineering of complex C-E systems, and
facilities; communications of electidnics
career field; communications of electronics
management; planning and programmint
management analysis; and engineering prin-
ciples...,

Credit..Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester 'hours in engineering
and electronics technology (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in industrial technology, or
as a technical elective in engineering (3/
74).

AF-1715-0261
F-I I I RADAR AND CONTROL TEST STATIONS

TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ALR32271.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 26-27 weeks (780-810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

analyze, troubleshoot, and repair specific
radar and test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar test equipment analysis,
troubleshooting, and repair, including ter-
rain-following radar and attack radar
systems, video test station maintenance,
digital logic circuitry, and intensive 'study
of radar block-diagram analysis and signal
flow.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower--
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category; I semester Mtn- in
electrical laboratory for non-electronics
majors (3/74).

AF -1715-

I. BOMB VIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(K, M -6A, MJ1 -7A SYSTEMS)

2. BOMB N VIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC
(K, M -6A, MA-7A SYSTEMS)

(BOMB AVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(K-S alEs))

(K-SERIES SYSTEM MECHANIC)

Course Number: All Versions:
AB32130E. Version 2: 32150E; 32150-6.

Location: All Versions: 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CQ. Version 2: Air
Training Command, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 24 weeks (720
hours). Version 2: 20-24 weeks (600-630
hours).
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Exhibit Dates. 1. 2/58-12/68.

Version 2: 8/50-1/5 .

Objective's: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain K, MA-6AY and MA-
7A bomb navtgation systems.

Instribction: Lectures and practial exer-
, cises in electricity, electronics, ker equip-

ment, system data flow, power distribution,
radar arurinterconnoction equip t,. in-
stallation checks, and bomb navigation
system troubleshooting.

Credit. Recommendation: 'Version In
the . lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec.;
tricity or electronics (12/68). Version 24 In
the, lowerLdivision -baccalaureate /associate
degree category, credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0263 ,
I. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN ( ASB-4 A./9 A/16
SYSTEMS)

(BOMB NAvIGATION SYSTEMS .
TECHNICIAN ( ASB-4/4A/9/9A/16
SYSTEMS))

2. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (ASB-4 AND ASB-9
SYSTEMS)

(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (ASB-4 SYSTEMS))

Course Tiuniber: AAR32170K.
1.cation: 3415th Technical SchOol,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 31-34 weeks

(930-1080 hours). Version 2: 22 weeks
(660 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/61-12/68..
Version 2: 6/59-8/61.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, troubleshoot, and repair ASB-4A/9A/
16 bomb navigation systems.

Instruction: All Versionsi 'Lectures and
practical exercises in ASB- 4A/9A/16 bomb
navigation systems maintenance, including
AC and DC circuit, fundamentals; elec-
tronic circuits and devices; vacuum tubes;
transistor circuit analysis; radar circuit
analysis and radar equipment; bombing,
navigation, and terrain computers; and
system maintenance procedures. Version 1:
Instruction includes semiconductors.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electrical laboratory (3/74); in
the upper-division, baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity and electrical
laboratory (3/74)f in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electricity
and electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-9264

BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS (FLIGHT LINE
MECHANIC)

Course Number: .SS32 I 50K-2.
Location: 3415th Technical . School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain,the MA-2/ASB-4 bomb navigation
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises- in MA-2/ASB-4 bomb navigation
system maintenance, including bombing
computer and navigation computer, radar
data presentation set, high-speed bombing
radar, and system-tnaintenance procedures.
Instruction is limitZeto general theory and
maintenance of specific- equipment.

Credit RecomMendationt In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category.. credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74)

AF-1715-0265

AN/MPQ-T2A (THEORY)
Course Number: 3AZR30353-0.

degree category, 4 semester hours in eke-Location: School of Applied Aerospace tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper,Sciences, Keesler-AFB, MS.
division bacealaureate category, 2 semesterleength: 6 weeks (244 hours). hours in electricity or electronics, andexhibit Dates: 5/73-12/73.
credit in electrical laboratory on the basisObjectives: To train enlisted personnel to of institutional, 'evaluation A3174). Versionoperate the AN/MPQ-T2A radar system 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (.12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory ,ry on the
basit of institutional evaluation (3774). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours'
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the

Credit Recommendation: No credit basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Length: Version 1: 37 weeks (1020
hours). Version 2: 30 weeks (810-870
hours). V1rsion 3: 24 weeks (720'hours).

Eihibit Dates: Version 1: 7/62-12/68. .
. Version 27 9/59-6/62. Version 3; .10158 -8/

59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-to

be apprentice bomb navigation system
mechanics.1

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AC and, DC circuits, RLC circuits,
reactance,npedance, vacuum tubes and
solid-state'.devices, amplifiers, oscillators,
radar cirCnit:analysis, microwave operation,
multivibrators, sweep and logic circuits,
mathematieS1N(below 'calculus level), and
bomb navigation system maintenance.

Credit Retcanmendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

Instruction: Lectures and practical xer-.
cises in the oekration, functional and cir-
cuit analysis, and theoretical troubleshoot-
ing; of various radar and computer com-
ponents of the AN/MPQ-T2A, including
system block diagram,. 'electromagnetic
radiation hazards, power distribution, trans-
mitting systems, receiving systems, range-
tracking system, angle-tracking system, S/C
band video display ,and pedestal position-
ing, and error computer and recording
devices.

I

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

"1.

Fo 1 715L0266

EL GTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCES*ING
4 EQULPMENT MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN (AN/FSQ-7 SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: ATS30571-34.
Location: ' 3380th Technical SchoOl,,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 15 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected AN/FSQ-7

maintenance specialists for duty as systems
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and applications of
the AN/FS0-7\ computer, including the
memory and control ,devices, line printer,
card reader, card recorder, tape system,
and other input-output devices.,

Credit RCcommendation:' In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I senr'es;,erti hour in computer
laboratory (3/74); #.in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing-7i.tiomputer operation (12/
68). ,

t

AF-1715-0267
I. BOMB NAvIGAT N SYSTEMS MECHANIC

(MA-6A 40,- A-7 A SYSTEMS)
2. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC

. (MA-6A, MA-7A SYSTEMS)
3. BOMB NAVIGATION $NSTEMS MECHANIC

(MA-6A, MA-7A SYSTEMS)
Course Number: ABR12;130E.
Location: 3415th Technical Sehool,

Lowry AFB, CO.

.14

LO

268

AVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC (K-
5 SERIES)

Course NuMber: AB321301.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 37 weeks (1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted peisonnel to

operate, align, adjust, and maintain K-5
bomb navigatiOn systelmS and test equip -k

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in K-5 bomb navigation systems
alignment, adjustment, operation, and
maintenance, including AC and DC circuit
fundamentals, vacuum tubes and power
supply circuits, amplifier and oscillator
principles, servo systems., radar transmitting
and receiving, computer tracking and
sighting, mathematics -( below calculus

' level), optics, and organizational main-
tenance and associated equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours,in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0269

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMI,MECHANIC
(MG-3, MG-I0, MG -113 COMPUTER
AND CONTROLS) ..

Course Number: AL3223 I H.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB,
Length: 23 weeks (690 hours).



Exhibit Dotes: 10/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced main-

tenance personnel to maintain the com-
puter section of the MG-10 'weapons con-
trol system.

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in MG-I0 weapons control systems,
including analysis of subsystems and com-
puter controls, system tie-in, power genera-
tion and distribution, computer functions,_
data link, and field exercises.

Credit -Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
!the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

\
AF-1715-0270

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
( MG- I 3. COMPUTER AND CONTROLS)

Course Numbei: AL32231H -2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB; CO.
Length: 32 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.

--Objectivest-To train enlisted personnel to
check, adjust, inspect, and isolate malfunc-
tions of the computer and control functions
of the MG-I3 wdapons control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weapons control systems introduc-
tion, .radar and computer introduction,
power generation and distribution function,
armament system and controlling functions,
pilots display function and radar data link,
and specialized tests and field exercises.

Ciedit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0271

WE1NS CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
MG-3, MG-I0 COMPUTER

CONTROLS)

Course Numbet: ALR3223IH-.
. Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 33 weeks (990 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

check, adjust, inspect., and isolate malfunc-
tions on the MG-3/10 weapons control
system. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in MG-3/10 weapons control system
inspection, adjustment, and malfunction
isolation, including introk,uction to radar
and computer systems, Omer generation
and distribution, flight - sensing functions
and attack steering function, various com-
puter circuits, test sets, data link, pitch and

' yaw damper system, interceptor control
,function, system )self-tests, and tie-in of
radar and computer functions. Instruction
is specialized and descriptive in nature.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/a.ssociate degree
category, credit in electrical orelectronics
laboratory on the basil of institutional
evaluation (3/74). 1

AF-1715-0212
WEAPONS CONTROL SysTEms'MECHANIC

(MG-3, MG-10, MG -13 COMPUTER
CONTROLS)

Course Number: Version 1: ABR3223 I H.
Version 2: AB32231H.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 50 weeks (1482
how ). Version 2742 weeks (11-70-hiriirs-S.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I /58-1 2/68.
Version 2: 7/57 - 12/57.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain MG-3, MG-I0, and
MG-13 weapons control systems.

instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in MG-3, MG-10, and
MG -13 weapons control systems main-
tenance and operation, including AC and
DC circuit fundamentals, vacuum tubes,
electronic circuits, power supplies, oscilla-
tors, sweep generators, radar principles,
servomechanisms, and special devices as-
sociated with weapons control systems
computer controls. Version EmphasiZes
specific weapons control devices without
any general theory.

Credit Recommendation: .Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
.clegree.,category, 3 semester..hours in ,elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electricityor,electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (3/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0273
AIR SURVEILLANCE (SAGE)

' Course Number: OZRI744B-4.
Location: 338Qth Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/61-12/68.

Version 2: 8/60 -3/61.
Objectives: To train officers to operate

and direct operations in SAGE direction
centers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex#1
4cises in_organizational and functional con-
cepts, communications, symbology in-
terpretation, equipment, and procedures of
air surveillance officers in communication
network centers.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0274
NAVIGATION AND BOMBING TRAINER.

SPECIALISt(AN/APQ-T3)
Course Number: AB34330B.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 29 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, maintain, and repair
navigation and, bombing trainers and as-
sociated electronic test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories' in
DC and ,AC circuit analysis, vacuum tube,
'principles, amplifiers and oscillators, radar
circuitry, and preventive maintenance and
operation of navigation and bombing
trainers.

)
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, and I in electronics laboratory for
non-electrical engineering majors (3/74).

AF-1715-0275
UNIT TEST EQUIPMENT (AN/ASQ-48)

Course Number: AZR32150L;
AZR32150E.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120LI50 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train bomb navigation

system mechanics or. technicians to
operate, repair, and calibrate AN/ASQ-48
unit test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the operation, circuit analysis, and calibra-
tion of unit test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the .upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0276
DATA PROCESSOR/DISPLAY ( AN/FYQ-9),

FIELD /ORGANIZATIONAL (F(0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30573-1;
AZR30573- I .

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/66- 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform field and organizationai main-
tenance on AN/FYO-9 data processors and
display systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
introduction to common logic equipment;
basic circuit and logic symbols; power sup-
plies, distribution, and indicator lamps;
drum memory and timing; computer inter-
face; projector displays; and read-out ton-
trots.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower;
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in eleCtronios
(3/74).

AF-1715-0277
COMPASS LINK MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30450-4.
Location: School of Applied AeroNace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, M.
Length: 4 weeks (120-153 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and operate compass link
radio equipment.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of compass link
radio equipment, including principles of
logic circuitry, electronic circuit analysis,.
principles of operation, adjustments and
system performance testing, and use of as-
sociated test equipment. -

Credit Recommendation: In Ake lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree .

category, 2 semester hours in electronics
(3/74).
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AF-1715-0278

INTIMELWATE MAINTENANCE, A-71)
yVE:AA /NS Cosaitot. SYSTEM (WCS)

. Course NUmber: 2ASR32271S.
Location: 3415th Technical

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 19 weeks (582 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

weapon control system technicians.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cisesfin the maintenance of weapon control
systems. including safety and security;
blociodiagrarn analysis; trouble_ analysis;
flight line maintenance; use of associated-
test equipment; electronic principles; taeti,
cal computer analySis, control, and test set;
head-up display; and radar system.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.,

School,

AF-1715-0279

.StwetAt VRAINING AN /LPN -12 (GCA)
Course Number: ATS30371',-5.
Location: 3380th School,

Keesler AFII, tvIS.
Length: 5 weeks ( 150 hours).
Exhibit Datev 10/59-12/68.
Objectives: iiN) train enlisted personnel to

inspect, operate, and maintain the
lightweight GCA AN/TPN-12 radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in lightweight GCA AN/TPN -12 radar

"set inspection, operation, and maintenance,
including' functional analysis of modulator,
transmitter, receiver, indicators, antenna,
and power distribution subsystems. Empha-
sis is on adjustments, troubleshooting; and
repair of equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0280

DECIDEI, RADAR TARGET PREDICTION AND
SIMULA DON

Course Number: SS2044-3.'
Location: 3750th Technical,,,, School

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hour's).

I, Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

make radar target predictions and to con-
struct plates simulating radar presentation
of the target complex.

Instruction: Lectures in general radar
target prediction and "simulation
teil'hniques, plate cutting, and evaluation of
simulation plates.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 4/74).

AF-171520281

RAI)AR SITING, CALIBRATION AND
EVAI UA DON

Course Number: 55304 1-I .
1148:ation: 3380th Technical ciniol,

Kecsler Af B, MS.
Length: s weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train 'officers to site,

c; 'brie, and evaluate aircraft control and
ova liiirg radar equipinent and to supervise
tirt:Se activities.

T.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electromagnetic propagation; the
effects of. topography and climate on radar
propagation; maps, charts, and surveying;
photography; and radar equipment siting,
calibration, and evaluation.

. Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-171541282

AIRCRAFT EARLY WARNING RADAR
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: AAR30172.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 38 weeks ( 1140 hours).
Exhibit .Dates: 9/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain aircraft early warning radar equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cise in aircraft earl); 'warning radar equip-
ment maintenance, including use of algebra
and trigonometry for solving mathematics
problems related to electronic circuits; cir-
cuit analysis of AC and DC circuits, trans-
formers, switches, relays, motors, -transmis-
sion lines, wave-guides, special-purpose
tubes, ;AWE-test equlpnient; anirfdniEtiOnal
circuit analysis of power , supplies, am-
plifiers, wave-shaping circuits, oscillators,
servos, and modulators. Emphasis is on
operation of specific equipment receivers,
transmitters, indicators, antennas, and re-
lated test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
buccal:titre:We category, 2 semester hours in
shop management (4/74),

AF-1715-0283

qioN/APO-24A SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

. Course Number: AA32171F.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length:'I5 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives:,To train enlikted personnel-to)

maintain and repair the AN/APO-24A
bomb navigation system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in -; AN /APO -224A bomb- navigation
system maintenance, including power cir-
cuit, transmitter, receiver, sweep circuits,
indicators, antenna drive and control, and
central power sources' circuit analysis.
Emphasis is on test equipment usage and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalatireate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the hasis,of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
hasis,of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Al.-1715-0284
GROUND RADIO MAIN FENANCE TECHNICIAN

. Course Number: AA-30470A.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFII, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.

11' )

Objectives: To provide radio repairmen
with training in advanced maintenance
techniques,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced maintenance tcothniques
for 'ground radio equipment, including
descriptive treatment of electronic test
equipment, transmission lines and antennas,
radio relay equipment and systems,
radioteletypewriter equipment and systems,
and UHF communications equipment; and
maintenance techniques as applied, to
specific radio equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

. category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis ct'institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0285

GROUND RADIO MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,
, NAVIGATIONAL AIDS,

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.

Course IIerberTh43047013.
Locatio . 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
-Length: -1,14--weeks (-570 hours). ---- .
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To provide radio repairmen

with training in advanced maintenance
techniques for ground radio equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced maintenance techniques
for ground radio equipment, including
descriptive treatment of electronic test
equipment, transmission lines; and anten-
nas; administrative maintenance practices;
UHF communications equipment; and
radio direction-finding systems, radio range
systems, and instrument ending systems
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division haccalaurepte catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74),

AF-1715-0286

MA-2/A5B-4 Boma NAVIGATtO4 Sys'rEms
(RADAR 'AND COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN ).

Course Number: SS32170K-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 22 weeks (660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and repair homb navigation
systems.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-
cises in homh navigation systems
troubleshooting and repair, including MA7
2/ASB-4 homh navigation system funda-
mentals. bombing computer and navigation

iy:mtputer operation and maintenance,
radar data presentation set maintenance,

,. high-speed . bombing radar and system
maintenance, and field repair procedures.

Credit Recomtne-ndation: In the upper-
division Mccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).-



AF-1715-0287
MA-2/ASB-4 BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

(ANALYST SUPERVISOR)

Course Number: SS32170K-1.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 20 weeks (6(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and maintain bomb navigation
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in MA-2/ASB-4 bomb navigation
systems troubleshooting and maintenance,
including analysis and repair of specific
electronic systems, signal- fTow,.and block-
diagram analysis.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0288
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY DIRECTOR (SAGE)

Course Number: OZR I I 76;.OZA 1 176.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 5-6 weeks (1 50-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel air---dcfc nse I lery--
d i rectors and assistants. in SAGE direction
centers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in SAGE organizational and func-
tional.concepts, communications, symbolo-
gy interpretation, and equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature,,of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0289

ASSISTANT AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY
DIRECTOR (SAGE)

Course Number: AZA 1636().
Location: 3380th Technic al School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhihit Dat 8/60-5/65.
Ohjectives: -r6 train enlisted personnel to

be assistant air defense artillery directors at
a SAGE direction center.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in SAGE organizational and func-
tional concepts, communications, symbolo-
gy interpretation, and equipment operation.

Credit Recommendation: No .credit
'because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-1715-0290
OFFICERS PHASE I, ATOMIC ENERGY

Course Number: 0133200.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler APB, MS.
Length: 23 weeks 090 hours).
Exhihit Dates: f0/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in the funda-

mental principles of electronics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronics, including theory and
principles of direct and alternating cur -
rents. vacuum tubes; vacuum tube amplifier
and oscillator circuits; receiver, transmitter,
and special electronic circuits; microwave
energy; and application of fundamental
electronic principles to radar equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, .6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0291
I. AEROSPACE PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN
2 AEROSPACE PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN
( PHOTOGRAPHIC REPAIRMAN )

3. PHOTOGRAPHIC REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR40230.
All Versions: ABR40230, Version 3:
A1340230,
a Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry .AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 20-22 weeks
(600-640 hours). Version 2: 26-35 weeks
(750-960 hours). Version 3: 30-33 weeks
(810-900 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: '4/67-12/73.
Version 2: 5/64-3/67. Version 3: 3/58-4/64.

Objectives: To train airmen to repair
aerospace photographic systems or to

--friaintalnand-instalt 'photographic-equip,-
ment, including electronic photographic
equiprent control devices. 7.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practiCal exercises in the repair of
aerospace photographic systems or the
maintenance and installation of photo-
graphic equipment,-including electronic
photographic equipment contiol devices,
analysis of electrical and elec,tronic circuits,
photographic equipment ;""Systems, basic
electronics principles, reconnaissance
aerospace 'electronics photo aphis systems
and control systemS, and g.ound support
photographic equipment. 'rsinn I: In-
cludes operation and components of RF-4C
aerospace infrared detection and data dis-
play' syStem. Version 2: Includes operation
and components of RF-4C aerospace in-
frared detection and data display system,
and additional instruction on electronic cir-
cuits and test equipment. Version 3: In-
cludes motion picture projectors, IMC
equipment operation and principles, gun,
strike, and MP cameras and equipment,
and automatic printers and processors.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree .category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (3/74); in the uppCr-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on-the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
2: In the lower-division haccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester houis
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category', 3

semester hours in electrical laboratory, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version
3! In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 2 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
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AK-1715-0292 .

CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (TM-6IC)

Course Number: ABR31230H.
Location: 3415th Technical Training

Wing, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 19-22 weeks (540-570 hours).
Exhibit tittles: 9/58-12/68.
Objectives:To train airmen to perform as

control systems mechanics on TM-61C se-
ries missiles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the functions of control systems
mechanics on TM-61C series missiles, in-
cluding AC and DC circuit analysis, relays,
switching devices, oscilloscopes, amplifiers,
vacuum tubes, specific weapon systems;
fuel, hydraulic, and electrical systems;
guided Missile control system fundamentals;
and block "diagrams, signal flow, and test
procedures for specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 samester hours in electricity or
electronics (12768); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0293
CONTROLS SYSTEMS MECHANIC

Course Nuniber: ABR31230.
LOcation: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 26 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 0/58-12/6S.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

missile control system mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile control
systems mechanics, including basic . elec-
tricity, physics, and aerodynamics; propul-
.sibn, launching, and navigation and
guidance systems; vacuum tubes, amplifica-
tion, and wave shaping; oscilloscope con-
struction, synchros and servomechanisms,
control system and gyros, pneumatic-elec-
tric system, hydraulic-electric system, com-
puter and amplifier functions, actuating
units, and specific missile equipment orien-
tation.

Credit Recorrimendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0294
BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST

(!GM-I6D)
(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST

(SM65D))
Course Number: ABR31234B.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice ballistic missile analyst spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in the duties of apprentice ballistic
missile analyst specialists, including weapon
system familiarization; programmer and
power supplies; programmer analog
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respc assemblies; discrete test and dis-
play of assemblies; launch control, air-
frame, and electrical system and power dis-
tribution: propellant storage and transfer
and. pneumatic systems; hydraulics and
propulsion systems; radio guidance, au-
topilot, and re-entry vehicle systems opera-
tion; and maintenance procedui-es and test-
ing of specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /assoc to degree
category, 2 semester hours it electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0295

BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST
(HGM -16F)

(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST
(SM-65F))

Course Number: ABR3I 234D.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice ballistic missile analyst spe-
cialists.
.---Instroction.:...Lecttites,.and...practicaLexer,_.
Claw in ballistic missile analysis, including
facility equipment, electrical system, missile
fundamentals and lifting system; propellant
storage and transfer systems:. pneumatics,
hydraulics, and propulsion systems; propel-
lant utilization; inertial guidance, flight
control. autopilot component analysis; re-
entry vehicle analysis, missile launch con-
trol, and check-out and calibration
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asscx:iate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0296

BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, SM-RO

Course Number: ATS3 I 275G-1
Location: 3345th Technical -School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 25 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as ballistic

missile technicians on the SM-80 check-out
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the theory of operation, system
analysis, alignment. calihration verification,
adjustment, and general maintenaritu of
SM 80 check-out equipment, including
system familiarization, introduction to logic
and test equipment, electronic pro-
gramming test center operation and main-
tenance, test adapter group, communica-
tions and laturch control console test set,
and integrated fault isolation and calibra-

Credit Recommendation: in the towel--
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division
haccalatireate category; credit in electrical
laboratory on the hasis of institutional
evaluation (.1/74).

AF-1715-0297

BALLISTIC MItiSILE I ERTIAL GUIDANCE
MECHANIC

(BALLISTIC MISSILE INERTIAL GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (SM-68B) (LGM -25C))

Course Number: ABR31232F.
Location: 3750th Technical

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To tram personnel as ballistic

missile inertial guidance mechanics.
Instruction: -Lect*.as and practical exer-

cises on the operation of ballistic missile in=
ertial guidance equipment, including system
data flow and description of components,
stabilization and erection loops and com-
ponents, azimuth alignments, malfunction
isolation, missile guidance computer, MGC
test states and inspection, and check-out
and analysis of AGE controls and com-
ponents.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower,
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional

School,

evaluation (3/74). is.

AF-17.15 ,0298

FLIGHT CONTRol. SYSTEM ANALYST, SM-62

CouriNumber: ATS3I451 At I.
Loco on: Technical Training Center,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (360 urs).

..Exhibit Dates: 2/59712/ .

Objectives: To train personnel as flight
control system analysts for SM-62 systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and components of
the SM-62, including missile familiariza-
tion; use and operation of analyzers, stan-
dard test equipment, and associated ground
support equipment; location and operation
of flight control system modules and com-
ponents; application of data flow
techniques to analyze flight control system
function; removal and replacement of mal-
functioning modules and components;
alignments check; and adjustments of mis-
sile flight control systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

LF.,- 715-0299

.ALLIS C MISSILE CHECK-OUT EQUIPMENT'
SPL ALIST, WS133A

(BALLISTIC 'SILL CHECK-OUT EQUIP-
MENT SPECIAL SM-RO)

Course Number: 3R31235G.
Location: 334. Tech nical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 35-43 weeks (960-1200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62712/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

he ballistic missile check-out equipment
specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic fundamentals, amplifiers,
oscillators, power supplieii. digital logic,
oscilloscopes, communications and launch
control console, photoclectronic collimator
and guidance and control coupler test sets,
electronic programming test center opera-
tion and maintenancf aerospace ground'

I I/

equipment, and integrated fault isolation
and calibration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaUreate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upperdivision
baccalaureate category; 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on tae basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74)._...,

AF-1715-0300
BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST

(PGM-16E)
(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST

(SM-65E))
Course.Number: ABR3I234C.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:'I8 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 I /61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

he ballistic missile analyst specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and ractical exer

cises in PGM-16E introduction; launch
control, airframe, electrical, and facility
equipment; propellant storage and transfer,
pneumatics, hydraulics, propulsion, and
propellant utilization system; inertial
guidance, flight control-, and re-entry vehi-
cle; missile systems launch control; and
electrical check-Oukvehicle and compoine
check -out of missile systems.

Credit Recommendation: In 'the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity or electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

e

AF-1715-0301
ELECTRICIAN /ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN, SM-

68B
Course Number: TC542; OF-1 :

ATS54250E-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Shep--4rd AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (3(X) hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as electri-

cians and electrical technicians for SM-6813
_systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on organization, operation, main-
tenance and repair of the electrical systems
of a Missile facility, including power dis-
tribution, warning and air conditioning
systems, silo water and elevator systems,
power supplies and test equipment, motor
gerrators, weapon system familiarization
ant11 safety, and inspection, servicing and
repair of electrical components of air con-
ditioning systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
and electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in.eleetrieity and electrical laborato-
ry on the hasis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

AF-1715-0302
BALLISTIC: MISSILE RADIO GUIDANCE.

MECHANIC (SM-68A)
Course Number: ABR31231Ei
Location: 3750th Technical School;

Sheppard A F13, TX.
Length: 20 wc'eks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.



Objectives: To tyln airmen who have
had previous trains ig in missile systems
fundamentals to perform as apprentice bal-
listic missile radio guidance mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practit'al exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
ballistic missile radio guidance systems, in-
cluding ground guidance radar 'data flow,
guided missile test set data flow, guidance
system.loops (timing, tracking, monitoring,
guidance exercises, maintenance, guidance
conditioning, and status), chassis main-
tenance, and inspection and troubleshoot-
ing procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratOry (3/74).

AF-1715-0303
BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN/TECHNICIAN, SM-6gB

qourse Number: ATS3 1276F -3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 11-13 weeks (330-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain ballistic missile launch equipment.
Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of ballistic missile
------launehequipment;'-- -includingweapon

system familiarization, analysis of digital
circuitry and special circuits, launch con-

, trol, control monitor group, and power dis-
tyihution control logic analysis, launch con-
trol set, flight control system, and analysis
and components of the hazard sensing and
damage control systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(3/74).

AF-1715-0304
BALLISTIC MISSII.E CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN, SM-68B

Course Number: ATS3 I 275F-3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
-' Length: 13 weeks (390 hours

Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, repair, and maintain bal-
listic missile check -out equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, inspection, repair,
and maintenance of ballistic missile check-
out equipment, including weapon system
familiaritation, analysis of digital circuitry,
and special circuits, launch control set
operation, electronic test stand 'operation,
fault location equipment, monitoring equip-
ment, portable check-out equipment use,
and propellant transfer system and rocket
engine test set.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, cmdit in electrical
laboratory on the bask'' of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0305
BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT

TECHNICIAN, SM-80

Course Number: ATS3 I 276G- .

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/6g.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, test, and maintain ballistic
missile launch equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, testing, and main-
tenance. of ballistic missile launch equip-
ment, including guidance and control cou-
pler and systems; transistors and digital

-techniques, specific equipment components
and data processing equipment and com-
munications systems, missile targeting and
alignment set operation, power,distribution,
control indicator, and programmer, signal
decOder and controller logic; programmer
group familiarization and sequencer logic;
launch control system, systems integration,
and strategic missile support base equip-
ment'

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divisiod baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis, of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0306

..... _
SrECIALISTrUECHNICIAN, SM-68B

Course Number: ATS54350-1.
Location: 3750th Technical. School,

Sheppard AFB, TX. 1, 1'.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)]
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68. Ir,
Objectives: To train airmen teuierforrn as

electrical power production speeirilist/
technicians in SM-68B missile facilities,-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises-in electrical power, production in Sk1-
68B missile facilities, including weapon
system familiarization; operating principles
and maintenance of diesel engines, systems,
and components; engine governors and as-
sociated components; powerhoUse auxiliary
equipment; alternators, exciters, voltage
regulators, and switchgear components;
electrical system wiring diagrams; power
unit operation; and use .of electrical test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0307
ELECTRICIAN/SUPERVISOR (SM-68)

Course Number: ATS56150-4.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.,
Length,: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

electricians/supervisors. in WS107A-2 bal-
listic missile installations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of electricians/super-
visors in WS 107A-2 ballistic missile instal-
lations, including electronic circuit analysis,
troubleshooting, maintenance, repair and
operation of various power supplies, com-
puter motor-generator, guidance motor-
generator, facilities sensors, detectors and
amplifiers, launcher and electrical systems,
hydraulic system, and power distribution;
and electrical and electronic test equip-
ment.
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68); in the ',upper- division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity, and credit in electrical laboratory
on tho, basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0308
DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE MECHANIC, IM-

9913 .

Course Number: ABR31.13IK.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

,Chanute AFB, IL. -

Length: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: -12/68.
Objectives o train enlisted personnel to

test and aintain the IM-99B missile
guidance system.

Instruction: Lectures ;16.! practical exer-
cises in the testing and maintenance of the
IM-9913 missile guidance system, including
AC and DC principles, vacuum tubes,
transistors, amplifiers, motors, ser-
vomechanismsrrinicrowaye principles,-oscil-
loscopes, magnetism, guidance transponder,
fuse and target seeker systems, and opera-
tion of the command system and specific
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
'division - baccalaureate/associate- degree ,,,,
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity or electronicsnd credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0309
DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE MECHANIC, IM-

99A
Course Number: ABR3 I 13IJ.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 28 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, inspect, and repair the
IM-99A interceptor missile guidance
systems and related aerospaCe ground
equipment.

,Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises inthe operation, maintenance, inspec-
tion, and repair of the IM-99A interceptor
missile guidance systems and related
aerospace ground equipment, including
electronic fundamentals (various circuits,
vacuum tubes, transistors, amplifiers, oscil-
lators, motors, servos, multivibrators,
microwave principles, and oscilloscopes),
weapon and command systerncomponents,
target seeker, and check -out equipment
and procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate d gree
category, 6 semester hours in elect 'city
and electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0310
DEFENSE MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPM NT

TECHNICIAN, IM-99B
(MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

(GUIDANCE), IM-99B)
Course Number: ATS31173K-I;

ATS31570N- I .
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
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Length: 26 weeks (780 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68;
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot, calibrate,.'-and maintain the
guidance section of missile test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the troubleshooting, calibration,
and maintenance of the guidance section of
missile test equipment, including operation
of specific missile 'test equipments
(oscilloscopes, generators, timers,
analyzers, and voltmeters), microwave and
radar system calibration, programmer
evaluator data flow and circuitry, guidance
transponder operation and simulator, fuse
'system, radar system, command system and
check-out procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of i stitutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF -1715 -0311

ELECTRICAL. SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE LGM-
25

Course Number: AZR54250F.
Location 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).

--Exhibit -Dates: .9/65-12168-.
Objectives: To train electricians to main-

tain the Titan II missile facility electric
power distribution system and utility elec.
trieal aerospace ground equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the Titan II
missile facility electric power distribution
system and utility electrical aerospace
ground equipment, including weapon
system familiarization, AC and DC princi-
ples, transistors, and power supplies, and
components, operation, and analysis of
specific ,,-Facility systems, controls, and
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

AF- I 715-0312

Fit:TiticiAN4Sumavisoa (SM-65F)
Course Number: ATS54270D-1;

ATS56150-9.
Location: 3750th. Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:. 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-1.2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted persolnel to

peiform as electricians and supervisors for
electrical conversion, transmission,dipd dis-
tribUtion components of the SM-1111FF' bal-
listic missile and associated ground support
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electrical conversion, transmission,
and distribution components of the SM-65F
ballistic missile and associated ground sup-
port equipment, including AC and DC cir-
cuit analysis; transistors, transformers, and
motor controllers; electric motors; power
generation system; protector systems;
propellant transfer and missile - lifting
systems; and operation, circuit analysis, and
troubleshooting of various components.

. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 2 semester hours -in electricity
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
'tricity,' and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-0313

BALLISITIC MISSILE INERTIAL GUIDANCE
TECHNICIAN/MECHANIC (SM-65F)

(GUIDANCE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN/
MECHANIC (SM-65F))

Course Number: ATS3/1272,4;1:
ATS3I I 70P-4.

Location: 3750th Technical School;
Sheppard AFB, TX,

Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/6f- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as SM-65F guidance system
technicians or mechanics.

Instruction: ,Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of SM-65F guidance
system technicians and mechanics, includ-
ing electronic theory, transistor theory and
circuits, binary arithmetic, computer logic
and basic circuits, component analysis of
platform and control, servomechanisms, an-
gular deviation sensing, alignment group

-Operation, countdown group function,
power supply, and testing and maintenance
of various systems and components.

Credit --Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 8 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0314

DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE MECHANIC/
TECHNICIAN, 1M-99B

Course Number: ATS3 I 15 I K- I .
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, test, and maintain the IM-99B
guidance system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, testing, and main-
tenance of the IM-99B guidance system, in-
cluding electrical and electronic circuits
and principles, radar fundamentals, power
supply circuit analysis, computer system
conversion, command and fuze systems,
guidance transponder operation and test-
ing, target seeker, soldering of electronic
components, and troubleshooting
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in electronics,
electricity, and laboratory (3/74).

AF-1715-0315
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN

(SM-65F)
Course Number: ATS3'1470P-8.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 24 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as missile systems analyst techni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of missile systems analyst
technicians at launch silo and control
center and missile assembly areas, includ-
ing digital electronics, logic, nonlinear
wave shaping, analog) test assemblies, dis-
crete test and display -assemblies, launch
control, system and subsystems, electrical
system for missiles and facility, flight con-
trol and missile guidance systems, and in-
spection, monitoring, and troubleshooting
of various components.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrica)'
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0316
BALLISTIC MISSILE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST (SM65D)
Course Number. ABR3 I 235B.
Location: 3750 Technical School,

Sheppard APB, TX.
Length: 14-17 weeks (420-510 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate

and maintain missile launch, guidance, and
programming check-out equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of ,.
missile launch, guidance, and programming
check-out equipment, including power sup-
plies, digital-to-analog conversion,
switching units, signal generation, encoder
and decoder operation, launch control
system equipment, troubleshooting
techniques for specific equipment and use
of associated test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 ester hours in electronics
and basi digita computers (3/74-); in the
upper - division accalaureate category,
credit in electrica laboratory on the basis
of institutional eval (3/74).

AF-1715-0317
BALLISTIC MISSILE RADIO U DANCE

MECHANIC (SM-65D)

Course Number: ABR3123 1 A.
Location: 3,750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 7 weeks (210 houl-s).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as ballistic missile radio guidance
mechanics. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ballistic missile radio inertial
guidance, including instruction and practice
in security, ground safety, technical publi-
cations, maintenance and removal of the
airborne missile guidance set decoder cir-
cuit analysis and adjustment, operation and
maintenance- of semiautomatic test equip-
ment (SATE), track and command loop
data flow, and decoder validatiUn check-
out malfunction analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 3/74).



AF-1715-0318
CONTROL. SYSTEMS MECHANIC, GAM-72

Course Number: ABR3 I 2300.
Location: Technical Training Center.

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 23 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice control systems mechanics.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of apprentice control
systems mechanics, including electrical fun-
damentals. DC and AC circuit, analysis.
magnetism, vacuum tube principles, power
supplies, oscillators, wave-shaping circuits;
flight control system asseniblies and test
equipment, aerodynamic and sensor cir-
cuits, and inspection and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
ditrision baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0319

BALLISTIC MISSILE. ANALYST TECHNICIAN
(SM-65F)

Course Number: ATS3 I 274D-I .

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 24 weeks (720 hours)."
Exhibit Dates: I 0/6 I -I 2/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

missile system analysts for launch silo and
control and missile assemblyareas.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile 'systems analysis for launch
silo and control and missile assembly areas,
including digital computer fundamentals;
transistor theory; multivibrators and coun-
ters; amplifiers; power supplies; launch
control, airframe, facility equipment. anlf
electrical subsystems; propellant storage
and transfer; pneumatic subsystems;
hydraulic and propulsion subsystems; iner-
tial guidance; and autopilot and re-entry,
vehicle operation and check/ out
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category. 2 semester hours in electronics
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0320
CONTROL SYSTEMS ANALYST (GAM-72)

Coui-se Number: ABR3I4310.
Location: Technical Training Center,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 15 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice control systems analysts for
GAM-72 equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of apprentice control
systems analysts for GAM-72 equipment,
including electrical fundamentals, DC and
AC circuit analysis, vacuum tube princi-
ples. AC and DC motors, test equipment
and power supplies, electronic circuit anal-
ysis, missile fundamentals. missile com-
ponents, computer, power supply, and in-
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AF-1715-0323spection and maintenance procedures on

specific equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0321

BALLISTIC MISSILE CONTROL MECHANIC
(HGM-25A) es"

(BALLISTIC MISSILE CONTROL MECHANIC
(SM-68A))

Course Number: ABR3I233E.
Location: 3750th Technical Sch

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train personnel who have

completed a course in missile systems fun-
damentals to perform as apprentice ballistic
missile control mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on ballistic missile weapon system and
flight control operation and maintenance.
including weapon system familiarization, in-
troduction to flight control system. three-
axis reference assembly. command as
sembly, signal selector and programme
check assembly, flight control syst
checker circuit analysis and maintena
power supply assembly, and system align
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degre
category, 1 semester hOur in electri
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-divis' n
baccalauiVe .category, credit in elect al
laboratory on tile basis of institute nal
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0322

GAM-83 PILOT GROUND TRAINER
OPERATOR/MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ADS34250-3.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 7/62- I 2/68.

, Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perfordi as GAMt83 pilot ground trainer
operators or maintenance technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation, m ntenance, in-
spection. and repair of the. AM-83 mis-
sile. including general info tion; detailed
description of missile dynamics and con-
trol; installation requirements; systems lo-
cation; mathematics; basic computer theory
and applications; theory and operation of
computer and recorder systems; testing.
troubleshooting, and repairing compilter
and recorder systems and components; and
preparation, operation and maintenance of
the visual system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
Itacculaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AVIONICS OFFICER (OTHER)
AVIONICS OFFICER (OTHER)
(AIR ELECTRONICS OFFICER)

3. Ain ELECTRONICS OFFICER, FIGHTER A/
C

4. AIR ELECTRONICS OFFICER

Course Number: Version 3OBR3231C.
Version 2: OBR323 I C. Version 3:
OB3051B. Version 2: OB3051. Version 4:
083051.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 30. weeks (900
hours). Version 2: 39-41 weeks
(1170.-1240 hours). Version 3: 17 week's
(510 hours). Version 4: 41 weeks (1230
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/69-12/73.
Version 2: 5/66-3/69. Version 3: I/57 -2/58.
Version 4: 11/54-12/56."

Objectives: 'To train officers to supervise
and manage -aytnics maintenance.

Instruction: Litctures and .practical exer-
cises in avionics maintenance management.
including AC and DC circuits, transistors,
electron tubes, power supplies, amplifiers
nonlinear wave shaping. communication

iques, microwaves. technical publica-
upply functions, flight control and

avigation aids. aircraft radar
electronic warfare systems and
control, and management and su-

Recominendation: Version 1: In
wer-division baccalaureate/associate

ee category. 9 semester hours in elec-
ny or ,electronics (4/74). Version 2: in

lower-division baccalaureate/associate
ee category, 6 semester hours in elec-

tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
ditgsion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, 3 in shop.
management. and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74), Version 3: In the lower-,
division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category. 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74), 2 in shop
management (12/68). and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 4: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate-category. 6 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74), .3 in shop
management (12/68), and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).:,

tec
tions,
radio
systems,
weapons
pervisio

the
de
to
th
d

AF-1715-0324
I. ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNICIAN

(AIRCRAFT ECM MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN )

2. AIRCRAFT ECM MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

(ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN)

Course Number: Version 1: AAR30173.
Version 2: A A30173; AA30270.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 36-40 weeks
( 1080-1200 hours). Version 2: I7 -19
weeks (510-570 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/59 -I 2/68.
Version 2: 3/54-4/59.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be aircraft electronic countermeasures
niaintenance technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical,exer-
ciscs in aircraft electronic countermeasures

Nmaintenance techniques, including basic
'mathematics, AC and DC circuits, power
supplies, vacuum tubes and transistors.
digital computer, electronic communication
circuits, and system test equipment opera-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in-elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 2 semester
hours i shop, management, and credit in
electriJal laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).. Version 2: In the
lower-division . baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 4 semester hours in shop
management (4/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours .in
shop managenient, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0325

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC (GAR-3)

Course Number: ABR31130E-2.
Location: 341 5th Technical School,

LOwry AFB, CO..
Lengthr24 weeks -(63(i hours
Exhibit Dates: 10/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

guidance systems. mechanics on ,GAR-3
missiles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of guidance- systems
mechanics on GAR3 missiles, including 411'
principles of electricity, analysis of various
circuits; magnetism and electromagnetism,
transtOrmers, reactors, resonance and
capacitance: vacuum tubes and power sup-
plies. amplifier and wave-shaping circuits,.
basic GAR circuits and components, analy-
sis of GAR missile systems, operation of

. the tracking and power function and con-
'trol system, block-diagram analysis of
systems checiiN and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 2- semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics. and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74).

r6

AF-1715-0326
GUIDANCE, SYSTEMS MECIVicS

Course Number: ABR31130.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

LOwry AFB, CO.
Length: 26 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/58-12/68.
Objectives: To teach airmen electrical

and electronic fundamentals and com-
ponents of missile guidance systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises In electrical and electronic fundamen-
tals and components of missile guidance
systems. including physics of motion,
aerodynamics, .launching. Methods, naviga-
tion, basic electricity, AC circuitry, vacuum
tubes and transistors, amplification, wave
shaping and multivibrators, oscilloscope
construction, synchros and scr-

1

vomechanisms.. missile guidance systems
bloCk diagrams. RF transmission, radar sen-
sors. Systems components, and specific mis-
sile and console equipment.

Credit Recdmmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
cat/gory. 3 semester hours in electricity or
eleqt,ronics (12/68); .in the upper-division
briccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0327

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC (BALLISTIC
MISSILE INERTIAL)

Course Number: ABR31130P-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 24 weeks (630 hours).
Exhibit DateS': 1/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to pe orm as

apprentice guidance systems mechani
Instruction: tectures and practical xer-

cises in the duties of apprentice gui ance
systems mechanics, including binary mathe-
matics. AC and DC circuit fundamentals.
oscilloscope. transformers and synchros,
vacuum tubes, power supplies amplifiers.
wave-shaping circuits, logic circuitry. iner-
tial guidance systems pperation and princi-
ples, gyros, mode switching, loop operation
and rou es oo ing, system `data flow,
power distribution. ground support equip-
ment. electronic control unit testing. and
missile inspection and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate "degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics. and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of, institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0328
GAR-3A/4A FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL

(F & 0) MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: ATS31150E-4.
Location: 3415th Technical

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 12 weeks (360 'hours)."
Exhibit Dates: 10/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train experienced repair-

men to maintain the GAR 3A/4A missile.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the GAR 3A/
4A missile, including functional analysis of
the range tracking, steering, power, arma-
ment, and propulsion systems; missile discs
sembly and assembly; console components
and block diagrams; circuit analysis of an-
tenna. phase. and 'crosstalk functions; range
tracking equipment analysis; oscilloscope
and electronic switch; damping and internal
power function; power supplies; associated
equipment analyses; and troubleshooting
and calibration procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74).

School,

AF-1715-0329
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN,

WS- I33A-M INTEGRATED

Course Number: 3AZR31670G-5.

1.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6 weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit D/73- 1 2/73.
Objective i: To train airmen to perform as

missile syste alyst Inicians.
Instruction: Lectures and ctical exer-

cises in the duties of missile systems analyst
technicians, including weapon system
familiarization, time-sharing concepts,
digital communications procedures. specific
equipment operation, ground equipment.
aerospace vehicle equipment. integrated
data flow, and fault analysis and/alignment
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0330

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
TECHNICIAN (HH-53)

Course Number: 3AZR32570-0.
Location: 3750th Technical School.

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the-HH-53 helicopter's automatic
flight-colittol-Systems. - 1"

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the HH-53
helicopter, including electrical system, au-
tomatic flight control systems function and
components, power distribution, hydraulics.
systems integration. and testing and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0331

MISSILE MECHANIC (CGM- I 3B, LCH PREP)

Course Number: 3ABR44330L-3;
ABR44330L-3.

Location: 3415th Technical School.
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 14 weeks (378-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to maintain

CGM-I3B missiles and to operate
aerospace ground equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of missile mechanics for
CGM-13B missiles and associated
aerospace grOund equipment. including
missile fundamentals; AC and' DC circuit
principles; electrical. aerodynamic...propul-
sion, and basic hydraulic principles;
specific equipment configuration; repair of
electrical. hydraulic. propulsion and fuel
subsystems; installation and removal of
ordnance and cabling; launch area equip-
ment operation; and troubleshooting
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
-baccalaureate category, credit in ele,ctrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).



AF-1715-0332
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN

(SM68)
Course Number: ATS31470P-3,
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 21 weeks (630 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as missile systems analyst techni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of missile systems analyst
technicians, including basic electricity,T
electrical systems equipment operation and
analysis, missile engine operation and com-
ponents, propulsion and hydraulic systems,
flight control +tem operation and testing,
radio guidance system (radar operation,
computer, guidance sets and test sets),
launcher system and antenna protecting
and elevating set, re-entry vehicle and con-
trol center consoles and control equipment,
ground handling equipment, communica-
tn)ns, and check-out and Maintenance
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0333

_ ,MISSILE: SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN
(TEAT), WS-133B-

Course Number: 3AZR316701-1- I .

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AF13, IL.
Version, 2: 3345th Technical 5choot,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version -1: 12 weeks (383
hours). Version 2: 10-weeks (300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/73-12/73.
Version 2: 6/68 - 12/72.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-
nel as missile syStems analyst technicians.

Instruction: AU Versions: LectUres and
practical exercises in the 'duties of missile

acto44systems analyst technici- s, including
digital techniques used in, dance and
control systems, cable and racItmessage
processing control group, status authentica-
tion system, synchronizer-buffer group, and
fault analysis. Version 1: Includes command
generator unit, electromagnetic pulse sen-
sor system, airborne computer, and flight
controls and ordnance devices.

-Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
tronics (4/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electronics (4/74).

AF-1/15-0334
MISSILE: TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

(SM65, 68)
'Course Number: ALR31530P.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhihit.Dates: 10/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

missile test equipment specialists. .

Inst ction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises i the operation and maintenance of
missil test equipment, including basic
math .matins, principles of physics, AC and
IX: circuits, basic electronics, solid-state

devices, digital techniques, pulse circuits,
digital/analog converters, launch control
system, guidance system test equipment,
and test equipment components.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electronics

and electronics laboratory (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit M electricity and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

AF-1715-0335

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST/TECHNICIAN SM-
62

Course Number: ATS31470B-1.
Location: Technical Training Center,

Amarillo AFB, TX.
Length: 24 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.

.Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as SM-62 missile. systems analyst/techni-
cians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the SM-62 missile, including mis-
sile familiarization; location of modules and
components; evaluation of operational
check-outs and calibrations of the flight
control, guidance, optical, electronic and
electromechanical systems; operation of
analyzers; use of ground support equip-
ment; and other associated systems and

- --equipment necessary to-appraise the status
of the entire missile and to supervise activi-
ties in the alert area.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0336

MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN,
. GAM-77

Course Number: ATS31,570B- I .
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to align and repair GAM-77 special test
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the alignment and repair of GAM-
77 special test equipment, including circuit
analysis of block and schematic diagrams
of specific test equipment; removal,
replacement, and test of assemblies, com-
ponents, and units of test equipment
(including hydraulic and pneumatic system
seivic g units); and trouble analysis of the
in onnecting wiring of test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assoc4e degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74).

A-F-1715Aii37

MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
(PROPULSION AND PROPELLANTS)
(SMOR)

Course Number: ATS31570P- 10.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

. Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length:- 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/61-12/68. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel.to
maintain missile electronic equipment.

Air Force 1-159
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of missile elec-
tronic'equipment, including data flow anal-
ysis of specific systems; circuit analysis of
propellant loading and pressurization
system check-out equipment, electronic
equipment test stand, and engine control
system check-out equipment; light logic cir-
cuits; Titan Systems familiarization; ground
equipment; and inspection, troubleshooting,
and repair techniques.

Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree*
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0338
MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

(CONTROL), IM-99B
Crou Number: ATS31570N-2.

ChILIon: 3345th Technical School,
AFB, TX.

Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and test electrical
launch equipment, mobile inspection units,
weapon support calibration equipment, and
the electronic portion of control- related
auxiliary equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and pra ical exer-
cises in the operation, maintena cc, and
testing of electrical launch equip nt, mo-
bile- -inspection units; -weapon"- support
calibration equipment, and the electronic
portion of control-related auxiliary equip-
ment, including transistors, digital compu-
ters, printed circuits, soldering, test equip-
ment operation, power distribution system,
and functional theory, calibration, inspec-
tion, and troubleshooting of specific equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74); in the upperedivision
baccalaureate .category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0339

SQUADRON OPERATIONS CENTER AND DATA
HANDLING EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: ATS30452-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB,
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/61.12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain weapon system com-
munications, data handling, and missile
status display equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
cises in the operation and maintenance of
weapon system communications, data han-
dling, and missile status display equipment:-
including soldering techniques, transistor
theory and logic cards, power supplies;
communications system, prelaunch acquisi-
tion system translator components, com-
mand signal and address decoders,
launcher status, summarizer and mul-
tiplexer circuits and component assemblies,
prelaunch status simulator, 'status selector
and comparator circuits and component as-
semblies, digital techniques, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
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category, 3 semester hours in electronics
and electronics laboratory (4/74); in the
upper-division . baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0340
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN,

WS-133A-M
CourseeNumber: AZR31670G-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (192 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as missile systems analyst technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the theory, operation, main-
tenance, and inspection of guided missile
electronic systems, including check-out
procedures; fault isolation; adjustment,
removal, replacement, and repair of mis-
sileS; missile components; aerospace ground
equipment; control and .monitor systems;
guidance and control systems; and in-
tegrated systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
baccalaureate/a.ssociate degree

category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0341
- AIRBORNE RADIOREPAIRMAN

Course NUmber: AB30130-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.'
Length: 31 weeks (930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
,Objectives To train airmen to tune,

operate, maintain, and repair airborne
radio and related navigational equipment at
the apprentice level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-
cises in the installation, operation, main-
tenance, and repair of specific airborne
radio and related navigational equipment.
Instriiction includes electronic principles,
AC and DC fundamentals, vacuum tithe
circuits, and modulation and high-frequen-
cy techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester,hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0342

AN/APX-76 INTERROGATOR FIELD/
ORGANIZATIONAL (F/0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR30171-18.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Datesc3/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain AN/APX-76 interrogator equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of AN/APX-76 in-
terrogator equipment, including review of
IFF principles, logic symbols and diagrams,
analysis of associated aerospace ground

__equiprrient,--and-analysis-of-timing, -coding-,
receiving, decoding, display, .and special
circuits.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF- 1715 -0343

MISSILE OFFICER, WS-133B

Course Number: Version 1: 30BR3121H.
Version 2: CIBR3 I 2I H. Version 3:

GBR312IG-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (360

hours)., Version 2: 13 weeks (390 hours).
, Version 3: 15 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I r 3/69-12/73.
Version 2: 3/66-2/69. Version 3: 4/65-2/66.

Objectives: To train officers as WS-I 33B
missile officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises on the WS-I33B missile
system, including missile alignment, main,
tenance management, and missile electrical
and electronic systems. Version 1: Topics
include Air Force management, missile fun-
damentals, and WS -1338 general
familiarization.. Version 2: Topics include
Air Force management, missile fundamen-
tals, WS-133B general familiarization, and
missile facility systems. Version 3: Topics
include weapon system introduction and
orientation, launch facility equipment, and
maintenance sequences.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division _baccalaureate/associate.,
degree category, I semester hour in electri-
cal theory, 1 in ele.ctrical or electronic
laboratory, 1 in mechanical laboratory (7/
.74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in electrical or
electronic laboratory or 1 as a technical
elective for non-technical students (7/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 1 semester
hour in shop management and mechanical
laboratory, I in electrical theory, 1 in elec-
trical laboratory (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management, (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
iri shop management, 2 in electrical theory,
1 in electrical laboratory (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in shop management (12/
68).

AF-1715-0344
I. MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST,

WS-133A
2. MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST,

WS-I33A
(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST

SPECIALIST, WS -133A)
(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANAt.YST

SPEICILIST, SM-80)
Course Number: Version 1:

3ABR31630G: All Versions: ABR31630G.
Version 2: ABR31234G.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (60
hours). Version 2: 37-38 weeks
(1020-1050 hours),

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/67-12/73.
Version 2: 8/62-8/67.

Objectives: To train airmen as WS-I33A
-missile-systems-analyst specialists.--

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation, inspec-

tion, check-out and periodic maintenance
of WS-I33A systems, including thelaunch
facility, launch control facility, support
base, aerospace ground equipment, elec-
tronic principles, propulsion systems, align-
ment and adjustment of targeting system,
assembly and installation of components,
use of standard and specialized test equip-
ment, and inspection and maintenance.
Veriion 1: Topics include missile main-
tenance Management, nuclear 'safety,
weapon system familiarization, launch con-
trol facility familiarization, and maih-
tenance facility familiarization. Version 2:
Topics include launch facility and launch
control-facility-power-systems, and environ-
mental control systems, corrosion control,
security system, personnel access
procedures, launch and communication
control consoles, consoles test set, commu-
nications and control system, and pro-
grammer group and guidance .and control
coupler and integrated systems main-
tenance. ,.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in electri-.
cal laboratory, 2 in electronic laboratory.
(7/74): in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratory (7/74). Version 2 :'In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electronic-laboratory 47/74),-- ,
AF-1715-0345

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST, WS-
I33A

(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPEICIALIST,
WS -I33A)

Course Number: ALR31630G;
ALR31234G -3.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 18-20 weeks (540-600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel as WS-

I33A ballistic missile analyst specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, inspection, check-
out, and periodic maintenance of WS-133A
systems, including the launch facility,
launch control facility, support base,
aerospace ground equipment, electronic
principles, propulsion systems, alignment
and adjustment of targeting system, as-
sembly and installation of components, use-
of standardized and specialized test equip-
ment, inspection and maintenance records,
and publications.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory, 2 in electronic laboratory (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, I semester hour in electronic

(laboratory (7/74).

. AF-1715-0346

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (AN/FLR-
9(V))

Cou0rse Number: 3AZR30454-6.
Location: Version I: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Version 2: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.



Length: Version. 1: 15 weeks ( 616
hjurs). Version 2: 16 weeks (480 hours).

Exhibit' Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 7/68-6/73. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be ground radio communications equip-
'ment repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in digital techniques, antenna group.
radio frequency distribution, direction find-
ing. access control, and communications
equipment repair proCedures. Instruction is
general; technical information is limited.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. I semester hour in digital
computer laboratory (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
digital computer laboratory on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate- degree category, 3 semester hoUrs
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in digital computers on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-0347

SPECIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SPECIAt.IST

Course Number: AB30430- I .

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

'Length: 40 weeks (1170 hours).
_Exhibit Dates: 5/55 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate. and maintain special electronic
equipment.

Instruction: Lecturcr.s and practical ex-
perience in special electronic equipment
operation and maintenance, including AC
and DC electrical fundamentals, vacuum
tubes, amplifier and receiver circuits, oscil-,
lators; transmitters, construction of oscil-
loscope kit. and special circuits.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category:3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics ( 12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis' of institu-.
tiOnar evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0348

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN, CENTRAL-
COMPUTER (416L-AN/FS0-7)

Course Number: ATS30551B-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 19 weeks (760 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be AN/FS0-7 central computer repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in AN /FSO -7 central computer repair,
including theory and application of digital
data processing and computer principles,
computer numbering systems principles,
AN/FSO-7 memory devices, comput r con-
trol devices; and computer logic an logic
circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
computer software, 3 as an elective in com-
pUter hardware-44/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in computer software,

3 as an elective in computer hardware (4/
74). ,.

AF-1715-0349
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

SPECIALIST/ TECHNICIAN

Course Ntimber: ATS30551-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 25 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair the WS-107A-2
guidance computer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS-107A-2 guidance computer
maintenance and repair. including weapon
system familiarization and computer funda-
mentals, power supplies. control section,
arithmetic section, magnetic drum and
electronic circuit test set. magnetic cores
and digital-to-digital converter, data flow
theory, operating procedures and opera-
tional check-outs, chassis removal and
replacement. and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assoCiate degree
category. credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry. credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

J

AF-1715-0350

SPECIAL ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST, Q SYSTEM

Cou umber. B30430-2.
3415th Technical SchoOl,

Lowry FB, CO.-
tefigth: 39 weeks (1080 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain special electronics
equipment.

instruction: Lectures and (tactical exer-
cises in special electronics equipment
operation and maintenance, including AC
and DC fundamentals, vacuum tubes, am-
plifiers, oscillators, transmitter and receiver
principles. special circuits, construction of
oscilloscope kit. introduction to Q system,
calibration and alignment of system,
recording and processing, and film analysis
and reporting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, and_credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronic, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the, basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

AF-1715-0351

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND
CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (ENCRYPTED DIGITAt.
DATA TERMINALS)(EDDT)

Course Number: 3ABR30630F.
Location: 3750th Technical Sch(

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 36-39 weeks (1080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69 - 12/73.

Air Force 1-161
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be electronic communications and crypto-
graphic eqUipment repairinen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic communications and
cryptographic equipment repair, including
AC and DC circuit theory. electronic cir-
cuits, digital circuits, motors and genera-
tors, computer peripheral equipment. solid-
state power supplies and amplifiers, and
soldering techniques,ati(j test equipment
operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics_1_12168).in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in
digital cornputc4k . and credit in digital
computer laborfitory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0352

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING
OPERATOR ?:

(AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WINING
OPERATOR (MANUAL))

Course Number: Al4641330;
ABR27330A.

Location: 3380th Technical' School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: I weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be aircraft control and warningopf-rators:--,
Instruction: Leettices-`and. practical-exer-

cises in aircraft control and warning funda-
mentals, basic ctanual operations, surveil-
lance station pr, edures; and computerized
systems, including SAGE system opera-
tional concept, 'automatic data conversio
and transmission,\computer fundamental
BUIC operational concepts, and weapo
control principles.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

.,

AF-1715-0353

MISSILE MECHANIC, WS -133B

Course Number: 3ABR44330H;
ABR44330H; ABR44330G-I.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 17-24 weeks (474-630 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/64- 1 2/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain WS-133B aerospace ground
equipment and real-property equipment.

Jnstruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS-I33B missile fundamentals. in-
cluding aerospace hardware, security,
safety, hand arise special tools, and publica-
tions; electrical fundamentals, including
principles of electricity; electrical com-
ponents, and circuit analysis; and AGE fun-
damentals, including nuclear safety,
pneudraulic systems, gasoline and diesel
engine systems, ground heater systems, and
refrigeration systems operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

r-

AF-1715-0354
MISSILE MECHANIC, WS-133B

Course NuMber: ALR443300.
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Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 11 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain WS- I 33B aerospace ground
equipment and real-property equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS -133B aerospace ground equip-
ment and real-property equipment main-
tenance, including missile launching and
employment; missile fundamentals; electri-
cal fundamentals; and AGE fundamentals,
incioding principles of physics, reciprocat-
ing engine principles, pneudralic principles,
hydraulic systems, and ground heater and
refrigeration principles.

Credit Recommendittion: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electricity" and electrical
laboratory. on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0355
(Th WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN

( MG-I3 COMPUTER-CONTROLS)

Course Number: AAR3227I H-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 38 weeks (1140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

weapons control systems technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

d es _of ,.weartoris g91.1tr91,.
systems technicians, including oscilloscope,
meter and impedance device operation,
power generation and distribution, flight
sensing function, attitude indicator; jump
angle ballistics computer, attack steering,
timing and firing, parameter setting time
missile power and armareent controlling,
pilots display, and data link functions; opti-
cal sight, signal generator, and systems 'test-
ing.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electricity or
electronics (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of instutional'
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0356

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CENTER, AN/TTC-
I 9

Course Number: 3 AZR30551-4.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain specific switching-center
equipment.

Instructiod: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/TTC-19 switching-center
equipment maintenance, including trans-
mission network, line scanner and marker,

. contract memory control,- registers, end in-
struments, and test equipment. Instruction
is specific in nature and ut a practical level.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronic
communications, I in electronic communi-
cations labocatory (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electronic communications laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0357
AN/TRC-97A RADIO SET, OROANIZATIONA

L/INTERMEDIATE (0/I) MAINTENANCE
(407L)

( AN/TRC-97A RADIO SET, FIELD/OR-
GANIZATIONAL (F/0) MAINTENANCE
(407L))

' Course Number: 3 AZR30450- I .
Location: School of Applied 'Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB,

Length: 6-7 weeks (168-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain the AN/TRC-97A radio set.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in AN/TRC-97A radio set main-
tenance, including technical characteristics
and system orientation, semiconductor
devices and circuits, equipMent siting and
antenna erection, radio set principles of
,operation, installation and alignment
procedures, an system troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0358

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN oWS -133A

Course Number: 3AZR30454-9.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair

ground radio communication equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, installation, repair,
and maintenance of ground communication
transmitters, receivers, transceivers, single-
sideband equipment, antenna systems, and
associated test equipment peculiar to mis-
sile complexes; and electronic principles,
special circuits, ground C-E maintenance
management, publications, maintenance
data collection forms and missile safety.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.'

AF-1715-0359

AVIONICS OFFICER

'.1.:COUPSC Number: 30BR404 I ; 30BR323 I.
Location: 34 I 5th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 21-23 weeks (678 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

the installation, maintenance, and repair of
avionics systems.,

Instruct n: Lectures at- practical exer-
cises in the\supervision of avionics systems
installation, tr*ntenance, and repair, and
in background electronics fundamentals, in-
cluding De and AC principles; solid-state
devices and electron tubes; power supplies;
amplifiers and wave-shaping circuits; trans-
mitter and receiver principles; digital com-
puter fundamentals; and specific aviorlica
systems (navigation', communications, war-
fare and attack aircraft systems, tactical
fighter systems, and liaison aircraft);

smll°Credit RecNIom n: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics
and avionics (4/74 ); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics and avionics (4/74).

AF-1715-0360
ELECTRONIC FUEL CONTROL REPAIRMAN

Course Number: A1342332.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54-12/68.
Objectivew*To train personnel as elec-

tronic fuel control repairmen,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the operation, maintenance? repair,
and adjustment of electronic fuercontrol
equipment, including fundamentals; theory
and application of electrical circuits; in-
tegrated electronic control operating prin-
ciples; IEC test and repair; component
repair; engine starting, operation, and shut-
down; and fuel control system inspection,
maintenance practices, and test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 3 semester Hours in electronics
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0361

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN,
WS-133A-14

(MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN
(T AND A), WS- 133A -M)

Course Number:.
AZR31670G-3.

Locadon:' 3345th
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 7 weeks (198-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain WS- 133A -M missile
electronic systems.

e, Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS-I33A-MA missile electronic
systems operation and maintenance, includ-
ing power supplies; digital fundamentals;
system fault analysis; test equipment opera-
tion; and check-out, removal, replacement
and repair of missile system componen
and associated support equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree,
category, 2 semester hours in electronic
laboratory ( 4/74).

3AZR31610G-3;

Technical School,

AF-1715-0362

AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number:, AB3013 I A; AB30131.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 31-32 weeks (840-960 hours).
Exhibit Data:. l 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: 'To train airmen' to operate,

maintain, and repair airborne search-
navigation radar systemselectrunic naviga-`
tion equipment and related test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in . the operatiOn, maintenance, and
repair of airborne search-navigation radar `
sySems, electronic navigation equipment
aed related test equipment, inctuding elec-
tricity and magnetism, AC and DC circuits,
. motors, generators, oscilloscopes, vacuum



tubes:. and transistors, amplifiers. trans-
mitter-receivers. power supplies, modula-
tion, microwave energy propagation and
synchros. application of fundamentals to
radar' equipment, special circuits, - and
specific equipment analysis.

Credit. Recommendation: In the lower-
diOsion baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 6 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0363

AN/MSQ-35 RADAR BOMB SCORING
CENTRAL F/O

Course Namber: AZR30353-26.
Location: 3 380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB. MS.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train, enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain; and repair the AN/MSQ-
35 bomb, scoring central and associated
identification and test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of the AN/MSQ-35 bomb scoring
central and associated identification and
test equipment, including specialized
theory. analysis, and components of
acquisition radar; IFF system, a4fd display;
analog computer. data-plotting nd -record-
ing. equipment; ballistics c mputations
group and television systems; computer
principles and track mode; and

-----troubleShoOtirifieehiiiqUest
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical- laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0364

AIRCRAFT EARLY WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN (FOR NAVY PERSONNEL)

Course Number: AB30132-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 17 weeks (510 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 12/68.
Objectives: To tr.; enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair various aircraft early
warning radar sets at the apprentice level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of-vari-
ous aircraft early warning radar sets4 in-
cluding' specific search radar, airborne
height finder, ground position indicator, in-
dicator group. and identification equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowej--
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electronic systems main-
tenance on the basis of institutional evalua,.
tion (4/74).

AF-1715-0365

RADAR EQUIPMENT AIR MAINTENANCE
UPGRADING

Course Number: 152003.
Location: 'Flying Training Air Force,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 4-5 weeks ( 118- 1 30 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-12/68t
Objectives: To qualify experienced

navigator-bombardiers of E1-36 or-B-47 air-

craft to analyze K-system malfUnctions, and
to perform correekive in-flight maintenance
or applicable emergency procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on K-system organization and opera-
tion, including description of system
modules. routine and emergency main-
tenance procedures, K-system computers,
stabilization, interconnect equipment, APS-
23 radar. and modified K-system equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(4/74).

AF-1715-0366

SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/ASN-6 (FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL)

Course Number: SS30171-8.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electronic

navigation equipment repairmen and main-
tenance technicians, air electronics officers,
or equivalent civilian personnel to perform
organizational and field maintenance on
AN/ASN-6 latitude and longitude computer
set.

Instruction: Lectures and pi'actical exer-
cises in he organizational and field main-
tenance of AN/ASN-6 latitude and Ion-
gittide computer- set, including introduction
to AN/ASN-6, electromechanical computa-
tion, ground speed mode. normal mode,
power supplies and timing standard,
troubleshooting and alignment, and special
training on AN/ASN-6.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0367

GROUND RADAR SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR/
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AAR30300.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 50 weeks (1440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as ground radar systems super-
visors and technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the basic concepts of electricity,
electronics, and management of ground
radar systems. including advanced clec-
uonic principles; operation of radar trans-
mitters, receivers, synchronizing systems,
and display systems; ECCM features;
frequency diversity techniques; r-f transmis-
sion lines; ground radar planning; and
evaluation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in
management, -- and -- credit - -in - -ckctrical --
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

Air Force 1-163
AF-1715-0368
AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 3ABR30333.
Location:- 3380th T hnical School,

Kessler AFB, MS.
Length: 37-39 weeks (1110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/7 .

ObjectiZes: To train enlisted personnel to
repair automatic tracking radars.

Instruction: Lectures and practical.exer'
cises in the basic concepts and techniques
of electricity and electronics with applica-
tions to radar systems, including develop-
ment and application of electronic princi-
ples; circuit analysis; digital techniques;
alignment; testing; troubleshooting; and the
operation, maintenance, and repair of the
AN/MSQ-77 radar bomb-directing central,
associated identification equipment, solid-
state devices, and related test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 5 .semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12768); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in electricity and electronics. and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

' .

AF-1715-0369

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING (AC &
W) RADAR OFFICER

Course Number: OB3041B.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train radar officers to

operate gibund electronics equipment.
Instruction: LectOes and practical exer-

cises in ground electronics equipment
operation, including AN , radar s stems
operating characteristics and com ncnt
parts. and introduction to unit operations
administration and organization.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

421

AF-1715-0370 tr

SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/APS-42A

Course Number: SS30171- 1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Erchibit Elites: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electronic

navigation equipment repairmen ,and
technicians to maintain and operate radar
set AN/APS-42A.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and maintenance of
the radar set AN/APS-42A, including
operating principles, component functions
and adjustment. system timing, transmitter
channel, receiver channel, sweep channel,
antenna control channel, and preventive ,
maintenance and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0371

_SnciALTRAININGJaN_ANLAER,913_
EQUIPMENT (DEPOT)

Course Number: SS30270-12D.
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-Location: 33H0th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS. .

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55- 12/6H.
Objectives: To train electronic counter-

measures maintenance technicians to
operate and repair AN/APR-98 electronic
countermeasures equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in ,AN/APR-9B electronic counter-
measures equipment .operation and repair,
including equipment . cyganization and
layout, components cirptrit analysis, depot
overhaul and mainterilince procedures, in-
spection and aligniient,_ and component
repair procedures. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baecalaureate/associate degree
category; I seineTMer..hour in electrical
:laboratory on the ibasis of institutional
evaluation (4/74);:-.in the, upper - division'
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the isis of institutional
evaluation (4/74): t
AE-1115472 .

SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/ALT-H
AND ORGANIZATIoNAL)'

Course Number: S530270-14:
Location: 338Oth TeChnical School,

Kessler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-I2/6H.
Objectives: To train electroilit",t

measures r pairmen to operate an
AN/ALT electronic countermeasures
equipme

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in N/ALT-H electronic countermea-
sures equipment operatii and repair, in-
cluding power distribution, control circuits
description, transmitters and associated cir-
cuits, and system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division . baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester -hour 'in, electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baCcalauroute..category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

( FIELD

AF -1715 -0373 , .

F/F1I--I I I MussioN AND TRAFFIC CONTROl.
- TEsT STATION TEC'HNIC'IAN

, Course Number: 3ALR30176-1-;
3AER30170-2.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 5-6 weeks (150-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform field- and shop - repairable *Cain-
tenance on F/FB-111 mission control test
stations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in F /FB- I I I weapon system introduc-
tion, high-frequency communication sr:tem
introduction, SSB transmission, .AFC and
receiver circuits signal flow, mission and
traffic control test stations operation, signal
flow in transmitter and RE power and cou-
nter group. and HE test set ope ration. 1

Credit Recommendation: Sc c expl.- 104Aje
nole-al_tlic_beginning of [hit Aif Force sec-
t iorr

AE-1715-0374 )1,

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(MG-13 RADAR) ./

COurse Number: AAR3227 I G-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 29 weeks (870 iraurs)..
Exhibit Dates: 8/5ft-1 2/68:
Objectives: TO train personnel to perform

as weapons ygo I systems technicians.
Instruction.: by;cturesand practical exer-

cises on the 'performance of mechanical ,

and electrical chifcks, adjustments, and
isolation of malfunctions' on a highly spe-
cialized weapons control system and its as-
sociated , test ittstrumentatiOn, including
oseilloscok; meters, and special devices;
power meter and signal generators; dummy
loads; antenna test set; ,ower generation,
and distribution; target detection and dis-

,'plar radar rangirig function; and mi§sile
servos.

Credit Recommendation: n' the lower-
division buccal reatefass ciate degree
category, credit lectncal laboratory on
the basis.of.insti tiorial evaluation (4/74);
in the Upper-clivis accalaureate catego
ry, credit in elect I laboratory. on the
basis of institutions aluation (4/74).

AF-171540375

I. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (F-106A/B: MA-I, ASO-
(1'5 SYSTEMS)

2. WEAPONS, CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC ( F- I 06A/B: MA- I , ASO-,
25 SYSTEMS)

(WEApONSCONTROI. SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA-1, ASO-25'
Svtisi-Eists))

3. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA -I, ASO-25
SYSTEMS)

4. WEAPONS CONTROI, SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA-I, ASO-25
SYSTEMS)

(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA-I SYSTEM))

5. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MA-I SYSTEMS)

6. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC MA-I SYSTEMS),

7. 'WEAPONS C NTROL SYSTEMS
MEcHA (MA-I SYSTEM)

8. WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS
ME MANIC (MA-I SYSTEM)

Course Number: Version , 1:
3ABR3223IA. Version 2: 3ABR32231A-5.
Version 3: ABR32231A-5. Version 4:
ABR3223 I A-5. Vefsion 5: ABR32231A.
Version 6: ABR32231A. Version; 7:
ABR32231A. Version 8: AB32231A.

Location: Version- I: School of Applied
Aerospace Science's, Lowry AFB, CO:
3415th Technical School, Lowryi.FB,.CO.
Version 2: 3415th Technical School, LoWry
AFB, CO. Version 3: 3415th Technical.
School, Lowry AFB, CO. Version 4: 3415th.
Technical School, Lomiry AFB, CO. VrSiolz
5: 3415th-Technical Schoof, Lowry AFB, ,
CO,. Version 6: Technical Training Center, I, .

Amarillo AFB, TX. Version 7:" 3415th
Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO. 4/ersion
8: 3415th Technical Training Wing, Lowry
AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 22-24 weeks
(660-720 hours). Version 2: 24-34 weeks

,(73H-930 (lours). Versign 3: 37-39 weeks
(1020--10b() hours). Version 4: 41 weeks
(1140 hours). Version 45 weeks (

1

hours). Version 6: 45 weeks (1480 hours):
Versi6n 7: 30 weeks (810 hours). Version
8: 30 weeks (810 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version -1: 7/71-12/73.
Version 2: 1/65-6/71. Version -3: 4/63-12%
64. Version 4: 2/61-3/63. Version 5: 3/
60-1/61. Version 6: 3/60-1/61. Version 7:
5/59-2/60. Version 8: 4/58-4/59.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have backgrounds in electricity, and
vaccum tube electronics to maintain and
repair specific weapons control systems.

Instruction: Alt Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics as applied
to weapons systems; communications
security; saftey and first aid; technical
publications; schematic interpretation and
symbology; power checks and alignments;
arithmetic; decimal and binaty numbers;
computer routines, checks, and alignments;
and fault isolation procedures and ground
checks. Version 5: Ingtruction includes
detailed study of MA-I weapons control
system, computer fUndamentals and
arithmetic, radar transmitting and receiv-
ing, MA-1 measurements, and
troubleshooting.. Version 6: Instruction in-
cludes detailed study of MA-I weapons
control system, computer fundamentals and

"arithmetic; radar transmitting and receiv-
ing, MA-I measurements, and
troublesh6oting. Version 7: Instruction in-
cludes algebra, vectors, trigonometry, AC
and DC circuits, vacuum tube circuit appli-
cation, transients and timing circuits,
microwaves, servomechanisms, and coin-
puter devices. Version 8: Instruction in-
cludes basic radar principles. ' y

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the uppe,po''
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or 'electronics, and'
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
2: fn the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
uppei-divison baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaur54 category, 6
semester ,hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical Laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sien 5: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
M electricity or electronics (,12/68); in the'
upper-division baccalaureate category,
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and:credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 6: In the lower-division baccalaureate/

'associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours itt,electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation j4/74 ). Ver-
Sion 7: In the lower-divisiim bfacalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours



in electricity or electronics (12/68); in` the
Upper-division baccalaureate, category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics.
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
`basis pf institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 8: In the lower-division bacglaureate/
associate degree category. 3 semester hours
irr'electricity or. electronics (12/68); in the

,,upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hdurs in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

.* .

AF-1715-0376
4,"

I: MISSILE SYSTEMS ANAY.ST'SPELIALIST
(MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST

(LGM-25))
2. MISSILE SYSTEMS -ANALYST SPECIALIST

(LGM-25) .7
3. BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST

(LGM -25C) .,

Course Number: , Version 1:
3ABR31630F.' Version 2: 3ABR31630F;
ABR31630F. Version 3: ABR31234F.
' Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace .Sciences, Sheppa0 AFB, TX.
Version 2: 3750th Technical School, Shep-
pard AFB, TX. Version 3: 3750t11 Techni-
cal School, Sheppard AFB, TX.

.

Lengtp: Version 1: 26 weeks (780'
- hours)'. Version .2:. 32-33 WeekS (900 °

hours). Version 3: 10 weeks (300 hours)'".
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/7I-Present.

Version 2: 5/66 -8/71. Version 3: 2/64-4/66,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to.,

, maintain the Titan II weapon system.
Instruction: Lectures and p ctical exer-.

rises in the maintenance Of the Titan, II
weapon system, including operation and
data flow analysis, minor troubleshooting,
inspectio,n..and monitoring; schedulet-and
unscheduled' maintenaol:c of issile air-
frame equipment, thrust moun d shtick,
isolation system, electrical sys (various
circuits, linear wave shaping, and power
supplies). reentry vehicle equipment;,han-
dling equipMent, launch ctintrol monitoring
and check-out equipment, cable assembly
groups, pol.ver -control boaras, corn-
rrieicatiO 7' equipment; flight ntrol
system, p opulsion system, and propellant
Ismding a d iireslrization system.

. Credo Recinmendation: Version 1: In
Afe"Apiker-aivi baccalaureate/asspciatc

egret: categ, semester hour( in elec-
t 'city or el s (4/74). 'Version 2: In
the lower -d' baccalaureate /associate
degjee categ '3. semester hours in elec!
tricitjr Or de 'nits (12/68); in the upper-
.divisicn .tia ' laureatc,,category, 3 semester

^ 'hours ;?in etricity or : electronics and
cr in e rioal laboratory on the basis
of intitutional evaluation (4/74). Version ..

`'./.. In ,the .1plit,eacINisiori baeclaurcate/as-
socia degree category, 2, semester hours
in el ctrieal 'Laboratory -(4/74);. ,in the
uppdtdivision .-, bacealatireate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the .basis,"
of iin,stitutional evaluation (4/74). ..i.; .. . ..

-1715-0377

AtraimaTic FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN

Course Nurriber:3AAV20,0-1-.
Location: School of pplied Aerispace

Jkienees, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-1 73.

Objectives: To train airmen to maintain
automatic flight controls, including the at-
titude-heading reference system.

Instruction: LectureS and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of automatic flight
Controls and the'attitude-heading reference
system, including mathematics, AC and DC
circuits, synchros and magnetic anplifiers,
solid-state' devices, wave shapers, oscilla -'
tors, digital techniques, test 'equipment,
various augmentation operations, autopilot
system data flow, and gelf-test 5ireuivy.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diVision baccalaureate /associate degree
'category, 3 semester hours in electronics1'
(404), -

AF-1715-0378

T.', AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN (FIGHTERS AND B-58)

2.. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
;TECHNICIAN (FIGHTERS AND B-58)

. (AUTOMATIC Ftiptri-CoNTtot. SYSTEMS
TECHNICIAN')

Course Number: Version 1: 3AAR32570-
A. Version 2: AAR32570-A-1. An Versions:
2AAR32570A.

Locationi..-Version 1: 3345th Technical
School: Chanute AFB, IL. Version
3320th' Technical Sdhool, Chanute
IL. ,

Length: .
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/68J12/73..

Version 2: 5/64-2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as automatic flight control systems
technicians..

Instruction: Lectures and practical' exer-
cises in automatic flight control systems
operation, including sera, electronic test
equipment operation, vacuum tubes,
transistors,-. power supplies, oscillators,
waye,shaping devices, and electrical and
pneudraulic power supplies.

Credit Recommendation: -Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/asSociate
degree category, 3 senaester.hours in ,elec-'
tronics (4/74). Version 2; 9n the lower -divi-
si y baccalaureate/associate .degree catego-

, 2 semester hourinselectronics (12/68);
the upper-divistny-baccalaureate catego-

ry, 2 semester ho in electronics, and
credit in electrical a1 1 -rallOry on the basis
of institutional evalUation (4/74).

GUIDANCE SYSTEM Arsil,tyst- (GAM-63
MISSILE D/A) .

School,
Course Number: AB31430C-1
Location: 3415th TeChnical

L'owry AFB, CO. ,
. 7. -Length: 24 weeks (630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/57-12/68.
Objectives: Ti3 train basic .airmen to per-

forin as guidance system analysts 'on' the
GAM-63 glisSiledirector aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
' rises in We analysis of guidance systems of

the GAM-63 missile director aircraft', in-
.r,eluding electronic. fundamentals, AC and

DC circuit 'analysis, 'vacuum tubes, radio
-receiver, receiver trarismitterand, modula-
tor units systcms- check; terminal guidance
Control' Jsystem, synChronLzer. range corp-
pater, elevation computer and sclectoe con-
trol, azimuth arid_ elevation indicator, and

.1 the automatic check system.
Credit Ft.00 mendatiqn: In,

division hare aureatc/assbciate
it

efc
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category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electricity
and electrical latior4itoty on the basis of.in-
stitutional esulluation (4/74).

.AF-1715-0380
MISSILE ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN/

TECHNICIANz.SM68 6
Course Number: AT542350-58.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair mis-

sile electrical systems -arid associated
check-out and test eqUipment.

Instructinn: Lectures and practical eserr
rises in the operation and repair of missile
'electrical systems and associated check-put
and test equipment, including circuit analy-
sis of the missileborne electrical system
power distribution and transfer, the hydrau-
lic power supply and .transfer, and the .

-sequencing system; analysis. of multistage
engine systerits and engine control systems;
supply system ground operational equip,
Ment -analysis; and calibration,_ alignment
and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaursate/assotiate degree
calegotC- 2 semester hours in electrical"-,
laboratOry (4/74); in the Upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on ;the basis, of institutional
evaluation (4/74)7 fkla

AF-1715-0381,
GUIDANCE SYSTEM ANALYST, SM -62

Course Number: ATa/-34450B- I .

LocatiOn: Technical Training Center,
Amarillo AFS;.TX. .";

Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-,I 2/68.

"' Objectives: To '('rain airmen to operas
and maintain' the Mark I guidance syste

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and operation of
the Mark I guidanceztystem, including mis-
sile familiarization, lectrical systems; flight
control,, - hydraulic, nose separation,
booster, fuel, and guidance system analysis;
power supplies, platform control, trajectory'
and' environmental control subsystemS,
calibration, rate computer, signal detector,
tracking ability, analyzer modifications, and.'
check-out procedures.

Credit RecomMendation: In the .0
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-.
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0382
AIRBORNE ECM OPERATOR

(AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC .COUNTERMEA-
SURES SPECIALIST)

Course Number: ZZ29334; ZZ30134.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keeslcr AFB, MS.
Length: 16 weeks (497-499 hours).
Elihibit Bates: 6/547-12/68. '
Objectives: To train airmen to adjust and

operate electronic countermeasures equip-
ment.

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exer.;:
eiscs in the adjustment and operation' of

P'
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electronic countermeasures equipment: in -.
,-- eluding AC and DC fundamentals, vacuum

telkies,.. receiver and transmitter fundamen-
tals. operation of specific search and anal-
sis equipment, :principles f radar. mission
planning and navigation, \in-flight main-
tenance, electronic reconnaissance and --
jamming missions and tactics.

'Credit '4tecOmMendation:' In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degfee
category. 2 semester hours in electronics _
(12/68) :- in the upper- division baccalau-
reate category, I semester hour, in electri-
cal laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0383
1. 4841. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION/

r INTERMEDIATE 10/I) MAINTENANCE
2. ..484L SYSTEM. FIELD/ORGANIZAliONA I.

(F/O) MAINTFNANCE .

Course Number:, Version I: 3AZR30456-
2: Version 2! 2ASR30470--I .

COcation: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB; MS.

Length: Version weeks ( 210 hours).
Version 2: 9. weeks ( 270 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: AI71-12/73.
Version 2: 7/68-3/71.

Objectives: to train maintenance person-
nel who have had previous training in solid-
state and logic circuits to 'maintain 484L
subscriber and relay equipment.

InStruction: Lectures and practical extir-
cisi:s in 484L systems; blockt_lingram analy-
sis of air transportable and ground-fixed
subscriber and relay equipment; principles
of Operation. performAnce testing, and
alignment. of ground -fixed relay cum-
ponents and modem tone monitor; analysis ,..

and location of malfunctions; and use of as-
sociatcd test equipment. The topics in this
course arc specific in nature; little geigeral
information is presented.

Credit Recompendation: In the lower-.
division bi:;e-gliiureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour as an'elective in
electronic nnmunications (4/74).

AF -1715 -0384 .1

MISSILE SATEMS ANALYST TECHNICIAN
T) WS;133A-M

Course Number: , All Version's: .;
3AZR3 16706 -4. Version 3: AAR 3 I 670674: -
. Location.: Version I: Sehocol Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chantite . AFB. IL.
Version 2. School 'of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute AB, IL. Version 3:

...3345th -Tech.nical School, Chanut6 AFB,
IL.

Length: Version I 13 weeks (512
.hours).- Version 2: 13 weeks (384 hours).
Version 3: 10-12 'weeks ( 312,348 hours ).

/ Exhibit Dales: Version /: 8/73 - 12/73..
Version 2: 1/73-7/73. Version 3: 6/67-12/

'72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

'operate . and maintain WS- 13354 weapon
System electronic components.

Insiruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in logic -level signal, flow and in-
tegratcd .system data_ flow. including
detailed system analysis of weapons
systems. _

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
dcgrge category; eredit'in electrical laborii-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluatieih,

'.(4/74). Version In the lower-divisi'on'
baecalaureatelassoiSate degree. category.,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version.
3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-,
sociate degree, category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0385
DIGITAL VOLTMETER, THEORY AND

CALIBRATION

Course Number: .3 AZR 32470-9.
Location: -3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, ocilil
Length: 3 Weeks (78 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot
and

calibrate specific volt-
ratio meters nd digital voltmeters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the troubleshooting of the CIM-
RON 9500B volt-ratio meter and the non-
linear systems series X-2 digital voltmeter,
including solid-state fundamentals; princi-
ples of logic circuit analysis, amplifiers,,
multivibrators, and special-pUrpose circuits; 4

and theory and calibration of the specific
voltmeter equiperient,

Credit Recommendation:-See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

AF-1715-0386

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMVNT/412L)

Course Number: 3AZR 30554.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: I9 weeks (558 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/A-12/73..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the AN/FSA-12 detector tracker
groupand the OA-1724 data link group at
the intepnediate and organizational level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/FA-12
detector tracker group and the 0A-1774
data link group. including air weapons con-
trol system familiarization. *operation of
specialized test-equipment, and logic analy-'11
sis and maintenance of the radar detector.
automatic input processor, crosstell input
processor, console input pfocessor, digital
tracker. data link central, message proces-
sor, battery data link and coordinate con-
verter.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0387

486L WIDEBAND COMMUNICATIONS
ORGANIZATIONAL /INTERMEDIATE (0/
.1) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 3AZR30450-5.
Location:, SchOol of Applied Aen*Pace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS. ti
length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73. .-
Objectives: TAI train military and fivilian

personnel who are trained in basic main-
tenance of voice multiplex equipment and
microwave and tropospheric scatter, radio
sets to perform intermediate-level main-
tenance.

.4

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the organizational and inter-
mediate-level maintenance of voice mu-
tiplex equipment, and microwave and
tropospheric scatter radio sets, including
application, characteristics, block-diagram
analysis, isolation of equipment malfunc-
tions, repair, testing, alignment. and use of
standard and speci#I test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0388

HIGH VALUE SOLDERING AND
MICROELECTRONIC REPAIR
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 5AQK30000.
Location: Security Service School, Good-

fellow AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71- 12/73:
Objectives: To provide security service

maintenance technicians with training in
highzvalue soldering and microelectronie
repair techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in familiarization-with soldering repair
tools. PC,board soldering, bonding methods
for microcircuits, welding, thermocompres-
sion, conformal 'coatings, clean room
techniques, and soldering ana repair
techniques.

Credit Recominendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. .

e

AF-1715-0389 ( -

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(AMCS-AER0-1,4)

(OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (AMCS-AERO- I A))

Course Number:' ALR32231 -P:
ALR32230 -P.

Location: 3415th TeChnical School,
Lowry APB: CO

Length: 15-16 weeks (450-480 hours
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to trace d

flow, analyze and. trace circuit networks,
and troubleshoot, repair, ' and maintain
weapon control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
review of fundamentals of electronics;
operation, troubleshooting, repair. calibra-
tion, and alignment of weapon, control
systems; and use of associated test equip-

. ment, primarily in the radar sections.
'Credit Recommendation: In the lower -

division "baccalaureatetassociate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

to

AF-1715-0391:
STRAWHAT TERMINAL MAINTENANCE

.Coo NUmber: 3AZR30650F.2.
Loca on: Version l: School 'of Applied

Aeros Sciences, Keesler AFB MS.
Version : 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.^

Length: Version I: 11 Leeks ( 3 12
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (.390 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version ,/: 7/72 - 12/73..
Version 2: I-Q/7'1-6/72.
. Objectives:- To train electronics repacis-

men to maintain STRAWHAT, terrninill
equipment.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in terminal description and main-
tenance, digital. computers. logic :Analysis,
err% control devices, modems, transmit-
ters, receivers, and frequency dividers.,

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
'degree category, 5 semester hours in elec-
trical equipment maintenance laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
ealaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester . hours in electrical equipment
maintenance labdratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0392

11M4118 Et.Ec"raoNic COMPUTER
PAIRMAN/OPERATOR/407L

Cou Number: 3AZR30554-10.
Loca ion: School. of Applied Aerospace

Scien s, Keesler AFB, MS.
1 h: 16 weeks (480 hours).

xhibit Dates: 1/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, troubleshoot, and repair electronic
computers in the TACS (407L) systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in digital computer-related equip-
ment; including logic operations and cir-
cuits,. maintenance procedures, memory
storage, registers, input-output buffers,
block-diagram analysis, printers, key
punches, tape punches, magnetic tape
readers, and test procedures.

Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. semester hours in digital coin-
puter hardware on the basis of institutional

..evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
digital computer hardware on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF71715-0393'

TELETYPE ADAPTER MODULE/COMMON
CcINTROI. UNIT MAINTENANCE

Course Nuinber: 3AZR30650F.
Location: 3380th _. Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Eichibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train electronics techni-

cians to maintainand repair, art the inter-
mediate level the DCS digital communica-
tions network teletype adapter module/
common control unit. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and repair of DCS
digital communications network teletype
adapter module/colnmon' control unit, in-
cluding basic digital 'logic principles;
operating principles and block- and logic -
diagram awilyges of specific equipment;

'test equiptnt; maintenance of the input.
transmit, receive and output sections;
power supply; an4 trouble analysis.

Credit Recommendation: in . the lower-
division .baccalaureate /associate dggree
category.' 3 semester hours in digital hard-
ware maintenance on the bask of institu-
tional eva nation (4/74).

AF-1715-0394
r

HIGH SPEED PAPER I APE READER AND
F'UNCII/DSSCS

Course Number:
3AZR3055 1-8

3AZR30554-5;

Locatio : 0th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 3 week's ( urs).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who have training in solid-state deviceS
and digital techniques to perform as
STRAWHAT maintenance technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in STRAWHAT maintenance, includ-
ing components and circuit analysis of
high-speed paper tape readers and punches,
power generation, mechanical and electri-
cal adjustments, and troubleshOoting for
specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: .In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in paper tape
readers and punch maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF- I 715-0395

SIMPLEX REMOTE COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRAL/SUBSCRIBER C EQUIp4NT
REPAIRMAN (SACCS)

(SRCC/SUB C EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(SACCS))

Course Number: 3AZR30534B;
3AZR30531B.

Location: 3380th Technical;' School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hourOldt
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73. 17711.'

Objectives: To ,train electronics techni-
cians to repair and maintain the, simplex
remote communications center and sub-.scriber-C equipment.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of the
simplex remote communications center and
subscriber-C equipment, including block -
diagram and circuit analysis of specific
analog ankl tal electronics equipment,
eloctromc
tenance or a

I analysis and main-
fated missile integration

printer equipment and power supplies, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assoCiate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrbnic
equipment maintenance on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74)'xI'
AF-1715-0396

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (490L OVERSEAS.
AUTOVON )

Course Number: 3ALR36252.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: Version I 24-25 Fekeeks

(720-750 hours). Version 2; 21 weeks (660
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version .1: 6170-1217V-
Version 2: 4/68-5/70.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
automatic teletype and electronic switching
system technicians.

Instruction: All 'Versions: Lectures and .
practical exercises in automatic teletype
and electronic wjtching .systems, including
operatiqn, .maintenance, instullation, and
repair principles and procedures,4solid-state
devices, analysis of dial service assistance,
switch marker circuitry and the common
control system, test equipment, auxiliary
circuits, and overall system trouble analy-
sis. Version 1:.' Includes network control
functions and specific card-punching equip-
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Credit Recommendation: Version I: In

the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
.degree category, 10 semester hours in tele-
type and telephone equipment main-
tenance, 2 in electrical laboratory, all on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category:9 semester
hours in teletype and telephone equipment,
2 in electrical laboratory, all on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0397
I . AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR

TECHNICIAN
2. AIR TRAFFIC C=ONTROI. RADAR

TECHNICIAN
(AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN)
3. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR

MAINTENANCE. TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version I: AAR30371.
Version 2: AAR3037 I . Version 3:
AA30371.

Location: 3380th Technical' 'School.
Keesler AFB, MS.

Leng4h: Version 1: 39 weeks ,( I I70
hours). Version 2: 33-34 weeks (990-1020
hours). Version 3: 23 weeks.(690 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: .1/64-12/68:
Version 2: 9/59-12/63. Version 3: 3/54 --8/
59.

Objectives: To train airmen to maintain
and repair air traffic control radar and as-
sociated equipment at the advanced level.

. Instruction: dell Versions: Lectures and
practical exere?Fes in the maintenance and
repair of air traffic control radar and as-

. sociated equipment, including radar, test
and communications equipment inspection
and operation, various indicators, and
remoting system analysis. Version .1: In-
cludes applied mathematics; DC and AC
circuits, 'electronics principles, power sup-
plies, electronic digital data processing.
maintenance management, and measuring
'equipment. ViTsion 2: Includes DC and AC
circuits, electronics principles, power sup-

11,lies, and advanced circuitry.
`Credit Recon'imendation: Vei-sion 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics'(12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in electricity or electronics and
credit in electrical laboratow on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category., 2 semester hours
in electricity or eleetrooids (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and credit in electridal 'laboratory on the
basis of institutional eivaluation_( 4/74). Ver-
siriis 3: In the loWer-division baccalaureate/
associate degree. category; 9 semester hours
in electrical laboratory on the basjs of in-
stitutional evaluation (4/74); inlithi upper-
division baccalaureate catcgory,'credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0398
SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/FPN-l3

Course Number: SS303'71 -2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54 - 12/68.
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Objectives: To train air traffic control

radar repairmen to operate the AN/FPN-I3
radar beacon.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/FPN- 13 radar beacon opera-
tion, including power digtribution, crystal
control circuits, receiver system, coder,
oscillator, transmitting system, aural moni-
tor, remote control unit, and analysis and
*Maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree .

category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluatio /74).

AF-1715-0399

SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/FPS78

Course Number: SS30372-6.
Location: 3'380th- Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
'Length: 6 weeks (180 hdurs).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train senior radar repair-

men to maintain the AN/FPS-8 radar set.
.)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AN/FPS-8 radar sets maintenance,
including power distribution, transmitting
and r-f systems; normal receiving system,
MTI receiving system, indicating system,
antenna and sweep position system, and or-
ganizational maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the. lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

School,

AF-1715-0400
AN/ALQ-7I /ALQ-87/QRC-335, FIELD/

ORGANIZATIONAL (F/O)
MAINTENANCE .

Course Number: 2ASR30153-37.
Location: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 7 weeks (198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain AN/ALQ-71/ALQ-87/CIRC-335
radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar equipment maintenance, in-
cluding a descriptive review of electrical
and electronic fundamentals, and detailed
instruction in maintenance. procedures.

Credit° RecOmmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electricity or
electronics laboratory (4/74).

School

AF-1715-0401
ELECTRONIC FUEL CONTROL REPAIR

TECHNICIAN

Course Numbei: AA42372.
Location: 3345th Technical

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: -5/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train;cnlisted personnel to

repair electronic fuel controls.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic electrical law's, measure-
ments, and elementary vacuum electronic
devices; administration and management;
IEC system operation, test equipment, and
component repair; and' engine operation
and malfunction analysis.

School,

It -.
Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-

, division baccalaureate/asiociate degree
category, I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0402
SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/ (AIR FORCE)

Course Number: SS30 2-5.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeps (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft con rot and

warning radar repairmen and mai enance
technicians, ground radar superi ndents,
and ground electronics officers t maintain
the AN/FPS-6 radar set.

InstructiOn: Lectures and pra al .exer-
cises in the maintenance of the /FPS-6
radar set, includiniperation d main-
tenance of the po distribution, modula-

r tor, transmitter-receiver, local-remote, in-
dicator, time sharing, and antenna control)
groups of specific equipment. -

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course 14/74).

AF4715-02103

SPECIAL TRAINING ON SHORAN
EQUIPMENT AN/APN-84, wrrit K-4,
AN/APN-3, WITH K- I A AND AN/
APA-54(A)

(SPECIAL TRAINING ON SHORAN EQUIP-
AN/APN-84 AND ELECTRONIC

BOMBING COMPUTER K-4)

Course Number: SS30171-6.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train qualified aircraft

electronics maintenance and repair techni-
cians to ttlat'and maintain SHORAN air-
craft electronic navigation equipment.

Instruction: Lectures ancrpractical exer-
cises. in - SHORAN system introduction,
hardware inspections and troubleshooting,
block-diagram analysis, system components
analysis, electronic bombing computer in-
spection and troubleshooting, and per-
formance checks.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialiied nature of
the course (4e/74).

AF-1715-0404

systems, telephone nd video mapping
systems, pow polies and distribution,
and main enance room assemblies and
procedures for specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0405

AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR SPECIALIST
(AN/MSQ-39)

Course Number: AZR30353A.
Scho81,Lpcation: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 17 weeks (510 hours).
Exhibit bates: 10/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train automatic tracking

radar specialists and technicians to operate.
maintain, and repair the AN/MSQ-39 auto-
matic tracking radar system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and-
repair of the AN/MSQ-39 automatic
tracking radar system, including theory of
operation of radar circuits and systems, in-
stallation, testing and alignment

, procedures, power distribution circuits.
basic servo systems, transmitting and
receiving groups, tracking indicators and
range computers, periscope equipment,
modulators, target parallax system, altitude
indicator, solid-state devices, coder control
and video decoder, arid troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the. lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-01L
AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR SPECIALIST

(RATE AND TRACT( SUBSYSTEMS)
(SM-65)

Course Number: ABR3033C.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kee r AFB ,- MS.
ngth: 45 weeks (1260 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/61-12/68.
'Objectives: t enlisted perso
perate, mai tain, _a repair the M-65
Atlas) auto atic track' adar
Instructi : Lectures and practical exer-

c t e operation, maintenance, and ,
e it o' the SM-65 (Atlas) automatic

track g radar set including fundamentals
of electronics (oAC and DC circuits,
transistors, vacuum and special tubes, elec-
fronic circuits, motors and - ser-
vomechanisms, special circuits, and
microwave principles); theory of operation
of guidance, transmitter, receiver, antenna,
Doppler simulator and console subsysternr
and testing procedures for specialized
equipment. Very little mathematics in-
volved.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semater hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours electricity and electronics, and
credit n electrical laboratory on the basis
of insti utional evatuation (4/74). .41.

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/CPS-6B AND MAltk\_..,--1
-

X IFF
Course Number: SS30352-I:
Location: 3380th . Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft control and

warning radar repairmen and maintenance
technicians, ground radar superintendents,
and ground electronics officers to maintain
the,AN/CPS-6B early warning modification
and Mk !FF.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/CPS-6B
early warning modification and Mk X IFF,
including block-diagram and circuit analy-
sis of the transmitting, normal receiving, in-
dicating, moving target indicating systems,
Antenna control and radOrne pressuring

4:



AF-1715-0407
SPECIAL TRAINING ON RADAR SET AN/TPS-

I D

Course Number: 52-30273A-SI.
Location: 3 380th Technical School.

Keesler AFB. MS.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/52-12/68.
Objectives: To train radar mechanics and

technicians to maintain AN/TPS-1D radar
sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the ANfTPS-
I D radar set, including familiarization with
major system components, transmitter and
receiver, target indicator system, power
supply and distribution system, antenna
control and sweep systems, and adjustment
and alignment of specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Ins the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division haccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
hasis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0468

AN/ART-47 AND AN/ARR-71, FIELD/
ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Nutither: 2A5R30170A-206.
Location: 3 380th Technical Schdol,

Keesler AFB,,MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hourS).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have had prior training in electronics
and- instrumentation to operate, inspect,
and maintain the AN/ART-47 and AN/
ARR -71 radio sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operdtion, inspection, and
maintenance of the AN/AVT-47 and AN/
ARR -71 radio sets, including system analy-,
sis of specialized radio and ancillary equip-
ment, Special, epplications of -AN/FM
modulation, circuit and block-diagram
analysis` of equipment and test- sets, and
troubleshooting and alignment procedures..

Credit Reeommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715.0409

AN/APX-72 TRANSPONDER. FIELD/
ORGANIZATIONAL (F/0).
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR30171-212.
Location: 3380th Technical. School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67-12/73.
Objectives: To train . ainnen who have

had prior training in electronics, instrumen-
tation, and digital logic to maintain special-
ized electronia transponder equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of specialized
electronic transponder equipment, includ-
ing review of IFF principles, introduction
and applidation of logic symhols and, dia-
grams, analysis off /{SPX -72 transponder
equipment, operation of AGE,', and align-
ment, adjustment and trouhleshooting
techniques.

Cedit Recommendation: NO credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the courseq4(74),

AF-1715-0410
K-5 BOMB - NAVIGATION SYSTEM (B-66)

Course Number: 3AZR32 I 70.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlist personnel to

maintain and troubleshoot t K,.5 bomb
navigational system. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and troubleshoot-
ing of the K-5 bomb navigation system, in-
cluding radar transmitting and receiving,
and stabilization and synchronizing chains
operation and components; computer
tracking and sighting; computer bombing
and navigation chains operation and com-
ponents; and alignment and adjustment
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0411

Air Force 1-169
4TA equipment. Instruction includes extensive

use of training and testing equipment. Ver-
sion' 2 :' Lectures and practical exercises in
electronic principles,(AC and DC circuits,/
electron tube and transistor principles,
power supplies, wave-shaping circuits, am-
plifier basic concepts, and oscillators),
radar transmitters and receivers, and 03"
troubleshooting, maintenance, and repair of
specific .weather equipment. Instruction in-
cludes basic computer systems and binary
numbering systems. symbolic logic, formu,
lation of Boolean equations, and I6gic
generators; and runway visual range com-
puting set troubleshootigiiand repair. Ver-
sion 3: LectureS and prMical exercises in
elettronic principles (AC and DC circuits,
electron tube and transistor principles,
power supplies, wave-shaping circuits, am-
plifier basic concepts and oscillators), radar
transmitters and receivers, and
troubleshooting, maintenance and repair of
specific weather equipment. Version 4:
Lectures and exercises in elementary
meteorology, weather equipment, Rawin-
sonde evaluation, and equipment laborato-

...ry.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree 'category, 5 semester hours ,in elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit in electri-
chl laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the ,loWer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester kours_imelcetricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basi4 of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 3: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (442/68); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 4: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in meteorology (12/68).

ALL-RELAY CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

Course Number: AZR3625 1 .

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-12/68.
Objectives: -To train installation main-

tenance personnel to operate, test, and
maintaip all-relay central office telephone
equipment. .

Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, testing, and main-
tenance of all-relay central office telephone
equipment, including functional analysis of
circuits and subsystems, relays and relay
codes, wiring diagrams and auxiliary cir-
cuits, and inspection and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0412

WEATHER EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(GROUND WEATHER EQUIPMENT OPERA-

TOR)
(BASIC WEATHER SERVICE (EQUIPMENT

CHANNEL))

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR30230.
Version 2: 3ABR30230; ABR30230. Ver-
sion 3: ABR30230; AB25130. Version 4:
AB25130.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks (900
hours).. Version 2: 32 weeks (870 hours).
Version 3: 3133 weeks (900 hours). Ver-
siiit 4: 19 weeks (540 houts).

Vxhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72,12/73.
Version 2: 5/64-6/72. Version 3: 10/55-4/
64. Version 4: 1/54-9/55.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, maintain, and repair weather
equipment. ,

A

Instruction: Vepsion 1: Lectures. a
practical exercises in electronic princi es
(AC and DC circuits, electron tube nd
transistor principles, power supplies, wave.-
shaping circuits, amplifier basic concepts,
and oscillators), rlflar transmitters and
receivers, and tiroubleshoOting, main-
tenance., and repair of specific weather

AF-1715-0413

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/GKA-1 AND 4
(FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL) (F &
0)

Course N wither: SS30472-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.

'Objectives: To train airmen to operate,
tune, align, inspect, and Anaintain AN/
GKA-1 and -4 flight control coups and as-
sociated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cisesin the operation, alig ent, and main-
tenance of AN/GKA-I and lt4 flight control
groups and associated test .equipment, in-
cluding advanced electronic fundamentals
(Ohm's law, RC time constants, voltage
regulators, clippers, blocking oscillators,
feedback arnplifiers), binary number
system, multivibrator and Schmitt trigger
circuits. use of associated test sets, digital
and analog techniques, and circuit analysis
and adjustments of specific systems equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
ion baccalaureate/associate degree

cite ory, 2 semester hours in electrical
labo atory, and additional credit in elettri-
ca laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
haccataureate category, credit in electrical
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laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0414 .
SPECIAL TRAINING AN/APS-23A

Course Number: 553217 .1 F-1.
Location: 3380th Technical . School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 5 walks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the AN/APS-23A radar unit.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in use of synchroscope, multimeter,
VTVM, and tube testers; visual checks of
equipment and component alignment; trou-
ble isolation and fuse, tube, and other mal-
functioning components replacement; loca-
tion and replacement of faulty subassem-
blies; and system block-diagram and circuit
analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0415

SPECIAL TRAINING ON ANTENNA OA -492/
APS-20B (DEPOT)

Course Number: SS30172.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft early warn-

ing radar maintenance technicians to main-
, tain a radar antenna group.

Instruction: Lectures in antenna equip-
ment principles, functions, operational
characteristics, circuit' theory, operation,
tuning, inspection, troubleshooting, repair,
and final alignments; and use of oscil-
loscope, multimeters, and tube tester.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
rT, credit 'in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0416
SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FST-2B AND RAPPI

( FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL) (F &
0)

(SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FST-2 AND
RAPPI)

(SPECIAL' TRAINING. AN/FST-2 (FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL) (F, & 0))

Course Number: ATS3057ID-8;
ATS30571-3; AT530372-11; SS30372-11.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS'

Length: 16-18 weeks (480-540 ham).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/687-
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, and maintain the coor-
dinate data transmitter and coordinate data
monitor.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical- exer-
cises in multivibrator and solid-state princi-
ples. logic circuits, binary number system,
Boolean al e ra, memory devices and cir-
cuits, use oscilloscOpe and special test

equipment, logical signal analysis and
troubleshooting.

'Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assoCiate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0417
WEATHER EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3AAR30270.
Version 2: 3AAR30270. Version 3:
AAR30270; AA25170.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 40 weeks ( 1200
hours). Version 2: 36 weeks (1.080 hours).
Version 3: 43-44 weeks ( 1290-1320
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.
Version 2: 8/68-6/72. Version 3: 4/55-7/68.

Objectives: To train weather equipment
personnel and airmen to petform as
meteorological equipment technicians/su-
pervisors.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the maintenance of
meteorological equipment and the supervi-
sion of meteorological equipment operation
and maintenance, including analysis of vari-
ous circuits, principles of transformer ac-
tion, time constants, resonance, vacuum
tubes, amplifiers, oscillators, power sup-
plies, transmitter and receiver circuits,
nonelectric meteorological equipment func-
tions, and fundamentals of radar. Version /:
Includes solid-state amplifiers, basic con-
cepts of binary systems, logic functions and
circuits, adder circuits, counters and
storage devices, and troubleshooting of a
digital runway visual range computing set.;
Emphasis on troubleshooting and repair.
Version 2: Includes solid-state amplifiers,
basic concepts of binary systems, logic
functions and circuits, adder circuits, coun-
ters and storage devices, bridge circuits,
AC and DC motors and generators, servos,
mesh equations, FM 'circuits, and
troubleshooting of a digital' runway visual
range. computing set. Theoretical orienta-
.tion. Version 3: Includes mathematics up to
basic concepts of calculus.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tronics, and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 3:
In the lower - division baccalaureate/as:
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the.
upper-division baccalaureate , category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutionatevaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0418
SPECIAL TRAINING ON AN/ALT-fi

EQUIPMENT (F & 0) (FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL)

(SPECIAL TRAINING ON ithiALT -6 EQUIP-
KENT (DEPOT))

Course Number: SS302 0-3;i(S530270-
3D.

Location: 3380th Technical .School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Exhibit Dptes: 10/54-12/68.
ObjectiveS: To train senior electronic

countermeasures repairmen, air electronics
officers, electronic countermeasures main-
tenance technicians, or civilians with
equivalent job classification to perform or-
ganizational and field maintenance on AN/
ALT-6.

Instruction:'Lectures, practical exercises,
and, special training in AN/ALT-6 main-
tenance (F & 0), including introduction to
the AN/ALT-6, and. power distribution,
control circuits, transmitters; and as-
sociated circuits.

Credit Recommendation: No, credit
because of the limited specializedf9ature of
the course (4/74).

AF-1715-0419
SPECIAL TRAINING, AN /GPA -37 (FIELD AND

ORGANIZATIONAL)(F & 0)
Course Number: 5530372-10.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 15 weeks ('450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

align, inspect, an maintain the AN/GPA-
37 radar course cting group and, as-
sociated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in the dperation, alignment, inspec-
tion, and maintenance of the AN/GPA-37
radar course direcUng group add associated
test equipment, including theory and opera-
tion of Miller sweep 'Circuits and Schmitt
rigger circuits, vector algebra, binary

arithmetic, logic and/or inhibit circuits, and
converter-storer writing and reading cir-
cuits, and use of electrortic test

Credit Recommendation: e lower-
division baccalaumate/assoCiate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory and additional credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in`:dthe upper-division
baccalaureate category credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0420
SPECIAL COURSE ON RADAR SET AN/ALT.7

4ND PULSE GENERATOR 0-207/ALA-
. 7 (DEPOT)

"Course Number:SS30270-5D.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train electronic counter-

measures maintenance technicians to main-
tain the AN/ALT-7 radar set and the 0-
207 /ALA -7 pulse generator.

. Instruction: Lectures' and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance f the AN1ALT-7
radar set and the 0-2 7/ALA-7
generator,-including-opera ion- and block --

. diagram analysis of radar set power dis- .
tribution and control circuits, transmitter, . .

antenna circuit, and power supply; block-
diagram .analysis of pulse generator; and
disassembly, troubleshooting and overhatil
of the radar and pulse generator units.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower'
division baccalaureate/assdclate degke
category, credit in electrical laboratory on

N.7



the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0421

SPECIAL TRAINING ON AIRBORNE RADAR
BEACON AN/APN-69 (FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL)

(SPECIAL TRAINING ON AIRBORNE RADAR
BEACON AN/ APN-69 (DEPOT))

Course Number: SS30 I 7 I -12.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electronics

superintendents, officers, and navigation
equipment maintenance technicians to
maintain the AN/APN-69 radar set.
:Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the AN/APN-
69 radar set, including introduction to air-
borne radar beacons; block-diagram analy-
sis of radar subassemblies; an analysis of
power control, power supply, trigger. con-
trol and AFC aid, coder, and transmitter;
microwave circuits; and duplexer, receiver,
and pulse discriminator.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0422

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR REPAIRMAN
AN/CPN-4

Course Number: AB30331B.
Location: 338 r Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: Version 1: 23-38 weeks

(1020-1050 hours). Version 2: 16 weeks
(480 holirs).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/54-12/68.
Version 2: 7/54 -9/54.

Objectives: To train enlisted' personnel to
operate, tune, and align AN_ /CPN-4 radar
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in AN/CPN-4 radar
equipment operation, tuning, and align-
ment, including search indicating system,
precision indicating system; and pr. cr and
operations trailer. Version 1: Instruction in-
cludes AC and PC circuits, circuit testing,
RLC circuits, transients, vacuum tube'elec- -

ttonies, DC instruments, and servo princi-
ples. Version 2: Instruction includes visual
check of equipment, inspection for defects,
malfunction isolation, and equipment
calibration. '
_Credit----RecommendationiVersion --/

the lower-division. baccalaureate/associate
degree category,4 semester hours in elec-
tronics '( 12/68); in the upper-division bac,
calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institution evaluatiOn
'.(4/74). Version 2: No credit, ause of the
limited specialized nature of e course (4/
74). ./

..

AF-1715-0423 3

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/MSO- 1 A (FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL) (F & 0)

Course Number: ATS30373-4.
Locationi; 380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 17 weeks (510 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

having some technical experience to ;test,
align, troubleshoot, and repair ihe° AN!
MS0-I A radar system: .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radar system testing,
alignment, tr. hooting,. and repair, in
cluding circuit analysis, gear train repair,
fault localizing by, using visual observation
and performance checks, block-diagram
tracing, and electrical system alignment.

Credit Recorendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0424

SPECIAL TRAINING oN AN/APN-59

Course Number: SS30171-1 1.
Location: 3380th Technical School.:

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 5 'weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates:' 9/55-12/68.
.Objectives: To train technicians and

repairmen to troubleshoot and maintain the
AN/APN-59 radar system.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exer-
cises in AN/APN-59 radar system main-
tenance and troubleshooting, including
radar system parts indentification, block-
diagram analysis, electrical circuit tracing,
malfunction' analysis, wave shape analysis,
rtceiver and transmitter channels affalysis
and testing, and radar system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratory, and additional credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

,

AF-1715-0425

- SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/APn-28

FCourse Number: SS30170- f 5.
' Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott
AFB, IL.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/56- 12/68.
Objectives: Totrain enlisted personnel to

inspect, maintain, and repair the AN/APX-
28 interrogator set.

Instruction: Lectures in AN/APX-28 in-
terrogator set inspection, maintenance, and
repair, including system blockrdiagram
evaluation; use, of multimeters, oscil
loscopes, signal gbnerators, and radar test
set; receiver checking and adjustment; and
racint-sign-alllOw through system to eiten-

na.

Credit Reccfmmendatioe n .the lower-
division baccalaureate/ elate degree
category; 2 semester hou in electrical
laboratory, and credit in' el ctrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutio evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division 'baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the baSts of institutional evaluation (4/74).
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AF-1715-0426
SPECIAL TRAINING ON LORAN RECEIVER

AN/APN-70
Course Number: SS30171-5.
Loaution: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train air electronics su-

perintendents, officers, and navigation
equipment repairmen to maintain- the.AN/
APN-70 Loran radar receiver.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises- in the maintenance of the AN/APN-
70 Loran radar 'receiver, including block-
diagram interpretation; analysis of power
supply, receiver, timing, delay and deflec-
tion, and auxiliary ° circuits; and
troubleshooting and alignment techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assosiate degree
category, credit in electrical 'laboratory on
the 'basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68); in the upper-division bdccalaureate
category, credit in electrical labciratory on
the basis' of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0427

AIRCRAFT EARLY WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR30132.
Wrsion 2: -ABR30132. Version 3:
ABR30132.. Version 4: ABR30132;'
ABR30132-1.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Veision I: 41 weeks (1140
hours). Version 2: 44-45 weeks,
(1230-1260 hours). Version 3: 42 weeks
( I 170 hours). Version 4: 38, weeks (1050
hours).]

Exhibit Dates: Version.0 1: 3/68- 12/73.'
Veraoni2: 2/62 -2/68. Version 3': 5/61-1/62.
Version' 4: 3/58-4/6 I .

ObjeCtives: To train Airmen to operate,
maintain; and repair aircraft early warning
radar s stems equipment.

Instrxtion: All Versions: .Lectures and
practical exercises in the operate ain-
tenan+ and repair of aircraft rly w
ing . raidar systems equipment, including
limited treatment of DC and AC circuit
.theory vacuum tubes, testing probedures,
ampli ers and oscillators, radar microwave
principles and propagation, motors and ser-
vomechanisms, and ancillary systems and
equipment. Version 1: Includes solid:state
devices, receiver principles, and a fuller,
treatment of AC and DC circuit theory.
Versi4n 2: Includes solid-state devices,
transit tors, detection and discriminatibn
procedures, and gyro reference system.

Credit Recommendati : Version 1: In
the lower-division bacc ureate /associate
degrte category, 6 se er' hours in elec-
tricity or electronics ( 8); in the upper-
division baccalaureate eg rw, 6 semester
houris in electricity ectronics, and
credit in electrical la. lb 04 ry on the basis

titutional evaluati -(4174):--Version
2: In the lower-divisio baccalaureate/as-
sociate .degree category, semester hours
in electricity o lectronics (12/68); in the
upper- division .ccalaureate category, 4
sertlester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on tftr
b 's of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-

,sio 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 Semester hours
in iclectricity or electronics (12/68); in the
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upper-division baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis -OT institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0428 4

AN/APO-24A Svs-rEnt MECHANIC

Cthirse Number: AB32 130F.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 30 weeks (900 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.
Objectives: To Srain airmen to operate

and'-maintain the AN/APO-24A bombing
and navigation system.

Instruiction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/APO-24A bombing and navigation
system, including basic electricity and elec-
tronics (tubes, magnetism and AC and DC
currents, amplifiers, power supplies, modu-
lation, ' special circuits, transmission,
generation and propagation of microwave
energy and synchros, and applications to
radar equipment), and analysis of specific
equipment and the associated ground posi-
tion indicator. -

Credil Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory, all on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74). -

AF- 1715-0429

MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST, IM-99B

Course Number: ATS54150J- I .
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-12/68..
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel to

inspect and maintain specialized guided
missile handling and servicing Oisipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical -exer-
cises in specialized guided missile handling
and servicing equipment inspection and
maintenance, including weapon system
familiarization, ground support equipment,
technical and maintenance publications,
launcher-shelter systems operation and
maintenance, mobile test eqiiipment opera-
tion . and maintenance, and system
troubleshooting .prtieedu res.

ttedit Recommendation: NOV credit
because of the militdry nature of the course
(3/74).

AF-1715-0430

MISSILE ELECTRICAL SPECIALIST (SM-65D).

Course Number: ABR44 I 30B.
Location: 3750th 'Technical School.,

.-Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours). .;
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train 'enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair missile and launch con-
trol ilectri9IStems,

Instruction: Lectures and practicat exer-
cises in missile safety practices, missiie con-
struction and operation, missile and
launcher-electrical and mechanical check-
out piocedures, and propulsion system
operation and electrical sequencing.

Credit Recommendation: , Np credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the-course (3/74).

AF-1715:.0431

POWER PRODUCVON, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE (SAGE)

Course Number: ATS54350-5.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /61-12/68.
Objectiyes: To train airmen to operate

and maidfain electrical power production
facilities at SAGE installations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
ciseS ip the operation and maintenance of
electrical power production facilities at
SAGE installations, including operating
principles of diesel 'engines and systems,
and diesel system components familiariza-
tion; fundamental electric circuit operation
and analysis; power-generating, -regulating,
-transforming, and -distributing systems;
switchgear circuits, meters, circuit-
breakers, protective devices and graphic
panels; power unit operation; and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in diesel'
technology and heavy equipment (4/74).

AF-1715-0432

ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION
TECHNICIAN/SPECIALIST, SM-65F

Course Number: ATS54370-2;
ATS56750- I I .

Location: 3750th Technical- School,
Sheppard AFB, TX':

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

electrical power producticip technicians and
specialists in WS107A-I rSM-65F) electri-
cal power production facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
diesel engines and systems, including prin-
ciples of diesel engines, diesel system com-
ponents familiarization, accessory equip-
ment, switchgear components and weapon
system power, requirements, analysis_ of
,electrical system, electrical test equipment
and troubleshooting, and maintenance of
alternators,"exciters and voltage regulators.

Credit Rec rnendation: In the' lower-
division b calaureate/associate degree
category, semester. hour in electrical
laboratory, I _in heavy equipment And
diesel technology (4/74).

=...

AF-1715-043

MISSILE F 'CITIES SPECIALIST (SM-65D

Course Number: ABR54 130A.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFL TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform aS

apprentice missile facilities specialists.

Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-
cises in the operation, inspection, and
maintenance of missile 'systems and facili-
ties, including weapon system familiariza-
tion, propulsion and multipurpose handling
equipment, launch site servicing equipment
(Control units, vacuum pumps, hydraulic
pumping unit, compressed air subsystem)",
specific launchers and assemblies, and
erection systeins.

Credit Rectonmendation: No credit
Secause of the military nature of the course
(4/74). .

AF-1715-0434
MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (SM-65D)

Course Number: ABR54 I 30A-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

apprentice missile facilities specialists.
Instruction: Lectures- and practical exer-

cises in the duties of _ apprentice missile
facilities specialists, including operation,
maintenance, and testing of guided missile
handling equipment and launch area equip-
ment, missile familiarization, inspection
systems, special service equipment, and the
organization and function of a missile
squadron.

Credit, Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(4/74).

AF-1715-0435

BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN 01%.465E & F)

Course Number: ABR31236D.
Locittion: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 18 weeks (5.40 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to (Est and

repair ballistic missile launch area equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the testing and repair of ballistic
missile launch area equipment; including
special test equipment operation, circuit
analysis of logic units, responders, consoles,
and missile lift system logic units;
familiarization with mecISPical and
hydraulic components; and calibration and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(4/74).

AF-1715-0436

MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (HGM-25A)
(MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (SM-

68A) )
Coiwse Nuthber: ABR54 I 30E.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives! To train airmen to operate

and maintain SM-68 missile facilities
systems and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of.
SM-68 guided missile launcher hudraulic
and electrical systems and associated
equipment, including weapon system



familiarization, launcher hydraulic and
electrical systems components, local con-

' trot system, missile installation. and
recycling, antenna protecting and elevating
set, and missile mating and troubleshooting
techniques:,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(4/74).

AF-1715-0437
MISSILE FACILITIES.SPECIALIST (FIGM-16F)

(MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST ( SM-
65F))

Course Number: 4kBR54130D.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 11 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

inspect. and perform minor maintenance
on a silo-type guided missile launch instal-
lation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, inspection, . and
minor maintenance of a silo-type guided
missile launch installation, including
weapons system introduction, servicing of',
the installation's pneumatic and hydraulic
systems, fluid stprage facilities, propellant
transfer system, launcher missile lifting
system, crib suspension system, launch abn-
trol and miscellaneous systems operation.

Credit. Recommendation: -No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(4/74).

AF-1715-0438
I. CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN, FJ-ECTROMECHANICAL
2. CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN, ELECTROMECHANICAL
(CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT .

ELECTROMECHANICAL REPAIRMAN
(OTHER))

Course Number: Alt Versions:
AZR36350-9. Version 2: ATS36350B-6.

Location: 3750th Technical '.School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: eeks (180 hOurs).
Version 2: 8 weeks (2 ours).

Exhibit Dates: V rsion 1: 8/64-12/68.
Version 2: 3/62-7/

Objectives: To train enlisted.personnel to
repair and maintain the electromechanical
systems of specific- cryptographic equip:
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of the
electromechanical systems of 'specific cryp-
tographic equipment, including operation
of specific teletypewriter, electrical test
equipment usage, circuit tracing, com-
ponent replacement, analysis of various cir-
cuits, and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: ifersion 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour as an
elective in electricity or electronics` (5/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree.eategory, 2 semester
hours as an elective in electricity or elec-
tronics (5/74).

AF-1715-0439

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
TSEC/KW-26

Course Number: SS3637.1-6.

Location: 3700th Technical 'school,
Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train technicians to

operate and maintain TSEC/KW-26 crypto
graphic eq'dipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in teletypewriter operation; encoding
and decoding devices; use of circuit dia-
grams, multimeters, and oscilloscopes for
circuit faults locations; 'cryptographic
equipment repair through component
replacement; administrative techniques;
and practical troubleshooting and main-
tenance procedures.

Credit., Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tromechanical equipment repair, and 1 as
an elective in electricity or elictronics (5/
74).

AF-1715-0441

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
REPAIRMAN (DISPLAY EQUIPMENT/
SACCS)

Course Number: 3ABR30534B-2;
3ABR30531-6.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
ScienceS, Keesler AM, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 38-40 weeks (1080-1118
hours)".

Dates; 9/68- 12/73.
Objec To train enlisted personnel to

maintai repair digital epment.
Dist' Lectures and actical exer-

cises in I equipment m intenance and
repair, including printer chain, display
chain, projection, aerospace ground equip
ment,: and alert-transmit console; and elec-
tronic computer principles, including com-
puter introduction, AC and DC circuits,
magnetism, .vacuum tubes and solid-state
devices and circuits, Boolean algebra, com-
puter components, computer units and pro-
grammirig, computer systems, and site
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics or
digital electronics, 2 in electronics or
digital electronics laboratory- (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronics
(4/74).

AF -1715 -0443

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
REPp.triNtAN (RCC -EDLCC /SACCS)°*

Course Number: version 1:
3ABR30534B-I. Version 2: 3ABR3053.1-3.

. Location: 3380th Technical ' School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

'Length: Version 1: 36 weeks (1080'
hours). Version 2: 37 weeks (1020 hours).

Exhibit' Dates: Version 1: 2/71-12/73.
Version 2: 10/68-1/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair electtonic digital data processing
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic digitall data processing
repair, including EDLCC/RCC data
processing equipment; digital techniques;
circuit logic; maintenance concepts; test
routines and malfunction analysis; com-

iyonerits isolation and repair; use of,

.1 ,
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aerospace ground equipment; and elec-
tronic computer principles, including in-
troduction to computers, Ac and DC cir-
cuits,' magnetism, vacuum tube and solid-
state devices and circuits, Boolean algebra,
computer components, computer units and
programming, computer systems, and site
management.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate.
degree category, 3 serteger hours. in digital
electronics, 1 in digital' electronics labora-
tory (4/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in digital Electronics, l in
digital electronics laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0444

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MG-13 RADAR)

Course Number: AL3223IG-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 28 weeks` (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train students to check,

adjust, inspect, isolate malfunctions in, and
repair specialized. radar equipment and its
test apparatus.

Instruction: Practical skilli training,in the
use of oscilloscopes, multimeters, and
similar esuipment in first-level maintenance
of radar -hardware items, computer self -test
and controls, power supply systems and
regulators, missile transmitter and control
tuning, target detection and display, radar
ranging and servo items,. and antenna posi-
tioning equipment, and system checks,
troubleshooting, and isolating malfunctions
of theaboye items.

- Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit M electricity and elec-
tronics 'laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68); in the tipper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in elec-
tricity and electronics laboi'atory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).0.

AF-1715-0445
I. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (MG-3, MG -I0 RADAR)
2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC ( MG-3, MG-10 MG-I 3
RADAR)

course Number: Version 1: A L3223 I G-
1. Version 2: AL32231G.

Location: 3415th'. technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 28 weeks (840
hours). Version 2: 20-21 weeks (600-630
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/58 - 12/68.
Version 2: 10/5-7-4/58.

Objectives: To train the student to check:
adjust, o rate, inspect, isolate malfude-
tiOns'in. a repair specialized radar equip-
ment and its est apparatus.

Instruction: Practical skill training the
use of,test equipment for first-ley ain-
tenance of radar hardware items, co puter
self-test and controls, power generation and
distribution equipment, transmitter missile
tuning and servos, target detection and dis-
play apparatus, radar range and missile
servo tests, and antenna positioning equip-

. ,andment, nd system ,checks, troubleshooting,
and isolating malfunctions for the above
items. '

A*
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Credit . Recommendation: Version' 1: In

the lowermdivision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electricity and
electronics laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, credit in
electricity and electronics laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 2.. In the leWer-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics labora.

ryto .(12/68);- the upper-divis n bac-.4
calaureate category, credit, in elec city
and electronics laboratory on the b is of
institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-0446
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

REPAIRMAN (INKIT-OUTPUT/465L
RCC ANCILLARY)

Course Number: ABR3053 I A-2.
Location: 3 380th Technical' School,

Kcesler AFB, MS.
Length: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair electronic digital data processing
equipment.

In.struktion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic electronics, including DC
principles through series - parallel circuits,
AC circuit*, principles of magnetitm, trans-.
former's, relays, electronic motors, satura-
ble reactors, magnetic amplifiers and servo
amplifiers, tube and transistor fundamen-
tals, various oscillators, multivibrators and
sweep circuits, computer principles, and
computing techniques; and electronic
digital data processing repair, including
.computer circuit principles, digital
techniques, input /output devices, input
keylxisrd, electrographic printer, impact
printer, alert transmit console, repair
procedures, and troubleshooting and main-
tenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 16 semester hours in electricity
or electronics, 3 in electrical laboratory (4/
74).

AF- 1715-0447

I. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN ( BUIC AN/GYK-l9)

2. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN ( BUIC AN/GSA-5IA )

Course Number: 3ABR30534C.
Location: Version 1: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Version 2: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 40 weeks (1200
hours). Version 2: 43, weeks (1278 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/73- 12/73; 2/
73-12/73.

Objectives:. To train airmen to .repair
electronic computer systems.

Instruction: Lecuires and practical exer-
cises in: the repair of glectronic computer
systeMS-,- including DC and AC circuits,
vacuum and semiconductor electronics.
computer logic and components operation
and application of test equipment, main-
tenance management, programming of
specific equipment, and system operation,
core memory, input, output, timing analy-
sis, and terminal operation for specific
computer systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version . 1:' In
the lower-division' baccalaureate/as,sociate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puters, I in computer laboratory (4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in computer laboratory,
and 3 as an elective in computers (4/74).
Version 2: In. the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 5 semester
hours in digital electronics and I in digital
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in digital electronics-(4/74).

AF-1715-0448
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS

REPAIRMAN (DISPLAY EQUIPMENT/
412L)

COurse Nuntber: 3ALR30554.
Location: 3 380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 20 weeks (588 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72 -12/73
ObjectIvest To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the412L display equipment at the
organizational and intermediate levels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in 'the maintenance of the 412L dis-
play equipment, including specific equip-
ment terminology and circuit sywbology,
logic/circuit analysis and maintenance of
the radar data processor, track data proces-
sor, surveillance and identification group,
height data group, weapons control group
display. and performance monitor group;
and application and operation of special-
ized test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division haccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in computer
laboratory, 3 as an elective in computers
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours as an- elective in
computers (4/74).

AF -1715 -0449

ELECTRONIC COUNTAMEASURES OFFICER
(ECM OFFICER)
Course Number: ZZ3
Location: 3380th Schoof

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 30 weeks (92
Exhibit Dates: .2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train rated observers to

operate and maintain specialized- counter-
measures equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in AC and DC circuits, vacuum tube
electronics, special elecnonic circuits
review, interce pt and analysis equipment,
reconnaissance and jamming flights, active
countermeasures, and jamming flight equip-
ment operation and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: 'In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categOry, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
haccalaureate category, I semester hour as
an elective in electricity or electronics (5/
74).

Length: Version . 1: 15 weeks (600
hours). Version 2: 30 weeks (900 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/73-12/73.
Version 2: 6/72-5/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and check out the AGM-69A mis-
sile.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
inlaboratories in capon system familiariza-

tion, missile s 5 check-out, AGM-69A
missile subsysie s operation and Main-
tenance, and flight-line maintenance and
repair. Version 1: Instruction includes B-52
AGM-69A CAE theory and operation; mis-
sile maintenance; bench maintenance; and

4114,FB-11 I equipment theory, operation, and
maintenance. Version 2: Instruction in-
cludes AGM-69A guidance and flight
systems; aerospace ground equipment; B-52
`CAE function and location; FB-I I I CAE
location and operation; digital techniques,
including binary and octal numbers. logic
functions, truth tables, Boolean algebra,
!Ogle diagrams, circuits, counters, and
storage devices; electron tubes; introduc-
tion to magnetism, AC and DC motors and
synchros; use of,,.. oscilloscope in circuit
measurement; UHF and microwave oscilla
tors and amplifiers; and power Supplies,
regulators, multivibrators, blocking oscilla-
tors, transmission lines, antennas, transmit.
tors, waveguides, and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: Version -1: 'In
the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec
trical laboratory (4/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 16 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis Of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF -1715 -0451

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST
( AGM -69A)

Course Number: , Version
3 AKR3I630T. Version 2: 3ABR31630T.

Location: 3 345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

AF- 1715 -0452

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST, WS-
33A-M

Number: All Versions:
31630G-1 Version 2: ABR31630G-1.
ption: Version 1: School of Applied

=Apace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
2: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
°. 1-;',Length: Version I :(-->29-30 ee s
.(002-1160 hours). VersdiriN, 2: 37 Weeks

(1020 hours). 1
Exhibit Dates: Version I 8/72=12

Version 2: 10/67-7/72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be issile,_system analyst specinlitti.j
ruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in diode and transistor circuits, digital
techniques, binary and octal numbers, logic
functions, truth tables, Boolean algebra,
logic die rams, introduction ,to agnetism,
AC and motors and synekOres electron
tubes, power supplies, regulators, mul-
tivibrators, blocking oscillators,AM nd
FM modulation and dernodulaltm, tra
Miners, wave-guides, transmission lines, an-
tennas, UHF and microwave oscillators and
amplifiers, circuits, circuit counters, and
storage devices.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 16 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
'in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 15 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-



tional 'evaluation (4/74); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit. in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74 ).

AF-17.15-0403

illiRESEARCH EQUIPMENT (MET/Ak
AIRBORNE METEOROLOGICAL/ATMOSPH

REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 30.13R1(1,2i/l.
Location: 3345th Teenit ic al School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
11: Version I: 34 weeks ( 1014

ho rs). Version 2! 35 weeks (960 hours).
xhlbit Date: Version 1: 7/72-12/73.

Version 2: 5/68-6/72. .

Objectii,es: To train enlisted persOnnel to
Maintain and repair airborne meteorologi-
cal and atmospheric research equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in airborne meteorological and at-
mospheric research equipment, main-
tenance and repair, including specific
equipment operation, block analysis. verti-
cal and horizontal subsystems. data han-
dling subsystem, control conversion
subsystem. dropsonde data recording
system, test equipment and check-out of
components, dewpoint hygrometer and sea
surface temperature indicator, atmospheric
research equipment; and digital techniques.
including binary and octal numbers. logic
fUnctions, truth tables. Boolean algebra.
logic diagrams, circuits, counters, and
storage devices:, -electron tubes; introduc-
tion to magnetism. AC and DC motors and
synchros; use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurement; UHF and microwave oscilla-
tors and amplifiers; and power supplies.
regulators. multivibrators, blocking oscilla-
tors, transmission lines. antennas, transmit-
ters. wave-guides, and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours as an
elective in electronics. I in electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
as an elective in electronics (4/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 15 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, I in electronics'
laboratory, and additional credit in -elec-
tricity or electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours as an elective in electronics (4/74).

AF-1715 -0454
I. MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST

(AGM- 28A /B)
2. MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST

(AGM-28AM)
( AIR LAUNCH MISSILE ANALYST

MECHANIC (AGM-28A/B)
3. GAM ANALYST MECHANIC, GAM-77

Course Nuinber: Version
3ABR316300. Version 2 :. A BR31630Q;
ABR315330 -2. Version 3: ABR315330 -2.

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences. Chanute AFB. IL. All
Versions; 3345th Tech n ica
Chanute AFB,

Length: Version l: 25 -31 weeks
(720-1240 hours). Version 2: 28-36 weeks
(780-990 hours). Version 3: 38-41 -weeks
(1050-11'40 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/68-12/73.
Version 2:,6/64-7/68. Version 3: 916,175164.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-
nel to be missile analyst mechanics.

Instruction: All Wersions:. Lectures and
practical exercises in missile familiarization,
flight control systems; missile systems, and
guidance systems; digital techniques, in-
cluding binary and octal numbers, logic
functions, truth tables', Boolean algebra,
logic diagrams, circuits. counters, and
storage devices; electron tubes; introduc-
tion to magnetism; AC and DC motors and
synchros;.use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurement; UHF and microwave oscilla-
tors and amplifiers; and power supplies;
regulators, multivibrators, blocking oscilla-
tors, transmission lines, antennas, transmit-
ters, wave-guides, and cavity resonators.
Version 1: Instruction includes guidance
system hangar maintenance. Version 2: In-
struction includes guidance calibration and
alignment and flight line check-out.

Credit ecommendation: Version I: Inthe lo ivision bacca`laureate/as.sociate
degree c egory, 12 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).,,Version 2: '
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 14 semester hours
in electricity or electronics. and additional
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester hour in electricity or electronics
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74 )..

AF-1715-0455
1. NAVIGATION /BOMBING/TACTICS

TRAINER SPECIALIST
2. NAVIGATION /BOMBING/TACTICS

TRAINER SPECIALIST
(NAVIGATION/BOMBING TRAINER AND

FLIGHT SIMULATOR TACTICS
SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 3ABR34330-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version I: 32 weeks (960

hours). Version 2: 34-35 weeks (960-1020
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version is 8/72-12/73.
Version 2: 9/69-7/72.

Objectives: To train &listed personnel as
flight simulation specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in introduction to digital computers.
solid-state digital circuitry; radar principles
and navigation' systems; peripheral equip-
ment operation, including memories. tape
units, and printers; digital techniques, in-
cluding binary and octal numbers, logic
functions, truth tables, Boolean algebra,
logic diagrams, circuits, counters, and
storage devices; electron tubes; introduc-
tion to magnetism; AC and DC motors and
synchros; use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurement; UHF andmicrowave oscillk-
tors and amplifiers; and power supplies,
regulators, multivibrators, blocking oscilla-
tors, transmission lines_antennas,_transrnit---
ters, wave-guides. and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/as.sociate
degree category, 6 semester hours in digital
computers, 12 in electricity or electronics,
and, on the basis of institutional evaluation,
credit in eleCtriCal laboratory (4/74); in the

'
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upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in digital computers, and
additional credit in digital computers on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
Version 2: In the lower-diV"ision baccalau-
reate/associate degree category. 15
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis. of institutional evaluation (4/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in digital computers, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0456
.MISSILE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST, WS -133A

Course Number: ABR3I632G.
Location: 3345th Technical School.

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 42 weeks (1170 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and inspect missile launch equip-
ment.

InstruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile launch equipment,operation
and inspection, including equipment
familiarization, introduction to logic and
test equipment, and operation and main-
tenance of electronic facility base main -,
tenance test equipnient; and electronic
principles. including digital techniques. bi-
nary and octal numbers, logic functions,
truth tables, Boolean algebra, logic dia-
grams, circuits,,countars, storage devices,
electron tubes,. introduction to magnetism,
AC and DC motors and synchros, use of
the 'oscilloscope in circuit measurement,
UHF and microwave oscillators and am-
plifiers, power supplies. regulators. mul-
tivibrators, blocking oscillItors, transmis-
sion lines. antennas, transmitters, wave-
guides. and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: Ir"the lower-
division baccalaureate/assocAte degree
category. 13 semester hours in electricity
or electronics, and additional credit in elec-
tricity or electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category. 3 semester

in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0457
MISSILE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

(AGM-69A)
Course Number: 3ABR31632T.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences. Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: 8 weeks (840 hours).
ExhIfil ales: 5/72-12/73.
Objec es: To train enlisted personnel to

operate nd maintain air-to-ground missile
check t equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises /in sir-to-ground missile check-out
equipment operation and maintenance. in-
cluding weapon system familiarization, pro-
gramming set, adapter set. inserter set.
printer set, simulator, test set, and
launcher/missile operation and main-
tenance; electronic principles, including
digital techRiques, binary and octal num-
bers, logic functions, truth tables, Boolean
algeb'ra, logic diagrams, circuits, counters.
storage devices, electron tubes, introduc-



COURSE EXHIBITS
(Ion to Magnetism, AC and DC motors and
synchros, use of oscilloscope in circuit
measurement, UHF and microwave oscilla-
tors and amplifiers, power supplies, regula-
tors, multivihrators, blocking oscillators,
transmission lines,' antennas, transmitters,
wIlve-guides, and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation:. In.. the lower-.
division haecalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electronics or
digital computer basics and 12 in electricity
or electronics (3/74).

AF-1715-04
I MissitE E CTRoNIC EQUIPMENT

SPE.CIALIsT (AGM-28A/B) -

.2. Ant LAUNCH MISSILE CHECKoIrc
EQUIPMENT REPAIRI,ViN AGM-28A/
B)

-Aitt LAUNCH MISSILE CHECKOUT
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN ( AGM-28A/
B)

(GAMICHEcKOUT EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (GAM-77))

Course Number: Version 1:
3ABR31632Q. Version 2. A IIR3 I 534Q.
Version 3: MIR 3 I 534Q.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute. AFIL IL.

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (780
hours). Version 2: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Version 3: 38 -39. _weeks . (1050-1080
hours).

Exhibit Dates:- Version 1: 11/68-12/73.
Version 2: 3/66-10/68. Version 3: 5/63-2/ -
66'

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair electronic equipment
and air launch missile check-out equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and Tepair of mis-
sile electronic equipment and' air launch
missile check -out equipment, including mis-
sile familiarization, rnis!iile/pylon simulator,
pneumatic and hydraulic automatic, ground
equipment, flight attitude positioner, elec-
trical components_test stands';' and printed
circuit card test set; and eletronic princi-
ples, including' digital techniques, binary
and octal numbers, logic functions, truth
tables, E3oolean algebra, logic diagrams; cir-
cuits. counters, storage devices, electron
tubes, introduction to magnetism, AC and
IX' motory.and synchros, use 01 the ii`Scil-
loscope in circuit measurement, UHF and
microwave .0.. lIators .and 'amplifiers, power
supplies. egulanirs. - multivihrators,
blocking o9 ators, transmission lines, an-
tennas. wa Iddes.,and cavity resonators.

Credit mmendati : Version 1: In
the lower -r vial hac laureate /associate
degree categr y,)4 se ster hours in elec-

credit in electrical

3

tricity or elect
laboratory on thF basis of institutuional
evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division
haecalaur -a category, 2 semester hours in
electri r electronics and credit In elec-
trical a ratory on the basis of inst4u-
tional valuation (3/74). Version 2: In the
lower4 ision baccalaureate/associate
degeec category, 13 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics Ind credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics and credit in clec-.
trieal laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 14 semester hours in elec-

tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
electricity or electronics and credit in elec-
trical laboratbry on' the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AE-1715-0459

MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT, REPAIRMAN,
WS -133A

(BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN. WS-I33A )

(BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT
. REPAIRMAN, SM-80)

Course Number: ABR31430G:
ABR3 I 236G.

Location: 3345th . Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 32-38 weeks (864-4050 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be missile launch equipment repairmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in missile launch equipment repair, in-
cluding system familiarization, guidance
and control system, missile targeting set,
prografnmer test center familiarization,.
base Maintenance test equipment, control
guidance coupler and test set, and data
analysis central farniliarizatiOn; and elec-
tronic principles, including digital
techniques, binary numbers, logic func-
tions, truth tables, Boolean algebra, logic
diagrams, circuits, counters, storage
devices, electron tubes, introduction to
magnetic , AC and DC motors and
synchros, use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurem nt, UHF and microwave oscilla-

plificrs, power supplies, regula-
rs, multivihrators, blocking oscillators,

transmission lines, antennas, transmitters,
wave-guides, and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
ision baccalaureate/associate degree

cate ry, 13 semester hours in electricity
or elec onics, and additional credit in elec-
tricity electronics on the basis of institu'
tional' eValuation ( 3/74 ).

tors and a

AF-1/15-0460
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL. SYSTEM

SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR32530-l.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
-Length: 34 weeks (960 hours). t.
'Exhibit Dates: 5/71-12/73..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel %o

maintain automatic flight control systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in automatic flight control systems
maintenance, including basic physics and

"mechanics, computer operation, power dis-
tribution circuitry, digital logic, and analog
and servo systems; and electronic funda-
mentals, including digital techniques, hi-
nary and octal numbers, logic functions,
truth Valdes, Boolean algebra, logic dia-
grams, circuits, counters, storage devices,
electron tubes, introduction to magnetism,
;AC and DC motors and synchros, use of
the oscilloscope in circuit measurement,
;UHF and microwave oscillators and am-
q3lifiers, power supplies. regulators, mul-
['vibrators,. blocking oscillators, transmis-
sion lines, antennas, transmitters, w-ave-
guides, and cavity resonators.

--- Credit Recommendation: .,In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 16 semester hours in electricity,
electronics, and electronics labot,atory, and
additional credit in electricity,;, or' elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate Category, 3 semester hours in elec-

. tronics and electronics laboratory (4/74).

AF-1715-0461
MISSILE ELECTRONIC :EQUIPMENT

SPEcimAr, WS -133B

Course Number: All Versions:
3ABR31632H. Version 2: ABIt31632H.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (1050
hours). Version 2: 38 weeks (1050 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/71-12/73.
;Version 2: 9/66-3/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and ',inspect missile
launch and test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical emu" '

cises in electronic principles, including
digital techniques, binary and octal num-
bers, logic functions, truth tables, Boolean
algebra, logic diagrams, circuits, counters,
storage devices, electron tubes, introduc-
tion to magnetism, AC and DC motors and
synchros, use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurement, UHF and microwave oscilla-
tors and amplifiers, power supplies, regula-
tors; multivibrators, blocking oscillators,
transmission lines, antennas, transmitters,
wave- guides, and cavity resonators; weapon
system familiarization; introduction to logic
and.test equipment; manual and semiauto-
matic maintenance ground equipment test
set, digital data -test set; radio test set; in-
terrogator and transponder test set;
message processing-control group: termirtal
digital data system; and launch facility

. power distribution and test sets.
Credit Recommendation; Version 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 16 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaurepte/as-
soeiate degree category, 13 semester hours
in electricity or elec.Mmics, atd additional
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);. in
the upikr-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hourst in electricity or elec-
tranics, and credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/
74).

AF-1715-9462
AVIONICS INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS SLPECIALIST

Course Number: 3 ABR32531.
. Location: Version School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 26' weeks ,(780

hours).
rs). Versio 2: '27-28 weeks (810

Exhibit ates: Version 1: 7x/73- 12/73.
Version 2: /68-1/73.

Object s: To train enlisted personnel to
be avi cs instrument systems specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in avionics instrument systems, includ-
ing electromechanical transducers used in



aircraft. indication and control systems;
maintenance management; instrument
maintenance fundamentals; supply and
technical order system; accelerometer
operation;rporiscopic sextant 'operation and
Collimation; engine instruments; integrated
flight and navigational instruments; and
eleCtronic fundamentals, including digital
techniques, elekton tubes, introduction to
magnetism, AC and DC ,motors and
Synchros, use of the oscilloscope in circuit
measurement, UHF and microwave oscilla-
tors and amplifiers, power supplies, regula-
tors, multivibrators, b'ocking oscillators,
transmission lines, antennas, transmitters,
wave-guides, and cavity resonators.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 14-semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 15 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and additional
credit in electricity or eleCtronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-046

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC TM761C)

.Course Number: ABR31 130H.
Lociation: 3415th Technical School;

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 16-25 weekS (450-660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/58-120)8.
Objectives: Ttittrain airmen to perform as

apprentice guidance systems meelianics or
guidance systems mechanics on TM-6IC
series missiles.

Instruction: Lectures -and practical exer-
cises in guidance systenis, Including princi-
pleclectricity, AC and DC circuits and
principes, magnetism, transforiners.
vacuum tubes, amplifiers.; generators, oscil-
loscopes, transmission lines, .wave-guides,
cavity resonators, microwave oscillatots,
wave propagation, antennas, and servo
systems; guidance system compoOents, test
equipment, and radar sets; and base-station
operation,. components, and data flow and
circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the ldwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics ( 12/68).

AF- t /15-0464

OFFENSIVE: FOIE CONTRol. SYSTEMS
.. MECHANIC (MA-8 SYSTEM)
(FIRE. CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC

( A-8 SYSTEM))
Cout-se umber: ApR32230I.. ..
Location 3415th Technical School,

Lowry A CO, .
Lengt : 29-35 weeks (768-960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/59-12/68°. i
Objectives: To train airmen to repair fire

control systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical-. exer-

cises in the repair of fire control systems,
including DC, AC, and, reactive circuits;
vacuum tube4s and solid-shrte devices; am-
plifiers and oscillators; atection and ,dis-
crimination: microwave operation; special-
purpose ubeN; multivibratorsl' sweep and
logic ei its; circuit analysis:- hand tool
use; sp%., 1 lc' transmitters:, modulators, an-
tennas, receivers, range computers, 'power

.supplies,' computing gun, .0ombs, :rocket
.

.

sights and bombing. computers; and system
tic-in and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0474
I. COMMUNICATIONS MAINTENANCE

OFFICER
2. COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
3. 0:44MUNIeATIONS OFFICER-
4. COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: Version I: 30BR3031.
Version 2: 30BR3031. Version 3:
OBR3031. Version 4: OBR3031.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version I: 32 weeks (960
hours). Version 2: 40 weeks ( 1200 hours).
Version 3: 45 weeks (1350 hours). Version
4: 43 weeks (1290 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/70:- I 2/73.
Version 2: 10/68-5/70. Version 3: 2/64-9/
68. Version 4: 7/55-1/64.

Objectives: To train officers to command
communications units.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronic principles,
including AC and DC circuits, RLC cir-
cuits, solid-state power supplies and am-
plifiers, solid-state applications in wave
generations, digital techniques, electron
tubes, circuits, transmitters and receiver
systems. and microwave principles. Version
I: Instruction includes communications
management and telephone systems, air-
base systems, communications tributary
an't-telay stations, multichannel communi-
cations systems, radio facilities, navigation
aids, communications security, and com-
mand and control communications. Version
2: Instruction includes communications
management and telephone systems, air-
base systems, communications tributary
and relay stations, multichannel communt-
cations systems, radio facilities, navigation
aids, communications security, rand 'com-
mand and control communications. Version
3: Instruction includes communications
management and telephone systems, air-
base, systems, communications tributary
and relay stations, multichannel communi-
cations systems, radio facilities, -navigation
aids, communications security, and com-
mand and control communications. Version
4: Instruction 'includes communications
electronics, radio communications' equip-
ment, wire communications equipment,
cryptographic' communications, and com-
munications problems and procedures-.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 19 semester hours in elec-
tricity' or electronics (4/14); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in electronics and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2:
In the 16Wer-Ciivision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 22 semester hours
in electricity or electronics,'4 in communi-
cations systems management (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate Category, 12
semester hours in electronics and addi-
tional 4E04 in electronics 'on the basis of
institutirnal evaluation (4/74). Version 3:
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In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 26 semester Mars
in electricity and electronics, 3 in person-
nel and_s_uppbunalla,gement-(-4/74). Version
4: In the lowervision baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 26 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, 3 in personnel
and supply management (4(74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or elect I#nics
and additional credit-in-electricity or elec-
tronics

il/t
on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion (4/74).

AF-17 -0475 tit

AVIONIC SENSOR SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
(ELECTRONIC SENSORS)

Course Niimber: 3ABR32930A.
Location: 34 I 5th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 31 weeks (930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-12/73-
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

maintain, and repair elbctronic aircraft sen-
sor systems. , 4

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronics fundamentals,.and the
operation, maintenance, -and repair`of elec-
tronic aircraft sensor systems, including DC
and AC fundamentals (algebra based),
tubes, tjansistors, power supplies, ana-
plifiers, oscillators, wave-shaping circuiti,
AM, FM, single sideband, transmission
lines and antennas, servomechanisms, cavi-
ty.resonators, microwave principles, electri-
cal test equipment, electronic side-looking
radar (SLR) sets, infrared sensor systems,
data display sets, camera parameter con-
trols, reconnaissance laser systems, and
low - light -level television sensor systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bnccaltatfeate/associate degree.
category, 8 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, basis of institu-'
tional evaluation 6 additional' hours in
electricity or electronics: and 9 in equip-
ment maintenance, laboratory (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and additional hours in electricity or
electehnics tai the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-171-0476
I. INTEGRATED. AVIONICS COMPONENT ,

SPECIALIST (NAVIGATION/FLIGHT AND
WEAPONS CONTROL., AND FLIGHT
DATA RECORDER SYSTEMS)

2. INTEGRATED AVIONICS COMPONENT
SPECIALIST (NAVGATION/FLIGHT AND
WEAPONS CONTROL)

(INTEGRATED AVIONICS SYSTEM
SPECIALIST (NAVIGATION/FLIGHT AND
WEAPONS CONTROL))

Course Number: 3ABR3263 I A.
Location: Version I: School of . Applied

Aerospace ScieKI&S, Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-
sion 2: 3415th Technical School, Lowry
AF13., CO.

Length: , Ver;sion 1: 26 weeks (780
hours). Version 2: 28-39 weeks (840-1170'
hours).

Exhibit tmes: Version I: 2/73-12173.
Version.2: 10/70-1/73.

Objectives: To train airmen. to. inspect,
modify, troubleshoot, and repair ,avionics
component systems (navigation/flight and
weapon control and eight data recorder
systems) at the intermediate level.
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Instruction: 111 Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in maintenance elec-
tronics or electronics fundamentals, and
the inspection, mtiilification, troubleshoot-
ing, and repair of avionics components
systems (navigation/flight and weapon con-
trol and flight data recorder systems), in-
cluding DC and AC fundamentals; tubes,
power supplies, transistors, amplifiers,
(mediators, wave-shaping circuits, AM and
FM, electrical test equipment, aerospace
ground test equipment, and maintenance of
specific airborne equipment and com-
ponents: Version I: Includes. electricity
principles, semiconductors, computer' prin-
ciples (analog and digital), multivibrators,
digital circuits, AM, FM, balanced modular
Lion, principles of ra.dar infrared and
lasers, and system analysis procedures. Ver-
sion 2: Includes single sideband, transmis-
sion lines and antennas, servomechanisms,
cavity resonators, and microwave princi-
ples.

Credit Recommendatibn: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, g semester hours in elec-
tricity and .electronics, 2 in electricitytind
electronics laboratory (4/74 ),, in the upper-
division baccalaureate category,. 1 semester
hour in electricity and electronics andaddi-
titinal credit in-electricity and electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, 1.1

semester hours in basic electronics, I in
electronics laboratory, and additional credit
in electronics on the basis Of institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
basic electronics, I in electronics laborato-
ry. andadditional credit ih:electronics On
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0477

I. M_ISSILE CONTROLGUIDANCE AND CONTR
SPECIALIST.(('GM-138, GEMS).

2. MISSILE GL IDANCE AND CONTROL
SPE(IALisT cCGM-I313, GEMS)

(TACTICAL. MISSII.E GUIDANCE.
MECHANIC (CGM-13R/GEMS))

(TACTICAL. MISSILE GUIDANCE
MECHANIC( MACE, COM-1313/
GEMS))

3. TACTICAL. NI1SSII E GUMANCE
MECHANIc (-1-M-768 /(1EMS),

Course Number: Version I 3AZI23.165N--
2; AZR3 I ti5IN,2. Version 2 ABR3.163IN-

, 2; ABR3 I 43 I Y. Version 3. A13R3 [4314.
Location: 3415th Technical ,Sehool,

Lowry AFB, CO.-
Length: Version I 28-30 weeks

(840-900 hours ). Version 2. 33-49 weeks
(900-1380 hours). Version '3.- "35 weeks

. (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/0-12/73.

Version 2: 9/63-1167. .Version 3: 10162r81:
' .,63.

ObjectiveX:To train airmen to perform as AF-1715-0479
missile guidance and control specialists'.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- AIRCRAFT SENSOR SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN

. ciscstn electronics fundamentals and in the (ELLcTitot-nc,SEttsoks)
operation, maintenance, and repair of reds- Course Number: 3ABR30135A.
silt guidance and control equipinent and 1.3cation: 3415th Technical School,
,assex.:iated test sets ( CGM-.I.311). or in he Loivry AFB, Co.
operation, maintenance, and repair of nfis- Length: 31-34 weeks (930-990 hours).
site guidance and control equipments E aiibit Dates: 2/70 -- 12/73.
associated test sets (TM-76B), .intluding train.' 'Objectives: To ain airmen to inspect.,
DO and AC -- circuits reat'c circuits, maintain, and repair aircraft sensor
vacuuni and tran§i.siIirs,. amplifiers systenis.
ana ooscill.in aerospace grOutid equip-. Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
ment, inerti l guidance. theory-, acid mitisile cises in electraies "fundamentals and the

0

guidance components; power supplies;
wave-shaping Circuits; AM and FM; single
sidehand; transmission lines and antennas;
servomechanisms; cavity resonators;
microwave principles; and electrical test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Versions, I: In
the lower-division baccalaureateiassociate
degree category, 8 semester hou in elec-
tricity or electronics, I in electrical labora-
tory, I as an elective in electricity or etcc-
ironies. and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74): in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electronics

iand additional Credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the loWer-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, II semester
hours in -electricity or electronics and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, -6
semester hours in electronics and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional' evaluation (4/74). Version 3:
In the loWer-diN?ision bacczilaureatc/as-
sociate degree category,. 3- semester hours
in electricity or electronics- ( 12168);

AF-171.5-0478 .

AvtoNtc SENSOR SYSTEMS SPECIALIST .
(ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS)

Course NuMber: . 3AB 3293013;
3ABR3013513.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO; ..

Length/28-32 weeks (840-870 hours).
Exhillit Dates: 2/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair air-

craft sensor systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in electronics fundamentals and the
repair of aircraft scrisot systcnis,- including
DC and AC fundamentals (algebra based),
tubes, transistors, power supplies, am-
plifiers,' oscillators, wave-shaping circuits,
AM, FM, single sideband, transmission
lines and antennas, servomechanisms, catii-
ty rconators; microwave principles, electri-
cal test equipment; and maintenance of
electro.-optical cameras, data display ..sets,
aircraft cameras parameter controls, view-
finders, camera moun , magazines and cas-
settes, and camera Co ails. ...

Credit. Recommenda n: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate ,degree
category, 8 semester hours in electronics:4
irtclectronics (physics of optics), and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the hasis of
institutional evaluation (4/74 ); in ' the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). -

4

)

.

inspection, px4itft ce, and. repair of air-
craft sensor q-sreips, including. DC a d AC
fundamentals 7.4l4017ra based), t s,
transistors, p'84,er . supplies: amplifi
oscillators, wave - shaping circuits, AM, FM;
microwave principles; electrical test equip-
ment, tingle sicreband, .tralimission lines ,
and -antennas, rserei-intehanisrins,_ cavity
resonators, optic* radar and rannidecltaserie spriindcei;

ples, and instruction
lookinggradar -cfs&infrared sensor--
systems, data display Varriera parame-
ter controls, reconnais ce laser systems,
and low-lightleVdt television sensor.
Systems.,

Credit Recom° 'on: in the lower-
.

division baccalaure lassOciate degree
category, 8 semester hours in electronics, 4
in electronics and laboratory (optics), and
additional credit in electronics ot: the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the.
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester boars in electronics; and addi-
tional credit in electronics on'the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0480
SPACE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.

Ebt.31PMENT OPERATOR/SpEcLkLisT

COurSe,IDJUMber: 3ABR30436. .
LOcatiOlif School of Applied

Sciences,ACcesler AFB. MS.

Objectives

LerigtifS7. weeks (810 hours).
sties_ T:09/t7ra2i-n12a/i7rm3.en

to operate:

Aerospace

install, inspect, maintain, and.repair space
communications terminal equipment, auto-.
matic tracking systems, and associated
equipment.

exer-
cises in electronics fundamentals and the

Instruction: Lectures and Ptactical exer-

operation, installation, inspectiorl.. main-
tenance and repair of space communica-
tions terminal equipment, automatic
tracking systems, and associated equip-
ment, including DC and AC fundamentals
(algebra based), tubes, traagitors, power
supplies, amplifiers, oscillator& wave-shap-
ing circuits, AM, M. singled sideband,
transmission lines and antennas, ser-
vomechanisms, cavity resonators,
microwave principles, electrical test equip-
ment,. modulation, UHF -SHF equipment.
voice and data multiplex, frequency start-
dards* and timing units, and signaling,
systems.

Credit R mendation: In the ,lower.

division bac alaureateiassociate degree
category, 28 se ester hours in dlectrOnics
and additional credit in,electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluatimy ( 3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
21 -semester hours in cicetroes, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the hams, of
institutional evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0481

I. MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTRoi.
SPE,CIALiST (CGM-I311; GSC)

2. MISSII.E GUIDANCE AND CONTROL.
SPECIALIST (CGM-1313, GSC)'-

(TACTICAL MISSILE GUIDANCE
ME(:HANIC.(CGM-1311))

:1-----`Text-tcA-t--Missii,E-GuiDANc6-
. MECHANIC (MAC, MGM--,1,3C)

("TACTICAL MISSII.E GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (TM-76B,-GSC))

,(TACTICAL MISSILE GUIDANCE:
MECHANIC AND CHECK,,,,r,



EQUIPMENTAEPAIRMAN.(TM-76B,
GENIS))

(GUIDANCE SYSTEM MECHANIC (1FM-

76B))
Coarse Number: Version I:.

3ABR31631N-1. Version 2: ABR3163 IN- I .

Version 3g ABR3 11306-2; ABR31431N.
Locale: 3415th 'Technical- SchoOl.

Lowry AFB,
Length: Verlion I: 33-36; weeks

1900-490 hours). Version 2: 28-36 weeks

(750-990 hours). Version 3:30 -35 weeks
(810-960 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version / :'f 3/68-12/73.
Version 2: 2/65-2/68. Version 3: 12/60-1/
65.

Objectival: To train airmen to perform as
missile guidance and control specialists
(CGM-13B or TM-76B).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer;
cises : in maintenance of missile guidance
and' control 'equipment,- including inertial
guidance systems theory, operation, corn-
portents, 'End troubleshooting; ground sup-
port equipment; DC and AC fundamentals;

reactive circuits; vacuum tubes and solid-
state devices; amplifiers and oscillators;
Electrical test equipment and system test
consoles; power supplies; wave-shaping cir-
cuits; AM; FM; single sideband; transmis-.
sion servomechaniims-,,i antennas;
cavity resonators; and microwave princi-

, ples.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in eled-
tricily or electronics and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation 1(4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, .11 'semester
hours in electricity or electronics and addi-
tional credit in electricity or electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper - division baccalaureate catego-

ry, 9 semester hours in electricity or elec-,
'ironies and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
cplaureate/associate degree category. :3
semester hours in electricity or electronics-
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or' electronics, and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).

AF-1715-0482
1 . DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

MECHANIC (A-3A, MD-9, ASG -)5
TURRETS) -

2. DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MECHANIC (A.:3A, MD-9, ASG-15
TURRETS)

3. DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-I
TURRETS)

( DEFENSIVE );IRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

4. TURRET SYSTEMS MECHANIC (A-3A.
MD-9, ASG15 TuRRETS

5. TURRET SYSTEMS MECHANIC (A3A\/
MD9 TURRETS)

(TURRET SYSTEMT SYS, M MECHANIC (0-52. A-
-

..-

Course.: NUmber: Version I :
3 ABR32330G . Version 2: 3 ABR32330G.
Version 3: ABR32330G. Version 4:
ABR32330G. Version 5: ABR32330G;
AB32330G. . .

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks -(894:
hours)? Version 2: 30-33 weeks (894
hours ), Version 3: 38-40 , weeks
( 1080-1110 hours). Version 4: 33-36
weeks (900-990 hours):, Version 5: 23-28
weeks (600-750 hours). _

Exhibit Dates': Version 1: 3/71-12/73.
Version 2: 7/68-2/71. Version 3: 7/62,-6/68.
Version 4: 11i59-6/62.Version 5: 3/57-10/
59,

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
defensive fire amirol system mechanics' or

_ B -52 turret system mechanics. ''
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in maintenance elec-
tronics and defensive fire coptrot systems;
electrical fundamentals, and maintenance
of B-52 turretsystems, including basic elec-
tricity principles, AC and DC, amplifiers;
power supplies, computer, track radar and,

. search radar data flow and adjustments,
and testing procedurei and ecaipment. Ver-
sion I: Includes, electrical test, equipment,'

skemiconcluctors, transistors, oscillators,
vacuumftubes, wave-shaping circuits, com-
puter principles (analbg and diLital), mul-
tWibrators; digital circuits and AM, FM,
and balanced modulation; system analysis
procedures, principles .pf radar, infrared,
and lasers; various modes of operation, har-
monizatiecat and 50 caliber ,machine gun
equipment. Version 2: Includes vacuum
tubes, transistors, oscillators, wave-shaping
circuits, AM. FM, single sideband, trans-
mission lines and antennas, ser-
vomec hanisms, cavity resonators,
microwave principles, electrical test e uip-
ment, various modes of operation,

r
har-

monization. and 50 caliber machine gun
equipment. Version 3: Includes reactive cir-
cuits, vacuum tubes and solid-state devices,
oscillators, detection , and discrimination
procedures, microwave operation, mul- .
tivibrators, sweep and logic circuits, turret
drive data flow, equipment differences and
TV link, transmitter and receiver, pulse
sweep generator, and target position com-
puter, . Version 4: Includes talk electricity.
Magnetism, generators, motors, inultivibra-
tors, turret drive data flow, equipment dif-
ferences and TV link, and target position
computer. Version 5: Includes basic elec-
tricity, magnetism, generators, motors, mul-
tivibrators, electrical test equipment; radio
transmission and reception, radar princi-
ples, equipment operational principles,

equipment differences.and TV link, various
modes of operation, target position com-
puter, and turret drive data flow. -

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 ,semester hours in elec-
tricity, and electronics, 1 in electrical and
electroniCs laboratory, and credit ill electri-
cal thboratory on the basis of institutional

. evaluation (4/74); in. the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

v category; I I semester hours in electricity
or electronics and credit in electrical
laboratory and electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68 )7 in the
upper-division, 'baccalaureate category, 6
semester' hours in electronics and addi-
fional credit in electronic& on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 3:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category. 4 semester hours
in electricity and electronics and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of, institu-
tional evaluation ( 12/68). Version'4: In the
'lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics and credit in electri-

. cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). Version 5: In the lower-

. division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-,
ry, credit in electrital laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation(4/74,).

1

.

AF-1715-u483
,

1. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC
(137-52E, F, G, H; ASB- 4A/9A/16
SYSTEMS)

2. BCIMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC
G, H; ASB- 4A/9A/16

SYSTEMS) -
(BOMB NAVIGATION SYSiEMS MECHANIC'

ASB-4A/9A/16 SYSTEMS))
(Boma NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC

ASB-4/4A/9/9A/16 Systems))
3. BOMB WAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC

ASB-4/4A/9/9A/16 SYSTEMS)
4. BOMB.NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC

(ASB-4,SysTEms)
5. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC

(MX-2 SYSTEM)-
Course Number: Version 1:

3ABR32130 K. Version 2: 3BR32130K;
ABR32130K. Version 3: ABR32130K. Ver-
sion 4: ABR32 I 30K. Version 5:
AB32130K.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 33-36 weeks
(990-1020 hours). Version 2. 40 weeks
(1.110 hours). Version 3: 42 weeks ( 1170
hours). Version 26 weeks (690 hours).
Version 5: 24 weeks (630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I:v1/69-12/73.
Version 5/62-12/68. Version 3: 8/61-i/
62. Version 4: ,7/59*-7/61. Version 5: 2/
58-6/59,

Objectives: To train airmen to test, main-
tain? and repair specific bomb navigation
systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
'pracOal exercises in electrical fundamen-
tals and the testing, maintenance, and
repair of specific bomb navigation systems,
including DC, AC, and reactive circuits,
vacuum tubes and transistors, amplifiers.
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bomhin.and navigation computers, radar
dads presentation set, and adjustMent and
troubleshooting of specific 'equipment and ,
components.. Version 1: Includes ppWer
supplies, wave-shaping circuits, AM, FM,"
single-sideband, transmission lines and an-
tennas, cavity resonators, oitcillators, spe-
cial circuits, servomechanisms, microwave
principlesrelectrical test equipment, terrain
.computer, and radar fundamentals and
,equipment.; Version 2: Includes power sup-
plies, wave-shaping circuits, AM, FM, sin-
gle-sideband, transmission lines and anten-
nas, cavity resonators, Oscillators-, special
circuits, servomechanisms, microwave prin-
ciples, electrical test equipment, terrain
computer, and radar ftindamentals and
equipment:: yersion 3: Includes oscillators,
motors and servomechanisms( multivibra-
tort and sweep circuits, microwave princi-
ples, terrain computer, timing circuits, and
moriopulse radar. Version 5: Includes trans-
milting and .receiving and -high-speed
bombirig radar.

Credit Recommendiation: Version 1: In
the lower -di -vision baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 12 semester hours in elec-
teonics, 2 in electrical laboratory, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 8

semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics and credit in e/ec.,tronics and electri-
cal laboratory on"the basik of institutional
evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the lower-

' baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in electricity
or electronics and additional creditn elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 8 semester hours in elec-
,tricity, and electronics and credit ieelec-
tronics and 'electrical labriratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Ver:
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the,
upper - division baccalaureate category; 2
semester hours in electricity or electronics
and credit in tctrical laboratory on the

%basis of institute al evaluation (4/74). Ver-
. ,XiC)%1 4: In the lower-division baccalaureate/

late degree category, 3 semester hours
electricity Or electyonics 112/68); in the

upper- division baccalaureate category,
semester- ,hours in electricity and elec-
tronics aril,credit in electriCal laboratory

r on the basis'of institutional evaluation (4/
74). Version JS: In the lower-division bac-

' calaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours jn electricity and efec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, '2 .semester hours in
electricity and electronics and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

Exhibit 1;;Ittes: Version 1:. 10/64:12/68.
Version 2: 11/62-9/64. Version 3: .10/

.61-10/62. i
Objectives:. To train airmen to operate,

maintain; and inspect MGM-13A and TM-
76A missile guidance systems and as-
sociated' equipment.

Instruction: .411 Versions: Lectures and
Practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals and the operation, maintenance, and
inspection of MGM -13A and TM-76A mis-
sile gilidance systems and associated equip -
ment,: including AC and DC-fundamentals,
vacuum tubes and transistors, amplifiers
and oscillators, motors and ser-
vo eehanisms, multivibrators mra sweep
cir uits. microwave= principles, guidance
sys m check-out equipment, ground sup-

- po equipment, and troubleshooting
tee niquei for specific guidance system
e9 ipment. Version 1: Includes power. sup-
ph , waveshaping circuits, AM; FM, sin-
gle sideband, transmission lines and anten:
naS; cavity resonators, and -electrical test
eqUipment. Version 2: Includes radar prim-
ci les.

redlt Reconnueodation: Version 1: In
th lower-division baccalaureate/associate
de ree category, 12 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
inielectronics on thehasis of institutional
ev luation (4/74);. in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
el tronics, and additional credit in elec-

.-t ics on 'the basis of institutional evalua-
tio (4/74). Verskn 2: In the lower-division
Fla calaureate/associate degree category, 4
se ester hours in electricity or electiohics
(1 /68). Version 3: In the lower-division
ba calaureateiassociate degree category, 6
se ester hours in electricity orseiectronifs
( 1 /68). A

AF- 1715-0484

I. TACTICAL MISSILE GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (MGM-I3A)

2. TACTICAL MISSILE GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (TM-76A)

3. TACTICAL MISSIL GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (TM-76A )..

Course Number:- ABR3143IM.
Location: `3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO. -
ngthi Version 35 weeks (960

hou ). Version 2: 35 weeks (960 hours).
Vrsion 3: 37 weeks (1020 hours),

A -1715-0485-
. BOMB NAVIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC

(B-52C/13: ASB-IS °SYSTEM)
, 2. BOMB-NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MECHANIC

( B-52C/D: AS13-I5ISYSTEm )
(BOMB - NAVIGATION SYSTEM MECHANIC

(ASB- I 5 SYSTEM))

Course Number: Version 1:
3ABR32130L. Version 2: ABR32130L.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO. '

Length: Version I 32-39 weeks
(960-1170 hours). Version.2.: 42-43 weeks'
(1170-1200 hours). i

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 7/68-12/73.
Version 2: 7/63-6/68.:

Objectives: To train airmen to repair the
13-52C/O: ASI3-15 bomb navigation system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in elecironics fundamentals and the
repair of. the- B-52 C/D: AS1345 bomb
navigation system, including DC and AC
fundamentals (algebra based), tubes,
transistOrh, poWer supplies, amplifiers,
oscillators, wave- shaping circuits. AM, FM.
single sideband, transmission 1019. and an-
tennas, servomechanisms, cavity resonators,
microwave principles, electrical test equip-
ment, pulse circuits, circuit diagrams, data
flow,. radar and computer equipment, and
troubleshOoting .techniques, for specific
equipment.
' Credit Recommendation: Version : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics, and additional credit
in electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/73); in the upper- division

-

9

alaureate category, 7 semester hours in
e ectricity and electronics, add credit in
electronics and ylectrical laboratory oirthe
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74) Ver;

2: In he lower-division baccalaureate/
adoeiate degree category, 12' semestel-
hours,in electricity and electronics, and ad-
ditiolal credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional. evaluation (4/74); in the
.'upper-division baccalaureate category, 7
kmester hour in electricity and elec-
tronics. and "credit in electronics and elec-
trical. laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (4/74).

F-1715-0486
I. WE'APONS CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIC

( F/FB- I I I )
2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (F-I I IA)
Course Number: Version I :

3ABR32231 R-4. Version 2: 3ABR3223 I R.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
**. Length: Version l: 23 -24 weeks

(660-720 hours). Version 2: 25 weeks (720
hours).

Exhibit Dates :. Version I: 9/68-12/73.
Version 2 :9/67 -g/68.

Objectives: To train airmen in electronics
fundamentals and to perform as weapon
control syitems mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
dies in electronics fundamentals and
Weapons control systems; including DC and
AC fundamentals '(algebra -based), tubes,

\.-transistors, power .supplies, amplifiers,
oscillators, wave-shaping circuits, AM, FM,
single sideband, transmission lines and an-

- tennas, servomechanisms, cavity resonators,
microwave principles, electrical test equip-
ment, binary system, Boolean algebra,
digital logic and circuits, and use and, main-
tenance.of specific' equipment.

Credit; Recommendation:. Version l: In
the. lawer-divisiorr, baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-
puters, II in electricity or electronics, and
additional credit in electricity pr eke-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate. category, I semester hour in compia-
ters, 7 in electricity or electronics,. and'
credit in electronics and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/7r). Version In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 11 .
semester hours in electricity or electronicsq
and additional credit in electricity or elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reatercategory. 1 semester hour in cotripui
ters,..7 in electricity. or electronics; 'and
credit in, electronics and electrical laborato-
ry On the basis of institutional evaluation
(t/74).,
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AP-t71-O488
I 1wer-thvion' baccaauaassocaae ahgnment 'fd maintenance block-diagramI ' degree Category & semester Murs in elec arid circuit analysis and line-of sight radio

I: AITRA14Ic Cosrot- RADAl or eIeitroucs ( I2/6/n h' upper termihals Versurn 3 Includes recuvc cirZ.PAIRMAN t divistoit baccatauieat.e cat'ory 6 semester cuis detection and discnminattoE serI - .,iDAR hours in eIectnpt ofeIcctroniçs and vomecharnsm muIivibraors and sweep/ / rARMAN .
- creditjn eleàfrjcal laatoj,on the basis cirpuits; circuit àhaJYSe. nd c'ticJ and :7 Coirnioi. RADAR of ititutionr evfqion (4/74) Version fixcdracIic relay

4 1iAm TRAPFICCQ RA In the lower,dsion baccalaureate/as Credft lecoiimenditIon Verizon 1 n/ ., / REPAUIMA I Sociate i semester hours the Ioer.'div'sion baccaaureale/associa1eith TRAFflCONTRbL RADAR eIectrcit .feIeconic ( 12/68) in the ' degec atgory 9 semester hours in elec
REPAIRMAN 'AN"-'PN I ' upper-divisio baccalaureate category 3 trlcity or eeciromcs (4QA) in the upperI I Seiester hQ)uFS in electricity or electronics division bacealai4eate ctegoij SemesterCOWr Number Verswn 1: 3ABlD33 I - and credVin electrical' laboratory on the . hour in electiical Iabaoiy 474). Ver-Vernon Z:: . 3AHR30331. Verswt -3: . bj o1.$istitutional evaluati9n (4/74)1 Yer- .içn 2: In the lo*èidivision bacaIaureatef'A.BR3033 1 Version 4 AB3033. I A rwn s,on 4/In the Iowr-division baccalaureate/ associate degree calegory 9 semcs.er hours5 ftB3O31A " asso(ate degree category 4 semester hours in electnclty or electronics 't4J74) in theLM*i 8Oth Technical School inleccity or electronics ( 12/68) in the fipper-divijgn baccalaureate category 2, Keesler AIrB MS .

I 4iper-division baccalaureate cttegOry 3 semesier hours in Etectncal laboratory (4/. Ltsi1th: Versjon I: .39-42 reeks . /semstr hours in electricity orelectronics. 74). Vers!oS.3: In the lower-division bac-(I l7O-l6O hours). Ver4on 2-: ;42 ees /and credit in electhcal I$bdratory on the caaureate/assodate degree átègoiy. 6(1170 houri) Version 3 44-4 basis of institutional evaluation 4I74) Vet semdtei hours in electncny or elecfronics( t26O-I 290 hours) VeruM 4 23-.3 s&on 5 In the lowet-.division baccalaureate! ( I 2/68) in the upper-division baccalauwecks (900-930 hours). Version 5: A2 associate degree category. cieait ineIecri. reáte categnJ. 2 semester hours in electri- Jweeks (369 hours. / cal laboratory on. the basis of inatitutional cal laboratory (4/74).F.b(D.tes: VersIon .1: l/7'02/73: evaluation (IQ/6&) iri the upper-divisionVerssn 2 5/68-1 2/69 Version 3j9/594/ accalaureate category credit in electncal68. Verewr.i 4:. tt/54-.8/39.. Version 5: S/ .' laboravry on. the basis of institutional AF47I5-O4O .'54-10/54. ,.j, / . evaluatioh (4/74). ..
. ., '.Objectheie /To tr.iij.airme/ to operate. F,IGHT FAc4,1tI ESQU1PMENT REPAIRMANmaintain, and rc&akjraftic cOntrol / . - rse Number I/Mion 1: 3A43R30431. '.,.radar equipment ai6.,uaIed identifica- AF,1715-O4g9

. ersion 2: 3BR3Q43I; BR3043l VCr-tiOflandtes2cquipsc9i. .
I 7 . ' sion3iABR3O43I. Ve,ioi4:.tBR3043IIiructIop.. Aji) .4i'tIs' Lcctures and/ RADio RELAY U/PMENT REPAIRMAN Ocation Veion / School of Appliedpractical exerct*Lin/th operation thlssn" Course Fjnber All Verzons Aerospace Sciences Keésler AFB kIS Alltenanee and rps/bf" aii tTaftic'coitio1

. 3ABR30430, Verlion 3: CR30430, Versions: 38otli Technical SchöoI, Kbeslerradar equiprnenz,hd asMlcIated identifica Location Version 1 School of Applied AFB MSboTh and teseqmeçt. inctd,iigDC,AC,
'Aerospa'ce.Scidnce4, IClésler A5FB, MS. All Length: Version,, J 35-3t weeksmagnetism, el96tr$n tube* and pyèr sup-. . . Vel'sto,ss:'.338PJh.Technjcal School. -Keesler. '('1080-1336 houts)? rSSpn '2: 39., weeksplies ampIifF1's Ød oscillators special csr AF MS (To hours) Version 3 7 weeks (1020cults micilwa( principles r,adar system Length Verszrio y 27-34 weeks hours) Version 4,"3( weeks (99Q hour)_pnncipres/tran%piner and e,deiver sytem (1020-1080 hours) Version 2 3 weeks ' xbl'li Datesi Versioi 1 6/71-121.73clrcuits,/survei!lance indeating system, '(990 hours.). Version 3: 38 weeks (1050 - Wçrsio,i,,2: 9/63-5/71. Version 3: 6I60-2f63.-precisØb 3ndic5or and ;tmotttg, sysem, how's). '-. .. . -. rsiorf 4: 8 /595/(),p4 ./(oiflpOfle4ltS and/ troubleshooting . . EXhibIt Dates: Ver.ipn 1: '6(71-12/73. Objectives: Tics "thiWc. airmen' to..qperate,.produrct1 of spècifi/rctar systems and Version 2 6/69-5/71 Irsion 3 10/63-3/ install test troubleshoot adjust maintainu)csystems. .VeSion 4, Jncludes resonance; 69.' -' . and repair'flight facilitlçs,equipment

-pfotorsc syrschros; ddps; transistors; opera. . .Objecthccs: Tb train airmn'.to perform as Instruction: All . Versions Lectures and4io'n function1 aniAsasic mathematical rla radio relay Cquipment repairmen
, practical exercises in eectron,cs pnneflestionships of Cgulators multivibrators Instruction ALL Versions Lectures nid ( and the opel-ation nstallatiorp testingpulsed, arid bloeking oscillators-AM FM practical exercises in electricity ajid blec

J tr.publeshooting adJustmeent maintenanceand PM systems binary and octal iumbers tronics fundamentals and ra4io relSy equip., and.eeji of thght facIities equipment inlogic functioz diagrams and circuits truth ment iepair including DC and AC ciriding DC and AC resonance electrontables Bootean algebra counters and transistors and tubes amplifiers and osdlla tubes and power suppies transistors amstorage dévlce digital techniques trans.- tors motors microaave principles tele plifiers and oscillatols AM and FMmission lines nd antennas' wave guides graph ai'ld tqlaphone jpultiplexlng and systems special circuits detection and du-.cavity. resonatPrs; 'UHF and 1licrowa9é radio rolay -systms V.rsion'1-1t2rudes c,nmination, radar beacon systems. omni-oeclllators and arhphfiers elec'trical test resonance magnetism sy'tichros operXtipn range Isnalysis instrunent landing systemequipment IFP and SW systems codieg function and bnac mat'helhatical relati ahalysis and TACAN systems analysir Verand decoding;'control.ircuits; and com'mu- ships of ppWer'supplie.' -regulabors'cirnl- sion 1 'Includes nagnetism; motqrs;nications equipment. Version 2: Includes tivibrators, pulsed d bl&tcking oscillators. synchros; operation, functions, and basic , -resonance.' motors and servomechanIsms,' 'AP4,' FM, 1snd PMFystems; logic function; mathematical relationships of power sup, -solid-state diodes, tiansistors, vacuum . diagrams and 'ciruits; truth tbes Boolesih -plies, regulators,- pulse mOdulation, puQdtubes. FM, single sideband, transmission algebra, counters sand. storage deyicls; and blocking oscillators; transmission/fineslinc' and antennas, discrirninàtiotl,' wave- - digital techniques transmis,oñ llies and - and' .antennas; ',transmitters; wave.gbides;thaping circuits. cavity'resoiiators,WF and antennas; transiidtters' waye-güides; cvjty- cavity resbnators; UHF ahd microwaveSIF systems, coding ajd decoding, and con- resonators; elctrFca! test e9uipnumt; .link,, oscillators and' amplifiers' elctrical testrol citcuits. Version i,lncludes"commpni- systems; forward.jsropagation tropospheric equipment binary and octal numbers; logications 'aid beacon eq4ipnient Versien 4: scatter equipment tes,ting; troubleshooting.
, J function; diagrams and circuits; Boolean al-Includes vacuum tubes, transistprs, modula- ialignment,' and maintenance; block-diagram gebra; truth tables; counters and 'storageSon, detection, synchros, approach indica- and circuit analysis' and linc-of-sigit radio devices; and digital techniques. 'Version 2:or, and communicatior1 and beacon terminals. Version 2: Irkludes. r6sbnance;' Includes magnetism; rilotors; . synchros;cquipment. Version 3: Includes Conimunica- magnetism; synchros; oerati'on, function. . operation, functin_ ana basic 'mathemati-ions and beacon equipment . - and basic tnthematica relationships of cat relationships of power tupp1ies regula-CreWI R.commrndatIon: Versibn 1: In power 'suppies. regulators, thliltivibraors. tors. pulse modulation, pulsed and blockinghe -loner-4ivision baccalaurea*C/hssociate pulsed and 'Pcldcking osciliators, AM, FM oscillators; traysmission 'ines and antennas; . --legree category. 21 semester hoqrs in elet- ,'id PM sftecns; logic furtctios;.,diagrsms'.. transmitters; 4-ave-guides; -cavity' rsona-ncity or electronics. 10 in electronics and circuits. truth'tables; BoolSan algebra; tors; UI-IF anUmicrowave oscil!ator,1 andaboratory (4/74); in the upperdivision counters . and storage vices; 'digflal amplifiers; elect/Ical test equipment; binaryracalaureatc categ6ry. 4 semester hours in tçchniques; transmlssion lines an1 anten- and octal numhe)-s; logic function; diagramslectricity or electronics, 2 in electlonics nsa; trantmitt'ers. wave-guides; cavity' and circuits; Boolen algebra; truth tables;.sboratory, and additional credit in. dcc- resonators; electrical, test equipment; link counters and storage' de'ices; and digitalronics laboratory on the basis of' institu- systems; forward 'propagliuion troposphcric techniques. Version '3 lncludes, solderingona1evaluation (4/74). Version- 2: In the scatter 'equipment .testing, tiiiubleshdting. ''tethniques. reactive ciruits microwave
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Iffir COURSE EXInyLDITS

Priaciplek; midtiv-ibratOrs and cep ,csr,
euitt,/mOtOrs and servomechah- . DOp-:

Tier principles, synchros, pulse MCdulation
, !wave- guides and cavity resOna-ors, and

,4,J1IfF and microwave oscillators. ! '

4.-,:--Credia "Reqammendanesi: , Version I; In
,i the 'Ioiver-diiision baccalaureate/associate
,degree category, 6 semester host rs! in elec-
tricky' or eleetrOnics, I ' in .electronics

i. labOrattny (12/68); in tht upper- division ,.
-baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74)., Veision 2:' in .
the lowerdnosion baccalaureate/associate
degfec category,-.12 semester hairs in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper- .
division baoCaleureate,eategory4 2 semester
hotue in 'electrical laboratory (4/74), Ver:
skin 3:', In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate clegree.categoiy, 6 semester hours

e
'in electricity or electronics (12/68). Ver-.
sion;4: In the lower-divisiodbaecalaureate/

degree category, 4 semester hours
in efectricir eleCtronics (12/68).

'

AF-17 1i-0491 -

' 'GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
.., : -,EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (TIPAN IL)

Number: 3 ABR30434-1.
: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Koester AFB,,.., MS; 3380th
Tkichnical Scbool, Keesler AFB, MS.

13-37
..

weeks- (1020-1272 -

rs).
!Exhibit Dates: 12/68-12/73.
Objectives: To

equipment.
To train airmen to repair .,,

,

gtrand
radiocostructiditi:

Lecuiret and practical exer-
cises -n electricity and electronics funda-

. Men and ground radio communications.
tiquiptnznt repair, including! DC and AC;
desonance; magnetism; motors; synchros;
diodes; transistors; electron, tubes; opera:
'ion, function; and basic mathematical rela-.
ionships of power supplies, regulators,
tritivibrators,..pulsed and blocking oscilla-

! is, AM, FM; and PM systems; binary and
I numbers; logic furvtiort; diagrarin and .

, circuits; truth tables; .BnOlean algebra;
counters . and ' , storage dgvices; digital ,

techniques;, transmission tides and anten-:
nas; '.. transniitters; , wave- guides; cavity

1 resonators; UHF and inicrcaave oscillators
and amplifiers; electrichl test' equipment;,

. HF single-sideband transceivers; intercom-
;,, plex radio communications System;"'survell-
1 lance System; launch enableisystem; and as-

sociated test equipment. ,'

Credit Recommendation:1ln the lower-
division ' baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours jn electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in',
electridil laboratory (4/74) ..

resonance, magnetism; MotOts; syncjiros;.'
diodes; transistors;7 electron "tubes; opera--
ticm.,fiinctiph, and bask mathematical relao
tionships of power supplies, regulators. ,

multivibrators, pulsed and blocking oscilla--
tors. AM, FM. and -PM 'Systerns; binary and,:''!,:,
octal numbers; lOgic ,.functions; diagrams
and circuits: truth ',tables; Boolean. algebrai,
counters and Storage devices; digital
techniques; Wave7guidet;',caViry resonators;
UHF and microwave Oscillators and am-
plifiers; electrical Lest equipment; cam-,
mand, liaison, and interphone testing: and
adjustment; 'aircraft ,wiring; and communi-
cations Systems components"

Credit Recianniendetion: In the- lower-'
division bacealaureate/asibciate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricitj, or .
electropies (12168), 3, in electronic coin-
raunications (3/74), I in electronic corn-
munications laboratory (0/74), and 3 as an
elective in electronic communications (3/
74); ,- in the . upper-division baccalaureate

. -category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory, 3 as an elective in electmnic
communications (3/74). .

AF -1715 -0492

AVIONIC COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALS?'

Course Number: 3A13R3283i),,,
\Leiiation: 3380th Technical Schodk; '

ngth:"29 weeks (870 hckurs)' .
Exhibit Dates; 4/72-12/73.
objectives: To train ai en to maintain

arlrepair.specializeceavionos Ecumunica-
tio s equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
' cises in electricity and electronics funda-
mentals and in, the maintenance and repair
of Specialized avionics coMmunications
equipment, - including AC and ',DC,

.AF-1715-0493
Ali(DORNE,EARLY WARNING RADAR

SPECIALIST PRINCIPLES

Course Number:,3ABR32832.
Location: 3380th Technical- School,

Keesler AFB, MS. -
L,ength: 27 weeks (0-elliours)..
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-12 73.
ObjectiveS: To train airmen tp rate

and maintain' 'aircraft ,warning and control
equipment.

instruction! Lectures and-practical exer-
cises in electrical and electronics funda-
mentals and the operation and maintenance
of aircraft warning and 'control avionic
equipment, including DC and AC.,
resonance. magnetism, motors, synchros,

;diodes, transistors, a td- electron tubes;'
operation, runctiori, and basic Matiemati-
cal relationships of pOwer supplies, iegula°
tors, multiVibrators, pulsed rand biocking
oscillateIrs,AM, FM, and PM; binary and
octal numbers; logic function; diagrams arid

, circuits; 'truth tables; Boolean algebra;
counters and storage divices; digital

,
tectiniqdes-0 transmission line% and "anten-
nas; Transmitters; wave - guides; cavity .
resonators; UHF and microwave oscillatbrs
and amplifiersl, electrical test equipment;

- principles .of search and height-finder ;

radar; gyro reference equipment; ground ,

Position indicatbr; groups; block-
., diagram analyses; aril data processor.

Credit Recommendatlom- In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree ,
category, 6 semester-hours in electricity or
electronics, 9 in industrial techncilogy (3/.
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

- 'category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory, 3 in industrial technology (3/
74). a

AF-17,15:0494
RAD(O RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

EAME )
-Cour* Number: ABR3043.0-1.
Loestion: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB. MS.
Length: 31-32 weeks (840-870 hours ).:
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train ainhen t5 repair

radio relay equipment.

I n: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electricity and electronics funda-
mentals arid,the repair of radio relay equip-
ment, including DC and AC, resonance,
magnetism[ motors,, synchros, diodes,
transistor4 and electron tubes; operation,
function, +ad 'basic Mathematical relation-
ships of power supplies, regulators, ntul-
tivibratorspuised and blocking ,oscilfatcps.
AM, FM, and PM modulation and demodu-
lation systkms, binary and octal numbers:.
logic function; truth tables; BoOlean al-
gebra; [oink diagrams and cireuits; digital _'

techniques4' counters :and storage :devices;
transmission lines and antennas; transmit-
ters; wave-guides; cavity resonators; VHF, ,

UHF, and knicrowave oscillators and am-
Plifiett; eactrical test equipment; mul-
tiplexing; telephone and telegraph terminal,
principles; tiransportable radio relay equip
ment; and associated test equipment,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bkccalaureate/associate degree
category, 12 semester hours in electricity
or electronics (12768); in the upper -divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in. eleetrical laboratory, 4 in radio
engineering (4/74)-

:

AF:1715-0415 - I
GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIQNS ko,

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (WS-133A/ t

B) \
Course Number; ABR30434-2.
Location: 3180th" . Technical *School,

Keesler AFB, MS- - ..
Length: 3 I weeks (840 hours)-
Exhibit Dates: \11/65-12/641. -
Objecdves: To, train airmen to operate,

install, test, adjus4nd align, maintain, and
repair ground co unications equipment.

Instruction: Lectures' andpractical exer-
cises in electricity and, qe tronic,s funda-
mentals and the operation, fnstaflation, in-
spection, testing, adjustment and alighment,
maintenance, and repair of ground commu-
nications equipment, including DC and AC,
resonance, magnetism, motors, synchros,
di6des, transistors, and electron tubes;
operation, 'furwtion, and basic mathemati- ,
cal relationshipsof power supplies,

rs
regula-

tors,tors, multiVibrato, pul d and blocking
oscillators, AM, FM, an -PM modulation
and demodulation systems; binary and octal
numbers; Barlean .algebra; logicsfunction;

. diagrams' and circuits; truth tables; counters
and storage devices; digital techniques;
transmission lines and, antennas; transmit-'..
ters; wave-guides; cavity resonators; UHF
and microwave oscillators and amplifiers;
elects al 'test isquipment; receivers ',and
Transceivers,:, single-sideband equipment; .
'and .associated test equipment. -,

ikCredlt Recommendation: In the' toper-
vision 'baccalaureate /associate ...degree

category I.2 -semester hours in electricity
or electronicill. (12/68); in the upper-Mirk
sion . paccalaurktte categoty, 2 semeste
hours,in electrical laboratory (4/74).

A. 4 in

AF7-17 15--0446...

1. RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT

'MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Course Number: A141230470. At
Location:-; 3380th N-clinical School,

Keesicr AFB, ,MS!
Length: Version; I : 40 weeks (1200

hours). Version 2: 39-44 ' weeks
(1170-1320 hours).



E>rhlblt Dates: Version I : I /64- I 2/68.
Versioit 2: 1/59-12/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install; operate, and maintain microwave,
rriultiplex.- radio relay. antrac, and carrier
repeater equiprqent.
. Instruction: AN Versions: Lectures .and

practical exercises in mathematics.-- baSic
and advanced. circuits. AC and DC...circuit
analysis.. FM transmitter. and receiver prin-
ciples, functional analySis of receiver cir-
cuits. carrier and 7Multiplexing -systems
(With emphasis on- frequency and time divi-
sion multiplexing). carrier telephone and
telegraph- terminal principlei, radio relay
systems, power supplies; amplifiers. wave-

-; shaping circuits, step counters, Motors and
generators. tropospheric scatter, transmit-
ters Snd !receivers, microwave transceivers,
and, antennas and transmission lines. Ver-
sion 3: Instruction includes, mathematics
(simultaneous equations, exponents, and
radicals`), semiconductor theory, and logic
gating and counting circuits.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics ( 12/68), and 2 in shop
management (6/74); in the upper-division

_baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
shop management. (12/68). Version 2: In
the lower-division Baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (I2/68), and 2 in shop
management (6/74); 'in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
shop management (12/68).

AF-1715-0497

I. AVIONICS OFFICER (FIGHTER)
2. AVIONICS OFFICER (FIGHTER)

(ARMAMENT SYSTEMS OFFICER
(FIGHTER))

Course Number: Versiod 1: 30BR323 I A-
l., Version 2: OBR323IA-1; OB323IA.

Location: 34 I 5th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length:' Version 1: . 27-30 weeks
(800-900 hours). Version 2: 24-36 weeks
(720-1080 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I,/69- I 2/73.
Version 2: 3/54-12/68.

Objectives: To train officers in fire con-
.

trol and weapon control systems operation
and management principles.

Instruction: All Versions.- Lectures and
practical exercises in electronic principles,
including mathematics through

1. trigonometry and complex numbers, AC
and DC fundamentals,Thevenin's and Nor-
ton's theorerbs, superposition thereom,
Delta.Wye transformations, vacuum tubes,
gas tubes, solid-state diodes, transistors,
power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators, pulse
and switching circuits, servomechanisms,
airiplitude modulation and detection, sin-
gle-sideband principles, frequency modula-
tion and detection, receiver and transmitter
principles, antennas and transmission lines.
resonant cavities, microwave oscillators,
lasers, integrated circuits, operations and
limitations of aircraft fire control and

. weapons systems. and principles of
management. Version 2: instruction in-
dudes power supplies and amplifier's, in-
cluding rectifiers. filters, amplifier princi-
ples, feedback, and phase inversion; wave-
shaping circuits, including oscillators,

\ transient circuits, clippers, dampers, Mut-
tivihrators, and computer circuits.

Credit,. Recommendation: Version 1: In
'the lower-di*IsiOn baccalaureae/associate
---degree category; 16 semester hOurs in elec-
.tiOnics (6/74); in the upper-division. bac-
calaureate category. 12 semester hours in
electronics.(6/74). Version 2:In the to

baccalaureatelaisOciate deg
category, 3 semester hours in-electricityor
electronics (12/68)', in the Upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in

.

shop management (12/68).N3 in electricity
or electronics (6/74), and credit in electri-
cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0498
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN (VHF-UHF)
Course Number: AB-30432B..
Location: Version !: 3380th TechniCal

School; Keesler AFB, MS. Versilin 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

. Length: 20-23 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68 -
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

tune, operate, and maintain selected
ground radio communications equipment.

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations.
and labOratory experiences in the operation
and maintenance of ground .radio commu-
nications equipment. Course -includes basic
electricity, amplifiers, power' supplies,
receivers, transmitters. UHF and VHF
systems, and direction-finding equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory,- and 6 in electronics on the...
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74); in'
the upper-division baccafaureate category.
2 semester )iburs in electrical laboratory, 6_
in electronieS on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0499

GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN (HEAVY) RECEIVERS.

Course Number; Versiori 1; ABR30433B.
Version 2: AB30433B.

Location: Version 1: 3380th Technical
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version
33100 Technical School, 4ott AFB,

', Length: Version 1: 28 weeks (750
hours).. Version 2; 15 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/58-12/68":
Version 2: 7/55-7/58.

Objectives: To train airmen to install.
niaintain.'repkiir, and operate.large ground
radio equipment at the apprentice

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures arid
practical exercises in the installajion, main[-
tenance, repair, and operatio8 .of large
ground radio equipment, including analysis
of specific radio, radio teletypewriter, and
single-sideband receiving equipment; and
testing procedures. Version /: Includp
electronics, principles.

Credit ' Recomme ation: VerSion 1: In
,the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 -cmester hours in elec-
tricity or electronic. (12/68); in the upper-
division baccalaureate categiciry, 3 semester
hours in electricity, 2 in electrical laborato-
ry, and, on thc basis of institutional evalua-
tion, 3 in radio receivers (6/74). Version
In the. upper-division' accalatireate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electrical laborato-
ry; and 3 in radio receivers thc basis of
institutional evalUatiOn (6/74).

,
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AF-1715-0500

ELECTRONICS'S,WITCHING SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (490L OVERSEAS
AUTOVON)

3ABR36232-1.
--Location: School of Applied Aerospace

-Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX; 3750th
Technical School. Sheppard AFB. TX.

Length: 35-40 weeks ( I 140 -, 1338'
hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to repair

electronic switching systems including the
AUTOVON communications,systern..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of electronic switching
systems and the AUTOVON. communica-
tions system. including electronic principles
through solid-state 'circuits, digital
techniques, and switching 'techniques; ap-
plications of 'electronic, switching to line,
test. power` and control subsystems; tracing
system logic' diagrams, wire diagrams and
flow charts;-and card punching, analysis of
dial service assisting, trouble analysis, and
maintenance procedures.

Credit Recommendation; ee explanatory
note at the beginning of;th Air Force. sec-
tion.

'40

AF-17157 0504_,'

NUCLEAR WEAPON SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3 Al3 6330.
Version 2: 3 846330. - .Verson 3:
ABR46330; AB 33130A.

Location: Version !: School Applied
Aerospace, Sciences, Lowry AF CO. A!!
Versions: 34151h Technical Sc obi, 'Lowry
AFI3( CO.

Length:, Version 1: I -18 weeks
(511-6Ithoi;'s). Version 2 24-25 weeks'
(708-718- hours). Version : 27-29 weeks
(720-780 hours).1

ElshIbit Dates: Version 1: '3/72- I 2/73 .
Version 2: 8/93-2/72. Version3: 3/61-7/68.

- Objectives: To trail, .irmen to inspect,
assemble, maintain,' repair, and 'modify
nuclear. weapons, warheads, related com-
ponents, and test equipment.

Instruction: A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical _exercises in the inspection, as-
sembly, maintenance, repair, and modifica-
tion of nuclearweapons, warheads, related
comOortentS, and test equipment, including
fundamentals of electronics (AC and DC
Circuits.' power supply and distribution,
generators, motors, and semiconduttors),
test equipment, nuclear weapons principles
and - Wizards, atomic reactions and health
physics, explosives, and operation, testing
and inspection of /components of specific,
nuclear weapons. Version 1: Includes re-
entry vehicles and service-developed equip-
ment. Irsion 2: Includes re-entry vehicles
and service-developed equipment. Version
3: Includes amplifiers, radar, transistors,
and soldering techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit because of dm military nature of the
course (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
Sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics (12/68). Version 3: In the lower-:.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
Calegory,, 3 semester hours in electricity or,
electronics ( 12/68 ).

r.
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Ai-1715-0502

11/EAPoNS CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(MG-12 SYSTEMS)

'Course Number: AA3227 1E-2.
11.0121110n; 31415th Technical School;

Lowry AFB 00.
Lentil: 26 weeks (780 hews
Exhibit. Mites: 3/58-12
040i-fives% To enlisted personnel to

inspect..test troubleshoot weapon con-
trol s and to supervise systems per

Instruction:, Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the procedures for testing, adjust=
big, and troubreshooting assembly: and dis-
assembly' of weapon systems. Course in-
duellers standard'test ermipment, intelligence
gataring; antenna positioning, control
computer, and fighter missile system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-I115-0503
DEPOT OVERHAUL OF THE AN/ASH-4 LIGHT

AND TIME Rj..CORDER- AND AN/UVM- _
1 tesr SET

Course Number: SS40250-25. Ir
. Location: 34150 Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit pates: 3/58-12/68.
Objectives -To train enlisted, personnel to

maintain a light-and-time recorder. '
Instruction: Lectures-and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of a light-and;time
recorder. 'Course includes identification
and location of-system c-omponents,-func-

. none' operating principles, and
trotgpleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. '

AF-1715-0504

FIELD AND ORGANiUTIONAL (F & 0)
MAINTENANCE OF THE AN/ASH-4
LIGHT AND TIME RECORDING SET. .

Course Number SS40250-24.
Locationv 3415th Technical' School,

AM, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours). -

*bit Dates: 3/58-12/68.
jectives; To. train enlisted personnel to

maintain and install light-and-time recor-
-ders.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the 'maintenance of a special light-
and -time recorder. Course includes identifi-
cation anti location of system components,
functional - Operating 'principles,
troubleshooting, emoval and replacement
of components, ,nor repairs, and periodic
inspection:

Credit Reco tion: No credit
because of the liMited specialized nature of

-

the coolie (6/74). A

! le
AF-1115-0505,
ENGINE ANALYZER, SPERRY MAINTENANCE

1

-
Course Number: SS 42350-50. `
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: ,4/58-12/68.

0j:de-elves: To train enlisted personnel td
maintain and operate engine analyzer
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use and maintenance of various
engine . analyzer systems. Course includes
location and installation of all engine
analyzer components; review of electronic
fundamentals: electronic circuits related to
the engine analyzer circuits; and major
analyzer troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0506 ,

CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (SM-65, 68)

Courie Number: ABR3 1230P.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard APB; TX. '. .

Length: 22 weeks (570 boors).
Exhibit Dates: 6/60-12/r513.
Objecdves:, To train enlisted, personnel to

perform as apprentice control system
mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
cises on control systems maintenance, in-
cluding fundamentals of electricity, AC and
DC fundamentals, circuits, and vacuum
tubes; poser supplies; basic guidance and
control circuits; amplifiers; transistor prin-
ciples and control circuits; SM -65 operat-
ing 'principles, control system operating
principle's, flight control system component
identification, location and operation, com-
ponent maintenance and GSE SM-65.

Credit RecoMmendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, credit in electrical laborato-
ry for nonzelectronics.majors (6/74).

AC -1715 -0507 .

AIRBDRNE.aECTRICAL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
(G-1186)

Course Number: 5AiK32873-2.
Lai:adorn Security Service School, Good-

fellow AFB, TX. .
Length: 4 weeks (142 hours).

MIMI Dates: I I /71-12/73:
Objectives: To train personnel to main-

d-stain and repair the G-I186 long-range
i,gital communications system.
Irnarution: Lectures and 'practical exer-

cises on the 0-1186 long-range digital tom-
Tnunications system, including AN/URC-53
long-range digital communications system;
G-1186 long-range digital communications:'
system evaluation, graduation, and
processing; message contraction; operation
of the digital communications airborne
facility; technical characteristics of the G-
1186; inspection, alignment, and check-out
procedures; and trouble analysis of the
function of the AN/URC-53 system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit-
because of the limited!Specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-1715-0508
.i-

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC (SM-65, 68)

Course Number: 'ABR31130P- r
Location: 375(th Technical. School,

Sheppard AFB, T. -
Length: 24 weeks (630 hours).°
Exhibit Dates: 6/60-12/68

1 9 S.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair missile guidance'
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of guidance systems, in-
cluding fundamentals of electricity;,funda-
meatals of. AC and DC circuits: vacuum
tubes; transformers and synchros; power
supplies; basic guidance and control cir-
cuits; amplifiers; transistor principles and
logic circuitry; missile inspectionaind main-
tenance system; radio guidance circuits and
components; microwave transmission; and
modulation and detectors.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics, .and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity and electronics. and credit in
electrical laboratory-on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74). .

AF-1715-0509

AIRBORNE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(AN/ARC-I06)

Course Number: 5AZK32873-2.
Location: Security Service School, Good:

fellow AFB, TX. ,
Length: 4 weeks ( r42.hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/7,I-12,173.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain specialized airborne digital com-
munications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the maintenance of. specialized airborne
digital communications systems. Course in-
cludes the repair and operation of various
components of the digital communications
systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1715-0510
1. AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION

EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
2. AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
TECyVICIAN

Course Nuniber: All Versions:
..1230171B. Version 2: AAR30171;
AA3017-1.'

Location: 3380th Technical . School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version 1: 43 weeks (1290
hours). Version' 2: 19-41 weeks (570-1230
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/63-12/68.
Version' 2 :'21/5 5-1 1/63.

Objectives: To train career airmen to
maintain, operate, and install aircraft elec-
tronic navigation equiomeni.

Instruction: All 'Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the maintenance,
operation, and installation of aircraft elec-
troniC - navigation equipment, laeluding

. principles of DC and AC circuits; Ri_. and
-RC circuits, basic electronic principles;
power supplies; oscillators :. wave shaping;
use, of multimeter and oscilloscope; func-
tional block-diagram analysis -,-qf trans-
mitter; RF receiver, antenna, servo, and in.
dicator systems; basic measuring devices
and test equipment; principles of airborne

Nikstrurrients,' radar. Doppler. 'beacon, and
Loran' systems; and applied technical:



...1. . .. .

mathematics. Virsionl : Includes p
of electronic digital data processing

Credit 'Iltecommendation: Versso / I: to
degree category, 3 semester hou lin elec-tricitylower-division "baccalaureate/ late

trioity or )electronics ( 12/68); in 1/ upPel'-
division baccalaure-ate. category,. (,semester

"ihours, io shopmi.isrragement, 3 in i lectricity
or elearonies, "! . credit in lectricar-

evaluation ( 74): Vei.iinn 2: 1 he lower- 4iit''
labotittory "on the basis of ittotonal

division baccagureate / associate ! degree/
category, credit, in data proce sing_ Ozyffie
basis of institutional evaluati. (6/74); in

. the upper-division baCcalaure to category,
2 semester hours in shop -management, and
predit in electrical laboratory on the basis
rof institutional evaluation,(6/74). "', .

4i" AF-1715-0513

° AF-1715-0511
a

INTEGRATED ANIONIC SYSTEMS SPECIALIST

,,Course Number: 3ABR326326.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences; Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 13-18 weeks (540-589 hours).
Exhibit .Dates: 10/72-12/73.
Objectives: To .train airmen to inspect,

test, troubleshdot, and maintain flight.corf
' trol,systems and integrated mechanical in-
struments: 'RR

Instruction: Lectures"iand practical exer-
cises I in the inspection, testing,
troubjeshocaing, and maintenance of flight
Control systems and integrated mechanical .

instruments, including DC and AC princi-.
pies, RLC4eircuits, synchros and bridge cir-

- cuits, semiconductors, solid-state power
'supplies and amplifiers, bias stabilization,
multistage amplifiers, avionics system main-
tenance, multimeters, use of osCilloscope;
engine instruments, flight and navigational
instalments, multivibrators, and introduc-
tion to logic functions,,,,gates and truth ta-
blest

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division, baccalaureate/associate degree
category; 3 semester hours in electronics,

laboratOry, or instrumentation;
all on the basis, of institutional evaluation
t6/74).

AF- 1715 -0517j i

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FPS-6 (ARMY.)-

Course Number: ftTS30372-5.'
`1,..ocsition: 3380th Technical School,.

Keesler AFB, MS.
4 Length: 5-8 weeks (150-240. hoiirs).

Eihibit Dates: 9/59-12/68.
. objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
opete, tune, inspect, maintain, and repair
the l4/FPS-6 radar set.

insruction Lectufes and practical eter-
cises vhe operation, .tuning, inspectiOn:
maintenahce and repair of the AN/FPS
radar set, including use of test equipment,
block- diagram analyses of AN/FPS and
similar radar sets, power distribution and
trigger circuits, "transmitting and RF system,
receiving at\c1 antenna positioning system,
'indicating system, SAGE familiarization,
and aligninent, .adjustment, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit . Recammendation: No %credit
because of the limited, specialized nature of
the course (6/74).,

-

GROUND SOORAN E UIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course N umber..;. A 0333B.
Locationi 3580th . Technical S hool,

Keesler AFB,.MS,
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.

jectivss: To train enlisted person el to
repair grouridSHORAN equipment, i
nig an introduction.to circuit and vacuum
tube electronic principles.

Instruction: j.ectures and practical' xpr,
cises in the repair and operation of g uric!

N equipment. Topics include AC/
rcuits; parallel and series corn ina-
bridge circuits; magnetism; mess ring
ments; transform oW,- RLC cur uits;

resonance; vacuum tuK electronic ,cir uits,
such 'as amplifiers, trigger cir uits,
rectifiers, and oscillator% and applic tion
of circuit principles to operation and am-
teriance of a specific ground based fadar
set.

etedit Reconuisendation:. In the 1 wer-
divisipn baccalaureate/atsociate d gree
category, 3 semester hours in- electrici y or
electronics ((2(68); in the upper-di "sign
baccalaureate "category, credit in elec rical
laboratory on the basis a institut onal
evaluation (6/74).

4 1

AF-1715-0514

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FPS-24 (IELD AND
'ORGANIZATIONAL)

,Courite'Number: AXS30372-1.
Location: 33£1.0th Technical? Scrol

Keesler MS.
Length: 1 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.

' Objectives: To train enlisted pergonnel to
bperate, inspect, and maintain a special
radar set.

Instruction; Lectures and laboratories in
the operation and, maintenance of a special
radar set. Course includes block diagram of
overall 'system, power distribution, power
amplifiers, RF system, antenna controls,
receiver, syStern, countermeasures equip-
ment, control console, pulse compression,.
'system; and measurement procedures. st

Credit RecomMendation: See explanatory.
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

1

F-1715-0515 .

TURRET SYSTEM. MECHANIC, B-36

Course Number: AB32330A.
Location: , 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB; CO.
Length: 22 weeks (660 hours). '
'Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68. .

Objectives:, To train enlisted perawnel to
isolate system malfunctions, check OW ad-
just turret systeM units, and complete
maintenance and inspection records on the
EI-36 turret system. .
, Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

the ...maintenance and repair of turret
Sy ems(' Topics include fundamentals of

. and AC i circuits, vacuum and gas-filled
p:33scwielirat.osrsul7lliimesi,tingregaunldatocrSla,Tripaimng-rs

c cuits, principles of oscilloscope%
receivers, radar, selsyns, turret drive
system, , thyratron controllers, and-
troubfeshooiing and test procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
<division baccalaureate/associate degree

9 9
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category, 3 semester hours in electricity or,
electronics (42/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, Credit in electrical .
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

"I
AFi715 -05.I6
TI/AN II COMMUNICATIONS. EQUIPMENT

(FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL)
Coutse Number: ATS30452-26.
Location: 3380th Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.,
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

xhiblt Dates: 12/62-12/68.
ectives: To train enlisted personnel to

main n Titan II communications equip-
men .
-.Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- aki;

cises in the maintenance of Titan 11 com-
munications 'equipment. Topics include
transistor principles, Boolean algebra and
digital number systems, modulation and an,
tentia principles, and measurements..
Specifically applied to the Titan system are
discussions and exercises on transceivers,
repeaters, coaxial antennas, transmitters,
multiplexing systems and recievers. Sttt
dents . use voltmeters, oscilloscopes,
transistor testers, field strength meters, and
multimeters.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division. baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory and
digital design on the basiS of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the "fupper-division
baccalatireate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on .1/the basis of -.institutional
evaluation (6/74). \

School.

AF-1715-0517 0

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (DOPPLER.
SUPPLEMENT) g _

( AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (AN/APN-
82 AND AN/APN-89))

(AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC t NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (AN/APN-
82)) .

Course umber: AZR30151-I;
AL30131C.

Location: 3 80th Technical School,
Keesler AlkB, MS.

Length: r2 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Mites: 5/56-12/68.
Objtotives: To train airmen to bistAll, in-

spect,.maintai d repair Doppleenaviga-n
tion radar sys

Instruction: res and practical exer-
cises in the installation, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair of Doppler navigation
radar systems, including specific Doppler
equipment principles and applications, cir-
cuit theory, and components; navightional
computer principles, titathematics,,,and data
insertion; and troubleshooting techniques
for the specific Doppler systems., ,,: . d

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited-specialized,natureof
the course (6/74).

AF-1715,0518
WEATHER EQUIPMENT REFRESHER TRAINING

eourse Number: ATS3.02'7048.
Location: 3345th Technical Sch

Chanute AFB,
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)."
Exhibit Dates: 3/60-12/68.
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-in

'tlie maintenance of current aVeather equip-
rnent end in electronic fundamentals.

iftritruction: Lectureuand practical. exer-
cises inthe maintenance of current weather
eqtripment and in electronic fundamentals.
Topits include vacuum tube aintifiers,
magnetic amplifier& transistors, power sup -
plies`; filter circuits, specific radar gets,
block7diagramanalysni, and troubleshooting
am). maintenance proCedures. The student
also utilizei oscillators, receivers, wave -

ping ,Circuit& tranimitters, and other 're-
lated. equipment.

Credit- Recommendation: See esplanatOry
- note at* beginning of the Air Force see-

don.

AF-1.41.p"0; 19

AN/FPs.:6'OPERATION AND MONITORING
.

Course Number: AZR29250. ;,.-
Location v ;3380th Technical School,*

Keesler' AFELIAS.
Length:4 weeks (200 hburs).
Exhibit Datei: 7 /tit- I 2/68. .

Objectives: TO train enlisted persopnel tog-.
operate, and Monitor a specialized ground:
radai system.

Instruction:.Lectures and practical exer-
..cises in the operation and monitoring of-4
specialized ground radar system.,Topics in-
clude the characteristics and operation

uence of coded-pulse,radar, operational
-k-out, turn-onfturn-off procedures,

ransmitter, and the operation of receivers,
tennas, and major system components.

, ti Credit Reconemesidation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/14).

AF-171-0520
MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT TRAINER

SPECIALIST

Course Number: AB34130.
Location: 3345th Technical School,
anutea,AFB,4L.
Length: 17 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/55-12/68.
Objectives: To (-rain enlisted personnel to

perform as apprentice instrument trainer
repairmefd-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
t, cises'in the functions of mechanical instru-

ment trainer, specialists, including electrical
.principles, circuit analysis, electric motors

, and transformers, control and safety
devices, circuit components, electron tubes,
synchronous devices, oscillators, aerial
navigation. aerodynamics, instruments, pro-
perties of solids And fluids, and uSe and
care' of hand tools and aircraft materials.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
''division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in shop practice on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/740; in
chic upper-division baccalaureate category.
credit in electricity and electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(6/74).

AF-1715-0521 -

AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC. NAV1GATIONJR
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (SH AN)

(AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (SHORAN))

( AIRBORNE SHORAN obUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN)

Course Number: AB30131B.

Location: 3380th Tectinic;1 School,
r AFB.. MS. ; ,

: 21,30 reeks (810 hours):
E t Dates: 8/55-I68. .

Objectives: To train Airmen to operate_
tune. align, inspect., maintairrz and repair
airborne electronic navigation (SHORAN)
and related test equipment.

Instruttion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in he operation, tuning, alignment:*
inspection, maintenance and repair of elec-
tronic navigation (SHORAN) and related
test'equipment. including fundamentals of
DC and AC circuits and instruments, elec-

ron -tubes and pdwer supplies, amplifiers
and oscillators (vacuum tub9r1Liceiver
principles, sweep" generators, multivibra-
torsi. radar thicrcrivave propagation, analysis
of SHORAN navigational equipment, anal-
ysisl of bombing position computer, and
equipment installation.

Credit Its
division baccalaureate/associate degree

;category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division

zbaccalYureate category, credit in electricity
or electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74 )..-

'AF-1715-0522

%SO CI AL TRAINING. AN/FPS-7 (FwLD/AND
ORGANIZATIONAL)

Course' Number: ATS30372 -21.
location:. 3380th.. 'Technical

Keesler AFB, MS.
t r.ength: 12 weeks (360 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/60-12/68.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

advanced training in the operation, inspec
. Don, and field and organizational main-
-tenance of the AN /FPS- set. f

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
,' cises in the ,operation; inspection, and

maintenance, of the AN/FPS-,7 'radar set, in,
:eluding transmitter and RF system; func-
tional block-diagram and circuit analysis; of
stab, driver, anct,euto tune assemblies;

propagation component& monitor group,
antenna control cabinet, and radome pres-
suriiation; calibration and receiving system;
functional block-diagram and circuit analy-
sis of calibration cabinet, MTI system, anti;
jam cabinet, and maintenance, bench; and
UPc.421Litec

onunehdation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categbry, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis. of institutional evaluation (6/74);
inithe upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

: In the lower-

AF-1715-0523
SPECIAL 'TRAINING, AN -26A (FIELD

s
ANDAND VRG ANIZATION AL )

Cotwie Number: A'TS30372-30.
Location: 3380th, Technical -School,

'Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 10 weeks (300 flours).

, Exhibit-Dates: 5/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

opefation, inspection,* and field organiza-
tiodal maihtenance of AN/FPS-26A radar
sets.

InstructIA: Lectures arid practical exer-
cises ih operation, inspection, and
maintenance of the AN/FPS-26A radar set,
including the transmitter; master oscillator
and 4exciter, mbdulator driver and power

'
amplifier, the receiver, automatic frequen-

. cy control, i-f amplifiers, video amplifiers,
combiners) and selectors, performance
monitors and radar displatotransmitter per-
formance monitor, range-lieight indicator.
countermeasures and antenna equipment,
and antenna and servos.

- Credit Reconimendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category, credit in-instrumentation labora-
tory on the basis of irfstitutipnal evaluation
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AE:1715-0524
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS tPMENT

REPAIRMAN ( HF)

Course Numben'AB30432A.
Location: Version I: 3380th Technital

`School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3310th T hnical Schbol; Scott AFB, IL.

Length. 24-27 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit *ter: 7/551e2/68. f
Obj s: To train enlisted personnel to

tune, o rate, adjust, maintain, and pair
selected ground radio cornmunica 'ons
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eker-
cises in the maintenance and repak of
ground radio communications eqiiipment.
Course includes fundamental principles of
electronic circuits and networks, power
supplies; RF and AF amplifiers (with
emphasis on vacuum tube circuits and an-
tennas), and maintenance of receivers,
transmitters, antennas, oscillators, and
other ground equipment. Instruments used 4
in the course include multimeters, signal
generators, frequency meters, VTVM, tube. -
testers, and oscillators.'

- if
'Credit Recommendation: In the lov.. r

division b,accalaureate/associate Zieteee
-Category, 2 semester hours in electronics or
"electrical laboratory, 2 in circuit fundameri-

tals (6/74); in the upper-divisiorr baccalaull
reate category, credit in electronics or elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).

200:

AF-i715-0525
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN ( HEAVY )

Course Number: ABR30433.
Location: 3380th Technical School.

Keesler. AFB, MS.
Length: 32-34 weeks (870-930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59- 12/68.
Objectives: To 'train airmen to install,

maintain, and repair high - powered ground
radio transmitters, receivers, and related
equipment at the apprentice level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the installation, maintenance, and
repair of-high-powered ground radio trans-
mitters, receivers. and related equipment.

electrostatistics and AC and DC
fundamentals, use of oscilloscope and basic
instruments, vacuum tubes and transistors,
special-purpose tubes, amplifiers and oscil-
lators, special circuits, motors anci_serz
vomechanisms, heavy communications
iransmitler analysis, single-sideband trans-
mitterofircultS, heavy communications and
single-sideband receivers. principles of mul-
tiplexing,' teletype converter analysis, and
tropospheric scatter communications prin-
ciples and techniques.



Credit RecoMmendatign In the lower- Credit Reconune
division baccalaureate/associate degree because of the milita

-Category, 4. semester hours in electricity or (6/74).
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division

or electronics, or electrical laboratory on itF)7- 15-6528 -
baccalaureate cateivry, predit in electricity

, Air Force 1-1.)37"
r

lion: No credit
ature of the course

'Credit Recomrhendadon: 'Version' I: in
the lower-divisio'n baccalaureate /associate
dEgree category, 2 semester hours in elect

1Incity;-2 in electronics, 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/75). Version 2: In, the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or

.electronics, 3 in electrical_ laboratory. (6/
74); -in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
tectronics sal crAlit in electric I labors-

the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AFla150526
I. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL Systrims

TECHNICIAN
2. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTRift. SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN (BOMBER/TANKER) -'
I (FLIGHT CONTROL/AUTbPILOT SYSTEMS

REPAIR TECHNIc4N (OTHER))
3' FaLIGHT CONTROL/AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS

REPAIR TECHNIC! tol ....

Coarse Meagher: Vers I: 3AA11.12570:.
Version 2: AAR32570C; R4237'3C. Ver-
iion 3: AAR423i73.

Location: 3345th Technical Schoop
ChanutrAFB, IL.
.." Length: Version 1: 1-5 ' weeks ( 450
hours).' Version 2: 15-17 weekh (450-5115

I. AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
REPAIR TECHNICIAN

2. AIRCJIAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
- REPAIR TECHNICIAN
(MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES AND

EQUIPMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN)

Course Numbir: Vetsion I: 3AAR422.74.11.
Version 2: AAR4227 I ;

Location: 3p45th Technical- School, .

Chanulle AFti, IL.
Length: Version is 1.11 weeks I2

durs). Version 2: 9-12 weeks 372
h urs).

xhihit Dates: Version 1: 'I 0/72-12/73.
on 2: 3/58-9/72..

ves::To train enlisted personnel to
main and, repair airc environmgptal

lyst and Mechanical ccessories prid
eq pment.

hours): Version 3:.15 weeks (450 hours). -
Exhibit Dates:, Versioil 4/68- 12/73.

Version 2: 4/63-3/6g. Vers ri :'3/61 -3/63.
Objectives To train airmt as automatic

flight coptro systems technicians:
Imft-uedon: .LeCtures and practical exert

cises in the -operation and InaintenancaotSf
automatic Alight, control 'systems, including '

rniptopiint knalysis, gyro'
cornpasil computer tern, 'ccrpass
dalibrittion associate& ationalequip-
relent and rinciples, test cf ; ec-

'tronits. principles for circuit' analysis; com-
pelican location and inspection, and
troubleshooting and calibration techniques.

Credit RecoMmendation: Version 1: In
'she Lowe )division baccalatirere/assoCiate
degree categorY.:crtdit in electrabora-
torY on the basiS of institutional uation
(6/74) in theupper-division baccal ureate
Category, credit in electrical laboratory nn.
the basis of institrytioil (6/74).
Version 2: In the lovie 7diyision, briccalhu-
reate/assOciate degree category, a seirtiestfif
hours in tlectronics (12/68). Versiorlia: In -
the lower-diVision .baccalaureate/associate

. degree categotAIL semester hours in Met-
[tonics ( 12/68 ).1110

AR-1715-0527
TECHNICAL ENGINEERING ANALYSIS TEAM.

WS-134B -
Course Number: 30ZR2825-2.
Location: tchool(of v"ipplied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB. IL; 3345th
.Tethnical School. Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 16-20 weeks (480 -624 hours).

Objects o: Tot who possess
Exhibit Dates:

officers
7-12/73.

O
a B.S. degree in electrical or electronics
engineering tapdrform as technigeti analysis
electionic engineers 4for WS-1 39B equip-

*, ment.
I : Lectures and practical exer-

cises, i the evaluation, operation, T and
rotubleshooting . of missile control and
launch systems, including weapOn system
electronics, nilssile components, aerospace
ground equipment, system -.analysis df a

. specific weapon system, logic-leVel. signal
flow. integrated system data flows message.
processing, support systems, test equip-
ment, removal and rfnlacement of com- "
ponents, digital techniques, and comniuni-
cations.

,1 ruction: Lectures and laboratory.- in
aircraft environplental systems and equip:
ment repair, including basid electricity and
electroniEs airriraft systerns theory,' pres-

- surizatiori, air- conditioning; electronic tern-
pereiture control; use of oscilloscope and
-electronic -t st set, and system maintenance
procedures.

Credit R onninelfkiadon: Version I:, In
the lower vision. baccalaureate/associate
degree category,' 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity on tik basis :of institutional evalua-
tion,J2 in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation' (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluyibn (6/74). Version
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity on the basis of institutional

. evaluation. 2'in eleftrieal laboratory on the
bhsis of institutional evaluation (6/74); in
the Upper-divisidn baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity and electrical labc$rato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(6/74). '

/

I: ELECTRONIC WARF E OFFICER
2. ELECTRONIC WARFA FROM
3. ELEcTRO C WARFAR FFICER .

(NAvic ct, ECM)
Course tuber? Version k

Version 1-B-V7e-A. Version 3: '51-B-
V7C-A; ZZ 0210Z; 157105; 1571,04.

Location: All Versions: Air. Training
Command, Mther AFB, CA. Version 2 :
Air Training Command, Seedier AFB, MS,
Version 3 :Air Training CoMmand, Keesler
AFB: MS.

Length: Version, 1:- 21-25' weeks
(539-593 hours). Version 2i 28 weekS
(687-699 hours). Versidn 3 :' 28-40 ,eeks
(300-1088 hours).

Exhibit Dates:, Version 1: 1/74-Present.
Version 2: 7/70-12/73. Version 3:,7/57-6/
70.

Objectives: To train officeri to supervise
the operation, maintenance, and repair of
electronic systems. .

' instruction:. Lectures, laboratories, and
discussion sessions in basic electricityand
electronics, transmission, and- reception,
radar systems, 'electronic' countermeasures
systems, audio analysis, electronic warfare
systems, and simulation training. ' .

to!), on the basis,of institutional
16/74). Version 3. In the low r-di n
baccalaureatelassociate degree ca eg ry, 3
semester hours in electricity or el ct ifs
(12/68); in the upper-divisidn ac lau-
reate category, 3 semester hours i elec-
tricity or electronics, and credit leCtri-
cal laboratory on the basis 'of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

valuation

AF-1715-0530 :4 s
GROUND COMMUNICATIoNsEQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN (HEAVY) ) 1RANsMITTERs

Course Number: Version%A811.30433A.
Version 2: AB30433A.

Location: Version, I: 3380th Technical
Kegsler AFB, .

3310th Technical School, Seott AFB, ILY
Length: Version is 32 weeks. (870

hours). Version 2: IS weeks (540 hours). `4

Exhibit Dates: a Version I: 8/58-12/68.
r Version 2: W55-7/58.

-4/Ibjectt s:To.,train enlisted personnel _to
install, main n, and' repair high-powered
ground radio mitters.

Instruction: ctures and practical exert
cises in, high- wered ground radio trans"-

'Miner installation, Maintenance, andrePair,
incIticling. AC and DC, circuits, Ohm's law,
RLC circuits, patallerand series dombina:%
dons, motors and generators, magnetism
principles, measuring instruments, tetrode
and pentode rcuits, amplifiers, oscillatbrs,
superhetero procedures, video circuits,
and elect applied to specific transmit-

it ters. _ -
Credit Recommendation: Ve sion 1: In

the ' lower-division baccalaurea e/associate
degree category, 3 semester ho in elec-
tricity or,electronics (12/68); in he upper-
division baccalaureate categnry. 3 semester
hours in 'electricity or electronics, and
Crldit in electrieal, laboratory on the basis

' of ins *tutional valuation (6/74). Version
2: In tl !owe ivision baccalaureate/as-
S-ociaie' degree c ego . 2 semester hours

-, in electrical la ra ry (6/74); in the
, upper-division bacc laureate category,

credit in electriCal taboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

'2
r

AF-17_15-0531

INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPECIALIST ,

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR34 I 3,1.
Version 2: A B11.34 13 I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: Version 1: 29 weeks (870

hours). Version 2: 37 weeks (1020 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version' is 8/72-12/73.

Version 2: 2165-7172. '
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, adjust, troubleshoot, and operate
'instrument trainers.

Instruction: All. Versions: Lectures and
.pi-actical exercises in aerodynamics and
filet principles, role and use of basic flight
instruments, navigation procedures, radio

V



1,-1811 , C,11,16LSktitiiillITS
Idse.t4iner' operation. .ins r aids,
use ind-f-spaiptenance pf inatrumek
trainers. erects() Prificiplek;,in-

:1 ;eluding A and pe circuits7sre nance,,in-
troduction magnetism'. AC a DCrmo-

' tors !mil -s h rqs, .electron power.
. supplies. m Itivibrators,

lation and
n:;,,tVan.smission li ,.antennas,

tte --;tvave-guid avity, reipna-
;. !tors, HF and em ieroiyaveapaseillators and

am ifiers, use ,of\tN.., Moscone 'circuit
measurement. Version 1: Ins ri In-
eludfs diode ana;"traitsistor cite diggal,,

iques, binary anti octal. numbs logic'
.furiction, truth tables. Boolean algebra::
logic diiigrarns. eiteuits, .counters, anti.
storage delipes. Version 2: Instruetibn

.-,ernphaslaes flight: instruction "on., instrument
trainer, aplid,state!devices; tube -ty audio,
pushisull,"and video amplifiers; se o,anci

is arnpiifiers:,,and'all- types of,oscil-falgr
Credit iteconintendation: Version 1: In

the lowel-tfivision bSccalatreato/ att
gory, 127iemester hours ec-

electronic:Viand additio redit
ricity or elettronics on, these of

al evaluation (6/74).° Versi 2:

1 3 semester hor
In the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/
sociate degree
in electricity or electronics, and additional
credit in, electricity" ,or'oelectroniok.on the

-1 basis of institutional 'evaluation (6/74).

-in elect or elects ics on the basis or
inStitutio aljevaluation 12/68); in the

.uPper-division baccalaure to category, 2
mester hours in Opt 'cal laboratory,
d,"'f r :rion-electrimics majors, credit in

e1 city dr electronics n the basis Of in-
stitutional evaluatio (6/ 4). Version 2:1n
the lower-division accalaureate/associate

ee vategory, 6 semester hours in elec-
ny and, electronics (12/68); in the

pper-division 'baltealaureate category,
redit in elecrn Stich electronics on the
asis of instit etaluation ,,;for non-

etronics_maidri ( /74');

degree c
tficitY
in elec
instituti

-

F-171,54533
11)0ORN. tARNING RAdt;R .

SPECIALIST INO1pLES,.
Course Number: 3ABR32832:

'- Location: 1 80th 4rechnical
Kees! r A tvlt,.., FB, ,..

: 27.week 810 hours).
, ....41aii t Dates: 2173-12/73. .

'Objectivestp,To train in airmen to operate' and maintain aircraft warning and control
. .equipment. -

. .

InstilictiOnr Lectures and practical efts-
cises in electricity and electronics funda-
mentals and the operation and maintenance
of rIft and control- avionics

ool,

AF-17415-0532 : '

1. *r.LEcTRONIC WARFARE SYSTil
SPEC u*LtsT ),

.(ELicTRONIC:W-ARFARE REPA.Illm2)
2. ELECTRONIC. WARFARE REPAIRMAN,

1- Coda* Wumbet: Alta Versions:
3ABR328331 3ABR.30133 Versi
ApR30133.

: Version : Schoilal ofikat li d
Aerosp ce Sciences,.-Keesler ABB, S, All
Ve ons: 3380th Technical School, keAsler
AFB, MS..

equipnieut, includin DC and AC;
resonance; magnetis ;- motors; synchros;
diodes; transistors; electron tubes; opera-
tion 'franction,`and basic mathematical leis- .

tionships pi
.

regulators,
multivihratorsadulsed and blocking osoilla-
tors, AM, FM, and PM systems; binary and
octal numbers; logic function; liitigrams and

-1 circuits; truth tablet; Boole _algebra;
counteti add storage devices; di ital
techniques; transmission lines and anten-
nas; transmitters; wave- guides; cavity
resonators; UHF and microwave, oscillators
and amplifiers:: electrical test equipment;

Length: Version 1: , 29-30 weeks.
(900-968 hours): Version 2: 34.-31 seeks
(1020-1050 hours). Version 3: 45 week's
(750' hours).. Version 4: .40 , weeks- '
(1050-1110 hours).

Exhibit Dates; Version 1: 6/72-12/73.
'Version 2: 4/66-5/72. Version 3: 4/65.4166,
Version 4: 5/63-3/65.

Objectivei: TO train airmen to operate,
install,* inspect, 'adjuiie and align, maintain,
and repair ground radio ,communications
equipment. .

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and.
practical exercises in eledtienics bandsmen-)
tals and the operation, installation, inspec-
tion, - adjustment and alignment, main-
tenance kid 'repair of_ ground radii) cdm-
muniestiarts eqUipment, including
microwave principles, amplifiers and oscil-

' lators, and motors; 'UHF communications
and single-sideband, transmitters and
receivers; recorders: digital techniques; and

_electrical test equipment. Version 1: In-
eludes VHF communication's, high- frequen-
cy receivers; DC and AC; reso ance; rfiag-
netisni; synchros; diodes; trans tors; elec-
tron tubes; operation, function, and basic
mathematical relationships of power sup-

, plies, regulators, multivibrators, pulsed and
blocking oscillators') AM, FM, and PM
modulation' and demodulation systems; bi-
nary and octal numbers; logic functions;
truth tables; Boolean algebra; logic dia-
grams

-
and circuits; counters and storage

devices ;. transmission lines and antennas;
/wave-guides; and caxity resonators. Version

2: Includes VHF communications;' DC and
AC; resonance; magnetism; synchros;

-....diiades; transistors; ,electron tubes; .opera-
tion; function, and basic mathematical rela7
tionships of power supplies, regulators,
multivibrators, pulsed and blocking oscilla-
tors, /0/1 and PM modulation
demodulation systems; binary and octal
numbers; lbgic functions; truth tables;
Boolean algebra; logic diagrams and cir-
cuits; counter and storage devices; trans-
mission lines and antennas; wave-guides;
and cavity resonators. Version 3: Includes_
detection and discrimination, ser-
vomechanisms, multivibrators .and sweep
circuits, and c munieations systems. Ver-
Sion 4: Includes C, DC, and reactive ch.,
cults; vacuum to s and transistors; special-
purpOse tubes d solid-State devices; de-
tection and discrimination; ser-
vomechanisms; nd multichannel and aux-.

/Wary equipment. .4%
Credit liteCommendation L. In

the lower-division baccala)sreate/associate
degree, category, 6 Wriest* hours in basic
electronicsand Communications circuits (6/
74), 6 in electricity or electronics (12/68):
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in baSic electronics
and communications Fircuits, 2 in elec-

laboratory, and credit in basic elec-
tronics and communications circuits labOra-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(61.74 Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours ii5 electricity ot electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division bacCalau.:
reate category, 2 se ester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory (6/74):. ion 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/68);-in the upper-

. division baccalaureate category,2 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (6/74). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower-divisibn baccala:_reate./
associate degree category, 6 semest ours

',in electricity or electronics (12/65 the

..-77tagtht _Versions 1: 34-36 -r>weeks
(1020-1080! hours)... Version 2.1. 38-3,9
weeks (1050-1080 hOurs).

Exhibit
Version 2 12/

decti ves To train: rmen to-pertormras

12/70-12/733

electronic e syStems specialists:
.Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises jid electricityLsrui elec.
tronics fundatnentals.andelectionic war-.
fare systems,. or M the troubleshooting and
repair of electronic :warfare equipment, en-
eluding AC and PCi. agnetistn' j motors.
resortors; diodes; tea sistors; tu (IleSI; AM;
FM; synchros; power's wave - guides;
cavity resonators; "1.4. F and microwave
oscillators; 'multiv t,Prs; pulsid and
blocking oscillators;ransmission. lines and
antennas; electrical fest equipment;, princi-
ples or electronic warfare, radar- homing
and warning eqUiprent, panoramic
receiver,. and UHF VW VHF countermea-
sures transmitters; introduction to Pod-con-
tai equipment; and hydraulically tuned
transmitters. Version 1'....IncIndes
!anon and demodulation systems, binary.

grams and circuits, Midi tables, Boolean,a1
and OctS1 numbers, logic functions: dia-
grams
gebra, counters and storage devices, digital
techniques,.andRF circuit analysis. ,

Cte&t Recommendation: t.ersiorr 1 In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree ategory, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics; additional credit

r

team radar; gyro reference and ground
positio indicator systems; computer logic;
digital interfacing; digital measurements
and application- to 1FF radar systems; and
data processing and display groups and
control panels.
.. Credit ,Recommendation: In ,the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category', 6 semester boars in electricity pr
electronics (12/68); 6 in electronics cir-

'cuiti-and digital design-(6/74) and credit
in electronic or di ital laboratory on the
_basis !of institutio evaluation ( 6/74); in
the upper-divisio baccalaureate category,
3 semeste u n electronics circuits and
digitakdesign, n electronics laboratory.
and credit in electronic or digital laborato-
ry on the basis cif_ institutional evaluation
(15174).

AF-1715-054.
GitotiNp COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
, .

lumber: Version 1: lABR 3043 4.
Vern. .2: 3ABI230434; AB 0434. Ver-
sion. ABK30434-4. /version 4:
ABR30434'

Location: -Version I:" Scho I of ,Applied
Aerospace Sciences[ Keesle AFB; MS.
Version 2: 3380th Tech ical Schott!,
Keesler AFI3 MS. Version 3: 3380th
Technical t Keester AFB, MS. Ver-
sion 4: 3389th Technical School, Keesler
AFB, MS:

A .. 202



.
[upper -division bacalaumate category, 2 AF-1715-0336
semester hours in etoctO3nics laboratory (6/
Itt).;` 4/ I . AvioNICS OFFICER BOMBER)

AF17 1.41535
1. WEAPONSCONTROL SYSTEmS

MEcilANIc (F-4C/D: APQ-I
165)

. 2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
, MECHANIC (F-4C/D: APO-I

165) '--
(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (F4, AMCS()
'3. : WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (F4, AMCS)
(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS.

MectinPuc ( AMCS-AERO- I A ) ) 9

--Course
tilra:elii 2°. ABR52231P;

Course .jVeraion 1:

. 3ABR3223 IP. Version 3: ABR3223 I Fr;
ABIt12230P.

Location: 34 15th. Techniclil School,
,Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version I: 27 weeks (798-916
hours). Version , 2: 27-29' weeks (822
hours). Version 3.'35-37 weeks (960-1020
hours):

Exhibit -Dates: Version I 1/71-12/73.
Version-2: 8/66-12/70. Vers n3: 7/63-7/

..r .

Objectives: 'To train ainrn n as weapon
control systems mechanics.
1-Instruction: All Versions:" Lectures and

practical exercises in weapon control
systems, inclu DC and AC fundamen-
tals (algebrawd,), tubes, transistors,
power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators,

Ve-shaping circuits, AM, FM, single -side-
band, transmission lines and antennas, ser-
vomechanisms, cavity resonators,

'crowave principles, electrical test equip.
merit; (weapon control systems fundamen-

tals; radar transmitting, receiving, 'antenna,
and display,systent; indicator control unit;
radar and missile firing circuits; lead-coin-
outing° optical sight systems; -weapon
release computing set; troubleihooting,
repair, alignment, and replacement,
procedures; and system tie-in. Version/3:
Includes bombing computer 'and transistor
review. i - 0
- Credit Recommendation: Version 'I: In

..the lower-divhion baccalnureate/associate
degree category, f4 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electranics,*2 in electrical labors,
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation;
and additional credit in electrOniceon the.
basis of institutional eyaluation,(6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
9 semester hours` infelectricity or elec-
tronics, and credit in 'electrical laboratory
and electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (5174). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 11 semester hours in electricity
or electronics, and additional ccedit in clec-
trollies on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate caregory-.9 semester hou in. elec-
tricity or plectrotcs, and addition credit
in,electrial. laboratory lend selectro 'es on
the basis of institutional ev uation ( /74).
Version 3: In the lo er-dnn ion 17accalau-
reate/aniociate degree category, 12
semester houri in electricity or electronics,
and additional credit ,in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
10 semester hours in electricity or` elec-
tronics, and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/

,74).,'

t. AVIONICS OFFICER WIER)
( ARMAMENT SYSTEMS OFFICER,

BOPWR)
Course Number: Version 1:- 3081i323 I B.

09 /APA Version 2: 011323 1/3; OBR'3231 B:
4 Location: 3415th Technical' School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 27 weeks (810

ho tits ). Version 2: 41-35_ weeks:4 840-14 050
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version, 'I : 1/70- 12/73.
. 'Version 2: 3/54-42/69.

Objectives: l'8 train officers to be
avionics °filet . :

.Instruction: AU Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronic principles,
including, mathematics (trigonomefiy, and
complex numbers), AC and DC fundainen-
tals, Thevenin's and Norton's theorems, su-
perposition theore Delto-Wye transfor-
mations, vaceum., to s, gas tubes, solid-
state diodes, transi ors, power supplieS,
amplifiers, oscillate. , pulse, and switching
circuits, servome hanlsros, amplitude
modidation and detection, receiver apd
transmitter principles, antennas and trans.
mission lines, resonant cavities, illicrowave
oscillators; lasers,' and integrated Circuits.
Version I."" Instruction includes bomber
avionics imr11 armament systerits, includin
basic bomb navigation system, ASQ-38
computers and radar, defensiye fire control
systems, FB-111 and- USAF missiles, com-
munications and navigation-systems, glee-
tronic warfare, and Strategic Air Command
maintenance management. Version 2: In-
struction includes munitions and weapons,
turret systems, introduction to K-series
bomb,navigation system, Pre' A computer,
APS-23 radar set ,rand interconnection
equipment, and nuclear weapons.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division' baccalaureatF/associate
degree,category, 16 semester hours in'elec-
tronies, and 3 as an elective in Communica-/
tions systems (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate, category, 12 semester hours
in electronics, and 3 as an elective in com-
munications stems (6/76). Version 2: In
the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate

'degree category, 19 semester hours in'elec-
tricky or electronics (6/74); in the upper-
division '' baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in electronics (6/74), 2 in
shop management 4 12/68), and 3 as an
elective in electronic communications (6/
74). .

09/APA-

.

--`"

AF-1715-0537

AVIONICS AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT
.SPFlausT

.*
Course Number: 3ABR32630.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal Sclto9i towry.AFB, CO.

: 32,47 weeks (960-1350 hours).
it bates: 5/70112/73.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as.
avionics aerospace ground equipment spe-
cialists.

InstruZlion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronics fundamentals and the
maintenance, inspection, troubleshooting,
repair, adjustment, tend installation of
aerospace ground equipment, including DC
and AC fundamentals (algebra based),
tubes, transistors, power isuptilies, am-
plifiers, oscillators, wave-shaping circuits,

Air Force /-189'
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AM, FM, single sideband, transmission

1,
es and antennas, servonfichainsms, devi-
resonators, microwave Principles, electri-

cal test equipment, manual ,and semiauto-
matic test stations and equipment, main-
tenance management, computer operation, .

and remote control test stations.
Credit Reennunendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate' , degree .
category; 11 semester hours in electricity
or electronics, and additional credit in elec-
tronics on the basis of institutio evaluk
tion (6/74); in the upper- division calau- .

reate category, 6 semester hou in elec-
tronics, and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional ;evaluation (6/
74). .

AF-1715-0538

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMSIViEd-IANIC
(A-7 D; AN/APQ- I 26 )

Course Number: 3ABR3223IS.
Location: Al! Versions: School of Applied

Aerospace Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO. Ver-
sion 2: 3415th Technical School, Lowry
AFB, CO. -

Length: Version, 1: 20 weeks (600
hours). Version 2: 20-23 weeks (600-690
hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/73-12/73"..
Version 2: 4 1/69-2/73.

Objectives: To 'train airmen asfry.reapon t
control systems meChanics:'

Institiedon: All ,.Verkions: Lectures and
practical exercises in weapon, control.
systems, maintenance electronics, and deo-
tronics fundamentals, including DC and AC
fundamentals, -tuba,'" povfer upplies,
transistors, amplifiers, oscillate , ovave-

ishapng circuits, electrical test eq ipinent,
AM and FM; com ter head -up display,
and radar 'analysis and operati§m; and
troubleshooting proce ures. Versi&is 1.
cludes semiconducto balanced
tion; analog and digital computeti
Pies: m,ultivibrators; digital circuitsl`princr-
Plgs of radar, infrared,' and lasers; and
system analysis procedures. Versiori 3: In-
cludes single sideband, transmission- lines
and antennas, servomechanisms, cavity
resonators, microwave principles, and
digital logic and mathematics. .

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
- the lower-division baccalaUelbate/associate

degree categbry, 5 semester hours in elec-
tricity or, electrOnics, 1 id electrical orelec-
t °nics laboratory (6/74); in the upper-divi-
si n baccalaureate category, credit in elec

al or electronics laboratory on the basis
institutional evaluation (6/74). Version

: In.. the lower-division baccalaureate/as- -

late degrhe-category, 8 semester hours
in electronics, and adiktionalfcredit in elec-
tronics on the, ',Isis of institutional evalua.
tion ,( 6/74);( in the Upper-division`baccalau:.
reate catega,,Q4'6 ,semester hours in elec-

'Ironies, and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/

. 74).

AF-171 539
Airrom FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

CIALIST (B-58)
(FLII CONTROL /AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS

AIRMAN (B-58)) r
Cour> Number: ABR32530B;

ABR42333B.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length:20-23 weeks (558 -594 hours).



1-190 !couRsFetxmBrrs
,Exhibit Mites: 11/62-12/68.
Objectives: Tci train enlisted personnel to

inspect, maintain,, and repair the B-58 'air-
craft's automatit flight control, electronic
compass, and air data computer systems.

Inotructiok Lectures and practical exer-
'cises in basic electronics, including AC and
I)C circuits, motors, and synchros; in-
tiOductioti to magnetism; resonance; elec-
tron tubes, powersupplies, regulatorS, mul-
tivibrators, blocking oseillators, UHF and
microwave oscillators and amplifiers, trans:
mission lines, antennas, transmitters, waste-
guides, cavity resonators, and solid-state
deviees; linodulation and demodulation; use
pf the oscilloscope in circuit measurement;
maintenance .fundamentaby, :including ,air,
craft familiarization, groilnd safety, techni-
cal order system, technical orders, supply
catalogs, hand; tools and ,hardware,
rnents of physics and mechanics, soldering,
hydraulic principleii, flight control applied
to'autopilots, and organization and function
of a maintenance section; compaas,systerhs,

sincluding gyroscopic princivles, celestial
concepts, use of sight reduction tablesosind
air \ almanac, 1-4 compass system corn-
ponOnts, opdrational checks and adjust-
ments, malfunction analySis, and . earth

' coordinates. Emphasis on tube-type audio,
push-pull, and .video amplifiers; servo. and:.

J magnetic amplifiers; and all types of oscil-
lators.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
, division baCcalaureate/associate. degree

category', 13 semester hours in electricity
or electronics, and additional credit in elec-
tricity or electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0540,
DEFENsIVF6FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

MECHANIC (B-52H, ASG-21
TURRET)

2. 'DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC ZB-52F1, ASG-21

jututErs)
( FENsIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (B-52H, B-58: MD-7,
ASG -21 TURRETS))

DEFENSIVE FIRE CO OE SYSTEMS
....MECHANIC (MD-7, /ASG-2f

ThRRETS)

Course Number: Version
3ABR32330E. Version 2: 3ABR32330E.
Version 3: ABR32330E.

Location: 3415th r Titenical- School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Version I: 27 weeks ( 810
hours). rs/on 2: 27-29 weeks (810
hours). Version 3: 36 weeks (990 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/73-Present.
Version 2: 7/68-2/73. Version 3:'4/63-6/68.

ObjectiVes: To train airmen as defensive
fire control systems mechanics.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in defensive fire control
systems, including DC and AC. fundamen-
tals.- tubes, .pOwer supplies, transistors, am- r
'Afters, oscillators, wave- shaping circuits,.

. AM, FM, electrical test equipment, fire
control System modes data flow. transmitter .

and receiver, range acquisition and posi-
tioning loops and component circuits,
power distribution, auxiliary equipment;
maintenance ground? equipment, and
specific equipment operation and main-
tenance. Versn /: Includes semiconduc-
tors, computer . principles (analog and

multivibrators, digital circuits.
balanced modulation, system analysis

. procedure, principles of radar, - and in-
frared and lasars. Version Includes single
sideband,transmission lines and antennas,
servomechanisms, cavity resonatorg; and
microwave principles. Version .3: InclOdes
single sidebaiyi, transmission lines and an-
tennas, servornechanistns, cavity resonators.
and microwave principles.

Credit ;Recommendation: Version I.: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate,
degree category, 8 semester. hours in elec..
trieity or electronics, 2 in electrical or elec-
tronicslaboratory, 3 as' an elective ip

troniol 16/74); in the upper-divisiori bac-
calaureate category, credit in'.electricity or
electronics von the basis of institutional

' evaluation (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/agsociate 'degree
category, I I semester hours in ifectricity
or electronics,and.additional credit in elec-

. tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category; 6 semester hours in elec-
tronics and additional credit in electronics
on the Basis of institutional 'evaluation (6/
7 ). Version 3. -in the lower-divisiaSn bas.'

aureate/associate degree category, 12
nester hours in electricity or electronics,

1 in electrical laboratory, and additional
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74); in the 'uPper.divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electronics and.additional credit in
electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

T, 11
;4'

.

in electricity or ElectronicS on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74), Version 2:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

soblate degree category, 13 semester hours
in eleetny of electronics, and additional
credit in electricity or, electronics..-on the

,.
?

basis of institutional evaluation (9.74).
.

AF-17 it-0142'

5

. `O

I: . AUTOMATIC FLIGHT C40,NTROL SYSTEMS
:

.AF-1715-0541

I.

i 2.

"
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

SPECIALIST .

(AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
SPECIALIST (TANKER /CARGO /UTILITY/
BOMBER. EXCEPT B-58 ))

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
SPECIALIST

(AUTOmATIc.FILIGHT-CONTROL SYSTEMS
SPECIALIST (OTHER))

Course Number: All, Versions:
ABR32530. Version 2: ABR32530Z, I

Location:, 3345th Technical- School,
Chanute. AFB, IL.

Length: Version I :/36 weeks (990
hours). Version 2:. 30 weeks (810 hours):

'Exhibit 'Dates: Version. l: 11/65-12/68.
Version 6/64 -- 10/65.

Objectives: To train enlisted.Personnel to,
be automatic flight control systems spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic principles, including AC
and DC circuits, motors, and, synchros;
electron tubes; power supplies,,,regulators.
multiiribraitors, blocking oscillators, trans-
mission lines, antennas, transmitters, wave -
guide's, -cavity ..resonators, UHF and
microwave; and solid-state devices, °seine-
torsand amplifiers; use of the oscilloscope
in circuit measurement; AM modulation
and demodulation; and automatic flight
control systems, including maintenance
fundamentals,, principles of electronic and
mechanical' _.Units, magnetic compass
systems ands sysiems, calibration, automatic
astro compasS principles,nd headingJvcrti -.
cal reference Principles. Emphasi§ is on
tube-type audiO, push-pull, and .video am-
plifiers;-servo and 'magnetic amplifiers; and
all typesiof 'oscillators,

Credi RecornMendation; Version ;1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associatd,
((agree category, 14 semester hours in elec-.
tricity or cleclronicst and additional credit

'. 'SFEct,,lAitsT (EGmBER) 1 \
2. FLIql-r CONTROL/AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS ,

REPAIRMAN (OTHER)
D .

3. FLIG1(T CONTROL/AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN

(oUTOPILOT/COMPASS SYSTEMS ,
- ' REPAIRMAN) ,,,'
.

ourse Nufnber: Version- I: ABR32
Versin 2: ABR42333C. Versibn
ABR42333. .

Location: '3345th gi'echnical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks ( 810
, hours). Version 2: 31-33 weeks (840400

Thouti.). Version 3: 18-26 weeks (510-57 '
hours)., . . .

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/64-12/6
Verlion 21 4/62-5/64. VerNi 3,; 10/58-3/
62.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
. be automatic flight control systems spe-

, cialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in automatic flight control systems, in-
'eluding maintenance fundamentals. com-.
pass systSmS, automatio compass, naviga-
tional computel., inspeations, " testing
devices; malfunttiob analyses, troubleshoot-
ing, and construction and operation of au- ,

tomatic flight control system components;
electronic principles, including AC and DC
circuits, Motors, and synchros; 'efectron
tubes, power supplies, regulators, jinui-
.iivibrators, blocking oscillators,. transmis-
sion lines, antennas, transmitters, wave-
guides,/ cavity resonators. UHF and
microwave oscillators and° amplifiers, and
solid-state devices; AM modulation and
dethodulation; use of the Oscilloscope in
circuit 'Measurement. Emphasis is 'nn. tube-
type audio, push-pulland video amplifiers;
servo and magnetic amplifiers; and all types
of oscillators.

Credit Recemmenlation: Version I : In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 13,,Semester hours in elec-
tricity or eleCtronics, and additiinsal credit
in ictricity electronics.,on the basis ofe.
institutional evaluation (6/74) Version 2:
In the lower-division baccaralureate/as-
sociate dc'gree category. 14 semester hours
in electricity or.electronics, and additional
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of\ipstitutional evaluation (6/74). Ver-
sion 3:1,n the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity and electronics (12/68).

2 4

AF-1715-0543
. AUTOMATIC FLAT -IT CONTROL 'SYSTEMS

SPECIALIST (FIGHTERS AND B -58)
2. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

SPECIALIST
F 1.19H T CONTROL /AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS
;REPAIRMAN)

Course Number:, Version I:
3A0R32530A; ABR32530A- I

LocatIon: Version I:, 3345th Technical
School, Chanute 'AFB, IL. . Version -2:

3 t



a \ '
13320th Technical School, Amarillo AFB,

TX. -Length: Version -"".1: 33 weeks (900
hours). Version 2. 28-30 weeks (750-810
hours). , - - is

Exhibit Pates Version 1: 10/65 - 1,2/68.
Version 2: 3/624/.65. -.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be automatic. (light. Control systchis sin-.
cialists. t

- I _ t All Version& Lectures ,. and

. practical ,e erciS.es in flight control system
maitilenn including # motors and
synchros, telectrontubes, power supplies,

.... regulators. riliivibrators, blocking oscilla-
tors, tiansmisajon lines, antennas, tiansmit-

et ten, wave-guides, Cavity resonators, and
.., UHF and microwave oscillators and am-
: plifiers; solidxstate de,;iees;'re,sonance; 'Ala
' modulationand derhodulation; and use of

the ,eiscilloseOpe in circuit .measurement.
Emphasis%is on types of ot,cillators. Version
/: instruction includes maintenance funda-
ovntals, electronics and mechanical- units
fundamentals.' Version 2: Instruction in-
cludes' 'principles of
transistors, gryo and a

acuum tubes .and

pie,sirnfile, flight ,cont
ehlrornetjer pnnbi-

Is - basic aircraft.
systems, binary arithinetic; logic,-technical

Credit,__Recont. Mendation: Version 1... In
the lenver-aitision baccalaureate / associate
degree category, 14 semester how's in elec-
tricity of electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74). Version 2:
In. ° the lower-division

. bealaureatetas-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68):

.

AF-1715-0544

I. NAVIGATION AND BOMBING TRAINER
SPECIALIST IN/APO-T1 0).

2. NAVIGATION AND
SPECIALIST (AN

3 NAVIGATION AND B
- SPECIALIST
(NAVIGATION AND-BOMBING TRAINER

SPECIALIST ( AN/APO-T2 A ) )

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR34330-
1. Version 2:
ABR34330A; AB34330A.

ABR34330. Version 3:

Location: Version 1: 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB, IL. All Versions:
3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: '33-34 weeks
(900-930. hours) Version 2: 35 weeks (960
hours) Version 3: 27-32 weeks (720-960
hours).

_Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/65-12/73.
Version 2: 10163-8165. Version 3: 5/56-9/
6,3-

Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to
be. navigation and' bombing trainer spa- -

cialists.
Insttuction: All. Versions: Lectures and

.practical exercises in electronic fundamen-
tals; including and DC circuits, motors
and SYnchros, electron tubes, power sup-
plies, regulators, multivibrators, bloAting

transmission lines," antennas.
transmitters; ,wave-guides, cavity resona-
tors, and UHF and microwave oscillators'
and amplifiers; introduction to magnetisin;
resonance; and use of the oscilloscope in

PARING TRAINER
PQ-TI

BING TRAINER

circuit Version I : Instruction
includes diode and transistor circuits,
digital techniques, binary and octal num-
bers, logic functions, truth tables, Boolean
algebra, logic diagrams, circuits, counters,
and storage devices; T-10 fundamentals,
test equipment, and servo systems; posi-

tioning and auxiliary circuits; light(: optic
modification', data production; 'and video

'simulation. Version 2: Instruction includes
s94-state,devices, with emphasis on tube-
tYPe audioopush-pull, and video amplifiers,
servo'and°magnetic amplifiers, and all types
of oscillators; vacuum tubes and solid-state
devices; T-10 fundamentals; microwave
operation; sweep and logic circuits; circuit
analysis; and amplitude modulation and "de-
tection. Version 3: Instruction' includes
solid-state devices, with emphasis on tube -
type audio, pasNy and video amplifiers,
s9rvo and magnetic amp -tiers, and alAypes
of oscillators; T2A comp tens; T2/14, trainer
fundamehtals; vacuum tubes and power
supplies; positioning 'simulation; auxiliary

' circuits; and system aligninent.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the lower-division naccalaureatelassociate
degree category, 16semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional 'Credit
in electricity or electronics on the .basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74). Version 2:
In `the lower-division baccalatureate/as-
sociate degree category, 4 semester hours
in.-electricity or electronics (12/68). Ver=,
sion 3: Jn the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semesterhOurs
in electricity or electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0545 -

I. NUCLEAR WEAPONS OFFICER
2. NucLEAR WEAPONS OFFICER
3. NUCLEAR WEAPONS OFFICER
4. ATOMIC WEAPONS OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 08113271.
Version 2: OBR3271; OB3271. Version 3:
OB3271. Version 4: CII33271.

ovation; C34.1 t h Technical School,
Lowry

Length:, Version 1: 24- weeks' (720
hours). Version 2: 26 weeks (780 hours).
Version 3: 30 weeks (900. hours). Version
4: 30 weeks (900 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/60-12/68.
Version 2: 3/58-5/60. Version 3: 3/56-2/58
Version 4:12155=2156.

Objectives: To train officers to be
nuclear weapons officers.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures
practical exercises in electronic principles,

and

including mathematics
trigonometry and complex numbers; AC
and DC fundamentals, Thevenin's and Nor-
ton's theorems, superposition 'theorem,

'Delto-Wye 'transformations, vacuum tubes,
gas tubes, solid-state diodes, transistors,
Power supplies, amplifierg, oscillators, pulse
and switching circuits, servomechanisms,
amplitude modulation and detection, sM-
gle-sideband:principles, antennas and trans-
mission lines, resonant cavities, microwave.
oscillators, lasers, integrated circuits, and
atomic weapons, warheadS.. and operating
techniques. VersiOn ,1: instruction includes
large- and small-diameter weapons, TN
weapons, and guided missiles. Version 2:
Instruction includes nuclear physics;
radiological. detection, inspection, and
transfer; site and field 'procedures;. nuclear
safety and decontamination; and descrip-
tion and operation of three types of nuclear
.weapons. Version 3: Instruetion includes
nuclear physics; radiological detectiOn, 'in-
spection, and transfer; site and figld,
procedures. nuclear safety, and decon-
tamination; and description and operation
of three types Of nuclear weapons. Version
4: Instruction includes description, opera-
tion, maintenance, and testing of Mk 39,

2 0 5
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Mk 28, Mk '43; and Mk 51, and weapons
loading procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1:1 In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, f 8 semester hours_in elec-
sericity or electronics (6/74); in the upper-
diviiion baccalSureate category, 2 semester

°hours in maintenance management (12/
68), 12 in electronics (6/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 18 semester hours in lec-

. incity or electronics (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate cateto?y, 2 semester
hours in maintenance manager 'tent (12/
68), 12 in electronics (6/74), Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/asSociate
degree category, 20 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (6/74); in the upper-
division- baccalaureate category. 12
'semester hours in electronics (6/74). Ver-
sion, 4: In thellower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 22 Semester
hours in electricity or electronics (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
12 semester hours in electronics (6/74).

Alf-1715-0546,
Th

I. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MG -10/13 SvgirgAtt)

2. _WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MG-I0/13 SYSTEMS)

3. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MG-0, 13 SYSTEMS)

(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANtC.(MG -3, 10, 13 SYSTEMS))

4. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHANIC (MG-3,.10, 13 SYSTEMS)

5. WEAPONS CONTROL-SYSTEMS °
MECHANIC (MO-3,10,I3 DATA

' Ft.ow)
6. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (MG -3/l0 DATA FLOW)
7. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (MG-3, MO-10, MG-I3
DATA FLOW)

Course Number: Version
3ABR32231F-5. Version 2: 3ABR32231F-
5: Version ABR3223IF-5. Version 4:
ABR3213IF-5. Version 5: ABR32231F-5.
Version 6: ABR32231F-I, Version 7:
AB3223IF.

.

Location: 3415th Technical School, 10,
Lowry AFB, -

Length: Version 1: 23-24 weeks
(690-798 hours). Version 2: 24-26 weeks
(690-750 hourg). Version 3: 29-34 weeks
(840-930 hours). Version 4: 29 weeks 4780
hours). Version 5: 31-38 weeks' (840-1050 -
hours). Version 6: 46 weeks (1290 hours).
Version 7: 43 weeks (1200 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/7I-Present.
Version 2: I /68-2/7 I . Version 3: 4/63-12/
67, Version. 4: 5/62-3/63. Version 5: 10/
60-4/62. Version 6: 10/59-9/60. Version 7:

, 8/57-9/59.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

weapon control systems riteChanics.
Instruction: ,All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals and weapon controt systems, including
DC' and AC fundamentals, power genera- _

tion, vacuum tubes, oscilloscopes, target
detectioil'and radar ranging, flight sensing
and antenna functions, -steering and
tracking, timing and firing, and alignment
test equipment, and testing procedures for
specific weapons control systems. Version
I: inctudes transistors, amplifiers, wave-
shaping -circuits, AM, FM, single sideband,
transmission lines and antennas, ser-
vomechanisms, cavity resonators:
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microwave principles, electrical test
ment, infrared subsystem functions, and ar-
mament 'ontrol. Version 2: Includes
transistors, amplifiers, wave- shaping cir-
cuits, AM, FM, single sideband,rtransmiS-
sion lines and antennas. servomechanisms,
cavity resonators, microwave principles,
electrical test equipment, infrared
subsystem functions, automatic flight con-
trol system and data link tie-in, and arma
Ment Control. Version 3: Includes
transistors, amplifiers,. wave-shaping" cir-
cuits, AM, FM, single' sideband, transmis-
sion lines and antennasp.servomechanisms,
cavity resonators, microwave principles,

'electrical test equipMent, infrared
subsystem and armament contras- Version
4: Includes reactive and special, circuits,
transistors, amplifiers, motors and ser-
voinechanisms, multivibrators and sweep
and logic circuits, ,power distribution,
microwave principles, missile auxiliary
functions, and system tie-in. Version 5: In-
cludes reactive and special circuits,
transistors, amplifiers,. motors and ser-
vomechanisms, multivibrators and sweep

, and logic circuits, power distribution,
microwave principles, missile auxiliary
functions; system 'tie-in and hand tools.
Version 6: Includes reactive and special cir-
cuits, transistors, amplifiers, motors and
servomechanisms, multivibrators and sweep
and logic circuits, power distribution,
microwave principles, eutoinatic flight con-
trol system and data link missile servos,,
and general radar theory.' Version `iii-
chides electrical test equipment power cliS-
tribution, automatic flight control systein,
and data link., missile servos, and general
radar theory.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category,- 8 semester hours in elec-
tronics, %additional credit in electronicd
on the b of institutional evaluation (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electronics,
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74). Ver-
sion 2; In the lower-diyision baccalaureate/
associate degree, "category, II semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74): in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electronics, and addi-
tional credit in electeonips on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74), Version 3:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 12 semester hours
in electricity or electronics, and additional
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electronics, and additiolal credit
in electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluatiOn (4/74). Versihn 4: In the lower-
division baccalaureateiassOciate degree

. category, 4 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, and credit in electrical labors-

awry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68). Version 5: In she lower-division
bacEalaureate/as,sociate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit' in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 6: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category,.6 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68), Version
7: in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity and electronics ( 12/68).

AF-1715-054*
AN/ALIC)-T4 FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL

(F & 0) MAINTENANCE
Course Numbery ATS3425 I B -3.
Location: - 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 9, weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted 'personnel to

maintain a specific electronics warfare
trainer at the field and orgadizational level.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the operation, 'troubleshooting, and repair
of a specific electronics 'warfare ,trainer.
Topics include master scan generator, data
flow, campt.trators, electronic countermea-
sures, and signal generation. Laboratory
work on the trainer is required.

Credit Recommendation: In, the lower-
diviSion baccalaureate/assodate degrees
category, credit in electrical, laboratory on
the basis of institutional'evaluation (6/74);
in the-upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, credit in electrical laboratory op the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0548
GROUND RADIO OFFICER

Course NuIVber: OB303IA.
Location: 3310th Technical School, ScOtt

AFB, IL.
Length: Versioit 1: 1.3 weeks (390

ours). Version 2: t9 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: 12/56-12/68.

Version ?: 2/54 -I 1/56.
Objectives: To train officers who have

taken college-level electronics and elec-
tricity courses and who have eighteen
months- experience in communications to
command and manage the installation,
maintenance, operation, and repair of radio
communications e4ipmient and systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises 'in the installation, maintenance-,
operation, apd.rePair of radio communica-
tions equipment and systems, including
basic electricity, hand-wired, communica-
tions, AM and. FM transmitters and
receivers, radio telCtypes, antenna systems,
VHF radio relays, cryptographic activities,
and specific radio communications equip-
ment systems, including teletypes,
telephones, telegraphs, facsimile and televi-
sion.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours, in electrical laboratory.
and 3 in communications circuits on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electricity (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
electrical laboratory, and 5 in communica-
tions circuits on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-171541549
ADVANCED MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS

AND CALIBRATION

, Course Number: 3AZR32470-1G
Location: .3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted persiumel to

maintain and calibrate microwave measur-
ing equipment..
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Instruction: Lectures and practicarexer-
.cises in the calibration and maintenance of
. microwave measuring equipment at the ad-
vanced level. Course includes discussion of
transmission line principles and parameters,
distributed elements, Smith chart analysis,
and detection techniques. Measurements -
are performed to determine VSWR,
frequency, and impedance, together with
an assessment of accuracy, loss charac-
teristics, and system representations. Block-
diagram analysis is also included, together
with detailed instructions and equipment*
exercises for!evaluating microwave circuit
performance. All standard equipment (e.g.,
detectors, slotted lines, refTectometers,
couplefs,, and other accessories) is used in
this course.

Credit Recommendittion: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in microwave
techniques laboratory (6/74); in the uppert_
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in microwave techniques laboratory
(6/74).

AF-1715-0550
COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS

STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: 30AR3001.
Location: 3380th' Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 22 weeks (660 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-12/73.
Objectives;,: To train commissioned of-

ficers to formulate crowmunicatious-clec-
tronisbpolicies and procedures. to coor-
dinatpolicy plans and operations, and to
Monitor and direct programs.

Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
in communications-electronics policies and
procedures. Course includes wire commu-
nications and switching, multiplexors,
ground radar, air traffic control systems,
communications networks, and satellite
systems.

Recommendation: In the lower -'
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in digital com-
puter ftindametlats, and 3 in communica-
tions circuits dVi the basis of institutional 4"*"
evaluation (6/74); in' the upper-division
baccalaureate Category, I semester hour in
digital computer fundamentals, and 3 in
communications circuits on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0551
I. ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

SPECIALIST
(ELECTRONIC EMISSION MONITOR/

ANALYSIS SPECIALIST)
2. ELECTRONIC EMISSION MONITOR/

ANALYSIS SPECIALIST
(ELECTRONIC INTERCEPT OPERATIONS/

ANALYSIS SI:TCIALIST)
ti

Course Number Version t: 3BR20530.
All Versions: 3ABR29430. Version 2:
ABR2943Q,.

Location: Version t: School of. Applied
-,Aerospiice Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Verkon 2: 3380th Technical School
Keesler AFB, MS.
' Length: Version 1: 21 weeks ( 630 '

hours). Version 2: 24-25 weeks (630-750
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/70- I 2/73 .
Version 2: 1/63-11/70.

. .

Objectives: To train airmen as electronic
emission monitor/analysis specialists.



Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic emission monitoring and
analysis,. including AC and DC circuits,
-vacuum tubes, semiconductor devices,
radio fundamentals, radar principles, signal
generation theory, signal generation and
monitoring, receiver systems operation and
procedures, mission data processing, and
signal types and identification.

Credit. Recommendation: Version 1: In
lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (12/6t); in the 'upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity, 2 in electrical laborato-
ry, and, on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion, 3 in electronics and 3 in signal analy-
sis (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in elCctricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in elec-
tricity, 2 in electrical laboratory, and, on
the basis of institutional evaluation, 4 in
electronics and 3 in signal analysis (6/74).

AF-171-0552
; ..

.

GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
(RELAY CEN TER)

Course Number. AB30431C.
Lacation: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 17-18 weeks (510 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55712/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation, tuning, adjustment; and or-
ganizational maintenance and repair of
radio relay equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation oftround communi-
cations equipment. Course includes funda-

' menials of electricity; multiplex and single-
sideband terminal equipment; and ground.
communications terminal equipment
systems. ..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
'category, semester hoeirs in radio repair
(6/74); in t upper-division baccalaureate
category, credi in radio.repair on the basis
of institutional luation (12/68). -:

AF-1715-0553
ELECTRONIC WARFARE UPGRADE TRAINING

(B-58)
Course Number: Version 1: B-V7C-C.

Version 2: 157158.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
,ThLengdt: 5-6 weeks (133-180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/6I-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic warfare

officers as defensive systems operators on
B58 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of special aircraft'
defense 'systems, including B--58 engine,
fuel, electrical, hydraulic /pneumatic; flight
control, landing gear/pilot-static, egress, air
conditioning, communications, navigation,
antenna, and air-refueling systems; flight
characteristics; tactics; fire control; warning
receiver and countermeasures; and miscel-
laneous components and related communi-
cations and passive/active defense
procedures.

Credit Recommendation:, No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68)..

AF-1715-0554

ELECTRONIC INTERCEPT OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST (INTERIM)

, Course Number: ABR29230-2.
Location: 3380th Technical. School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 25 weeks (660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/62- f2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

intercept techniques and principles, includ-
ing communications principles, camera
techniques, and system function.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
electronic intercept operations, including
countermeasures receivers, pulse analyzers,
traveling-wave tubes, antennas, photo-
graphic and oscillographic recorders, mag-
netic recording devices, record and log
,procedures, and the operation of various
systems components.

Credit Recontrnendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electrcinics (6/74).

AF-1715-0555

OFFICERS GROUND ELECTRONICS
ORIENTATION

Course Number: XX3044.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68 -
Objectives: To familiarize officers with

ground radar maintenance and main-
tenance management techniques.

Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-
cises in ground electronics, including
ground electronics and radar equipment
maintenance; organization for national
defense; personnel administration; and
operational use of radar.

Credit Recommendition: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature`of
the course (6/74).

AF-1715-0556

SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/FPS-27, FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL (F & 0)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: AXS30372-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Lengths 11 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dotes: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to operate, inspect, and maintain a
specific radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises' in functional block-diagram analysis,
principles of operation, tests, adjustments,
troubleshooting, and repair of the various
radar cOmponents, and the use of pertinent
test equipment. Topics include video
processor, power distribution, frequency
generator, transmitters, receivers, and an-
tenna system.
t Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in communica-
tion electronics and additional credit on
the- basis of institutional evaluation ( 6/74 ).
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AF-1715-0557
WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

(MG-3, MG-I0 RADAR)
Course Number: A.A32271G-1 .
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 25 weeks (750 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform organizational maintenance on,
troubleshoot, and repair components of
specific weapons control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the techhical aspects and operation of a
weapons control system. Topics include
oscilloscopes, meters, and special test
equipment; operational maintenance of
signal generators, dummy loads, and anten-
na test sets; basic block-diagram data flow
of radar and computer functions; antenna
positioning; missile servos; and armament
systems test

In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0558

WEAPONS CO TROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
('MG -3 MG-I0 COMPUTER -
CONTR S)

Course Number: AA32271H-I.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 32 weeks (960 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train weapons control

systems technicians to perform organiza-
tional maintenance, troubleshoot, and
repair components of computer and con-
trols for a specific weapons control system.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the operation of weapons control systems.
Topics include oscilloscopes, . meters, im-
pedance' measuring devices, &basic block-
iagra data flow of radar and computer

functio power generation and distribu-
tion w tTTTTTTiiiiiiin the equipment, flight sensing
functions, signal generators, coders and
keyers, data link receivers, and automatic
flight control, iystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the Irler-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

. A F- 1715-0559

RECONNAISSANCE SENSOR SYSTEMS

Course Number: 3AZR20650-0.
LoCation: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-12/73.
Objectives: To familiarize enlisted per-

sonnel with the operation and components
of data processing equipment, and the use
of specialized display equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation of reconnaissance
sensor systems. Course includes identifica-
tion of automatic data processing and intel-
ligence data handling systems, training in
reading numeric and binary codes, and
discussion of DoD reference material's and
acceptable formats fol. reporting and filing.
Special' exercises given in preparing
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imagery.-reports and using plotting equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: NO' credit
because o the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-1715-0560' s s

AIR ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE FOR
ARMAMENT SYSTEMS OFFICER

Course Number: OZR3054-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
. Length: 6 weeks ( I 80 tours)...

Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68.
Objectives: To teach commissioned of-

ficers the basic technical knowledge neces-
sary. to supervise the ...operation and main-
tenance of aircraft electronic subsystems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance and sell:icing of
air electronics armament systems, with
'work in aircraft communications, naviga-
tion and countermeasures. Topics include
communications receivers and transmitters,
radio compasses, omnirange receivers,
search-navigation radars, Doppler naviga-
tion radars, intercept receivers, direction
finders, and jamming equipment:

CredieRecommendation: See explanatory
note at' the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

1715-0561

UND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMEr
re TECHNICIAN (TDDL)

((ill)itCIUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
- TECHNICIAN (Liotrr)(TDDL EQUIP-

MENT))

Course Number: AZR30474; AZR30472.
Location:, 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).

_Exhibit. Dates: 8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

theory, operation, and maintenance of the
AN/GKA-5(V) flight control group and the
AN/FRT-49

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer -.
cises in the theory; operation, and main-
tenance of the AN/GICA-51 V) flight con-
trol group and AN/FRT-49 amplifier, in-
cluding Boolean algebra and binary mathe-
matics, transistor theory, Orcuit and logi
analysis of all components, klystron theory,
tuning and adjustment, preventive main -'
teriance procedures, system maintenance,
and operation and application of associated
test equipment.

Credit Recomenendation: In the lower
division baccalaureate/associate ° degree
category, 3 semester hours in digital en-
gineering, logic design, or electronics
laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
digital engineering, logic design, or eleC-
tronics laboratory (6/74).

AF- 1715 -0562

ECM MAINTENANCE FOR ARMAMENT
SYSTEMS OFFICER

(OFFICERS AIRBORNE CECTRONICS
ORIENTATION)

Course Number: OZR3054.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4-6 weeks (120-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-12/68.

Objectives: To train officers to perform
as ECM armament systems-officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supervisory duties relating to the
maintenance of aircraft electronic counter-
meakres systems, including passive ECM
systems:, and block-diagram and circuit
analysis, installation,, operational and per-
formance checks, and alignment and
troubleshooting of receivers, transmitters,
and other ECM systems.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the lirtiited specialized nature of
the course ( 12/68).

AF-1715-0563

BOMB NAVIGATION SVSTEMTECHNICIAN (K,
MA-6A. MA-7A SERIES STAtatizkno
N AND OPTICS)

Course Number: AA321700.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 22 weeks (660 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain specific bombing-
navigation stabilization and optic units, to
analyze malfunctions, and to disassemble
and repair components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cites in the technical operation of a bomb
navigstiQj, system. Topics include AC and
DC fundamentals; principles of vacuum
tubes, amplifiers, synchros, and gyroscopes;

`stabilization' systems familiarization; and
specialized optical system techniques

Credit Reconunendation:, In the [lower-
division baccalaureate/associate .degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics ( 12/68 ).

AF-1715-0564
BASIC OBSERVER ELECTRONIC

COUNTERMEASURES

Coterie Number: ZZ302 101 .
oq: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 30 weeks (927 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55- 12/68.
Objectives: Tp train officers in electronic

countermeasures ac hniques:
Instruction: Lectures and minctical exer-

cises in introductory electronic circuit
theory and AC and DC fundamentals;
transmitting and receiving techniques ap-
plied to' specific circuits; electronic
systems; ,:search and analysis .equipment

operation: reconnaissance flights, jamming
equipment operation and jamming flights.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower=
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester` hours in electricity or
electronics, 1 in electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, and credit in electrical labora-
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

. .

AF-1715-0565-

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC ( E-
. 4, E-5, E-6 SYSTEMS)

E-5 AND E-6 SERIES SYSTEMS
MECHANIC)

Course Number: A81Z32231D;
AB3223IP; AB32230D.

Location; 341th -1chnical School,
Lowry. AFB, CO.
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Length; 34-
hours).

Exhibit Dates.
Objectives; T

apprentice weapons co
mechanics a d to operat
specific fire ntrol syste
_ Instructio Lectures a
cises.in we ns control
operation nd mainteri
control sy ten* induct'
cults; po :pies of ele
cial-pu
tors;: ,111
tivibrat
tiacki

, amen a-positioning', and computer sec-
'tionsi; system tie-in and troubleshooting;
and icrowave principles.

C it Recomirmndation: fry the lower-
divi ion baccalaureate /associate degree
cat gory,. 3 semester hours in electricity
an electronics ( 12/68).

8 weeks (1020-1140

5/54=12/68.
train airme 1 to perform as

trol systems
and maintain

d piactical exer=
ystems and in the
e of specific fire

g DC and AC cir-
tronic devices; spe-

tubes; a plifiers and oscilla-
tors and servomechanisms; mul-

rs and sWeep circuits; range-
transmitter, receiver, 'indication,

F-1715-0566
EAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN

(E-4, 5, 6 SYSTEMS)
(WEAPONS. CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNI-

CIAN (E-4, E-5, E-6 SERIES))
(E-4, E-5, AND E-6 SERIES SYSTEM

TECHNICIAN)

Course. Number:- e AAR3227ID;
AA3227ID.

' Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 14-18 weeks (420-540 hours)..
Exhibit. Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to inspedt,

troubleshoot, and repair specific fire and
weapons control systems and associated
standard 'and special test equipment.

Initruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection, troubleshooting, and
repair of specific.fire and weaports control
'systems and associated standard and special
test equipment, including power supplies;
analysis of various components and systems
of specific weapons control and test equip-
ment; circuit analysis. of range-tracking,
transmitter, receiver, video presentation,
antenna-positioning, and attack-display sec-
tions; computer analysis, including flight
geometry; and radar and Computer tie-in.°

Credit Recommendation: Seb-elplanatory
note at the beginhing of the Air Force sec-
tion. f

AF-1715-6567
I . OFFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS"

MECHANIC (MA-I0, ASG -14
SYSTEMs)

2. FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(MA-I0, ASG-I4

Course Number: ABR3230M.
Location:, 34I 5th Tbchnical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 28 weeks (840

hours). Version 2: 34 weeks (930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/62-12/68.

Version 2: 6/59-6/62.
Objectives: To train basic. aiimen to per-

Jorm as apprentice fire control system.
mechanics.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practioal exercises in fire .control systems,
including DC and AC circuits, reactive cir-
cuits, principles of vacuum tubes and
transistors, amplifiers and oscillators, spe-
cial circuits, microwave principles, mul-



t tivibrators, sweep and logic circuits, radar
transmitters, receiver and collatinter cir-
cuits, data link system, and system, tie-in.
Version 2: Intludes motors 'and ser-
vomechanisms, special-purpose tubes, elec-
tronic countermeasure computer indicator,
optical gunsight system, and infrared sight.

Credit Recommendation :. Velsion 1: In
the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4' semester hours in ,elec-
tricity and.electronics (12/68). PersiOn 2:

,, In the lower-divisicin baccalaureate/as-
sociate de category, 6 semester hours
in electrici and electronics (12/68).

AF-17154568
1. NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST ( RE-

elfrItY VEHICLE, LdM-30, MK II)
2.. NUCI&AR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RE-

ENm iuticLE)'(LGM-30C, MK
11)

Course Number: ABR33 I 308-4.
Location: 3415th . Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO. .
Length: VersiOn 1: I8 weeks -(510

hours). Version 2: 24 weeks (630 hours).
1 Exhibit flutes: Version 1: 10/64-12/68.

Version 2: 9/63-9/64.
Objectives: To train airmen to assemble

and test re-entry vehicles.
°Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-

cises in the assembly and testing of re-entry
vehicles associated with nuclear weapons,

1 including AC and DC principles, semicon-
ductOr devices, nuclear weapons theory,
weapons syitem orientation, test and han-
dling equipment, circuit analysis, main-
tenance management, and aerospace
ground equipment. ncrudes Boolean nota-
tion, digital techniques, and symbolic logic.

Credit Recommendation: Version /: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate ,
degree category, I semester hour in electri-
cal laboratory, 3 Ts an elective. 4n elec-
tronics (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-

-sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 1 semester hour in electricariaboratory,
3 as art elective in electronics (6/74).

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 6-8 weeks (1.80:240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/60-12/68. -

Objectives: Tostrain airmen as air surveil-
lance technicians (SAGE).

Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-
cises. in- the duties of air surveillance

.technicians (SAQE), including weapons
familiarization, mapping, automatic
tracking prbgram, symbology, computer
familiarization, and positional training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1715-0570
WEAPONS`_ IfilIDL Nis TECHNICIAN

(E.9 SwsrEm)
Course Number: AAR3.2271E- I I.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

'LOwry AFB, CO.
Length: 21-26 weeks (630-780 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/5.9-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as weapons

control systems technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and prctical exer-

cises in the duties of weapons control
systems technicians, including -standard test
equipment usage; signal data recorder;
-transmitting; target detection 'and radar
ranging; antenna positioning; computer
servo; timing: missile servo; flight sensing;
missile power and parameter setting; arma-
ment control; and, optical steering and
tracking functions; system tic-in; and main-
tenance and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degre
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
electronics ( 6/74 ).

AF -1715 -0572

WEAPONS DIRECTION (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR27370B-5.
.,Location: 3380th Technical SFhool,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6-8 weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8760- 12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

senior weapons director technicians in
SAGE weapons installations.

Inatruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of technicians in SAGE
direction centers, including fundamentals
of weapons 'direction, icommunications,
computer training, automatic ;tracking, air
.tactics, transmission of surveillance and
control data, specific weapons and posi-
tional equipment, and center operatiOns. .

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1715-0573

.AF-1718-0571
AIR SURVEILLANCE. (SAGE)

ourse Number: AZR27370B-6.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: "Version 1: 3 AAR34270.
Version 2: AA,R34270. Version 3:
AAR34270.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 20 weeks (600
hours). Version 2: 21 weeks (630 ,hours).
Version 3;36 weeks (1080 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-12/73.
Version 2: 2/66-4/68. Version 3: I I/60-1/
66.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-
nel 'to supervite flight simulator activiges,
system analysis, installation and repair of
flight simulators..

Instruction: All Versions; Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of
flight simulator activities, system analysis,

;installation and repair of flight simulators,
including QC and AC circuit analysis, am-
plifier fundamentals and circuitry, power
supplies, flight systems computer analysis,
synchro sistems, and management
procedures. ersion 1: Includes solid-state
theory and devices; analog principles; pas-
sive and active computing devices; ser,

.vomechanisms; flight computations; digital
computer fundamentals; computer timing;
programming; storage; block, 'flow, and
logic diagrams for central processor; acrd
peripheral systems logic. Version 2: In-
cludes solid-state theory and devices;
analog principles; passive and active com-
puting devices; servomechanisms; flight
computations; digital computer fundamen-
tab! _computer timing; programming;
storage; block, flow!, and logic diagrams for
central processor,' peripheral systems logic;
and parallel' and serial computer analysis.

0,()

Air Fora 1-195
, Version 3: Includes t1roubleshooting

procedures; landing gear, hydraillic, and .

-fuel systems;., mechanical devices; engine
. operation; specific equipment, maintenance

and inspection; basic and advanced flying
'procedures; radio aids; and aerodynamics.

° - Gredit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the ,lOwer-division baccalaureate/associate

:degree category, 6 !nester hOurs in elec-
tro leS cqm rs, 2 in electronics and

puler laboratory, 3 as an elective in
el frOnics and computert (6/74); in the
uppe *vision baccalaureate cate ory, 3
semeste hours as an elective in,e1 ctronics

' and com uters .(6/74). Version 2: In the
'lower -dive 'on baccalaureate/associate
degree ca ory, 3 semester hoUrs in elec-
tricity and- electrOpics ( /2/68); in the .

upper-divisi n baccalaurate category, .3

semester-hours in electricity or electronics,
and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74). Ver-
sion 3: In. the lover-division baccalaureate!'
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity and electronics (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in electricity or elec-
tronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation 412/
68).

AF-1715-0574 ,

WEAPONS CoNTRoL5YSTEMs MECHANIC
( MG -13 DATA FLow )

(WEAPONS CONTR4,L SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(K4G-3., MG -t0 DATA FLOW))

eburse Number:\ %. ALR32231F-2;
ALR32231F-1.

- Location: 3415th 'c,11,,,,nical 7 Sehool,
;Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 31 weeks (930 bours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Illtbjectives: To train enlisted personnel to ,

cheat, adjait,. repair, insRect and isolate
malfunctions of the computer and contrbls
functions of a specific weapolis control
system. .(Instruction; Lectuies and practical exer-
cises in ,the mechanics of a specific
weapons control system. Topics include
power generation and distribution, target

-detection. antenna positioning, transmitters,
radar ranging, flight sensing, jiimp angle,
ballistics computer, attack steering, timing
and firing, parameter setting; computer
self-tests, data link, and tie-in techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Sec explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. ..

AF- 1715 - 0575.

POWER PRODUCTION SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE (LGM-25) '

Course N umber: AZR54350.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeksk(90. hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted electrical

power production specialists to operate and
maintain a specific missile installatibn.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
cises in the operation and maintenance of a
specific missile installation. Course includes
operating procedures, servicing, inspection,
adjustment, and maintenance of. specific
diesel engines and related systerns, and in-
spection, maintenance, and troubleshooting
of electrical generating, switchgear, and au-
tomatic power changeover equipment.
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,:se'c
Credit Recommendation: See explanatory

note at the beginping,of the Air Force,'
, don.

. AF-1745-11316-,_ .

STATUS AUTHENTICATION SUBSYSTEM'
MAINTENANCE, WS-I33B

Calm . Number: 3AZR3 I 72111;

AZR3167214. . r
Location:1, 3345th Technical Schott,ChanuteAFI3,
1.sugth:,5 .4meks (15ehoursl.
ExhIrsit1M4es: 8/67,712/68. 1
Ohjectieuci To train enlisted personnel.to ,

operate and maintain a status authentica-
tion subsystem.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eicer=
cises in the operation and maintenance of a
Statin authentidation subsystem, including
circuit analysis, component check-out,
status, authentication subsystem malfunc-
tion analysis- and correction; cryptographic
security procedures; safety; and use of
technical orders and publications.

credit ReCommendation:. No ,.credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-17154577
'GROUND RADIO Systems SuPERIPsost/

EctustclAN
'Course / Number: 3 AAR30110;

AAR30490. 4.c>

Location: 3380th Techhical School,
Keesler AFB, MS. c`Length: 46c-48 weeks ,( 1380 hours). .
. Exhibit Dates: 7/65-12/73.
Objectives:.TO. train enlisted personnel as

ground radio systems supervisor/tecimi-
chins.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of ri). ground radio
systems Topics in-
clude applied, mathematics DC and AC
circuits, vacuum tube, a d solid-state
devices electronic circuits, data-processing;
transmi ters, receivers, management
techniq es, multiplex systems, SS13 systems,
UHF/V F, ILS, omni -range systems,
TACAN, digital theory, televitori, and'mis-i
site communications systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the loweK"
division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category, 3 semester hours in electric or
electrooies (12/68); in the upper-di ision
baccaldhreate category. 2 semester rs in
maintenance management (12/68).

..,

AF-1715-057 0
1

AN/AL:0-71/72 FIELD/ORGANIZATKINAL?(F/
0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2 AS R30153-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks,(90 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: 4/68-12/7,3. ...

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform duties as electronic warfare equip
ment repairmen. - ,

instruction: Lectures and practital exer-
cises in the repair -of electronic warfare
equipment. Topics include transmitter`priP-
ciples, tuned- system characteristics, ,align-
ment and re air of voltage-tuned'
and applicati n of electrbnic and hydraulic
'principles to automatiCally tuned system
circuitry. t

Cred
note at
tion.

t Recommendation: See explanatory
e, beginning of the Air Force sec-

AF-1715.-0579

ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTiOlZt
TECHNICIAN

Course . Number: 3AAR54370;
AAR54370.

Location: 3750th' Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, '

Length: Vtrsion : 9 weeks (270 ,hours)..
Version. 2: 9-10 weeks (270-300 hours).

xhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/68-12/73.
Version 2: 12/62-2/68.

ectives: To train airmen to maintain
diesel- driven" generator sets, associated sup-
port equipmpt and control switcttgear, or
to maintain and operate electrical power
generating equipment:

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the maintenance of
diesel-driven,generator sets, associated hip-
port equipment ap4I control sWitchgear, or,
the maintenance and zeration of electrical

mintenance,3 management, electrical
switchgear arrangements and related wiring
diagrams, engine construction 'and operat-
ing procedures, and die ssl engine systems
analyses Version 2- ..dudes additional

power generating uipment, including

,0 . .
holars in maintenance managernent..., ,,,.., , , ,

, CONTROL SYSTEMS ANALYST (GAM- /7)Credit Recommendation: Versioit I: Ste.. -
explanatory FIRM at the beginning of the Course Number: ABR31431B-1.
Air. Fact section. Version 2: 10 the upper- Location: . 3345th Technical Schbol,
division b cal aureate t a 2 ester Chanute AFB, IL. ..-.r

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature,of
the course (6/74).

AF71715-0.582 I

SAGE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE.MANAGEMENT
OFFICER

(SAGE ,..1AsINTENANCE CONTROL OF-
, FICER)

Course Number: OZR3016-1.
3380th Technical School, .

Keesie AFB, MS.
Length: I 1.15 weeks (330..450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as SAGE maintenance management of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- '
cises in SAGE maintenance management,
including digital computer operation and
principles, basic programming, drum and
display systems, SAGE. inputs and outputs,
maintenance procedures, quality control,
and maintenance analysis and cififitrol.

Credit .Recommendation: In the lower-
divisibn baccalaureate/associate " degree
category, 3 semester'hOurs as at elective in
digital computer principles (6/ 4).

AF -1715 -0583

.4-, iv lc ca a reate ca eg ry semester'
hours,in shop management (12/0).

'AF-1715-0580
E- LSERIES SYSTEM MECHANIC

Course Number': AB32230A.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

LowiI AFB, CO.
Length: 26 weeks (780 houss).
Exhibit Dates: 8/54-12/68.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to

check, calibrate, harmonize; afid maintain a '
specific rocket sight and radar set. -,11Pligcri

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex -
cises in maintaining a specific Locket sight
and radar set. Topics includeselecftical fun-
damentals, AC fundamentals, vacuum elec-
tronic devices, electrohic circuits, use of
'oscilloscopes and specific electronic equip-
ment. Course contains' no material on rlitk
state devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divition baccalaureaM/associate degge -
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronic-S( /68).

AF-1715-058
-

TRACKING/IDENTIFICATION (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR2739013=7.
LILeation: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-42/68. a
Objectives:To train enlisted personnel, to

perform ditties as tracking supervisors of'
technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' exer-exer-
cises in the duties of a tracking supervisor/
technician. The content ,of this course is
very specific in natulie and is oriented en-
tirely toWards..the operatioti and charac-
teristics of the SAGE systerp.

21.0

Length: 23 weeks (600 hoiirS.
., 'Exhibit Dates: 11/59-12/68. X

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
analyie and maintain a control system..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the analysis and maintenance of a,
control system. Topics include basio ap-

'. plied mathematics, DC and AC circuit fun-
1 damentals, and efectrohic fundamentals, in-

cluding coverage of transistors, electtonic
circuits, and Materiq applicable to%pecific
electronic equiptnent . ....o.

C(Iedit Recommendation: . In the lower
,division'- baccalaureate/associate ; degree
categoiY; 3 semester floors inelectricity or
electronics (12/68). ''

0 -:
AF-1715-0.584 ' .

,
' .\

I-rt,
A.N/APOAT5/131 DCiPPLER MAINTEN/NCE4r °

1

Course Number: -AZR30151-3.
. Location: 3380th, Technical School, 1.

Keesler AFB, MS'. .. .
. Length:(I5 weeks (4q0 hours):

Exhibit Dates: 12J61- 12/68.
' Objectivesioto train enliited personnel to
operate, inspect, maintain, and repair ./1

- Doppler radar navigation system.
Instructlem 'Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the. operation and maintenance of
Doppler radar navigation systems. Topics

, include Doppler principles - and applica-
dolts, principles .of air navigation; semicon-
'ductor theory and application, principles of

so binary 'counting,' specialized digital com-
puter circuitry, functions, operational
characteristics, circuit .theory, calibratiOne
tuning, alignment, preflight operatiorial

'checks, minimum performance checks,
troubleshooting, an the operation and or-
ganizational maint Nance of specialized test.
benches and flight-line esters.

Credit Recommenda ion: In, the lower-
/associate degreedivision baccalaureat



\\C\

category. 3 semester, hours in electricit ,

in'electriCal lalSoratdry (6/7A). .

s . '

AP-1715-0585
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN, FPtS (HEAVY)
Course Nunther: AZR3045 -I.
Location: 3380th ...Tech ical. 'School,

wriCeesler AF13,44S.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).

'1Eidtibit Dmitri: 8/59-12/6$.
Objectives: To tibin enlisted personnel t

install, repair, and Maintain forward,
\ propagation tropospheric scatter equip-,

Intent.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and repair of for-
ward propagation tropospheric scatter
equipment. Topics include multiplexing

".,equipment, transmitting equipment, and
system operational procedures. The content
of this course is very specific in nature,-and
little general information is presented.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory '
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

.,e n.

A -1715 -058'6

,*ELErstiicAL REPAIR TECHNICIAN (HH-53)
cc

'Course [lumber: 3AZ.R42330-0.
`Location: *3750th Technical School;
Sheppard. AFB, TX.

itength: 2 weeks (60 hours).- ' -"

Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73'. r -
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel:to;

perform as electrical repair technicians/
thatructinti:-Lectures and` ttr4cileal exer2

-cites .;iti the 4aintescance of specific .

helieripter electrical AsSterns. Course
eludes the identification, location, and

functicm of lie' licoptet electrical- sVstems
and componenti, and operatiorifil checks
and troubleshooting. or the r electitical

-,, systems of aespecific
Ciredit Recommendahlogi(See eiplanatOry

note at the beginning of the Air Foree sec-
tion. ' ' "-

AF-1715-05i7,'
ELECTRONIC VARFARE!COUNTERMEASURES

SPECIALIST
(ELECTRONIC COUNTER-CoUNTERMEA-,

SURES OPERATOR)
(ECCM OPERATOR)

,,Course Kurnber: ,s6LR27332;
AZR27370A14:

Cot:adorn 3380th Technical 'School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length:'-.16 weeks (480 hou
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perfOrm as console operators at radar sites
and direction centers.

Insiruction:, Lectures and practical exer-
ciser to supplement the training of enlisted
perSonnel in the duties of a console opera-
tOr at radar sites and direction centers.
BasiC .electronic principles and their appli-
cation to basic radar systems, types of elec-
tronic and mechanical jamming, and elec-
tronic prinples are discussed in detail, but
no solid-state devices are included in the
course.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
'division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semestec. hours in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division

' -

baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity and electronics, and 'credit, in
electriCal laboratory, on the basis of institu-
tional evaluatiZm ( 6/74 )..

AF-1715-0588
I. ELECTRONICS arsTEmS OFFicEt -

(9RouND ELECT' OpitcLIR)
2. GROuNo ELECTRONICS CS OFFICER
3. -GitouNct ELEcTRoNtcs.13VFIcER

(G)1OUND ELECTRONICS OFFICER
(ECCM)).

(011oUrt ELEc-cgoistiN.,041cER
(ELECTRoNies))* °

Course Number: ;Version I: a3Q13R304
Version 2: OBR3041, OBR304.1
OBR3041A. Version 3:4bB3041.

Location: 3380th Technical g School,
Keesler .AFB; MS.,

hj

vLength:, . Ver"lion 1: 3 8,,44l weeks
(1140-123

.

1.3 hours). Versi n 2:: 45-49
weeks ,(.1350-1470 hours). Versio t 3:
47-.51 weeks (4.4,10-1530 hours). ,

Exhibit Dates': Version 1,: 9/68-1 /73.
Version.2.-1/62-8/68. Versipti 3: 3154

' Objectives: 11,O gailVdffie is to 'form
as ground elearonies office

. uses in the d ies of groan electronicsof-
InstruetionV..eCtures and practical exer-

uses
'fleets, includinge eleet s undamentals,
;electronic test equipth f mai tenance and
appitfation, supervisory pr edures, m\ailt-

.tenance. of ground radar and associated
'-equitiment,. receivers and 'transmitters,
communications systems, ,,rsolid-state
delnees; data processing and computer

o.Principles, i&ntification system , andsystem ,
equipme analysis" .

Credit Recom dons Versio 1: In
the lower-division accaldireate/ late
degree Category, 2 semester hours in basic
electronici, 4 in basic electronics laborato-
ry, and 3 as an elective in basic electronics
(6/74); in the upper - division baccalaureate
category, 3 scmested
ro

hours in basic elec-
tronics, 3 irk basic electronics laboratory
(6/74).. Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6

, semester hotfrs in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category., 2 semester hours in shop
management (12/68_) 3 in basic electronics
(6/74), 3 in basic electronics- laboratory (6/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester -hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category,' 2 semester hours, in shop
management (12/68),.3 in basic electronics
laboratRry (6/74), and 3 as an elective in
basic electronics (6/74).

AF-1715-0589
ELECTRICIAN, SM-80

\ Course Number: ALR54230G.
4..omtIon: 3345th Technical School,

Ch nute AFB; IL.
ngth: 5 weeks (150 hours).

E hibit Dates: 12/62-12/68.
O jectives: To train personnel to perform

as electricians. ;

Instruction: LeCturet and practical exer-
cises .\in the functions of electricians, in-

. eluding isolation of faults, removal of tuba-
: rats, replacement of faulty units, check-out

and repair of else ic ;generating sets- and-
distribution sysre Components of the
:launch facilities a d launch control facili-
ties, troubleshoots g and repair of launch

Air.IForce 1 9
facility electrical components, and tit
providing of back-upAssistance.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at...the beginning of the Air Fol-ce sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0590 '' 2.

WEAPONS
is

SPECIALISTNUCLEAR vVEAPONS PECIALISI (RE-ENTRY
VEHICLE SM-30MR 5)

Course Nu ber: AZR33130B-3..
Locatidn: 3415th Technical School, 1

Lawry AFB, O, (
Length: 6 'wee ks ( 180 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

nuclear weapons specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and Practical exer-

cises in the duties of apprentice nuclear
weapons specialists, including unpackagine
packaging; inspection, assembly, mating,
unmating, troubleshooting; and repair of
the SM-80 Mk 5 re-entry vehicle; nuclear
safety; explosive safety and handling:main-
tenance and use of maintenance forms;
systems ..docutnentation applicable to'
nuclear warheads and re-entry vehiciet;
simulator test set; re-entry vehicle orienta-
tion and operation; and re-entry vehicle
test set, assembly, and check-out. '' ..,,,

Credit Zecommendation: See explanatciry
note at tna., beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. '._

AF-1715-059I
SPECIAL TRAINING, AN/URN-3A

MAINTENANCE FIELD AND
ORGANIZATIONAL (F

Course N'imber: ATS313451-2.
LOcationv 3380th Technical School,

Kesler AFB, MS.
ngth: 4 week0(120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68,
Objectives: To train persorMelt in the

-repair of the AN/URN-3A dual TACAN
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer,
-cises in the repair of the AN/URN-3A dual
TACAN system; . including system
familiarization and function; . arrangement.
of systems 'components; block-diagram and
circuit analysis; isolation of equipment mal-
functions to components, assemblies and
subassemblies, and units; inspection, repair.
testing, alignment and calibration of

.:TACAN systems; and use of special and
standard test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lour-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 1 semester hour in electronics
laboratory (6/74).

AP-1715-0592
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (MA-

10, AyS0-14 Sys-rem)
Course Niumber: AAR32270M.
Location: 3415th Technical School;

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 11 weeks (330 hours).
ExhibiPates: 10/60-12/68.
ObjectRes: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as,fire control systems technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the technical aspects.0 fire contra
systems. Topics include trimsistors; ra
transmitters,/receiver and computer r-
cuits; indicators and Lest panel circuits; op-
tical gunsight systems and inrhkred sight
systems.
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Credit Recomniendation: In lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
.category; I semester hour in 'electrical
laboratory (6/714); in the upper-division
bacrtaureate category, credit in elec-
tronics and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evalition (6/74).

AF-1715-0593
, %,

NUCLE0 WEAPONS SPECIALIST

Couise Number: AZR33130. .1

Location: 3415th Techniel School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 15'weelts (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personn

' with previous technical training to perfo
as apprentiee ,nuclear weapons specialists.

-1 : Lectures r_i practicallexer-
on the,,ftunctions or ii-Uclear weapons

specialists, including DC and AC; series
and par-lade resistance circuits;reactive cir-
cuits; series RC, RL and RCL' circuits and
serik, resistance; principles' of vacuum
tubes and transistors; amplifiers and radar;
introduction to nuclear vkapons; and
weapon description and operation.

Credit oiRecommendation: in the lower-
di'rision baccalaureate/associate _degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics ( 12/68).

AF-1715-054

WEAPONS MECHANIC. BOMBER

Course Number: A1346230A.'
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AVB, CO.
° Length: 117 weeks (480 hours).

Exidbit Dates: 12/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as apprentice weapons mechanics
on bomber aircraft.

Instruction: }Lectures and practical/ exer-
cises in weapons maintepance on bomber
aircraft. pies ludE electrical funda-
mentals, 'ins eti and installation of air-
craft weapons, s I arms, launching racks,
and shackles: maintenance of Operational
efficiency of aircraft weapons, small arms,
and launching gear; repair and modification
of aircraft weapons, gun mounts, small
arms, launching racks, and shackles; and
loading of munitions on aircraft.

Credit, Recominepdation: See explanatory
note at tbe ginning of the Air. Force sec -
tion. r ,

AF-1715-0595
WEA FONS CONTROLSYSTEMS TECHNICIAN

(MG-3, MG-I0 DATA FLOW)
Course Number: AA3227 I F- I
Location:, 341-5th TechnicaT.-School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 29 weeks (870 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/58 02/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and repair weapons control
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the technical aspects of weapons
control systems. Topics include radar and
servioechanism principles, target display
and detection function, antenna-positioning
and radar-ranging functions, missile servo
and armament, attack steering, timing and
firing, timed missile power and missile
parameter, flight-sensing functions, data

link. and: automatic flight- control system
and damping Briefly covered in the
course are thodundamentals of AC and DC '
circuits. power supplies, amplifiers, and

nitwave-shaping cir uits.
Credit, Recom endationt See explanatory

note at the begin ing of the Air Force sec-
tion. .,

. . .

AF-1715-0596' ,
-, ,-

WEAPONS: ECHANIC, FIGHTER iNTERCEPTOR

coue Number: AB46230C. ,
Bom,, don: 34 5th ' Technical School,

Low AFB, CO.
: 13 weeks ( 360 hours).

Ekhii it Dates: 11,/57-12/68.
Objectives: 'To train enlisted personnel to

perform as apprentice "Weapons mechanics
on fighter interceptor aircr

Instructionl Lectures d practical exer-
cises in weapons enance. Course in-
cludes. a `grief disCussion of the fundamen-
tals of electricity, as well as discussions on
defense weapons, automatic guns, as-
sociated armament equipment, interceptor
I unching systems, and nuclear weapons.

Credit Recomrnendatior4Set explanatory
to at the beginning of the. Air rorce seC,

ti n.

AF-171541597

WEAPONS MECHANICI FIGHTER BOMBER

Course Number: AB46230B.
LoCation: 34I5th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO. e

Length: 16 eeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dat 12/57- 12/68. a

- Objectives: T train enlisted pers,onnel. to
perform as mechanics of fighter-bomber
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of fighter-bomber air-
craft. Course includes installation and in-
spfttion of aircraft weapons, guided' mis-
siles, small arms, launching racks, shackles,
warheads, and solid-propellent rockets;
maintenance of operational efficiency of
aircraft weapons, certain types of guided-
air missiles, small arms, and launching gear; '.
repair and modification of aircraft
weapons, gen mounts, small arms,
launching racks, and shackles; and loading
of munitions and guided missiles on air-
craft.

Credit' Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tiqn.

AF-1715-0598

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
REPAIRMAN (EDTCC/SACCS)

Course Number: 3ABR30534B.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

-Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 32 weeks (948 hours).
Exhibit Dat 12/71- 12/73.

'Objectives: train enlisted personnel to
perform the du ies of an electronic com-
puter systems re irman.
AbstructIon: Le tures and practical exer-

cises in the repair of electronic computer
systems, including DC and AC circuits,
RIC circuits; solid-state power supplies
and amplifiers, wave generation, electron
tubes, computer logic. computer com-
pohents, computer systems, system opera-
tion and. programming:, cora memories,
drum systems, and input-output devices.
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Credit Recommendation: In the "le vit'it -
division .baccalaureate/associate degree
cat,egory, 6 semester hd'urs in digital efec-
trorilcs, 2 in digital -electronics laboratory,
And 3',tts an elective in digital electroincs
(6/74); In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours as an elective-in
digital electronics (6/74).

AF-.1715-0599,

SPECIAVD NAVIGATOR/ELE
AREARE TRAINING

Course NUmber: B-V7C
Location? 'Air Tr mg Cominand,

Mather AFIli 0':` °'
Length: I weeks (3 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67I2f68.
Objectives:, To trai 'enlisted personnel -as

electronic warfare off rs.
Instruction:, Lectures and pra tical exer-

cises in the duties Of a specializ d .9aviga-
tor/electroniG waffle:), officer: opics .In-
elude .fundamehtals Of radar, b c and 'ad-
vanced audio nalysis, rec naissance
system's", fictive sy ten s, defensi e systems
analysis, and count easgres ap ication.

Credit Recomme dation: N crdit
because of the military attire of t e course
(6/74).

AF-1715-0600

TECHNICAL ENGIN ERING YsiS TEAM,
WS-133A

Course Number 30ZR2825- I .
Location: 334 th .'Technical School,

Chanute:AFB, IL.
Length:, 20 weeks (588 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/681,2/73.
Objectives: 'To train' selected commis-

sioned officers as engineers on technical
engineering analysis teams.

Instruction: Lectures and ptactical'exer-
cises in maintaining and inspecting a
specific electronic weapons system. Course
includes check-out procedures, adjustment,
and- fault isolation; removal, replacement,
and repair of missile components and
aerospace ground equipment; logic-level
si*al flow; integrated system data flow;
detailed sOtem analysis .of the weapon
system; and an introduction to digital
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category,. 3 semester hoUrs i tal elec-
tronics, I in electronics labora (6/74)

-AF-171-5-0601

GUIDANCE SYSTEM MECHA (TM-61)
Course Number: AB3 1130A.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 25 weeks (750 hours).
Eithibit Dates: 8/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, operate, maintain, and inspect mis-
sile guidance systems and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance, operation, and in-
stallation'of missile guidance systems. Top-
ics include, fundamentals of electricity, fun-
damentals of alternating current, vacuum
and gas-filled tubes. amplifiers, regulators,
sweep generators, guidance system and
base station circuits, Bind other missile
guidance equipment.



Credit Recommendation: In the'dower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
c.ategory,i 3' semester hours in electronics
(1216p.

- ....Credit Recomme dation: No , credit
teCause o the milit nature of the course
(6/74). 11W 4

AF..171S-0602
..

A1RGRAFT', ELF,CTRONIG NAVIGATION
';' EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (TACAN

, SuPitilmenrr)
N . Versio 1: AZR30151-1..

VersOn4: R30151-2.
3380th ecitnical School,

Keesier AF , MS.
Wens/ : 3 weeks (90 hours).

Version 2. ks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates sion /: '9/65- 12/68.'

Versio 2:11/59-8/65.0
ius: To train pe nel as aircraft

r c navigation equip ent repairmen
ACA sapplernent).

.

' Instruction: Lectures and Tactical exec-
. . cisei onthe,kinspection an aintenance of

WN/ARN-2I13 a)rne TACAN receiver-
transmitter, and associated test eci6ipinent
and sin[ r ars, including circuit lysis;
introduct sTACAN'systems; block-dia
gram"inely circuit analysis, bench test-
ing, detailed signal analysis and adjustmen
of AN/ARN-21; alignment of AN/ARN-2
RF circuits; maintenance and troubieshoo
ing techniques; and functional analysis, t t
procedures, and trouble analysis of n
simulator HLI-103.

Ciedit Recommendation: Version. 1: See
explanatory note at the inning_ of rhe
Air Forcesection. Version : See explana-

0, tory note at the beginning 0 the Air Force
section.. ,

.

...

AF11715-0603

NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RE-E RV
VEHICLE) (LGM-30C) (MK 11

Course Number: AZR33130B-7,..
Location: 3415th Technical School.

LoWry AFB, CO.
. Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/63- 12/68'
Oblictives: To train enlisted persOnnel to

perforth as aivrentice nuclear weapons
specialists.

Instruction: 4ectures and practical exer-
cises in the advanced skills and knowledge
necessary for assignment to duty as ap-
prentice nuclear weapons specialists.
Course includes basic matheinatics, solid-
state electronics (basic digital techniques),
and re-entry,vehicle specifics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
di 'Ilion 'baccalaureate/associate degree
ca gory, 3 semester hours in electronics
(6 4).

AF-1713-0604
40/ChttENTA3N AN/FSQ-7, AN/FSQ-8

.1

Course Numdfr: XX3016-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
' Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).

tilt Dates: 8/57-12/68.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-

fiers with familiarization training in SAGE
computer systetts.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the functions of SAGE computers.
Course includes the SAGE system, basic
computer theory; power supplies and mar-
ginal checking, maintenance and, operation
programs, and input and ertput terns.

AF-1715-0605.7.
AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN
2., AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN ,

(AIRCRAFT GROUND EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN)

_r
AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE GROUND

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN).
, (GROUND POWERED AND SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)
3. AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT'

%. REPAIRMAN
(AIRCRAFT GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIRMAN)
(AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE GROUND.

SUPPOkRT EQUIPMENT REPAI AN)
(GROUTO POWEREMANG SUP RT

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)
4. GROUND POWERED AND SUPPORT,

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Ver#on 1: 3ABR42133;
ABR42133. Version( 2: ABR42133;
AB47230. Version. 4: AB47230. Version 3:
ABR42133; AB47230.

Air Forge 1-199
Objectives: To train enli ted personnel to

repair and perform organ' ational and field
maintenance on automatic astro compass
systems.

Instruction: Lectutes nd practical ,exer-
ises in the repair and eld maintenance of

tomatic astro com s systems. Topic's
bide -principles of celestial navigation,

r view of electron! fundamentals, true-
heading and aititu e-intercept modes Aif
operation, find bas! mathematics.

Credit Recomme dation: See explanatory
note at the begin ng of the Air Farce sec-
tion.

School, Chanute AFB, L. Version 2:
Location: Version 1: 5th Technical

3345th Technical School, .Chanute, AFB,
IL. Versibn 3: 3450th. Technical School,

. Warren AFB, WY. Version 4: 3450th
Technical Schbpl, Warren AFB, WY. y,

Length: VArsion 1: 18-20 weelts
(540-570 hours). Version 2: 24-25 weeks
630-660 hours). Version 3: 24-25 weeks
'10-660 hours). Version 4: 19 weeks (570
ours).
Exhibit Dates: V,rsion I : 6/67-12/73.

Version 2: 8/57-5/67. Version 3: 8/57-5/67.
V ersion 4: 2/55-7/57.

Objectives: To .train aerospace ground
equipment personnel toi"inSprect, maintain,
and repair aircraft, gro d equipnient.

Instruction: Ve ions: Lecture and
practical exercises in rcraft ground equip-
ment inspection: mains nance, and repair,
including generators and motors,
reciprocating engines, generator sets, air
compressors, refrigerators, and heaters.
Vern I: Instruction includes brief discus-

1,sion of electrical fundamentals. Version 2:.
Instruction includes AC and DC circuits
and electronic fundamentals. Version 3: in-
struction includes AC and DC circuits and
electronic fundamentals. Version 4: Instruc-
tion includes brief discussion of electrical

'-' fundamentals.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See

e anatory note at the beginning of the
it Force section. Version See explana-

tory note artite beginning of the Air Force
section. Version 3: See explanatory note at
the beginning of the Air Force section. Ver-
sion 4: See explanatory note at the
beginning of 'the Air Force section.

AF-1715-0606
AUTOMATIC ASTRO COMPASS TYPE MD-1

(FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL (F &
0))

Course Number: SS42270-4.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL
Length: 5 weeks (150'hodrs).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/68.
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AF-1715:0607
AN/ALR-31 RECEIVER FIELD/

ORGANIZ/gIONAL (F/O)
MAINTENAACE

Course Number: ZASR30 i 53-20.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keeskr AFB, lva8.
Le the 3 weeks (90' hours).
Exhibit' Dates: 7/68- 12/73.
ObjeithAs: To train enlisted personnel to

yepair electronic warfare equipment.
InstruCtiod: Lectures and practical exec -.

cises in the repair of electronic warfare
equipment. Topics in the course include a
cursory discussion ..o/' higic principles, .
system functional analysis, receiver' as=.1
sembly analysis, analOiS of display, and
system alignment and calibration
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: See.explanatory
note at the beginning okthe Air Force sec -
tion.

AF-1715-0118
RADIO INERTIAL GROUNDGmU-161t1C)E

FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: OTS3044B-41.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesier AFB, MS.
Length: 5 weeks (138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned .of-

ficers,to handle troubleshooting concerns
of a splecific ground guidance system..

Instruction: Leetures and practical exer-
cises in the. operation of a specific ground
guidance system. Course includes the rate:
track, and computer subsystems and is
limited in application, to this specific
ground guidance system.

nature of the course
Credit Recomiry No credit

because of the mi
(6/74).

AF-1715-0609
INTEGRATED AVIONICS COMPONENT'

SPECIALISTS (COMMUNICATION/
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROI, AND
PENETRATION AIDS)

CoUrse Number: 3ABR3263
Location: 3415th :'Technical School.

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version I: 27 weeks (798

hours). Version 2: 29-46 weeks (870-1320Th,
hours):

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3113-12/73.
Version 2: 6/70-2/73.

Objectives: To train airmen as integrated
avionics component specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance, assembly. disas-
sembly. and alignment of avionics commu-



1-200 COURSE EXHIBITS
nication and traffic control devices, includ-
ing mathematics and electronics principles;
block-diagram analysis of. system pres-

surirunits and of the HF and UHF communica-
n, cooling,. and closed cryogenic

communica-
tions, airborne transponder, instrument
landing approach, tactical air navigation,

-countermeasures receiving, track breaker,
and radii, homing and warning systems;
central air data computer; analysis of
heterodyne and other modulation schemes;
'microwave equipment repair; ser-
vornechanisms and infrared sensing devices;
Old alignment and test procedures.

, Credit Recommendations- Version 1: In
the lower-division ba&eaffaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semes r hours in elec-
trical technology (6/74); i the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate categ , I semester
hour in electrical taboret ry (6/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-divisio baccalaureate/
associate degree category, sergester hours
in electrical technology (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,' 1

semester bouf in electrical Ilboratory (6/
74). ..

AF1715-0610. °

I. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MEGMANIC (F-4E:Apo- 20)

5,2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MBMTANIC (F-4E:APQ-I 20)

(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS
MECHA rc (F-4E))

kt Course Nu ber: 3ABR32231Q.
Location: . 415th , Technical School,

Lowry AFB, .0
(88h: Ver n 1: 29-31 weeklS

12 hours). rsion 2: 33 weeks (894
hours).

Exhibit Dates: V &ion I: 8/70-- /73.
Version 2: 8/68-L7/70!

Objectives: To train airmerr- as eapon
control system mechanics.

bistructiont Lectur `gland practical exer-
cises in the duties of .weapon control
system mechanics, i eluding Wejipons con-
trot systeM familia zation and /system test
equipment; data 1:1 w analysffi of pulse
transmitter and receiv SecdOtilt, antenna
and''display systems, transmitter and radar
computer fucelons, power distribution and
missile-laun ing circuits, lead computing
optical sight, and weapons release com
putei; and system. tie-in, maintenance
management, troubleshooting, and lepair
and alignment,procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate 'degree
category, 8 semester hburSjin electronics,
and 3 in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74); in
the upper-di sion baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in electronics, and addi-
tional Credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (6/74).

:AF-1715-0611
K-SERIES STABILIZATION AND OPTICS

TEC HP1IC IhN

Course Number: AA3217EB.
Location: 3f15th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: Version 1: 22 weeks (660

hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/55-12/68.

Version 2: 2/54-3/55.
Objectives: To train experienced techni-

cians to check, maintain, operate, and

'
repair K-series tabilation and optics
equipment; analyze malfunctions; and dis-
assertible and repair compOnents.

Instruction: Lectures and pr I exer-
' cises on the operation, maintenance, and

repair of K-series :stabilization and optics
equipment, including AC and DC funda-
mentals; principles of tubes, amplifiers;
synchros and gyroscopes; fundamentals of
the K-4eries homblnavigation system, sta-
bilization system; and test equipment; and
Y-3 and Y-4 optical systems and coor-
dinate convertors..

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics (112/68); in the
Upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratOry on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74). Version
2: In the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2' semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0612
AN /GRA -I I I OR NIZATIONAL/

TERMEDIA (0/1) MAINTENANCE

Cou NUM : 3AZR3045 I
Location: School of Applied. Aerospace

Sciences; Keeslet,AFB, MS.
Lost th: 3 weeks (90 hours).

d'Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation, installation, inspection, test-
ing, adjustment, calibration, circuit analy-
sis, alignment, troubleshooting, and repair
of. AN/GRA-I I I TACAN control monitor
group. '

Instruction: Lectures and practic er-
cises on AN/GRA-I 11 TACAN c rql
monitor groUp,, including system introduc-
tion and TACAN control-monitoring
techniques; ircuit of solid- state'
cligital monitoring circuitt -circtlit analysis
of digital monitor divide, count and
parameter limit detection circuits; circuit
analysis and alignment of the transfer
switching unit; alignment of monitor
identification parameter test alarm, and
radio set contpl; and system performance
tests, troublesnoting and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category,' .t semester- hour in electronics
laboratory (6/74). .,

AF-1715-0613'
AN /CPS -9 RAL)AR SET ORGANIZATIONAL/

INTERMEDIATE (0/1) MAINTENANCE

Credit Recommendation: In the Ihiver-
divisfon baccalaureate/associate de ree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical,
laboratory (6/74).

Course Number: 3AZR30270-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-12a3.
.Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who have previous technical experience
too operate and maintain the. AN/CPS-9
storm detection radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the operation and maintenance of
the AN/CPS-9 Storni detection radar set,
including functional description and techni-N
cal characteristics; turn-on/turn-off
procedures and operation; block analysis;
circuit analysis; test equipment operation;
preventive maintenance; troubleshooting;
and installation.

AFT1715-0615

INTERMEDIATE AND' ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE, TSEC/KW-7

Course Number: 3AZR30650-7.
Location: 3275th Technical

Lackland AFB,"TX.
Length: 8 weeks (225 hours).
ExhibleDaes: I /7 1-12/73,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as cryptographers.
Instruction: Lectusees and practical exer-,

cises in cryptography. Topics include tint=
ing circuits, send-and-receive phasing;
send-and-receive extensing, cipher mode,
and system maintenance.

Credit RecoMmeniiation: Insufficient data
for evaluatio 6/74).

/-
School,

AF-1715-0616

AN/FPS-27,FIELD AND ORGANIZAftIONAL (F
& 0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 2ASR30372-60.
LocatiorZ: 3180th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: I I weeks (336 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain,.! repair, align, and calibrate
specific radar sets. \Li

Instruction: Lectures and prac tical exer-
cises in the mainienancP, repair; and
calibration of specific radar sets. Course,
deals mainly with the identification of com-
ponents'of the radar set and block-diagram
analysis of trigger circuits.

Credit Recommenctati : See explanatory
note at the beginning"b f sec -
tion.

c Air -force sec-

f.

'AF-1715-0617

SPECIAL TRAINING ON RADAR BOMBING
NAVIGATION SYSTEM, AN/APQ-24A,

Course NumberSS32 17 I F-2.
Location: 348 th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS. .

Length: 14 weeki (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To trainenlisted personnel to

.perfcirrn organiztitional and field main-
tenance on radar' bombing navigation et
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of specific radar
bombing navigation .systems. Course in-
cludes functional analysis of various elec-
tronic devices such as the transtbitter.qind
receiver; line diagram study of oscillators,
shapers, and other related equipment not
involving solid-state devices; and functional'
analysis of tilt and rate servo drives; and
familiarization with the associated mechani-
cal and electronic hardware,..

Credit ,RecommendatIon: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division,
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).



F-17154618
RACKING (SAGE)

Course. Number. OZR I 744B-I.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Kees ler AFB, MS.
. Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: Elro train officers to perform

as tracking officers ($AGE).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cites on the duties of tracking officers
(SAGE), including SAGE organizational
and functional concepts, communciations,
symbology interpretation,' equipment, and
procedures for all positions within the
tracking element; and background informa-
tion' on related sections in the direction
center, communications network, and
weapons employed by the SAGE system.

Credit Recomenendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
laboratory (6/74).

AF,71715-0610

TRACKING (SAGE) ,

Course Number: AZR27330B;2:
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keeslef AFB, MS.
Length: 6-8 weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: .8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

track monitors, and track. initiators,
Instruction: Lectures and practical, exer-

cises in track monitoring and initiatian, in-
cluding SAGE organizational concepts,,
communications, symbology interpretation,

,-positioning,,,. equipment check-out
procedures, and.tracking functions and re-
lated procedures.

Credit Recoinmendation: In the, lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 2 semester hours in electronics
laboratory (6/74).

AF -1715 -0620

WEAPONS CONTROLLER TRAINING
(INTERCEPTOR CONTROLLER TRAINING)

Course Nuniber: 174100A; 174100;
164100.

Location: Air Training Command, Tyn-
dall AFB, -FL.

Length: 8-la weeks (245-310 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/575-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnelas

basic weapons controllers in .air defense
and tactical air control units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises i Weaporu control orientation and

. basic weapons controlling
es, beam and frontal intercept tac-
Itiple interceptor tactics, tactic

tti"?
prcicedu
tics, m
selection', live intercept proficiency, the air
defense system, and GPA-37 radar
familiarization.

Credit Recoliimendation: No credit
T' because of the Military nature of the course

(6/74).

AF-1715-0621
PRIMARY-BASIC, NAVIGATOR UPGRADING

Course Number: 153 (03.
Location: Airit; Trajning Command.

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 26 weeks (714 hours).
Exhibit pates: 6/56-12/68.

Objectives: To provide previously ,rated
navigators with training in aircraft observa-
tion electronics and. navigation principles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronics and navigation required
for aircraft observation duties, including
navigation, Loran and radio principles,
meteorology, electricity and magnetism,
AC principles, vacuum tubes, radar systems
and navigation, aircraft observation equip-
ment, and basic avionics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics or
electricity, 2 in meteorology, and 2 in
navigation (64'T4), in the upper-division
baccalaureate aategory, 3 semester hours in
navigation, provided that no credit has
previously been awarded in this field (12/
68).

AF-1715-0622

AEROSPACE CONTROL AND WARNING
SYSTEMS OPERATOR

"Course Number: 3ABR27630.
Location: School 'of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 7-8 weeks (216 hburs).
Itibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate SAGE aerospace control and warn-
ing systems.

Instruction: Lftctures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and skills of an
aerospace control and warning systems
operator. COurie includes radar operation,
plotting, telling, track monitoring,.. and
height finding.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
/division baccalaureate/associate degrfee
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0623

AEROSPACE CONTROL AND WARNI-Nd
SYSTEM OPERATOR (MANUAL)

Couise Number: 3ABR27630- I .
Location,: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS. -

Length: 4 weeks (120-144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-11/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate SAGE aerospace control and wa
ing systems.

Instruction: ",Lectures and practical xer-
cises in 'the duties and skills of an
aerospace "control and warning systems
operator.- Course includes radar operation,
plotting, telling, 'track, monitoring, and
,height finding..

Credit Recommendation: In the7IMver-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; t I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (6/74). .

,AF-1715-0624

N-I AND MD-1 COMPASSES, AN/AJA-I
COMPUTER AND A -14 AUTOPILOT

CourseNumber: ATS42353-
Location; 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train autopilot and com-

pass syStem repairmen td_ perform organiza-

AirlForce C201
tional and field maintelace on the N-I
and MD-I compasses, AN/AJA- I com-
puter, ands -14 autopilot.

Instructibn: Lectures an practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of the
N-I and MD-I compasses, AN/AJA-I com-
puter, and A -14 autopilot. Topics include
components and tests; operation and mal-
function analysis of computer group and
components; review of electrical fundamen-
tals; theory and operation of astrocompass
and components; inspection, maintenance,
and test procedures; autopilot operation
and circuit analysis; and control system cir-
cuitry and malfunction analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
,category, 41 semester hours in electrical
systems laboratory (6/74). 1

AF-171/625
FIELD ANGURGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE,

PB- I 0 AUTOPILOT

Course Number: SS42350-13.
Location: .750th Technical School,

Sheppard AF TX.
Length: 5 week, (pp hours),-,
Exhibit Dates: 12/68.
Objectives: ToTtain selected enlisted per-

sonnel to perform field and organizational
maintenance on the PB-I0 autopilot.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the PB-I0 au-
topilot. Course , includes principles of
operation, construction features, inspection.
and trouble analysis of the PB-,10
flux-gate compass system, and flight path
computer.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division b accalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electric
systems laboratory (6/74).

. ,

AF4715-06260"
E-6 AUTOPLOOT AND N-I COMPASS

Course N,tribe- SS42353-8.
Location: '3-321....1th 7,3-Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hourOs
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electrical

repairmen and instrument' repairmen to
perform organizational and' field main-
tenance on E-6 automatic pilots and N-I
compasses as installed on KB-50 and W,B-
50: aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises iii the 'repair and maintenance of the
E-6 automatic pilot as installed on the KB-
50 and'the WB-50 aircraft, Couise includes
aircraft familiarization, electrical and elec-
tronic theory, gyroseopic principles;
aerodynamic principles operation of the N-
I compass systeM, system malfuncti n
analysis, unit familiarization: signal drew
and operaticinal checks.'

Credit Recorhmendation: -In the lower -
division baccalaureate /associate, degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
systems laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0627
MC-I AUTOPILOT AND N-1 COMPASS (KC-

13'5) ,

,Course Number: SS42350-43.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
,-, Length: 7 weeks (210 hours)
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Exhibit Dates: '1/58- 12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft .' electrical

resat en and instrument. repairmen
perf organiiational andlietil main-
binance on MC-1 automatictilois and N-1
compasses installed on KC-I 35 aircraft.

Instruction: Lettuces and practical exer-
cises k9 the eepair and maintenance of MC-
4 automatic pilots and N-I compasses in-
stallesl on KC-135 aircraft. Course includes
electiicity and electrottics, gyroscopic prin-
ciples, A aerodynami principles, unit
familiarization and operation, malfunction
analysis, power dis "bution and interlock
system, signal .circuit ysis, bench,tester,
and line analyzer operation.

Credit Reeommenclateon: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /Associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
systems laboratory ( 6/74 ).

AF-1715 -0628

E-4 ( A-I2 ) AtrIOPIL0T
Course Number' SS42353 -7.
Location: 3345th Technic al

Chanute AFB, IL.
. Length: 4 Weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68
Objectives: To train air&aft electrical

repairmen to perform organilational and
field maintenance on E-4 (A-121' automatic
pilot*.
..Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises,in the repair and maintenance of E-4
A-I2) automatic pilots. Course includes

aircraft familiarization, electricity ,and elec-
tronics, gyroscopic', principles, autopilot
component familiarization, power distribu -.
tion, , interlock circuits, control loops,

ation techniques, -and malfunction
alysis.
Credit Recciltnitendadon: In 'the lower-

ivision baccalaureate /associate degree
eattgriry, i semester hour in electriCal
systems labOratory (6/74).

7-Ak- 1715-0629

A- f'2D AUTOPILOT

Course Number:. ATS42353-5.
Location: 334th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL..- -

Length: 4 xeeks (120 hours
Exhibit Dates: 8/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train aircraft electrical

repairmen and instrument repairmen' to
perform organizational -. and field main-
tenance on the A -12D autc,pifot as installed
Ort)B-47 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of the
A-I2D autopilot as installed on the B-'47
aircraft. Course- includes. aircraft .
farriiliarization, review of electricity and
electronics fundamentals, unit familiarize-
tion,power distribution, interlock circuitry,
control loop . circuitry, bench test, line
analyzer utilization, and malfunction analy-
sis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
systems laboratory (6/74). ,

,;.1'

School,

S

AF-1715-0630
A-14 AUTOPILOT AND N-I, MD-I

COMPASSES

Course Number! S542353-16.

Location! 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: I (weeks (300 hours):
Eiiett Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train autopilot compass

systems repairmen' to perform organiZa-
..none] maintenance on the A -14 autopilot,
N-1 cordpass, and MD-I compass.

Instruction: Lcctu es and field exercises
in the, maintenance f A -14 autopilot, N-1
compels; and MD-1 compass. Course in-
cludes principles of navigation, review o
electronics fundamentals, operation of as-

dinpass', and coMponents,- systeM in-
s ction and 'maintenance procedures,
o rational reeks, test equipment, circuit
analysis, ma unction diagnosis, and control
circuits.

re
Credit Recommendation: In the

division baccalaureate/associate deg
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
systerrk laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0631
5-4

AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE.GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMA8 (BALLISTIC
MISSILES)

Course Number: ABR42133-I.
Location: 3750th Technibal School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 19 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the duties of apprentice aircraft and missile
ground support repairmen, and to provide
the necessary background for progression
to the senior level after a period of job ex-
perience.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of apprentice aircraft
and missile ground support;: repairmen.
Course includes organization and function

' of a missile squadron, career field orienta-
tion. security,safety, missile familiarization,
maintenance and inspection systems, tools,
Pneudraulic principles, electrical principles
and circuit analysis, stanard test equip-
ment, air conditioning, compressors, air-
cooled engines, mobile handling equip-
ment, "special service, equipment, and
launchers and-launch equipment.
°Credit RecommendatiOn: In the lower-
division, baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
laboratory, 2 in hydraulics laboratory (6/
74).

AF-1715-0632

FLIGHT FACILITIES EQUIPMENT BEPAliMAN,

. Course Number: VerSion I: ABR3043IB.
Version 2: AB3043 I B.

Location: Version I: 3380th Techp,ieal
School, Keesler AFB, MS. Version 2:
3310th Technical School, Scott AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 28 weeks (750
hours). Version 13-14 weeks (390-420
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/58 - 1 2/68.
Version 2: 8/55 -7/58.

Objectives: To train persoinnel as flight
,facilities equipment repairmen.

Instruction-7. Ali, Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises 'on the duties of flight
facilities equipment repairmen, including

. AC and DC circuits, generators, mritors, in-
struments, diodes, rectifiers, triodes, spe-
cial-purtwise tubes, transistors, amplifiers,
oscillators, modulation, detection, super-

heterodyne receivers, multivibrators, coun-
ters, discrimination, and application to the
glide slope and localizer equipment. Kor
sion 2: Instruction includes only application
to maintenance o/fizlide slope and localizer
'quipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree Category, 3 semester hours in dee-

Aricity and electronics (12/68); io the
upper-division baccaloureate category, 3
semester hours in electrical and electronici '
laboratory (6/74). Version 2 ::ln -the lower-
division baccalaufeate/assOciate degree
category,. 2 semester hours in electrical'
maintenance labOratory (6/74).

AF -17I5 -0633

MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER (gTT)
133A -M INTEGRATED

Course N urhber: 30ZR31246 -3.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences. Chanute AFB, IL.
Length:-3' weeks (74 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-12/73.
ObjectiveskTo train fully qualified target

and alignment officers to perform as in-
tegrated target and alignment officers.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of missile maintenance
officers.' Course includes instruction in the'
op6ation and maintenance of WS-I33A

.integrated weapon systems: missile
familiarization; launch control familiariza-
tion; control and monitor systems; and
luidatte and control system operation.

\. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
baccalaureate/associate degree

categRy. I semester hour in electricity 'or
'electronics (6/74).

..

AF-1715-0634
.

AIR ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR/
TECHNICIAN .,

Course Number: Versior! I: 1 AR30100.
Version 2: 3AAR304 00. ersion- * 3 .:'
AAR30190.

Location: 3380th Tech cal Schcx'al,',
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version I : '44 weeks (1320
hours). Version 2: 46 weeks (1320 hours).
Version 3...50 weeks.( 1440 hours):'

Exhibit Dates: Vekrion 1: 4/71 - 12/73..
, .Version 2- 11/67-3/71. Version 3: 6165-101

i 67:
Objectives: To train airmen to be air

electron..; systems supervisors or. techni-
cians.

Ins:ruction:, Lectures and Practical exer-
cises in advanced electrca rinciples;
operational analysis of aircraft e etronic
systems; analysis and use of test equip ent.;
maintenance data analysis for recognition
and solution of maintenance problems; and
supervision, administration, and manage- a
ment of maintenance activities.

Credit Recommendation: Version. /: In -
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in glee-
tricity or electronics (12/68),.2 in main-
tenance management (6/74), and credit in
electrical laboratory. on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12/68); in the upper-divi,
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in maintenance "management (12/
68), and 2 in electrical laboratory (6/74). 4
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category. 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and



- credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I

Semester hoUr in maintenance management,'
( (2/68), and 2 in electrical laboratory (6/
74), Version 3 the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associ,ate degree category' 3;
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68),.2 in maintenance manage:net-U.(6/
74), and credit itrelectricar laboratory on
the basis bf institutional' evaluation (12/
68); in. the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, 3, semester hours in maintenance
management (12/611), and 2 in electricity
or electronics16/74).

a.

AF-1715-6635

I. DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE
MEctramicFALCON (AIM)

(DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE
*MECHANIC (GARS))

(GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC
(GARSO ,

(GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC (GAR -'
1/2/3))

2. GUIDANCE SYSTEMS MECHANIC (GAR-
1) , r.

3. GUIDANCE SYSTWS lelEcuANtc 44,12-"

Course Number: Version 1:
ABR3113 I*: ABR3 I I 30E. Version
AB31130E. Version 3: AB3I 130E.

Location: 3415th Tethincal School,
Lowry AFB. CO.

Length: Version #, 1: 25-30 weeks
(660-81.0 hours). Version 2i. 22 weeks (660
hours): Version 3: 20 weeks (570 hours).

Exhibit Dates :; 'Version 1: 12/59-12/68..
Version 2: 4/582-11/59. Version 3: 10/55-3/'
58.

Objectives: To train dnlisted personnel to
repair Falcon missile guidance systems.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practiCal exercises in AC, and DC circuit
analysis, reactive elements, vacuum tubes.
and transistors, amplifiers and oscillators,
Missile hazard reporting, publications and
maintenance management, block-diagram
analysis, power supply functions; armament
propulsion, missile assembly anti disas-
sembly, test and ground support equip-
ment, nuclear safeiy, inspection
procedures, and trouble analysis and repair.
Version I: Instruction inchides AC and DC,
fundamentals, tubes, transistors, power sup-'
plies; regulators, 'amplifiers. oscillatoh,
wave-shaping circuits. AM and FM, single
sideband, transmission lines and antennas,
servomechanisms, cavity resonators, hariti
tools operation, multimeters, oscilloscopes,
and microwave principle's:

Credit' Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 11 semester hours in elec-
tricity atiti electronics: and additional credit
in electricity,., electronics, and electrical
laboratory on the basis of, institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
bacOlaareate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics, and additioniil credit; in elec-
tronicsIronies on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (3/74). Version 2: In theTOer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree, category, 2
semester hours in electricityGor electronics
(12/68).. Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity'. and elec-
tronic ( 12/68).

AF-1715-0636 ""'N

MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE OFFICER (ATLAS
HGM-16F)

(MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE OFFICER (SM-
65Fa.) ;

Course Number: OZR I 82ID;
OZR3121D; OZR311121B-4; OZRI 82IB.

Location: 31.5001 Technical', School, -
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 .weeks (240 urS).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61 12/6
Objectives: To trai commissioned of-

ficers "to operate and aintain a specific`
weapons system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in. the operation and 'maintenance of
the 107A weapon system. Course includes
qrganizatioh and management of operations
and maintenance activities; principles tand

"operatio'nal' analysis of Atlas HGM-16F
subsyttems; function of launch complex
facilities: aerospace ground equipment; and.
the inspection and cobrdination of opera-
lions and maintenance activities.

- . Credit Recommendation: In the loWee-r
division baetalauntate/associate degi'ee
category, crediti<eleetrital laboratorron
the' basis of instrfatibnal evaluation (12/
68). ;

AF -1715 -0637

MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3 ABR54 I 30G.
Location: School of Applied 'Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit bates: I 1/72- 12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the duties of missile facilities specialists.
Instruction: Lectureg and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile facilities spe-
cialists. Course includes principles of elec-
tricity, pneudraulics, and hydraulics; opera=
don, inspection, and maintenance of missile
facilities,' hydraillic, and pneudraulic -

nd'systems, water a sewage systems, air con-
ditioning 'and cooling system's; electrical
power generation gystems, and pdwet des
tribution systems; use of tools and technical
publications; and safety and security
procedures. :

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree :

category, 3 semester hours in electrical and
mechanical fundamentals (6/74); in -the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
semester hour in. electrical and mechanical
labeitatory (6/14).

AF-1715-0638
MISSILE OFFICER (TM-76B)

(k4ISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER' (TM-
7613))

Course t Number: OBR3121H;
OBR3121 B-2.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO

Length: 27 weeks (810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Oklectives:, To train commissioned of-

ficers to maintain issilc guidance systems. '

Initruction: Lect res and practidal exer-
cises in the maintenance of guided missile
systems. Course includes basic electricity, '
motors and generators, control systems,
power supplies, amplifiers ana-vscillators,
servomechanisms, inertial guidance funda-
mentals, and test equipment.
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Credit Recommendation: In ,the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics or
electricity (12/68); in the upper-division
uccalapreate category, I semester hour in

electrical laboratory (6/74). .

AF-1715-0639

NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RRANTRY
VEHICLES) .

(WEAPONS FUZING SYSTEM SPECIALIST
(RE- ENTRY. VEHICLES))'

Course Number: ADR3313011
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB,-CO.

1

Length: 14-18 weeks (390-510 houraj.
Exhibit Dates: '12/60-42/68.
\Objectives: To' train enlisted personnel as

Nuclear weapons specialists.
'Instruction: Lectures and Mactichl exer-

cises in basic mathematics, basic AC and
DC circuits electron theory. 'linear circuit
elements, motors and generators, electron
tube devices, nosike operation, re-entry
vehicle .mating, 'an emating, hand tools

- operation, assembly and disassembly
'procedures,' test equipment, test set opera-

' don, and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in bakic elec-
tronics la4ratory 6/74).

.

AF-1715-0640

NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RE-ENTRY
VEHICLE) (HGM-16F)-''

(NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RE-
"'ENTRY' VEHICLE) (SM -68B))

(NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST)- (RE-
Enrrit v VEHICLE) (SM-65E))

(NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (RE-
ENTRY ifinicLE) (SM-:65F))

Course Number: AZR331308 -I;
AZR33130B-6; AZR3301013r2.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, '

Length: 6-8 eks (180-240 hOurs)
Exhibit Datest,6/6 1-12/68.
Objectives: To train 'enlisted personnel to

inspect,' 'assemble, 'troubleshoot, and repair
'various nuclear weapons re-entry vehicles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in nuclear re-entry vehicle inspection.,
assembly, troubleshooting; and repair, in-
cluding data flow, circuit analysis,
prelaunch monitoring equipment repair,
electricairtest equipment, re-entry vehicle
assembly anclauncksite functions, re -entry
vehicle subassemblies construction featuies
and design characteristics, arming and fuz-
ing subsystem, separation and attitude con-
trol subsystem, warhead, decoy subsystem,
propellant hazards and precautions, and
decontamination and spacer removal.

Credit RecomMendation: In the lower-
-division baccalaureate/associate. degree
category, 2 semester hours in elecirict4
laboratory . (6/74); in the upper-divisilp
baccalaureate category, credit in electri711
laboratory on the basis. .of., institutional
evaluation (12/68).



1 -.204 COURSE EXHIBITS
AF-1715-0641
I. MISSILE ELgCTRONiC EQUIPMENT -

SPECIALIST (CGM-I313, TEMS)
2.. MISSILE ELECIRONIC EQUIPMENT

"SPECIALIST (CG14-.11B, TEMS)
3. TACTICAL MISSILE CHECKOUT

.EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (,,CGM-..
,I3B(TEMS))

(Tkitcm.,Mtssit.E.CHEcitou'r
EQUIPMENT REPAIR AN ( MACWE
MGM3C/TEMS)

, (TacticrtCMIssiLE C ECKQUT
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (TM-76B,
TONS)); .

,Course Number: Version I:
3LR3'1652/4:' 'Version 2 ALR3 I652N.
Version 3: ALR3 I 434N.

Location: '3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version I: 27 weeks (876
hours). yersion 2:431 weeks (930 hours).
Version 3: 18 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I 6/68-Present:
Version 2.: 7/66=5/08, Version 3: 9/61-6/66.

Objectives: To train maintenance perSon-
` nel to operate, maintain, and repair specific

missile elect test equipment.
brat . ectures and, practical exer-

cises' ih missile electronic test equipment
operation aild'maintentince,'including elec-
tronic circuit analysis, flight controls and
inertial guidance system, maintenance and
launch areas aerdspacd.'ground equipment,
verification and calibration, test equipment
maintenance set, and specialized
tronics: .

Credit Recommendation: Vertion I In
the lower-division baccalaureatehissociate
degree category, 4 semester hours as a
technital elective in electricity (V74); in
the Upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in electrical laboratory (6/
.74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate., degree category, 4
semester hours as a technical elective in
electricity (6/74); in the upper-divisioe
baecalatlreate category, Semester' hoi$r in:
electrical laboratory (6/74). Version 3: In
the, lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electrical laboratory (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
I semester hour in electrical laboratory (6/
74).

AF -1715 -0642
,''

MISSILE' SPECIALIST (TM-61C)-.
( Misskt MECHANIC,(TM761 A/C ))

/ Course Number: A BR43,330A
Location: 3415th Ts chnieal School, /

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 17 weeks (480 hours).*,
Exhibit Dates: 9/58-12/68.
Objectives: To' train personnel .as missile

specialists.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of missile specialists, in-
eluding fundamentals of guided missiles;
missile . structbres and materiali; '
aerodynamics, mechanics, and basic,
physics; propulsion system; fuels, oxidizers,-
and lubricants; 60-kw generator and engine
console; missile systems; systems assembly
and disassembly; power plant and missile
check-out; launch procedures; missile:
transfer; and Countiown; ,

Credit Recommendation: In , the" lower-
division baccalaureate /associate:. degree'

'category, 2 semester hours in electrical and
mechanical systems (6/74); in the upper-

division baccalaureate camp:icy, I semester
hour in mechanical (fluids) laboratory (6/
74.).

AF-1715-0643

DEFENSE MISSILE. CONTROL MycHANic/
TECHNICIAN, IM-99B k

Course%Number: ATS31 152K -I.
Location:.. 3345th Technical

Chanute FBAL.
- Length 16 weeks (480 hours).

Exhibit tes: 7/6 1-12/68..
Objectives: To train' personnel as defense

missile control' mechanics and technicians.
lasjoitioie: Leetures,and practical. exec-

cisesillikhe dutie of defense missile 'con-
'trot meChanicS and technicians, including
flight, control systems malfunction isolation,
removal and replacement of defective flight
control" systems components, flight control
systems check-out, and operation of as-
sociated aerospace ground equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diviston baccalaureate/aSsOciate degree
category, 2 semester -hours in ba'sic electri-
cal laboradity ,(b)74):

Schabl,

' , ". .

AF-1715)644
MISSILE MECHANIC (BALLISTIC)

Course Number: ABR43330-5.
Locittien: 3750th Technical School,

-;" Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 19 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates:4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to,

perform as apprentice missile mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of. apprentice missile
mechaniokCourse includes basic electrici-
ty, AC and circuits, motors, and genera-
tors, wiring diagrams, inverters, and electri
cal malfunction analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree'
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
electronics, 4 in mechanical or hydraulic
laboratory (6/74). ,. '''' .

'AF-1715-0646
I.' TACTICAL;, MISSILE CHECKOUT

'',4E051PNIEref:REPAIRM4N( MGM-
I 3B(,_TEMS) )

'(TACTICAL MISSILE CHECKOUT
`QUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (TM/76A/
TEMS))

2. TACTICAL MISSILE CHECKOUT
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (TM-76A/-.

1170 TEMS), .
(MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST _rB

(TM-76A))
Course Number:.. All Versions:

ALR31434M. Version 2 ALR31530F.
Location: 3415th Technical ;

Lowry AFB. Co.-
Length: Version 23 weeks (690

hours). Version 2: 1.8 weeks (5.40 hours):'-
Eihibit Dates: Version /: 2/63-12/68.,

Version 2: 9/6141163.
Objectives: To traii, aiffilen to perform as

tactical missile check-out equipment repair,

niruCtion:
Version' l: Lectures and

practical

.1

ncical 'exercises in tactical rnisgile check-
out .equipment repair, including MGM-I313

'weapon. system, specialized electronics,
calibration test 'equipment, flight control
system and check-Out equipment, flight
controls check-out equipment. calibration,
guidance system and its check-out equip-
ment calibration, missile preflight tester
calibration, and launch. area check-out
equipment. Version 2: Lectures and practi-
cal exercises on the funetiOn of missile test
equipment specialist, includkig TM -76A
weapon system, calibration van, basic mis-
sile checker calibration; guidance system
test set and calibration, missile . preflight
tester and calibration, and FCT and RFT/.
calibration.

croit Recommendation: Version 1: In
,the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree categOry, 2 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electrical laboratory (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate categork
1 semester hour in electrical laboratory for',

'non-electrical . engineering majors (6/74)::
Version 2:*In the lower-division''baccalau
reate/associate degree category, I semester
hour in electricity girt electrical laboratory

AF-1715-0645 (6/74);. in, the pper-division baccalaureate

GUIDANCE CONTROL OFFICER (SM-45)

Course Number:, OZR3044-5;, OTS3944-
2. ** ,

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesier AFBMS.

Length: 17 weeks (510 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

fleets to operate a guidance system con-
.

snle, and to analyze missile subsystems data
flow, countdown and missile flight profiles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
cises in the operation of missile gUidance
control systems. Course includeS'an in-
troduction to guidancesystems and special
circuits; AN/GS0733 computer and' as-
sociated equipment, rate 'transmitter and
receiver group, rate data and -check -out
equipment, track transmitter group, track
receiver and antenna system, and, track
data and check-out equipment,

'Credit, Recommendation: In the lower-
briccalaureate/associate'. degree

category,; 2- semester hours in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on _ the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

), F 21S

category, 1 s ester hour electrical
laboratory for on-electrical engineering
majors (6/74).

AF-1715-0647
1.. MISSILE 0Fstegie(114-76A)

2, , GUIDED MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER
(TM-76A)

Course. Number: Version 1: 0i3R3 121G.
Version 2: OBR312,i B,- 1,

Location: 3415th Tedhnical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (810
hours). Version 2: 25 weeks4750 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1;?--"V61-12/68.
Version 2: 12/60-4/61. '

Objectives: To train officers to perform
'as guided, missile' Maintenance officers
(TM-76A):

instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
practical exercises in 'the functions- of.
guided missile maintenance officers, includ=
ing air weapons management; fundamentals

electricity and alternating current;:
Vacuum tubes and amplifiers; oscillators,
and wave shaping; weapon, propulsion,
flight control, and guidance systems; missile
preflight test pack; support area operations;

". .



,

and nuclear -weapOris orientation. Version
2: Lectures and practical- exercises in the
functions of missile Officers, inclUding
maintenance management;'electricity;.elec-
tron tubes; amplifiers; wave for:Ding; trans -
mission;mission; radar; missile equipment; Pinner
plant, flight controls, guidance systems;
system recycle vehicle; missile launch pack;
and nuclear weapons orientatibn. '

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/adsociate
degree category; 3-semester hour's in elec-
tricity and electronics (12/68); in the
upper- division kaccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (6/74). Version In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate / 8=0We degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in electricity and elec- ,

: tronics, (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours:in
electricity and electronics (6/74).

AF -1715 -0648

1. GUIDANCE SYSTEMS OFFICER (SURFACE-
TO-SURFACE) (TM-61C)

2. GUIDANCE. SYSTEMS OFFICER
(PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE AND

CONTROL OFFICER)

Course Numbe: Version 1: OB322IC- I.
Versiori 2: 0133221.

Location: 3415th- Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 32 weeks (960
'hours). VerSion 2: 26-28 weeks (780-840
hours).

fidsIbit Dates: Version 1: 8/57-12/68.
Version 2: 4/54-7/57..

Objectives: To train officers to perform
as guidance systems officers.

Instruction: .Version 1: Lectures and
practiCal exercises 'on the functions of

-guidance' systems officers, including air ar-
mament- management, fundamentals of
electricity, alternating current, oscillators

, and principles of teceiving and trantanis-
sion, radar system 'Components,' modern
guided missiles and the MARC guidance
system, ground station guidance, and air-
bOrne controls anctoguidance equipment.
Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises
on the function of guidance systems of-
ficers; including alternating current princi-
ples; oscilloscope analysis; radar system
components; ATRAN, Command, and
Mark guidance ,systems; ground station
guidance; airborne shanicle guidance;,
61A controls system and check-out; voltage
regulators; and superheterodyne receiver
and sweep .generator. Version 3: Lectures
and practical exercises-on the function of
pilotless aiicraft guidince and control of-
ficers, including fundamentals of electricity

; and alternating current; vacuum and gas-
filled "beg, power supplies; and voltage
'regulators; radar system components, trans-
mission, and fundanientals tie-in; ATRAN
and MARC guidance systems; ground sta-
tion-and airboote shanicle guidance; and B-
6IA command guidance system ,

Credit tecommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate"

.degree category, 3 semester hours in radio
and electronics (12/68); in the upper-divi- ,
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in radio and electronics (6/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-divisiorebaccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours'
in radio and electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in radio and electronics (6/
74).

AtF-1715-0649

1. MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE,
SPECIALIST (AGM-28)

(Mitsttx GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SPECIALIST (AGM-28))

2. MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
SPECIALIST (AGM-28)

(MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SPECIALIST (AGM-28A/B))

3 AIR LAUNCH MISSILE GUIDANCE
MECHANIC (AGM - 28A /B),

4. AIR LAUNCH GUIDANCE MECHANIC
(AGM-28A/B)

(AGM GUIDANCE MECHANIC (AGM-
28A/B)) -T

(GAM GUIDANCE MECHANIC, GAM-
77)"

Course Number: Version' 1:
3ABR31631Q. . Version 2: 3 ABR3 I 6310;
ABR3163IQ; ABR3153IQ. Version 3:
ABR31531Q. Version 4: ABR3153I0.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chibute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 30 weeks ( I 144
hours). Version 2: 30-36 weeks (900-990
hours).. Version 3: 42-44 weeks
(1170-1230 hours). Version 4: 33 weeks
(900 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version" 1: 6/73- 12/73.
Version.. 2: I1/66 -5/73. Version 3: 12/
62-10/66. Version 4: I 0/61-11/62.

Objectives: To train, technicians jo
operate and maintain the AGM-22 missile
guidance system.

Instruction: AB Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in AC and DC circuits,
resonance, introduction to magnetism, AC
and DC motors and synchros, electron
tubes, power supplies, regulators, mul-
tivibrators, blocking oscillators, AM modu-
lation and demodulation, transmission lines,
antennas, transmitters, wave-guides, cavity
resonators, UHF and microwave oscillators
and amplifiers, use of the oscilloscope in
circuit measurement, and operation, main-
tenance, alignment, troubleshooting, and
repair of AGM-22 missile 'guidance system
and associated equipment. Version 1: In-
struction includes diode and trantstor cir-
cuits, digital techniques,' binary Msd octal:
numbers, logic functions, truth tables,
Boolean algebra, logic diagrams, circuits,
counters, and storage devices, Atilt control
systems, computer test set, verdan digital
computer,. and autonavigation component
test set operation, alignment and calibra-
tion. Version 2: Instniction includes solid-
state devices (emphasis on tube-type audio,
push-pull, and video amplifiers), servo and
magnetic amplifiers, oscillators, missile
familiarization, bench test equipment, flight
control package circuitry and check-out,
computer test set, verdan digital computer,
and guidance system and test set certifica-
tion. Version 3: Instruction includes solid-
state devices (emphasis on tube-type audio,
push-pull, and video amplifiers), servo and
magnetic amplifiers, oscillators, package
check-out, guidance component theory and
system check-out, autonavigator com-
ponent test set, special test equipment,
computer test set, and printed circuit card
tester. Version 4: Instruction includes
guidance .system familiarization, computer
logic expressions and circuitry, verdan
computer, digital computer control panel,
and application of optical equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 13 semester hours in elec..
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of

2
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institutional evaluation (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category; I
semester hour as a technical elective in
electrical [alio:story for non-electrical en-
gineering majors (6/74). Version A. In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 13 semester-hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on thebasis of
institutional evaluation (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category; I

semester hour as an. technicil' elective in
electrical laboratory for non-electrical en-
gineering majors (6/74). Version 3: In the

:lower- division. baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (6/74)z in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical laboratory (6/74). Ver-
sion 4: In the lower - (division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in electricity or electronics and additional
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of, institutional evaluation (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category'
I semester hour in electrical laboratory (6/
74).

a

AF-1715-06g10

I . DEFENSE MISSILE GUIDANCE
TECHNICIAN (GAR-I/2/11)

(GUIDANCE SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(GAR-1/2/II))

(GUIDANCE 'SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(GAR-1/2))

(GUIDANCE SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(GAR-1))

2. GUIDANCE SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (GAR-
I )

Course. Number: All Versiops:
AAR31171W W. Version 1: AAR31170E;
AA31170E. Version 2: AL31130E.

Location: 3415th.. Technical School ,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Versibn 1: 13-18 weeks
(390-540 hours). Version 2: 26 weeks (780
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/57-12/68.
Version 2: 10/55-8/62.

Objectives: To train enlisted persnel to
test and maintain the GAR-1 Anissile
guidance system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in GAR-I missile guidance system
testing and, maintenance, including .radat
circuitry, vacuum tubes, hydraulic systems,
block-diagram analysis, signal-flow analysis,
guidance unit theory' of operation, malfunc-
tion procedures and exercises, and elec-
tronic fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory (6/74); in the Upper .1;
sion baccalaureate category, I sq>
hour in electronics laboratory (6/7-10
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalauif.
associate degree category, 4semestcr hours
in electrOnics laboratory (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I,
Semester hour in electronics laboratbry (6/
74).

AF-1715-0651
MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE OFFICER (ATLAS

PGM-16E)
(MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE OFFICER (SM-

65E) )
Course Number: OZR182IC,

OZR312IC; OZRI82IB; OZR3121B-1.



1-206 COURSE EXHIBITS
Location: 3r750th Technical School,

Sheppard APR, TX, . .

' Length; 7 weeks (219 hours).
Exhibit Dotes: 12/62=12/68.

To train officers to operateatai n the 107A weapon system
((A)

Lectures and practical exer-
cises in. the operation -and maintenance of
the 107A weapon system (Atlas), including
principles of Atlas subsystems; launch corn,-
plea facilities; associated aerospace ground
equipment; operational aralysis of electri-
cal power production and distribution; and
electrical propulsion, autopilot, guidance,
and hydraulics systems.

Credit. Recommendation: In the lower -
division '..baccalaureate /associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68);, in Abe upper-division baccalaureate
category, '1 semester hoar in electrical
laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0652

MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN
SM-68B

Course Number: ATC54150E-3;
ATS54150E-4.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as SM-68B

missile facilities specialists and technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in SM -688 missile facilities, including
facility water and waste, air conditioning,
electrical, and pncudraulic systems; launch
monitoring; electrical power generation and
distribution; propellant transfer;7systems in-
tegration' and maintenance; and facility
communication systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate . degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical
systems, 2 in mechanical systems (6/74).

AF-1715-0653

INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPECIALIST (C-11) '
(ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPE-

CIALIST (C -11 'TYPE))

Coarse Number: AB 3413 I A;
AB3414I A.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 30-34 weeks (810-930 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train .maintenance techni-

cians to service electronic equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cisescises in electronic equipment servicin , in-
cluding aerodynamics and flight prin ples,
electrical and electronic principles, . se of
electronic measuring instruments, circuit
analysis and troubleshooting procedures.
engine systems, and radio aids.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester 'hours .in electricity or
electronics (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and credit in elec-
trical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0654
MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN/

SPECIALIST (LAUNCH CONTROL
SYSTEMS) (SM-65F)

Course Number: ATS31570P-16.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB,
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected" enlisted per-

sonnel to maintain missile test equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties and tasks of a missile
test equipment technician/specialist. Course
includes a review of algebra, binary and
oc/al number systems, transistor circuit
theory, basic digital computers, and basic
relay logic devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic digital
electronics (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in basic
digital, electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0655

INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPECIALIST (P)
(INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPECIALIST (P &

Z)) ,

(ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPE-
CIALIST (P & Z))

( ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT TRAINER SPE-
CIALIST (Z & P TYPES))

Course Number: ABR3413IB;
AB34131B.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length:26-30 weeks (750-810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54- 12/68,.
Objectives: To train Personnel as instru-

ment trainer specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the duties of instrument trainer
specialists, including aerodynamics, elec-
tricity, electronics, electronic controls,
trainer maintenance and operation, AC and
DC, reactive circuits, principles of vacuum
tubes and transistors, special-purpose tubes,
amplifiers and oscillators, motor and servo
mechanisms, flight and engine systems, and
radio aids.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity

al and electronics (12/68).

AF-4715-0656

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST
(CGM-13B, Lcm PREP)

Course Number: 3 ABR31630N;
ABR31630N.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 23 weeks (648-660 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66 - 12/73.'
Objectives: To train airmen - as missile

systems analyst specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical eXer-

cises in the duties of missile systems' analyst
specialists, including electronic fundamen-
tals; CGM-13B weapon system, missile
systems. flight controls, inertial guidance,
and launch control center equipment;
nuclear weapons training; and launch area
operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division ' baccalaureate/assileiate degree
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category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics, and -credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of instituticinall"
evaluation (12/68); in the -upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electricity
and electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0657

TACTICAL 'MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(CGM-138)

(TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(MACE, MGM-I3c))

(TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(TM -76B))

Course Number: ABR31433N.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
-Length: 23-25 weeks (600-6' 60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

Mace and TM-76B tactical missile launch
specialists. '

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of TM-76B tactical mis-.
'sae launch specialists, including electronic
fundamentals; direct current; use of meters;
series resistance; parallel resistive circuits;
series-parallel resistance and bridge cir-
cuits; generation of AC and DC voltages;
frequency spectrum; ' inductance,
capacitance, reactance, impedance and
transformers; alternating current; reactive
circuits; series and parallel RC, RL, and
RCL circuits and.resonance; vacuum tubes
and solid-Aate devices; and amplifiers and
oscillators.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
.division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0658

MISSILE LAUNCH- - OFFICER (CGM-13B )
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (MACE,

MGM-43C))
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (TM-76B)).
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (TM-76S))
(GUIDED MISSILE OPERATIONS OFFICER

(TM-76B))
Course Number: OBR1821N;

OBR1821C-2; 011121821-2.'
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry -AFB, CO.
Length: 18-19 weeks (540-570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objectives: To qualify officers as MGM-

) 3C. missile launch officers or TM -76B
guided missile operations officers.

Instruction: Lectures and- practical exer-
cises in. operation and supervision of
MdM.-13C MACE .tactical 'missile launch
activities, and in the duties of TM-76B
guided missile operations bfficers, including
electronic principles; MGM-13C weapon
system, missile systems, flight controls, and ,
inertial guidance; LAGG principles; launch
familiarization; launch area operations and
maintenance; guided missile operations fun-
damentals; vacuum tubes and circuits; ser-
vos controllers; introduction to TM-76B
missile systems, flight controls; and inertial
guidance; and nuclear weapons orientation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree



-
category, 2 semestej hours in electricity
and electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/619; in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (6/74).'

AF-1715-0059

RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN AN/
FCC-21, AN/MCC- I 3,' AN/FCC-32,
MC-SO, MW-503, AND AN/FRC-
39A( V)

(RADIO RELAY EQUIPM ;REPAIRMAN
MC-504. AN/M AN /FCC-
32(V) (TMS-2), -503A, AN/
FRC-39A(V), AN/MRC-85)

(RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(AN/MRC -85; AN/FRC-39A( V );
AN /MCC -13)),

Course Number: 3AZI230450-5.
Location: 3380th Tech nic al School,

Keesler. AFB, MS.
Length: 6-9 weeks (180-258 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel to maintain. specific radio relays,
multiplex equipment, and microwave sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in radio relays, multiplex equipment ;.
and microwave set maintenance, including
circuit analysis, frequency plan, block-dia-
gram analysis, reflex klystrons operational
theory, schematic diagram analysis, power
supplies, trouble analysis and troubleshoot-
ing technique& and performance testing.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0660

MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (MGM-13A)
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (MACE,

,MGM-13B))
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER (TM-76A))
Course Number: OBRI821Mi

OBR I IC-1.
3415th Technical School,

Lo ry AFB, CO.
Length: 13-19 weeksk 190-570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to Perform

as MGM -13A and TM-78A missile launch
officer&

Instruction: Lectures and practical, exer-
cises on the duties of missile launch of-
ficers, including .maintenance management;
electronics; TM-76A ground equipment
and MGM-13A missile systems; power
plant, flight control, and guidance systems;
launch area operations; systems recycle
pack; nuclear weapons orientation; mathe-
matics for elettronics; DC and AC elec-
tricity; and launch control center.

-Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricit!.
and electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68 ).

AF-1715-0661 (
MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN/

SPECIALIST (PROGRAMMED CHECK UT
EQUIPMENT) (SM-65F)

Course Number: ATS31570P-17.
Location: 3750th, Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the duties and tasks of test equip-
ment specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and skills of missile test
equipment specialists. Course includes al-
gebra, AC and DC circuits, binary and
octal numbering systems, transistor theory,
test equipment operatilYst and application,
basic computer services, Boblean logic,
gyro principles, closed -loop servo systems,
electrical check-out trailer, logical unit
analysis, MAPCHE block diagram, au-
topilot selector, propellant utilization, and
calibration and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Reconunendation: In the lower-
t division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).

AF-1715-0662

BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST
(HGM-25A)

(BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST SPECIALIST
(SM-68A))

Course Number: ABR31234E.
Location:. ,3750th Technical' School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates:"8/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have completed a course in missile
systems fundamentals to perform as ap-
prentice ballistic missile analysts and spe-
cialists. ,

Instruction: Lectures and .practicar.exer-
cises in ballistic missile analysis, including
characteristics of the- SM-68 missile and
systems; launch complex layout, equip-
ment, and maintenance; maintenance
managementii electrical systems data flow
analysis and troubleshooting; rocket engine
system and hydraulics; flight control system
componcnts, operation, and inspection;
.radio and ground guidance systems opera-
tion( and associated test sets and equip-
ment; 'launcher system and antenna pro-

', tecting and elevating set; and re-entry vehi-
cle, control center circuits, and missile
systems check-out and analysis.

Credit Reconunendatiocu In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation ( 12/68).

AF -1715 -0663

MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE. OFFICER
(BALLISTIC MISSILES)'

(GUIDED MISSILE. OPERATIONS/MAIN-
TENANCE OFFICER (BALLISTIC MIS-
SILES))

Course Number: OBR 1 821; OBR3121 -3;
OBRI821B,

Location: 3750th Technical- School,
Sheppard AFB, TX. Ake

Length: 7-12 weeks (210-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/60-12/68.
Objtives: To train officers in missile

skills' as a prerequisite to specialized train-
ing in Atlas and Titan missile support.

Instruction: Lectutes and practical.exer,
cises in missile skills, including missile fun-
damentals, pneudraulic princiPles, electri-
cal and electronic fundamentals, guidance
systems, and test equipment.
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-

division baccalaureatf/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (1,2/68); in the 'upper-division.
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0664

MISSILE MECHANIC, WS -133

.Courie Number: 3ABR44330G-2.
Location: School of. Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB,'IL.

Length: 13-21 weeks (402-588 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train'airmen to perform,as

missile mechanics.-
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the functions of missile mechanics,
including pneudraulic, electricar," and
mechanical systems; security and safety
practices; maintenance systems, technical
orde , directives, and forms to perform
-WS 33 support base maintenance and mo-
bil maintenance team functions on
ae ospace ground equipment and, real-pro-

rty .installed equipment such as electrical
pifirt supply and distribution systems, en-'
vil-onmental control systems, cable pres-
surization systems, button-up security
subsystem, launcher closui-e system, eleva-
tor work cage, mating and demating the re-
.entry vehicle, and guidance control section;
missile handling equipment; and procedures
reqqired to transport, emplace, and remove
the. missile.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate /associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical and
mechanical laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0665

MISSILE LAUNCH/MISSILE OFFICER:SM-68B

Course Number: OZR1821B;
OZR312IC-5.

Location: 3750th Te hnical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/62,12/68.
Objectives: To train officers, as missile

launch officers or missile officers.
Instruction: 'Lectures and praqtiCal exer-

cises in missile systems, including missile
launch complex, utilities, propellant
transfer system, hazafd sensing and damage'
control, facility and missile cicctrical
systems, missile installation and, removal,
guidance system, _alignment and main-
tenance procedures, flight control, hydrau-
lics, propulsion system, systems integration,
launch control equipment, power distiibu-

, tion, communications systems,: and
troubleshooting and testing procedures and
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division bacCalaurcate/associate degree
category, credit in cicctrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).



,,
1-208 COURSE EXHIBITS

AF-1715416. 66

1. TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(MGM-13A) ,

2. TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST ,Z4

(MGM- I 3A)
3. TACTICAL .MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST

(MGM -13B)
(TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST

(TM -76A))
(MISSILE SNISTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST

(TM-76A))
Course Number Version l:

ABR31433M. Version' .2: ABR31433M.
Version 3: ABR31433M; ABR31430F.

Lei:anon: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB,

Length: Version. ber14.6 weeks (438
'hours). Version 2: 76 weeks (690 hours).

.Version 3: 23 weeks (698 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 10/64-12/68..
Version 2: 5/64 -9/64. Version 3: 6/61-4/64..

'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and perform check-out
procedures on TM-76A missile systems and
associated launch area 'check-out equip -
.ment. ,

Instrucdon: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals and the operation, maintenance and
check7out of TM-76A missile systems and

' associated launch area check-out equip-
ment, including AC and DC; tubes and
transistors; amplifiers and oscillators; .prin-
ciples of missile systems; flight control
system' guidance radar system; ground
equipment; power distribution;' communica-
tions. systems; and specific equipment corn-,
ponents and systems. 'Version' /: Includes
power -supplies, wave-shaping circuits, AM,
FM, single sideband, transmission lines and
antennas, seryomechanisms. cavity resona-
tors, microwave principles. and electrical
test equipment: Version 2: Includes power
supplies, wave-shaping circuits, AM, FM,
single sideband, transmission lines and an-
tennas. servomechanisms, cavity resonators,
microwave principles, and electrical' test
equipment Version 3: Intludes reactive cir-
cuits, magnetism, and soldering techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics and additional credit
in electronics on. the Basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics and additional
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation' (6/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/assOciate
degree category, I I semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics and additional credit
in electronics on the basis' of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
-electronics and' additional credit ieelec-
tronics on the .basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74). Version 3: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68).

A

AF- 1715 -0667

I. TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
((MGM-13A) ' . ."

2. /TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(MGM -13A) .

3. TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(MGM -13B)

(TACTICAL MISSILE LAUNCH SPECIALIST
(TM-76A))

Course Number: Version / l:
tLR3I433M . Version 2: AL1231453M .
ersign 3: ALR31453M.
Location: 0 3415t Technical School,

Lowry AFB. CO.
Length: Version l: 15 weeks (438

hours). Version 2: 23 weeks (690 hours).
Version 3: 20 weeks (600 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 10/64-12/68.
Version 2: 5/64-9/64. Version 3: 6/63-4/64.

Objectives: To train enlisters personnel to
operate, maintain, and perform check-out
procedures on TM-76A missilb systems and
associated launch area, check-out equip-
ment,

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
wls and the 'operation, maintenance, and
rhoitck-nut of TM-76A missile systems and
associated launch area check-out equip-
ment, including AC and DC; tubes;
transistors; amplifiers and oscillators; prin-
ciples of missile systems; flight control
system; guidance radar system; ground
equipment; power distribution; communica-
tions systems; and specific equipment com-
ponents and systems. Version Includes

wer supplies, wave-shaping circuits, AM,
, single sideband, transmission lines and

antennas, Servomechanisms, cavity resona-
tors, microwave principles, and electrical
test equipment. Version 2: Includes poVier
supplies, wave-shaping circuits, AM, FM,
single sideband, transmission lines and an-
tennas, servomechanisms, Cavity resonators,
microwave principles and electrical test
equipment. Version 3: Includes reactive cir-
cuits} magnetism, and soldering techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester-hours in elec-
tricity and electronics and additionat credit
in electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 6 semester hours in
electronics and additional credit in elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/a.ssociate degree category, 11
semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 'semester hours in electronics
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74). Ver-
sion 3: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68).

AF-1715-0668
MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPE

76B)
Course Number: ABR3I43
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 23. weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train basic airmen as ap-

prentice TM-76B missile systems analyst
specialists.

1ST (TM-
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile systems analysis, including'
pc, AC and -reactive circuits, vacuum
tubes and transistors, amplifiers and reins-
tors, motors and generators, inertial
guidance fundamentals, power supplies,
flight controls' and gyroscopes, test set
operation, launch area 'erniiistrient opera-
tion, and troubleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory (12/68); in the _upper - division

thicealaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (6/74).

AF-171570669

MISSILE SYSTEMS FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: ABR31020-3.
-Location: 3320th Technical School,

Amarillo AFB,.TX.
Length: 19 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/6%.
Objectives: To train airmen in electi'onics

and missile fundamentals.
Instruction: Lectures and practical. exer-

cises in electronics and missile fundamen-
tals, including. AC, DC, and reactive cir-
cuits; principles of vacuum tubes and
transistors; special-purpose tubes; am-
plifiers and oscillators; motors and ser-
vomechanisms; nonlinear wave shaping;
mintivibrators; computer and guidance
principles; basic hydraulic principles; and
general missile subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electrcinics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

AF-1715-0670.

MISSILE LAUNCH /MISSILE OFFICER (TITAN
HTM -25B )

(MISSILE LAUNCH/MISSILE OFFICER (SM-
68A).)

Course Number: OZR1821E;
-0ZR3121E; 'OZR1821B; OZR312IC-2.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 0/61- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers as Titan mis

sile launch officers or missile officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Titan missile systems, including
weapon system familiarization; air condi-
tioning and water systems; antenna protect-
ing and elevating system; missile electrical
systems; propellant loading and pressuriza-
tion; re-entry vbhicles; missile installation;
flight control, hydraulics and guidance
systems; launch procedures, equipment and
console operation; and maintenance
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
68).



AF-1715-0671
I. MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

SPECIALIST (AIM) (ADC)
2. MISSILE GUIDANCE. AND CONTROL

SPEICALIST (AIM) ,
Course Number: Version I:

3ABR31631L-2. Version 2: ABR31631L-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Loiny AFB, CO.
k Length: Version 1: 21-27 weeks

(642-780 hours). Version-2i 28 weeks (810
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Vei Sion 1: 2/68-12/73.
Version e: 7/66-1/68.

Qbjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be missile guidance and control specialists. '

taistruedon: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic principles, including AC
arid DC circuit theory, Ohm's law,
,I(erchoffs law, transistors, vacuum tubes,
bbasic rectifiers, oscillators, and wave -shap-
ing circuits; and missile guidance systems,
including circuit analysis, test equipment
'operation and calibration, missile check-out
equipment, ground support equipment, and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
.. the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester ours in elec-
tronics, 1 in electrical labora?ory (6/74); in

upper-division baccalaureate category,
hourssemester hou in electronics laboratory,

and credit in electronics on the basis of in-
istitutionai evaluation (6/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 11 semester hours in elec-
tricity and electronics, 1 in electrical
laboratory (6/74); in 'the upper -division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory, and additional credit
in electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).

AF-1715-0672

GUIDANCE AND CeeTROL OFFICER,( RIGS)
(HGM-25A)

(GUIDANCE AND CONTROL. OFFICER
(RIGS) (SM-68A))

(GUIDANCE CONTROL OFFICER (RIGS)
(SM-68))

Course Number: OZR3044-6;
OZR3044D; OTS3044-4.

Location: .3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 14 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train guidance control of-

ficers in the operation, maintenance, and
logistics of the Trian I ground guidance
system. °

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
applicable logistics of the Titan I ground
guidance system, . including missile
familiarization, computer fundamentals
(digital computers, Boolean algebra, digital
electronics, basic programming), computer
control and storage, input/output pother,
pound equipment, data flow, guidance
radar, and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree
category, 2. semester hours in digital elec-
troniCs (6/74); in the upper - division,, bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing or computer principles (12/

_

v
'AF-1715-0673'
MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN

(SM-65F)
Course Number: ATS541701?-1.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX
Length: 1$ weeks (450 hourS).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

SM-65F missile facilities specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, inspection, and,
maintenance of launch installations, includ-
ing heating, ventilation, air cooling; power
distribution, pneumatic, hydraulic, fluid
storage, and propellant transfer systems;
and in the inspection, operation, and main-
tenance of the launcher, missile lifting
system and crib suspension.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity, 2
in mechanical systems (6/74).

AF-1715-0674
MISSILE LAUNCH/MISSILE OFFICER (TITAN

II/LGM-25)
Course Number: OZR1821F; OZR3121F.
Location: 3750th Technical School, .

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in Titan II

missile management. .
instruction:` Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Titan II missile management, in-
< eluding missile maintenance and data col-

lection, weapon system familiarization,
launch complex pneudraulics and as-
sociated equipment, communications
equipment, utilities, propellant transfer
system, damage control and hazard sensing,
electrical ,system, installation` and removal
procedures, flight control system, guidance
operation and maintenance, systemi in-
tegration, propulsion systems, power and
launch control, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of. the military nature of ,the course
(6/'74)..

AF-1715-0675
MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER, WS-133

(MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER, WS-133
(T A)).

Course Number: 30BR3121G-4.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 10-15 weeks ( 272-438 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-12/73.
Objectives: To, train officers for combat

targeting team duties, and in missile equip-
ment maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures anti-practical exer-
cises in combat targeting team duties and
in missile equipment maintenance, includ-
ing fundamentals and theory of missile
electrical and electronic systems, guidance
and' contra systems, launch control faciji-
ties, missile systems, aerospace ground
equipment, test equipment, and alignment
and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical

68). power laboratory (6/74).

.1
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AF-1715-0676
I. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR

REPAIRMAN, AN/CPN-18, AN/FPN-
16

' 2. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR,
REPAIRMAN (AN /FPN -l6 AND AN/
CPN-I 8)

Course Number: AB3033 1 C.
Location: 33800 Technical School,

Keesler AFB; MS.
Length: Version 1: 33-36 weeks (990

hours). Version 2: 14 week (420 hours). :
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/56- I 2/68.

Version 2: 7/54-12/55.
Objectives: To train airmen with previous

technical experience to perform as air traf-
fic control radar repairmen (AN/FPN-16
and AN/CPN-I 8).

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and
practical exercises on the operation, tuning,
alignment, inspection, organiptional main-
tenance, and repair of specific air traffic
control radar equipment and associated
communication and test equipment, includ-
ing dire current, alternating current, and
elect n tubes, and power supplies. Version

opics include specific transmitting and
re iving systems and .related test equip-
me t, shelter ope Io , remoting and. D/F
equ pment, spe tic s bhroscopes, and
ana is of spe indicate systems.

C it R mendation: rsion In
the wer vision. baccalaureate associate
degree egory, 4 semester hours in elec-

t. tricky and electronics (12/68). Version 2:
19 the lower-division baccalaureate/as-

. sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (7/74).

AF-1715-0677- .

ELECTRONIC CoMPLTTER REPAIRMAN BUIC
AN/GSA-51A

Course Number: 3ABR30533C.,
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 42 weeks (1200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair computer Systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer

cises in the repair of computer systems.
Course includes computer system opera-
tion, memory function, timing, and logic;
programming and machine language; hard-
ware routines and basic instructions, input-
output timing, and tape and drum systems;
and troubleshooting.,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division

.r
baccalaureate/associate 'degree

category, 4 semester hours in digital
technology (7/74); in the upper-division

"baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
digital technology on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74).

AF-1715-0678
INTERMEDIATE AND ORGANIZATIONAL

MAINTENANCE, TSEC/HY-2
Course Number: 3AZA30650-10.

' 'Location: .3175th Technical School,
Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 6 weeks (153 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 1/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

analyze and. identify faulty components and
to maintain, adjust, and secure ground
communication equipment.
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Instruction: Lecturers, and practical exer-

cises in the,maintenancenf grolind commu-
nication equipment. Course includes a
functional' study of transmit, receive, and
timing circuits of ground, communication
systems, using test instruments, circuit dia-
grams, and manuals.

Credit Recomtnendation: In the lower,.
divilien baccalaureate/associate degree
catory, I semester hour in electronic
technology on. the basis. of institutional
evaluation (7/74). .

AF-1715-0679
F/FB111 PENETRATION AIDS TEST STATIONS

TECjINICIAN

Course Nunsber:.3ALR30173-1.
Landow' 3415th Technical School,

Lown) AFB, CO.
Length: 18 weeks (54Q hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, operate,'And test penetration aids
and infrared test stations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
; 'clan in the maintenance and operation of

penetration aids and infrared test stations.*:-
. Course includeeprinciples of infrared (IR)

,hysics and use in receivers; block-diagram
analysis of receivers, IR generation, con-
trol servos and analysis and 'function of
radar homing and warning system.

, Credit .Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

-

AF-1715-0680
AVIONICS NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

SPECIALIST
'op (ALRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN)
2. AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION'

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
(AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMANIGEIERAL))

Course Number. VerAion 1: 3 ABR3283 I .
All Versions:r 3ABR1013 I . Version 2:
ABR30131; Ail3R30131B.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, \ Keesler AFB, MS.
Version 2: 3380th , Technical School,
K ler AFB, MS.

Version 1: 33 weeks (990
hours). Version 2: 35-40 weeks
( 1050-1 I I0 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/71-12/73.
Version 2: 7/59 -5/71.

Objectives: To train airmen to operate,
maintain, and repair electronic and radio
navigation equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practice in the operation, maintenance,, and
repair of electronic and radio navigation
equipment, including AC and DC, mag-
netism; resonance; motors and ser-
vomechanisms; 'synchros; transistors and
solid-state devices; operation, function, and

..,bitsic mathematical relationshies of power
supplies, regulators, multivibrators, pulsed
and blocking oscillators, FM and dis-
crimination, transmission lines and anten-
nas, transmitters and receiver principles,
wave-guides, cavity resonators, UHF ,.and
microwave oscillators and amplifiers, and
electrical test equipment; 4principl'es an&
operation of airborne radio compass
receivers and radar altimeters; search radar

. and IFF principles; beacon systems visual
omni-range and ILS systems; and

C,

troubleshooting. and inspection procedures.
Version I Includes binary and octal num-
bers, logic function, diagrams And circuits,
trutb ditties, counters and storage devices,
digital, techniques, glideslope circuits, and
TACAN equipment analysis. Version 2: In-
cludes LORAN equipment analysis..

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics and credit in electrical
Paboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in elebtritity or
electronics and credit in electrical laborato-
ry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

AF-1715-0681
WEAPONS MECHANIC (TAC)

Course Number: -1-ABR46230-2;
ABR46230-2. a

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 13 -17 weeks
(390 -510 hours). Version 2: 16-18 weeks
(450-510 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/68-12/78.
Version 2: 3/66-11/68.

Objectives: To train airmen as-weapons
mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance, management, inspec-
tion systems and forms, loading and un-
loading munitions from aircraft, technical
publications, nuclear weapons handling,
security of 'classified information and
materials, test equipment usage, electricity
fundamentals, and ground and nuclear
safety.

Credit Reconunendatlon: Version
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour, in elec-
tronics laboratory (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower ivision baccalaureate/associate
degree-category, 3' semester hours in elec-
tronics laboratory (7/74).

AF-1715-0682
DIAL CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST, SM-68B
Course Number: - AZR3623 I-I;

ATS36251-I2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard-AFB, TX.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenare person-

nel to perform as dial central office equip-
ment specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the skills necessary to perform as a
dial central office equipment specialist.
Course includes communication panel and
corfsble circuits, conference nets, miscel-
laneous circuits, power and test equipment,
and radio sot ess equipment.

- Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2' semester hours in communica-
tions (7/74).

AF- 1715 -4&683

WEATHER EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT

Course Number: Version 1: AAR3029
All Versions: AA25100.
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Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version. ?: 28 weeks, (840
hours). Version 2A-9-weeks (570 hcitrs):

Exhibit D ti Versian 1: 2/58-12/68.
Version 2: 3/55-1/58.

Objectivest To train weather e ipment
supervisors and technicians to pe ,larm as
weather equipment superintendents.

Instruction: Version. 1: Lectures and
practical' exercises in the installation, main-
tenance, and operation 9f meteorological
equipment, including electrical mathe-
matics, theory and application of
meteorological measurements, staff techni-
cal writing and composition, advanced
electronics, current weather equipment,
maintenance and installation. management,
and site surveying and installation. Version
2: Topics include mathematics, advanced,
radar component circuit analysis, advanced
radar circuit analysis, theory and Applica-
tion of meteorological measurements,
telemetering systems and familiarization
with specific new weather equipment, ad-
ministrative practices, and site surveying
and installation of equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours' in elec-
tricity and electronics (3/74); in the upper
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in busineis and management t 12/68).
Version 2: In the loWer-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 8 semester
hours in electricity and electronics (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in business and
management ( 12/68).

AF-1715-0684
AIRCRAFT, ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

(ECM) REPAIRMAN (GROUND
EQUIPMENT)

Course Number: AZR30133A-I.
Location: 1380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length:.6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

tune, operate, inspect, maintain, and repair
electronic countermeasures receivers, pulse
analyzers; cameras, recorders, and asA
sociated test equipment.

Instruct/cm: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of
ground equipment. C urse includes if
deyelopment and application of electronic
principles, circuit theory, and shop prac- .

tices, and maintetnance procedures for
communications receivers, tape recorders,
oscilloscopes, pulse analyzers, cameras, and
brush record4s.

Credit Recommendation/ In the lower- -4'
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours Alan elective in
electronics, 2 in instrumentation (7/74).

AF-1715-0685
AUTOMATIC CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT.

TECHNICIANOELLOGG K-60) *
Course Number: ATS3625I-3.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AE8, -TX.
-tet-fgth: 15 weeks (450 .hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/6 I -1 2/68. lC
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain the Kellogg K-60 bal-
*stic missile communications system.



instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an automatic -central
Office- equipment technician. Course in-
cludes fundamentals of electricity; K IA1
key' telephone units, including operation
and adjustment: direct line and SASS
system maintenance, and, troubleshooting
for a type K-0.0 dial telephone switching
system. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associ e degree
category. 4 semester hours as-a, elective in
electnclty or electronics (7/74)'

P-1715-0686
INSTRIpHENTATION MECHANIC

Course Nuinber: ATS31350- I .
Location: 3415th. Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO:
I:essgth: 19 weeks (600 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 10/60-12/68. ,

Objectives: To train selected enlisted "per-
sonnel to -inspect, troubleshoot, and repair
telemetry instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the repair of telemetry instruments.
Course includes RC-RL circuitry; basic in-
strumentation circuitry; transistors; optics
and photography; test equipinent; princi-
ples and components of frequency modula-
tion systems; multiplexing; frequency-divi-
sion multiplexing and airborne transmission
components; ,space. telemetry 'components;
frequeney-ditision demultiplexing; and
time-division demultiplexing.

Credit Recommendation: In the louler
ditision baccalaureate/assoCiate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
(7/74).

./4-11715-0687

AIRCRAFT CONTROL .AND WARNING RADAR
REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version l: 3ABR30332.
Version 2: 3ABR30332; ABR30332.. Ver-
sion 3: ABR30332.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.,

Length: Version 1: 35.-37 weeks (1050
halms ). Version 2: 39-41 weeks
(1 I 62-1 I 70 flours). Version 3: 44-45
weeks ( 1230-1260 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/71-12/73.
Version 2: 2/64-5/71. Version 3: 5/59-1/64.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
aircraft control and warning radar repair-
men.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the dupes of aircraft
contrOl and warning radar repairmen and
in electronic principles,.including DC and
AC circuits, magnetism, resonance, diodes,
transistors and solid-state systems, vacuum,
tubes, amplifiers and oscillators, motors,
multivibrators, microwave principles,
receiver principles, cavity resonators, UHF
and microwave oscillators, electrical test
equipment, various modulation _and
demodulation systems, transmission lines,
synchros, pulsed and blocking oscillators,
regulators, radar principles, transmitters,
antenna positioning and indicator systems,
and systems maintenance and associated
equipment. Version 1: Includes binary and
octal numbeis, truth tables, Boolean al-

, gebra,. logic function diagrams, circuits,
counters and storage devices, magnetron
transmitters and linear receivers, Klystron
transmitter, clutter elimination, , and

identification systems. Version 2: Includes
clutter elimination and ,special-purpo§e
tubes. Version 3: Includes reactive circuits,
special- purpose tubes, principleS of IFF and
coder systems, and SIF passive and active
systems.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-divisiOn baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (6/74); in the upper-
division bacCalaureate category, .2 semester
hours in electronic instrumentation labora:
tory, I in electronics laboratory (6/7,4).

, Version 2: In thejower-division baccalau-
reate/associatetdegree category,'6 semester
'hours in electricity or electronics (12/68);
in uppitr-division baccalaureate catego-
ry:: l', semester hour in electronic instru;
mentation laboratory (6/7f k Version 3: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics (-12/68); in the upper-
divisicin baccalaureate category, 3'semester
hours as a technical elective. in electronics
for non-engineering majors, lOr 2' in elec-
tricity or electronic laboratory (6/74).

AF- 1715-0688

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (MA-7
SYSTEM) °

Course Number: AB32230K.
Location: 3415th Technical School,.

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 32 weeks (870 hours).

- Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

troubleshoot, maintain,'and repair the MA-
7 fire control systems installed in the F-I01
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fire control system Maintenance,
including fundamentals of electricity; am-
plifiers, oscillators, and sweep generators;

.radar principles; servomechanism princi-
ples; general operation and service section;
transmitter and receiver; video and range
!all's; antenna-positioning loop; sight and
attack display; bombing computers; MA"-7
fire control system tie-in; and field exer-
cises.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
, division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical or electronics laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0689
WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIC (E-

9, MG- I 2 Svs-rEus ),
Course Number: AL3223 IE.
-Location: 3415th Technical School;

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 23 weeks (690-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/58-9/60.
Objectives: fi'o train__ personnel as

weapcins control systememechanics for the
'E-9 and MG-I2 systems.

Instruction: Lectures and prktical exer-
cises in weapons control systems repair, in-
cluding introduction to channel B; service
function; intelligence gathering; antenna
positioning; computer; optics and self-tests;
fighter missile system; system tie-in; and
field ercises.

C It Recommendation: In the lower-
divi ion baccalaureate/associate degree
cate ory; 3 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (6/74); in the tipper-divi-
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sion bactalaureate category, I semester
hour in electrical laboratory (6/74).

AF-1715-0690
I. WEAPONS CONTROU SYSTEMS

MECHANIC ( MG- I 2 SYSTEM)
2. WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (E-9 SYSTEM)'
(WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

MECHANIC (E-9, MG -12 SYSTEMS))

Course Number: Version 1: ABR3223 I E-
4ion 2: ABR32231E-1; AB3223 IE.
lion: `3415th Technical School,

towry AFB, CO.
Length: Version. 1: 37-39 weeks

( 1110 -1 170 hours). Version 2: 42 weeks
( 1170 hours ).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/60 - 12/68.
Nersion 2: 8/57-9/60.

*Objectives: To train personnel as
weapons control systems mechanics for the
E-9 and MG-I2 systems.

Instruction,: Lectures and practical
t
exer-

cises in weapons control systems repair, in-
cluding fundamentals of electricity; funda-
mentals of AC and DC; vacuum tubes and
power supplies; amplifiers, oscillators and
sweep generators; radar principles; ser-
vomechanism principles; introduction to .
channel B; service function; intelligence
gathering; antenna positioning; computer;
optics and self-tests; fighter missile system;
system -tie-in; reactive circuits; special cir-
cuits; microwave operation; timing and fir-
ing , function; attack steering function; at-.
tack display function; optical steering and
tracking; field exercises; and system
troubleshooting.

Credit, Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree catego , 4 semester hours in elec-
tricity and el ctronics (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, . I
semester hour i electrical laboratory (6/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in electricity and elec-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac- .

calaureate category, I semester' hoUr in
electrical laboratory (6/74).

4
AF-1715-0691

MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
TECHNICIAN (AGM/AIM TAC SEA) .

Course Number: 2AS 67I L.
Location: 3415th hnical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6-11 weeks (1 -312 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen as missile

guidance and control technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises urjssile guidance and control
systems, including air-intercept and air-to-
ground missile characteristics, armament,
prOpulsion, power supply, and block-diar
gram analysis; aerospace ground equipment
handling; corrosion control; assembly and
disassembly; test sets and troubleshooting
procedures; and guidance anti control
systems familiarization.

Credit Recommendatiim: In The lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical and
electronics laborIttory (6/74). .
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AF-1715-0692
1. MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER, LGM -25
2. MISSILE.LAUNCH/MISSILE OFFICER

'(LGM-25) .
Course Number: Versan 1: 30BRI821Fi

Version 2: 30BR312 IF; OBR,3121F;
. 01312.1821.F.

3750th Technical ,School,
She FB0TX.

Length': Version 1: 1113 weeks (378
hours). Version 2: 14 weeks (420 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: Version I 1 /7i- 12/73.
Verilon 2:11166-12/,70.
`Objectives: To train officers in Titan 11
missile systems support.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in Titan II missile
systems support, including ballistic missile
theory, weapon system familiarizatibn, elec-
tronic principles (DC, At, components
theory),' inertial guidance principles,
guidance systems, propulsion, flight control
and hydraulic systems, systems integration,
launch control operation and troubleshoot-

-- ing, facility pneudraulics and associated
equipment, various missile subsystems, and
power generation and distribution. Version
1: Includes communications "'system and
components.

Credit Recomniendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in elec-
trical principles (6/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electriCal laboratory (6/74). Ver-
sion 2: In tie lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in electrical laboratory (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

rsm ster,hyu in electrical laboratory (6/

AF-171540693

MISSILE. MECHANIC (AGM-28A/B)
(MISSILE MECHANIC (GAM-17))
Course Number: 3ABR443300.

ABR443300- I ; ABR44330Z -1;
ABR43330-1.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
ChanUte AFB, IL.

Length: 18-23 leeks (510-600-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/61-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the AGM 28A/8 missile.
". Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AGM 28A/

,missile, including missile mechanics,
electrical tend electronic fundamentals,
maintenance management, missile.'hydrau-
lic systems, fundamentals of jet propulsion,
and planned inspections.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 2
in hydraulics, and 2 as an elective in voca-
tional /technical programs (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronics, 2 in hydrau-
lics, and 2 as an elective in ,vocational/
technical prograrn (7/74).

AF-1715-0694
Tow REEL SPECIALIST

Course Number: AB43 1 32.
- Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hors).
Exhibit Dates: 9/55-12/6M.

Objectives: To train basic airmen to
maintain and repair tow reels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance and repair of tow
reels, including' electn d hydraulic
systems; operation, inspection, - nd main-
tenance of tow targeti and related equip-
ment; component part identification; and
troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree-
category, 1 'semester hover -in hydrat4ics
laboratory, I in electronics laboratory (7/
74).

AF-1715-0695
WEAPONS MECHANIC (GAM -72)

Cotiese Number: AZR46230A;
-AZR46230.

Location: 3320th Technical School,
Amarillo AFB, TX.

Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).
Exhibit Duties: 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as weapons

mechanics on GAM-72 missiles.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in GAM-72 missile systems, including'
missile familiarization; maintenance inspec-
tion, procedures, and equipment; ground
support equipment; airframe and flight con-
trol surfaces; missile electricalv system; car-
rier electrical system; launch gear function,
arrangement, assembly and disaccembly;
and missile loading procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

-4F-1715-Q696
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPME

REPAIRMAN (LionT)

Course Number: ABR30432;
Location: .3380th Technical School,

Keesler AF,B, MS.
Length: Version 1: 32 weeks (870

hours), Version 2: 38 weeks (1050 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 41: l /60- 12/68.

Version 2: 9/58-12/59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, adjust, maintain, and repair low-
power ground communicatio s equipment.

Instruction:- Lectures and ctical exer-
cises in electronic principles, c cult analy-
sis, UHF and HF transm tters and
receivers, radio teletype, dire: on finding,
TV systems and associated test quipment,
vacuum tube and transistor principles, mul-
tichannel tranceivers, and communications
systems.. Instruction is descriptive rather

an analytical.
redlt Recommendation: Version 1: In

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the .hasis of in-.
stitutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In
the Upper-division baccalaureate category,
4 semester hours in electronics and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation ( 12/68).

AF-1715-0697
MISSIIIF MAINTENANCE MECHANIC/

TECHNICIAN (SM-68)
Course Number: ATS43350-4;

ATC43350-6.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).

4t1

Exhibit DateslA 11/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as.

Missile maintenance mechanics or techni-
cians. .

Instiuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in thg inspection hand maintenance of
a missile launch complex, including weapon
system familiarization', launch silo system,
propellant loading and pressurization
system, launch and missile systems opefa-
tion, missile handling and transportation,
and fuel, electrical, hydraulic, and engine"
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree.
category, 4 semester hours aS'an elective in
vocational or technical prograins (7/74).

AF -1715 -0698

EMU- IVE GENERATOR SET
(EMU/I2E AND *AN/MRC-107 GENERA-

TOR SETS)

Course Number: 3AZR42153.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
-Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

tength: 3-4 weeks (102,-108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to

troubleshot and repair EMU-12/E genera-
tor sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises -in' the troubleshooting and repair of
EMU-I2/E generator sets, including func-
tion and operation of gas turbine engines,
engine control devices, engine fuel systems,
engine electrical systems, sOlithstate
devices, protective package monitors, con-
trol package monitors% and maintenance
Procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electricity, I
as an elective in vocational or technical
programs (7/74).

AF-1715-0699

WEAPONS CONTRUL'SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
(MG-13 DATA FLOW)

Course Number: AAR3227 I F-2.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 29 weeks (870 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/58= 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot and repair weapons control
systems; repair and harmonize weapons
control systems; perform weapons control,
systems inspections; and supervise weapons
control systems personnel.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance, inspection, and
repair of weapons control systems. Course
includes fundamentals of . electronics,
systems . and computer self-tests, power
generation and distribution, radar ranging
functioreantenna positioning, flight sensing
function, and ballistic functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in basic elec-
tronics (7/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics (7/74).



AF 1715.0700
-

NUCYEAR WEAPONS TECHNICIAN (AGM-' 69A)
(NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST AGM-

69A)
Courie Number: 3AZR46370.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, LOwry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School,Lowry AFB, CO.

. Length: 5-7 weeks (150-200 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to inspect,

assemble, mbintain,'repair. and modify the
AGM-69A weapon system and related
components and test, equipment.

Indruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in` the inspection, assembly, main-
tenance, repair, and modification of the
AGM-69A weapon system and related
components and teat equipment, including,
launcher maintenance, payload main-
tenance, loading procedures, ejector operta-
don, missile components; pylon main-
tenance, and testing procedures.

Credit. Recoiiendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-1715-0701
igLECTRONIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN ( BALLISTIC
MISSILE GUIDANCE COMPUTER) (SM-
6513)

Course Number: ABR30531t-1.
Location: %3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, M
Length: 38 we 50 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /68:
Objectives: To nlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and repair the AN/GSQ-
33 ground, guidance digital computer and

..specialized computer test equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the AN/GSQ-33 ground guidance
digital computer and specialized computer
test equipment operation, maintenance,
and repair; including program, memory,
and arithmetic units., inputs, oustputs,.simu-
lator, and printer;x computer checks and
troubleshooting; test console; plug-in unit
test set and power supply tester; and com-
puter and -package troubleshooting. Addi
tional instructiOn in electronic fundamen-
tals for digital data prOcessing equipment
repairmen, including DC electrostatic prin-
ciples through series-parallel circuits; AC
principles through series-parallel resonant

' circuits; motors; saturable reactors; mag-
netic amplifiers; servos, synchros, and servo

° amplifiers; fundamentals of tubes and
-transistors; rectifiers; filters; time constants;
power supplies; voltage regulators; solder-
ing techniques; triodes; tetrodes;. pentodes;
transistors; special-purpose tubes; am-
plifiers and oscillators, including blocking
oscillators, passive and active limiters,
dampers, and amplifier, circuits;
synchroscope; transients; shock-excited
Hartley, Astabel, oneshot, and bistabe mut-
tivibrators; thyratron, sawtooth, trape-
zoidal, and transistor s eep, circuits; com-
puter circuits and c puting techniques;
binary, octal, and binary excess-three
codes; computer, h tory, AN-OR gates,
matrices, Boolean algebra, logic generators,
and associated circuits; special- purpose am-
plifiers and gating circuits; counters, Count
detection decoders, encoders, registers;
conversion circuits, memory circuits and
storage &vices; input/output devices; and
coding principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowe
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 18 semestei- hours in electricity,
or electronics, 3 electrical laboratory (4/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours as an elective in
,electricity or electronics (4/74).

AF-1715-0702
PRINTER SYSTEMS OPERATOR, PREPARATORY

Course Number: 3 AQR29222- I .
Location: 3380th Technical Sc

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8 weeks. (22*ours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen in

prerequisite areas for entry .iiito printer
systems operator courses.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in prerequisites for printer systems
operator courses, including typing, trans-
cripting of international Morse code, basic
electronic principles, radio receiver opera-
tion, tape recorders, direction finding and
antennas and wave propagation, and trans-
mitters and types of transmission.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
diviiion baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in electronic
laboratory on the basis of institutional

p. evaluation (7/74).
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craft ,cameras and accessories, motion-pic-
ture equipment, and photographic laborato-
ry equipment, including electricity and AC
fundamentals, vacuum and gas - filled tubes,

wer supplies, voltage regulators, am-
'fiers and oscillators, synchros, ser--
mechanisms and magnetic amplifiers;
mera repair fundamentals, ni ,ght photo-
aphic equipment and image motion com-

pensating magazine; day reconnaissance,
mapping, and radarscope recording
cameras; multicamera installations and con-
trol systems; stabilized camera mount
systems; and continuous-strip aircraft
camera.

Credit Recommendation?: In the towel,.
division ' baccalaureate/associate degree
categbry, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (7/74).

AF-1715-0703
AVIONICS INSTRUMENT ?STEMS TECHNICIAN

Course Nuniber: 3 AAR3257I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 13 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit [Wet: 9/68-12/73. ' '
Objectives: To, train airmen to operate,

analyze, troubleshoot, and calibrate various
avionics indicating instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises . in the operation, analysis,
troubleshooting% and calibration of various
avionics indicating instruments, including
AC and DC circuit analysis (using Ohm's
law and a nonmatheniatical approach),
tuned circuits, amplifiers and power sup-
plies, digital circuits, electrical test equip-
ment, indicating devices (compass; sextant,
and gyros), liquid quantity-indicating
systems, air pressure-operated flight instru-
ments, engine instruments, electronic/
transistorized central air data computers,
integrated vertical scale flight instruments,
and electronic airspeed and -mach -number
computers.

"Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (7/74).

AF-1715-0704
CAMERA REPAIRMAN

Course Number: AB40330.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 27 weeks (810 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-6/58.
Objectives: To train airmen tá maintainer

ground and aircraft cameras and accesso-
ries, motion-picture equipment, and photo-
graphic laboratory equiprhent.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of ground and air-

22

AF-1715-0705.
GROUND RADIO REPAIRMAN

- Course Number: AB30430.
Location: 3310th Technical School, Scott

AFB, IL.
Length: 33 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68,
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

maintain, and repair ground radio and re-
lated navigational equipment.

Instruction: LectureS and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of ground radio and related naviga-
tional equipment, including basic radio
electronics, electron tubes receivers and
transmitters, circuit applications, pulge
techniques, air traffic control, radio relay
equipment, point-to-point communications,
and teletype and teletypewriter equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in electricity,
electronics, and radio (12/68); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester ,hour in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74).

AF-1715-0706

I. FLIGHT SIMULATOR SPECIALIST
2.. FLIGHT SIMULATOR SPECIALIST
3. FLIGHT SIMULATOR SPECIALIST
4. FLIGHT SIMULATOR SPECIALIST
5. FLIGHT SIMULATOR FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR34230.
Version 2: 3 ABR34230 . Version 3:
ABR34230. Version 4: ABR34230. Version
5: AF34220.

Location: Version I: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL. Version 3: 3345th
Technical School, anute AFIV, IL. Ver-
sion 4: 3345th Tec nical School, Chanute
AFB, IL. Version 3380th Technical
School. Keesler AFB, S.

Length: Version I.- 32 weeks (1230
hours). Version 2: 32 weeks (960 hours).
Version 3: 3 -36 weeks (960- 90 hours).
Version 4: 2 weeks (600 'hour Version
5: 25 weeks ( 50 hours).

Exhibit D : Version is 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 72-6/73. Version 3: 7/65-7/72.
Version 4: 12/59-6/65. Version 5: 2/54-1 I /
59.

Objectives: To train airmen to perform as
flight simulator specialists.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures, and
practical exercises in the maintenance and
repair of flight simulators, including ,AC
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and DC circuits, electron tubei, servo
*Menu; power supplies, amplifiers and .

bettil,Isttbrig principles and applications of
*dynamics; radio nrpPedures; naviga-'

' engine systemi:' troubleshooting
procedures; and flight simulator operation,
components, and test. equipment. Versibn 1
Includes missile syste Ms fundamentals,
electrical circu., inspection, and main -.'

. ... tenance; vacuffIrtujpe and transistor cir-
cuits; basic digital Computers; missile air-
borne motor operation and check-out,
generators, frequency controllers and servo
systems, radio guidance principles, and in-

. ertial guidance;7'..motors and synchros;
velocities, rates, arid angles; soldering:

. digital computer mathematics and logic
devices, Boolean algebra, input/output
devices, programming" principles, general
purpose computer, and radar and closed-
circuit TV principles and applications to
flight simulators.. Version 2: Includes diodes

(and transistor circuits, resonance, introduc-
tion to magnetism, motors and synchros,
irWiltivibrators, blocking oscillators, AM-

, transmission lines and antennas,
transmitters, wave-guides, cavity resona-

4tors,,,and UHF and microwave equipment;

A

digital techniques; binary and octal num-
bers; logic functions; Boolean algebra; logic
diagrams; circuits; counters and stosdge
devices; programming principles; input /out-
put devices; jet enguie computer theory;
velocities, rates, and angles; maintenance
management; and radar and closed-circuit
TV principles and applications, to flight
simulators. Version 3: Includes resonance,
introduction to magnetism, motors and
synch multivibrators, blocking' Oscilla-
tors, A systems, transmission lines and
antennas,
resonators, 'UHF and microwave equip-
ment; computer. mathematics (rate and
functions), digital computer logic and cir-
cuit diagrams; maintenance management;
and radar and closed-circuit TV prinCiples,
and applications to flight simulators. Ver- ''"
sion 4t Includes motors and generators,
special-purpose tubes, and computer cir-
cuits. Version 5:, Includes special circuits,
synchros, and magnetism.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
analog computers (7/74.), 2 in- digital com-
,nisters (7/74), 2 in electronics laboratory
(1074), 3 in electricity or electronics (12/
68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester/hours in computer
fundamentals, 3 in electricity or dee-
trohics, I in electrical laboratory 47/74).'
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reafe/assotiate degree category, 12
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
4 in electrical or electronics laboratory,
and additional credit in electricity or elec-
tronics laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, I semester

'hour in electrical or eleCtronics laboratory
- (7/74). Version 3: In the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 13
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
and additional credit in electrical or elec-
tronics laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the.-upper ivi-
sion baccalaureate category,. I se er
hour in electrical or electronics labora ry,
I in analog and digital computer funda-
mentals; 1 as a technical elective in applied
mathematics (7/74). Version 4: In the Objectives: To train airmen to maintain
lower division baccalaureate/associate airborne command post communications
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec- 10 equipment.

. ' ^

raramitters, wave-guides, cavity

itchy or electronics (12/68); in the upper-
vision baccalaureate category, I semester

hour in electrical laboratory (7/74): Ver-
sion 5: In the' ower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
ifi electricity or electronics 412/68); ir1 the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester hour in electrical laboratory (7/
74).

AF-1715-0707

AIRCREW EGRESS SYSTEMS REPAIRMEN

C(Surse Number: . ABR42232-I;
.3AB6j42232-I.

Location: Version 1; 3345th Technical
School, Chanute AFB, IL. Version 2:
3320th Technical. School, Amarillo AFB,
TX.

. Length: 9-12 weeks (2707360 hours).
Eiddbit Dates: 8/63- Present.
Objectives: To train technicians to

operate and maintain emergency ejection
systems.
-Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in emergency ejection systems opera-
tion and maintenance, including electricity,
pneumatics, hydraulics, and repair
procedures.

Credit. Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in mechanical
laboratory (7/74).

AF-1715-0708

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS MECHANIC (MG-10
SERIES DATA FLOW SPECIALIST)

Course Number: AB3223 I .
Location: 3415th Technical School,

LoWry AFB, CO.
Length: 36 weeks (1080 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /56--12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

data flow system analysis, and to align, ad-
just, and troubleshoot the MG-I0 fire con-
trol system.

Instrtiction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in data flow system analysis and the
alignment, adjustment, and troubleshooting
of the MG-I0 fire control system, including
DC and ',AC fundamentals, vacuum tube
electronics, and block-diagram analysis and
signal flow theory as,related to intelligence
gathering, antenna positioning, and com-
puter lobps and system tie-in.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
and electronics (12/68); in the up

ry
r-divi-

sion baccalaureate_ catego,. 1 mester
hour in electrical laboratory for t chnical
students (7/74).

-AF-1715-0709

AIRBORNE COMMAND POST
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT (CE)
REPAIRMAN

Course Number: 3ALR32850A-1;
3ALR30150A-I.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 23-24 weeks (690-720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-12/73

22S

Instruction:, Lectures and pcactical exer-
cises in the maintenance of airborne com-
mand post `communications equipment, in-
cluding digital and 'solid-state techniques,
Boolean algebra, UHF radio system'inaly-
sis, multiplex system analysis and accesso-
ries, switchboard analysis CSA and APM,
SATCOM system analysis; and. '.specific
.transmit and receive systems equipment
analysis.

,Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in electrical or
electronics laboratory (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electrical or electronics laboratory
(7/74).

AF-1715-0710

INTERmErnAvE/OttomilzKri o ( I/0 )
MAINTENANCE M-28 ASR LOW
LEVEL KEYING

Course Number: 3AZR36350-4.
Location; 3750th Vic hnic al School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
1'411: 4 weeks (108' hours): Dates: 6/72-12/73.

Objectives: 'To train airmen to perform
input/output maintenance on the M-28
ASR data processing device.

Instiuction: Lectures and praCtical exer-
cises in inputThutput maintehance on the
M-28 ASR data processing device, includ-
ing operation of test equiPiment, keyboard
adjustments,'" automatic typer sequences,
component adjustments; automatic typer,
reperforator, transmitter' distributor, solid-
state devices introduction and operatibn,
circuit analysis, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion. .

AF-1715-0711

MISSILE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST, WS- 133A -M

Course Number: 3AB,R31632G- I .
Location: School of 'Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length:
u 34-38

weeks (1020-1307
hors)

Exhibit Dates: 1/7 I-Present.
Objectives: To train airmen as missike

electronic equipment specialists.
Initroction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of missile electronic launch equip:-
ment and in electronic principles, including
AC and DC circuits, resonance, introduc-
tion to magnetism, motors and synchros;
electron tubes, power supplies, regulators,
multivibrators, blocking oscillators, and
AM systems; transmission lines, antenna's,
transmitters, wave-guides, cavity resona-
tors, and UHF and microwayoscillators
and amplifiers; electrical test' equipment;
diode and transistor circuits, digital
techniques, binary and octal numbers, logic
functions, truth tables, Boolean algebra,
logic diagrams, circuits, counters and
storage devices; analysis of launch equip-
ment, tot equipment malfunctions,
removal and installation Of modules and
cothponents of WS- 133A -M launch equip-
ment, weapon system logic. UHF command
radio system, voice reporting signal as-
sembly, control guidance coupler, data



analysis central equipment, and
trouNmhooting procedures.

' Credit Reeonemendadonastssit the lower-
division baccalaureate( ate degree
category, 12 semester hours in ekctricity
or electronics, 4 in electrical or electronic
laboratory (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate' category, 1 semester hour in.

, electrical or electronic laboratory (7/74).

AF-1715-0712 '
Mkstt.e. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

SPECIALIST (AGM/AIM)TAC
. Course > Number: Version 1:,

3ABR31631L-3. Version 2: 3ABR31631L-
3. Version 3: ABR31631L-3.

Location: 3415th TechniCal
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version 1: 19 weeks (582
hours). Version 2: 24 weeks (690. hours).
Version 3: 26 weeks (750 hours).

Exhibit. Dates:, Version .1: .1 /7 I -12173.
Version 2: 5/68,42no: veistpq 3 7/67-4/
68.

Objectives: To - train technicians top,.
operate, maintain, and reaPir AGM/AIM
TAC guided missile systeviii:

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in electronic prinCiPles, including AC
and.;13C fundamentaltk 'tubes, trattsisoss,
power supplies, regulatton, amplifiers, oscil-
lators, wave-shaping *auks, AM and FM,
single sideband, transmission lines and an-
tennae, servomechanisms, cavity resonators,
hand took operatiOn, multimeters, oscil-. loscopee, and microwave _principles.. and
guided missile systems operation: main-
tenance, and repair, including components;
block-diagraM analysis, and troubleshooting
techniques. .

Credit Reninunetedadein: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in elec
ironies and .additional eredit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/
74); ik 'the upper-division baccalaureate,
category,-.-7 semester.. hours in electronics
and additional credit in electronics on the
basis Of institutional evaluation (7/74). Ver-
sion 2: in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I I semester
hours. ,in electronics and additional credit in
electronics on the basis Of institutional
evaluation (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics, 2' in electronics as a technical
elective for non-technical students, and ad-
ditional credit in electronics on the basis of
institutional evaihation (7/74). Version 3:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree categOry, I 1 semester hours
in electronics and additional credit in elec-
tronics on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 7 semester hours in elec-
tronics and additional credit in electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/
74):

AF-1715-0713,
L MISSILE CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN
2. MISSILE CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS REPAIRMAN
3. TELEPHONE SWITCINNG EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST (COMBAT'OPERATIONS
SUPPORT)

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR36233.
Version 2: 3ABR36233; ABR36233. Ver-
sion 3: ABR36231B.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 27 weeks (810 r.
hours). Version 2: 28-30 , weeks (810
hours). Version 3: 33 weeks (900 -990'
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/71-12/73.
Version 2: 4/65-8/74. Version 3: 1/64-3/65.

Objectives:. To train airmen as missile
control commanications systems repairmen
or as telephone switching :equipment spe-
cialists.

Instruction: All .Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals and the repair of missile control corn-
municatiOns systems or telephone switching
equipment, including DC and AC circuits,
reactance, principles of vacuum. tubes a-nd
transistors, amplifierk and oscillators, relays
and relay adjustment, Titan 11 communica-
tions equipnient, and maintenance manage-
ment and troubleshooting techniques. Ver-

- sion 1: Includes Computer principles, air-
borne power sUpplies and controllers, mis-
sile systems principles; soldering equip-
ment, test equipment, solid-state applica-
tion in wave generation, digital techniques
(Boolean equations, number systems, truth
tables, counters and storage devices-, and
logic diagrams and circuits), SAC and CTE
equipment analysis, maintenance of Minu-
teman wire communications, and. Titan II
radio signaling control equipment. Version
2: includes computer principles, airborne
power supplies and controllers, missile
systems principles, soldering techniques,
test equipment, multivibrators, logic mathe-
matics, symbols and circuits, Minuteman
wire communications and cable monitor
equipment, and SAT and CTE equipment
analysis. Version 3: Includes switching
center principles, cable procedures,
switchboard circuitry, ground telephone as-
sembly and operation, Atlas switching
equipment, and Atlas and Titan I launch-
enable system equipnient analysis.

Credit Recommendation:1: Version 1: In
the lotVer-division baccalailreate/associate
degree category, 7 semester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, -2 in electronics
laboratory' (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaintate category, 3.semester hours in
electricity or electronics, 1 in electrical
laboratory, 1 as a technical elective for
son-engineering majors, and additional
credit in.electronics laboratory on .the basis
of institutional evaluation (7/74). Versirin
2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 6 semester hours
in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the

'upper- division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electricity or 'electronics,
1 in electrical laboratory, 1 as a technical
elective for non-engineering majors, and
additional credit in ,electronics laboratory
on the bagls of institutional evaluation (7/
74). Version 3: In the lower-divisi n bac-
calaureate/associate degree categ ry, 3
semester hours in electricity or elec onics
(12/68); in the upper-division bac Mau-
reate category, 1 semester hour in el tri-
Cal laboratory, 1 as a technical electiv for
non-engineering major:. (7/74).

AE-1715-0714
MISSILE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

TECHNICIAN WS-I33(CDB)
Course Number: 3AZR3 I 672G-1
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length:5 weeks (253 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-12/73.
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Objectives: To train electronics techni-
cians to maintaip and repair missile support
equipment. I ,

InstrUction: Lebtures and practical exer-
cises in the repair and maintenance of mis-
sile' support equipment. Course includes
circuit and block-diagram analysis of,,,elec-
t sonic equipment, troubleshooting
Procedures, and alignment techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester bour' in electronics
laboratory (7174); in the upper-division,
baccalaureate category, I semester 'hour in
electronics laboratory as an elective for;
non-engineerinstuddnts (7/7$). ,

'0!.

iAF-1715-0 15.

.

NCJA/MISSILE OFFICER (SM-
. L. 65 )

Course Number: OZR182IB;
OZR312IB-3.

Location: .3750th Technical -School,
Sheppard-AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To tan officers to be missile

officers. ,t7

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in missile systems and associated
ground equipment, flight and launch con-
trol systems, mid facility systems
faMiliarization and operation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureale/associate degree
category, I semester hour in mechanicalqi'-
laboratory, I in electrical laboratory (7/.36..
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate*
category, 1 'semester hour as a technical. k.

elective in electricity .for non-technical siU-*
dehts (7/74 ).

-3,,

AF-1715-0717
BAKER-NUNN ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 18SS3k750.
Location: 18th Surveillance, Squadron,

Edwards AFB, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72,-Pregent.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

.maintain the Baker-Nunn system:
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Baker-liunn system orientation,
space track orientation, orbital mechanics,
field and precision reduction, maintenance
management, planning and reporting, cor-
rosion prevention and ,, control, power
requirements, David-Mann comparator
maintenance, data logger time-and-frequen-
cy determination, electronib requirements
and monitoring; and camera operation,
check-out, and problem. analysis.

Credit Recommenasition: No credit
because of the limited specialized 'nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-1715-0718
F-1.11 INDICATORS AND MODULES TEST

STATION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3ALR32570-3.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO,
Length: 6 weeks (180 hops).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: Td train enlisted personnel to

Perform maintenance on-F-11 I indicators
and modules test equipment.
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Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cornpnter mathematics, charac-
teristics Of indlentims tuul'modules test sta-
tions,dims, and test stations.

Credit lion: In the lower -
division degree
category, 2 semester hours in tomputerized
test equipment (3/74).

AF-1/15-0719
INSTRUMENTATION MECHANIC

'iCourse Number: Version I: 3ABR31730.
';,- ''' Version 2: 3ABR31730. Version 3:

ABR31730. Version 4: ABR31330.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Loivry.AFB,co.
Length: Version. I: 34 weeks (960

hours). Version 2: 32 weeks (870 hoUrs).
Version 3: 30-35 weeks (810-960 hours).
Version 4: 33-34 weeks (900-930 hours).

Exhibit ,Dates: Version I: 8/69 - 12/73.
; Version 2: 5/68-7/69. Version 3: 2/63 -4/68,

Version 4: 7/60-1/63. , ...

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
ibrate, Maintain, troubleshoot, and

'r time-and-frequency multiplexing and
demultiplexing systems and digital date-r
acquisition equipment.

Instruction:' All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics fundamen-
tals and the calibration, 'Maintenance,

'.troubleshooting, and repair of'. time-and-.
frequency multiplexing and demialtiPlexing.

.systerns and digital.dataracquisition equip-:
inent, including AC and DC fundamentals,
modulation systems, vacuum tubes and

1 .,,.transistors, and amplifiers; frequency-and-
time multiplexing components; airborne
data- acquisition -set componenti; airborne
and ground analog and digital eqUiPment;
signal ;Conditioning and time-division mul-
tiplexing; telemetric systems components;
spectrum analysis; digital, osciflographic,
and magnetic tape recording, video record-
ing, closed-circuit television procedures
and equipment; and special test equipment.
Veision I: Includes power supplies, oscilla-
tors, wave-shaping circuits, semiconductors.
computer, principles (analog and digital),
multivibrators, system analysis Procedures,
prindiplei of radar, infrared- arid lasers,
balanced modulation, physics, transducers,
and 'signal conditioners; transmitters,
receivers, and antennas; binary numbers,
logic symbols, and digital data flow;
'Microwave generatiO and 'transmission;
height-finder equipme t; commutation and
deconimutatiOn; tbeod 'teS; and electrical
test equipment. Version 2:1"neludes power
supplies, oscillators, wave-shaping circuits,
semiconductors, ' computer principlei
(analog and digital), multivibrators, system
analysis procedures, principlei of radar, ill-
fraied'' and lasers, balanced modulation,

,_ physics, transducers, and signal condi .-i
tioners; transmitters, receivers, and anten-
nas: binary numbers, logiC symbols, and
digital data flow; height-finder equipment;
commutation and deconundtation;
theodolites; and electrical test equipment.
Version 3: Includes polder supplies, wave-
shaping circuits; single. sideband, transmis-
sion lines andantennas, cavity resonators,
servomechanisms, and microwave princi-
ples; physics; transducers, and signal condi-
tioners; transmitters, receivers, sensors; and
Monitoring principles; optics and photog-

..raphy; height-finder equipment; commuta-
tion and decommutation; theodolites; in-
tegrated system; and electrical' test equip-
ment. Version 4: Includes optics, photog-
raphy, and space telemetry,

Credit. DecOntmentlation: Version I: In,
the loWer-Iiivision baccalaureate/associate
degree otitegor3i;. 8 semester .hours in elec.:
tricky or electronics, I in electrical or elec-
tronics laboratbit (7/74); in the upper7divl-
sion baccalaureate 'category, &edit in elec-
tricity, electronics, and electionicslabora-
tory on the basig of institutional evaluation
(7/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, .7
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
1 in electrical or .electronics laborajorY (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity, electronics,
and electronics laboratory on the basis of
institutional evaluation (7/74). Version 3:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 11 semester hours
in electricity, or electronics and additional

..-'credit in eledtronics dh the basis.of institu-
dons! evaluation (7/74); in the upper-divi-

.sion baccalaireate category, 6 semester
hours in ele tronics and credit in, elec-
tronics and lectrical laboratory on the
basis of institu ional evaluation (7/74). Ver-
sion .4: In the wer-division baccalaureate/
associate degre category, 3 semester hours,
in electricity o electronics (12/68); in the
upper-division badcalaureate -category,
credit in electri I laboratory on the basis
of institutionai e t9ition (7/74).

.AF.1715-0i20
-v

SENIOR OBSERVE CHNICAL SPECIALIST

Course Number: 50005; 150005-1.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 40-48 1 weeks (1 /P1 -1289

hours).
Exhibit bates: 2/55 12/68.
Objectives: To pro ide ,officer with ad-

vanced technical train ng in policy matters.
observer techniques, and deYelopmental
requirements.

Instruction: Lectures and practieal exer-
cises in technical sub ects, including al-
gebra; electrostatics an magnetism; basic
physics; electricity d electronics;
trigonometry; commun ations systems;
analytical geometry; ge erators and ser-
vomeehanisms; aerodjm
meteorology; navigation;
culus; bomb armament, an
operations; countermeasu

k weapons; statistics; and airc
Credit Recommendation:

division bacCalaureate/asso
category, 3 semester hours in

acs; cartography;
dar systems; cal-

recOnnaissance
and nuclear

ft subjects.
In the lower-
iate 'degree
mathematics,

2 in physics, 3 in electricity r electronics,
2 in navigation (7/74); in th upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, credit in
mathematics, physics, electronics, nayiga-
tion, and meteorology' on the basis ciin.
stitutional evaluation (12/68). .

AF-1715-0721

1. WEAPONS CONTROLLER (ECCM
OPERATIONS OFFICER ) /ELECTRONIC
WARFARE COUNTERMEASURES
SPECIALIST

(WEAPONS CONTROLLER (ECCM
OPERATIONS OFFICER))

2. WEAPONS CONTROLLER ( ECOM
OPERATIONS OFFICER)

Course Ntimber: Version l: 3ALR2763 I;
30LR I 741D. Version 2: OBR 1741 D /'

Location: Version 1: School of 'ed
Aerospace Sciences, Keesler AFB,.
Versions: .33,80th Technical School,
AFB, MS.

5.7
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esler

f.

Version I : 40-14 weeks
(3'',I.,420 hours). Version 2: 44 weeks
(1321Theurs).'

Exhibit Dates: Version l: I I /67-12/73.
Version 2: 2/64-10/67,

Objectives: To train personnel as
weapons controllers.

Instruttion: All Versions: Lectures and
pill exercises in electronic principles,

, and "functions and ,duties of an
E operations officer. . Version I: Top-
ics include basic application of electronic
principles, description and principles of
electronic circuitry included in typical cur-
rent radars, data processing and data-trans
mission equipment, comprehensive theory
of electronic countermeasures add counter-
countermeasures, circuits used to effect
ECM and ECCM, duties of Radar Inputs
and Countermeasures Officer position, and
Practical applicationi of ECCM equipment
in a simulated. ECM envirbnment. Versidn
2: Topics include development of elec-
tronic principles and applications to elec-
tronic equipment, technical publications,
functional block' diagrams, including opera-
tional adjustments, of modem 'AC & W
radar equipment, principles 'of, data
propssing equipment, recognition, and
identification of jamming and the use, ap-

.

plication, and operation of appropriate
ECCM devices available to counteract the .

effects of undesirable signals.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: in

the -lower-division bitecalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in cite-
ironies, and additional credit in electrical
,laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,- I semester hour in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division - baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in elee-
tronics (12/68); in the upper-division bac-,
calaureate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74).

AF-1715-9722

V. COMPUTER MAINTENANCE OFFICER
(ELECTRONIC, COMPUTER MAINTENANCE

OFFICER)
2. ELECTRONIC COMPUTER MAINTENANCE

OFFICER

Course Number: Version I : 30BR3061,
Version 2: OBR3061.

Location: 3380th Technicale Schook
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: Version I: 34-41 weeks
(1020-1230 hours). Version 2: 46 weeks
( 1380 hours ).

,Exhibit Dates: Version. I: 11/65-Present.
Version 2:9/62- 10/65.

Objectives: To train computer main-
tenance personnel in computer systems
maintenance programming and 'functional
analysis.analysis. . 7-

instruction: All Versions:. Lectures.` and
exercises in introductory 'com-

puter programming, solid-state computer
system electrical and mechanical com-
ponents analysis, central processor logic
analysis and maintenance programming,
and communications security. Version
Instruction emphasizes vacuum tube elec-
tronics.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate.°
degree category, 5 semester hours com-
puter principles, 4 in basic electronics (6/



74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
entegOry, 5 semester hours an computer
principles, and credit in basic electronics
on the basis of institutional- evaluation (6/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-

MI,ftlaurr-ate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 6 semester hours in com-
puter principles, 2 in maintenance Manage-
silent,. 4 in electricity or electtonics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-F(1.5-0724
1. MissiLle Metiahlic (1-GM-25)
2.. .MtssicE MECHANIC (176M-25C)

. (Mtssit.E MECHANIC (SM-688))
'course Number. Version 1:

.;._ 3ABR44330E -4; ABR44330E-4. Version 2:
ABR44330E-2.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB. TX.

'r. Length: Version 1: 11-18 weeks
(330-510 hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (180
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/66- 12/73;
Version 2: 8/62-3/66.
a Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel as
missile mechanics.
.'Inidructiod: 49 Versions: cLeetures .and

prncheal exercises in fnisiile repair;;includ-
Mg weapon system familiarization; launch
complex and facility systems; missile-han-
dling equipment; .missile installation and
removal; and operation. function, and
maintenance of missile yst:ems. Ve sion 1:
Topics include principles' of me
fundamentals of AC and DC; motors,
generatois, and malfunction analysis; elec-

r_tronics and nickel engines.; Mass spec7
trometer function, operation, and main-.
tenance; technicalorders and maintenance
system; Missile components; and propulsion
system, maintenance equipment, and main-
tenance.

Credit minendation: Version I: In
./ .lowee ision baccalaureate/associate

ca egoty. 2 semester hours in
physics- (m chanicS). and 3 in eleCtricity'
(7/74) in t e upper-division baccalaureate
categoii#, cr it in physics (mechanics) and-
electricity o the basis of institutional
evaluation (7/74). Version r2: No credit
because of the military natiA of the course
(7/74).

AF4715-0725
MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN,

WS-133B
(BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCH EQUIPMENT:

REPAIRMAN,:WS-13$B)
Course ,Iiurnber: ABR31430H;

ABR31236G-IY ' '., ' ..").`:
_ Location: 3345th Technical School,

' Chanute AFB ,UL. ,
Length: 34-35 weeks (930-960 hOurs).
Exhibit.Dates: 3/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as ballistic

missile launch equipment repairmen (WS-
133B). . .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on WS-1338 ballistic missil launch
equipment including electronic p inciples,

familiarization. maintena ground;' system faMilia
equipment. test, sets: message-p ocessing
control IgiOup, terminal digital data system,.
and signal data Converter. set. 4 :

.':Air Force %,.:1L217
. . .

Credit Reconunefadation: In the lower '" .inspection, and alignment of an .MGM-I33
division baccalaureatelassociale degree missile. Version L. Course includes weapon
category, 3 temester hours in electricity systems; basic physics; Basic pectricity: 1,
and electronics (12/68). II, and III; aerodynamics; prOinlision;

A1-1'715-0726
1. MISSILE MECHANIC (CGM-I3B, MMC)
2. MISSILE MECHANIC (CGM-13B)

c (MACE. MGM'

NIC (1:4*Ct, MGM-

(MISSILE MECH
13C))::

'3. MISSILE' MECH
A,e1 : I3C)

(MISSILE:MECHANIC TACTICAL (TM-:-,
76B))

Course . Number: Version' 1:
3ABR44330L -2. All. Vei'sions: ABR44330L-
2.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, e0,

Length: Version 1: 22-24 weeks
(6467700 hours): Veision 2: 19 -21 weeks
(540 hours). Version 3: 24 weeks (630
hours). .

'.'Exhibit Dates: .Version 1: 9166-12173:
Version 2: 4/64-8/66. VersiOn 3: 1016231
64.

-Objectives: To train enlisted perSonnel to
assist in handling, transporting, assembling,
disassembling, servicing, inspecting, and -
aligning of CGM- I3C missiles.

Instruction: AO Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the handling, trans-
porting, :assembly, disassembly, servicing,
inspection, and alignment of CGM-I3C
missiles. Version I: Course includes weapon
systeMs, Basic. Electricity I and II,
aerodynaMics and propulsion; basic
hydraulics, missile systems and handling,
and tractor and trailer operations. Version
2: Course. includes Basic Electricity Ill,
basic physics, dropped-tractor and trailer
operations. Version 3: .CoUrse includes
Basic Physics II and Basic Electricity IV.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
electriCity. 2 in hydraulics and 2 as an
elective in vocational/technical. prograrin
(7/74). Version 2: .In the loWer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 2 in
hydraulics., 2 in physics, and 2 as an elec-
tive in vocational /technical programs (7/
74). Version 3: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours' in basic- electricity, 2 in
hydraulics. 2 in physics, and 2 as an elec-
tive in vocational/technical program's (7/
74). .

AF-1715-0727
I. MISSILE MECHANIC (MGM-I3B)
2. MISkSILE MECHANIC' (MACE, MGM-13B.)

, (MISSILE MECHANIC TACTICAL (TM-
76A ))

Course Number: ABR44530L-I.,
,Location: 3415th Technical ''`School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
_Length: Version I.:-21 weeks (540

hours). Version weeks (630 hours).
Exhibit DateSi Version 1: 4/64-12/68:

Version 2: 10/62-:3/64.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

,assist in the handling, transporting, as-
sembly, disassembiy, servicing, inspeetion,
and alignment of an MGM-I33 missile.

Instruction: All \Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises ')in the handling,. trans-
porting, assembly, disassembly, .servicing,
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,hydraulic systems; missile systems; and
erection, maintenance, assembly, aid in-
spection proCeduies. Versirin 2: Course in-

: eludes' 'Bask Electricity IV and main -`
tenafiee forms and systems.

'Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division bdecalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours' in basic
electricity, 2 in hydraulics, 2. in physic's;
and 2 as an elective in vocational / technical
programs (7/74): VersiOn.2: In the lower-
division , baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in .basic .elec-
tricity, 2 in hydraulics, 2 in physics, and 2
as an electiyesin vocational/technical. pro-
grams.(7/74 ).

AF-1715-0728

RELIABILITY SOLDERINGAAND
CONNECTIONS

Course Number: 3AZR30000-1.
Location: 3380th Technical I School,

Keesler AFB, MS,
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
exhibit Dates:, 12/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to perform high-reliability soldering on
components and modules of printed cir-
cuits and on the various terminals used in
rhodern.electronic equipment..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in high-reliability soldering and con-
nections, including hign-ipliability solder-
ing; soldering terminals; "'printed circuit
board soldering; removal of coatings and
potting compounds; component removal
and replacement, board repair and recoat-
ing.

Credit RecorimendatIon: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1715-0729
MISSILE MECHANIC, WS-133A/A-M

(MISSILE MECHANIC, WS-133A)
(MISSILE MECHANIC, SM-80)

Course Number: 3ABR44330G;'
ADR44330G.

.

Location: 3345th Technical School,".....,
Chanute AFB, IL. .

Length: 15-19 weeks (420-1546 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/62-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted.personnel to."

mai WS-I 33A/A-M missile systems.
I on: ,Lecturei\and practical exer-

cises WS- I 33 A/A-M missile systems
Mai ce, including electrical funda-
mentals,' missile familiarization, launch'
facility support systems, and missile-han-
dling and -transporting equipment.

Credit Recomndation; In the lower-
division baccala reate/associate .clege e
category, 3 semester hours in electricity
and electrical labolatory (4(74).

AF-1715-0736
MISSILE MECHANIC, WS-I33A/A-M

Course Ntimber: 3ALR44330G -3;
ALR44330G-3.

Location: 3345 Technical_ School;
Chanute AFB, -IL.

Length: I 11-12. e s (342 -354 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65 - 12/73.. ,

.1



COURSE EXHIBITS j
' OWertives:- To train enlisted personnel to
Maintain WSs133AJA-M missile systems.

Iailtsietion: Lectdrti and practical exer-
cises in WS-I33A/A-M missile systems
maintenance, including, electrical funda-
mentals, missile famiflasization, launch

A facility support systems, and missile-han-
dling And -transporting equipment.

redlt Recommendation: In the lower-
di baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hours in electrical and
electrical laboratory (4/74).

AF-17154731
_MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST,

. WS-I33B
2, MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST,

WS-13313,
: (BALLISTIC MISSILE ANALYST

SPECIALIST, WS43313) . .

Course Number:. All Versions:
3 ABR3 I 630H. - VerSion'' 2: ABR31630H;
ABR31234G-1. .

Lacitiott: School of AOplied-.:
Aerospace Sciences; -Chanute APB,
3345th Technical School; Channte AFII..t
IL. Version 2: 3345tli Technical Sehool,
Chanute AFB, IL. ..

. Length: Version I: 29 weeks (882 -1125
hodri). Version 2: 37 weeks (1020 hours),

Exhibit Dates: Veriion 8172-12/73.
Versiotr2T 3/65-7/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, and maititain missile
systems:,

ctiom,Lectures and practical exer-
cises basic electronics, including AC and
DC circuits{ resonance, introduction to
magnetism, AC and DC motors and
synchros,;electron tubes: power supplies,
regulators:unultivibrators; blocking Osbilla-
ton, AM modulation and' demodulation,
transmission lines, antennas, . transmitters,
wave-guides, cavity resonators{ IJHF and
microwave oscillators and amplifiers, and
use Of the oscilloscope in circuit measure-
merit;..rnissile system maintenance, includ-,
ing launch control and ower systems.
launch environmental;ciintrol system, UHF
and medium-frequenCy radio' subsystems,
missile guidance and control systems; inter-
connecting eontrol cables, test methods
and message-processing methods, alignment
techniques, check-Otii, and tioubleshOoting
procedures.

Credit Recom VersiOn 1: In
the lower-division b calaureaie/associate
degree category, 12 se ester hours in elec-
tricity or electronics, -a d credit in electri-
cal laboratory On the. b institutional
evaluation (3/74). Version 2.- n the lower-
division baccalaureate / associate degree
category. 14...semester hours in electricity
or electronics, and credit . in electrical
labcZratory on the basis institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-0732
MI MIX SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST, WS-

13313

ourse Numbeit ALR3 (630H.
Location: 3345th Technieal School,

Chanute APB, IL. ,
Length: 20 wteks (600 hours),,
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel Ito

operate, inspect, and maintain missile
.systems.

;:-'
InstiuctiOn:' Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic electronics, including AC,and
DC circuits, resonance, introduction to

.1magnetism, AC and DC motors: and
synchros, election tubes, power supplies,
regulators, multivibratori. blocking
tors, AM modulation and demodulation,
transmission lines, antennas, transmitters,
wave- guides, cavity resonators, UHF and
microwave oscillators and amplifiers, and
use of the oscilloscope in circuit measure-
ment; and missile s stem maintenance, in-
eluding,eluding Jaunch I and power systems,
launch environ control,system, UHF
and Medium-frequency radio subsystems,
missile guidance anJ control systems, inter-
'connecting control cables, test methods
and message-proces,sing methods, alignment
techniques, check-Out, and troubleshooting
procedures,

Credit Reconimendation: In the lower-
division \.kibaccalaureate/associate degree
category,' ti semester hours in

in".and electronics, -and credit in electrical
--laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).

AF-1715-Q733
AN/GPS-T4 FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL

. (F & 0) MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS30352-10.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 `weeks,( 120 hours). ;
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to operate, maintain, and repair a
radar signal.simulator,.

Instruction: Lectures and::firaGtical exer-
cises in the,Maintenance, repair, and opera-
tion of a Mar signal iiihulabar. Course in-
cludes familiatitatiOn and funetionv-aisem-

inblies and components, inspection: te'siirig;.
alignment, and calibration.

Credit Recommendation: In the 'lower-
division baccalaureite/associate ;degree
categofy; credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/

& ).

AF-1715-0734
TEMPEST .'FOR SYSTEMS DESIGN ENGINEER,

Course Number: 30ZR2825-7.
Location: School of. Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland
'Length: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-12/33.
Objectives: 'To train . communication

systems engineers to design and engineer -,-
;communications systems accordancewith

TEMPEST directives. '.
Instruction: Lectures on communicatiOn.

security, ' communications center.; layout,
distribution frames and patching

. power requirements, grounding systems,
and,a simulated TEMPEST site survey.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the 'military nature of the course
(3/74).

AF-1713-0735

WEAPONS MAINTENANCE'TECHNICIAN
.,(AGM -6,,A)

Course Number: 3AZR46270-1
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Rates: 8/71- 12/73.

Objectives: TO train Peisonn I as missile
maintenance technicians.

Ingtritction: Lectures cticaf ex&
cises in internal and external missile
systems; pylons andbomb racks; test equip-
ment; troubleshoo&ng; maintenance, repair;,_
and replacement components; handling;-
and bombing, procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
-because of the Military nature of the.course
(7/74).

AF-17
NUCLEAR WEAPONS MECHANICAL

SPECIALIST

-,Course Number: ABR46330.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 15 weeki (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/59-12/68.
Objectives: "To train' airmen to perform.

the duties of apprentice nuclear weapons
mechanical specialists.

Instruction: Course covers the use of test
and precision measuring equipment,
'identification 'Of' weapons components, dis-
assembly and:. assembly of equipment,
cleaningl2f.and testing, ' replacement and
'repairs, 'siorage and inspeation,-. and
packing andlitipments;

Credit Recommendation: No credit,
because of the military nature of the course ;

(7/74). '

?".

AF-1715-0737

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR REPAIRMAN
(AN/TPN-12)

Course Number:, AZR3Q351.
Location: 3380th, Technical School,

leeeiler AF13., MS. Ir.
4.renStitf.5,*eelea ( 150 hours).-

Exhibit Dates: 1460-12/68. '41

Objectivela: -To train airmen to operate,, tL

maintain; and repair speaific air traffic
control radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and .practicalaxei-..
cites in the maintenance, installatir",and'
repair of air traffic control radar set' AN/

'TPN-12, including circuit arialysis,nteAtitii,.'
'alignment, troubleshooting, and analysis
and use of associated test equipment.
Course is highly equipment-oriented.

Credit Recommendation: In the uppee
division baccalaureate category, credit in

. electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (12168).

GROUND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN ( AN/FRT-
49, AN/GKA-5)

. (GROUND RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN'
''(AN/FRT-49, AN/GKA-5))_,

Course Number: 3.AZR30454-10..
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th'
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 5-6 weeks (150-180 hours).
Exhibit DateS: 2/70- 12/73.

' Objectives: To train personnel in the
operation and maintenance of the AN/
GKA-5 flight control group' and the AN/
FRT-49 power amplifier.' ''' .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer '''
cises in fundamentals; .multiplexer, simula-
tor, control monitor; and :system -main-
tenance; and the AN/FRT-49 power aimpli-



flat, including introduction to SAGE, bi-
nary mathematics and Boolean algebra,
transistor theory, printed circuit boards,
system data flow and

"
message structure,

multiplexer group logic analysis, dual ver-
sa, Single line operation, multiplexer trou-
ble analysis, klystron theory, and 'control
circuit analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour as an elective in
computers (4/74).

AF-1715-0739

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

Course Number: 3AZR30070.
Loadon: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to obtain

measurements' of radio frequencY inter-
ference and radiation hazards:-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include radio frequency inter-
ference and radiation hazards; calculations;
noise and- field intensity measurement
techniques; use of spectrum analysis; use of
power density meters; and basic mathe---

-mattes including powers of tens and com-
mon logarithms.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in basic mathe-
matics or electronic measurement .0/74).

AF-1716-0001
I. 'FABRIC AND RUBBER PRQDUCTS

'SPECIALIST.-
2. FABRIC, LEATHER AND RUBBER

PRODUCTS REPAIRMAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR58230.
Version 2: AB58230.

Location: Chanute Technical Training
Center, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 11-14 weeks
(330-390 hours). Version 2: 18 weeks ( 510
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/60-12/73.
Version 2: 5/58-8/60.

Objectives: To train airmen to ,inspect,
maintain, repair, and fabricate items made
of fabric, leather, rubber, and other materi-
als.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the inspection, main-
tenance, repair, and fabrication of items
made of fabric, rubber, and other materi-
als, including operation and maintenance of
sewing machines; repair and alteration of
flying and aircrew protective clothing and
survival equipment; covering and doping of
aircraft control surfaces; repair and fabrica-
tion of protective covers for ground sup-
port equipment; repair of life preservers
and rafts; and practical work with leather.
Version I: Includes maintenance of fire-
fighter and high-altitude clothing Version 2:
Includes identification, construction, han-
dling and storage of aircraft fuel cells,
bladder cells, tires and,tubes, deicer shoes,
and ground radornes.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in air:
frames, 2 in textile fabrication (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
2 semester hours in textile fabrication (6/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-

calaureate/associate degree category-t,
semester hours in airframes, 2 in textile
fabricatiop, and 2 in materials handling (6/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in textile fabri-
cation (6/74

AF-1716-0002

FABRIC AND LEATHER WORKER

Course Ntimber: AB58131.
Location: ' 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AVEi, IL.'
Length: 16 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

apprentice fabric and leather workers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in fabric and leather repair. Course
includes fundamentals; inspecticin, repair,
design, and fabrication of protective covers
and flight-line equipment; inspection,
repair, and fabrication of airplane uphol-
stery; inspection, repair, and alteration of
flight clothing and aircrew protective and
survival equipment; and fabrication, instate
lation, arid doping cd fabric covers on air-
plane surfaces.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Ar Force sec-
tion.

AF -1716 -0003

MAINTENANCE OF SLIR.VIVAL AND AIRCREW
PROTECTIVE eGuIPMENT (FABRIC,
LEATHER, AND RUBBER)

(MAINTENANCE OF SURVIVAL AND AIR-
CREW PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
(FABRIC AND LEATHER))

Course Number: ATS58250-6;
ATS58250-4.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 3-4 weeks (90-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/58 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect and maintain fabric, leather, and
rubber aircrew protective clothing and sur-
vival equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the inspection and maintenance of
fabric, leather, and rubber aircrew protec-
tive clothing and survival equipment.
Course includes sewing machine operation.
and maintenance; inspection, repair and al-
teration of flying clothing and equipment;
and inspection and repair of rubberized
survival equipment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1716-0004

LAUNDRY MACHINE OPERATOR,

Course Number: AB64430.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain power-driven laundry
machines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
power-driven laundry machines. Course in-
cludes receiving and marking of clothing;
washroom operations; flatwork ironer;
pressing operations; sorting and shipping;
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plant equipment; dry cleaning; and mobile
,laundry operations.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

-lion.

AF-1717-0001

PROPULSION SHOP MANAGEMENT

Course NuMber: Version 1: 3AZR43270-
9. Version 2: AZR43270-9.

Location: School 'of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL. "

Length: Version 1: 3-4 weeks (114-144
hours). Version 2 : 3-4 weeks (114 hours),

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/68-12/73.
Version 2: 1/67-6/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
manage it propulsion shop.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in forecasting, work authorization,
product and process planning, material
control and management, scheduling and
loading, dispatching, progress reporting,
and corrective actions.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in shop
management (2/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree eategory, 2 semester hours in shop
managemeht (2/74); in the upper-division
baCcalatireate category, 2 semester hours in
shK management (12/68).

AF -1717 -0002

I. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE STAFF OFFICER
(AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT OFFICER)
2. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

OFFICER
(AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER) .

Course Number: Version 1: 30AR43 1 1 .

All Versions: OAR431 I. Version 2:
0A431 I .

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (168-198
hours). Version 2: 8-9 weeks (264-270
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version l: 3/62-12/73.
Version 2: 5/56-2/62.

Objectivei: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as aircraft maintenance staff of-
ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in personnel management, human
relations, maintenance policies, commu-
nicative skills, statistics and maintenance
data collection, material control, quality
control, aircraft accident investigation
procedures, records and reports, and ad-
ministrative and technical publications'
familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division haccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in main-
tenance policies and management (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in shop management
(12/68). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in maintenance and
materiel management, 2 in maintenance
and materiel management laboratory (3/
74); in the upper-division haccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in shop manage-
ment ( 12/68 ).
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AF-171741003
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: Version 1: 3013R402 I .
Version 2: ,30BR4341; 013R4341. Version
3: 013R4341. Version 4: OBR4341.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: V;rsion 1: 20-21 weeks
(600-630 hours). Version 2: 30-31 weeks
(900-918 hours). Version 3: 32 weeks (960
hours). Version 4: 35 weeks (1050 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/71-12/73.
Version 2: 6/62-2171. Version 3: 12/60-5/
62. Version 4 :.3/55 - 11/60.

Objectives: To provide officers with
training in aircraft maintenance procedures
and management.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in aircraft main-
tenance and management, including air-
craft systems, components, and equipment
familiarization; management and supervi-
sion; oral and written communications
skills; human relations; and aircraft main-
tenance officer organizational and adminis-
trative duties and responsibilities. Version
2: Theory of flight; management principles.
Version 3: Theory of flight; management
principles. Version 4: Theory of flight;
management principles.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance management (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
5 semester hours in business organization
and management and additional credit in
business organization and management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 4 semester
hours in aircraft maintenance management
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in business or-
ganization and management, 2 in personnel
management (12/68). Version 3: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in air-
craft maintenance management (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in business organization
and management, 2 in personnel manage-
ment (12/68). Version 4: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in aircraft main-
tenances management (3/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 7 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment and additional credit in business or-
ganization and maintenance onthe basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68).

AF- I 717-0004

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE/AVIONICS OFFICER
ACCELERATED

Course Number: 30BR4021; 30BR4041-
1.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Science, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 6 weeks (168-222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72 - 12/73.
Objectives: To train officers in aircraft

maintenance and avionics maintenance
management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and concepts of
maintenance management; personnel rela-
tions; maintenance organizations; planning

and scheduling; manpower utilization and
control; analysis; communicative skills; and
associated supply and materiel functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/as.sociate degree
category, credit in business organization
and management on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in business organization and manage-
ment (3/74).

AF-1717-0006
1. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,

JET ENGINE AIRCRAFT
2. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,

JET ENGINE AIRCRAFT
(AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN,

JET ENGINE TYPE AIRCRAFT)
3. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

(JET ENGINE TYPE AIRCRAFT)

Course Number: Version 1: AAR43 I 71E.
Version 2: AAR4317IE; AAR4317ID. Ver-
sion 3: AAR4317ID; AA4317ID.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 14 weeks (420
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Version 3: 14 weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/65-12/68.
Version 2: 3/60-6/65. Version 3: 11/55-2/.
60.

Objectives: To train aircraft mechanics in
maintenance management of jet engine air-
craft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in supervision of maintenance person-
nel;. publications and aircraft records; air-
craft electric, hydraulic, fuel, indicator, and
flight control systems; structural main-
tenance; corrosion control; weight and
balance instruments; and jet engines, star-
ters, and ground equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in shop manage-
ment (2/74);-. in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
shop management (12/68).

AF- 1717-0007
WORK CENTER SUPERVISOR (AN/GPA-73)

Course Number: 2ASR30573-61.
Location: 3389th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise maintenance of thg 412L air
weapons control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in air weapons control systems
familiarization, special test equipment, de-
tector-tracker equipment, data link equip-
ment, display groups, block-diagram and
module-by-module operation of system
components, and system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in electronics
laboratory (3/74).

AF-1717-0008
GCA RADAR OFFICER

Course Number: 013304 I A
Location: 33,80th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours),

23.1

Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in radar

system operation and maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and .proactical exer-

cises in radar system operation and main-
tenance, .including radar system general
characteristics, AC and DC circuit funtia;
menials, electron tubes and amplifiers,
transmitters and receivers, transient cir-
cuits, microwave propagation, and manage-
ment and security concepts and practices.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in maintenance management (4/74).

AF-1717-0009
1. PROGRAMS A WORK CONTROL

SPECIALIST
2. MAINTE N ANC AND CONTROL

SPECIALIST

Course Numbe 3ALR55530-3.
Location: Vers n 1: School of Applied

Aerospace Scie es, Sheppard AFB, TX.
All Versions: 50th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, X.

Length: Ver n 1: 8-9 weeks (240-320
hours). Versi. 2: 10 weeks (300 hours).

Exhibit I Version 1: 5/69-12/73.
Version 2: /67-4/69.

Objecti s: To train airmen to"perform as
progra and wok control or maintenance
and co rol specialists.

Inst on: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in programs and work control or
maintenance and control, including
planning or maintenance of plumbing and
interior electric systems, scheduling
procedures, and use of automatic data
management systems. Includes program
planning with emphasis on automation;
planning structural, protective coating,
masonry., and multishop work; production
control, repair and maintenance of
buildings apd installed appliances; .trouble
analysis of low voltage electrical circuits;
and planning fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in en-
gineering management (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in engineering management:
(5/74). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in maintenance manage-
ment (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance management (12/68).

AF-1717-0010
CONSOLIDATED MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT (TAC)
Course Number: OZR434 I-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AF13;.'ri...
Length: 4 weeks (108-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/59-12/68.
Objectives; 'To train officers in con-

solidated mtiintenance management.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the consolidated aircraft main-
tenance program as employed by the Tacti-
cal Air Command (TAC), including TAC
consolidated maintenance concept; func-
tions of management, principles of leader-
ship, and administration; responsibilities of
director Of materiel, chief of maintenance,
and the squadron commander; training
control branch, standardization branch,



Maintenance control, and quality control
branch; consolidated aircraft maintenance
squadron; and base supply support to con-
solidated nufintenance.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-1717-0011

CONSOLIDATED MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT (ADC)

Course Number: OZR4341.
Location: 3345th Technical . School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Lengtis: 3 weeks (78-90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train commissioned and

warrant officers to manage and adminis-
trate a consolidated maintenance program.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in consolidated maintenance manage-
ment. Course includes administration
procedures, organization, documentation,
production control, performance standards
and review, workloads and schedules, pro-
perty and financial management, and quali-
ty control.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in industrial
management (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance management (12/68).

AF-1717-0012
I. AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIR TECHNICIAN
2. AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIR TECHNICIAN
3. AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

REPAIR TECHNICIAN
4 AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE GROUND

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: Version I: 3 AAR42 I 73.
Version 2: 3AAR421,73 Version 3:
AAR42173. Version 4: AAR42172.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours). Version 3:
11-12 weeks (330-360 hours). Version 4:
12 weeks (480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73- I 2/73.
Version 2: 2/70-6/73. Version 3: 10/62-1/
70. Version 4: 2/61-9/62.

Objectives: To train airmen tovrepair.and
maintain aerospace ground equipment at
the intermediate level.

Instruction: All Version's.: Lectures and
practical exercises in the repair and main-
tenance of aerospace ground equipment;
including electrical and electronic circuits,
components, and test equipment, and the
troubleshooting and maintenance of elec-
tric motors, gasoline engines, gas turbines,
motors, engines, turbine-driven generator
sets, air compressors, hydraulic support
equipment, cabin leakage testers, ground
heaters, and equipment coolers. Version 3:
1 lodes pressurizing equipment. Version 4:
leeludes pressurizing equipment._
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: See

explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Force section. Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68). Ver-
sion 3: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in shop manage-
ment (12/68).' Version 4: In the upper-divi-

sion baccalaureate categorA 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68). -

AF-1717-0013
I. AEROSPACE MUNITIONS STAFF OFFICER

(AEROSPACE MUNITIONS OFFICER)
2. AEROSPACE MUNITIONS OFFICER

Course Number: Version I: 30BR4621 A;
3013R4621, Version 2: OBR4261;
OBR4621; OB3271.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version l: 21 weeks (642-648
hours), Version, 2: 23-24 weeks (690-732
hoofs)

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/68-12/73.
Version 2: 6163-3168.,

Objectives: To train officers to manage
aerospace munitions activities.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical. exercises in the management of
aerospace munitions activities, including
electronics fundamentals, explosive. airmu-
nitions, chemical and biological ainnuni-
tions, introduction to nuclear weapons,
missiles and rockets, and aerospace muni-
tions maintenance, supply, storage and han-
dling. Version 2: Includes extensive treat-
ment of DC and AC fundamentals and
tubes and transistors as part of the elec-
tronics fundamentals instruction.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: See
explanatory note at the beginning of the
Air Forcisection. Version 2: In the lower-
04vision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in basic electri-
cal laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
maintenance management (12/68).

AF-1717-0014
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER

ACCELERATED

Course -Number: 30BR4021-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: .8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected commis-

sioned officers to maintain aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties and responsibilities of an
aircraft maintenance officer. Course in-
cludes instruction in aircraft maintenance
management policies and techniques; per-
sonnel relations; maintenance organiza-
tions; planning and scheduling; manpower
utilization and control; maintenance data
collection and analysis; communicative
skills; associated supply and material func-
tions; and related aircraft activities.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours in aircraft main-
tenance management (6/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 Semester
hours in aircraft maintenance management
(6/74).

4F-1717-0015
MISSILE OFFICER, WS-133A

(MISSILE OFFICER, SM-80)
Course Number: OZR3121G-1;

OZR3121D-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB. IL
Length: 7-9 weeks (222-270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.

235

Air Force 1-221
Objectives: To train officers to supervise

missile maintenance and alignment on the
WS- I 33A weapon system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in' WS -133A weapons system
familiarization, missile facility systems,
electronics, missile alignment, missile tares
geting, launch control and launch facilities,
and maintenance management and respon-
sibilities.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

AF-1717-0016

MISSILE OFFICER, WS -133A
Course Number: 30BR3121G;

OBR312IG; OBR3121G-I.
Location: 1 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12-15 weeks (360-450 hours): -

Exhibit Dates: 12/64-12/73,
Objectfves: To train officers as missile of-

ficerslor 133A weapons systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in 133A weapons systems, including
DC and AC circuits, generators and mo-
tors, solid-state devices, communications,
power systems, guidance and control
systems, operation and control of Idunch
complex mechanical systems, maintenance
management, weapon systems and electri-_
cal test equipment and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester h in electricity
and electrical labo ory (6/ ); in the
upper-division b calaureate c tegory, 2
semester hours in shop manage ent (12/
68).

AF-1717-0017
MISSILE OFFICER, WS -133A

Course Number: OZR3 I 2IG.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8-9 weeks (240-270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1/65-12/73.
Objectives: To train officers as missile of-

ficers for 133A weapons systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in 133A weapons systems, including
DC and AC circuits, generators and mo-
tors, solid-state devices, communications,
power systems, guidance and control
systems, operation and control of launch
complex mechanical systems, maintenance
management, aerospace grOund equipment
and testing equipment, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester. hours in electricity
and electrical laboratory (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in shop management (12/
68).

AF-1717-0018
IMMSILE OFFICER, WS -133B

Course Number: OZR312 I G-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 8 viccks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as missile of-

ficers for WS-133B systems.



1z222 COURSE EXHIBITS
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

eises in the dutiesttof missile officers, in-
chiding missile' maintenance management;
transportation and handling; troubleshoot-
ing and maintenance%- of WS-133E3 missile
systems; logistics and administrative
procedures ;, aerospace ground equipment
and electronics; test equipment; launch
facility equipment; and missile alignment
and targeting procedOres.

Credit Recominendation: In the upper -
division category, 2 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

AF-1717-0019
MISSILE OFFICER, WS-133A-M

Course Number: OBR-3 I 21G-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute APB, IL.
1-11111111n 13 weeks (390 hours).
E ipe Dates: 6/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as WS-

I33A-M missile maintenance officers.
,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS-133A-M missile maintenance
activities, including fundamentals and
theory, of missile electrical and electronic
systems, operation and control of launch
complex 'mechanical systems, maintenance
management, transport and handling,
aerospace ground equipment, test equip-
ment and troubleshooting procedures, tar-
geting.,and alignment tasks of the weapon
system, system configuration to the block-
diagram level, and principles of guidance
and control systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. I semester hour in shop manage-
ment (6/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
shop management (I 2/68).

AF-1717-0020
ENGINE MANAGER

Course Number: 3AZR64570-3.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2 weeks (60-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 253Present.

. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
engine managers at base level.,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of engine managers, in-
cluding inventory control, storage and
transportation methods, accounting, and
supply and maintenance management.
'Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74),

AF-1717-0021
GROUND' EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

, OFFICER'

Course Number: OBR4381; 0134381.
Location: Version 3345th Technical

School, Chanute AFB, IL. Version 2:
3450th Technical School, Warren AFB,
WY.

Length: 9-10 weeks (270-300 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 4/54 1 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

as ground equipment maintenance,officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of ground equipment
maintenance officers, including motorized
and miscellaneous equipment and main-

tenan ce ctions ; maintenance shop or-
ganization and layout; and personnel
management, supervision and training,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate ...,,,,degree
category, 4 semester hours in -.industrial or
shop management (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in shop management (12/68).

AF-1717-0022
MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER, WS-133

Course Number: 20SR3121G-3.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (159-191 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73 I 2/73.
Objectives: To train officers as Minu-

teman missile maintenance officers. '
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of Minuteman missile main-
tenance officers, including weapon system,
fundamentals of missile electrical and elec-
tronic systems, fundamentals of guidance
and control system, weapon system
mechanical systems, missile maintenance
management, fundamentals of WS-I33 tar-
geting ,and alignment, launch control facili-
ty System, and ground handling equipment.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF:4717 -0023

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Course Number-OZR0066-2.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel .to

understand 'maintenance management con-
cepts and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in maintenance management concepts
and procedures. Course includes reporting,
principleg of management, managerial anal-
ysis andt control, materials management,
quality control and inspection procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in maintenance
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, -2 semester hours in
mairilenance management (12/68).

AF-1717-0024
AEROSPACE MUNITIONS STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions:
30AR4611. Version 2: OAR461 I.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: Version l: 4-8 weeks (120-240
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (390 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/68-12/73.
Version 2: 8/66-7/68.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers to perform as aerospace munitions
staff officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an aerospace muni-
tions staff' officer. Course includes muni-
tions management, budget estimating,
research and development, and special
military subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Version l: In
the lower-division. baccalaureate/associate

2 "

4egree category, I semester hour in princi
pies of management (8/74): in the upper-
division, baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in principles of management (8/74).
Version 2: In the baccalau-
reate/associate degree category I semester
hour in principles of `manage ent (8/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in principles of
management, and credit in oral and written
communication on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68T.

AF-1717-0025
AIR FORCE BASE LEVEL MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 212.
Location: School of Systems and Lo-

gistics, Wright-Patterson,AFB, OH.
Length: weeks (84-90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I2/69Present.
Objectives: To train base.level main-

tenance siipgyisors in management skills
and mainten "ee management techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in imanagement skills and main-
tenance Management techniques, including
maintenance in theUSAF, 'management
overview, equipment readiness, manpower
management, configuration control, E00,
remote terminal exercise, maintenance data
collection, integrated logistics support, data
processing and computer science, repair-
cycle asset control, management engineer-
ing, Comrn/Acft Main-Man-X., review
management survey and management im-
provements, decision, making, motivation,
interrelations-supply/maintenance, and
Log-Man-X Policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in printiples of
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
principles of management (8/74). '4

AF-1720-0001
RADIOGRAPH INTERPRETER

Course Number: ATS53270-14.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/61-12/68,
Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-

sonnel to use radiographic equipment in
the nondestructive testing of materials.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the use of radiographic equipment
in the nondestructive testing of materials.
Topics include sadiographic theory, radio-
graphic equipment, laboratory operations,
and the physical interpretation of radio-
graphs.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in industrial test-
ing laboratory (6/74).

AF-1721-0001.
INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

Course Ntimber: 3ABR42230; AB42230.
Location: School of Applied 'Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute /AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Ch inute AFB, IL.

Length: 12 -19 weeks (360-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/54-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

instrument repairmen.
.:.



. Instructions Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, installation, main-
tenance, testing, and 'repair' of mechanical
add,electrical aircraft instruments, includ-
ing fundamentals of electricity, physics of
the atmosphere, and mechanical systems;
calibration and troubleghooting of engine
instruments; fuel flow and liquid quanti-
ty- indicating sySteMS,:air pressure-operated
flight instruments, gyro-operated flight in-

\`struments, magnetic compasses and peri-
scopic sextants: and use of barometric,
electrical and special test sets.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1721-0002
INSTRUMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: Version 1: 3 AAR42270.
Version 2: AAR42270: AA42270.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (258 hours).
Vesion 2: 12-16 weeks (348-480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/68-12/73.
Version 2: 3/58-8/68.

Objectives: To train airmen as instrument
repair technicians.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in instrument repair, in-
cluding basic electronics, solid-state
devices; operation. circuit analysis,
troubleshooting, and calibration of liquid
quantity-indicating systems, air pres-
sure=operated flight instruments, engine,in-
struments, gyro-operated flight instruments
and compass systems; and operation of test
equipment such as air pressure-operated
barometers and manometers and special
test sets for instrument systems. Version 2:
Includes management and supervision,
electronic/transistorized air data compu-
ters,electronic air speed and mach number
computers, integrated vertical scale flight
instruments; and periscopic sextants.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electricity on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
"basic electricity on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74). Version 2: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. 3 semester hours in basic elec-
tricity on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion ( 12/(;8),

AF-1721-0003
B52H, A-14 AUTOPILOT, AN/AJN-8 HVRS

AND MD-1 ASTRO COMPASS

Course Numbei: ATS42353- .

Location: 3345th Tec lea' School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 15 weeks (45 ours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/61- /68.

salves: To trai enlisted personnel to
ins et, repair, and maintain the A-I4 au-
top lot, AN/AJN- HVRS, and MD-1 as-
t ompass (B-5

Instruction: ctures and practical exer-
cises in the i pection, repair, and main-
tenance of th A -14 autopilot. Course in-
cludes constr tion,features, function, and
interrelationsh of the J-A compass:
celestial navig ion; operation of MD-1 a,s-
trocompass sy. em; MD-1 inspection and
maintenanc operation of AN-ASN-8

'HVRS; . AN/ AJN-8 malfunction analysis:*
system, field, and ;bench testers; and the A-
14 autopilot system.

Crept Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree.
category, 2 semester hours as an elective in
instrument repair (8/74).

AF- 1721 -0004

AN/GMD-2 (12,swiNs4NDE) FIELD AND
ORGANIZATION MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS30270-23.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Datesi 8/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train Alected weather

equipment/technicians and repairmen to
maintain the AN/GMD-2 rawin set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the AN/GMD-2
rawin set. Course includes introduction and
orientation, system analysis, operational ad-
justments, and preventive maintenance and
repair of the AN/GMD-2 rawin set.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
-note at the beginning of the Air Forcc sec-
tion.

AF-1721-0005
BAKER-NUNN PHOTOGRAPHIC MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 18SS40450.
Location: 18th Surveillance Squadron,

Edwards AFB. CA.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize airmen' with

the maintenance of the Baker-Nunn optical
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance of the Baker-
Nunn optical system, including orientation;
spacetrack organization and mission;
camera theory and operation; orbital
mechanics; field reduction; precision reduc-
tion; maintenance management and
planning; public'alions; maintenance report-
ing procedurps; corrosion prevention and
control; specific optical camera theory;
focus procedures; shutter drive mechanism;
camera takeup motor; tracking mechanism;
equatorial, azimuth, and altitude drive;
Versamat theory of operation; Versamat
electrical components and calibration; Ver-(
samat film jams, racks, and crossovers;
systems cleaning; dry box assembly; and
quality control equipment.

Credit ReCommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (8/74). ,

)

F-1721-0006
PRECISION DIMENSIONAL AND OPTICAI, ,

MEASURING TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AZR324'70-8.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: weeks (167-180 hours).
Exhibit slates: 5/70-12/73.
Objectiv : To train personnel to make

precision measurements with dimensional
aria optical measuring principles and
techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in metrology and applied mathe-
matics; low, medium, and high resolution
measuring devices; sources of error in

2 " "
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linear measurements; interferometry and
surface finish; threads; introduction to op-
tics; geometry Of %reflection and refraction;

ns systems: optical tooling instruments;
and special optical devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division / baccalaureate/associat degree
category, 3 semester hours in machine shop.
Or metrology (5/74).

A F- 1 721-0007

PRECISION PHYSICAL MEASURING
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AZR2470-7.
Location: 34 15th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 3/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

requisite duties as precision physical mea-
suring technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises to include applied mathematics; prin-
ciples of heat and temperature, force,
weights and balances, and rotary motion;
measurements and calibration techniques;
metrology and physical concepts; priliciples
of pressure, humidity and specific grAvity,
and viscosity and flow.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in metrology (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in metrology (5/
'74).

AF-1723-0001
MACHINIST

Course Number: Version '1: 3 ABR53 I 30.
Version 2: 3ABR53130: ABR53130. Ver-
sion 3: AB53130.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School.
Chanute AFB, IL. Version 3: 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB. IL.

Length: Version 1: 14 weeks ( 512
hours). Version 2: 14--5 weeks. (-420
hours). Version 3: 20 weeks (570 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 3/61-6/73. Version 3: 2/55-2/61.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be machinists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in drawing interpretation; applied
shop mathematics; use of technical
manuals; bench work and assembly prac-
tice; use of hand tools and precision mea-
suring instruments; heat treatment;
machine tool operations on drill presses,
lathes, shapers, milling machines, contour
machines. and precision grinders; and
Weapons and ground support equipment
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower- division baccalaureatciassociate
degree category, 4' semester hours in
machine trades or machine technology (5/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in machine
trades or machine technology, ( 5/74). Ver-
sion 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, seme-Ster hours
'in machine trades or machine technology
(5/74): in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in machine
trades or machine technology (5/74). Ver-
sion 3; In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
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in maChine trades or machine technology
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
Category, 2 semester hours in machine
trades or machine technology (5/74).

AF-1723-0002
MACHINIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3 ZR53150-
I. Version 2: ,AZR5110-1.

Location: Version 4: School Applied
Aerospace Sciences,, Chanute FB, IL.
Version 2:. 3345th' Technical chool,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version I: 6 weeks (226 hours).
Version 2 : 6 weeks (180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 71743- I 2/73.
Version 2: 8/66-6/73. ,s

Objectives! To train enlisted personnel
having technical backgrounds at , the
craftsman level to design and fabricate
tools, dies, jigs, and fixtures for weaponry
maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in metals analysis; drawing interpreta-
tion; precision measurement; bench work;
heat' treatment; machine tool operations on
gear cutters, lathes, milling machines,
shapers, and tool and cutter grinders, and
design and fabrication of jigs, fixtures,
punches and dies for weaponry main-
tenance.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower- division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in
machinist trades or mechanical technology
(5/74); in the upper - division baccalaiireate
category, 2 seffiester hours 'in'machinist
trades or mechanical, telchnolog (5/74).
Version 2: In the lower-division aecalau-
mate/associate degree category, semester
hours in machinist trades or m chanical
technology (5/74); in the upper- division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in.
machinist trades or mechanical technology
(VT4).

AF-1723-0003 ,

I. HEAT TREATMENT AND
ELECTROPLATING OF METALS

2. HEAT TREATMENT AND
ELECTROPLATING OF METALS

3. HEAT TREATMENT OF FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METALS

Course Number: Version 1: 3 AZR53250-
Z. Version 2: 3AZR53250-Z.; AZR53250-Z.
Version 3: ATS53270-1 I.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version" 2: 3345th Technical School,

' Chanute AFB, Version 3: 3345th
Technical' School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (186 hours).
Version 2: 5 weeks (150 hours). Version 3:
4 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73 - 12/73.
Version 2: 7/67-6/73. Version 3: 6/61e/67.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to-
identify, classify, use, heat treat, elec-
troplate, and test metals.

In.structionf A!! Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the identification,
classification, and uses of metals, and the
heat treating, hardness testing, and elec-
troplating of metals, including physical and
mechanical properties of ferrous and non-
ferrous metals, structure of metals, various
operations on ferrous and nonferrous
'metals, hardening and tempering of carbon
and alloy steels, case hardening metals, and

correction of heat treating troubles: Veriion
1: Includes metallographic study of grain
structures, driver training, and leadership.
Version 2: includes metallographic study of
grain structures. Version 3: Emphasis on
practical skills in heat treatment of metals
and alloys.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division tiaccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in metal-
lurgy (5/74). Version 2: In the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in.metallurgy (5/74).
Version 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in metallurgy (5/74).

AF-1723-0004
METALS PROCESSING SPECIAT.IST

(WELDER)

Course Number: 3ABR53230;
ABR53230; AB53230.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace \..)
Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 15-19 weeks (420-552 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/55-1,2/73:
Objectives: To train airmen 'to operate

and maintain welding equipment used in
the repair and maintenance of aircraft, jet
engine parts, and ground support equip-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of
welding equipment used in the repair and

. maintenance of aircraft, jet engine parts,
and ground support equipment, including
introdoctory gas welding, heat treatment
and forging arc welding, welding fabrica-
tion, special arc welding applications, inert
gas shielded welding, and aircraft and jet
engine repair.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
di vision, bac calaureate/assoc late. degree
category, 6 semester hours in welding (8/
74).

AF-17230005
WELDING OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT

AND MISSILE SYSTEMS

Course Numbs,- All Versions:
3AZR53250'-3. Version 2: AZR53250-3.

Location: Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version I 5 `weeks (138-143
hours). Version 2: 6 weeks (180 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/72-12/73.
Version 2: 8/67-5/72.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
weld High-perfOrmance and exotic materi-
als.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in high-performance and exotic-
materials welding, including arc and inert
gas shielded equipment, and joining of
chromoloy, nickel alloys, titanium, carbon
steel, and aluminum alloy.

Credit Recommendation: Version" 1: In
the lower-division baccalau"Peate/associate
degree category, 6 semester bours in weld-
ing laboratory (7/74): Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in weld-
ing laboratory (7/74).
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AF-1724-0001
QUALITY CONTROL- MATERIALS'AND.

PROCESSES

Course Number: ATS53 i70- 13.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the

proc durcs and techniques of quality con-
trol of materials and processes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
,cises in quality control, including fabrica-

. tion metallurgy as applied to various
metals; princiiiles of heat' treatment; types
and applications of welding processes; ap-
plication of chemical milling; metal-surface
cleaning and finishes; trends in industrial
processes; destructive testing and the
equipment utilized; and theory and practi-
cal application of non-destructive testing
methods, such as metal particle, fluorescent
penetrant, hardness, and bond testing..

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in metals testing
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in metals °testing on 'the
basis of institutional evaluation (5/74).

v.

A F-1724-0002
1i 6N- DESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF AIRCRAFT

AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS

(NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING)

Course Nuinber: ATS53270-3.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates:J/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the procedures or techniques used in per-
forming nondestructive testing.

Instruction:4 Lectures, demonstrations,
and practical exercises in nondestructive
testing. Topics include: principles, types,
causes, and characteristics of discontinui-
ties; preparation and cleaning of parts for
testing; protective finishes; theory and
methods of magnetic particle, penetrant,
ultrasonic, and industrial x-ray and gamma
ray (radio isotopes) inspection methods ap-
plied ..to the fabrication, overhaul, 141
periodic inspection of aircraft parts.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in materials
testing, nondestructive testing, machine
trades; or industrial tee nology (5/74); in
the upper-division bacc laureate category,
2 semester hours in ma rials testing, non-
destructive testing, ma Inc trades, or in- '
dustrial technology (5 )

r".11

AF-1724-0003
NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION SPECIALIST

Course Number: Version 1: 3ABR53630.
Version 2:, 3ABR53630; ABR53630.

Locatione Version 1: School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Versibn : I2. weeks ( 432
hours). Versio 12-13 weeks ( 360
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/73-12/73.
Version 2: 6/67-6/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
nondestructive inspection specialists.



Instruction: Lectures, and practical exer-
cises in maintenince and inspectiOn
systems, 'magnetic particle and liquid
penetrant inspection.methods, radiography,

y equipment operation,. radiographic in-
tion and film processing, ultrasonic
and leak defection, and thickness mea-

surement and eddy current inspection.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 10 semester hours in
materials testing, nondestructive testing,
machine trades, and industrial technology

"(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1i semester hours in materials
testing, nondestructive testing, machine
trades, and industrial technology (5/74).
Version 2: In the lowei-division baccalau-
Teate/associate degree category, 8 semester
hours in materials 'testing, nondestructive
testing, machine tradek, and industrial
technology (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
materials testing, notdestrnctive testing,
machine trades, and industrial technology
(5/74).

AF-1724-0004
NON,- DESTRUCTIVE INspecTioN (T/A 455)

Course Number: AZR53250-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 12 vireks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12168.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

nondestructive inspection of weapons and
equipment.

Instruction: Ler-4es and practical exer-
cises in nondestructive inspection
techniques- Topics include the preparation
of metals and parts for inspection;
procedures used in Ale nondestructive in-
spection of parts; magnetic particle,
penetrant, ultrasonic, eddy current, con-,
ductivity meter, ultrasonic leak and radio-
graphic inspection methods; types causes
and characteristics of discontinuities and
defects; scope and conditions requiring
nondestructive inspection; interpretation
and evaluation of indications found by vari-
ous methods of inspection; specificationsj
and standards for inspection regulations
governing radioisotopes; and applicable
safety methods.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division. baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester ,hours in materials
testing, nondestructive testing, machine
trades, or industrial, technology (5%74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in materials testing, non-
destructive testing, machine trades, or in-
dustrial technology (5/74).

AF-1728-.0001

AIR POLICE (NCO)
(AIR POLICE SUPERVISOR,)

Course gumber: AA77170; 96170.
Location: 3625th Training Group, Parks

A'FB, CA.
Length: 8 -)2 weeks (240-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train air policemen to

become air police supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-

perience in the principles of surervision
and management, ethics and leadership, or-
ganization of air police units,, basic air po-
lice weapons, unarmed combat, physical

apprehension and restraining techniques,
internal security, and law enforcenient and
correction.

Credit Recommendation: In t/ lower-
diyision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours,z, in police
science or police administration ( /74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate tegory.

.3 semester hours in police science or
administration (2/74). .

AF -1728 -0002

'SENTRY DOG HANDLER
(ENTRY DOG HANDLER (AIR PO-

LICEMAN))))
Course Number: . 3AAR81130A;

3ALR81130A; ALR77130A; AZB77130;
XX77130.

Location: 'School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences; Lackland AFB., TX.

Length: 6-8' weeks ( 240.hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/58-12/73.
Objectives: To train military police in

basic dog care and handling techniques.
InstruCtion: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic dog care and handling, in-
cluding handler and dog teamwork
procedurts; history of dogs; dog health, dis-
ease prevention, and first aid; land
obedience, search, and attack training.
Credit Fttrnmendation: In the lower-,

division baccalaureatePassociate degree
category, 2 semester - hours in animal
science or. police administration/physical
security (2/74).

F

AF-1728-0003

SECURITY POLICE COMBAT PREPAREDNESS

Course Number: 3AZR81 150.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland ° AFB, TX; 3275th
Technical School, Lackland AF3, TX.

Length: .3 weeks (100-102 hours).
' Exhibit Dates: I I/71-12/73.

Objectives: To prepare security po-
licemen for duty in a limited-war environ-
ment.

Instruction: Combat tactics; communica-
tions; map and compass 'reading; air base
defense planning; intrusion detection equip-
ment; night-observation devices.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowek
division baccalaureate/associate degree\
category, I semester hour' in police ad-
ministration and operations (1/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in police administration and opera-
tions on the basis of institutional. evaluation
(1/74).

AF-1728-0004

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION

Course Number: 3 AZR81271-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-12/73.
Objectives: To'train airmen as traffic en-

forcement officers and accident investiga-
tors.

Instruction: Development' 'of installation
vehicle codes and traffic flow plans; traffic

.a.trends analysis; planning of truffle accident
investigations; procedures for preparing

*I'and maintaining traffic reports and records,
and utilizing graphs, charts, and maps.

Q6-
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower=

division' baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in police traffic
enforcement (1/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, i semester hour in
police traffic enforcement (1/74).

F-1728-0005

RESERVE SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TRAINING
(RESERVE REFRESHER)

Course Number: None.
Location: Special Investigations School

( AFOSI), Washington, DC.
Length: 2 weeks (66 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1176Present.
Objectives: To provide update training in

current Special Investigations policies.
Instruction: Student learns the AFOSI re-

porting' system and terminology used in
criminal and . counterintelligence matters,
learns current policy in interviews and in-
terrogations, and learns military law. Sub-
jects covered include investigative adminis
tration and management, criminal and
fraud i nvestigations, ' investigative
techniques, and counterintekence.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, i semester
hour in police administration /physical
security ( 1 I /77 ).

AF-1728-0006
RESERVE SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR

Course Number: None.
-Location: Special Investigations School

( AFOSI), Washington, DC.
Length: 4 weeks (258 hours). tfi
,Exhibit Dates: 1/76Present.
Objectives: To teach the student to 'con-

duct investigations.
Instruction: Student'will learn the legal

responsibilities 4rnposed on him by military
law and authority, to obtain information in'
accordance with current policies, and to in-
corporate data into reports of investigation.
Topics include investigative orientation,
communication skills, law, report writing,
interviews and interrogation, criminal and
fraud investigations, counterintelligence in-
vestigations, and investigative techniques.
Course is taught in two 2-week segments.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in police administration/physical
security (11/77).

AF-1728-0007
SECURITY POLICE STAFF OFFICER

Course N umber: 30AR8111.
Location: Sch I of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackla AFB, TX.
Length: 3 week 91-118 hours).
Exhibit Dates:J 2-12173.
Objectives: To provide officers with ad-

vanced career training in police manage-
Inent and administration.

Instruction: Planning and programing of
aerospace Systems security; administration
and management of security programs;
functioits of 'law enforcement; Air Force
corrections program;, duties- and responsi-
bilities of the security police chief.

Credit Recommendation: In the loweK
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in police ad-
ministration and management or public ad-
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ministration (1/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
police administration and management or
publie administration (1/74).

AF-1728-0008
SECURITY SPECIALIST

Course Number. 3ABR8 I 130-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lack land AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

basic duties as security specialists.
Instruction: Aerospace systems security;

local ground defense of Air Force installa-
tions; Luse of 'Security police and ground
defenseNmeapons.

Credit* Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in police
science or physical security (2/74); in the
u4er-division baccalaureate category,
credit in police science or physical security
on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/
74).

AF-17.28-0010
PATROL DOG MARUUANA DETECTION

Course Number: 3AZR8I 150A-1.
Location: Lack land Military Training

Center, Lack land AFB, TX.
: 9 weeks (270 hours).

xhibit Dates: I /7 ri-12/73.
Objectives: To prepare qualified patrol

dog handlers to train patrol dogs in the de-
tection and location of marijuana.

Instruction: Proficiency dog training in-
,corpoiating methods of article retrieving,

repetitive exercises, scent discrimination,
and marijuana orientation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
divisioa baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in animal science
or police administration (2/74).

AF-1728-0011
LAW ENFORCEMENT SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR8 I 230.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB. TX. ..'
Length;. 5 weeks (144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-12/73.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with specialized training in law enforce-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures in law enforcement
administration'and investigation, traffic and
disaster control, civil disturbance and riot
control, security police weaponry, and ac-.
cident investigation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
cqtegory, 2 semester hours in pollee ad-
rrfinistration ( I /74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit inpolice ad-
ministration on the basis of institutional
evaluation (1/74).

AF-1728-0012
SECURITY POLICE OFFICER COMBAT

PREPAREDNESS

Course Number: 30ZR8 I 24.
LoCation: Lackland Military Training

Center, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (97 hotirs).

Exhibit Dates: 1/7
Objectives: To pre curity police of-

ficers for duty in a- limited-war environ-
ment.

°11Instruction: Lectures fieldeld projects in
use of police w apons, combat tactics,
communications, map and compass read-
ing, air base defense planning, intrusion de-
tection equipment, night, Observation
devices, and ground equipment intel-
ligence.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AF- 1728.0013

PATROL. DOG EXPLOSIVES DETECTION

Course Number; 3AZR8I I 50A-2.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours). 4

Exhibit Dates: 1/73- 12/73.
To train qualified patrol dogs

etect and locate explosives, and to train
qualified patrol dog handlers to recognize
the dog's alert to explosives.

Instruction: Practical training in article
retrieving, detecting explosives, and follow-
up patrol dog proficiency training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in animal science
or police administration (2/74).

AF-1728-0014
PATROL DOG HANDLER

Course Number: 3ALR8 I I 30A-I .
Location: Lackland Military Training

Center. Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.
Objectives: To prepare security po-

licemen to train dogs to perform patrol dog
tactics.
. Instruction: Lecturqs and practical exer-
cises in dog training principles; tracking;
detecting and alerting; and carer:3f the dog,
kennel, and equipment.

Credit Recommendatiim: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in animal
science or I in police administration/physi-
cal security (2/74).

AF-1728-0015
PATROL DOG HANDLER TRANSIYION

Course Number: 3AZR81150A.
Location: Sch4iial of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 4 weeks (114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72- I 2/73.
Objectives: To train experienced sentry

dog handlers to perform as patrol dog han-
dlers.

Instruction: Practical exercises in appli-
cation of handler techniques; intrusion and
agitation; recognition _of alerts; per-
formance evaluation,-- training, and utiliza-
tion records; utilization of patrol dog
teams; selectitin of kennel and training

Credit Recommendation: IR, the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in animal science
(2/74).

, .
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AF-1728-0016
SECURITY-POLICE ADMINISTRATION

(POLICE ADMINISTRATION)

Course NumbetrMZR8 I 291.
LoCation: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (85-113 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/7.2-12/73.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers apd civilians in police administra-
tive duties.

Instruction: Administration] policy for -'
mulation; activities coordination; monitor-
ing and inspection of security policy pro-
grams; protection and management of
resources; installation security. and USAF
corrections.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
-division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hour's in criminal
justice or physical security (1/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in criminal justice or physi-
cal security (1/74).

AF-1728-0017
COMBAT SECURITIMPOLICE

(BASIC COMBAT TRAINING(PHASE I ) )
(SPECIALIZED COMBAT TRAINING (PHASE

l))
(SM LL-UNIT TACTICS (PHASE Ill)) .

(AD ANCED UNIT TACTICS (PHASE IV))

COU Number: 830; AC99135:1-
AC99135; LC99XX. ,

Location: Combat "Security Police Train-
ing School, Ft. Campbell. KY.

Length: 12 weeks (137,1 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train, combat security po-

lice units in thOds Of defense-for preser-
vation of vi I Air Force resources in
hostile environ ents.

Instruction: Field operations and tactics;
combat security intelligence; escape .and
evasion techniques; intrusion detection
devices; hand navigation tactical communi-
cations; physical. training and confidence
training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semestett hours in police
science or physical security (2/74).

AF-1728-0018
I. SECURITY POLICE OFFICER

(AIR POLICE OFFICER)
2. AIR POLICE OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: OB7721:
Version I : 30BR8121; OBR8121;
OBR7721.

Location: Version I: Lackland Military
Training Center, Lackland AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 2: 3625th Training Group (ABD),
Parks AFB, CA.

Length: Version I: 5-9 weeks (150-210
hours). Version 2: 13 weeks (390 holirs)."

Exhibit. Dates: Version I: 8/55- 12/73.
Version 2: 3/54-7/55.

Objectives: To train officers to manage
security and law enforcement programs.

histruction: Lectures and field exercises
i( installation security, training and operat-
ing local ground forces, maintenance of law
and order, and confining and retraining
prisoners.

Credit kRecommendation: In the lower-.
divisiotr `baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in polide



,(ministration ( /74);* in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
police administration (2/74).

AF-1728-0019
1. SECURITY POLICEMAN

(AIR POLICEMAN)
2. Am POLICEMAN
3. AIR POLICE (BASIC)

(AIR POLICEMAN (BASIC AIR POLICE))
(AIR POLICE)

Course Number: Version I: 3ABR81130;
ABR81 130; ABR77130. Versien 2:
ABR77 I 30. Version 3: AB96150;
AB77130.

Locadon: All Versions: Lack land Military
Training Center, Lack land AFB, TX. Ver-
sion 3: 3625th Training Group (ABD),
Parks AFB, CA.

Length: Version I: 6-7 weeks ( 155-195
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (372 hours).
Version 3: 10-13 weeks (260-372 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Veriion I: 7/61- 12/73.
Version 2: 6/60-6/61. Version 3: 3/54-5/60.

Objectives: To train airmen to peiform
duties as security policemen.

Instniction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in security, law enforcement, core
rections, local ground defense, weapons,
and field training.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in police
administration or physical security (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in police administra-
tion or physical security (2/74). Version 2;,
In the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 3 semester hours
in police administration or physical security
(2/74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hdurs in police ad-
ministration or physical security (2/74).
Versiop 3: In the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in police administration or physical
security (2/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
police administration or physical security
(2/74).

AF-1728-0020

SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS
(SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND COUN-

TERINTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST)
(SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND COUN-

TERINTELLIGENCE OFFICER)

Course Number: 5AL082130;
50B08221.

Location: Special Investigations School,
Washington, DC.

Length: 10 weeks (336 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 9)62-Present,
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel in the basic fundamentals and
procedures of conducting investigations.

Instruction: Legal considerations; inter-
views; files and case management systems;
formal reports of investigations; criminal,
fraud, personnel security, and counterintel-
ligence : investigations; 'investigative
techniques.

Credit Recommendation:. In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in police administration/physical
security (2/74).

AF-1728-0021
SENTRY DOG HANDLER SUPERVISOR

Course Numberi,3AZR8 I 170A.
Location: Lackland Military Training

Center, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 0/71-1 /73.
Objectives: To train Army and Navy

sentry dog handlers, to perform the duties
of kennel master. F

Instruction: Health and fit aid; safety;
tiog, tnnel, and equipment are; dog team
evaluation and training; planning and
procurement procedures; training areas and
kennel facilities; and management and
operation of kennel activity.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
cause of the military nature of the course

(2/74).

AV-1720-0022

COMBAT PATROL DOG

Course Number: None.
Location: Combat Security Police Train-

ing School, Ft. Campbell, KY. -
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present,
Objectives: To provide advanced training

to combat patrol dog handler teams prepar-
ing for assignment to hostile environments.

Instruction: Lectures and field exercises
in scouting, patrolling, and detection of
bpoby traps; confidence training in
technique of rappelling and crossing obsta-
cles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division' baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in animal science
or police administration (1/74).

AF-1728-0023

PATROL DOG HANDLER SUPERVISOR

Course Amber: 3AZR8 I 170- I .
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Studies, Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- 12/73.
Objectives: To prepare patrol dog han-

dlers for the position of kennel master.
Instruction: Lectures on health and first

aid; safety; dog kennel and equipment
procedures; training areas and kennel
facilities; management and opetation of
kennel activity.

Credit Recommendation: No crAit
because of the military nature of the course
(2/74).

AF-1728-0024
0-6 AND R-2 CRASH RESCUE TRUCKS, FIELD

AND ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
(0-10 AND 0-11A CRASH FIRE TRUCKS,

FIELD MAINTENANCE)
Course Number: ATS47152-27;

ATS47152-3.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, inspect, maintain, and
troubleshoot 0-6 and R-2 crash rescue
trucks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation,. inspecticin, main-
tenance, and troubleshooting of 0-6 and R-
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2 crash rescue trucks, including engine
repair; heating, steering, and electrical
systems' repair; operational tests, adjust-
ment of the assembled units; valve assem-
blies, hydraulic systems, refrigeration
system, and system circuits.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree-
category, 3 semester hours in fire science
technology, .1 as an elective in vocational
or technical programs (7/74).

AF-1728-0025

0-11 A AND 0-118 CRASH FIRE TRUCK
FIELD MAINTENANCE

Com;e Number: ATS47I52-35.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, qperate, and repair 0-11A and
0-11B crash fire trucks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance, operation, and
repair of 0-11 A and 0 -1 I B crash fire
trucks, including maintenance of engines,
spray unit, steering system, dispensing
system, heaters and electriCal systems, vari-
ous circuits, hydraulic tiiriet systems, and
troubleshooting and adjustment procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in fire science
technology, I :as an elective in vocational
of technical Programs (7/74).

AF-1'728-0026

LEGAL SERVICE SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ALR70530.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (178 hours).
Exhibit Datti: /73:-I2/73.
Objectives:- To train personnel as legal

services specialists.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the function of legal services spe-
cialisti, including military justice and
closed-microphtne court reporting, legal
administration, civil law, and Air Force
claims.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in court report-
ing, 3 in criminal justice or criminology (7/
74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in court repi(t
ing, 3 in criminal justice or criminoldgy T71
74).

AF-1728-0027

JUDGE ADVOCATE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Professional

Development; Maxwell AFB, AL.
Length: 6 weeks (187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To orient newly commis-

sioned lawyers to the military system of-
justice and to provide an overview of the
applications of legal principles in themili-
tary establishment.

Instruction: Topics include: jurisdiction;
court structure; legal processes; criminal
and civil litigation; torts; claims; and foren-
sic practices.
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Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 3 Semester
hirers:in criminal justice or criminology (7/
74).

AF-1728-0028
SECURITY POLICE SUPERVISOR

Course Number: 3AZR81170;
3AAR81 170.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Lack land AFB, TX; 3275th
Technical School, Lack land AFB, TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 5/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

supervise a smallpolice,organization.
Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the administration and supervision
of a small police organization. Course in ir
eludes a review of police organizational
procedures to .include: report writing,

.public speaking, investigative techniques,
legal studies, drug abuse, traffic control,
crash investigation, physical security, and
the employment of personnel and equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in law enforce%
ment, police administration, or criminal

,justice (.7/744; in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
law enforcement, police administration, or
criminal justice (7/74),.

AF-17,28-0029

PROVOST MARSHAL
(Alm POLICE (PROVOST MARSHAL) PHASE

I)
Course Number: 0A771 1.
Location; 3275th Technical School,

Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-8/62.
Objectives: To train officers and civilians

as air policemen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the functions of air policemen, in-
cluding duties of a provost marshal; milita-
ry law; administration and management of
law enforcemes4 functions; off-base func-
tions; corrections; installation security; vul-
nerability tests; and motor vehicle traffic
program.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, I semester hour in law enforce-
ment, police administration, or criminal
justice (7/74).

AF-1728-0030
A/532P-2 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLE OPERATOR

Course Number: 3AZR57150-2.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 2 wEeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected fire protec-

tion personnel to perform fire protection
inspections and. operation duties of the A/
S32P-2.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fire protection inspections abd
operation duties or the A/S32P-2. Course
includes operation maintenance of the fuel,
electrical, air, hydraulic, iheating and cool-
ing systems, and engine and drive train as-
semblies.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2%semester hours as an elective in
fire science technology (8/74).

AF-1728-0031
STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE

Course Number: None.
Location: Institute for Professional

Development, Maxwell AFB, AL.
Length: 2 weeks (66 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide-Staff 'Judge: Ad-

vocates with legal prinCipleS, concepts; and
applications, and to enhance professional
and leadership qualifications.

Instruction: Lectures and independent
study in recent criminal and civil decisions

stm military law arid their applicability to the
revision or formulation Of policy and
procedure.

Credit, Recommendation: No undergradu-
ate credit because of the professional na,
ture of the coursq0/75).

AF-1728-0032

FIRE PREVENTION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: 3AZR57 I 70.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL; 3345th
TechnicarSchool, Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 4 weeks ( 120-148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- 12/73.
Objectives: To provide personnel with

knowledge and skills sufficient to become
fire prevention technicians.

Instruction:- Lectures and 'practical exer-
cises in fire protection and building design,
building occupancy considerations, fire
protection requirements, building protec-
tion systems, electrical circuitry, evacuation
systems, and reporting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the specialized nature of ...the
course (7/74).

AF -1728 -0033

FIRE PROTECTION SPECIALIST (MISSILES)

Course Number: 3AZR5 7 I 50-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
'Length: 2 weeks (60-70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /72-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected airmen to

Pe orm fire protection duties when
hazy dous or explosive materials are
pre t.

Ins ruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises use of special ,purpose equipment,
conve tional weapons, rockets and missiles,
and m ile propellants; fire protection fbr
missile rockets; and launch sites; disaster
plannin and procedures; decontamination;
and se rity education programs.

Cred Recommendation:,See 'explanatory
note at he beginning of the Air Force sec-.
t ion.

AF- 28-0034

FIRE PROTECTION SUPERVISOR
,(FIREFIGHTING SUPERVISOR)

Course Number: 3AAR57170-I;
AAR57170-1; AAR57170; AA57170.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL; 3415th Technical
School, Lowry AFB, CO.°

242

Length: 4-8 weeks (120-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/54- 1 2/73.
Objective to train selected personnel to

perform as fire protection supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in fire department management, su-
pervision, techniques, organizational trail"(
ing functions, and training programs; fire
flow tests; installed extinguishing and alarm
systems; inspections; chemical, biological,
and nuclean materials and hazards; fire pro-
tection systems; flammable 'materials; and
traffic safety.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Forossec-
tion.

AF-1728-0035
FIREFIGHTER RESCUEMAN

Course Number: 3AZR57150-3.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace.

Sciences, Chanute AFB. IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 -148 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train selected, personnel to

perform as firefighter rescuemen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the principles of rescue, protective
clothing and equipment, emergency first
aid, use of rescue tools, aircraft fundamen-
tals, building construction, egress systems,
pressure and rescue suits, rescue vehicles
and equip t, humane rescue practices
and proced es.

C commendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1728-0036
HELICOPTER FIREFIGHTER TRAINING (H-43/

UH-IN )
Course Number: 57 1XC-1 /571-41,/

923X0-5/923X0-6; 571XD; 923X405;
923X0-6.

Location: Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, Hill AFB, UT.

Length: 5 weeks (84 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /71- Present.
Objectives: To qualify fire protection

specialists and supervisors in the duties and
responsibilities of a helicopter firefighter.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in rescue and.fire suppression, rescue
configuration and egress, emergency
procedures and equipment, airborne fire
suppression kit, care and operation of
firefighting equipment, hoist procedures,
cargo sling/dummy fire kit operations, fire
suppression prOcedures, crew duties and
ground support, and rescue and evacuation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course ( 7/74).

AF-1728-0031
FIRE,PROTECTION SPECIALIST

(FIRE PROTECTION FUNDAMENTALS)
( FIREFIGHTER)

Cdurse Number: 3ABR57130- I ;
ABR57130 -1; ABR57130; AB57130.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Chanute 'AFB, IL; 3345th
Technical School, Chanute AFB, IL;
3505th Technical School, Greenville. AFB,
MS; 3415th Technical School, Lowry AFB,
CO.

Length: 8-10 weeks (210-274 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/73.
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Objectives:1Th train airmen to perform as
apprentice fire protection specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fire protection principles, objec-
tives, and responsibilities; principles andtheory of control and extinguishment;
structural firefighting; 'rescue procedures;
structural vehicle end firefighting opera-
tions; and aerospace vehicle firefighting.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1729-0001

'AIR FORCE FOOD SERVICE OFFICER COURSE

Course Number: 6244.
Location: U.S. Army Quartermaster

School, Ft. Lee, VA. ,

Length: 8 weeks (278 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-12/73.
Objectives: To provide commissioned of-,

ficerS and warrant officers with a working
knowledge of the duties and functio s of
foodservicc officers.

Instruction: Organization, ,manage: ent,
and operation of food service and sub-
sistence supply facilities; nutrition and
menu planning; meat products; theory and
principles of cooking and baking.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in organization
and managernent (12/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category:3 semester
hours in organization and management (12/
73).

AF-1729-0002
I. COOK

2. COOKING

Course ,Number: Vepion I: 3ABR6 230.
411 Versions: 3ABR62230- I.

Location: Version I:- School of A lied
Sciences, Lostiry AFB, CO.. All Versions:
3380th Technical Training Wing, Keeder
AFB, MS.

Length: Version I: 8-12 weeks (240-360
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (480 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 5/5
Version 2: S/55-4/58.

. Objectives: To provide enlisted person
with basic instruction in preparing, cook-
ing, and serving food in unit, field, and in-
flight kitchens..

Instruction: Food preparation; inspection
and storage of supplies; dining hall and
kitchen sanitation; inspection procedures;,
use and care of food service equipment:'
nutrition.

Credit Recommendation:. Version ,1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours 'in food
preparation (12/73); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
,food preparation (12/73). Version 2: In'thc
lOwer-diviiion baccalaureate/associate .
degree category, 3-semester hours.in food
preparation (12/73); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in
food preparation (12/73).

Objectives: To train officers in the princi-
ples and techniques of food° service
management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the techniques and procedures of
food and beverage service operation; selec-
tion and training of personnel; determina-
tion of supplies, funds, space, and equip-
ment requirements; basic accounting prin-
ciples; open mess. sanitation and safety;
record keeping and reporting; businek law.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1729-0004

OPEN MESS MA EMENT (ENLISTED)
Course Number: 3AAR74270.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

supervisorS in food service facilities.
InStruction: Lectures and' practical exer-

` ciseS: in basic accounting 'principles; open
mess sanitation and safety; control food
costs; record keeping; open mess adminis-
tration; business law; employee administra-
tion; selection and training of subordinate
personnel.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
. note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-

tion.

AF-1729-0005

MEAT CUTTING

Course Number: AB62330.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

ICcesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8,weelts (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to cut and

process meats preparatory to cooking.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cutting and processing of meats
preparatory to cooking, including meat
Cutting fundamentals, sanitation, and

and accounting; techniques of grad-
d cutting beef. veal, lamb, pork,
, frozen meats, meat products and

seafood; maintenance and operation of
equipment and machines; and supervision
of meat cutters and food.7-STrvice atten-
dants.

* Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in.tood prepara-
tion and 3 in food or meat preparation (7/

.74).

AE-1729-0003
OPEN MESSMESS MANAGEMENT (OFFICER)

Course Number: 30BR7331.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO.
'Length: 7 weeks (210 hoors).,
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-12/73.

AE-1729-0006

ALEUTIAN DEW LINE BAKER

Course Number: ATS62170-1.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9760 I 2/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as bakers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exe4,-.

ciseS in baking, including elements of nutri-
tion, personnel management and sanitation;
haking of cakes, cookies,' puddings and
custards, pies, hiscuits, and various.breads;
and decoration.of pastry shop baked goods.

Credit, Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate. degree
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category, 5 semester hours in food prepara-

: tion (7/74).

AF-1729-0007

OPEN MESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. AIR
FORCE)

Course Number: OZR6411.1
ASA62470; 10-AF-62470.

Location: Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee,
VA.

Length: 7,reek,s (223--23 I hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/64.
Objectives: To train officers, warrant of-

ficers and enlisted personnel who possess
current food handler's certificates to per,
form as food service superintendents or
steward supervisors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical cxer
cises in duties of food service superinten-
dents or steward supervisors, . including
operation and maintenance of equipment
and facilities, storage and 'sanitation,
management of open mess - facilities
(including recreational facilities), and for.:
mal events and - entertainment pro;
gramming:. fond" planning and nutrition;
food selection, cost control, and prepara-
tion and serving of buffet-type meals; and
accounting and busineks law. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in food prepara-

--tion, catering or introduction' to food ser-
vice, 3 in food management, and 3 in food
and beverage cost control (7/74); in the
upper- division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in institutional (culinary))
management.2 in introduction to food and
nutrition ( 12/68 ).

AF-1729-0008

I. BAKER
2. BAKING

Course Number: A1362130.
Location: 3450th Technical School, War-

ren AFB, WY.
Length: Version I: 12 weeks ( 318

hours). Version 2 : 12 weeks (480 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: ltrsion I : 12/55- 12/68.

Version 2: 3/55-11/55.
ObjectiVe's: To train airmen to bake

bread, rolls, pies, cookies, and other baked:
products.

Instruction: All Versions,: Lectures and
- practical 'exercises in the principles and

techniques of garrison and field baking, in-.
eluding small-quantity kitchen, and pastry
bakery '(integrated training). Version I
Topics include principles of nutrition,
sanitation, procurement and storage, hread
bakery (integrated training). Version 2:
Topics include production bread baking
shop; preparatian of specific doughs.,
breads, and cakes; rations, storage, and
recipe breakdown.

Credit Recommendation: Viision
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in hak-
ing, 3 in food management (8/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate cateRry, 3
semester hours in food management (8/
74). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in haking,. Ad 3 in food
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
food management (8/74).
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AF-1729.0009
I. DIET THERAPY SUPERVISOR
2. DIET SUPERVISOR

Course Number: Version 1: 310 R62271.
Version 2: AAR62271; VaR62271.

Location: All Versions: 3750th Technical
School, Sheppard AFB, TX: Version 2:
Medical Service School, Gunter AFB, AL.

Length: Version 1: yeeks (150 hours-).
Version 2: 4-5 weeks ( 50-156 hours)

Exhibit Datesr' Version 1.; 9/70-12/73.
Ve 9/65-8/70.

etives: To provide advanCed career
.trailli7g7o diet supervisOry personnel.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in diet therapy, includ-
ing regulations and manuals related to the
operation of a medical food service and su-
pervision and management., of equipment,
perictnnel, and subsistence in the operation
of a foOd -service department at Air Force
medical treatment facilities. Emphasis is on
subsistence accounting; cycle and selective
menu planning and writing, food produc-
tion and service, nutrition, and dietary'
treatment of diseases. Version 1: Topics in-
clude administration, applied therapeutic
nutrition, food service management, dis-
aster feeding, and meth' costing. Version 2:
Topics include food production and ser-
vice, food service sanitation, nutrition and
diet.therapy, and administration.'

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in food
and, :beverage cost control, 3 in food
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,'3 semester hours in
food management, 3 in food and beverage
cost control (7/74). Version 2: In the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in food
and beverage cost control,' 3 in food
management, 3 in.putrition (7/74); in the
Upper-diVision baccalaureate category, 2

semester hours in food service management
.(12/68).

AF-1730-0001
-EQUIPMENT COOLING SPIALIST/

TECHNICIAN, SM-6 B

Course Number: ATC54550Y -1;
'ATSS4550Y-2.

Location: 3750th Technical School,
Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and ' maintain air conditioning
systems and controls; and to service
refrigeration and air handling equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
servicing of refrigeration equipment with
emphasis on the practical rathlisthan the
theoretical. Includes' air handling systems.
and pneumatic and electric control
systems.

Credit Recommendation: See explanatory
note at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-1730-0002
EQUIPMENT COOLING SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR5663011.
Location: 3750th Technical School:7

Sheppard AFB. TX.
Length: 23-24 weeks (600-630 hours).

. Exhibit Dates: 9/58-12/68.

Objectives: To provide enliske perionnel
with entry-level training in e design,
operation, and-maintenance of environmen-
tal systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the maintenance' and opeiation of
cooling systems. Course includes instrucL
-tion in environmental controls from calcu-
lation of healqoads to actual operation of a
five-ton air conditioning system, including
component selection; water analysis; elec-
tric, pneuinatic, and electronic controls;
basic electricity; and the servicing of mo-
tors.

Credit Recommendation: In the lOwer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 15 semester hours in air condi-
tioning and refrigeration controls, and
credit'in electricity on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (5/74$; in the, upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate Category, 15 semester
hours in air conditioning and iefrigkation
controls, and credit in electricity oh the
basis of institutional evaluation (5/74).

AF-1730-0003
REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST /SUPERVISOR

(SM-68)
Course Number: ATS56650B-14.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: tO weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/6 1-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain pneumatic and electric
control systems for refrigeration and air
conditioning systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in cooling and- refrigeration systems.
Course stresses the servicing of pneumatic
and electric controls of 'refrigeration .and
air conditioning units.

Ciedit RecomMendation: In the lower-
diiiision baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in pneumatic
and electric controls and control systems
for ,refrigeration and air conditioning
systems, and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (5/74):

AF,17300004
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

Course Number: ATS54550-2.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: /62-12/68.
Objectives: To rain enlisted personnel to

perform service rocedures on pneurhatic,
electric, and electronic control. systems em-.
ployed in air conditioning systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in servicing the controls on refrigerate
tion and air conditioning units.'Course in-
cludes the principles of operation, service
procedures, and calibration of the com-
ponents of pneumatic, electric; andStigjai
tronic control systems, and an introduction
to psychrometrics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- .

division hacculaureste/aksociate degree

category, I semester hour- in control
. systems troubleshooting and service on the
basis of, institutional evaluation (5/74): 1 ^

AF -130 -0005
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

ONTROLS (JOHNSON)

rse Number: 3AZR54550-I.
don: 3750th Technical School,

ppard AFB,.TX.
Length: 2 weeks {60 hours).

, Exhibit Dates: 4/72-12/73.
Objectives: To traittenlisted personnell to

service pneumatie control system corn-
ponents.

Instruction: Lectures and practical' exer
cises . in the operation, servicing, and
calibration of Johnson pneumatic controls,
including thermostatS,. humidistats, relays,
step controllers, damper'operators, valves,
pilot positions, pressure controllers, and cu
raulators.

Credit Recomrnendsition: See explanatory
note:1. at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tionii
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AF-1730-0006
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

4 CONTROL (MINN-HONEYWELL)

Course Number: 3 AZ115-4550.
-Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX'.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67 - 12/73::
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

service pneumatic, electric, and electronic
control systems as employed in air condi-
tioning systems :.,

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles of operation, service
procedures, and calibration of pneumatic,
electronic and electric control system com-
ponents. Also included is an introduction
to psychrOmetrics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 1 semester hour in control
systems operation and service on the basis
of institutional evaluation (5/74).

AF-1730-0007

REFRIGERATION SUPERVISOR/TECHNICIAN
(SM -65F)'

Course Number: ATS56650B- I 9,,
't Location: 3750th Technical School,

Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).-
Exhibit Dates: 6/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and troubleshoot the air
. conditioning; heating, and ventilation
systems of silo-stored weapons.

Instruction: LectUres and practiCal exer-
cises in the fundamentals of refrigeration,
ventilation, and corgrols.

Credit Recommendation: in th lower-
division baccalaureate/associate ree
category, 1 semester hour in is
refrigeration (6/74).

'AF-1730-0008
REFRIGERATION TECHNICIAN, SM-80

Course Number: ATS54570Y-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)..
Exhibit Dates:9/62- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain missile environmental and equip
ment cooling ,systems. .



Initinelann :Lictureis and basic instruc-
tion in the maintenance and operation of
refrigeration cdnitoonenti. Course includes
Fooling with brine and related controls.

Credit Recommend/Won: In the lOwer-
divisinn . baccalaureate/associate degree
cateilOrY. 2 semester hours in basic,.
refrigeration (6/74).

AF-1730-0009---

REPRIGERATiONkND AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMERT

Course Number: 3&ZR54550-2.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Sheppard AFB, TX.
Length: 5,wecks (150 hours).
Exhibit. Datess48/72- I 2/73:=
Objective: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, ' maintain, and troubleshoot
refrigeration and air conditionidg systems.

Insteuction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in refrigeration and air conditioning
systems. Course covers fundamentals of
refrigeration and components from
psychrometrics Ahrough domestic and corn-
mercial applications; centrifugal,

- recipe:beating, and absorptive systerte; elec-
trical prinoiples and applications to
refrigeration prime movers; as well as some .
coverage of electrical, pneumatic, and elec-
tronic controls.

.

'Credit R mendation: In the lower-
/ division ba calaureate/associate degree

category, 6 , semester hours in bask
refrigeratio and controls (6/74).

AF-1730-0001

EFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
SPECIALIST

(REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST)
(REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST

'.(REFRIGERATION' 'A/SO AIR CONDI-
. TIONING))

, Course Naniber: 3ABR54530;
ABR54530; ABR54530W; ABR56630Js;
AB5 6630A.

LocatiOn: Scliool of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Sheppard AFB, '1-X; 3750th
Technical School, Sheppard AFB, TX. r'

Length: 17-19 weeks (48(3 =-620 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/58-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

refrigeration and, air conditioning spe-
cialists.

Instruction: Lecture's and practical exer-
cises inj refrigeration and air conditioning,
including water analysis and conditioning;
weldOg arid soldering; fundamentals of
electficity and electronics; physical and
chemical principles related to refrigeration;
refrigeration components and principles; in-
spection, maintenance, and troubleshooting
of' compre_wrs, condensert4, evaporators,
recejvers; and refrigeration accessories;
various refrigeration systems analyses
(halocarbon, internal combustion and ab-
sorption systems); controls; and psychomet-
rics.

Credit Recommendation: In the lovier-
division baccalaureate/assopiate degree-
category, 12 semester hours in refrigeration
and refrigeration controls on the basis of
institutional, evaluation (6/74); in the
upper-diVision bacCalaureate category,
credit in refrigeration atid refrigeration
controls on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (6/74).

. . .

AF-17*-0011
REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST, WS- I 33A

(REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST, SM-80)

Course Number: '341aR54530-1;
AZR54530- I ; AZR54530Y- I.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 4-16 weeks ('120-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates:-"1 /63- 1'2/73..
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

rnainetin environmental and equipment
coohlg systems in missile I. unch and
launch control facilities, in s port areas,
and during transportation an handling'Of
miss& equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
.cises in the mainternoce of environmental
and equipMent coolihg systems; related to
specific missile launch facilities and -as-
sociated areas, including operation, calibra-
tion, and troubleshooting of refrigeration,
brine, pneumatic controls, and air handling
system components..

Credit ReCommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
categO-ry, 2 semester hours in refrigeration
components and controls, and additional
credit in refrigeration controls.on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1730-0012 .

REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST, WS -133B

Course Number: AZR54530-2.
Location! 3345th Technical School,

-Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and troubleshoot environmental
and equipment cooling systems at launch
and launch control facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- .
cises in the mainterionce and operation of,
environmental' -an&!'`dquiPment cooling.
systeins, including missile technical publica=
tions, weapon system maintenance, elec-
tronic and pneumatic contro) systems,
launch facility brine chiller refrigeration
components, launch equipment room air

In the lower-. I

distribution system, and lau h control sup-
port building heat exchang components.

Credit Recommendatio
division. baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in refrigeration
controls and components, and additional
Credit in refrigeration Controls on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

AF-1730-0011

CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION SPECIALIST

Course Number: AZR54450-I.
Location: 3345th Technical ',School,

Chanute AFB, IL. I
Length: 4 weeks (138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

troubleshoot, maintain, and operate a small .

cryogenic liquid production plant.
Instruction: Lectures and practical .exer-

cises in the maintenance and operation of '
small cryogenic liquid production pia
Course includes introduction to cryogenic
hazards and safety techniques, storage of
cryogenic fluids, liquification process used
in the oxygen-nitrogen generating plant,
and troubleshooting and repair.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division backalaureate/assoeiate degree
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category,*2 semester hours in refrigeration
power technology (7/74); in thy upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in refrigeration power technology (7/
74).

AF-1730-0014
MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST

Course Number: 3ABR54130G.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (708-71,0 hours).
Exhibit Pates: 6/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to operate,

maintain, and repair missile support facili-
ties_ ,

hist rtict' lom Lectures and practical exer-
'cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repaii-Of missile support' facilities, includine
basic electrical theory, pneumatics and;:
hydraulics principles and missile systems,
water and sewage syslems, air conditioning
and cooling systerfis, electrical power
generation and power generation, and ,basie
systems . analysis and troubleshooting
techniques.. .

Credit Recommendation: In the lower- 1
,division baccalaureajf/associate degree
category, I .semester hour in electrical
Theory, I in electrical laboratory. (7/74); in.
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
1 semester hour in electrical laborat3ry (7/
74).

AF-1730-0015

B-58 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, FIELD
AND ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ATS 42I53-35.'
°Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB,
Length: 6 weekr ( 180 hours).
Exhibit Dates! 1/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

basic maintenance, repair, and
troubleshooting of fundamental systems.

Instroctio'n: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of refrigeration
and air conditioning, with emphasis on ser-
vices and operations, and elements of tur-
bine compressors and hydraulics for air-
craft application.

Credit Recommendation: Sec expianatory
notne at the beginning of the Air Force sec-
tion.

MISSILE- FACILITIES SPECIALIST, WS-1 3A
(MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST, -130)

Course Number: ABR541300.
LOcatIon: 3345th Technical . School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 21-22 weekk (540-570 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/62- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to inspect,

maintain, and repair SM-80 missile ground
support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and ,practical exer-
cises in the inspection, maintenance, and
repair of SM-80 missile ground support
equipment, including electrical fundamen-
tals (AC and DC circuits and generators.
batteries, and controls),, principles and
operation of internal combustiOn engines
and -hydraulic and pneumatic devices; and
troubleshooting and component analysis of
motor generators, engine-driven generator
sets, equipment coolers, environmental
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. .

control systems, launch closure system,
diesel fuel oil system, power shock attenua-

; tion and( blast valve -system, and hatch in-
stallation,

. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-'1
division.. baccalaureate /associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in electricity, I .

in small engine repair, I in introduction to
internal combustion engines, 1 in introduc-
tion to hydraulic-pneumatics- (4/74); in ilhe
appekdivision baccalaureate category.

credit in electrical laboratory on the basiS.
. ,-*bf-institutional evaluation (4/74).

'AF-1732-000I
ENGINEER ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT.

. SPECIALIST
(WATER A,ND WASTE PROCESSING 514

CIALIST)

Course Number: 3ABR5 6 3,30 .
Location: Technical Training Center,

Sheppard -AFB,'TX.
Length: 12 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: tt://65-12/73..

'Objectives: TO 'train enlisted personnel as
water and waste processing specialists and
support specialists in the collection, trans-
portation, and disposal,of 'solid waste.

Instruction: Lectures, in water purifica-
ilbn and. waste disposal. Topics include
basic Mathematics, water and waste water
analysis, operating principles of water treat-
ment Plants, specialized water treatment
processes, maintenance of-water and waste
processing system comgonents,. collection,
transportation, treatment and '-disposal of
solid Waste. '

Credit Recnntmendation: In the 16Wer-
division baccalaureate/associate degree

'.category, 3 semester hours iriwater labora-
- tory technology, 3 in equipment

tenance (5/74); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category 3 semester hours in
water purification ,(12/68).

AF-1732-0002
.WATER AND WASTE PROCESSINC;',

Course NuMber; 4AST56350- I, ''
'..Location: 'Sheppard Technical Training
Center, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
ExhibV Dates: 10/73-12/73.
ObJectIves: To train enlisted personnel in

water and waste treatment and processing.
Instruction: Lectures and field ex-

perience in the treatment and testing of
water for "'human consumption and in -
sewage and waste diSposal. Topic include
clarificatidn and filtration, cbemi II disin-
fection, ion exchange, servicing a d main-
taining a water purification unit, t perating
principles of pumps, and waste wa -r analy-
sis. .

Credit Recommendation: _In th lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree,
category, 3 semester houm,in water and
waste water technology (5/74); in the
upper- division baccalaur to category, 3

semester hours in watcj and waste water
technology (5/74),

AF-1732-0003
MISSILE, FACILITY WATER TREATMENT

Course Number: AZR56350.
Location: 3750th Technical School,

-Sheppard AFB, TX,
Length 5 'weeks (150 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 12/65-12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain water processing and
treatment equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and prwigaLexer-
cises in the operation and Maintenance .6f
water processing and treatment equipment,
including; water characteristics and chemis-
try; water testing. purification of water by
chlorination: filtration and iron removal,
coagulation, clarification and sedimenta-
tion, ion erichange. demineralization and

glescaling,` and, it)siustrial water.
treatment. ,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division :baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in water treat-
ment or water purification (5/74).

Aet1733.-0001

&h,.,4tAcnuTE RIGC?ER

Course Number: ,Version 1: 3ABR58I 30.
Version 2:: ABR58130; AB58130.

Location: VeisiOn 1: School of Applied
'Aerospace' Sciences, Chanute AFB, IL;

3345th Technical School, Chanute AFB,
IL. Version 2: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: Version 1: 137,14 weeks' (390
hours). Version 2: .15-16 weeks (420-450
hours).

Exhibit DateS: Version 1: 3/70-1203;
,Version 2: 7/54 -2/70.

A 'Objectives: To te.aeli parachute packing
as applied to personnl, cargo, deceleration
%ncl, drogue parachute, testing 'of 'com-
ponents, and repair of parachutes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
- cises in inspection of parachutes and com-

ponents; cleaning, repair, and packing
cargo and. deceleration parachutes:. drop-
testing of parachutes: performance of
preventive maintenance on sewing
machines, drying fans, and equipment; and
supervision and instruction of parachute
riggers.

Credit Recommendation: See. explanatory
note at the beginning of th'd Air Force sec-
tion.

AF-2203-0001
SMALL ARMS SPECIALIST

MA RKSMANSHI!. INSTRUCTOR)

Course Number:
3ALR75330; ALR75330f AIR735A3133(R).7533Q;

Location: School of Applied,' Aerospace
Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.

Length: 9-11 weeks (288-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates9/59L-12/73.

. Objectives: To train personnel to serve as
marksmanship instructors.

Instruction: Lectures arid practical crier.-
Lases in classroom instruction, lesson
planning, practice teaching, and marksman-
ship.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours -in instructional methods (12/68).

AF-2203-402
COMMAND ORIENTED RADAR PREDICTION

Course, Number: 3AR20630-1.
Location: 3415th Technical Schools

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 2 weeks (84 hours).
ExhIbliDates: 5/72-12/73;
Objectives: To train enlisted and officer

air intelligence personnel tb interpret maps;
photographs, and radar output data.

. .
Instruction:. Lectures include air target

charts, contour, relibf interprti'atian, use of
aerial photography with selected' charts,
shadow length computer/plotter, radar pre-

(sandpaper technique), mission
planning, systems :capabilities,capabilities, and photo-
'graphic, ireprcOuction.

Credit 7- Etetommendation: No 7'credit
because'brthe limited specialized nature of
the course (3/74).

AF-2203-0003

ELECTRONIC WARFARE OFFICER TRAINING
(RECONNAISSANCE)

Course Number: 51-B-V7C-R.
Location: Air Training Command,

Mather AFB, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (I r7 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present,
Objectives:. To qualify enlisted personnel

as electronic warfare officers.
I ruction: Lectures und simulator train-

ing in is and advanced audio analysis,
basic ancla anced reconnaissance systems
operation, a leadership training.

,, ;Credit mmendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of.

,the course (3/74).

.A.F-2203-0004 ,

,",ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS

Course Number: 205123216,
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-12/71
Objectives: To train equiprftent . spe-

cialists, . engineers, and focal-point
managers in the electronic warfare logistic
support area.

Instruktion: Lectures bn: security i in-
troduction to electronic warfare policies
and practices; and general description,
capabilities, `and- data flow of electronic

because

systems.
'Credit Recommendation: No credit

because of the' military nature of the course

AF-2203-000S

MISSILE FACILITIES SPECIALIST (CGM-13B,
AGE CREW)

Course Number: 3 AZR54150 ;
AZR54150.

.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 8 ivecks (240 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-12/73. .

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair missile ground support eqiripment.

I struction; Lectures and practical-6*er:
\ cise -in missile ground support main-

ten. c, including weapon system organizu-
tioi deployment, operation,. and safety
proe ures; tactical and facilities -.power
equip ent theory, schemata analysis, and
maintenance prOccdures; and AGE tactical
power. dqui pment 'operati troubleshoot-
ing, malfunction localization; maintenance,

and inspection procedUres.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-
tirinal evaluation (3/74).



Air2203-0006
IRAGRO TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AIDE

, Conroe Number: ABK20230.
Location: Security Service School, Good-

ie-116w 'AFB,, TX.
LAgth: 28 Weeks (840 hours).

"Exhibit - Dates: 7/72-12/73.
gliecliveinjo train enlisted personnel to

speciflaVpea of radio traffic.
Inatruction: Lectures and laboratory in

communications theory and procedures;
typing; mathematics theory and practical
application; physical, geological, political,
and economic geography of world areas
(emphasizing Eurasian continental and
political divisions); computers and machine
processing; report writing; and air opera-
tions; including aircraft flight charac-
teristics, air traffic control procedures, map
reading, air, navigation principles, and
direction finding and plotting.

Credit Recommendation: in the lower-
, diiiision baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 3 semester %fours as an elective in
military tactics (3/74).

AF-2203-0007

UNIT HISTORIAN DEVELOPMENT.

Course Number: AUIPD900.
Location: Leadership and Management

Deveiqpment Center, Air. University, Max-
well AFB, AL.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
rxhiblt Dates: 9/73-Present.
11Dbjectives: To train airmen to perform

the duties of unit historians, including
responsibility for archival management,
period analytical historical narratives, pri-
mary document evaruation and research
methodology, oral history, and routine

'record keeping, and management.
Instrimtion: Lectures, seminars, inter-

views, and exercises in Air Force history
and organization.: document research,
historical methods and evaluation, research
methodology, oral history, office adminis-
tration, security procedures, independent
research and writing using primary material
in the principal United States military avia-
tion historical repository.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in history (8/76).

AF-2203-0008

IDENTIFICATION /AIR TACTICS (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR27370B-3. ,

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: ftweeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

identification or air tactics technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of identification and air
tactics technicians in a SAGE direction
center, including system familiarization, air
surveillance, SAGE organizational and
functional concepts and procedures.

Credit RecomMendation: No credit
because of the limited specialiked nature of
the course.

AF-2203-0009

USAF SENIOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
ACADEMY

(SENIOR NCO ACADEMY)

Course Number: None.,
Location: Air University, Gunter AFB,

AL.
Length: 9 weeks (227-244 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/73-Present.
ObjectiVes: To prepare senior noncom-

missioned officers for expanded leadership
and management roles by broadening their
perspective of the military profession and
its place in domestic and international af-
fairs.

Instruction: Seminars, lectures, and
directed individual 'study in communica-
tions, world affairs, leadership and manage-
ment as applied to the military environ-
ment. The communications phase includes
both written and oral exercises in writing,
speaking, and reasoning skills. The military
'enviroffinnent phase provides knowledge of
theAl.S. role in international affairs, includ-
ing a comparison of major political and
economic systems. The management phase
treats principles and functions of manage-
.thent emphasizing the planning, pro-
gramming and budgeting aspects. Signifi-
dant study is devoted to increasing un-
derstanding of personnel systeins and effec-
tive human resource management with
emphasis on current behavioral science
concepts. Student-centered instructional
techniques include role playing, video-
assisted instruction, programmed learning
and panel presentations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours in oral and writ-
ten communications (11/75); in the upper -
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in contemporary world affairs, 4 in
management and human relations ( 11/75).

AF-2203-0010
WEAPONS DIRECTION (SAGE)

Course Number: OZRI7 I 6- I .

Location: 3380th Technical
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 8 weeks (24Q hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60- f 2/68.
Objectives:. To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform duties as senior directors,
sen r weapons directors; or weapons
dire rs.

nstruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the fundamentals of weapons
direction (SAGE). Course includes com-
munication networks employed in the
SAGE system; direction center, combat
center, and command post concerns and
fUnctions; and weapons employed in the
SAGE system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/6l3).

AF-2203-0011

BMEWS SURVEILLANCE OFFICER

Course Number: OZRt716.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-i 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

the duties of surveillance officers at Bal-
listic Missile Early Warning System
(BMEWS) sites.
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instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of BMEWS surveillance
officers. Course includes a complete system
orientation, a description of the system,
and coverage of the function, of the system
as it pertains-to surveillance officers; other
topics include orbital mechanics, radar
principles, tracking radar signal flow, elec-
tronic warfare, and tactical control.

Credit Reconunendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF -2203 -0012

NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST
(MINUTEMAN In RE -ENTRY SYSTEM)

Course Number: 3AZR46350-1.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 8-10weeks (258-300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel as nuclear

weapons specialists (Minuteman III re-entry
system).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of nuclear weapons spe-
cialists (Minuteman iii re-entry system), in-
cluding safety and security; Minuteman III
missile and re =entry system orientation; re-
entry system and re-entry vehicle com-
ponent purpose; function and description;
MGE operation; inspection, adjustment,
and alignment; test set theory, operation,
description, adjustment, troubleshooting
and repair; ablative material and cork in-
spection and repair prodedures; and re-
entry system dicAccembly, assembly, check-
out, repair and reconfiguration.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-2203-0013

MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER WS-133B
Course Number: 30BRI821H;

OBRI821H; OZR18210-1.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4-5 weeks (120-138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-7/70.
Objectives: To train officers as WS -133B

missile launch officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in commanding, controlling, and
monitoring the WS -133B system, including
orientation and systems introduction, con-
trol and monitoring system, communica-
tions, and missile procedures training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the, military-nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-2203-0014

GUIDED MISSILE OPERATIONS STAFF
OFFICER, IM-99

Course Number: OTS 181 I-I.
Location: 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/61-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers US perform

as guided missile operations staff officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in all areas of the Bomarc weapon
syStem and the relationship of SAGE in the
tactical employment of the weapon system,
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including weapon* direction function of
SAGE; air surveillance; SAGE display
equipment, symbology, and digital informa-
tion; 1M-99A weapon system familiariza-
tion,- mechanicalmechanical syste command system
and beacon familia . flight control
system, target seeker' armaments, and
weapon system maintenance concept; IM
99B faibiliarization, mechanical systems.
command system and guidance beacoti
familiarization; flight control system, target
seeker, armaments, weapon control equip-
ment familiarization, weapons support
equipment and maintenance, and safety
precautions.

Credit ReConsstsentlation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF-2203-0015
WEAPONS MECHANIC (SAC)

Course Number. 3ABR46230-3;
ABR46230-3.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace
Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 8-12 weeks (246-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform

SAC-oriented duties for weapons
mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exera
dies on the functions of weapons
mecluraics, including maintenance manage-
ment; inspection systems and forms;
weapon-launching system; inspection and
operation of munitions-handling and -load-
ing, equipment; inspection, maintenance,
tiafetying, positioning, loading, unloading,
and check-out of conventional and nuclear
munitions; preparation of aircraft for load-
ing and unloading operations; security of
classified information and materials; use of
test equipment; fundamentals of electricity;
technical publications and indexes; and
ground and nuclear safety.

Credit Recommendaon: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours as an elective in
all vocational and technical programs (7/
74).

AF-2203-0016

WEAPONS MECHANIC ( ADC)

Course Number:. 3 A BR46230-4;
ABR46230-4.

Location: School of Applied Aerospace'
Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni.
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 6-12 weeks (192-330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair weapons and weapons
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in weapons systems maintenance and
repair, including maintenance management,,
inspection systems and forms, weapon
launching system, nuclear and nonnuclear.
munitions. preparation of aircraft for load.
ing and unloading, fundamentals of elec.
tricity.'and.gtound and nuclear safety. -

Credit Recommendation: In the lowir.
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 4 semester hours as an elective in
weapons systems (7/74); In. the upper-divi.
Mon baccalaureate category, credit in

weapons systems on the, basis of institu.
tional evaluation (7/74).

.$

AF-2203-0017
8 I iviM MORTAR /FIRE DIRECTION CENTER

Course Number: 3 AZR8 I 150-1.
Locution: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB, TX.
Lssilibt 4 weeks (Lackland AFB, TX

hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73- I 2/73.
ObJeCtives: To train selected security po-

lice personnel to perform in 81-mm mortar
teams.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties and responsibilities of an
81 -mm mortar team. Course includes main-
tenance of the al-mm mortar and as-
sociated equipment, map team. Course in-
cludes maintenance of/the 8Imm' mortar
and associated equipment, map and corn-
Pass usage, forward observer techniques,
fire direction center operations, crew drills,
tactical employment, and line firing of the
Mortar.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0018
NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (MK I I R/V

FAMILY)
Conn. Number: 3 AZR46330.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 3-5 weeks ( 120-150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform

as nuclear weapons specialists (Mk -1 I R/V
Family).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the function of nuclear weapons
specialists (Mk-11 R/V Family), including
WS-133 orientation; W/H orientation;
safety; security; differences within the R/V
family; re-entry vehicle ..test set theory of
operation; troubleshooting and repair, re-
entry vehicle assembly and check-out to in-
clude MGE operation, inspection, and
repair; purpose, function, description, and
inspection requirements of components; in-
spection and test of electro-explosive
devices; ablative material inspection and
repair; and disassembly, inspection, as-
sembly, troubleshooting, and check-out of
re-entry vehicle equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0019
SPACE SYgTEMS OPERATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: 308R203 I .
Lneadon: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Keesler AFB, MS; 3380th
Technical School, Keesler AFB, MS.

Length:'2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.

of-

ficers
Jo train commissioned of-

ficers in space systems operations.
Instrisction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the space systems operations.
Course includes principles of space
systems, simplified orbital calculations, and
an overview of a tracking radar system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/14).
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AF-2203-0020
BMEWS SURVEILLANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR2035A-1
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (108 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as surveillance officers in
the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
( BMEWS)..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a surveillance officer
in BMEWS. Course includes space systems,
space programs, basic orbital calculations,
and tracking radar principles.

Credit Recommendation:. No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-2203-0021
SPACETRACK SURVEILLANCE OFFICER

Course Number: 30ZR2035A-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (108 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to perform as spacetrack surveillance
officers.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of spacetrack surveil-
lance officers. Topics include radar slaloms
(basic fundamentals only), look-angleff0m-
putations, tracking, and mission, planning.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(6/74).

AF-2203-0022
AEROSPACE MUNITIONS OFFICER

CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS.
REFRESHER

Course Number: 30ZR4625 A-3 ;
OZR4625 A.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 3-4 weeks (102-132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train qualified aerospace

munitions officers in nonnuclear munitions,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in nonnuclear munitions, including ex-
plosive ammunitions; small ,arms and gun
ammunitions; propellant-actuated devices;
impulse ejection, bomb ejection, and en-
gine starter cartridges; aircraft bombs and
fuzes, tactical and air defense missiles, air-
craft rockets, and related explosive com-
ponents; chemical, biological, and
pyrotechnic ammunitions; supply, storage,
handling, and loading of airmiinitions:
management of storage activities; and
re-Itase systems and munitionsioading.

redit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (.6/74).

AF-2203 -0023
MISSILE COMBAT CREW (CGM-13B,

LAUNCH)

Course Number: 3AZR3I000;
AZR3I000.

Location: 3415th Technical School,
Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 12 weeks (348-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66.-12/73.,



Objective: To train officers and enlisted
personnel, to perform is CGM-13B missile
combat launch crews.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in combat launch crew duties on
CGM -13B missiles, including tactical com-
munications, nuclear safety, missile launch
procedures, and missile operations. Officers
receive additional training in flight control
systems, guidance principles, launch area
equipment, and mission planning.

Credit Recommendation: No credit.
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF -2203 -0024

MISSILE OFFICER (T&A ), WS- 133 A-M
Course Number: 30ZR31246-2.'
Location: . 3345th Technical School,

Chanute AFB, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /67-12/68.
Objectives: To train WS -133A target and

alignment officers to perform as WS -133A-
M missile target and alignment officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in WS- 133A -M, missile systems, in-
cluding weapon system familiarization, test
equipment, radio data flow, targeting,
guidance and control and system operation,
code functions, launch control and status
system cable data flow, and alignment
procedures and equipment.

Credit .Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the coursc.( 6/74).

AF-2203-0025

MISSILE OFFICER (CGM -13B)

Course Number: 3 1 2 12IN.
Location: 3415th Technical SchoOl,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 6 weeks .(180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as CGM -13B

missile officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of CGM-I 3B missile of-
ficers, including supervision of . missile
maintenance activities, hydraulic power set,
hydraulic package test set and flight con-
trols test set, engine, checker and power
Supply, operation of various modules,
operation and maintenance of the guidance
system checker_ and associated equipment,
and test eqUipment maintenance.

Credit, Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (6/74).

AF2203-0026
SMALL ARMS GUNSMITH SPECIALIST

Course Number: ABR46231.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 11 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/59 - 12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as small arms

gunsmith specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in small arms gunsmith operations, in-
cluding hand and shoulder weapons, instal-
lation security weapons and associated
equipment, test firing and weapon main-
tenance, and troubleshooting and cor-
rection of specific small arms equipment,

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-2203-0027
INTERCEPT. DIRECTION (SAGE)

Course Number: OZRI744B-3.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 8- weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60- I 2/68.
Objectives: To train officers as intercept

directors for SAGE installations.
Infttruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in duties of intercept directors, in-
cluding communications, symbology, SAGE
operations, computer introduction, digital
information displays, weapons procedures,
mission types, air defense artillery, SAGE
radars, positional intercept direction, data
sources and processing, identification and
mapping, and training and battle simula-
tion.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(12/68), 4I o

AF-2203-0028

lowriFicAtioN/Aut TACTICS (SAGE)
Course Number: OZR1744B-2.
Location: 3380th Technical School,_

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length:8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as identifica-

tion or air tactics officers for SAGE instal-
lations.

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of identification on air
tactics officers, including SAGE system
fundamentals, Communications, symbology
interpretation, SAGE identification and air
tactics branch operations, air surveillance,
and weapons.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
die course (12/68).

AF-2203-0029
INTERCEPT DIRECTION (SAGE)

Course Number: AZR27370B-4.
Location: 3380th technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 6-8 weeks (180-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/60-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen as intercept

technicians in SAGE installations.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of intercept technicians
in SAGE,installations, including communi-
cations, symbology interpretation, test
equipment and procedures, positional train-
ing computer processing, surveillance sec-
tion, and weapons section.

Credit Recommendation: No criedit
because of the limited speCialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-2203-0031
SENTRY DOG REPLACEMENT

Course Number: ATS77130A-1;
ATS77130- I .

Location: 3275th Technical School,
Lackl4nd AFB. TX.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/63-12/68.
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Objectives: To train experienced dog

handlers to train dogs for sentry duty.
Instruction: Practical exercises in the

training of dogs for sentry duty. The dog is
trained to limit his responses to one han-
dler while being familiarized with gunfire,
transportation modes, guard employment,
and attack behavior.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the technical specialized of the
course (7/74).

AF-2203-0032
MORSE SYSTEMS OPERATOR

Course Number: 3ABR20731;
3ABR29231-1.

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS. .

Length: 21-24 weeks (630-720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

Morse system operators.
instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Morse systein operation, including
typing, international Morse code transcrip-
tion, operation of radio receivers and
frequency-measuring devices, basic traffic
analysis technique's, monitoring and trans-
cribing various types of radio traffic, and
communications principles and basic elec-
tronics (transmitters, wave propagation and
antennas, and receivers and associated
eqUipment).

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (7/74).

AF-2203-0033

AIRBORNE RADIO OPERATOR

Course Number: AB29332; AB29333.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 15-19 weeks (450-540 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train basic airmen to

operate, maintain, and adjust airborne
radio equipment and to carry out air-to-air
and air-to-ground communications by voice
and international Morse code.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation, maintenance, and
adjustment of airborne radio equipment
and in air-to-air and air-to-ground commu-
nications by voice and international Morse
code, including international Morse code
transmitting procedures, receiver and trans-
mitter tuning, electrical and radio funda-
mentals, radio wave propagation and anten-
nas, navigational aids, airborne radio equip-
ment, radio telegraph procedures, radio
telephone procedures, flight communica-
tions, and countermeasures (anti:jamming)
techniques.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the technical specialized of the
course (7/74).

AF-2203-0034
GROUND RADIO OPERATOR (VOICE)

(GROUND RADIO OPERATOR)

Course Number: ABR29330; AB29330;
AB2933 .

Location: 3380th Technical School,
Keesler AFB, MS.

Length: 11-19 weeks (300-540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/14-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate ground-based radio equipment.
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homiletical: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in ground-based radio equipment
operation, including typing, Morse code,
and radio transmitter and receiver opera-
tion.

Credit Recommendation; In the upper-
'division baccalaureate category, credit -in
typing on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion (12/68).

AF-2203-0036

MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER, WS-133A-M

Course Number: , 30BRI 82 I
OBRI821G-I.

Location: 3345th Technical School,
Chanute AFB ;1L.

Length: 4 weeks (108 hours). .

Exhibit Dates: 6/66-7/30.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-

ficers to command, control, and monitor
operations at a missile launch site.
. Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of a missile launch of-
ficer. Topics include weapons system
familiarization, lautich command, auxiliary
systems, publicalfons, safety procedures,
and general operational concerns of a mis-
sile launch site. .

Credit Reconunendation: No credit
because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (12/68).

AF-2203-0037

.50 CALIBER MACHINEGUN

Course Number: 3AZR8 I 150-Z.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciences, Lackland AFB. TX.
Length: 2 weeks (76 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train security police to

use .50 caliber machineguns.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the use of :50 caliber machineguns,
including the maintenance of .50 caliber
machineguns and associated equipment;
crew drills; tactical employment; and emer-
gency destruction procedures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0039

MUNITIONS MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST
(MUNITIONS SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 3ABR46130; AB46130.
Location: School of Applied Aerospace

Sciehces, Lowry AFB, CO; 3415th Techni-
cal School, Lowry AFB, CO.

Length: 6-16 weeks (200-420 hours).
E Mit Dates: 10/54-12/73.

ectives:. To train. enlisted personnel to
inspec , receive, assemble, and handle ex-
plosive,' incendiary, and toxic air munitions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in aerospace munitions introduction;
explosives, aircraft rockets, missiles, and
chemical munitions; bombs, dispensors, and
accessories; munitions-handling and trans-
portation equipment; and munitions main-
tenance and storage.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of'the military nature of the course
(8/74).

AF-2203-0040
I. OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
2. USAF OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL

Course Number: Version 1: 04M0101.
All Versions: 0C-00100.

Location: Air Training School, Lackland
AFB, TX.

Length: Version 1: 24-25 weeks
(960-1000 hours). Version 2: 24 weeks
'(960 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I /57- i2/68.
Version 2: 9/55-12/56.

Objectives: To train officer candidates to
develop the professional knowledge,
character, and personal attributes and at-
titudes essential to being. an officer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an officer. Course in-
cludes political geography, international af-
fairs, introduction to astronautics, commu-
nication, Air Force organization, leader-
ship.....human relations, moral dynamics, and
selected military subjects.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness organization and management (8/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in political science, 3
in business organization and management,
and credit in advaliced military at institu-
tions which regularly offer such credit (12/
68). Version 2: In the lower-division bac-
calaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in business organization and
management (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business organization and management, and
credit in advanced military at institutions
which regularly offer such credit (12/68).

A F-2203-004 1

I . SQUADRON OFFICER SCHOOL
2. SQUADRON OFFICER SCHOOL

(SQUADRON OFFICER COURSE)

Course Number: None.
Location: Air University, Maxwell AFB,

AL.
Length: Version 1: 11-14 weeks

(440:500 hours). Version 2: 10-14 weeks
(452-596 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/70-Present.
Version 2: 3/54-8/70.

Objectives: To prepare selected junior of-
ficers for leadership and management roles,
required of Air Force personnel in a
dynamic domestic and international politi-
cal environment.

Instruction: Seminars, lectures ta field
exercises in communication, leadership,
management, group dynamics, foreign pol-
icy and military strategy. The communica-
tions. area develops the individuals skills to
solve problems logically and effectively.
The leadership and management area
emphasizes attributes, principles,
techniques and concepts required in the
utilization of men, money and materiel.
Human relations, individual and group
behavior patterns and motivation are
emphasized" The foreign policy and milita-
ry strategy area emphasizes the capabilities
and employment concepts of military force,
and includes a comparison of major politi-
cal systems and international implications
of military power. Student-centered instruc-
tional activities include role playing. video-
and computer-assisted instruction and pro-
grammed learning.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,i
3 semester hours in communications ird
management, 3 in organizational leadership
and management, 3 in human relations and
group dynamics, and 3 in foreign policy
and military strategy (1 1 /75 ). Version 2: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in speech, and credit in
political science on the basis of institutionhl
evaluation ( 12/68).

AF- 2203 -4)042

MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER, WS-I 33A
(MISSILE LAUNCH OFFICER, SM-80)

02MU Number: 30BR1821G;
182 I G; OZR I 821G; (ITS! 824B-5.

Location: 3345th Techhical School,
Chanute AFB, IL.

Length: 3-4 weeks (1027.120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/73.
Objectives: To train Air Force o tcers

for the duties of a Missile Ltinch Offi er. -

Instruction: Course covers we pons
system familiarization; initiation of launch
command; command network jests; inter-
cept network status; launch security; and
emergency procedures on launch control
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0043

WEAPOkS CONTROLLER (SAGE)

Course N umber: OBR174 I B.
Location: 3380th Technica School,

Keesler AFB, MS.
Length: 14 weeks (408-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61 -12/ 68.
Objectives: To train selected Air Force

officers to assume the duties of a tracking
officer, identification officer, and intercept
director in an air defense direction center.

Instruction: Covers fundamentals of air
defense; principal features of manual and
semi-automatic air defense systems; aspects
of weather, air traffic control, communica-
tions, radar operations, and electronic
countermeasures; procbssing data; and the
purpose and use of direction center equip-
ment.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0044

AIR WEAPONS

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Command and Staff Col-

lege, Maxwell AFB, AL. 4
Length: 7 weeks (308 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I /56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide Air Force officers

with a working knowledge of Air 'Force
weapons and delivery systems.

Instruction: Lectures and seminars cover-
ing fundamentals of probgbility; ordnance
weapons and employ:tent; biological and
chemical weapons a d employment;
nuclear weapons and inployment; /and
delivery systems. Situati n exercises illus-
trate proce&res covered in the lectures.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).



AF4203-004i,i
WEAPONS CONTROLLER (412L SvuEtAtt)

Course Number: Version 4: 301:R174IC:
Yersion 2: OLR I 74 I C; OZRItl 744C.

Location: 33pth Technical School,
Kessler AFB,

Lenstin Version I: 4 weeks (108 hours).
Version 2: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours)..,

Exhibit Date= Version 1: 5/69-- I 2/73.
Version 2: 5/63-4/69.

Objectives: To train selected officers to
serve in an air weapon control system en-vironment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in weapon system (412L)air surveil-
lance, identification, situation projections,
and jamming and tracking; and weapons
control, including equipment, data flow, in-
formational displays, computer programs,
Army weapons integration, and console
operations.

- Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AF-2203-0046

CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS APPLICATION
(WEAPONS EFFECTS)

Course Number: 30ZR808 I ; OZR808 I.
Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 4 weeks (108-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12/73.
Objectives: To train personnel in intel-

ligence fields in targeting and weaponry
germane to the Southeast Asian environ-
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
periences in identification, verification, and
analysis of targets; types,- characteristics,
and applications of weapons; delivery
systems and techniques; target selections;
developments in advanced weaponry.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of. the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0047
NUCLEAR WEAPONS SPECIALIST (CGM- I 3B,

LCH PREP)
Course Number: AZR46330- I .
-Location: 3415th Technical School,

Lowry AFB, CO.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train airmen to perform as

nuclear weapons specialists.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

. cises in weapon . systems orientation,
nuclear and explosive safety, duties on a
launch crew, installation checkout, and
troubleshooting procedures for warhead.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(7/74).

AF-2203-0048

WEAPONS CONTROLLER (MANUAL)

Course Number: 30BR I 741A.
Location: 3380th Technical School,

Keesler AFB, MS; 3625th Technical
School, Tyndall AFB, FL

Length: 8 weeks (240-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-12/73
Objectives: To train officers as weapons

controllers.

I,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in manual radarscope operations, air
mass problem solution, radio/telephone
procedures, intercept tactics, interceptor
capabilities, fire control systems and
weapons, and organization and operation-of
an air defense facility.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AF- 2203 -0049

PRIOR SERVICE MILITARY TRAINING

CoUrse Number: BT00014.
Location: 3275th Technical School,

Lackland AFB, TX.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide further develop-

ment of skills and knowledge to airmen
with prior military service.

Instruction: Instruction covers milit4y
law, security, drill, weapons and marksman-
ship, and history of the. Air Force.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course(7/74).

AF-2203.0050
PERK INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Course Number: 0A2000; XX2000.
Location: 3415th Technical Training

Group, Lowry AFB, CO; 3750th Technical
Training Group, Sheppard AFB, TX.

Length: 7 weeks (180-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-1/57.
Objectives: To train officers in the princi-

ples of flak intelligence.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in flak intelligence and analysis to in-
clude antiaircraft artillery and SAM
materiel, gunnery, and tactics as related to
flak analysis.

Credit Recommendation: No credit
because of the military nature of the course
(10/75)-

d=s

DD

DD-0326-0001
ARMED FORCES ST ' ( COI : -EGE

Course Numbe7
oft'Location: Arm. orces Staff College,

Norfolk, VA.
Length: Version I: 21 weeks (634

'hours). Version 2 : 21 weeks (548-642
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Vwinn I: 6/73-Present.
Version 2: 7/54-5/7r

Objectives: To train officers in joint and
combined military organization, planning,
and operations, pnd in related aspects of
national and international security.

Instruction: Lectures, readings, and stu-
dent research and discussions in joint and
combined military organization, planning,
and operations, and in related aspects of
national and international security.

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the upper- division baccalaureate category,
6 semester hours in principles and
problems of management, 3 in international
relations (Current Pr6blerns in World

.Politics), 3 in contemporary U.S. military
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history and national security policy, 3 in
communicative arts (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
management and systems analysis (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Recommenjtions of
credit are maximum figures. The amount
actually accepted for transfer depends
upon the applicant's future academic goals
and regulations of the admitting institution
on transfer credit. Version 2: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in business administration, 6 in politi -,
cal scienceincluding intonational' rela-
tions-3 in recent military history (8/7,4):

DD-0504-0001
INFORMATION SPECIALIST (JI TitNALIST)

(BASIC MILITARY JOURNALIST)

Course Number: ABA79130-1(USAF);
570-71Q20; A-570-001I(USN); 28-R-
701.1. A

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: Version I: 10 weeks (344
hours). Version 2: 9-10 weeks (396-440
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/72-Present.
Version 2: 12/64-3/72.

Objectives: To teach selected enlisted
personnel the principles, techniques,. and
skills required in. public information, ser-
vice information, and community relations..

Insttuction: Lectures and practical. ex-
periences in print journalism, including in-
terviewing techniques, news and feature
writing, editing, newspaper layout and
makeup; photojournalism, including the
taking, processing, and printing of photo-
graphs; radio and television writing; speech;
international relations and government;
public affairs. Print media, broadcast
media, and photography are emphasized.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:
Pending evaluation Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in mass media (12/73); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-
ry, 3 semester hours in mass media (12/
73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in journalism,
and credit in social sciences and oral com-
munication on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

DD-0504-0002

ADVANCED INFORMATION SPECIALIST'

Course Number: Version I: 570-Fl. Ver-
sion 2: 28-R -Fl.

Location: Version I: Defense Information
School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version
2 : Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Informa-
tion School, Ft. Slocurn, NY.

Length: Version I: 3 weeks (116 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 'Version I: 9/72-Present.
Version 2: 3/55-8/72.

Objectives: To provide advanced training
in the planning, supervision, and coordina-
tion of information activities for selected

f noncommissioned and petty officers who
will perform duties as assistants to the of-
ficer-in-charge of an information office/sec-
tion or a radio and television facility.

Instruction: Applied journalism, includ-
ing news, headline, editorial, and feature
writing: page layout and makeup: radio and
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teleVision,including news and feature writ-
ins, announcing, studiei operations, televi-
don camera techniques, control room
operation, newscast preparation and
productioneblocking scripts, and television
feature production.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In
the vocational certificate category, I

semester hour, in mass media (12/73); in
the lower -di lion baccalaureate/associate
'degree catego ,.,1 semester hour in mass
media (12/73), in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category', 1 semester hour in

. Masi media (12/73). Version 2: In the vo-
cational certificate Category; 3 semester

- hours in mass media (12/73); in the lower-
' division baccalaureate/associate degree

category, 3 semester hburs in mass media
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 3 semester hours in journal-
ism, and credit. in social sciences on the
Oasis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

DD -0504 -0003

NEWSPAPER EDITOR

Course Number 570-F2; A-570-0013;
5AZA79150.

Location: Defense information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 3 weeks (118-132 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: Version I: 6/76-Present.

Version' 2: 7/68-5/76.
Objectives: To provide a workshop for

enlisted public affairs/information spe-
cialists already serving on staffs of service
newspapers; to review skills of newsgather-
ing, writing, and editing; to teach layout,
page makeup, proofreading, and news
judgment and balance.

Instruction: Version I: Course is highly
individualized, self-paced program consist-
ing of pretest, group-paced, self-paced,
final performance test and newspaper im-
provement project. Subject areas include
photojournalism, print journalism and
public affairs. Version 2: Lectures and
practical experience in all phases of
newspaper production, culminating with a
4-page service newspaper. Workshop in-
cludes communications law, Department of
Defense policy on release of information,
newsitithering, writing editing, style,
deadlines, photo selection and, editing, and
iiiyout and page makeup.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:
Pending evaluation. Vetsion 2: In ifie voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in journalism (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree catego , 2

semester hours in journalism (12/73) in
the upper-division baccalaureate care ors,.
2 semester hours in journalism (12/68

DD-0504 -0004

INFORMATION ENLISTED
(INFORMATION SPECIALIST)

Course Number: 28-E-.1: 28-R-701.1; 28-
R- 703.1; 28-R-703.2.

Location: Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: 8-10 weeks (278-345 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56- I 2/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge in the selection,
evaluation, preparation, and dissemination-
of Army information through available
media of communications.

Instruction: Policy and plans, including
public relations philosophy and practice,
and information aspects of unusual in-
cidents, stressing the case-study approach;
applied journalism, with performance skills
in all tasks required to publish a service
newspaper; research communications,
stressing I preparation of the information
specialist for public speaking, speech writ-
ing, briefings, and group discussions; radio
and television, including training in writing,
announcing, and production staff functions;
internal relations and government, stressing
the U.S. international position in terms Of
world patterns.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 3 semester hours .in mass media
(4173); in the upper-division baCcalau-
reate category, 2 semester hours in social
studies, I in oral communications, and
credit in journalism on the basis of institu-
tioft'evaluation ( 12/68 ).

DD-0504-0005
TROOP INFORMATION AND EDUCATION

ENLISTED

Course Number: 28-E-1.
Location: Defense' Information School,

Ft. Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeks (352'hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in the organization, operation, and
supervision of troop information and edu-
cation programs. r

Instruction: Policies and operational'
procedures; speech preparation and presen-
tation; discussion-leading techniques; or
ganization. of group study activities; testing
procedures; advisement principles; practical
exercises in newsgathering and newswriting;
troop information radio broadcasting; com-
prehensive study of citizenship, history,
government, and international affairs; run-,
damentals of typewriting.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category. 2 semester hours
in social studies, I ipmass communications
(12/73); in the lower-division baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 2 semester
hours in social studies, 1 in mass communi-
cations (12/73); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies, 1 in oral communications
(I2/68).

DD- 0504 -0006

TROOP INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
OFFICER

Course Number: 28-0-6. 4

Location: Defense information School,
Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: 8 weeks (352-360 hours).-
Exhibit Dates: 5/5'4-12/68,
Objectives: To train officers to supei2vise

instruction periods and other activities of
the Army's troop information- and educa-
tion programs.

Instruction: Policies and procedures;'
speech preparation and presentation;
discussion- leading techniques; organization
of group study activities; instructor selec-
tion; testing procedures; advisement piSnci-
ples; practical exercises in newsgathcring
and newswriting; troop information radio
broadcasting: comprehensive study of
citizenship, hisyry, government, and inter-
national affairs.
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Credit- Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate c4egory, 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in journalism (12/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in social
studies, I in journalism (12/73); in the
upper - division baccalaureate categOry, 2

semester hours in social studies, I in jour-
nali'sm (12/68 ): ,

DD-050+,6007 .

PUBLIC INFORMATION'OFFICER

Course Number: 28-0-5.
Locatioiu Information School, Ft.

Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68. .

Objectives: To train officers to perform
and/or supervise the preparation of news
stories, special articles, posters, photo-
graphs, radio and television programs, and
other informational,material 'for release to
information media; to establish speakers
bureaus; and to promote , friendly relations
with:information media representatives and
civilian cqmmunities.'

Instruction: Policies and procedures;
speech preparation and presentation; public
speaking exercises; use of visual-mechani-
cal aids; basic photographic techniques, in-
cluding camera operation, film processing,
photo 'Printing, picture selection, film types
and exposures, and picture story assign-
ments; civilian press operation, .organiza-
tion ,and philosophy; newswriting; prepara-
tion bf material for radio/. and television
broadcasts; . citizenship, history, govern-
ment..and international affairs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in mass media (12/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours
in social studies, 1 in mass" media (12/73);
in 'the upper-division baccalaureate-catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in social studies, I in
oral communications ( I 2/68 ).

DD-0504-0008
PUBLIC INFORMATION ENLISTED

-46Course Number: 28-E-2.
Location: Information Schbol, Ft.

Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeki (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

collect, prepare, and disseminate informa-
tion to newspapers, magazines, radio,
television, and other informational media,'
and to assist in promotibri,of Titer
relations activities. ,

Instruction: Policies and procedures;
speech preparaticip and presentation; public
speaking exercises; use of visual-mechani-
cal aids; basic photographic techniques, in-
cluding camera operation, film processing,
photo printing, picture selection, film types
and exposures, and picture story assign- ,

ments; civilian press operation, organiza-
tion, and philosophy; newswriting and re-
lated activities; preparation of material for
radio and television broadcasts; citizenship,
government, ...history, and international af-
fairs; typing.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 2 semester ,hours
in social studies, I in mass media (12/73);
in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-
sociate degree category, 2 semester hours



in social studies, I in mass media (12/73);
In the tipper-division baccalaureate catego-
11. 2 semester hours in social studies, 1 in
oral communications (12/68).

DD:O504 -0$9
I. INFORMATION OFFICER
2. INFORMATION OFFICER
3. _INFORMATION OFFICER BASIC

Course Number. All Versions,' 7G-550S.
Version 3: 28-G-5505.

Landon:- Defense Information School,
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. :

Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (278 hours).
Version 2 : 8 weeks (270 hours). Version 3.
8 weeks (284 -285. hours).
Exhibit Dates; Version I.: 4/76-Present.

Version 2: 1/72 -3/76. Version' 3: 1/65-12/
71.

Objectives: To train commissioned of-
ficers As information specialists with com-
peten in journalistic writing, editing,
basic photography, radio and television ,
writing and announcing, and public speaks
ing.

Instrtiction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the duties of an information spe-
cialist. Course includes journalistip writing
and editing, basic photography, radio and
television .writing and announcing, public
speaking., public information techniques
and community relations, and study of in-
ternational press and government attitudes.

Credit Recommendation: Version I:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in journalism (7/74);. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in journalism (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in journalism on the basis
of institutional examination (7/74). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in journalism (7/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in jour-
nalism (7/7.4); in the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies, I semester hour in oral com-
munication, and additional credit in jour-
nalism on the basis of institutional evalua-
tion ( 12/68 ).

DD-0504-0010
SHIPBOARD INFORMATION, TRAINING AND

ENTERTAINMENT (SITE) SYSTEM
OPERATOR'S (TELEVISION AFLOAT)

Course Number: A-570-0010.
Location: Defense Information School,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison. IN.
Length: 2 weeks (81 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present.
Objectives: To train officers to perform

the duties and functions of shipboard infor-
mation; training, and entertainment system
operators/administrators.

Instruction: Topics include administra-
tion, logistics, scheduling, supply, and
equipment familiarization.

Credit Recommendation: Periding evalua-
tion.

DD-0504-0011
INFORMATION OFFICER (RESERVE

COMPONENT)

Course Number: 7G-F3 (RC).
,Location: Defense. Information School,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. -

Length: 2 weeks (69 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 6/72-Present.
Objectives; To train reserve officers in

the duties and functions of military infor-
niation/public affairs officers in a mobiliza-
tion or reserve component assignment.

Instruction: Topics include applied jour-
nalism (print journalism and photojournal-
isnr)tepublic* affairs (policy and pans,
speech and research), radio and television,
and international relations and government)

Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-
tion.

DD-0505-0001 ,

I. INFORMATION SPECIALIST
(BROADCASTER)

2. INFORMATION SPECIALIST
(BROADCASTER)

3. BROADCAST SPECIALIST
4. BROADCAST SPECIALIST

(RADIO AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION
SPECIALIST)

Course Number: Version 1': 570-71R20.
Version 2: 570-71R20. Version I: A-570-
0010. Version 2: A-570-0010. Version /:
5ALA79131. Version 2; 5ALA79131. Ver-
sion 3: 570 -71 R20. Version 4: AZA72 I 5 I -
I; 28-R-703;I 28-R-703.2.

Location: Defense Information School;
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Infor-
mation School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: Version I: 10 weeks (364
hours). Version 2; 10 weeks (348 hours).
Version 3: 8 weeks (287-298 hours). Ver-
sion 4: 3 weeks (110 hours).

,Exhibit Dates: .Version I: 4/72-,Present.
Version 2: 11/69-3/72.. Version 3: 5/66-10/
69. Version 4: 7/64-4/66.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per-
sonnel to perform as broadcasters for mili7;
tary radio or television Outlets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ex-
perience in applied journalism, including
pewsgatheting, motion picture operation
and editing; speech and research training;
intensive indoctrination in radio and televi-
sion, including programming, writing,
operation, logs, control room, TV produc-
tion, broadcast regulations, and appropriate
examinations; and study of, international
Nations.

Credit Recommendation: VersiOn I:
Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester'hours
in broadcast journalism (12/73); In the
lower-division 'baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in
broadcast journalism (12/73); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in broadcast journalism (12/73). Ver'
sion 3: In the vocational certificate catego-
ry, 6 semester hours in broadcast journal -.
ism (12/73); in the lowerAivision baccalau-
reate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in broadcast journalism (12/73); in
the upper- division baccalaureate category,
3 semester hours in radio and television
programming (12/68). Version 4: In the vo-
cational certificate catego9), 2 semester
hours in broadcast journalism (12/73); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 1 semester hour in broad-
cast journalism (12/73): in the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in radio and television programming
(12/68),
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DD-0505-0001
BROADCAST OFFICRt.

CoUrse Number: 7G-5522 (USA); 70-
0011.(USN).

LocatiOn; Defense Information School,
Pt, Benjamin Harrison, IN.

Length: 7 weeks (257 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned of-.

ficers, warrant officers, and civilians in the
principles, techniques, and skillS of broad-
cast officers, including manageMent of an
American Foices Radio and'Television Ser-
vice (AFRTS) outlet, management of
broXdcast operations in a public affairs of-
fice, and management of stateside closed-
circuit broadcast facilities.

Instruetiov: Students learn military
broadcast rtianagement, supervision,
methods, techniques, and operations of
military broadcast facilities; topics include
radio' and television, international relations
and government, speech and research, and,
pliblic affairs.

Credit Recommendation: Pending e.;alua-
tion.

DD-06024:1001

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE BASIC
COURSES (1954-1956)

(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC)
(BULGARIAN)
(CHINESE-CANTONESE)
(CHINESE-MANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(DANISH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(GREEK)
(HUNGARIAN)
,(ITALIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(NORWEGIAN)
(PERSIAN)
(F
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SPANISH) .

(SWEDISH)
(TURKISH )'

Course Number: None.
Location: Army Language Schooty-

Presidio of Monterey, CA.
Length: 23-46 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I /54-12/56.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel in the interpretation or transla-
tion of a foreign language, and to provide
basic military, geographic, economic,
historical, and political information about
the country or area in which the language
is spoken. (These area studies are taught in
the foreign language.)

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills on the language of a foreign
country and basic military, geographic,
economic, historical, and political informa:
-tion about the country in which the lan-
guage is spoken. While these Courses are .

listed as Basic, it should be understood that
this is the erminology used by the armed'
forces to in icate that the courses are their
'regular' pr grams in the various languages.
They are not limited to what most civilian
institutions would term beginning or basic

acourses in language.
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Credit Reeorameadation: In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree

category. extending into the upper-division

baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours

in ALBANIAN for the 46 -Meek course; 18

in ARABIC for the 46-week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 46-week course; 26-

in CHINESECANTONESE for the 46-
week ,-course; 26 in CHIN-
ESEMANDARIN 4 for the 46-week
course; 18' in CZ
course; 15 in DANT
course; 15 in FRE for
course; 15 in GERM for

the 46-week

the 23-week

the 23-week

t11e 23 -week

course: 18 in GREEK for the 46-week
course; 1 a In HUNGARIAN for the 46-
week course; 15 in ITALIAN for the 23-,
week course; 26 JAPANESE for the 46-
week course; 18 in KOREAN for the 46-

.wetk course; '15 in NORWEGIAN for the

23-week course; 18 in PERSIAN for the
46-week course; 18 in POLISH for the 46-
week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE for the
23-week course;: 18 in ROMANIAN for the

36-week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the
46-week course; 18 in SERBO-CROATIAN

for the 46-week course; 15 in SPANISH for

the 23-week. course; 15 in SWEDISH for

the 23-week course; 18 in TURKISH for
the 46-week course (8/74). NOTE: The
credit recommended for these programs is

based not only upon the type of course
giveU, but also upon the relative, difficulty

of the language studied. The various lan-

guages given by the Defense Language In-

stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty as follows: (I) The least
difficult languages for the English speaking

learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Roinanian,

Spanish, Swedish, and- Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be

learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the

spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-

mese. Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,

Indonesian, ' Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,

Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,

Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
. (3) the more difficult languages where the

reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

lip-0602A1002

DEFENSE LANGUAGE' INSTIXUTE,BAsic
COURSES (AFTER 1956)

(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC) ,.
(BULGARIAN)
(BURMESE)
(CHINESECANTONESE)
(CHINESEFUKIENESE)
(CHINESETOISHAN)
(CHINESEMANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(DANISH)
(FINNISH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(GREEK)
(HUNGARIAN ),
(INDONESIAN)
(INDONESIAN MALAY )
(ITALIAN)
(ITALIANSICILIAN )
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(LITHUANIAN)
(MALAY)
(NORWEGIAN)
(PERSIAN)

...a.(POLISH)
11/(PORTUGUESE)

(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SLOVENIAN)
(SPANISH)
(SWAHILI)
(SWEDISH)
(THAI)

, (TURKISH)
- (UKRAINIAN)

(VIETNAMESESAIGON DIALECT)
(VIETNAMESE HANOI. DIALECT)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 24-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/57Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel in

the interpretation and translation of the
designated language and to provide basic
military, geagsaphic, economic, historical,
and political information about the
country, and/or area, in which the language
is spoken. (These area studies are taught in
the foreign language.)

Instruttion: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the interpretation and transla-
tion of the designated language/and addi-,
tional training in the basic military, geo-
graphic, economic, historical, and political
information about the cotintry.in which the
language is spoken. NOTE: While these
courses are listed as Basic, it should be un-
derstood that this is the terminology used
by the Armed Forces to indicate that the
courses are their 'regular' programs in the
various languages. They are not limited to
what most civilian institutions would term
beginning or basic courses in a language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 21 semester hours
in ALBANIAN for the 47-week course; 27
in ARABIC for the 47-week course (21
semester hours if the course was taken
prior to 1970); 21 in BULGARIAN for the
47-week course; 21 in BURMESE for the
47-week course; 27 in CHIN-
ESECANTONESE for the 47-week
course: 27 in CHINESEFUKIENESE for
the 47-week course; 27 in CHIN-

,

ESETOJSHAN (or the 47-week course;
27 in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 47-
week course; 21 in CZECH for the 47-
week course; 15 in DANISH for the 24-
week course; 21 ,in FINNISH for the 47-
week course; 15 in FRENCH for the 24-
week course; 15 in GERMAN for the
week Course, 17 for the 32-week course
(15 semester hours if the course was taken' ,

prior to 1970); 21 in GREEK for the 47-
week course; 21 in HUNGARIAN for the
47-week course; 18 in INDONESIAN for
the 36-week ,course, 21 for the 47-week
course; 21 in INDONESIAN MALAY for
the 47-week course; 15 in ITALIAN for
the 24-week course; 18 in
ITALIAN SICILIAN for the 37-week
course; 27 in JAPANESE for the 47-week
course; 27 in KOREAN for the 47-week
course; 21 in LITHUANIAN for the 47-
week course; 18 in MALAY for the 36-
week course; 15 in NORWEGIAN for the
24-week course; 21 in PERSIAN for the
47-week course; 21 in POLISH for the 47-
week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE for the
24-week course; 18 in ItOMANIAN for the
37-week course; 21 in RUSSIAN for the
47 -week' course; 21 in SERBO-CROATIAN
for the 47-week course; 21 in SLOVENI-
AN for the 47-week course; 15 in
SPANISH for the 24-week course; 18 in
SWAHILI for the 37-week course; 15' in
SWEDISH for the, 24-week course; 21 <in
THAI for the 47-week course; 18 in
TURKISH for the 41 -week course, 21 for
the 47-week course; 21 in UKRAINIAN for
the 47-week course; 21 in VIET-
NAMESE--HANO1 DIALECT for the 47-
week course; el in VIET-
NAMESESAIGON DIALECT for the 47-
week-course (8/74).
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DD-0602-0003

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE AURAL
COMPREHENSION COURSES

(ALBANIAN)
(ARABIC)
(BULGARIAN)
(BURMESE)
(CHINESEMANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(HUNGARIAN)
(INDONESIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(PERSIAN)
(POLISH)
(PORTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(RUSSIAN STENOTYPE)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SPANISH)
(THAI)
(TURKISH)
(VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT)
Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 23-50 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1154Present..
Objectives: To train students to compre-

hend the designated language as spoken by
a foreign national.

Instruction: The Aural Compre ension
Courses were established at the Wes Coast
Branch on July I, 1964 (except or the
courses fk, Russian, which were offered
previously)) Although some reading and



writing is included in these courses, they
are designed primarily tpteach students to

.comprehend the language as spoken by a
foreign national. The spoken INguage is
emphasized as a necessary corollary for
developing comprehension skill.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 15 semester hours
in ALBANIAll for the .37 -week course; 15
in ARABIC fdP-the 47-week course; 15 in
BULGARIAN 'for the 37-week course; 12
in BURMESE for the 37-week course; 12
in CHINESE MANDARIN for the 33-.
week course, 15 for the 37-week course,

-.18 for the 47-week course, and 12 for the
32-week SPECIAL course; 15 in CZECH
for the 37-week course; 12 in FRENCH for
the 24-week course; 12 in GERMAN for
the 24-week course; .15 in HUNGARIAN
for the 37-week course; 15 in INDONE-
SIAN for the 37-week course; 15 in
JAPANESE for the 37-week course; 12 in.
KOREAN' for the 37-week course; 15 in
PERSIAN for the 37-week course; IS in
POLISH for the 37-week course; 12 in
PORTUGUESE for the 24-week course; 15
in ROMANIAN for the 37- week'course; 15
in RUSSIAN for the 23- or the 24-week
course, 18 for the 37-week AIR FORCE
RUSSIAN course or the 00-week RUS-
SIAN STENOTYPE course1115 in SERBO-
CROATIAN for the 37-week course; 121ri
SPANISH for the 24-week 'course; 12 in
THAI for the 37-week course; 15 in
TURKISH for the 37-week course; 15 in
VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT for
the 37-week course, 18 for the 47-week
course (8/74). NOTE: Since the Aural
Comprehension Courses do not place equal
stress on the four language skills, they are
recommended for less credit than the Basic
Courses. It will be noted that the maximum
credit recommended for a 37-week Aural
Comprehension Course varies from 12 to
18 semester hours. This credit variation is
based primarily upon the higher reading
and writing content in those courses
recommended for 15 and 18 semester
hOurs. The 50-week Russian Stenotype
Course includes tile regular 37-week Rus-
sian Aural Comprehension Course and 13
weeks of stenotype training. Also: The
credit recommended for the program is
based not only upon the type of course
given, but also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The various lan-
guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty -as follows: (1) the least
difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing .systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably'
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian. Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian. Thai.
Turkish, Ukrainian and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is. complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean)

DD-0602-0004
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SHORT BASIC

COURSES
(ARABIC)
(RENCH)
(GERMAN')
(GREEK)
(INDONEkIAN)
(ITALIAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(PERSIAN)
(PDRTUGUESE)
(ROMANIAN)
(SPANISH)
(THAI)
(TURKISH)
(VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)
Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 6-24 weeks. ,
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: To train officer and enlisted

personnel from each branch of the armed
services, and certain civilian personnel, in
the comprehension, speaking, reading, and
writing of the target language at a limited
fluency level, with primary emphasis on
comprehension and speaking; and to, pro-
vide basic military, geographic, cultural,
and political information- about the country
or area in which the language is spoken.

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the comprehension, speaking,
reading, and writing of the-target language,
and additional training in the basic military,
geographic, cultural, and political informa-
tion about the country or area in which the
language is spoken. NOTE: The Short
Basic Courses at the West Coast Branch
are abbreviated versions of the Basic Cour-
ses, using the same instructional materials.
Less credit is recommended for these pro-
grams than for the Basic Courses, How-
ever; it will be noted that certain l Short
Basic Courses, although not as long as the
Aural Comprehension Courses in the same
languages, carry the same or larger credit
recommendations. The difference in these
recommendations can be attributed to the
fact that the Short Basic Courses are 'more
academically suitable than the Aural Com-
prehension Courses (i.e., they have a.
higher reading and writing content).

Credit Recommendation: In the, lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
ARABIC for the 12 -week course, 15 for
the 24-week course: 8 in FRENCH for the
I2-week course; 8 in GERMAN for the 12-
week Course, 10 for the I6-week course; 8
in GREEK for the I2-week course; 8 in IN-
DONESIAN for the 12 -week course; 8 in
ITALIAN for the I2-week course; 8 in
JAPANESE for the 12 -week course; 8 in
KOREAN for the 16 -week course, 15 for
the 2 week course; 8 in PERSIAN for the
1 2. wev N. course, IS for the 24-week
coulee; 8 in PORTUGUESE for the 11- or
I2-week course; 8 in ROMANIAN for the
I2-week course; 8 in SPANISH for the II-
or 12 -week course; 8 in THAI for the 12-
week course, 10 for the 16 -week course.
and 15 for the 24-week course; 8 in
TURKISH for the 12-week course; 3 in
VIETNAMESESAIGON DIALECT for
the 6-week course, 8 for the 8- or 12-week
course, 10 for the 16-week course. 15 for
the 32-week course (8/74). NOTE: The
credit recommended for these programs is
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based not only upon,. the type of course
given, but also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The various lan-
guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with the
level of difficulty as follows: (1). the least
difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (DaniSh, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Alp ortuguese Romanian,
Spanish, .Swe, and Swahili); (2) lan-

°guages
of greater difficulty, but with

alphabetical writing. systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Incleinesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo- Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0005
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE EXTENDED

, OR BASIC-INTERMEDIATE COURSES
-(CHINESE-MANDARIN)
(GERMAN)
(JAPANESE)
(KOREAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 24-75 weeks.
ExhibitDates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel to

a higher level of proficiency in the in-
terpretation and translation of the
designated language than is provided for in
the scope of instruction of the Basic Cour-,
ses and to provide, in the language,: a
somewhat wider knowledge of militaryti_
geographic, economic, historic, and politir"
cal information of the country and/or area
in which the language is spoken.

Instruction: BASIC - INTERMEDIATE
COURSES: The °,, designation
"basic-intermediate" giviiiby the military
to the courses should not be confused with
this term as used by civilian educational in-
stitutions. The Commission's consultants
recommend as much as 40 semester hours
for each course because of , the material
that the students are required tp read and,
in some cases, because of the characters to
be learned and the level of the syntax.
However, it is recognized that most civilian
educational institutions would be reluctant
to grant the amount of credit recom-
mended for the 74- to 75-week courses in-
asmuch as this would constitute a major in
the language. It is further recognized that
most colleges and universities would
require some resident work in a major.
Nevertheless, it was the consensus of the
consultants that these programs correspond
to college courses 'directed to mastery of
the language." In other words, the courses
are the equivalent of beginning, inter-
mediate, and advanced courses in the lan-
guage, plus composie , advanced com-
position (ie., learning t write correctly),
conversation, and a semes 's course in
the civilization of the appropriate country
or area. It should be noted that no creative
writing or literature is given in these pro-
grams. EXTENDED COVRSES: These
courses, which range from 424-37 weeks in
length, are attended by students who have
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already completed a Basic or Aural Com-
prehension course. The primary objectiVb
of thin add-on trainineis to improve Ian-
guage competency. Whereas in the Basic
cognise the audio-lingual skills were
stressed, equal emphasis is put on all four
language skills in the. Extended Course.
Pronunciation is expected to. undergo con-
siderable refinement, as, is the size of the
student's vocabulary. Fluency in reading is
developed to the point of direct com-
ptehension of the printed page. Proficiency
in writing includes mastery of forms, such
as officiah business, and social correspon-
dence. Equal in importance to language
competency is the matter of area
knowledge. The Extended Course treats in
considerable depth all facets of the
country's contemporary civilization,
together with a study of the historical
development of the area.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 40 semester hours
in CHINESEMANDARIN'for the 74- to
75-week course; 15 in, GERMAN for the
24-week course; 40 in JAPANESE for the 1
74-'to 75-week course; 18 in KOREAN for
the 37-week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for
the 37-week course, 40 for the 74- to 75-
week course; 40 in VIETNAMESE for the
74-week course (8/74). In the graduate
category, 6 semester hours in CHIN-
ESEMANDARIN for the 74- to 75-week
course;.6 in JAPANESE for the 74- to 75-
week course; 6 in KOREAN for the 74- to
75-week course; 6 in RUSSIAN for the 74-
to 75-week course; 6 in VIETNAMESE for
the 74- to 75-week course (8/74). NOTE:
The credit recommended for, the programs
is based not Only upon the type of course
given, but also upon the relative difficulty
of the language studied. The various lan-
guages given by the Defense Language In-
stitute are listed in accordance with their
level of difficulty as follows: ( ) the least
difficult languages for the English-speaking
learner (Danish, French, German, Italian,
Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2)' lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetiCal writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese; Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages wf re the
reading problem is complicated ( rabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0006
DEFENSE LANGUAGE

INTERMEDIATE COUR
(ARABIC) /

- (BULGARIAN)
(CHINESE MANDARIN)
(CZECH)
(FRENCH)
(GERMAN)
(KOREAN)
(POLISH)
(ROMANIAN)
(RUSSIAN)
(SERBO-CROATIAN)
(SPANISH)
(VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.

Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.

Length: 16-37 weeks.
Exhibit Datesf I /54-Present. _

Objectives: The Intermediate Courses at
the West Coast Branch are a continuation
of the Basic Courses with the objective of
reaching a higher level of general language
ability in all four language skills.

Instruction: Whereas in the Basic Course
the audio-lingual Skills were stressed, equal
emphasis is put on all four language skills
in the Intermediate Course. Pronounciation
will undergo refinement through constant
practice. All important structures are
presumed to have been learned in, the Basic
Course; howeVer, an extensive review is
programmed, and new structures are taught
functionally, as needed in dealing with the
course content. Vocabulary count,. custo-
mary indicator of the scope of a course,
will increase rapidix and extensively. Active
vocabulary is expected to double, and pas-
sive vocabulary to expand considerably.
Fluency in reading is developed to the
point of direct -comprehension of the
printed page. Proficiency in writing in-
cludes mastery of formg, such as. official
business, and social correspondence. Equal
in importance to language competency is
the matter of area knowledge. The Inter-
mediate Course purports to treat in con-
siderable depth all facets of he country's
contemporar7civilization, together with a
study of the historical development of the

.area.
Credit Recommendation:' In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree
category; extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in ARABIC for the 37 -week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 37-week course; 18
in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 37-
week course; 1,8 in CZECH for the 36-
week course; 10 in FRENCH for the 16-
week course; 9 in GERMAN for the 24-
week course; 18 in KOREAN for the 24-
week course; 1.8 in POLISH for the 36-
week course; 15 in ROMANIAN for the
24-week course; 18. in RUSSIAN for the
37-week course; 18 ilASERBO-CROATIAN
for the 37-week course; 15 in SPANISH for
the 24-v7eek course; 18 in VIETNAMESE
for the 37-week course (8/74). In the grad-
uate degree 'category, 6 semester hours in
CHINESEMANDARIN for the 37-week
course; 6 in KOREAN for the 37-week
course (8/74). NOTE: The credit recom-

' mended for the progtams is based not only
upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative difficulty of the language
studied. The various languages given by the
Defense Language Institute are listed in ac-
cordance with their level of difficulty as
follows: ( I ) the least difficult languages for
the English-speaking learner (Danish,
French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portu-
guese, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and
Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty,
but with alphabetical writing systems which
may be learned concurrently without ap-
preciably affecting the progress in learning
the' spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian,
Burmese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungari-
an, Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russidin, Serbo-Croatian. Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

4Ju

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE ADVANCED'
COURSES

(CHINESE--MANDARIN)
(RUSSIAN)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 37 weeks.
Eihibli Dates: I /69-Present.
Objectives: To train 4lected Department

of Defense personnel in foreign languages
at a more advanced level of proficiency
than is provided in Defense Language In-
stitute Extended Or Intermediate Courses;
and to provide a wide knowledge of cul-
tural, geographical, economic, historical,
and political information on the area in
which the language is spoken.

Instruction: The advanced course places
equal emphasis upOn the development of
all four language skills. There is no special-
ized or technical terminology in the course.
It includes a total vocabulary of approxi-
mately 4,000 terms, over and above that
covered in preirious courses, that cover all
general, nontechnical communication situa-
tions that one would normally encounter in
the country of the Millet language. The cul-
tural complex within which the language is
spoken is covered extensively: history,
economics, geography, politics, military,
ethnic groups, languages, attitudes, customs
and mores of the people, etc.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending.into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in CHINESEN1ANDARIN for the 37-

civeek course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the 37-
week course (8/74). NOTE: The credit
recommended for the programs is based
not only upon.the type of course given, but
also upon the relative difficulty of the lan-
guage studied. The various languages given
by the Defense Language Institute are
listed in accordance with their level of dif-
ficulty as follows: (I) the least difficult lan-
guages for the English-speaking learner
(Danish, French, German, Italian, Norwegi-
an, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish,
Swedish, and Swahili); (2) languages of-
greater difficulty, but with alphabetical
writing systems which may be learned con-
currently without appreciably affecting the
progress in learning the spoken language
(Albanian, BufgariaPBurmese, Czech, Fin-
nish, Greek, Hhfigarian, Indonesian,
Lithuanian, Persian, Polish, Russian, Serbo-
Croatian, Slovenian, Thai, Turkish,
Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and (3) the
more difficult languages where the reading
problem is complicated (Arabic, Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0008
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE.SPECIAL

COURSES
(SCIENTIFIC RUSSIAN)
(RUSSIAN REFRESHER)

Course Number: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 6-12 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: The objective of the Scien-

tific Course is to train military, personnel to
read and translate Russian technical and

i scientific publications and to speak and un-
derstand conversational Russian to a



limited extent; the Refresher Course is
designed to enable personnel to regain a
basic competence in comprehension of the
Standard literary language.

frelimedose -The Scientific Cciurse in-
cludes instruction in Russian phonology
and writing systems; oral exercises in ele-
mentary speech patterns; Russian structural
patterns; reading practice; problems in lex-
icology; identification of Russian words and
elevates; and scientific terminology. The
Refresher Course provides an accelerated,
systematic review of grammar and vocabu-

' Credit Recommendatioo: In the lower-
division bacCainureate/iunociate degree
category, or in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category; credit in scientific Russian
or Russian (refresher) on the basis of in-
stitutional evaluation (8/74).

DD- 0602-0009

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
COURSES-EAST COAST BRANCH

. (ARABIC)
(CHINESE-MANDARIN)
(FRENCH)

,,,(GERMAN)
(ITALIAN)
(POItTIAGUESE)
(RUSSIAN)
(SVNISH)
(TUkTiSH)
(VIETNAMESE-HANOI DIALECT)
( VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)

Course Number: None.
Location: East Coast Branch, Washing-

ton, DC.
Length: 8-60 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: The Intensive. Courses are

designed to make military personnel
thoroughly at ease in the spelking, un-
derstanding, reading, and writing' of a
foreign language; the shorter courses are
designed to give students a limited com-
mand of the language.

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the speaking, understanding,
reading, and writing of a foreign language,
with additional training in area studies, in-
cluding the geography, history, politics,
economics, government, social structure,
and military situations pertaining to the
area.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours
in ARABIC for the 40-week course, 27 for
the 47-week course (21 semester hours if
the course was taken prior to 1970); 27 in
CHINESEMANDARIN for the 47-week
course, 30 for the 60-week course, I8,for
the special 9-month course; 4 in FRENCH
for the 8-week course, 8 for the 12 -week
course, 12 for the 19-week course, 15 for
the 24-week course; 4 in-GERMAN for the
8-week course, 8 for the 12 -week course,
17 for the 32-week course A 15 semester
hours if the course was taken prior to
1970), 18 for the 36-week course; 4 in
ITALIAN for the 8-week course, 8 for the
12 -week course, 15 for the 24-week
course; 4 in PORTUGUESE for the 8-week
course, 8 for the I2-week course, 12 for
the 2I-week course, 15 for the 24-week
course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the .36-week
course, 21 for 47-week course, 15 for the
special 6-month course; 4 in SPANISH for
the 8-week course, 8 for the 12-week

course, 12 for the I9-week course, 15 for
the 24-week course; 18 in TURKISH for
the 36-week course, 21 for the 47-week
course; 18 in VIETNAMESE,HANOI DI-..

ALECT for the 36-week course; 18 in
VIETNAMESESAIGON DIALECT for
the 361week course, 21 for the 47-week
course (8/74). In the graduate degree
category, 3 semester hours in CHIN-
ESEMANDARIN for the 60-week course
(8/74). NOTEcThe credit recommended
for the programs is based not only upon
the type of course given, but also upon the
relative difficulty of the language studied.
The varinuelanguag,es given by the Defense
Language Institute are listed in accordance
with the level of difficulty as follows: (1)
the least difficult languages for the English-
speaking learner (Danish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) lan-
guages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently. without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-
mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Raisian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamelle); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Kcifean).

DD-0602-0010

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SUPPORT
COMMAND COURSES

(BASIC VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DIALECT)
(AURAL COMPREHENSION VIET-

NAMESE-HANOI DIALECT) .

(SHORT BASIC VIETNAMESE-SAIGON DI-
ALECT)

Course Number: None.
Location: Biggs Field, El Paso, TX.
Length: 12-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present. .

Objectives: The Basic Course provides
personnel with training in the interpretation
and translation of the designated language,
as well as basic military, geographic,
economic, historical, and political informa-
tion 'about the area in which the language
is spoken; the Aural Comprehension
Course is designed primarily to teach stu-
dents to comprehend the language as
spoken by a foreign national; the -Short
Basic Course is an accelerated version of
the Basic Course.

Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the designated language. Basic
Course: The term, 'Basic' as used by the
military, indicates a 'regular' course in the
language; i.e., the Basic Course is not
limited to what most civilian institutions
would term beginning or basic courses in
the .language. Aural Comprehension
Course: Although some reading and writing
is included, the spoken language is
emphasized. Since the Aural Comprehen-
sion Courses do not place equal stress on
the four language skills, they are recom-
mended for less credit than the Basic Cour-
ses. Short Basic Course: Intensive training
in the same material covered in the Basic
Course.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upperclivision
baccalaureate category, 21 semester hours
in VIETNAMESESAIGON DIALECT
for t e 47-week BASIC course, 8 for the
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I2-week SHORT BASIC course, 15 for the
32-week SHORT BASIC course; 18 in
VIETNAMESEHANOI. DIALECT for
the 47-week AURAL COMPREHENSION

.5purse (8/74).

DD-0602-0011

NATIONAL CRYPTOLOGIC SCHOOL RESIDENT
LANGUAGE COURSES . '

(BASIC CHINESE-REFRESHER)
(BASIC RUSSIAN-REFRESHER)
(BASIC VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.
Location: National Cryptologic School,

Ft. Meade, MD.
Length; 21-30 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I /54- Present.
Objectives: The I2-week Refresher cour-

ses are designed to enable personnel to
regain a basic competence in comprehen-
sion of the standard literary language by an
accelerated, systematic review of grammar
and vocabulary. (A basic course in the lan-
guage is assumed as a prerequisite); the 30-
week Basic Vietnamese course is designed
to teach personnel the grammar and
vocabulary necessary for a basic com-
prehension of the standard literary lan-
guage with emphasis on a thorough 'un-
derstanding of structure.

Instruction: Refresher Courses: Phonolo-
gy; writing system; basic vocabulary of
economic,- political, and military terms.
Basic Vietnamese: addition to the
preceding instruction, this course includes
grammar (morphology, derivation, and syn-
tax).

Credit Recommendation:. In the lower -
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, extending into the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
CHINESE for the 12 -week basic
(refresher) course; 3 in RUSSIAN for the
12 -week basic (refresher) course; 15 in
Vietnamese for the 30-week basic course
(8/74).

DD71402-0061

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Course Number: None.
Location: Department of Defense Com-

puter Institute, Washington, DC.
Length: 3 weeks (.105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with an

introduction to automatic data processing
and computer technology.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in automatic data processing and
computer technology, including survey of
computers and peripheral equipment, com-
puter fundamentals, source data collection,
data communications, systems analysis,
main memory and data representation,
codes, fixed-word-length machine concepts,
higher-level languages, and ADP system
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in principles of data processing (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in prin-
ciples of data processing (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in introduction to computer
principles ( I 2/68 ).
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DD-1402.0002 .".

INTitoDUcTION TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Ceara Number: None.
Loudon: Department of Defense Corn-

puterinstkute, Washington, DC. "
Length: 2 weeks (65 hoilrs).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: Course ii designed toprovide

an' educational background for middle-
management personnel who are general-
purpose digital computer systems users and
have had little or no previous introduction
to data processipgPrinciples.

- Instruction: Course covers computer
capabilities, limitations and applications;
the basics of computer hardware' and soft-
ware; 'systems development management
considerations, planning and design;. and an
introduction to -"Operations research and
analysis and qUantitative techniqUes. The
student is provided hands-on. programming
experience with a remote, time-sharing
computer terminal using the BASIC pro-
gramming language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree.
category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (5/77).

DO-1402-0003

COMPUTER ORIENTATION FOR INTERMEDIATE
EXECUTIVES

Course Number: None.
Location: Department of Defense Com-

puter Institute, Washington, DC.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: Course is designed to provide

an educational background for high-level
management personnel who are general-
purpose digital computer systems users and
have had little or no previous introduction
to data proctssing principles.

Instruction: Course covers computer
capabilities, miXrnitations, and applications;
the basics of computer hardware and soft-
ware; systems development management
considerations; Warming and design; and an
intr uction to operations research and
anal is and qtiantitative techniques. The
stud nt is provided hands-on programming
expe 'ence with a remote, time-sharing
com user terminal using the BASIC pro-
gram ing language.

C it Recommendation: In the lower-
di ion baccalaureate/associate degree

egory, 2 ° semester hours in data
processing principles (5/77). '

DD-I511-0001
NATIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT

(CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF THE
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED
FORCES)

Course Number: None.
Location: Industrial College of the

Armed Forces, Ft. Leslie J. McNair,
Washington, DC.

Length: 52-104 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 5/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in economic

and industrial aspects of national security
and the management of resources under all
conditions and in the context of national
and world affairs.

Instruction: Ittlividualized readings and
student research in economic and industrial
aspects of national security and the

.t?

management of resources under all condi;
tione and in the context of national and
world affairs, divided into four course
blocks as follows: (1 Includes the national
security structure, the environment of na-
tional security, 'the world in 'ferment, na-
tional urban problems, and concepts and.
practice of management. (2) Includes ele-
ments of defense economics, human
resources for national strength, natural and
energy .resources,- the industrial sector,
transportation as the nation's' lifeline, and
the public utilities (gas, plectricity, 'and
.telecommunications). (3) . Includes
economic policies for national strength,
emergency economic stabilization, U.S.'
foreign economic policies, defense or
ganization and management, requirements
for national defense, and military systems
analysis. (4) Includes defense military man-
power, the. national asset?, of science and
technology, production for defense,
procurement, supply management, and na-
tional aerospace programs..

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, for stu-
dents who complete the program WITH
DI TINCTIONor based upon the ad-
m g institution's evaluation of the appli-
c work-3 semester hours in political
science (The U.S. in Contemporary World
Affairs), 3 in social science (The Social
and Economic Bases of the U.S. National
Security), 3 in management (Defense Pol-
icy and Management) (8/74); in the gradu-
ate degree category, 3 semester hours for
completion of the entire program WITH
DISTINCTIONor based upon the ad-
mitting institution's evaluation of the appli-
,cant's work (8/74). NOTE: Credit recom-
mendation is based on an on-site evalua-
tion. Recommendations of credit are max-
imum figures. The amount actually ac-
cepted for transfer depends upon the appli-
cant's future goals and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit.

DD- 1511 -0002

NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE

Course Number: Noills-
Location: National War College, Ft.

Leslie J. McNair, Washington, DC.
Length: 43 weeks. .

xhibit Dates: Version '1: 8/73-Present.
Version 2: 8/70-7/73. Version 3: 8/56-7/70.
Version 4: 8/54-7/56.

Objectives: The National War College
provides professional education intended to
improve the knowledge and expertise of a
practitioner in the field of U.S. Fon Af-
fairs and National Security Affairs.

Instruction: Lectures, seminars, adings,
and student research in military nd,na-
tional security affairs and international
relations..The Core. Curriculum is divided
into five blocks as follows: ( I) The Foun-
dations of National Security; (2) Domestie
Environment and National Security; (3)
National Security Problems and the. Deci-
sion-Making Pacess; (4) Military Strategy
and Strategic Ws, ture; and (5) Reassess-
ment of National. Security Problems. Area
studies include: ( Canada, Europe, and
the U.S.S.R.; (2) East Asia and the
Western Pacific; (3)`South Asia, the Mid-
dle East, and Africa; and (4) Latin Amer-
ica. Area electives include courses on .Eu-
rope, the Far East. Africa. Latin America,
or the Mid-East. The course titled National
Security Analyses includes an intensive
study of politico-military economic, social,

psychological, arid, geographic factors for
an'analysis of critical issues affecting U;S:'
national security policies and objectives in
Europe, the Middle East and. South Asia,
Africa, the Far East, and Latin, America; an,
overseas trip to one of these areas for ob-
crvation is part of the course.

Credit Recommendation:. 'Version -1: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
30 semester hoursto be apportioned by
the receiving institution in the areas of
history, political science, internatiotgal rela-
tions, and management (8/74); in The grad-
uate degree category, for the core curricu-
him, 6 semester hours in foreign policy and
security affairS,. 3. in political science; for
one of the area courses plusone'related
elective, the overseas trip, and the synthesis
course, 6 semester hours for students spe-
cializing in foreign policy and security af-
fairs OR 3-6, hours for students in a more
general program Of comparative govern-
ment or area studies based on the receiving
institution's review of the student's records;
for research and thesis, 0-6 semester hours:,
for any two of the following electives, 3
semester hours if relevant to the student's
program specializ.ation: National. Security
and Problems of International Law, Strate-
gy of Arms Control, Problems of Develop-
ing Countries and U.S. Security, Current Is-
sues in Defense Policy, U.S. Society and
National . Security, Current Econ
Problems, Vietnam: A Beginning R
ment, tile Energy Issue: Probl s send
Prospects, or Futuristi (8/7 . NOTE:
Credit recomme ation is on an on-
site evaluation. rredit granted for theses
should be contingent upon the graduate
school's evaluation of the research paper.
Recommendations of credit are maximum
figures. The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends upon the applicant's fu-
ture academic .goals and the regulations of
the admitting institution on transfer credit,
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 30 semester hoursto be
apportioned by the receiving institutionin
the areas of history, political science, inter-
national relations, and management (8/74);
in the graduate degree category; 3 semester
hours in theory and practice of interna-
tional relations, 3, in U.S. national security
policy, 3 in international relations/area stu-
dies (specific area to be determined by the
geographical region of the student's trip),
0-6 in research and thesis, 3 _upon comple-
tion of any two of the following- elective
courses: Current Reinterpretations of
Marxist Thought, History of Strategic
Thought, or International Law (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
ail on-site evaluation. Credit granted for
theses should be contingent upon the grad-
uate school's evaluation Of the research
paper. Recommendations of credit are
maximum figures. The amount actually ac-
cepted for transfer depends upon the appli-
'cant's future academic goals and the regu-
lations of the admitting institution on
transfer credit. Version 3: In the upper-divi-
sion baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in political science (including inter-
national relatiotis), 9 in recent and contem-
porary history, 3 in business administration
(8/74). Version 4: In the upper-divisjon
baccalaureate category, 15 semester hours
in political science (including international.
relations), 9 in recent and contemporary
history, 3 in. business organization and
management, 3 in speech (12/68).



DID-1511-0003
.

INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED
FORCES (RESIDENT PROGRAM)

Course Number: None.
Location: Industrial College of the

Armed Fordes, Ft. Leslie J. McNair,
Washington, DC.

Length: 43 weeks.
Exhibit Dates:,Aersion I: 8/69-Present.

Version 2: 8166-1169. Version 3: 8/65-7/66,
Version 4: 8/64-7/65. Version 5: 8/63-7/64.
Version 67 8/54-7/63.

Objectives: To train officers in the politi-
cal, military, social, economic, and industri-
al aspects of national security, in resource
management, and in the command, staff,
and policy-making functions of the national
and international security structure.
' 'Instruction: -Lectures, practical exercises,
seminars, readings, field stUdies, and stu-
dent research in the political, military, so-
cial, economic, and industrial aspects of
national security, in resources management,
and in national and world affairs.

Credit Rec'ommindation: Version I :
the upper-divisiorf baccalaureate category,
3 semester .hours in political science, 3 in
international relatiOns, 3 in social science,
3 in national economic problems and poli-
cies, 3 in principles of economic analysis, 3
in quantitative analysis,6in management,
3 in public administration, 0-3 in research
and thesis (exact amount to be determined
by institutional review) (8/74); in the grad-
uate degree category, 2 semester hours in
national security, 2 in aspects of national
strength, 2 in international relations, 2 in
management of indMtrial resources, 2 in
governmental management, 2 in national
economic problems and policies, 0-6 in
research and thesis (3/74). NOTE: Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation. Credit granted for theses should
be contingent upon the graduate school's
evaluation of the research paper. Recom-
niendations of credit are maximum figures.
The amount actually accepted for transfer
depends upon the applicant's future
academic goals and the regulations of the
admitting institution on transfer credit. Ver-
sion 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 12' semester hours in political
science (including international relations),
12 in business administration, 3 in recent
history, 6 in economics, 3 in geography, 3
in general physics, 3 in mathematics (8/
74). Version 3: In the upper-division bac-
calaureate category, 12 semester hours in
political science, 9 in business administra-
tion, 3 in recent history, 3 in economics, 3
in geography, 3 in general physics, 3 in
mathematics (12/68). Version 4: In the
upper-diviiion baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in political science
(including international relations), 6 in
business administration, 3 in recent history,
3 in economics, 3 in geography (12/68).
Version 5: In the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 12 semester hours in politi-
cal science (including international rela-
tions), 6 semester hours in business ad-
ministration, 3 in speech, 6 in recent histo-
ry, 3 in economics (12/68). Version 6: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
15 semester hours in political science
(including international relations )., 3 in
business organization and management, 3
in speech. 9 in recent and contemporary'
history (12/68).

DD-1511-0004
1. 'Po'STGRAOLIATE INTELLIGENcE.COURSE

( DEFENSE 'INTELLIGENCE COURSE)
2. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE COURSE

Course Number: None.
. Location: Defense Intelligence School,
Naval Station ( Anacostia Annex),
Washington, DC.

Length: Version I: 33 weeks , *( 1325
hours). Version`,2: .38 .weeks (1425-1504
-hours).

-Eichibit Dates: Version 1:'-3/72-Present.
Version 2: I/63 -2/72.

Objectives: Td train officers in intel-
ligence operations and techniques,. 'and
Management concepts and techniques as
they apply to intelligende resources,
processes; and infonnation systems, OR in
intelligence procedures, operations, and
structures as they relate.to international ac-
tion.

Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
readings, and individualized study in intel-
ligence operations and techniques and in
management concepts and techniques as
they apply to intelligence. resources,
processes and information systems at vari-
ous levels. ,

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In
the/upper-division baccalaureate category,
6' semester hours in modern history, 6 in
political science, credit in geography on the
basis of institutional examination (upon
completion 'of phases one and two), 3 in
principles of management (upon omple-
tion of phase three) (8/74);in the g?aduate
degree category, 6 semester hours in inter-
national relations or political science, OR,
if the applicant's field of study in graduate
school. is in the area of economics or politi-
cal geography, 4 semester hours in interna-
tional relations or political science (8/74).
NOTE: Credit recommendation is based on
an on-site evaluation. Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in modern history, 6 in
politicalescience, 3 in geography (12/68):
in the graduate degree category, 6.semester
hours in international relations or political
science, OR, if the applicant's field of study
in graduate school is in the area of
economics or political geography, 4
semester hours in international relations or
political science :(8/74). NOTE: Credit
recommendation is based on an on-site
evaluation.

DD-11511-0005

4ITER-AMERICAN DEFENSE COLLEGE

Course Number: None.
Location: Inter-American Defense Col-

lege, Ft. Leslie J. McNair. Washington,
D.C..

Length: 52 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-Present.
Objectives: To function as a in-

stitution for advanced studies, with th pur
pose of preparing military personnel and
civilian officials of the American States
through the study of the Inter-American
System and the political, social, economic
and military factors that constitute essential
elements for the defense of the hemisphere.

Instruction: The curriculum includes a
review of basic theoretical topics in the
classical areas of power and general studies
of the current world situation, thus provid-
ing an adequate framework for an exten-
sive analysis of the hemisphere's situation
in the light of political, social, economic
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and military factors. The students learn and
practice', in group -discussions, . the.
methodology-,of international .cooperation
in basic aspects of continental security
planning at higher -levels of general and
military strategy. The modes of instruction
include numerous lecture's by outside ex-
perts, seminars and syrnposialor discussion '
of. the materials:presented, study commit- .

-tops arid the 'preparation of individual
research papers. -

Credit Recommendation:, In the gracluite
degree category, 6 semester hours in inter-
national relations for students rated "very
good" or "outstanding" (11/76). -

DD-15I2 -0001

DEFENSE RACE RELATIONS. INSTITUTE .

Course Number: NOne.
Location: Defense Race Relations In-

stitute, Patrick AFB, FL.
Length: Version 1:7-11 weeks ( 184-425

hours). Version 2! 7 weeks (205 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version' I: 8/74-Present.

Version 2: 10/72-7/74.
Objectives: To provide students with 'a

foundSion- of knowledge. on intergroup
relations, cultural specificity, and an aware-
ness of those processes 'that form social
opinion. The program, s also designed to
prepare the .participants as instructors in
,race relations -and to provide them- with
management, planriing and applications
skills needed in maintaining effective in-
stitutional human relations programs.

Instruction: Version I: Lectures,
seminars, simulation/interactional
techniques, case study and field laboratory
(inner city visitation) in the theory and
practice of human relations and the appli-
cation and management of human relations
programs. The program takes a multi-
disciplinary approach to minority -and
behavior studies and instructional
methodology. Version. 2: Lectures,
seminars, readi s, and discussions in inter-
group relations, social processes, behavioral
sciences, minority studies, and instructional
techniques, divided into five course blocks
as follows: (1) The Individual in Social In-
teraction, including psychological theories
of the self, and defense mechanisths; social
significance of attitudes and behavior;
stereotypes, the psychology of rumor; and
race and individual differences. (2) tkacism
and Ways to Combat 'It, including military
racial disorders, the Kerner Commission re-
port, racism in U.S. history and contempo-
rary life; the pature of prejudice; signs and
symbols in ccfmmunication and their role in
racial con ict; institutional racism; racial
issues (la enforcement, housing, employ-
ment, a education); racial polarization
and se ration; new white consciousness,
conic rary white American culture; and
strategies for combatting racism. (3) Group
Dynamics, including introduction to group
rocesses, group formation, techniques of
acilitating group performance, the in-

al and the group,' group goals and
norms; group problems (Members and.
'feelings, recognition of hidden agendas
within a groUp, methods of approach);
leadership functions in groups; recognition
of goal types; conditions affecting cohesive-
ness and conformity; and intergroup rela-s,--
tions, examined through discussion on
problems of communication, minority par-
ticipation in policy and programs, changing
the practice of desegregation, and
establishing the values of -integration. (4)



COURSE EXHIBITS

Edueati I .-kechniques, including guided
discussion as. a teaching methdd; informa-

. processing inle of reldctiVe.
-exposure, interpretation .(attention), and
retention - reinforcing ' attitudes and

of sociodrama as a teaching,
le n planning and educational

tions; student teaching exercises;
instructional aids; and creative' teaching.
(5) Minority Studies. including Afro-Amer-
icain history, migrant group, Appalachian
cultures, Indian culture and contemporary
thought, and Asilli-Arnerican history and
contemporary sit on; history of .hlacks in
the military, pontsnsploryra black thought,
:anct litnef:city -pr

Credit Reconniendation: Version 1:. In
the upper-division .baccalaureate -category,
18 semester hours in,social and behavioral

`science, to be assignedamong the following
subject areas: aPplied. psychology, group
dynamics, intergroup relations, communica-
tions theory, history of minorities and
ethnic groups, and instructional methodolo-
gy (5/76); in the graduate degree category,
9 semester hours -in sodial and behavioral
science, to be assigned among the following
subject areas: applied psychology, group
dynamics, intergroup relations; cimmudica-
tions theory, history of minorities and
ethnic groups, and instructional methodolo-
gy (5176). Version 2: In the upper-divisidn
baccalaureate category, giemester hours in
behavioral science laboratory, and h in so-
cial and behavioral science to be assigned
in any of the following dideiplines: applied
psychology, group dynantics, intergroup
relations, or history of minorities and
ethnic groups (8/74); in the graduate
degree category, 4 semester fiburs in
behavioral science laboratory ( 8/74).
NOTE: gredit recommendations are based
on an on-site evaluation. Recommendations
of credit are maximum figures. The amount
of credit actually accepted for transfer de-
pends upon the applicant's future academic
goals and the regulations of the? admitting
institution on transfer credit.

DD- 1601-0001
5

BASIC PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CARTOGRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 41 1 -204.
Location: Defense. Mapping School, 'Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

.Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
compile and revise planimetric, topo-
graphic. maps and photomaps, using draft-
ing i -ments and plotting devices.

Ittretion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the compilation and revision, of
planimetric, topographic maps and
photomaps, including compilation base and
'radial triangulation, map compilation and
map revision, aerial photo mosaic, color
separation, maintenance of cartographic
equipment and facilities, DMA topographic

center tour security, construction of con-
trolled, photomosaic, transfer of revision
data to compilation base, and delineation
of aerial photography.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in map and mosaic making (5/74); in the
lower-divisidn baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 5 semester hours in map
and mosaic making (5/74): in the upper-.
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in map and mosaic making (5/74).

DD -1101 -0002

G SURVEYING

Cou Number: 412-161.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, \ VA.
-.Length: 10 weeks (376 hours).

Exhiebtt Dates: 12/73-Present.
Obj ves: To train enlisted personnel in

geodetic surveying.
. Instrutltion: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in geodetic surveying including the
etablishrinent of ground survey control

differential leveling, gravity sur-
veys, traverse, triangulation, and as-
tronomic observation; mapping and chart-
ing in the support of weapons systems and
other operations; military construction sur
veys; establishment of control; expedient--;
road and landing-site planning:- and 8109-
'sfruction-site -layout surveys for theaier -of -'
operations construction support.

Credit ltecommendation: In the, voea-
tionai certificate category, 10 semester'
hours in plane and geodetic Surveying (51 ,
74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/as-';
sociate degree category. 8 semester how-sr
in plane and geodetic surveying (5/74); in...;
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
6 semester.hours in plane and geodetic sur-
veying (5/74).

DD-1601-0003 4

ADVANCED GEODETIC SURVEYING

. Course Number: 4M-710.
LocatiOn: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 20 weeks (707 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide geodetic sur-

veers with training in advanced geodetic
survey techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in advanced geodetic survey
techniques, including astronomic observa-
tions for longitude, latitude, and azimuth;
computing and adjusting geodetic figures,
directions, lengths, positions, and dif-
ferences in elevation; precise instrumenta-
tion d toAtagh-order surveys; orienta-
tion on a lytical point positioning using
phot mmetry; vertical control surveys;
geodesy and gravity surveys; and map com-
pilation and digital computers.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category. '15 semester hours in advanced
geodetic surveying (5/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 10
semester hours in advanced geodetic sur-
veying (5/74).

DD-1601-0004
TERRAIN-ANALYSIS

Course Number: 491-101.
-' -.Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft:

Belvoir, VA.
, ;Length: 10 weeks (314 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
(.1

Objectives: To provide soils analysts,
:Map compilers, and image interpreters with

, training in geographic analysis.
Instruction: Lectures .and practical exer-

..6ises in terrain analysis,- including principles
'':}rid. techniques of terrain analysis, map,
Alading and land. navigation, basic photo-
fiziaphic interpretation and cartographic

0,...pkinciples, techniques for describing ter-
Ain, geologic and hydrologic concepts, am-

2 3,

phibious operations planning c nsidera-
tions, evaluation of terrain ele ts, base
development and LOC planning considera-
tions, engineer reconnaissance, engineer
applications of photography, and applied
terrain analysis.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccadaureate/assticiate degree
category, 6 semester hours in terrain 'analy-

. sis (5/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in terrain
analysis (5/74),

DD-1601-0005
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAMMETRIC

CARTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 411-205.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (281 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned

officers to perfOrm as photogrammetric-
cartographic technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in earth and physical sciences as re,
lated to the photogrannmetric-cartographio,
career area, including regional physiog-
raphy, goedetic datums, horizontal and ver-
tical control, positional evaluation, photo-
graphic metrics, projections, grids, photo
tilt, photo restitution, structural heights, in-
dustrial analysis, photogrammetric equip-
ment, aerial reconnaissance systems, and
support functions of photographic and
lithographic areas.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 8 semester hours in pliotogram-
metric interpretations (5/74); in the upper-

' division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in photogrammetric interpretalions
(5/74).

DD-1601-0006

GEODETIC COMPUTING

Course Number: 412-102.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: I 1.wee-ks (378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

geodetic computing.
Instruction:- Lectures and practical exer-

cises in geodetic computing, including corn-
prehtnsive mathematics review; use of
electronic calculators; map reading; com-
putations in grid and declination grid con-
versions and transformations; grid traverses
and electronic distance measurements; grid
triangulation, leveling, traverse, .. and tri-
lateration; astronomic azimuth and posi-
tion; and adjustment of geometric figures;
directions. linelength, and elevation dif-
ference from surveyor notes.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
d i visi on b accal aureato/associ ate . degree
category, 12 semester hours in geodetic
computations (5/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in
geodetic computations (5/74).

DD-16014007
MAPPING, CHARTING, AND GEODESY

Cot-FIC ER

Course Number: 4M-701.
Location; Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.



Length: 12 weeks (372 hours).
Ex, NMI:lutes: 1/74-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in mapping,

charting, and geodesy.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

discs in mappingiN charting, and geodesy
processes, including theory of errors; and
MC and,G survey, phOtogrammetric, carto-
graphic, and reproduction Operations.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/asiociate degree
Category, 9 semester hours in mapping,
charting, and geodesy (5/14); .in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in mapping, charting, and geodesy
(5/74).

DD-1601-0008

CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING

Course Number: 412-82B20.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

plane surveying fundamentals.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in plane surveying fundamentals, in-
cluding equipMent maintenance, recording
procedures, map reading, route selection,

''one- minute theodolite, engineer transit,
horizontal taping, traverse layout, plane
traverse . computation, engineer dumpy
level, differential leveling, trigonometric
elevations, planetable surveying', transit-
stadia, contour strip map, horizontal
carves, road layout, profile and cross-sec-
tion leveling, profile and grade line
plotting, vertical curves, end area, volumes,
boundary alignment, slope and grade
stakes, site plans and construction
drawings, and building utilities and airfield
layout.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in construction surveying (5/74); ih
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 8 semester hours in con-
struction surveying (5174); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours in construction surveying (5/74).

DD-1601-0009

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC COMPILATION

Course Number: 411-203; 411-81D30.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft:

Belvoir, VA.
Length:.8 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6 /71- Present.
Objectives: To train map compilers in the

principles and techniques of photogram-
metric map compilation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the principles and techniques of
photogrammetric map compilation, includ-
ing, multiplex stereoplotting equipment,
multiplex stereoplotter orientation, reduc-
tion printing, stereocompilation,'high-preci-
sion stereoplotter, stereotriang ulation, and
special operational subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowe'r-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 6 semester hours in photogram-
metric compilatiorp7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in photogrammetric compilation (7/
74).

DD-1606:-0001

NATIONAL SENIOR INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: None.
Location: Defense Intelligence School,'

Washington, DC.
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: '6/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers and

civilian personnel with the knowledge
necessary to hold management positions in
the field of national and international intel-
ligence.

Instruction: Lectures in the proce4sing
and management of intelligence informa-
tion, development and implementation of
U.S. foreign policy, the national intel-
ligence structure, and government agencies
involved in foreign policy.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours hi international relations, public' ad-
ministration, or political science (1/74).

DD-1706-0001

MULTILITH 1250 REPAIR

Course Number: 690-621.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To train multilith operators

to troubleshoot, and perform preventive
maintenance on, 1250 multiliths.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises on the preventive maintenance and
repair of the 1250 multilith-, including
mechanical adjustments necessary to main-
tain the operational capability of the 1250
multilith, normal operator adjustments,
system alignments and adjustments, main-
tenance, case . problems, and preventive'
maintenance.

Credit Reconimendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in multilith 1250 repair (6/74).

DD -1706 -0002

REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 90 -620.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 15 weeks (512 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate. -and repair reproduction equip-
ment, including copy cameras, power paper
cutters, paper folder-stitchers, and offset
duplicating machines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in the operation and maintenance of.
reproduction equipment. Course includes
the 24 X 30 copy camera, introduction to
photolithography, repair parts supply,
operational adjustments, aligning adjust-
ments, repair procedures, maintenance of
layout and platemaking equipment, repair
of electrical components, repair and 'main-
tenance of power paper cutter, repair,
maintenance, and timing of the offset
duplicating machine, and the maintenance
and repair of the bindery equipment and
the papiv folder and stitcher.

Credit" Recommendation: In the voca-
tional-certificate category, 5 semester hours
in business machine repair (5/74); in the
lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in busi-
ness machine repair (5/74).
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DD-1713-0001

MAP COMPI CATION

Course Number: 411-202.
Locatiori: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir; VA..
Length: 9 weeks (325 hours). -
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the compilation and revision of planimetric
maps, topographic maps, and photomaps,
using drafting instruments and plotting
devices.

Instruction: Lectures and practidal exer-
cises in the compilation and revision of
planimetric, topographic, and photomaps,
including oompilation base and radial. trian-
gulation, map compilation and revision,.
aerial photography planning and mosaics,
extraction of cartographic detail from aeri-
al photographs, color separation, situation
overlays and special studies, maintenance
of cartographic equipment and facilities,
and editing of color separation scribe
sheets.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 7 semester hours in map compila-
tion. (5/74); in the upper-division baccalau-
reate category, 4 semester hours in map
compilation (5/74).

'DD-1713-0002

CARTOGRAPHIC DRAFTING

Course Number: 411-201.
Location: Defense. Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as cartographic dtaftsmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cartographic drafting. Topics in-
clude compilation base and radi'al triangu-
lation, basic compilation and map revision,
aerial photomosai,cs, color separation, and
situation overlays and special studies.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 6 semester hours
in cartographic drafting (5/74); in 'the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in carts-
graphic drafting (5/74); in the upper-divil,
sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in cartographic drafting (5/74).

DD-1713-0003

CONSTRUCTION DRAFrING

Course Number: 413-81B20; 5-R-811.1;
5-E-50.

Location:" Engineer School, Ft., Belvoir,
VA.

Length: 10-I I weeks (374-440'hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/54-2/71.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare working drawings for bridges, air-
fields, roads, railroads, and piers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in basic drafting; mathematics review;
materials and methods of construction;
construction drawings; estimates and bills
of material; plurnbing, heating, and wiring
layouts; pe rspectiye i ngs; and roads,
railroads, and airfields drawing and calcula-
tions for survey notes.

Credit Recommendation: In the voila,
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in architectural drafting (7/74); in;''
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
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degree category, 8 semester hours in
. architectural drafting (7/74); in the upper-
. division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in engineering 'drhfting ( I 2/68).

Dit 1 1 3-0004.
CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING

CMtrit Number: 413-210.
Leaden: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

118elvoir; VA.
Length: I I weeks (362-405 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7I-Present:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perforlif as construction draftsmen.
Instrucdon: Lectures and taraetical exer-

cises in the preparation of working
drawings, charts, and graphs fiir the con-
struction of roads, airfields, bridges,
buildings, ports, harbors, and other military
construction, including construction draft-
ing; preparation of mechanical, construc-
tion, utilities, structural, and technical
drawings; engineer drawings; mechanical
lettering; and charts and graphs.

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 10 semester
hours in architectural drafting (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree . category, 8 'semester . hours in
architectural drafting (7/74); in the upper-
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in architectural drafting (7/74).

DD-1719-0001

LITHOGRAPHIC STRIPPING AND PLATEMAKING

Course Number: 740-302. .

-Location: Defense Mapping Schbol, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.

Length: 7 weeks (227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

prepare and produce offset plates to he
used in the lithographic printing process.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in'the preparation and production of
offset plates to be used in the lithographic
printing process, including layout, stripping,
and platemalcing procedures. .

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate category, 3 semester hours
in graphics or printing (5/74); in the lower-
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 semester hours in graphics or
printing (5/74).

DD-1719-0002

OFFSET PRINTING

Course Number: 740-303.
Location:. Defense Kipping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate offset presses in the reproduction
of maps, charts, and other printed line
work.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in offset printing. Topics include
photolithography materials,, methods of
producing military maps, operation of
power paper cutter; maintenance of offset
press, controls, feeder and delivery 'itaSera-
blies, cylinder assembly, dampening as-
sembly, linking assembly, printing practice.
identification of printing problems, printing
a three-color and five-color map, and
modern methods of lithographic offset
press operations.

k

Credit Recommendation: In voca-
tional certificate category, 4 semester hours
in graphic arts (5/74); in the lowe'- division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
seinesterliours in graphic arts (5/74).

st'
DV-1719-0003
LrTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 740-301.
.Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Length: 8 weeks.(276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 I /73-Present.
Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to

operate copy cameras and related equip-
ment.

instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in fundamentals of copy photography,
camera operation, film processing, expo-
sure, filters, line and continuous-tone copy-
ing. halftone magenta screens, contact
printing, diapositive glass plates, pictomaps,
electronic contact printer, and preventive
maintenance,

Credit Recommendation: In the voca-
tional certificate categoryte 2 semester hours
in basic lithography on the basis of institu-
tional evaluation (7/74); in the lower-divi-
sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-,
ry, 2 semester hour's in basic lithography on
tile basis of institutional evaluation (7/74):
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-
ry, 2 semester hours in basic lithography on
the basiS' of institutional evaluation (7/74).

D071719-0004
OfFSET DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Course Number: 740-304.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

delvoir, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I /72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation and basic maintehance of the
offset duplicator, camera processor, and
pi alerifaVer -eq piiiefi "

Instruction: Course includes: introduc-
tion to photolithography; training in the
operation of the 3M MR-4I2 Camera
Pini-ssor and the A.B. Dick 675/.Copier
10th Platemaker Converter; and training in
the operation and maintenance of other
aeplicating acilipment, including the A&M
150 Multilith Duplicator, the A.B. Dick
330 Duplicator, the ATF Davidson 500
Duplicator, and the ATF Davidson Perfec-
t0r Duplicator.

Credit Recommendation; In the voca-
tional certificate category. 5 semester hours
in Offset duplicating equipment operation
(6/74)

EsD-1721-0001

OPTICAL. SURVEY INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Course Number: 670-601.
Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

facIvoir, Va.
Length: 12 weeks (382 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/741-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair optical surveying and
mapping instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-
cises in surveying and mapping instrument
maintenance, adjustment, and repair, in-
cluding ahney hand level, dumpy level,
telescopic alidade, transit, military level,
one minute and One-second theodolites,
and survey tapes.
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Credit Recommendation: In the voca:
tonal certificate category', 8 semester hours
in optical survey instrument repair (5/74).

DD -1728 -0001 .

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY SPECIALIST .

Course Number: 5220-2.
Location: Defense Industrial in-

stitute, Richmond, VA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (182-183

hours). Version 2: 3 weeks (113 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/76-Pres4nt.

Version 2: 9/72-6/76.
Objectives: To provide industrial security

specialists with training in defense industri-

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the history, manage-
ment, application, and functions of the
defense industrial security program, or-
ganization for security ,cognizance, laws
and regulations, security hazards, applica-
ble security resources, responsibilities of
contracting officers, personnel clearance
programs, inspections, security education
program; security arrangements, interna-
tional aspects, and espionage. Version 1:
This version emphasizes the securitythreat
against the U.S. government and industry;
facility 'protection programs; classified
document control; electronic and physical
security measures; communications securi-
ty; vulnerabilities of and protective mea-
sures for automatic data-processing
systems, emergency/disaster .planning and
procedures. Audio-visual presentations.

C t mmendation: Version 1: In
the ower-division baccalaureate/assoCiate
degree category, 5 semester hours in
criminal justice' or security administration
and management (1/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in criminology (5/74.); in the lowerr
division baccalaureate/associate degree
category, 2 'semester hours in criminology
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category. 2 semester hours in criminology

DD -1728 -0002

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 5220.7.
Location: Defense Industrial Security

stitute, Richmond, 'VA.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present:
Objectives: To provide instruction on ele-

ments of the Defense Department informa-
tion Security Program, with particular
emphasis on proper security' classification
and the safeguarding of classified informa-.
tion. Note: This course consists of two 1-
week components,. referred to separately as
(11 Classification Management and (2)
Safeguarding Classified Information.
Recommended credit iS for combined cour-
ses,only.

Instruction: The sec rity manager; or-
ganization for security; policie, objectives
and management implementation; classifi-
cation principles and problems; declassifi-
cation and downgrading; markings and con-
trol of classified documents; communica-
tions security: automatic data-processing
security; emergency _planning; and
processing security violations and com-
promises.

Credit Reed tttttt endation; In the tipper -
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
.hours in criminal justice or security ad-
ministration and management ( 1/77 j,



ApPendix

The Evaluation Systems

During the period, 1945-78, the American Council
on Education developed and refined comprehensive
procedures and criteria for the evaluation of military
learning experiences. This appendix outlines the his-
torical development of the Guide; defines which
courses can be found in the Guide; describes the eval-
uation systems used to prepare the recommendations
for military formal courses; and. includes definitions
and guidelines pertaining to categories of educational
credit and the semester hour standard. The Commis-
sion policy' on credit for military service, including
basic and recruit training, is also given in this appen-
dix.

BACKGROUND

Each edition of the Guide to the Evaluation of Edu-
cational Experiences in the Aimed Services has been
prepared in response to specific needs. Immediately
after World War II, the consensus in the educational
community was that the practice of granting blanket
credit to World War I veterans as a reward for length
of service was unsound. Educators concluded that
military learning experiences applicable to civilian.+.
curricula should be assessed by civilian education spe-
cialists for potential credit. Therefore, in December
1945, at the request of civilian educational institutions
and the regional accrediting associations, the Ameri-
can Council on Education established the Commission
on Accreditation of Service Experiencesrenamed
the Commission on Educational Credit in 1974to
evaluate military educational programs and to assist
institutions in granting credit for such experiences.
Accordingly, the first edition of the Guide was pub-
lished to assist educational institutions; in evaluating
service courses completed by returning' veterans.

The extension of the World War II G.I. Bill to
include veterans of the Korean conflict, and the sub-
sequent enrollment of many veterans in colleges and
universities,- created a need for the second edition,
published in 1954.

The 1968 edition was prepared in anticipation of
the increased enrollment of veterans resulting from
the educational assistance provided under the Veter-
ans Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966, and with the
expectation that many would apply for educational
credit for their learning experiences in the armed ser-
vices. In addition, technological advances had necessi-
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. .
tated major changes in service training, with a result-
ing need for new or 'revised educational credit recom-
mendations.

The 1974 edition was prepared primarily to respond
to

)three emerging considerations. First, because of the
growth in vocational and technical programs and the
emergence of the concept of postsecondary education,
there was need to evaluate courses for possible credit
in the.vocational and technical categories in addition
to thb baccalaureate and graduate categories of previ-
ous editions. Second, active-duty Service men and
women were enrolling in increasing numbers in civil-
ian educational programs and were s king credit for
related military formal courses soon ter completing
their service school training. Third, cre it recommen-
dations were needed for the many courses initiated by
the military since 1)968. '

The 1974 edition marked the beginning of a new
approach to reporting evaluations of formal military
training. At its fall 1973 meeting, the Commission
approved the concept of an ongoing Guide System.
Elements of that system include the publication of
periodic 'editions of or supplements- to,- the"' G"
through computerized composition, continuous staff
review of courses, and the computerized storage of
course information for a more rapid updating of
credit recommendations and for an improved ability
to respond to inquiries related to course identification
and credit recommendations.

Over the years the recommendations contained in
the Guide have assisted education institutions in grant-
ing credit to hundreds of thousands of service men
and women. Surveys conducted by the Office showed
that most of the nation's colleges and universities use
the formal course recommendations in awarding
credit to veterans and active-duty service personnel.
The recommendations have been widely accepted be-
cause military formal courses share certain key ek.
ments with traditional postsecondary programs: they
are formally approved and administered, are designed
for the express purpose of achieving learning out-
comes, are conducted by qualified persons with spe-
cific subject-matter expertise, and are structured to
provide for the evaluation of learning outcomes.
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. THE COURSES

Courses listed in the Guide are norinally service
school courses conducted on a formal hak i.e., ap-
proved by a central authority withinsach service and

ted by the service in its catalogue. These courses
conducted for a specified period of time with a

rescribed course of instruction, in a structured learn-
ing situation, and with qualified instructors.

Most courses are given on a full-time basis (a mini-
mum of thirty contact hours of instruction a week)
for not less than two weeks' dion; or, if less than
two weeks in length, the course must include a mini-
mum of sixty contact hours of inst ction. (Prior to
1973 the minimum 'length requir ent was three
weeks or 90 hours.) The American uncil on Educa-
tion also evaluates courses conducted for National
Guard and Reserve personnel (not on extended

.active-duty status) when these courses meet the same
requirements.

Recommendations for formal courses offered be-
tween World War H and 1954 are available in the
1954 edition Of the Guide or from the Office on Edu-
cational Credit upon written request by education of-
ficials. In addition, military Subject Standardized
Tests (SSTs) are evaluated by the American Council
on Education, but are not included in the Guide; rec-
ommendations are available from the Office on Edu-
cational Credit upon written request by education of-
ficials.

THE COURSE EVALUATIO140EM
In the fall of 1973, the Commission _on,Educational

Credit of the American Council on Education ap-
proved the following procedures and guidelines for
the evaluation of military formal courses.

The Evaluation Process

Courses are evaluated by teams of at least three
subject-matter specialists. Through discussion and the
application of evaluation procedures and guidelines,
team members reach a consensus on the amount and
category of credit to be recommended.

Evaluation materials include the course syllabus,
training materials, tests, and examinations. Additional
information is obtained from interviews with instruc-
tors and program administrators, classroom observa-
tions, and examination of instructional equipment and
laboratory facilities.

Each team of evaluators has two major tasks for
each course: the formulation of a credit recommenda-
tion and the preparation of the course's description.
The. credit recommendation consists of the category
of credit, the number of semester hours tecommend-
ed, and the appropriate subject area. Using the infor-
mation' provided in the military syllabus, evaluators

phrase the course description (which appears in the
Guide exhibits under the headings "Objectives" and
"Instruction") in terms meaningful to civilian educa-
tors. The course description supplements the credit
recommendatiOns by summarizing the nature of a
given course.

Throughout the evaluation process, evaluators are
encouraged to exercise professional judgment in ap-
plying the evaluative criteria and procedures. This
position reflects the Commission's belief that sound
educational evaluation is more dependent on profes-
sional jittlgment and expertisepli on rigid' applica-
tion of criteria.

The Commission on Educational Credit continually
reviews its criteria and procedu,res. Evaluators are
encouraged to provide feedback and recommenda-
tions for consideration by the Commission.

,2 I;

Selection of Evaluators

Nominations for course evaluators are reqUested
from regional accrediting associations, professional
and disciplinary societies, educational associations,
and postsecondary institutions. Graduate-level credit
recommendations are generally. determined by gradu-
ate school deans and professors nominated by the
president of the Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States.

The criteria for theselection of formal course eva-
luators are as follows:

1. Area 'oVan-eValuator's tompeten as -evidenced
by formal training and experiences, i I closely
approximate area of student training to be lu-
ated.

2. Preference will be given to candidates who are
subject-Matter specialists with five or more years
of postsecondary teaching or administrative ex-
perience, including curriculum development.

3. Preference will be given to candidates who are
generally receptive to the recognition of learning"
that occurs in a variety of settings.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS

In order' to interpret exhibits correctly, readers
should become thoroughly familiar with the defini-
tions and guidelines utilized by evaluators in formulae-
ing the recommendations. The following paragraphs
include definitions and guidelines pertaining to cate-
gories of educational credit and the semester hour
standard. The Commission policy on credit for mili-
tary service, including basic and recruit training,"is
also given in this section.
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Categories of Credit

Educational credit is a concept used by postsecon-
dary institutions to quantify and record a student's
successful completion of unit of study. Postsecon-
dary education consists of courses and programs of
instruction-for persons who are high school graduates
or the equivalent, or who are beyond compulsory
school age. ACE .evaluators utilize the following cate-

e &ries of educational credit when formulating credit
recommendations.

Vocational Certificate. This category describes
course work of the type normally found in certificate
or diploma (nondegree) programs that are usually a
year or less in length and designed to provide stu-
dents with occupational skills. This course work can
also be found in curricula leading to associate degrees
in applied science. Course content is specialized and
the accompanying shop, laboratory, or similar practi-
cal components emphasize procedural more than ana-
lytical skills.

Lower-Division Baccalaureate/Associate Degree. This
category describes course work of the type normally
found in the first two years of a baccalaureate pro-
gram and in programs leading to the Associate in
Arts, the Associate in Science, or the Associate in
Applied Science degree. The instruction stresses de-
velopment of analytical abilities at the introductory
level. Verbal, mathematical, and scientific concepts
associated with an academic discipline are introduded,
as are basic principles. Occupationally oriented
courses in this category are no ally designedtopre-
pare a student to function as,1 technician in a particu-
lar

Upper-Division Baccalaureate. This category de-
scribes courses of the type found in the last two years
of a baccalaureate program. The courses involve sk-
cialization.of a theoretical or analytical nature beyond
the introductory level. Successful performance by stu-
dents normally requires prior study in the area.

Graduate Degree. This category describes courses
with content of the type found in graduate programs.
These courses often require independent study, origi-
nal research, critical analysis, and the scholarly and
professional application of the specialized knowledge
or discipline. Students enrolled in such courses nor-
mally have completed a baccalaureate program.

Semester Hour Standard

Credit recommendations are expressed in semester
credit hours. In determining semester hour recom-
mendations, evaluators use the following guidelines:

1. One semester credit hour for the equivalent_,of
15 hours 'of classroom contact plus 30 hours- of
outside Weparation; or

1 APPENDIX A-3
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2. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of
30 hours of laboiatory work plus necessary out-

aide preparation, normally- expected to be 15
hours; or

3. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of
not less, than 45 hours of shop instruction (con-
tact hours).

Credit recommendations for courses are not derived
by simple arithmetic conversion. Evaluators exercise
professional judgment and consider only those por-0
tions of a course that can be equated with civilian
postsecoridary curricula. Intensive courses offered by
the military do not necessarily, require as much out-
side preparation as many regular college courses.
Evaluators consider the factors of tire- and post-
course assignments, prior work-related experience, the
concentrated nature of the learning experience, and
the reinforcement of the course mate_ rial gained in the
subsequent work setting.

Credit for Military Service, Including Basic or
Recruit Training

Afti the establishment of the 6-month Reserve
Training Programs by ,the services, as authorilliby
the Reserve Forces Act of '1955, the Commission re-
ceived many requests from educational institutions for

Aliolicy recommendation on this training. In 1957, the
COMMOsion established a credit recommendation

I
policy for military service, including completion of
the 6-month Reserve Training Program or basic (re- .

cruit) training. The policy, which was reaffirmed by
the Commission in 1973, is as folloArs:

I. Secondary School
The Commission recommends no high school
credit for military service per se, including basic

recruit training. It,sfOes recommend, however,
at the physical education experiences during
ilitary service of,six months or more be accept-

ed in lieu of-the mandatory high school require-
ment fOr physical education or for hygiene and
health education.

II: College
1. For military servicesix months to one year:

a. The Commission recommends that six
months to one year' of military service,
including . completion of basic or recruit
training, be accepted as meeting t the re-
quirements in military science at the
freshman level at those institu ons which
normally allow credit for col egiate-level
courses in this area..;,
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b. The Cdmmission recommends no credit
in physical education or in hygiene and
health education IT the applicant has com-
pleted one year or less of military ser-
vice.

.
ry

,

2. For military serviceover one year:
a. The Commission recommends that more

than one year of military service, includ-
ing the completion of basic or recruit
training, be accepted as meeting the re-
quirements in military science at the
freshman and sophomore levels at those
institutions which normally allow credit
for collegiate-level courses in this area.

b. \The Commission recommends that the
veteran's total military service experi-
ences in the areas of physical education
or of giene and, health education be
consi red as meeting the physiial educa-
tion or hygiene and health education, ref
quirements on the freshman and sopho-
more levels, provided the applicant's
military service was of more than one
year's duration, at those - institutions
which normally alloW credit for colle-
giate-level courses in these areas.

e

.*2

Other Recommendations

The Defense Activity for Non - Traditional Educa,
tion Support (DANTES) maintains the educational*records of the service men and, women who have
completed SSTs,. CLEP examinations, and GED
Tests.

The results of courses taken under the auspices of.
USAFI (United States Armed Forces Institute; dises-
tablished 1974) which carry academic. credit and
which were submitted prior to June 30, -1974, are
available at no cost from: DANTES Contractor Rep:
resentative (transcripts), 2318 South Park Street,
Madison, Wisconsin 53713.

Results of Subject Standardized Tests and CLEP
examinations taken under the auspices of DANTES
after July 1, 1974, are available at a nominal charge
from: DANTES Contractor Representative (CLEP),
EdUcational Testing Service, P.O. Box 2819, Prince-.
ton, New Jersey 08540.

Test reports for GED Tests taken after July 1,

1974, can be obtained from: DANTES Contractor
Representative (GED), G D Testing Service, Ameri-
can Council on Education, Dupont Circle, Wash-
ington, D.C. /0036.

In addition, credit recommendations for USAFI
courses'and tests and for DANTES Subject Standard-
ized Tests are available from the Office on Education-
al Credit upon written request by education officials.
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Keyword Index

This index is designed to provide rapid access to the courses described in the course exhibit section. Titles of
courses are arranged alphabetically under keywords which have been extr4ted verbatim from the titles. For
example, the keyword Data Processing is followed by all titles containing the words Data Processing.

To locate a specific course, identify a word or group of words in the title which seems to be unique or
descriptive. For example, the title Data Processing Specialist, COBOL can be found under the keywords Data
Proc g or COBOL. Similarly, the title Russian Technician can be found under the 'keyword Russian.

The number for each course is displayed to the right of the title. Refer to that numberin the course exhibit
section or a full description-of the course.

.50 Caliber
.50 Caliber Machinegun

AF-2203-0037
A-12

E-4 (A-12) Autopilot

A-12D
A-I 2D Autopilot

AF-1.715-0628

AF-1715-0629
A-14

A-14 Autopilot and N-1, MD-I
Compasses

AF-1715-0630
B52H, A -14 Autopilot, AN /AJN -8 HVRS
and MD-I Astro Compass

AF-1721-0003
N,I and-MD-1-Compasses, AN/AJA-1
Computer and A-14 Autopilot

AF-171570624
A-1A

A-1A Oxygen, Nitrogen Generating Plant
AF-I 601-0037

A -286
Welding of A-286 Alloy Material (J-79
Engine)

AF-1710-0016
A-3A

Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15 Fire
Control Systems)

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire. Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15
Turrets)

4 AF-17 5-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15 Fire
Control Systems)

AF-1715-0259
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (A -3A, MD-9, ASG-I5
Turrets)

AF- I 715-0259
Turret System Mechanic (13-52, A-3A)

. AF-1715-0482

Turret Systems Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9,
ASG-15 Turrets) ,

AF -1715 -0482
Turret Systems Technician (A-3A, MD-
9, ASG-15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0259

A-3A/MD-9 .

Turret Systems Gunner (A-3A/MD-9
Turrets)

AF-1715-0205
A-5

Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD-1, MD-1A, MD-4, and
A-5)

AF-1715-0013
Turret System Mechanic (A-5, MD-I
..and A, MD-4)

AF-1715-0i713
Turi7et System Mechanic (MD-1, MD-4,
A-5)

AF-1715-0013
A6341FN-DI

Field and Organizational Maintenance
A634 I FN -D I Propeller

AF-1704-0103
A-7D

Intermediate Maintenance, A-7D
Weapons Control System (WCS)

AF-1715-0278
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (A-
712); AN/APO-126)

AC
Automotive AC Electrical Systems

AF-1703-0008
Operator and Operation Maintenance of
AC System Tester, Model T-,35

AF-1715-0095

AF-1715-0538

AC-130E
Special Operations Training. AC -1 30E
Pilots

Academic
Academic Instructor

AF-1606-0020

AF-1406-0034

2 G 7

Accessories
KC-,I35 Mechanical Accessories and
Equipment Repairman

AF,1701-0006
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairman

AP-1701-0007
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairman, B-52

AF-1704-0178
Mechanical Accessbries and-Equipment
Repairman, C-130)A

AF- I 704-0101
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repair Technician

AF -1715 -0528

Accident
Air Force Weapons Accidetlt Prev,entiOP
and Management

AF -0802 -0021
Jet Engine Accident Investigation

g AF -1704 -0037
Traffic Management and Accident
Ihvestigation

AF-1.728-0004
Accountant

Accountant
AF-1401-0004
AF-I401-0008

Machine Accountant
AF- I 402-0 /6

Accounting
Accounting and Finance Applications of
Base Supply Computer (UNIVAC 1050
Ill

AF-1401-0016
AcCounting and Finance Automated
Materiel System

AF-1401-0016
Accounting and Finance Officer

AF-1401-0009
Accounting and Finance Specialist

AF-140 1'-0001
Accounting and Finance Supervisor

AF-I401-0010
Accounting and Finance Supervisor
(Disbursement AccOunting)

AF-J401-0015
Accounting and Finance Supervisor
(General Accounting)
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AF-I401-0012

AF- 1401 -0003
Accounting SpecialiSt

Accounting Technician
AF- I 401-0007

Disbursement Accounting Specialist
AF- I 401-0006

General Accounting Specialist
AF-I401-0005

Machine Accounting Supervisor
AF- I 402-0036

Manpower Allocation and Accounting
System (MAAS)

AF- 1406 -0032
Phase II General Accounting
Applications

AF-I402-0004
Adapter

Teletype Adapter Module/Common
Control Unit Maintenance

AF-1715-0393
ADC

Weapons Mechanic (ADC)
AF-2203700I6

ADC/ANG-RES
Weapons Mechanie'lADC/ANG-RES

AF-1704-0171
Administration

Administration Management and
[Executive Support Officer

AF-I408-0067
Administration Management/Executive
Support

AF-I408-0067
Advanced Contract Administration

AF- 1408 -0039
Basic Course in Medical Administration

AF-0799-0005
Basic Course in Medical Service
Administration

AF-0799-0005
Contract Administration

AF-0326-0003
AF- I 408-0033

Financial Administration
AF -1408 -0002

Health Services Administration

Industrial Property Administration (rJT)
AF-0326-0001

Nursing Service Administration
AF-0703 -0003

Police Administration
AF-1728-0016

Refresher Course in Hospital
Administration

AF-0799-0003
Security Police Administration

AF-1728-0016
Senior Hospital Administration

AF-0799-0002

Administrative
Administrative Clerk

Administrative Officer
AF-I403-0001

AF-1408-0041
Administrative Specialist

AF-1403-0001
Administrative Supervisor

AF-1408-0066
Apprentice Medical; Administrative
Specialist

AF-0799-0004
Medical AdMinistrative Specialist

AF-0799-0004
Medical Administrative Supervisor

AF-I408-0043
Advanced

Defense Language Institut$ Advanced
Courses

DD-0602-0007

Advisor
Human Relations Advisor

AF- I 513-0001

A/E24U-8
A/E24U-8 Power Plant Intermediate and
Organizational (1 & 0) Maintenance

AF-1704-0143

Aerial
Aerial Photographer

Aeromedical
AF-.I 709-0005

Aeromedical Evacuation Technician
AF-0709-00 I I

Aeromedical Specialist.
AF-0709-0024

Aeromedical Technician
AF-0709-0012

Apprentice Aeromedical Evacuation
AF-0709-0004

Apprentice Aeromedical Evacuation
Specialist

AF-0709-0004
Apprentice Aeromedical Specialist

AF-0709-0024
Aerospace

,Advanced Aerospace Photo Intelligence
AF -1606 -0047

Aerospace Control and Warning System
Operator (Manual).

AF- I 715-0623
Aerospace Control and Warning Systems
Operator

Aerospace Ground
Repairman

Aerospace Ground
. Technician

AF-1715-0622
Equipment

.

AF-1715-0605
Equipment Repair

AF- I 717-0012
Aerospace Medicine Primary

AF-0709-0025
Aerospace Munitions Officer

AF -1717 -0013
Aerospace Munitions Officer
Conventional Munitions Refresher

-` AFr2203-0022
Aerospace ivianitionsStaff Officer

AF- I 717-0013
AF- I 717-0024

Aerospace Nursing Residency
AF-0703-0004

Aerospace Photographic Systems
Repairman

AF-1715-0291
Avionics Aerospace Ground Equipment
Specialist

AF- I 715-0537

AFCS
CEM Materiel'Control Procedures
( AFCS)

Afghan Persian
DariAfghan Persian

AFK
AFK Supply Management

AF-I405-0004

AF -1405 -0058

AF-0602-0007
AF=0602-0012

Afrikaans
Afrikaans

AF-0602-0003
AF-0602-0006

AFS
AFS Fighter, Jet (F-100)

AF- I 606-0126
AFS Fighter, Jct (T-33)Phase I

2UL)

AF-I606-0089
AF/S32R-2

AF/S32R-2 Refueler Field and
Organizational (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-} 703-0001

Afterburner
J-57 Jet Engine (w/o Afterburner)
Organizational Maintenance

AF-1704-0018

AGE
F/FB-I I I Avionics AGE Maintenance
Technician

AF -1402 -0027
Missile Facilities Specialist (CGM -13B,
AGE Crew)

AF-2203-0005

AGM
AGM Guidance Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

AF-1715-0649
Air Launch Guidatce Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

AF.-1715-0649
Air Launch Missile Guidance Mechanic
(AGM-28 A/B)

AF-1715-0649
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AGM-28)

AF-1715-0649
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AGM-28 A/B)

AF -1715 -0649
Missile Systems Maintenance Specialist
(AGM-28)

AF-1715-0649

AGM-28
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AGM-28 )

AF-1715-0649
Missile Systems Maintenance Specialist
(AGM-28)

AF-1715-0649

AGM-28A
Avionics Officer (AGM-28A)

AF-1704-0147

AGM-28A/B
AGM Guidance Mechanic (AGM-.
28A/B)

AF- I 715-0649
Air Launch Guidance Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

AF-1715-0649
Air Launch Missile Analyst Mechanic
( AGM-28 A/B

AF-1715-0454
Air -Lau Missile Analyst Technician
(AG 8A/B)

AF- 1715-0158
Air Launch Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0458
Air Launch Missile Guidance Mechanic
( AGM-28 A/B)

AF-1715-0649
Air Launch Missile Guidance Technician
( AGM-28 A/B)

AF:I715-0155
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(AGM-28A/B)

AF -1715 -0458
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
( AGM-28 A/B)

AF:I715-0649
fissile Mechanic (AGM-28A/B)

AF- I 715-0693
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
( AGM-28 A/B)

AF-1715-0454



AGM-69A
Checkout Sequence Programming Set,
AN /GSM -133 (AGM-69A)

AF-1402-0067
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF-1715-0457
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF-1715-0451
Nuclear Weapons Specialist AGM-69A

AF-1715-0700
Nuclear Weapons Technician (AGM-
69A)

AF-1715-0700
Weapons Maintenance Technician
(AGM-69A )

AF -1715 -0735
AGM/AIM

Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
( AGM /AIM )TAC

AF- 1715-0712
Missile Guidance and Control Technician
(AGM /AIM TAC SEA)

AF -1715 -0691
OAids

I F -1 1 I Navigation Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-0184
AIM

Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AIM) (ADC)

AF-1715-0671
Missile Guidance and Control Speicalist
(AIM).

AF-1715-0671
Air

407L Air Traffic Regulation Center ,

Controller/Technician
AF- 1704-0001

Advanced Air Transportation Cargo
AF-0419-0014

Advanced Air Transportation Passenger
AF-0419-0003

Air Cargo Specialist
AF-0419-0023

Air Cargo Specialist (Reserve) .

AF-0419-0024
Air Command and Staff College

AF-1511-0001
Air Command and Staff Correspondence
Program

AF-I511-0003
Air Command and Staff Nonresident
Seminar Program

AF-1511-0002
Air Conditioning Engineering

AF-1701-0001
Air Electronics Maintenance for
Armament SysIems Officer

AF- 1715 -0560
Air Electronics Officer

AF-1715-0323
Air Electronics Officer, Fighter A/C

AF-1715-0323
Air Electronic Systems
Supervisor/Technician

AF-1715-0634
Air Force Base Level Main%nance
Management

AF- I 717-0025
Air Freight Specialist

AF-0419-0007
Air/Ground 50-KHZ Equipment

AF-17 I 5-0031
Air Iritelligence Airman

Air Intelligence Officer
AF-1606-9059

AF- 1 606 - 0052_
AF-1606-0054
AF-1606-0055

Air Launched Defense Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-0012
Air Launched Missile Safety Officer

AF-0802-0009
Air Launched Missile Safety
Officer/Technician

AF-0802-0010
Air Launched Missile Safety Technician

AF-0802-0011
Air Launched Strategic Missile Safety
Officer '

AF- 0802 -0013
Air Launched Tactical Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-0014
Air Launch Guidance Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

AF- I 71,5-0649
Air Launch Missile Analyst Mechanic
(AGM-28A/B

AF-1715-0454
Air Launch Missile Analyst Technician
(AGM-28A/B)

AF- I 715-0158
Air Launch Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (AGM-28A/B)

AF- I 715-0458
Air Launch Missile Guidance Mechanic
(AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0649
Air Launch Missile Guidance Technician
(AGM-28A/B) .

AF-1715-0155
Air National Guard Recruiter

AF-I406-0038
Air Passenger and Operations Specialist

AF-0419-0002
Air Passenger Specialist

AF-0419-0002
Air Passenger Specialist (Reserve)

AF-0419-0022
Air Police

Air Police (Basic)

Air Policeman
. AF-1728-0019

Air Policeman (Basic Air Police)
AF-1_728,00 l 9

Air Police (NCO)

Air Police Officer

AF-1728-0019

AF-1728-0019

AF-1728-0001

AF-1728-0018
Air Police (Provost Marshal) Phase I

AF -1728 -0029
Air Police Supervisor

AF-1728-0001
Air Rescue Specialist Medical

AF-0709-00 I 3
Air Route Traffic Control and Approach
Control Operator

AF-1704-0008
Air Surveillance (SAGE)

AF-1715-0273
AF-1715-0571

Air Transportation of Dangerous Cargo
and Nuclear Weapons

AF-0419-0017
Air Transportation Officer

AF -04 19 -0010
AF-0419-0011

Air War College
AF -1511 -0006

Air War College Correspondence .

Program
AF-1511-0005

Air War College Nonresident Seminar
Program

AF-15 I 1-0004
Air Weapons

AF-2203-0044
Apprentice Air Traffic Ccintrol Operator

AF-1704-0008

KEYWORD INDEX K-3
BUIC Ill Air Surveillance for Radar.
Inputs Countermeasures
Officer/Technician

AF-1715-0113
Grodnd Support Air Conditioner (B -58)

AF-1701-0003
MA-1 and MA-3 Air Conditioners, Field
and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance

AF-1701-0002
Refrigeration and Air. Conditioning

AF-1730-004
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Coittrol (Minn-Honeywell)

AF-1730-0006
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Controls (Johnson)

AF-1730-0005
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning -
Equipment

AF-1730-0009
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Specialist

AF -1730 -0010
Refrigeration Specialist (Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning)

AF-1730-0010
Airborne

Airborne Conimand Post
Communications Equipment (CE)
Repairman

AF- 1715-0709
Airborne Early Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/APS-20E)

AF- 1715-0025
Airborne Early Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/APS-45)

AF-1715-0029
Airborne Early Warning Radar Specialist
Principle

AF-1715-0493
AF- I 715-0533

Airborne ECM Operator
AF-1715-0382

Airborne Electrical Systems Technician
(AN /ARC -106)

AF-1715-0509
Airborne Electrical System Technician
(G-I186)

AF-1715-0507
Airborne Electronic Countermeasures
Specialist

AF-1715-0382
Airborne Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0362
Airborne Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (SHORAN)

AF-1715-0521
Airborne Meteorological/Atmospheric
Research Equipment (MET/ARE)
Repairman

AF-1715-0453
Airborne Radio Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0067
Airborne Radio Operator

AF-2203-0033
Airborne Radio Repairman

AF-1715-0341
Airborne SHORAN Equipment
Repairman

AF-1715-0521
Airborne Weather Eqiipment Technician

AF-1715-0091
Officers Airborne Eleetronics Orientation

AF-1715-0562
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Depot)

AF-1715-0421
Special Training on Airborne Radar

\Beacon AN/APN-69 (Field and
Organizational)

AF-1715-0421
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Aircraft
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (C-141).

AF-0419-0016
Advanced Aircraft LoadmaSter (C-5)

AF-0419-0015
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (HC-130
ARRS

AF-1606-0028
Advanced Observer Aircraft
Performance Engineer

AF-l704-0115
Aircraft and Hydraulic Repairman ,

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repair

AF-1717-0012
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0605
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missiles)

AF-1715-0631
Aircraft and Missile Hydraulic
Repairman

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft and Missile Hydraulic
Technician

AF-1704-0014
Aircraft and Missile Pneudraulic
Repairman

AF -1704 -0041
Aircraft and Missile Pneudraulic Repair
Technician

AF-1704-0014
Aircraft/Avionics Maintenance Staff
Officer

AF-1408-0049
Aircraft Controllers

AF-1704-00_09
Aircraft Corrosion Control

AF -1704 -0061)
Ajic ?aft Early Warning Radar
Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0282
Aircraft Early Warning Radar Repairman

AF-1715-0427
Aircraft Early Warning Radar Repairman
(for Navy Personnel)

AF-1715-0364
Aircraft ECM Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0324
Aircraft ECM Repairman (Jamming
Equipment)

AF- 1715-0224
Aircraft*ECM Repairman
(Reconnaissance Equipment)

AF-1715-0223
Aircraft ECM Repairman (Surveillance
Equipment)

AF-1715-0223
Aircraft Electrical Repairman (F-101B)

AF-1704-0035
Aircraft Electrician Gunner, B-36

AF-1704-0158
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
(ECM) Repairman (Ground Equipment)

AF-1715-0684
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairman (Jamming Equipment)

AF-1715-0224
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairman (Surveillance Equipment)

AF- 1715-0223
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairmen(Jamming Equipment)

AF-1715-0224
AircrAft Electfonic Navigation
Equipment Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0510
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0680
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82 and
AN/APN-89)

AF- I 715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (Doppler
Supplement)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (General)

AF-1715-0680
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (TACAN
Supplement)

(AF -1715 -0602
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Technician

AF-1715-0510
Aircraft Engine Test Stand Calibration

AF- 1704 -0057
Aircraft Environmental Systems
Repairman

AF- 1701 -0007
Aircraft Environmental Systems Repair
Technician

AF-1715-0528
Aircraft Fuel System Mechanic

AF-1704-0047
Aircraft Fuel System Technician

AF-1704-0045
Aircraft Ground Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0605
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman B-52

AF-1704-0098
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman B-52G

AF-1704-0098
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, C-130A

AF-1704-0106
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, F-100D/F

AF-1704-0065
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, F-102A

AF-1704-0124
Aircraft Hydraulic Technician

AF-1704-0014
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman

AF-1715-0027
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-
81/89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0026
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-89/99/108
Doppler)

AF- I 715-0026
Aircraft Jet Engine Block Test Mechanic

AF-1704-0050
Aircraft Jet Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0082
-Aircraft Landing Control Operator

AF-1704-0006
Aircraft Landing Control Technician

AF-1704-0006
Aircraft Loadmaster

AF-0419-0001
Aircraft Observer Technical Upgrading

AF-1606-0031
Aircraft Observer TrainingPilot

AF-1606-0030
Aircraft Observer Upgrade Training

AF-1606-0031
Aircraft Pneudraulic Repairman

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft Pneudraulic Repair Technician

AF-1704-0014
Aircraft Propeller Repairman

AF-1704-0046
Aircraft. Propeller Technician ,

AF-1704-0040
Aircraft Radio Maintenance Technician

o AF-17 I 5-0067

270
D

Aircraft Radio Repairman
AF-1715-0065
AF-1715-0069

Aircraft Radio Repairman (Comniand)
AF-1715-0066
AF-1715-0068

Aircraft Radio Repairman
(Communications)

AF-1715-0065
Aircraft Radio Repairman (Data Link
Supplement)

AF-1715-0185
Aircraft Radio Repairman (General)

AF-1715-0065
Aircraft Radio Repairman (Navigational)

AF-1715-0069
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine
Conditioning

AF-1704-0071
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0022
Aircraft Sensor Systems. Repairman
(Electronic Sensors)

AF-1715-0479
Aircraft Structural Sealing, B-52

AF-1704-0038
Apprentice AircraftLanding Control
Operator

AF-1704-0006
Basic Observer Aircraft Performance
Engineer Training

AF-1704-0116
F-111A'Weapons System Training
(Aircraft Commander)

AF-1606-0132
Flight Engineer Specialist, Reciprocating
Engine Aircraft

AF-1606-0032
HC-130 Aircraft Commander ,( Aircrew
Training)

AF-1606-0026
KC-135 Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman

AF -1704 -01 18
KC-135 Aircraft Repairman, Hydraulic

AF- 1704 -0118
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Aircraft
Commander and Co-Pilot)

AF-1606-0041
Non-Destructive Testing of Aircraft and
Related Equipment Components

AF-1724-0002
Pilotless Aircraft Guidance and Control
Officer

AF-1715-0648
Staff Aircraft Performance Engineer

AF-1104-000I
Staff AircraftPerformance Officer

AF-1107-0001
Structural Repair of. High Performance
Aircraft

AF-1704-0091
Upgrading B-66 Aircraft

AF-1606-0 I 36
Welding of High Performance Aircraft
and Missile Systems

AF-1723-0005

Aircraft Control
Aircraft Control and Warning (AC & W)
Radar Officer

AF-1715-0369
Aircraft Control and Warning (AC & W)
Radar, Repairman ( AN/GLR-1/FLR-12 )

AF-1715-0234
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator

AF-1715-03521'
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(Manual)

AF-1715-0352
Anciaft Control and Warning Operator
(SAGE)

AF-1715-0209
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(Semi-Automatic/4 I 2L )



AF-1704 -0170
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0064
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman

AF-1715-0687
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman ( AN/CPS-1, AN/CPS-4,

a AN/CPS-5 and 1FF)
AF-1715-0104

Aircraft ControlAnd Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and AN/FPS-6)

AF-1715-0023
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and 1FF)

AF-1715-0023
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-18, AN/FST4, AN-
FSA-10, AN/FSW-I )

AF-1715-0060
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-20 and AN/FPS-6)

AF-1715-0115
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6)

AF -1715 -0103
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar.
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6 and
1FF)

AF-1715-0103
Aircraft Control pnd Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-8 and AN/FPS-4)

AF-1715-0105
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS-8, AN/FPS-4

'.AF -1715 -0020
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS-8, AN/FPS-4, and
IFF

AF-1715-0020
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FST-2

AF-1715-0111
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/GPA-37)

AF -1715 -0056
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman ( ANfTPS- I D, AN/TPS- 10D)

AF-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (ANfTPS-ID, AN/TPS -IOD
and 1FF)

AF-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Yarning Radar
Technician-

AF-1715-0064
Pilotless Aircraft Control Systems
Mechanic

,A1F-1715-0247 .

Aircraft Electrical
Aircraft Electrical Repairman

AF- 1704 -01 14
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, B-52

44F-1704-0167
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, B-52H

AF- I 704-0167
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, C-130A

AF -1704 -0099
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, F-101A

AF- 1704-0104
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, E,IO2A

AF- I 704-0128 .
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, F-I04

AF- 1704 -0166
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, KC-135

AF-1704-0125
Aircraft Electrical Repair Technician

AF- 1 704 -0 165
KC-135 Aircraft Electrical Repairman

AF- 1 704 -0125

Aircraft Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance/Avionics Officer
Accelerated

AF- 1717-0004
Aircraft Maintenance Indoctrination
(SAC)

AF-1704-0083
Aircraft Maintenance Management
Officer

AF -1717 -0002
Aircraft Maintenance Officer

AF-1717-0002
AF-1717-0003

Aircraft IC aintenance Officer
Accelerated

AF-1717-0014
Aircraft Maintenance Specialist,-Jet

-.Aircraft One and Two Engines
AF -1704 -0036

Specialist (Jet,Aircraft Maintenance
Over. Two Engines)

Akcraft Maintenance
ReTiprocating Engine

Aircraft Maintenance
Prop Aircraft'

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft Maintenance
Engine Aircraft

Aircraft Maintenance
Engine Type Aircraft

Aircraft Maintenance
Reciprocating Engine

AAircraft Mechanic

AF-1704-0067
Specialist,
Aircraft

AF- I 704-0043
Special' t Turbo-

A 4-0080
Staff er

A 17-0002
Technic'

AF- 1704-0013
Technician, Jet

AF- I 717-0006
Technician, Jet

AF -1717 -0006
Technician.
Aircraft

AF-1704-0088

Aircraft'Mechanic B-52

Aircraft Mechanic B-52G

Aircraft Mechanic, B-52H

Aircraft Mechanic C -130

AF- I 704-0058

AF- I 704-0058

AF-1704-0084

AF -1704 -0055
Aircraft Mechanic C-I 30A

AF -1704 -0055
Aircraft Mechanic, F-100D

A F- I 704-0063
Aircraft Mechanic, F-101 A

AF-1704-0062
Aircraft Mechanic, F-10IB

AF-1704-0061
Aircraft Mechanic, F-IO2A

AF-1704-0123
Aircraft Mechanic, F -104

AF- 1704 -0086
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet Aircraft, Over
Two Engines)

AF -1704 -0067
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet Bomber Two
Engines)

AF -1704 -0036
Aircraft Mechanic, Jet Fighter

AF -1704 -0036
Aircraft Mechanic, Jet One Engine .

AF- I 704-0036
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet, Over Two
Engines)

AF-1704-0067
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet, Two Engines)

XF-1704-0036
Aircraft Mechanic, ReciprOcating Engine
Aircraft

AF-1704-0043
Aircraft Mechanic, Reciprocating Engine
Types

AF- I 704-0043
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Aircraft_Mechanic, Reciprocating (One
and/or Two Engines)

AF- 704-0042
Aircraft Mechanic, Reciprocating, Over
Two Engines

AF-1704-0021
Aircraft Mechanic, Rotary Wing

AF-1704-0079
Aircraft Mechanic. T-33A

AF-1704-0056
Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft

AF -1704 -0080
Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft
(C-130 and C-133)

F-106 Aircraft Mechanic

Jet Airietft Mechanic

AF-1704-0080

AF-1704-0053

AF-1704-0023
Jet AirCraft Mechanic, One and Two
Engine

AF-1704-0036
Jet Airceaft Mechanic, One and Two
Engines

AF- 1704 -0036
VC-135 Aircraft Mechanic

AF-1704-0122
Aircrew

Aircrew Egress 'isms Repairmen
AF-1715-0707

Aircrew Life Support Equipment
AF- I 704-0145

Airciew Life Support Specialist
AF-1704-0182

Aircrew TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircraft Commander/Pilot)

AF-1606-0038
Aircrew TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircraft Observer)

AF-1606-0039
F-4 Aircrew Life Support Specialist

AF-1704-0180
HC -130 Aircraft Comman'der (Aircrew
Training)

AF-1606-0026
HC-130 Aircrew Instructor Training

AF-I606-0149
HC -130 Flight Engineer (Aircrew
Training)

AF- 1606 -0027
HC-130 Loadma r (Aircrew Training)

AF-1606-0028
HC -130 Navigator (Aircrew Training)

AF-1606-0025
HC -130 Radio Operator (Aircrew
Training

AF-1606-0024
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric and
Leather)

c AF-1716-0003
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric, Leather,
and Rubber)

AF-1716-0003
Medium Transport (C-I 19) Aircrew
Transition

AF-1606-0044
Tanker Aircrew, KC -97

AF-I 606-0015
Air Defense

Air Defense Artillery Director (SAGE)
AF-1715-0288

Assistant Air Defense Artillery Director
(SAGE)

AF -1715 -0289

Airframe
Airframe Repair, C -141

AF-1704-0039
Airframe Repairman

AF -1704 -0129
Airframe Repair Specialist
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AF-1704-0129

Airframe Titanium Repair
AF -1704 -0024

Airplane
Airplane and Engine Mechanic, Liaison

. Types
AF-1704-0064

Mr Traffic Control
Advanced Mr Traffic Control Officer

AF-1704-0610
Officer

AF- I 704-0002
Off Procedures cc

Air Traffic Control Off'

Air Traffic Control Off.
AF -1704 -0003

Air Traffic Control Operator
AF-1704-0005

Air Traffic Control Operator (Non-
Radar)

AF- I 704-0011
Air Traffic Control Operator (Radar)

AF-1'704-0106
si Air Traffic Control Operator (Radar)

(Army)
AF-1704-0107

Air Traffic Control Radar Maintenance
Technician

AF-1715-0397
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman

AF-f715-0488
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman,
AN/CPN-18, AN/FPN- I 6

AF-1715-0676
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
AN/CPN-4

AF-1715-0422
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
(AN/FP4-1-6---and_AN/CPN-18)

AF- I 715-0676
Air T affic Control Radar Repairman
(AN/ PN-I )

. AF -1715 -0488
-Air raffle Control Radar Repairman
(AN PN-12)

AF-1715-0737
Air Tra Control Radar Technician

-AF-1715-0397
Air Traffic Control Technician

AF- 1704 -0004

Apprentice Ai Traffic Control Operator
AF-1704-0008

Albanian
Albanian

Aleutian
Aleutian DEW Line Bak

r AF -1729 -0006
Electrical Power Pr action, Aleutian
Dew Line

DD-0602-0001
17D-0602-0002

D-0602-0003

AF-1712-0002

Alignment
Front d Alignment, Operation and
Maint nance

AF-1703-6013
Wh 1 Alignment Equipment, Operation
an aintenance

AF-1703-0013

ergy
Allergy and Immunology Specialist

C AF-0709-0006

All
We
Engi

ing of A-286 Alloy Material (J -79

AF-1710-0016

Ail-Relay
All-Relay Central Office Equipment
Specialist

AF-1715-04I1

AMA
AMA/Directorate of Materiel
Management

AF-1405-0027

AMCS
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
( AMCS-AER0-1A)

AF-1715-0535
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F4,
AMCS)

AF-1715-0535

AMCSAER0-1A
Offensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(AMCS-AERO- I A)

AF-1715-0389'
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
( AMCS-AER0-1 A )

AF-1715-0389
AF-1,715-0535

Amharic
Amharic

AF-0602-0007
AF-0602-00 12

Ammunition
Amtr?unition Officer

AF-I405-0047
Ammunition Officer (Munitions)

AF-1405-0047

AN/AJA-1
N-1 and MD-I Compasses, AN/AJA-1
Computer and A -14 Autopilot ,

AF-1715-0624

AN/AJN-8
B521-1, A -14 Autopilot, AN/AJN-8 HVRS
and MD-I Asti° Compass

AF-1721-0003

Analog
Electronic Analog Data Processing
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0061

AN/ALQ-71
AN/ALQ-71/ALQ-87/QRC-335,
Field/Organizational (F/O) Maintenance

AF-1715-0400

AN/ALQ-71/72
AN/ALQ-71/72 Field/Organizational
(F/O) Maintenance

AlF-1715-0578

AN/ALQ-T4
AN/ALQ-T4 Field and Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

AF- 1715 -0547

AN/ALQ-T4(V)
Defensive System Trainer Specialist
(.AN/ALQ-T4( V))

AF-17,15-0086
Defensive System Trainer Technician
(AN/ALQ-T4(V))

AF -1715 -0232

AN/ALR-31
AN/ALR-31 Receiver
Field/Organizational (F/0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0607

AN/ALT-6
Special Training on AN/ALT-6
Equipment (Depot)

AF-1715-0418
Special Training on AN/ALT-6
Equipment (F & 0) (Field and
OrganizatiOnal)

AF-1715-0418

AN/ALT-7
Special Course on Radar Set AN/ALT-7
and Pulse Generator 0-207/ALA-7

AF-1715-0420
( Depot )

AN / -8
Spe al Training on AN/ALT-8 (Field
and Organizational)

AF-1715-0372

Analysis
Advanced Cost and Economic Analysis

AF-I408-0016
Advanced Data Automation Analysis and'
Design

AF- I 402-0053
Advanced Data Processing Audit
Analysis

AF- I 402-0041
Advanced Quantitative Methods in Cost
Analysis . .

AF-1 I 15-0004
Aircraft and Missile Maintenance
Analysis Specialist

AF-1 I 15-0001
Basic Quantitative Methods in Cost
Analysis ul

AF-1 115 -0005
Computer Systems Analysis and Design
(Enlisted)

AF-1402-0040
Data Systems Analysis and Design
( Enlisted)

AF-1402-0040
Data Systems Analysis and Design
(Officer)

AF -1402 -0039
Field Analysis of Cryogenic Liquids and .
Gases

AF-1601-0020
Ground C-E-M Maintenance Analysis
Technician

AF- 1113 -0001
Maintenance Anyysis Specialist

AF- I 115-0001
Maintenance"Analysis Technician -

AF- 0306 -0001
Management Analysis Officer

AF -1408 -0063
Management Analysis Specialist

AF-I408-0009
Management Analysis Technician

AF- I 408-0009
Quantitative Methods in Cost Analysis

AF-1115-0004
Real Estate and Cost Management
Analysis Specialist

AF-0331-0001
Real EstateCost-Management Analysis
Specialist

AF-0331-0001
Supply Operation Analysis/Design

4.44F-1402-0059
Terrain Analysis

DD-1601-0004
Tropical Weather Analysis and
Forecasting

Analyst
Air Laiinc h Missile Analyst Mechanic
( 'AGM-28 A/B

AF-1715-0454
Analyst Technician, GAM-77

AF-1715-0157
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(HGM-16F)

AF-1715-0295
Ballisti Missile Analyst Specialist
(LG -25C)

AF -1715 -0376
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (PGM-
16D)

AF-1715-0294

AF- I 304-0010



Ballistic Missile Ana ly st Specialist
(SM65D)

AF-1715-0294
Ballistic Missile Analys t Specialist (SM-

(155F)
AF-1715-0295

Ballistic Missile Analys t Specialist,WS-
133B

AF-1715-0731
Ballistic Missile Analys t Technician (SM-
'65F)

AF-1715-0319
Computer.Systems Analyst

AF- 1402-0003
Control Systems Analyst (GAM-72)

AF-1715-0320
Control Systems Analyst (GAM-77)

AF-1715-0583
GAM Analyst Mechanic, GAM-77

AF-1715-0454
Guidance System Analyst (GAM-63
Missile D/A)

AF-1715-0379
Guidance System Analyst, SM-62

AF-1715-0381
Guidance Systems Analyst (TM-76A)

AF-1714-0005
MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
( Apalyst Supervisor)

AF-1715-0287
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist

AF-1715-0376
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(AGM-28A/B)

AF- 1715-0454
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF-1715-0451
Missile Systems Andlyst Specitalist
(L.GM-25)

AF-1715-0376
Missile Systems A alyst Specialist (TM-
76B)

Jet Engi

Jet Engi
(Sperry)

Analyze
ReCipr
Apalyze

Recipr
Analyze

Reciprocating
Analyzdrs

AN/APA-54(A)
Special Training
Equipment
AN/APN-3,
54(A)

AN/APG-T1
Gunnery
TI,TIA)

AN/APN-105
AN/APN-105/131

AN/APN-175(V)-3
AN/APN-175(V)-3
System Maintenance

AN/APN-3
Special Training,on
Equipment
AN/APN-3,

7 54(A)

AF,1715-0605
e Analyzer-1RD Operator

AF-1715-0005
e Vibration Analyzer Operator

AF -1704 -0020

ating Engine Conditioning With
(R2800 and Smaller)

AF-1704-0071
ating Engine Conditioning With

(R3350)
AF- I 704-0071

Engine Conditioning With
4R4360)

AF-1704-0071

on SHORAN
AN/APN-84, with K-4,,
with K-1A and AN/APA-

AF-171.5-0403

Trainer Specialist (AN/APG-

AF-1715-0216

Doppler Maintenance
- AF-1715-0584

Doppler Navigation

AF-1715-0254

SHORAN
AN/APN-84, with K-4,
with K-1A and AN/APA-
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AF-1715-0403
Special Training on SHORAN
EqUipment AN/APN-84, with K-4,
AN/APN-3, with K-1A and AN/APA-
54(A)

AF-1715-0403
AN/APN-89

Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (iAN/APN-82 and -
AN/APN-89)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-89/99/108 .

Doppler)
AF-1715-0026

AN/APQ-126
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (A
7D; AN/APQ-126)

AF-1715-0538

ANAPQ-24A
AN/APQ-24A System Mechanic.

AF-1715-0428"
AN/APQ-24A System Technician

AF -1715 -0283
Special Training On Radar Bombing
Navigation System, AN/APQ-24A

AF-1715-0617
AN/APQ-TIO

Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T10)

AF-1715-0544
AN/APQ-T2A

Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T2A)

AF -1715 -0544

AN/APQ-T3
Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T3)

AF-1715-0668
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A-M

AF-1715-0452
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist, WS-
133B

AF-1715-0731
AF-1715-0732

Miisile Systems Analyst/Technician,
GAM-77

AF-1715-0157
Missile Systems Analyst/Technician SM-
62

AF-1715-0335
Missile Systems Analyst Technician (SM-
65F)

Ar- I 715-0315
Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(SM.58)

AF- 171540332
Missile Systems Analyst Technician (T
and A), WS-133A-M

AF-1715-0361
Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(TEAT) WS- 133A -M

' AF-1715-0384
Missile Systems Analyst Technician, WS-
133A-M

AF -17 15 -0340
AF-1715-0361

Missile Systems Analyst Technician, WS-
133A-M Integrated

) Space Object Identification Analyst
AF -1 4-0011

Space Systems Analyst
AF,1303-0001

Analyzer
Engine Analyzer, Sperry Maintenance

AF-1715-0505
Jet Engine AnalyzerIRD Maintenance

AF-1715-0403
AN/APN-59

Special Training on AN/APN-59
AF-1715-0424

AN/APN-69
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Depot)

- AF-1715-0421
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Field and
Organizational)

AF -1715 -0421

AN/APN-70
Special Training on Loran Receiver
AN/APN-70

AF-1715-0426
AN/APN-81

Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-
81/89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0026
Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Technician (AN/APN-8 I-
89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0024
AN/APN-82

Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82)

AF- 1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82 and
AN/APN-89)

AF-1715-0517
AN/AP.N,-84

Special Training on SHORAN
Equipment AN/APN-84 and Electronic
BombingComputer K-4

273
I

AF-1715-0274
AN /APR -31

AN/APS-107, AN/APR-31 (ER-142)
RHAW System, _____- _

AF- I 715-0236

AN/APR-9B
Special Training on AN/APR-9B
Equipment (Depot)

AF-1715-0371
AN/APS-107

AN/APS-107, AN/APR-31 (ER-142)
RHAW System

1 AF-17)5-0236
AN /APS -20E

Airborne,Early Warning Radar
RepairmanTAN/APS-20E)

AF-1715-0025

A

AN /APS -23A
Special Training AN/APS-23A

AF- 1715 -0414
AN/APS-42A

Special Training on AN/APS-42A
AF -1715 -0370

AN/APS-45'
Airborne Early Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/APS-45)

AF-1715:0029.
AN/APX-25

Special Course AN/APX-25
AF-1715-6215

Transpqnder Set AN/ PX-25 '

,AF-1715-0215
°AN/APX-28

Special Training, AN/APX-28
AF- I 715-0425
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AN /APX -72
AN/APX-72 Transponder.
Field/Organizational (170) Maintenance.

AF-1715-0409
AN/APX-72 Transponder.
Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0142

AN/APX-76
AN/APX-76 Interrogator .

Field/Organizational (F/0) Maintenance '
AF -1715 -0342

AN /ARC -106
Airborne Electrical Systems Technician
(AN /ARC -I06)

AF-1715-0509

AN /AID -21
cial Radio Maintenance Technician

Upgrading, R-52 Aircraft (AN/ASQ-38
Weapons Control System)

AF-I606-0115

AN/ASQ-48
N4igator Bombardier (AN/ASQ-48)

AF-1704-0185
EATest Equipment ( AN/ASQ-48)

.AF-1715-0275

AN/CPN=18
Air Traffic Conticil Radar Repairman. .4.

AN/CPN,-, I AN/FPN- 16
AF-1715-0676

Traffrc Control Radar Repairman
Arl/FPN- I 6 and AN /CPN -18)

Ki

AIN/CPN-4
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
11/CPN-4

AN/CPS-1,
'Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN /CPS -1. AN/CPS-4,
AN /CPI -5 and 1FF)

* AF- 1715 -0104

AN /,CPS -
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar-
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and AN /FPS -6)

AF-1715-0023
ircraft Control and Warning Radar
ep1irman (AN/CPS-6B and IFF)

AF-1715-0023
'al Training, AN/CPS-6B and Mark

,

AF-1715-0404

HF Liaison Equipment AN /ARC -21
AF-1715-0078.

Special Training. AN/ARC-21'HF
Liaison Equipment

AF-1715-0078

AN/ARC-S8
'Special Training. AN/ARC-58' Single
Sideband HF Radio Set

AF-1715-0083

AN/ARN-31
. Special Radio Maintena Technician,

-Radio Receiving Set, A ARN-3 I
AF-1715-0082

AN/ARR-71
. AN/ARTL:17 and AN/ARR-71,

Field/Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance . '

AF-1715-0408

AN /ART -47 -0,

AN/ART-47 (th

Field/Organization
Maintenance

A I ,
0)

AF-1715-0676

AF-1715-042

AN/ -9
AN/CPS-9 Radar Set
Organizational/Intermediate (0/I)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0613

. AN/FCC-21
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
AN/FCC-2I, AN/MCC-I3, AN/FCC-32,
MC 750, MW-103,ancLAN/FRC-39A( V)

AF:015-0659
AF-1715-0408: .

--AIST/ASG;114"---
Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(AN/ASG-I 4 System)

AF-1715-02 I

AN/ASG-21
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD-7, AN/ASG221 Turrets)

AF1171.5-0540

AN/ASH-4
'; Depot Overhaul of the AN/ASH-4 Light
1 and Time Recorder and AN/UVM-I Test

Set
AF-171"5-0503

Field and Organizational (F & 6)
Maintenance of the AN/ASH-4 Light and
Time Recording Set

AF- I 715-0504

AN/ASN-6 ,
Special Training on AN/ASN-6 (Field
and Organizational) ,

AF-1715-0366

AN/ASN-7 ,
AN/ASN-7 Automatic Navigational
Computer

AF-1715-0015
Field and Organizational Maintenance of
Automatic Navigation Computer -
(AN/ASN-7)

AF-1715-0015

AN/ASQ-38
Unit Test Equipment (AN/ASQ-38)

AE715-02,57

AN/FCC-32
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
AN /FCC -21, AN/MCC-I3; AN/FCC32-,
MC-50, MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)

AF- I 715-0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman MC-
50, AN/MCC-I3. AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
2), MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),
AN/MrC-85

AF- I 715-0659

AN/FLR-9(V)
Ground Radio Conimunications
Equipment Repairman (AN/FLR-9(V))

AF-1715-0346

AN/FPN-13
Special Training on AN/FPN-I3

AF-1715-0398

AN/FPN-16
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman,
AN/CPN- I 8, AN/FPN-16

AF-1715-0676
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
(AN/FPN-I6 arid, AN/CPN- I 8)

AF-I 715-0676

AN/FPS-17
AN/FPS-17 Operation and Monitoring

" AF-1715-0519

AN/FPS-18
Aircraft Control and Warinng Radar
Repairman ( AN/FPS-1 8. A N/FST-1.
'FSA-10. AN /FSW-

AF-1715-0060

AN/FPS-20
Airciaft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-20 and AN/FPS-6)

AF-1715-0115

AN/FPS-24
AN/FPS-24 FD Radar Maintenance
(Paper and Pencil)

'AF-1715-0244
Special Training. AN/FPS-24 (Field and
Organizational)

AF-1715-0514

AN/FPS-26A
AN/FPS-26A Radar Field and
Organizational (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0213
Special Training, AN/FPS-26A (Field ,

'and Organizational)
AF-1715-0523

Special Training AN/FPS-26A (Field and
'Organizational Maintenance)

' AF-1715-0213

AN/FPS-27 ! ,

AN/FPS-27 Field and Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0616
Special Training, AN/FPS-27. Field'and
Organizational (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0556
AN /FPS -3

Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN /FPS -3, AN/FPS-6)

AF-1715-0103
Aircraft control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6 and
1FF)

AF- 1715-0103

AN/FPS-35
AN/FPS-35 FD Radar Maintenance
(Paper and Pencil)

AF-1715-0241

AN /FPS -4
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Recaiiinan"(ANWPS4carid AN/FPSL4)

AF-1715-0105,,
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS-8, AN/FPS-4

AF- 1715-0020
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar.
Repairman,yAN/FPS-8, AN/FPS-4, and ,

IFF .

AF- 1715 -0020

AN /FPS -6
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and AN/FPS-6)

AF-1715-0023
Aircraft Control anWarning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-20 and AN/FPS-6)

AP-1715-0135
Aircraft.Control and WarniniRadar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6) -

AF-1715-0103
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6 and
1FF)

AF -1715 -0103
AN/Fk5-6 as Modified by OA-2325,
Field and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance

AF -1715 -0242
Special Training. AN/FPS-6 (Air Force)

AF-1715-0402
Special Training, AN /FPS -6 (ArAy)

AF-1715-612

.
Special Training, AN/FPS-7 (Field and
Organizational )

AF-1715-0522'

AN/FPS-7

.4.



Special Training, AN /FPS -7; Field and
` Organization (V & 0) Maintenance.

AF-1715-0214
AN/FPS-77

AN/FPS-77 Meteorological Radar Set,
Field/Organizational (F/0)

AF-1.715-0237
AN/FPS-8 .

Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-8 and AN /FPS-4 )

AF-1715-0105.
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS-8, AV/FPS-4

AF-1715-002
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS-8. AN/FPS-4. an
1FF

AF- 1715 -0020
AN/FPS-8 (MPS-II). FPS-6 and GPA-
122 Quanizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance ,

. AF-1715-0249
Special Training on'AIN/FFS-8

AF-1715-0399
AN/FRC-39

Radio Relay Equipinent Repairman
(FPTS)(A14/FRC-39 and AN/FRC-39A )-1:4.

AF-1713-0079 ,

AN/FRC-39,e 0 -
Radio Relay Equipment F;epairman
(FP1t)(AN/FRC-39 and AN/FRC-39A)

AF-1715-0079
AN/FRC-39A(V)

Radio Relay Equipme nt Repairman
AN /FCC -21, AN/MCC-11, AN/FCC-32,
MC-50, MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)

"AF-1715L0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman.
AN/MRC-85; AN/FRC-39A(V);
N/MCC:13)

AF-1715-0659
dio Relay Equipment Repairman MC-

0, AN/MCC-13, AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
). MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),
N/MRC-85

AF-17I5-0659
eel/FRT-49
Ground Radio communicatiris
Equipment Rei6airmanthiN/FRIr-49,
AN/GKA-3 )

41.P. AF-1715-0738
Ground Radio Equipment Repairman
(A14/1911.T.49,-AN'/GKA-5)

AF-1715-0738

AN/FSA-21 *

Eleittronic Computer Systems Repairman
(Weapons Control. Computer Group,
ANWSA-21/4 I 2L)

AF-1715-0034
AN /FSA-2I /412L

Electronic Computer Repairman
(AN/FSA-21'/412L)

AF-1713-0016
Electronic Digil Computer Repairman',
AN FSA 21/,4r2L

AF-1715-0016

AN /gSQ -7 -

AN/FSt)-7 (SAGE) )Maintenance
.

EiettriZ Digital Computer Repairman
' (SAGE AN/FSQ-7)

AF-1.715-0058,"
ElectrOnic Computer Repairman (SAGE
.AN/FSQ..7)

AF-I 7 5-0058
Electronic Digital Data Processio$,
Equipment Maintenance Technician r
( AN/FSQ-7 Syg:tems Technician)

AF-1715.0266
Electronic Digital Data Processing

, Equipment Repairman, Central-
Computer (4t6L-AN/FSQ-7)

AF- 1715 -0348
Orientation AN/FSQ-7, AN/FSQ-8

2 AF-1715-0604
"AN/FSQ-8

Orientation AN/FSQ-7, AN/FSOLg
AF- I 713-0604

AN/FSS-7,
AN/FSS4 Radar Maintenance (w/o,
AN/FSS Equipment) for FPS-26A
Experienced Personnel

AF-1715,-0233
AN/FSS-7 Radar Maintenance (w/o
AN/FSS Equipment) fbr Personnel w/o
FPS-26A Experience

AF-1715-0235
AN/FST-2

Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FST-2

AF-1715-0111
Special Training AN/FST:2 and RAPPI

AF-1715-0416
Special Training, AN/FST-2 (Field and
Organizational) (F & 0)

AF-1715-0416

'AN/FST',211
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(AN/F5T-2B)

AF-1715-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing .

Repairman (AN/FST-2B)
AF-1715-0018

Special Training. AN/FST-2B and' RAPPI
(Field and Organizational) (F & 0)

AF-1715-0416
AN/FYA-38

AN/FYQ-45 and AN/FYA-38
Maintenance

AF-1715-0062
AN/OYQ-40

Common Diiitier AN/FYQ-40, F & 0
AF-I402.0021

.*
AN/FYQ-45

AIWFYQ-45 and AN/FYA-38 ,
Maintenance

AF-1715-0062

AN /M#9
Data Processor /Display (AN/FYQ-9),

, Field/Organizational (F/0) Maintenance
AF-1715-0276'

AN/PKAtt .

Special Traiiiingr AN/GKA-r and 4
Field and-Organizational) (F & 0) ,

v AF-1715-0413

AN/V14,;5
`Grouttcly.adio.Communications

*FAcINY/irKAen-5t

)1evairman (AN/FRT-49,

AF-1715-0738'round Radio: Equipment Repairman
AN/FRT.-49, AN/GKA-5)

AF-1715-0738
AN/GLR-1

Aircraft Control and Warning (AC &w)
Radar Repairman ( AN/GLR- I /FLR-12)

AF-1715.0254
AN/GMD-2

AN/GMD.2 ,(Rawinsonde)'Field and
Organization Maintenance !

AF-1721-0004
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AN/GMQ-10A
Field andrganizational (F & 0)
Maintenance AN/GMQ-10A
Teinsmissometer, AN/GMQ-13 Rotating
Beam Ceilometer .

AF-1715-0141
AN/GPA-125 ,

AN/GPA- 125 Coder-Decoder;
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0131
AN /GP -13p

ANIGPX-133 F/0 Maintenance
AF-1715-0071

AN/GPA- 133 0/I Maintenance
AF-1713=0071

AN/GPA-37 -

Aircraft Control and Warning Radar ,
Repairman (AN/QPA-37)

AF-1715-0056
Spedial Training, AN/GPA-37 (Field and
Organizational)(F & 0)

AF- 1715-0419
AN/GPA-73

Work Center Supervisor (AN/GPA-73)
AF-1717-0007

AN/GPN-12
AN/GPN- I 2 Organizational /Intermediate

-(0/1),Maintenance
AF-1715-0246

AN/GPQ-T6
Defensive Systems Trainer Specialist,
AN/GPQ-T6

AF-1715-0138-0
-AN/GPS-T4

AN/GPS-T4 Field and Organizational (F
6) Mainvnance

AF-1715-0733
AN/GRA-111 .

AN/GRA-111 arganIzational/Intermediat
e (0/1) Mainterce

AF-1715-0612
AN/GRC-137

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment. Technician (AN/GRC-137)

AF,1715-0238
AN /GSA -51 A'

Electronic Computelkopairman BUIC
AN/GSA-5 1 A

AF-1715-0677
Electronic Computer Systems .1.20spa*man
( BUIC AN /GSA -51A)

AF-1715-0447
AN'/GSM-133

Checkout Sequence Programming Set,
-AN/GSM-133 ( AGM -69A;)

AF-1402-0067
AN/GYK-19

Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(BU1C AN/GYK-19)

Animal
Animal Specialist

Animal Technician

Laboratory Animal

Af-1715-0447

AF-0102-0C101

"AF-0102-0002
Technician

AF-010270002
AN /MCC -13

Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
-AN/FCC-21. AN/MCC-13, AN/FCC-32,

MC-50, MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)
AF-1715-06.T9.

ttt
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Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(AN/MRC-85;' AN/FRC-39A( V )
AN/MCC-13)

AF-17154X,59
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman. MC-
50, AN/MCC-13, AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
2), MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),
AN/MRC-85

AF1,17 15-0659

AN /MMQ -2
AN/MMQ-2 Meteorological Station
Manual

AF-1304-0012

AN/MPN-1
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman -
XAM1C/MPN-I )

AF- 1715-0488

AN/MPQ-T2A
, AN/MPQ-T2A (Theory)

AN/MRC-107
AF-17150265

AN/MRC-107, F/O Maintenance
AF-1715.0072

AN/MRC-I07,1/0 Maintenance. AP-1715-0072
' EMU /12E and AN/MRC-I07 Generator
'Sets.

AF-1715-0698

AN/MRC-107A
AN /MRC -107A, I/O Maintenance

AF- 715-0072

AN/MRC-85
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(AN/MRC-85; AN/FRC-39A(V):
AN/MCC-13)

AF-1715=0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman MC-
50, AN/MCC-I3, AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS
2), MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),
AN/MRC-85

AE-17'15-0659

AN/MRN-7
Special Radio Maintenance Technician
AN/MRN-7 and AN/MRN8 InstrUMent
Landing System

AF-1715-0084

AN/MRN-7A
Special Training, AN/MRN-7A,
/04/MRN-8,,,N4 and Wilcox 492A -
Mainienance Field and Organizational (F
& 0)

AE-1715-01)(9

AN/ MRN-8
Special Radio Maintenance Technician
AN/MRN-7 and AN/MPN-8 Instrument
Landing System

. AF-1715-0084

AN/M1i1N-8A :

Special Training, AN/MRN-7A,
AN/MRN-,8A, and Wilcox 492A
Maintenance Fieldand Organizational (F
& 0) '

AN/MSQ-1-A'
Special Training, AN SQ- I A (Field
and Organizational) (F &.0)

AF-1715-0423

AN/MSQ:35
AN/MSQ-35 Radar Borlib Sc()rin
Central F/O

F-1715-0189

AN /MSQ -39
Automatic Tracking Radar pcejalist
( AN/MSQ-39)

AF- 1(1.15 -0363

AF- 171 5-0405

Antenna
Antenna Installation and Maintenance

AF-1714-0020
Cable and Antenna Installation Specialist

AF-1714-0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Maintenance
Repairman

AF-1/14.0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and Maintenance

AF-1714-0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and Maintenance Specialist

AF-1714-0015
Special Training on Antenna OA-
492/APS'-20B (Depot)

AF-1715-0415

AN/TGC-14(V)
AN/TGC-14(V) Teletypewriter 1 & 0
Maintenance

AF-1715-0075

AN/TPN -12 -

Air-TrafficControl Radar Repairman
(AN/TPN-12)

AF-1715-0737
Special Training AN/TPN-12 (GCA)

AF-1715-0279

AN/TPS-1D
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairnian ( AN/TPS- iD, ANTTPS -IOD)

AP-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar '
Repairman ( AN/TPS-1D, AN(TPS-10D
and IFF)

AF-171.-0118
Special Training on Radar Set AN/TPS-
ID

AF-1715-0407

AN/TPS-44
AN/TPS-44 Radar
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0251

Antrac
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier and Antrac Equipment)

AF-1715-0120

AN/TRC
Radio '' fait quip- tent "RepaiiiiuAn
(ANTTRC)

AF-1715-0122

AN/TRC-24
Special Radio Maintenance Technician,
AN/IRC-24 Radio Set

AF-1715-0081

A N`/TRC-87
AN/TRC-87Field and Organization (F &
0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0228

A N/TRC-97A
AN/MC-97A Radio See,
Field/Organizational (F /O) Maintenance
(407L)

AF-1715-0357
AN/MC-97A Radio Set, ^

Organizational /Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance (407L)

AP-1715-0357

AN/TSC-38B
AN/TSC-3813 I/O Maintenance

AF-1715-0099

AN/TSC-60
ANrESC-60Communic'ations Central 0/I
407L

1-iAE-1715-0188

() '01
L)

AN/TSQ-96
AN/ ISQ-96 Organizational/Intermediate
(0/1) Maintenance

AF-1715-0252

AN/TTC-19
Electronic Switching Center, ANrrTC-19

AF-1715-0356

A N/TTC-30
AN/TTC-30 Electronic Switch
Intermediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance

AF-17150165

AN/UPX-14
AN/UPX-14, Field and Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

AF-1715.0177
AN /UPX- 14 Interrogator Set, 0/I
Maintebance

AF-1715.0017_

AN/URN-3A
Special Training, AN/VON-3A
Maintenance Field and Organizational (F
lfk 0)

AF -1715 -0591

AN/UVM-1
Depot Overhaul of the AN/ASH-4 Light
and Time Recorder and AN/UVM-I Test
Set'

AF-17150503
APG-T1

Gunnery Trainer Specialist (APG-TI,
TIA)

AF-1715.0216

Appliance
Orthopaedic Appliance Specialist

AF-0709-002I

Approach
Air Route Traffic Control and Approach
Control Operator

"AF-1704-0008

APQ-109
Weapons` Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4C/D: APQ-109/APA-165)

AF-1715.0535

APQ-120
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4E:APQ-120)

AF-1715-0610
gi

1`.
Arabic

Arabic

ArabicEastern

ArabicWestern

Arctic
Arctic Survival Training

Area
Intelligence Area Studies*SEA)

AE-1601-0042

Armament
Advanced Armament Officer 74.

AC:1408-0049

-0007
AF 061 -0012
DI 0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DEr-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0009

AF-0602-0013

AF-0602-0007
A F-0602-0012

AE-08142-0022



Air Electronics Maintenance for
Armament Systems AM:4:er

AF-1715-0560
Armament Officer

AF-1. 408-0049
Armament Systems Officer, Bomber

AF-1715-0536
Armament Systems Officer (Fighter)

AF-1715-0497
Armament Systems Officer (GAM-77)

AF- 1704-0147
ECM Maintenance For Armament
Systems Officer

AF -1715 -0562
Armed

Armed Forces Staff College
DD-0326-0001

ARRS
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (HC -130
ARRS

AF-I606-0028
Flight Engineer Advanced Flying (11C-
130 ARRS

AF-1,606-0027
Navigator Advanced Flying ( HC- 130 )
ARRS

AF -1606 -0025
Pilot Advanced Flying (HC-I 30) ARRS

AF-1606-0026
Pilot Advanced Flying (1-1H-43) ARRS

AF-1606-0128
Radio Operator ( HC-I30) ARRS

AF-1606-0024
Artillery.

Air Defense Artillery Director (SAGE)
AF- 1715-0288

Assistant Air Defense Artillery Director
(SAGE)

AF-1715-0289
A/S32P-2

A/S32P-2 Firefighting Vehicle Operator
AF-1728-0030

A /S32R -2

A/S32R-2 Refueler (Model 2116)
Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)
Maifitenance

A F-1710-0020
A/S 48AL1

Maintenance of A/S 48A-1 Wheel Mover
AF-1704-0I44

ASB-15
Bomb-Naviglition System Mechanic
( ASB-I 5 System)

AF-1715-0485
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-

. 52C/14: ASB-J5 System)
AP-71715-048

Bomb-Navigation SysteMs Mechanic (8-1 '
52C/D: ASB-15 System)

AF-1715-0485
ASB-4

Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
( ASB-4/4A/9./9A/16 Systems )

AF-1715-0483.
Bomb Navjgation Systems Mechanic
(ASB -4 Systems)..

' AF-1715-0483
Bomb NaVigation Systems Technician
(AS,B-4/4A/9/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASH-4 and ASR-9 Systems)

AF,-,I715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Tenician
(/!13-4 SyStems)

AFr17'15-0263

ASB-4A
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-
52E, F, G, H; ASR- 4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-04733
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb Navigation Systems Meckanic (B-
52E, F, G, H; ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb Navigation SyStems Technician
(ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
ASB-9.

Boinb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB -4 and AS1379 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
ASG-14

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-10,
ASG-14 Systems)

AF-1715-0567
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-

Y

10, ASG-14 System)
AF-1715-0592

Offenshie Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-10, ASG-I4 Systems)

AF-1715-0567
ASG-15

Defensive Eyre Control System Mechanic
(A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15 Fire
Control Systems)

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9', ,ASG-15
Turrets) t:

.AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Contr64tems
Technician (A-3A, MD24;:ASG-15 Fire
Control Systems)

AF-1715-0259
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-I5'
Turrets)

AF- I 715-0259
Turret Systems Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9,
ASG-15 Turrets )

AF-1715-0482
Tk,rzet Systerhs Technician I A-3A.. MD-..
9, SG-I5 Turrets)

AF-1715-0259
ASG-17

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (F-
100A/C/D/F: MA-3. ASG-17 Stems)

AF -1 15-01*,
Fire Control SysteMs Mechanic (MA-3,
ASG-17 Systems) '"

AF-1715-0117
Fire Control System Technician (MA-3,
ASG- I 7 Systems)

AF-17150012
Offensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-3. ASG-17 Systems)

AF-1715-01I7
%,%

Offensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (MA-3, ASG-17 System's)

ii-1715-0012
ASG-19

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (ASG-
19)

AF-1715-0010
AF-1715-001 I

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (ASG-19
System)

AF-1715=0010 ,

Offensive Fire Control Systems.Medhanic
(ASG -19 System)

° AF-1715.0010
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. AF-1715-0011

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(ASG-19 System)

AF-1715-0010
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
,105D/F: ASG-19 System)

AF-17i5-0010
ASG -21

Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(B-521-1, ASG -21 Turret)

AF -1715 -0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (B-521-1, ASG-2I Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (B-521-1, B-58: MD-7, ASG-21
Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
ASQ-25

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
106M13: MA-I, ASQ-25 Systems)

AF-1715-0375
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-1, ASQ-25 Systems)

AF-1715-0375
ASQ-38

Navigator Bombardier Training ASQ-
38)

AF-1606-0080
Navigator Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASQ-38)

AF-1606-0115
ASQ-42

Navigator-Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASQ-42)

AF-I606-0133
ASQ-48

Navigator Bombardier (ASQ-40)
AF-1704-0185

Navigator-Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASQ-48)

AF-1606-0134
ASR

Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)
Maintenance M-28 ASR'Low Level
Keying

AF-17I5.-0710
Intermediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance M-37 ASRC.ow.f...eyel...

- Keying
AF-1715-0125

Astro
Automatic Astro Compass TYPE MD-1
(Field and Organizational (F & 0))

AF-1715-0606
B52H.°A-I4 Autopilot,AN/AJN-8 HVRS
and MD-1 Astro Compass

AF-1721-0003
Operation and Maintenance of MD-I
Astro Compass Test Equipment

AF-1715-0089
ATC °

.ATC Instructor Training
- AF- 1406 -0041

ATC Instructor T,rainingg Navigator')
-* AF-1406-0039

AF- I 606-0150
Atlas

Missile Launi.±/MIssile Officer (Atlas,
HGM-16F)

AF-1715-0636
7A torrlie.

t.
Atomic Energy. Phase Ill°,

AF-1715-0169
Atomic Energy. Phase 1 (Electrical)

.

AF-1715-0169
)Atomic Weapons Officer
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AF-1715-0545

Officers Phase 1, Atomic. Energy
AF- 1715 -0290

Audio
Audio-Visual Fundamentals

AF-1709-0012

Audit
Advanced Data Processing Audit
Analysis'

AF -1402 -(X)41

Auditing
Auditing Data Processing Systems

AF -1402 -0042

Auditor
Auditor

AF-I401-0013

Aural Comprehension
Defense Language Institute Auial
Comprehension Courses

DD-0602-0003

Automated
Automated Systems Analyst
(Management Support Systems)

AF-I402-0064
AF -1402-0066

Automated Systems Program Designer
AF-I402-0010
AF-1402-0044

Automated Systems Program Designer
(Management Support Systems)

AF-1402-0010
Automated Systems Programming
Technician (Management Support
Systems)

AF-I402-0002.

Automatic
Automatic Central
Repairman

Automatic Central
Technician (Kellogg

Office Equipment

AF-1715-0050
Office Equipment

K-60)
AF-1715-0685

Automatic Digital SwitchingTechnician
AF-1402-0020

Autornatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist

AF-1715-054I
AF-1715 -0543

Automatic Flight Control Systems
Speciali.st (B-58)

AF 1715 -0539
Automatic Flight Control Syseems
Specialist (Bomber)

AF- 1715 -0542
Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist .(Fighters and B-58)

AF-1715-0543
Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist (Other)

AF-1715-0541
Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist (Tanker/Cargo/Utility/Bomber,
Except B-58)

AF- 1'715-9541
Automatic Flight Control Systems

. Technician
AF-1715-0377
AF-1715-0378

Automatic Flight Control Systems
Techni2ian (Fighters and B-58)

AF- I 715-.0378
Automatic Teletype and Electronic
Switching Systems Repairman

AF -17 15 -0102
Autonkatic Tracking Radar Repairman

AF-1715-0368
Adtomatic Tracking Radar Specialist

AF-17 15-0009

S

Autorhatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(AN/MSQ-39) '

AF-1715 -0405
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Auto Tracking Radar Equipment)

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Radar Systems)

AF-174.5-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Rate and Track Subsystems) (SM-65)

AF-1715-0406
AutomatiE Tracking Radar Specialist
(SHORAN)

AF-1715-0008
Automatic Tracking Radar Technician

AF-1715-0021
Automatic Tracking Radar Technician
(Automatic trackiqg Radar Equipment)

AF-1715-0021
Automatic Tracking Radar Technician
(Radar Equipment)

AF- 1715 -0021
Electronic CommunicatiOns and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman (Automatic Teletype)

AF- I 715-0102
General Purpose. Automatic Transmission
Maintenance

AF- 1703-0012

Automation
Advanced Data Automation Analysis and
Design

AF-I402-0053
Data Automation Officer

AF-I402-0046

Automotive
,Automotive AC Electrical Systems

AF-1703-0008
Automotive Mechanic

Automotive Repairman
AF-1703-00I4

AF-1703-0014
Automotive Shop Management

AF-1405-0049

Autopilot
A -12D Autopilot

AF-1715-0629
A -14 Autopilot and N-1. MD-I
Compasses

_ AF-1715-0630
Autopilot/Compass Systems Repairman

AF-1715.0542
1352H, Autopilot. AN/AJN-8 HVRS
and MD-1 Astro Compass

AF-1721-0003
E-4 (A-I2) Autopilot

,AF-1715-0628.
E-6 Autopilot and N-I Compass

AF-1715-06"26
Field and OrganizatiOnal Maintenance.
PB-10 Autopilot

AF-1715-0625
M13-2 Autopilot, F-84F

AF-1704-0148
MB-5 Autopilot Repairman, F-101B

AF-1704-0119
MC-1 Autopilot and N-I Compass (KC-,
135)

AF-1715-0627
N-1 and MD-1 Compasses, AN/AJA-I
Computer and A-14 Autopilot

AF-1715-0624

AUTOVON
Electronics Switching Systems
Repairman (490L Overseas AUT-OVON)

AF-1715-0500
Electronic Switching Systems Repaitinan
(490L Overseas AUTOVON)

AF-1715-0396

t)
4

Aviation
'Aviation Cadet. Pre-Flight (Pilot)

AF-1606-0109
Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot and
Navigator)

AF-1606-0109
Aviation Fuel Monitoring Specialist

AF-1601-0040
-Preflight Training for Aviation Cadets

AF-1606-0109

Avionic
Avionic Communications Specialist

AF-1715-0492
Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0017
Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation',
Systems Technician (AN/APN-8I-
89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0024. ,
Avionic Sensor Systems Specialist
(Electronic Sensors)

AF-1715-0475
Avionic Sensor Systems Specialist
(Electro-Optical Sensors)

AF-1715-0478
Integrated Avionic Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0186
AF-1715-05l1

Avionics
Avionics Aerospace Ground Equipment
Specialist

AF-1715-0537
Avionics Instrument Specialist (Lateral)

AF -1715 -0176
Avionics Instrument Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0462
Avionics Instrument Systems Technician

AF- I 715-0703
Avionics Munitions Staff Officer

A F-I408-0049
Avionics Navigation Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0680
Avionics Officer

AF -17.15 -03'59
Avionics Officer (AGM-28A)

AF-1704-0147
Avionics Officer (Bomber)

AF:1715-0536
Avionics Officer (Fighter)

AF- I 715-0497
viOnics Officer (Other)

Avionics Staff Officer
AF-1715-0323

AF-I408-0049
F/FB-111 Avionics AGE Maintenance
Technician

. AF-1402-0027
Integrated Avionics Component
Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control)

AF-1715-0476
Integrated Avionics Component
Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control, and Flight Data
Recorder Systems)

AF-1715-0476
Integrated Avionics Component . .

Specialists (Communication /Mission and
Traffic Control and Penetration Aids

°
AF -1715-

Integrated Avionics System Specialist
(Inertial/Bomb Navigation, Fire/Weapon
Control. Digital Computers, Airborne
Photographic Systems, and Multi-Sensor
Displays)

AF-1715-0210
Integrated Avionics System Specialist
'(Navigation /Flight and Weapons
'Control)

AF-1715-0476



B-25
Advanced Pilot Training Multi-Engine B-
25

AF-I606-0014
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor,
Conventional (B-25).

AP-1406-0019
B 263

B 263 Computer' Programming and
Operation

AF-1402-0015
8-29 "

Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Aircraft
Commander and Co-Pilot) -

AF- I 606-0041
Medium Bombardment COnventional B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Flight
Engineer)

A F-1606-0040
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Radio
Operator)

F-1606-0043
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Scanner
Gunner)

AF-1606-0042

B-3500
Medical Materiel Supervisor (B-35043)

AF-I405-0045
B-36.

Aircraft Electrician. Gunner, B-36
AF-1704-0158

Basic Observer B-36, B-47 and B-52
AF-I606:0135

Flexible Gunnery Training Gunlaying
System Mechanic Gunner, B-36

AF- 1606-0098
Flexible Gunnery Training Turret System
Mechanic Gunner, B -36

AF- I 606-0095
Gunlaying System Mechanic, B-36

AF-1715-0041
Gunlaying System Mechanic Gunner, B-
36

AF-1606-0098
Turret System Mechanic, B-36

AF-1715-0515
Turret Systems Gunner (B-36)

AF -1606 -0097

0-47
Basic Observer B-36, -47 and B-52

AF-I606-0135
Gunlaying System Mechanic, B-47

AE1715_0040
Meldium BombTransition B-47
(Aircraft Commander/Pilot)

AF -1606 -(X)38
Medium BombTransition B-47
(Aircraft Observer)

4F-1606-0039
B-52

Aircraft Electrical Repairman, B-52
AF-1704-0167

Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman B-52
AF-17(14-0098

Aircraft Mechanic B-52
AF-1704-6058

Aircraft StruCtural Sealing. B-52
XF-1704-0038

B-52, C-135, and KC -135 Fuel System.
Repairman and Wet Wing Sealing

AF- I 704-001,7
Filsic Observer B-36, B-47 and B -52

AF-I606-0135
Bonded Honeycomb and Structural
Sealing (B-52/KC-1 35).

AF-1704-0025

N

Fuel Cell Repairs (B-52 and KC -135)
AF-1704-0019

Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairma B-52

Turret Sy

Turret S

Upgradi

Upgradi
Weapon

B-52C/D
Bomb
52C/D:

Bomb-
52C/D

B-52E
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-'
52E G, H; ASB- 4A/9A/l6 Systems)

AF- 1715-0483
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (B-
'52E G, H; ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF- 1715-0483

AF-1704-0178
tem Mechanic (B-52:- A-3A)

AF-1715-0482
stems Gunner, B-52(A-3A)

AF -1715 -0205
g, B-52 Aircraft

AF-160.6-0115
g, B-52 Aircraft (AN/ASQ-38

.

Control System)
AF- I 606-0115

avigation System Mechanic (B-
ASB-15 System)

AF-1715-0485
avigation Systems Mechanic (B-
ASB-15 System)

AF-1715-0485

B-521G
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman B-52G

AF-1704-0098
Airc aft Mechanic B-52G

AF-1704=0058
11,52 Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Win Sealing

AF-1704-0174
B-52H

Airc .ft Electrical Repairman, B-52H
AF-1704-0167

Aircr ft Mechanic, B-521-I.
AF-1704-0084

B52 A -14 Autopilot, AN/AJN-8 HVRS
and D-I AstroCOmpass

AF-1721-0003.
B-52 Turbofan Engine Field' and
Orga zational Maintenance

AF:I704-0073
Defen e Fire Control System Mechanic
(B -52 ASG -21 Turret)

AF- 1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic ( B-52H, ASG-21 Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systern
Mechanic ( B-52H, B-58: MD-7, ASG -21
Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
B-57

USAF ConSbat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)Observer

AF -1606 -0121
USAF Combat Flying School, Light .
Bomb Jet (B-57)Pilot

AF-1606-0120
B-58

Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist (B-58)

- .4F-1715-0539
Automatic Flight Control Sy-stems
Specialist (Fighters and B-58)

AF-1715-0543
Automatic Flight Control Systems .
Technician (Fighters and 13-58)

:F-1715-0378
B-58 BombekDefense Officer

AF-I606-0118
d Support Equipment. Field
ational.Maintenance

AF- I 730-0015,

B-58 Grou
and Organ

0.
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Electronic Warfare Upgrade Training (B-
58)

AF-1715-0553
Flight Control/Autopilot Systems
Repairman (B-58)

AF-1715-0539
Ground Support Air Conditioner (B-58)

AF-1701-0003
ROW of Bonded and Brazed'
Honeycomb Structures (B -58)

AF- I 704-0025
Upgrading. B-58 Aircraft

AF-I606-0133
Upgrading B-58 Aircraft (AN/ASQ-42
Weapons Control System)

AF-Ik6-0133
B-66

K-5 Bomb-Navigation System (B-66)
AF-1715-0410

Turret Systems Gunner, B-66 (MD-I )
AP-1715-0206

Upgrading Bee Aircraft
AF-1606-0136

Baker
Aleutian DEW Line Baker

AF-1729-0006
Baker

AF-1729-0008
Baker-Nunn

Baker-Nunn Electronic Maintenance
AF- I 715-0717

Baker -NuM Photographic Maintenance
AF-1721-0005

-Baking
Baking

AF-1729-0008
Ballistic

Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missiles)

AF-1715-0631
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(HGM -16F)

AF- I 715-0295
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(HGM-25 A)

AF-1715-0662
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(LGM-25C)

AF -1715 -0376
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (PGM-
160)

AF-1715-6294
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (P0M-
16E)

ABallistic Missile Analyst
(SM65D)

Specialist

AF-171541294
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (SM-
65E)

AF-1715-0300
_Ballistic Missile. Analyst Specialist (SM-
65F)

AF-1715-0295
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (SM-
68A)

4 AF-1715-0662
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A

AF-1715-0344
Ballistic Missil4nalyst $pecialiSt, WS-,
133B

AF-1715-0731
Ballistic Missile Analyst SPeicialist, WS-
I 33A

AF-1715-0345
Ballistic Missile Analyst Speicilist, SM-80

AF-1715-0344
Ballistic Missile Anal siTechnician (SM-
65F)

, AF-17115-0419
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Ballistic Missile Checkout EqUipment
Specialist (NOM-25A)

AF-1715-0173
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM65D)

AF-1715-0316
Ballistic Missile Chetkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-65E and F)

AF-1715-0161
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0173
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0160
Ballistic Missile Check-Out Equipment
Specialist, SM-80

AF-1715-0299
Balletic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist/Technician, SM-68B

AF-1715-0304
Ballistic Missile Check-Out Equipment
Specialist, WS-133A

AF-1715-0299
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist, WS-133B

AF-1715-0108
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Technician, SM-80

AF-17
Ballistic Missile Control Mechanic
(HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0321
Ballistic Missile Control Mechanic (SM-
68A)

AF-1715-0321
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic

AF-1715-0297
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (8M-65E and F)

AF-1715-0171
Rallistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-68B) (LQM-25C)

AF-1715-0297
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0154
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Technician/Mechanic (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0313
Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
and COMLOGNET Procedures

AF-1405-0022
Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
Procedures and LOGRALNET
Operations

AF -1405 -0022
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM65E & F)

AF-1715-0435
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairfhan (SM-68A)

Ballistic Missile Launch
Repairman (SM-68B

F-1715-0178
uipment

AF-1715-0179
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman, SM-80

AF- 1715 -0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman/Technician, SM-68B

AF -1715 -0303
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman, WS-133A

AF-1715-0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman, WS -133B

AF- 1715 -0725
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Technician, SM-80

AF-1715-030
Ballistic Mi4ile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0317
Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0302
Ballistic Missile Safety

AF-0802-0008
Guidance Systems Mechanic (Ballistic
Missile Inertial)

AF-1715-0327
Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance

, Officer (Ballistic Missiles)
AF -1`/

Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Ballistic
Missiles)

AF -1715 -0663
Missile Mechanic (Ballistic)

AF-1715-0644

Bandsman
Bandsman Supervisor

AF-1205-0001

Base
Advanced Base Procurement
Management

AF-I405-0029
Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS)/Personnel Data System (PDS)
Work Center Operations, Phase II

AF -1402 -0060
Base Level Military Personnel System,
(BLMPS), Phase II

AF-I402-0060
Base Procurement Officer

AF-1405-0014
AF-1405-0038

Base Supply Trainer
AF-1405-0042

Basil
ense Language Institute Basic

Courses (1954-1956)
1ND-0602-0001

Defense Language Institute Basic
'Courses (After 1956)

DO-0602-0002

Basic-Intermediate
Defense Language Institute Extended or
Basic-Intermediate Courses

DD-0602-0005

Beacon
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Depot)

AF-1715-0421
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Field and
Organizational)'

AF-1715-0421

Beacons
Flight Facilities Equipment Repairman
(Ranges and Beacons)

AF-1715-0253

BEAMS
Programs and Work Contrbl 'Thchnician
(BEAMS)

AF- 1408-0045

Bengali
Brgali

Bio-Environmental
Bio-Environmental Engineering

AF-0707-0003

AF-0602-0007
AF-0602-0012

Biomedical
Biomedical Equipment Maintenance
Specialist

AF-1715-0001

BLMPS
Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS)/Personnel Data System (PDS)
Work Center Operations, Phase II

AF-1402-0060
Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS), Phase II

'AF-1402-0060
BLMPS/PDS Work Center Operations. .

Phase II
AF-1402-0060

Block
Aircraft Jet Engine Block Test Mechanic

AF-1704-0050
Jet Engine Block Test and Vibration
Analyzer

AF-1704-0015
AF-1704-0030

Jet Engine Block Test Mechanic
AF-1704-0050

BMEWS
BMEWS Space Surveillance Console
Operator

AF-1715-0156
BMEWS Surveillance Officer

AF-2203-0011
AF-2203-0020

Body
Vehicle Body Repair '

AF-1703-0002
AF71703-0011

Bomb
Aircrew'TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircra(t Commander/Pilot)

F-Aircrew Transition Medium Bomb -Jet
(Aircraft Observer)

AFAN /M35 Radar Bomb Sto-ri6-0039
Central F/O

Bomb-Navigation System Mechanic5
, (ASB-15 System)

Bomb Navigation Syste Mechanic (B-
52C/D:

m
52C/D: ASB-I5 System)

AF-1715-0485
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-
k,52E. F. O. H;rB-4A/9A/ I 6 Systems)

Bomb Navigallbn System Mechanic (K.
MA-6AMA-7A Systems)

7l-0262Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MN-6A. MA-7A

AF- I 715-0267
BomVblavigation System Mechanic
(MA -6A, MA-7A Systems) Televised

AF -1715 -0256
Bomb Nav igation Systems (Flight Line
Mechanic)

AV-1715-0264
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(ASB-4/4 A/9/9A/I6 Systems)

AF-1,715-0483
Bomb Nayigation Systems Mechanic
(ASB- 4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF -1715 -0483
Bonib Navigation Systems Mechanic
( ASB-4 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb-Navigation Systems Mechanic S B-
52C/D: ASB-I5 System)

AF-1715-0485
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (B-
'52E, F, G, H; ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb Navigation Systemi Medhanic
(FB-111).

AF-17.15-0006



Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (K-
5 Series)

AF-1715-0268
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (K,
MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF- I 715-0262
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (R-
Series)

AF- 1715-0262
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-2 System)

AF- 1715 -0483
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A and MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician .

( ASB-4/4A/9/9A/16 Systems)
AF- I 715-0263

Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB -4 and ASB-9 Systems)

AF -1715 -0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB-4 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(4C.MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF- 1715 -0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(lc MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interco ect)

AF -1715 -0212
Bom Navigation Systems Technician
(K, A-6A, MA-7A Series Radar
Interconnects)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K-Series Computer)

AF1715-0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, 7A Radar and ICE)

AF-1715-4)212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A and MA-7A Computer and Stab
and Optics)

Ak-1715-0225
Bomb NaAgation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-6225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interconnect)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation System Technician (K,
MA-6A. MA-7A Series Stabilization and
Optics) '

AF- I 715-0563
Industrial Photo Interpretation and, Bomb
Damage Aksessment

A F- 1606-0053'
K-5 Bomb-Navigation System (B-6Wa,

AF-1711t-0410
MA -2 /ASB -4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Analyst Supervisor)

AF-1715-0287
MA:2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Radar and Computer Technician)

AF-1715-0286
Medium, BombTransition B-47
(Aircraft Commander/Pilot)

- AF 1606-0038
Medium BombTransition B-47
(Aircraft Observer)

AF-1606-0039
USAF Combat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)Observer

AE-1606_4:2121-
USAF Combat Flying SehOol, Light
Bon& Jet (B-57)Pilot,

AF-1606-0120
Bombardier

Navigator Bombardie'r AN/ASQ-38(V)
AF-1606-0080

Navigator Bombardier (AN/ASQ-48)
AF-1704-0185

Navigator Bombardier (ASQ-48)
AF-1704-0t85

Navigator Bombardier Training
AF-1606-0106

Navigator Bombardier Training ( ASQ-
38)

AF-1606-0080
'Navigator Bombardier Training ( MA-
6A/7A)

AF -1606 -0106
Navigator Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASQ-38)

AF-1606-0115
Navigator-BombardieAfe;grade Training
(ASQ-42).

AF-I606-0133
Upgrade Training

( 48)
AF-1606-0134

NaVigator Bombardier Upgrade Training
( FBA I I )

.AF-1.606-0084

B°
rdment

Advanced Navigator Radar
Bombardment Training

AF-I606-0106
Advanced Navigator Reconnaissance
Bombardment

AF-I606-0106
Advanced Observer RecOnnaissance
Bombardment

A1 606-0106
Advanced Observer Strategic
Bombardment

Advanced Observer, StrategicF-1696-0992
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

AF-1606-0076
Advanced Observer, Tactical
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

AF-I606-0075
Medium Bombardment ConventiOnal, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Aircraft
Commander and Co-Pildf)Ariwo"J

606-00i1
Medium Bombardment Gonventional-a-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Flight
Engineer) --, ,

AF-1606-0040
Medium Bombardment Conventional,. B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Radio
Operator)

a AF-160&00f.13
Medium Bombardment Conventional, 13-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Scanner .

Gunner)
0 AF-1606-0042

Bomber
Armament Systems Officer, Bomber

AF-1715-0536
'Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist (Bomber)

' AF:,I715-0542
Automatic Flight Control Systems
Technician (Bomber/Tanker)

AF-1715-0526
Avionics Officer (Bomber)

AF-1715-0536
i3-58Bornber Defense Officer,

AF- 1606-0118
Weapons Mechanic,.Bomher.,

.-AF-1715-0594
Weapons *Mechanic, Fighter Bomber

AF-1715-0597

281
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Bombing

Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist

AF- I 715-0544
Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (ANIAPQ-T10)

AF-1715-0544
Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T2A)

AF- 1715-0544
Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T31

AF-1715-0274
Special Training On Radar Bombing
Navigation System, AN/APQ-24A

AF-1715-0617
Bonded

Bonded Honeycomb and Structural
Sealing (B-52/KC- I 35)

AF- I 704-0025
Repair of Bonded and Brazed
Honeycomb Structures (13-58)

AF-1704-0025
Repair of Bonded Honeycomb Structures

AF-1704-0025
BORB-36/47/52

Basic Observer Reconnaissance. BORB-
36/47/52

AF- 1606 -0079
Bridge

Crown and Bridge Dental Prosthetics
AF-0701-0011

Broadcast
Broadaast Officer

Broadcast Specialist .

DD-0505-0002

DO-0505-0001
Broadcaster

Infdrmation Specialist (Broadcaster) ,
DD-0505-0001

Budget'
Budget Officer

AF-I408-0061 -
Budget Specialist

AF-1408-0017
BUIC

BUICCompoter Programming
AF-4402-0061

BUIC III Air Surveillance for Radar
Inputs Countermeasures
Officer/Technician

AF- 1715 -0113
thBUIlt-Computer Program

AF -1402 -0052
BUIC III I/0 Display patent
Maintenance

A;F-1715:0014
BUIC III Operator

AF-1715-0112
AF-1715-0114

BUIC Systems Computer PrOgrammer
AF-1402-005 I

Electronic Computer Repairman BUIC
AN/GSA-5 I A

AF11715-0677
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
( BUIC AN/GSA-51A)

AF- 1715-0447
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(BUIC AN /GYK -19)

AF-1715-0447
Weapons Controller/Technician, BUIC

AF-I402-0056
Building

Building Maintenance Mechanic
AF- 1710 -00I0

Building Systems Engineering

.ok
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Bulgarian

Burinese
Burmese

AF- 1 601 -0025

AF- 0602.0007
AF-0602-0011

DD- 0602 -0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

AF-0602-0007
AF-0602-001 I
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

Buying
Advanced Systems Buying

AF -1408 -0025

C-11
Electronic Instrument Trainer Specialist
(C-11 Type)

AF- 1715-0653
Instrument Trainer Specialist (C- I 1)

AF-1715-0653

C-119
Hamilton Standard Propeller, C- I 19
Installation

AF-1704-0127
Medium Transport (C-1 19) Aircrew
Transition

AF- I 606-0044
Medium Transport (C-1 19) Transition

AF-1606-0044

C-130 .

Aircraft Mechanic C-I 30
AF -1704 -0055

Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft
(C -130 and C -133)

AF- I 704-0080

'C-130A
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, C-I 30A

A F-1704-009
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman. C-130A

AF-1704-0100
Aircraft Mechanic C-130A

AF -1704 -0055
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairman, C-130A

AF-1704-0101

C-133
Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft
(C-130 and C-I33)

AF- I 704-0080

C-135
B-52. C-135, and KC-135 Fuel System
Repairman and Wet Wing Sealing

AF-1704-00,I7

C-141
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (C -141 )

AF-04 I 9:00 I 6
Advanced Flying School Transport Pilot
(C-14I)

AF -1606 -0019
Airframe Repair, C- 14 I

AF, I 704-0039
C-141 Flight Engineer Technician

AF- 1704,0031
C- Navigator Training

ite AF- I 606-0017
C -141 Pilot

AF-1606-0019

t-47
Instrument Pilot Trairiing'(C-47)

'AF-I606-0119
Transition Pilot Training (C -47)

AF- I 606-0029

C-5
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (C -5)

AF-04I9-0015
C-5 Flight Engineer Technician

_ AF-1704-0033
C-5 Navigator

AF- I 606-0016
C-5 Pilot.

Flight Erigineer School,
AF-1606-0023

C-5
AF- I 704-0033

C-9
Advanced Flying School
Airlift

C-9A
C-9A Pilot Basic

(C-9) Tactical

AF-1606-0049

AF-1606-0049
Cable

Cable and Antenna Installation Specialist
AF-1714-00I5

Cable Splicer

Cable Splicing Specialist
AF-1714-0016

Cable Splicing Specialist (General)
- AF- I 714-0016

AF-17I4-0617
Cable Splicing Specialist (Hardened
Missile Systems)

AF- I 714-0018
Cable Splicing Specialist/Supervisor
(General)

AF-1714-0017
Missile System Cable Splicing Specialist

AF- I 714-0018

CADC

AF-1714-0016

F- I I I CADC Test Station Technician
AF-1715-0054

FB- I I I Central Air Data Computer
(CADC) Test Station Technician

AF- 7 5-0092
Cadet

Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot)
AF- I 606-0109

Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot and
Navigator)

AF-I 606-0109
Primary-Basic Observer Cadet

AF -1606 -0034

Caliber
_ .

.50 Caliber Machinegun
AF-2203-0037

AF- 0602 -0007
AF-0602-00 I I

Camera
Camera Repairman

414 AF-1715-0704
. Still Photographic Camera Specialist

AF- I 709-0020

Card
Data Processing Machine Operator
(Punched Card)

AF -1402 -0025
AF- I 402-0026

Data Processing Machine Supervisor
s (Punched Card )

Calibration
Advanced Microwave Measurement and
Calibration

Se

Advanced Microwave M. asAuFre-rni
AF-s0a1n8d1

Measurements
Calibration.

AF- I 715-0549
Aircraft Engine Test Stand Calibration

AF -1704 -0057
Calibration and Maintenance of the
Shaw-Estes Test Stand .

AF-1715-00907z
Digital Voltmeter, Theory and
Calibration

AF- 1715-0385
Electronic Test Equiptriitit Calibration
and Repair (Tektronix)

AF -1715 -0096
M37-TI Test Stand, Maintenance and
Calibrationa AF-1704-0 I 76
Radar SitingCalibratioh and Evaluation

AF- 1715 -0281

Cambodian
Cambodian

2 62

uardiopulmonary
Caediopulmonary Laboratory Specialist

AF- 0702 -0001
Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Technician

AF-0702-0002

AF- I 402-0036

CargO
Advanced Air Transportation Cargo

AF-0419-0014
Air Cargo Specialist

AF-04I9-0023
Air Cargo Specialist (Reserve)

AF -0419-
Air Transportation of Dangerous Cargo
and Nuclear Weapons;

AF-04 I 9-0017
Transportation of Dangernus Cargo

AF- 0419 -0018
Transportation of Dangerous Cargo,
Nuclear Weapons and Missiles

AF-0419-0017

Carpentry
Carpentry Specialist

Carrier
Carrier Repeater Mechanic

AF-1715-01 a ti
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman 11.
(Carrier)

AF-1710-0009
-rem.

AF-1715-0120
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier and Antrac Equipment)

AF-1715-0I20
Cartographic

Advanced Photogrammetric
Cartographic

AF- 1709 -0013
Advanced Photogrammetric
Cartographic Techniques

DD- I 601-0005
Basic Photogrammetric Cartographic
Techniques

DD- 1601 -0001
Cartographic Drafting

DD- I 713-0002
Cartographic Offiger

AF- I g0 -0024
Photogrammetric-Cartographie
Technician

AF- I 709-0013 .

CBPO
CRPO Systems Management, Phase II .

AF-.1402-0047

C-E
C-E Programming (Staff Officer)

AF -1408 -0047

Ceilometer,
Field and Organizational (F & (21)
Maintenance AN/GMQ-10A
TransmissometersPAN/GMQ-13 Rotating
Beam Centimeter

AF- 1715 -0141



CEM
CEM Materiel Control Procedures
(AFCS)

AF:I405-0058
Ground C-E-M Maintenance Analysis
Technician

AF-I 113-0001
Central

All-Relay Central Offik Equipment
Specialist

° AF-1715-0411
'Central Heating Plant Specialist

AE,1701-0005,
Central Procurement Officer

AF-I405-0015
AF -1405 -0032

CGM-13B
Missile Combat Crew (CGM- I 3B,
Launch)

AF-2203-0023
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(CGM-143B, TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
Missile Faciliti4s Specialist (CGM -13B,
AGE Crew)

AF-2203-0005
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-1311, FCC)

AF-1715-0172
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist .

(CGM-1311, GEMS)
AF-1715-0477

Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-13B, GSC)

AF-1715-0481
Missile Launch Officer (CGM-13B)

AF-1715-0658
Mis;ile Mechanic (CGM-I3B)

P2F- 1715-0726
Missile Mechanic (CGM -13B. LCH
Prep)

AF-1715-0334,..
Missile Mechanic (CGM -13B, MMC)

AF-1715-0726
Missile Officer (CGM -l3B)

AF-2203-0025
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist,
(CGM-13B, Lch Prep)

AF- 1715 -0656
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (CGM-13B,
'LCH Prep) -

AF-2203-0047
Tactical Missile CheckoUt Equipinent
Repairman (CGM- I 3B( TE MS ) )

AF-1715- 641
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(CGM -13B)

AF -1715 -0481
Tactical ile Guidance Mechanic
(CGM-I EMS)

AF-1715-0477
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(MACE, CGM-13t3/GEMS)

AF-1715-0477
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(CGM -13B)

AF-1715-0657
911

Helicopter Instructor Pilot ( H-I, H-1N,
H- IF, CH-3, CH-53, HH-53)

A F -1604t0066
Helicopter Pilot Transition Training
(CH-3, H-43, H-1F)

AF -1606 -0111

CH-3

CH-36
Helicopter Pilot Training (CH-36)

AF-1606-0010
CH-3C

Helicopter Mechnic, CH-3C
AF- 1704-0117

CH-53
Helicopter Instructor Pilot (H-I, H-I N,
H-IF, CH-3, CH-53, HH-53.)

AF-I606-0066
Channel

Channel and Technical Control Operator
AF-1714-0002

Channel and Technical Control Operator
(Channel Technical Control Center)

AF- 1714 -0002
Chapel -

Chapel Management Specialist
AF-1407-0001

Chapel Management Technician
AF -1408 -0046

Chapel Services Supervisor
AF-1408-0046

Chaplain
Advanced Chaplain

Chaplain Orientation
AF-I513-0004

AF- I 513-0003
Chaplain Services Specialist

AF-I409-0002
Chaplain Services (Specialist) Supervisor

AF- 1408-0031
Senior Chaplain

AF-1513-0002
Charting

Mapping, Charting, andGeodesy Officer
DD -1601 -0007

Checkout
Air Launch Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairthan (AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0458
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (HGM,25A)

AF-17150173
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (Stv165D)

AF-1715-0316'
Ilistic Missile Checkout Equipment

(SM-65E and F)
AF-1715-016I

Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
SpcCialist (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0 173
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0160
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist/Technician, SM -68B

1715-0304
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist, WS -133B

AF-1715-0108
Ballistic WiSsile Checkout Equipment
Technician, SM-80

. AF-1715-0296
Checkout Sequence Programming Set,
AN/GSM-133' (AGM-69A)

AF-I-402-0067
Defense MiSsile.,Checkoilt Equipment
Technician, 1M-99B

. AF-1715-0310
GAM Checkout Equipment Repairman

'(GAM -77)
AF-1715-0458

Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Programmed
Checkout Equipment) (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0661
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (CGM-13B(TEMSP)

AF-1715-0641'
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (Macwe MGM-13C/TEMS)

° AF-1715-064I
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (MGM-I 3B(TEMS))
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AF- I 715-0646

Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM/76A/TEMS)

AF-1715-061,6
Tactical Miss,ile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM-76B, TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
CH/HH-,3

Helicopter Mechanic, J-1/HH-3
AF-1704-0117

Chief
Chief of Supply Management

AF-1405-0040
Chinese

Basic ChineseRefresher
DD- 0602 -0011

ChineseCantonese
AF-0602-0007
AF-0602-0012

ChineseMandarin

ChineseStandard

ChineseCantonese
ChineseCantonese

ChineseFukienese
Chinese\Fukienese

ChineseMandarin
Chinese Mandarin

ChineseRefresher
Basic ChineseRefresher

AF-0602-0007
'Al- 0602 -0012

AF-0602-0013

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

DD-0602-0002

QD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

'DD-0602-0005
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0007
DD-0602-0009

DD-0602.00I1
ChineseToishan

Chinese-LToishan

Chrome
Chrome-Cobalt Dental Prosthetics

AF-0701-0017

DD-0602-0002

CIM-10B
Ground Communication. Equipment
Repairman, C1M-10B .

AF-1715-0153
Ground Communication Equipment
Repairman (Light) C1M-10B

AF-1715-0153
Ciphony

Electronicitomnitinic(ations and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman (Ciphony) (Encrypted Tel-
Data Fax)

AF-1715:0174
Circuit

Techniques of Circuit Conditioning
AF-1715-0187

Telephone Circuit Analysis
AF- 1715 -0197

Civil
Base Civil Engineer

Civil Engineer Inspector

Classification
Classification Specialist

AF-I601-0044

AF-1601-0021
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AF-I409-0003

Clerk
Administrative Clerk

Disbursing Clerk

Clinical
Clinical Laboratory Officer

AF-0702-0003

AF-I403-0001

AF-1408-0019

Coating
Protective Coating Specialist

AF-1710-0013

Cobalt -
. Chronie-Cobalt Dental Prosthetics

IAF-1701-0017

COBOL
Advanced. COBOL Programming
Techniques

AF- I 402-0049
COBOL Programming

AF-1402-001 I

Coder
AN/GPA'rl 25 Coder-Decodet,
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

Collins I8S-4 Radio Set

Color
Color Photo Processes

AF -1715 -0131

AF- 1715 -0077

AF- I 709-0009

Combat
Basic Combat Training( Phase 1)

AF-1728-0017
Combat Crew Training, Fighter (F-84
E/F)

AF-1606-0069
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84E)
Phase 11-80 Hour Phase

. , AF-I606-0070
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84F)

A F- 606-0069
Combat Crew Training Fighter (T-33/F-
84)

AF.,I606-0070
Combat Patrol Dog

AF-I 728-0022
Combat Security Police

AF-1728-0017
Combat Still Photographer, Operator

A F- I 709-0002
Missile Combat Crew (CGM-13B,
Launch)

AF-2203-0023
Security Police Combat Preparedness

AF- I 728-0003
Security Police Officer Combat
Preparedness

AF-1728-0012
Specialized Combat Training (Phase 11)

AF-1728:00I7
Telephone Switching Equipment
Specialist (Combat Operations Support)

A F-1715-0713
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor'
(F-94C)Pilot AF-I606-0082
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(F-94C)--Radar Observer

AF -1606 -0083
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)Pilot

AF-1666-0071
USAF Combat Flying SchOol, Interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)--Radar Observer

AF-I606-0072

USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)Pilot

AF--1606-0073
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)--Radar Observer

AF.- I 606-0074
USAF Combat Flying School, Light '
Bomb jet ( B-57 )Observer

AF-I606-0121
USAF Combat Flying School, Light .

Bomb Jet (B-57)---Pilot
AF-1606-0120

USAF Combat Survival Training .

AF-0893-0003

Combative
Combative Measures Instructor Training

AF-0803-0001

COMLOGNET,
Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
and COMLOGNET Procedures

AF-I405-0022

Command
Airborne Command Post
Communications Equipment (CE)
Repairman

AF- I 715-0709
Air Command and Staff College

AF-1511-0001
Air Command and Staff Correspondence
Program

AF-1511-0063
Air Command and Staff Nonresident
Seminar Program

AF-I511-0002
Air Force Integrated Command and
Control System Computer Programmer

AF-I402-0034
Command and Control

D0-1402-0001
/(Comrnand and Control Systems
Computer Programmer

AF-I402-0058
Command and Staff College

AF-15 I -0001
Command and Staff Course

AF-1511-0001
Command and Staff School

AF-1511-0001
Command Oriented Radar Prediction

AF-2203-0002
Major Command (MAJCOM) Manpower
Procedures

AF-1406.-00

Commistary
Commissary NCO

Commi

Commissa er

Commissary Operations

AF-0406

AF-(14.&;-,0001

AF.0406-0001

AF-0406-0001

Communication
Integrated Avionics Component 1,

Specialists (Communication/Missioilind
Traffic COntrol and Penetration Aids)

AF-1715-0609

Communications
486L Wideband Communications
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AF-1715-6387
Airborne Command Post
Communications Equipment (CE)
Repairman AF-1715-0709
Aircraft Radio Repairman
(Communications)

AF-1715-0065

AN -60 Communications Central On
(407L)

AF- I 715-0188
Avionic Communications Specialist

AF -1715 -0492
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman,
Electromechanical

AF-1715-0132
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman, Electro-
Mechanical Cryptographic

AF-1715-0159
Communication's and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman, Electro-
M e anical (Other)

AF- I 715-0159
CO munications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman Electro-
Mechanical (TSEC/KW-9)

AF-1715-0123
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman TSEC/KW-9- AF -1715 -012
Communications Center Specialist

A F -1409 -0004
Communications-Electronics Engineer

AF- I 715-0260
Communications-Electronics Officer

AF-1408-0048
Communications-Electronics
Programming (Staff Officer)

AF-I408-0047
Communications-Electronics Programs
Management

,.

AF-1408-0050
Communications-Electronics Staff
Officer

AF-I408-0048
Communications/ElectrOnics Systems
Stiff Officer

AF-1715-0550
Communications-Electronics Systems

0Superlytendent
AF-1715-0170

Communications Machine Repairman
AF-1715-0159

Communications Maintenance Officer
AF-1715-0474

communications Officer
AF-1715-0474

Communications Systems Officer
AF-1715-0076

Electronic ;Communications and
Cryptographic Equipment Systems ,

Repairman
AF-1715-0174

Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Equipment Systems
Repairman (Encrypted Digital Data
Terminals)( DT)

. AF-1715-0351
Electronic Corranunicat s and
Cryptographiel.Systertis Eduipment
Repairman (Automatic eletypc)

AF-1715-0102.
Electronic CommiOications and
Cryptographic SyAenis Equipinent
Repairman (Ciphony) (Encrypted Tel-
Data Fax I

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Communications and
CryptographicAystems Equipment
Repairman (afrypted Teletype)

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Comntipications
Cryptographic Repairman/Encrypted
Digital Data Terminals (Preparatbry)

AF-1715-0221
F-111 Corrimunications Guidance Test
Stations Technician

AF-1715-0098
Ground Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technicial (Light)



AF-1715-0230
Ground Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technician (Heavy)

AF-1715-0239
Ground Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technician (Light)

AF-1715-0230
Ground Communications Equipment
(Relay Center)

AF-1715-0552
Ground Communications Equipment
Repair Man, FPTS (Heavy)

AF-1715-0585
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy) isk

F-1715-0525
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman(Heavy)(FPTS)

AF-1715-0079
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy) Receivers

AF-1715-0499
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy) Transmitters

AF-1715-0530
Ground CoMmunications Equipment
Repairman (HF)

AF-1715 -0524
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Light)

AAFF:11771155-.00269266

Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (VHF-UHF)

AF-1715-0498
Ground Communications Equipment
Technician (Light)

AF-1715-0230
Ground ComMunications Equipment
Technician (Light)(TDDL Equipment)

AF-1715-0561
Ground Communic'ations Equipment
Technician (TDDL)

AF-1715-0561
Ground Communications Repairman
(Heavy)(SSB)

AF-1715-0240
Ground Radio Communications

, Equipment Repairman
AF-1715-0534

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman ( AN/FLR-9(V))

AF-1715-0346
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman ( AN/FRT-49,
AN/pKA-5)

AF-1715-0738
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (Long Haul
'Communications G/A and P/P)

AF- 1715 -0240
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (SLFCS)

AF-1715-0049
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (Titan II)

AF-1715-0491
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman, WS- I 33A

AF-171,5-0245
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman. .WS- 133A /A -M

AF-1715-0245
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (WS-133A/B)

AF-1715-0358
AF-1715-0495

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman WS-133B

AF-1715-0248
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Technician

AF-1715-0088

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Technician (AN/GRC-137)

AF -1715 -0238
Ground Radio Communications
Technician (KWT -6 SSB)

AF-1'715-0243
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician
Fixed Stations, Communications Systems

AF-1715-0222
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician,
Navigational Aids,.Communications
Systems

AF-1715-0285
Missile Control Communications Systems
Repairman

AF- 1715 -0713
Simplex Remote Communications
Central/Subscriber C Equipment
Repairman (SACCS)

AF-1715-0395
Space Communications Systems
Equipment Operator/Specialist

AF-1715-0480
Specialized CommunicatiOns and
Electronics (C & E) Training

AF- 1715 -0198-
Store and Forward Communications
System Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0018
AF -1402 -0057

Titan II Communications Equipment
(Field and Organizational)

AF-1715-0516
Compass

Autoinatic Astro Compass TYPE MD-1
(Field and Organizational (F & 0))

AFY115-0606
B52H, A -14 Autopilot, AN/AJN-8 HVRS
and MD-I Astro Compass

AF-1721-0003
Compass Link Maintenance

AF-1715-0277
E-6 Autopilot and N-I Compass

AF-1715-0626
MC-1 Autopilot and N-1 Compass (KC-
1 35 )

AF-1715-0627
Operation and Maintenance of MD-1
Astro Compass Test Equipment

AF-1715-0089
Compasses

A-14 Autopilot and N-1, MD-1
Compasses

AF-1715-0630
N-I and MD-I Compasses, AN/AJA-I
Computer and A -.14 Autopilot

AF-1715-0624
Compatibility

Electromagnetic Compatibility

4 .
AF-1715-0739

Compilation
Map Compilation

DD-1.713-0001
Photogrammetric Compilation

DD-1601-0009
Compression

Compression Chamber Team Training
AF-0799-0007

Compres4or
Joy Helium Compressor Field and
Organizational (F & 0)

AF-1601-002/6
Comptroller

Professional Military Comptroller
AF-1408-0004
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Computer

Accounting,and Finance Applications of
Base Supply Computer (UNIVAC 1050
II)

AF -1401 -0016
' Air Force Integrated Command and
Control System Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0034
AN/ASN-7 Automatic Navigational
Computer

AF-1715-00I5
B 263 Computer Programming and
Operation

AF-1402.0015
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician -
(K, MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
( K-Series Computer)

AF-1715-0225
Bomb Navigation System Technician
(MA-6A and MA-7A Computer and,Stab
and Optics)

AF-1715-0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225
BUIC Computer Programming

AF-1402-0061
BUIC III Computer Programmer

AF-I402-0052
BUIC Systems Computer PAroFg-ria4momor

Command and Control Systems
Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0058
Computer Maintenance Officer

AF -1402 -0031
AF-1715-0722

Computer Operation
AF-1402-0015

Computer Operator
AF- 1402-0019

Computer Orientation for Intermediate
Executives

DD-I40270003
Computer Principles

Computer Programming
AF-1402-00I4

AF- 1402. -0008 °,),,

Computer Systems Analysis and Design
(Enlisted)

AP-1462-0040
r SComputeysit4ns Analyst

AF- 1402 -0003
Computer Systems Operations Officer

,AF-1402-0046
Computer Systems Programming Officer

AF-1402-0035
'AF-1402-0048

Computer Systems Programming Officer,
SAGE

AF- 1402 -0032
Digital Computer Principles

AF-1402-0062
Electric Digital Computer Repairman
(SAGE A N/FSO-7 ) .

AF -1715 -0058
Electronic Computer Maintenance
Officer

AF- 1 715-0722
Electronic Computer Principles, FYO-47
Preparatory (Radar Principles)

AF-1715-0030
Electronic Computer Repairman
(AN/FSA-21/412L)

AF-1715-0016
Electroromputer Repairman BUIC
AN/GSA-5 1 A

AF-1715-0677
Electronic Computer Repairman
( Display Equipment/4121, )

AP-1715-6059
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Electronic Computer Repairman
(DPC/4651).

AF-1715-157
Electronic Computer Repairman

-(DPC/SACCS)
AF -1715 -0057

Electronic Computer Repairman
(EDTCC/465L)

AF-1715'-0063
Electronic Computer Repairman (SAGE
AN/FSQ-7)

AF-1715-0058
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(AN/EST-2B)

AF-1715-0018
81ectronic Computer Systems Repairman
(BUIC AN/GSA-5I A)

AF-1715-0447
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
.(13UIC AN/GYK-19)

AF-1715-0447
*Ironic Computer. Systems 'Repairman

( to Processing Equipment/4 I 2L)
AF-17.15-0386

Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(Display Equigunent/4 I 2L )

AF-1715-0448
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(DPC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0057
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(EDTCC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0598
EledItronic Computer Systems Repairman
(FSQ-7/SAGE)

AF-1715-0058
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(RCC-FDLCC/465L)

AF-1715-0035.,
Electronic Corriputer Systems Repairman'
(Weapons Control Computer Group, .

AN/FSA-21/A 12L)
AF-1715-0034

Electronic Computer Systems
Supervisor/Technician .

AF-1402-0050
Electronic Digital Computer Repiiirman
(AN/FSA-21/4I2L)

AF-1715-0016
Ele'etronic Digital Computer Repli pfnan
(Display Equip/465X)

AF-I4( -0023
Electronic Digital Computer Reim,
(Display Equipment/4I 2L)

AF- I 715-
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missile
Guidance CoMputer) (SM-650)

AF-17'I5-0701
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman, Central-
Coinputer (416L-AN/FSCI-7)

AF-1715-0348
F-11 1A Computer /Navigation Test
Station Technician

AF-I402-0024
B-11.1.Central Air Data Computer
CADC) Test Station Technician

AF-1715-
.
'cid and ganizaitional Mainte ance of

Au atie avigation Computer
(AN/ASN ) .

AF-1715-0015
F-I1Fromputer/Programmer Test
Stations Technician

.AF-17 /6-020'3
Guidance Control Officer
(Computer)(SM-68)

AF-1715-003.7
HM4118 Computer Display Equipment
407L)

AF-171541052
HM4118 Computer Programmer Tactical
and Control System

, AF-1402-0033
HM4118 Electronic Computer
Repairman/Operator/407L

AF-1715-0392
Introduction to Computer Technology

DD-1402-0002
K-Series Computer Technician

AF-171-5-0225
MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Radar and Computer Technician)

AF-1715-0286
N-I and MD-I Compasses, AN/A1A-1
Computer and A-I4 Autopilot

AF-1715-0624
NCMC Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0009
SAGE Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0030
Special Training on SHORAN
Equipment AN/APN-84 and Electronic
Bombing Computer K-4

AT-1715-0403
Store and Forward Communications
System Computer Prograulnier

AF-I402-0018
AF-I402-0057

Supply Computer System Specialitt'
AF-1402-0005

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic ,

(MG-13 Computer and Controls) e*

AF-1715-0270
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10 Computer Controls)

AF,1715-027 I
Weapons Control Systems Mechanie
(MG-3, MG-I0 MG-I3 Computer and
Controls)

AF -1715 -0269
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3. MG-I0, MG-I3 Computer
Controls)

AF-1715-0272
Weapons Control Systems Technician
( MG-I&Computer-Controls)

AF-1715-0355
Weapon Support Systems Computer
Programmer

AF-1402-0058
.

omputer Controls
Weapons Control Systems, Technician
(MG-3, MG-I0 CurnputeeControls)

AF-1715-0558

Computing
Geodetic Computing

DD- I 601-0006

Conditioning
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine
Conditioning

AF-1704-0071
Beciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R21300 and Small6r) .

AF-1704-0071
Reciprocating Engine. Conditioning With
Analyzers (R3350)

AF-1704-0071
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R4360)

VA F -1704 -0071

Consolidated
a.

Consolidated Maintenance Management
( ADC)

AF-17
Consolidated Maintenance Man-a
(TAC)

Construction
Construction Drafting

7-0011
ent

AF-1717-0010

DD-1713-0003
DD-1713-0004

Construction Equipment Operator
AF-J 71.0-0008

Construction Surveying
DD-1601,-0008

Contract
Advanced Contract kdministration

AF-1408-0039 1
Contract AdMinistration

AF-0326-0003
AF-1408-0033

Contract Law

Contract Management
AF-1408-0037

Contract Management Officer
s.. AF-1408-0051
1/4 AF-I408-0052

Defense Conti-het Pricing Techniques
AE-1408-0003

Contracting
Purthasing and Contracting Officer

AF-I405-0048

AF-I408-0042

Conirol .

Aerospace Contrpl and Warning System
Operator (Manual)

AF-1715-0623
Aerospace Control and Warning Systems

Operator
AF-1715-13622

Aircraft Control and Warning (AC 8r W)
Radar Repairman (AN/GLR-1/FLR-12)

AF-1715-0234
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator

AF-1715-0352
Aircraffr&cntrol and Warning Operattig4
(Manual)

. AF-Ig15-0352
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(SAGE)

AF-1715-0209
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(Semi-Automatic/412L)

Maintenance Technician

AF-1704-0170
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar

AF-17 i 5-0064
Aircraft -Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-1, AN/CPS-4,
AN/CPS-5 and 1FF)

AF-1715-0104
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and AN /FPS -6)

AF-1715-0023
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/CPS-6B and 1FF)

AF-1715-0023
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-18. AN/FST-1, AN-
FSA-10, A N/FSW. ) )

A F- 17-0060Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairr (ANJpS -20 and AN/FPS-6)

A F-"i 54" 15Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman ( AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6)

Aircfaft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN /FPS -3; AN/FPS-6 and
IFF)

- AF-1715-0103

Aircraft aCCnoonnlittrol and Wa..rniAngF--1217adi

t.

and Warping Radar
/FPS-8 and AN /FPS -4)

a5r-0105

Repairman, AN/FPS-8. AN/FPS-4

Aircraft Control and WarniAngF-R17ad1a5

20r-00

Repairman. AN/FPS-8. AN/FPS-4, and

JIFF
AF-17150

Aircraft Control and Warning Rada
Repairman, AN/FST-2

AF-171



Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/OPA-37)

AF-1715.0056
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman ( AN/TPS-.I D, AN/TPS- 10D)

AF-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman ( AN/TPS- I L7, AN/TPS- I OD
and IFF)

/1. AP-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Technician

AF-1715-0064
Air Force Integrated Command'and
Control System Computer Programmer

AF-I402-0034
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman

AF-1715-0488
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman,
AN /CPN -18, AN/FPN-16

AF-1715-0676
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
( AN/FPN- I 6 and AN/CPN- I 8 )

AF- 1.7 I 5-06t
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
( AN/ MPN- I )

AF-1715-0488
Automatic Flight_Control System
Specialist

AF-1715-0468
Channel and Technical Control Operator.

AF-1714-0002
Channel and Technical Control Operator
(Channel Technical Control Center)

AF- 1 714-0002
Command and Control

DD-1402-0001
Command and Control Systems
Computer Programmer

AF-1402-008
Control. Mechanic/Technician, GAM-77

AF-1715-0148
Control Room InstrUmentation, Jet

ngine Test Facility
AF-1715-0097

Control System Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68

AF-1715-0135
Control Systems Analyst (GAM-72)

AF-1715-0320
Control Systems Analyst (GAM-77)

AF-1715-0583
Control Systems Mechanic: GAM-72

AF-1715-0318
Control Systems Mechanic, IM-99A

APV 715-0144
Control Systems Mechanic, 1M-9913

AF-1715-0145
Control Systems Mechanic (SM-65, 68)

AF-1715-0506
Control Systems Meclianic/Technician,
GAM-77

AF-1715-0148
Control Systems Mechanic (TM-61C)

AF:1715-0292
Control Systems Mechanic (TM-76A/13)

. AF- 1715 -0162
Control System Technician /Mechanic
(SM-65F)

Control Tower Operator
AF-1715-(X)94

AF-1,704-0007
Control Tower Technician

AF- I 704-0007
Corrosion Control.

AF-1710-0012
CorrOsion C;ritrol,Specialist

AF-I 710-0011
Defense Missile Control it
Mechanic/Technician. IM199B

AF-1715-0643
bisaster.COntrol Instructor.

AF-0802-000 I
Disa.ter Control Officer

ilk
AF-0802-0017

Disaster Control Specialist
AF-0802-0001
AF-0802-0002

F /FB -11 1 Mission and Traffic Control
Test Station Technician

.AF-I115-0373
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-
10. .ASG -14 System).

AF- I 715-0592
GAM Control Mechanic. GAM-77

AF-1715-0146
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS)
(HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0672
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS)
(SM-68A)

AF-I 715-0672
Guidance Control Officer
(Computer)(SM-68)

AF-1715-00
Guidance Control Officer (RIGS) (SM-
68)

AF-1715-0672
Guidance Control Officer (SM-65)

AF-1715-0645
HM4118 Computer Programmer Tactical
and Control System

AF- I 40.2-0033
J-79 Engine. F & 0 Maintenance and
Control Systems(F-104)

AE-1704-0087
J-79 Engine. Organizational Maintenance
and Control System. F -104

AF-1704-0085
Missile Control Communications Systems
Repairman

AF-1715-0713
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
( AGM/AIM )TAC

AF-1715-0712
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AIM) (ADC)

AF-171 5-0671
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-0137
Missile Guidance and Control Speicalist
(AIM)

AF-1715-0671
Offensive Fire-Control Systems Mechanic
( AMCS-AER0-1A)

AF- 1715 -0389
PilOtless Aircraft Control Systems

_Mechanic
AF-1715-0247

Pilotless Aircraft Guidance and Control
Officer

Production Control
AF-1715-06

AF-1601-0001
Programs and Work Control Technician
(BEAMS)

I
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Teletype 'Adapter Module/Common
Control Unit Maintenance

AF -1715 -0393
Weapon Control Systems Mechanic
( AMCSIA ER0-1 A)

AF-1715-0389
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (E-
4. E- 5,/E -6 Systems)

AF -1715 -0565
Weapims Control Systems Mechanic
(MG- 3 Computer and Controls)

AF-1715-0270
Weal:Ions Control Systems Mechanic
(MG 3. MG-10Computer Controls)

AF-1715-0271
Control SY'ster Mechanic

(Mg -3, MG-I0. MG-1 Com ter and

A -1715-0269
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(E 4, 5. 6 Systems)

AF-1715-0566
apons Control Systems Technician

-4, E-5, E-6 Series)
AF-1715-0566

eapons Cdntrol Systems Technician
G -13 Computer-Controls)

AF-1715-0355
capons Control Systems Technician

MG-I0 Data Flow)
AF-1715-0595

ork Control Specialist

Workload Control
AF-I408-0035.

AF-I408-0036
ontrollers
Aircraft Controllers

AF-1704-0009
ontrols
Controls System Analyst (TM-76A)

AF-1715-0180
ControlS Systems Mechanic

AF-1715-0293
F-11 IA Radar and Controls Test Statiotis
Technician

AF -1715 -0250
F-I I I Indicator and Controls jest
Stations Technician

.

AF-1408 041?
SAGE Maintenance Control Technician

AF-I40 -0063
Scope Control System
Field/Organizational (F/0) Maint nancc

AF-17, 5-0126
Scope Control System -
Organizational/Intermediate (0//1)
Maintenance

AF/I715-0126
Sensitometric and De-nsitometric Control
Techniques

.ak-1709-0007
Stock Control Technician /

AF-1405-0005
Tactical Missile Control Mechanic (TM-
76A/B)

AF-1715-0162
Telecommunications Systems Control
Specialist/Attendant,

AF-1715-0047

2 S "

AF-1715-0183
"tlConventional

COiwentional Munitions Quality
Assurance

AF-0802-0006%
Conventional Weapons Application

AF-2203-0046
Fuels Officer (Conventional Fuels)

AF- 1601 -043
Fuel-Specialist (Conventional Fuels)

AF-1601-0035
Fuel Supply Specialist Conventional Fuel

AF-I601-0035
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (Conventional Fuel)

=AF-1601-0006
Liquid Filel Systems Maintenance
Technician (Conventional Fuel)

AF-I601-0011
AF- I E,01-0030

Cook
Cook

Cooking
Cooking

Cooling
Equipment Cooling Specialist

AF -1730 -0002
' Equipment Cooling

Specialist/Technician, SM-6811
0 gF-1730-000i1

AF-1729-0002

AF-1729-0002,
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Co-Pllot
. Medidm Bombardment Conventional, B'

29 Fottr-Engine Trantition (Aircraft
Commander and Co-Pilot)

4 AF -1606 -0041

Correspondence
Air Command and Staff Correspondence
Program

AF-I 5 I 1-0003
Air War College Correspondence
Program

AF-1511-0005
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

DD-1511=0001

Corrosion
Aircraft Corrosion Control

AF- I 704-6060
Corrosion Control

AF- 1710-0012
Corrosion Control Specialist

AF- I 710-0011_

Co M
Advanced Cost and Economic Analysis

AF-1408-0016
Advanced.Quantitative Methods in Cost

'Analysis
AF-1115-0004

Basic Quantitative MetbOis in Cost
Analysis

AF-1115-0005
Defense Cost Price Analysis

AF-1408-0001
Quantitative. Methods in Cost Analysis ,

AF-1 I I 5-0004
Real Estate and Cost Management
AnalysisI'Specralist .

AF-0331-0001
Real EstateCost-Manageinent Analysis
Specialist ,

AF-0331-0001

CCounseling
A

Drug Education and-Counseling
AF-1512-0003

Counter-Countermeasures
Electronic' Counter-Countermeasures
Operator

AF-1715-0587

Counterintelligence
Reserve Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Training (Reserve
Refresher)

AF-1728-0005
Special InvestigatiOns and.
Counterintelligence Officer

A!.-1728-0020Special Investigations and1111:

Counterintelligence Specialist ,

AF-1728 -0020

Countermeasures
Airborne ElectronicCountermeasures
'Specialist_

AF-1715-0382
Aircraft Electronis'Countermeasures
(ECM) Repairman (Ground Equipment)

AF-171.5-06g4
Aircraft Electronic,Countermeasures
Ri;pairman(Jamming Equipment)

AF- 1 715 -0224
Aircraft Electronic Countermea§ures
Repairman (Surveillance Equipment)

AF-1715-0223
Aircraft Electronic t ountermepsures
Repairmen(Jamming Equipment)

AF -1715 -0224
Basic. Observer,Electronic

AF-1715;d564 ,
Courtermeast4s.

ti

BUIC III Air Surveillance for ktadar
Inputs Countermeasures
Officer/Technician

AF-1715-01
Electronic Counter-Countermeasures
Operator

AF- 1715-05
Electronic Countermeasures
Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0324
Electronic Countermeasures Officer

AF -1715 -0449
-Electronic Warfare,Countermeasures '

Specialist
AF- 1715-0202
AF-1715-0587

Weapons Controller (ECCM Operations
Officer)/Electronic Warfare
Countermeasures Specialist

AF-1715-0721

87

Crash
0-10 and 0-11 A Crash Fire Trucks,
Field Maintenance '

AF-1728-0024
0-11A and 0-11B Crash Fire Truck
Field Maintenance

AF -1728 -0025
0-11A, 0-11 B and 0-6 crash Fire Truck
Maintenance

AF-1703-0003
0-6 and R-2 Crash Rescue Trucks, Field
and Organizational Maintenance

AF-1728-0024
Special,Vehicle Repairman (Crash/Fire
Vehicles)

AF-1-703-0016 t.
Crew .

Crypto .
- Intermediate and-Organizational

Maintenance, TSEC/HY-2, SEBIT-24
ivtochirn Crypto Control Unit, and
, Digit .Subset

i AF-1715-0074

kg*raphic
. oications and Relay Center
. Ecidipment Repairman, Electro-

Mechanical Cryptographic 4
AF 17.15 -0159

C6ptographie Equipment l
Electromechanical Repairman (other)

' ' A l AF-1715-0438
Cry tcigraphic Equipment Maintenance
TS 6 '

AF-1715-0439
Cryptographic Equipment Repairman,
Electromechanical

4F-1715-0438
Crypt pine Operator

cl&s.4

Combat Crew-Training, Fighter (F-84
E /F) /".'#.

A F- I 60&0069'
Combat CreiN Training Fighter (F-84E) f'
Phase 11-80 Hour PhaSe

AF- I 606-0070
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84F)

A F- I 606-0069
Combat Crew Training Fighter (T-33/F- -

84)

Master Crew Chief
AF -1606 -0070

AF- I 704-0070

Crown
Crown and Bridge Dental Prosthetics'.

, AF-070 I -00 I I,
Crown.and Fixed Partial Denture
Prosthetics

AF-070001

Cryoge is Fluids Production Specialistry
AF-1601-0016
AF-I601-0017
'AF-1730-0013

Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
(1 IC2 Ton/Day and 5 Ton/Day Plants)

AF601-0012
Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
(.1 1/2-Ton/Day Plant)

AF-1601-0012
Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
.(25-Ton Plant)

AF-1601-0004
AF-I601-0016

Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
Technician (25 Ton)

AF-1601-0009
, AF-160.1M018

Field AnalySis of Cryogenic Liquids and
Gases

, A F- 1601-0020

AF-1404-19003
Electronic Communications,and
Cryptographic Equipment Systems
Repairman .

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Equipment Systems
Repairman (Encrypted Digital Data
Terminals )(EDDT).

A 1715-0351
Electronic Communications an
CryptOgraphic Systems Equip ent
Repairman (Automatic Teletype)

AF-1715-0102
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman (Ciphony) (Encrypted Tel-
Data Fax)

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman (Encrypted Teletype).

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Communications
Cryptographic. Repairman/Encrypted
Digital Data Terminals (Preparatory)

AF -1715 -0221
TSEC/KW-22 Cryptographic Equipment
Maintenance

Cryptologic
National Cryptologic
Language Courses

CTT
Missile Maintenance
133A-M Integrated

Czech
Czech.

AF-1715-0255

Schtiol Resident

DD-0602-0011

Officer (CTT) WS-

- 'AF,17,15-0633

A F-0602-0007
AF-0602-001 I
13D-0602-0001,
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

Dangerous
Air Transportation of DangerOus Cargo
and Nuclear Weapons'

AFM419-0017
Transportation of Dangerous Cargo

AF-0419-00 I g
Transportation of Dangerous Cargo,
Nuclear Weapons and Missiles

),
AF-(1419-0017

transpOrtation Of Dangerous Materials
(Reserve)

AF-04I9-00i3

t23



Danish
Danish

AF-0602-0004,
AF-0602-0009
DD -0602 -000 I
DD-0602-0002

Dad .
Dari-lfghan Persian

AF- 0602 -0007
AF-0602;0012

Data
Advanced Data Automatroft:Analysis and
Design

c AF-1402-0053
Aircraft Radio Repairrrian (Data Link
Supplement)

AF-1715-0185
Base Love' Military Personnel System. ".
(BLMAS)/Personnel Data System (PDS)
Work CenterOperatioas, Phase II

AF-I402-0060
Data AutomationOfficer

AF-1402-0046
Data Processor/Display (AN/FYQ-9),
Field/Organizational (F/O) Maintenance

. AF -1715 -0276
Data Service'S Specialist

AF- 1 15-0006
Defense Data Management

AF -1405 -0002
Electronic Data Processing Officer

AF-1402-0046
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Maintenance Technician
( AN/FSQ-7 Systems Technician)

AF- I 715-0266
FB-111 Central Air Data Computer
(CADC) Test Station Technician

AF -1715 -0092
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MG-10
Series Data Flow Specialist)

AF- 1715 -0708
Integrated Avionics Component
Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control, and Flight Data
Recorder Systems)

AF-1715-0476
Personnel Management and Data
Systems

AF-1408-0030
Squadron Operations Center and Data
Handling Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0339
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13 Data Flow)

AF -1715 -0574
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, 10, 13 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3/10 Data Flow)

AF- I 715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic c,

(MG-3, MG-I0 Data Flow)
AF-1715-0574

.Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG -13 Data Flow)

'AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG -I3 Data FloW)

AF-1715-0699:
Data Flow

Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0595
Data Processing

Advanced Data Processing Audit
Analysis

AF- 1402 -0041
Auditing Data Processing Systems

AF -1402 -0042

1
Data processinipachine

Data Processing Machine
(Punched Card)

rData Prqcessing Machine.

Data Processing Machine
(Punched Card)

Data Processing (SAGE)

Operator
AF-1502-0019

Opera ors

AF-1402-0025;
AF-1.402-0026

Supervisor
AF-I402-0036

Supervisor

AF- I 402,0036.

AF-1402-0006
AF-I402-0016,..

Electronic Analog Data Processing ...../
Equipment Repairman ie.-.

AF4715-0061
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(I5ata Processing Eqlkprnent/412LI

'-..-- AF- I 715-0386
Electronic Data Processing Officer

AF-1402-0046
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment ttaintenance Technician -
(AN/FSQ-7 Systems Technician)

- AF-f715-0266
. Electronic Digital Data Processing

Equipment Repairman .

AF-1715-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missile
Guidance Computer) (SM-b5D)

AF- 1715 -0701
Electron" Digital Data Processing,
Equipme t Repairman, Central-
CompuT '( 416L-AN/FSQ-7 )- ...

. AF-1715-0348
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman eff)
Trt nsmission)

Electionic Digital Data
Repairman (AN/

Electronic Digital
Repairman (Data Pr
Equipment/4 I 2L) '

AF-1715-0018
rocessing

AF-1715-0018
a.Processing

ing

AF-1715-0110
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Display Equipment/SACCS)

AF-1715-0441
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Input-Output/465L
Concentrator)

AF-1715-0109
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Input-Output/465L RCC
Ancillary)

AF-1415-0446
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (RCC-EDLCC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0443
Electronic Digital. Data Processing
Specialist/Technician* AF-1715-0349
Management/Supervision of a Data
Processing Installation (DPI)

AF-1402-0038
Data Systems

Data Systems Analysis and Design
(Enlisted)

AF -1402 -0040
Data Systems Analysis and Design
(Officerl

AF -1402 -0039
Data Systems and Statistics Officer

AF -1402 -0001
Personnel Management and Data
Systems

AF-1408-0030
Decibel

Decibel Radar Target Prediction and
Simulation

28 )
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AF-1715-0280"

Decoder
ANIGPA-125 Coder-Decoder,
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1) --
Maintenance

AF-1715-0131
Defense

Defense Intelligence Course
DD-1511:0004

Defensd Language Institute Advanced -
Courses

DD-0602-0007
defensetanguage Institute Aural
Cpmprehension Courses

DD-9602-0003
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (1954-19564

DD-0602-0001
Defense Language jnstifute Basic
Courses (After 1%56)

DD- 0602 -0002
Defense Language Institute
CoursesEast Coast Branch

DD-0602-0009
'Defense Language Institute Extended or
Bask- Intermediate Courses

DID:0602-0005
Defense Language Institute Intermediate

' Courses
.13D-0602-0006

Defense Language Institute Short-Basic
Courses

DD-0602-0004
Defense Language Institute Special
Courses

DO-0602-0008
Defense Language Institute Support
Comniand Courses

DD-0602-0010
Defense Missile Checkout Equibment.
Technician, IM-99B

AF-17.15-0310
Defense Missile Control
Mechanic(Technician, IM-998.-

AF-1715-0643
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic, IM-
99A

AF-1715-0309
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic, IM-
99B

AF-1715-0308
Defense Miiuidance Technician
(GAR-11211

AF-1715-0650
Defense Race Relations Institute

DD-1512-0001
Inter-American Defense College

DD- I 511-0005
Passive Defensegnstructor

AF-0802-0004
Defensive

Defensive Systems Trainer Specialist,
AN/GPQ-T6

4 AF-1715-0138
Defense System Trainer Specialist
(AN/A Q-T4(V))

AF-1715-0086
,Defensive System Trainer Technician
(AN/ALQ-T4(V))

Dinsitometric
Sensitometric and Densitometric Control
Techniques

AF-1709-0007
Sensitometric, and Densitometric
Equipment Operator

AF-1709-0008

AF-1715-0232

De_nts!
Apprentice Dental Laboratory Specialist

AF-0701-0016
Apprentice Dental Specialist

,
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AF- 0701 -0013

.Chrome-C obalt Dental Proithetics -

AF-0701-0017
Crown and Bridge:A/eine! Prosthetics

AE-0701-001 I
Dental Assistant (Phase I)

AF-67014005
Dental Assistant (Phase II)

AF-0701-0006
Deival Laboratory Specialist

AF -0701 -0016
Dental Laboratory Technician

AF-0701-0014
Dental Specialist

AF -0701 -0013
Dental Supervisor

Dental Technician
AF-0701-0015

Dental Technician Advanced,
AF-0701-0015 °

Indepezident Duty Dental Technician
AF-070 I -0001

AF-0701-0009

Dentistry
Preventive Dentistry Specialist

AF -0701 -0008

Denture
omplete Denture Prosthetics

AF-0701-0010
Cro nd Fixed Partial Denture
Prosthetic

AF-070 I -0011
Removable artial Denture Prosthetics

AF-070I-0012
Depot

Depot Overhaul of the AN/ASH-4 Light
and Time Recorder and AN/UVM-1 Test
Sit

AF-1,715-0503

Design
Advanced Data'AutOMation Analysis and
Design

AE1402-0053-
TEMPEST fa Systems Design Engineer

AF4715-0734

Designer
Automated Systerris Program Designer

AF- 1402 -0010
AF -1402 -0044

Automated Systems Program Designer
(Management Support. Systems)

AF-I402-0010
pment
arch and Development Procurement

seer
AF-I405-0036
AF-I405-0043

Site Development Specialist
AF- 1601 -0041

Devices
Flight Training Devices Instructor
Operator

DEW 1'
Aleutian DEW Line Baker'

AF-1704-0169

AF-1729-0006
Electrical Power Production, Aleutian
Dew Line

AF-1712-0002
Power Production Specialist (Dew Line)

AA-1712-0002

Diagnostic
Vehicle Diagnostic Test Eq ipment

A .1703-0017
Dial

Dial Central Office Equipme
Mechanic/ fechnician (SM-68

AF-171510101
Dial Central Office, Equipment Specialist

AF-1715-0100
Dial Central Office Equipment Specialist,
SM-68B

AF- I 715-0682

Diet
Diet Supervisor

Dietethera'py Specialist

Diet Therapy Supervisoi

'AF-1729-0009

AF-0709-0001

AF-1729-0009

Digital
Automatic Digital Svdtchirig Technician

AF-I402-0020
Digital Computer Principles

AF-1.402-0062
Digital Subscriber Terminal Maintenance

AF-1715-0119
Digital Techniques

AF-1402-0022
Digital Voltmeter., Theory and
Calibration

AF- 1715-0385
Electric Digital Computer Repairman
(SAGE AN/FSQ-7)

. AF- I 715-0058
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic*Equiprne nt Systems
Repairman' Z Encrypted Digital baUi
Terminals)(EDDT)

AF-171-5-0351
Electronic Communications ,

Cryptographic Repairman/Encrypted *
Digital Data Terminals (Preparatory)

AF -1715 -0221
.Electronic Digital Computer Repairman

SA-21/412L)
AF-I,15-0016

nic Digital Computer Repairman
Equip/465L)

Electr.
(Ditplh

Electron
(Dis.

AF -1402 -0023
Digital computer Repairman

ay Equipment/4I2L)
° AF -1715 -0059 ,

Ele ronic Digital,Data Processing .:

Equl'pment Maintenance Technician
(ANJFSQ -7 Systems Technidian)

AF-1715-02156
Electronic pigital Data Processing .

Equipment Repairman . .

. . 'AE-1715-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missile
'Guidance Computer) (SM-650)

AE-1115-0701
Electronic Digital Data Processing '..

Equipment Repairman, Central -
Computer (4 I6L-AN/FSQ-7)

AF-1715-0348
Electronic Digital Data Processing ,
Equipment Repairman (Data
Transmission) ,

AF- I 7154)018
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (AN/FST-2B) /

AF-171,5-P018
Electronic igital Data Processing
RepairMan (Data Processing
Equipmen 4 2L). /

AF-1715-0110;
Electronic Digital Da *Processing
Repairman (Display quipment/SACCS)

AF-1:715-0441
Electronic Digital ata Nocessing
Repairman (hip -Output/465L
Concentrator)

AF-1715-0109
Electronic 13' tal Data Processing
Repairman nput-Output/465L RCC
Ancillary)

AF -1715 -0446

9 0

Electronic Digital Data Processinlg
Repairman (RCC-EDLCC/SAeCS)

AF:1715-0443
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Spscialistrfechnician

AF-1715-0349
Integrated Avionics System Specialist
(Inertial/Bomb Navigation, Fire/Weapon
Control, Digital Computers, Airborne
Photographic Systems, and Multi-Sensor
Displays)

AF-1715-02TO
Solid State Devices and Digital
Techniques

AF -1715 -0042
AF -1715 -0043
AF-1715-0044

Digitizer ft

Common Digitiier, AN/FYQ-40, F & 0
AF- 1402 -0021

s
Dimensional

Precision Dimensional and Optical
Measuring Technician

AF-1721-0006

Disaster
Disaster Crtrol Instructor

AF -08Q2
Disaster Control Officer

AF-0802-0017
Disaster Control Specialist

AF- 0802 -0001
AF-0802.0002

Disaster Preparedness
AF- 0802 -0003"

Disaster Preparedness Officer '"
AF- 0802 -0017

A' Disaster Preparedness-Specialist
AF -0802 -000
AF -0802-

Disaster Preparedness Specialist
(Additional Duty)

AF -0802
-Disaster Preparedness Specialist MOW

,`

AF-08 2-0001

It

Duty)
-

Disbursement
isorAccounting and Fina-nce-Supe

(Visbursement Accounting)
A %- 1401 -0015 /

Disbursement ACcounting S cialist
F-1401-00061 .

AF-1408-0019

AF-1401-0014
AF-I408-0056.

AF, I 408-0018

Disease
Disease Vector ani Pest C6ntyol.
Technology

Display
BUIC ri1 "1/0 ipnient
Maintenance

AF-1715-0014
Electronic C i mputer,Repairman
(Display Eq ipment/4I2L)

AF-d 715-000
Electroic omputer S)4terris Repairman
(Display Equipment /412L)

AF.I.715-0448
Electroni Digital computer Repairman
(Display Equipment/4I2L)

AF-17t5-0059
Electro is Digital Data Processing
Repai n (Display Equipment/SACCS )

- AF-I 7 I5-044I

Disbursing
Disbursing Clerk

Disbursing Officer

Disbursing Superviso

F:0101-0001.
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AF-17-15-0588 ,-

Weapons controller ( C,CM toperatiorii'
,Officer) b

'I AF- 1715,0721.
'Veaporfs Catilcoller (ECOV rations
OffiCer) /ElectroniC Warfare,

A F- I 606-0048

Applications Training (DSIAT) ( Airman)
11,Senseor Interpretation and

AE-1606-00'5 I

Disposial Mitittige)nent.
'Disiposal Specialist'

b6g

putc
AF-I405-0056 Dut

F 5 n°A - 40 -00'

Combat Patrol Dog

Patioi Dog Explosive's De action
AF71728-0013

'Patrol Dog Handler

AF-1728-0022

A -172'8-0014
Patrol Dog Wandler Supervisor

AF-1720023'
Patrol Handler Transition, .

Ay- 72 -O0l5-
Patroi Dog Marijuana Dettctior '",";

AK -1-728 0010,
Sentry Dog Handler . .

AF-1728-0002 g
SentryDog Handler (Air PoIrcerpari),

AF-1728-0002
Sentry Dog Handler Supervisor

AF-1728-0021
Sentry Dog'Replacement

- AF-2203-003I
Doppler

Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (Doppler
Supplement)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation ;
Systems Repairman (AN/APN- .

8 I /89A/99A Doppler)
AF-1715-0026

Aircr martial and Radar Navigation -.-
Syne pairman (AN/APN-89/99/108

AF-171.5-0026
AN /API 05/131 Doppler Maintenance

AE_-1715-0584
AN/APN-f75(V)-3 Dapple': Navigation,
System Maintenance

AF -171j7 -0254
Avionic Inertial and RadaiNavi Lion
Systems Technician ( AN/APN-81-
89A/99A Doppler).

_AF-1715-00
DPC/465L

Electronic Computer Repairman
(DPC/465L)

AF-1715-0057

E-1

AF.060I-00040
AF-0602-0006'

E-I Series System Mechanic
AF-1715-0580

E-4 ,, -----
E-4 A- 12) Autopilot

- . ' AF-1715-0628
E-4.-5 and E-6 Series Systems! /
Mee anic

AF -47,15 -0565
,E-4.E-5, and E-6 Series Systeni
Technicianl

AF-1715-0566
Weai,ons Control Systems Mac 'c (Es`
4, E-5, E-6 Systems)

A 1715-0561
WeaPoris Control, Systems Technician
('E-4,1 5, 6.Systems)

AF-1715-0566
WeaPons Control Systems Technician
(E-4.,E-5, E-6 Series)

AF-1715-0566
E-6

E-6 Autopilot and N-I CoMPass
AF-1715-0626

E-9
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (E-9.
Series)

DPC/SACCS
Electronic computer Repairman
(DPCISACCS)

A F -1715 -005.7
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(DPC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0057
DPI

Management/SupErvision of a Data
Processing Installation (DPI)

AF-I402-0038
Drifting

Cartogiaphic Drafting

Construction Drafting

Drug
Drug Education and Counseling

AF-1512-0003
DSIAT

Defense Senor Interpretation and .

Applications Training (DSIAT) (Officer)

D-1713-0002

DD-1713-0003
0D-1713-0004

AF-1715-0199
AF-17 I 5-0201,.

Weapans Control Syitems Mechanic,.(E-
9, M0.12 Systems)

AF-1715-0689
AF-1715-0690

,? Weapons Control Systems-Mechanic (,E-
9 System)

AF-17 I 5-0690
\Weapons ControlSystems Technyan
(E-9 System)

' AF-1715-0570
EAME

Radio Relay Equipment Repaigan
(EAME)

Earl).(Warning
. Airborne Early Warning Radar.

RepaitMan (AN/APS-20E)
I AF-1715-002.5

Airborne Early Warning Radar _

Repairman (AN/APS-45)
AF-1715-0029

AirbOrite Early Warning RacIr Specialist
Principles

AF-1715-0493

AV-1715-0494

AF-1715-0533'
Aircraft Early Warning Radar
Maintentirice Technician

AF-1715-0282
Aircraft Early'Warning Radar Repairmait-

AF-1715-0427
Aircraft Elirly Warning Radar Repairman..

Navy P\ersonnel)
AF-1715-0364

East
Defense Language Institute

, CoursesEast Coast Branch,
Db-0602-0009

ECCM
ECCM Operatars.., .

AF-1715-0587
around ElectrOnics Officer (ECCM).

0

29j

CounterineasuresSpdOalrs,tAl,r'.

ECM'
Airborne Operator" , if* 9s:F471-61j1}27"

EAqikciiirpairnteEntC)" R.' e'PairTilar"lunmiril

Aircraftraft
4

Airdnift:ECM Repairman
(Redonnaissanc,e Equipment)

EquipMent) ``
Aircraft ECM ReRairMen (Surveillance

(ECM) \Repairman tOrnund EquipMent)
AircraftEleet.ro,nic,CouniermAFe_asiiii:r5e46s tt4:,

Systems Officer
ECM Maintenance For +

- .

ECM OfftCer . e 5.62

Ground ECM S.P.ecialt. AAFF:11711,155.4.°4142:

Economic
` Advanced Cost and Econothic Analysis °

AF-1408-0016

EDDT.
Electronic CornenuniCations and ,
Cryptographic EquipmentSystems.
Repairman (Encrypted Digital Data 0,

Terminals )(EDDT)

Editing
Sound slid Picture Editing Specialist .

AF-1709,0011

P5 -0351
.

EditOr .
Newsp- r Editor

EDTCC/465L .

Electronic Computer Repairman
-(EDT C/465L) .

AF-1715-0063'

DD-0504-0003

EPTC SACCS
Elect Snic Computer Systems Repairman
(ED C/SACCS/'

Educa
Dru

Tr
Enli

Tr

AF-1715-0598
.

ucation and Counseling
AF- 1512 -0003

formation and Education

Egress
Airerew Eg

DD-0594-0005
rmation and Education Officer

-0504-0a)6

-Electric

ess Systems Repairmen
AF- 1715 -0707 .1

Electric Powe4.,ine Specialist
AF-1714-0001

Electrical
Advanced Electrical-Electronics
Measurements

AF-1715-0168
Airborne Electrical Systems Technician--

. (AN/ARC-106)

.ft

AF- I 7IS-0509
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irbprile Electrical System Technician `. Electrician and Electrical TechniCian,

WS-I33A,B,A-M
AF -1715 -0507 AE-171470009

Electrician/Electrical Technician, SM-
i68B

AF-1715-0301'
Electrician,,SM-80

AE- I 715-0589
' Electrician/Supervisor (Facility)

AE-1714-0014
Electrician/Supervisar (SM-65F)

..AF1715-0312
'Electrician/SuperCisor (SM-68)

AF-1715-0307
Electrician, WS- I3A,B,A-M

AF-I,714-0009
Electritian, WS.:133B

AE71714-0009
/,

Electrhe. ncephsdographic
ElectroeneephalographieSpecialist

Aircraft and 'Missile ElCctriCal
Repotrman

AF-1704-0114
Aircraft and Missile Electrical Repair
Technittian

. , AE-1704-01155
Aircraft Electrical Repairman

AF- 1704 -01 44
Aircraft Electrical Repairman (F-1018)

AF1704-0035
litireraft Electrical Repair Technician

AF-1704-0165
Atomic Energy, Phase I (Electrical)

AF-1715-0169
AutornotiVe AC Eketrical Systems

AF-1703-0008
Electridat Engineering

AF-1715-0164
Electrical Power Production, Aleutian':
Dew Line

&E-1712-0002
Electrical Power F'rodutlion Operator

' I AF-1712-0005 4
Electrical Power Production Repairman

- AF -1712 -0004
Electrical Power Production
Repairtnan/Technician (SM-681

AF-1712-0003
Ele-Ctrical,Power Production Specialist

1712-0005
Electrical Power Productionk I

Specialist/Technician, SM-6 13
AF-1715-0306

Electrical Power Production System
Maintenance (LGM -25)

AF-1715-0575
Electrical Power Production Technician

AE-1745-0579
ElEctrical Power Production

"..Ttrehniciankpecialist. SM -65F
AF- 1715 -0432

Electrical Repair Technician fli1-1-53),
AF-1715,4t86

Electrical Standards Console
AE-1714.0013

'/ Electrical Sandard,Ccksole and Low
7 FreqUency Voltage and Phase Standards

AF- 1714 -0013
Electrical SYste'ms Maintenance LGM-25'

', AE-1715-031,1
ElectrielL and Electri'cal Technician,
WS-133A .B,A7M

AE-1714.0009
Missile Electrical Repairman/Technician,
SM6,8

N

-., AE-1715,0380
Missile Electrical Specialist

-AF-1715-0140
Missile Electrical Specialfst (LGM-25)

AE-1715-0136
Missile Electrical Specialist( SM-frID)

AF-17V-0430
Missile. Electrical Specialist (SM-65 E &
F). ,

'AE-1714-0010
"". Missile Electrical. Specialist (SMA8A)

AF-1714-0006
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0136
Missile Electrical Specialist/Technician,
SM-68B

AF-1715-0134
, Weapons Fuzing Systems Specialist

(Electrical)
AF-1714-0004

Electrician
.

Aircraft Electrician Gunner. 13-36
,AF-,1704-0158

Electrician
AE-1714-0012

/

/
AE-0709-0029

Electromagnetic 1 .
Electromagnetic Compatibility

AF- 1715-0739

Electromechanical
4

Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman,
Electromechani0

AF -1715 -0132
Cryptographic Equipment
Electromechanical Repairman (other)

Cryptographk Equipment Repairman,
Electrbmechanical,

AF-1715-0438
Telephone Switching Equipment \.,"
Repairman, Electromechanical

AF-1715:0038
.TelephOne Switching ,Equipmerif

. .

Repairman, Electromechanical' (Other) I
AE-1715,0195

Electronic
-Airborne Electronic Countermeasures'
-Specialist

'AE-1715-0382
Airborne Electronic' Navigation
Equipment Repain'Inan

AF-1715-0362
.Airbtirne Electronic Navigation
Equipment 'Repairrhan (SHORAN2;

AF-1715:0521
Aircraft 'Electronietountermeasure4
(ECM) Repairman (Ground Equipment)

.. AF-17 1!510684
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasurs
Repairman (Jamming Equipment)

AF-17/15-0224
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairman (Surveillance EqUipMent).

AF- I 1(5-0223
Aircraft Electronic Counterrneasures -

Repairmen(lamming Equipment)
AE:11715-0224

Aircraft Electronic Navigation I.
Equipment Maintenance Technician

AE11715-050
Aircraft Electronic Navigation'
Equipment Repairman

. AEI,715-0680
Aircraft Electronic-Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82and
AN/APN-189)

AE-17.15-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigatifin
Equipment Repairman (Doppler
Supplement)

AF-1715-0517

.r I

292

Aircraft Electronic' Navigation
.Equipment Repairman (General)

AF-I 715,-0680
/ Aircraft Electronic Navigatibn j
/ Equipment Repairman (SHORAN) I

z , AF-1715-052
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (TACAN
Supplement)

-AF-1715
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Technician

AF-1
Aircraft Sensor Systemst.Repai
(Electronic Sensors)

AN/TTC730 Eleetionie Swi
Intermediate/Organizations (I/O)
Maintenance

.5-0510

1715-0479 %

AF-1715-0165
Automatic Teletype and lectronit
Switching Systems Rep rman

, AE-1715-0102
Specialist.Avionie Sensor SySte

/

(Elertronic Sensors)
- AF-1715-0475

Baler-Nunn Electr. ic Maintenance
AF-1715-0717-...

7 Basic.Obseryer El etronic
Countermeasures

1

/Elecaronie Anal
Equipment Re

AE-1715-0564
g Data Processing .
irman-

AF-1715-0061
Electronic Co munications and

'Cryptographi Equipment Systerns__.'
Repairmei

AF-1715-0174
Electrbnie ominunkations and
Cryptogra c Equipment Systems
Repairma (Encrypted Digital Data
Terminals (EDDT)

AF-1715-0351
Electron. Conimunications,arieL, '
Cryptog phic Systems EquiPment
Repai an (Automatic Teletype)

' AF-1.715-0102
- QElectr ic Communications and

Crypt raphic Systems Equipment
- Repai an'(Ciphony) (Encrypted Tel-

, Data aiW
AF-i715-0174

Elec 9nle Communications and
Cry. ographic Systems Equipment
Rep inner' (Encrypted; Teletype)

AF-1715-0174
Ele tronic Communications
C ptographie'Repairman/Eneryrited.
Di ital,Data Terminals Preparatory)

AE-1715-0221
Electronic Computer Maintenance

.0 leer -
AF -1715 -0722

ectronic Computer Principles. FY0-47
reparatory (Radar

AF-1715-0030
ectronic Computr_ epairman

AN/FSA,L21/412L)
AE-17

Electronic Computerpairman BUIC
145.0016

AN/GSA-51 A
AF-1715-0677

Electronic Computer Repairman
( Display Equipment/4121),

AF-I 715-0059 411

Electronic Computer Repairman
(DEC/46SL)

. -

AF-1715-0057
Electronic Computer Repairman '
(DI5C /SACCS)

AF-1715-0057
'Electronic Computer Repairmah
(EDTCC/465L)

AF-1715-0063,



-

Electronic Computer Repairman (SAGE
AN/FSO-1)

AF-1715-0058
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(AN/FST-2B)

AF. I 715-0018
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
( BUIC AN/GSA-51A)

AF-1715-0447
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(BUIC AN/GYK-I9)

AF-1715-0447
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
( Data Processing Equipment/412L)

-AF-1715-0386
Electninic Computer Systems Repairman
(Display Equipment/412L)

AF-1715-0448
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(DPC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0057
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(EDTCC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0598
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman `1-
(FSO -7 /SAGE)

AE-1715-005 8 .
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(RCC-EDLCC/4651..)

AE-1715-0035
Electronic Computer Systems Repairman
(Weapons Control Computer Group,
AN/FSA-211412L)

AE-1715-0034
Electronic Computer Systems
Supervisor/Technician

AF-1402-0050
Electronic Countermeasures
Maintenance Technician

AF- 1715 -0324
Electronic Countermeasures Officer '-

AE-1715-4449
Electronic Data Processing Officer

AF- 1402 - 0046 ..,
Electronic DigitarComputer Repairman
(AN/ESA-21(412L)

AF-1715-00f6
Electronic Digital Computer Repairmaiii
(Display Equip/465L)

AF-1402-0023
Electronic Digital ComputetAtepairman
(Display Equipinent/4121-.),

AE-1715-0059
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Maintenance Technician
(AN/FSO-7 S *Ysterns Xechnician) .

Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Input-Outpat/465L
Concentrator)

AF-1715-0109
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Input-Output/465L RCC
Ancillary)

AF-1715-0446
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (RCC-EDLCC/SACCS)

AF-1715-0443
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Specialist/Technicjan

AF-1715-0349
Electronic Emission Monitor/Analysis
Specialist

-AF-1715-0551
Electronic Fuel Control Repairman

AF-1715-03
Electronic Fuel Control Repair
Technician

AF -1715 r 01
Eleeitionic Instrument Trainer Spec:

. (C-I1 Type)

I,
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AF-1715-0714 -

Special Electronic uipment Specialist `
AF -1715 -0347

Weapons Fus' Systems Specialist
(Electronic

Electro
Adv ced Electrical-Electronics
M rements

AF-1715-0168
it Electronics Maintenance for

Armament Systems Officer
AF-1715-0560

Air Electronics Officer
AF-1715-0323

Air Electronics Officer, Fighter A/C
AF- I 715-0323

Communications-Electronics Engineer
AF-1715-0260

Communications-Electronics Officer
AF-1408-0048

Communications-Electronics
Programming (Staff Officer)

AF-1408-0047
Communications-Electronics Programs
Management

AF- 1408-0050
Communications-Electronics Staff
Officer

AF -1408 -0048
Communications-Electronics Systems
Superintendent

AF- I 715-0170
Electronics Switching Systems
Repairman (490L Overseas AUTOVON) '

Ay-1715-0500'
Electronics Systems Officer

AF-1715-0588
Ground Electronics Officer

AF-1715-0588
Ground Electronics Officer (ECCM)

AF-1715-0588
- Ground Electronics tfficer (Electronics)

AE-1715-0588
Officers Airborne Electronics Orientation

AF-1715-0562
Officers Ground Electronics Orientation

AE-1715:0555
Precision Tvfeasuring Equipment
Specialist.( Electronics)

AE-1715-0033:
Special Electronici Equipment Specialist,

System
AF-1715-0350

Specialized Connniunications and
Electronics (C & Ej Training

AF- I 715-0198

Electronic, Warfare
Electronic/Warfare Countermeasures
Specialist

AF- I715 -0202
AF-1715-0587

Electronic Warfare.Officer
AF- I 715-0529

Electronic Warfare Officer Training
( Reconnaissance )

'AE-2203-0003
Electronic Warfare Repairman

AF -1715 -0532
Electronic Warfare Systems

AF-2203-0004
Electronic Warfare Systems Specialist

AF- I 715-0532
Electronic Warfare Technician

AF- I 715-0324
Electronic Warfare Training (Specialized
F-4 Pilot)

AF-I606-4114
Electronic Warfare Upgrade Training (B-
58)

AF-1715-0553

AF-171 -0653
Electronic Instrument Trainer S ialist
(Pee Z)

AF-I 5-0655
Electronic Instrument Trainer cialist

..(Z
AF 715-0655

ElectroniC Intelligence Opera ons
Specialikt

Electronic Intercept Operat
Specialist

Electronic Intercept Oper
Specialist

Electronic Intercept Ope tions
eSpecialis(Interim)

AF-1715-0554
Electronic Switching C ter, AN/ITC -19

AF-1715-0356
Electronic Switching S tems Repairman
(490L Overseas AUTaq

ONA)F-1715-0396
Electronic Test Equip pent Calibration
andRepair (Tektroni

AF-1715-0096
Electronic Warfare S tems

AF- 2203 -0004
Electronic Warfare T chnician

AF-1715-0324
HM4I 18 Electronic Comphter
Repairman/Operator/407L

. AF-1715-0392
Missile Electrbnic uipment Specialist
(AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-04581\
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF -1715- 0457
Missile, Electronic E uiptnent Specialist
(CGM-1313, TEMS)

AF-1.715-0641
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(4-GM-25)

AF-1715-0166

AF- l7al 5-0266 .

Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairrni;n (Ballistic Missile
Guidance Computer) (SM-65D)

AF-1115-0701
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman. Central- .Computer ( 4161...AN/FSO-7 )

AF- I 715-034i2('
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Data
Transmission)

AE-1715-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (AN/FST-2B)

''AF-17.15-0018
Electronic Digital Data Processing '
Repairman (Data Processing
Equipment/4 I 2L) .

AE-1715-01-l0
Electronic. Digital DateProcessing -

Repairman (Display Equipment/SACCS)
A F - 1 7 1 5 - 0 4 4

-1715-0551
ns /Analysis

P-r715-0551
ions

AF--17 I 5-0229

Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
.WS-133A

AF-1715-0456
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
WS-133A-M

. AF-1715-0711
-

Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
WS-133B

AF-1715-0461
Missile Electronic Equipment
TechniCiari, WS- 133A -M

AF-1715-0143
Missile Electronic Equipment Technician
WS- 133(CDB)

2 (.).`

AE-1715-0149
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Electro- Optical
Avionic Sensor Systems'Specialist
(Electro-Optical Sensors)

AF-1715-0478

Electroplating
Heat Treatment and Electroplating of
Metals

AF-1723-0003
Einergency,

Nuclear Emergency Team/Nuclear
Emergency Team Operations

AF-0802-0023
Emission

Electronic Emission Monitor/Analysis
Specialist

AF-1715-055 I
EMU-12/E

EMU -1 2 /E Generator Set
AF-17 i 5-0698

Encrypted
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Equipment Systems
Repairman (Encrypted Digital Data
Terminals)( EDDT)

AF-1715-0351
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman (Ciphony) (Encrypted Tel-
Data Fax) 4%

AF-1715-0174
Electronic Communications and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
kepairman (Encrypted Teletype)

AF-1715-0174

Energy
Atomic Energy, Phase I

AF-1715-0169
Atomic Energy, Phase I (Electrical)

AF-1715-0169
Officers Phase I, Atomic Energy

AF-I 715-0290

Engine
Aircraft Engine Test Stand Calibration

A F-1704-0057
Aircraft Jet Engine Block Tesi Mechanic

AF- I 704-0050
Aircraft Maintenance Specialist,
Reciprocating Engine Aircraft

AF- I 704-0043
Aircraft Maintenance Technician,
Reciprocating Engine Aircraft i

AF-1704-00, 88
Aircraft Mechanic. ReciprOcating Engine
Aircraft

AF- 1704-0043
Aircraft Mechanic, Reciprocating Engine
Types

AE-1704-0043
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine
Conditioning

AF-1704-0071
Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0022
Airplane and Engine Mechanic. Liaison
Types

AF- I /04-0064
B-52H Turbofan Engine Field and
Organizational Maintenance'

AF 704-0073
Engine Analyzer, Sperry Mai nance

AF- 1715-0505
Engine Manager

AF-1717-0020
Field and Organizational. Maintenance,
T56-A- I A Engine

AF- 1704 -0066
. Fupdamentals of Missile Engine
Mfintenance

AF- 4-0156

J79-15 Engine Systems and Engine Run-
Up

AF- 1704 -0052
J -79 Engine Field and Organizational
Maintenance ( F-I04 )

AF -1704 -0089
J-79 Engine. F & 0 Maintenance and
Control System (F-104)

AF- .1704 -0087
J-79 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
and Control System, F-104

A F-1704-0085
J-7.9 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(F-I04)

AF- 1704` -0090
a JEFM 179-15 Engine

AF- 1704-0016
Jet'Erigine Block Test Mechanic

AF- 1704 -0050
Jet Engine Familiarization

AF- 1704-0097
Jet Engine Mechanic, J57 Engine Minor
Overhaul and Testing

AF-1704-0075
Jet Engine Mechanic (1 -85 Engine
Repair, Build-Up, and Installation).
GAM -72

AF-1704-0072
Jet Engine Technician 3-57 0/I (F-100

AF-1704-0092
Jet Engine Technician, (Repair, uild-
Up, and Installation) GAM-72

AF- I 704L00/4.
Missile Engine Mechanic,

AF-1704-01.31
AF- 1704-0 I 35

Missile Engine Mechanic (HGM-25A)
AF-1704-0136

Missile Engine Mechanic, IM-99
AF-1704-0132

Missile Engine Mechanic (LGM-25)
AF- I 715-0175

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65D)
AE-1704-0134
AF -1704 -0140

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65E/F)
AF- 1704 -0133

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM -68A)
AE-1704-0136

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-68B)
A-F-1715-0175

Missile Engine Mechanic/Tectinician
(SM.-65)

AE-1704-0105
Missile Engine Mechanic/T'echnician
(SM -65F4

AF- 1704 -0105
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68

AF-1704-0141
Missile Engine Mechanic/Tec,,hnician,
SM-688

AF- 1704-0 I 38
Ramjet Engine Mechanic. RJ-43, IM-99B

AF-1704-0077
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R2800 and Smaller)

AF -1704 -0071
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning. With
Analyzers (R3350)

AF -1704 -0071
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R4360)

AF- 1704 -0071
Reciprocating Engine Mechanic

AE-1704-0022
Reciprocating Engine Mechanic (Engine
Analyzer)

AF- 1704 -0034
TF-33 Turbofan Engine Maintenance

AF-1704.0073

Engineer
Adi;anced Observer Aircraft
Performance Engineer

,

0
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AE-1704-0115
Base Civil Engineer

AF- I 601-01044
Basic Observer Aircraft Performance
Engineer Training

C -141 Flight Engineer Technician
AF-1704-003 I

C-5 Flight Engineer Technician
AF- 1704 -0033

Civil Enginper Inspectsf
AF-1601-0021

Communications-Electronics Engineer 4

AF- I 71 5-0260
Engineer Environmental Support
Specialist

AF-1732-000I
Flight Engineer Advanced Flying (HC-
I 30) ARRS

AF- I 606-0027
Flight, Engineer School, C-5

AF-1704-0033
Flight Engineer Specialist

A F- I 704-0027
Flight Engineer Spialist Jet Aircraft

AF- I 7Q4-0027
Flight Engineer Specialist, Reciprocating
Engine Aircraft

AF-1606-0032
Flight Engineer Technician

A F-1704-0027.
HC -130 Flight Engineer

AF -1606 -0027
HC -130 Flight Engineer ( Aircrew . -
Training)

AF-1606-0027
Medium Bombardment Conventional B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Flight
Engineer)

AF- 1606 -0040'
Stafficiferaft Performance Engineer

AF-I104-0001' .

TEMPEST for Systems Design Engineer'
AF-1715-0128',
AF- 171\k-0734

Engineering
Air Conditioning,Engineering

AE-1101-00101
Applied Engineering

AF-1601' -0922
Basic Installaticins Engineering Officer

AE-1601-0044\
Bio-Environmental.Engineering

AF-0707-70003
Building Systems Engineering

AF- 160 )-0025
Electrical Engineering

.4,9' AF- 17`15 -0164
- Engineering Entomology SpecialiSV-

AF-010 I -0002
Engineering Entomology
Specialist/Technician

V-0101-0003
Exetutive Engineering

AE-I408-0024
Industrial Engineering'Techniq ies

AE4160 170023
Maintenance Engineering Production
Analysis

AE.1408-0006
AFZI'408-0007

Managerrieni-Engineering Officer
AF,- 1 I 15-0007

Managernent Engineering SpeCialist
AF- 1408 -0012

Military Aspects of Sanitary and.
Industrial Hygiene Engineering

AF-0707±0001
4CiTechnical Engineering AnalysiS,Team

WS- I 33A
Al -:1715-0600

Technical Engineering'AnalysisilTtam,
WS-13314:

AE:1715-0527



t
Engineering Analysis

Technical Engineering Analysis Team':
'WS133B

AF-1715-05.27
Entertainment

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) Systeth .0perator''s

..---- (Television Afloat)
DD-0504-0010

Entomology,
Engineering Entomology Specialist

AF-0101-0002
' Engineering

`Specialista

, ;Entomolog

Environme. tal

ntornology
chnician

AF-0101-0003
Specialist

AF-0101-0003

`Aircrafi nvironrRental Systems
-Repairm. n

° AF.1713l -0007
- Aircraft /Environmental Systems Repair

4%17,15-052g
Support

Speci list
AF-1732-0001

Environmental Health Nursing Gesidency
. AF-0703-0010

Envi onmental Health Specialist
i AF-0707-0008

Environmental Protection

I
Equiporerts-t

Aerospace Ground Equipment
Repairman

AF-1-715-0605
Aircraft and Missile Ground'Support
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715/0605
Aircraft Ground Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0605
' All-Relay Central Office Equipment
,Specialist

AF-1715- 4111
Apprentice Medical Equipment
Repairman

AF-1715-000I
Automatic Central Office Equipment
Technician (Kellogg K.60)

AF-1715-0685
Basic Weather Service (Equipment
Channel)

AF-1715-0412
Biomedical Equipment Maintenance
Specialist

AF-1715-0001
Construction Equipment Opehltor

AF- 710-0008
Equipthent Cooling Specialist

AF-1730-0002

'AF-0707-0007

Equip nt Cooling
Special' /Technician, SM-68B .

AF-1730.0001
F-4 Prot Live Equiphient Specialist

AF-1704-01g0
F-4 Protective Equipment Technician

AF-1704-0184
Flight Facilities Equipment Maintenance
Technician

AF-1715-0019
Flight Facilities Equipment Technician ,

AF-1715-0019
Ground Equipment Maintenance Officer

AF-1717-0021
GrouncrPowered Mid Support Equipment
Repairman

4-1715-0605
Ground Weather. Equipment Operator

AF- 1715-041-2
Medical Equipment Repair

AF-1715-0
Medical Equiprrient Repairman

AF -1715-
Medical Equipment Repair Technician

AF-1715-01 2
pment -

AF-1704-0 I 8
Survival

Personal and Survival
Trining (Enlisted)

Personal Equipment and
Training

Personal
Training

Personal

,Personal

Equipment and
(Enlisted)

Equipment Spe

AF-0802-002
SuMval

, AF- 1704-0 I 83
cialist

AF-1704-0182
Equipment Specialist (General)

AF-1704-0182
Protective Equipment Specialist

AP-1704-0182
Reproduction aquipment Repair

D1?-1706-000
Special Electronic Equipment Specialist

AF-1715-03
Special Electronics Equipment Speci
Q System

' AF-1715-03
Special Training on AN /ALT -6'
Equipment (Depot)

AF- 1715 -i -18
Special Training on AN/ALT-6
Equipment (F & 0) ( Field and
Organizational)

AF-1715 18
Survival Training and Equipment 0 cer

AF-0802 It 20
Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Officer

At
Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Specialist ti

AF-1704- 182
Survival Training and Protective
Equipment Officer

AF-0802-0020
Telephone Equipment Installer-
Repairman

AF-1715-0048
Weather Equipment lepairman

AF-1715-04I2
Technician

AF-1715-0417

4,-
weather Equipmen

'41Evacuation
Aeromedical Evacu tion Technician

AF-0709-00 I l
Apprentice _Aeromedical Evacuation

AF-0709-0004
Apprentice Aeromedical Evacuation
Specialist -

AP.i0709 -0004
Executive

.

Administration4Managenient and
Executive Support Offider

AF-I 408-006
Executive Engineerin

AF-I408-0024
Executive Hospital. Housekeeper

AF-0902.0001
Experimental

Experimental Test Pilot
AF-I606-0093

Explosives
Explosives Safety Officer

AF-0802-0024
Explosives safety Officer/Specialist

AF-0802-0024
Explosives Safety Training.,

AF-0802-0024
patrol Dog Explosives. Dete:tion-

F-1728-0013

2
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Extended

Defense Language Institute Extended or
Basic-Intermediate'Courses

DD-0602-0005
F-100

AFS Fighter, Jet (F-100)
AF- L606,7.0126

Fighter Course,,Unit Conversionr F-100
. AF -1606 -0126

Jet Engine Technician 1-57 0/1'(F-100)
AF-1704-0092

F-100A
- USAF Advanced Flying School, Fighter

F-100A ( Phase II)
- - AF-1606-0132

F-100D
w .

' Aircraft Mechanic, F-100D °..
AF- 1704 -0063

F1jOODIF -
Aircraft Hydraulic. Repairman, F-1,00D/F

AF- 1704-0065

Aircraft Electrical Repairman, F-101A
AF-1704-0104

Aircraft Mechanic, F-101A
AF-1704-0062 ..116

Aircraft Electrical Repairman\`-r- 101B)
AF-1704-0035 .

Aircraft Mechanic, F-101B
AF- 1704 -0061

MB-5 Autopilot Repairman, F-10IB
AF-1704-0119

F-101B

F-102
Interceptor Pilot Instructor Training (F-
102)

AF-1606-0096
Interceptor Pilot Training (F-102)

AF- b606-4/100
J57-P-23 Jet Engine Field Maintenance
(F-102)

AF -1704 -0051

F-102A
Aircraft Electrical Repairman, F-10

AF-17 8
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, F-102

AF-1704-0124
Aircraft Mechanic, F-1 02A

AF-1704-0123
F-104

Aircraft Electrical Repairman, F-104
AF-1704-0166

Aircraft Mechanic, F-104
AF-1704-0086

F-104 Flight Control Specialist
AF-1715-023 I

1-79 Engine Field and Organizational
Maintenance (F-104)

AF-1704-0089
1-79 Engine, F & 0 Maintenance and
Control System (F-104)

AF--104-0087
.1=79 Engine. Organizational Maintenance
and Control System F-104'

AF-1704-0085
tional Maintenance.

AF-1704-0090

1-79 Engine. Organ'
- (F-104.).-

F-105D/F
Weapons Control Syst ms Mechanic (F-
105D/F: ASG-I9 Syste )

AF-1715-0010
F-106

F-I06 Aircraft Mechanic
AF-1704-0053



I
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F-106A/IN D.

AF- 1606 -0107
,-Wc.apons Control Systems Mechanic

106A/B: MA.1, AS0-2 Systems).
AF-1715 375

F-111 1

F-111 CADC To'st Station Technician''..-
AF-17 15-0054 \

F-I I I Communications Guidance Test
Stations Technician

. 1 AF-1715-1)098
F-1-11 FUEht Controls Test Station
Technici n

AF-1715-0004
F-I I I Indicator and Controls Test
Stations Technician yr

AF-1715-0183.
F=I I I Indicators and Modules Test
Station Technician

AF-1715-0718
F-1 1 Navigation Aids'Test Stations
Tee nician

AF-1715-0184,
F-I I I Penetration Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF71715-01'24
F-I I I Radar and Control Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-0261

F-111A
F-I I IA Computer/Navigation Test
Station Technician

F-111A Radar arrd
Technician

-
F-I HA Weapons S

AF -1402 -0024
Controls Test Stations,

AF-1715-025Q
stern Training

AF- 1606 -01 17
F-I I IA Weapons System fraining -(Aircraft Commander)

. . . AF-I606-0132
. F-11 IA Weapons System Training (Mark,

1) ,'
AF- I 606-0117

F-I I IA Weapons System Training'
(NAV/PILOT)

% AO-1606-0117
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
1114)

AF-1715-0486

F-4
Electronic Warfare Tnieng (Specialized
F-4 Pilot)

AF-I606-0114
E-4 Aircrew Life Support Specialist

AF-1704-0180
F-4 Protective Equipment Specialist

AF-1704-0180
F-4 Protective Equipment Technician

AF- 1704 -0184

F-4E
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F=
4E)

AF-1715-0610
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4E:APQ -120)

AF-1715-0610

F-84E
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84E)
Phase 11-80 Hour Phase

A F- I 606-0070

F-84F
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84F)

AF-1606-0069
MB-2 Autopilot, F-84F

AF-1704-0148
F-86 **)

USAF Advanced Flying School, Fig ter
(F-86)

AF-I606-0105

Missile Facilities Specialist (HGM-25A).

F-840/L AF -171 5 -0436
Missile Facilities Specialist, IM-99B

AF -1715 -0429
Missile Facilities SpeCialist (SM-65D)

---AF-1715-0434
Missile a4lities Specialist ESM-651) &

Instructor Interceptor, et (F486D/L)
- , AF -1606 -0123

^-F-86F.
USAF Advanced Fighter Training (F-

.

86F) ;-

AV-1606-0151
USAF Advanced Flying School, Fighter
F-86F('

.AF-1606-0115
.

F-86L
"interceptor Pilot Training (F-86L)

AF-1 606-0077
USAF Advanced Interee-ptor
Training

AF-1606-0077
.F:89D C

Interceptor Weapons Instructor School
f(F-891))

fAF-1406-0014
USAF Ach;anced Flying *hool.,
Interceptor (F-89D)-Pilot

AF-1606-0087
USAF Advanced Flying School,
Interceptor-(11-84D)zltapar Observer

AF-I10640088
.

F-94C
Interceptor Weapons InstructOr School
(F-94C)

AF- I 406-001
USAF Advanced Flying School
(Interceptor-F-94C )Pilot

AF- 1606 -00:2
USAF Advanced Flying School -
(1nterceptor-F-94C)Radar Observer

AF-1606 1 183
USAF Cfirnbai Flying School, Interc .tor
(F-94C)Pilo4

AF11.606 82
InUSAF Combat Flying School, ter eptor

(F-94C)--Radar Observer
AF- -0083

E)
'AF- I 745 0433

Missile Facilities Specialist (SM -65F)
AF-17 I 5-0437

Missile Facilities Specialist (SM-68A)
AF- 171 5-0436

Missile Facilities Specialist, SM-8
AF-11 I-000f

Missile Facilities Specialist/Tech ciao
(SM-65F)

A 5-0673
Missile Facilities Specialist/Tec ician
SM-68B

AF-1715-0652
Missile Facilities Specialist, WS -133A

Fabric
Fabric and Leather Worker

I AF- I 16-0002
Fatn-ic and Rubber Products S cialist

AF- 716-0001
Fabric, Leather and Rubber P oducts
Repairman

A .-1716-0001
Maintenance of Survival an. Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fab c and
Leather)

AF-1716-0003
, Maintenance of Surviv'al d Aircrew

Protective Equipment (F ric, Leather, -
and Rubber)

AP-1716-0003

Facilities
Flight Facilities Equip ent Repairman

Af-1715-0490
Flight Facilities Equipment Repairman
(I )

Flight FagUities
(Ranges IN Beac

Flight Facilities
(TACAN)/

s

Missile Facilities
AGECrew)

Missile Facilities

1"

AF-1715-0632
ent RePairman .

s)
AF-17B-0253

quipment Repairman

AF- U. 15-0217
Specialist

AF -1 15-0637
AF-I -0014

Specialist (CGM- I 3B,

AF-2203-0005
Specialist.(HGM-116F )

AF-1715-0437
o'

'AF-1731-0001

acility
Missile Facility Water Treatment

.--AF-1732-0003

Falcon
Defense Missile Guidance.
MechanicFalcon (AIM)

- AF -1715 -0635

FB-114
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(FB-1_11) ,-

AF-1715;0006
FB-I 11 Central-Air Data Computer
(CADC). Test Station Technician

AF -1715 -0092
me Navigator/Bombardier System Training.

(FB-III)
AF- 1606.0146

Navigator Bombardier Upgrade Training
(FB-Itl)

AF- I 606=0084
Weapons MainteRance Technician FB-
114

AF-1704-0 179

Ferrous
Heat Treatment of Ferrous atidNon-
Ferrous Metals

AF-1723-0003

F/F11-111
F/F13=111 Avionics AGE Maintenance
Technician

Af-14022F)FB-111 Mission and Traffic Contr27--
Test Station Technician

o AF- 1715 -0373'
F/FB- 1 1 1 Navigation.Aids Test Station
Technician

-
F /FBI I I Penetration Aids Test Stations

echnician
AF-1715-02074.7 AF-1715-0679

Weapons Contiol System Mechanic
(F/FB-I IT) '

AF -1715 -0007

. AF- 1715 -0486

Field j
Field Analysis of Cryogenic Liquids and
Gates

-AF-1601-0020

Fighter
Advanced Fighter Training (T-33'/F-86)
(MAP/ANG) .

AF- I 606-01 t6
AFS Fighter, Jet (F-100)

AF-1606-0126
'AFS Fighter, Jet (T-33)--Phase 1

AE-I606-0089



Ait Electronics Officer, ,Fighter A/C
AF-1715-0323

Ar ament Systems cer (Fighter)
AF-1715-045q

Av nics Officer s(Fi ter)
AF -1715 -0497

Combat Crew Training, Fighter (F-84
'E/F)

AP-1606-0069
Combat Crew. Training Fighter (F-84E)
Phase 11-80 Hour Phase

AF-16013-0070
Combat Crew Training Fighter (F-84F)

; AF-I606-0069
:Combat Crew, Training Fighter.(T-33/F-
44)

AF -1606 -0070
lighter Course. Unit Conversion, F:100.

AF-I606-0126
Fighter Gunnery Instructor

F-1606-0142
Fighter Weapons Instructor/

AF-1406-0017
USAF Advanced Fighter Training (F-
86F)

. AF-1606-0151
USAF Advanced Flying SchoOl, Fighter
E-100A (Phase II)

U ft).F 'Advanced Flying School, Fighter
\ AP-1:1506-0122

-R.0-
AF-,1606-0 195
AF-4606-0107

;USAF Advanced. Ai-Mg Schciot, Fightera.

. 'AF-160*0165
USAF AdVanced Flyigg School, Fighter .

(T-33)Phase I

FinAcial
. Financial Administration'

F- I 408t0002
Finnish I AF-1715-0201

.5 4
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AF -1408 -0062 Fire Control Systems Mechanic (ASG-I9
AF- I 4081)065.

'
System)

AF-1715-0010,
Fire Control Systems Mechanic ( E-9
Series) .

AF-1715-0199

4..
AF- 1606 -0089

'Weapons Mechanic, Fighter Bomber'/ A110715-0597
Weapons Mechanic, Fighter lhterceptor

Ar-1715-0196
F'ighters

Automatic Flight Control Systems
Specialist (Fighters and B-58)

AF- 1715 -0543
F-Ill

F-111 omputer/Programmer Test '
Station -Technician

Filipino
Filipino/Tagfilog".

AF-1715-0203 L.

AF-0602-6007

1

A.F-0602-009)
Film

Film Cutting Speci)ilist '
AF-1709-00114

'Finance
Accounting and Finance ,Applicatiotisf
Base Supply. Computer (UNLVAC 1050
It) .

AF-I401-0046 .

Accounting and Finance Automated
Materiel System

AF:I401-0016
Accounting and Finance Officer t

AF- 1401 -0009
Accounting and Finance Specialist

AF-I401-0001
Accounting and Finance Supervisor. ;

AF-1401;0010,
Accounting and Finance Supervisor'
(Disbursement Accounting)

AF-9401-0015
Accounting and Finance Supervisor
(General Accounting) "

AF-1401-
Finance Specialist, =

AF-140f
Finance Supervisor , i

Finnish

-
Fire

'Fire Prevention Teanician
. AF-1728-0032.

Fire Protection Fundamentals
AF-17284037

<

AF-0602-0007'
AF-06020011
DD-0602-6002

r

ire'Protection Specialist:
AF- I 728*)037

7 ire.Protection Specialisi (Missiles)
AF-1728-0033

Fire 'Protection- Supervisor
28-0035
ialist °'

A F- I
Integrated Avionics System Spe
(inertial/Biimb Navigation, Fire capon
Control, Digital Computers, Airhipme

--7Photographic Systems, and MUM-Senso
',Displays)

AF-1715-0210
0-10 and 0 -11A Crash Fire Trucks

I
-

Field Maintenance
AF-1728-0024

Maintenance
04 I 0/11B Crash Fire Truck
Field intenance

AF-1'728-0021
04 IA, 0-11B and 0-6 Crash Firk Truck
Maintenance

AF-1703-0003I

Fire Control
a.

DefensiverFire Control System Mechanic
(A-3A, MD-9, ASG -15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0487
'Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(B52H, ASG -21 Turret) ;

AF- 1715 -0540
Defensive Fire 'Control Systems
Mechanic ( A-3A, MD -S, ASG-15 ire
Control Systems)

AF-
Defente Fire Control Systems

I 5,0482

Mechanic (A-3A, 10D-9ASG-1
Turrets)

AF- I 715=0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (B-52H, ASG -2l Turrets)

,AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Meaklanic (B-52H, 1358: MD-7, ASG -21'
Turrets)

AF-17,15-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD -I, MD, I A, MD-4; and
A-51

AF-1715-00P3
Defensive Fire Control SySterhs-
Medianic (MD-7., AN /ASO -2l Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire control Systerris' :-
Technician ( A-3A,'MD-9, ASG-I
Control' Systems)'

AF-17I 5-0259
Defensive Fire Control Systems

`Technician ( A-3A, MD-9, ASG,15'
Irrets)

AF- I 715-0259
Fire Contrcil Systems Mechanic
(AN/ASG-14 System)

AF -1715, -0204
AP-1715-0211

Fire Control Systems Mechanic-(ASQ,_
t?), .t AF1715-0010

AF-1715-0011

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (F-
100A/C/D/F: MA-3, ASG-I 7 Systems)

AF-1715-0117
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-I0,
ASG- I 4 System's) .

. AF-1715-05,6f
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-
1,2,3°013R: Sight Systems) .

AF-1715,0117
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-1
MA-2, MA-3 Systems)

AF-1715-0117,
Cori4o1 Systems Mechanic (MA-3,

ASG -17 Systerrip)
AF-1715-011.7

sFyirsteeCm)o lntro Systems ..Mechanic (MA-7.

AF-If 15-0688
Fire Control Systems Mechanic At8
System) ,

%AF-171 0464
Fire tont rol-SysterrN Mechanic, M -10 -
Radar

- AF-I 715-0258
Fire Control Systems MAhanic1M0-10 r,
Series Data Flow Specialist)

AF -1715 -0708
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-
10,.ASG-I4 System)

AF-17592
Fire Control Systems Technician A-I,
2, 3 GBR SightSystems)

AF-1715-0012
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-I,
MIA-2, MA-3 Systems) .

AF- 1715 -0012
Fire Control System Technician (MA-1,-;,
2,-3 GB? Sight SyItenik) '

AF-I 71'5-0012 r
'tire Control SysterreTechnician (M
-ASG-17 Systems)

AF- 17159412
Offensive FireFirie 1.371trol Systems Meehan c
(AMCS-AER0-1A1).

AF-1715-038$
Oftepside Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(ASG-19 System') \

AF-1715-0010
*t- AF-1715-0011

Of fensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic,-
(MA-I0. ASG-I4 Systems) '

AF-1715-0567
Offensive ¢moire Control. Systems Mechanic
(MA-3,A -17 Systems)

AF-f7l5-0It7"
Offritive Fire Control Systerns Mechanic
(MA-a System)

AF -1715 -0464 .

Offensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (MA*, ASG.17 Systems)

AF-1715-0012

Firefighter
-.AF-1728-0037

Firefighter Reseult,ah
AF -1728 -0035

Helicopter Firefighter Training (H-

AF -1728 -0036

Firefighting .

Firefighter

43/UH-1N

A/S32P-2 Firefighting Vehicle Operator
- A F-1728-0030

\Firefighting Supervisor
- a AF-1728-0034

H-43 Firefighting - '
AF-1606-0129



K-3 .KE WORD IN
Fixed

elgpund
Fixed ta

Flak'

, tegrated

ie Maintenance Technician ;_
ons, Communieati s Systems

F-1714-9222

Flak !pie igence Officer
-.7 , .' A AF-2263-0050 ,

Revak* , ' ...? ,,,'

.. Fleirgle Gunnery*rainip.g Gunlaying,,,
System Mechanic-Gunner, B-36,

AF-,1606-0098
,.'.e2cjbl Gusnnepi Training Turret System'
...i'MFclul is Gunner, B-36

0 \ c., ' ,- , AF-I6 -0095
Flight-

a.

vionics
- Specialist vigation/Fli

Weapons ,C mica-rid Fli
Recorder Sys ems)

MediearOfficer Flight F
Training (T-33)-r.

Born Navigation (Fli ht iSystems g
ne Flight Conirol ' % .

_
Mechanic) .

. 4* AF-1715-0264 Automatic Flight Control System
C-f4 Flight EnginieerTechnician -. Specialist

AF-1704-0031 t.
0.

, A41,715-0541

Medical 0 cer Flight Fa
Training (T 7)

44 . AF-16615-0127.
Medium Bombardment Ccinventional B-
29 Four-Engine Transin (Flight,

;"
;Engineer)

.FF1606-00404-
illavigation/Bombini Trainer and 'Flight" "

Simulator Tic; Specialist_
AE-1715-6455.

nent
land
t Data

Ae-1715-0476
liarizatioh.

AF- I 60 12
learizqtion,

- - AF-160I-0012
ik dryogenic Fluids Production Specialist \

(1 I /2' Ton/Day Plant)
AF.1601 -0012

crYoget-Fluids Production Specialist t

AF-I601
(25-Ton P ant)

(

AF-1601-0036 -.
Cryogenic Flgids Produttion Specialist

.a

.

crs ight Engineer Technidian .1 Autornatic ligtn Control Syste
. , . AF-1704-6033 Specialist
rF-I I I Flight Controls Test Station.

Technicianl 5 Ton)
'4`os,

AF- 1601 -0009
AF-I601-0018,

L

AF- 0,15-0004 Autotpatic Ynttol Syatems
iTechnician ). AF4715-0543

- :Flight Engineer A6anced FlyingHC- Specialist (B 8 ,

130) AIMS ' ..

..4. 4 , _ ' Ak. - 1606--662- AutothaticFligIct CcintrpA Systems
,

Flight Engineer School,,C5 , SpeciaNt,(Bomber) '''''
1 --- .

AF-1715-0539,

4

. (1. AF:48701t103.3
Fligtit Engineer Specialist

- AF7I704-6027
Flight Engineer'SpFcialist, Jet Aircraft

AF- 1704 -0027

Engine Aire ft
Flight Specialist,Eleciprocating

i0
, 'Flight Engineer "kechnician

3. AF -1704 -0027
Flight Eciuirirtient Basic 0/1
Maintenance

AF 171570002
Flight Facilities Equiprhent Maintenance
Technician

AF0,1715-0019
FlighteFacilities Equipthent Repairman

Fli lit Facilities Equipment Rcpairma
(11tS)

' AFA715-0632
' Flight Facilities Equiprhent Repairman

(17(ange;; and Beacons)
AF-1715-0253

Flight Facilities Equipment Repairman
(TACAN)

, AF-1715;0217
Flig1211 Facilities Equipment Technician

, AF-1715-00,I9
Flight Mechanic Advanced Flying

AF-4606-0064
Flight Nuke

Flight Sdrecning

Flight Simulator F

Flight.

AF-0703-0098-
rogram, T-41

AF 160 -
ndarnentals

AF-1715-0706'
pecial igt

AF-1715-0706
Fligh Simulator Technician

( AF- 1715 -0573

Flight rai ing"Devices Instructor
Qperator

11 AF- 1704 -0169

FiC- 1 36 FlighEngincer
AF- 1606 -0027

HC -1 Flight Engineer (Aircrew
Training)

AF -1606 -0027.
Instructor Helicopter Flight Mechanic
(1-1-1, H-3, H-53)

0 AF- 1606.0002
I

_

Automatic Fli
Specialist (Fr

AF-1715-0542
rol Systems
d13-58)

"AF71715-0543
Automatic F ht ontrol Systems

'Specialist (,Othe0
AF- I -0541

, Automatic' Flight Coptic)! Systems
.Specialise(Tairilter4Cargo/Utility/Bomber;
ExcepfB-$8) .

1 AF-1715-0541
utornbtic Flight Control Systems
echnici n . .\ h" AF-1715-0377

AF-1715-0178
. AP-171'5-0526

Automatic Flight Control'Systems
Tebliftician (Bomber/atiker)

AF-1715-0526
s'Autornatic Ftight Control Systems

echnician Mighters and B-513....,
AF-171-5-0338

AtitomaticElight Control. System 4.
Technician:(HI-1-53)

AF-11570330
F-104 Flight Control Specialist

'AF-1715-0201
4.'Flight COntrol/Autopilpt Systerns -

r.- 'Repairman ,

. AF-171 -05-42

Flight Ccintrol/Autopilot Syste
Repairntaii (13:.58)

AF-17154539
' t Control/Auto lot Systems '.

Re airman (Other ,
AF-171?-0542

Flight, ontrolfAutopilot Systems Repair
Technician

AF-I 715-0526$
Flight Control/Autopilot Systems Repair

AF- 1715 -Q526
-Technibian (Other)

Flight- Control System Analyst. SM-62
-AP-1715.0298

Fluids
Cryogenie7Fluids Production Specialist

AF-1601-0016
AF-I601-0017

0543

!qg . -
Advanced Flying School-(C-9) Tactical
Airlift . . -

AF- 1606 -0049
Flight Mechanic Advanced Flying.

I AF-I606-0, 064
Helicopter Mechanic Advanced Flying
( HH-3E) ARRS.

AF- 1606 -0037
Helicopter Mechanic Advanced Flying
(HH-53) ARRS

AF-1606-0037
1lelicopter Mechanic Flyidg (H-3) Basic

, AF-1606-0037
Helicopter Mechanic Flying (H-53) Basic

AF-I606-0037
Navigator Adyanced Flying (HC -130)
ARRS

AF-I606-0025
Pararescue ArdVanted Flying ,

Training-.-LlaR '
AF- 1606 -0130

Pilot Advanced Flying
AF -160$- 0065.,

Pilot Advance rag (H -3) Basic
Ar..4606-0036

Pilot Advanced Flying (H-53) Basic
AF-I606-0036

Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-3E) ARRS
AF-I606-0036

Pilot Adyanced Flying (HH-53) ARRS
AF -1606 -0036

kt, Pilot Advanced Flying (TH-I F) Basic
AF-I696-0138

Pilot Advanced Flying (TH-I F). SAC
AV:1606-49 I 39 47

Pilot Advanced Flying (UH-1N) Basic
AF,I606-0140

USAF Advatited Flying School,- Fighter
F-100A (Phase 11)

. AF-I606-0122
,U$AF Advanced Flying School, Fighter
(F186)

AF-1606-0105

6"----1---USAF 'Advanced Flying School. Fighter
AF-I606;0107

F-86F

AF-1730-0013
Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
(1 1/21son/Day and 5 Ton/Day Plants)

AF`.- l606 -0105
USAF Advanced Flying School,
Interceptor (F-89D) -Pilot

AF-1606-0087
USAF vanced Flying School,
Interco or (F-89D)Radar Observer

AF-1606-0088
USAF dvanced Flying School
(Inter ptor-F-94QPilot

AF-1606-0082
USAF ,Advanced Flying School
(Interceptor-F-94C)Radar Observer

AF-I606-0083
USAF Advanced Flying School.
Interceptor (T-33/F-86L)

AF-1606-0108
USAF Combat Flying School. Interceptor
(F-94C),Pilot

AF-1666-0082
USAF Combat Flying School. Interceptor

--F-94C)Radar Observer
AF-1606-0983

USAF COmbat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)---Pilot .

AF-I606-007 L



USAF Combat dig SchoOl;griterceptor
(T-33/F-89D)--- adar Observer

AF-1606-0072
USAF COrrlhat; ying School, Interceptor
(T.93/0-94. '19,1

- AF -t606 -0073
USAF CinnbatiFlying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-,94C) Radar Observer

. A F- I 606-0074
USAF Combai Flying School, Light (s,
BiarnIffei (B-57 )--:Observer JJ

AP.1606-012 I
USAF Combat Flying School, Light
Rotnb,Jet (B-57 )PilOt

AF-1606-0120
Foot! :i

Air Pbre.se Food Service Officer Course
L

- : AF- I 729;000 I
Medical, Aspects of Foci(' Hafidlifig

AF-0709-0018
Forecaster . -

Weather Froic'aster
, AF-1304-0002

Weather Forecaster Superintendent
AF- 1304 -0007

' Weather ForecasteroTechnician
AF -1304 -0002

Forecasting
. -

Tropical Weather An ysis and
Forecasting

AF-1304-0610
Weather Forecasting Su rintendent

A F -1304 -0007
Foreign

Foreign Service Institute Language
Programs

o

AF-0602-0001
AF-0602-0002
AF-0602-0003
AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0005
AF-0602-0006
AVv0602-0007
AF-0402-0008
AF-0602-0009
AF-0602-0010
AF-0602-0011
AF-0602-0012
AT-0602-0013

FORTRAN
,FORTRAN Progilmming

AF-1402-0007
Forward

Store and Forward Communications
System Computel Programmer

AF-1402-0057
FPS-6

AN/FPS-8 (MPS-II), FA-1, and GPA- .

122 Organizational/Intermediate (0/I)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0249
FIPTS

Ground Communications Equipment
Repairrnan. FPTS (Heavy)

AF-1715-0585
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman( Heavy )(FPTS)

AF -1715 -0079
Iladio Relay Equipment Repairm
(FFYFS)

Radio Relay Equiprntrit Re
FPTS)( ANIFRC-3,7and N /FRC-39

AF-1715 -4 9

t75-00

Freight
Air Freight Specialist y

Freight Traffic Specialist
A F-0419-0007

French
Fre nal

AF-0419-0006
A F-04 I 9-0009

As

AF-0602
AF-0602
AF-0602-
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD -0602,-
D13 -0602 -000
DD-0602-0009

till.

Front
Front End Alignment, Operation and
Maintenance

AF-170310613
--, IIFuel

Aircraft Fuel System Mechanic
. ' AF-170470047

Aviation Fuel Monitoring Specialist
AF- t601 -0040

B-52, C-I35, and KC-I35.FuelSystern
Repairman and Wet Wing Sealing

,AF-1704-0017
B-52G Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealing-

AF-1704-0 174
Electronic Fuel Cafftrol Repairman

. AF-1715-0360
Electrdnic Fuel Control Repair
Technician

AF-1.715-0401
Fuel Cell Repairs (B-52 and KC-135)

AF-1704-0019
Fuel Specialist

AF -1 05-0025
AF-I 1-0010

Fuel Specialistf(Conventional Fu )

AV-1601-0035
Fuel Specialist,(Missile 'Liquid Fuel
Propellant)

AF-1405-0023
Fuel Specialist (Missile Litiuid Fuel
Propellant)/ (L(411A4-2) '

AF-I601-0047
Ku el Specialist (Nonconventional) (SM-
68B) ,

-A! -1601 -0047
Fuel Specialist (Petroleuni FUels)

1F-1601-0035
Fuel Specialist (SM-68B)

AF- 160 I -0005
Fuel Specialist (Unconventional Fuels)

4F-1405=0023
AF:1601,0008

4,4iF-1710-0005
Fuel Specialist (Unconventibnal Fuels)
(SM-68B) .

AF 601-0047
Fuel Supply Officer

1, J AF -1405 -0034
AF- to601-0043

Fuel Sdpiily Specialist Conventional Fuel
:AF- 1601 -0035

Fuel Supply: Specialist, 1M-99
AF-1405-0024

*Fundamentals of Liquid Fuel Systems
Maintenance

AF-1601-0013
KC-I35 Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealirig

AF11704-0175
Liquid Fuel System Maintenance
Spccialist/Technicia&SM-68B

"AF- 1601 -0007
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (Conventional Fuel)

AF- I 601-0006. .

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM -16F)

4_1 601-0028

KEYWORD INDEX K-33'
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
SpecialiSt (1-1GM-25)

AF- '601-0032
,Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenanc
Specialist (LGM,25)

AF -1601
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance.. .
Specialist (LGMT.,25C)

AF- 1601 -0014
AF.:1601 -0033

Liquid Fuel Systemi" Maintenance
Specialist (PGM- I 6D/E)

. AF-1601-0034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist, SM -65 and SM-68

AF:1601-0045
Liquiti Fuel. Systems Mainienance-

e Specialist (SM-p5D)
AF-f601,0031

Liquid Fuel SystemS Maintenance--
Specialist (SM-65D/E) .

AF-1601-0034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance '
Specialist (SM.65E)

AF-1601-0034,
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
SpecialistiSM-65Fi

AF- I '601-0028
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68A) ,

. AF-1601-0042
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68B) / .

AF-160 1-0033
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68B) (Titan II)

AF- 1601 -0033
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist/Technician (SM -65F)

AF -1601 -0002
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Technician (Conventional Fuel)

AF-I601-0011
AF-1601-003d

,Liquid Fuel System Specialist/Technician
(SM-65)

AF- 1601 -0019
Liquid Fuel System
Specialist/Technician, S

Fuels
Fuels Management O. r (Petroleum

-68A
AF-1601-0003

AF- 1601 -0043
Fuels-s. cer (Conventional.Fuels)

2 AF-1601-0043
Fuels Officer (Petroleum Fuels)

AF- 1601 -0043
Fuel System

Aircraft Fuel System Technician
tc AF-1704-0045

Fundamentals
Fundamentals of Missile Engine
Maintenance

AF-,

Funds
- .NonappropriatedFunds

Fusing
-Weapons Fusing

Weapons Fusing
(Electronic)

zing
Weapons Fining
Entry Vehicles/

4.
Weapons Fuzing'
(Electrical)

04 -0156

AF- 408-0005

System Specialist
AF-1715-0129

Systems, Specialist

AF-1715-0149

System Specialist (Re-

.' AF-1715-0639
Systems Specialist ,i

5.



K-34 KiYWORD:IINDEX
AF-1714-0004

FIVQ-43 -

Elettrbnicromputer Principles; FYQ -47
Pieparafor); (Radar PrinCiples)

AF-1715-0030
G-1186 '

A,irkome Electrical System Technician
(G-1186) -e

AF-1715-10507

. G/A 4

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repan'man (Long Haul _

Communications G/A and P/P)
.AF-1715-0240

GAM
GAM Analyst Mechanic, G -77 ,

-1715-0454
GAM Control Mechanic, GAM -77

AF-1715-0146
GAM Guidance Mechpic; GAM-77 .

AF-1715-0649
GAM-63

Guidance System Analyst (GAM-63
Missile D /A)

AF-1715-0374
GAM-72 .

,Csntrol*Systeins,Analyst (GAM-72)
AF -17.15 -0320

Control Systems Mechanic, GAM-72'
' AF-1715-031.8

Jet Engine Mechanic (J-85 Engine
Rfpair, Build -Up, and Installation), . -
GAM -72

r -AF-1704-0072
Jet Engine Technician/( Repair, Build-
I,fp, and Installation) GAM-72

AF-1704-0074
Missile Mechanic, GAM-72

AF-1704-0154
Weapons Mechanic (GAM 72)

*F-1915-0695
GAM-77

Analyst Technician,GAM:77'
. AF-1715-0157

Armament Systerni Officer (GAM-77)
AF-1704-0147

Control Mechanic/Technician. GAM-77
AF-1715-0148

Control Systems Analyst (GAM-77)
AF-1715-0583

C6ntrol Systems Mechanic/Technician,
GAM -77

AF-1715-0148
..GAM Analyst Mechanic, GAM-77

AF-1715-0454
GAM CheCkout Equipment Repairman
-(GAM-77)

AF-1715-0458
GAM Control Mechanic, GAM-77

AF-1715-0146
GAM Guidance Mechanic :GAM -77

AF-1715-0649
Guidance Systems Mechanic/Technician
GAM-77

AF -1715 -0147
Jet Engine Mechanic (GAM-77)

, AF -1704 -0068
Missile, Mechanic (GAM-77)

AF-1715-0693
Missile Systems Analyst/Technician,
GAM-77

AF-1715-0157
Missile Technician (GAM-77)

AF-1704-0153
Misfile Testiipment Technician,
GAM-77

AF-1711-0336
a

GAM7.83
,

GAM-83 Pilot Ground Trainer
Operator/Maintenance ,

.AF-1115-0322
GAR

.1 .

(Defense. Missile Guidance Mechanic
-=1R).

-GAR-1
Defense Missile Guidance Technician
(GAR-I/2/11°)

^ AF-1715-0650
Guidance Systems-Mechanic, (GAR -1 )

AF-1315-0635
Guidance Systems Mechanic.,(GAR-
1/2/3)

AF-1715-0139,

AFt 1715=0635
Guidance Systems Technician (GAR -1 )

4 AF 1715 -0650
Guidance Systems Technician (GAR -
1/2)

AF-1715-0650
OuidanceSysterns Technician (GAR-

' I/2/11)
XF-1715-.0650

.

GAR-3-
Guidance Systems Mechanic (GAR-3)

AF-1715-0325

GAR-3A/4A
GAR-3A/4A Field and Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0328

GARS 4 '
Defense Missile 1.0' 1-Wance Mechanic
(GARS)

AF-1715-0635,
Guidance Systems Mechanic (GARS)

AF-1715-0635

Gas
Gas Generating Plant Operator

AF-I601-0016
Gas Generator Plant
Operator/Techn?cian (25 Ton)

AF-I601-0009

baits
Field Analysis of Cryogenic Liquids and
Gases

AF-,I601-0020

GCA
GCA Radar Officer

At-1717-0008
Special'Training AN/TPN-I 2 (GCA)

AF-1715-0279

GEMS
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-1313, GEMS)

r AF-1715-0477
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic and
Checkout Equipment Repairman (TM-
76B. GEMS)

AF-1715-0481

General'
General Prjuirpose Automatic Transmission
Maintenance

AF-1703-0012
General Purpose Vehicle Re

F-1703-0066
General Purpose Vehicle Repairman
(Accelerated)

-1703-0007

Generating
Gas Generating Plant Operator

° AF-I601-0016

Generator
EMU/12E and AN/MRC-107. Generator

AE- 1 71503698
EMU-12 /E dneraibr Set

AF-1715-0698
Gas Generator Plant
Operator/Technician (25 Ton)

4 AF-1601 -0009
Special Ciourse on Radar Set AN/ALT-7
and Pulse Generator 0-207/ALA7
(Depot) .

AV-1,715-0420

Gegdesy °

Mapping, Charting,.and Geodesy officer
49. DD-I601-0007

Geodetic -
Advanced Geodetic Surveying

DD-I601-0003
Geodetic Computing

Geodetic Surveying

German
Geiman

Global
Global Medicine

GPA -122.
"AN/FPS-8 ),FPS -6 and'GPA-
I 22 Organizational/Intermediate (0/I)
Maintenance

DD-I601-0006

6D-1601-0002"

. AF-0602-0001
AP-0602-0004 ,
AF-0602-0006.
AF-0602 -000$
DD-6602-6001
DD- 0602 -0002
DD-0602-0093
DD -0602 -0004
DD-0602-0005 .
DD-0602-0006

° Db-0602-0009

AF-0799-0001

AF-1715-0249

Graphics o
Graphics Preparation and l lustration
Techniques

Greek
Greek

AF-0602-0007
AF-_,0602-0011

rDD-002-0001 -

DD -0602 -0002
D04602;0004

c-0202-0001

, Ground
Aerospace Ground Equipment
Repairman

AF -1715 -0605
Aerospace Gsound Equipment Repair
Technician

I:F-1717-0012
Aircraft and Missile...Ground Support
Equipment Repair

AF-,1317-0012
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairinan =

AF-1715-0605
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Vissiles)

AF -'1 T15 -0631
Aiaft Electronic Countermeasures
(E1).Repairman (Groupd Equipment)

AF- I 715-0684
Aircraft Ground Equipment Repairman

AF -1715 -0605
Avionics Aerospace. Ground Equipment
Specialist

``



AF;17)5-05374'
B-58 Ground Support Equipment, Field

` and organizational Maintenmance
1730:0015

GAM -83 t'ilot GrOund Trainer-
0perator/Maintenance

AF-171510322
Ground C-g-M Maintenance Analysis.
Technician

AF-1113-000l
Ground COmmunication Equipment L

Repairman, CIM.1013
AF-.1.715-0153

Ground Communication Equipment
c. Repairman (tight) CINI-10B . \ 1

AF-1.715,16153,
_Ground Communication Equip Mem"
Repaiirnen..,(Light)s1M-99B .

AF-1715-0153
Ground 'Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technicial (Light) .

AF-'1715-0239
Ground Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technician (Heavy)

AF-1715-0239
Ground Communications Equipment
Maintenance Technician (Light)

'AF-1715-0230
Ground Communications Equipment
(Relay Center)

AF-1715-0552
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman, FPTS (Heavy) .

AF-1715-0585
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy)

AU-17.15-0525
Ground Communications Equipment
,Repairman (Heavy) Receivers

AF-1715-0499
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy) Transmitters

AF-1715-0530
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (HF)

AF -1715 -0524'
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Light)

AF- I 715-0226
AF:1715-0696

.Ground Commun. awns Equipment'
Repairman (V1-1F-1_31-1F)

AF-1715-0498
Ground Communications Equipment
Technician (Light)

AF- I 715-0230
Ground Communications Equipment
Technician ( LigharDDL Equipment)

AF- I 715-0561
Ground Communications Equipment
Technician (TDDL)

AF-1715-05,61
Ground Communications Repairman
(Heavy)(SSB)

. AF- I 715-0240
Ground ECM Specialist -

AF- 1715 -0121
Ground Electronics Officer

AF-1715-0588
Ground Electronics Officer .( ECCM),

AF-1715-0588
Ground Electronics Officer (Electronics)

AF- 715-0588
Ground Equipment Maintena Officer

AF- 17-0021
Ground Powered and Support Equipment
Repairman

AF-1715-0605
Ground Radar Systems
Supervisor/Technician

AF -1715 -0367
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0534

,'Ground Radio Communication
Equipment Repairman (AN/F

AF I -0346
Ground Radio Communicatio s . .

Equipment Wepairman (AN/FRT.:49,
AN/,I33KA-5)

, AF-1715-073g
Ground Radio CeMimunipations *

'Equipment Repairman (Long Haul
Communications G/A and P/P)

AF -1715 -0240
GrZund Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (SLFCS)

AF -1715 -0049
Pround, Radio Oarnmunications
Equipment Repairman (Titan

AF-I115-0491
.:.-Ground Radio ComMunicatibns

EqUipfneni RepairMan, WS-03A
AF-1715-0245

Ground Radio Comrininications
Equipment Repairman, WS-133A/A-M

AF- I 715-0245
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (WS-133A/B)

AF-1715-0358
AF- I 715-0495

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman WS -133B

AF- 1715-0248
Ground RadiO Communications
Equipment Technician

AF-1715-0088
Grciund Radio Communications
Equipment Technician (AN/GRC-137)

Groynes Radio Conlin ications
AF- I 715-0238

T'e-c-hnician (KWT-6 g 13)
o AF-1715-0243

Ground Radio Equipine'rlt Repairman
(AN/FRT-49. AN/GKA-5)

AF-1715-0738
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0284
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician
Fixed Stations, Communications Systems

AF-1715-0222
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician,
Navigational Aids, Communications
Systems

Ground Radio Officer
AF:I715-0285

AF-1715-0548
GroUnd Radio Operator

AF-2203-0034
Ground Radio Operator (Voice)

6F-2203-0034
Ground Radio Repairman

AF-1715-0705
'Ground Radio Systems
Supervisor/Technician

AF- I 715-0577
ou'nd Safety Specialist

AF-0802-0016
Ground SHORAN Equipment Repairman

AF- I 715-0513
Ground Support' Air Conditioner (B-58)

AF-1701-0003
Ground Systems Maintenance-Technician
(0A-6943/GRC- I 37 )

,4F-I402-0028
'Ground Weather Observing Procedures

AF- 1304-0003
Missile Ground Support Equipment
Repaii-Technician/Repairman (SM-65F)

AF-1704=0159
Officers Ground Electronics Orientation

AF-1715-0555
Guidance

AGM Guidance Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

AF:1715-0449
Air Launch Guidance Mechanic (AGM-
28A/B)

301
0o

KEYWORD INDEX K-35
AF-1115-9649'

Air1ain1h;Missilt Guidance Mechanic

Fi15-BaelclihstaincicMissile Inertial

4illistic Missile Inertial GuAiitsFri-lc7c15-0297
Mechanic (SM-688) (LGM-'25C)

Ballistic Missile Inertial CuAidFan-i1543297ce
Technician/Mechanic (SM-65F)

Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance 433e1715-,_113
Mechanic (SM-611D).

ltBallistic Missile Radio Guidance715-6!17
Mechanic (SA-68A)

tvfechanic-f-Falcon ( AIM )'

AAF:I7

5;0302
Defense Missile' Guidance

Defense Missile Guidance ML-hla7n1i5.Mi35c
(GAR)

Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic-0139
(GARS)

Defense uidance Mechanic,s -

AF-1715-0309
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic, IM-
99B

AF-1715-008
Defense Missile Guidance
Mechanic/Technician, fg1-99B

,

AF-1715-0314
Defense Missile Guidartf.e Technician
(GAR-I/2/11)

AF -1715 -0650
Electronic Digital Data Processing
,Equipment Repairman (BallistieMissile
Guidance Computer) (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0701
F-I I I Communications Guidance Test
Stations Technician

AF-1715-0098
GAM Guidance Mechanic, GAM-77

AF-1715-0649
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS)
(HGM.25A)

3 AF-1715-0672
Guidance and Cogfrol Officer (RIGS)
(SM-68A )

AF-1715-0672
Guidance Control Officer'
(Computer)(SM-68)

AF-1715-0037
dance Control Officer (RIGS) (SM-6,

'AF-1715-0672
Guidance Control Officer (SM-65)

AF- 1715-0645
Guidance System Analyst (GAM-63
Missile D/A) .

AF-1715-0379
Guidance System Analyst, SM-62

AF -1715 -0381
Guidance System Mechanic (TM-6I)

AF -1715 -0601
Guidance System Mechanic (TM-76B)

AF- 1715 -0481
Guidance Systems Analyst (TM-76A)

AF-1714-0005
Guidance Systems Mechanic (Ballistic
Missile Inertial)

AF-1715-0327
Guidance Syitems Mechanic (GAR-I )

AF-1715-0635
Guidance Systems Mechanic (GAR -
1/2/3)

AF-1715-0635
Guidancec-i-ystems Mechanic (GAR-3)

tf AF-1715-0325
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Guidance Sysilms Mechanic (GARS)

AF-1715-0635
Guidance Systems Mechanics

AF-1715-0326
Guidance'Systems Mechanic.(SM-65,
611)

AF-1715-0508
quidance Systems Mel:hanic/Teehnician
GAM-77

AF- 1745-0147
Guidance Systems Mechanic (TM-6.1C)

4-F,-1715-0463
-Guidance-Systems Officer

AF-1715-0648
Guidance Systems Officer (Surface-to;
Surface ) (TM -61C) .

.4F-1715-0648
Guidance Systems Technician (GAR-1)

AF-1715-0650
Guidance Systems-Technician (GAR-
1/2) .

. AF-I'7154650
Guance Systems Technician (GAR-

' 1/2/11 )
AF-1715-0650

Guidance System Technician/Methitnic
(SM-65F),

4+-1715-0313
Guidance System-Technician (SM68)

AF- 1704-0126
Missi1(.! Guidance and Convol Specialist
(AGM -28)

AF-1715:0649,.i
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
( AGNratt A/B.)

, AF -1715 -0649
Missile Guidance-and Control S'Pecialist
(AGM/AIM )TAC

AF-1715-0712
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AIM) (ADC)

AF-1715-0671
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-13B, FCC)."

AF-1715-0172
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
.(CGM-13B, GEMS)

AF-1715-0477
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-134, GSC)

AF-1715-0481
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-01-37
Missile. Guidance and Control Speicalist
(AIM)

AF-1715-0671
Missile Guidance and Control Technician
(AGM/AIM TAC SEA)

4F-1715-0691
Pilotless Aircrafi Guidance and Control
Wicer

AF-1715-0648
Radio Inertial Ground Guidance
Familiarization (SM-65D)

AF -17I 5-0608
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic and
Checkout Equipment Repairman (I'M-
76B, GEMS)

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(CGN1-13B), d tt.

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(CGM-13B/GEMS)

AF-17IS-0477
Tactical Missile Guidance.Mechanic
(MACE, CGM-13B/GEMS)

AF -1715 -0477
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(MACE, MGM-I3C) 1

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(MGM-13A)

AV.1715-0484
Tactical Misile Guidance:Mechanic.,
(TM-76A)

AF-1715-0484'
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic L

° (TM-76B/GEMS)
AF-1715-047Z

Tactical Missile GuidanCe Mechanic
(TM-76B, GSC)

AF-1715-04V
Guided

Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance.
Officer (SM-68) ,

AF-1714-0011
Guided Missile

Guided Missile Maintenance Officer
(TM-76A)

AF- 17 15-0647
Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance
Officer (Ballistic Missiles)-

- 4F- i 7154)663
Guided Missile Operations Officer (TM-
76A)

(AF-1715,0133
Guided Missile Operations Officer (TM-
76B)

AF-1715-0658
Guided Missile OperatiOns Staff Officer;
IM-99

AF-2203-0014

Gunlaying
Flexible Gunnery "Training Gunlaying
System Mechanic Gunner, B-36

AF-I606-0098
5 Gunlaying System Mechanic, B-36 ct

AF-17.15-0041
Gunlaying System Mechanic, B-47

AF-1715-0040
Gunlaying System Mechanic Gunner, B-
36

AF -1606 -0098

_Gunner
Aircraft-Electrician Gunner. B-36 o

AF-1704-0158
Flexible Gunnery Training Gunlaying
System Mechanic Gunner, B-36

AF -1606 -0098
Flexible Gunnery Training Turret System
Mechanic Gunner, B-36

AF-1606-0095
Gunlaying System,Mechanic Gunner, B-
36

Helicopter Gunner
AF -1606 -0098

AF-1606-0035
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Scanner
&Gunner)

A F- I 606-0042
Turret Systems Gunner (A-3A/MD-9
Turrets)

AF-1715-0205
turret Systems Gunner (B-36)

AF-1606-0097
Turret SYstemsGunner, B-52(A-3A)

AF- 1715-0205
Turret Systems Gunner, B-66 (MD:1)

AF-1715-0206
Gunnery

Fighter Gunnery Instructor
AF-,1606-0142

Flexible Gunnery Training Gunlaying
System MechanidGunner, B-36

AF- 1606-000
Flexible Gunnery Training Turret System
Mechanic Gunner, B-36

AF -1606 -0095
Gunnery Trainer Specialist

AV-1715-0216
Gunnery Trainer Specialist (AN/APG:
TI, TIA)

3 ,

' AF-1715-0216
Gunnery Trainer Specialist (APG-T1,
TIA)

. AF-1715-0216

Gunsmith
Small Arms Gunsmith Specialist

AF-2203-Q026

H-1
Advancqd Helicopter Pilot Training (H
1/H-3/H-43/H-53)

.AF-1606-0131
Helicopter Instructor Pilot (H-1. H-1N;
H-1F, CH-3, CH-53, HH-53)
- AF-1606-0066
Instructor Helicopter'Flight Mechanic

, H-53)
AF-1606-0002

H-13
Helicopter Pilot Training (H-13. H -19
and H-2I)

AF-1606-0006

H-19
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training (Elf
19/H-21)

W-1406-0016'
Helicopter Pilot Training H-13, H -19
and H-2I)

AF-1606-0006
Helicopter Pilot Training, H-19/H-21

AF-1606-0006
Helicopter Pilot Training, H-19/H-21/H-
43B

1 s AF-1606-0006
lindergraduate Pilot Traiiiing Helicopter
(H- 19/H -43B or H-19/CH-3C)

AF-1606-0006

H-19/CH-3C ( -

-Undergraduate Pilot Traini Helicopter
(H-19/H-43B or H-19/CcH- C)

AF-1606-0006

H-19/H-21
Helicopter Pilot Training, H-19/H-21

'AF- 1606-0006
Helicopter Pilot Training, H-19/H-21/H-
43B

AF-1606-0006 ,

H-,19/H-3
Helicopter Pilot Training ( H-I9/H-
43)(H-19/H-3)

AF-1606j-0007

H-19/H-43
Helicopter Pilot Training ( H-19/H-
43)(H-19/H-3)

AF-1606-0007

H-19/H43B
Undergraduate Pilot Training Helicopter
(H-19/H-43B or H- 19 /CH -3C) ---

AF-1606-0006

H-1F
Helicopter Instructor Pilot (H-I, H-IN,
H-1F, CH-3, CH-53, HH-53)

AF-I606-0066
Helicopter Pilot Conversion Training ( H-
IF)

AF-1606-0113
Helicopter Pilot Conversion Training,
(H- iF/H-43 )(H-1F/CH-3 ) °

AF- 1606 -01 12
Helicopter Pilot Transition Training
(CH-3, H-43, H-IF)

. AF-1606-0ei

H-IF/CH-3
Helicopter Pilot Training (H-IF/H-
IF)(H-IF/tH-3)(H-IF/H-43)

AF -1606 -0009

v;



H-1F/H-
Helicopter Pilot Training (H-1F/H--
IF)(H-IF/CH-3)(H-1F/H-43)

AF-1606-0009
H-1F/H-4.3

Helicopter Pilot Training ( H-1F/H-
:1F)(H-IF/CH-3)(HAF/H-43)

AF-1606-0009
H-1N -

Helicopter Instructor Pilot (H-1, H-1N,
1-1-1F, CH-, CH-53, HH-53)

AF-I606-0066
H-21

HelicopteffPilot H-19
and H-21)1 ...,

'AF:1/606-0006
H-3 . .

Helicopter Mechanic Flying (H-3) Basic
AF-1606-0037. .

Instructor Helicopter Flight Mechanic
(H-I, H,3, H-53)

AF- 1606 -0002
Pilot Advanced,Flying,(H-3) Basic

AF-1606-0036
11.43

H-43 Firefighting
AF-1606-0129

Helicopter Pilot Transition Training
(CH-3, H-43, H-1F)

AF-1606-0111
11-4313

Helicopter Instructor Training (H-43B)
AF-1406-0012

H-43/TH-IF/CiFI-3,
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training (H.
43/TH-IF/CH-3)

AF- 1606 -0068
1111-53

Helicopter\kfechanic Flying ( H-53) Basic
AF-1606-003,7 -

Instructor Helicopter Flight Mechanic
(H-1, H-3, H-53)

AF-1606-0002
Pilot Advanced "Flying (H-53) Basic

AF-1606-0036
Hamilton

Hamilton Standard Propeller, C-I19
Installation

Hardened Missile
AF-1704-0127

Cable Splicing Specialist (Hardened
Missile Systems)

AF-1714-0018
Hausa

-Hausa
AF-0602-0002

HC -130
"Advahced Aircraft Loadmaster (HC-130
ARRS

AF-1606-0028
Flight Engineer Advanced Flying (I-IC-
130) ARRS

AF-1606-0027
HC-130 Advanced Loadmaster

AF-1606-0028
HC -130 Aircraft Commander (Aircrew
Training)

AF-1606-0026
HC-130 Aircrew Instructor Training

AF-I606-0149
HC -130 Flight Engineer

AF-1606-0027
HC -130 Flight Engineer (Aircrew
Training)

AF-I606-0027

HC-I30 Loadmaster (Aircrew Training)
AF-1606-0028'

HC-130 Navigator (Aircrew Training)
AF-1606-0025

HC-130 Radio Operator Advanc;ed
Flying

AF-1606-0024
HC -130 Radio Operator (Aircrew
Training

AF-1606-0024
Navigator Advanced Flying (HC-I30)
ARRS

AF-1606-0025
Pilot Advanced Flying (HC-130) ARRS

AF-1606-0026
Radio Operator (HC -130) ARRS

AF- 1606 -0024
Health

Environmental Health Nursing Residency
-AF-0703-0010

Environmental Health Specialist
AF-0707-0008

Health Services Administration
AT-1401-0017

Health Services
AdministrationAdvanced

AF-1408-0068
Heat

Heat Treatment and Electroplatin&of
Metals

AF-1723-0003
Heat.Treatment of Ferrous and Non-
Ferrous Metals

AF-1723-0003
Heating

Central Heating Plant
AF-1701-0005

Heating Plant Manage ent and
Supervision

AF -1408 -0020
Heating Specialist

AF -1701 -0004
Heating. Systems Specialist

AF- I 701-0004
Hebrew

Hebrew
AF-0602-0007
AF- 0602 -0011

Helicopter
Advanced Helicopter Pilot Training (H-
1/H-3/H-43/H-53 )

AF-1606-0131
Advanced Helicopter Training

AF-1606-0128
Helicopter Aircrew Training

AF-1606-0035
Helicopter Firefighter Training (H-
43/UH-IN)

AF-1728-0036
Helicopter Gunner

AF-1606-0035
Helicqpter Instructor Pilot (H-1, H-1N,
H-1F, CH -3, CH-53, HH-53)

'!" AF-I606-0066
Helicopter Instructor Pilot Training

AF- 1606 -0063
Helicopter Instructor Training (I1 -43B)

AF-1406-0012
Helicopter Maintenance Officer

AF-1704-0120
Helicopter Mechanic

AF-1704-0079
Helicopter Mechanic Advanced Flying'
(1-1H-3E) ARRS

AF-1606-0037
Helicopter MeChanic Advanced Flying
(H1-1-53) ARRS .

AF-1606-0037
Helicopter Mechanic, CH-3C

AF-1704-0117
Helicopter Mechanic, CH/HH-3

-1

303
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AF- I 704-0117

Helicopter Mechanic (Flight)
AF-1606-0035

Helicopter Mechanic Flying (H-3) Basic
AF-1606-0037

Helicopter Mechanic Flying (H-53) Basic
AF-1606-0037

Helicopter Mechanic HH -IH
AI)-1704-009

Helicopter Mechanic, HH-4318
AF -1704-

Helicopter Mechanic (HH-53)
AF-1704-00

Helicopter Mechanic, Rotary Wing
AF- 1704 -00 9

Helicopter Mechanic, UH-1F
, AF-17i :193

and
Mechanic, UH-1H( v N I

..

AF-1704-0029
Helicopter 4echanic (UH-INY

AF-1704-0095
Helicopter Pilot Conversion Training (H-
IF) f 11F-1606-0113
Helicopter Pilot Conversion Training,
(H-1F/H-43)(H-IF/CH-3)

AF-1606-0112
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training (H-
19/H-21)

AF-1406-00I6
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training (H-

c--43/TFI-IF/CH-3)
AF-1606-0068

Helicopter-Pilot Training (CH-36)
AF-1606-0010

andand
AF- 1606 -0006

Helicopter Pilot Training, H-I9/H-21
- AF-1606-0006

Helicopter Pilot Training, H-19/H-21/H-
43B

AF-1606-0006
Helicopter Pilot Training (I-I-19/H-
43B)( H-19/CH-3C)

AF-I606-0008
Helicopter Pilot Training (H-19/1-1-
43)(H-19/H-3)

AF-1606-0007
Helicopter Pilot Training ( I-1- IF/H-
IF)(H-IF/CH-3)(H-IF/H-43)

AF-I606-0009
Helicopter Pilot Transition Training
(CH-3, H-43, H-IF)

AF-I606-01 I 1
Helicopter Pilot Transition Training (TH-

'1)
AF-1606-0091

Instructor Helicopter Flight Mechanic
(H-I. H-3,1-1-53)

AF-1606-0002
Instrument Pilot Instructor (Helicopter)

AF-1406-0029
Undergraduate Pilot Training Helicopter
(H -19 /H -43B or H-19/CH-3C)

AF-1606-0006
Undergraduate Pilot Training 'Helicopter
(T-28)

AF-I606-0005
Helium

Joy Helium Compressor Field and
Organizational (F & 0)

AF-1601-0029
HF

Special, Radio Maintenance Technician
-.HF Liaison Equipment AN/ARC-21

AF-1715-0078
Special Training, AN/ARC-21 HF
Liaison Equipment

AF-17-1.5-0078
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HV Radio
Special Training, AN/ARC-58 Single
Sideband HF Radio Set

AF-1715-0083
HGM-115F :r

Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(HGM-16F)

AF-1715-0295
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM-16F)

AF-1601-0028
Missile Facilities Specialist (HGM -16F)

AF-1715-0437
MissileLaunch/Missile Officer, (
HGM-16F) -

, AF-17 I5 -0636
Nuolear Weapqns Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (NOMA 6F) ,

- /111F-1215 -Ofao
_ .,. : ;liGM-25 .

LicinidiFnel Systems Maintenance. .
Specialist (HGM -25)

AF7f601-0(132

Hcr1CA
14 ilimic Analyst..,Specbist
( GM-25A)

'AF-1715-0662
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (H(M -25A)

AF-1715-0173
Ballistic Missile Control Mechanic

.(HGM-25A)
AF-,1715-0321

Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS)
(HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0672
Missile Engine Mechanic (.HGM-25A)

AF-1704-0136
Missile'Facilities Specialist (HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0436
Missile Mechanic (HGM-25A)

AF-1704-0155
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (HGM -
25A).

AF- I 704-0113

HH-1H
Helicopter Mechanic HH-1H

AF-1704-0094
HH-3E

Helicopter Mechanic Advanced Flying
(HH-3E) ARRS,

AF-1606-0037
Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-3E) ARRS

AF-1606-0036
HH-43

Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-43) ARRS
AF-1606-0128

HH-43B
Helicopter Mechanic, HH-43B

AF- 1 704 -0096

HH-53
Automatic Flight Control System
Technician (HH-53)

AF-1715-0330
Electrical Repair TechniCian (HH-53)

AF-1715-0586
Helicopter Instructor Pilot ( H-1, H-1N,
II-1F, CH-3, CH,53 HH-53)

AF-16(16-0066
Helicopter Mechanic Advanced Flying
(HH-53) ARRS

AF- 1 606 -0037
Helicopter Mechanic (HH-53)

AF-1704-0028
Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-5 A ARRS

AF-1606-0030
Pn6ufrualic Repairman (HH-53)

AF-1704-0161

High
High Reliability Soldering and
Connections

, AF-1715-0728
High Speed Paper Tape Reader'and
-Punch/DSSCS

AF-1715-0394
High Value Soldering and
Microelectronic Repair Techniques

AF-1715-d388
Welding of High Performance Aircraft
and'Missile Systems

A -1723-0005'
Hindi

Hindi/Urdu

Histopathology
Histopathology/Cytotechnology Specialist

AF-0702-0006
Historian

AF-0602-0007
AF-002-0011

1/4

Unit Historian Development '
AF-2203-0007

HM4118
HM4118 Computer Display Equipmen
(407L)

AF- 1715 :O 52
HM4I 18 Computer Programmer Tact cal
and Control Syitem

AF-14,02- 33
HM4118 Electronic Computer
Repairman/Operator/407L

AF-1715- 392
HN-10.MUX

HN-10 MUX 0/1 Maintenance .

AF-1715 036
Honeycomb

Bonded Honeycomb and Structural
Sealing (B-52/KC-135),

AF- 1704 -0025
Repair of Bonded and Brazed
Honeycomb Structures (B-58)

AF-1.7 -0025
Repair of Bonded Honeycomb Str ctures

-" ' AF -1704 -0025

Hospital
Executive Hospital Housekeeper

AF- 0902.0001
Refresher Course in Hospital
Administration,

.AF-0799-0003
Senior Hospital Administration,

AF-0799-0002

Household
Passenger and Household Goods
Specialist

AF-0419,0008
AF-0419-0025

Housekeeper
Executive Hospital Housekeeper

AF-0902-0001

HTM-25B
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Titan 1,
HTM-2513)

AF-1715-0670,
Human

Human Relations Advisor

Hungarian
Hungarian

3i ) -;

AF-1513-0001

AF-0602-0007
AF- 0602 -0011
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

1/4

Hydrgulic
Aircraft and Hydraulic Repairman

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft and Missilej4ydraulic

. Repairman
AF-1.704-004 i

Aircraft and Missile Hydraulic
Technician

AF-1704-0014
Aircraft Hydratilic Repairman

AF.17(14-0041
Aircraft Hydraulic,Itepairman B-52

AF-1704-0098
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman B-52G

. AF-1704-0098
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, C-130A

AF-1704-0100
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, F-100D/F

AF.1704-0065
Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman, F -102A

AF-1704-0124
Aircfaft Hydraulic Technician

AF-1704-0014
KC-135 Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman

AF-1704-0118
KC-135 Aircraft Repairman, Hydraulic

4 AF-1704-0118
Missile FIS47irauliC 12pairman/Technician
(SM-68):

Hygiene
Industrial sHygiiie Measurements

AF,0707-0006
Military Asper of Sanitary and
Industrial HYgi ne Engineering

'AF-0707-0001

AF-1704-0177

Identification '
Identification/Air Tactics (SAGE)

AF-2203.0008
AF-2203-0028

Space Object Identification Analyst
AF-1304.001 I

Space Object Identification
Analyst/Technician

AF-1715.0218'
IDHS 141-0 FFS/

IDHS 1410 FFS Operation's and
Specifications II

AF-1402-0043

IFF
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar 0,6

Repairman (AN/CPS-1, AN/CPS-4,
AN/CPS-5 and IFF)

AF-1715-0104
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AK/CPS-6B and 1FF)

AF-1115-0023
Special-Training, AN/CPS-6B and Mark
X IFF

. AF--1715-0404

Igbo
Igbo

AF-0602-0001

Illustration
Graphics Preparation and Illustration
Techniques

AF-0202-0001

ILS
Flight Facilities Equipment Repairman
(ILS)

AF-1715-0632

IM-99
Fuel Supply Specialist, IM-99

AF-1405-0024
Guided Missile Operations-Staff Officer, -
IM -99

AF-2203-0014
Missile Engine Mechanic, IM-99



V-1704-0112
-IM-99A

Control Systems Mechanic. lt.4-99A
A 71715-0144

Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic. IM-
99A

AF-1715-0309
IM-99B

Control. Systems Mechanic, IM-99B
AF-171.5-0145

Defense Missile Checkout Equipment
Technician, IM-99B

AF-1715-0310
Defense Missile Control
Mechanic/Technician. IM-99B

AF-1715-0643
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic. IM-
99B

AF-1715-0308
Defense Missile Guidance
Mechanic/Technician, IM-99B

AF-1715-0314
Ground. Communication Equipment
Ntepairmen (Light) IM-99B

AF-171540153
Missile Facilities Specialist. IM-99B

AF-1715-0429
Missile, Mechanic/Maintenance
Technician. IM,99B

AF-1704-0149
Missile Test Equipment technician
(Control). IM-99B

AF -1715 -0338
Missile Test Equipment Technician,-
(Guidance). IM-99B

AF-1715-0310
Ramjet Engine Mechanic', RJ-43, IM-99B

AF-1704 -0077
Imagery;

Imagery Intelligence Officer,
AF- 1606 -0061

Imagery Interpretation
AF-1709-0014'

Imagery Interpreter Specialist
AF -1709 -0015

Navy Specialized Imagery Interpretation
AF-1709-0016

Immunology
Allergy and Immunology Specialist

AF-0709-0006
Indicator

F-111 Indicator and Controls Test
Stations Technician

AF-1715-0183
Indicators

F-I r 1 Indicators and Modules, Test
Station Technician

AF-1715-0718
Inddriesian

Indopesian,

JndonesianMalay

IndonesianMalay
IndonesianMalay

AF-o6o2-0007
AF-0602-0011
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

DD-0602-0002

=,

DD-0602-0002
Industrial

Industrial College of the Armed Forces
(Resident Program)

DD -151 1 -0003
Industrial Engineering Techniques

AF-160I-0023
Industrial Hygiene Measurements

AF-0707-0096

4

Industrial Photo Interp et.ltion and Bomb
Damage Assessment ,

AF-1606-0053
Industrial' Property Administration (.1T)

AF-0326-0001
Industrial Security Specialist

DD-1728-0001
Military Aspects Of Sanitary and
Industrial Hygiene Engineering

AF-0707-0001
National Security Managerneht
(Correspondence Course of the -
Industrial College,ofthe Alined Fortes)

DD- 15' 1.-90Q1-,0
,Inertial

Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman, °

AF-171.5-0027'
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-
81/89A/99A Doppler),

AF-1715-0026
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (ANAPN-89/99/108
Doppler)

#AF-1-/15*6
- Aircraft Inertial and Rada Navigation

Systen7.-Repairman (RF-4C Supplement) \-
AF-1715-004.21

Avioliic Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems-Specialist \-74

AE-1715-0027
Avionic Inertial and, Radar Navigation
Systems Technician'(AN/APN-8 I-
89A/99A Doppia)

AF-1715-0024
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic

AF-1715-025
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65E and F)

AF- 1715 -0171
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-68B) (LGM-25C)

AF-17r5-0297
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mcchanic/Technician (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0154
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Technician/Mechanic (SM-65F)

AF-17I5-0313
Guidance Systems Mechanic (Ballistic
Missile certial)

AF- 1715-0327
Radio Inertial Ground Guidance

. Familiarization (SM-65D)
AF- 1715-0608

CInflight
. Inflight

444e
Refueling Specialist

AF-1704-0044
. AF-1704-0142

Inflight Refueling Systems Repairman
. AF-1704-0044

.KC-I35 In-Filight Refueling cialist
1704-0121

Information
Advanced Information Specialist

DD-0504,0002
Information Enlisted

DD-0504-0004
information Officer

KEYWORD INDEX K-39
DD-0505-0001

Information Specialist (Joumafist)
'( DD-'0504-0001

Maintena9ce Management and
Iniromiation Systems

AF-1408-0013
Public Information Enlisted

. i DO-0504-0068
-' Public Information Officer

aY
DD-0504-043(:),

Shipboard Inform ion Tr,aining and c'
.Entertainment (SITE) System Opecator's
Jeleyision Moat) -. (

- DD-0504 0010'
Tropp Information nd Eduettion ,

' Enlisted f,

, D1340594-,0005-
,Trapp Information nd Edpcaticin Officer

DD- 0504 -0006

Initial
Provisioning

,...-e-..

Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman (Input-Output/46SL
Concentrator),

AF-1715-0109 : L.
Electronic Digit.al Data Processing

....: (A Iiiput-Outptit/46F5.L1775C_0446

AF-1405-0035

Inside
Inside Plant: Installation

etF71714-0019

Inspection
Non-Destruciive Inspection Specialist

AF -1724 -0003
Non-Destructive Inspection Technician

c a AF-I601-007
Supply Inspection Techralaii

AF-1405-0054
Inspector

Supply Inspector `1\
AF-I405-0041

Instructional
Instructional Programmer

AF-I406-0024
Instructional Systems Materials
Development

Instructor
Academic Instructor

ATC Instructor Training

ATC Instructor Training
t

)--..:5o\
Basic Pilot Instructor. Mu i-Engine
Conventional

Combative Measures' Instruct r Training'
A :0168056:00014:

AF-I406-0024

AF -1406 -0034'

Disaster Control Instructor
AF-0802-000I

Fighter Gunnery Instructor
AF-I606-0142

Fighter Weapons Instructor
"DD-0504-0009, AF-1406-0017

Information Officer Basic cr-,
',Flight Training Devices Instructor

DD-0504-0009
Information Officer (Reserve
Component)

DD-0504-0011
Information Security Management

DD-1728-0002,
Information Specialist

DD-0504-0004,
Information Specialist (Broadcaster)

3 3

Operator
AF- 1 704 -0169

HC-I30 Aircrew Instructor Training
AF-I606-0149

Helicopter Instructor Pilot (H-1. H-IN,
H-IF, CH-3, CH-53, FIFI-53)

AF-1606-0066
Helicopter Instructor Pilot Training

AF-I606-0063



'1(7.-40 KEYWORD INDEX
'Helicopter InStructor Training (H-43B)

AF-1406-0012
HelicopteePilotinsttuctor Training (H-
19111-21)

AF- 1406:0016
Helicopter. Pilot Instructor Training (H-
43/TH-IF/CH-3)

AF-1606-0668
Instructor Helicopter Flight Mechanic
(H-I, H-3 H-53)

AF- t606-0002
Instructor Interceptor, Jet (F-8613/L)

AF-1606-0123
Instructor Management.Training

-AF-1406-0026
Instructor Training for Aircraft"Observer

AF,1406-0039
Instrument Pilot-Instructor (Helicopter)

AF- 1446 -0029
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training
29)

. A FL1406:01) t^9
Instrument Pilot InstructOr (T!
33) .

' AF-1406-0020
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training

,

AF-1406-0009
AF-1406-0018
A F-1606-0011

Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-

I.1SAF Instrument Pilot Instructor, /
Conventional (B-25) ,

AF-1406-0019
USAF Instrument' Pilot Instructor f
TrainingOet)

AF-1406-0020
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Trairiing (Reciprocating)

AF-1406-0019
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Reciprocating Engine) -

AF- 1406 =0019

Instrument
Avionics Instrument Specialist (Lateral)

, AF-1715-0176
Avionics Instrument Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0462
AvioniCs Instrument Systems Technician,

AF-1715-0703
Electr 'hicInstniment Trainer .Specialist
(c- yile)

II '" AF-1715-0653
ElectronicInstrument Trainer Specialist
(11 &Z)

o 'AF:1715-0655
Elect -ie,Insii-iime4t Trainei Specialist

-(Z &P Types) ...:'' .f.\ AF,I715-9.65
instrumentEPilot InstruoOr (Helicopten)

. "AF-1406-0029.

In.strument Pilot Instructor Training (T- .'...
. .

38/T-39) ,,, . 24 . '. .'
. N., ,, AF-1606-00 II I AF-1406-0019

, Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (r- :
39) 13n3s)trunient.PilotIngruc

.
tror Tea.iniRg (T-,

. AF-1.666-0011
. NF-i 406,0620

Instrument Trainer InstrttetorOperator\ -` AF-1704-01.68
Instrument Pilot InS-tru4ctor Training (T-

. ,

intercepto1 Pilot Instruir Training (F- -
102) '' . .. , ' ' 'AO-1406-0009}

AF-1606-0096 I
AF- 1406 =0618
AF-I666-

Interceptor Weapons InstrurJpr School , Instruinent Pilo\Instru'etor Training(F 890) 9).38/T-A
AF-146-4-0014

. Interceptor Weapons Instructor School
(F-94C) .

' AF-1406-0013
Marksmanship Instructor

AF-2203-0001
Military Training Instructor i ofr

AF-1512-0002
Navigator Instructor Training

AF-1406-0039
' OTS Instructor Training

AF-1406t-0027
Pas Sive Defense Instructor

AF- 0802 -0004
Pilot Instructor T;aining (Basic)

.a AF-1406-0008
s -7 Pilot Instructor Training. Basic Multi-

Engine (T-28)

Pilot Instrpctor Training asic Single-

. Engine fiery
AF-1406-0008'

Pilot Instructor Training. Plimary (T-
3'4/T28)

NF-1512-0001.
Pilot Instructor Training (T-1.8)

AF-1406-0015
Pilot Instructor Training (T-33)

AF-1406-0008
'Pilot:Instructor Training (T-37) '

AF-1406-0021
Pilot Instructor Training (T-38)

1 406-0010
AF-1606-0101

Pilot Instructor 'training (T-41
AE-14064)61 1

Survival Instructor Training
AF0802-00 18

Technical Instructor

AF-1606-0144

AF-1406.0023
AF-I406-0030

t,

.t- ts, AF-1606-001 I
1nstrument Pilot Irjtructor Training (T-

AF-1606-0011
InstrurnentPilot, Jet

NF- 1606-0078
Instrument Pilot Training (C-47) °

AF-1606-6119
Instrnment Repairgan

AF- 1721 -0001
Instrument Repair Technician

AF-1721-0002
Instrument Trainer Iritructor,--Operator-

AF-1704-0,168
:Instrument Trainer. Specialist

'AF-1715-0511
Instrument Trainer Specialist (C-11)

AF-1715-0653 '

Instrument Trainer Specialist (P)
AF-1715-0655

Instrument Trainer Specialist (P & Z)
AF,I715-0655

Mechanical Instrument Trainer Specialist
AF-1715-0520

Optical Survey Instrument Repair
DD-1721-0001

Special Radio Maintenance Technician
AN/MRNr7 and AN/MRN-8 Instrument
Landing System

AF- 1715 -0084
Terminal lnktrument Procedures

AF-1704-0164
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor,
Conventional (8-25)

AF -1406 -0019
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Jet)

AF-1406-0020
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Train' (Reciprocating)

AF-1406400-19

3 0

USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Reciprocating Engine)

AF- 1406 -0019

Instrumentation
Control Room Instrumentation, Jet
Engine Test Facility 1

AF-1715-0097
Instrumentation Mechanic

AF-1115-0686,
AF-1715-0719

Integrated
Air Force Integrated Command and
Control System Computer PrograMmer

AF-1402-0034
Integrated Avionics etriiiponent
Specialist (Navigation/Elight`a.nd
Weapons Control)

AF -1715 -0476
Integrated Avionics Component
Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control, and Flight Data
Reetirder Systems) ,

Integrated Avionics System Specialist ,
' (inertiM/Bomb NavigatiOn, Fire/Weapon
Control; Digital Computers, Airborne
PhOtogr:aphie Systems, and Multi-Sensor /

, ,Displays) ,
AF-i71,54210 .

integrated Avionics System
1 (Navigatibn/Flight arid.Weaponir r.
Cdritroli' r

AF-1715-0476
Integrated Avionie Systems Speeialist'

,
Agit 7 r5-01,86
AV1715-0511

4

Intelligence
Advanced AerospaCe photo Intelligence

AF-1606-0647
Air In gcnce Airinan

AF -1606 -0059
. -

eltr Intelligence Officer.
, AF -1606 -0052

AF-I606-0654
1,i..FJI 60E41055

q7-Defense Intelligence Course
. DD -1511 -0004

Electronic Intelligence Operatio'ns
Specialist

AF-1715-0551
Flak Intelligence Officer

AF-2203-0050
Imagery Intelligence Officer

AF- 1606 - 0061
'Intelligence Area Studies (SEA)

AF-I601-0042
Intelligence Officer

AF-1606-0952
Intelligence OperLions Specialist

AF-1606-0059
AF-I606=0040

Intelligence Operations Technician
AF -1606 -0021
AF -1606 -0062

Intelligence Photo-Radar Officer
AF-1606-0061
AF-1709-00I7
AF-1709-002I

Intelligence Precision Photographic
Officer

AF-I606-0056
National Seniof Intelligence

DD-I606-0001
Naval Intelligence Officer

AF-1606-0601
Postgraduate Intelligence Course

a t DD-I511 -0004

Intelligenceman.
Photographic Intelligenceman

AF-I606-0059



.Iiiter-AineriOan
Inter-American ,Defense College

\ 1., . DD-1511-0005
Intercept.

Advanced Observer Iritercept
AF-1606-0046

Advanced Observer, Inteicept Training
\ " ., AF-1606-0046
Electronicia-ercept Operations/Analysis
Specialist

..
AF-1715 -0551

'Electronic Intercept Operations
. , Specialist ' 4. i4

AF -) 7.15 -0229
Electronic Intercept Operations
jlpecialist (Interim)-

..,,,,, AF-1115-05544 -
. Intercept Direetion (SAGE) ' .

AF-2203-0027,
AF-2203-0029

Intercept Operator (Preparatorry
AF.1409-0001

Intercept Systems, Maintenance
Technician

AF -1715 -0070
Moise Inter!cept.Operator

AF-I4040002
Navigator Radar Intereept
)" AF-1606-0045
Non-Mope Intercept Operator
Prepahit'ory

AF-1409-0001
Radar Intercept' Officer Training

AF- 1606 -0045
Radar I tercept Officer Training (MG-
12/13r

Radio Intercept Operator
AF-I606-0045

AF-1404-0002
.Interceptor

All..Weather Interceptor, Jet (F86b)
AF-1606-0108

Insiructor Interceptor, Jet (F-86D/L)
AF-.16

Interceptor Controller T

Interce
, AF-171543620

-
AF-1606-0108:

. .

nterceptor Pilot Instructor Training (F-`:102)

AF-1606-00
InteicePtor PilocTraining (F- 11_,;""

. r I
IntercePtor :6L)

AF-I606-0077
eapons Instructor,School

9D)'
'AF-1406-001.4

Interceptor WeaponsInstructor School
(F-94C)

AF-1406-0013
USAF Advanced Flying School,
interceptor (F-119D)--Pilot

AF -1606-0087
USAF AdVanced Flying School,

^ Interceptor (F-89D)Radar Observer
AF -1606 -0088

cUSAF Advanced Flying School
(Interceptor-F-94C)Pilot

AF-1606-0082
USAF. Advanced Flying ,.School

, (Interceptor-F-94C)Radar Observer
AF-1606.0083 ,

USAF Advanced Flying School,
Interceptor (T-33/F-86L)

AF-I606
USAF Advanced Interceptor Pilot

, .Training F-86L
AF-1606-0077

- USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(F-94C) Pilot

AF-I606-0082

USAF Combat Fang School, Interceptor
(F- 9,4C) Radar Observer /

AF-1606-0083
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F.-89D)Pilot

AF-1606-0071
USAF Combat Flying School, interceptor'
(T-331F.89D)--Radar Observer

AP-.1606-0072.
USAF Combat Flying School, Intercetitor
(T-33/F-94C)Pilot

AF-1604-0073
USAF COmbat Flying School, Intercept();
(Y''-33/F-94C)=Radar Observer

AF-1016-0074;
, Weapons Mechanic,,Fighter Inteiceptor

AF- 1715-0596
Intetmediate

Defense Language Institute Intermediate,
Courses,

Interpretation
Defense Senor Interpretation and
Applications Training (DSIAT) (Officer)

lecF- 1 606 -0048
Defense Sensor. Interpretation and
Applications lcraihing (DSIAT) (Aim

AF-I 606-

DD-0602-0006

Imagtry Interpretation

KEYWORD INDEX K-41
IRD

Jet Engine AnalYzetIRD Maintenance
AF-1715-0005

Jet Engihe AnalyzerIRD Operator
AF-1715-0005

Italian
Italian

Italian Sicilian

AF-1709-0014
° Industrial Photo Interpretation and Bomb

Damage Assessment
AF,I606-005-1

Navy Specialized Imagery Interpretation
AF-1709-0016

Photographic Interpretation
- 0AF-1709-0003

, Photo Interpretation Specialist
AF-I

' hoto Interpretation Te

AF-0602-0001
AF- 0602 -0004
AF-0602-0006
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602:0002
DD-060210004
DD-0602-0009

DD-0602-0002

.

DD-0602-0002
J-57

J-57 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(KC-135) ,

AF -1704 -0059
J-57 JetEngine (w /o. Afterburner)
Organizational Maintenance

AF.I704-0018. ,
Jet Engine Mechanic, J57 Engine Minor , .
Overhaul and Testing

. A F-1704-0075
Jet Engine Technician J-57 0/1 (F-100)

AF-170k1-0092

lnte A
AP-1606-0058

V...,
magesy,h4erpreter Specialist

AF.1709-00.15
Radiograph Interpreter . . .

AF-172

11111.4rogator,
A /APX-

al (F/0) Maintenance
AF-1715-0342

/UPX -14 Interrogator Set, 0/1
Maintenance

AF-1715-0017
Inventory r

Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
and COMLOGNET Procedures

AF-I405-0022
Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
Procedures and LOUBALNET
Operations ,

AF-1405-0022 .
Inventory Management Specialist

AF-1405-0009
Inventory Management Supervisor

A F -1405 -0l I 1.

Investigations
Reserve Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Training (Reserve
RefresheF),

AF-1728-0005
Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Officer

AF-1728-0020
Special Investigations and -
Counterintelligence Specialist

AF-1728-0020
Investigator

Reserve Special Investigator

3
F- 728-0006

4

J57-P-23
J57-P-23 Jet_Engine Field Maintenance
(F-102)

1 :19 Engiiir iield and Organizational
Maintenance,( F=104)'

AF -17
J-79 Enginej & 0 Main

:COntrol Syste
AF -1704 -0087

rganiz.ltional Maintenance
ntrol System, F-I04

AF-1704-0085
J-79 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(F-1.04)

A F-1704 -0090
Welding of A-286 Alloy Material (J--79
Engine)

AF-1710-0016
J79-15

J79-I5 Engine Systems and Engine Run-
Up

AF-1704-0052
JEFM J79-15 Engine

AF-1104-0016.
J-85

Jet Engine Mechanic (J-85 Engine.
Repair, Build-Up, and-Installation),
GAM-72

AF-.1,04-007;'
jammlitg

Aircraft ECM Repairman (Jamming
V,.quipment)

AF- 1)15-0224
Aircra Electronic Countermeasures

pn (Jamming Equipment)
AF-1715-0224

Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairrn (Jamming Equipment)

AF-17.15.0224
Japanese

'Japanese.
AF.0602.00,07'
AF-0602.0012
AF-0602-0013



K-42 KEYWORD INDEX
DD-0602-0001
DD- 0602 -0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD- 0602 -0005

JEFM '
JEFM J79-15 Engine

Jet
AFS.Fighter, Jet (F-1001

AF-1606-0126
'ZIS Fighter, Jet (T-33)t--Phase I

AF-I606-0089
Aircraft Jet Engine BloCk Test Mechanic

AF- 1 704-005 0
Aircraft Maintenance SpecialiRt, Jet
Aficraft One and Two Engines

AF-1704-0036
Aircraft Maintenance Specialist (Jet,
Over two Engines)

AF-170 t(x6
Aircraft Maintenance Technician,
Engine Aircraft

AF-1717-0006
Aircraft Maintenance Technician, Jet
Engine Type Aircraft ,

AF, 17i17-0006
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet Aircraft, Over
Two Engines)

AF-17040067
Aircraft Mechanic,(Jet,Bomber Two
Engines)

AF71704-0036
Aircraft Mechanic, Jet Fighter

, AF- I 704-0036
ircraft Mechanic, Jet One Engine

AF-1704-0036
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet; Over Two
Engines)

AF-170 -0067
Aircraft Mechanic (Jet, Two Engines)

AF-1704-0036
Aircrew TransitionMedium Bamb-Jet

'(Ai'rcraft Commander/Pilot) ,
A401 06-0038

Alt-Weather Interceptor, Jet 6D1 °
t

AF71606-0108
Basic:Pilot TrainingSingle-Engine (Jet)

AF -1606 -0124
Flight Engineei Specialist, Jet Aircraft

AF-1704-0027
hassrucCor,ItiterCeptor, Jet (F-86D/L)

AF-1606-0123
Instrumerd Pilot, Jet

AF-I 606-0078
Jet Aircraft Mechanic

AF-1704-0023
Jet Aircraft Mechanic, One and Two
Engine

AF-1704-0036
Jet Aircraft Mechanic, One and Two
Engines '..

-_ AF-1104-0036
. Jet Engine Block.Test Mechanic. AF-1704-0050

AcP-1704-00 I 6

Jet QUalification
AF-I606-0102

Jet Qualification Training ("F-33)
AF-160610102

Pilot Instructor Training-Basic Single-
, Engine (Jet)

AF- I 406-0008
USAF Combat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)Observer

AV-1606-012I
USAF Combat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)Pilo

AF-I606.0120
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Jet)

AF-1406-(X)20

*

Jet Engine
Aircraf Jet Engine Mechanic

AF -1704 -0082
Contro Room Instrumentation, Jet
Engine Te t F ility ,

AF- I 715-0097
w/o Afterburner)J-57 tJEnginc

Organ Zatikinal Maintenance
AF- I 7Q4-0018

J57-P-23 Jet Engine Field Maintenance r;
(F -102)

AFr 1704 -005 I
Jot Engine Accident Investigation

AF -1704 -0037,
Jet Engine Analyzer /RD Mainten ce

AF-171 -0005
Jet Engine Analyzer--=-4RD Operator". AF- I 715-0005
Jet Engine Block Test and Vibration
Analyzer

A F-17,04-0015
AF -1704 -0030

Jet Engine Conditioning and Vibration
Analyzer (Sperry)

AF- 1704-0032
Jet Engine Familiarization

AF- 170400097
Jet Engine Mechanic

AF- 1704-, 12
AF-1704;0082

Jet Engine Mechanic (GAM-77)
AF -1704 -0068

Jet engine Mechanic, J57 Engine Minor
Overhaul and Testing

AF-1704-0075
Jet Engine Mechunic (J-85 Engine
Repair, Build -Up, and Installation):'
GAM-72

AF-1704-0072
Jet Engine Mechanic, T53-1 IA

AF: I 704-:0026
Jet Engine Mechanic, T-58

AF-1704-0130
Jet Engine Mechanic, TF-39

AF- 1704-0081
Jet Engine Mechanic (6H- IN)

AF-1704-0076
Jet Engine Technician.

AF-1704-0078
Jet Engine Technician J-57 0/I (F-I.00)

, AF -1704 -0092
Jet Engine Technician, (Repair, Build-
Up, and Installation) GAM--72

AF -1704 -0074
Jet Engine Technician, T64-7

AF -1704 -0069
Jet Engine Vibration, Analyzer
Maintenance (Sperry)

AF-1715 93
Jet Engine VibrationtAnalyzer Oper or
(Sperry)

AF-1704-00

Johnson
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Controls (Johnson)

AF-1730-0005

Journallst
Basic Military Journalist

DD-0504-0001
InfOrmation Specialist (Journalist)

DD-0504-0001

JOVIAL
JOVIAL Programming

AF-1402-.0013

Joy
Joy Helium Comptessor Field and'
Organizational (F -8c 01

AF- 1601-0029

Judge .

Judge Advocate Staff Officer

3 1) "
L)

Staff Judge Advocate

K-4
Special Trainington SHORAN 3 .

Equipment 'AN/APN-84 and Electronic
Bombing Computer K-4

AF- I 7.15:0403
Special Training on SHORAN
Equipment AN/APN-84, with K-4.,
AN/APN-3, with K-I A and AN/APA-
54(A)

.AF-171-0403

C,,,

.,.:LI
. Ar-T728-0027

AF-1,728-0031

1
. .

okB mb-Navigation System (11-66)
AF-1715-0410

K-5 Se es
Bomb
5 Series

avigatiOn Systems Mechunic (K-

AF-1715-02 8'

Aircraft Electrical Repai rinan, KC- I 35
AF-1704-01 it5

[3752, C-I 35, and KC-I35 Fuel System
Repairman and Wet Wing Sealing

AF- I 704-0017
Fuel Cell Repairs (B-52 and KC -135)

A F- I 704-0019
J-57 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(KC-135)

s,' AF- I 704-0059
KC-I35 Aircraft Electrical Repairman

'AF-1704-0125
KC-I35 Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman

AF-1704-0118
KC-135 Aircraft Mechanic

AF- 1 704-0122
KC-135 Aircraft Repairman, Hydraulic

AF-I 04-0,118
KC -135 Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealing

AF- 704-0175
KC-135 In-Flight Refueling Specialist

AF-1704-0121
KC -135 Mechanical Accessories and
Equipment Repairman

AF -1701 -0006
MC-I Autopilot and N-I Compass (KC-
135)

KC-97
Tanker Aircrew; KC-97

AF -1715 -0627

AF-I606-0015
Kellogg K-60

AutomatiCentral Office Eqtlipment
Technician (Kellogg K-60)

AF - %715 -0685

Keying
Intermediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance M-28 ASR Low Level
Keying

AF -1715 -0710
Intermediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance M-37 ASR Low Level
Keying

AF-1715-0125
Type 1,AI Keying Equipment
Maintenance

AF-1715-0045

Korean
Korean

AF-0602-0007
AF0602-0012

D-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602.0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0005



)270006
4-Series .

.

Bornh Navigation Systems Mee ,anic (K-
Series)

Bomh Navigation Systems T-chracian
(K-Series Computer)

. . F-.1715-0225
K-Series Computer Titchnittun

AFT1715-0225
K-Series Radar and Interconnection
Equipment Technician .t,- L.

AP-1715-0'212
K-Series Stabilization and Optics
Techniiian

. AE-11115-0611
K- Series System Mechanic

AF-1715 -0262
KW11-6 ssp

Ground Radio Communications
Technician (KWT-6,SSB)

AF-1715-0243
Laboratory.

Alternate Phase II of Medical Laboratory
Specialist Course

AF-0702-0006
Apprentice Dental Laboratory Specialist

AF-0701-0016
Apprentice Medical Laboratory
Specialist

AF-0702-0005
Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Specialist

AF4)702-0001
Cardiopulmonary Laboratory ,Technician

,AF-0702-0002 -
Clinical Laboratory Officer.

AF-0702-0003
Dental Laboratory Specialist . .-

AF-070110016
Dental Laboratory Technician

AF-0701-9014
Laboratory Animal Technician

. AF:0102-0002
Laboratory Management of Re Search-
and Development

,

AF-1408-0058'
Medical Laboratory Specialist, Phase 1

AF-0702-0005
Medical Laboratory Specialist. Phase II

) .AF-0701-0007
Medical Laboratory Technician

AF -07(12 -0004
Motion Picture Laboratory Specialist

AF=1709-0025
Still Photographic Laboratory cialist .

AF-T709-0018
xr°Landing

Aircraft Landing Control Operator
AF-1704-0606

Aircraft Landing Control Technician
`AF-1704-0(/06

ApprenticeAircraft Lat\rling Control
Operator

At-170426606
Language

Defense Langulige In4titute Advanced
Courses

, DD -0602 -000'7
Defense Language, Institute Aural
Comprehension Courses

DD-0602-0003
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (1954-1956)

DD-0602-000
Defense Language Institute Basic`
Cuurses (After 1956)

DD-0602-0002
Defense Language Institute
Courses- -East Coast Branch

DD-0602-0009

Defense Language
Basic-Intermediate

defense Language
Courses

Institute Extended or
Cou9tes

DD-0602-0005
nstitute Intermediate

Defense Language
COurses - -.4,

efense Language
nurses

efenSe Language
Command Courses

DDs0602-0006
Institute Short Basic

DD-0602-0004
institute Special

Db-0662-0008
Institute Stippkirt,

DD-0602-0010
ute Language

AF-0602-0001
AF,0602-0002
AF:0602-0003
AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0005
AE-0602-0006
AFI0602:0007
AF-0602-01108
AF-0602-0009
AF-0602-01Q1,0
AF-0602-0011
AF-0602-0012
AF-0602-00I3

tologic School Resident
urscs

Foreign- ervice Instil
Programs

National Cr
Language

. Lao e

Lao

.1
DD-0602-001.1

" AF-0602-0007
AV-0602=00.12

Launch
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment °
Repairman (SM65E & F)

API 715-0435
Ball4tic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0178
. Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment

Repairman (SM-68B)
AF -1715 -0179

Ballistic MisSile Launch Equipment
Repairman, SM-80

AF-l715-0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman/Technician. SM-68B

AF-1715-0303
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment,
Repairman. WS-133A

.0) AF-1715-0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman. WS-133B

AF-1715-0725
BallisticMissile Launch Equipment
Technician. SM-80

AF-1715-0305
Launch Enable System Specialist, SM-

_68B
AF-1715-0003,

Missile Combat Crew (CGM-1313.
Launch)

Missile Launch
WS-133A

)Missile Launch
)

vl
S.(33B

AF-2203-0023
Equipment Repairman.

AF-1715-0459
Equipment Repairman,

Missile Launch/Missile
HGM-16F)

Missile. Launch /Missile

AF-1715-0725
Officer (Atlas

AF-1715-0636
Officer (ATLAS,

- PGM -16E)
.

AF-1715-0651
Missile LaunchiMissile',Officer (Ballistic
Missiles)

AF-1715-0663

3 0 L)
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Missile Launch/Missile Officer (LGM-
25)

,,9t-1715-0692
Missile LaunchNissile Officer (SM-65D )

AF-1715-0715
Missile Eaur:h/Missile Officer (SM-65E)-

AFL17-15-0651
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0636
.., Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0670
MisscLaunchiMiSsile Offtcer, SM-KB

.

F-1715-0665
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Titan 1,
HTM-25B)

AF- I 715-0670
Missile LaunchiMissi e Officer (Titan
II/LGM-25) es

AF-1715-0674
Missile Launcti Officer (CGM'-13B) tt.

`. AF-1715-0658.
Missile Launch Officer, LGM-25

AF-1715-0692
Missile Launch Officer (Mace. MGM-
I3B)

AF- 1715 -0660
Missile Launch Officer,(MACE, MGM-
13C)

5-0658
Missile Launch Officer (MGM-13A

r

AF-17154)660
Missile Launch Officer, SM-80

AE-2203-0042
MissiI Launch Officer (TM-76A)

AF- 1715-0660
KiiSsile Launch Officer (TM-76B)

AF-1715-0658
( Missile Launch Officer, WS-133A

AF-2203-0042
Missle taunch Officer, WS,-133A-M

AF-2203-0036
Missi e Launch Officer WS-133B

AF-2203-0013
Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Launch Control
SyRtio) (6M-65F)

AF-1715-0654
Tactical Misile Launch Specialist ,

(CGM-13B)
AF-1715-0651

Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(Mace. MGM -1'3C)

,

AF-1715-0657 .
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(MGM -13A) '

AF-1715-0666
AF-1715-0667

Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(MGM -13B)

AF -1715 -0666
AF-1715-0667

Tactical Missile Launch Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF-1715-0666
-AF-1715-0667

Tactical Missile Launch Sfietialist (TM-
76B)

AF-1715-0657
Laundry

Laundry Machine Operator
AF-1716-0004.

Law
\Contract Law

AF-1408-(8)42r
---Law Enforcement Specialist

- AF-1728-0011
LBR

Pararescue Advanced Flying
Training LBR

AF-1606-0130

rt.
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ill Prep
Missile Mechanic (CGM -13B, LCH
Prep)

AF-1.715-0331
Missile Sy ems Analyst Specialist
(CGM-I3B, Lch Prep)

AF-1715-0656
Nuclear Weapons Specialiit (CGM -13B,
LCH Prep)

AF-2203-0047

)Leather
Fabric and Leather Worker

AF-1716-0002. Fabric, Leath&'and Rubbef Products
Repairman

AF-1716-0081.
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric and
Leather)

AF-1716-0003
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equip ent (Fabric, Leather,
and Rubber)

AF 1716-00p3

Legal Service Specialist
AF-

LGM-25
Electrical Power Production System
Maintenance (LGM-25)

AF- I 715-9575
Electrical Systems Maintenance LGM-25

AF-1715-0311
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Fuel
Propellant) (LGM-25)

AF-1601-004?
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM -25),

AF-1691-0033
.Missile Electrical Specialist (LGM-25)

AF-1715-0136
rGile Electronic Equipment Specialist

( M-25)
y AF-171541166
Missile Engine Mechanic "(LGM-25)

AF-17/1,5-0175
Missile Facilities Specialist (LGM-25)

AF -1714 -0007
AF-1714-0008

Missile Guidance and Control-Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-0137
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (LGM-
25)

AF-1715-0692
Missile Launch Officer, LGM-25

AF-17.15-0692
Missile Mechanic (LGM-25)

AF-1715-0724
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (LGM-,
25)

AF-1704-0173
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF -1715 -0376
Missile Systems Maintenance Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-0137
Plumbing System Maintenance (LGM-
25)

'',11AF-1710-0001

728:0026 (

LGM-25C
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(LGM-25C)

AF-1715-0376
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-688) (LGM-25C)

AF -1715 -0297
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM-25C)

AF-1601-0014

AF-I601-0033
Missile Mechanic (LGM-25C)

AF-1715-0724
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (LQM-:"
25C)

AF-I,704-0173

LGM430
Nuclear Wpapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle, LGM-30, Mk I I )

AF-1715-0568

L4fM-XiC
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry.
Vehicle) (LGM-30C, MK )

AF-1715-0568

a

AF-1715-0603

1

Airplant and Engine Mechanic, Lt icon.
Types

AF-1704 64
Special Radii} Mainten a Tech tan
HF Liaisdn Equipment A /ARC- I,

Ar-1715-0078
Special Training, AN /ARC -21 1-1F
Liaison Equipment

AF2.1715-0078

Life
, Aircrew Life Support Equipment

AF-1704-0145
Aircrew Life Support Specialist

V AF:1704-0182
F-4 4ircrew Life Support S ialist

Ar-1704-0180

Light
Pepot0i,erhaul of9the AN/ASH-4 Light
and Time Recorder and,AN/UVM-I Test
Set

AF-1715-0503
Field and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance of the AN/ASH-4 Light and
Time. Recording Set

Lingata
Lingala

Link
Compass Link Maintenance-1

AF-1715-0277

Liquid
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Fuel
Propellant)

AF- I 405-0023
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Fuel
Propellant) (LGM-25)

AF-I601-0047
Fundamentals of Liquid Fuel Systems
Maintenance

AF- I 601-0013
Liquid Fuel System Maintenance
Specialist/Technician SM-6813

AF-I601-0007
Liquid Fuel Systems MaintenanCe
Specialist (Conventional Fuel)

A F-I601-0006
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM -16F)

AF- I 601-0028
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM -25)

AF- 1601-0032
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM-25)

AF- 1601 -00
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM-25C)

AF -1601 -0014
AF- 1601-0033

Liquid Puel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (PGM- 16D /E)

AF-1715-0504

AF-060241001

31

AF-I601-0 034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist, SM-65 and SM-68

AF- 1601 -0045
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance

Specialist (SM-65D)
AF-I601-0031

LiquidFuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM- 65D /E).

AF-I601-0034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-65E)

AF-I 601-0034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance.
Specialist (SM -65P)

AF- 1601 -0021
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance '

Specialist (SM-68A)
AF-I601-0032

Liquid Fuel. Systems Maintenance ^

Specialist (SM-68B)
AF-160120033

Liquid Fuel Systems Mdintenance
Specialist (SM.6813) (Titan 11)

AF-I601-0033
Licitiid Fuel Systems Maintenance.
Specialist/Technician (SM-65F)

AF-I601-0002
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Technician (Conventional Fuel)

AF- I 601-0011
AF-I601-0030

Liquid fuel System Specialist/Technician
(SM-6S)

AF-I601-0019
Liquid Fuel System
Specialist/Technician, SM-68A

AF-I601-0003
!Liquid Oxygen Generation Plant
Operation and Maintenance (25Ton/D)

AF- t601 -00l5 ^

Liquids
Field Analysis of Cryogenic Liquids and
Gases

AF- I 601-0020

Lithographic
Lithographic Photography

DP-1719-0003
° Lithographic Stripping and Piatemaking

_DD-1719-0001

Lithuanian
Lithuanian

447 DD-0602-0002

Loadmaster
_Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (C-I41)

AF-0419-0016
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (C-5)

AF-0419-0015
Advanced Aircraft Loadmaster (HC-130
ARRS

A F-I606-0028
Aircraft Loadmaster

AF-0419-0001
HC -130 Advanced Loadmaster

AF-I606-0028
1-1C-130 Loadmaster (Aircrew Training)

AF -1696 -0028

LOGBALNET
- Ballistic Missile Inventory Management

Procedures and LOGBALNET
Operations

AF- I 405-0022

Logistics
Logistics Management

A F-1405 -0007
Logistics Officer

AF- I 405-0026
Logistics Planner

Logistics Specilist
AF- I 405-0039



tOran
Special Training on Loran Receiver
AN1APN -70

AF-1405:0003

AF-1715-0426

Electrical Standards Console and Low
FreqdencyVoltage and Phase Standards

AF-171443013
Interniediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance M-28 ASR Low Level
Keying"

AF,I715-0710
7-ii. . ;

ntemediatc/Organizational (I /O)

'C'leying
amtenance M-28 ASR Low Level

. AF-1715-0710
M-37 O . ,

Intermediate /Organizational (1/0)
Maintenance M-37 ASR Low Level
Ke§ing

AF-1715.0.125
M37-T1 .

M37-TI Test Stand. Maintenance and
Calibration

AF-1704-0176
MA-1.

Fire Control Systems Mechanick-MA-
1.2,3'GBR Sight+, Systems)

. -AF-1715-0117
Fire Control -Syterns Mechanic (MA-1,
MA-2. MA-3 Systems),

AF...1715-0117
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-1,
2, 3 GBR Sight Systems)

,AF-1715-0012
Fire control Systems Technician .(MA-1,

MA-3 Systems)
AF-1715-0012

Fire Control System Technician (MA-1,-
2,-3GBR Sight Systems)

AF-1715-00112
MA-I and MA-1 AirConditioners,'Field
and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance

AF-1701-0002
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
106A/B: MA-1, ASQ -25 Systems) .'

,AF-1715-0375
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic,

, (MA-1, ASO -25 Systems)
AF-1715-0375

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-1 System)

AF-1715.0375
lki Weapons Control Systems Mechanic

(MA-1 Systems)
AF-1115-0375

MA-10
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-I0.
ASG-14 Systeins)

AF-1715-0567
Fire Control Systems Technician (MA-
10, ASG-I4 System).

AF-1715-0592
Offensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-I0. ASG-14 System

AF-,1715!0567
MA-2

Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-2 System)

AF-1715-0483
MA-2/AS13.-4

MA-2/ASS-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Analyst Supervisor)

AF-1715-0287

MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Radar and,Computer -Technician)

AF-1715-0286
MA-3

Fire Control Systems Melthanic (F-
100A/C/D/F: MA-3. ASG-I 7 Systems)

AF-1115.0117
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-1,
MA-2, MA-3 Systems)

AF-1715-0117
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-3,
ASG -17 Systems)

AF-1715-0117
MA-1 and MA-3 Air Conditioners, Field
and Organizational (F & 0)

' Maintenance
AF -1701 -0002

Offeijsive Fire Control SystOns Mechanic
(MA-3. ASG-i7 Systems)

AF-1715-0117
MA -6A'

Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (K.

AF-1715-0162
MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A. MA-7A Systems)

AF -1715 -0267
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A. MA-7A Systems) Televised

AF-715-0256
Bornb'Navigation'SNems Mechanic (K,
MA-6A MA-7A Systess')'

AF-1715-1026,1
Bomb. Navigation Systems Mechanic--'
(MA-6A and MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF- 1715-0267
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K. MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K. MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interconnect)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K, MA-6A, MA-7A Series Radar'
Interconnects)

AF -1715 -0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, :7A Radar and. ICE)

AF -1715 -0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A and MA-7A Computer and Stab
.and Optics)

AF -1715 -0225
bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225
mb Navigation Systems Technician

( A -6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interconnect)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation' System Technician (K.
MA-6A. MA-7A Series Stabilization and

ti Optics).
AF-1715-0563

MA-,0A/7A
gavigator BombardieF Training ( MA-
6A/7A)

AF-I606-0
°"'eMA-7

Fire'Control Systems.Mcchanic (MA-7
System)

AF-1715:0688
MA-7A

Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (K.
MA-6A, MA-7A Systems) ,..

F-1115-0262

311
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Bomb 14avigation System Mechantc
(MA-6A. MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0-267
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems) Tele)isec1

AP- 15-0256
Bomb Navigation Systems Mec anic (K;

k
MA-6A. MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0262
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A add MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267.
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A. MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715267
MA-8

.

Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MA-8*
System)

AF-1715-04644 '
Offensive .Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-8 System)

AF-1715-0464
Mace

Missile Launch Officer (Mace.. MGM-
1313)

AF-1715-0660
Missile Launch Officer (MACE. MGM-
13C)

AF-1715-0658
Missile Mechat{ic (MACE, MGM-I3C)

. , AF =17 L5-0726
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanie
(MACE, CGM-1313 /GEMS)

AF-1715-04)7
Tactical Missile Guidance. Mechanib
(MACEJAGM-13C) .

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(Mace, MGM -13C)

AF-1715-0657
Machine

Data Processing Machine

Data Processing Machine
(Punched Card)

Data Processing Machine

Data Processing Machine
(Punched Card)

Machine Accountant

Machine ACcounting Sup

MaChinegun
.50 Caliber Machinegun

Machinist
Machinist

Operator
AF-1402-0019

Operator

AF-1402-0025
AF-I402-0026

Supervisor
AF-1402-0636

Supervise'.

AF-I402:0036

AF -1402 -0026'
ervisor
.,AF-1402-0036

AF-2203-0037

AF-.1723-000I
AF- 17'23 -Q002

Maintenana'
484L System Field /Organizational (F/0)
Maintenance

At-1715-0383
484L System Organization /Intermediate
(0/I) Maintenance

AF-1715-0
AlE24U-8 Power Plant Intermediate and
Organizational (I & O) Maintenance

AF-1704-0143
'AFIS32R-2 Refueler Fieldand
Organizational (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-1703.0001 '
Aircraft and Missile Maintenance
Analysis SpeCialist

AF- 1 115 -0001
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Aircraft/Avionics,Maintenance Staff
Officer

AF-I408-0049
Air Recce Base Le,.;e1 Maintenance
Management

AF -1717 -0025
ANTALQ-71/72 Field/Organizational
(F/0) Maintenance

AF -1715 -0578
AN/ALQ-71/ALQ-87/CIRC-335,
Fiel1/41/Organizational (F/0) Maintenance',

1715 -0400
AN/ALQ-T4 Field and Or anizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0547 .

AN/ART-47 and AN/ARR-7 I , -

Field /Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance

AF-I 715-0408
AN/FPS-27 Field add Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

' AF-1715-0616
AN/FPS-6 as Modified by OA-2325,
Fieldand Organizational (.F & 0) ,

Maintenance

AN/FPS-8 (M
I 2Z Organr
Maintenan

AN/GPA-I- 3 F/

AF- I 71510242
I I); FPS-6 and GPA-
1/Intermediate (Oa)

AF-1715-0249
Maintenance
6 AF-1715-0071
Maintenance

AF-1715-0071
AN/G *A -133 0/1

AN/GP "12 OrganizatiOnal/Intermediate
(0/11' Maintenance

s AF -1715 -0246
AN/GPS-T4 Field andOrganizatieical (F
& 0) Maintenance

\ AF-1715-0733
AIS/GRA-I PI Organizational/Intermediat
e (O(1) Maintenance

AF-171570612
AN/MRC-107A, I/O Maintenance

AF-1715-0072
AN/MRC-I07, Fi/0 Maintenance t

AF-1715-0072
AN/MRC=I07,1/0 Maintenance

AF-1715-0072,

Antenna Installation and Maintenance
AF- 1 714,0020

AN/TRC-87 Field and Organization (F &
0) Maintenance

AF-1.715-0228
AN/TSC -38B I/O Maintenance _

'AF -17'15 -0099
- AN/TSQ-96 Organiiational/Intermediate

(0/1) Maintenance
AF-1715-0252

AN/UPX-I4, Field and Organizational (F
& 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0177
BUIC III 1/0 Display Equipment
Maintenance

AF-1715-0014
Building Maintenance Mechanic

AF- I 710-0010
Computer Maintenance Officer

AF-1402-0031
Consolidated Maintenance Management
(ADC)

AF-1717-0011
Consolidated Maintenance Management
(T.AC )

. AF-1717-0010
Field and Organizational (F &D)
Maintenance, TSEC/KL-7

AF- 1715 -0127
Field and Organizational Maintenance
A6341FN-D I Propeller

AF-1704-0103
Field and Organizational Maintenance of
34G60 Propeller

AF-1704-0048

.

Field-and Organizational Maintenance,
T56 -A -1 A Engine (------,---

AF-1704-0066. .

Flight Facilities Equip nt Basic 0/1.
Maintenance

. AF- 17 V5-0002
Fundamentals of Liquid Fuel Sygtems
Maintenance

5 AF,- 1601 -0013-
GA(. -3A /4A Field and Organizational (F
& 0) IVtaintenarice Technician

AF,-1715-0328
eneral Maintenance

AF- 1710- 00"10-

Ground C-E-M Maintenance Analysis, .

. Technician
AF-I I 13-0001

Gronfid Systems Maintenance Technician
(0A-6943/GRC- 137 ) -

AF-1402-0028
Helicopter Maintenanee Officer

'AF-1704-0120
HN-I 0 MUX 0/1 Maintenance

AF-1715 -0036
Intermediate and Organizational

o Maintenance, TSEC/HY-2
AF-1715-0678

Intcriitediate'and Organizational
Maintenance, TSEC/HY-2, SEB1T-24
Modem, Crypto Control Unit, and
Digital Subset

AF-1715,0074
Intermediate and Organizational
Maintenance, TSEC/KW-7'

AF -1715 -0615
Intermediate/Organizational (1/0)
Maintenance M-37 ASR Low*Level
,Keying

AF-1715-0125
J:5c Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(KC-135)

AF- 1704-0059
J-79 Engine Field and Organizational
Maintenance (F -104)

AF-1704-0089
J-79 Engine, F'& 0 Maintenance .and.
Control System (F-104) '" -1. ,

_ AE- 1704:0087 '
J-79 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
and Control System. F -104

AF -1704 -0085
1-79 Engine, Organizational Maintenance
(F-104)

AF-1704-0090
Key Telephone System Maintenance

AF- 1715-0045
Liquid Fuel System Maintenance
Specialist/Technician SM-68B

AF-1601-0007
Liquid Fael Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM-16F)

AF-1601-0028
'Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (HGM-25)

AEI 601-0032
Liquid Filel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM-25)

AF- I 601-0033.
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (LGM-25C)

AF-I601-0014
AF-I601-0033

Liquid Fuel Systems,Maintenance.
Specialist (PGM-16D/E)

AF-1601-0034
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist, SM-65 and SM-68,

AF-1601.-0045
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM -65D)

AF-1601-003i
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance-
Specialist (SM-65D/E)

AF-1601.0034

)

4

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist, (SM-65E)

Liquid Fuel Systems
SpecialWitt(SM-65F)

AF- 1601 -0034
Maintenance

-AF-I601-,0028
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68A)

Liquid Fuel Systemi
Specialist (SM-6813)

Liquid Fuel Systems
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1601-0032
Maintenance,

AF-1601 -0033
Miadenan9
(Titan II) . .

AF-1601-0033
Liquid FuelSystems Maintenance
Specialist/Technician (SM-65F)

A F-160x1 -0002'
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Technician (Conventional Fuel)

AF-1601-001 I
AF-1601-0030

Liquid Oxygen Generation Plant .

Operation and'Maintenance (25 Ton/D)
AF-1601-0015

MA-I and MA-3 Air Conditioners, Field'
and Organizational (F &
Maintenance

AF -1701 -0002
Maintenance Analysis"

A F -1408 -0006
Maintenance AnalySis Specialist

AF-1115-0001
Maintenance Analysis Technician

AF-0306-0001
Mai-ntenance and Control Specialist,

AF -t717 -0009
Maintenance Engineering Production
Analysis '

AF-I408-0006
A F- I 408-0007

Maintenance Management
AF- 1717 - 0023

Maintenance ,Management and
information Systems

AF-1408-0013,
Maintenance of A/S 48A-1 Wheel Mover

. . ,

Maintenance Scheduling Spec,alist
A::-1408-0032

MMTMC -2 2, Field and Organizational
(F /0) Jaintenance

AF- I 715-0193.
Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Management

AF-0419-0019
Munitions' Maintenance Specialist'
Retrainee .

AF-0802-0005
Operator and Operation Maintenance of
AC System Tester. Model T-35

AF-1715-0095
Pavements Maintenance Specialist

AF-1710-0006
AF- I 710-0007

Petroleum Plants and Systems, Advanced
Maintenance

AF-1601-0039
Petroleum Systems Maintenance
Technician

AF-1601.0038
Radar Equipment Air Maintenance
Upgrading

AF-1715-0365
SAGE Maintenance Control Officer

AF- I 715-0582
SAGE System MaintenTice Management
Officer

AF-1715-0582
Senior Maintenance Mechanic

,AF-1703-0015
Solid State Dvices, Field and
Organizational (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0191



SpeCial, Maintenance 618S-1 System
AF- 1715-0077

Special Radio Maihtenarn:e,Technici4n,
AN/TRC -24 Radio Set

AF-1715-0081.
Special Radio Maintenance Technician,
Radio Receiving Set, AN/ARN-31

AF-1715-008
Special Training; AN/FPS-27, Field and
Organizational (F &I 0) Maintenance

AP-1715-0556
SpeciaVTraitTiN;AN/FPS-7, Field' and
Organization (F & 0) Maintenance

AF;1715-0214
Special Training, AN/URN-3A
Maintenance Field and Organizational (F-
84.0)

. AF-1715-0501
Special VO.caponstiaintenance
Technician

,417-171. -0135E)
' APH71.

AP-1715- 152
Type 1 A I Keying Equipment
Maintenance

AEC-1715-0045
".,Vehicle Maintenance Technician

. AP-1703-0010
Weapons Maintenance Technician FR-
Ill

MAJCOM
A F:17040 f7.9

4411
MAJCOM Manpower Procedures

.

AF-I406-0032.
Major Command (MAJCOM) Manpower
Procedures

Malay
Indonesian,-Malay

Malay

:AF-1406-0032

DD-0602-0002

AP-0602-0007
13D-0602-0002

ManageMenf
AdMinistration Manageme:nt. and
Executive, Support Officer

AP-1408-0067
Administration Management/Executive-
Support

AP-1'408-0067
Advanced- Production Managfment

AV-1408-0014
AFK Supply Management

AF-I405-0004
Aircraft Maintenance Management
Officer

Air
1717-0002

Air -Force Base Level Maintenance
Management

.AF-1717-0025 ;
Air Force Weapons Accident Prevention
and Management

. AV-0802-0021.
AMA/Directorate of Materiel
Management

,; , AE-1405-0027-Autornated Systems Analyst
(Managementupport Systems)

AF- 1402 -01)64
AF-I402-0066

Automated Systems Program Designer
(Management Support Systems) -.

AF-140241010
Automated Systems Programming

., Technician (Management Support ,
Systems)

AF-1"402-0002
Automotive Shop. Management

. AF-1400049
Base Supply Management

AF-I405-0001
COO Systems Management, Phase 11

AF-1402-0047
Chapel Management Specialist .

AF-I407-0001
Chapel Management Technician

AF-1408-0046
Chief of Sdpply Management

AF:1405-0040
Communications-Elearonics Programs'
Management -

Consolidated MaintenanceRVIanagement
(ADC) ' ., "

AF- I 717-0011
Consolidated Maintenance Manager'nent
(TAC)

AF-1717-0010
Contract Management -

AF-1408-003-7
Contract Maragement Officer

AF-1408-0051
AF-I408-0052

Data.Management

Weapons Systems

Management
AF-I405-0056

Fuels Management Officer.(Petroleum
Fuels)

AF-160 -0043
Heating Plant Mariagetnent and
Supervision -

. 4 AF-140)4-0020
'Information Security Management 1

DD717211-0002
Instructor Management Training '

AF-1406:0026
Inventory Management Supervisor.-

AF-1405-0011y'..:
Lahoratory Management of Research'
and Development ,

Defense

Defense

Disposal

!,
AF-1405-0002 .

Management
AF-14084)011

. KEYWQRDINDEX
, AF-1729-0004

Open Mess Ma,pagement (Officer)
-- AF-I,729-0003

Open Mess Management (U.S. Air
Force')

AF-1729-0007
Pe'r'sonnel Management and Data
Systems

AF-1408-00103
Phase fl Systefus Management

. AF- 1408-0027
Production Management '

AF-1408-00.59
Production MIlnagement 11-

AF -1408 -(X)14
Professional Pei-snnnel Management.

AF-140,64303-
.1( AF- 140'S -0022S.

Propulsion Shop Management "
. AF-1717-0001

Supply Systerlis Management .

AF-1405.0044
System Program Management

' AF-1408-0060 .

Traffic Management and Accident . .,
Investigation.

AF-1728-000,1;
Manpower . .

.,

'.MAJCOM ManPower ProeedUres
. AF-I406-0032

Major Command (MAJCOM) Manpower
Procedure'k

AF-1406-0032
Manpower Allocation and Accounting.
System (M AAS

AF-1406-0032
Manpower Management Office! ,

L AF-1406-0035
wianicower Management Teehni5ian

AF-1406-0004
Manpower Policies and Procedures

AF-1.406-0(102
Manual

Central Office Equipment Sp'ecialisi.
(Manual)),

AF-1715-0087
Manual Central Office Equipment
Specialist '

AF-1715-0087
Weapons Controller (Manual) ,

AF-2203-0048

AF-I408-0058
LOgistics Management

AF- 1405-0007
Maintenance Management

Ar- 17f 7-00.23
Maintenance Management and.
Information' Sy.stems.

AF-1408-0013
.-Manal/ement Analysis Officer ,

AF-1408-0063
Management Analysis Specialist

AF-1408-0009
Management Analysis Technician

AF,1408-0009
Management Engineering Officer

AF-1115 -0007
Management:Engineering-Specialist .

AF-1408-0012. .

Manaiement/Shpervision of a Data
Prbeessing Installation (DPI)

AF -1402 -0038
Management Technician

AF-1406-0004.,
Manpower Management Officer

AF-1406-0035
Manpower Management Technician

AF-14060004
Medical Records Management .-

AF- 0709 -0020
Medical Resource Management

AF-1401-001 I
Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Management

AF-0419-00I9
Motor Vehicle Manage,ment Officer

AF--1405,0019
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the

.1ndustrial,College of the Armed Forces)
-DIY-151141001

-Nursing Service Management
03 -0006

Open Mess Management (Enlisted)

313

Map
Map Compilation

DP-1713-0001 ,
Mapping

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Officer
DD-I601-0007

Marijuana
Patrol Dog Marijuana Detection

AF-1728-0010
Marketing'

Redistrihulibn and Marketing
A I 405-0030

Redistribution and Marketing fficer
AF- 1405-0030

Redistribution and Marketing Specialist
AF-1405-0031

Marksmanship
Marksmanship Instructor

AF-2203-000 1

Mark X IN.
Special Training, AN/CPS-611 and Mark
X !FT

A F- I 715-0404

Marshal
Airpulice Pf0X)(Xst Marshal) Phase 1

AF-1728-0029
Provost Marshal
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AF-17Z8.-0029 Tufret System
Masonry

ict'' Masonry Specialist

Master .

Master Cjew Chief '

Materials
r Quality Control-Materials and

Processes
AF-1724-0901

Special Vehicle Repairmen (Materials ,
Handling-Vehicle)

AF-1710-0014.. nefemive Fire Control Systems
'. Mechanic ( MD-I A, D-4, and

A-5)
AF-1704-0070 -1715-00-13

Mechanic (MD-1, MD-4,
,

AF-.1715-0013

AF-1703-0004
Materiel

' Accounting and Finance AlitomaL
Materiel System

AF-140'1-0016"
AMA/Directorate of Materiel
Management, ,

AF-1405-0027
ApprentiCe Medical Materiel Specialist -

AF-0709-0009
OEM Materiel Control Procedures
(AFCS)

AF-1405-0058. .

Materiel Control
. AF-1405-0028
Medical Materiel Specialist

AF-0709-0009
Medical Materiel Supervisor

AF-1405-0045
Medical Materiel Supervisor. (B-3500)

AF-1405-0045
,Me-2

MB-2 Autopilot, F-84F
AF,I704-0148

Ml -2 Towing Tractor, Field and
Organizational Maintenance

'AF1712-0001.
MB -5

MB -5' Autopilot Repairman, F-10IT1'
AF-1704-0119

MC-1 a

MC,I-AUtopilot and N-I Crimpass'(KC-
135)

AF-1715-0627
MC.50

Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
ANVFCC-21, AN/MCC-13, AN/FCC-32,
MC-50; MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)

-AF-1715-(1659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman MC-
50, AN/MCC-I3, AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
2), MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),

-,,AN/MRC-135 .

AF-1715-0659
MD-1

A-14 Autopilot and N-I, MD-1
Ctimpasses

.AF -1715 -0630
Automatic Astro'Compass TYPE MD-

t, (Field and,Organizational,(F 0))
. AF-1715-06 6. , ,

Defensive 'Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD-I, MD -IA, MD-4, and
A-5)

AF-1715-0013
N-I and MD-I Compasses, AN/AJA-1
Computer and A -14 Autopilpt." AF-1715-0624:
Operation and Maintenance oe MD-1
Astro Compass Test Equipment

AF-17.15-0089
Turret System Mechanic (A-5, MD-I'
and A, MD-4)

AF-1715-0013

MD-9
Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(A-3A. MD-9, ASG15 Turrets)

AF -1715 -0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD- 9,'ASG -15 Fire
Contro,L,Systems)-

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-15.

_Turrets)

Measurement
Advanced Mierdwave Measurement and
Calibration .

AF-1715-0181.
Evaluation of Performance Measurement..
System

AF -1408 -0029
Nuclear Measurement Technician

AF-1715-0163
Surveillance of Performance
Measurement Systems

Tufret System Mechadib (A-5, MD-1
and A, MD-4)

AF- 1715 -00l3
Turret System Mechanic (MD-1, MD-4, '
A=5)

AF-1715-0013
MD-7

Defensive Fire Conti-el Systerris
Mechanic` (B-52H, B-58: MD:7,'ASG-21
TUrrets)

'AF-4-7 15-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD-7, AN/A.SGP21 Turrets)

AF-1715-0540

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Techniciad.(A-3A, MD-9, ASG-I5 Fire
Control $Ysierns)

*AF-1715-0259
4p efensive Fire Control Systems
Technician (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-I5
Turrets)

AF-17;15-0259
Turret Systems Mechanic .

.ASG-15 Turrets)
AF-1715-0482

Turret Systenk Technician (A-3A, MD-
9, ASG-:15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0259,

AF-1408-0026
Measurements

Advanced Electrical-Electronics
Measurements

AF-1715-0168
Advanced - Microwave .Measureinents.

. .0-1715;0220
gdyanceLd Microwave Measuretfiehts and
Calibration

AF-1715;-0549.

Measuring
Precision Dimensional and Optical
Measuring Technician

AF-172U-0006
Precision Measuring Equipment
Specialist '

5-0032
, Precision Measuring Equipment

Specialist (Electronics)
AF-1715-0033

31

Precision Mea.strivgMipment
Technician

AF-1715-0032
Precision Physical Measuring TeChnitian

AF-1721,-0007
Meat -

Meat eating
AF-1729-0005

Mechanic.
AN/APQ-/AA System Mechanic

AF-1715-0428
Automotive'Mechanic

AF-1703-0014
Helicopter Mechanic (HH -53'

AF-1704-0028
Mechanic,,UH-111(-VNAF I -

and M)
AF -1704 -0029

- -Jet-Engine Mechanic
AF-1704-0012

,ReCiprocating Engine Mechanic'Engine
Analyzer,) .

AF-1704 -0034
Senior Maintenance Mechanic

AF,1703-0015

Mechanical-
KC.:135vIechanical Accessories and.
Equipment Repairriran

AF -1701 -0006
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairman -

A F- 1701-0007
Mechanical Accessories and Equipment
Repairman, B -52.

AF, 1704-0178
Medhanical Accessories and, Equipment'
Repairman, C-130A

. AF-1704-0101
Mechanical Accistiries and Elhipment
Repair Teehnici-

AF-1715-05Y8
Machanieal Instrument Trainer Spc ialist

'AF- 171,50520

Medicat
Air Rescue:Specialist Medical

AF-0709-0013,
.,Alternate Phase II of Medical Laboratory
Specialist Course

- AF-0702-0006
Apprentice Medical Administrative
Specialist

AF-0799-0004
Apprentice Medical Equipment
Repairman

AF-1715-0001
Apprentice Medical Laboratory
Specialist

AF-0702-0005
Apprentice Medical Materiel Specialist

AF-0709-0009
Apprentice MedicaeService Specialist ''

AF-0709-0015.
Basic Course in Medical Administration-I

AFp799-0005
Basic Course in Medical Servibe,AdMinistration

AF-.0799-0005
'°' Basic Medical

AF-0703-0007
Basic Orientation Course for Officers of
the Medical Service

..AF- 1408-0040
Medical Administrative Speclalist ,

'AV-0799-0004
Medical Administrative Supervisor

Af1408-0043
Medical Aspects of Food Handling

. AF,0709-00I8
Medical' Equipment Repair

AF -1715 -0182
Medical Equipment Repairman



AF.-1715-0001
Medical Equipment Repair Technician

AE 1715,0182
Medical Helper

AF- 0703 -0007
Medical Laboratory Specialist, Phase I

AF-0702-0005
Medical Laboratory Spccialist, Phase II

AF-0702-0007
Medical Laboratory Technician

AF- 0702 -0004
Medical Materiel Specialist

AF-0709-0009
Medical Materiel Supervisor

AF-1405-0045
Medical Materiel Supervisor (B-3500)

. ' AF -1405 -0045
Medical Officer Flight 'Familiarization
Training (T-33)

AF-1606-0127
Medicapffieer Flight.Familiarization
TrainigE ( T-37 )

AF-1606-0127
Medical Records Management

AF-0709-0020
Medical Resource Management

AF-1401-0011
Medical Service Fundainentals .

AF-0703-0007
Medical Service Specialist "

AF-0709-0015
MediCal Service Technician

AF-0709-0023
Medical Service
TechnicianIndependent Duty

AF-0709-0005
Medical Service Technician (Vocational
Nurse)

AF-0703-0001
Medical Supply Officer

AF-1405-0006
Pararescue/Rccovery SpecialistMedical

AF-0709-0007
Rescue and Survival
TechnicianMedical

AF-0709-0002
Medicine

Aerospace Medicine Primary
AF-0709-0025

Apprentice PrevOntive Medicine
Specialist

AF-0707-0005
General Preventive Medicine, Residency,
Phases 11 and Ill

AF-0707-0002
Global Medicine

AF-0799 0
Preventive Medicine Specialist

AF-0707-0005
Preventive. Medicine Technian

erF-0707-0004
Medium

Ail' Crew TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircraft Commander/Pilot)

AF-1606-0038-
Aircrew TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircraft Observer)

AF-1606-0039
Medium Bombardment Conventicinal,B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Aircraft
Commander and Co-Pilot)

AF-1606-0041
Medium Bonibardment Conventional B.-,
29 Four-Engine Transition (Flight
Engineer)

AF-16660040
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-
29 Four-Engine Transition (Radio
Operator)

AF-1606-0043
Medium Bombardment Conventional, B-

`. 29 Four-Egine Transition (Scanner
Gunner)

Me
(Air

AF-1606-0042
m BombTransition B-47
ft Commander/Pilot)

AF-I606-0038
Medium BombTransition B-47

' (Aircraft Observer)
'AF -1606 -0039

Medium Transport (C- I 19) Aircrew,'
Transition

Ap-1606-0044
Medium Transport (C -I 19) Transition

AF-1606-0044
Mess

Open Mess Management

Open Mess Management

Open Mess Management
Force)

Message
51:12AWHAT Message Pr
Maintenance

Metals
Heat Treatment and Electroplating of
Metals

(Enlisted)
AF-1729-0004,

(Officer)
AF-1729-0003

(U.S. Air

At-1729-0007

ocessing

AF-1715-0051

AF-1723-0003
Heat Treatment of Ferrous and Non-
Ferrous Metals

AF-1723-0003
Metals Processing Specialist

AP-1723-0004
MET/ARE

Airborne Meteorological/Attnospheric
Research,Equipment (MET/ARE)
Repairman

AF-1715-0453
Meteorological

Advanced Meteorological Applications
AF-1304-0009

Airbothe Meteorological/Atmospheric
Research Equipment (MET/ARE)
Repairman

AF -1715 -0453
AN/FPS-77 Me'teorological Radar Set,
Field/Organizational (F/0)

AF-1715-0237
AN/MMQ-2 Meteorological Station
Manual

AF-I304-0012
Meteorologist

Staff Meteorologist
AF- I 304-0006

MG-10'
Fire Control Systems Mechanic, MG-10
Radar

AF-1715-0258
Fire Control Systems Mechanic (MG-10
Series Data Flow Specialist)

AF-1715-0708
Weapons .Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-I0/13 Systems)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG -10 Computer Controls)

AF-1715-0271
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0574
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3., MG-I0, MG-13 Computer.and
Controls)

AF-1715-0269
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-I0, MG-13 Computer,
Controls)

_AF-1715-0272

315
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Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG -13 Data Flow)

AF- I 715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Radar)

AF-1715-0445
Weapons. Control. Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10 Radar)

AF-P715-0445
Weapons Control. Systems. Technician
( MG-3, IMG- I 0 Computer Controls )

AF -1715 -0558
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Data Flow)

AF -1715 -0595
Weapons Control System Technician
(MG-3, MG-I0 Radar)

AF-1715-0557
MG-12

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (E-
9, MG -I.2 Systems)

AF -1715 -0689
AF-1715-0690

Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-12 System)

AF- 1715-0690
Weapons Control Systems Technician'
(MG-12 Systems)

AF-1715-0502
MG-12/13

Radar Intercept officer Training (MG-
12/13)

AF-1606-0045
N1G-13

Weapons qpntrol Systems Mechanic
(MG -13 eV0puter and Controls)

AF -1715 -0270
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0574
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13 Radar )

AF-1715-0444
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG -13 Computer and
Controls)

AF-1715-0269
Weapons Control Systems Meclianic
(MG-3, MG-I0, MG-13 Computer
Controls)

AF-1715-0272
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Radar)

AF-1715-0445
Weapons Control SysteMs Technician
( MG-13 Computer-Controls)

AF-1715-0355
Weapons Control Systems Technician "r-..
(MG-13 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0699
WeaPons Control Systems Technician
( MG-13 Radar)

AF:1715-0374
MG-3

WeapOns Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, 10, 1'3 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, 10, 13 Systems)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons. Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3/10 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
( MG-3, MG-I0 Compute'r Controls)

AF-17,15-0271
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-I0 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0574
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...Weapons Control Systems Mechanic

(MG-3, MG-10, MG-I3.Computer and
Controls)

AF-1715-0269
Weapons Control SystemsMechanic

-( MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Computer
Controls)

AF-1715-0272.
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Radar)

AF-1715-0445
Weapcins\control Systems.Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10 Radar)

AF -1715 -0445
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Computer Controls)

AF-1715-0558
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3. MG-10 Data Flow)

AF-1715-0595
Weapons Control System Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Radar)

AF -1715 -0557

MGM -13A
Missile Launch

Tactical Missile
(MGM-13A)

Tactical Missile
(MGM-I3A)

Offieer (MGM-.13A )
AF-1715.-0660

Guidance MechanK

AF-1715-0484
Launch Specialist

AF-1715-0666
AF-1715-060

MGM-13B
Missile Mechanic (Mace, .MGM-13B)

AF-1715-0727
Missile Mechanic (MGM -13B)

AF-I/15-0727
tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman ( MGM-1313(TEMS ))

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(MGM-13B).

AF -1715 -0666
AF-1715-0667

MGM-13C
Missile Launch Officer (MACE, MGM-
13C)

. AF-1715-0658
Missile Mechanic (MACE, MGM-13C)

AF- 1715-0726
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(MACE, MGM -13C)

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(Mace, MGM-13C)

AF-1715-0657
Microelectronic

High Value Soldering and
Microelectronic Repair Techniques

AF-1715-0388
Microwave

Advi;nced Microwave Measurement and
Calibration .

AF- I 715-0181
Advanced Microwave Measurements

AF-1715-0220
Advanced Microwave Measurements and
Calibration

° AF-1715-0549
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Microwave)

AF-1715-0085
.

Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Mierowaveand Associated Relay
Center Equipment)

AF -1715 -0085
Radio Relay Repairman (Microwave)

AF:1715-0085

Midwifery
Nurse-Midwifery -Residency

AF-0703-0002
, Military

Basic Military Journalist
DD-0504-0001

Military Aspects of Sanitary and
Industrial Hygiene Engineering

AF- 0707 -000 I
Military Training Instructor

, AF,1512-0002
Prior Service Military Training

AF-2203-0049
Minn-Honeywell

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Control (Minn - Honeywell)

AF-1736-0006
Minuteman III

Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Minuteman
Ill Re-Entry System)

AF-2203-0612
Missile

Aircraft and Missile
Repairman

Aircraft and'Missile
Technician

Aircraft and Missile
Equipment Repair

Electrical

AF -1704 -01 14
Electrical Repair

AF- 1704 -0165
Ground Support

AF-1717-0012
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0605
Aircraft and Missile Ground Support
Equipnient Repairman (Ballistic Missiles

AF-1715-0631
Aircraft and Missile Hydraulic
Repairman

AF-1704-0041
'Aircraft and Missile Hydraulic
Technician

'Aircraftlid Missile Maintenance
AF-1704-0014

Analysis Spdcialist
AF-1115-0001

Aircraft and Missile,Pneudraulic
Repairman

AF-1704-0041
Aircraft and Missile Pneudraulic Repair
Technician

AF -1704 -0014
Air Launched Defense Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-0012
Air Launched Missile Safety Officer

AF-0802;0009
Air Launched Missile Safety
Officer/Technician

AF-0802-0010
Air Launched Missile Safety Technician

AF-0802-0011
Air Launched Strategic Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-0013
Air Launched Tactical Missile Safety
Officer

AF- 0802 -0014
Air Launch Missile Analyst Mechanic
AGM-28A/13

AF-1715,0454
Air Launch Missile Analyst Technician
(AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0158
Air Launch Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (AGM-28A/B)

AF- I 715-(t8
Air Launch Missile Guidance Mechanic
(AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0649

31G

Air Launch Missile Guidance Technician
(AGM-28A/13)

AF-1715-0155
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
-(11GM-16F)

AF-1715-0295
'Ballistic Missile Analyst. Specialist
(44GIVP25A) ti

AF-1715-0662
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(LGM-250)

AF-1715-0376
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (Pa"'
16D) *4

AF-1715-0294
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (POI"-
16E)

AF-1715-0300
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist,
(SM65D)

AF-1715-0294
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (STA-

" 65E)
AF-1715-0300 ,

Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialis1LSN1-
65F)

-AF-1715-0295
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (SM-
68A)

AF-1715-0662'
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A °

AF-1715-0344
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist, WS-
1 33B

AF-1715-0731
Ballistic Missile Analyst Speicialist, WS
I33A

AF-1715-6345
Ballistic Missile. Analyst Speicilist, SM-80

AF-1715-0344
-Ballistic Missile Analyst Technician (SM-
65F)

AF-1715-0319
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0173
Missileissile Checkout Equipment

Specialist (SM65D)
AF-1715-0316

Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (5M-65E and F)

AF-1715-0161
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0173
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0160
Ballistic Missile Check-Out Equipment
Specialist, SM-80

AF- 1 715-0299
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
SpecialisVTechnician, SM-68B

AF-1715-0304
Ballistic Missile Check-Out Equipment
Specialist, WS,- i 33A

AF-1715-0299
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist. WS- I 33B

AF-1715-0108
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Technician. SM-80 -

AF -1715 -0296
Ballistic Missile Control Mechanic
(13GM-25A)

AF-1715-0321.
Ballistic Missile Control Mechanic (SM-
68A)

AF-1715-0321
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic

AF-1715-0297



Ballistic Missile inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SMI65E and F)

AF- 1715-0 I
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-68B) (LGM725C)

AF- 1715-0297
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68B)

AF- 1715 -0154
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance

.Technician/Mechanic (SM-65F)
AF-1715-0313

Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
and COMLOGNET Procedures

, AF-1405-0022
'Ballistic Missile Inventory Management
Procedures and LOGBALNET
Operations

AF-I405-0022
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairnian (SM65E & F)

AF-1715-0435
BallistkMissile Launch Equipment
Repaitnian (SM-68A)

- 'AF:1715-0178
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM-68B)

AP-17(5-0179
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman; SM-80

AF-1715-0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman/Technician. SM-68B

AF-1715-0303
B Ilistic Missile Launch Equipment'
R pairrnan, WS1133A

AF-1715-0459.
allistic MiSsile Launch Equipment

Repairman, WS -133B
AF-1715-0725

Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment.
Technician, SM-80

AF-r715-0305
Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0317
Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM -68A)

AF-1715-0302
Ballistic Missile Safety

AF-0802-0008
Cable Splicing Specialist (Hardened
MissileSystems)

AF-1714-0018
Defense Missile Checkout Equipment
Technician. IM-99B

AF-1715-0310
Defense Missile Control
Mechanic/Technician, IM99B

.-AF- 715-0643
Defense Missile Guidance
MechanicFalcon (AIM)

AF-1715-0635
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic
(GAR)

AF-1715-0139
Defense MissileGuidance Mechanic
(GARS)

AF-1715-0635
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic, IM-
99A

.AE-1715-0309
Defense Missile Guidance Mechanic, IM-
99B

AF-1715-0308
Defense MiSsile Guidance
Mechanic/Technician, 1M-99B

AF-715-0314
Defense Missile. Guidance Technician
(GAR -1/2/1 1 )

AF-1715-0650
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Missile.
Guidance Computer) (SM-65D)

,AF-1715-0701
Fuel Specialist (Missilei4luid Fuel
Propellant)

AE- 1405 -0023
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Fuel
Propellant) (LGM-25)

AF,1 601-0047
Fundamentals of Missile Engine
Maintenarree

AF -1704 -0156
Guidance System Analyst (GAM-63
Missile D/4)

AF,1715-0379
Guidance Systems Mechanic (Ballistic
Missile Inkirtial)

AF- I 715-0327
Guided Missile Maintenance Officer
(TM-76A)

AF- I 7 ("5-0647
Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance
Officer (Ballistic Missile's)-

AF-1715-0663
Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance
Officer (SM-68)

Ar-1714-0011
Guided Missile Operations Officer .(TM-
76A)

AE-1715-0133
Guided Misile Operations Officer (TM-
76B)

AF-1715-0658
Missile and Facility Pneudraulic
Technician (SM -65F)

AV-1704-0146
Missile and Nuclear Weapons ,
Transportation Safety

AF-0419-0017
Missile Combat Crew (CGM-13B,
Launch)

AF-220310023
Missile Control Communications Systems
Repairman.

AF-1715-0713
MiSsile Electrical Repairman/Technician,
SM68

AF- I 715-0380
Missile Electrical Specialist

AF-1715-0140
Missile Electrical Specialist (LGM-25)

AF-1715L0136
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-65 E.&
F)

AF-1714-0010
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-68A)

AF- I 714-0006
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-68B)

AF- I 715-0136
Missile Electrical Specialist/Technician,
SM-68p

AF-1715-0134
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0458
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF-1715-0457
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(CGM-1311, TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-0166
Missile Eleetronic Equipment Specialist.
WS -133A

AF- 1715-0456
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist.
WS- I 33A-M

AF-1715-0711
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist.
WS-133B ,

AF-I/15-0461
Missile Electronic Equipment
Technician, WS- 133A-M

AF- I 715-0143

3 1
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Missile Electronic' Equipment Technician
VS-I33(CDB)

AF-1715-67I4
Missile Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0131
AF- I 704-0135

Missile Engine Mechanic (HGM-25A)
AF -1704 -0136

Missile Engine Mechanic, IM-99
AF-1704-0132

Missile Engine Mechanic (LGM-25)
AF- 1715 -0175-

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65D)
AF-1704-0134
AF-1704-0140

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65E/F)
AF-1704-0133

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-68A)
AF- I 704-0136

Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-68B)
AF-1715-0175

Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician
(SM-65)

AF-1704-0105
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician
(SM-65F)

AF-1704-0105
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68

AF-1704-0(41
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68B

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities
AGE Crew)

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities
E)

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile Facilities

Missile. Facilities
(SM-6F)

Missile Facilities

AF -1704 -0138
Specialist

4F-1715-0637
AF-1730-0014

Specialist ( CGM- I 3B,

AF-2203-0005
Specialist (HGM -16F)

4F-1715-0437
Specialist (HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0436
Specialist. IM-99B

AF-1715-0429
Specialist (LGIM-25)

AF-1714-0007
AF-1714-000g

Specialist (SM-65D)
4F-1715-0434

Specialist (SM-65D

AF-1715-0433
Specialist (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0437
Spepialist (SM-68A)

,AF- I 715-0436
Specialist (SM -68B)

AF-1714-0007
Specialist, SM-80

AF-173I-0001
Specialist/Technician

4F-1715-0673
Spesialist/Technician

SM-68B
AF-1715-0652

Missile Facilities SpeCialist, WS -133A
AF- I V31 -000 I

MisSile Facilities Technician, SM-80
AF-1704-0152

Missile Facility Water Treatment
AE-1732-0003

Missile Ground Support Equipment
Repair Technician/Repairman (Sm.65F)

AF-1704-0159
-Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(AGM-28)

4F-1715-0649
Missile Guidance and. Control Specialist
( AGM-28 A/B )

AF-1715-0649
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist ,
( AGM /AIM )TAC
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AF-1715-0712

Missile Guidance and Control SpeCialist
(AIM) (ADC)

AF- 171570671
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-13B, FCC)

AF- 1715 -0172
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-1313. GEMS) fa '

AF-1715-0477
Missile Guidance and Control Specialist
(CGM-1313. GSC)

AF,1715-0481
Missile Guidance and Control SpecialiSt
(LGM-25)

AF-17/15-6137
Missile Guidance and Control Speicalist
(AIM).

r AF -1715 -0671
Missile Guidance and Control Technician
(AGMJAIM TAC SEA)

AF-1715-0691
Missile Hydraulic Repairman/Technician
(SM-68)

AF-1704-0177
Missile Launch Equipment Repairman,
WS -133A

AF -1715 -0459
Missile Launch Equipment Repairman,
WS-I33B

AF- 1715-0725
Missile Launcti/X4isSile Officer (Atlas
HGM-16F)

'AF-1715-0636
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (ATLAS
PGM-I6E)

4.-1715,0651
Missile Laianch/Missile Officer (Ballistic.
Missiles)

AF -171 5 -0663
Missile` ,aunch/Missile Officer (LON:
25)

AF-17I5A692
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM -650)

. 'AF- 1715 -0715
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-65E)

AF- 1715-0651
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0636
Missile Launch/Missile Officer"( SM-68A )

AE-1715-0620
Missile.Launch/Missile Officer, SM-68B.

AF -1715 -0665
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Titan 1,
HTM-2SB)

AF-1715-0670
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Titan
WLGM-25). '

AF1715 -0674
Missile Launch Officer (CGM -13B) .

AF-1715-0658
Missile Launch Officer, LGM-25

AF-1715-0692
Missile Launch Officer (Mace, MGM -
I313)

AF-1715-0660
Missile Launch Officer (MACE, MGM-
13C)

AF-1715-0658
Missile Launch Officer (MGM-13M

AF -1715 -0660
Missiler,Launch Officer, SM-80

AF-2203-0042e
Missile Laun*i Officer (TM-76A)

AF-1715-0660
Missile Launch Officer (TM-7613)

AF-1715-0658
Missile Launch Officer, WS-I 33A

AF-2203-0042
Missile Launch Officer, WS-133A-M

AF-2203-0036
Missile Launch Offic.er-WS-13313.

, AF-2203-0013

°14.

Missile Maintenance
Mechanic/Teehnician (SM-68)

AF-1715-0697
Missite Maintenance Officer (CTT) WS-
I33A-M Integrated

AF -1715 -0633
Missile Maintenance Officer (TM-76B)

AF-1.715-063.$
Missile Maintenance Officer, WS-I33

AF-1715-0675
AF-1717-0022

Missile Maintenance Officer, WS -133 (T
& A)

AF-1715-0675
Missile Maintenance Technician; SM-62

AF-1704-0160
Missile Mechanic,( AGM-28A/B)

AF-1715-0693
Missile Mechanic;( Ballistic )

AF- I 715-0644
Missile Mechanic (CGM:13B),

AF -1715 -0726
Missile Mechanic (CGM-I313. LCH
Prep)

AF:1715.-0331
Missile Mechanic (CGM-13B, MMC)

AF- 1715-0726
Missile Mechanic, GAM-72

AF-1704-0154
Missile Mechanic (GAM-77)

AF -1715 -0693.
Missile Mechanic (HGM-25A)

AF-1704-0155
Missile Mechanic (LGM-25)

AF-1715-0724
Missile Mechanic (LGM-25C)

AF- 1715-0724
Missilepechanic (Mace, MGM-13B)

AF- 1715-0727
Missile Mechanic (MACE. MGM -13C)

AF-1715-0726
Missile'Mechanic/Maintenance
Technician, IM-'9913

AF-170410149
Migsile Mechanic/Maintenance
Technician, SM-68B

AF-1704-0151
Missile Mechanic (MGM-13B)

AF-1715-0727
Missile Mechanic (PGM -16E and PGM-
I6F)

AF-1704-0157
Missile Mechanic(SM-6513)

AF- 1704 -0139
Missile Mechanic (SM-65E/F)

AF-1704-0157
Missile Mechanic (SM-68A)

AF- 1704-0 i 55
Missile .Mechanic (SM-68B)

, AF- 1715-0724
Missile Mechan(c, SM-80

AF -1715 -0729
Missile vlech,anic Tactical (TM-76A)

AF -1715 -0727
(I'v.lissile Mechanic (Tactical) (TM-

76A/B)
AF-1704-0150

Missile Mechanic Tactical (TM-76B)
AF -1715 -0726

Missile MechaniC (TM-6IA/C)
AF- 1715 -0642

Missile Mechanic (TM-76)
AF-1704-0150

Missile Mechanic (TM-76A)
AF-,1704-0150

Missile Mechanic.(TM-76A/B)
AF-1704-0150

Missile Mechanic, WS -133
AF- 1 715-0664

Missile Mechanic, WS -133A
AF-1715,0729

Misat- Is4chanic, WS- I 33A/A-M
4.-1715-0729
AE-1715-0730

3

Missile Mechanic, WS -133B
AF-1115-0353
AF-1715-0354

Missile Officer (CGM-I3B)
AF-2203-0025

Missile Officer, SM-80
AF-1717-0015

Missile Officer (T&A), WS-133A-M
AF-2203-0024

Missile Officer (TM-76A)
AF-1715-0647

Missile Officer (TM:76B)
AF-1715-0638

Missile Officer, WS -133A
AF-1717-0015
AF-1717-0016
AF -1717 -0017

Missile Officer, WS- 133A -M
AF-1717-0019

Missile Officer. WS -133B
.AF-1715-0343
AF' 1717 -0018

Missile Pneddraulic Repairman
AF-1704-0109

Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (HGM -
25A).

A F- / 704-0113
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (LGM-
25)

AF -1704 -0173
2M5isile Pneudraulie Repairrnare(LGM7

AF-1704-0173
Missile Pneudraulic Repairrnati (PGM-
160)

AF-1704-0112
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SW-
6513)

AF-1704-0112
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
68A)

AF-1704-0113
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
68B) .

AF-1704-0173
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman, WS-
133A

AF-1704-011I
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman, WS-.
I33A,B,A-M

AF-1704-01 II
Missile Pnuedraulic Repairman (SM-
65F)

AF-1704-0110
Missile Safety Technician

AF-0802-0007
Missile Specialist (TM-61C)

AF -1715 -0642 <

Missile Specia4ist (TM-76)
- AF-1704-0150

Missile System Cable Splicing Specialist
'AF-1714-0018

Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
AF-1715-0376

Missile Systems Analyst Specialist

AF- I 715-0454
(AGM-28A/B)

Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(AGM-69A)

AF-4715-0451
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(CGM-13B, Lch Prep)

AF -1715 -0656
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist
(LGM-25)

AF-1715-0376
7M6iAss)ile Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-

AF- I 704-0108
AF -1715 -0666

7M6iBss)ile Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-

AF-1715-0668



Missile Sy items
.133A

Missile Systems
133'A-M

Missile Systems
133B

Missile Systems
GAM-77

Systeins

Analyst Specialist, WS-

AF-1715-0344
AF-1715:0345

Analyst Specialist, WS-
'K

AE-4715-0452
Analyst Specialist, WS-

AF-1715-0731
AF -1715 -0732

Analyst/Technician,

AF-1715-0157
Analyst/Technician SM-

AF-1115-0335.
Missile Systems Analyst Technician (SM-
65F)

AF-I215-0315
Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(SM68)

AF-1715-0332
'7-Missile Systems Analyst Technician (T

and A), WS.133A-M
AF-1715-0361

Missi Systems Analyst Technician
(TEAT) WS- 133A -M

AF-1715-0384
Missile Systems Analyst Technician .

(TEAT), WS-133B
AF-1715-0333

Missile Systems Analyst Tedhnician, WS-
I33A-M

AF-1715-0340
AF-1715-0361

Missile Systems Analyst Technician, WS-
133A-M Integrated

AF-1715-0329
Misgile SyStems Fundamentals

AF-1715-0869
Missile Systerts Maintinance Specialist
(AGM-28)

AF-1715-0649
jfissile Systems Maintenance Specialist
(LGM.-25)

AF-1715-0137
,Missile Technician (GAM-77)

AF-1704-0153
Missile Technician, SM-80

AF-1710-0018
Missile Test Equipment Specialist
(SM65, 68)

AF-1715-0334
Missile Test Equipment Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF-1715-0646
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Control), 1M-99B

AF-1715-0338
Missile Test Equipment Technician,
GAM-77

AF-17.15-0336
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Guidance), 1M-99B ,

AF-1715-0310
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Propulsion and Propellants) (SM68)'

AF-17P-5-0337
Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Launch Control
Systems) (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0654
Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Programmed
Checkout Equipment) (SM-65F)

AF/715 -0661
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (CGM-13B(TEMS")-)

AF-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman ( Macwe MGM-13C/TEMS)

AF-1715-0641

Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman ( MGM-13B(TEMS))

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM/76A/TEMS)

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM-76B, TEMS)

AF-1715.0641
Tactical Missile Control Mechanic (TM.-
76A /B)

AF -1715 -0162
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic and
Checkout Equipment Repairman (TM-
76B, GEMS)

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(CGM -13B)

AF -1715 -0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(CGM-13B/GEMS)

AF- 1715-0477
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(MACE, CGM -13B /GEMS)

AF-1715-0477
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
( MACE, MGM-I 3C )

AF-1715-0481
'Tactical Miisile Guidance Mechanic
INGM-13A)

- AF-1715-0484
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(TM-764)

AF-17f5-0484
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(TM-76B/GEMS)

AF- 1715 -0477
Tactical Missileuidance Mechanic
(TM.-76B, Gsg)

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(CGM-13B)

AF-1715-0657
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(Mace, MGM -13C)

AF-1715-0657
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(MGM -13A)

AF-1715-0666
AF-1715-0667

Tactical' Missile Launch Specialist
(MGM -13B)

AF-1715-0666
'AF-1715-0667

Tactical Missile Launch Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF-1715-0666
AF-1715-0667

Tactical Missile Launch Specialist (TM- A
76B)

AF-1715-0657
Welding of High Performance Aircraft
and Missile Systems

AF-1723-0005
Missile,Electrical '

Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-65D)
AF-1715-0430

Missiles
Fire Protection Specialist (Missiles)

AF-1728-0033
Missile Systems

(TM-
76A)

Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-

, I.4F- 004-0108
MMC

Missile Mechanic (CGM-I3B, MMC)
AF-1715.0726

MMTMC-212, /'
MMTMC-2I 27 Field and Organizational
(F/0) Maintenance

319

AF-1715.0193

KEYWORD INDEX Kr53
Modem

Intermediate and' Organizational
Maintenance, TSEC/HY-2, SEB1T-24
Modem, Crypto Control 11,nit,fand
Digital Subset

AF-1715-0074
korse

Morse Intercept Operator
AF-I404-0002

Morse Operator, Preparatory
AF-140940001

Morse Systems Operator
AF-220-0032

Non-Morse Intercept Operator
Preparatory

AF-1409-0001..
Mortar

81 MM Mortar/Fire Direction Center
AF-2203-0017

Motion,
Motion Picture Laboratory Specialist

AF-1709-0025
Motor

Motor Transportation Supervisor
AF-0419-0020

Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Management

AF-0419-0019
Motor Vehicle Maintenance. Officer

AF-I405-0019
Motor Vehicle Management Officer

AF-1405:0019
MPS-11

AN/FPS-8 (MPS-11), .FPS-6 and CPA-
122 Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintena nee

AF-1715-0249
Multi-Engine

Advanced Pilot Multi-Engine TB-56
Training

AF- 1606 -0013
Advanced Pilot Training. Multi-Engine B-
75

Advanced Pilot Training
29 -

AF-I606-0014
ulti-Engine T-

AF
Basic Pilot Instructor, Mult
Conventional

AF-I6
Basic Pilot Training, Multi-Engin

AF-I6
Pilot Instructor Training, Basic 'M
Engine (T-28)

AF-I6

606-0012
gine

06-0441
e
06-0125
ulti- .

06-0144
Multilith

Multilith 1250 Repair
DD- I 706-0001

Multi-Media
Multi-Media Teaching System
(Development)

AF -1 6-0028
Munitions

Aerospace Munitions Officer
AF-1717-0013-*

Aerospace Munitions Officer
Conventional Munitions Refresher

AF-2203.0022
Aerospace Munitions Staff Officer

AF- I 717-0013
AF- I 717-0024

Ammunition Officer (Munitions)
AF-1405-0047

Avionics Munitions Staff Officer
AF-I408-0049

Conventional Munitions Quality
Assurance ,
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Munitions Maintenance

Munitions Maintenance
Retrainee'

Munitions Specialist

MW-503

AF-0802-0006
Specialist

AF-2203-0039
Spec ia *st

AF 802-0005

- AF-

.

203-0039

Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
AN/FCC-21, AN/MCC-13, AN/FCC-32,
MC;50, MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)

AF-1715-0659

N-1
A -14 Autopilot and N-I, MD-1
Compasses

AF-1715-0630
E-6 Autopilot and N-I Compass

Al -1715 -0626
MCL-1 Autopilot and 74-1, Compass (KC-",
135)

AF -1715 -0627
N-I and MD-I Compasses, AN/AJA-1
Computer and 'A -14 Autopilot

AF -1715 -0624

National 111
. National Security Management

(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

D6-151.1-0001
National War College

DD-1511-0002

Navigation
Advanced UpgradeTransport
Navigation

AF-1606-0017
Airborne Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman

AF -1715 -0362
Airborne Electronic Navigation .

Equipment Repairman (SHORAN)
AF -1715 -0521

Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Iquipment Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0510
'Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0680
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN=82)

AF- I 715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (AN/APN-82 and
AN/A1314-89)

A F- 1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (Doppler
Supplement)

AF-1715-0517
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman .(General)

AF-1715-0680
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (SHORAN)

AF-1715-0521
Aircraft. Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (TACAN
Sapplement)

AF-1715-0602
Aircraft Electronic Navigation "

Equipment Technician
AF- I 715-0510

Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman '"

AF-1715-0027
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-
81189M99A Doppler)

AF- 1715-0026

Airoraft Inertial and tadaravigation"
Systems Repairman (AN/MIN-89/99/108
Doppler)

AF- I 715-0026
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (RF-4C Supplement)

AF- 1715-0022
AN/APN-175(V)-3 Doppler Navigation °

System Maintenance
AF-11715-0254

Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Specialist

AF-1715-0027
Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Technician (AN/APN'-81-
89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0024
Avionics Navigation Systems Specialist

AF- 1715 -0680
Bomb-Navigation System Mechanic,
(ASB-15 System)

AF- 1715-0485
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-
52C/D: ASB -15 System)

AF-1115-0485
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic (B-
52E, F, G, H; ASB-4A/9A/I6 Systems)"

AF-1715-0483
Bomblira.vigation System 'Mechanic (K,
MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0262
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF-1,715-0267
Bomb Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems) Televised

AF-1715-0256
-Bomb Naviga'ticp Systems (Flight Line
Mechanic)

AF-1715-0264
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(04B-4/4A/9/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
( ASB-4 A/9 A/I6 Systems)

AF -1715 -0483
Bombavigatiort Systems Mechanic
(ASB-4 Systems)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb-Navigation Systems Mechanic (B-
52C/D: ASB -15 System)

AF-1715-0485
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (B-
52E, F, G, H; ASB-4A/9A/I6 Systems)

AF-1715.9483
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
(FB-111)

AF-1715-0006
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (K-
5 Series)

../AF-1715-0268
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (K,
MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0262
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic (K -.

Series),
AF -1715 -0262

Bomb,Navigation Systenis Mechanic
(4 -2 System)

AF-1715-0483
Bomb Navigation Systems Mechanic
,(MA-6A and MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267
BombNavigation Systems Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems)

AF-1715-0267
Boinb Navigation Systems Technician
( ASB-4/4A/9/9A/I 6 Systems)

AP- I 715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB-4A/9A/16 Systems)

AF-1715-0263
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(ASB-4 and ASB-9 Systems)

32C)

AF. l5 -0263 -

,' Bomb Na ion Systems Technician
(ASB ems)

AF-1715-0263
BO'rob Navigation Systems Technician
5K, MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225,
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K, MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interconnect)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K, MA-6A, MA-7A Series Radar
Interconnects)

AF- 1715 -0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(K-Series Computer)

AF- I 715-0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician ,

(MA-6A, 7A Radar and ICE)
AF- 1715 -021!

Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A and MA-7A Computer and Stab
and Optics)

AF -1715 -0225
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Computer)

AF-1715-0225
Bomb Navigation SysteMs Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
Interconnect)

AF-015-0212
Bomb Navigation System Technician (K:
MA-6A, MA-7A Series Stabilization and
Optics)

AF-1715-0563
F-111 Navigation Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-0184
F/FB-I II Navigation Aids Test Station
Technician

AF-1715-0007
Field and Organizational Maintenance of
Automatic Navigation. Computer
(AN/ASN-7)

AF- I 715-0015
Integrated Avionics Component
Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control)

AF- 1715-0476
( Integrated: Avionics Component

Specialist (Navigation/Flight and
Weapons Control, and Milt Data .

Recorder Systems)
AF -1715 -0476

Integrated Avionics System Specialist
(Navigation/Flight and weapon's
Control)

AF- 1715-0476
K-5 Bomb-Navigation System (B-66)

AF-171'5-0410
MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Analyst Supervisor)

AF-.I715-0287
MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Radar and Computer Technician)

AF -1715 -0286
Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialistp

Navigation and Bombing Trainerll

7I5-0544

Specialist (AN/APQ-T10)
AF -1715 -0544

Navigation and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T'2A)

AF-1715-0544
Navigation and'Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T3)

AF -1715 -0274
Navigation/Bombing/Tactics Trainer
Specialist

AF-1715-0455
Navigation/Bombing Trainer and Flight
Simulator Tactics Specialist



AP-17,15-0455
Special Training On Radar Bonibing
Navigation System, AN/APO-24A

AF-1715-.0617
Navigational

'Aircraft Radio Repairman ( Navigational)
AF-1715-0069

"--t4/ASN-7 Automatic Navigational.
omputer

AF-1715-0015
Ground Radio. Maintenance. Technician,
Navigational Aids, Communications
Systems

AF -1715 -0285

Navigator
-Advanced Navigator Radar.
Bombardment Training

AF-160i5-0 I 06
Advanced Navigator Reconnaissance
Bombardment

AF- I 606-0106
ATC InstrUctor Training (Navigator)

AF-I406-0039
AF-I606-0150

Aviation cadet PreFlight (Pilot and
Navigator) 2

. AF-I606-0109
Basic Observer Navigator

AF-I606-0018
C -141 Navigator Training

AF-1606-0017
C-5 Navigator_

AF-1606-0016
1HC-130 Navigator (Aircrew Training)

AF-I606-0025
Navigator Advanced Flying (HC-130) ".
ARRS

AF- I 606-0025
Navigator Bombardier AN/ASO-38(V)

AF-1606-0080
Navigator Bombardier ( AN/ASO-48)

AF-1704-0185
Navigator Bombardier (AS0-48)

AF -1704 -0185
Navigator/Bombardier System Training
( FB-1 I I )

AF-1606-0146
Navigator Bombardier Training

, AF-1606-0106
Navigator Bombardier Training (ASGi
38)

. AF-1606-0080
Navigator Bbmbardier Training (MA-
6A/7A )

AF-1606-0106
Navigator Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASO-3g)

AF-I606-0115
Navigator-Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASQ -42)

AF-1606-0133
Navigator-Bombardier Upgrade Training
(ASO-4g)

AF -1606 -0134
Navigator,Bomb:1rdier Upgrade Training
(FB-III)

AF- 1 606 -0084

AF-1715-0529
Navigator Instructor ilraining

AF-1406-0039
Navigator Radar'Intercept.

A F-1506-0045
Navigator Reconnaissance Upgrading
Training (RF-4C)

AF -1606 -0090
Officer. Pre-Flight Training (Navigator),

AF- 1606-0104
Primary-Basic Navigator Training

AF- 1606-0145
Primary-Basic Navigator Upgrading

AF- 17 15(0621

Navigator, ECM

S pecialized Navigator/Electronic Warfare
raining

UndergradUate Navigator

NAV/PILOT
F-IIIA Weapons System
(NAV/PILOT): sl

AF-1715-0599
Traini9g
AF-1.606-0145

Training

AF-1606-0117
NCMC

NCMC Computer Programmer'
AF-14029009

NCO
Senior NCO Academy

AF-2203-0009
Nepali

Nepali (
AF-0602-0007

. AF-0602:0012
NET/NETOPS

NET / NETOPS
AF-0802-0023

Newspaper
.Newspaper.Editor

13D-0504-0003

Nitrogen
A-IA Oxygen, Nitrogen Generating Plant

AF-1601-0037
Nonappropilated

Nonappropriated Funds
AF-I408-0005

Nonconimiss1oned
USAF Senior Noncommissioned Officer
Academy

AF-2203-0009
Nonconventional

6F8uBel)Specialist (Nonconventional) (SM-

AFT-1601-0047

Non-Destructive
Non-Destructive Inspection Specialist

AF-1724-0003
Non-Destructive 1%spectiort (T/A 455)

AF -1724 -0004
Non-Destructive Inspection Technician

AF-I601-0027
Non-Destructive Testing

AF-1724-0002
Non-Destructive Testing of Aircraft and
Related Equipment Components

AF-1724-0002

Non-Ferrous
Heat Treatment of Ferrous and Non-
Ferrous Metals

Non-Morse
Non- Morse 'intercept Operator-.
Preparatory

_Non-Radar
Air Traffic Control Operator (Non -
Radar)

AF- 1723-0003

AF -1409 -0001

AF-1704-0011

Nonresident
Air.Command and Staff Nonresident
Seminar Program

AF- I 5 I 1-0002
I Air War College Nonresident Seminar
Program

Norwegian
NorWegian

AF- I 5 11-0004
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AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0009
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

Nuclear 4,

i
Nuclear Emergency Teas
Emergency Team Opera ions

AF-0802-0023
Nuclear Measurement Technician,

AF-1715-0163
LNuclear Technician

. '4" .AF-1715-01167
Nuclear Weapons Mech nical Specialist..

AF-1715-0736
NueleartWeapons Officer

AF1715-0545
Nuclear Weations Specialist

AF-1715-05pl
'' AF-1715-0593

Nuclear. Weapons Specialist AGM-69A
.,,

o . . ' : AF -1715 -0700
Nuclear Weapons Specialist' (COM-13B,
LCH Prep) -

. AF-2203-0047
Nuclear WeaponsSpecialist (Minuteman
III Re-Entry System)

AF-2203-00I2
'Nuclear Weapons Specialiit (Mk 11 R/V
Family).

AF- 2203 -0018
. Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (HGM-16F)

ANuclear Weapons SpecialistrRie7-15-0640try
Vehicle) (LGM-30C, MK 11)

. AF-171 -0568
AF- 1711.0603 -

Nuclear. Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle,,LGM-30, Mk II)

AF-1715-0568
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicles),

AF-1715-0639
NuclearVeapons Specialist) (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65E)

AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Spicialist (Re -Entry
Vehicle) (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle SM-80--Mk 5)

AF-I 715-0590
Nuclear Weapons Technician (AGM-
69A)

AF-1715-0700
Nurse

Flight Nurse
AF-0703-0008

Medical Service Technician (Vocational
Nurse) .

AF-0703-000I
Nurse-Midwifery Residency

AF-0703-0002
Pediatrics Nurse Practitioner 4

AF-0703-0009
Nursing

Aerospace Nursing. Residency
AF-070340004

Environmental Health Nursing Residency
AF-0703-00 10

Nursing Service Administration
AF- 0703 -0003

Nursing Service Management
A r0703 -0006

0-11A
0-11A and 0-11B Crash Fire Truck
Field Maintenance

AF-1728-0025
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. 0 -1 1A, 0-I I B and 0 -6 Crash Fire Truck

Maintenance
AF -1703 -0003

0-11W
0-11A and 0-11 B Crash Fire Truck
Field Maintenance

AF-1728-0025
0-11A. Q-1 I 13,and.0-6 Crash Fire Truck
Maintenance

AF-1703-0003
0-207/ALA-7

SpecialiCoursc on Radar Set AN/ALT-7
and Pulse Generator O- 207/A( A-7
(Depot )

A -1715-0420
0-6

0-11 A, 0-11 fl and 0-6 Crash Fire Truck
Maintenance

AF-1703-0003
0-6 and R-2 Crash Rescue Trucks, Field
and Organizational Maintenance

AF-1728-0024
OA-2325

AN/FP4-6 as Modified by. OA-2325,
Field and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance ..

AF-1715-0242
0A-492/APS----20B

Special Training on Antenna OA-
492/APS-20B (Depot)

AF -1715 -041'5

0A-6943/GRC-137
Ground Systems Maintenance Technician
(0A-6943/GRC-137 )

AF-1402-0021.
-
Object

Space Object Identification Analyst
AF-1304-

0bserver
Advanced Observer Aircraft
Performance Engineer 4'

AF-1704-0115
Advanced Observer Intercept

AF- 1606 -0046
Advanced Observer,,Intercept Training

. AF -1606 -0046
,Advanced Observer Reconnaissance'
Bombardmen!p

AF-1606-0106
Advanced Observer Strategic
Bombardment

AF -1606 -0092
'Advanced Observer, Strategic
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

AF-I606-0076,
Advanced Observer. Tactical
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training .

AF-1606-0075
Aircraft Observer Technical, Upgrading

AF -1606 -0031
Aircraft Observer TrainingPilot

AF-1606-0030
Aircraft Observer Upgrade Training ,

AF-16064$031
Aircrew TransitionMedium Bomb-Jet
(Aircraft Observer)

AF-I606-0039
Basic Observer Aircraft Performance
Engineer Training .

AF- I 704-0116
Basic Observer B-36, B-47 and B-52

AF- I 606-0135
Basic Observer El!trortic
Countermeasures .

Basic Observer Navigator
AF-1715-0564

AF- 1606 -0018
Basic Observer Reconnaiksance BORB-
36/47/52

AF- I 666-0679
Basic Observer Reconnaissance Training
RB-57/66 -

AF -1606 -0086
Instructor Training -for Aircraft Observer

AF-I406-0039
Medium Iiim1bTransition B-47
(Aircraft Observer),

-1606-0039
Primary-BasisObserver Ca et

F-1606-0034
Primary-Basic Observer Upgrading

A.F1606-0033
Senior Observer Technical Specialist

AF- 1715-0720
USAF Advanced Flying School,
Interceptor (F-89D)Radar Observer

AF -1606 -0088
USAF Advanced Flying School
(Interceptor-F-94C)L-Radar Observer

AF- 1606 -0083
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(F-94C)Radar Observer

AF-1606-0083
USAFCOmbat Flying School, interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)Radar Obseryer

AF-1606-0072
USAF Combat Flying School. Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)Radar Observer

AF-.1606-0074
USAF Combat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)Observer

AF-1606:0121
Weather Chief Observer

.

Weather Observer
AF-1408 -0044

AF,I304-0001
Weather Observer Technician

AF- 1304-0008.

Offensive
Offensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-I0, ASG -14 Systems)

AF- 1715-0567
Offensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-8 System)

AF- I 715-0464

Office
Automatic Central 'Office Equipment
Repairman

AF-1715-0050
Automatic Central Office Equipment
Technician (Kellogg K-60)

AF=1715-0685
Central Office Equipment Specialist
(Manual)

AF-1715-0087,
Dial Central Office Equipment
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68)

AF-1715-0101
Dial Central Office Equipment Specialist

AF-1715-0100
Dial Central Office Equipment. Specialist.
SM-68B

AF-17.15-0682
Manual Central Office Equipment
Specialist

AF- 1715-0087

Officer
Officer Candidate School

AF-2203-0040
USAF Officer Candidate School

AF-2203-0040

Offset
Offset buplicatin EquipliKent Operator

DD-1719-0004
Offset Printing

6-1 r)
4 4

DD-1719-0002

Omni-Range
Special Training, Wilcox 482 Omni.
Range System Maintenance Field and
Organizational (F & 0)

AF -1715 -0190
-

One and Two Engines
Aircraft. Maintenance Specialist, Jet.
Aircraft One and Two Engines

AF-1704-006
Jet Aircraft Mechanic, One and Two
Engines

AF-1704-0036

Open
Open Mess Management (Enlisted)

AF -1729 -0004
Open Mess Management (Officer)

AF-1729-0603
Open Mess Management (U.S. Air
Force)

A F- I 729-0007

Openiting
Operating 'Room Specialist

AF-0709-0010
Operating Room Supervisor

AF-0703-0005

Operations
Air Passenger, and Operations Specialist

AF-0419-0002
Squadron Operations Center and data
Handling Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0339

Operator
,Aircraft Control and Warning Operator

AF-1715-0352
"Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(Manual)
. i . AFv1715-4:1352

OphthalMology
phthalrriology Surgical Technician,..

AF-0706-0001

ptical
Optical Survey Instrument Repair

DD-1721-0001.
Precision Dimensional and Optical
Measuring Technician

AF -1721 -0006

Optics
Bomb Navigation System Technician (K,
MA-6A, MA-7A Series Stabilization and
Optics)

AF-1715-0563
K-Series Stabilization and Optics
Technician

AF-1715-0611

Optometry
Optometry Specialist

AF-0706-0002

Organizational
Organizational Supply Specialist

AF-1405-0010
Organizational Supply Supervisor

AF-1405-0053
Special Orgariizational Supply

AF-1405-0057

Orientation
Basic Orientation Course for Officers of
the Medical Service

, .

Chaplain Orientation

OTS
OTS Instructor Training

AV.-1408-6040
r<

AF- 1 513-0003

AF-1406-0027



Ontsitir
Outside Plant Installation

AF-1714-0021
Outside elant Installation and
Maintenance

AF-1714-0021
Outside Wire and Antenna Maintenance

,Repairman
AF-1714-0015

Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and Maintenance '

AF-1714-0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and Maintenance Specialist

AF-1714-0015
Oxygen
- A-1 A Oxygen, Nitrogen Generating Plant

AF-1601-0037
Liquid OxygenGeneratipn Plant
Operation and Mainter/ance (25 Ton /D)

,AF-1601:0015
.1i
p

PA-18
Primary Pilot Training ( PA-I 8/T-6)

AF-1606-0110
Paper

AN/FPS-24 PD Radar Maintenance
(Paper and PenFil)

AF-1715
AN /FPS -35 FD Radar Maintenance
(Paper and Pencil)

AF- 1710241
High Speed Paper Tape Reader atd
Punch/DSSCS

AF;1715-0394'
Parachute

Parachute Rigger
AF-1733-0001

Parairescue
Basic Pararescue Training

AF:0803-0002'
Pararescue Advanced Flying
Trainingz-LBR

o AF-1606-0130
Pararescue( Heavy Lift, Heli)

AF-1606-0035
Pararescue/Recovery SpecialistMedical

AF-0709-0007
Para ueman

Basic Pararescucman

Passenger '
AF-0709-0026

Advanced Air Transportation Passenger
,AF-0419-0003

Air Passenger and Operations Specialist
A F-04 I 9-0002

Air Passenger Specialist
AF-0419-0002

Air Passenger Specialist (Reserve)
I AF -0419 -0022

Passenger and Household Goods
Specialist

AF-0419-0008
AF-0419-0025

Passenger Traffic Specialist
AF-0419-0025

Passive
Passive Defense Instructor

AF-0802-0004
Patrol 0,

Combat Patrol Dog
AF21728-0022

Patrol Dog Explosives Detection
AF- 1728-0013

Dog og Handler
AF-1728-0014

Patrol Dog Handler Supervisor
AF- 1728-0023

Patrol Dog Handler Transition
AF-1728-0015

Patrol Dog Marijuana Detection
AF-1728-0010

Pavements
Payements Maintenance Specialist

AF-1710-0006
AF -1710 -0007

PB-10
Field and Organizational Maintenance,
PB- 10 Autopilot

AF-1715-0625
Pediatrics

Pediatrics Nurse Practitioner
AF-0703-0009

Penetration
F-I I I Penetration Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF-1"715-0124
F/FBIll PenetraOon Aids Test Stations
'Technician

AF-1715-0207
AF-1715-0679

Integrated Avionics. Component
Specialists (ComMunication/Mission and
Traffic Control and Penetration Aids)

AF-1715-0609

Performance
'Advanced Observer Aircraft
Performance Engineer

AF-1704-0115
Basic Observer Aircraft Performance
Engineer Training

AF -1704 -01 16
Evaluation of Perfortnance Measurement
System

AF-1408-0029
Staff Aircraft Performance Engineer

AF- I 104-0001
Staff Aircraft Performance Officer

AF- I 107-0001
Structural. Repair of High Performance
Aircraft

AF- I 704-0091

Persian
DanAfghan Persian

Persian

Perscinal
Personal Affairs

AF-0602-0007.

AF-0602-0007
AF-0602-0011
D D-0602-000
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

AF-I406-0001
Personal Affairs Specialist

AF-I406-0001
Personal and Survival Equipment
Training (Enlisted)

AF- I 704-0183
Personal Equipment and Survival
Training

AF-0802-0020
Personal Equipment and Survival
Training (Enlisted

AF- 1704 -0183
Personal Equipment Specialist

AF-1704-0182
Perrnal Equipment SpeciaAlisFylG70e4n-eora1)

Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Officer

AF-0799-0006
Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Specialist

323
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Personnel ,

Advanced Personnel Officer
AF- 1408 -0028

Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS)/Personnel Data System (PDS)
Work Center Operations, Phase II

AF -1402 -0060
Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS), Phase II

AF -1402 -0060
Personnel Management and Data
Systems

AF-1408-0030
Personnel Officer

AF -1406 -0036
Personnel Services Officer

AF -1408 -0023
Personnel Specialist

Personnel Staff-Officer

PerSonnel Technician ?"'

AF -1406- 0005

AF-I406-0031

AF-1406-0040
Professional Personnel Management

.AF-1406-0033

.AF-1408-0022
Pest

Disease Vector and Pest Control
Technology

Pest Corttrol4SEA)
AF-0101-0001

AF-0101-0004
Petroleumu m

Fuels Management Officer (Petroleum

. . AF-I601-0043
Fuels Officer (Petroleum/Fuels)

AF-I601-0043
Fuel Specialist (Petroleum Fuels)

AF-I601-0035
Petroleum Plants and Systems, Advanced
Maintenance

AFJI601-0039
Petroleum Supply Specialist-

AF -1601 -0035
Petroleum Systems Maintenance
Technician

AF-I601-0038
Petroleum Tank Cleaning Supervisor

AF-0802-0015
PGM-16D

Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (PGM-
16D)

AF-1715-029
Missile-Pneudraulic RepairMan (PGM-
16D)

AF-1104-0112
PGM-16D/E

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (PGM- 16D /E)

AF-I60 i -0034
PG M- TISE

4Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (PGM-
16E)

AF-171541300
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (ATLAS
PGM-I6E)

AF-1715-0651
Missile Mechanic (PGM-I6E and PGM-
16F)

AF -1704 -0157

Pharmacy
Apprentice Pharmacy Specialist

AF-0709-0014
yharmady Specialist

Pharmacy Technician
AF-0709-0014.

AF-0709-0003
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Plume II

Phase II General Accoun ting
Applications -

AF-1402-0004
Phase II Systems Management

AF -1408 -0027

Photo -

Advanced Aerospace Photo Intelligence
AF -1606 -0047

Color Photo Processes
A F- 1709-0009

Indulstrial Photo Interpretation and Bomb
Damage AssessmentAlk

AF- I 606-0053
Intelligence Photo-Radar Officer' AF-1606-006I

AF- 1709-0017
AF-1709-0021

Photo Interpretation Specialist
AF -1606 -0050

Photo Interpretation Technician
AF -1606 -0058

Photogrammetric
Advanced Photogrammetric-..
Cartographic ,

AF- 1709 -0013
AdvancedPhotogrammetric
Cartographic Techniques

DD-1601-0005
Basic Photogrammetric Cartographic
Techniques

DD-1601-0001
Photograminetric-Cartographic
Technician

AF- I -0013
Photogrammetric Compilation

DD- I 6 -0004 .

Photographer
Aerial Photographer

AF- 1709 -0005
Combat Still Photographer, Operator

AF-1709-0002
Phinographer

AF-17003010
Still Photographer

AF-1709-0010
Photographic

Aerospace Photographic Systems
Repairman

AF-1715-0291
Bake-Nunn Photographic Maintenance

AF- I 721-0005
Integrated Avionics System. Specialist
(Inertial/Bomb Niivigation, Fire/Weapon
Control, Digital-Computers, Airborne

Photographic Systems. and Multi-Sensor
Displays)

AF- I 715-0210
Intelligence Precision Photographic
Officer

ALF- I 606-0056
Photographic Intelligcnceman.

AF-1606-009
Photographic Interpretation

AF-1709-0003
Photographic Repairman

AF-1715-0291
Precision Photographic. Processing
Control

AF-1709-000.1
Precisiorf Photographic Processing,
Control Technician

AF-1709-0001
Precision Photographic Processing
Specialist

AF- I 709 0022
AF- 1709-0023

Precision Photographic Processing
Technician

AF -1709- `0001

,

PreciSion Photographic Processing
Techniques

AF-1709-0024
Precision Photographic

Precision Photographic
Repairman

Precision Photographic

Services Officer
AF-1709-0006

Systems

AF- I 715 -0028
Systems

Technician
AF- I 704410,19

Still Photographic Camera Specialist
AF-1709-002

\
Still Photographic-Laboratory Specialist N.

AF-1709-0018
Still Photographic Officer

AF-1709-00
Photography .

LithographiPhotoiraphy
DP-1719-0003

Photojournalism
Still Photojournalism

Photomapping
Photomapping

AF- I 704-0004

AF-I601-0026'
Photoprocessing

Precision PhOtoprocessingpecialist
AF-1709-0022
AF-1709-0023

Precision Photoprocetsing Technician
-AF-1709-0001.

Physical
Physical Therapy (Advanced)

AF-0704-0003 -

Physical Therapy Specialist
AF-0704-0002

Physical Therapy Technician .
4 .AF-0704-000I

Physician's
Physician's Assistant

Physiological
Apprentice- PAlysiological Training.
Specialist

AF-0709-0016
Physiological Training Officer

AF-0709-0017
Physiological Training Specialist

AF- 0709 -0016.
Physiologidal Training Supervisor

AF-0709-0022
Picture

Xg-0709-0008

. .

Motion Picture Laboratory Specialist
AF -1709 -0025

Sound and Picture Editing Specialist
AF-1709-0011

Pilot
Advanced Flying School Transport Pilot
(C-14.1) .

AF- I 606-0019
Advanced Helicoptelrint Training (H-
l/H- 3/H- 43/H -53)

AF4606-0131
Advanced Pilot Multi-Engine TB-50
Training

AF- 1606.0013
Advanced Pilot Training Multi-Engine B-
25

AF-1606-0014
Advanced Pilot Training Multi-Engine T-
29

AF- 606 '-00l2
Aircraft Observer TrainingPilot

:AF-1606-0030
Army Primary Pilot Training

AF-1606-0143.
Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot)

3(-14

AF--1606-0109
Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot and
Navigator)

AF-I606-0109
Basic Pilot Instructor. Multi-Engine
Conventional

. AF-160610141
'Basic Pilot Training

AF- 1606 -0124
Basic Pilot Training, Multi- Engine.

4 AF -1606 -0125
Basic Pilot Training, Single-Engine (Jet)

AF-1606-0124
C -141 Pilot

AF -1606 -0019
*C-5 Pilot

AF -1606 -0023
C'AA Pilot Basic -

AF -1606 -0049
'c Warfare Training (Specialized

F-4 Piloikr. t--,
AF-I606-0114

ExperiMentOttest Pilot
AF-I606-0093

GAM:83 Pilopround Trainer
Op2rator/Maintettoce

AF-1715-0322
Helicopter InstructoiPilot (H-I, H-1N,
H- I F, CH-3, CH-53, .11H-53) .

AF -1606 -0066
Helicopter Instructor-Pit:it Training

`/AF-1606-0063
Helicopter Pilot Conversioh Training H-
I F)

AF-I606-0113
Helicopter Pilot Conversion Training,
(H,- IF /H- 43)(H- IF /CH -3)

r AF-106-01I2
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training (H-
I 9/1-1-21)

AF-1406-0016
Helicopter Pilot Instructor Training(H-
43/TH-IF/CH-3)

Ak.-1606-0068
Helicopter Pilot Training (CH-36)

AF-I606-0010
Helicopter Pilot.Training (H413, H -19

:and H -21)
AF -1606 -0006

Helicopter Pilot Training, 11-19/H-21
AF-I606-0006

Helicopter Pilot Training. H-19/H.21/H-
433

AF-1606-0006
Helico ter Pilot Training (H-19/H-
43B)( 19/CH-3C)

AF-1606-0008
Helicopter Pilot Training ( H-I9/H-
43)(H-I9/H-3)

A1.-1606,0007
Helicopter Pilot Training (H-IF/H-
IF)(H-IF/CH-3)(H-IF/H-43) "

AF-I606-0009
Helicopter Pilot Transition Training
(CH-3, H-43, H-1F)

. AF-I606-01
Helicopter*Pilot Transitiori.Training (TH-
1)

AF- 1606 -0091
Instrument.Pilot Instructor (Helicopter)

AF-1406-0029
InstrumentPilot Instructor Training (T-
29 )

AF-I406-0019
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-
33)

AF-1406-0020
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training.(T-.
38)

AF -1406 -0009
AF-1406-0018
AF-1606-0011

Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-
38/T-39)



AF-1606-,00 I I
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training;(T-
39 )

AF- 1 606-0011
Instrument Pilot, Jet

A F= I 606-0078
Instrument Pilot Training (C-47)

AF-1606-0119
Intercepta Pilot Instructor Training (F-
102)

AF- W06-0096
Interceptor Pilot Training (F -102)

AF- I 606-0100
Interceptor Pilot Training ( -8614 ;

A F-'I 6064)ffri
Officer Pre-Flight Training (Pilot)

AF-I606-6103
Pilot Advanced Flying

. AF- I 606-0065
Pilot Advanced Flying (H-3) Basic

AF- I 606-0036
Pilot Advanced Flying (H -53) Basic

. : AF-1606-0036
Pilot Advanced Flying (HC-I 30) ARRS

AF- I 606-0026
Pilot,Advanced Flying (HH-3E) ARRS

AF- 1606-0036
Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-4 3) ARRS

AF- I 606-0 I 28
Pilot Advanced Flying (HH-5 3) ARRS

AF- I 606-0036
Pilot Advanced Flying (TH-I F) Basic

. p. AF -,l606 -0138
Pilot Advanced Flying (TH -I I) SAC

AF-160640 39
Pilot Advanced Flying (UWIN) Basic

AF- I 606-0 I 40
Pilot Instructor. Training ( Basic)

AF-I406-0008
Pilot Instructor Training:Basic Multi-
Engine (T-28)

AF-1606-0144
Pilot Instructor Training-Basic Single-
Engine (Jet))

. AF -1406 -0008
Pilot Instructor Training, Primary (T-
34/T,28)

AF-I5 12-0001
Pilot Instructor Training (T-28)

AF- I 40640015
Pilot Instructor Training(cT-3 3)

AF- 1406 -0008
Pilot Instructor Training (T -37)

AF- I 406-0021
Pilot Instructor Training (T-38)

AF-1406-0010
AF-1606-0101

Pilot Instructor Training (T-4 I )
AF-I406-001 I

Primary Pilot Training (PA-I srr-6)
.AF-I606-0110

Primary Pilot Training (T-34/T-28)
AF-1606-0099

Transition Pilot Training (C-47)
AF- I 606-0029

Undergraduate Pilot Training Helicopter
(1-I 9/H-4313 or IL I 9/CH-3C )

AF -1606 -00064
Undergraduate Pilot Training Helicopter
(T-28)

AF-I 606-0005
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-28A/T-
28B)

AF-1606-0004
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-37/T-
33)

AF-I 606-0022
Ilndergraduate-Pilot Training (T-4I,
Interim)

AF-I606-0003
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-41n--
37/ T-33)

AF-I606-0022

Undergraduate Pilot Trainine(T-4 i/T-
37/T-38)

AF-I 606-00. 22
USAEAdvanced Frying School,
Interceptor (F-89D)Pilot

AF,I606-0087
USAF - Advanced Flying School
(Interceptor -F-94t)Tilot

AF-1606-008V
USAF Advanced.lnterceptor Pilot
Training F-86L .

AF-1606-0077
'USAF Combat Flying School, Intercfptor
(F-94C)--Pilot

. AF -1606 -0082
,USAF Combat Flying School; Interceptor
.(T-'33/F-89D )-LPilot

AF- 1606 -0071
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)Pilot

AF-I 606-0073'
USAF CoLinbat Flying School, Light
Bomb Jet (B-57)--Pilot

AF-1606-0120
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor,
Conventional (B-25)

AF- I 406-00.19
USAF Instrument Pilot lnstructor
Training (Jet)

AF-1406-0020
USAF Instrument Pilot Ir'iNructor
Training (Reciprocating)

AF-I406-0019
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Reciprocating Engine)

AF- I 406-0019

Pilotless
Pilotless Aircraft Control Systems
Mechanic

AF-1715-0247
Pilotless Aircraft. Guidance and Control
Officer

AF- I 715-0648

Pilots *)

Special Operations Training, AC-130E
Pilots

AF- 1606 -0020

Planner
Logistics Planner

AF-1405-039
Plant

Inside Plant, Installation
AF%51714-0019

Outside Plant Installation
AF-1714-0021

Outside Plant Installation and
Maintenance.,

AF-1714-0021
Platemaking

Lithographic Stripping. and Platemaking
DD-1719-0001

Plumber
Plumber

. AF-1710-0002
Plumber/Plumbing Supervisor (SM-65F)

AF-1710-0003
Plumber/Plumbing Supervisor (SM-68B)

AF-1710-0001
Plumbing

Plumbing Specialist
AF-1716

Plumbing System Maintenance (LG
25)

AF-1710-

002

Pneudraulic
Aircraft and Missile Pneudraulic
Repairman

AFs1704,004 I _

7 '

KEYWOAD IfsIDEX K49
Aircraftsand Missile Pneudraulic Repair
Technician

AF- I 704-0014
Aircraft Pneudraupc Repairman

A F- 1704-004-1
Aircraft Pneudraulic Repair Technidian

AF-1r704-0014
Missile and Facility'P'neudraulic
Technician (SM:65),

AF-1704-0146
Missile Pncudraulk Repairman

AF -1704 -0109
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (HGM-
25A)

AF- 1704-0113
Missile,Pneudraulic Repairman (LGM-
25)

AF-1704-0173
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (LGM-
25C)

AF- 1704-0
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (PGM-
16D )

AF-1704-0112
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
65D)

AF-1704-0112
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
68A)

AF -1704-0113.
Missile Pne'udraulic Repairman (SM-
68B)

AF-1704-0173
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman, WS-
I33A

AF- 1704 -0I I I
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman, WS:
133A,B,A,M . ,

AF -1704 -0111

Police
Air Police

AF -1728 -0019
Air Police (Basic)

AF-1728-0019
Air Policeman (BaSic Air Police)

AF-1728-0019
Air Police (NCO)

Air Police Officer
AF -1728 -0001

AF -1728 -0018
Air Police (Provost Marshal) Phase I

AF- 172820029
Air Police Supervisor

AF -1728 -0001
Combat Security Police

Police Administration .-

Security Police

Security Police

Security Volice

Security Police
Preparedness

Security POlice

Security Police

AF-1728-0017 ;

AF- 1728-0016
Administration

AF- I 728-0016
Combat Preparedness

AF-1728-0003
Officer

AF-1728-0018
Officer Combat

AF-1728-0012
Staff Officer

AF-1728-0007
Supervisor

AF- I 7A-0028
Policeman

Air Policeman
AF- 1728 -00I9

Air Policeman (Basic Air Police)
AF-1728.:00I9

Security Policeman
AF-1728-0019

Sentry Dog Handler (Air Policeman)
AF -1 28-0002

Polish
Polish
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.;;' AF-0602-0007

AF- 0602 -001 1
DD -0602 -0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

Portuguese
Portuguese

Postal
Postal Operations

AF-1404-0001

AF-0602-0001
AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0006
VD-0602-0001-
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

Postgraduate
Postgraduate Intelligence Coufse

D13:1511-0004
Power

.A/E241U,:fl _Power Plant Intermediate and
Organizational (I & 0). Maintenance

AF -1704 -0143
Electrical ower Production. Aleutian
Dew Line

AF-1712-0002
Electrical Power Production Operator

AF-1712-0005
Electrical Power Production Repairman

AF-1712-0004
- Electrical PoWer Production

Repairman/Technician (SM-68)
. AF- I 7 I 2-0003

Electrical Power Production Specialist
AF-1712-0005

Electrical Power Production
Specialist/Technician. SM-68B

AF -17°15 -0306
Electrical Power PrOduction System
Maintenance ( LGM-25)

AF- I 7 I 5-0575
Electrical Power Production Technician

AF- 17 I 5=0579
Electrical Power Production
Technitan/Specialiit, SM-65F

AF-1715-0432
Electric Power Line Specialist

AF-1714-0001
Pbwer Production..Operation and
Maintenance (SAGE)

AF -1715 -0431
Power Production Specialist (Dew Line)

AF-17,12'-0002

ti

.P/P
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment. Repairman (Long Haul.
Cominunications G/A and P/P)

AF4I 715-0240
Precisioh

Precision Dimensional and Optical
Measuring Technician

AF-1721-0006
Precision Meauring Equipment
Specialist t .

AF-1715-0032
Precision MeasUring Equipment
Spccialis( (Electronics) -

AF -1715 -0033
PreciiiOn Measuring' Equipment
Technician .

AF-1715-0032
Precision Photogiaphic Processing
Control

AF-1709-000I
Precision Photographic Processing
Control Technician

AF -1709 -0001

Precision Photographic
Specialist

Precision Photographic
.Technician

Precision photographic
Techniques

Precision Photogiiiphic

Precision Photographic
Repairman.

Processing

AF- 1 709 -0022
AF-1709-0023

Processing

AF-1709-0001
Processing

AF-1709-0024
Services Officer

AF-1709-0006
Systems

A*1715-0028
Precision Photographic Systems
Technician

AF- I 709-0019
Precision Photoprocessing Specialist

AF-1709-402
AF-170010023

'Precision Photoprocessing Teetinjcian
'AF-1709 I

Precision Oh.sical Measuring Tech
AF -1721

.Prediction -

Command Oriented Radar Prediction
AF-2203-0002

Pre-Flight ,

'Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot)
AF-16.06:0109

Aviation Cadet Pre-Flight (Pilot and -

Navigator)
. AF- I 606-0109

Officer Pre-Flight Training (Navigator)
AF-1606-0104

Officer Pre-Flight Training (Pilot)
AF-1606-0103

I'S

.'

Preppratory
Printer Systems "Operator, Preparatory

AF-1715-0702.

Preparedness'. -,
Disaster Preparedness

Disaster Preparedness

pisasterPreparednesk

t
Disaster Preparedness
(Additional Duty)

Disaster Preparedness
Duty)

AF-0802-0003
Officer

AF-0802-0017
Specialist

AF-0802-0001
AF-0802-0002

Specialist

AF-0802-0001
Specialist (Remote

AF-0802-0001

Prevention
Air. Force Weapons Accident Prevention
and Management

AF-0802-002 I
Fire Prevention Technician

AF-1728-003.2

Preventive
Apprentice Preventive Medicine
Specialist .

AF-0707-0005
General Preventive Medicine. Residency,
Phases II and III

AF-0707-0002
Preventive Dentistry'Specialist

AF-0701-0008
Preventive Medicine Specialikt

Pricidg
Defense Advance Jocurement Pricing

AF- I 408-0008.
Defense Contract Pn o Techniques:

AF -1408 -0003
Quantitative Methods for AdLanced
Procurement Pricing

AF-1408-0010
Primary

Aerospace Medicine Primary
AF-0709-0025

Army Primary Pilot Training
AF- I 606-0 I 43

Primary-Basic Navigator Training
AF- I 606-0145

PriMary-Basic Navigator Upgrading
AF-1715-0621

Primary Pilot Trainine PA:18/T-6 )
'AF-1606-0110

Primary Pilot Training (T-34/T-28)
AF- I 606-0099

Printer
Printer Systems Operatnr, Preparatory

AF-1715-0702
Printing

Offse*Printing
DD-1719-0002

Prior
Prior Service Military Training

AF-2203-0049
Processe

Quality ControlMaterials and
Processes

AF- I 724-0001

Processing
Metals Processing Specialist

AF-1723-0004
Precision Photographic Processing
Celintrol

AF-1704:0001
Precision Photographic Processing
Control Technician .

AF-1709-0001
Precision Photographic Processing
Specialist

Precision,Photographic
Techniciiik .

.

Precision r otoicraphic
Techniqu

AF- I 709-0022
AF- I 709-0023

Processing

AF-1709-0001
Processing

AF-1709-0024

Processor ,
Data Proccaar./Display (AN/FYQ"-9)
Field/Organizational (570) .Maintenance

AF-1715-0276
Procurement

Adoncete Base Procivement
Management

AF -1405-0029,
Base Procurement Officer

AF-1405-0014
AF- I 405-0038

Cential Procurement Officer'
Aid1405 -0015
AF -1405 -0032

Defense Advance Procurement Pricing
AF- 1408-0008

Procurement and Production Officer
,Fundamentals

'1408-0057
Preventive Medicine Technician Procurement Officer

AF-0707-0004 AE444 - -0048
AF- I e' 5 -0055

Procurement Special,
AF -1405 =0020

- . AF-1408-0069

Price
Defense Cost Price Analysis



Procurement Supervisor
AF-1408-0034

Quantitative Methods for AdVanced
Procurement Pricing

'AF-1408-0010
Research and Development Procurement
Officer

AF-1405-0036
AF- I 405-0043

Systems Procurement Officer
- A F-el 405-00 I 6

AF-1405-0617
AF-1405-0037

Production('
Advarice;:i productionManagement

AF-1408-001
Mainteriaiiee Engineering ProduOion
Analysis .

AF-1408-0006
AF -1408 -0007

Procu ent and Production Officer
Fundamentals

Production Control

Production Management

A F-1408;0057

AF-1601-0001

AF-I408-0059
Production Management.II .

AF-1408-0014
Television Production Specialist

AF-0505-0001
Professional

Professional Military Comptroller
, AF-I408-0004

Professional Personnel,Management
AF-I406-0033-

Program
Automated Systerns.Program Designer ss.' ' AF-1402-0010

AF-I402-0044
Automated.Systems.PrOgram Designer
(Manag ment Support Systems)

.AF-1402-0010
Systgin Program Management

AF- 1408 -0060

ammer
Air Force Integrated Command and
Control System Computer Programmer

A F- I 462,0034
BUIC III Computer Programmer

AF 1402 -0052
BUIC Systems Computer Programmer

AF- I 402-005 I
Command and Control Systems
,C'Omputer Programmer

AF-1402-0058
Hi.44-1618 Computer Programmer Tactical
and Control SyStem .

AF-1462-0033
Instructional Programmer -

AF-1406-0024.
NCMC Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0009
SAGE Comiluter Programmer

AF-1402-0030
Store and Forward Communications
System Computer Programmer

AF-1402-9018
+AF-1402-0657

Weapon Support Syste'rns Computer ,

Programmer
AF -1402 -0058

Piogramming
AdvaneedICOBOL Programming
Techniques

AF- 1402-0049
Automated Systems Programming
Technician (Management Support'
Systems)

AF.1402-0002
(t,

a:

B 263 Compu(er Programming and
Operation '

. AF- I 402-00 I 5
IJUIC Computer rogramming

AF-1402-0061
C-E Programming (Staff Officer)

AF- .1408-0047
Checkout Sequence Programming Set.
AN /GSM -133 (AGM-69A)

AF-1402-0067
COBOL PFogramming

AF-I 402-60 I I
Communications-Electronics
Programming (Staff Officer)

AF-I408-0047
Computer Programming

AF- I 402-0008
Computer Systems Programming Officer

AF-I402-0035
AF-I402-0048

Computer Systems Programming Officer,
SAGE

AF-I402-0032
,FokTF,AN PrOgramming.

AF-I402-0007
JOVIAL Programming

AF-I 402-0613
Programming Concepts

AF-1
Programming Specialist

cI402-0037
Programs

Communications-Electronics Programs
Management;

AF -1408 -0050
Programs and Work Control Specialist

AF-1717-0009
Programs and Work Control Technician
(BEAMS)

AF -1408 -0045

Propellant
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Fuel
Propellant)

AF-I4.0-0023
Fuel Specialist (Missile Liquid Filet

1y Propellant) (LGM-25)

Propellants
Missile .Test Equipment Te
(Propulsion and Propellants) (SM 8)

AF-17 5-0337

AF-1601-0047

Propeller
Aircraft Propeller Repairman

AF -1704 -0046
Aircraft Propeller Technician

AF -1704 -0040
Field and Organizational Maintenance
A6341FN-D I Propeller

AF-1704-0103
Field and Organizational Maintenance of
34G60 Propeller

. A F- I 7044/048
Hamilton Standard Propeller, C-1 19,
Installation

A£= 1704 -0127

dit
Prope y

In trial Property Administrati
' AF-0

Propulsion;

n (JT)
26-0001
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Complete Denfure prbsthetics

AF-0701-0010
Crown and Bridge Dental Prosthetics

AF-0701-001I
Crown and Fixed Partial Denture
Prosthetics

AF-0701-0011
Removable Partial Denture Prosthetics

AF-0711jc00.12
Protection

Fire Protection Fundaynentals
AF-1728-0037

Fire Plinection Specialist
AF-1428-0037

Fire Prctection Sp8cialist (Missiles)
AF -1728 -0033

Fire Ptection Supergia-ri
AF-1728.6034

Protective
F-4 Protective Equipment Specialist

AF-1704-0180
F-4 Protective Equipment Technician

AF- 1704-0 I 84.
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective (Fabric and
Leather) .,

AF-1716-0003
Maintenance of Surviv I and Aircrew
Protective-. equipment ( abric, Leather.
and Rubber)

AF-1716-0003
Protective Coating Specialist

At-1710-0013
Protective Equipment Specialist.

AF-1704:0182
Survival Training and Protective
Equipment Officer

AF-0802-0020
ProVIsioning.

Initial Provisioning

Miisileest Equipment T c nician
(Proiulsion and Propellants) (SM68)

AF- 1715 -0337
Propulsion Shop Management

AF-1717-0001 -
Rocket Propulsion Technician (Interim)

AF-1704-0163
rogthetics tot,

,
Chibrite-CObalt bental.PrOsthetics '

AF-0701-6017

f
3-C)4

AF- 1405 -0035

Provost
Air PoliCe (Provost Marshal) Phase!

AF -1728 -0029
Provost Marshal

AF-1728-0029
Psychiatric

Psychiatric Ward Specialist

Public
Public Information Ent'

AF-0708-000 I

DD-0504-d008
Public Information Officer

DD-0504-0007
Publications

Publications, Functions (Supervisor)
AF-1408-0055

Pulse ,

Special Course On Radar Set AN/ALT-7
and Pulse Generator 0-207/ALA-7
(Depot)

Data Processing
(Punched Card)

Data Processing
(Punched Card)

Machine Operator

AF-1,402-05
AF-1402-0026

Machine Supervisor

AF-1402-0036
Punched Card

Data Processing Machine Supervisor
,(Punched Card)

AF- 1402.0036
Puichaiing

Piirchasing and Contracting Officer
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AF-I405-0048

, 9 sYjitein
-Special Electronics EquipmenCSpecialist,

A?-:1715-0350
QSystem

Quality
. Conventional Munitions Quality
Assurance

AF-0802-0006
Quality ControlMaterials and
Processes

AF-1724-0001
. -

Quantitative
Advanced Quantitative Methods In'Cost
Analysis

AF-1115-0004
Basic Quantitative Methods in Cost
Analysis

x. AF- I I 15-0005
Quantitative Method's for Advanced,
Procurement Pricing

AF-I408-0010
Quantitative Methods in Cost Analysis.

AF-1115-0004

0:6 and R-2 Crash Rescue Trucks, Field
and. Organizational Maintenance .

AF-1728-0024
R2800

Reciprocating Engine Conditioning,With
Analyzers (R2800 and Smaller)

t.,AF-1704-0071
R3350

Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R3350)

AF-1704-007I
R4360 1

Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R4360)

AF-1704-0071
Race

'Defense Race Relations Institute
DD- 1512 -0001

Radar
Advanced Navigator Radar
Bombardment Training'

AF-1606=0166
Airborne Early. Warning Radar
Repaifman ( AN/APS-20E) .

AF-1715-0025
Airborne Early Warning Radar
Repairman ( AN/APS-45)

AF-1715-0029
Airborne Early Warning Radar Specialist
Principles

AF-.1715-0493
AF -1715 -0533

Aircraft Control and Warning (AC & W)
Radar Officer

AF-1715-0369
Aircraft Control and Warning (AC & W)
Radar Repairman ( AN/GLR-1/FLR-12)

AF. 1715 -0234
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar-
Maintenance Technician

. AF-1715-0064
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar

- Repairman
dAF I 7.15-06117

Aircraft Control and aMing Radar
,,RePairrnan'(Ats/CPS- B and AN/FPS6)

AF-1715-00.23
Aircraft Control and Watt Radar
RepairmarN AN/CPS-6B 1FF')

AP, I7P.0023
. Aircraft Control and Warning Radar _

-Repairman (AN /FPS -18, AN /FST- 1, AN.
FSA-10, ANiFSW-1)' '

F -1715 -0060-
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-20 and_AN/FPS-6

, A.F.171,5-0115
-Aircraft Contrel and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3, AN/FPS-6)

Af-1715-0103.:,
'Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/FPS-3. AN/FPS-6 and

.;

1FF)
AF-1115:0103

Aircraft Control and Warning Racial-
Repairman ( AN/FPS-8 and AN /FPS-4).

AF-1715-0105
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman, AN/FPS:8. AN/FPS-4

.1: 4. AF-J715-0020
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman". AN/FPS-8. AN/FPS-4, and
1FF

AF-1715-0020
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairinan,_,AN/FST-2

AF-1715-0111
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar .
Repairman (AN/GPA-37)

AF- 1715 -0056-
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar
Repairman (AN/TPS-ID, AN/TPS-10D)

AF-1715-0118,.
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar'.
Repaiiman (AN/TPS--ID,AN/TPS-100
and IFF)

AF-1715-0118
Aircraft Control and Warning Radar -

Technician
AF-1715-0064

Aircraft Early Warning Radar
Maintenance Technician

.

AF-171.5'..0282
rnAircraft Early Waing Radar Repairman

-AF-1715;0427
Aircraft Early Warning Radar Repairman
(for Navy Personnel)

AF-1715-0364
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman

.AF-1715'-0027
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation'
Systems Repairman (AN/APN-
81/89A/99A Doppler)

AF-1715-0026
- Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation

Systees Repairman ( NrAPN-89/99/108
Doppler) ,

AF-1715-0026
Aircraft Inertial and Rhdar Navigation
systems Repairman (RF-4C Supplement)

AF-1715-0022
Air Traffic Control Operator (Radar)

AF:1704-0166
Air Traffietontm1 Operator (Radar)
(Army)

AF-1704-0107
Air Traffic Control Radar Mainidhance
Technician

. . . An-171510397
Air Traffic Control Radar Rdpairman

AF-1715-:0488
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman,
AN/CPN-18, AN/FPN-I 6

AF-1715-0676
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman
AN/CPN-4

1,AF-1715-0422
Air _Traffic Control RadafRepairmanr ( AN/FPN- I 6 and AN/CPN-18)

AF -1715 -0676
-Air Traffic Control Radar Repaliman
(AITMPN4).

AF1715-0488
Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman -
(AN/TPN-I 2)

Ar-1715-0737

3 r

Air Traffic Conlrol Radar Technician
AF ;L7.15 -0397

AN/CPS-9 Radar Set
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)'
Maintenance

AF-1715-0613
AN/FPS-24 FD Radar Maintenance
(Paper and Pencil) , -

:AF-1715-0244
,AN /FPS -26A Radar Field and
Organizational (P & 0) Maintenance

AF-;1715-0213
AN/FPS-35 ED Radar Maintenance
(Paper and Pencil)

AF-17157,-0241
AN/FPS-77 MeteorologiCal Radar Set,
Field/Organizational (1:/0).

AF-1715-0237
AN/FSS-7 Radar Maintenance (-V/o
AN/FSSEquipment) for FPS-26A'7., ,

Experienced Personnel
AF-1715-0233

AN/FSS-7 Radar Maintenance (w/o
AN/FSS Equipment) for Personnel w/o
FPS-26A Experience

AF-1715-0235
AN/MSQ-35 Radar Bomb Scoring
Central F/O

AF -1715 -0363
'ANiik-44, Radar

.

,Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

-Af-1715-0251:!-
AutOniatic.TrackingRadar Repairrnid

f AF-1-7 (5-43368 -
Automatic Traciing Radai Specialist ,.

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(AN/MSQ-39)

AF- I 715-0405
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Auto Tracking Radar Equipment)'

AF-1715-0009
Automatic' Tracking Radar Specialist
(Radar Systems)

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Rate and Track Subsystems) (SM-65)

AF:1715-0406
Automatic Tracking Radae,Specialist
(SHORAN)

AF-17-15-000/1
Automatic Traciting4tadar Technician

4`' ; AF- 1715:0021 ''
AutorhatiC-Tracking Radar Technician
,( Automatic Tracking Radar.Equipment)

. AF- 1715.002I`
AUtofttatic Tracking Radar Technician
(Radar Equipment)

AF- 1715 -0021
Avionic Inertial and Radar,,Nayigation
Systems Specialist-

AF-1715-0027
Avionic Inertial and'Radar Navigation
Systems Technician (AN/APN-RI;
89A/99A Doppler)

AF -1715 -0024
Bomb Navigation S9stems Technician
(K, MA-6A, MA-7A Radar and
interconnect)

AF-1715-0212
Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
CK MA-6A;MIN-2A Series Radar
Interconnects) .

AF-Ie5-0212
,, -Bonn) Navigation Systems Technician .:

(MA-6A, 7A Radar and ICE)
AF-1715-0212

Bomb Navigation Systems Technician
(MA-6A, MA-7A Radar, and
Interconnect)

AF-1715-0212



BUIC III Air Surveillance for Radar
Inputs Countermeasures
Officer/Teetinician

AF-1715-0113
Command Oriented Radar Prediction

AF-2203-0002
Decibel Radar Target Prediction and
Simulation

AF-1715-0280
F-I I IA Radar and Controls Test Station's
Technician

AF-1715-0250
F-II I Radar and Control Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-0261
Fire Control Systems Mechanic. MG-I0'
Radar

AF-1715-0258
GCA Radar Officer

Grbund Radar Systems
Supervisor/echnician

AF '1717 MOOR
I .

AF-1715-0367
Intelligence Photo-Radar Officer.

AF -1606 -0061
AF-1709-00I7
AF-1709-0021

K-Series Radar and Interconnection
Equipment Technician

AF-1715-0212
MA-2/ASB-4 Bomb Navigation Systems
(Radar and Computer Technician)

AF-1715-0286
Navigator Radar Intercept

AF- 1606 -0045
Radar Equipment Air Maintenance
Upgrading

AF -1715 -0365
Radzir Intercept Officer Training

AF-1606-0045
Radar Intercept Officer Training ( MG-
12/13 )°

AF-I606-0045
Radar Siting. Calibration and Evaluation

AF-1715-0281
&pecial Course on Radar Set AN/ALT-7
and Pulse Generator 0-207/ALA-7
(Depot)),

4F- 1715 -0420
Special Training on Airborde Radar
Beacon AN/APN-69 (Depot)

AF-1715-0421
Special Training on Airborne Radar
Macon AN/APN-69 (Field and
Organizational)

AF-1715-0421
Special Training On Radar Bombing.
Navigation System. AN/APO-24A

AF -1715 -0617
Special Training on Radar Set AN/TPS-
I D

AF-1715-0407
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
( MG- I 3 Radar )

AF-1715-0444
Weapons Control SySten echanic
(MG-3. MG-10, MG-I3 Rat tr)

F71715-0445
cchanicWeapons Control System.

(MG-3, MG- 10 Radar)
AE11715-0445

Weapons Control S terns Technician
(MG-13 Radar ).

- AF -171,5 -0374
Weapons Control System Technician .

(MG-3, MG- 10 Radar)
AU' -1715-0557

Radio
Airborne Radio Maintenance Technician

AE-1715-0067
Airborne Radio Operator

AF -2203-0033
Airborne Radio Repairman

AE-1715-0341

Aircraft Radio Maintenance Technician
AF- 1715-0067

Aircraft Radio Repairman
AF-1715-0065

d AF-1715-0069
Aircraft Radio Repairman (Command)

AF- 1715-0066
AF- 1715-0068

Aircraft Radio Repairman
(Communications)

AF-1715-0065
Aircraft Radio Repairman.(Data Link
Supplement)

AF -1715 -0185
Aircraft Radio Repairman (General)

AF-1715-0065
Aircraft Radio Repairman (Navigational)

AF-1715-0069
AN/TRC-97A Radio Set.
Field/Organizationfil (F/O) Maintenance,
(407L)

AF-1715-0357
Radio Set.

tional/Intemiediate (0/I)
Maintenance (407L)

AF -1715 -0357
. Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0317
Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance ?
Mechanic (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0302
Collins I8S-A Radio Set

AF -1715 -0077
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman

AF -1715 -0534
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (AN/FLR-9(V))

AF -1715 -0346
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment RepairMan (AN/FRT-49;
AN/GKA-5 )

AF-1715-0738
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (Long Haul
Communications G/A and P/P)

AF -1715 -0240
Ground Radii; Communications
Equipment Repairman (SLFCS)

AF- I 715-0049
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment,Repaimian (Titan II)

AF-1715-0491
Ground Radio Communications
EqUipment Repairman. WS -133A

AF-1715-0245
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman. WS-133A/A-M

AF -1715 -0245
Ground Radi*O Communications
Equipment Repairman (WS- 133A/B)

AF-1715-0358
AF -1715 -0495

Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman WS- I338

AF-17J 5-0248
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Technician

AF- 1715-0088
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Technician ( AN/GRC-I37 )

AF-1715-0238
Ground Radio Communications
Technician (KWT-6 SSB)

AF-1715-0243
Ground Wadi() Equipment Repairman
(AN/FRT.-49. AN/GKA-5)

AP-1715-0738
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician

'AE-1715-0'284
Ground Radio Maintenance Technician
Fixed Stations, Communications Systems

AF-1715-0222

KEYWORD INDEX
Ground Radio Maintenance Tech
Navigational Aids Communications
Systems

Ground Radio Officer
AF-1715-0285

AF-1715-0548
Grotind Radio Operator

AF-2203-0034
Ground Radio Operator (Voice)

AF-2203-0034
Ground Radio Repairman

Ground Radio Systems
Supervisor/Technician

AF-1715-0577
HC -130 Radio Operator Advanced
Flying

AF-I606-0024
HC-I30 Radio Operator ( Aircrew
Training

AF-1606-0024
Medium Bombardment Comentionat. B-
29 Four-Engine Transitipn (Radio
Operator)

AF-1606-0043
Radio and Television Production
Specialist

DD -0505 X7001
Radio InertiO Ground Guidance
Familiarizatibn (SM -65D)

AF-1715-0608
Radio Intercept Operator

A) -1715 -0705

AF-I404-0002
Radio Operator (HC-f 30) ARRS

AF -1 606 -0024
Radio Operator (Voice)

AF-1715-0046
Radio Relay Equipment MaintenanCe
Technician

AF- 1715-0496
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman

'AF-1715-0489
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
AN /FCC -21. AN /MCC -13. AN/FCC-32.
MC-50. MW-503. and AN/FRC-39A(V)

AF -1715 -0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(AN/MRC-85: AN/FRC-39A(V):
AN/MCC-I3)

) AF- 1715 -0659
Radio Relay Equipmen/Repairman
(AN/TRC )

AF-1715-0122
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier)

AF-1715-0120
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier and Antrac Equipment)

AF- 1 715-0120
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(EAME)

AF- 1715-0494
.Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(FPTS)

AF- I 715-0079
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(FPTS)(AN/FRC-39 and AN/FRC-39A)

AF -1715 -0079
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman MC -'
50. AN/MCC-13. AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
2). MW -503A. AN/FRC-39A(V),
AN/MRC-85

AF- I 715-0659
Radio Relay Equipmen Repairman
(Microwave)

AF- 1715-0085
Radio Relay.Equipment Repairman
(Microwave and Associated Relay .
Center Equipment)

AF-17150085
clay Equipment Repairman'
'enter Equipment)

A1,-1715-0107
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Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(V.Videband)

AF-1715-0080
Radio Relay Equipment Technician

AF -17 15 -0496
Radio Relay Repairman (Microwave)

AE-1715-0085
Radio Traffic Analysis Aide

AF-2203-0006
Special Radio Maintenance Technician
AN/MRN-7 and AN/MRN-8 Instrument
Landing'System

AF-1715-0084
Special Radio Maintenance Technician,

. AN/TRC-24 Radio Set
AF-1715-0081

S 'cial Radio Maintenance Technician
FIELiaison Equipment AN/ARC-21

AF -1715 -0078
. Special .Radio Maintenance Technician,

Radio Receiving Set, AN/ARN-3I
AF-1715-0082

Special Training, AN/ARC-58 Single
Sideband HF Radio Set

AF-1715-0083
Universal Radio Group Equipment

AF- 1715 -0192

Radiograph
Radiograph Interpreter

AF-1720-0001
Radiology

Apprentice Radiology Specialist
AF-0705-0002

Radiology Specialist

Radiology Technician
AF-0705-0002

AF -0705 -0001

Ramjet
Ramjet Engine Mechanic, RJ-43, IM-99B

AFL1704-0077

Ranges
Flight Facilities Equipment. Repairman
(Ranges and.Beacons)

AE-1715-0253
RABBI,

Special Training, AN/FST-2 and RAPPI
AF- 1715 -0416

Special Training, AN/FST-211 and RAPPI
( Field and Organizational) & 0)

AF -1715 -0416

Rate ant' 'rack
Tracking Radar Specialist

(Rate and Track Suhsysterns) (SM-65)-
AF- 1715-0406

o RawinsondC
AN/GMD-2 (Rawinsonde) Field and
Organizaticin Maintenance

AP-- I 721-0004
Rawinsonile Operation

Rawinsonde Procedures
A F-1304-0005

AF-1304-0004
RB-5-7/66

Basic Observer Reconnaissance Training
R11-57/66

AF-I606-0086
RCC,E.BILCC/SACCS

Electronic Digital Data Processing
Repairman ( RCC-EDI.CC/SA('CS)

AF-1715-0443
Reader

Iligh Spcc I Paper Tape Reader and
Puncri/DSSCS

AF -1715 -0394

Real Estate
Real Estate and Cost Management
Analysis Specialist

AF-0331-000 I
Real EstateCost-Management Analysis
Specialist

Receiver
AN/ALR-3,1 Receiver
Field/Organizational (F/O) Maintenance

AF -1715 -0607
Special Training on Loran Receiver
'AN/APN-70

AF- 0331 -0001

.7

AF -1715 -0426

Receivers
Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (HeaVy) Receivers

AF- 1715-0499

Receiving
Special Radio Maintenance Technician,
Radio Receiving Set, AN/ARC1731

AF-1715-0082
Reciprocating

Aircr.aft Maintenance Specialist,
Reciprocating Engine Aircraff

AF-1704-0043
Aircraft Maintenance Technician,
Reciprocating Engine Aircraft

AF-1704-0088
Aircraft Mechanic, Reciprocating Engine
Aircraft

AF-1704-0043
Aircraft MeAlanic, Reciprocating Engine
Types

AF-1704-0043
Aircraft Mechanic, Reciprocating (One
and/or TWO Engines)

AF -1704 -0042
Aircraft MechaniC, /Reciprocating, Over
Two Engines

AF-1704-0021
Aircraft Reciprocatin Engine
Conditioning

AF-1704-0071
Afircraft Reciprocating Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0022
Flight Engineer Specialist, Reciprocating
Engine Aircraft

,,AF-1606-0032
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R2800 and Smaller) .

AF-1704-0071
Reciprocating Engine Conditioning With
Analyzers (R3350)

AF-1704-0071
Reciprocating. Engine Conditioning WittO,
Analyzers (R4360)

AF-1704-0071
Reciprocating Engine Mechanic

AF-1704-0022
Reciprocatinngine Mechanic (Engine
Analyzer)

AF-1,704-0034
Reciprocating Engine Technician

AF -1704 -0049
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Reciprocating)

AF-1406-0019
USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor
Training (Reciprocating Engine)

AF-1406-0019

Reconnaissance
Advanced Navigator Reconnaissance
Bombardment

AV-1606-0106
Advanced Observer Reconnaissance
Bombardment .

3 .")'

AE-1.606-0106

Advanced Observer, Strategic
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

AF- 1 606 -0076
Advanced Observer, Tactical
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

Reconnaissance BORB-

AF-1606-0075

1715-0223
Basic Observer

Aircraft ECM Repairman
(Reconnaissance Equipment)

AF-

36/47/52
AF-1606-0079

Basic Obscoier Reconnaissance Training
RB-57/66

AF-16.06-0086
Electronic Warfare Officer Training
(Reconnaissance)

AF-2203-0003
Navigator Reconnaissance Upgrading
Training ( RF-4C)

AF-1606-0090
Reconnaissance Sensor Systems

AF -1715 -0559
Reconnaissance Staff Officer

AF- 1 606 -0057

Recorder
Depot Overhaul of the AN/ASH-4 Light
and Time Recorder and AN/UVM-1 Test
Set

AF-1715-0503
Recording

Field and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance of the AN/ASH-4 Light and
Time Recording Set

AF-1715-0504

Records
Medical Records Management

AF-0709-(/)20
Supply Records Specialist

AF-1405-0009
Supply Records Supervisor

AF -1405 -0021

Recruiter
Air Force Reserve Recruiter

AF -1 406 -0007
Air National Guard Recruiter

AF- 1406-0038

AF- 1406-0003
AF- 1406-0006

011406-(006

ccruiter
4.

USAF Recruiter

Recruiting
USAF Recruiting Officer

AF.,-1406-0037

Redistribution
Redistribution ,and Marketing

AF -1405 -0030
Nzle Redistribution and Marketing Officer

AF- 1405-0030
Redistribution and Marketing Specialist

AF- 1405-003 I

Re-Entry
.Nuclear Weapons Speciali
III Re-Entry System)

Nuclear Weapons Special
Vehicle) ( BGM- I 6F)

Nuclear Weapons Special
Vehicle) (LGM.30C, MK

Nuclear Weapons Special
Vehicle, LGM-3(1, Mk II

st (Minuteman

AF-2203-00 I 2
ist (Re -Entry

AF-1715-0640
1st (Re -Entry

11)
AF-1715-0568
AU-1715-0603

ist (Re-Entry

AF- 1715-0568



Nuclear Weapons Specialist) (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SMo65E)

ij AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist. (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-68I3)

kr-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist Re-Entry
Vehicle SM-80Mk 5)

CP AF -1715 -0590
Refrikerhtion

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
AF-1730-0004

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Control (Minn-Honeywell)

AE-1730-0006
Refrigeration and Air Condit' ing
Controls (Johnson)

AF-17_ 0-0005
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning
Equipment

AF-1730.-0009
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

.

Specialist
AF-1730-0010

Refrigeration Specialist
AF-1730-0010

Refrigeration Specialist (Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning)

AF-1730-0010
Refrigeration Specialist, SM-80

AF-1730-0011
Refrigeration Specialist/Supervisor (SM-
68)

AF-1730:0003
Refrigeration Specialist, WS-I 33A

AF- 1730 -001 I
Refrigeration Specialist, WS-133B

AF -1730 -001 2
Refrigeration Supervisor/Technician
(SM-65F)

AF-1730-0007
Refrigeration Technician, SM-80

AF-1730-0008
Refueler

AF/S32R-2 Refucler Field and
Organizational (F Sc 0) Maintenance

AF-1703-0001
A/S32R-2 Refucler (Model 2116)
Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)
Maintenance

AF-1710-0020
Refueling

Intlight Reft5ling Specialist
. AF-1704-0044

AF- 1704 -0142
Intlight Refueling Systems Repairman

AF-1704-0044
KC- 135 In-Flight Refueling Specialist

AF-1704-012 1
Special Vehicle Repairman (Refueling
Vehicle)

AF- 1703 -0009
Regulation

407L Air Traffic RegulatiOn Center.
Controllerffeehnician

AE-1704-00(.11.

Relay
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman,
Electromechanical

AF-1715-0132
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman, Electro-
Mechanical Cryptographic

AF-1715-0159
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman, Electro-
Mechanical (Other)

AF-1715-0159
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman Ejectro-,
Mechanical (TSEC /KW -9)

AF-1715-0123.
Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman TSEC/KW-9

- AF-1715-0123
Ground Communications Equipment
(Relay Center)

AF-1715-0552
Radio Relay Equipment Maintenance
Technician

AF-1715-0496
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0489
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
AN/FCC-21, AN/MCC-I3, AN/FCC-32,
MC-50. MW-503, and AN/FRC-39A(V)

AF-1715-0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(AN/MRC-85; AN/FRC-39A(V):
AN/MCC-I3)

AF-1715-0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(AN/TRC)

AF-1715-0122
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier)

AF-1715-0120
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Carrier and Antrac Equipment)

AF-171510120
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(EAME)

AF-1715-0494
Radio Relay Equiprne Repairman
(FPTS)

AF-1715-0079
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(FPTS)(AN/FRC-39 and AN/FRC-39A)

AF -1715 -0079
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman MC-
50. AN/MCC-13. AN/FCC-32(V) (TMS-
2), MW-503A, AN/FRC-39A(V),
AN/MRC-85

AF-1715-0659
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Microwave)

AF-1715-0085
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Microwave and Associated Relay
Center Equipment)

.

AF -17 15 -0085
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Relay Center Equipment)

AF-1715-0107
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Widcband)

AF-1715-0080
Radio Relay Equipment Technician

AF -17 15 -0496
Radio Relay Repairman (Microwave)

AF-1715-0085
Reliability

High Soldering and

AF-1715-0728-
Reliability

AF-I115-0002
Reliability/Maintainability

AF- I 115-0003
Repeater

Carrier Repeater Mechanic
AF-1715-0120

Reproduction
Reproduction Equipment Repair

DD-1706-0002
Rescue

Air Rescue Specialist Medical
AF-0709-0013

33

KEYWORD INDEX K-65
0-6 and R-2 Crash Rescue Trucks, Field
and Organizational Maintenance .

AF-1728-0024
Rescue and Survival
TechnicianMedical

Rescueman
Firefighiter Rescueman

AF-0709-0002

AF-1728-0035

Research
Laboratory Management of Research
apd Development

AF-1408-0058
Research and Development Procurement
Officer

AF-I405-0036
I AF-1405-0043

Reserve
Reserve Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Training (Reserve
Refresher)

AF-1728-0005
Reserve Special Investigator

AF-1728-0006

Reserve Recruiter
Air Force Reserve Recruiter

AF-1406-0007

Resource
Medical Resource Management

AF-I401-0011

RF-4C
Aircraft Inertial and Radar Navigation
Systems Repairman (RF-4C Supplement)

AF-1715-0022
Navigator Reconnaissance Upgrading
Training ( RF-4C)

AF-1606-0090

RHAW
AN/APS-107, AN/APR-31 (ER-142)
RHAW System.

AF-1715-0236

RIGS
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS)
(HGM-25A)

AF-1715-0672
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS);
(SM-68A)

AF-1715-0672
Guidance Control Officer (RIGS) (SM-
68)

AF-1715-0672

RJ-43
Ramjet Engine Mechanic, RJ-43, IM-99B

AE-1704-0077

Rocket
Rocket Propulsion Technician (Interim)

AF-1704-0163

Romanian
Romanian

DD -06(12 -0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006

Rotary
Aircraft Mechanic, Rotary Wing

AF-1704-0079
Helicopter MeChanic, Rotary Wing

AF-1704-0079

Rotating
Field and Organizational (F Sc 0)
Maintenance AN/GM0-10A
'Fransmissometer, AN/GMO-13 Rotating
Beam Ccilometer

AE-1715-0141'
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Rubber
Fabi'lc and Rubber Products Specialist

AF-1716-0601
Fabric. Leather and Rubber ProdueLs
Repairman

AE-1716-0001
-Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric. Leather.
and Rubber)

AE-1716-0003
Rumanian

Rumanian
AF-0602-0006
AF-0602-0010Rundi

Rundi
AF-0602-(0)01

Run-Up
J79-15 Engine Systems and Engine Run-

' Up
AF- l 704-0052

Russian
Basic RussianRefresher

DD-0602-00 II
Russian

RussiUn Refresher

Russian Stenotype

Scientific Russian

Russian Refresher
Basic Russian Refresher

Russian Rcfreher

Russian Stenotype
Russian Stenotype

AF-0602-0(X)7
AF4)602-001 I
DD-0602-(XX) I
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD- 0602 -(XX)5
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0007
DD-0602-0009

DD-0602-0008

DD-0602-0003

DD-0602-0008

DD- 0602 -001 I

DD-0602-0008

DD-0602-0003
SAC

Weapons Mechanic (SAC)
AE-2203-0095

,Safety
Air Launched Defense Missile Safety
Officer

AE-0802-0012
Air Launched Missile Safety Officer

AF-0802-0009
Air Launched Missile Safety
Officerrfechnician

AE-0802-0010
Air Launched Missile Safety Technician

AE-0802-00 II
Air Launched Strategic Missile Safety
Officer

AF- 0802 -0,013
Air Launched Tactical Missile Safety
Officer

Ballistic Missile Safety
AE-0802-0014

AF-0802-(X)08
Explosives Safety Officer

AE-0802-0024
Explosives Safety Officer/Specialist

A F.0802-0024
Explosives Safety Training

AT-0802-0024
General Safety Specialist

' AE-0802-0016

Ground S'afety Specialist
AE-0,802-0016'

. Missile Safety Technician

Safety Supervisor

SAGE
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
(SAGE)

AE-0802.0007

AE-0802-0019

AF- I 715-0209
Air Defense Artillery Director (SAGE)

AF- I 715-028.8
Air Surveillance (SAGE)

AF-1715-0273
AF-1715-0571

AN/FSQ-7 (SAGE) Maintenance
AF-1715-0106

Assistant Air Defense Artillery Director
(SAGE)

AE-1715-0289
Computer Systems Programming Officer,
SAGE

AF-1402-0032
Data Processing (SAGE)

AF- 1402-0006
AF-1402-0016

Electric. Digital Computer Repairman
(SAGE AN/FSQ-7)

AF-1715-0058
Electronic Computer Repairman (SAGE
AN/FSQ-7)

AE-1715-0058
Identification/Air Tactics (SAGE)

AE-2203-0008
AF- 2203 -0028-

Intercept Direction (SAGE)
AF-2203-0027
AF-2203-0029

,Power Production, Operation and
Maintenance (SAGE)

AF-1715-0431
SAGE Computer Programmer

AF-1402-0030
SAGE Maintenance Control Officer

AF-1715-0582
SAGE Maintenance Control Technician

AF-I402-0063
SAGE System Maintenance Management
Officer

AF-1715-0582
Tracking/Identification (SAGE)

AF-1715-0200
AF-1715-0581

Tracking (SAGE)
AE-1715-0618
AF-1715-0619

Weapons Controller (SAGE)
AF-2203-0043

Weapons. Direction (SAGE)
AF-1715-0572
AF-2203-0(YI 0

Sanitary
Military Aspects of Sanitary and
Industrial Hygiene Engineering

AF-0707-000 I
Scanner

Medium Bombardmc t Conventional, B-.

29 Four-Engine Trans' n (Scanner
Gunner)

Scientific Russian
Scientific Russian

Scope
Scope Control-System
Field/Organizational (F/0) Maintenance

A17-1715-0126
Scope Control System .

Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AT-1715-0126

AF-1606-0042

Screening
Flight Screening Program, T-41

AV:- I 606-0137

SEA
Intelligence Area Studies (SEA)

AF216() I -(()42

Sealing ,
Aircraff Structural Sealing. B-52

"AF- I 704-0038
B-52G Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Scaling

AE-1704-0174
KC-135 Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealing

AF-1704-0175

SEBIT-24
Intermediate and Organizatibnal
Maintenance. TSEC/HY-2, SEBIT -24
Modem, Crypto Control Unit, and
Digital Subset

AF-1715-0074

Security
cipnbai Security Police

AE-1728-0017
Industrial Security Specialist

DD-1728-0001
Information Security Management

DD- 1728-0002
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces)

DD-15 11-0001
Security Police Administration

AE-1728-0016
Security Police combat Preparedness

AF-1728-0003
Security Policeman

AE-1728-0019
Security Police Officer

AI:- I 728-0018
Security Police Officer Comb
Preparedness

AE-1728-0012
Security Police Staff Officer

AE-17.28-0007
\ Security Pollee Supervisor

AE-1728-0028
Security Specialist

AE-1728-0008
USAF Security Service Systems
Maintenance Technician

AF-1715-0070

Seminar
Air Command and Staff Nonresident
Seminar Program

AF-1511-0002
Air War College Nonresident Seminar
Program

AF-I511-0004
Senior
- National Senior Intelligence r

DD-I606-0001
/- Senior Hospital Administration

AF-0799-0002
Senior NCO Academy

AE-2203-0009
USAF Senior Noncommissioned Officer
Academy

AE-2203-0009

Sensitonietric
Sensitometric and Densitomctric Control
Techniques

AF-1709-0007
Sensitometric and Densitometric
Equipment Operator

AF- 1 709-0008



Sensor
Aircraft Sensor Systems Repairman
(Electronic Sensors)

AF-1715-0479
Avionic Sensor Systems Specialist
(Electronic Sensors)

A17-1715-0475
Avionic Sensor Systems Specialist
(Electro-Optical Sensors)

AF-1715-047g
Defense SensorInterpretation and
Applications Training (DSIAT) (Airman.)

AF-1606-0051
Reconnaissance Sensor -Systems

AE-1715-0559
Sentry s,

Sentry Dog Handler
. AE-1728-0002

Sentry Dog Handles (Air Policeman)
AF-172W70002

Sentry Dog Handler Supervisor
' .4F-1728 -0021

Sentry Dog Replacement
AF- 2203 -003 I

Sequence
Checkout Sequence Programming Set,
AN/GSM-I33 (AGM-69A)

AF-I 402-0067
Serbo-Croatian

Scrbo-Croatian

Services
Special Services Officer

AE-0602-0007
AE-0602-0011
DD-0602-0001.
DD-0602-0002
DD-060241003
DD-0602-0006

AE-1408-0064
Shaw-Estes

Calibration and Maintenance of the
Shaw-Ests Test Stand.

AF-1715-0090
Shipboard

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
("Television Afloat)

DD-0504-00 I 0

Shop
Propulsion Shop Management

AF-1717-0001
SHORAN

Airborne Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (SHORAN)

AF-1715-0521
Airborne SHORAN Equipment -,
Repairman ,

AE-1715-0521
Aircraft Electronic Navigation
Equipment Repairman (SHORAN)

AF-1715-0.521
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(SHORAN)

AF-1715-000g
Ground SHORAN Equipment Repairman

AE-1715-0513
Special Training on SHORAN
Equipment AN/APN-84 and Electronic
Bombing Computer K4

AE-1715-0403
Special Training on SHORAN
Equipment AN/APN-84, with K-4,
AN/APN-3, with K- I A and AN /APA-
S4( A)

AE-1715-0403

Short -

Defense Language Institute Short Basic
Courses

DD-0602-0004
Sideband

Single Sideband 'System Maintenance
AF-1715-0039

Special Training, AN/ARC-58 Single
Sideband HE Radio Set

AE-1715-0083
Sighting

Sighting System Technician
- AF -1715 -0012

Simplex
Simplex Remote Communications,
Central/Subscriber C Equipment
Repairman (SACCS)

AE-1715-0395
Simulator (

Flight Simulator Fundamentals
AE-1715.-0706

-Flight Simulator Specialist
AF-1715-0706

Flight SimulatoriTcchnician
AF-1715-0573

Single '

Single Sideband System Maintenance
AF-1715-0039

Single-Engine
Basic Pilot Training, Single-Engine (Jet)

- AF-1606-0124
Pilot Instructor Trajning-Basic Single=
Engine (Jet)

SinhOla
Sinhala

SITE

AF-1406-0008

AF-0602-0007

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

DD-0504-0010
Site Development Specialist

AE-160170041
Siting

Radar Siting, Calibration and Evaluation.
AF-1715-02g1

SLFCS
Ground Rada:, Communications
Equipment Repairman (SLFCS)

AF -1715 -0049

Slovenian
Slovenian

DD-0602-0002
SM-62

Flight Control System Analyst, SM-62
AF-1715-0298

Guidance System Analyst, SM-62
AF-1715-0381

Missile Maintenance Tectinician, SM-62
- AF-1704-0160

Missile Systems Analyst/Technician SM-
62

AF-1715-0335
SM-65

Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
'- (Rate and Track Subsystems) (SM-65)

AF- 1715 -0406
Control Systems Mechanic (SM-65, 68)

AE-1715-0506
Guidance Control Officer (SM-65)

AF-1715-0645
Guidance Systems Mechanic (SM-65,
68)
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AF-1715-0508

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist, SM-65 and SM-68

AF- 1601 -0045
Liquid Fuel System Specialist/Technidian
(SM-65)

AE-1601-6019
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician
(SM-65)

AE-1704-0105
Missile Test Equipment Specialist
(SM65, 68)

AF-1715-0334

SM65D
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist
(SM65D)

AF-1715-0294
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM65D)

AF-1715-0316
Ballistic Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65D)

AF1715-0317
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman (Ballistic Mimile
Guidance Computer) (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0701
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM -65D)

AF-1601-0031
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0430
Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65D)

AF-1704-0134
AF-1704-0140

Missile Facilities Specialist (SM-65D)
AE-1715-0434

Missile Facilities'S cialigt (SM-65D

AF-1715-0433
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-65D)

AF-1715-0715
Missile Mechanic (SIN -65D)

AF-1704-0139
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
65D)

,F- 1704 -0112
Radio Inertial Ground Guidance.
Familiarization (SM-65D)

AE71715-0608

E)

SM-65D/E
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-65D/E)

AF-1601-0034
SM-65E

Ballistic Missile Analyrt Specialist (SM-
65E)

AF-1715-0300
Ballistic Misile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-65E and F),

AF-1715-0161
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic (SM-65E and F)

AF-1715-0171
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM65E &

AF-1715-0435
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance.
Specialist (SM-65E)

AE-1601-0034
Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-65E/F)

AF-1704-0133
Missile Launch/Missile Officer(SM-65E)

AF-1715-0651
Missile Mechanic (SM-65E/F)

- AF-1704-0157
Nuclear Weapons Specialist) (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65E)

AF-1715-0640
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SM-65F
Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist (SM-
65F)

,AF- 1715-0295
BalliStie Missile Analyst Technician (SM-
65F)'

AF- 1715 -0319
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Technician/Mechanic (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0313
Control System Technician /Mechanic'
(SM-65F)

AFL 1715-0094
Electrical Power Production
Technician/Specialist, SM-65F

AF-1715-0432
Electrieian/Stipervisor (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0312
cGuidanceSystem.Te hnician/Mechanic

(SM-65F)
AF-1715-0313

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM -65F)

AF-1601.--,0028
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist/Technician (SM-65F)

AF -1601 -0002
Missile and Facility Pneudraulic
Technician (SM -65F)

AF-1704-0146
Missile Engine Mechanic/Techhician
(SM-65F)

AF-1704-0105
Missile Facilities Specialist (SM-65F)

AF- 1715 -0437
Missile Facilities Specialist/Technician
(SM-65F)

AF-1715-0673
Missile Ground Support Equipment
Repair Technician/Repairman (SM-65F)

AF-1704-0159
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-65F)

AF- I 715-0636
Missile Pnucdraulic Repairman (SM-
65F)

AF- I 704-0110
Missile Systems Analyst Technician (SM-
65F)

AF-1715-0315
Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Launch Control
Systems). (SM-65F)

Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Programmed
Checkout Equipment) (SM-65F)

AF -1715 -0661
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65F)

AF- 1715 -0640
Plumhcr /Plumhing Supervisor (SM-65F)

AF-1710-0003
Refrigeration Supervisor/Technician
(SM-65F)

AF-1715-0654

AF- 1 730 -0007

SM-68
Control System Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68

AF-1715-0135
Dial Central.pffice Equipment
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68 )

AF-1:715-0101
Electrical Power Production
Repairmaii/Technician (SM-68)

AF- 1 7 1 2-0003
Electrician/Supervisor (SM-68)

AF- I 7 15 -0307
Guidance Contrpl Officer
( Computer )( SM-68 )

AF-1715-0037
Gutdonce Control Officer (RIGS) (SM-
68)

AF. 1715 -0672

idance System-Technician (SM68)
AF-1704-0126

Guided Missile Operations/Maintenance
Officer (SM768)

AF-1714-0011
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
SpeCialist, SM-65 and SM-68

AE-I601-0045
Missile Electrical Repairman/Technician,
SM68

AF-1715-0380
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68

AF-1704-0141
Missile Hydraulic Opairmanrrechnician
(SM-68)

AF-1704-0177
Missile Maintenance
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68)

AF-1715-069'7
MOsile Systems Analyst Technician
(SM68)

AF-1715-0332
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Propulsion and Propellants) (SM68)

AF-1715-0337
Refrigeration Specialist/Supervisor (SM-
68 )

AF-1730-0003
SM -8A

istic Missile Analyst Specialist (SM-
68A)

AF-171570662
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0173
Ballistic Missile. Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM-68A )

AF-1715-0178
Ballistic. Missile Radio Guidance
Mechanic (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0302
Guidance and Control Officer (RIGS) ,

(SM-68A)
AF-1715-0672

Liquid'Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68A)

AE-I601-0032
Liquid Fuel System
Specialist/Technician, SM-68A

AF-I601-0003
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-68A)

AF-1714-0006
Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-68A)

AF-1704-0136
Missile Facilities Specialist (SM -68A)

AF-1715-0436
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (SM-68A)

AF-1715-0670
Missile. Mechanic ( SM-68A)

AF-1704-0155
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
68A)

AF-1704-0113
`SM -68B

Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF- 1 715 -0160
Ballistic Missile. Checkout Equipment
Specialist/Technician, SM -6811

AF-1715-0304
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance.
Mechanic (SM-6811) (LGM-25C)

AF-1715-6297
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance
Mechanic/Technician (SM-68B)

-AF-1715-0154
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman (SM-68B)

AF-171540179
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman/Technician, SM-68B

AF-1715-0303

f)
it7." i

Dial Central Office Equipment Specialist,
SM-68B

. AF-3715-0682
Electrical Power Production
Specialist/Technician, SM-68B

AF- I 715-0306
Electrician/Electrical Technician, SM-
68B

AF -1715 -0301
Equipment Cooling
Specialist/Technician, SM-68B

AF -1730 -0001
Fuel Specialist (Nonconventional) (SM-
68B)

AF-1601-0047
Fuel Specialist (SM -68B)

AF- 1601 -0005
Fuef Specialist (UnconventionafFuels)
(SM-68B)

. AF-I601-0047
Launch Enable System Specialist, SM-
68B

I 7 15-0003
Liquid Fuel System Maintenance
Specialist/Technician SM-68B

AF-16014/007
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-160I-0033
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance
Specialist (SM-68B) (Titan II)

AF-I601-0033
Missile Electrical Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1715-0136
Missile Electrical Specialist/Technician,
SM,-68B .

AF-1715-0134
Missile Engine Mechanic (SM-68B).

AF -1715 -0175
Missile Engine Mechanic/Technician,
SM-68B

AF-1704-0138
Missile Facilities Specialist (SM-68B)

AF-1714-0007
Missile Facilities Specialist/Technician
SM-68B

AF- 1715 -0652
Missile Launch/Misile Ofcer, SM-48B

AF-1715-0665
Missile Mechanic/Maintenance
Technician, SM-68B

AF-1704-0151
Missile Mechanic (SM -68B)

AF- 1715 -072
Missile Pneudraulic Repairman (SM-
68B) 4.

AF-1704-0173
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM -6811)

AF- I 715-0640
Plumber /Plumbing Supervisor (SM -6811)

AF -1710 -0001

SM-80
Ballistic Missile Analyst Speicilist, SM-80

AF-,17150344
Ballistic Missile Check-Out Equipment
Specialist, SM-80

AF-1715-0299
Ballistic Missile Checkout Equipment
Technician, SM-80

AF-1715-0296
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairmam-SM-8(l -3

AF-1715-0459
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Technician, SM-80

AF-1715-0305
Electrician. SM-80

AF-1715-0589
Missile Facilities Specialist, SM-80

AV-1731-0001
Missile Facilities Technician, SM-80,

AF-1704-0152
Missile Latineh Officer, SM-80



AF-2203-0042
Missile Mechanic. SM -80

AF- 1.715 -0729
Missile Officer, SM-80

AF-1717-0015
Missile Technician, SM-80

AF-1710-0018
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle SM-802-Mk 5)

AF-1715-0590
Refrigeration Specialist, SM-80

AF- 1730.0011
Refrigeration Technitian, SM-80

AF-1730-0008

Small
Small Arms Gunsmith Specialist

AF-2203-0026

AF-2203-0901
Small Arms Specialist

Soldering
High Reliability Soldering and
Connectkins

AF-1715-0728
High Value Soldering and
Microelectronic Repair Techniques

AF-1715-0388

SOlid State
Solid State Devices and Digital
Techniques

AF-I,15-0042
AF-1715-0043
AF-1715-0044

Solid State Devices. Field and
Organizati9nal (F & 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-019I
Sound

Sound and Picture Editing Specialist
AF -1709 -0011

Space
BMEWS Space Surveillance Console

' Operator
AF-1715-0156

SOace. Communications Systems
Equipment Operator/Specialist

AF-1715-0480
Space Object Identification Analyst

AF-1304-0011
Space Object Identification
AnalystfTechnician

Space Systems Analyst
AF-1303-0001\

Space Systems Operations Officer
AF-2203-00I9

AF- 1715.0218

Spacetrack
Spac track Surveillance Officer

AF-2203
Spa track Surveillance

tor[Technician
AF -17 5-0219

S cetrack Surveillance Technician
AF-1715-0219

-

Spanish
AF-0602-000
AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0006
DD-0602-000
D D -0602 -0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0009

Special
Defense Language Institute Special
Courses

DD-0602-0008

Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Officer

AF-1728-0020
Special Investigations and
Counterintelligence Specialist

AF-1728-0020
Special Investigators ,

AF-1728-0020
Special Operations Training, AC -1 30E
Pilots

AF-1606-0020
' Special Services Officer

AF-1408-0064
Special Vehicle Mechanic

AF-1710-0017
Special Vehicle Repairman

6S-perry
Engine Analyzer, Sperry Maintenance

AF-1715-0505
Jet Engine Conditioning and Vibration
Analyzer (Sperry) .

AF-1704-0032
Jet Engine Vibration Analyzer
Maintenance (Sperry)

AF-1710-0019

AF-1715,0093
JetEngine Vibration Analyzer Operator
(Sperry)

AF-1704-0020
Splicer

Cable Splicer
AF-1714-0016

Splicing
Cable Splicing Specialist

AF-1714-0016
Cable Splicing Specialist (General)

AF-1714-0016
AF-1714-0017

Cable Splicing Specialist (Hardened ,
Missile Systems)

AF:1714-0018
Cable Splicing Specialist/Supervisor
(General)

AF:I714-0017
Missile System Cable Splicing Specialist

AF-1714-0018
Squadron

Squadron Officer Course

Squadron Officer School
AF-2203=0041

AF-2203-0041
Squadron Operations Center and Data
Handling Equipment Repairman

'AF-1715-0339
SRCC/SUB C

SRCC/SUB C Equipment Repairman
(SACCS)

AF-1715-0395
SSB

Ground Com nications Repairman
(Heavy)(SSI3)

Ground Radio
Technician (K -6 SSB)

AF-1715-0243

AF-171-0240
ommunications

Stabilization
Bomb Navi ation System Technician (K.
MA-6A, M -7A Series Stabilization and
Optics)

AF:1715-0563
K-Series Stabilization and Optics
Technician

AF-1715-061I
Staff

Air Command and Staff College
AF-1511-000I

Air Command and Staff Correspondence
Program

3)r
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AF- I 511-0003

Air Command and Staff Nonresident
Seminar. Program

AF-1511-0002
Armed Forces Staff College

DD-0326-0001
Command and Staff College

AF- I 511-0001
Command and Staff Course

AF-1511-0001
Command and Staff School

AF-I511-0001
Staff Aircraft Performance Engineer

AF-1104-0001
Staff Aircraft Performance Officer

AF-I 107-0001
Staff Judge Advocate

AF- I 728-0031
Staff Meteorologist

AF- I 304-0006
Supply Management Staff Officer

AF-I405-0052
Supply Staff Officer

AF-1405-0052
Standards

Electrical Standards Console
AF-1714-0013

Electrical Standards Console and Low.
Frequency Voltage and Phase Standards

AF-1714-00I3
Statistical

Statistical Services OffiEer
AF-I402-0001
AF-I402-0045

Statistital Services Supervisor
AF-1408-0015

Statistical Specialist

Statistics
Data Systems and Statistics Officer

AF-I402-0001

Ari-1115-0006

Status
Status Authentication Subsystem
Maintenance, WS -133B

Stenographic
Stenographic Specialist

AF-1715-0576

AF-1407-0002
Still

Combat Still Photographer. Operator
AF-1709-0002

Still Photographer
AF-1709-0010

Still Photographic.,Camera Specialist
AF-1709-0020

Still Photographic Laboratory Specialist
AF-1709-0018

Still Photographic Officer
AF-1709-0026

Still Photojournalism

.Stock
Stock Control Technician

AF-1709-0904

AF-1405-0005
Store

Store and Forward Communications
System Computer Programmer.

AF-1402-0018
AF -1402 -0057

Strategic
Advanced Observer Strategic
Bombardment

AF- 1 606 -0092
Advanced Observer. Strategic
Reconnaissance and Bombardment
Training

AF-I606-0076
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Air Launched Strategic Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-00 I 3

STRAWHAT,
STRAWHAT Maintenance

AF-1715-0053
STRAWHAT Message Processing
Maintenance

AF-1715-0051
STRAWMAT Terminal Maintenance

AF-1715-0391
Stripping

Lithographic Strippg and Platemaking
DD-1719-0001

Structural
Aircraft Structural Sealing, 13-52

AF-1704-0038
Structural Repair of High Performance
Aircraft

AF-1704-0091
Stibscriber

Digital Subscriber Terminal Maintenance
A-1715-0119

'Supply
Accounting and Finance Applications of
Base Supply Computer (UNIVAC 1050
11.4-

Advanced Supply Officer

AFK Supply Management

Base Supply Management

Base Supply Trainer
AF-

Chief of Supply Management
AF-

FuelSupply Officer
AF-

Fuel Supply Specialist; IM-99
,AF-

AF-1401-(1016

AF- 1405 -0052

AF-1405-0004

AF-I405-0001

1405-0042

14)5-0040

1405-0034

14(15 -0024
Medical Supply Officer

AF -1405 -0006
Organizational Supply Specialist

AF -1405 -0010
Organizational Supply Supervisor

AF-1405-0053
Special Organizational Supply

AF- 1405-0057
. Supply Computer System Specialist

- AF: 1402-0005.
Supply, Inspection Technician

AF-1405-0054
, Supply Inspector

AF-I405-0041.
Supply Management Staff Officer

AF- 1405 -0052
Supply Officer

AF-1405-0008
AF-1405-0052

Supply Operation Analysis/Design
AF-I402-0059

Supply Operations Officer
AF-1405-000S

Supply Records Specialist
F...1405-0009

Siupply RecordsSupekisor
AF- 1405-0021

Supply Services Officer
AF0405-0046

Supply Services Supervisor
AE-0332-0001

Supply Staff Officer
A F- I 405-0052

Supply Systems Management
A F-1405-0044

Supply Systems Specialist
At'. 14020005

Supply Systems Supervisor
A1-14020059

Support
Aircraft and Missile Ground S'upport
Equipment Repair

AF-1717-0012
Defense Language Institute Support
Command Courses

DR,79602-0010
Surface

Surface Transportation Officer
AF-0419-0005

Surgical
Ophthalmology Surgical Technician

AF-0706-0001
Surveillance

Aircraft ECM Repairman (Surveillance
Equipment)

AF- 1715 -0223
Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures
Repairman (Surveillance Equipment)

AF-1715-0223
Air Surveillance (SAGE)

AF-1715-(12173
AF-1715-0571

BMEWS Space Surveillance Corrsole
Operator

AF-1715-0156
BMEWS Surveillance Officer

AF-2203-00 I1
AF-2203-0020

BUIC III Air Surveillance for Radar
Inputs- Countermeasures
Officer/Technician

AF-1715-0113
Spacetrack Surveillance Officer

AF- 2203 -0021
Spletrack Surveillance
Operator/Techniciarr

AF-1715-0219
Spacetrack Surveillance Technician

AF-1715-0219
Surveillance of Performance
Measurement Systems

AF-1408-0026
Survey .

Optical Survey Instrument Rep'air
DD-1721-0001

Surveying
Advanced Geodetic Surveying

DD-I601-0003
Construction Surveying

Geddetic Surveying
D1) 1601-0008

DID-160 I -0002

Survival
Advanced Survival Training

AF-0803-0003
Arctic Survival Training

AF-0802-0022
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric and .
Leather)

AF-1716-0003
Maintenance of Survival and Aircrew
Protective Equipment (Fabric, Leather,
and Rubber

AF-1716-0003
Personal and Survival Equipment
Training (Enlisted)

AF-1704-0183
Personal Equipment and Survival
training

A F- 0802 -0020
Personal Equipment and Survival
Training ( Enlisted)

Rescue and Survival
.Technician Medical

AF-0709-0002
Survival Instructor Training

AF-1704-0183

Survival Training
AF-0802-0018

AF-0803-0003.
Survival Training and Equipment Officer

AF-0802-0020
Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Officer

AF-0799-0006
Survival Training and Personal
Equipment Specialist

AF-1704-0182
Survival Training and Protective
Equipment Officer

Survival Training (SEA)
AF-0802-0020

AF-0803-0003
USAF Combat Survival Training

AF-08031103
Swahili

Swahili

Swedish
Swedish

AF-0602-0006
AF-0602-0008
DD-0602-0002

AF-0602-0004
AF-0602-0006
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

Switch
AN/TTC-30 Electronic Switch
Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)

1, Maintenance
AF-1715-9165

Switching
Automatic Digital Switching Technician

AF-1402-0020
Automatic Teletype and Electronic .

Switching Systems Repairman
AF-1715-0102

Electronics Switching Systems
Repairman (490L Overseas AUTOVON)

AF-1715-0500
Electronic Switching Center, ANTTTC-19

AF-1715-0356
Electronic Switching Systems Repairman
(490L Overseas AUTOVON)

AF-1115-0396
Telephone Switching Equipment
Repairman, Electromechanical.

AF-1715-0038
Telephone Switching Equipment
Repairman, Electromechanical (Other).

AF-1715-0195
Telephone Switching Equipment
Specialist TCombat Operations Support)

AF-1715-0713
Telephone Switching Equipment
Technician (Step by Step and X-4
Equipment)

AF-1715-0038
System

System Program Management
AF-1408-0060

Systems
Advanced Systems Buying

AF-1408-0025
Automated Systems Analyst
(Management Support Systems)

= AE-1402-0064
Computer Systems Analyst -

AF -1402 -0003
Phase II Systems Management

AF -1408 -0027
Systems Procurement Officer

AF-1405-01.
AF-1405-0017
AE-1405-0037

'TEMPEST for Systems Design,Engineer
AF-1715-0128



Systems Analyst
Missile 'Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF-1704-0108
T-28

Pilot Instructor
Engine (T-28)

Pilot Instructor

Undergraduate
(T-28)

T-28A/T-28B
Undergraduate
28B)

T-29
Advanced Pilot

. 29

Training, Basic Multi-
.

AF- 1606-0144
Training (T-28)

AF-1406-0015
Pilot Training Helicopter

AF-1606-0005

Pilot Training (T- 28A/T-

AF -1606 -0004

Training Multi- Engine T-
4

AF-1606-00I2
Isstrument Pilot. Instructor Training (T-
29)

AF-1406-0019
T-33

Advanced Fighter Training (T-33/F-86)
( MAP/ANG)

AF-1606-0116
AFS Fighter, Jet (T-33 )Phase I

AF-1606-0089
Combat Crew Training Fighter (T-33/F-
84 )

AF- 1 606 -0070
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-
33)

AV-1406-0020
Jet Qualification Training (T-33)

AF-1606-0102
Medical Officer Flight Familiarization
Training (T-33)

AF-16005-0127
Pilot.lnstructor Training (T-33)

AF-1406-0008
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-4 I/T-
37/ T-33)

AF -1606 -0022
USAF Advanced Flying. School. Fighter
(T-33)Phase 1

AF-1606-0089
USAF Advanced Flying School.
Interceptor (T-33/F-86L)

AF-1606-0108,
USAF Combat Flying School. Interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)Pilot

AF-1606,0071
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-89D)--"Radar Observer

AF-1606-0072
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)Pilot

AF-1606-(X)73
USAF Combat Flying School, Interceptor
(T-33/F-94C)--Radar Observer

AF-1646-0074
T-33A

Aircraft Mechanic, T-33A
AF- 1704 -0056

t.34
Primary Pilot Training (T-34/T-28)

AF -1606- 0099

T-34/T-28
Pilot Instructor Training, Primary (T-
34/T-28) -

AF-1512-0001
T-35

Operator and Operation Maintenance of
AC System Tester. Model T-35

AF-1715-0095.

T-37
Medical Officer Flight Familiarization
Training (T-37)

AF-1606-0127
Pilot. Instructor Training (T-37)

AF -1406 -0021
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-37/T-
33)

AF-1606r0022
T-38

Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-
38)

AF=1406-0009
AF-I406-0018
AF-1606-0011

Instrument Pilot Ltructor Training (T-
38/(1.-39)

AF-I606-0011
Pilot InstructOr Training (T-38)
oz, AF-I406-0010

AF-I606-0101
T-38/T-39

Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (T-
38/T-39)

AF-1606-0011

T-39
Instrument Pilot Instructor Training (,T-
39)

AF-1606-0011

T-41
Flight Screening Program, ,T-41

AF-1606-0137
Pilot Instructor Training (T-41)

AF-1406-0011
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-41,
Interim)

AF-1606-0003
Undergraduate Pilot Traiping (T-4 lir-
17/ T-33)

AF-I60.6-0022
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-41/T-
37/T-38)

AF-1606-0022
TS3-VIA

'Jet Engine Mechanic, T53-11A
AF-1704-0026

T56-A-1A
Field and Organizational Maintenance,
T56 -A -IA Engine

AF -1704 -0066

T-58
Jet Engine Mechanic, T-58

AF-1704-0130

T64-7
Jet Engine Tcchniaian, T64-7

AF1704-0069
TAC

Weapons Mechanic (TAC)
AF-1715-0681

TACAN
Aircraft Electronic NaCigation
Equipment Repairman (TACAN
Supplement)

AF-1715-0602
Flight Facilitids Equipment Repairman
(TACAN)

AF-1715-0217
TAC/ANG-RES

Weapons MechanicTAC/ANG-RES
AF-1715-0130

Tactical
Air Launched Tactical Missile Safety
Officer

AF-0802-0014

3 '16
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Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (CGM-I3B(TEMS))

AF-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman ( Macwe MGM- 13C/TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipinent
Repairman (MGM-I3B(TEMS))

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM/76A/TEMS)

AF-17 I 5-0646
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM-76B, TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(CGM-13B)

AF-1715-0657
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist
(Mace, MGM; 13C)

AF- 1 715 -0657
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist (TM-
76B)

AF-1715..-0657

Tactics
Advanced Unit Tactic (Phase .16.1)

AF-1728-0017
Identification/Air Tactics (SAGE)

AF-2203-0008
AF-2203-0028

Small Unit Tactics (Phase III)
AF-1728-0017

Tamil
Tamil

AF-0602-0007
Tank . ,

Petroleum Tank Cleaning Supervisor
AF-0802-0015

Tanker
Tanker Aircrew, KC-97

AF-1606-0015

Target
Decibel Radar Target Prediction and
Simulation

AF-1715-0280
TB-50

Advanced Pilot-Multi-Engine TB-50
Training

AF-1604-0013
TDDL

Ground Communications Equipment
Technician (Light)(TDDL Equipment)

AF-1715-0561
Ground Coinmunications Equipment,
Technician (TDDL)

AF-1715-0561
Teaching

Multi -Media Teaching System
*(Developn)e.nt)

AF-1406-0028
TEAT

Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(TEAT) WS-133A-M

AF-1715-0384
Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(TEAT), WS -133B.

' AF-1715-0333,
Technical

Techn' al Instructor
AF-1406-0023
AF-1406-0030

Technical Writer
AF-0504-0001

. Tektronix
Electl'onic Test Equipment Calibration
and Repair (Tektronix)



K-72 KEYWORD INDEX
Al' :1715-0096

Telautograph
Telauhagraph Transcriber Equipment
Rypairman.

AF-1715-0073
TransistOrized .Te !autograph Intermediate
and Organizational (I & 0) Maintenance

AF- 1715-0194
Teleeommunications

Telecommunications Systems Control
Specialist/Attendant ,

AF- I 715-0047
Telephone,

Key Telephone System Maintenance
AF-1715-0045

Telephone Circuit Analysis
AF-1715-0197

Telephone Equipmelit Installer -
Repairman

AF-171520048
Telephone Installer-Repairman

AE-1715-0196
Telephone Switching Equipment
Repairman, Electromechanical

AF- 1715-0038
Telephone Switching ,EAuipment
Repairman, Electromechanical (Other)

vAF-1715-0195
Telephone Switching Equipment
Specialist (Combat Operations Support)

AF-1715-07 13
Telephone Switching Equipment
TeChnician (Step by Step and X-4
-Equipment)

AF-17 1 5-0038

. Teletype
Automatic Teletype and Electronic
Switching Systerhs Repairman

. AF-1715-0102
ElectroniC Communications and
Cryptographic Systems Equipment
Repairman ( Autorriatic Teletype)

AF-1715-0102
Teletype Adapter Module/Common
Control limit Maintenance

AF-1715-0393
Teletypewriter

AN/TGCLi 4( V) Teletypewriter 1 & 0
Maintenance

AF -17 15 -0075

Televised
Borah Navigation System Mechanic
(MA-6A, MA-7A Systems) Televised

AF- 1715-0256
Television

Radio and Television ProduCtion 4".

Specialist
DD-0505-0001

Shipboard Information, Training and ..

Entertainment (SITE) System Operator's
(Television Afloat)

DD-0504-00 I 0
Television Production Specialist

AF -0505 -000

TEMPEST
TEMPEST for Systems Design Engineer

A AF' 17 I 5 -0 I 28
AF-1715-0734

TEMS
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
(CGM-13B,. TEMS)

AF- 1715-064 I
Tactical Misgile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (C04:13B(TEMS))

AE-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman ( MGM-11 13( TEMS) )

AF-1715-0646

Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM-76B, TEMS)

AF -1715 -0641

Terminal
STRAWHAT Terminal Maintenance

AF-1715-0391
Terminal Instrument Procedures

AF-3704-0.164
Ter alit I

-I-rain Analysis
Dp- 1601-0004

Test
Aircraft Engine Test Stand Calibration

a AF-1704L0057
Calihration and Maintenance of the
Shaw-Estes Test .Stand

AF-1715-0090
Control Room Instrumentation, Jet
Engine Test Facility

AF-1715-0097.
Depot Overhaul of the AN/ASH-4 Light
and Time Recorder and AN/UVM-1 Test
Set

?AF-1715-0503-
Electronic Test Equipment Calibration
and Repair (Tektronix)

AF -1715 -0096
Experiniental Test Pilot

AF- I 606.0093
F-11 1A Computer/Navigation Test
Station Technician

AF-1402-0024
F-111A Radar and Controls Test Stations
Technician

AF- 17,15-0250
F-111 CADC Test Station Technician

AF-1715-0054
F-111 Corridunications Guidance Test
Stations Technician a

AF-1715-0098
F-1 1 I Flight Controls Test Station
Technician

AF- I 7 I 5-0004
F-111 Indicator and Controls Test
Stations Techhician

AF- 1715 -0183
F- 11 I Indicators and Modules Test
Station Technician

AF -1715 -0718
F-1 11 Penetration Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715,0124
F-111 Radar and Control Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-026I
AFB =I 11 Central Air Data CoinPuter

(CADC) Test Station Technician
AF-1-715:0092

F/FB-1.11 Mission and Traffic Control
Test Station Technician

AF-,I 7 I 5-0373
F/FB-111 Navigation Aids Test Station
Technician

AF-1715-0007
F/FB I I I Penptration Aids Test Stations
Technician

AF-1715-0207
AF-1715-0679

F111 Computer/Programmer pest
Stations Technician

AF- 1715-0203
M37-TI Test Stand, Maintenance and
Calibration

AF-1704-0176
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Guidance), IM-99B

AF-1715-0310
Operation and Maintenance of MD-1
Astro Compass Test Equipment

AE-1715-0089
Unit Test Equipment ( AN/AS0-38)

AF-1715-0257

Vehicle Diagnostic Test Equipment
AF-1703-0017

Test, Equipment.
.. Missile Test Equipment'Specialist
,(SM65; 68)

AF-1715:033.4
Missile Test Equipment Specialist (TM-
76A )

AF -1715 -0646
Missile Test quipment Technician
(Control) 99B

AF-1715-0338
MisSile Test Equipment Techaidian,
GAM-77

AF-1715-0336
Missile Test Equipment Technician
(Propulsion and Propellants) (SM68)

AF- 1715;0337
'Missile Test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Launch Control
Systems) (SM.-65F)

Misile test Equipment
Technician/Specialist (Programmed
Checkout Equipment) (SM-65F)

AF-1715-0661
Unit Test Equipment (AN /ASQ -48)

AF-1715-0275

AF -1715 -0654

Tester
Operator and Operation Maintenance of
AC System Tester, Wide! T-35

AF1715-0095t
Testing .

Non-Destrubfive Testing
AF-1724-0002

Non-Destructive Testing of Aircraft and
Related Equipment Components

AF -1724 -0002

TF-33
TF-33 Turbofan Engine Maintenance

AF-1704-0073

TF-39
.Jet Engine Mechanic, TF-39

AF -1704 -0081

TH-1
Helidbpter Pilot Transition Training (TH-

-1 ) '

AF- 1606-0091

TH-IF
Pilot Advanced Flying (TH- IF). Basic

AF- 1606 -0138
Pilot Advanced Flying (TH- IF) SAC

AF-1606-0139
.Thai

Thai
'AF-0602-0007

AF- 0602 -0011
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

Therapy
Diet .Therapy Specialist

Diet Therapy Supervisor
AF- 1729-0009

Physical Therapy (Advanced)
AF-0704-0003

Physical Therapy Specialist
AF-0704-0002

Physical Therapy Technician °

AF- 0704 -0001

AF-0709-0001

Titan I
Missile Lautich/Missile Officer (Titan. I,
HTM-25B )

AE-1715-0670



Titan II
Ground Radio Communications
Equipmtnt Repairman (Titan

AF1 715-0491
LiqUid Fuel Systems Maintenarice
Specialist (SM-68B) (Titan II)

AF-1601-0033
Missile Launch/Missile Officer (Titan
11/1.:GM-25)

AF-1715-0674
Titan II.CoMniunications Equipment" .

(Field and Organizational)
AF-1715-0516

Titanium
Airframe Titariium Repair

AF-1704-0024
TM-61

Guidance System Mechanic (TM-61)
AF-1715-0601

TM-01A
Missile Mechanic jTM-61A/C)

AF-1715-0642
TM-61C

Control Systems Mechanic (TM-61C)
AF- I 715-0292

Guidance Systems Mechanic (TM-61C)
AF-1715-0463

Guidance Systems Officer (Surface-to-
Surface ) (TM-61C)

AF-1715,0648
Missile Specialist' (TM -61C)

AF-1715-0642
TM-76

Missile Mechanic (TM-76)
AF-1704-0150

Missile Specialist (TM-76)
AF-1704-0150

TM-76A
Controls System Analyst (TM-76A)

AF-1715-0180
Guidance Systems Analyst (TM-76A)

AF,-17 14 -0005
Guided Missile Maintenance Officer
(TM-76A)

AF-1715-0647
Guided Missile Operations Officer (TM-
76A) ,

AF-1715-0133
Missile Launch Officer (TM-76A)

AF-1715.-0660
Missile Mechanic Tactical (TM-76A)

AF-1715-0727
Missile MechaniC(Tactical)'(TM-
76A/13)

AF-17.04-0150
Missile Mechanic (TM-76A)

AF-1704-0150
Missile Mechanic (TM-76A/B)

AF-1704-0150
Missile Offices' (TM -76A) 0

AF-17 1 5-0647
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF- 1704 -0108" XF-1715-0666
Missile Test Equipment Specialist (TM-:
76A)

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Checkout. Equipment
Repairman (TM-76A/TEMS)

AF-1715-0646
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(TM-76A)

AF-I 715-0-484
Tactical Missile Launch Specialist (TM-
76A)

AF-1715-0666
AF-17.15-0667

TM-76A/B
Control Systems Mechanic (TM-76A/B)

AF-1715-0162
Missile Mechanic (Tactical) (TM-- .

76A/B)
AF-17410150

Missile Mechanic (TM-76A/B)
AF-1704-0150

Tactical Missile Control Mechanic (TM-
76A/B) -

AF- 17,15 -0162
TM-76B\

Guidance System Mechanic,(TM -76B)
AF-1715-0481

Guided MiSsile Operations Officer (TM-
76B)

AF-1715-0658
Missile Launch Officer (TM776B)

XF-1715-0658
Missile Maintenance Officer (TM-76B)

AF-1715-0638
Missile Mechanic Tactical (TM-76B)

.. " AF-1715.0726
Missile Officer (TM-76B)

AF-1715-0638
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist (TM-
7611) 4

. AF-1715-0668
Tactical Missile Checkout Equipment
Repairman (TM-76B, TEMS)

AF-1715-0641
Tactical Missile Guidance:Mechanic and
Chec u t Equipment Repairman (TM,.
76B, iEMS )

AF-1715-0481
Tactical Missile Guidance Mechanic
(TM-76B/GEMS)

AF -1715 -0477
Tactical Missile Guidance. Mechanic
(TM-7

Tactic
76B)

Totir
Control Tower Operator

AF-1715-0481
Specialist (TM-

,

AF-1715-0657

AF-1704-0007
GontrOL Tower technician

F-1704-0007
-Towing,

MB-2 Towing Tractor teld and
Organizational Mainte nice

AF-1712-0001
Special Vehicle Repairman (Towing and
Servicing Vehicle)

Tow Reel
Tow Reel Specialist

Tracking e -
Automatic Tracking Radar Repairman

AF-1715-0368
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist -

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(AN /MSQ -39)

AF-1715-0405
Automatic Tracking RacIr Specialist
(Mao Tracking Radar Equipment)

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Radar Systems)

AF-1715-0009
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(Rate'and Track Subsystems) (SM-65)

AF-1715-0406
Automatic Tracking Radar Specialist
(SHORAN)

AF-1715-0008
Automatic Tracking Radar Technician..,

AF-1703-0005

AF-1715-0694

KEYWORD INDEX K-73
A F -1715 -0021.

Automatic Tracking Radar Technidian
(Automatic Tracking Radar Equipment)

AF-1715-0621,
Automatic Tracking Radar Technician
(Radar Equipment) -

AF-1715-0021
Tracking/Identification (SAGE)

AF-1715-0200
AF-1715-0581

AF-.1715-0618
AF-1715-0619

Tracking (SAGE)

Tractor
MB-2 :Towing Tractor, Field and

:Organizational Maintenance .

AF-1712-0061
Traffic

1 Mission and Traffic Control
Test Station Technician

AF-1715-0373
Freight Tr affic,Specialist

AF-0419-0006
p AF-0419-0009

Integrated Avionics Component
Specialists (Communication/Mjssion and
Traffic Control and Penetration Aids)

AF- I 7 15-0609
Passenger Traffic Specialist

AF-0419400e5
Radio Traffic:Analysis Aide

': AF-2203-0006
Traffic Management and Accident
Investigation

Trainer /.--1

Base Supply Trainer
AF-l405-0042. .

Defensive Systems Trainer Specialist,
AN /GPO -T6

AF-1715138
Defensive System Trainer Specialist
(AN/ALQ-T4(V) )

- AF-1715-0086
inDefensive System raer Technician

(AN/ALQ-T4(V) ,
AF-1715-0202

Electronic Instrument Trainer Specialist
(P & Z)

AF- 1715-0655
Electronic Instrunient Trainer Specialist
(Z & P Types)

AF-1715-0655
Gunnery Trainer Specialist

AF-1728-0004

AF-1715-0216
Gunnery Trainer Specialist (AN/APG- .
TI,T1A)

AF-1715-0216
Gunnery Trainer Specialist (APG-T1,
T1A)

AF-1715-0216
Instrument Trainer Specialist

AF-1715-0531
Instrument Trainer Specialist (P)

AF-1715-0655
Instillment Trainer Specialist (P & Z)

AF-1715-0655,
Navigiition and Bombing Trainer
Specialist (AN/APQ-T3)

AF-1715-0274
Navigation/Bombing/Tactics Trainer
Specialist

AF-1715-0455
Navtation/Bombing Trainer and Right
Simulator Tactics Specialist

AF-1715-0455
Training ,

Military Training Instructor
AF-1512-0,102



K-74 KEYWORD INDEX
Transcriber

Telautograph Transcriber bquipment
Repairman

AF-1715-0073
Transistorized

Transistorized Telautograph Intermediate
and Organizational (I & 0) Maintenance

AF-1715-0194
Transmission

General Purpose Automatic Transmission
/-- Maintenance

AF-1703-0012
Transmissometer

Field and Organizational (F & 0)
Maintenance AIN/OMO-10A
Transmissometcr, AN/GM0-13 Rotating
Beam Ccilometer

AF-1715-0141
Transmitters

Ground Communications Equipment
Repairman (Heavy) Transmitters

AF-1715-0530
Transponder

AN/APX-72 Transpcinder,
Field/Organizational (F/O) Maintenance

AF-1715-0409
AN/APX-72 Transponder,
Intermediate/Organizational (I /O)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0142
Transponder Set AN/APX-25 .

AF-1715-0215
Transport

Advanced Flying School Transport Pilot .
(C-I41)

AF-1606-0019
Advanced Upgrade Transport
Navigation

. AF-1606-001/
Medium Transport (C-119). Aircrew

.tion
AF-I606-0044

um-Q-ransport (C=I19) Transition
AF-1606-0044

, .

Transportation
Advanced Air Transportation Cargo

AF4)419-0014
Advanced Air Transportation Passenger

AF- (1419 -0(103
Air Transportation of Dangerous Cargo
and Nuclear Weapons.

AF-0419-011,17
Air Transportation Officer

AV-0419-0010
AF-0419-ool. .

Missile anq Nuclear Weapons
Transportation Safety

AE-0419-0017
Motor Transportation Supervisor

AF-04 I 9-0020
Surface Transportation Officer

A F-0419-0005
Transportation of Dangc ,,s Cargo

AF-0419-0018
'Transportation of Dangerous Cargo.
Nuclear Weapons and Missiles

AF-0419-0017
Transportation-of Dangeriiiis Materials
(Reserve)

AF -04 19 -O()13
Fransportalion Officer.-

F-0419-00I0
AF-0419-0012

'transportation Staff ()Ricer
AF-0419-0012

Tropical
Tropical Weather Analysis
Forecasting

ti

AF- 1,304-00 10

Truck
0-11A and 0-1113 Crash Fire Truck
Field Maintenance

AF- t 728. -0025
Trucks

0710 and 0 -I IA Crash ire-Trucks.
Field Maintenance

AF- 728-0024
0-6 and R-2 Crash Rescue Trucks, Field.
and Organizational Maintenance

AF-1728-0024
TSEC/HY-2

Intermediate
Maintenance

Intermediate
Maintenance

and Organizational
TSEC/HY-2

AF- 1 715-0678
and Organizational -
TSEC/HY-2. SEBIT-24

Modem, Crypto Control. Unit, and
Digital S9bset

AF-1715-0074
TSEC/K1,-7c-.

Field and OrganizatiOnal (F & 0).
Maintenance, TSEC/KL-7

AF-1715-0127
TSEC/KW-22

TSEC /KW -22 Cryptographic Equipment
Maintenance .

AF-I 715-0255
TSEC/KW-26

Cryptographic Equipment Maintenance
TSEC/KW-26

AF-1715-0439
TSEC /KW -7

rmediatc and Organizational
aintenance. TSECIKW-7

AF-1715-0615
TSEC/KW-9

Communications and Relay Center
Equipment Repairman Electro-. ,

Mechanical (TSEC/KW-9)
AF-1715-0123

Communications and Relay Center,
Equipment Repairman TSEC/KW-9

AF-1715-0123
Turbofan

B-52H Turbofan Engine Field and
Organizational Maintenance

AF-1704-0073
TF-33 Turbofan Engine Maintenance

AF-1704-0073
Turbo-Prop

0

Aircraft Maintenance Specialist Turbo-
Prop Aircraft .

AF-1704-0080
Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft

AF-1704-0080
Aircraft Mechanic, Turbo-Prop Aircraft
(C-130 and ,C-133)

AF-1704-0080
Turkish

Turkish
AF-0602-0007
AF-0662-00 I
DD-0602-000I
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-.0003
DD-0602-0004
D D -0602 -0009

Turret
Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(11-521-1, ASO-21 Turret)

AF:'-1715-0540
Flexihle Gunnery Training Turret System
Mechanic Gunner, B-36

3 4

AF-1606-0095
Turret System Mechanic (A-5, MD-1
and. A, MD-4) .

AF-1715-0013
Turret System MeChanie, B36

AF-1715-0515
Turret System Mechanic (8-52, A-3A)

AF-17151,0482
Turret System Mechanic (N1D-1, MD-4,
A-5) ,

F -17) 5 -0013
Turret Systems Gunner (A- Anti1D-9 ,
Turrets) .

AF-1715-0205
Turret Systems Gunner (8-36)

AF -1606 -0097
Turret Systems.Ounner, B-52(A-3A)

AF-1715-0205_.
Turret Systems Gunner, B-66 (MD-1)

AF-1715-0206
Turret Systems Mechanic (A-3A. MD-9,
ASG -15 Turrets)

AF -1715 -0482
Turret Systems Mechanic' ( A3A/MD9

Turrets)
AF- 1715 -Q482

Turret Systems Technician (A-3A. MD-
9, ASG-15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0259
Turrets

Defensive Fire Control System Mechanic
(A-3A1. MD-9, ASG-15 Turrets)

AF -1715 -0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic 1A-3A., MD-9.'ASG-15
Turrets)

AF-1715-0482
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (B-52H, ASG-21 Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (B-52H, B-58: MD-7, ASG -21
Turreis)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems
Mechanic (MD-7, AN/ASO-21 Turrets)

AF-1715-0540
Defensive Fire Control Systems ,

Technician (A-3A, MD-9, ASG-I5
Turrets) .

AF- I 7J 5-0259
Turret Systems Mechanic (A-3A, MD-9,
ASO-15 Turrets)'

AF-1715-0482
Turret Systems. Mechanic (A3A/MD9
Turrets)

AF-1715-0482'
Turret Systems Technician ( A-3A, 14D-
9, ASG-'15 Turrets)

AF-1715-0259
Twi

-Twi
AF-0602-000 I

UH-1F
Helicopter Mechanic, UH- I F

' AF-17(14-0093

UH-114
Helicopter Meehan
and M)

.UH-1N

UH-1H(VNAF

AF- I 704-0029

' Helicopter Mechanic ( UH -IN )
AF- 1704 -0095

Jet Engine Mechanic (UH-IN)
AF-1704-0076

Pilot Advanced flying (un-IN) Batik
AF-1606-014(1

Ukrainian
Ukrainian

DD-060220002



UnConventional
Fuel Specialist (Unconventional Fuels)

AF-46441-0008
AF-1710-0005

Fuel Specialist (Unconventional Fuels)
(SM-68B)

, .

'.?Undergranluate
Undergraduate Navigator Training

AF-I606-0145
Undergradhate Pilot Training Helicopter
( H-1941-43,11 s H-19/CH-3C

AF-1606-0006 '
Undergraduate Pilot Training Helicopter
(I-28)

' AF-1606-00051
Undergraduate Pilot Training (Tf28Arr-
2813)

AF-1606-0004
Undergraduate Pilot Training (3r-37/T-
33 )

AF- 601-0047

AF-1606-0022
. Undergradtiate Pilot Training AT-41,
"' Interim).

.-AF-1606-0003
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-41/T-
37/1-33)

AF-1606-0022
Undergraduate Pilot Training (T-41/T-
37/F-1)

AF-1606-0022.
Unit .

Unit Historian 'Development
AF-2203-0007

'Unit Test Equipment (ANIASQ-38),.
*AF-1715-0257

Unit 'rest Equipment .(AN/ASQ-48 )
AF -17

UNIVAC'
J/ Accounting and Finauee Applications of

Base Supply Computer (UNIVAC 1050
Ira

, AF-1401-0016
Operation and Maintpriance of UNIVAC
1218 Computer

AF-14021-0029
' A F-V02-0055

Universal
Universal Radio Group Equipment

AF-1715-6192)pgrading
. Upgrading, 11:58 Aircraft

AF-1606-0133
Upgrading B-58 Aircraft (AN/ASO-42
Weapons Ctibtrol System)

AV-1606-0133
Upgrading B-66 Aircraft

A F- 160;4) 136

USAF'
USAF Recruiting Officer

AF-1406-0037
USAFSS

USAFSS Systems Maintenance
Technician

. .

Vehicle
A/S32P-2 Firefighting Vehicle Operator

AF- 1728-0030
General Purpose Vehicle Repairman

.AF- 1703-0006
. General Purpose Vehicle Repairman
(ACccleratddr

AF- 170X007
Motor Vehicle Miiintenance
MitnagemeM

AF-1715-0.070
, -

AF-0419-0)19
for Vehicle Maintenance Officer

AF-I405-0019

,Motor Vehicle";Managemeni Officer
AF-1405-0019

Special Vehicle Mechanic
AF-1710-0017

Special Vehicle Repairma'n
AF-17.10-0019

Special Vehicle Repairman (Crash/Fire
Vehicles)

AF-1703-0016
Special VehiCle Repairman (Refueling
Vehicle)

AF-1703-0009
Special Vehicic, Repairman (Towing and
Serviding Vehicle)

AF"-1703-0005
Special Vehicle Repairmeh (Materials
Handling Vehicle)

AF- 1 703 -0004
Vehicle Body Repair

AF-1703-0002
AF-1703-0011

Vehicle Diagnostic Test Equipment
AF-170310017

Vehicle Maintenance Technician
AF-I 703-0010

Veterinarian
Veterinarian

AC10102-1)004
Nieterinatry

Apprentice Veterinary Specialist
AF-0102-0003

Veterinary Officer Basic
AF-0102-0004

Veterinary Specialist
AF-0102:0003,

Veterinary Specialist PhaseII
AF-0102-0003

Veterinary Technician.
AF-0104-0001

VHF-UHF
;Ground Communications Equipment

Repairman (F,VHF-UHF)
AF- 1715 -0498

Vibration
Jet Engine Block Test and Vibration
Analyzer

AF- 1704-0015
AV-1704-0030

-Jet Engine Cdnditioning and Vibration
Analyzer /Sperry)

AF -1704 -0032
Jet-Engine Vibration Analyzer
Maintenance (Sperry)

AF-1715-0093
Jet Engine Vibration Analyzer Operator.,
(Sperry)

Vietnamese
Basic Vietnamese

Vietnamese

AF71704-0020

DD-0602-00.11

AF-0602-0001
AF-0602-0005
AF-0602-0007
AF- 0602 -001 1
DD0602-0005
DD-0602-0006

VietnameseHanoi Dialect
Aural Comprehension
VietnameseHanoi Dialect

D D-0602-0010
Vietnamdse Hanoi Dialect

DD-0602-0002
DD 0602 -0003
'DD-0602-0009

VietnameseSaigon Dialect
Basic VictnarneseL-.Saigon Dialect

DP-0602-0010
.

Short Basic Vietnat4se.7-Saigon Dialect

'3 4 1

KEYWORD,INDEX K-75
DD:0602-0010 '

VietnameseSaigon Dialect
DD10602-0002
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0009

Visual
Audio-Visual Fundamentabl

Vocational
A F-170?-.0012

Medical Service TechnicPan (Vocational
Nurse)

AF-0703-0001
,Voice

Ground Radio Operator (Voice) ' ,
AV-2203-0034 .

Radio.Operator (Voice) . ,....
AF-17I5-004-6

Voltage
.

, Electrical Standards,Console and How
FreqUencY Voltage and Phase Standards

.. AF:I714-0013
Voltmeter .

Digital Volometer, Theory and
Calibration .

AF-1715-0385
War

Air War College
AF- 1511-0006

Air War College Correspondence
Program

AF-1511-0005
Air War College Nonresident Serhinar
Program '

National War College

War Ccillege

AF-1511-0004

D6,151'1-0402

AF-, 1 51 I -0006

/Ward
Psychiatric Ward Specialist

, AF-0708-041
Warehousing

Warehouing Specialist

Warehous.ing Supervisor
AF-1405-00I2

AF-1405-0050
Warfare 7 -

Electronic Warfare Countermeasurtis
Specialist

'AF-1715-0587
Electronic Warfare Systems.. a

AF-2203-0004
Warning

Aerospace Control and Warning System
Operator (Manual)

AF-1715-0623
Aerospace Control and Warning Systems
Operator

AF-1715-0622
Aircraft Control and Warning (AC & W )
Radar Officer

AF-1715-0369
Aircraft Control and Wp.rning (AC & W)
Radar Repairman ( AN/M.R- I /FIJI--12

AF- 1 715-0234
Aircraft Control and Warning Operator
( Semi-Au tominic/412L )

AF-1704-0170
Aircraft Control and Warning- -Radar
Maintenance Technician

AF-17 I 5-0064
Aircraft Cohtrol and Warning Radar
Technician

AF-17154)064
Waste

Water and Waste Processing
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;AF-1732-0002
Water and Waste Priyeessing Specialist

'-. -.Ms-1732-0001
Water ,
_Missile Facility WAttif Treatment

AE-1732-0003
Water,,and Waste Processing

Ms-1732-0002
,Water and Waste Processing Specialist

AE-1732-0001
WCS

Intermediate Maintenance; A-7D
Weapons Control System (WCS)

AF-1715-0278
Weapen

Air Force WAkiepns Accident, Prevention
and Managed, Rua

AF-0802-0021
Air Transportation of Dan emus. Cargo

,and Nuclear Weapons
A 04,19-0017

Air Weapons
AF- 2203 -0044

-Atomic Weapons Officer
.7

Ms-1715-0545
Conventional-Weapons Application .

AE-2203-0046
Defense W.7apons Systems Management

AF-1408-0011. .

1 I IA Weapons-System Training
AE-1606-0117,

1-s-111A Weapons SyStem Training
(Aircraft Commander )

AF-1606-0132
E-11 I A' Weapons System Training (Mark
I)

AE-160640117
is-I 1 IA W.iapons SystiSm Training
(NAV/PILOT)

. AF- 1600) -0117
Fighter Weapons InstnatOi

Ms-1406-0017-
Interceptor Weapons Instructo SchOol
(E;_00,'

AF-1 06-0014
Interceptor Weapons Instructor School
(F-94C)

AF-1406 -0013
Missile and Nuclear Weapons

- Tra'nsportzttion Safety
AE-0419-0017

Nuclear Weapons Mechanical.Specialist
MS-1715-0736

Nuclear WeaponssOfficer
AF- 1715-0545

Nuclear ll'eapons Specialist
AF-1715-0501
Ms-1715-0593

Nuclear-Weapons Specialist AGM-69A
Ms-1715-0700

Nuclear Weans Specialist (CGM-13B.
LC11 Prep)

.

MS-2203-0047
Nuclear- Weapons Specialist (Minuteman
III Re-Entry S,stent I

.

F-2203-0012
NuclearWeapons Specialist (Mk I I R/V
Family)

Ms-2203-0018
Nuclear Weapons Specialist Re-Entry
Vehi:cle MGM-16F)

AF-1715-0641)
Nuclear Weapons Specialist ( Re -Entry
Vehicle) (1.GIVI-30C ) (Mk II )

Ms.:1715-060
Nuclear Weapons Specialist ( Re-Entry
Vilhicles)

AF-1715.0639
Nuclear Weapons Specialist) (Re-Entry
Vehicle) ISM-65E)

V.XIs -17 I 5-0640.

4

Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle) (SM-65F) .

AF-1715-0640
Nuelear Weapons SpecialistRe-Entry

5 Vehicle) (SM-68B) ,

AF-1715-0640
Nuclear Weapons Specialist (Re-Entry
Vehicle SM-80---Mk 5)

3. AF-,I715-0590
Nuclear,Weapons Technibian (AGM-

4169A)
" AF-17150100,

Special Weapons' Maintenance
Technician

AF-171570150
AF-1715-0151
AF-1715:0152

Transportatiorrof Dangerous Cargo,
,Nuclear Weapons and Missiles

,,AF-0419-0017
Weapons Direction (SAGE)

AF-1715-057-
AF-2203-0010

Weapons Effects
g AF-2203-0046

Weapons Fusing Syitegi Specialist
AF-1715-0129

Weapons Fuaing.Systems Specialist
(Electronic). .

AF-1715-0149
Weapons FuZing System Specialist (Re-,

Enti-y Vehieles)r
AF-1715-0639

Weapons Fuzing Systems Specialist
(Electrical)

AF-1'7 I 4-0004
Weapons Maintenance Technician
(AGM -69A)

AF-1715-0735
Weapons Maintenance Technician FB-
I

AF:1704-0179
Weapons Mechanic "

AF -1714 -0022
Weapons Mechanic (ADC)

AF-2203-0016
Weapons Mechanic ADC/ANG-RES

AF-1704-0171
Weapons Mechanic, Bomber

AF-1715-0594
chanic, Fighter Bomber

AF -171 5 -0597
haniC,Fightet Interceptor

AF-1715-0596
echanic (GAM-72)

AF-1715-0695
anic (SAC)

Weapons M

W6ap6ns

Weapons

Weimons
AF-2203-0015

Weapons Mechani (TA,C), ; AF-1715-0681
,capons MechanicTAC/ANG-RES '

1AF-1715j0130
capons Control
Electronic Computer Systems -Repairman
(Weapons Control Computer Group,
AN/FSA-21/412L) .

. AF-1715-0034
. Integrated Avionics Component

Specialist (Navigation/Flight and'.
Weapons Control) ,

AF-1715-0476
Integiated Avionics Compo6ent
Specialist (Navigation%Flight and
Weapons Control, and Flight Data
Recorder Systems)-

Ms-171540476
Integrated Avionics System Specialist
-( Navigation/Flight and Weapons

b.'..."ontioli
AF-1715-0476

is,. Intermediate Maintenance, A-7D
,:d Weapons Control System (WCS )t AF-1715-0278

)
,

Upgrading, B-52 Aircraft. (AN/ASO-38
:Weapons Control System)

AF-1606-0115
Upgrading B-58 Aircraft (AN/ASQ-42'
Weapons Control System)

AF-1606-0133
Weapons Control System Mechanic
(F/FB-11 I )

AF-1715-0486
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic

AF -1715 -0010
WeaponS' Control Systems Mechanic (A--
7D: AN/APO-126)

AF-1715-0538
Weapons Control System lechanic
( AMCS=AER0-1A.)---,

AF-171 -0389
AF-171 0535

Weapons Control Syaterns Mechani
1ASG-19 System)

AF-1715-0010
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (E -'
4, E-5. E-6 SyStems)

AF-1715-0565
Weapons Control Systems Mechartic (E-
9.- MG;12 Systems)

AF-1715-0689
AF- I 715-0690

Weapons Control Systems Mechanid (E-
9 System)

AF-1715-0690
WeaponS Control Systems Mechanic (F-
105D/F: ASG-19 System.)

AF-1715-0010
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
106A/B: MA-11 ASQ-25 Systems)

AF -1715 -0375
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
111 A)

AF-17101486
Weapons. Control SysteMs Mechanic (F4,

AF-1715-0535
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4C/134, APQ-109PAPA-165)

AF-1715-0535
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4E)

AF-1715-0610
, Weapons Control Systems Mechanic (F-
4E:APO-120 )

AF-1715-0610
Weapons Control SysteM3 Mechanic
(MA-I', ASQ -25 Systems

AF -1715 -0375
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MA-1 System)

AF-1715-0375
Weapons Control Systems Mectianic
(MA-1 Systems)

:1715-0375
Weapons Control Systems chanic
(MG- 10/1 3 Systems).

1715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mcchanic
(MG-12 System)

AF-1715-0690
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13 Computer and Contras)

AF-1715-0270
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13 Data Flow)

'AF-1715-0574
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-13' dar)

WeapOn
(MG-3.

Weiipon
(MG-3,

Weapoi'isk
(MG-3/1

AF-17 I 5-0444
ontrol Systems Mechanic
13 Dataiflow).

_
AF- 1715-0546

tintrol Systems MechaniC
3 toms)'

AF-17.15-0546
Stems Mechanic

w



AF-4715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-I0 Computer Controls)

AF-1715-0271
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10 Data FInw)

AF-1715-0574
Weapons Control. Systems Mechanic
(MG -3, MG-I0, MG-13 Computer and
Controls)

AF- I 715-0269
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-I0, MG-13 Computer.
Controls)

AF-17.15-0272
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Data Flow)

AF- I 715-0546
Weapons Control Systems Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-10, MG-13 Radar)

AF- I 715-0445
Weapons Control Systems. Mechanic
(MG-3, MG-I0 Radar)

AF- I 715-0445
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(E-4, 5, 6 Systems)

AF-1715-0566
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(E-4, E-5, E-6 Series)

AF- 1715-0566
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(E-9 System)

AF-1715-0570
,-,,Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-12 Systems)

AF-1715-0502
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG -13 Computer-Controls)

AF -1715 -0355
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-13 Data Flow)

AF -1715 -0699.
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-I3 Radar)

AF- 1715-0374
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Computer Controls)

AF-1715-0558
Weapons Control Systems Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Data Flow)

AF- I 715-0595
Weapons Control System Technician
(MG-3, MG-10 Radar)

AF-1715-0557
Weapons Controller

4071 Weapons Controller
AF -1715 -0055

Weapons Controller (412L Systems)
AF-2203-0045

Weaponscontroller (ECCM Operations
Officer )

AF-1715-0721
Weapons Controller (ECCM Operations
Officer )/Electronic Warfare
Countermeasures Specialist

AF-1715-0721
Weapons Controller (Manual))

AF-2203-0048
Weapons Controller (SAGE)

AF-2203-0043
Weapons Controller/Technician-, B.1.11C;

AF-1402-0056
Weapons Controller Training

AF -1715 -0620

Weather
Airborne Weather Equipment Technician

AF-1715-0091
Basic Weather Service (Equipment
Channel)

AF-1715-0412
Ground Weather Equipment Operator

AF-1715-0412

,=0

Ground Weather Observing Procedures
AF-1304-0003

Modern Weather Techniques
-AF-1304-0010

Tropical Weather Analysis and
FoFecasting,

AF-1304-0010
Weather Chief Observer

AF-I408-0044
Weather Equipment Refresher Training

AF- I 715-0518
Weather Equipment Repairman

AF-1715-0412
Weather Equipment Superintendent

AF- I 715-0683.
Weather Equipment Technician

AF- I 715-0417
Weather Forecaster

AF-1304-0002
Weather Forecaster Superintendent

AF-I304-0007
Weather Forecaster Technician.

AF-I304-0002
Weather Forecasting Superintendent

AF-1304-0007
Weather Observer

AF-1304-kipl
Weather Observer Technician '"ii

AF- 1304-0008
Weather Superintendent

Weather Technician

Welder
Welder

AF-1304-6007

AF-1304-0002

AF-1723-0004
Welding

Welding of A-286 Alloy Material (J-79
Engine)

AF-1710-0016
Welding of High Performance Aircraft
and Missile Systems

AF-1723-0005
Wet

B-52, C -135, and KC-135 Fuel System
Repairman and Wet Wing Sealing

AF-1704-0017
B-52G Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealing

AF-1704-0174
KC-I35 Fuel System Repairman and Wet
Wing Sealing

AF-1704-0175
Wheel

Maintenance of A/S 48A-I Wheel Mover
AF-1704-0144

Wheel Alignment Equipment, Operation
and Maintenance .

AF-1703-Q013
Wideband

4861 Wideband Communications
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0387
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman
(Wideband)

AF-1715-0080
Wilcox

Training, AIN/MRN-7A,,Special
AN/MRN-8A, and Wilcox 492A--
Maintenance Field and Organizational (F
& 0)

AF-1715-0189
Special Training, Wilcox 482 Omni-
Range System Maintenance Field and
Organizational (F & 0)

AF-1715-0190

343

KEYWORD INDEX K-77
Wire

Outside Wire and Antenna Maintenance
Repairman

AF-1714-0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and Maintenance

AF- I 714-0015
Outside Wire and Antenna Systems
Installation and:Maintenance-Specialist'

AF-1714-0015
WoodWorker

Woodworker
AF-1710-0015

Work
Base Level Military Personnel System
(BLMPS)./Personnel Data System (PDS)
Work Center Operations, Phase II

AF-1402-0060
BLMPS/PDS Work Center Operations,
Phase II

AF- 1402 -0060
Programs andkVork Control Specialist

AF- 1 717 -0009
Programs and Work Control Technician
(BEAMS)

AF-1408-0045
Work Center Supervisor (AN/GPA-73)

AF-1717-0007.
Work Control Specialist

AF- 1408-0035
'Workload

Workload Control

Writer
Technical Writer

AF-1408-0036

AF-0504-0001
WS-133

Missile Maintenance Officer, WS-133
AF -1715 -0675
AF-1717-0022

Missile Maintenance Officer, WS -133 (T
& A)

AF- I 715-0675
Missile Mechanic, WS-133

AF- I 715-0664
WS-133A

Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A

AF-1715-0344
Ballistic Missile Analyst Speicialist, WS-
133A

AF-1715-0345
Ballistic Missile Check -Out Equipment
Specialist, WS -133A

AF-1715-0299
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman, WS -133A

AF-1715-0459
Electrician and Electrical Technician,
WS- 133A,B,A -M

AF-1714-0009
Electrician, WS-I 33A,B,A-M

AF-1714-0009
Ground Radio COMmunications
Equipment Repairman, WS -133A

, AF-1715-0245
Grourid Radio' Communications
Equipment Repairman, WS-I33A/A-M

AF-1715-0245
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
WS -133A

AV-1713-0456
Missile Facilities Specialist, WS-133A

AF- 1731 -0001
Missile Launch Equipment Repairman,
WS-I33A

AF-1715-0459
Missile Launch Officer, WS-I33A

AF-2203-0042
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Missile Maintenance Officer (err) WS-
133A-M Integrated

AF-1715-0633
Missile Mechanic, WS-I33A

'AF-1715-0729
Miisile Mechanic, WS-133A/A-M

AF-1715-0729
AF- I 715-0730

Missile Offic(!r, WS-133A
AF-1717-6015
AF-1717-0016
AF-1717-0017

Pneudraulic Repairman, WS-
I33A

AF 1704 -01 I1
Missile.Pneudraulic Repairman, WS-
133A,B,A-M

AF-1704-0111
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A

AF- I 715-0344
AF- I 715-0345

Refrigeration Specialist, WS-I33A
AF-1730-0011

Technical Engineering Analysis Team,
WS -133A

AF-1715-0600
WS-133A/B

ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman (WS-I33A/B)

AF-1715-0358
AF-1715-0495

WS-133A-M
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
WS-I33A-M

AF-1715-07 I I
Missile Electronic Equipment
Technician, WS-I33A-M

AF- 1715 -0143
Missile Launch Officer, WS-I 33A-M

AF-2203-0036
- Missile Officer (T&A), WS- 133A -M

AF-2203-0024
Missile'Officer, WS- 133A -M

AF- I 717-0019
Missile Systems Analyst Specialist, WS-
133A-M

AF-1715-0452
Missile Systems Analyst Technician (T
and A), WS- 133A -M

AF-1715-0361
Missile Systems Analyst Technician, WS-
.133A-M '

AF- 1715 -0340
AF -1715 -0361

Missile'Systems Analyst Technician, WS-
133A-M Integrated

. AF-1715-0129
WS-133B

Ballistic Missile Analyst Specialist, WS-
13313

AF-1715-0731,
Balltstic Missile Checkout Equipment
Specialist, WS-I3313

AF-1715-0108
Ballistic Missile Launch Equipment
Repairman, WS-I331

AF- 1715 -0725
Electrician, WS -133B

AF -1714 -0009
Ground Radio Communications
Equipment Repairman WS-I338

AF-1715-0248
Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist,
WS -133B

-AF-1715-0461
Missile Launch Equipment Repairman,
WS -133B

AF- 1715 -0725
Missile Laiinch Officer WS-I 33B

AF-2203-001.3
%fissile Mechanic, WS -133B

AF-1715-0353
AF- 1715 -0354

Missile Officer, WS-I338
AP-1715-0343
AF-1717-0018

Missile Systems Analyst Specialist, WS-
133B

AF -1715 -0731
AF-1715-0732

Missile Systems Analyst Technician
(TEAT). WS-133B

AF-1715-0333
Refrigeration Specialist, WS-133B

AF -1730 -0012
Status Authentication Subsystem
Maintenance, WS-I338

AF-1715-0576
Technical Engineering Ariiiilysis Team,
WS-1330,

AF- I 7 15-0527

WS-133(C4)
Missile Electronic Equipment Technician
WS; I 33(eD13)

AF-1715-0714
Yoruba

Yoruba-
AF-0602-0001

1218 Computer
Operation. and Maintenance of UNIVAC
1218 Computer

18S-4
Collins 18S -4 Radio Set

AF-1402-0029
AF-1402-0055

AF -1715 -0077

2116
A/S32R-2 Refueler (Model 2116)
Intermediate/Organizational (I/O)
Maintenance

AF -1710 -0020

25 Ton
Cryogenic Fluids Produtiion SpecialiSt
(25 Ton Plant)

AV-I601-0036
Cryogenic Fluids Production Specialist
Technician (25 Ton)

AF -1601 -0009
AF- 1601 -0018

Gas Generator Plant
Operator/Technician (25 Ton)

AF-I 601-0009
Liquid Oxygen Generation Plant
Operation and Maintenance (25 Ton/D)

AF-I601-0015
34G60 -

Field and Organizational Maintenance of
34G60 Propeller

A F- I 704-0048.,

407L
4071 Air Traffic Regulation Center
Controller/Technician

AF-1704-0001
4071 Weapons Controller

AF -1715 -0055
AN/TRC-97A Radio Set,
Field/Organizational (F/O) Maintenance
(4071)

AF-1715-0357
AN/TRC-97A Radio Set,
Organizational/Intermediate (0/I)
Maintenance (4071.)

AF -1715 -0357
AN/TSC-60 Communications Central 0/I
(4071)

AF-1715-0188
HM4I 18 Computer Display Equipment
(4071)

'AF-1715-0052
412L

Weapons Controller (4I21 Systems)
AF-2203-0045

416L-AN/ESQ-7
Electronic Digital Data Processing
Equipment Repairman, Central-
Computer ( 416L-AN/FSQ-7)

AF-1715-0348
484L

4841 System Field/OrganizationallF/0)
Maintenance

AF-1715-0383
4841 System Organization/Intermediate
(0/1) Maintenance

AF-1715-0383

486L
4861 Wideband Communications
Organizational/Intermediate (0/1)
Maintenance

AE-1715-0387

490L
Electronics Switching Systems
Repairman (4901 Overseas TOVON)

F-1715-0500
Electronic Switching ms Repairman
(4901 Overseas AUTOVON)

AF-1715-0396

50-KHZ
Air/Ground 50-KHZ Equipment

AF -1715 -0031

618S-1 System
Special Maintenance 618S-1 System

AF-171-54077
81M1k1

81 MM Mortar/Fire Direction Center
AF- 2203 -0017



N-1

Course Number Index

The following columns cross-reference military course numbers to ID numbers for the courses listed in the
course exhibit section. Readers who desire to Imre courses for which they only have military course numbers as
references may find the applicable courses by ,referring to the cross-reference list.

Each ID number begins with prefix initials which identify a specific branch of the Armed Services. The
following prefixes are used:

AFAir FOrce
ARArmy
CGCoast Guard
DDDepartment of Defense
MCMarine Corps
NVNavy

A60770-2 AF -0419 -0016
A60770-6 AF-1606-0028
A60770A-4 AF- 0419 -0015

AA20470 14F-1606-0021
AA25100 44F- I 715-0683
AA25170 AF- I 715-0417
AA25200 tF- I 304-0007
AA2527 I A F- I 304-0008
AA25300 AF-A 304-0007
AA27270 AF -1704 -0004
AA2727 I AF- I 704-0007
AA27272 AF -1704 -0006

AA30170 AF -1715 -0067
AA30170X AF- I 715-0067
AN30171 AF- I 715-0510
AA30173 AF -1715 -0324
AA30270 AF- I 715-0324
AA30371 AF -1715 -0397
AA30372 AF -1715 -0064
AA30373 AF- I 715-0021
AA-30470A AF -1715 -0284
AA30470B AF -1715 -0285
AA30470C AF- I 715-0222
AA31170E AF- I 715-0650
AA3217013' AF- 1715 -0563
AA32170C AF -1715 -0212
AA32170ED AF- I 715-0225
AA3217IEC AF- I 715-0212
AA3217IED AF -1715 -0225
AA32I7 IF . AF- I 715-0283
AA32 I 7EB 'AF-1715-0611
AA32270B-I AF -1715 -0012
AA3227 I B AF -1715 -0012
AA3227 I D AF:1715-0566,
AA3227 I E-2 AF -1715 -0502
AA32271F-I AF -1715 -0595
AA3227IG- 1 AF- I 715-0557
AA322711-1-1 AF- 1715 -0558

A293X3- I AF- 1606-0024' AA42 I
AA42 172

A43570C-4 AF-1704-0033 .AA42270
A435 XOC- I AF- I 704-0031 AA42370

AA42372
A-570-0010 pD-6504-0010 AA43171

PD-0505-0001 AA4317IB
A-570-001H USN) DD-0504-0001 AA4317ID
A-570,0013 DD-0504-0003 AA43270

AA4327 I
AA47170

AF- I 704-0040
AF- 1704 -0014
AF- I 721-0002
AF- I 704-0165
AF- I 715-0401
AF-1704-0013
AF,-I 704-0088
AF- I 717-0006
AF -1704 -0078
AF-1704-Q049
AF- I 703-0010

AA57170 AF- I 728-0034

AA60371) AF-0419-0020
AA64171 AF -1405 -0050
AA64 172 AF -1405 -0054
AA64 174 AF -1405 -0021
AA64 175 AF -1405 -0005
AA67170 AF -1408 -0065
AA67270 AF-I 401-0007
AA68170 AF-I 408-0015
4AA68270 AF -1402 -0036
AA68270A AF -1402 -0036

AA70270 AF-I 408-0066
AA70370 AF -1408 -0031
AA73270 AF -1406 -0040
AA77170 AF -1728 -0001

AA8 1170 AF- I 408-0018
AA83270 AF -1402 -0036

AA90170 1 AF- 0709 -0012
AA90172. AF-0709-0022
AA90270.. 4F-0709-0023
AA90370 A F-0705 -000 I
A A90470 AF-0702-0004
A A90670 AF-I 408-0043
AA90671 AF -1405 -0045
AA90770 AF-0707-0004
AA90870 AF-0104-0001
A A90970 AF-0701-0015
AA98170 AF-0701-0015
AA98270 AF-0701-0014
AA98270- I AF-0701-0010
AA98270-2 AF-0701-0011

AAN54770- I AF- 1 408 -0020

AAR2I470 AF-0802-0019
AAR23271 AF-1709-0001

...

AAR23470
'AAR24170-I
AAR2527.I
'AAR25390
AAR30170
AAR30171
AAR3017IB
AAR30173
AAR30190 ,

AAR30270
AAR30290
AAR30371
AAR30372
AAR30373
AAR30373A
A AR30470

"' AAR30471
A AR30472
AAR30473
AAR30474
A AR30490
AAR30172
AAR31170E
AAR31171W
AAR3157IQ
AAR31573Q
AAR32170C
AAR32170K
AAR32270B
AAR32270B- I
AAR32270M
AAR32271D
AAR32271E-I
AAR3227 I F-2
AAR3227.IG-2
AAR3227 I H-2
AAR32370G
AAR32570-A- I
AAR32570C
AAR34270
AAR40370
AAR42I7 I
AAR42I72

AAR42 173
AAR42270
AAR4227 I
AAR42370
AAR42373

.AAR42373C
AAR42470
AAR43I7 I

345

AF- I 709-0001
AF-0802-001 I
AF- I 304-0008
AF- I 304-0007
AF -1715 -0067
AF- I 715-0510
AF- I 715-0510
AF- I 715-0324
AF -1715 -0634
AF- I 715-0417
AF- I 715-0683
AF- I 715-0397
AF -1715 -0064
AF- I 715-0021
AF -1715 -0021
AF- I 715-0496
AF -1715 -0019
AF-I 715-0230
AF- 1 715-0239
AF- I 715-0088,
AF- I 715-0577
AF- I 715-0282
AF -1715 -0650
AF- I 715-0650 ,
AP-1715-0155
AF- I 715-0158
AF- I 7A 5-0212
AF- I 715-0263
AF- I 715-0012
AF -1715 -0012
AF- 1715 -0592
AF- I 715-0566
AF -1715 -0570
AF -1715 -0699
F-1715-0374
AF -1715 -0355
AF -1715 -0259
AF- I 715-0378
AF- I 715-0526
AF- I 715-0573
AF- I 715-0182
AF- I 704-0040
AF -1704 -0014
AF- I 717-0012
AF- I 717-0012
AF-I 721-0002
AF- 1715 -0528
AF- I 704-0165
AF- I 715-0526
AF-1715 -0526
AF- I 704-0045

F-1704-0013



N-2 COURSE NUMBER INDEX
AAR43I7 4A AF- I 704-0088
AARek317 I B AF -1704 -0088
AAR43 17 AF -1717 -0006
AAR43171 E AF- 1717 -0006

43270 AF-1704-0078
R43270-1 AF-1704-0078

AAR43271 AF-1704-0049
AAR43470 AF-0306-000 I

AAR5437
AF -1704 -0045
AF- I 715-0579

AAR54670 AF- I 601-0011
AAR57170 AF-1728-0034
AAR57170- I AF-1728-0034
AAR6 I 170 AF-0332-0001
AAR6Z27 I AF- 1729-0009
AAR6XI73 AF- I 405-0053
AAR64570 AF-1405-0011
AAR64670 AF-1405-0053
AAR65170 AF- I 408-0034
AAR67170 AF-1401-0010
AAR67170-3 AF- 1401-0015
AAR68570 AF -1402 -0036
AAR685753A AF-1402-0036
AAR73270 AF-1406-0040
AAR73270-I AF-1406-0040
AAR90-270 AF-0709-0023
AAR90370 AF-0705-0001
AAR90370-1 AF-0705-000 I
AAR90570 AF- 0709 -00.03
AAR40670 AF- 1408 -0043
AAR90670-1 AF- 1408 -0043
AAR90671 AF- 1405 -0045
AAR90770.. AF-0707-0004
AAR90870 AF-0104-0001

/kAR90870 I AF-0104-0001
AAR9157 AF-1405-0045
AAR9 I 0-1 AF- 1405 -0045
AAR 170 AF-0701-0015
AAR98270-1 AF-0701-0010
AAR98270-2 AF- 0701 -0011
AAR98270-3 AF-0701 -00 I 2

AAU98170 AF-0701 -00 I 5
AAU98270-1 AF-0701-0010
AAU98270-B AF-0701-0017

AAX22170 AF- 1709 -0013
AAX76170 AF-1205-0001

AAY90170 AF-0709-0012
AAY90770 AF-0707-0004
AAY90871 AF-0102-0002
AAY91170 AF-0709-0022

AB20430 AF-1606-0059
AB20431 AF- I 606:0050
41320630 AF-1606-0050
AB23130 AF-1709-0005
AB23230 AF -1709 -0010
AB23331 AF- 1709-0011
A825130 AF-1715-0412
A825230 AF- 1304 -0001
A825231 AF- 1 304-0001
A827230 AF-1704-0008
AB2723 I AF-1704-0007
A827232 AF- 1704 -0006
AB29130 AF- 1409 -0004
AB29330 AF-2203-0034
A829311 AF-1404-0002

AF-2203-0034
AB2933.2 AF-2203-0033
AB29333 AF-2203-0033

A830130 -(
A1330130-2

AF-171-0069
AF- I 15-0341

AB30130A AF-1715-0068
AB30130A-2 AF- 1715 -0066
A83013013 AF-1715-0065
A8301 308 -2 AF- 1715.0065
A830130C AF-17 15-0069
AB30131 AF- I 715-0362
A1130131A AF-1715-0362
AB30131B AF- 1715 -0521
AB30132-2 AF-1715-0364

AB30132A
AB30132B
AB30330
AB3033 I A
AB3,033 I B
AB3033 IC
AB30332A
AB30332B
AB303.32C
AB30332C-1
AB30332C-2
AB30332D
AB30332E
AB30332-F
AB30332G
AB30332H
AB30333
AB30333A
AB30333B

AB30430
AB30430-1
AB30430-2
AB30430A
AB30430B
AB30430C
AB30431A
AB3043 I B
AB30432A
AB30432B
AB30433A
AB30433B
AB30433C
AB30431C
AB3 I 130A
AB31130E
AB3I230
AB31430C-1
AB32130E
AB32130F
AB32130J
AB32130K
AB32230A
AB32230B
AB32230D
AB32230E
AB32230G
AB32230K
AB32230M
AB3223 I
AB3223 I A
AB3223 I D
AB3223 I E
AB3223 IF
AB3223 I H
AB32330A
AB32330B
AB32330C
-AB32330G
AB33 I 30
A833130-1
AB33130-2'
AB33130-A

AB33 I 30-B
AB33230
AB33231
AB34 I 30
AB34131B
AB34 I 41A
AB34330A
AB34330B
AB344308
AB36130
A836132
AB36230
A1336231

AB36330
AB36332

AB40132
AB40230
AB40330

AF- I 715-0025
AF- 1 715-0029
AF -1715 -0121
AF- I 715-0488
AF- I 715-0422
AF- 1 715-0676
AF- 1715-0104
AF- I 715-0118
AF-1715-0103
AF-1715-0103
AF- 1 715-0115
AF- I 715-0023
AF` 1715.0020
AF- I 715-0060
AF- 1715-0111
AF -1715 -0056
AF- 1715-0009
AF -1715 -0009
AF- 1715-0008
AF- 1715 -0513
AF- I 715-0705
AF- 1715-0347
AF- I 715-0350
AF- I 715-0085
AF- I 715-0120
AF-1715-0122
AF- I 715-0253
AF- I 715-0632
AF-1715-0524
AF-1715.-0498
AF- 1715 -0530
AF- I 715-0499
AF- 1715 -0552
AF -1715 -0217
AF- I 715-0601
AF -1715 -0635
AF -1715 -0247
AF- 1715-0379
AF -1715 -0262
AF- I 715-0428
AF-I 715-0268
AF-1715-0483
AF -1715 -0580
AF-1715-0117
AF-1715:0565
AF -1715 -0201
AF- I 715-0258
AF- 1745-0688
AF-I 7154204
AF-1715-0708
AF -171.5 -0375
AF- 1715-0565
AF-1715-0690
AF- 1715-0546
AF- I 715-0272
AF- 1 715-0515
AF- I 715-0041
AF-1715-0040
'AF-1715-0482
AF -1715 -0169
AF-1714-0004
AF:I 715-0149
AF-17I5-0149
AF:1715-01.69
AF- 1714-0004
AF-1710167
AF -1715 -0163
AF -1715 -0520
AF-1715-0655
AF-17 I 5-0653
AF-1715-0544
AF-17I5-0274
AF-1715-0216
AF-1714-0015
AF -1715 -0196
AF-1715-0087
AF -1715 -01-Q{)
AF -1715 -0129
AF-1715-0159
AF-1715-0159

AF-1715-0001
8F-1715-0291
AF-1715-0704

.

"

AE142131 .
AB42132-2
AB42132-3
AB42230 .
AB42231
AB42330

.
AB42330- 1
AB42330 -2
AB42332
AB43130
AB4313IA
AB4313IB-1
AB43131B-2
AB4313IC
AB43131C -2
AB4313ID
AB4313ID-1
AB43131D-2
AB.1313IE-1
AMS131E-2
AB4313IE-3
A843132
AB43 I 35
AB43150
AB43230-1
AB43230-2
AB43230-3
A843231
AB43231-I
AB4323 I -2.
AB43233
AB43330
AB46130
AB46230
AB46230A
AB46230B
AB46230C
AB4713I
AB47132
AB47230

AB53130
AB53230
AB53430
AB55230
AB56130
AB56230
AB56430
AB56530
A B56630A
AB56730
AB56830
AB57130
AB58130
AB58131
A858230

AB60130
AB60132
AB60230
AB6023 I
'AB62130
AB62330
AB64130
AB6413L
AB64 1 32
AB64330
AB64330A
AB64430
AB67130
A867230
AB68 I 30
AB68230
AB68230A

AB70230
AB70330
AB73230

AB73231 .
AB77130 .

1114.

......

I

AF- I 704-0046
AF-1704-004 I
AF-1704-0041
AF-1721-00.01
AF-1701-0007
AF-1704-0114
AF- 1704 -0114
AF- I 704-0114
AF-I 715-9360
AF- I 704-0079
AF -1704 -0042
AF -1704 -0021
AF- I 704-0021
AF-1704-0036
AF-1704-0036
AF -1704 -0036
AF-1704-0036
AF-1704-0036
AF-1704-0067
AF- I 704-0067
AF- 1 704 -0067
AF-1715-0694
AF-1704-0047
AF-1704-0079
AF-1704-0082
AF- I 704-0082
AF- I 704-0082
AF-1704-0022
AF- I 704-0022
AF -1704 -0022
AF-1704-0135
AF-1704-0044
AF-2203-0039
AF-1714-0022
AF-1715-0594
AF- I 715-0597
AF-1715-0596
AF- 1 703.-0014
AF-1710-0019
AF- I 7.15-0605

AF-1723-0001
AF -1723 -0004
AF- I 704-0129
AF- 1710 -0015
A/F-I 714-0042
AF- I 601-0016
AF-1710-0002
AF -1701 -0004
AF-1730-0010
AF-1712-0005
AF -1601 -0006
AF- I 728-0037
AF-1733-0001
AF- 1.716.0002
AF- 1716 -0001

AF;0419-0002
AF-0419-0007
AF-0419-0025
AF-04 I 9-0009
AF-1729-0008
AF-1729-0005
AF -1405 -0012
AF- 405-0010
AF- I 405-0009
AF- I 601-0035
AF -1601 -0035
AF- I 716-0004
AF-1401-000I
AF-1401-0003
AF-1115-0006
AF-1402-0026
AF- 1402.0026

AF-1403-0001
AF-1409-0002
AF-1406-0005
AF-1409-0003
AF,1406-0005
AF-1728-0019

3 4 u



COURSE NUMBER INDEX N-3
AB81130 AF-1408-0019 ABR30531 AF- I 715-0018 ABR31630H

ABR3053 I-1 AE-1715-0109 ABR31630NAB90130 AF-0709-0016 A8R30531-,4 AF-I 715-0018 ABR3 16300AF-0709-0024 ABR30531-5 AF-I 715-0110 ABR3163IFA1390131 AF-0709-0004 A8R30531A-2 AF-1715-0446 ABR3 163 IL-2AB90230 AF-0709-0015 ABR3053 ID AF-I 715-0018 ABR31631-1-3AB90330 AF-0705-0002 ABR30531E-1 AF-1715-0701 ABR31631N-1AB90430 AF-0702-0005 ABR30532 AF- I 715-0061 ABR3163IN-2AB90530 AF-0709-0014 ABR30533-1 AF-1715-0058 ABR31631QAB90630 AF-0799-0004 ABR30533-3 AF- I 715-0016 ABR3 1 632FAB90631 AF-0709-0009 ABR30533-4 AF-1402-0023 ABR3 1632GAF-0799-0004 ABR30533-5 AF-171.5-0059 Al3R31532HAB90730 AF-0707-0005 ABR30533-8 - AF-I 715-0057 ABR31730AB90830 AF-0102-0003 ABR30533-9 AF- 1 715-0063 ABR3I 30EAB92 130B AF-0709-00 I 3 ABR305XX AF- I 402-0014 ABR32130E (TV)AB92230 AF- I 704-0182 ABR30630 AF-1715-0174 ABR32130KAB96150 AF- I 728-0019 ABR30630A AF- 17 15-0 102 ABR32130LAB98 I 30 AF-0701-0013 ABR30630B AF-1715-0174 ABR32230BAB98230 AF-0701-0016 ABR30630C AF-1715-0174 ABR32230LAB99025 A AF-17 15-0150 ABk30730 AF- I 7150047 ABR32230MAB99025FL AF-1715-0151 ABR3 1020-3 AF-1715-0669 ABR32230N
ABR3I 130 AF-17 I 5,-0326 ABR32230PABA79I30- I (USAF) DD-0504-000l ABR311306-2A° AF- I 715-0481 ABR3223 1 A
ABR3I 130E AF-1 715-0635 ABR3223 IA-5ABK20230 AF2203-0006 ABR3I 130E-2 AF- 1 715-0325 ABR3223ID
ABR31130H AF-I 715-0463 ABR32231E- IAE3144730 AF-1701-0004 ABR31130P-I AF-1715-0508 ABR3223IE-2
ABR311-30P-2 AF-1 715-0327 ABR3223 IF-IABR20430 AF-1606-0059 ABR311313 AF-1715-0309 ABR3223IF-5ABR20430-1 AF-1606-0059 ABR3I13 I K AF,1715-0308 ABR3223IHABR20630 AF-I606-0050 ABR3I 13 1 W AF- I 715-0635 ABR3223 I NABR23230 AF- I 709-0010 ABR3 1230 AF-1715-0293 ABR3223IPABR23430 AF-1709-0022 ABR31230G AF- 1 715-0162 ABR32231A-5ABR27230 AF-1704-0005 ABR312301-1 AF-1715-0292 ABR32330CABR27230A AF -1704 -001 1 ABR31230N-I AF- 1 715-0145 ABR32330EA.13R27230B AF-1704-0106 ABR31230N-2 AF-17l-0144 ABR32330GABR27230B- 1 AF-1 704-0107 ABRTI 230P AF-1715-0506 ABR32530ABR27330 AF- I 7 I 5-0352 ABR312300 AF-1715-0318 ABR32530A-1ABR27330A AF-1715-0352 ABR3123Ig AF- I 715-0317 ABR32530BABR27330B AF-1715-0209 ABR3123IE AF- 1715-0302 ABR32530C° ABR27330B-1 AF-1704-0 I 70 ABR3I232A an) AF-1715-017I ABR32530ZABR29230 AF-17 I 5-0229 ABR31232F AF:1715-0297 ABR33130ABR29230-2 AF- I 715-0554 ABR31233E AF-17 1 5-0321 ABR33130AABR2923 1 AF-1404-0002 ABR31234B AF- I 715-0294 ABR33130B,ABR29330 AF-2203-0034 ABR31234C AF-1715-0300 ABR33I30B-4ABR29430 , AF-1715-0551 ABR3 I 234D AF-1715,0295 ABR3413 IABR30130 AF-1715-0065 ABR31234E AF-1715-0662 ABR34I3 IAABR30130B AF- 1715-0065 ABR31234F AF-171 5-0376 ABR3413IBABR30130C AF-1715-0069 ABR31234G AF 1715-0344 ABR34230ABR3013 I AF- 1715-0680 ABR3 I 234G-I A -11 ABR3423IAABR30131B AF-1715-0680 ABR31235B -1 4.0316 ABR34330ABR30132 AF-17I5-0427 ABR31235D Al-- 15-0161 A'BR34330AABR30 I 32-1 AF- I 715-0427 ABR31235E AF-1715-0173 ABR34430ABR30133 AF-17 I 5-0532 ABR3I235F, AF-1715-0160 ABR34430- 1ABR30133A AF-1715-0223 ABR3I235G A1-1715-0299 ABR34430BA8R30 I 3313 AF-1715-0224 ABR31235G-I AF-17I5-0108 ABR36 I 30ABR30134 AF-1715-0027 ABR3I236D AF-015-0435 ABR36131.-ABR30230 AF-1715.0412 ABR3I236E 'AF-1715-0178 ABR36131A-1ARR303 30 AF-17 15-0121 ABR3I236F AF-1715-0179 ABR36131A-2ABR3033 I AF.-1715-0488 ABR31236G AF- I 715-0459 ABR3613IBABR3()332 AF- 1715-0687 ABR31236G-1 AF-17 15-0725 ABR36133A13R30332 I -1 AF- 1715 -01 18 ABR31330 AF-1715-0719 ABR36134ABR30332-2 AF-1715-0103 ABR31430F AF-1715-0666 ABR3623()ABR30332-3 AF- I 715-0105 AFIR31430G AF- I 715-0459 ABR36231ABR30332G AF- I 715-0111- AF-1715-0668ABR30333A. AF- 1715-0009 A13R31430G-1 AF-1714-0005 ABR3623 I-IABR3033C AF-1715-0406 ABR31430H AF-1715-0725 ABR3623 AABR30430 AF-1715-0489 ABR314314 AF- I 715-0477 ABR3623 I BABR30430- I AF- 1715-0494 ABR31431B-I AF-1715-0583 ABR362322Al3R30430A AF-1715-0085' ABR31431G AF-17150180 ABR36233ABR304308 AF-1715-0120 ABR31431M AF-1715-0484 ABR36234A1R30430C AF- I 715-0122 ABR3143 IN AF-17I5-0481 ABR36330ABR3O43OD AF- 1715-0107 'ABR3 310 AF-1715-0320 ABR36330AABR30431 AF-1715-0490 ABR3 I 3IY. AF- 1 715-0477 ABR36330BABR3043 I B AF- I 715-0632 ABR3I k32 AF- I 715-0162 ABR40230ABR30431C AF-1715-0217 ABR3I4 AF-1715-0666 ABR40330ABR30432 AF- 1715-0226 ABR31433N AF-1715-0657 ABR42 131

AF-1715-0696 ABR31531Q AF-1715-0649 ABR42132ABR3O433 AF-1715-0525 ABR31532Q-2 AF-1715-0146 AF3R42132- 1ABR30433A AF- 1715-0530 ABR3 I 533Q-2 AF-1715-0454 ABR42132-3ABR30433B AF- 1715-0499 ABR31534Q AF- I 715-0458 ABR42133ABR30434 AF-1715-0534 ABR31630F AF-1715-0376 ABR42I33- 1A13R30434 AF-1715-0495 ABR3 1630G AF-1715-0344 ABR4223 IA0R30434-4 AF-1715-0534 ABR3I630G- 1 AF-1715-0452 ABR42232- 1

3

AF-17I5-073I
AF- I 715-0656
AF-1715-04S4
AF-17I5-0137
AF- 1715-067
AF-1715-07
AF-1715-04
AF- I 715-
AF-1715
AF-1715-0166-
AF-1715-0456
AF- I 715-0461
AF-1715-0719
AF- 1 715-0267
AF- I 715-0256
AF- I 715-0483
AF-I 715-0485
AF-17 I 5-0117
AF-1715-041)4
AF-1715-0567
AF- I 715-0010
AF- I 715-0535
AF-1715-0375
AF- 1 715-0375
AF-I 715-0565
AF- I 715-0590
AF-I 715-0690
AF-1715-0546
AF-I 715-0546
AF-1715-0272
AF-17150010
-AF-1715-0535
AF-1715-0375
AF-1715-0013
AF- 1715-0540
AF-1715-0482
AF- I 715-0541
AF-1715-0543
AF-I 715-0539
AF-1715-0542
AF-17I5-0541
AF-1715-0129
AF-17 15-0501
AF-1715-0639
AF-1715-0568
AF-17I5-053 L
AF- 1715-0653
AF-1715-0655
AF-1715-0706
AF-1715-0138
AF- 1 715-0544
AF- 1715-0544
AF- 1 715-0216
AF-1715-02I6
AF-1115-0216
AF- 1714-0015
AF-1714-0016
AF-17 14-0018
AF-1714-0018
AF- 1714-0016
AF-1714-0018
AF-1714-00 I 6
AF-1715-0087
AF-1715-0038
AF-1715-0100
AF- I 715-0195
AF- I 715-0038
AF- I 715-0713
AF-1715-0102
AF-1715-0713
AF- 1715-0048

AF-1715-0132
AF-1715-0123
AF-1715-0159
AF- I 715-0291
AF-1715-0001
AF-1704-0046
AF-1704-0041
AF-1704-0041
AF-1704-0041
AF-1715-0605
AF-1715-0631
AF-1701-0007
AF-1715-0707



N-4 COURSE NUMBER INDEX_
ABR42330- 4.F-17040114 ABR54130G AF -1731 -0001 ABR98230-1 AF-0701-0016
ABR42333 A13-1715-0542 ABR54230 AF- 1714-0012 ABR99 I 25FL AF-1715-0151
ABR4233313 AF -1715 -0539 ABR54330 AF-1712-0005 ABR99 I 250 AF- 1715-0152
ABR42333C AF -1715 -0542 ABR54430 AF- I 601-0016
ABR42430 AF-1704-0047 ABR54430Y AF- I 601-0004 ABU98230 'AF-0701-0016
ABR42431 AF -1704 -0044 ABR54430Z AF- 1601-0016

.0.

ABR42432 AF -1704 -0142 ABR54530 AF-1730-0010 ABY90130 AF-0709-0024
ABR43130 AF -1704 -0079 ABR54530W AF- 1730 -0010' ABY90730 AF-0707-0005
ABR43131 AF -1704 -0023 ABR54630 AF- I 60 I -0006 ABY9 I 130 AF-0709-0016
ABR43131A AP-1704-0042 ABR54630A AF- I 601-0034 ABY9 I 332 AF- 0709 -0021

AF -1704 -0043 ABR54630A-I AF-1601-0031
ABR4313 AF-1704-0043 ABR54630A-2 AF -1601 -0034 AC99135 AF -1728 -0017
ABR43131B AF -1704 -0021 ABR54630D AF-1601-0028

A F- 1704=0043 ABR54630E AF- I 601-0032 ADS34250-3 AF -1715 -0322
ABR43I3 IC AF-1704-0036 ABR54630F AF- I 601-0033 ADS56250-I AF-I601-0015
ABR43131C-1 AF-1704-1Q036 ABR54630W AF- I 601-0006 ADS56250-302 AF-1.601-0018
ABR43131E AF-1704-01067 ABR55130 AF-1710-0006 ADS64550 AF-I405-0022
ABR43131E-I AF-1704-0067 ABR55234 AF-1710-0013
ABR43191E-2 AF- I 794-0067 ABR55235 AF-1710-0002 AF34220 AF-1715-0706
ABR43I3 I E-3 AF-1704-0067 ABR55330 AF-I 601-0041
ABR4313IF AF-1704-0080 . ABR56230 AF-1601-0016 A1R75100-1 AF- 1406 -0030
ABR43 I 33 AF -1704 -0044 ABR56430 AF- 1710-0002 A1R75100-2 AF-1406-0030
ABR43 I 35 AF-1704.0047 ABR56430Z AF- 1710-0002 A1R75100-3 AF -1406 -0030
ABR43230 AF -1704 -0082 ABR56630 ' AF-0 10.1 -0002 A1R75100-4 AF-I406-0030
ABR43230-1 AE-1 704-0082 ABR56630A AF- 1730-0010 A1R75100-6 AF,1406-0030
ABR43230-2 AF-1704-0082 ABI256630B A F- 173010002 AIR75330 AF-2203-0001
ABR43230-3 AF-1704-0082 ABR56730B AF- 1712-0005 A1R99128 s AF -1512 -0002
ABR43231 AF-1704-0022 ABR56830A AF-I 601-0006
ABR43330- 1 AF-1715-0693 ABR5683013 AF- I 601-0045 AL25330 AF- I 304-0002
ABR43330:5 AF-1715-0644 ABR57130 AF -1728 -0037' AL29230 A0\1404-0003
ABR43330A AF-17150642 ABR57130-I AF- 1728-0037.
ABR43331 AF -1704 -0135 ABR58130 AF:1733-0001 AL3013IC AF -1715 -051.7
ABR43430 AF- 1115-0001 ABR60130 AF-0419-0002 AL3 1130E ,AF- 1715 -0650
ABR44 I 30A AF -1714 -0010 ABR60132 AF-04 I 9-0007 AL32230E AF- I 715-0199
ABR44I30B AF -1715 -0430 ABR60530 AF-0419-0002 AL32230M AF-1715-021 I
ABR44130E .AF- 1714 -0006 ABR6053 I AF-04 19-0007 AL3223 I E AF -1715 -0689
ABR44130F AF-1715-0136 ABR60730 AF-0419-0001 .AL32231G ..... AF -1715 -0445 '
ABR44 I 30E-I AF-1715-0136 ABR63130A AF- 1 601-0035 AL3223IG- I AF -1715 -0445
ABR44230A AF -1704 -0109 ABR64131 AF- 1405-0010 AL322310-2 AF -1715 -0444
ABR44230A-1 AF-1704-0110 ABR64330A AF- I 601-0035 AL3223 I H AF -1715 -0269
ABR44230B AF- 1704-0112 ABR64330B AF-1710-0005 AL3223I H-2 AF71715-0270
ABR44230E AF-1704-0113 ABR64530 AF- I 405-0009 AL32331G AF- 1715 -0205
ABR44230F AF- 1704-0173 ABR64630 AF- I 405-0010 AL16231 . AF -17.15 -0050
ABR44230E-I AF- 1704 -0173 ABR65 I 30 AF-1408-0069
ABR44321 AF-1704-0156 ABR65730 AF- 1712-0005 AL43133 AF-1704-0012
ABR44330A- I AF -1704 -0139 ABR67430 AF-1401-000 I AL43174 AF-1704-0027
ABR44330A 2 ,8&-1704-0157 ABR67131 AF-I401-0005 AL43233 AF- 1704 -0131
ABR44330E-I A1-1704-0155 ABR67I33 AF- I 401.-0006 AL44170I AF -1704 -0163
ABR44330E-2 AF -1715 -0724 ABR68130 AF-II I 5-0006 AL45130 AF-I601-0001
ABR44330E-4 AF -1715 -0724 ABR68530 AF- 1402-0019 AL46I72 AF-0802-0004
ABR44330G AF -1704 -0150 ABR68530A AF-1402-0026 AL47 132 AF-1710-00 I 7

AF-17 I 5-072y ABR68730 AF-1402-0037
ABR44330G-1 AF-17151035 ABR7013 AF-I409-0002 AL60133 AV-0419-000 I
ABR44330H AF-1715-0353 ABR70-13 AF- I 409-0002
ABR44330L AF -1704 -0150 ABR7023 AF-1403-0001 AL73330 AF-I406-0004
ABR44330L-I AF,I 715-0727 ABR7023 6 -1 AF-1403-0001
ABR44)330L-2 AF-1715-0726 ABR73230 AF-1406-0005 AL80170 AF-I4040004
ABR44330L-3 AF -1715 -0331 ABR73230- AF- 1 406 -0005 AL80270 AF-160,1-0001

. ABR44330Q-I. AF -1715 -0093 ABR77130 AF -1728 -02)19
ABR443 30Z - 1 AF-1715-0693. ABR81130 AF-1728-0019 ALR2323 1 AF -1709 -0023
ABR44331A 1 AF-1704-0134 ABR90010 AF- 0703 -9b07 ALR23430- 1 AF-1709-0023
ABR4433 I A-2 AF-1704-0133 ABR90132 AF-0709t16 ALR24 I 30 AF-0802-0016
ABR44331E-I AF-1704-0136 ABR90230'- AF-0709-0015 ALR24130A AF-0802-0016
ABR443 31 E-2 AF- 1715 -0175 ABR90232 AF-0709-0010 ALR24230 AF-0802-0002
AH1246230 AF-1714-0022 ABR90232- I AF-0709-0010 ALR25330 AF-1304-0002
ABR46230-2 AF-1715-0681 ABR90238 AF-0708-0001 ALR27332 AF- 1715 -0587,

, ABR46230-3 AF-2203-0015 ABR90330 AF-0705-0002 ALR29335.....- AF- 1714-0002
ABR46230-4 AF-2203-00 I 6 ABR90330- I AF-0705-0002, ALR29335A AF -1714 -0002
ABR46231 AF-2203-0026 ABR90430 AF-0702-0005 ALR30170 AF- 1715 -0098
ABR46330 AF-1715-0501 ABR90430-2 AF-0702-0005 ALR30171 AF-1715-0184

AF -1715 -0736 ABR90530 AF-0709-00I4 ALR30173 AF-1715-0124
A1312471_31 (- AF-1703-0014 ABR90530-1 AF-0709-0014 ALR30174 AF-1715-0203
ABR47132 AF-171'0-0019 ABR90630 AF-0799-0004 ALR30430-3 AF -1715 -0080
ABR53130 AF-1723-0001 ABR90630-1 AF-0799-0004 ALR30950 AF-1113-000I
ABR53230- AF-1723-0004 ABR90631 AF- 0709 -0009 ALR3 I234G-3 AF-1715-0345
ABR53430 AF -1704 -0129 R90730 AF-0707-0005 ALR31433M AF -17I5 -0667
ABR53530 AF- 1710 -0011 BR90830 AF-0102-0003 ALR31434M AF- I 715-0646
ABR53630 -AF- 1724-0003 BR91431-1 AF-0708-0001 ALR31434N AF-1715,064I
ABR54130 AF -1714 -0007 ABR91530-1 AF-0709-0009 ALR31450F AF-1704-0108
ABR54130A AF- 1715 -0433 ABR92230 AF-1704-0182 ALR3 I453M AF-1715-0667
ABR54 I 30A-1 A F -1715 -0434 ABR92230A AF -1704 -0182 ALR31530F AF-1715-0646
ABR54130D AF -1715 -0437 ABR98130 AF -0701 -0013 ALR31530P AF-1715-0334
ABR54I30E AF -1715 -04x36 ABR98130-1 AF-0701-0013 ALR31630G AF-1715-0345
ABR54130F AF-1714-0007, ABR98230 AF-0701-0016 ALV.31630H AF-1715-0732

3 I J"



ALR31651N-3 AF-1715-0172
ALR31652N AF-1715-0641.
ALR3223.0N AF-1715-0010

AF-1715-0011
AL' R32230-P AF -(715 -0389
ALR32231 F-1 AF-1715-0574
ALR32231F-2 AF-1715-0574
ALR32231H-1 AF-1715-0271
ALR32231-P AF- I 715-0389
ALR32271 AF-1715-0261
ALR32430 AF- I 715-0032
ALR32430-1 AF-1715-0033
ALR32470 AF-1715-0032
ALR32570 AF-17 15-0183
ALR34251B -I AF-1715-0986
ALR36131 AF-1714-0016
ALR43I74 AF-1704-0027
ALR43330 AF-1408-0032
ALR43430 AF-1115-0001
ALR43550C AF-1704-0027
ALR43570 AF-1704-0027
ALR44230-3 AF-1704-0111
ALR44330G AF-1715-0354
ALR443NG-3 AF-1-715-0730
ALR45130 AF-1601-0001
ALR53530-1 AF -1710 -0012
ALR54130F AF-1714-0008
ALR54230G AF-1715-0589
ALR54230G-1 AF-1714-0009
ALR54430 AF-1601-0017
ALR54430Y 4 AF-1601-0036
ALR54630F AF-1601-0014
ALR55232 v. AF-1710-0010
ALR55530 AF-.171O-0010
AIRS 5630 AF-1408-0035
ALR56731A AF-1712-0004
ALR60 I 33 AF-0419-0001
ALR60730 AF-0419-0001
ALR6310B4 AF-1601-0047
ALR63130B AF-12105-0023
ALR64330B AF-1405-0023
A1R64330B-1 AF-1601-0047
ALR64830A AF-1402-0005
ALR65 130 AF-1408-0069
ALR67230 AF-1408-0017
ALR68330 AF-1408-0009
ALR73231 AF-1406-0001
ALR73331 AF-1408-0012
ALR75 330 AF-2203-0001
ALR77130A AF -1728 -0002
ALR92170 AF-0709-0002

APM011(X) AF-1606-0109

AQR29222 AF-1409-0001
AQR44321 A F -17.04-04156
AQR54620 AF-1601-0013
AQR90010 AF-0703-0007

ASA62470 AF-1729-0007

ATC43350-6 AF-1715-0697
ATC54 50E-3 AF-1715-0652
ATC54 OF-I AF-1715-0301
ATC545 0Y-1 AF-1730-0001
ATC5465 F-1 AF-1601-0007
ATC5645 -2 AF-1710-0001

,
ATS2045 1 AF-1606-0062
ATS2065 AF-1606-0058
ATS24I7p-2 AF-0802-0007
ATS30070-1 AF-1715-0191
ATS30170-34 AF- 1 715-0083
ATS30270-17 AF-1715-0141
ATS30270-18 AF-1715-0518
ATS30270-23 AF-1721-0004
ATS30352-10 AF-1715-0733
ATS30371-5 AF-1715-0279
ATS30372- I 1 AF-1715-0416
ATS30372-21 AF-1715-0522
ATS30372-30 AF-1715-0523

r ATS30372-5 AF- I 715-0512
ATS30372-59 AF -1715 -0177
ATS30373-4 AF-1715-0423

a .

ATS30451-2 .AF -1715 -0591
ATS30451-3 AF-1715-0189
ATS30451-4 AF-1715-0190
ATS30452-2 ' AF-1715-0339. ATS30452-26 AF-1715-0516
ATS30472-3 AF-1715-0198
ATS30551-1 AF-1715-0349
ATS30551 B-3 AF-1715-0348
ATS30551D-1 AF-1715-0003
ATS30571-3 AF-1715-0416
ATS30571-33 AF-1402-0063
ATS30571-34 AF-1715-0266
ATS30571D-8 AF-1715-0416
ATS31150B-2 AF-1715-0147
ATS31150E-4 AF-1715-0328
ATS31151K-1 AF-1715-0314
ATS31151W-3 AF-1715-0139
ATS31152K-1 AF-1715-0643
ATS31170P-2 AF- 1704-012t
ATS31170P-4 AF-1715-0313
ATS31173K-1 AF-1715-0310
ATS31250B-2 AF-1715-0148
ATS31270P-2 AF-1715-0135
ATS31270P-5 AF-1715-0094
ATS31272A-1 AF-1715-0313
ATS31272F-3 AF-1715-0154
ATS31274D-1 AF-1715-0319
ATS31275F-3 AF-1715-0304
ATS31275G-1 AF-1715-0296
ATS31276F-3 AF-1715-0303
ATS31276G-1 AF-1'715-0305
ATS31350-1 AF-1715-0686
ATS31450B-1 AF-1715-0381
ATS31451B-1 'AF-1715-0298
ATS31470B-1 AF-1715-0335
ATS31470B-2 AF71715-0157
ATS31470P-3 AF -1715 -0332
ATS31470P-8 AF:1715-0315
ATS31552Q-1 AF-1715-0 148
ATS3157013-1 ,. + AF-1715-0336
ATS31570N-1 AF-1715-0310
ATS31570N-2 AF-1715-0338
ATS31570P-10 AF-1715-0337
ATS31570P-16 AF-1715-0654
ATS31570P-17 AF-1715-0661
ATS315730- 1 AF-1715-0157
ATS 34151 AF-1704-0168
ATS34251 B-3 AF-1715-0547
ATS36172-1 * AF-1715-0197
ATS36251-12 AF-1715-0682
ATS 36251 -3 AF-1715-0685
ATS36251 -5 AF-1715-0101
ATS36350B-6 AF-1715-0438
ATS42152-18 AF-1704-0118
ATS42152-30 AF-1704-0177
ATS42152-34 AF-1704-0146
ATS42152-5 AF-1704-0098
ATS 42153-35 AF-1730-0015
ATS42153-39 AF-1701-0003
ATS42153-51 4AF-1704-0159
ATS42 153-52 AF-1601-0029
ATS42153-54 AF-1704-0176
ATS42153-9 AF-1701-0002
ATS42250-37 AF-1715-0097
ATS42251-13 AF-1701-0006
ATS42251-5 AF-1704-0178
ATS42350-42 AF-1704-0125
ATS42350-56 AF-1715-0005
ATS42350-57 AF-1715-0095
ATS42350-58 AF-1715-0380
ATS42350-59 AF-1704-0167
ATS42350-63 AF-1715-0093
ATS42353-16 AF- 1715 -0624
ATS42353r2 AF- I 704-0119
ATS42353-21 AF -1721 -0003
ATS42353-22 AF-1715-0089
ATS42353-5 AF -1715 -0629
ATS42373-1 AF-1715-0015
ATS43151C- 15 AF-1704-0061 -
ATS43151C- I 6 AF- 1704 -0053
ATS4315IE-33 AF-1704-0084
ATS43 151E-9 AF-1704-0058
ATS43155-1 AF-1704-0174
ATS431 55-2 AF-1704-0175

34

COURSE NUMBER INDEX N-5
ATS43250-57 AF-1704-0075 .. .ATS43250-64 AF-1704-0075
ATS43250-65 -AF-1704-0068
ATS43250766 AF-1704-0073
ATS43250-67. AF-1704-46051
ATS-43250-68 AF-1704-0077
ATS43250-72 AF-1704-0020
ATS43270-2 AF-1704-0087
ATS43270-3 AF-1704-0085
ATS43270-47 AF- I 715-0005
ATS43270-48 AF-1704-0074

, ATS43350-4 AF-1715-0697
ATS43350-5 AF-1704-0154
ATS43351,1 AF-1704-0105
ATS4335 1 -5 AF-1704-0132 '
ATS43351-6 AF-1704-0141
ATS43370-1 AF-1704-0160
ATS43370-3 AF, I 704-0153
ATS44150E-3 .. AF-1715-0134
ATS44270A -1 AF-1704-0146
ATS44350E-3 AF-1704-015 I.
ATS44350.1-2 AF-1704-0149
ATS4435 I E-3 AF-1704-0138
ATS44370G71 AF- 1710 -0018
ATS44371A-1 AFA 704-0105
ATS47000-1 AF-1405-0049.
ATS47151-18 AF-1703-0013
ATS47151-4 AF-1703-0013
ATS47152-26 AF-1712-0001
ATS47 1,52-27 AF-1728-0024
ATS47152-3 AF-1728-0024
ATS47152-35 AF-1728-0025
ATS47152-47 AF- I 703-000 I
ATS47152-51 AF-1704-0144
tTS5325024 AF-1710-0016
TS53270-11 AF- 1 723-0003

ATS53270-13 AF-1724-0001
ATS53270-14 , AF-1720-0001
ATS53270-3 t AF-1724-0002
ATS53450-10 AF- I 704-0025
ATS53450-5 AF-1704-0025
ATS53450-6 AF-1704-0038
ATS53450-7', AF-1704-0025
ATS54150E-4 AF-1715-0652
ATS54150J-1 AF-1715-0429
ATS54170D-1, AF-1715-0673
ATS54170G-1 AF-170.4-0152

-

ATS54250E-2 .. AF-1715 0301
ATS54270D-1 AF-1715-0312
ATS54350-1 AF-1715-0306
ATS54350-5 AF-1715-0431
ATS54350-6 . AF-1712-0002
ATS54370-2 AF-1715-0432
ATS54550-2 AF-1730-0004
ATS54550Y,-2 AF- 1730 -000I
A 54570Y-1 AF-1730-0008
AT 50E-3 AF-1601-0003
ATS54650E-2 AF-1601-0007
ATS54670D-1 AF-1601-0002
ATS54670W-2 AF- i 601-0039
ATS56150-4 AF-1715-0307
ATS56150-5 AF-1714-0014
ATS56150-9 AF -1715 -0312
ATS56250-1 AF- I 601-0037
ATS56250-5 AF-1601-0009
ATS56450-2 AF-1710-0001
'ATS56450-3 AP-1710-0003
ATS56650B-14 F -1'730 -0003
ATS56650B-19 4F- 1730 -0007
ATS56750-11 F-1715-0432
ATS 56751 -7 AF-1712-0003
ATS56751-8 - AF-1712-0002
ATS56850-1 AF,1601-0019
ATS56,85013-1 AF-1601-1a19 .

ATS56850B-10 AF-1601-04(03
ATS56870-12 AF-1601-0039
ATS58250-3 AF-1704-0019
ATS58250-4 AF-1716-0003
ATS58250-6 AF-1716-0003
ATS62170-1 AF-1729-0006
ATS64151-1 AF-1405-0057
ATS64350A-1 AF- I 601-0010
ATS64350B-1 mAF-1405-0024
ATS64350B-4 AF-1601-0008



.

N-6 COURSE NUMBER INDEX
ATS64350B-5 AF-1601-0005 AZR33I30B- 1 AF-17 I 5:0640 AZR68750-3 AF- I 402-0013
ATS64350B-8 AF -.1601 -0020 AZR33 I 30B-3 AF- I 715-0590 AZR70170., AF- 1 408-0046
ATS64750-I AF -1405 -0031 AZR33130B-6 AF- I 715-0640 AZR70270 AF -1408 -0055
A,TS64750-3 AF- 1 405-0031 AZR33130B-7 AF-1715-0603 AZR73270-3 AF- I 408-0030
ATS65150-I A F- I 405-0WO AZR34I5 I AF- I 704-0169 AZR75100 AF -1406 -0024
ATS68530A-1 AF -1402 -0025 AZR36150- I AF -1714 -0021 AZR77130 AF-1728-0002
ATS68570B-1 . AF- 1402 -0040' AZR36150-2 AF -1714 -0020 AZR90237 AF-0709-0019
ATS 72151-1 AF- 0505 - 0001 AZR36151B-1 AF-1714-0017 AZR90450 AF -0702 -0007
ATS73270 AF1406-0001 AZR36 I 52 AF- I 715-0045 AZR9225D AF- I 704-0183
ATS7337 I AF- I 406-002 AZR36 I 52B AF- I 715-0045 AZR98270-4 AF-0701-0010
ATS77 I 30-1 AF-2203-003 AZ 36154 -I AF- I 714-0017 AZR98270-6 AF-0701-0012
ATS77130A-1 AF-2203-0031 AZ1306231-I AF- I 715-0682 AZR99 I 20 A F- I 406-0006
ATS92250-4 AF- 1704-0183 AZ/136250-6 AF- I 714-0019

AZR3625 I AF- 1715 -041 1 AZY902X0 AF- 0709 -001 1
AUIPD900 AF-2203-0007' AZR36330B AF- I 715-0073 AZY9I270 AF- 0706 -0001

AZR36350 AF- I 715-0127
AXS30372-1 . 715-0514AF -1715 -0514 AZR36350-9 AP-1715-0438 BM90010 AF-0703-0007,
AXS30372-3 AF- 1715 -0556 AZR403 XO AP-1715,0182
AXS54670W-I AF-0802-00I5 AZR42I53- I AF- I 704-0143 BT000 I 4 AF-2203-0049

AZR42450 AF-4 704-00 I 7
AZA16360 AF -1715 -0289 AZR43170- I AF- I 704-0096 B-V7A-A AF- I 606-0080
AZA72151-I DD -0505 -0001 AZR43170-2 AF- I 704-0093 B-V7A-D AF-I606-0084

AZR43 I 70-3 AF-1704-0117 B-V7A-R AF- I 704-0185
AZB30474-2 AF-4715-0228 AZR4317I AF- I 408-0036 B-V7A-S AF-I606-0080

AZR43171-I AF- I 405-0028 B-V7A-S-0 AF- I 606-0080
AZN54750A- 1 AF-1701-0005 AZR43230-3 AF- I 704-0072 B-V7C-C AF- I 715-0553

AZR43250 AF -1704 -0050 B- V7C -F. AF- I 715-0529
AZR20670 AF-I606-0051 AZR43250- 1 AF- I 704,0032 B-V7C-S AF-1715-0599
AZR23270 A F- I 709-0009 A2R43250-2 AF-1704-0073 B-V7D-A AP-1406-0039
AZR23270-8 AF-1709-0007 'AZR43250-4 AF- 1704-0015 AF-1606-0151:1P
AZ1223374 AF- I 709-0009 AZR43250-7 AF -1704 -0016
AZR24 I 3013: AF-0802-0008 . AZR43250-8 AF -1704 -0052 DA30080 AF- I 704-0064
AZR242 30 AF-0802-0001 AZ124,3270-5 AF- 1 704 -0130
AZR25251-I AF- I 304-0005 A R43270-9 AF -1717 -0001 DU90951-1 AF-0701-0017
AZR27330B- 1 AF- I 402-0016 43271-1 AF- I 704-0071
AZR27330B-2 AF-1715-061? AZR43271-I I AF- I 704-0071 F I 02401 AF -1406 -0016
A7_R27370A- I 4 AF-17150587 AZR4327 1-2 "F-1704-0071 F 102500C AF- I 406-0012
AZR27370B- 1 AF-1402-0006 AZR4327 I -3 AF -1704 -0071
AZR27370 B-3 AF-2203-0008 AZR4433IA-1 AF- I 704-0140 F1 115070 AF-1406-0021
AZR27370B-4 AF-2203-0029 AZR45170 AF- I 408-0007 P t I 15080 AF- I 406-0008
A7-R27370B-5 AF- 1715 -0572 AZR46150 AF-0802-0001 F I I 15090 AF-I 606-0101
AZR27370B-6 AF -1715 -0571 AZR46230 AF -1715 -0695 F I 11521 AF- 1406 -0015
AZR27370B-7 . AF -1715 -0581 . AZR46230A AF -1715 -0695 F I 115380 AF -1406 -0010
AZR29250 AF- I 715-0519 AZR463 30 -I AF-2203-0047 Fl 12101P-I AF- 1606 -0141
AZR30133A- I AF -1715 -0684 AZR47151-I AF- I 703-0017 Fl 12103P-1 AF- I 512-0001
AZR30150-1 AF-1715-0185 AZR47I52-2 AF-I 703-0003 Fl I 2108BME-I AF -1606 -0144
AZR30151-1 AF- I 715-0517 AZR47I70 AF-I 405-0049 F I 121080 AF- I 406-0008

AF- I 715-0602 AZR53150-I AF-1723-0002 FI1250 I D AF- I 606-0096
AZR3015 I -2 AF- I 715-0602 AZR53250- I AF-1724-0004 F195010 AF- I 406-0008
AZR301.51-3 AF- I 715-0584 AZR53250-3 AF -1723 -0005
AZR30154-2 AF-1715-0026 AZR53250-Z AF- 1 721-0003 F-V5A-A AF -1406 -0021
AZR30351 AF- I 715-0737 :AZR53450 AF-1704-0091 F-V5A-B AF -1,406 -0010
AZR30353-26 AF- 1715 -0363 AZR53450- AF -1704 -0025 F-V5C-A AF-I406-0015
AZR30353A AF -1715 -0405 AZR53450-2 AF -1704 -0039 F-V5C-B AF- I 406-0011
AZR30430-4 AF-1715-0080, AZR54 ! 50 AF-2203-0005 F- V5C -B-O AF- 1406-0011
AZR30432 AF- I 715-0153 .AZR54250F AF -1715 -031 I F-V5D-B AF- I 606-0119
AZR30434-3 AF -1715 -0245 AZR54350 AF- I 715-0575 AF- I 606-0119
AZR30434-4 AF- I 715-0248 AZR5445,0-1 AF- I 730-0013 F-V5E-B/C/b/E AF- I 606-0009
AZR30450, AF- I 715-0079 AZR54530=I AF- 1 730-0011 F-V5E-C/D/E AF- I 606-0068
AZR30453-1 AF -1715 -0585 AZR54530-2 AF- I 7300012 F-V5F-B/C/ D/E/F AF- I 606-0009
AZR 30453-2 AF- I 715-0240 AZR54530Y- I AF- I 730-0011 F- V5F- B /C /G. AF-1606-0111
AZR30453-1 AF- I 715-0079 AZR55000 AF- I 601-0021 F-V5F-D/E AF- I 606-0112
AZR30454 AF- I 7105-0049 AZR55150...444, AF-I 710-0007 F-V5F-D/E/ F A F- I 606-0009
AZR30454-2 AF-171510240 AZR55255Y- AF- 1710 -0001 F-V5F-F AF- I 606-0113
AZR30472 AF- I 715-0561 AZR56350 AF- I 732-0003 F-V5F-G-0 A F- I 606-0091
AZR30473 AF- 1715-0039 AZR6I 150 AF-I 405-0031' F-V5G-A AF- I 406-0018
AZR30474 AF-1715-056 1 AZR6I 170 AF- 0406 -0001 AF-I606-0011
AZR30474- I AF-1715-0243 AZR6I 170-1 AF- I 405-0030 F-V5G-G AF- I 406-0029
AZR30573-1 AF- 1715-0276 AZR6227 I AF-1729-0009 .F-V5H-A AF-I 606-0117
AZR3.1000 AF-2203-0023 AZR63150 AF-1601-0040 F-V5H-A-0 AF-I 606-0117
AZR3165 IN-2 AF- 1 715 -0477 AZR64270 AF- 0406 -000I
AZR3I670G-2 AF- 1715 -0340 AZR64270-I Ap.0406-0001 GI12100A AF- I 606-0142
AZR31670G-3 AF- I 715-0361 AZR64570- 1 AP-1405-0004 G-1 12400A AF- I 406-0017
AZR31670G-4 AF- I 715-0384 AZR64870A AF-I 402-0059
AZR3 6726 AF- I 715-0143 AZR65170-3 AF- I 408-0033 H53MI A F,I606-0064
AZR3 I 672H AF -1715 -0576 AZR67 I 52 AF -1408 -0017 H53M2 A F- I 606-0064
AZR3I672H- I AF- I 402-0055 AZR67170 AF- I 401-0016 H53P I A F- I 606-0065
AZR32150E AF- I 715-0275 AZR6R370 AF- I 408-0009 H53P2 AF- I 606-006,5
AZR32 I 50K AF- I 715-0257 AZR68550 AF-I402-0015
A7_R32150L AF- 1715-0275 AZR68670 AF- I 402-0040 1-I035B I AF- I 606-0026
AZR32470-1 AF-1715-0096 AZR68730 AF- I 402-0054 AF-I606-0149
AZR32470-3 AF -1714 -0013 AZR68750 AF-I402-0008 1-104100F AF-1406-0019
AZR330 I OB-2 AF- 1715-0640 AZR68750- 1 AF- I 402-0011 I-104500F AF-1406-0019
AZR33130 AF- 1715 -0593 AZR68750-2 AF -1402 -0007 1104500H AF-I606-001 I

3 5 )



1_ I I 150.6
1111-5010 -1606-00 I I
I-112100P A -1406-0019
1-1121000 AF-1406-0020
-1 12102C AF- I 606,0123

1-113X0 AF-I606-0427

1-122100P AF-1406-00.19

1-1535K1
I-1535Z1

AF-I606-0025
AF- 1 606-0149

I-A293X31 AF- 1 606-0149
I-A293Y31 AF- I 606-0024

1-A435X0A I AF-1606-0149

I-A607706 AF -1606 -0149606-0149

IH3P2/3 AF- I 600-0063
11-13 PI AF-1606-0063

OB3051.
0133051 B
OB3200

iso*B3221

B322 IC-1
083231A
083231B
083251
0113271

IH53P1 AF- I 606-0063
11153P2 AF-I06-0063
1H53P3 AF- I 606-0063 4,

IHIPF AF-1606-0063
IHIPFA AF-I606-0063
IHIPN AF -1606 -0063
IHIPNA AF-I606-0063

IT75100 AF- I 406-0030
1T75100-1 AF-1406-0030
11'75100-4 AF-1406-0030'
fr75100-6 AF-1406-0030

LC99 XX AFL 1728:0017

N-V-6A-B AF- 1 606 -0145
N-V6A-Dt AF- I 606-0145

04M0101 AF-2203-0040

0A2000 F-2203-00A0

0A30 I I AF-1498-0048

0A431 I AF-1717-0002

0A64 I 1 AF-I405-0052
0A6731 AF-I408-0061
0A674 I AF-1408-0063
0A6891 AF-I408-0063

0A7311 -AF-1408-8028
0A77 I 1 AF17211-0029

OAR1611 AF-1704-0010
OAR301 1 AF-I408-0048
0A,R3211 AF- I 408:0049
OAR43 I I AF-1717-0002
OAR4611 AF- 1 717-0024
OAR60 I 1 AF-0419-0012
OAR64 I 1 AF-1405-0052
OAR641 1 - 1 AF-I405-0052
OAR673I AF- I 408-0061
OAR689I AF-I408-0063
OAR73 I I AF -1406 -0031

.0AY9336 AF-0707-0002
OAY9755 AF-0703-0009

081631 AF-1704-0002

082041 AF- 1 709-0021
OB2041-I AF- 1709=00217094)021
OB205 I AF-I606-0052
OB2051-I AF- I 606-0052
OB2331 AF-1709-0026

083031A AF- I 715-0548
0133041 AF- 1715 -0588
OB304IA AF- I 717-0008
0B3041B AF - 17 I 5-0369

OB4381

0B6021
OB6031
OB6421
0136441
086621'
0136771
0136781
0136831
0136871
0136881

087321
0137341
0137721

OBM0104

013R1631
013R174113
OBRI741D
OBR 1821
OBRI821-1
013R1821-2
OB12182113
OBR182 IC-1
OBRI821C-2
OBRI821F
OBRI8210
OBRI8210-1
OBRI821H
OBRI821M
OBRI 82IN
013R2041
013R2331
013R303 I
013R3041
OBR304
OBR3041B
OBR3061
013R3121-3
OBR3121B-1
OBR312 I B-2
OBR3121F
OBR3121G

OBR3121G-1

OBR312 IG-2
OBR3121H...,

OBR323 I A-I
OBR323 I B
OBR323 I C
OBR3251 A
OBR3271
OBR4261
OBR4341
OBR4381
OBR4621
OBR472 I
OBR6021
OBR603 I
OBR604 I
OBR6331 A
OBR6421
OBR645I
OBR647 I A
-OBR6531
OBR6621
OBR6721
08R6831
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AF- I 715 -0323 OBR6851 7 AF-1402-0046
AF-1715-0323 OBR689 I AF- I 408-0063
AF-1715-02915,. OBR702 I AF- 1 408-0041
AF -1715 -0648 0BR7321 AF -1406 -0036
AF- I 715-0648 OBR7321-I AF- I 406-0036
AF -1715 ,-0497 08R7431 AF -1 115-0047
AF- I 7 f5 -0536 OBR7721 AE-1728-0018
AF -1405 -0047 OBR8041 AF -1709 -0021
AF1715-0545 0B12E10514 AF-1606-0052
.AF-1717-00I3 OBR8051- I, AF-I606-0052

OBR8121 AF-1728-0018
AF-1717-0021 OBR9021 AF-0799-0005

OBR9121 AF-32707-0001
AF-0419-0010 OBR9151 AF-0702-0003
AF-04 1 9-0005 OBR9921 AF-0102 0004AF- I 405-0008
AF-1405-0048 OBY9121 AF-0707-0003 .
AF-1405-2055 OBY9161 AF-0709-0017
AF-1401-0014 08'19356 AF-0709-0025AF- I 401-0013
AF- I 402-0401 0C-001-00". At-2203-0040
AF- 1401-0013
AF-1401 -0008 ODS 10420 -1 AF-0802-0020 0

AF-I406,0036 OL3294 AF-0802-0017AF- I 408-0023
AF- I 728-0018 OL7331 AF-I406-0035

AF-1408-0040 OLR174IC AF-2203-0045

AF-1704-0002 OLY9761 AF-0703-0008
AF-2203-0043 .
AF- I 715-0721 OPM 1100 AF-I606-0103
AF- 1715-0663
AF- I 7.15-0133 0TC3044-5 AF- 1 715-0037.
AF- I 715-0658
AF- I 715-0663 OTSI81 I-1 AF- 2203 -0014
At-1715-0660 OTSI824B-5 AF-2203-0042
AF- 1715-0658 oTs3044-2 AF-1715-0645
AF- I 715-0692 OTS3044-4 AF-1715-0672
AF-2203-0042 0TS3044B-41 AF- I 715-0608
AF-2203-0036 OTS3234B-4 AF -1704 -0147
AF-2203-00 I 3 OTS4344 AF-1704-0120AF- I 7i 5-0660 OTS6424-1 AF-I405-0030
AF- I 715-0658 0TS6444-1 AF-0406-0001
AF- I 709-0021 OTS645 I -1 AF- I 405-0034
AF-1-709-0006 OTS663 I -1 AF1405-0056
AF-1715-0474 OTS6854-1 AF- I 402-0039
AF- I 715-0588 OTS8000-12 AF-I606-0053
AF- I 715-0588 OTS804 I -1 AF-1709-0017
AF- I 715-0588 OTS8044-1 AF- I 606-0047
AF -1715 -0722 OTS8054 AF- I 606-0054
AF- I 715-0663
AF- I 7 15-0647 OZA I 176 AF- I 715-0288
AF- 1715 -0638
AF- I 715-0692 OZR0005 AF-1402-0058
AF-1715-0647 OZR0066-2 AF- I 717-0023
At-1717-0016 OZR0076 AF-1402-0058
AF-1717-0016 OZR0105-2 AF-0802-0017
AF-1717-0019 OZRO 123 AF-I402-0058
AF- 1715 -0343 OZR1W23-3 AF- I 402-0057
AF-1715-0343 OZR 1176 AF-171521313
AF- I 715-0638 OZRI435-2 At-0802-0017
AF- 1715-0497 OZR 1514A AF-0802-0020
AF- 1 715-0536 OZR1515A AF-0802-
AF- I 715-0323 OZR 17716 AF-2203.00g1214:K____
AF- I 405-13047 OZR I716-1 AF-2203-00 1 0
AF- I 715-0545 OZRI744B- I AF- 1715 -0618AF- I 717-0013 OZRI 744B-2 AF-2203-0028
AF- 1717-0003 OZR I 744B-3 AF-2203-0027AF-1717-0021 OZRI744B-4 AF- 1715 -0273 4
AF -17,17 -0013 OZRI744B-5 AF- I 715-0200
AF- 1 405-0019 OZR I 744C AF-2203-0045AF-0419-0010 OZR1821 AF- 1 714-0011
AF-0419-0005 OZR182IB AF -1715 -0636
AF-0419-0010 AF -1715 -0651
AF- 1 601-0043 AF-1715-0665
AF-1405-0008 AF -1715 -0670
AF- I 601-0043 AF -1715 -0715
AF- I 601-0043, OZR1821C AF -1715 -0651
AF-I405-0055 OZRI82 ID AF- 1 715 -0636
AF-1405-0055 .0ZR1821E AF-1715-0670
AF-I401-0009 OZR182IF AF-1715-0674
AF-1462-0001 OZR1821G AF-2203-0042



N-8 COURSE NUMBER INDEX

OZR182161 AF-2203-0013 SS30372-1 I AF- 1715 -0416 S"-V/iD-A :AF-I406-0041
OZR1935., AF-0802-0024 SS30372-6 AF- 1715-0399 S-V8E-A AF- I 606-0127
OZRI945 AF-0802-0009 SS3041-1 AF-1715-0281 '
0ZR233 I AF-1709-0024 SS30470A-16 AF- 1715 -0081 XX2000 AF-2203-0050
OZR2334 AF-1709-0001 SS-30470B-12 AF-1715-0084 XX2525 I-I A - AF-1304-0003
OZR2335 AF-1709-000I SS30472- I AF-1715-0413 XX25251,- I B , AF -1304 -0004304-0004
OZR2524 AF- 1 304-0010 SS32150K-2 AF- 1715 -0264
OZR2524-2 AF-I304-00 I 0 SS32170K -I .. AF-17 I 5-0287 !. XX3016-1 AF- 1715 -0604
OZR3016-1. AF- 1 715-0582 'SS32170K-2 AF-4715-028'6 XX3044 AF- 1715 -0555
0ZR3044-5 AF-1715-0645 SS32171F-1 AF- 1715 -0414
OZR3044-6 A AF- 1715 -0672 SS32I7 IF-2. AF- 1715 -0617 XX4344 ., AF-I408-0006,
0ZR3044D AF- 1715 -0672 SS34151 AF-1704-0168 XX46132 AF-0802-0004
OZR3054 AF,1715-0562 SS36371 -6 AF-1715-0439

, OZR3054- I AF- 1715-0560 SS3637I-7 AF-1715-0255 XX77130 AV- I 728-0002
OZR3121B-1
OZR312 I B-2 . AF-1715-0651F- 17 14-0011 SS40250-24 AF -1715 -0504 XX902X0 AF-0709-0011
OZR312IB-3 AF- 1 715-0715 SS40250-25 AF-1715-0503 XX99020 AF- I 406-0006
0ZR3121B-4 AF-1715-0636 SS4215 1-27 AF- 1704 -0103
OZR3121C AF -1715 -0651 SS42 I 51-28 AF-1704-0048 XY2524 AF-I304-0010
OZR312 IC-2 AP-1715-0670 SS42151e7 AF-1704-0127-
OZR312 IC-5 AF-1715-0665 SS42152- 15 AF-1704-0065 ZASR30 I 53-20 AF-I 715-0607
OZR312ID AF -1715 -0636 SS42 52-16 AF- 1704-0124
0ZR3121D-1 AF- 1 717-0015 SS421,52-18 AF-1704-0118 ZZ112100 AF- I 606-0109
OZR3121E AF -1715 -0670 SS42152-21 AF-1704-0100 ZZ11210013 AF- I 606-0103
OZR312IF AF-1715-0674 SS42250-17 ?tF-1715-0090 -ZZI 12100C AF- I 606-0104
OZR3121G AF- 1717 -(X)17 SS42251 - I 3 AF- 170140006 ZZ112100-P-0 AF-I606-0109
OZR312IG-1 AF-1717-0015 SS4225I- I 5 AF- 1 704 -0101
OZR3121G-2 AF- 1717 -0018 SS4225 1 -5 AF -1704 -0178 ZZ29334 AF-1715-0382
OZR312IN AF-2203-0025 SS42270-4 AF- 1715 -0606
OZR323 I B-2 AF-J704-0147 SS42350-I1 AF -1704 -0167 ZZ30134 AF -1715 -0382
OZR434I AF-1717-0011 SS4235Q- I 3 AF- 1715 -0625 ZZ302101 AF -1715 -0564
0ZR434 I -1 AF-1717-0010 SS42350-39 AFA 704-0128 ZZ302 102 AF-1715-0449
0ZR434 I -2 AF-1704-0083 SS42350-40 AF- 1704 -0166 ZZ30, OZ AF -1715 -0529
OZR4344 AF-1408-0006 SS42350-42 AF-1704-0 1 25 ZZ3 331B AF- I 606-0097
0ZR4625 A AF-y203-0022 SS42350-43 AF -1715 -0627 ZZ3 3 1 D AF-17 15-0206
OZR6(X)0 AF-I4419-0017 SS42350-45 AF- 1704 -0104 ZZ3 331G-2 AF-1715:0205
0ZR604 I -1 AF-0419-0011 SS42350-47 AF-1704-0099 ZZ3235 I A AF- I 606-0095
0ZR604 I -2 AF-0419-0005 SS42350-50 AF- 1715 -0505 ZZ3235 I B A F- I 606-b098
OZR6224 AF-1405-0030 SS42350-52 AF- 1704 -0035
OZR6411.1 AF-1729-0007 SS42353- I AF -1715 -0231 ZZ4233 I AF- 1704 -0158
0ZR6534-1 AF-1405-0029 SS42353-I6 AF- 1715 -0630
OZR6784 AF-1402-0042 SS42353-4, AF- 1704-0148 OB6431 .

AF- I 405-0046
OZR6834 AF- I 402-0039 SS42353-7 AF-1715-0628. )
07.R80 II AF-1606-0048 SS42353-8 AF- 1715 -0626 k 102101' AF-I606-0006
0ZR8044-5 AF -160I -0042 SS42373-I AF-1715_0015 ' 102102H AF-I606-0006
OZR808 I AF-2203-0046 SS43 I 5 IC-10 AF-1704-0063 1025C-1 AF- I 606-0128
0ZR9711 AF-0703-0003 SS43151C- I I AF-1704-0123 10250 -F A F- I 606-0131

SS43I5 IC-12 AF-1700-0086 1025D AF.- 1 606 -0066

OZY9100 AF-0799-0006 SS4315 I C-I5 AF-1704-0061 1025D-0 AF-1606-0138
OZY9700 AF-0703-0008.SS43151C-26 AF-1704-0056 1025D-1 AF-1606-0139

'SS43151D-8 AF-1704-0062 1025D-3 AF-1606-0140
P-V4A-A AF-1606-0022 SS43I5 I E-I2 AF-1704-0122 1025D7 AF-I606-0131
P-V48-D AF-1606-0004 SS43151E-32 AF- 1 704 -0055 I 025D7A AF -1606 -0131
P-V4B-T AF-1606-0003 SS43 151E-9 AF-1704-0058 1025 DR AF- 1 606 -0131

SS43250-28 1025138A AF-1606-0131
SSI0420 AF-0802-0020 SS43250-33

,AF-1704-0066
AF-1704-0050 1025DAF A F- I 606-0066

SS1435-2 AF-0802-0017 SS43250-34 AF-1704-0097 I 025DAN AF- I 606-0066-
SS43250-39 AF-1704-0089 1025E-1 AF- 1 606-0036

SS2044-3 AF-1715-0280 SS43250-46 AF-1704-00I8, AF-I606-0066
SS23250-8 AF-1709-0008 SS43250-53 AF-1704-0059 W25 E -2 AF-1606-0036
SS25170-3 AF-1715-0091 SS43250-57 AF-1704-0075 1025E2/3 AF-1606-0066

SS4325 I -1 AF-1704-0034 1025E -1 AF-1606-0036
SS30170-11 AF-1715-0077 SS43270 -I AF-1704-0090 AF- 1606-0066
SS30170-12 AF-1715-0077 SS43350-3 AF- 1 704-0121 I 025F-2 AF-1606-0036
SS30170-I3 AF- I 715-0215 SS46150-11 AF-0802-0001 AF-1606-0066
SS30170-14 AF-1715-0082
SS30170-15 AF- I 715-0425 SS53450-2 AF-1704-0024 1035B-I AF-I606-0020
SS30170-6 AF- I 715-0078 SS53450-3 AF-1704-0091
SS30171-1. AF-1715-0370 SS56870- I AF-I601-0038 1 0 4 I 40 Z AF-1606-0020
SS3017 I-I I AF-17 I 5-0424 104502P AF-1606-0119
-SS30171-12
SS30171 -5

AF -1715 -0421 SS60153-1
AF-17 I 5-0426 SS67170-2 .

AF- 0419 -000I
AF-1408-0062

I 045L AF- 1606-0019

SSIo 71-6 ATL-4-7-11-5-144 3 1_40R 1151. 1(15100B A-FI-606-0014
SS30171-8 AF -1715 -0366 SS6834 AF-1402-0045 105400-1 AF-1606-0143
SS30172 AF-1715-0415 SS6884 AF-I401-0004
SS30270-12D AF -1 715-0371 10-AF-62470 AF-1729-0007
SS30270-14 AF:17 15-0372 SS92250-4 AF -1 704-01)0
SS30270-3 AF- 1 715-0418 SS99020 AF-1406-0006 1 III 00A. AF:1606-0109
SS30270-3D AF-1715-0418 III100B AF-1606-0103
SS30270 -5J) AF-1715-0420 S-V80-A AF-0803.0003 111102 AF- 606-0124
SS30352-1 AF-1715-0404 S-V8 I -A AF-0802-0018 111102A AF-1606-0151
SS30352-5 AF-1715-0402 AF-0803-000.1 111103 AF-1606-0022
SS30371 -2 AF- 1715 -0398 S-V87-A AF-0802-0027 .1111038 AF- 1606-0022
SS:30372-10 AF-1715-0419 S-V8A-A AF- 606-0137 I 11104A. AF- 1606 -01 16



1111085
1111501
I I 1500C)
I I I5R04.

I 12100A '

AF- I 606-0117
AF-1406-0009
AF- 1 606-0102
AP-1606-01'14

AF-16 16-0077

.152101C-1
152101F-1
.152103
152103A
152104A
152105.712100D AF-1606-0100 152106B

112101-1 AF-1606-0099 152106D
AF-1606-0110 152110C-1

1-12101A AF- I 606-0069 I 52I52A
. ,. -7 AF-I606-0089. 1521-52B

AF-1606-0I22 152152D
112101B AF- I 606-0082 152158 .

AF- I 606-0083 I 52I58C
112102 AF-1606-0124.
I I2102A AF-1606-0105 153101

AF- I 606-0122 153103I I2102B AF-I606-0087 153104R
AF-I606-0088 153130

11121020 tt AF-I606-0108. 153132112103 t AF-I606-0078 153138112103A. AF-I606-0070 1535Z- I, AF-I606-0089
I I2103B N.. AF-I606-0073 156102

AF-I606-0074 156103I I2104A AF-I606-0089
AF-1606-0107 157104

I I 2104B AF- I 606-0071 157105
AF-16060072 157158

1121405A
112110 ,.

AF-I606-0I26
AF-1606-0102

112110-1 AF-1606-0102 18400
112401 AF-1406-0013
112402 AF-1406-0014 160'
1 12405A AF-1606-0126

163110
113X0A1 AF-1606-0027

164100
114706 AF-1606-0028
114X06 AF- I 606-0028 172

122100 AF-1606-0,125 174100
122100-1 AF- I 606-0125 174100A
122100B AF- I 606-0120

AF- I 606-0121 175

123100B AF- I 606-0038 178
AF-I606-0039

123100C AF-1606,0040 188
AF-1606-0041
AF-1606-0042 189
AF-1606-0043

123100KC AF-1606-0015 1 8SS31750
18SS40450

130 AF11405-0027

1344 A F-1606-0093
191

194
135528 Z AF-1406-0015

14(1000 AF-0803-0003
195

1400(11 AF-0802-0018 197
140004 AF-0803-0001

141 AF-1408-0001
210

212
142 AF-1408-0003

269
144 AF:1408,0010

279
145 AF-I408-()008

28-E-I
150 AF-I405-0035
150000A AF- 1 606-0109 28-E-2
150000B AF-1606-0104 ,
150005 AF-17 1 5 -0720 28-G-5505
150005-1 AF-1715-0720

28-0-5
152003 AF-1715-0365 28-0-6
152100A-1 AF-1606-0135
152 I (X/F AF-1606-0079 28-R-701.1
15210120 AF-1606-0075
1521012G- 1 AF-1606-0075 28-R-703.1
15210 I A A F-1606-0092

AF-1606-0086
A F-1606.0076

1 AF-1606-0106
AF-16060106
AF-1606-0106
AF-1606-0I06606-0106
AF-1606-0080
AF-1704-0I85
AF-1606-0136
AF-I606-0115
AF-1606-0115
AF-1606-0134
AF-1606-0133
AF-1606-0133

AF-1606-0145
AF-1715-0621
AP-1606-0090
AF- I 606-0145
AF- I 606-0145
AF- I 606-0145
AF-1606-0025

AF- I 606-0046
AF- I 606.0045

AF- I 715-0529.
AF- 1 715-0529
AF- I 606.0118
AF- I 715-0553

AF- I 107-0001

AF-0326-000 I

AF-1704.0009

AF-17I5-0620

F-14080025

AF- I 715-0620
AF-1715-0620

AF-0326-0003

AF-1408-0039

AF-1 I 15-0005

AF- I 115-0004

AF- I 715-0717
AF- 1 721-0005

AF- I 408-00 I 6

AF-1408-0029

AF-1408-0026

AF-1408-0029

AF-14010013

AF-1717-0025

AF- 1408

AF-1408-4

353

DD-0504-0004
DD-0504-0005
DD-0504-0008

DD-0504-0009

DD-0504-0007
DD-0504-0006

DD-0504-0001
DD-0504-0004
DD-0504-0004
DD-0505-0001
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28-R-703.2 DD-0504-0004

DD-0505-000I
DD-0504-000228-R-F I

29352E-1 'AT-1606-0024

2AAR32570A AF-1715-0378
N: ,

2AS R23651 -003 AF-1.709-0002
2 ASR27250-. I A F- I 704-000 I
2ASR30151 -4 AF-1402-0022
2ASR30153-3 AF- I 715-0578
2ASR30153-37 AF- 1 715-0400
2ASR30170 A-206 AF- I 715-0408
2ASR30171-18 AFf1715-0342
2ASR30171-212 AF- I 7154)409
2ASR30371 -1 AF-1 715-0246
2ASR30372-16 AF-1715-0241
2AM:1037418 AF- 1 715-0244
2A S R 0371=3 AF-1715-021.3
2ASR30372-6 -AF-I 715-0214
2ASR30372-60 AF- I 715-0616

2ASR30372-85 AF-1715-0242
2ASR3045 1 -13 AF- I 715-0002

.'2ASR30455 AF- I 715-0071
2ASR30470-1 .. I 715-0383
2ASR30553C- I AF- I 715-0014

I 2ASR30571-60 AF-1402-0021
2ASR30573-4 AF-1715-0062
2ASR30573-6I AF- I "?:1 7-0007
2ASR3I67IL... AF- I 715-0691
2ASR3 I 672 AF-I402-0067
2ASR3227 I S AF-1715-0278
2ASR32470-8 AF- I 704-0057
2ASR32874-011 AF- I 715-0254
2ASR43270-5 AF-1704-0092
2ASR54350-6 AF-1712-0002
2ASR55570 AF-1408-0045
2ASR56650 -2 AF.0101-0004
2ASR73370- I AF-1406-0032
2ASR92250 -4 AF-1704-0145
2ASR99120 -I AF-1406-0007

20S R0009 AF- I 513-0001
20SR0123-3 AF-1402-0052
20SR3121G-3 AF- I 717-0022
20SR3216 AF-2203-0004
t

32150-6 AF-1715-0262
32150E AF-1715-0/62

380 AF-1405-0002

3AAR23470 AF-1709-0001
3AAR2527 I AF-1304-000R
3AAR30090 AF- I 715-0170
3AAR30100 AF-1715-0634
3AAR30270 AF- I 715-0417
3A A R.30300 AF-1715-0367.
3AAR30400 AF-1715-0577
3AAR30500 AF-1402-0050
3AAR32370G AF- 1 715.0259
3AAR32570 AF-1715-0526
3AAR32570 -1 AF-1715-0377
3AAR32570 -A AF- I 7 I 5-037g .
3AAR3257 I AF-17 1 5-0703
3AAR34270 AF- I 715-0573
3AAR3427 I -B r AF-1715-0232
3AAR3,9170 AF-0306-000I
3AAR40470 AF-1709-0019
3 AAR42 I 72 AF- I 704-0014 '''.
3AAR42173 AF-17I7-00I2
3AAR42270 AF-1721-0002
3AAR42271 AF- I 715-052g
3AAR42370 AF- I 704-0165
3AAR42470 AF-1704-0045
3AAR4317I AF- I 704-0013

..,....11AR43270 -I AF- 1 704-0078
3AAR43470 AF-03(16-0(10I
3AAR53670 AF-1601-0027
3AAR5437(1 AF- 1715-0579
3AAR54670- I 1 AF- I 601-0011

AF-1601-0030
3AAR57170 -1 AF71728-0034



N-10 COURSE NUMBER INDEX'
3AA12611704 AF-0332 -0001 3ABR3 I 632Q AF- I 715-0458 3A131246230-4 AF-2203-00 1 6
3AAR6227 I AE:1729-0009 3ABR3 I 632T AF- 1715 -0457 3ABR46230-7 AF-1715-0130
3AAR64570-1 4 AF. I 405-00 I 1 3ABR31730.. AF- 1715 -0719 3ABR46230-8 AF-1704-0171
3AAR64870A AF-1402:0059 3ABR32130K AF-1715-0483 3ABR46330 AF- I 715-0501
3AAR65170-I AF- I 408-0034 3ABR32130L AF- I 715-0485 3ABR4713 I AF- 1 701.0014
3AAR67170 -1 AF- I401 -0012 3ABR32230B AF- 1 715-0117 3ABR4723 I ,. AF -171 -0 -,0019
3AAR68570 AF-1402-0036 3ABR3223 I A AF- 1715 -0375 3ABR4723 I -1 AF- I 703-0005
3AAR74270 AF- 1729 -0004 3ABR3223 I A-5 AF- I 715-0375 3ABR4723 I A AF-1703-0016
3AAR8 1130A AF- I 728-Q002 3ABR3223 I F-5 AF- 1 715-0546 3ABR47231B AF- I 703-0009
3XAR81.I70 AF- I 728-0028. 3ABR3223 I N AF- 1715 -0010 3ABR4723 I C AF-1703-0004
3AAR90570-1 AF-0709'0003 3ABR3223.1 P AF;1715-0535 3ABR47330 AF-1703-0006
3AAR90670-1 A F- I 408-00.43 3ABR3223IQ AE.-I 715-0610 AF-1703-00Q7
3AAR9087(81 AF-0104-0001 3ABR3223 I R AF- I 715-0486 3ABR4733 I AF-1703-0002
3AAR98170 AF-070 I -0015 3ABR3223 I R-4 AF- I 715-0486 3ABR5 I 130 AF-1402-0019
3AAR98370 AF -0701 -0006. 3ABR322318 AF-1715.-0538 3ABR53130 AF- I 723-0001

3ABR32130E AF- 1715 -0540 3ABR53230 AF-1723-0004
3ABR204.30 P-- AF- 1606 -0060 3ABR32330G AF- t7I5-0482 3ABR53430 1 AF-1704-0129
3ABR20530 AF4 715-0551 3ABR32430 AF- 1 715-0032 3ABR53530 AF- 1 710-0011

.... 3ABR20630 '4 AF- 1709 -0015 3ABR32430 -1 AF- 1715.0033 3ABR53630 AF;1724-0003
3ABR20630-1' F- I 606-0059 3ABR32430-2 AF-1715-0032 3ABR54130 AF- I 714-0007
3A13R20731-.:'' -2203-0032 3ABR32530- I AF4 715-0460 3ABR54130G AF-1715-0637
3ABR23332 A -1709-0025 3ABR32530A AF- 1 715-0543 AF- I 730-0014
3ABR23334.. AF -1709 -0018 3ABR3253 I AF- 1715 -0462 3ABR54230- I I AF-1714-0012
3ABR23430.i AF -1709 -0022 3ABR32630 AF- 1715 -0537 3ABR5423 I AF- I 714-0001
3ABR23631t AF -1709 -0020 3ABR32631A AF- I 715-0476 3ABR54330 AF- I 712-0005
3A13R2417012 AF-0802-0019 3ABR3263 I B AF- 1715 -0609 3ABR54430- I AF- I 601-0016
3A13R25231i AF-1304-0001 3ABR3.632A AF- 1715 -0210 3ABR54530 AF- I 730-0010
3ABR272304. .AF-1704-0005 3ABR32632B AF-1715-05 I I 3ABR54630 AF-1 601-1116
3ABR27630 'AF- 1715-0622 3ABR32830 AE-1715-0492 3ABR54630 -1 AF- I 601- 1.6
,}ABR276304 A.F-17 I 5-0623, 3ABR32831 AF-1715-0680 3ABR54630F AF4 601-0033
3ABR29 130 AF-I409-0004 3ABR32832.. AF- I 715 -0493 3ABR54730 AF- 1701 -0004
3ABR292 1 -1 AF-2203-0032 A F- I 715-0533 3ABR55130 AF- I 710-0006
3ABR2 1 3, AF4 715-0046 3ABR32833 AF- I 715 -0532 3ABR55I3 I AF-1710-0008
3ABR29430 AF- 1715 -0551 3ABR32834 AF- 1 715-0027 3ABR55230 AF- I 710-0009
3ABR30130 AF-1715-0065 3ABR32930A AF- 1715 -0475 3ABR55233 AF-1710-0014
3ABR3013 I AF-1715-0680 3ABR32930B 7 AF- I 715-0478 3ABR55234 AF- I 710-0013
3A13R30131 AF-17)15-0532 3ABR34I3 I AF -1715 -0531 3ABR55235 AF -1710 -0002
3ABR30134 AF-1715-0027 3ABR34230 AF- I 715-0706 3ABR55330 AF- I 601-0041
3A13R30135A AF- 1715 -0479 3ABR3423 I A AF- 1715 -0138 3ABR56330 AF -1732 -0001
3A 30135B AF-1715-0478 3ABR34330- I AF- 1 715-0544 3ABR56630 AF-0101-0003
3 )230 AF- 1715-0412 3ABR34330-2 AF- I 715-0455 3ABR57130- AF- I 728-0037
3A -0231 AF- I 715-0453 3ABR36130 AF- 1714 -0015 3ABR58130 AF- I 733-0001
3A13R30331 AF- I 715-0488 3ABR36 I 33 714-0018AF -1714 -0018 3ABR58230 AF- I 716-0001
3A13R3033.2. AF-1715-0687 3ABR3623I AF- I 715-0038 3ABR60230 AF-0419-0008
3ABR30333 AF- / 715-0368 3ABR36232-1 AF- I 715-0500 3ABR60231 AF-04 I 9-0006
3ABR30430 AF-17 I 5-0489 3ABR36233 AF-1715-0713 3ABA6 AF-0419-0002
3ABR30431 AF-1715-0490 3ABR36234 AF- 1715 -0048 3AT3R60531 AF-0419-0007
3ABR30434 . AFA 715-0534 3ABR36330 AF- I 715-0132 AF-0419-0023
3A13R30434-.1 AF-1715-0491 3ABR39130 AF-1115-000I 3ABR60730 AF-0419-0001
3ABR30436 AF-171,5-0480 3ABR40230 AF- I 715-0291 3ABR62230 AF-1729-0002
3ABR30431 AF-17 I 5-0490 3ABR40330-2 AF- 1715 -0001. 3ABR62230-1 AF-1729-0002
3A13R30531-1 AF- 1715 -0443 3ABR40430 AF -1715 -0028 3ABR6223 I AF-0709-0001
3A13R30531 -6 AF-17 15 -0441 3ABR42131 AF-1704-0046 3ABR6223 I - I AF- 0709 -0001
3ABR30533A AF- I 715-0057 3ABR42131-1 AF-1704-0046 3ABR63 I 30 AF-I405-0025
3A13R30533A- I AF-1715-0058 3ABR4213 AF-1704-0041 3ABR63130 A-1 j AF4 601 -0035
3ABR30533C AF-17 I 5-0677 3ABR42133 AF- I 715-0605 3ABR64530 -1 AF-1405-0009
3AIIR30534A AF- I 715-0057 3ABR42153- I AF -1704 -0143 3ABR64730 AF- 1 405-0012
3ABR30534A- I AF-1715-0058 3ABR42230 AF-1721-0001 3 ABR64730- 1 AF -1405 -0012
3A11R3053411 AF-17I5-0598 3ABR4223 I AF-1701-0007 3ABR65130- 1 AF- I 408-0069
3ABR30534B-1 AF-1715-0035 3ABR42232-1 AF- 1715 -0707 3ABR67131 AF-1401-0005

AF-171 50443 3ABR42330.. AF- I 704-0114 3ABR67 I 33 AF- I 401-0006
'3A3R3053413-1 AF-17 I 5-0441 3ABR42430 AF-1704-0047 3ABR68530 AF-1402-0019
3A13R30534C AF-1715-0447 3ABR4243 1 AF-170W044 3ABR68730 AF-1402-0037
3A13R30534C- 1 AF-1715-0018 3ABR43I30 AF-170X-)079 3ABR69130 AF-1408-0009
3ABR30620F AF4 715 -0221 3ABR43131A AF-1704-0043 3ABR70130 AF -1407 -0001
3A13R30630 AF- I 715-0174. 3ABR43131C-1 AF-1704.0036 3ABR70130.1 AF-1409-0002
3ABR30630E AF-1715-0351 3ABR43131E AF-1704-0067, 3ABR70230 -1 AF- I 403-0001
3ABR30730 AF-1715-0047 3ABR43I3 I F AF-1704 -0080 3ABR70320-1 AF-1403-0001
3ABR30131 AF-1715-0427 3ABR43230 AF-1704-0082 3ABR73230 AF -1406 -0005
3ABR31630F AE- I 715-0376 3ABR43231 AF-1704-0022 3ABR73230-1 AF-1406-0005
3A BR3163QG AF-1715-14344 3ABR43430 AF- I 115-0001 ABR75330 .AF -2203 -0001
3ABR316306- I AF' 1715 -0452 3ABR44130 AF-1715-0140 3A8R81130 AF-1728-0019
3A13R31630H AE..1715-0711. 3A13R44230- 1 AF- I 704-0173 3ABR8 I 130-1 AF -1728 -0008
3ABR31630N AF-1715-0656 3A13R44230E-1 AF-1704-0173 3ABR81230 AF- I 728-0011
3A13R316300 .AF-1715-0454 3A13R44330E-4 P.F- 1 715-0724 '3ABR90230 AF-0709-0015
3A13R31630T AF- 171 5-0451 3ABR44330G AF-1715-0729. 3ABR90232 AF-0709-0010
3A13R3163 1 F AE- I 715-0137 3ABR44330G-2 AF- I 715-0664 3ABR90330 AF-0705-0002
IA1112316311,-1 AF- 1715-0671 3ABR44330H AF-I 715-0353 3ABR90430 A F-0702-0005
3A 13R316311.- 3 AE-1715-0712 3ABR44330L-2 AF- I 715-0726 3ABR90430 -2 AF- 0702 -0005
3ABR31631N-1 AF-1715-0481' 3ABR44330L -3 AF- 1 715-0331 3ABR90530 AF-0709-00 1 4
3A13R316310 AF -1715 -0649 3ABR443100 -0693 3ABR90630 AF-0799-0004
3A111231612F AF -1715 -0166 3ABR46130 3-0039 3ABR90830 AF-0 I 02-0003
3 13R3-1632G-1 AF-17 I 5-0711 3ABR46230-2 -1715-0681 3 ABR91235 AF-0706-0002
3 ft./ 1632H AF-1715-0461 3ABR46230-3 AF-2203-0015 3ABR91330 AF-0704-0002



3ABR91530 A Fi0709-
3ABR92230 AF-1704-0182
3ABR98 t 30 AF-0701-0013

'3ABR98230 AF-0701-0016

3A1R75100-2 AF-1406-0030
3A1R75100-4 AF -1406 -0030
3A1R75100-5 AF-1406-0030
3A1R75100-6 AF-1406-0030
3A1R75100-X AF-1406-0030/
3A1R99128 AF1512-0002

3ALR2.3430 -1 AF- 1709 -0023
3ALR24130-1 AF- 0802 -0016
3ALR24230 AF-0802-0002
3ALR24230-1 AF-0802-0003
3ALR25330 AF-1304-0002
3ALR27332 AF-1715-0202
3ALR2763 I AF -1715- 0721..
3ALR30150A-1 AF-1715-0709
3ALR30170-1 AF-1715-0373
3ALR30170-2 AF -171)5 -0373
3ALR30171-I AF-1715-0007
3ALR30173-1 AF- I 715-0679

. 3ALR30173-2 AF -1715 -0207
3ALR30.174-3 AF- I 402-0024
3ALR30554 AF-1715-0448
3ALR30554-1 AF- I 715-0034
3ALR30630F 4F-1715-0119
3ALR31630T AF-1715-04511

'3ALR31651N -3 AF-1715-0172T
3ALR31652N AF- I 715-0641
3ALR32130R AF-1715-0006
3ALR32271-2 AF-1715-0250
3ALR3253 I AF- I 715-0176
3ALR32570-2 AF-1715-0004
3AL-113257613 AF- I 715-0718
3 ALR3257 AF- 1715-0092
3ALR32571-1 AF-1715-0054
3ALR32630 AF-1402-0027
3ALR32850 A-1 AF- I 715-0709
3ALR34251B-1 AF-1715-0086
3ALR36252 AF-1715-0396
3ALR43330 AF-1408-0032
3ALR43550C AF- I 704-0027
3A1-R43550C- 1 AF-1606-0032
3ALR44330G-3 AF-1715-0730
3ALR54230G- 1 AF-1714-0009
3ALR55430 AF-0331-0001
3ALR55530-3 AF- I 717-0009
3 ALR64830- A F - I 402-0005
3ALR64830A- I AF-1402-0005
3 ALR136 I 30 AF-1405-0003
3ALR67230 AF-1408-0017
3ALR69130 AF-1408-0009
3ALR70430 AF-1407-0002
3ALR70530 AF -1728 -0026
3ALR73231-1 AF- 1406 -0001'
3ALR73331 AF-1408-0012
3ALR75'330 AF- 2203 -0001
3ALR81130A AF-1728-0002
3ALR81130A--1 AF-1728-0014
3ALR91431 AF-0708-0001
3ALR91630 AF-0702-0001
3ALR91730 AF-0709-0008
3ALR98131 AF-0701-0008_
3ALR98330 /AF- 0701 -0005

3AC)1223020 AF- 1709 -00122
3AQR29222 AF-1409-000I
3AQR29227 -1 AF-1715-0702

t.itc...10.).z 3 AF- I 715-0030
3ACIR32622C. AF-1715-0186
3A01290010/ AF-0703-0007

3 ARR60000..
3ARR6055
3ARR6055 I

34SR30153-2 AF-1715-0236
/1ASR30372-10 AF-1715-0249

3 AZR06789-1 AF- I 402 -0002

AF-0419-0013
AF-0419-0022
AF-0419-0024

3AZR20450-1' AF- 1402-0043

3AZR20550...., AF.1715-02-18
3 AZR20610- I AF-2203-0002
3AZR20650-0 AF-1715-0559
3 AZR20650-1 ,6F-1709-0014
3AZR20650-2 AF-1709-0003
3AZR22351 AF-0202-0001
3AZR23651 AF-1709.0004
3AZR24230 ..... AF- 0802 -0001
3AZR24250-2 AF-0802-0023
3AZR2470-7 AF-1721-0007
3AZR2525 I-1 AF- I 304-0005
3AZR25271 AF-1408-0044,
3AZR27330 AF-1715-0112
3AZR27370-D AF-1402-0061
3AZR27550-1 AF-1715.0218

AF- I 715-0219
3AZR27630 AF-1715-0114
3AZR27650 AF-1715-0156
3AZR27650-1 AP-1715-0219
3AZR29450 AF-1715-0218'
3 AZR29670 AF-1408-0050
3AZR30000-1 AF-1715-0728
3AZR-30070.. r. AF-1715-0739

-3AZ1230070-01)1 AF-1715-0044
3AZR30070-002 AF-1715-0043
3AZR30070-003 AF-1715-0042
3AZR30154-1 AF-1715-0022
3AZR30154-2, AF-1715-0026
3AZR30250 AF-1304-0012
3AZR30270 AF-1715-0237
3AZR30270-1 AF-1715-0613
3AZR30352-2 AF-1715-0234
3AZR30353-0 AF-1715-0265
3AZR30372-15 AF-1715-0249
3AZR30372-2.. AF-1715-0235
3AZR30372-22 -AF-1715-0131
3AZR30372-3 AF-1715-0233
3AZR30372-4 V-1715-0213
3AZR30372-59 AF-1715-0017
3AZR30434 . AF-1715-0153
3AZR30434-3 AF-1715-0245
3AZR30434-4 AF-1715-0248
3AZR30450- AF-1715-0357
3AZR30450-2, AF- I 715-0383
3AZR30450-4 AF-1 7 15-0277
3AZR30450-5 AF-1715-0387

AF- 1715 -0659
3AZR3045 I AF-1715-0 I 93

. AF-1715-0612
3AZR30454-10 W' AF-1715-0738
3 AZR30454-1 I AF-1715-0126
3AZR30454-14 AF-1715-0099
3AZR30454-15 AF- I 715-0188
3AZR30454-17 AF- I 715-0192
3AZR30454-5 AF- I 715-0031
3AZR30454-6 AF- I 715-0346
3AZR30454-8 AF- 1 715-0072

"-3AZR30454-9 AF-1715-0358
3AZR30455 AF- I 715-0071
3AZR30531B AF-1715-0395
3AZR30534B AF-1715-0395
3AZR30551-2 AF-1715-0110
3AZR30551-4 AF-1715-0356
3AZR30551-6 AF-1715-0053
3AZR30551-8 AF-1715-0394
3AZR30554 AF-1715-0386
3AZR30554-10 AF-1715-0392
3AZR30554-11 AF-1-715-0052
3AZR30554-5 AF-1715-0394
3AZR30554-9 AF-17 I 5-0036

I .
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3AZR316741-1 AF- I 715-0333.
3AZR31672G-1 AF-1715-0714
3AZR31672H AF-1715-0576
3AZR316721-1-1 AF-1402-0029
3AZR32150K AF-17.15-0257
3AZR32 170 AP-1715-0410
3AZR32470 -I0 AF-1714-0013
3AZR32470-1I AF-1715-0549
3AZR32470- I 2 AF-1715,018
3AZR32470-5 AF- 1715 -0168
3AZR32470-6 AF -1715 -0220
3AZR32470-8 AF-1721-0006
3AZR32470-9 AF-1715-0385
3AZR32570-0 AF-1715-0330
3AZR32851 -0 AF-1715-0142
3AZR328742 AF- I 715-0024 '
3AZR34250 AF-1402-0062
3AZR34250 A AFrt 402-0062

.3AZR36150-1 AF-1714-0021
3AZR36154- I AF -1714 -(X)17
3AZR36252-1 AF-1715-0165
3AZR36254 AF- I 715-0045 ds
3AZR36350 AF-1715-0127
3AZR36350-1 AF- I 715-0075
3AZR36350 -2 AF- I 715-01,94
3AZR36350-4 AF- I 715-0710

- 3AZR36350-5 AF- 1715-0125
3AZR40370-2 AF-1715-0182
3AZR42153 AF-1715-069$
3AZR42172-0 AF-1704-0161
3AZR42370-0 AF- I 715-0586-
3AZR43170-1 ARA 704-0096
3A2R43170-2 AF-1704-0093
3 AZR43170-3 AF-1704-0117
3AZR43170-4. A F- I 704-0029

AF21704-0094
3AZR43170-6 AF-1704-0028
3A2R43170-7 AF- I 704-0095
3AZR43250- 1 AF-1704-0026
3AZR432 0-4... AF-1704-0030
3AZR432 -6 AF-1704-0081
3AZR43250-7 AF-1704-0016
3AZR43250-8 AF.-1704-0052
3AZR43270-3 AF -1704 -0069
3AZR43270-4_, AF-1704-0076
-YAZR43270 -5 AF- I 704-0130
3,4ZR43270-6 AF-1704-0037
3AZR4.3270-9 AF -1717 -0001
3AZR46150 AF-0802-0005
3AZR46170 AF-0802-0006
3AZR46270-1 AF -1715 -0735
3AZR46270-2 AF-1704-0179
3AZR46330 AF-2203-00 I 8
3AZR46350-1 AF-2203-0012
3AZR46370 AF- I 715-0700
3AZR47000 AF-0419-0019
3AZR47153 J AF-1703-0011
3AZR472S1 A AF-1703-0003
3AZR4725 I B AF- I 710-00Z0
3AZR47350-1 AF-1703-0017
3AZR47350-2 t AF- I 703-0008
3AZR47350-3 AF-1703-0012
3AZR4735 I AF-1703-0011
3AZR51150 AF-1402-0015
3AZR51151-1 1CF-1402-0011
3AZR51151-4 AF-1402-0033
3AZR51170 AF-1402-0038

AF-1402-0040
AF-1723-0002
AF-1723-0005

250 -Z AF-1723-0003

3AZR5 1172 ...,
3AZR53150-I
3AZR53250-3

3AZR30573- I AF- I 715-0276.
3AZR30650 -I0 AF -1'715 -0678
3AZR30650-2 AF- I 715-0074
3AZR30650-7 AF-1715-0615
3AZR30650F AF-1715-0393
3AZR30650F -1 AF-1715-0051
3AZR30650E-2
3AZR30750.,
3AZR31000
3AZR3165N-2
3AZR31670G-3
3XZR31670G-4
3AZR31670G-5

3AZR53450-3 AF- 1704 -0091
3AZR53450-4 AF-1704-0025
3AZR53450-5 AF-1704-0039
3AZR53550-2 AF-1704-0060
3AZR53670 AF-1601-0027
3AZR54 150 AF-2203 -0005

%F-1715-0391 _3AZR54430 AF -1601 -0012
AF-17,15-0187 3AZR54530.1 AF- 1730 -0011
AF-2203-0023 3AZR54550 AF-1730-0006AF-1715-0477 3AZR54550-I AF -1730 -0005
AF -1715 -0361 3AZR54550-2 AF-1730-0009AF-1715-0384 3AZR54750 A AF- 1701-0005
AF-1715-0329 3AZR55000 AF- I 60 I -0021



N-12 . COURSE NUMBER INDEX
3AZR55 150
3AZR56650
3AZR57150-I
3AZR5.7150-2

.3AZR57150-3 14,
3AZR57170

AF-171050007
AF-010170( 1

AF-1728
AF-1728-I
AP:1728-00M
AF-1728:0012

30BRO121
30BRI631
30BR1741A
30BRI8 IF
30BR18 I G
30BR18 1-.1.-

......

3A2R61170-2 AF- I 405-9030: 30BRI821H
3AZR63150-1 AF-1601-0040 30BR2021
3 AZI26400) . AF- 1405 -0042. 30BR203I
3A7.1264550-1 `41 AF- t405-,0058* 30BR2331
3AZR64570-1 AP-1405-0004 30BR3021
3AZR64570-2 AF- I 405-0030 30BR3031
3 AZR.154570-3 AF- 1 7 17 -0020 30BR3041
3A:1:R64770 AP-1405-0041 30BR3051 - 1
3AZR64870A- I AF-1402-0059 30BR3061
3AZR65170-2 AF- I 408-0033 ;.'3OBR312IF
3AZR65170-5 AF-1408-0042 30BR3121 G
3AZR65 170 -6 AF- I 408-0033 3013R312IG-4
3 AZR66000 AF- I 405-0039 30BRA12IH'
3AZR67170 AF- I 401-0016 3013R3231
3A.ZR67 170-10 AF-I402-0004 30BR323 1 A-I
3 AZR68550 AF- I 402-0015 30BR323 I B
3 AZR68670 AF-I402-0040 ,,,,,36BR3231C
3AZ.R68750 AF- I 402-0008 OBR402 I
3AZI24.8750-2 AF- I 402-0007
3 AIR68750-3 AF- I 402-0013 31)13R402 1
3 A7-12.68770-1:. AF- I 402-0049 370BR404 I
3AZR68770-2 AF-1402-0061 30BR404 - 1
3AZR70170 AF- I 408-0046 3013124341
3AZR70250-1 AF- 1404 -0001. 30BR4621
3AZR70270 AF -1408 -0055 30BR462 IA
3AZR71570 AF- 1 405-0045 30BR5141
3AZR73270-3. AF- 1408 -0)30 30BR5151
3k1R73270-4 AF-1402-0047 30BR602 I
.3 AZR73270-6 AF- I 402-0060 30BR604
3A7.12113370 AF- 1406-0032 30BR633 I A -1
3AZR73370- 1 AF- I 406-0002 30BR6421-1
3AZR75100 AF-1406-0024 30B1214531- 1
3AZR75173-1 AF-1406-0028 3I3BR6531-2
3AZR75200-2 AF-0504-0001
3AZR81 150 AF- 1728 -0(X03 3013 65'31-4
3AZR8 I 150- 1 . AF-2203-0017 30B 531-5.
3A-1-118 I I 50A AF-1728-0015 . .

3A.Z.R8 1150A-1 AF -1728 -0)10 30BR6531-6
3AZ 81 I 50A-2 AF-172.8-0013, 30BR662I . ,

3A2 R81150-Z AF-2203-0037 30BR6721
3 81170 AF- 1728 -0028 30BR673 I
3AZR8 I 170-1 AF -1728 -0023 30BR685 I
3AZR8 I I 70A AF-1728-002I ,30BR6921
3AZR8 I 27 I -1 AF-1728-0004 30BR7000
3AZR8I29 I AF -1728 -0016 30BR7321
3AZR90270 AP-0709-0005 30BR7331
3AZR90270-1 AF-0703-000I 30BR734I
3AZR90270-1 AF-0709-0023 30BR7461 -- ,
3AZR90670 AF-0902-000 3Q,BR8041

AF- I 401-0011 308R8051-1.3AZR90670-1
3AZR90670- 7 AF-0709-0020 30BR8051-2
3AZR90870-2 AF- 0709-00I8 30BR805 I -3.
3AZR91370 AF-0704-0001 30BR8061
3AZR92250 AF- 1704-0 I HO 30BR8121

AP-1704-0184 30BR9021-1
3AZR92250-4 AF;.1704-0145 30BR9921-1
3AZR92330 AF-0709-0007
3AZR98170. AP-0701-0001 30IR0904-1
3AZR98170-1 AP-0701-0009 30IR753 I - I
3AZR98270 -4 AF-0701-0010
3AZR98270-5 AF-0701-0011 30LR05 I I .

3AZR98270-6 AP-0701-0012 30LR05 I I -1
3AZR99120 AF- 1406-0003 30LR1611-2
3AZR99 I 2072 AF -1406 -0038 30LR174 IC
3AZR99 I 20-3 AF- 1406-0007 30LR174 ID
3AZR06789 -2 AF- 1402 -(X166 30LR174 ID- 1

30LR174IE
30AR300 I AF -1715 -0550 30I,R1744F
30AR3211 AF-I408-0049 30LR3961
30AR4000 AF-1408-0049
30AR43 I 1 AF- 17 I 7-0002 300R650()
30AR4611 AF-17.17-0024
30AR601 1 AF-0419-0012 30ZR0008
30AR6411 1 AF..) 405-0052 3OZRO I 23-1
30AR6711 AF -1408 -0002 30ZR0123-3
30AR731 I AF- 1406-9031
30A128111
30AR9025

AF-1728-0007
AF- I 408-0068

30ZR0124-2
30ZR0124-3 , '2

, '11-

. AF-1402-0048 30ZR0678- 1 AF -1402 -0010
704-0002 3OZR0678-2..;i: AF- I 402-0064

AF-2203-0048 3QZR0902 t. AF1406-0037
AF -1715 -0692 30ZRI400 '', AF -1606 -0057
AF-2203-0042 30411411-4 AF- 1 704-0164
AF220.3003fr 30Z.R1435 I AF-0802-0020,
AF-2203-00 I 3 30ZR1515J AF-0802-0020
AF-I303-0001 3OZR I 545F AF-0802-0020
AF- 2203 -0019 30ZR1945. , AF-0802-0009
AF -1709 -0006 34ZR1945- I .. . AF-0802-0012
AF -1715 -0076 30ZR1945=2. , ' AF-0802-0013
AF-1715-0474 30ZR1945-3 AF-0802 -0014
AP9 715-0588 30ZR1945-4 AF-0802-0010
AF- 1715 -0260 30Z121965 AP-080243024
AF- 1715-0722 30ZR1965-1 -' AF-0802-0024

±

AF-1715-0692 30ZR2025B r. AF-1304-0011
AF-1717-0016 30ZR2035A-1 AF-2203-0020
AF- 1 715-0675 OZR2035A-2 AF- 2203 -002I
AF- 1 715-0343 3 ZR25 I I AF-I304-0006
AF -1715 -0359 3 ZR25242 AF- 1 304-0010
AF- 1715-0497 30ZR2524-4 AF- i 304-0009
AF-1715f0536 30ZR2825-1 AF- 1715-0600
AF- I 715-0323 30ZR2825 -2 AF -1715 -0527
AF-1717-0003 30ZR2825-7 AF- 1715 -0128
AF-1717-0004 AF- 1715 -0734
AF- I 717-0014 30ZR2895G AF- I 115-0003
AF- 1715-0359 30ZR3016-3 AF-1408-0047 ,
AF- 1717 -0004 30ZR3024D AF-1402-0018
AF -1 717-0003 30ZR3061 AF -1402 -0031
AF -1717 -0013 30ZR31246-2 AF-2203:0024
AF- 1717 -0013 30Z123124G -3 AF- I 715-0633
AF-I402-0035 30ZR4344 AF-1408-0006
AP-1402-0046 30ZR4625 A -3 4F-2203-0022
AP-1405-0019 30ZR4625 X AF-0802-002 I
AF-0419-0010 30ZR5 I 35 AF- I 402-0003
AF- 1601 -0043 30ZR5 I 35B AF-1402-0003
AF-1405-0008 30ZR5141- 1 AF-1402-0044
AF- 1405 -0055 30ZR5144 AF- 1402 -0051
AF-1405-0038 30ZR5144 -1 AF-1402-0032
AF- I 405-0015 30ZR5144-2 AF- 1402-0034
AF- 1 408 -0051 30ZR5155 AF-I408-0027
AF-1405-0017 310ZR6000 AF-0419-0017
AP-1405%037 30ZR6000-2 AF-0419-0018
AF-1405-0643 30ZR64 I 1 AF-1405-0040
AF- I 405-0026 30ZR6424- 1 AF-1405-0044
AF-1401-0009 30ZR653 I. AF-.1405-001.4
AF- I 408-0061 30ZR653 1 -1 AF- 1 405-9012
AF- I 402-0046 30ZR653 I -2 AF-140810052
AF-1408-0063 30ZR6531-3 AF-I405-0016
AF-1408-0067 30ZR6531-4 1 AF-1405-0036
AF-I406-0036 30ZR6534- I AF-1405-0029
AP-1729-0003 30ZR6531-2 AF-1408-0037
AF- I 408-0064 30ZR6724 AF-1408-0005

.AF -1 115-0007 30ZR6784 AF-1402-0042
AF -1606 -0061 30ZR6784-1 AF- I 402-0041

AF-1402-0039
.. AF-1402-0053

AF-1402-0053
AF- I 709-0016

-AF- I 601-0042
AF-2203-0046
AF-1728-0012
AF- 0703 -0006
AF-0703-0005

AF-1606-0052
AF-1606-0055

30ZR6854
30ZR6854- 1

AF- I 606-000 I. 30ZR6855-1
AP-1606-0056 30ZR8041-2iAF 1728-0018 30ZR8045-5
AP-1401-0017. 30ZR8081
A.V-0102-0004 30ZR8 I 24

i. 30ZR97 11-3
AF-I406-0027 30ZR9736
AF-I406-0027

-1- 411-201
. AF-0802-0017 411-202

AF- 0802 -0003 411-203
AF- 1704-0003 41I -204
AF-2203-0045 41 IT205
AF- 1715 -072I 411-81D30
AF- 1715 -0113

,11 AF-1402-0056 412-101
AF-17 I 5-0055 412=102
AF -1402 -0031 412-82B20

AF -1408 -0057 413-210
. 413-81B20.

AF- I 512L0003
AF!I 402-0030 431XD
;4::F-14412-,0018 43 I XD,'E,F
NF-1402-0057
4.-1402/0058

43 IXEI

'
AP-140,1-0018 43 I XE-2

I T, P

4

3.51°- "U

DD- 1 713 -0002
DD- I 713-0001
DD-1691-0009
DD-I601-0001
DD-1601-0005
DD- 1 601 -0009

DD, I 601-0002
DD- I 601-0006
DE -4601 -0008

D13;1'713-0004
DD-1713-0003

AP-1606-0002
AF-1606-0035
AF-1606-0002
AP-1606-0037
AF -1606 -0037



431XE2/3 AF-1606-0002
431 XF1 Al-1606-t/002

AE-1606-0037
431 XF-2 Al-1606-01)37

432101(2 ) Al-1704-0116
432 0 )4 AF,1704:0115
432406 Al-1104-0001

436 Al-1115-0002
' 43550A-1 Al-1606-0027

4 3 X F2/3 Al-1606-0002

4f62XD AF -1606 -0035

475 Al-1408-0058

491-101 DD-1601-0004

4AL:129530- 1 F-1402-0020

4AST30352-16 Al-1715-0251
4A5T30373-1 Al-1715-0252
4AST56350-1 AF -1732 -0002

4M-701 13D-1601-0007
451-710 DD-1601-0003

40Z131123-4 AF-1402-0009

51-, 102101 - Al- I606.0007
Al -1606-0008
Au...16064)009

51-1021028 Al-1606-0005
51-102500 Al- I 606-0009
51-1025002 Al-1606-0010
51-104103:1

Tii4M4- 1 AF-1606-0014
51-104501P Al-1606-0029
51-124101-1 AF-1606-0010
51-152100P-1 Al-1606-0031
51-152110A-I Al-1606-0031
51-151100-1 AF-1606-0018
51- 153101-I Al-1606-0034
51-153102-1 Al-1606-0033

.51-151123 Al- 1'606-0033

51-33 Al-1406-0039

51,935000 Al-1606-0127

5113-V7A:R AF-1606-0080
51-13-V71)-A A F -1606-0090
51-13- V7C- A. Al-1715-0529
51-B-V7C,R AF-2203-0003

51-l-Y51.1-B Al-1606-013'2
51-l-Vr5F1 F . Al-1606-0146

I

522'0-2
5220.7

52-30273A-S I

52-0B0010

53-43151-F100C

550

570
570-71020
570-71R20
579-F1
570+2

571XC-1
571 XC-1/571 X0/923X0-
5/923X0 -6
57I XD
58(1

5A AY90170
5A AY91170

5A BY90 130
ABY907311

5ABY90)130
5ABY91130

5 A1K75100

5A1A79131
5M-082130'
5AL090431

- '5AL09 t 630
ALY9083 I

5 ANK30474 -4

5A0K30000

SAS(33047 4-6 ........

5AZA79150
,5AZK30474.
5AZK30474-4
5AZK32873-1

5AZN54750A-1
5A-4090450(
5AZY902X0
5 AZY90470
5 AZY907 X0-I
5AZY907 X(11
5 AZY90850
5AZY91214

(

COURSE NUMBER INDEX N-13
DD- I 728-0001
DD-1728-0002

AF- I 715-0407

AF - 1 606 -0103

AF 1703-0015

Al-1405-0001

AF-1408-0060
DD-0504-000 I
DD- 0505 -000 I
DD-0504-0002
DD-0504-0003

.AF-1606:0129

AF-1728-0036
AF- I 728-0036

Al-1405-0007.

A F-0709-0012
AF'- 0709 -0022

A1-0709-0024
AF-0707 -00Q8
AF-0 IO2-000,A
A1-0709-0016'

Al-1406:0023

DD-0505-0001
Al-1728-0020
AF,-0702-0006

A F-0102-0001

AF-1402-0028

AF-1715-0388

Al-1715-0238

D D- 0504 -0003
AF-'1715-0070
Al-1402-0028
Al-1715-0507
AV-1715-0509
Al-1701-0005
-AF-0702-000I.
AF-0709-001/1
AF-0702-0004
AV-0707-0007
Al-0707,0006
AF-0102-0002
AF-0709 -0006

5-E-50 DD -1 713-0003

5-N-V6A-A AF-1606-0145

50AY9766A AF-0703-0004
'50AY9781 AF-0703-0010

50(305724 AF-1601-0024
501308221 AF-1728-0020
50BY916) AF-0709-0017
50BY9351 AF- 0709 -0025
50BY9921 AF-0102-0004

50,LY9761 AF-0703-0008

50Z09776 AF-0703-0002
50ZY9236 AF-0704-0003
50ZY9300-7 AF-0799-0007
50ZY9336 AF-0799-0001

5-R 811.1 DD-1713-0003

61)7511-1 AF- I 606-0028

60AAT-P AF-04I 9-0003

6244 AF-1729-0001

670-601 DD-17'21-0001.

690-620 DD-1770610002
690-621 DD-1706-0001

740-301 DD1719-0003
740 -302 DD-1719;9001
740-393 ow. DD-1719-0002
740-304 DD-1719-0004

753100 AF- I 406-003g
753101-N AF- 1406-0039

DD-0505-0002

76-5605 DD-0504-0009.
7G-5522 ( USA) DD -0505 -0002

7G-0011 ( USN )

7G-l3 ( RC ) DD-0504-00

830 Al-1728.-0017

8 3170 Al-1408-0015

92330 A F 0709-0026
923X0 AF-1606-0035
923X0 -2 AF-0803-0002
923 X0 3 AF-0803-0002
923X0-5 Al-1606-0130

Al-1728-0036 .
923X0 -6 Al-1728-.0036

9617(1 Al-1728-0001

I. \ \II I \ II I it



O

REQUEST FOR COURSE RECOMMENDATION
The applicant for credit must fill out one form for each service school course completed. The insti-tutional official is responsible for verifying from official military records that the student completed theentire course, and,for submitting the form to the Office on Educational Credit, American Council onEducation, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036, ATTN: Military Evaluations. Please Print.

I: Exact course title,(do not abl)reviate)
. ^

2. Service branch .offering the course:

Name of service schdol attended:

4. LocatiOn (installation, state):

5. Length of course (in weeks)'

Air Force
Army
Coast Guard

El Department of Defense
Marine Corps
Navy

'6. Dates of attendance: From To

7. Official military course number:

8. MOS/AFSC/NEC:

9. Course was designed for:

day/month/year
- day/month/year_.L. ,

Warrant Officers Enlisted Personnel
Officer Candidates 0 Aviation Cadets
Commissioned Officers Noncommissioned Officers

10. Rank or rating upon completion of the course:

11. Please give some indication of subjects studied
in course:

SION.% T S TUDEN I
SIUN AT LAM OF COI TEOF. OFT ICIAL

NA MP, 01- SI UOF.Nr
N AME OF COLLEGE OFFICIAL

1111,

S FA T US FlaSFINIAN, SOPOOK1012E. UL(..)
E

WRITE IN THIS--DO NOT SPACE
OE( TAFF USE INS TI TUTION

S THEFT

CITY STAIL Zli' (Sum,

AIALA cOOL NunntEH Ex r.
t)



AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
J. W. Peltason, President

The American Council on Education, founded in 1918 and com-
posed of institugionS of higher education and national and regional educa-
tion associations, is the nation's major coordinating body for postsecon-
dary education. Through voluntary and cooperative action, the Council
provides comprehensive leadership for improving educational standards,
policies, and procedures.

The Office on Educational Credit is the Council's division con-
cerned with credit and credentialing policies and practices in postsecon-
dary education. The role of the office and its policy-making and advisory
arm, the Commission on Educational Credit, is to give attention to
educational credit and credentialing policies for postsecondary education;
to foster high standards and sound practices for the evaluation and
recognition of extra-institutional learning; to foster and operate programs
to establish and publish credit equivalencies for extra-institutional learn-
ing,,, -and- to-advise postsecondary- edueationinstitutions-onhow- these
credit equivalencies can be used in placing students in academic pro-
grams and in credentialing educational accomplishment; to assist postse-
condary education institutions in providing people with due recognition
for competency, knowledge, and skills, wherever and however obtained;
and to provide people with an alternative means, of demonstrating high-
school-graduation competencies. OEC makes credit recommendations for
testing programs such as the College -Levelvel Examination Program
(CLEP) and administers the General Ed ational Development (GED)
Testing Program. OEC also makes credit recommendations for formal
courses offered by the military and other noncollegiate sponsors such as
business, industry,' government agencies, voluntary and professional asso-
ciations, and labor unions; f r Army military occupational specialties
(MOS's) and Navy ratings; an for home study courses accredited by the
National Home Study Council. In a new-study for the U.S. Department
of Labor, the Office will determine whether credit recommendations can
be made for apprenticeship programs registered with the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training. The office's. Task Force on Educational
Credit and Credentials has developed recommendations for improving
the credit and credentialing system. The Final RePort of the Task Force
and a companion volume, Credentialing Educational Accomplishment, will
be published in early 1978.
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